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Abbreviations and Symbols Used in This Work 

abbr. abbreviated; 
abbreviation 

abr. abridged; abridgment 
AD anno Domini, in the 

year of the (our) Lord 
Afrik. “Afrikaans 
AH anno Hegirae, in the 

year of the Hijrah 
Akk. Akkadian 
Ala. Alabama 
Alb. Albanian 
Am. Amos 
AM ante meridiem, before 

noon 

amend. amended; 
amendment 

annot. annotated; 
annotation 

Ap. Apocalypse 
Apn. Apocryphon 
app. appendix 
Arab. Arabic 
‘Arakh. ‘Arakhin 
Aram. Aramaic 
Ariz. Arizona 
Ark. Arkansas 
Arm. Armenian 
art. article (pl., arts.) 
AS Anglo-Saxon 
Asm. Mos. Assumption of 

Moses 
Assyr. Assyrian 
A.S.S.R. Autonomous Soviet 

Socialist Republic 
Av. Avestan 
‘A.Z. ‘Avodah zarah 
b. born 
Bab. Babylonian 
Ban. Bantu 
1 Bar. 1 Baruch 
2 Bar. 2 Baruch 
3 Bar. 3 Baruch 
4 Bar. 4 Baruch 
B.B. Bava’ batra’ 
BBC British Broadcasting 

Corporation 
Bc. before Christ 
BCE before the common era 
B.D. Bachelor of Divinity 
Beits. Beitsah 
Bekh. Bekhorot 
Beng. Bengali 
Ber. Berakhot 

Berb. Berber 
Bik. Bikkurim 
bk. book (pl., bks.) 
B.M. Bava’ metsi‘a’ 
BP before the present 
B.Q. Bava’ gamma’ 
Brah. Brahmana 
Bret. Breton 
B.T. Babylonian Talmud 
Bulg. Bulgarian 
Burm. Burmese 
c. circa, about, 

approximately 
Calif. California 
Can. Canaanite 
Catal. Catalan 
CE of the common era 
Celt. Celtic 
cf. confer, compare 
Chald. Chaldean 
chap. chapter (pl., chaps.) 
Chin. Chinese 
C.H.M. Community of the 

Holy Myrrhbearers 
1 Chr. 1 Chronicles 
2 Chr. 2 Chronicles 
Ch. Slav. Church Slavic 
em centimeters 

col. column (pl., cols.) 
Col. Colossians 
Colo. Colorado 
comp. compiler (pl., 

comps.) 
Conn. Connecticut 
cont. continued 
Copt. Coptic 
1 Cor. 1 Corinthians 
2 Cor. 2 Corinthians 
corr. corrected 
C.S.P. Congregatio Sancti 

Pauli, Congregation of 
Saint Paul (Paulists) 

d. died 
D Deuteronomic (source of 

the Pentateuch) 
Dan. Danish 
D.B. Divinitatis 

Baccalaureus, Bachelor of 
Divinity 

D.C. District of Columbia 
D.D. Divinitatis Doctor, 

Doctor of Divinity 
Del. Delaware 

Dem. Dema’i 
dim. diminutive 
diss. dissertation 
Dn. Daniel 
D.Phil. Doctor of 

Philosophy 
Dt. Deuteronomy 
Du. Dutch 
E_ Elohist (source of the 

Pentateuch) 
Eccl. Ecclesiastes 
ed. editor (pl., eds.); edition; 

edited by 
‘Eduy. ‘Eduyyot 
e.g. exempli gratia, for 

example 
Egyp. Egyptian 
1 En. 1 Enoch 
2En. 2 Enoch 
3 En. 3 Enoch 
Eng. English 
enl. enlarged 
Eph. Ephesians 
‘Eruv. ‘Eruvin 
1 Esd. 1 Esdras 
2Esd. 2 Esdras 
3 Esd. 3 Esdras 
4 Esd. 4 Esdras 
esp. especially 
Est. Estonian 
Est. Esther 
et al. et alii, and others 
etc. et cetera, and so forth 
Eth. Ethiopic 
EV English version 
Ex. Exodus 
exp. expanded 
Ez. Ezekiel 
Ezr. Ezra 
2Ezr. 2 Ezra 

4Ezr. 4 Ezra 
f. feminine; and following 

(pl., ff.) 
fasc. fascicle (pl., fascs.) 
fig. figure (pl., figs.) 
Finn. Finnish 
fl. floruit, flourished 
Fla. Florida 
Fr. French 
frag. fragment 
ft. feet 
Ga. Georgia 
Gal. Galatians 

Gaul. Gaulish 
Ger. German 

Git. Gittin 
Gn. Genesis 
Gr. Greek 
Hag. Hagigah 
Hal. Hallah 
Hau. Hausa 
Hb. Habakkuk 
Heb. Hebrew 
Heb. Hebrews 
Hg. Haggai 
Hitt. Hittite 
Hor. Horayot 
Hos. Hosea 
Hul. Hullin 
Hung. Hungarian 
ibid. ibidem, in the same 

place (as the one 
immediately preceding) 

Icel. Icelandic 
i.e. id est, that is 
IE Indo-European 
Ill. Illinois 
Ind. Indiana 
intro. introduction 
Ir. Gael. Irish Gaelic 
Iran. Iranian 
Is. Isaiah 
Ital. Italian 
J Yahvist (source of the 

Pentateuch) 
Jas. James 
Jav. Javanese 
Jb. Job 
Jdt. Judith 
Jer. Jeremiah 
Jgs. Judges 
JI. Joel 
Jn. John 
1 Jn. 1 John 
2Jn. 2John 
3 Jn. 3John 
Jon. Jonah 
Jos. Joshua 
Jpn. Japanese 
JPS Jewish Publication 

Society translation (1985) 
of the Hebrew Bible 

J.T. Jerusalem Talmud 
Jub. Jubilees 
Kans. Kansas 
Kel. Kelim 



vi ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

Ker. Keritot 

Ket. Ketubbot 
1 Kgs. 1 Kings 
2 Kgs. 2 Kings 
Khois. Khoisan 
Kil. Kil’ayim 
km_ kilometers 
Kor. Korean 
Ky. Kentucky 
1. line (pl., ll.) 
La. Louisiana 

Lam. Lamentations 
Lat. Latin 

Latv. Latvian 
L. en Th. Licencié 

en Théologie, Licentiate 
in Theology 

L.és L. Licencié és Lettres, 

Licentiate in Literature 
Let. Jer. Letter of Jeremiah 
lit. literally 
Lith. Lithuanian 
Lk. Luke 
LL Late Latin 

LL.D. Legum Doctor, 
Doctor of Laws 

Lv. Leviticus 
m_ meters 

m. masculine 
M.A. Master of Arts 
Ma‘as. Ma‘aserot 
Ma‘as. Sh. Ma'‘aser sheni 
Mak. Makkot 
Makh. Makhshirin 
Mal. Malachi 
Mar. Marathi 
Mass. Massachusetts 
1 Mc. 1 Maccabees 
2 Mc. 2 Maccabees 
3 Mc. 3 Maccabees 
4 Mc. 4 Maccabees 
Md. Maryland 
M.D. Medicinae Doctor, 

Doctor of Medicine 
ME Middle English 
Meg. Megillah 
Mell. Me‘ilah 
Men. Menahot 
MHG Middle High German 
mi. miles 
Mi. Micah 
Mich. Michigan 
Mid. Middot 

Minn. Minnesota 
Mig. Miqva’ot 
MIran. Middle Iranian 
Miss. Mississippi 
Mk. Mark 
Mo. Missouri 
Mo'‘ed Q. Mo‘ed qatan 
Mont. Montana 
MPers. Middle Persian 
MS. manuscriptum, 

manuscript (pl., MSS) 
Mt. Matthew 
MT Masoretic text 
n. note 

Na. Nahum 
Nah. Nahuatl 
Naz. Nazir 

N.B. nota bene, take careful 
note 

N.C. North Carolina 
n.d. no date ' 
N.Dak. North Dakota 
NEB New English Bible 
Nebr. Nebraska 
Ned. Nedarim 
Neg. Nega‘im 
Neh. Nehemiah 
Nev. Nevada 
N.H. New Hampshire 
Nid. Niddah 
N.J. New Jersey 
Nm. Numbers 
N.Mex. New Mexico 
no. number (pl., nos.) 
Nor. Norwegian 
n.p. no place 
n.s. mew series 
N.Y. New York 
Ob. Obadiah 
O.Cist. Ordo 

Cisterciencium, Order of 
Citeaux (Cistercians) 

OCS Old Church Slavonic 
OE Old English 
O.F.M. Ordo Fratrum 
Minorum, Order of Friars 
Minor (Franciscans) 

OFr. Old French 
QOhal. Ohalot 
OHG Old High German 
OlIr. Old Irish 
OlIran. Old Iranian 
Okla. Oklahoma 
ON Old Norse 
O.P. Ordo Praedicatorum, 

Order of Preachers 
(Dominicans) 

OPers. Old Persian 
op. cit. opere citato, in the 

work cited 
OPrus. Old Prussian 
Oreg. Oregon 
‘Orl. ‘Orlah 
O.S.B. Ordo Sancti 

Benedicti, Order of Saint 
Benedict (Benedictines) 

p- page (pl., pp.) 
P Priestly (source of the 

Pentateuch) 
Pa. Pennsylvania 
Pahl. Pahlavi 
Par. Parah 
para. paragraph (pl., paras.) 
Pers. Persian 
Pes. Pesahim 
Ph.D. Philosophiae Doctor, 

Doctor of Philosophy 
Phil. Philippians 
PhIm. Philemon 
Phoen. Phoenician 
pl. plural; plate (pl., pls.) 
PM post meridiem, after 

noon 
Pol. Polish 
pop. population 
Port. Portuguese 
Prv. Proverbs 

Ps. Psalms 
. Ps. 151 Psalm 151 

Ps. Sol. Psalms of Solomon 
pt. part (pl., pts.) 
1 Pt. 1 Peter 

2 Pt. 2 Peter 

Pth. Parthian 
Q_ hypothetical source of the 

synoptic Gospels 
Qid. Qiddushin 
Qin. Qinnim 

r. reigned; ruled 
Rab. Rabbah 
rev. revised 
R. ha-Sh. Ro’sh ha-shanah 
R.I. Rhode Island 
Rom. Romanian 

Rom. Romans 
R.S.C.J. Societas 

Sacratissimi Cordis Jesu, 
Religious of the Sacred 
Heart % 

RSV_ Revised Standard 
Version of the Bible 

Ru. Ruth 
Rus. Russian 
Rv. Revelation 
Rv. Ezr. Revelation of Ezra 
San. Sanhedrin 
S.C. South Carolina 
Scot. Gael. Scottish Gaelic 
S.Dak. South Dakota 
sec. section (pl., secs.) 
Sem. Semitic 

ser. series 
sg. singular 
Sg. Song of Songs 
Sg. of 3 Prayer of Azariah 

and the Song of the Three 
Young Men 

Shab. Shabbat 
Shav. Shavu‘ot 
Sheq. Shegqalim 
Sib. Or. Sibylline Oracles 
Sind. Sindhi 

Sinh. Sinhala 
Sir. Ben Sira 

S.J. Societas Jesu, Society 

of Jesus (Jesuits) 
Skt. Sanskrit 
1Sm. 1 Samuel 
2Sm. 2 Samuel 
Sogd. Sogdian 
Sot Sotah 
sp. species (pl., spp.) 
Span. Spanish 
sq. square 
S.S.R. Soviet Socialist 

Republic 
st. stanza (pl., ss.) 
S.T.M. Sacrae Theologiae 

Magister, Master of Sacred 
Theology 

Suk. Sukkah 
Sum. Sumerian 
supp. supplement; 

supplementary 
Sus. Susanna 
s.v. sub verbo, under the 
word (pl., s.v.v.) 

Swed. Swedish 
Syr. Syriac 
Syr. Men. Syriac Menander 
Ta‘an. Ta‘anit 
Tam. Tamil 
Tam. Tamid 
Tb. Tobit 
T.D. Taisho shinshi 

daizoky6, edited by 
Takakusu Junjiré et al. 
(Tokyo, 1922-1934) 

Tem. Temurah 
Tenn. Tennessee 

Ter. Terumot 

Tev. Y. Tevul yom 
Tex. Texas 
Th.D. Theologicae Doctor, 

Doctor of Theology 
1 Thes. 1 Thessalonians 
2 Thes. 2 Thessalonians 
Thrac. Thracian 
Ti. Titus 
Tib. Tibetan 
1Tm. 1 Timothy 
2Tm. 2 Timothy 
T. of 12 Testaments of the 

Twelve Patriarchs 
Toh. Tohorot 
Tong. Tongan 
trans. translator, 

translators; translated by; 
translation 

Turk. Turkish 
Ukr. Ukrainian 
Upan. Upanisad 
U.S. United States 
U.S.S.R. Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics 
Uqts. Ugqtsin 
v. verse (pl., vv.) 
Va. Virginia 
var. variant; variation 

Viet. Vietnamese 
viz. videlicet, namely 
vol. volume (pl., vols.) 
Vt. Vermont 

Wash. Washington 
Wel. Welsh 
Wis. Wisconsin 
Wis. Wisdom of Solomon 
W.Va. West Virginia 
Wyo. Wyoming 
Yad. Yadayim 
Yev. Yevamot 
Yi. Yiddish 
Yor. Yoruba 
Zav. Zavim 
Zec. Zechariah 
Zep. Zephaniah 
Zev. Zevahim 

* hypothetical 
? uncertain; possibly; 

perhaps 
degrees 
plus 
minus 
equals; is equivalent to 
by; multiplied by 
yields eet ee 



(CONTINUED) 

PROCESSION is the linearly ordered, solemn move- 
ment of a group through chartered space to a known 

destination to give witness, bear an esteemed object, 

perform a rite, fulfill a vow, gain merit, or visit a shrine. 

Some processions, such as the Via Dolorosa proces- 

sion in modern Jerusalem, constitute major rituals in 

their own right. Others, such as the ‘‘Little Entrance’”’ of 

Christian Orthodox tradition (in which the Gospels are 

carried to the front of the sanctuary) or the procession 

of a bridal party down a church aisle, are only facilitat- 

ing gestures—formalized comings and goings. The most 

familiar settings for processions are civil ceremonies 

(such as coronations, military fanfares, and enthrone- 

ments), weddings, funerals, initiations, and fertility rites. 

Major processions seem most widespread in agricul- 

tural or urban cultures or those in transition from the 

one to the other. In hunting, nomadic, and industrial 

cultures, processions are likely to decline in frequency 

or significance and thereafter function only as minor 

gestural tributaries to other rituals. 

The ritual space of a procession is linear. When it is 

completed by a subsequent recession, one might speak 

of it as “‘bi-linear.”’ By virtue of its linearity, procession 

differs from circumambulation. Processual action is not 

movement around a sacred object but to a special place. 

Even when a procession returns to its beginning point, 

its circuit is not generally continuous. The movement is 

oriented toward a destination rather than a center. Pro- 

cessants do not occupy centralized sacred space. In- 

stead, they carry their ‘“‘center’’ with them. The usual 

places of honor in hierarchically ordered processions 

are at the head or end of the line. Whereas circum- 

ambulation usually sanctifies or protects the place 

bounded by its circumference, a procession normally 

links different spatial orders, for instance, civic and sa- 

cred or urban and rural space. The rhythms of process- 

ing and recessing establish a corridor between a nu- 

cleus of sacred space and adjacent, nonsacred zones, or 

satellite shrines beyond these zones. Distances tra- 

versed in processions are usually moderate. One of the 

longer ones, held during the Greek Eleusinian festival, 

was fourteen miles. Others, such as the chorus’s en- 

trance (parados) and exit (exodos) to ancient Greek the- 

ater, were only a few yards long. Robigalia, the ancient 

Roman procession intended to avert blight and later 

adapted by early Christianity into its Rogation proces- 

sions, was five miles, a more typical distance. 

Walking meditation in Zen Buddhism is called kin- 

hin. This practice falls between procession and circum- 

ambulation. Kinhin is not directed to any place, so it is 

not strictly a procession. And although its course is usu- 

ally around a meditation hall, there is no centralized 

object of attention. Instead, practitioners’ eyes are on 

the floor, and their attention is directed to the way of 

walking itself. 

The solemn or meditative tone of a procession differ- 

entiates it from the expansive, celebrative ethos of a pa- 

rade or the martial, aggressive one of military marches, 

picketing, or conquests (such as Don Diego de Vargas’s 

entrada into Santa Fe, New Mexico, in 1692). When 

Joshua brings down Jericho’s walls, he is not processing 

so much as circumambulating in the service of con- 

quest. Unlike mere invasion, conquest, now an obsolete 

military tactic, is akin to ritual because of its obvious 

stylization and emphasis on symbolic, rather than stra- 

tegic, ordering. Examples of ritual elements that might 

distinguish conquest from invasion include carrying 

flags, playing drums, wearing uniforms, singing, chant- 

ing, and marching in columns. These activities some- 

times retain their symbolic value long after their prac- 

tical military values are lost. 

The usual distinction between processions and pa- 

rades identifies the former as sacred, the latter as pro- 

fane. The distinction is minimally useful because 

processions often try to link these or other classificatory 

domains. Perhaps we should consider parades and 

processions as celebrative and solemn versions, respec- 

tively, of the same basic type of action. Consequently, 



2 PROCESSION 

speaking of a “religious parade’ or an ‘‘academic 

procession” is no contradiction in terms. The pace of a 

procession is typically slower than that of a parade, and 

its rhythms are more deliberate than that of ordinary 

walking (or driving if, say, chariots, pageants, floats, or 

automobiles are employed to transport participants). 

Participation in processions is more restricted than in 

parades. There seems to be a persistent tendency for 

every procession gradually to relax its exclusivity and 

become a popular parade in which bystanders can join. 

Since processing is group movement, it contrasts with 

running races, which is ritualized, for example, in the 

Olympic Games and among some modern-day Pueblos. 

A race is agonistic, setting one person in competition 

with another. The object of a race is to arrive ordinally 

(first place, second, third, and so on), not corporately or 

simultaneously. Perhaps the best term to appropriate if 

we wish to speak of an “individual procession”’ is quest. 

“Quest,” however, is probably better treated as individ- 

ualized pilgrimage. 

Since a procession’s destination is known, it is dis- 

tinct from ritualized hunting, divination-directed mi- 

gration, religious wandering (of the Hebrews in the des- 

ert, for example), and wayfaring (a common practice in 

medieval China and Japan). Whereas essential elements 

of these perambuiatory rituals include becoming disor- 

iented, abiding in unprotected places, and having to in- 

vent or discover one’s destination, in processions there 

is no doubt where to begin and end, and little need for 

concern about personal safety. 

Dancing has no destination; processing does. Proces- 

sional dances such as the medieval European Dance of 

Death or the Hasidic dance with the Torah, are border- 

line instances. Dance presupposes not only rhythm but, 

typically, music. When dancing arises in a procession, 

as it does in Rio’s Carnival, perhaps we should speak of 

the event as a parade. And when dancing shifts from 

circularity and symmetry to linearity and asymmetry, 

the religious climate is likely to shift from prophetic 

criticism to priestly conservatism. 

The space through which a pilgrim passes may be 

mapped, but, unlike a procession path, it is not char- 

tered. Pilgrims pass through what Victor Turner calls 

liminal (“threshold’’) zones as they go from near to far. 

Whereas pilgrims tread ways they may not recognize or 

cross borders that make them subject to foreign author- 

ity, processants pass down ways specially cleared, dec- 

orated, and authorized for their arrival. Toward the end 

of certain pilgrimages—for instance, to the shrine of 

Guadalupe in Mexico City—one may sometimes join a 

procession. The chartered quality of procession paths is 

usually emphasized by the use of stations along the via 

sacra; at these, processants stop, rest, and oftentimes 

perform ancillary rites. 

Even priestly processants may have little to say about 

the intentions of their actions. Processions, unlike initi- 

ation rites or sacrifices, evoke little codified commen- 

tary, so scholars usually have to infer intentions. The 

most obvious one is to display what Erving Goffman 

might have called a “with”: these people “go with” that 

god. By walking with a god, processants gain merit by 

association and give witness that sacredness is not geo- 

graphically restricted to one spot but capable of annex- 

ing, even if temporarily, other places. Both a territorial 

imperative and a hierarchy of gods or sacred places is 

implied in most processions. Being seen, particularly in 

postures of homage before elevated, but proximate, sa- 

cred objects, legitimizes bonds and often establishes 

these sacra as a group’s own. Far from having an in- 

version effect, as a Mardi Gras parade might, public 

processions confirm established hierarchies and sacral- 

ize ownership and order. For example, one of the oldest 

known processions was part of the Great Akitu festival 

held in Babylon in honor of Marduk. The first day of the 

new year was set aside for a solemn procession in which 

Nabu and other gods (carried in boats), kings, and sub- 

jects were seen visiting and paying homage to Marduk 

in his ‘‘chamber of fates.” Royalty was allowed to take 

the hand of the god, as if inviting him down an elabo- 

rately paved procession way, in order to confirm and 

renew the divine kingship. At an earlier time Marduk 

may have been obligated to go in procession to Nabu. 

Whichever deity was made the goal of a procession was 

by implication at the pinnacle of the pantheon. 

The display of venerated objects, such as the Host 

during Christian Corpus Christi processions, or symbols 

of power, such as weapons in Roman triumphal entries, 

is a common motive for processing. Lustrations, or ges- 

tures of purification, are sometimes enacted to ensure 

that such objects do not come to be contaminated or 

regarded as common because of overexposure. 

The ritual form most akin to procession is pilgrimage. 

Though both are styles of symbolic journeying, they dif- 

fer in essential respects. While pilgrimage is more goal- 

oriented (the return is usually anticlimactic), proces- 

sions may be more focused on a carried object than a 

goal, and recessing may be as significant as processing. 

In contrast to pilgrims, processants do not usually eat, 

sleep, or suffer together, nor do they endure long peri- 

ods of solitude. Furthermore, processants are usually 

the objects of spectating, while such is not the case with 

pilgrims. For these reasons processions tend more 

strongly toward social conservatism. Ironically, how- 

ever, the more popularly successful a procession be- 



comes, the more likely it is to become a ritual of inver- 

sion. 

[For related discussions, see Circumambulation and 

Pilgrimage, overview article.] 
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RONALD L. GRIMES 

PRODIGIA. In Roman religion prodigia (sg., prodi- 

gium) are portents, normally witnessed in Roman terri- 

tory, with dangerous implications. They required the 

intervention of the state. Eclipses, rain of stones or of 

blood, earthquakes, mysterious voices, plagues, thun- 

der, fires, birth of monsters, and phantoms were the 

most usual prodigia. A military defeat or the unchastity 

of a Vestal Virgin could in itself be considered a prodi- 

gium. 

By initiative of the magistrates, normally of the con- 

suls, the Roman Senate took cognizance of the prodigia 

and questioned witnesses. The pontiffs and other priests 

were consulted. If action seemed to be required, the 

Sibylline Books were examined for advice, and harus- 

pices were summoned from Etruria to give their opin- 

ion on the meaning of the portents and on the remedies 

to the menace, if any. The Senate had the ultimate re- 

sponsibility of deciding what one had to do to expiate 
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and eliminate the prodigia. This operation, called pro- 

curatio, was basically a purification of the city and 

might involve processions, sacrifices, banquets to gods 

(lectisternia), special prayers (supplicationes), games, 

and even the introduction of new gods. Some prodigia, 

such as a rain of stones, had a standard procuratio. 

The intervention of the Roman state in the matter of 

prodigia declined notably during the empire. The prodi- 

gia were officially registered in the annals of the pontiffs 

and consequently in the annals of the historians, as 

shown by Livy (see his characteristic remark of 43.13.1) 

and by Tacitus. Books listing prodigia circulated. One, 

the Prodigiorum liber by Julius Obsequens (probably 

fourth century cE), has survived. In the extant, not com- 

plete, form it collects prodigia (mainly derived from 

Livy) between 190 and 11 BcE. Vergil is atypical insofar 

as he registers propitious prodigia in the Aeneid. 
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ARNALDO MOMIGLIANO 

PRODIGIES. See Portents and Prodigies. 

PROKOPOVICH, FEOFAN (1681-1736), Russian 
Orthodox archbishop. Prokopovich collaborated with 

Peter the Great to subordinate the administration of the 

Russian Orthodox church to the imperial government. 

The instrument of subordination was the Dukhovnyi 

Reglament (Ecclesiastical Regulation), Prokopovich’s 

most famous writing, which Peter had proclaimed on 25 

January 1721. 

The Ecclesiastical Regulation achieved the subordi- 

nation of the church’s administration to the tsarist state 
until the tsardom collapsed in 1917. It-abolished the pa- 

triarchate of Moscow, replacing it with an Ecclesiasti- 

cal College modeled on the collegial system that had 

just been introduced into the civilian administration of 

the Russian empire. The Ecclesiastical College imme- 

diately and successfully sought to rename itself the 
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Most Holy Governing Synod. The change in name sym- 

bolized the beginning of a nearly two-hundred-year ~ 

struggle by churchmen and supporters of the church to 

regain administrative autonomy for the church. 

One of the more burdensome features of the Eccle- 

siastical Regulation was the subjugation of the clergy 

to police supervision. Priests were obliged to witness 

against their penitents or face severe legal sanctions. 

The regulation had the immediate effect of strengthen- 

ing the Old Believer schism and the long-term effect of 

alienating the clergy from their flocks. 

Prokopovich’s career signified a secularizing and prot- 

estantizing development within the Russian church. 

Like Peter, Prokopovich believed that the concept of 

symphonia, which defined church and state as two 

autonomous but interrelated phenomena, served to 

weaken political authority, to encourage Old Believer 

intransigence, and to foster political disloyalty. 

Raised by his uncle, Prokopovich studied in Jesuit 

colleges in the Polish Ukraine and in Rome, where, of 

necessity, he converted to (Uniate) Catholicism. In Kiev, 

he reconverted to Orthodoxy; he was appointed rector 

of the Kiev Theological Academy (1711), bishop of 

Pskov (1718), and archbishop of Novgorod (1720). 

When the tsar died in 1725, Prokopovich came under 

attack from traditionalist churchmen determined to re- 

store canonical equilibrium between church and state. 

Prokopovich counterattacked. He was a key supporter 

of the candidacy to the Russian throne of Anna Iva- 

novna of Kurland (r. 1730-1740), thereby becoming in- 

strumental in bringing upon the Russian church the so- 

called German yoke. 

Prokopovich’s final years found him in the anomalous 

situation of defending the traditional hierarchical orga- 

nization and the apostolic succession of the Orthodox 

church against further reforms of the Kurlander admin- 

istration. A collection of Prokopovich’s religious and po- 

litical works titled Words and Speeches (Saint Peters- 

burg, 1765) appeared posthumously. 
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JAMES W. CUNNINGHAM 

PROMETHEUS was one of the Titans of the genera- 

tion of gods prior to the Olympian Zeus. According to 

Hesiod, he became the major benefactor of the human 

race by introducing them to crafts, fire, and sacrifice. 

The ambiguous position that he occupied during the 

rule of the Olympians around Zeus is hinted at in his 

name of “forethinking one” and the fact he had a twin 

brother, Epimetheus, the ‘‘one who thinks too late.” To- 

gether they seem to form one personality, as Kerényi 

(1956) has pointed out. 

Prometheus is the major mediator between the world 

of the gods and that of mankind. His original encounter 

with the Olympian Zeus shows his ambivalence as 

benefactor and bringer of evil to the human race. He 

challenges Zeus to a duel of wits, as Zeus had similarly 

challenged Kronos, his father, and Kronos still earlier 

had challenged his own father, Ouranos. Prometheus di- 

vides an ox into two parts, one of which Zeus is to 

choose; one part hides the bones under an appetizing 

layer of fat, while the other part hides the meat under 

the unappetizing layer of the animal’s stomach. Zeus, 

despite his all-encompassing foreknowledge (obtained 

by swallowing the goddess Metis, or Wisdom), fulfills 

Prometheus’s expectation by choosing for himself the 

heap of bones. Furious over Prometheus’s “trickery,” 

Zeus deprives mankind of fire, which Prometheus must 

then steal to enable mankind to lead a civilized life and 

cook meat instead of eating it raw. For this second mis- 

deed by Prometheus, the Olympians punish mankind 

with the gift of the first woman, Pandora (fashioned by 

Hephaistos and endowed with sexual desirability by 

Aphrodite), who, in spite of her inviting allure, brings 

mankind a box filled with all evils but also containing 

hope. 

The structural opposition between surface appear- 

ance and true meaning or essence, between good that is 

hidden under evil, and evil that comes from well-inten- 

tioned deeds, is paradigmatically depicted in this myth 

of Prometheus who, like all the Titans, seems to strad- 

dle divine and human nature through his mediatory po- 

sition: his thinking is called ankulomeitas (“crooked of 

counsel, wily’’); he is the one who ‘‘snares himself in his 

own trickery.” While trying to challenge Zeus for sov- 

ereignty through sacrificial partition, he establishes one 

of the main features of civilized life, namely those sac- 

rifices that, while opening a channel of communication 

to the divine world, fix forever the separation of the hu- 

man and the divine spheres: man has to eat cooked 

meat, whereas the gods sustain themselves on the mere 
vapors of burned bones and fat. While Prometheus 
wants to benefit mankind by introducing fire, an ele- 
ment indispensable for sacrifices and civilization, he 



also brings about mortality for mankind, for Pandora is 

the gods’ poisoned countergift to men for a gift to the 

gods, sacrifice, that hid its true nature, bones, under an 

appealing exterior. Since receiving this countergift from 

the gods, mankind has had to labor in the fields for 

sustenance, plant seeds in the earth and in womankind, 

and tend the fire to perform such tasks as smithery, pot- 

tery, cooking, and sacrifices. 

Prometheus thus becomes the archetype of the ambi- 

valent and ambiguous trickster-god, who through the 

themes of theft and deception is structurally equivalent 

to such figures as Loki in Germanic mythology. In this 

respect Prometheus is also akin to figures like Athena, 

Hermes, and Hephaistos, deities of crafts and craftiness. 

He removes mankind from the state of innocence as 

well as from barbarism (the eating of raw meat) by in- 

troducing knowledge and crafts, but he brings mortality 
as well. 

[See also Tricksters.] 
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PROOFS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF GOD = 5 

PROOFS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF GOD. 

Early generations of Christian thinkers accepted God’s 

existence as a given that needed no proof and was sur- 

mised on the basis of immediate evidence in an act that 

did not clearly distinguish faith from reason. The dom- 

inant exponent of this approach was Augustine (d. 430), 

who posited, for instance, an awareness of God as “‘first 

truth” in the intuition of truth as such that occurs in 

the depths of human consciousness. Bonaventure (d. 

1274) was a legitimate heir of Augustine in the medieval 

period, as was Blaise Pascal (d. 1662) in the modern era. 

Nicolas Malebranche (d. 1715), by contrast, promoted 

an ontologism, in which “God” is made the first innate 

idea implanted in the human mind, of which all other 

ideas are modifications. 

The Ontological Argument. Those who have sought 

God’s existence by deploying the processes of reasoning 

have done so in one of two ways: either a priori or a 

posteriori. The first approach derives God’s existence 

from an idea of him in the consciousness of the knower. 

The original formulation of this argument is that of An- 

selm of Canterbury (d. 1109); it describes God as “that 

than which a greater cannot be conceived.”’ Such a no- 

tion demands, for Anselm, God’s real existence (Proslo- 

gion 2), and indeed entails it as something necessary 

(Proslogion 3). Various versions of this argument appear 

in the works of René Descartes (d. 1650), who argues 

that God cannot be conceived as nonexisting (Third 

Meditation), and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (d. 1716), 

who, echoing John Duns Scotus (d. 1308), declares that 

if God is possible, he exists (New Essays concerning Hu- 

man Understanding 4.10). Among the contemporary de- 

fenders of the ontological argument are Norman Mal- 

colm, Alvin Plantinga, and Charles Hartshorne. Its two 

most trenchant critics are Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274), 

who views it as making an unfounded move from the 

ideal to the real order (Summa theologiae 1.2.1—2), tak- 

ing Anselm’s idea of God to include the concept of real 

existence but not the actual exercise thereof; and Im- 

manuel Kant (d. 1804), who insists that existence is not 

a predicate included in any concept and so can only be 

encountered empirically (“Of the Impossibility of a 

Cosmological Proof of the Existence of God,” Critique of 

Pure Reason A592/B620 ff.). Conceived religiously rath- 

er than logically, however, Anselm’s idea of God ap- 

parently originates in a religious experience of tran- 

scendence at once objective and beyond the reach of un- 

aided reason. It would seem gratuitous to deny that 

such experience can, in the lived and concrete order, 

convey the real existence of the transcendent, without, 

however, demonstrating that existence in a logically 

cogent way. 
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The Cosmological and Teleological Arguments. An al- 

ternative position repudiates any a priori approach on 

the ground that nothing antecedes or explains God’s be- 

ingness. Finite entities of the world, however, are not 

the explanation of their own reality but rather are the 

effects of a transcendent creative cause. This explains a 

posteriori the mere existence at least of a primal cause, 

which Christians have identified materially with God. 

In the language of Thomas Aquinas, arguments of this 

kind are not designated “proofs,” but five “approaches” 

or “ways” (viae) to God that function as “‘prerequisites 

to faith” (praeambula fidei) in the God of revelation. The 

starting points of all such arguments are facts readily 

observable in the world of ordinary experience: motion, 

causality, contingency of existence, grades of ontologi- 

cal perfection, and intrinsic finality. The nerve of the 

thought process is causality: efficient, exemplary, and 

final. An infinite regress in any series of such causes is 

deemed unintelligible as long as the ordering is an es- 

sential and not merely an accidental one. The rational 

intelligence is thus led to postulate the existence of God 

as primal or ultimate cause—not as the first member of 

the series but as the analogical cause of the series as 

such. The lineaments of such a procedure were not orig- 

inal with Christian thinkers but were already to be 

found in Plato, Aristotle, Ibn Sina (Avicenna), Ibn 

Rushd (Averroés), and Moses Maimonides. Signifi- 

cantly, Thomas himself never refers to these movements 

of thought as establishing God’s existence, only as jus- 

tifying the judgment that “God is”; all that is claimed, 

then, is the legitimacy of using the copula “is” of God 

in a transsubjective sense. 

The Moral Argument. This conviction within Chris- 

tian thought, of an intrinsic intelligibility at the heart 

of reality bespeaking a transcendent ground to the real 

order, reached its clearest expression in the thirteenth 

century but began to erode into skepticism with the rise 

of nominalist theology in the fourteenth century, espe- 

cially with William of Ockham (d. 1349). Immanuel 

Kant, in the late eighteenth century, insisted in his Cri- 

tique of Pure Reason that human understanding has no 

access whatsoever to any possible realm of meaning be- 

yond the phenomenal, which is given immediately to 

consciousness and structured further by categories in- 

nate to the subjectivity of the knower. God is thus, for 

Kant, a regulative idea formed by the mind to legiti- 

mate the ethical order. Thus, ethics becomes the 

grounding principle for postulating God’s existence, 

rather than vice versa, as had been the case in the past. 

Moral imperatives mean, simply, postulating one who 

imperates; any question of a real referent to that con- 

cept outside consciousness lies beyond the competency 

of human reason. 

Judaism and Islam. Jewish thought eschews all ef- 

forts to prove God’s existence, seeing this as established 

beyond dispute in the prophets, whose concern is God’s 

moral governance. Philo Judaeus (d. circa 50 cE), how- 

ever, under the stimulus of Greek and Arabic thought 

during the Hellenistic period, integrated rational reflec- 

tion on the world with what the scriptures teach. Mai- 

monides (d. 1204), in the medieval period, advanced 

two forms of the cosmological argument: one from mo- 

tion and one from the contingency of existence. Among 

moderns, Moses Mendelssohn (d. 1786) stresses the role 

of reason in those areas in which revelation appears un- 

necessary, while Franz Rosenzweig (d. 1929) argues that 

the existential encounter dispenses with rational in- 

quiry and itself constitutes revelation. This position ac- 

cords with Martin Buber’s (d. 1965) way to God as the 

eternal Thou in man’s dialogue with every finite thou. 

Islamic thought did not employ reason on things di- 

vine that were taught in the Qur’an until medieval 

times, when Ibn Sina (d. 1037), distinguishing essence 

from existence, argued for God as the necessary exis- 

tent. Ibn Rushd (d. 1198), integrating Islamic tradition 

with his understanding of Aristotle, maintained that the 

metaphysician can demonstrate the revealed truth 

about God available to believers in metaphorical lan- 

guage. Ibn Rushd’s influence, in the form of Latin Aver- 

roism, extended to the University of Paris in the thir- 

teenth century and to the universities of Bologna and 

Padua until the mid-seventeenth century. 

Modern Atheism. G. W. F. Hegel (d. 1831) returned to 

the ontological argument; he maintained that finite 

consciousness was a “moment” in the self-enactment of 

Absolute Spirit, which thus assumed prerogatives for- 

merly ascribed to divinity. Ludwig Feuerbach (d. 1872) 

explicitly launched atheism against Christian thought 

by inverting Hegel’s thinking and reducing all refer- 

ences to the infinite to mere projections of finite spirit 

confronted with its own seemingly inexhaustible re- 

sources and aspirations. This tendency soon manifest- 

ed itself as psychological atheism with Sigmund Freud 

(d. 1939), as socioeconomic atheism with Karl Marx (d. 

1883), as ethical atheism with Jean-Paul Sartre (d. 

1980) and Albert Camus (d. 1960), and as anthropologi- 

cal atheism with Maurice Merleau-Ponty (d. 1961), 

thereby pervading much of modern Western thought. 

The Post-Atheistic Age. Reactions against this denial 

of any accessible signs of God’s existence began with 

Friedrich Schleiermacher (d. 1834), who postulated, be- 

low the level of either reason or will, a feeling (Gefiihi) 
or immediate awareness of the utter dependence of con- 
sciousness upon the sustaining reality of the transcen- 
dent whole, amounting to a God-consciousness within 
mankind. Roman Catholic thought, for its part, in the 



constitution Dei filius approved by the First Vatican 
Council in 1870, repudiated a ‘“‘traditionalism” on the 
one hand and a “‘semirationalism’” (in which, after a 
revelation from God, reason is able on its own to under- 

stand the pure mysteries of God that form the content 
of such revelation) on the other, opting instead for the 
possibility of a natural knowledge of at least God’s ex- 
istence. Paul Tillich (d. 1965) set a new tone in analyz- 

ing existential encounter, as opposed to metaphysical 
reflection; what he called disclosure experiences enable 

mankind to posit questions of ultimacy that are then 

answered in correlation to the revelatory act of a self- 

manifesting God. Wolfhart Pannenberg has recently ar- 

gued, in reaction to Karl Barth’s neoorthodoxy, which 

makes all acknowledgment of the true God a matter of 

religious faith, that history in its universality, open to 

human reason, offers hypothetical grounds for the real- 

ity of God. The available “proofs,” then, are simply an- 

thropological ways of formulating the question with 

precision and urgency—the question which man him- 

self is. Since history has not yet run its course, all 

answers are provisional in kind, based upon anticipat- 

ing the consummation of history in the resurrection of 

Christ. 

Karl Rahner (d. 1984) and Bernard Lonergan (d. 

1984) have attempted a rehabilitation of Thomas Aqui- 

nas’s five “ways,” viewing them as reflective and logical 

formulations of a prereflective, unthematic dynamism 

of finite spirit. This transcendental structure of human 

consciousness, which actualizes itself in the historical 

and categorical order, is described by Rahner as a pre- 

grasp (Vorgriff) of God himself under the formality of 

holy mystery. In a radically different vein, Alfred North 

Whitehead (d. 1947), originating a movement loosely 

called process thought, views God as a coprinciple with 

the world in a universe ultimately not of being but of 

creative becoming. This argument for the existence of 

God arises from the need to explain novelty in a self- 

creative universe without making God an exception to, 

rather than the prime instantiation of, the metaphysical 

schema. Here God “‘lures’”’ the world forward, even as it 

in turn supplies data for God’s own creative advance 

into novelty (Process and Reality, 1929, 5.2). 

Present Status of the Proofs. Much of modern 

thought, especially that indebted to analytic philoso- 

phy, tends to dismiss all talk about proofs for God’s ex- 

istence as meaningless, since no verifiable content can 

be given to the very idea of God. De facto, neither 

theism nor atheism is considered to be either demon- 

strable or refutable by reason. The affirmation of God is 

taken to be a matter of faith (religious or otherwise) 

rather than of reason—but one which, once made, may 

manifest itself as entirely reasonable. 
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[See also Attributes of God; Scholasticism; Nominal- 

ism; Enlightenment, The; Doubt and Belief; Atheism; 

and biographies of theologians and philosophers men- 

tioned herein. For further discussion of reflection on God 

in scripture and tradition, see God. For further discussion 

of the place of proofs in philosophical reflection on God, 

see Philosophy, article on Philosophy of Religion.] 
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PROPHECY. [This entry consists of two articles: An 

Overview and Biblical Prophecy. The first article treats 

the prophet as a type of religious specialist found in var- 

ious religious traditions. It is followed by a study of 

prophecy in Judaism and Christianity. For discussion of 

prophethood in Islam, see Nubtwah; for discussion of 

Iranian prophetic traditions, see Zoroastrianism and 

Manichaeism.] 

An Overview 

The term prophecy refers to a wide range of religious 

phenomena that have been manifested from ancient to 

modern times. The Greek term prophétés is the etymo- 

logical ancestor of the English word prophet, and it has 

cognates in most European languages. The indigenous 

Greek prophétés was a cultic functionary who “spoke 

for’ a god; that is, the prophétés delivered divine mes- 

sages in association with a sanctuary where the god had 

made its presence known. However, the word prophétés 

influenced European languages primarily because early 

Jewish and Christian writers used the term in transla- 

tions of the Hebrew Bible and in the New Testament to 

refer to religious specialists in Israelite, Jewish, and 

Christian traditions. Today comparativists use prophecy 

to describe religious phenomena in various contexts on 

analogy with the activity of ancient Hebrew prophets 

and other figures who had a similarly pivotal role in 

founding world religions in Southwest Asia. 

Ancient Prophecy. In antiquity it was commonly be- 

lieved that gods controlled events in the world and 

made their intentions known to human beings in var- 

ious ways. The earliest written records tell of religious 

functionaries whose responsibility it was to interpret 

signs or deliver messages from the gods in order to sup- 

ply information useful in the conduct of human affairs. 

In early tribal societies the clan leader often carried out 

these duties, or perhaps some other individual who used 

a variety of divinatory and visionary techniques to gain 

access to special knowledge about divine intentions. 

These activities usually included intercessory functions, 

whereby the leader or “prophet” petitioned spirits or a 

god or gods for special favors for their group. 

However, our picture of such figures (like the kahin of 

pre-Muslim Arabia or the kohen of patriarchal, preset- 

tlement Israel) is only inferential. They were active in 

nonliterate societies that left no linguistic records of 

themselves except by the transmission of oral traditions 

that eventually were written down by later, literate 

generations. The groups that did leave us written rec- 

ords had more complex forms of religious and political 

organization, suggesting that adepts in religious knowl- 

edge had correspondingly more specialized functions. 

From the records of ancient cultures in Mesopotamia 

and the Mediterranean region we know of a large num- 

ber of religious specialists who sought out and inter- 

preted messages from the gods. Their access to the 

world of the gods came through two different means. In 

the first place, there were diviners who practiced a va- 

riety of studied techniques to interpret symbolic mes- 

sages in the natural world. [See Divination.] Some tech- 

niques were manipulative (such as the casting of lots, 

the incubation of dreams, and the examination of the 

entrails of sacrificial animals); others were more purely 

observational (such as the interpretation of animal 

movement and the cataloguing of auspicious, often hor- 

rible, events). Second, the gods were also believed to 

communicate their will through oracles, that is, in hu- 

man language through the mouth of an inspired person. 

[See Oracles.] The behavior of these divine spokesmen 

is often thought to have been ecstatic, frenzied, or ab- 

normal in some way, which reflected their possession 

by the deity (and the absence of personal ego) at the 

time of transmission. Some groups used divination to 

test the accuracy of oral prophecies (e.g., prophecies at 

Mari), while others gave priority to oral prophecy, with 

only marginal appeal to divination (e.g., in Israelite re- 

ligion). 

Within general categories the nature and function of 

divine intermediation was diverse. Oracles and signs 

could appear without request; but more commonly, es- 

pecially in the Greco-Roman world, cultic officials pro- 

vided answers to specific questions asked to the sanc- 

tuary’s god. Ecstatic oracular behavior seems to have 

been the most common form of intermediation among 

figures not connected with recognized sanctuaries (e.g., 

the Akkadian muhhu), but it was also acceptable among 

those who did have such official legitimacy (e.g., the Ak- 

kadian apilu and various Greek mantic figures). The ter- 

minology applied to intermediaries is often ambiguous 

or vague, as with the Greek term prophétés, which at 

times denotes the oracular mouthpiece for divine 

speech and at others refers to the official interpreter of 

divinatory signs within a sanctuary. The diversity is im- 

mense. But it is clear from the complexity that the need 

for knowledge about divine activity was perceived at 

various social levels; ancient societies often maintained 

a large and varied staff of religious functionaries to 
keep such knowledge alive. 

Prophetic Founders of Religious Tradition. Through- 

out ancient Israel’s history as an independent state (c. 

1000-586 Bc), the religious orientation of a large seg- 

ment of its population was polytheistic, and as such, it 

shared in the general worldview of its neighbors. But 

even in the monotheistic elements of Israelite culture, 

there were different functionaries who transmitted the 



will of the same god, Yahveh, to the people. During the 
earliest part of this history, it appears that the Yahvists 
relied on at least three different figures for divine com- 
munication: (1) cultic officers who performed certain 
techniques (like casting lots), maintained cultic imple- 
ments (like the Ark), and occupied sacred space; (2) 
seers (Heb., ro’eh and hozeh), whose function is rather 
unclear, but may be designations from different periods 
of visionaries and diviners (cf. 1 Samuel 9:9); and 

(3) ecstatics (Heb., navi’, commonly translated as 

“prophet’’), whose unusual behavior was stimulated 
when Yahveh’s spirit came upon them. As Yahvism 

evolved, the navi’ came to be its predominant interme- 

diary, though as this occurred the activity of the navi’ 

came to include functions that were previously within 

the province of the other two specialists. Accordingly, 
the nevi’im depended less exclusively on ecstatic oracles 

for their identity, and many came to be (in some cases) 

cultic functionaries and inspired interpreters of ancient 
tradition. The evidence indicates, however, that pro- 

phetic legitimacy depended primarily on their accep- 

tance within a given group as oracular vehicles for the 

communication of Yahveh’s word, regardless of 

whether the navi’ was an ecstatic, a cultic official, an 

independent critic, or some combination of these roles. 
By at least the eighth century BcE the Hebrew proph- 

ets or their scribes commonly wrote down their oracles, 

and the prophetic writings of the Hebrew Bible (Old 

Testament) contain, in part, a modest literary residue 

of this extensive oracular activity. Historians have 

reached no consensus about why this development took 

place, nor about how these writings in particular came 

to be accepted among later generations as eternally au- 

thoritative. Yet, that oracular revelation came to be re- 

garded as having an enduring value, and that followers 

of prophets could disseminate their written oracles 

among various groups with whom the prophets origi- 

nally had no connection, was a major change in the his- 

tory of religions. Within the religious worldview that 

permeated the time of the first Hebrew prophets, mes- 

sages from the gods were seen as portentous for only the 

particular audience, time, and place attendant to the 

moment when they had been revealed on earth. Thus, it 

was necessary to maintain a retinue of religious spe- 

cialists to prophesy anew and interpret messages that 

regularly came from the gods. As certain specified writ- 

ten oracles came to be accepted in Israel as the reposi- 

tory of normative divine instruction, the nature of 

prophecy itself began to change, as did the character of 

religious tradition. 

What happened among the Hebrew prophets occurred 

more generally within several religious traditions in 

Southwest Asia. The following figures can be classed 
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with the Hebrew prophets as intermediaries whose or- 

acles became, at least in part, the revelational basis of 

a major world religion. Zarathushtra (Zoroaster), a Per- 

sian prophet of the late second millennium BcE, was the 

founder of Zoroastrianism (Boyce, 1975). Jesus appears 

in many respects as a prophet, even though Christianity 

has traditionally portrayed him as a unique messiah. 

Mani, a Babylonian born in 216 cE, founded Manichae- 

ism, which gained a large following in countries from 

India to the western Mediterranean. Finally, Muham- 

mad, like no other, established a believing community 

around himself as divine messenger, and succeeding 

generations of Muslims have accepted the oracles writ- 

ten down in the Qur’an as the unparalleled expression 

of divine communication. 

Defining precisely what these individual prophets 

share in common is not a simple matter. The social lo- 

cation of their activity differs in each case, and the suc- 

cess of each prophet in gaining a following during his 

lifetime varied widely, from Muhammad, who led ar- 

mies and established a moderate-sized empire by the 

time of his death, to Jesus, who died an ignominious 

death on a cross. Moreover the message of each prophet, 

if examined in detail, depends more on the particular 

traditions to which it was heir and the historical-cul- 

tural setting of the prophet’s activity than upon a tran- 

scendent ideal that applies to every member of the 

group. Nonetheless, five features are common to all. 

1. They all conceived of their activity as the result of a 

personal divine commission. They thought that their su- 

preme deity had appointed them individually to bear a 

specific revealed message to the human (or some more 

narrowly defined) community, and this message usually 

consisted of oracular speech and writing. Even Jesus, 

who frequently did not use traditional forms of pro- 

phetic speech, seems to have regarded his words and 

actions as communicating the message he was commis- 

sioned to bear. 

2. Religious traditions arose that regarded some oracles 

of these prophets as uniquely heaven-sent, sacred, and 

binding upon people in perpetuity. In such cases, the 

prophets’ words became part (or the substance) of a 

scriptural canon that was regarded as the repository of 

revealed knowledge; each sacred canon became, in turn, 

the standard by which the tradition judged all later re- 

ligious pronouncements and activity. For prophets 

whose speech or writing was formally oracular (e.g. the 

Hebrew prophets and Muhammad), the scripture be- 

came, at least in part, a collection of those oracles. Sto- 

ries about the symbolic activities and miraculous deeds 

performed by these prophets also found their way into 

the canons (note particularly the Gospels and the 

prophetic narratives in the Hebrew Bible), and the 
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members of each tradition regarded this material as 

having paradigmatic importance. 

Whether these prophets were themselves the founders 

of traditions is not a question to be answered easily. 

Both Muhammad and Mani organized the early Muslim 

and Manichaean communities, respectively, and they 

promoted their own writings as perpetually relevant 

revelation. But in the other three cases (Zoroastrianism, 

Judaism, and Christianity), the historical prophets had 

little or no influence on the organization of the later re- 

ligious tradition, and others determined the content and 

organization of the sacred scripture. In fact, the authors 

and compilers of the Hebrew Bible shaped the words 

and actions of Moses to such a degree that his biblical 

portrait probably has little in common with the histor- 

ical person. Nonetheless, because these prophets all had 

an important role in founding religious tradition, and 

especially because later generations revered them as the 

fountainheads of divine revelation, we shall call this 

group the “founding prophets.” 

3. Though the content of their messages differs signif- 

icantly from one prophet to the next, depending on his- 

torical circumstance and inherited tradition, all of the 

founding prophets proclaimed what their later tradition 

regarded as universal truths. The theological develop- 

ment of these prophetic, revealed religions tended to- 

ward conceptions of a deity or deities (Zoroastrianism 

and Manichaeism) that transcended tribal, geographi- 

cal, national, and cultic boundaries. While it would be 

too ambitious to attribute to these prophetic figures 

alone the creation of universal religious claims, the 

writings of such prophets as Amos, so-called Second Is- 

aiah, and Muhammad are among the most radical in- 

novations in the history of religious thought. 

4. The founding prophets were, in their own individual 

ways, social critics, even though their ideas about so- 

ciety were quite different from one another. Muham- 

mad, for example, seems to have been a great deal more 

concerned with the structures of society on this earth 

than Mani, who addressed social issues primarily in or- 

der to help promote gnosis (the salvific knowledge of 

ultimate things). Still, all of them considered moral be- 

havior to be central in complying with the wishes of 

their supreme deity. Particularly in the Judeo-Christian 
and Muslim traditions, prophetic teachings have been 

seen as attempts to denounce injustices practiced 
against the weak and powerless. In the prophetic writ- 

ings of these traditions questions of social morality 
have such prominence that scholars have often charac- 

terized the religion of the prophets as “ethical mono- 
theism.” 

5. Finally, the founding prophets helped both to main- 

tain and to reform religious tradition. They regarded 

their demands for change as having a basis in ancient 

tradition, but they insisted that their contemporary re- 

ligious situation be reshaped in ‘accordance with that 

tradition. Naturally, these demands met stiff resistance 

from those contemporaries of the prophets who wanted 

to maintain other traditions or the status quo. As a re- 

sult each of the founding prophets suffered indignities, 

sometimes even torture and-death. Typically, prophets 

who met with resistance saw popular rejection as proof 

of their legitimacy, since earlier prophets had been sim- 

ilarly despised. 
Just as these prophets constitute a group because of 

their mutual similarites, they are also distinct from 

other figures in the history of religions. They are differ- 

ent from the various intermediaries who preceded them 

in that the revelation they communicated has an endur- 

ing relevance in religious tradition and remained inti- 

mately connected with their individual personalities. 

Revelation had previously been relevant only for a lim- 

ited time, and, with a few minor exceptions, the person- 

ality of the prophet had been of relatively little signifi- 

cance in the mediation of divine messages. The roles of 

these prophets often stood in sharp contrast with priest- 

ly functions. The innovative and reforming messages of 

the prophets were accepted within the religious com- 

munity and tradition on the basis of their personal 

charisma. Priests, however, are typically those who 

maintained the dominant, received tradition by virtue 

of their position within an established religious institu- 

tion. 

Finally, the founding prophets are distinct from oth- 

ers who founded major religious traditions (such as 

Buddhism, Jainism, Confucianism, and Taoism). The 

founders of these traditions originating in India and 

China were not divinely chosen messengers bearing a 

revealed message to humankind, but rather teachers 

and sages who had developed new philosophic insight 

and practical discipline as a way of addressing religious 

problems. These teachers, like the prophets, were often 

missionaries and social critics, but the basis of their 

words was the perfection of their own intellectual, spir- 

itual, and moral talents, rather than their election by a 

deity to bear a specific message. 

Prophecy under the Influence of Canon. One of the 
most outstanding features of the founding prophets was 

the special importance that their personal communica- 

tion of revelation had for succeeding generations of 

their religious communities. Just as the Hebrew proph- 

ets and Zarathushtra were influenced by the traditions 

that preceded them, so too were the prophets who came 

later. But for Jesus, Mani, and Muhammad the tradi- 

tional inheritance included the message of the Hebrew 

prophets (and Zarathushtra), as well as the model they 



had established as prophets whose messages were can- 
onized within scripture. [See Canon.] 

It was rarely easy for a person bearing revelation to 
effect basic reforms in the structure of religious life. 

Among the biblical prophets themselves, the active me- 

diation of fresh revelation had been an accepted part of 

religious life. However, once prophecy became written 

and canonical, the revelation of these same prophets at- 

tained a special status that inevitably lessened the 

importance and limited the scope of active mediation 

generally. The guardianship and transmission of proph- 

ecy—now newly conceived as the substance of proph- 

etic oracles within the canon—moved from the ecstatics 

and visionaries who originally created it to the inspired 

sages, priests, and scribes who maintained and passed 

along the scriptures. 

The evolution of Hebrew prophecy into received writ- 

ten tradition became the cornerstone upon which all 

subsequent prophetic constructions were built. By 350 

BCE the last of the canonical prophetic writings to find 

acceptance in the Hebrew Bible had been written. And 

by the time of Jesus’ ministry (c. 25-30 cE) the preem- 

inence of these canonical prophets was generally ac- 

cepted within Judaism, even among prophets such as 

Jesus. Within the context of this religious tradition it 

became necessary for contemporary prophets who did 

not consider their calling subordinate to any earlier 

prophet to claim a special status for themselves. There- 

fore, Jesus on occasion appears as an eschatological 

prophet who proclaimed the imminent arrival of the 

“kingdom of God.” In this way his message and char- 

acter could fit the traditional conception of prophets in 

early Judaism, where it was believed—in certain quar- 

ters, at least—that God would send prophets (who 

would be of equal stature with their canonical predeces- 

ors) to announce the end of the world. 

By the time of Mani (216-276) and Muhammad (580- 

632), several canonical religions had come to promi- 

nence. Both these prophets understood themselves ex- 

plicitly as successors to a line of prophets that included 

(though variously) Abraham, Moses, Elijah, other He- 

brew prophets, Zarathushtra, Jesus, and even the Bud- 

dha. Moreover, they each wrote down their oracles as a 

self-conscious attempt to form a canon that would be 

authoritative for their own communities. Indeed, early 

Muslims distinguished between two terms for prophet: 

nabi, a generic Arabic term denoting anyone who has a 

vision or audition of God, and rasal, the Arabic word 

referring only to those special ‘‘messengers’’ (such as 

Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad) who founded a religious 

community and transmitted their messages with a sa- 

cred book. In Islam “‘religions of the Book” are the high- 

est form of religious expression. 
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As the words of these historical prophets attained rev- 

erential status within scriptural canons, the book re- 

placed the living religious specialist as the primary 

agent of revelational mediation. The history of surviv- 

ing religious traditions with a prophetic scripture (now 

Judaism, Christianity, and Islam) has depended in no 

small measure upon this development. Exegetes of var- 

ious sorts replaced prophets as the maintainers of the 

revelational tradition, and often those who safeguarded 

the sanctity and purity of the written scriptures were 

suspicious of, even hostile to, those who claimed to have 

visions not mediated through the scripture. Since tex- 

tual interpretation has gained the dominant socio-polit- 

ical position within all three traditions (probably be- 

cause this mode of religious inquiry responded better to 

the increasingly complex social organization within 

which the traditions flourished), the ecstatic elements 

common to the earliest prophetic activity played a di- 

minished role in later tradition. Since Muhammad 

there has been no prophet to form a religious tradition 

with a stature equaling that of Judaism, Christianity, or 

Islam. 

Even so, while contemporary prophetic inspiration 

lost influence at the center of religious authority, it was 

never eliminated entirely. Throughout history, in pre- 

Christian Judaism, in early Christianity, and in pre- 

Muslim and early-Muslim Arabia, prophetic figures 

were active alongside (though often in competition 

with) the rationalized institutions of canonical religion. 

Within the exegetical tradition itself inspirational inter- 

pretation has been a perennial source of innovation in 

theological thinking. In early Judaism, some of those 

who collected and arranged sacred writings within the 

Hebrew Bible conceived themselves to be prophets, for 

example, the levitical priests Korah and Asaph, who 

claimed prophetic inspiration for their hymnology and 

arranged the psalter in a structure that gives special 

prominence to a prophetic interpretation of psalms. 

And later, during the medieval period, qabbalist inter- 

pretation of the Bible elevated not only the revelational 

experiences of the biblical authors, but also the neces- 

sity for inspiration among exegetes. Similar attitudes 

are present among Christian (e.g., Jerome and Bona- 

ventura) and Muslim (e.g., al-Hallaj) interpreters. 

More generally we can speak of mysticism within Ju- 

daism, Christianity, and Islam as being analogous with 

prophecy in earlier tradition. Insofar as mystics define 

religious knowledge as the immediate (i.e., unmediated) 

perception of the divine, the nature of their experience 

and epistemology is similar to earlier prophets. How- 

ever, their activity is to be distinguished sharply from 

earlier prophecy, since the canonical traditions had no 

recognized need for specialists in mediating divine rev- 
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elation. Each tradition accommodated spontaneous out- 

breaks of inspirational, ecstatic, visionary behavior, but . 

each also maintained strict controls, lest the ultimate 

authority of canonical revelation be undercut. 

Sufism (Muslim mysticism) first appeared within one 

hundred years of Muhammad's death. While some Sufis 
who quietly made claim to personal revelation or mys- 

tical vision could coexist peaceably with those nearer 

the center of religious power, others met violent repres- 

sion when they threatened the structure and cohesion of 

the Muslim community. So, while Aba Yazid, a Persian 

Sufi (d. 875), encountered some opposition for his 

claims of achieving unity with God, it amounted to his 

being labeled an eccentric. He died peaceably, and af- 

terwards his tomb became the object of some venera- 

tion. However, al-Hallaj was executed (in 922) when he 

translated his visions and miracles into a political fol- 

lowing that threatened the dominant order. 

Within European Christianity (from the time of Con- 

stantine, at least, until well into the modern period) the 

orthodox were closely connected with the ruling politi- 

cal groups. Christian mystics, like their Muslim coun- 

terparts, were accepted by the orthodox as long as their 

revelational claims were subordinated to the authority 

of the church and Bible (e.g., Francis of Assisi and Te- 

resa of Avila). Yet, wherever claims of fresh revelation 

threatened the ecclesiastical and political power struc- 

ture, the authorities responded—and violently, as with 

Joan of Arc, whom the English burned for heresy when 

she transformed her revelational claims into a potent 

military force. It is easy to understand why few Chris- 

tians claimed to be prophets, and why, at the same 

time, accusations of false prophecy were leveled at 

those whose voices one wanted to silence. 

Since fairly early in the common era, Jews have been 

outside the dominant power structure in cultures where 

they lived. Only if the prophetic claims of a messianic 

hopeful threatened the dominant social order of the 

host society was there any likelihood of political repres- 

sion. Such was the case with Shabbetai Tsevi (1626— 

1676), whose messianic movement was perceived as a 

threat by his Turkish (Muslim) overlords. Tsevi re- 

canted under threat of death. Otherwise, tensions be- 

tween the more rationalist orthodoxy and mystical vi- 

sionaries was something to be settled among Jews. 

Since Jewish orthodoxy had no power greater than ra- 

tional persuasion, its ability to control mystical ele- 

ments was minimal. Hence the Besht (Yisra’el ben 

Eli‘ezer, 1700-1760) was able to generate a massive fol- 

lowing despite the detraction of his orthodox oppo- 

nents. 

In no case, however, could visionaries or mystics 

claim for themselves a mediational status equal with 

the founding prophets without subverting revealed can- 

ons and the traditions that rested upon them. Those 

who made such claims founded new traditions (i.e., Je- 

sus, Mani, and Muhammad):or failed in the attempt. 

Otherwise prophetic and mystical vision was subordi- 

nated to the revelation that had already been canon- 

ized. In all three traditions the canonical revelation, 

once defined, resisted internal challenges and remained 

the touchstone of religious truth for well over a thou- 

sand years. 

Prophecy in Modern Times. During the modern pe- 

riod in Europe public recognition of biblical prophecy 

has dwindled along with certain other aspects of Euro- 

pean religion that had supported its primacy. The im- 

portance of prophets as the mediators of revealed truth 

declined sharply as the Enlightenment demolished con- 

fidence in the truth of revelation generally and en- 

shrined a new standard of knowledge arrived at on the 

basis of observation and critical reasoning. At first these 

changes affected only the intellectual elite who had con- 

sidered the impact of philosophical developments upon 

conceptions of God, religious truth, and divine media- 

tion. Some philosophers (such as Hume) denied alto- 

gether the importance of revelation (and, therefore, 

prophetic mediation) as a source of knowledge. Others 

tried to accommodate revelational truths within a 

philosophical framework (e.g., Descartes and Kierke- 

gaard). But others, such as Blake and Nietzsche, consid- 

ered themselves to be prophets, though in their writings 

it is clear that they had redefined concepts related to 

inspiration, revelation, and truth to suit the needs of 

people living in post-Enlightenment civilization. 

The discussion of such ideas among philosophers, sci- 

entists, and literati was contained within a minuscule 

portion of European culture, and the effects of their 

writings upon the general population materialized only 

very slowly. Of greater significance for popular religious 

culture was the diminished authority of the church. In 

some cases the reduction in ecclesiastical power was a 

direct outgrowth of Enlightenment thinking, as in the 

United States, where religion was consciously and ex- 

plicitly separated from the centers of political power. 

But for the most part it seems that reductions in the 

power of the church to enforce its dogmas allowed for 

greater religious diversity (as during the Reformation), 

so that Enlightenment thinkers, and others, could ex- 

press their religious views openly. Within this religious 

environment a new set of prophets arose to proclaim 

themselves as messengers bearing the divine word, and 

some have found success in founding new sects that re- 

vere their writings as sacred canon. Joseph Smith 

(1805-1844), for example, established the Church of 

Latter-Day Saints upon the claim that he had received 



revelations from Jesus Christ and from an angel who 
entrusted him with the Book of Mormon. Those who 
profess Christian Science regard the writings of Mary 
Baker Eddy (1821-1910) as sacred and inviolable. Oth- 

ers, notably the members of the international Pentecos- 

tal or the later charismatic movements, are modern ec- 

statics who consider themselves capable of receiving 

the spirit and speaking as divine agents. 

As Europe exported culture during its colonialist ex- 

pansions, it came to affect and discover religious tradi- 

tions elsewhere. Among Muslims, for example, critical 

thinking about the status of Muhammad has had some 

impact under the influence of and on analogy with 

Western reflections about religious origins. However, 

more important for the study of prophecy has been the 

impact of imperialism and modern Western culture on 

the indigenous tribal societies of the Americas, Africa, 

and maritime colonies (see bibliography, especially the 

entries on the ghost dance among Native Americans 

and cargo cults in Melanesia). As colonists encroached 

on territory inhabited by tribal peoples, they often 

found among the native religious specialists figures who 

showed a marked similarity to the traditional image of 

prophets within the major Western canonical religions. 

Anthropologists and comparative religionists have stud- 

ied such modern prophets and their religious environ- 

ment, where truths revealed through the mouths of in- 

spired speakers remain a dominant influence in all 

aspects of social and personal life. Through direct ob- 

servation of such religious systems we now understand 

the dynamics of prophecy with some specificity, and de- 

tailed research has dispelled various myths about its 

nature. We know, for example, that ecstatic behavior 

among religious specialists can help maintain the struc- 

ture of society, whereas scholars had long thought that 

ecstasy destabilized social order through its irrational 

influence. Likewise, the widespread opinion that an- 

cient prophets were individualists crying to deaf ears 

from the loneliness of the desert now seems to be a ro- 

mantic ideal. Rather, groups tend to support prophets 

who express their interests, while prophets acting en- 

tirely on their own rarely find a significant audience. 

Conclusion. Though comparative theorists working 

with modern evidence have not yet established a single 

dominant interpretation of prophecy, a variety of com- 

plementary approaches now challenges the exclusivistic 

confessional interpretations that characterized the ear- 

lier period. Some scholars (e.g., I. M. Lewis—see bibli- 

ography) consider ecstatic religious behavior a means of 

expression used by disenfranchised groups who find 

standard channels of communication closed to them. 

Those studying religious behavior among shamans, Pen- 

tecostals, and other modern prophetic figures have 
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found ‘“‘deprivation theory” useful in showing how ec- 

static persons support the position and structure of 

groups whose position in society is outside the normal 

channels of power and influence. Others (e.g., Victor 

Turner—see bibliography) interpret prophecy within a 

framework of social evolution. These scholars see 

prophets as appearing in periods of transition between 

societies organized along lines of kinship and clan affil- 

iation and those structured according to more highly 

complex groupings that accompany the rise of states, 

class stratification and institutional religion. Either in- 

terpretive model applies consistent evaluative criteria 

to both the ancient evidence and the modern anthropo- 

logical data without elevating the status of any one re- 

ligious tradition over another. In this they are distinc- 

tively modern interpretations of prophecy, in contrast 

with canonical views, which persist in granting special 

recognition to the prophet(s) of a single confessional 

tradition. 
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Biblical Prophecy 

Throughout much of the history of Western thought, 

the biblical prophets have been understood as unique 

figures whose sudden appearance in ancient Israel had 

a profound impact on the development of Judaism and 

Christianity. They have been considered ethical and 

moral innovators whose views decisively shaped later 

Jewish and Christian theology. Particularly in Christian 

tradition, they have been seen as revealers of the future 

whose oracles predicted the coming of Jesus and whose 

words may still contain unrecognized clues to the 

course of world history. 

This understanding of the biblical prophets continues 

to exist today. However, during the past century the 

traditional view has come under increasing attack from 

biblical scholars, who have reexamined the biblical evi- 

dence and then proposed a number of alternative and 

often conflicting theories about the nature and functions 

of Israelite prophecy. Rejecting the common notion that 

prophecy is concerned only with the future, scholars 

have portrayed the prophets variously as creators of a 

highly intellectual form of ethical monotheism, as ec- 

statics scarcely in control of their own actions, as reli- 

gious officials with regular duties in the Israelite cult, 

as shrewd political advisers, as isolated mystics, and as 

guardians of Israel’s religious traditions. The Hebrew 

Bible contains evidence to support all of these interpre- 

tations, and for this reason the scholarly debate on the 

nature of prophecy continues with no sign of an emerg- 

ing consensus. 

However, scholars have increasingly recognized that 

an adequate understanding of Israelite prophecy can be 

achieved only by using extrabiblical evidence to supple- 

ment the narratives about prophetic activity and the 

words of the prophets that have been preserved in the 

Bible. The most important extrabiblical evidence comes 

from two different sources. The first source provides ad- 

ditional documentary- evidence on the nature of proph- 

ecy in antiquity. During the past century archaeologists 

have uncovered a number of ancient Near Eastern texts 

that challenge the traditional notion that the Israelite 

prophets were unique religious figures in antiquity. In 

the Mesopotamian city of Mari on the Euphrates, exca- 

vators have found letters from the eighteenth century 

BcE describing the activities and messages of several 

different types of oracle givers who bear some resem- 

blance to the later Israelite prophets. The Mari oracles 

come from various gods and do not seem to have been 

solicited by the person to whom they are addressed. 

Some of the oracle givers described in the letters are 

ordinary individuals, but others have special titles, 

which indicates that these figures exhibited character- 

istic behavior and filled a recognized religious role in 

the society of Mari. Among the specialists mentioned 

are the “answerer” (apilu), the ‘‘ecstatic’”’ (muhhu), the 

“speaker” (qabbatum), and a member of the cultic per- 

sonnel of the goddess Ishtar, the meaning of whose title 

(assinnu) is uncertain. Later texts from the time of the 

Assyrian kings Esarhaddon (r. 680—669 BcE) and Ashur- 

banipal (r. 668-627 BcE) record the oracles of Assyrian 

contemporaries of some of the Israelite prophets. In ad- 

dition to the ecstatic, the texts mention the “‘shouter” 

(raggimu), the “revealer’” (shabru), and the “votary” 
(shelutu). 

Religious specialists resembling the biblical prophets 

also existed outside of Israelite territory in other areas 

of Palestine. Inscriptions from the eighth and ninth cen- 

turies BCE refer to a ‘‘message giver” (‘dd) and a ‘“‘vision- 

ary’ (hzh), a title also given to some of the biblical 

prophets. This evidence suggests that prophetic activity 

was going on elsewhere in the ancient Near East before 

and during the time when prophets were active in Is- 

rael. Furthermore, the apparent diversity of these non- 



Israelite specialists suggests that prophecy in Israel 
may have been a more complex phenomenon than 
scholars have previously thought. 

This suggestion is reinforced by extrabiblical evi- 
dence from the second source, the studies that sociolo- 

gists and anthropologists have made of contemporary 

oracle givers. These specialists form a highly diverse 

group that includes various types of mediums, diviners, 

priests, and shamans, but like the biblical prophets they 

all see themselves as intermediaries between the human 
and divine worlds. In spite of obvious differences, these 

figures often exhibit similar behavioral characteristics 
and interact with their societies in much the same way. 

This interaction has been analyzed extensively by an- 

thropologists and shown to be highly complex. By deliv- 

ering messages from the divine realm, oracle givers are 

capable of bringing about changes in their societies, but 
at the same time societies play a direct role in accred- 

iting oracle givers and shaping their behavior. 

The modern anthropological evidence indicates that 

the phenomenon of prophecy can be adequately under- 

stood only when the dynamic relationship between 

prophet and society is fully explored. This means that 

any account of prophecy in ancient Israel (c. 1200—200 

BCE) must see the prophets in particular social contexts 

rather than treating them as ideal figures abstracted 

from their historical settings. For this reason it is nec- 

essary to avoid making too many statements about bib- 

lical prophecy in general. Each prophet occupied a 

unique place in the history of Israel and was part of a 

complex interaction between prophecy and society in a 

particular time and place. The history of Israelite 

prophecy is the history of a series of such interactions. 

However, once the uniqueness of each prophet is recog- 

nized, it is possible to outline some general features 

that characterized Israelite prophecy as a whole and to 

isolate some characteristics that were peculiar to par- 

ticular groups of prophets. 

The Prophetic Experience. Direct information about 

Israelite prophecy comes from two sources: the oracles 

of the prophets themselves, now preserved primarily in 

the fifteen prophetic books of the Hebrew Bible, and the 

narratives describing prophetic activity, found mainly 

in the books of the Deuteronomic history (Joshua, 

Judges, 1 and 2 Samuel, 1 and 2 Kings). Both of these 

sources are difficult to interpret because of their unu- 

sual character. At least until the exile (587/6 BcE), the 

prophets seem to have composed and delivered their or- 

acles orally. Only later were their words collected, writ- 

ten down, and finally arranged in small collections, or 

books. This work was done either by the prophets them- 

selves or by their disciples. Some of the written collec- 
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tions were then further edited by later generations of 

writers and editors, who were interested in preserving 

and above all interpreting the prophets’ original pro- 

nouncements. As a result of this long process of trans- 

mission and composition, it is often difficult to separate 

genuine prophetic material from the interpretive work 

of later editors. A similar sort of problem exists in the 

case of the prophetic narratives of the Deuteronomic 

history. Some of the stories, such as those concerning 

Elijah and Elisha (J Kgs. 17-2 Kgs. 9), probably circu- 

lated individually or as collections in oral tradition be- 

fore being incorporated in the written work of the his- 

torian. As part of the incorporation process, the stories 

were edited at least once, and perhaps several times, in 

order to express the political, social, and religious views 

of the writers. For this reason, it is sometimes difficult 

to use the narratives for historiographic purposes. 

Because of the nature of the sources from which a de- 

scription of prophecy must be derived, any attempt to 

reconstruct a picture of prophetic activity must neces- 

sarily involve a great deal of interpretation, and the re- 

sults will often be incomplete and tentative. This is par- 

ticularly true of attempts to describe the prophets’ 

supernatural experiences, which by their very nature 

were private and not open to public scrutiny. The 

prophets say very little about their experiences and 

even in recounting their ‘‘calls’’ to prophesy rarely de- 

scribe more than the initial vision that they saw (Is. 6, 

Ez. 1-3) or the words that they heard (VJer. 1:4-10; Am. 

7:15). Instead, the texts concentrate on the messages 

that the prophets received during their encounters with 

God. 

However, enough clues exist to suggest that Israel 

conceived of the prophetic experience as one that oc- 

curred when individuals were possessed by the spirit of 

God. ‘‘The hand of the Lord” fell upon them (/ Kgs. 

18:46; 2 Kgs. 3:15; Jer. 15:17; Ez. 1:3), or the spirit of 

God “‘rested on them” (Nm. 11:25—26) or “‘clothed itself” 

with them (gs. 6:34) so that they were no longer in con- 

trol of their own speech and actions. As is typical in 

cases of spirit possession in a number of cultures, Israel 

interpreted the words that the prophets spoke during 

possession not as human words but as the words of God. 

The prophets were simply the channels through which 

the divine word came to the world. Once the prophets 

were possessed by God, they felt compelled to deliver 

the message that God wanted to communicate (Am. 

3:8). The divine word was perceived as a ‘‘burning fire” 

that gnawed at them until it was delivered Ver. 20:9). 

Because of the loss of personal autonomy associated 

with divine possession, the prophets did not usually 

view the experience positively. In the accounts of their 
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initial call, they sometimes speak of trying to avoid be- 

coming prophets (Jer. 1:6), and some of them report that 

they repeatedly sought release from their prophetic 

roles Jer. 11:18—12:6, 15:15—21; cf. Ez. 2:1—3:15). How- 

ever, such attempts at resistance were always futile, 

and in the end the compulsion to prophesy could not be 

thwarted. 

Although the prophets themselves were apparently re- 

luctant to describe the process through which they re- 

ceived their oracles, additional information on the na- 

ture of the prophetic experience can be deduced from 

the various titles given to these individuals and from 

the descriptions of their characteristic behavior. This 

evidence suggests that the prophetic experience was not 

the same for all prophets and that the prophets’ char- 

acteristic behavior and social functions varied enough 

to require more than one title or role label. 

Prophetic titles. The English word prophet is ulti- 

mately derived from the Greek prophétés, a noun that 

means both “one who speaks forth” or ‘“‘one who pro- 

claims” and “one who speaks before’ or “one who 

speaks of the future.’’ The Greek translators of the He- 

brew Bible used this word to render several Hebrew ti- 

tles and apparently understood it to be a general term 

capable of being applied to various types of religious 

specialists. However, in ancient Israel the different 

types of prophetic figures bore distinctive titles, al- 

though the understanding and usage of these titles var- 

ied with the group that used them and the time in 

which they were used. 

The most common prophetic title used in the Hebrew 

Bible is navi’. Extrabiblical occurrences of the word are 

extremely rare, and its etymology is uncertain, al- 

though scholars normally relate it to the Akkadian verb 

nabu, ‘‘to call, to announce, to name.” The title may 

thus mean either ‘‘one who calls” or ‘“‘one who is 

called,” but this etymology sheds little light on the pre- 

cise characteristics of the figure so designated. In preex- 

ilic times the label navi’ was particularly common in 

northern Israel (Ephraim), where it was a general term 

for any prophetic figure and was the only title given to 

legitimate prophets. In Israelite literature produced in 

the north or influenced by traditions originating there 

(the Deuteronomic history, Hosea, Jeremiah), the navi’ 

played a central role in religious life and was associated 

with the preservation of ancient theological traditions. 

To the south, in Judah and particularly in Jerusalem, 

the title was also in use as a general role label, but it 

appears much less frequently in Judahite literature and 

is often used in negative contexts. After the exile navi’ 

was used by all biblical writers as a general prophetic 

title and seems to have no longer been recognized as a 

distinctive role label. 

While navi’ was the most common prophetic title in 

the north, in Judah and particularly in Jerusalem the 

term ‘‘visionary” (hozeh) was the*preferred designation. 

This role label appears primarily in texts originating in 

the south (Amos, Micah, Isaiah, 1 and 2 Chronicles), 

and when it does not, it refers to figures located there. 

Judahite historical traditions suggest that visionaries 

were particularly active during the period of the early 

monarchy (during the reigns of David, Solomon, and 

Rehoboam), when some of them were part of the royal 

court in Jerusalem, but references to them in the writ- 

ing prophets indicate that they persisted at least until 

the exile (1 Chr. 21:9, 25:5, 29:29; 2 Chr. 9:29, 12:15, 

19:2, 29:25, 30; cf. 2 Sm. 24:11). The title ‘‘visionary”’ 

clearly refers to the distinctive means by which these 

figures received their revelations, and indeed three of 

the Judahite prophetic books explicitly speak of the vi- 

sionary origin of their oracles (Am. 1:1; Mi. 1:1; Js. 1:1), 

while a fourth (Ez.) contains numerous descriptions of 

revelatory visions. This particular mode of divine-hu- 

man communication was apparently not well regarded 

in the north, where prophets preferred to speak of their 

oracles as the words that they heard rather than the vi- 

sions that they saw (Hos. 1:1, Jer. 1:1—4). In some circles 

outside of Judah, visions may have been considered an 

inferior form of revelation (Nm. 12:6—9; cf. Dt. 13:16), 

a fact that may help to explain the northern priest Ama- 

ziah’s derisive characterization of the Judahite prophet 

Amos as a professional visionary (Am. 7:12—15). 

In addition to the navi’ and the hozeh, the biblical 

writers mention three other prophetic titles, which were 

apparently not widely used. In 1 Samuel 9:9 Samuel is 

called a ‘‘seer’’ (vo’eh; lit., ““one who sees’), a title that 

the writer tells us was already archaic. If the old story 

in this chapter is historically accurate, then the seer 

was a specialist in communicating with the divine 

world, presumably through visions, dreams, or divina- 

tion. People who wanted to request information from a 

deity could go to the seer, who in exchange for a fee 

would transmit the petitioner’s request and return an 

answer. In the north this particular function was later 

asigned to the navi’, while elsewhere various diviners 

and priests were the agents of intercession (1 Sm. 9:9, 

Dt. 18:9-22). Late references to the seer may be archa- 

isms (2 Ch. 16:7, 16:10), and it is probable that the title 

ceased to be used in the early monarchical period. 

Better attested is the title “man of God” (ish ha-Elo- 

him,) which appears in northern sources, particularly 

in the old prophetic legends of the Elijah-Elisha cycle 

in the Deuteronomic history (1 Kgs. 17-2 Kgs. 10). This 

label may have originally been applied to people who 

were thought able to control divine power and use it in 

various miraculous ways, but its usage was eventually 



broadened to include anyone who had a special rela- 
tionship to God. When the designation ‘‘man of God” 
became an honorific title, any specifically prophetic 
connotations that it may have had were presumably 
muted or lost. 

In addition to titles normally applied to a single in- 
dividual, the biblical writers also apply the label ‘sons 
of the prophets” (benei ha-nevi’im) to members of 

prophetic groups. The title is attested only in the Elijah- 

Elisha stories and seems to have been used for a rela- 

tively brief period in northern Israel (c. 869-842 BCE). 

The sons of the prophets were clearly members of a 

prophetic guild that had a hierarchical structure 

headed by a leader with the title ‘“‘father.”’ On the death 
of the leader, the title was transferred to another 

prophet (2 Kgs. 2:12, 6:21, 13:14). Members of the group 

sometimes lived together and shared common meals (2 

Kgs. 4:1, 4:38-41, 6:1). It has been suggested that the 

sons of the prophets were ecstatics, but there is no evi- 
dence of such behavior in the narratives about them. 

Prophetic behavior. In ancient Israel, as in every so- 

ciety, the behavior of divinely possessed individuals fol- 

lowed certain stereotypical patterns, although these 

patterns varied somewhat depending on the historical, 

geographical, and social setting of the prophets’ activi- 

ties. There are two reasons for the existence of this be- 

havior. First, Israelite society set definite limits on the 

kinds of behavior that its prophets could exhibit. In 

most social situations violent or uncontrolled actions 

were not tolerated, and when they occurred, they were 

considered a sign of mental illness or possession by evil 

powers. Prophets who wished to be considered genuine 

therefore had to keep their behavior within recognized 

boundaries or risk being considered insane. Second, 

members of social groups in which prophets operated 

had to face the problem of determining when divine 

possession was actually present. They needed to have 

some grounds for assigning a prophetic title to a partic- 

ular individual. One of the ways in which they solved 

this problem was to examine the behavior of people in 

the past who were known to have been genuine proph- 

ets of God. Individuals who wished to be accredited as 

prophets were thus subtly pressed to conform to the 

group’s picture of genuine prophetic behavior. 

Prophetic actions. Biblical writers rarely describe be- 

havior indicative of possession, but the existence of ste- 

reotypical prophetic actions can be inferred from the 

Bible’s occasional use of the verb hitnabbe’, which 

seems to mean “‘to act like a prophet, to exhibit the be- 

havior characteristic of a navi’.”” This verb refers to both 

prophetic words and deeds, but the texts give it no spe- 

cific definition. It is clear, however, that the prophet’s 

characteristic behavior was evaluated positively by 
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some groups but negatively by others. In some cases it 

was seen a a sign of divine legitimation and favor (Nm. 

11:11-29, 7 Sm. 10:1-13), while on other occasions it 

was considered an indication of madness or possession 

by an evil spirit (J Sm. 18:10-11, 19:18-24; / Kgs. 

18:26—29; Jer. 29:24-28). 

It is likely that some of Israel’s prophets were ecstat- 

ics. The word ecstasy is usually understood to refer to a 

type of trance behavior marked by psychological and 

physiological symptoms such as a reduction of sensitiv- 

ity to outside stimuli, hallucinations or visions, a gar- 

bled perception of surrounding events, and an apparent 

loss of conscious control over speech and actions. The 

intensity of ecstasy and its specific characteristics vary 

depending on the individual being possessed and the 

group in which possession occurs. The actions of an ec- 

static prophet may range from apparently uncontrolled 

physical activity to completely normal physical activ- 

ity, and his speech may range from unintelligible non- 

sense syllables to perfectly coherent discourse. Some- 

times ecstatic behavior in Israel was incapacitating or 

dangerous (1 Sm. 19:18-24, 1 Kgs. 18:26—29), but at 

least in the case of those prophets who wrote, ecstasy 

appears to have involved controlled actions and intelli- 

gible speech VJer. 4:19, 23:9; Ez. 1:1-3:15, 8:1-11:25). 

[See Ecstasy.] 

As part of their characteristic behavior, some of Is- 

rael’s prophets accompanied their oracles with sym- 

bolic acts, although this practice was by no means com- 

mon even among the prophets who employed it. In most 

cases these acts seem to have been designed to provide 

the background for an oracle or to dramatize the proph- 

et’s words. Thus Hosea and Isaiah gave their children 

symbolic names that foretold the fate of the nation 

(Hos. 1:4—9; Is. 7:3, 8:1—4). Isaiah reportedly walked na- 

ked through the streets of Jerusalem for three years to 

drive home the point that the Assyrians would lead the 

Egyptians into captivity (Js. 20). Jeremiah smashed a 

pot before his listeners to dramatize the destruction 

what would soon occur in Jerusalem, and he later wore 

a wooden yoke before the king to reinforce an oracle 

counseling surrender to the Babylonians VJer. 19:1-15, 

27:1-28:17). A few of these acts seem to move beyond 

symbolism into the realm of magic. When Elisha com- 

manded the Israelite king Joash to strike the ground 

with his arrows, the number of times that the king 

struck the ground determined the number of victories 

that Israel would have over Syria (2 Kgs. 13:14—-19). 

Similarly, Ezekiel’s elaborate drawing of the besieged 

Jerusalem actually seems to bring the siege into exis- 

tence (Ez. 4:1-8). However, in spite of these examples of 

sympathetic magic, the working of miracles was not 

normally a component of prophetic behavior in Israel. 
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In addition to performing certain characteristic ac- 

tions, some of Israel’s prophets wore distinctive cloth- ° 

ing and bore a special mark that identified them as 

prophets or as members of a prophetic guild (/ Kgs. 

20:35-41, 2 Kgs. 1:8, Zec. 13:4). However, this practice 

does not seem to have been widespread. 
Prophetic speech. As part of their characteristic be- 

havior, some prophets may have used stereotypical 

speech patterns and shaped their oracles in certain tra- 

ditional ways. The existence of a distinctive northern 

oracle pattern is suggested by the fact that the Deutero- 

nomic history and the prophetic literature dependent 

on it (Jeremiah) often quote prophetic oracles that have 

a tripartite structure. The oracle begins with the com- 

missioning of the prophetic messenger and then moves 

to an accusation against an individual who has violated 

Israel’s covenantal law. Following the accusation, an 

announcement of judgment is addressed directly to the 

accused. The announcement is usually introduced by a 

stereotypical ‘‘messenger formula,” such as the follow- 

ing: ‘‘Thus says the Lord”; “Therefore, thus says the 

Lord”; or “For thus says the Lord” (J Sm. 2:27-36, 

13:11-14, 15:10-31; 2 Sam. 12; 1 Kgs. 11:29-40, 13:1-3, 

14:7-14, 17:1, 20:35—43, 21:17—22, 22:13—23; 2 Kgs. 1:3- 

4, 1:6, 20:14-19, 21:10—15; Jer. 20:1-6, 22:10-12, 22:13- 

19, 22:24—-27, 28:12—16, 29:24-32, 36:29-30, 37:17). If 

this pattern is not simply a literary convention of the 

Deuteronomic authors, then what is often called the 

“announcement of disaster to individuals’’ may have 

been a characteristic feature of the speech of Ephraim- 

ite prophets. Other Israelite prophets also announced 

disaster to individuals and to the nation as a whole, but 

their oracles did not conform to rigid patterns. 

Judahite prophets may have once used stereotypical 

forms of speech, but if so, the patterns had broken down 

by the time the oracles were recorded in writing. Early 

Judahite writing prophets such as Amos, Micah, and 

Isaiah seem to have favored distinctive judgment ora- 

cles beginning with the cry “alas’”’ (Heb., hoy) and fol- 

lowed by one or more participles describing the addres- 

see and specifying his crime. This introduction was 

followed by an announcement of disaster in various 

forms (Am. 5:18—20, 6:1—7; Is. 5:8—10, 5:11-14, 5:18-19, 

5:20, 5:21, 5:22—24, 10:1-3, 28:1-4, 29:1—4, 29:15, 30:1- 

3, 31:1-4; Mi. 2:1-4). However, even if the ‘‘alas ora- 

cles” were once characteristic of southern prophetic 

speech, they were later used by prophets outside of that 

tradition. 

The Hebrew word massa’, traditionally translated 

“burden,” may have once designated a specialized type 

of Judahite oracle against foreign nations (Js. 13:1, 
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30:6; Na. 1:1; Hb. 1:1; Zec. 9:1, 12:1; Mal. 1:1). However, 

if so, the original characteristic form of the oracle has 

not been preserved, and its distinctive function has been 

lost. 5 
In addition to using speech patterns that seem to be 

primarily prophetic, Israel’s prophets employed special- 

ized language drawn from various spheres of Israelite 

life. For example, from the courts they took legal lan- 

guage and formed trial speeches that mirrored judicial 

proceedings (Js. 1; Mi. 6; Jer. 2; Is. 41:1-5, 41:21-29, 

42:18-25, 43:8-15, 43:22-28, 44:6-8, 50:1—3). From the 

Temple they took priestly instruction and liturgical 

fragments and incorporated them into prophetic ora- 

cles. However, scholars have not usually succeeded in 

uncovering widespread structural patterns in oracles of 

this sort, and it is probably best not to understand them 

as characteristic of the behavior of prophetic possession 

in general. : 

Prophecy and Society. In the past there has been a 

tendency to portray the Israelite prophets as isolated in- 

dividuals who appeared suddenly before a particular 

group, delivered an uncompromising divine message, 

and then disappeared as quickly as they had come. It 

was assumed that this individualism set them at odds 

with their society and inevitably brought them into 

conflict with rival religious professionals, particularly 

the priests. However, more recently scholars have rec- 

ognized that the prophets were integrally related to the 

societies in which they lived. These individuals played 

many social roles, not all of which were related to their 

prophetic activities. Because in ancient Israel there 

were apparently no restrictions on the type of person 

who could be possessed by God’s spirit, and because 

possession was not a constant experience for any given 

person, many of the prophets participated fully in other 

areas of communal life. Thus, for example, Jeremiah 

and Ezekiel were both priests who were possessed and 

transformed into prophets (VJer. 1:1, Ez. 1:3). Some 

priests may have delivered prophetic oracles as part of 

their regular cultic activities, while in the postexilic pe- 

riod Levitical singers in the Temple also had prophetic 

functions (1 Chr. 25:1—8; 2 Chr. 20:1-23, 34:30). Some 

prophets, like Gad, seem to have earned their living 

through prophecy and were members of the royal court 

(1 Sm, 22:1-5, 2 Sm. 24:1-25), while others, like Amos, 

engaged in other occupations and prophesied only oc- 
casionally (Am. 1:1, 7:14-15). 

Prophetic authority. Discussions of prophetic author- 

ity normally focus on the prophetic-call narratives (Is. 

6, Jer. 1, Ez. 1-3) and on the “charisma” that these ex- 

traordinary individuals are thought to have possessed. 

It is assumed that because the prophets were endowed 

with supernatural power, they were automatically ac- 

corded authority and viewed as divinely chosen leaders. 



To be sure, the prophets did sometimes cite their initial 
experiences of possession in order to gain support for 
their message, and they may be accurately described as 
charismatics, although they were certainly not the only 
ones in Israelite society. However, these two factors 
must not be stressed at the expense of recognizing the 
role that Israelite Sree ty played in creating and sus- 
taining prophets. 

The process by which ancient Israel recognized and 
accepted the authority of genuine prophets was subtle 
and complex, but at least some of its elements can be 
identified. One element concerned a prophet’s confor- 
mity to certain standards of behavior. At least those Is- 
raelites who created and carried the biblical traditions 

recognized as authoritative only those prophets who 

stood in a recognizably Israelite prophetic tradition. 
This meant above all that the only legitimate prophets 

were those who were possessed by Yahveh, the God of 

Israel. Prophets possessed by other deities were not to 

be taken seriously, and. the Deuteronomic writers went 

so far as to decree the death penalty for prophets who 

spoke in the name of other gods (Dt. 18:20). However, 

outside of these circles, possession by other gods was 

accepted, and for a brief time prophets of Baal and Ash- 

erah were part of the religious establishment in the 

northern kingdom of Israel (Ephraim) (/ Kgs. 18:19-40). 

Prophets who wished to be considered legitimate also 

were pressed to make their behavior conform to what 

various Israelite groups recognized as_ traditional 

prophetic behavior. Canons of acceptable behavior var- 

ied from group to group within Israel, and for this rea- 

son prophets who were considered legitimate by one 

group might not be considered legitimate by other 

groups. Thus, for example, shortly before the fall of Je- 

rusalem to the Babylonians, Jeremiah and the group 

that supported him condemned those prophets who pre- 

dicted the salvation of the city, even though they were 

accepted as legitimate prophets by powerful groups 

within the royal court. In the eyes of Jeremiah and his 

supporters, these prophets were illegitimate because the 

form and content of their oracles and the means by 

which they received them did not conform to the pat- 

terns that Jeremiah’s community accepted VJer. 23:9- 

40). Isaiah and his disciples, too, had rejected the au- 

thority of some of the prophets in Jerusalem because of 

their aberrant behavior (Js. 28:7-10), and in Babylonia 

the exilic community of Ezekiel denied legitimacy to 

those prophets who were still active in the Temple in 

Jerusalem (Ez. 13:1—23). 

A second element involved in the process of prophetic 

authentication was the degree to which the prophet fit- 

ted into a recognized Israelite theological tradition. 

This did not mean that the prophet was not free to in- 
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novate or criticize the tradition, but he had to remain 

rooted in it. Thus, for example, in Deuteronomic tradi- 

tion any prophet who advocated the worship of other 

gods was considered to have placed himself outside of 

the tradition by violating its overarching monotheistic 

principle, and the prophet not only was considered 

unauthentic but, like the prophet who spoke in the 

name of another god, was to be put to death (Dt. 

13:1-5). 

Because Israel’s theological traditions were not al- 

ways in agreement with each other at every point, what 

was acceptable prophetic behavior in one tradition 

might not be acceptable in another. When such theolog- 

ical disagreements occurred, a particular prophet might 

be an authoritative figure in his own tradition but 

would not be taken seriously elsewhere. Clear cases of 

this phenomenon can be seen in some of the writing 

prophets. The prophet Amos, a native of Judah and pre- 

sumably standing in the tradition of the theology devel- 

oped by the royal theologians in Jerusalem (which saw 

the establishment of the northern kingdom of Israel as 

a revolt against the Davidic dynasty), prophesied 

against the north and predicted the destruction of the 

Ephraimite royal sanctuary at Bethel. Such behavior 

was not acceptable in the north, and Amaziah, the 

priest of Bethel, accused Amos of treason and refused to 

recognize his prophetic authority (Am. 7:10-13). A later 

case is that of the prophet Jeremiah, who was influ- 

enced by Deuteronomic tradition that saw as condi- 

tional the election of Jerusalem as the dwelling place of 

God. He delivered oracles in the Jerusalem Temple that 

predicted the destruction of the city and the Temple un- 

less the people reformed their conduct and obeyed 

God’s covenantal law. To the officials of the royal court 

and the Temple, who believed that God had chosen Je- 

rusalem as an eternal dwelling place, such words were 

treasonous and deserved the death penalty (Jer. 26). Al- 

though Jeremiah was not killed, many of the officials of 

Jerusalem refused to recognize his prophetic authority 

and considered him to be insane VJer. 29:24—28). 

A final element involved in the process of accrediting 

prophets can be seen most clearly in the Deuteronomic 

literature, which held that authentic prophets were 

those whose words always came to pass. This was par- 

ticularly true of prophets said to be “‘like Moses,’ a spe- 

cial class of prophets in Deuteronomic theology. These 

prophets had more direct communication with God 

than did ordinary prophets and for this reason were 

more effective intercessors and gave more reliable ora- 

cles. The words of a Mosaic prophet would inevitably 

come true, according to the Deuteronomists, and when 

these figures appear in the Deuteronomic history, the 

fulfillment of their oracles is always noted (Nm. 12:1-8; 
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Dt. 18:15-22; 1 Kgs. 11:30—39, 12:15, 14:7-11, 15:27-30, 

16:1-4, 16:9-13; 2 Kgs. 1:15-17). This criterion for rec- | 

ognizing authentic prophets was not always useful, for 

oracles might only later be fulfilled, in the distant fu- 

ture, and the reliability of a particular prophet’s predic- 

tions could not always be determined. 

Once a prophet was considered authentic by a partic- 

ular group in Israel, he seems to have been at least tol- 

erated by the rest of the society. Some of the prophets 

had free access to the king, the royal court, and the 

Temple and could carry out their activities without 

being harassed. Prophets were generally not held re- 

sponsible for their words or actions because they spoke 

a divine word and not their own (Jer. 26:12—16). How- 

ever, there were some limits to this freedom, particu- 

larly when the prophet criticized the king and the priest- 

hood, and some of the prophets were killed because of 

their oracles (Jer. 26). 

Because of the way in which prophetic authority was 

assigned, prophetic conflicts were common. When a 

prophet supported by one group gave oracles that con- 

flicted with those of a prophet supported by another 

group, the conflict was often resolved only when one 

group simply refused to recognize the authority of one 

of the other group’s prophets. Thus, for example, Jere- 

miah fought his prophetic opponents not by attacking 

their theological position but by accusing them of being 

false prophets (Jer. 23:9-32, 28:1-17, 29:15-32; cf. Ez. 

13:1—23). When false prophecy led to the imposition of 

the death penalty, as was the case in Deuteronomic 

law, such accusations were effective tools for social con- 

trol, whether they were used by the prophets themselves 

or by a government seeking to suppress troublesome 

critics. 

Social locations and functions. In ancient Israel 

prophets carried out their activities in all parts of the 

society. However, because the prophets’ functions to a 

certain extent depended on their social location, it is 

useful to identify prophets according to their relation- 

ship to the society’s centers of social, political, and re- 

ligious power. At the center of the social structure were 

prophets who may be identified as ‘“‘central prophets.” 

They carried out their activities in the context of the 

royal court or the central sanctuary, and individually or 
as part of a prophetic group they performed the func- 

tions considered necessary by the establishment. Be- 

cause of their central social location, they enjoyed 

a certain amount of prestige and were considered au- 

thoritative by Israelite leaders. At the other end of the 

social spectrum were prophets who were located away 

from the centers of power and carried out their activi- 

ties on the fringes of society. They were considered au- 

thoritative only by the small groups of supporters who 

shared their social location and theological views. Pe- 

ripheral prophets were usually dispossessed individuals 

who were tolerated by the religious establishment but 

enjoyed little social status or political power. In Israel 

prophets were located at various points on the contin- 

uum that stretched between the society’s center and its 

periphery, and some prophets changed their position on 

the continuum when there were alterations in the social 

structure. 

Locating a particular prophet in the social spectrum 

was sometimes a subjective process, particularly in the 

case of peripheral prophets. Because prophets with 

small support groups and little status had minimal 

power, they could easily be classified as peripheral by 

the establishment, and their messages could be ignored. 

However, to the members of the prophets’ support 

groups they played the crucial role of articulating group 

values and concerns. For this reason the prophets could 

be considered central by the groups that supported 

them. Biblical views on the social location of prophets 

thus often depended on the social location of the people 

articulating those views. 

All Israelite prophets shared a single basic task. They 

were to deliver to individuals and groups the divine 

messages that had been transmitted during their pos- 

session experiences. In addition, Deuteronomic proph- 

ets served as intercessors who were responsible for com- 

municating the people’s questions and requests to God. 

Beyond these primary tasks, however, the prophets’ so- 

cial functions varied somewhat depending on their so- 

cial location. Central prophets were normally con- 

cerned with the orderly functioning of the society. If 

they were active in the cult, they were responsible for 

providing oracles whenever the religious, political, or 

social occasion required them. They also represented 

God in state affairs and in general helped to preserve 

public morality. Such prophets were interested in 

maintaining and preserving the existing social order. 

They felt free to criticize existing conditions and struc- 

tures, but they were generally opposed to radical 

changes that might make the society unstable. 

In contrast, peripheral prophets by definition repre- 

sented positions that were at odds with the majority 

views and practices of the society. Being possessed by 

God and becoming prophets gave marginal individuals 

an authority that they did not previously have and al- 

lowed them to bring their messages to the attention of 

the political and religious establishment. Peripheral 

prophets normally advocated basic reforms in the social 

structure and thus served as agents of rapid social 

change. Their reform programs often aimed at restoring 

older religious and social values and practices that the 

society as a whole had rejected. At the same time, the 



prophets were concerned with improving their mar- 

ginal social position and moving their support groups 

closer to the centers of power. However, there were lim- 

its on the degree to which they could advocate major 

social changes. Up to a point, their views were toler- 

ated, but if they became too vocal in their demands, 

then they ran the risk of being considered enemies of 

the society and having their activities brought to a halt 

through accusations of false prophecy or legal sanctions 

that would physically remove them. 

Prophecy in Israelite History. Because most of Is- 

rael’s prophets were active during the monarchical pe- 

riod (c. 1020—587/6 BcE), it is sometimes argued that 

prophecy and monarchy were coeval and interdepen- 

dent. However, biblical traditions coming from north- 

ern Israel speak of the existence of prophets well before 

the rise of the monarchy, and there is no reason to 

doubt their accuracy. Similarly, prophets played a role 

in Israel’s restoration after the exile (c. 538—400), so it 

is probably safe to suppose that prophecy played a role 

in Israelite society from its origins to about 400 when, 

according to orthodox Jewish tradition, prophecy 

ceased. Prophets certainly existed in Israelite society in 

later times and played a minor role in early Christian 

communities, but they do not seem to have had major 

social functions and have left few traces in the biblical 

record. 

Although prophecy existed in Israel for a fairly long 

period of time, it is impossible to trace a comprehensive 

history of the phenomenon. Earlier attempts to trace an 

evolutionary development from “primitive” ecstatic 

prophecy to the high ethical principles of the writing 

prophets are now generally discredited. However, it is 

possible to describe the complex roles that prophets 

played at various points in Israel’s political and reli- 

gious development. 

Premonarchical period. The Elohist traditions of the 

Pentateuch and the Deuteronomic history suggest that 

prophets were at work in Israel before the rise of the 

monarchy (c. 1020). Although the narratives describing 

the activities of these early figures have certainly been 

colored by later prophetic ideology, there is no reason 

to deny the existence of prophecy in early Israel. Pro- 

phetic phenomena are attested elsewhere in the ancient 

Near East in the second millennium in roughly the 

same areas as those thought to have been occupied by 

Israel’s ancestors. There is no evidence to suggest that 

early Israelites borrowed prophecy from elsewhere, but 

it may well have appeared spontaneously in some of the 

tribes that later joined together to form Israel. 

The nature and functions of these early prophets are 

unclear. Biblical references to the prophetic activities of 

Abraham and Moses are probably retrojections from 
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later times, and certainly the Moses stories were used 

by Deuteronomists to support their distinctive views of 

prophecy (Gn. 20:7, Nm. 12, Dt. 18:9-22). In addition to 

these traditional figures, Miriam and Deborah are both 

said to have been prophetesses (Ex. 15:20-21, Jg. 4:4— 

10), and an unnamed prophet is said to have been sent 

during the period of the judges to explain why the 

people were oppressed (J/g. 6:1—-10). If these references 

are in any way indicative of the role that prophets ac- 

tually played in early Israel, then it would appear that 

prophets had a position in the central social structure 

and had important functions in the conduct of warfare. 

It is more certain that prophecy was well established 

in northern Israel in the period shortly before the rise 

of the monarchy. A band of prophets was part of the 

cultic personnel at the sanctuary at Gibeah (/ Sm. 10:9- 

13), and there are numerous traditions about the pro- 

phetic activities of Samuel. He had prophetic, priestly, 

and governmental roles at several northern sanctuaries 

and was clearly a central prophet of major importance 

(1 Sm. 3:1-—21, 7:1-12:25). People came to him in order 

to obtain information from God (/ Sm. 9:6—-10), and he 

represented God among the people. Although traditions 

differ about Samuel’s role in the rise of the monarchy, 

the Deuteronomists saw him as the religious official re- 

sponsible for anointing and legitimating Saul as Israel’s 

first king (2 Sm. 9:15—10:8). 

Monarchical period. Throughout the history of the Is- 

raelite monarchy, prophets played important religious 

roles both inside the royal court and on its periphery. 

The tradition of prophetic participation in government 

began with Samuel, who continued to advise Saul on 

cultic matters during his reign. However, Saul’s dis- 

agreements with Samuel and Samuel’s northern sup- 

port groups over the extent of royal authority eventu- 

ally broke into open warfare, and Samuel stripped the 

kingship from Saul and anointed David as the new king 

(1 Sm. 13:1-16:13). The presence of prophets in the 

royal court continued during David’s reign. The court 

prophet Nathan delivered to David an oracle promising 

the king an eternal dynasty in Jerusalem and designat- 

ing Jerusalem as the divine dwelling place forever (2 

Sm. 7). This oracle became the cornerstone of the Jeru- 

salem royal theology, and it was cited as authoritative 

by later royal sources (Ps. 89, 132). Later in David’s 

reign his royal visionary, Gad, legitimated the building 

of a temple in Jerusalem (2 Sam. 24). David is also said 

to have installed prophets as religious officials in the 

central sanctuary (1 Chr. 24). Although this report un- 

doubtedly reflects the Temple administration of the 

Chronicler’s own time, it may well be that prophets had 

central cultic functions in Jerusalem during the monar- 

chical period. 
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Prophecy does not seem to have been prominent dur- 

ing Solomon’s reign, but it emerged in a new form in . 

the time of his successor, Rehoboam. In response to 

general Ephraimite dissatisfaction with the growing 

power of the Jerusalem monarchy, the prophet Ahijah, 

from the old northern sanctuary at Shiloh, established 

the dissident northern tribes as an independent king- 

dom by delivering an oracle legitimating Jeroboam as 

king of Ephraim (/ Kgs. 11:29-40). Ahijah was clearly a 

peripheral prophet representing interests that were not 

connected with the royal court in Jerusalem, and his 

newly created state may have been intended to restore 

his supporters to positions of power. If so, his intentions 

were thwarted when Jeroboam created in Ephraim a 

syncretist religious establishment that horrified the 

Deuteronomic historians. According to the Deuterono- 

mists, Ahijah was the first of a series of peripheral 

prophets who attempted to reform the northern politi- 

cal and religious establishments (J Kgs. 13-16). 

Prophetic opposition in the north reached its height 

during the time of Elijah and Elisha (c. 869-815), when 

groups of peripheral prophets appeared to denounce the 

Ephraimite kings and the heterodox worship that they 

permitted in the land. This inevitably brought the pe- 

ripheral prophets into conflict with the prophets of Yah- 

veh, Baal, and Asherah, who were part of the religious 

establishment in the north (/ Kgs. 18, 22). The periph- 

eral prophets finally prevailed and succeeded in over- 

throwing the northern dynasty and bringing about cul- 

tic reforms (/ Kgs. 17-2 Kgs. 10). However, by the time 

of the prophets Amos and Hosea (c. 760—746), Baal wor- 

ship had been firmly reestablished in Ephraim. Both of 

these prophets, from Judah and Ephraim respectively, 

continued the activities of their predecessors and pre- 

dicted the destruction of the evil kingdom. The prophe- 

cies were finally fulfilled with the destruction of the 

northern capital, Samaria, in 721, an event that the 

Deuteronomic historians traced to the failure of the 

kings and the people to listen to the warnings that God 

had sent through the prophets (2 Kgs. 17:7—18). 

Little is known of prophecy in Judah during the pe- 

riod of the divided monarchy until the very end of that 

period, when the prophets Isaiah and Micah began their 

activities. Both reflect an acceptance of elements of the 

royal theology of Jerusalem and both may be examples 

of prophets who were more central than periphral. Isa- 

iah in particular seems to have had access to the court 

(Is. 7:3, 8:2, 22:15-16), and he may have played an offi- 

cial role in resolving the crisis caused by the Assyrian 

invasion of 701 (Is. 36-39). However, he was certainly 

capable of criticizing the abuses of the royal theology 

and advocated judicious social change to preserve tra- 

ditional religious values. 

Most of the remaining preexilic prophets in Jerusa- 

lem were much more supportive of the government 

than were Isaiah and Micah. Nahum and Habakkuk 
have both been linked with the Jerusalem cult, and both 

may have had an official part in it. Both deliver oracles 

against Israel’s enemies and in general behave like typ- 

ical central prophets. 

Toward the end of the monarchical period, peripheral 

prophecy reappeared in a mild way with the writings of 

Zephaniah, but it did not become a major force until 

the work of Jeremiah and Ezekiel (c. 627-571). Jere- 

miah, a priest who seems to have been heavily influ- 

enced by the Deuteronomic movement, launched a se- 

ries of increasingly harsh attacks on the king and the 

people, urging them to repent in order to avoid the pun- 

ishment that God had decreed against Jerusalem. In the 

final days before the destruction of the city in 587/6, he 

advocated surrender to the Babylonians, a policy that 

brought him into conflict with the royal court and the 

central prophets, who still advocated the old theology 

of the eternal election of Jerusalem. Jeremiah narrowly 

escaped with his life, but when the city fell, his proph- 

ecies were vindicated. At about the same time, Ezekiel, 

a priest who had been exiled to Babylon in 597, advo- 

cated major modifications of the Jerusalem royal the- 

ology held by most of his fellow exiles, but his words 

had little effect. 

Exile and its aftermath. The fall of Jerusalem and the 

destruction of the Temple in 587/6 created serious au- 

thority problems for Israel’s prophets. The political and 

religious institutions that sheltered the central prophets 

disappeared with the conquest, and those prophets who 

supported the traditional Jerusalem theology were trag- 

ically wrong in their predictions. Peripheral prophets, 

such as Jeremiah and Ezekiel, gained new credibility 

because of the fall; but in their latter days they also 

gave oracles of promise, and as the exile continued, 
these oracles too seemed to be false. 

The prophets of the exilic and postexilic periods faced 

this problem of authority in several ways. First, they 

turned away from oral prophecy and adopted writing as 

the means of circulating their words. Written prophe- 
cies were apparently thought to have more authority 
because of their concreteness. Second; they often at- 
tached their prophecies to those of preexilic prophets in 
an attempt to borrow the authority of their predeces- 
sors. Finally, these last representatives of Israelite 
prophecy turned increasingly toward the divine world 
for solutions to Israel’s overwhelming problems, a move 
that brought prophecy closer to apocalyptic. Instead of 
advocating the reform of human behavior in order to 
cure Israel’s religious and social ills, as earlier prophets 
had done, the postexilic prophets often looked instead 



to God’s direct intervention in history on behalf of those 
who waited faithfully for God’s plan for Israel’s salva- 
tion to be realized. Some of these postexilic solutions to 
the problem of prophetic authority can be seen in the 
postexilic books of Zechariah, Haggai, Joel, and Mala- 
chi, and all of them are visible in the writings of the 

anonymous prophets (“Second Isaiah” and ‘‘Third Is- 

aiah”’) responsible for the last part of the Book of Isaiah. 

After the exile, central prophecy was briefly restored 

in the reconstructed Judahite state, and Zechariah and 

Haggai in particular had roles in shaping the restored 

community. However, after Ezra’s mission to Jerusalem 

toward the end of the fifth century, officially recognized 

prophecy was restricted to Levites with specific duties 

in the cult of the Second Temple (/ Chr. 25). [See Le- 

vites.] After this point, other types of prophecy disap- 

pear from the biblical record. 

[Prophecy is also discussed at length in the entry on Is- 

raelite Religion, and Amos, Ezekiel, Hosea, Isaiah, Jer- 

emiah, and Micah are the subjects of independent en- 

tries. | 
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PROPHETHOOD, ISLAMIC. See Nubiwah. 

PROSELYTISM. See Missions, article on Missionary 
Activity, and Conversion. 

PROSTITUTION. See Hierodouleia. 

PROTESTANTISM. [This entry provides an overview 
of the Protestant branch of Christian religion. The histor- 

ical origins of Protestantism are examined in Reforma- 

tion. Particular manifestations of Protestantism are dis- 

cussed in Denominationalism and in numerous entries 

on Protestant churches and biographies of Protestant 

leaders. ] 

Protestantism is a worldwide movement that derives 

from sixteenth-century reforms of Western Christianity. 

As a movement it is both a set of church bodies and a 

less well defined ethos, spirit, and cultural achievement. 

Thus, one speaks of Reformed or Methodist churches as 

being Protestant, just as one may speak of a ‘‘Protestant 

ethic” or a ‘‘Protestant nation.” 

Through the years different needs have occasioned a 

variety of attempts to determine the definitional bound- 

aries of Protestantism. Sometimes there may be theo- 

logical or liturgical motives for restricting these bound- 

aries. Some Anglicans, or members of the Church of 

England, for example, who stress how closely they are 

identified with the ancient catholic tradition, often re- 

sent being classified as Protestant at all. So do Luther- 

ans of similar outlook, even though the term Protestant 

was first applied in 1529 on Lutheran soil. At another 
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extreme, many Protestants refuse to include movements 

like the Jehovah’s Witnesses or Mormons in their ranks, | 

even though these new nineteenth-century religious tra- 

ditions flourished on Protestant soil and kept something 

of the Protestant impulse in their church life. 

Four Protestant Clusters. For demographic purposes, 

David B. Barrett in his World Christian Encyclopedia 

(1982) tries to bring some order to definitional chaos by 

classifying the non—Roman Catholic and non-Orthodox 

part of the Christian world into five families, or blocs, 

which he calls “Protestant,” “nonwhite indigenous,” 

“Anglican,” ‘““marginal Protestant,” and ‘‘Catholic (non- 

Roman).” All but the last of these have some sort of 

Protestant ties. The mainstream Protestant category in- 

cludes long-established Northern Hemisphere churches 

such as the Congregationalist and Baptist. The Anglican 

family includes plural, low church, high church, evan- 

gelical, Anglo-Catholic, and central (or Broad church) 

traditions. The category of marginal Protestants in- 

cludes Jehovah’s Witnesses, Mormons, Religious Sci- 

ence, and Unitarian, Spiritualist, and British-Israelite 

churches. 

The existence of the fourth category, nonwhite indig- 

enous Christianity, “‘a whole new bloc of global Chris- 

tendom,” Barrett speaks of as ‘‘one of the more startling 

findings” documented in his survey. Its existence has 

been long known, but few, says Barrett, realized that by 

1980 it numbered eighty-two million. For all their in- 

dependent rise and growth, however, nonwhite indige- 

nous forms of Christianity still derive from missionary 

efforts by classic Protestants. They share many of the 

doctrines and practices of the Western parentages. In 

almost all cases they also share the familiar names Bap- 

tist, Lutheran, Anglican, and the like. Therefore, while 

attention to them may be secondary, these younger 

churches do belong in any encyclopedic coverage of the 

longer Protestant tradition. 

Location of Old and New Protestantism. At the end of 

the twentieth century, after more than 450 years, world- 

wide Protestantism is entering a new phase, because of 

this shift of power to nonwhite indigenous versions. 

Classically the movement was strongly identified with 

northwestern Europe and Anglo-America. Philosopher 

Alfred North Whitehead once spoke of the Reformation 

itself as a family quarrel of northwestern European 

peoples. From the early sixteenth century until well 

into the nineteenth, the vast majority of the heirs of this 

Reformation did remain in Europe and its North Amer- 

ican colonies. The Latin American nations were almost 

entirely Roman Catholic in makeup. Around the turn of 

the nineteenth century, this older Protestantism under- 

went vast expansion through missionary efforts to con- 

vert people in all nations and to establish churches ev- 

erywhere. It was in the mid-twentieth century that the 

inventive and often autochthonous character of the non- 

white indigenous groups became evident, particularly 

in sub-Saharan Africa, parts of Latin America, and the 

Pacific island world. 

The power shift from northwestern Europe, where es- 

tablished Protestantism consistently lost power in the 

face of secularizing forces, to the vibrant world of the 

Southern Hemisphere portended great changes in the 

Protestant ethos as well. For centuries Protestant reli- 

gion had been seen as an impetus toward capitalist 

economies, yet the new growth came in portions of the 

world where capitalism had little chance and few pro- 

moters. This religious emphasis in Europe had charac- 

teristically been established in coordination with the 

state. However, in the new nations of Africa or in Latin 

America, where Catholicism was first established but 

where anticlerical revolutions later barred privilege to 

any Christian bodies, nonwhite indigenous Protestant- 

ism had to make its way as a movement independent of 

state establishment or privilege. 

Other changes came with the shift. Historically the 

Protestantism of Europe relied on thought patterns that 

depended upon and connected with older Catholic phi- 

losophies. The Protestant reformers of the sixteenth cen- 

tury protested against some uses Catholics made of, for 

example, Platonic or Aristotelian philosophies through 

the centuries. Yet soon they were themselves developing 

theologies that relied on the mainline Western philo- 

sophical synthesis. In the new area of growth, however, 

leaders of nonwhite indigenous flowerings of Protestant- 

ism did not have the luxury of exploring these philo- 

sophical schools. They saw no need to relate to them 

and often explicitly rebelled against them. 

All these changes make generalizing about Protestant- 

ism far more difficult at the end of the twentieth cen- 

tury than at the end of the nineteenth. Often one must 

fall back on definitions from the classic period, the first 

three or four centuries, keeping in mind the exceptional 

new developments as a subtheme. In any case, much of 

the plot of Protestantism after its period of expansion 

has revealed the dialectic of adaptation and resistance 

on the part of both missionary agents and the mission- 

ized. The agents of the West often arrived along with 

merchants or military forces, and they had to choose 

between being openly identified with their purposes or 

establishing an, at least, subtle detachment from them. 

Inevitably they were bearers of Western national val- 

ues, but they could choose to keep their distance from 

uncritical embrace of these values. On the other hand, 

those who accepted Christianity at the hands of the mis- 

sioners also had the choice of adopting as much of 

Western culture as possible or picking and choosing 



those elements of Protestantism that they could most 
easily or advantageously graft onto their old culture 
and ways. 

Protestant Diversity and Coherence. The first percep- 
tion of both old and new Protestantism has always been 
its diversity. Barrett claims that the one billion and 
more practicing Christians of the world belong to 
20,780 distinct denominations. While more than half 

the Christians are Catholic, the vast majority of these 

20,780 denominations would be classed as part of the 

Protestant movement. Thus, in classic Protestantism, in 

1980 there were almost 345 million people in 7,889 of 

these distinct bodies in 212 nations. The nonwhite in- 

digenous versions, almost all of them Protestant, were 

located in 10,065 distinct bodies. There were also 225 

Anglican denominations and 1,345 ‘marginal Protes- 

tant” groups. Indeed, this diversity and this fertility at 

creating new, unrelated bodies were long used as a crit- 

icism of Protestantism by Roman Catholicism, which 

united under the Roman pope, and by Orthodoxy, 
which was divided more into national jurisdictions but 

saw itself as united in holy tradition. 

It is possible to move behind this first perception of 

the chaos of unrelated bodies to see some forms of co- 

herence. Great numbers of Protestant bodies, along with 

many Orthodox ones, are members of the World Coun- 

cil of Churches, established in 1948, which has a uniting 

confessional theme around the lordship of Jesus Christ. 

In many nations there are national councils or federa- 

tions of cooperating churches, which allow for positive 

interaction even where there is not organic unity. World 

confessional families of Lutherans, Reformed, Baptists, 

and others throughout the twentieth century have 

brought into some concord these churches that have 

family resemblances. Finally, there have been signifi- 

cant mergers of Protestant churches both within fami- 

lies, such as Lutheran with Lutheran, Presbyterian with 

Presbyterian, and across family lines, as in America’s 

United Church of Christ, which blended a New England 

Congregationalist tradition with a German Reformed 

heritage. 

Whoever chronicles Protestant diversities and coher- 

ences also has to recognize that significant differences 

appear within each group and that important elements 

of concord transect the groups. Liberal Episcopalians 

and Methodists may have more in common with each 

other on many issues and in numbers of practices than 

either of them has with conservative members of their 

own communion. It is probably the better part of dis- 

cretion not to seek rigid categories in classifying Prot- 

estant bodies; the concept of something like ‘‘zones’’ is 

more fruitful. Thus across the Protestant spectrum one 

may begin with “high church” Anglican zones, where 
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many formal practices of Catholicism prevail, the lit- 

urgy is extremely complex, and worship is highly 

adorned (with icons, incense, and artifacts or gestures). 

At the opposite end of the spectrum and at least as se- 

curely in the orbit of sociological Protestantism is a 

“low church” zone, where groups may have rejected as 

much as possible from the Catholic past; for example, 

the Quakers seek utter simplicity and silence in worship 

and make no use of the sacraments of Catholic Chris- 

tianity at all. 

Some Protestant Elements Held in Common. To ac- 

cent only Protestant diversity, as demographers or crit- 

ics may be tempted to do, does not take into account 

the fact that the word Protestant arose to cover a dis- 

tinct set of phenomena. In the minds of those who use 

the term, it may denote something fairly specific. The 

easiest way to put a boundary around Protestantism is 

to deal with it negatively and say that it is the form of 

Western Christianity that rejects obedience to the Ro- 

man papacy. Such an approach is an immense clarifier, 

since Protestants do reject the papacy. The only remain- 

ing element of confusion in this negative definition 

comes from the fact that Western (non-Roman) Catholic 

Christians also reject the papacy. In 1980 this group, 

including the Catholic Apostolic, Reformed Catholic, 

Old Catholic, and Conservative Catholic churches, num- 

bered 3,439,375, as against 344,336,319 old- and new- 

style Protestants. 

While the resistance to papal claims is a uniting fac- 

tor, it is not likely that many people ever choose to re- 

main loyal to Protestantism on such marginal and con- 

fining grounds alone. One is Protestant for many 

reasons; one then differentiates one’s faith and practice 

from Roman Catholicism in nonpapal-versus-papal 

terms. That issue was strong in the sixteenth century at 

the time of the Protestant break with Rome, and it be- 

came a subject of intense controversy late in the nine- 

teenth century, when papal infallibility was declared. 

The controversy remains to plague Catholic-Protestant 

ecumenical relations. But in the daily life of believers, 

the rejection of the papacy has little to do with churchly 

commitments. One must seek elsewhere for the positive 

elements and accents of Protestantism, even if it shares 

many of these with Catholicism. 

The first common mark of Protestantism is histori- 

cally clear and clean: virtually all Protestant groups de- 

rive from movements that began in the sixteenth cen- 

tury. When later groups were formed, as were the 

Disciples of Christ in nineteenth-century America, they 

may not have seen themselves as working out the logic 

of earlier Protestantism; yet historians at once traced 

the roots of this typical new group to various older Pres- 

byterian and Baptist forms, among others. 
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A very few Protestant groups can also trace their lin- 

eage back to pre-Reformation times. Modern Walden- 

sians, for example, are heirs of a movement begun un- 

der Pierre Valdés (Peter Waldo) in the twelfth century, 

and some modern Czech churches are heirs of traditions 

that go back to the Hussite Jednota Bratrska (Society of 

Brethren, known in Latin as Unitas Fratrum) of the fif- 

teenth century. [See Waldensians and the biography of 

Jan Hus.| Yet the Waldensians, the Czech groups, and 

others began to be recognized as something other than 

illicit sects on Roman Catholic soil as a result of the 

Protestant breakthrough. At another point on the spec- 

trum is the Church of England, or Anglicanism. Most of 

its articulators stress that they remain the church Cath- 

olic as it has been on English soil since the christiani- 

zation of England. Although it has kept faith in the ap- 

ostolic succession of bishops and has retained many 

pre-Reformation practices, the Anglican communion as 

it has existed since the break with Rome under Henry 

VIII in the sixteenth century is vastly different from the 

Catholic church under Roman papal obedience in 

England before and since the Reformation. In short, the 

Waldensians, the Czech groups, and the Anglicans alike 

were, and were seen to be, part of the Protestant revolt 

from both the viewpoints of Roman Catholic leadership 

and historical scholarship ever since. 

To have undergone formal separation from the pa- 

pally controlled church or to have been transformed by 

the fact that one’s tradition changes through such sep- 

aration are the major historical marks of Protestantism. 

Individual groups may have parentage in the Middle 

Ages or may have sprung up late in the twentieth cen- 

tury, yet the sixteenth-century breach in Christendom is 

the event by which Protestant existence is somehow 

measured. Beyond the normativeness of that breach, 

Protestants begin to share elements of Catholicism. 

That certain elements are shared in no way diminishes 

their importance in Protestant definition. They tend to 

acquire a special color when viewed through the prism 

of Protestant experiences. 

God in Protestantism. All Christian movements, un- 

like some other religions, focus finally on their witness 

to God. Protestantism is theistic. There have been mo- 

mentary expressions by theological elites of a “Christian 

atheism,’ but these have been dismissed by the Protes- 

tant public as idiosyncratic, personal forms of witness 

or philosophical expression. Then, too, some prophets 

and observers have pointed to a “practical atheism” 

among Protestants who in their ways of life seem to ig- 

nore the claims of God upon them. Yet such practical 

atheism is unself-conscious, reflexive. When called to 

their attention, it is usually vigorously dismissed by the 

people to whom it is applied, a sign that they regard 

theistic belief to be focal. 
At the left wing of marginal Protestantism, as Barrett 

clarifies it, stand some former Protestant groups that 

have retained certain elements of the Protestant tradi- 

tion. Among these are Unitarianisms of humanistic 

sorts and Ethical Culture movements, which grew up on 

Jewish soil in America but acquired some Protestant 

traits. [See Ethical Culture.] It is significant that such 

groups are dismissed by the vast cohort of Protestants 

precisely because they are humanistic, or because they 

exclude themselves from Protestantism, usually on 

grounds of theism. 

If Protestants are not humanistic or atheistic, they 

also are not pantheistic. Individual pantheists may exist 

as mystics, and there have been pantheistic Protestant 

heresies, so regarded both by those who have innovated 

with them and by those who have excluded their advo- 

cates. In some formal theological circles, one sometimes 

hears advocated teachings that seem to verge on 

pantheism, the proposition that the world and God are 

coextensive, identical. Yet articulators of such teachings 

usually take pains to distance themselves from pure 

pantheism, for example, through panentheisms, which 

speak both of identity and distance. Marginal Protes- 

tants such as the Mormons teach doctrines that look 

pantheist to mainstream Protestantisms. Here, as so 

often, it is their departure from theism that is at issue 

in the principles of exclusion. 

Protestantism on occasion has had deistic proponents, 

agents of a natural religion that made no room for a 

personal God, special revelation, or reasons to pray to 

an unresponsive, divine, originating, but now absentee 

force. In eighteenth-century England there were Angli- 

can Deists, and in the continental Enlightenment one 

heard of equivalents. In practice, many Protestant be- 

lievers may act as though they are deistic in their 

prayer life, which means that they somehow believe in 

a divine force but see no reason for prayerful inter- 

course with it. Yet deism has consistently in due course 

been seen as a deviation from, not a part of, the Protes- 

tant impulse. [See Deism.] 

The God of the Bible and Trinitarianism. The free- 

dom that belongs to the Protestant ethos has made 

room for the enterprising and innovating philosopher of 

religion, but the determining element in Protestant con- 

cepts of God has been some form of adherence to the 

biblical witness. The God of Protestants is the God of 

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Along with Catholics, Prot- 

estants believe in the God revealed in the Hebrew scrip- 

tures, which Protestantism has taken over intact from 

Judaism and made its own. This God, Yahveh, is the 



God of Israel and the God of the prophets. Protestant- 
ism thus relies on God as creator and sustainer of the 
universe, existent though hidden, being and not nonbe- 
ing, somehow an agent in history. Although not all Prot- 
estants speak of a “personal” God, most conceive of God 
as personal and thus addressable. 

Protestant theologians spoke of the Protestant inten- 
tion as one directed to what H. Richard Niebuhr called 
“radical monotheism.” This intention has meant that 
Protestants share the concern of Hebrew prophecy to 
distance believers from “many gods” and false gods 
alike. The Protestant impulse, sometimes directed even 
against itself by its own prophets, has been iconoclastic. 
Pioneers of the movement such as John Calvin saw the 
natural human mind as an instinctive idol maker, al- 
ways busy serving either the true God or gods of its own 
making, who must be smashed. It would be impossible 
to say that Protestant believers have been more success- 
ful at being radical monotheists than have others; yet 
reflective Protestantism has been so nervous about icons 

or images that might be construed as having identity 

with the divine or divinized figure they represent that 

the iconoclast always has a privileged place in Protes- 
tant arguments. 

The battle against icon and idol in Protestantism may 

sometimes continue on the abstract planes of philo- 

sophical discourse or theological definition, but the 

iconoclastic position is usually stated most forcefully 

when Protestants explain the biblical account of Israel’s 

witness to Yahveh, the one God. The God to whom Prot- 

estants point is one who, although hidden, exists, acts, 

and speaks through a divine word. This God is in every 

case a God of judgment and mercy, wrath and love, holi- 

ness and forgiveness. 

While some Protestants have been unsure about the 

meaning of the covenant with Israel in the Old Testa- 

ment, few have doubted the witness to God in the New 

Testament. The God of Israel is present in a special way 

in Jesus of Nazareth. Some forms of liberal Protestant- 

ism were reluctant to speak of Jesus as partaking 

uniquely in the divine nature associated with the one he 

called Father. When they showed this reluctance, this 

was in the interest of radical monotheism. When most 

other forms of Protestantism remained content with or 

became emphatic about classic creeds that associated 

Jesus Christ with God, they did so in conscious refer- 

ence to the fact that this in no way detracted from 

monotheistic faith. Protestant interpretation of philoso- 

phies of history have always seen this God of Israel as 

somehow active in history. 

At the same time, Protestantism is a Christ-focused 

faith. Here again one may speak in the language of 
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H. Richard Niebuhr about a tendency that he saw as 
less compatible with true Protestantism and that, in- 
deed, was a heresy on any terms. Some forms of evan- 
gelical, Christ-centered Protestantism, he charged, were 
guilty of a “Unitarianism of the Second Person” of the 
Trinity. This meant that just as earlier theistic Unitari- 
ans believed only in the divinity of the one God whom 
Jesus called Father, at the expense of the Son and the 
Holy Spirit, these gospel-minded people, without usu- 
ally meaning to, identified Jesus almost exclusively 
with God and had little to say or do about God apart 
from witness to Jesus. 

Not all Protestants have been ready to use the inher- 

ited language of the preexistent Logos, or Word, that 

became incarnate in the historical Jesus. They have, 

however, found ways to witness to the bond between 

Jesus and God. In his best-known hymn, ‘“‘A Mighty For- 

tress,” Protestant pioneer Martin Luther spoke of Jesus 

Christ as ‘“‘the Lord of hosts” and then burst forth with 

the assertion ‘‘And there’s no other God.” There is no 

other God than the one revealed in Jesus Christ. Such 

witness led to radical expressions that verge on the an- 

cient heresy of patripassionism, the claim that God the 

Father suffered with the Son on the cross. In this spirit 

Martin Rinkhart offered a line in a Good Friday hymn 

to the effect that in the death of Jesus “our God is 

dead.”” Nineteenth-century critics, especially left-wing 

Hegelians, seized on incautious lines like these to claim 

that the death of Jesus meant the death of God, even on 

orthodox soil. Rinkhart and the Protestants were not 

ready for such consequences or corollaries, but they left 

themselves open to this claim, so eager were they to 

proclaim the divinity of Jesus Christ. Protestants in the 

main have been so Jesus- or Christ-centered that they 

are more willing to take such risks than to side with 

humanistic or minority liberal Protestants who broke 

up notions of the Trinity and saw Jesus as a distinctive 

but not unique human. 

As for what the creeds describe as the Third Person of 

the Trinity, the Holy Spirit, one despairs of pointing to 

a distinctive witness held by almost all Protestants. 

Negatively, again as a corollary to the nonpapal wit- 

ness, Protestants have refused to identify the Holy 

Spirit with the tradition, the magisterium or official 

teaching, or the papal authority of the Roman Catholic 

church. Most have been more at home seeing the Holy 

Spirit connected with revelation and authority as the 

inspirer of the text of the Bible. Some left-wing reform- 

ers of the sixteenth century and their heirs down to 

twentieth-century Pentecostal Protestants have been 

ready to speak of revelation from the Holy Spirit direct 

to the individual, apart from scripture. Yet it is signifi- 
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cant that in their minds, this revelation occurs along- 

side and not in antagonism toward or independent of 

what is heard in the inspired Bible. 

This witness to God in three persons, historically as 

Father, Son (Jesus Christ), and Holy Spirit, has added 

up to a Protestant trinitarianism. Once the term Trinity 

is introduced, it is difficult to see what distinctions re- 

main. True, a few Protestants, especially among the 

Pentecostals and others who resist Catholic creeds and 

dogma, reject the trinitarian approach because the ~ 

word does not appear in the Bible and because it points 

to human formulations. Yet without using the term, 

they tend to reproduce the substance of trinitarian faith 

even while rejecting its formulations. 

In sum, the distinctive characteristics of Protestant- 

ism emerge from the variety of models that Protestants 

endorse in forming their churches. Because of their di- 

versity, Protestant churches have been less likely or less 

able to converge on the basis of each other’s witness 

than have churches in the more homogeneous Eastern 

Orthodox and Roman Catholic traditions. As a result, 

Protestants are thrown back more on story than on 

dogma, more on biblical narrative than on creedal for- 

mulation, yet for the most part without rejecting dogma 

or creed. And they have been pressed to develop special 

ways of understanding how God is mediated and pres- 

ent in human affairs and, specifically, in the circle of 

believers and the church. Urgent on its agenda for cen- 

turies, then, has been the concept of mediation in for- 

mal authority and structure. [See God, article on God in 

Postbiblical Christianity; Jesus; and Trinity.] 

Authority and Structure: The Scriptures. If the be- 

liever on Protestant soil is to be responsive to God as 

creator (or, sometimes, Father), Son, and Holy Spirit, 

questions arise. Who says so? How is this God to be 

known? What are the boundaries of witness to such a 

God? Eastern Orthodoxy and Roman Catholicism stress 

the authority of tradition, magisterium, apostolic 

succession of bishops (as do Anglicans and some Luther- 

ans), and, uniquely to Catholicism, the Roman papal of- 

fice. They also testify to God’s revelation in scripture, 

but Protestantism is thrown almost wholly on scripture. 

Since the end of the nineteenth century, however, more 

and more Protestants have been willing to see a rela- 

tionship between the Bible and tradition. They have be- 

come contextual thinkers who see that the Bible reiter- 

ates the tradition it grows out of. Yet for their ancestors 

in faith the Bible held a special status, and tradition or 

papal authority could never match it. So emphatic was 

this Protestant emphasis that critics from within, such 

as the Enlightenment-era Protestant Gotthold Ephraim 

Lessing, complained that Luther substituted the Bible 

as a ‘paper pope” for Protestants to match the authority 

of Catholicism’s human pope. 

The Bible of Protestantism is the canon of the Old and 

New Testaments, and almost never the Apocrypha, 

which has special status in the Orthodox and Catholic 

traditions. The canon is theoretically open; it is conceiv- 

able that a book could still be added to it. So teach 

most Protestants. It is difficult to imagine the circum- 

stance in which the many Protestant church bodies 

could agree on a later-discovered and apparently canon- 

ical-level writing, yet, for thoughtful Protestants, the 

openness of the canon is a partial safeguard against 

making an icon or idol of the Bible. 

While the Bible has become the only document used 

and useful for uniting Protestant witness or helping de- 

termine Protestant theological argument—it provides at 

least something of the genetic programming of Protes- 

tantism, or the ground rules for their games—there is 

here as so often a very broad spectrum of approaches to 

its authority. Most Protestants have accepted the Luth- 

ern mark sola scriptura, that the Bible alone is the au- 

thority; but this formula tells all too little about how to 

regard the book. 

At one extreme, conservative Protestants who have re- 

sisted modern historical criticism of biblical texts stress 

that the Bible is somehow not only inspired but infalli- 

ble and inerrant. The inerrancy applies not only to rev- 

elation in matters of faith but also in all details of his- 

tory, geography, and science, at least as would apply to 

the original autographs. Some of the originators of Prot- 

estantism often used language of biblical authority that 

was so confident of biblical truth that it gave reasons 

for later theologians to build elaborate theories of this 

inerrancy. In later centuries, some dogmatic teachers 

went so far as to propound mechanical or dictation the- 

ories, in which the author of a biblical writing was a 

kind of conduit or secretary for God, at the expense of 

personal inspiration and independent style. Most pro- 

ponents of inerrancy, however, have been less extreme. 

They have tended to build on the basis of various Aris- 

totelian or Baconian philosophies, stressing syllogisms 

in which a perfect, hence inerrant, God chooses to en- 

gage lovingly in revelation, hence taking care to assure 

that readers receive no error or ambiguity. These iner- 

rantists have engaged in heated polemics against all, no 

matter how high their view of biblical authority, who 

have not found inerrancy to be a biblical or theologi- 
cally defensible concept. 

At the other end of the spectrum are a minority of 

Protestants, chiefly in academic centers, who have com- 

pletely adopted post-Enlightenment views of biblical 

criticism. They have thus treated the biblical text as 



they would any other ancient literary text. They grant 
no special status to the inspiration of biblical authors. 
For them the Bible still has authority as a document 
that both reflects and promotes the norms of the Chris- 
tian community. Many schools of interpretation, even 
among those who have immersed themselves in histor- 

ical and literary criticism, find that the Bible “dis- 

closes,” or potentially discloses, what God would re- 

veal. This disclosure or revelation, it is contended, can 

occur even if the Bible includes grammatical inaccura- 

cies, historical misstatements, and scientific concepts 

long proven wrong and rendered obsolete. The polemic 

of these contenders is against the inerrantists, who, they 

claim, do make the Bible into a quasi-papal authority 

or turn it into an icon at the expense of radical mono- 
theism. 

The spectrum is visible in another way when one con- 

siders how different Protestants regard the reader of the 

Bible. At one end, there are those who contend that “the 

right of private judgment” is the Christian mark of dis- 

tinctiveness. Thus Martin Luther was said to have chal- 

lenged the emperor in 1521 to convince him that he, 

Luther, was wrong on the basis of the Bible and reason. 

One cannot go against conscience for the sake of au- 

thority. In a sense, the conscience and intelligence of 

the individual in such a case take priority over claims 

of the community. At the other end of the spectrum, 

there is as much concern as in any other part of Chris- 

tianity for Christian community and the nurturing of 

the word in the context of congregation or church. In 

these cases, the church is credited with preserving the 

Bible, seeing that it is embodied in people who effec- 

tively display its power in their lives, and calling people 

to belief on the basis of biblical texts that are turned 

into calls of faith by living people. In all cases, it is fair 

to speak of Protestants as being especially “people of the 

Book.” [See Biblical Exegesis, article on Christian 

Views.] 

The Authority of the Church. Lacking paper authority 

as they do, and unwilling as they are for the most part 

to yield to bishops as having a determinative role in dis- 

pensing tradition, how do Protestants see the authority 

of the church? The vast majority of Protestants in all 

ages, though they be churched and faithful, have ren- 

dered secondary to the Bible all other church authority, 

creeds, confessions, and forms of polity. When they are 

serious and are seriously confronted, most Protestants 

characteristically will say that they get authority for 

teaching and practice from the Bible alone. 

Despite this claim, reflective Protestants will also ad- 

mit that over the centuries they have spilled much ink 

in treatises on churchly authority. As much as Catho- 
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lics, they may have exacted sweat and blood from 

people who ran afoul of church authorities, who tested 

the bounds of orthodoxy, or who came under ecclesias- 

tical discipline. Protestantism, in other words, may 

seem chaotic to the outsider who sees its many group- 

ings and varieties, but to most confessors and members 

the chaos is minimized, because they are ordinarily 

touched only by the authority system of which they are 
a part, that of their own church. 

Once one insists on making churchly authority sec- 

ondary, other values come to be dominant in associa- 

tion with the church. The church on Protestant soil is a 

fellowship, a congregation of people who have like 

minds or similar purposes. The church may be seen as 

“the body of Christ” or “the communion of saints’ be- 

fore it is an authority to compel conformity in teaching 

or practice. Yet once one assigns values to the group, 

even in forms of Protestantism that accent the right of 

private judgment or go to extremes of individualism, 

there must be and in practice have been many subtle 

ways to assert authority and to effect discipline. A small 

congregation’s authority on Baptist or Congregational 

soil can be felt more immediately, for instance, than 

might Catholic authority asserted from the distance be- 

tween Rome and India by a not always efficient and al- 

ways pluralistic church. Democracies can turn authori- 

tarian. Ambiguity about authority can often lead to 

expressions of arbitrary discipline. So polity and au- 

thority have been nagging questions in Protestantism. 

First, there has been ambiguity about the lay-clerical 

distinction. Theologian Hendrik Kraemer, in A Theology 

of the Laity (1958), accurately pointed out that Protes- 

tantism was a revolt against authoritarian and overly 

hierarchical clericalism. Yet almost all Protestantism 

retained a professional and ordained clergy, somehow 

setting it aside with sacred sanctions and for special 

functions. The “‘somehow,” however, became problem- 

atic. Protestantism wanted to engage in a leveling of 

ranks by insisting that all believers were priests, that 

they could all intercede for one another at the altar, 

symbolically before the throne of God. Then what were 

these ordained “priests,” or whatever Protestants called 

their ministry or clergy, and how did they hold power? 

Kraemer, historian Wilhelm Pauck, and others have 

shown that authority (in all but Anglicanism, the Lu- 

theran Church of Sweden, and other “high” episcopal 

bodies) resides chiefly in the word of God and in the 

responsive congregation. The minister has tended to 

become the person called and set aside to be the 

more expert preacher and expounder of the word. Yet 

Protestantism was unwilling to say that the laity could 

not be expert at speaking the word, which was accessi- 
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ble to all. It was also easy to demonstrate that the 

succession of faith in congregations that were respon- . 

sive to the word was vulnerable to faithlessness and er- 

ror or heresy. To claim that ministry consisted in the 

clergy’s unique right to administer the sacraments or 

holy ordinances was something that not all Protestants 

were eager to do. They did not want the sacramental 

life to seem in any way magical. As a result, in almost 

all cases they retained a specially sanctioned clergy, as- 

cribed great authority also to the laity, and left the sta- 

tus of both ambiguous and thus problematic. [See also 

Church; Priesthood, article on Christian Priesthood; and 

Ministry.] 

Confessions and Creeds. Church authority is not only 

an issue of clergy and laity. It must also concentrate on 

the substance or content of the faith that holds people 

together and finds them members of one Protestant 

confession and not another. Of course, heredity, acci- 

dent of birth, and many casual factors based on aesthet- 

ics, personal choice, or marriage across denominational 

lines have played their parts. But thoughtful Protestant- 

ism has also insisted that its members are not only ‘‘be- 

lievers” but “‘believers in’’ and in some ways, necessar- 

ily, “believers that” something or other is true. Whether 

or not they call these creeds or confessions, and whether 

these statements are formal or informal, there tend to 

be some common expressions that give clarity to faith 

and that establish boundaries between one set of beliefs 

and others. 

Most Protestant bodies display their distinctiveness 

by resorting to documents from the times of their ori- 

gins. In their first or second generation, leaders of 

groups were called upon or felt impelled to define them- 

selves and to witness to their truths. For Lutherans the 

instrument was chiefly the Augsburg Confession; for the 

Reformed, the Heidelberg Catechism; for Presbyterians, 

the Westminster Confession; and for Anglicans the 

Thirty-nine Articles. Even loose bodies such as seven- 

teenth- and eighteenth-century New England Congre- 

gationalism in America produced enough creeds and 

confessions to make up large anthologies. These docu- 

ments have attracted various levels of respect and au- 

thority. Some came to be neglected or even rejected by 

huge parties. Yet the ecumenical movement, in which 

these churches had to find out who they and their coun- 

terparts were, exposed to view these ancient documents 

and showed their enduring power. 

By some Protestants their originating confessions 

were believed quia (‘‘because’’), that is, because they 

were held to be simply and perfectly congruent with 

biblical witness. Others held to them quatenus (‘‘inso- 

far’), that is, insofar as they witnessed to biblical truth 

in later times and special circumstances. At times the 

claim was much more informal than either of these, and 

in some cases it is not possible to point to a church 

confession at all. For many Protestants a confession 

says ‘‘This we believe” as a*hearty declaration to the 

world; for others it comes across as “This you must be- 

lieve” and is used to rule out heresy or to provide a ba- 

sis for polemics. [See Creeds, article on Christian 

Creeds.] 

Protestant Church Polities. As with confession, so 

with structure, or polity: Protestantism presents a 

broad spectrum of often mutually incompatible polities. 

Again, they can be inclusively categorized according to 

what they negate. They all resist the notion that the Ro- 

man papacy is the best, or only, conduit of divine reve- 

lation and that the guardianship of the Christian church 

must rest in the hands of the pope as the vicar or rep- 

resentative of Christ on earth. Beyond that, most Prot- 

estant churches have preserved elements of the polity 

that came with their birth, transformed by exigencies of 

local, contemporary demands and, in the modern 

world, adjustments to the managerial and bureaucratic 

impulse. Yet even in the last and most practical case, 

the Protestant impulse is to see some legitimation for 

polity in the Bible and in the experience of the early 

Christian church. 

On one end of this spectrum are churches like the An- 

glican church or the Lutheran church in Sweden, which 

insist on apostolic succession in an episcopacy that is of 

the essence (displays the esse) of the church. Elsewhere, 

as in Methodism and much of Lutheranism, bishops be- 

long to the bene esse of the church; they are beneficial 

for its order but theoretically could be replaced in a dif- 

ferent polity. Many Reformed churches rely on synodi- 

cal or connectional and associational patterns under the 

rule of presbyters or elders. From the days of the radical 

reformation in the sixteenth century through various 

later Baptist and Congregational witnesses into modern 

times, and especially in burgeoning nonwhite indige- 

nous Protestantism, the authority and even the auton- 

omy of the local congregation is asserted. 

Those Protestants at the “catholic” end of the spec- 

trum, who regard bishops as of the esse of the church, 

have been least ready to see their polity as negotiable 

in an ecumenical age. Presbyterian, synodical, and con- 

gregational bodies, while emphatically cherishing and 

defending their polities, have shown more signs of flex- 

ibility. A safe generalization suggests that even Baptist 

and Congregationalist groups, who find biblical rootage 

for congregationalism, have adopted enough bureau- 

cratic instruments that they have functional polities 
that transcend mere congregationalism. Yet they would 

find it a part of their Protestantism to be suspicious of 
bishops. 



Civil Government. Alongside church confession and 
internal polity has been the issue of the authority of the 
church or religious realm in or alongside the state or 
governmental and civil realms. Here one can speak of a 

long trend, based on Protestant latencies, to move from 

church establishment toward disestablishment and a 
celebration of voluntarism. 

It is historically inaccurate to say, based on the rec- 

ord of American celebration of ‘‘separation of church 

and state” with Protestant concurrence, that. Protestant- 

ism has always been voluntaristic. It would be more 

fair to say that the sixteenth-century Reformation car- 

ried with it some potential for voluntarism—seeds that 

broke open, sprouted, and grew from two to four cen- 

turies later. 

In the late twentieth century, most of the new nations 

in which nonwhite indigenous Protestantism prospered 

had undergone experiences of modernization that, 

whatever else these meant, provided no room for fusion 

of church and state or an interwoven pattern of reli- 

gious and civil authority. Similarly, it was on the soil 

of largely Protestant nations such as the United States 

that the greatest degree of constitutional separation be- 

tween the two authorities first occurred. Yet political 

philosopher Hannah Arendt is correct to chide Protes- 

tants for claiming that modern democracy with its re- 

ligious freedom is simply a Christian invention. Some 

Christians have found it easy to reach into their reposi- 

tory of options to find impetus for supporting republi- 

canism based on Enlightenment principles and practi- 

cal support of equity and civil peace whenever 

pluralism has been strong. 

Historical Protestantism in almost all its mainstream 

and dominant forms first simply carried over authority 

patterns from medieval Catholicism. In the Church of 

England, the Presbyterian church in Scotland, the Lu- 

theran churches of Scandinavia, the Lutheran and Re- 

formed churches of Germany, Switzerland, and the 

Netherlands, and wherever else leaders had the power 

to do so, they naturally clung to establishment. They 

simply broke from Roman Catholic establishment to 

form Protestant versions. Martin Luther supported a 

“territorial church” with princes as bishops. Elsewhere, 

monarchy and legislative bodies gave establishment 

power or privilege to the favored church and forced dis- 

abilities on others. 
Only the left-wing, or Anabaptist, churches of the first 

generations were independent of the state, and they 

tended to be harassed as much by Protestant establish- 

ments as by Catholic establishments. Where they be- 

came powerful, as did the Puritans from England who 

founded New England, they reversed themselves and 

became the new established monopoly church. Even in 
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much later republics, where no form of Protestantism 

ever came to dominance, Protestants were tempted to 

reassert power by looking for legal privilege. 

Despite all these establishmentarian dimensions, it is 

also fair to say that Protestantism did contain the seed 

that helped disestablishment and separation of church 

and state develop. A religion of the word, Protestantism 

called for that word to separate people from attachment 

to the culture as it evoked decision. So the boundaries 

of the church and the state could not be coextensive, as 

they aspired then to be in Catholicism. Whatever “the 

priesthood of all believers,” “the right of private judg- 

ment,” and the call to conscience in biblical interpre- 

tation meant theologically, they had as their practical 

consequence an honoring of individualism and personal 

profession of faith. Both of these would become con- 

fined were there an official and authoritative church. 

Another way to describe this individualism is in 

terms of modern theologian Paul Tillich’s famed “‘prot- 

estant principle’ of prophetic protest. This principle 

calls believers to question all structures and institu- 

tions, also and especially those of their own state and 

church. Naturally, Protestants have not found it any 

easier to do this than have others, since seldom does 

one wish to give up ease and privilege and to share 

power voluntarily. Yet, in contrast to much Orthodox 

and Roman Catholic theology, Protestant theology at 

least had a legitimating principle for criticizing church 

structure and its bond with human governmental au- 

thority. Protestantism, then, has lived with a height- 

ened dialectic. On the one hand, it called for support of 

government, in the terms of Paul’s biblical letter to the 

Romans, chapter 13, as God’s instrument. On the other 

hand, it was critical, along the lines of Revelation 13, of 

civil and ecclesiastical government as being especially 

subtle and potent concentrations of power, symbols, 

and capacities for self-idolization and the oppression of 

others. [See Church and State.] 

Personal Experience as Authority. A word should be 

said about personal experience as authority in Protes- 

tantism. From the first its ““spiritualists,” “mystics,” and 

“enthusiasts,” who claimed that God spoke directly to 

and through them, have been both recognized and un- 

der suspicion. Those who carry these claims to 

extremes, as did many of the Quakers, or Friends, the 

seventeenth-century Puritan sect, and some modern 

Pentecostals, know that they are ‘‘on the margin,” out 

of step with mainstream Protestantism. Their own pro- 

tests and the way the rest of Protestantism unites 

against them reveal this. 

At the same time, few Protestants have been willing 
to resist going further than Orthodox and Catholic 

teachers in granting much authority to individual as- 
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sent in the grasp of faith. Calvin spoke of the inner tes- 

timony of the Holy Spirit in the heart and mind of the . 

believer who hears the word of God or reads the Bible. 

Luther’s possibly apocryphal cry at the Diet of Worms 

in 1521, a cry against emperor and pope, state and 

church, ‘“‘Here I stand!’’ has acquired mythical dimen- 

sions as an act of Protestant heroism. There is always at 

least the theoretical possibility that the individual may 

be right and the church wrong, a possibility that both 

nagged and inspired Luther and other reformers. 

In the end, most Protestantism asks the Christian who 

claims to have had an experience of God or a direct rev- 

elation and a call to individual conscience to subject 

these claims to the responsibilities of the congregation 

or church at large. There may be great suspicion by fel- 

low believers of such claims, and the individuals who 

make them may suffer liabilities and persecution. Yet 

on the other hand, Protestantism honors “heart reli- 

gion,” insists on heartfelt response to the word and the 

claims of God upon the mind, and thus it sees experi- 

ence as an authority alongside the Bible and the church. 

[See Christian Spirituality.] 

Protestant Substance. Original or classic Protestant- 

ism was more ready to see itself as distinctive in the 

content of faith than is modern pluralist Protestantism. 

In the sixteenth century, late medieval Catholicism pre- 

sented what to Protestant eyes was an egregious viola- 

tion of God’s system of approach to human beings. Ca- 

tholicism had generated, or degenerated into, a system 

that progressively depended more and more upon hu- 

man achievement. Key words were human merit or hu- 

manly gained righteousness. Elaborate schemes, for ex- 

ample, the sale of indulgences to help make up the 

required number of merits to assure salvation, had been 

devised. These led to abuses, which contemporary Cath- 

olic reformers and later historians have agreed made 

Protestant revolt plausible. 

Protestantism across the board held to generally ex- 

treme views of human finitude, limits, ‘“‘fallenness,’’ and 

need. Mainstream and marginal reformers alike were 

not convinced by claims that human beings retained 

enough of the image of God upon which to build so that 

their own works or merits would suffice to appease a 

wrathful God. They exaggerated the way Catholicism 

had diminished the role of Jesus Christ as giver of a gift 

or imparter of grace upon the wholly undeserving. Once 

again Paul Tillich from the twentieth century can be 

called in as witness to what Protestantism affirmed: 

that God ‘‘accepts the unacceptable.’’ Because of the 

sacrifice of Jesus Christ, God does not wait for sinners 

to become acceptable through their efforts. 

In the sixteenth century, there were many variations 

on this theme, and Martin Luther’s proclamation of 

“justification by grace through faith,” while at home in 

all of Protestantism, was not necessarily the chosen for- 

mula for all Protestants. Yet all did accent divine initia- 

tive, human limits, the gifts of God in Jesus Christ, and 

the new condition of humanity as a result of divine for- 

giveness. The variations from the first included some 

new Protestant ways of propping up the moral quest. 

Not all were as sure as Luther was that the law of God, 

as revealed in the Ten Commandments or the Sermon 

on the Mount, played no positive guiding role in salva- 

tion. They often feared “‘antinomianism”’ or lawlessness. 

The grace-proclaimers protected themselves against 

this by insisting that faith must be active in love, that 

works must follow grace, that “sanctification” is an in- 

evitable consequence and correlate of “‘justification.” 

Where such resorts to human claims and achieve- 

ments were not part of original Protestantism, they did 

develop later. An example of this was a revision on 

Dutch and then English soil in a movement named after 

one Jacobus Arminius and called Arminianism. This 

system proclaimed the benevolence of a God who gave 

humans more capacity for benevolence on their own. In 

some Unitarianism this teaching became a kind of 

philosophical or moral system that moved to the edges 

of Protestantism. In Wesleyan Methodism it remained 

“evangelical,” gospel-centered, but picked up on the 

themes of sanctification and the quest for perfection. In 

the latter case, it did not make the sacrifice of Christ or 

the imparting of grace as a gift unnecessary or even sec- 

ondary. Somehow, then, Protestants have concentrated 

on faith and grace in distinctive ways. Modern Catholi- 

cism, however, has undergone such a revitalizing of 

faith in similar approaches to grace that the distinc- 

tively Protestant note has become compromised—a 

trend that most Protestants profess to welcome enthu- 

siastically. Protestantism has considered the church al- 

ways to be reforming, never reformed; Catholicism and 

Protestantism alike, many would say, stand in need of 

being reformed, and from time to time they move past 

rigid, older identities and formulas. Such moves are not 

incongruent with the Protestant ethos and spirit. 

The Protestant Response to God. To speak of Protes- 

tant creeds and a Protestant substance or content does 

justice to the cognitive dimensions of its faith. At the 

same time, one can easily exaggerate these elements. In 

the lives of most people called Protestant, behavioral 

factors are at least as vivid and more easily grasped, if 

defined with more difficulty. One can readily consult a 

dogmatics text to see what Protestants believe or are 

supposed to believe. It takes more subtle observation, 

more willingness to risk generalization, to observe their 

response in practice. [See Worship, article on Christian 

Worship, and Sacraments. ] 



Protestantism has honored the rites of passage 
through life. Few Protestants would call their ordi- 

nances “rites of passage,” yet most can easily be led to 

see that their sacraments and ceremonies do relate the 

individual to cosmos and community in patterns that 

match those observed on other soil by historians of re- 

ligion. They may not see themselves classified with “the 

primitives” with respect to initiation, fertility, or funer- 

ary rites, but there are parallels. [See Rites of Passage; 

Initiation; Baptism; Marriage; and Funeral Rites.] 

Thus, almost all Protestants—Quakers chiefly ex- 

cepted—see the need for a rite of initiation. With so few 

exceptions that they do not merit pointing to, this rite 

is “water baptism,’”’ something shared with the rest of 

Christianity. Most Protestants retained infant baptism, 

as either an instrument of grace (as in Lutheranism) or 

an expression of covenantal life (as in most of Reformed 

Protestantism). Yet Protestants, when called to reflect, 

also resisted what they saw to be Catholic notions of ex 

opere operato, which Protestants regarded as a ‘“‘magi- 

cal” application of human elements in sacramental life. 

This left those who baptized infants with the burden of 

showing how faith can be active among children who 

can have no rational conception of what is going on. 

How to explain the decision that was still called for in 

response to gifts of grace in faith, or the expectation 

that some disciplined life must follow? 

Many mainstream Protestants compensated by ac- 

centing reaffirmation of baptism in some version of a 

rite of confirmation. Others saw each act of repentance 

and each day’s conscious Christian affirmation as a new 

death of “the old Adam” and a “being born again” as a 

new being in Christ. These ideas have held the imagi- 

nation of millions and made it possible for the rite of 

initiation to occur very early in human life. 

At the same time, the logic of Protestantism and the 

impulse to connect rites of initiation with conscious re- 

sponse to the word of God led many Protestant 

branches to grow restless about infant baptism and to 

move closer to locating initiation in or after adoles- 

cence, aS so many other religions have it. This meant a 

further move from seeing water baptism as an instru- 

ment of grace to seeing it as a human response based 

on decision. The new evangelizers or converters, then, 

called for a decision that issued in repentance and faith 

and then initiation. “Adult baptism” as a sign of re- 

sponse, usually dramatized in baptism by immersion, 

better exemplified the sense of ordeal and the passage 

across a “‘liminal” or threshold stage to new commu- 

nity. As a result, whole church bodies became “Baptist,” 
and the baptist forms of Protestantism came to prevail 

progressively in the modern world, where the demand 

for choice and identity grew more intense. Most of fast- 
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growing nonwhite indigenous Protestantism stressed 

this form of passage. 

Marriage, regarded on Orthodox and Roman Catholic 

soil as a sacrament with an imparting of grace, distinc- 

tively stopped being that on most Protestant soil. The 

reformers tended to regard it as essentially a civil act, 

with the church serving merely as an agent to bless the 

couple and to hear their vows. The church was the cus- 

todian and record-keeper of the state’s work until the 

modern secular state took over the recording functions. 

One could, at least in theory, be validly married with- 

out the blessing of the church and clergy. In practice, 

however, the impulse of people to see their acts of bond- 

ing and fertility sacralized has won out. On most Prot- 

estant soil, whatever the theology of the marriage cere- 

mony and act, people have seen to the development of 

elaborate churchly rites at times of nuptials. Yet it is 

distinctively Protestant to prevent notions of grace-giv- 

ing or sacramental character from developing in most 

places. 

Protestantism has not encouraged distinctive funeral 

traditions, but almost everywhere its churches have 

been participants in memorial or mourning rites. Again 

there occurred the negation of the Catholic notion that 

a sacrament was involved at the point of passage to a 

life to come. Some Protestants use oils for symbolic pur- 

poses associated with prayer for healing but assign 

them no sacramental or instrumental significance. 

When death comes, there is much reflection upon the 

event and its meaning. Almost always a cleric holds 

rites of the word that accent the gospel of what God has 

done in and for the deceased person and assure that 

God’s love is stronger than death. These rites may occur 

in the sanctuary of a church or in a mortuary, and bur- 

ial (whether of a body or ashes) can occur on church 

cemetery grounds or in public burial places. Here Prot- 

estantism offers few consistent words except that we see 

the life of the believer wrapped up in divine beneficence 

despite human frailty. 

Alongside baptism, then, the only act seen as sacra- 

mental in the vast majority of Protestantism is the sa- 

cred meal. Such meals are common in religions, and 

Protestants often have failed to see theirs in a larger 

context. Yet they have almost unanimously—the Salva- 

tion Army and the Quakers being the nearly sole excep- 

tions—taken over the Catholic sacrament of this meal 

and put their stamp on it. For centuries the Mass, in 

which the laity received bread and the clergy partook 

of bread and wine, was the repeated event in which Je- 

sus Christ was made really present through priestly act, 

the word of God, and faith. [See Eucharist.] 

Lutheranism, as an expression of a conservative Ref- 

ormation, came closest to keeping the sacramental 
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worldview with its implications for the bread and wine 

as body and blood of Christ. But even Lutheranism re- _ 

belled against ex opere operato concepts and did not 

want to see a change in the visible elements, a transub- 

stantiation, of any sort. This could lead to what Luther- 

ans saw to be superstitious or magical reverence. Most 

other Protestants sided with the Reformed tradition. 

They did not see the Lord’s Supper or Holy Communion 

as an occasion for seeing God in Christ as present or for 

regarding Christ as sacramentally experienced in as- 

semblies. Instead they located the Lord’s Supper in a 

system of grace as a human response, to which people 

brought their faith and their intentions in response to a 

command of God. 
Whatever their doctrinal attitude toward the rite, 

these Protestants took the meal seriously. For example, 

the nineteenth-century Protestant movements associ- 

ated with the Disciples of Christ, which were attempts 

to restore primitive Christianity, rejected Catholic and 

Lutheran sacramental views. Yet, more than most Prot- 

estants, they kept the frequent, indeed weekly, practice 

of sharing the sacred meal, which usually takes place 

during the formal Sunday observance of congregations, 

although usually with less frequency than in the sacra- 

mental and Catholic churches. Communicants receive 

both bread and wine (or, in some temperance-minded 

bodies, unfermented grape juice) from a central table, 

either at that table or in the pew. The event occurs in a 

spirit of great solemnity, after there have been preach- 

ing and examination of hearts. 

The Role of the Word. While baptism and the Lord’s 

Supper as sacraments, and marriage, confirmation, and 

funeral rites as practices, receive much attention, Prot- 

estantism is supremely a religion of the word. By this 

most believers mean not simply the word of the Bible 

but the logos of God, the expression of God. God creates 

the universe by a word, pronounces sinners forgiven by 

a word, speaks the word to heal them, builds commu- 

nity through the word. 

This has necessarily meant dissemination of the 

word. Protestantism was born early in the age of Jo- 

hann Gutenberg during a revolution in printing that 

made literacy necessary and the spread of words possi- 

ble. Some modern critics have seen Protestantism as so 

identified with Gutenberg’s invention of movable type 
and a great impulse to use it that they predict its de- 

mise as print gives way to the competition from elec- 

tronic and visual disseminations. However, Protestant- 

ism also makes much of the oral word and s¢€es voice as 

a summons for belief. Its leaders have long quoted the 

Pauline notion that “faith comes by hearing” and hear- 

ing by the word of God. This has meant that most Prot- 

estant revitalizations have occurred as theologies of the 

word or, for the people, as enhanced preaching. 

Protestantism came on the scene after the great tra- 

dition of Catholic preaching was over, and there was 

little new attention being given to homiletics. For Prot- 

estants, the preached word or sermon, expounding the 

word and applying it to the needs of people in a new 

day, became a challenge to the Mass as the focal act of 

worship. This vast majority of Protestants measure the 

effectiveness of worship by reference to the preaching. 

It is the scriptural word that gives power to baptism 

and the Lord’s Supper, whether as instruments of grace 

or as human response. The word shapes prayer; people 

use the word in teaching and conversation. In times of 

crisis, it is the word that inspires intercessory prayer. 

Most Protestant healing involves no herbs, potions, or 

exercises—only spiritual direction under the word. 

There are as many theories about why faith comes from 

hearing and believing the word as there have been theo- 

logies, Protestant bodies, or movements and ages in 

Protestantism. Given the complexity of human psychol- 

ogy, the variety of social contexts, and the pluralism of 

philosophical options, it is difficult to picture a final def- 

inition. Despite the lack of a unitary position on the 

power of the word, Protestants are united in believing 

that somehow theirs is a religion of the word. 

Protestant Worship. In describing baptism (whether 

sprinkling of infants or immersion of adults), the Lord’s 

Supper, and the act of preaching and the uses of the 

word, the outlines of Protestant worship become gener- 

ally clear. To these should be added that Protestants 

characteristically have gathered for worship in build- 

ings set aside for that purpose. While they believe that 

the gathered community may effectively baptize, eat 

and drink, hear and pray under the sky or in secular 

buildings, they have had an impulse to set aside and 

consecrate a sacred space, which symbolically, not ac- 

tually, becomes a house of God. 

The building may be of almost any architectural 

style. Original Protestant churches tended to be slightly 

stripped-down Catholic churches that had been taken 

over by Protestants. In general, the concept of being 

“stripped down” is appropriate; when Protestants build 

churches, they tend to be somewhat simpler than Or- 

thodox or Catholic churches. Rejecting icons and mini- 

mizing the sacral role of statues and painting, Protes- 

tants have tended to use pictorial art for purposes of 

teaching, reminder, or inspiration. This approach has 

led to direct and simple expressions, with the exception 

of a very few periods in which Protestants did revert 

to ornate Gothic expressions. [See Basilica, Cathedral, 

and Church and Iconography, article on Christian Ico- 

nography.] 

The sacred space usually accents a place for preach- 

ing, a baptismal font or pool, and a table or altar for 

the Lord’s Supper. Around: these the people gather, in 



pews or on chairs. The gathering occurs to recognize the 
presence of God, to follow divine commands to congre- 
gate for purposes of praise, to build the morale of the 
group for purposes outside the sanctuary, and to cele- 
brate the seasons of the church year, the events of the 
week, and the passages of life. 

With few exceptions, Protestantism is also a singing 
religion. It took the act of praising in song, which had 

become largely a preserve of clergy and choir, and en- 

larged it to include the congregation. There may be cho- 

rally apathetic Protestantism, but in practice Protes- 

tants honor the word of God in song. Most of their 

revivals—Luther’s and Charles Wesley’s are but two ex- 

amples—have been promoted through distinctive song. 

Except in Seventh-day Adventism, Protestant worship 

almost always occurs on Sunday, the Lord’s Day, the 

Day of, Resurrection, although believers are urged to 

worship at any time or place. Most Protestants observe 

the inherited Catholic church year but have purged it of 

many of its occasions. That is, they annually follow the 

life of Christ from Advent and Christmas, with its birth 

rites, through another season of repentance and prepa- 

ration, Lent, on the way to a climax at Good Friday and 

Easter weekend, and then a festival of the Holy Spirit 

at Pentecost. [See Christian Liturgical Year.] The more 

Puritan forms of Protestantism, however, saw some- 

thing “‘papist’’ in these seasonal observances and did 

away with almost all of them, sometimes including 

Christmas itself. The rest of Protestantism, which kept 

the church year of observances, also honored biblical 

saints like Paul and John on special days but rejected 

most postbiblical saints. It was believed that honor di- 

rected to them distracted from worship of God in 

Christ. In many places a new church year tied to na- 

tional and cultural events has emerged. Thus in the 

United States many observe a Thanksgiving Day, Moth- 

er’s Day and Father’s Day, Stewardship Sunday, Lay 

Sunday, and the like. The impulse to ritualize life is 

strong even on the purging, purifying, and simplifying 

soil of Protestantism. 

The Way of Life. How, it may be asked, can one speak 

of a Protestant way of life when the ways are so varied? 

What do a wealthy American high church Anglican ex- 

ecutive, a Latin American Pentecostal, and a black un- 

der oppression in South Africa have in common as a 

“way of life’? It would be foolish to impose a single 

ideal, force a straitjacket, or overgeneralize a vision, 

but something can and must be said about Protestant 

styles of behavior. Sometimes activities are so obvious 

that no one bothers to note them, and this is the case 

with some Protestant commonalities. 

First, most overlooked and yet obvious on a second 

glance, is the widespread assumption that the life of 

grace to which Protestants witness by faith must issue 
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in some form of personal ethic. This seems unremark- 

able, but by no means have all religions of the world 

made much of this moral notion. Many have centered 

themselves more on matters of rites and mores than on 

matters of conscience and morals. Protestantism has al- 

most always been stereotyped as moralistic in intention 

and outlook. Catholic Christians have dismissed some of 

their own heresies, such as Jansenism, as being like 

“grim Calvinism” or dour Protestantism. Others have 

rebelled against the Protestant impulse to reform the 

world, to rearrange by law or example or injunction the 

lives of others, or to convert the experience of grace into 

severe new legalisms. While these rejections of Protes- 

tantism may be based on exaggerations or partial mis- 

perceptions, there is enough consistency in Protestant- 

ism to warrant elaboration of the theme. 

Catholic Christianity has stressed personal ethics and 

produced people of impressive moral conviction and 

achievement. Yet often it has implied that participation 

in the Mass and the act of having a soul saved are par- 

amount, and that the faithful as a group are the moral 

agents. Protestantism, through its tendency toward in- 

dividualism, expects more of an internalization and 

personal application of the message of the church. 

Protestantism has often been impelled to be critical 

of the sexual mores of its day and to ask its people for 

restraint in expressions of sexuality. Partly under the 

impetus of sixteenth-century reformers who, as clerics, 

had been celibate but who later married, established 

families, and lived in “parsonages,” Protestants chose to 

affirm sexuality in familial contexts. Scorning monasti- 

cism most of the time, and speaking of the vocation to 

propagate where that was possible, Protestants became 

champions of the family. Their critics see Protestantism 

as being so familial that it tends to adopt the norms of 

bourgeois families wherever these appear, without sort- 

ing out what is temporary cultural expression from 

what is integral to the faith or biblically based. Some- 

times, despite Protestant individualism, the individual 

who is not vividly involved in family life has felt left 

out by the norms of preaching and teaching that see the 

family as a basic unit of revelation, nurture, and disci- 

pline. 

It is not easy to strain all the Protestant impulses for 

personal ethics and morals into a single mold. In gen- 

eral, Protestantism has called not just for applying the 

faith within the Christian community but for taking it 

into the world as well. The line between the sacred and 

the secular calling and sphere was supposed to be a fine 

one, whether it turned out to be so in practice or not. 

Some Protestant ethics have been legalistic, a somber 

response to the commands of God in the divine law. Yet 

more frequently reformers have insisted that Protes- 

tantism is an issuing of faith in forms of love that seek 
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to serve as conduits of God’s agapé, which is a sponta- 

neous, unmotivated love. This understanding, it has . 

been claimed, is more liberating than those Catholic 

forms that stress almsgiving or doing good to obtain 

merit and thus would be partly self-serving. Similarly, 

Protestant ethicists have often criticized Catholics for 

using models of human desire and friendship or natural 

love, not the agapé that exemplifies the initiative of di- 

vine love. 

Protestant response often generates an ethic of atten- 

tion to the life of the church. Lacking the appeal of the 

sacramental presence of Christ in the reserved commu- 

nion Host, or bread, or the understanding that some- 

thing happens uniquely in the sanctuary, Protestants 

have often had to work strenuously to provide reasons 

for attending worship regularly. ‘‘“Go to church” be- 

comes a large part of the ethic, and the quality of Chris- 

tian life is often measured by faithfulness in participa- 

tion on church premises. 

Public Life. As for social ethics, Protestantism in- 

cludes several strains. There has been a denial of the 

world of a sort that, in H. Richard Niebuhr’s terms, pits 

Christ against culture or sees Christ to be too pure and 

lofty to be stained in society and thus sees Christ above 

culture. There have been constant temptations for Prot- 

estantism, where it prevails, simply to baptize the sur- 

rounding culture in forms of a Christ of culture. Then 

all lines between the Christian and the world on some 

terms or other are obscured. 

Two other types have tended to dominate wherever 

Protestants have been reflective and self-critical. One of 

these would be called by observers and critics a form 

that keeps transforming culture with a millennial or 

utopian tinge. In this version, Protestants pick up bibli- 

cal witness to the always-coming kingdom of God. Pro- 

claiming this coming kingdom involves a prophetic de- 

nouncing of the world as it is, the vision of a better 

world, and some sort of program for reaching it. This 

transforming strain of Protestantism tends to prevail in 

times when progressivism is plausible in the culture 

and calls forth a buoyant, activistic kind of response. 

On its soil there have been genuine efforts to change the 

structures of society, to promote more justice. Many Re- 

formed and especially Puritan and later moderate evan- 

gelicalisms have been dedicated to such models. 

This form of approach tends to call forth common ac- 

tion by the church. Either through movements, demon- 

strations, or the issuance of teaching and prophetic 

proclamations, church bodies ask for corporate wres- 

tling with issues. The church as church takes some 

stand in society and tries to work for change that will 

make the empirical world look like or realize some di- 

mension of life in the kingdom of God. Then the accent 
on personal morality is not secondary, but it becomes 

specialized. It works in some aspects of life but not in 

others. 

The other main Protestant stream also asks for en- 

gagement with culture, but it is more individualistic 

and relies less on progressivist models. Although the 

kingdom of God may be wholly eschatological, coming 

or to come only after human history as now known is 

exhausted, the individual Christian is not relieved of re- 

sponsibilities of citizenship. But he or she is now a more 

isolated representative who does not wait for and may 

not agree with joint Christian efforts. In this school 

there is more accent on the perduring element of the 

demonic in human history. People are seen as more in- 

transigent, as less malleable to change. The task of the 

church is more otherworldly, and salvation is seen in 

individualistic and spiritualizing terms. There are in- 

stincts to be more conservative, to support the status 

quo at its best, to honor the government and the au- 

thorities or powers that be as ordained of God. 

In either case, Protestantism has been culturally pro- 

ductive. Whether on corporate or individual terms, this 

movement, in the eyes of many social thinkers, includ- 

ing Max Weber, took advantage of new economic oppor- 

tunities that arose during and after the Reformation era 

in western Europe and Anglo-America. By turning its 

ascetic and self-denying powers from the search for sal- 

vation, as in the monastery, to the search for productive 

life in the secular setting, Protestants produced new 

motives and energies. They were ready to work hard 

and long. They wanted to be stewards of the earth and 

its resources. They would not waste and wished to save. 

Consequently, as they took risks with capital and in- 

vested, they developed a ‘Protestant ethic,’ which 

spread wherever Protestantism did. 

More recent sociologists have questioned Weber’s the- 

sis. There seems to have been capitalism, as in fifteenth- 

century Venice, before there were Protestants. There is 

an equivalent to the Protestant ethic in nations such as 

Japan, where there have never been many Protestants. 

Motivations for capitalist venture were too broad to be 
clustered under a “‘this-worldly ascetic” motif. Yet the 
Protestants, for the most part, in Europe and now in 
nonwhite indigenous circles, have been great promoters 
of individual work and responsibility. The use of lei- 
sure, the concept of siesta and fiesta, is not dealt with 
so consistently where Protestants dominate. They would 
live out a divine-human drama in the workaday world, 
one that calls for them to be productive and busy. 

Theology. Only with broadest brush strokes need one 
show how Protestantism issues in a variety of thought 
patterns. It goes almost without saying that as a reli- 
gion of the word it must connect with other patterns of 
word use, other systems of thought. While it could in- 
herit much of Catholic theology and convert it to em- 



body the new or renewed Protestant concepts, Protes- 

tantism also placed on individuals more burden~for 

formulation than did Catholicism, where more was in- 

herited through the tradition. Since Protestantism also 

induced variety and pluralism, it became important for 

each group or profound thinker to formulate what was 

special about his or her locale, context, public, and pro- 

gram. The freedom that Protestantism professed to 

bring was a mandate and a license to be enterprising in 

theological form-building. 

By contrast, in reaction to the Reformation, Roman 

Catholicism through the Council of Trent tended to 

freeze theological development. Experiment was down- 

graded, and innovation was a subject that induced sus- 

picion. The theologian became the reformulator, the 

custodian of assured truths. Developmental or modern- 

ist thought was formally condemned, and the papacy 

came to elevate Thomistic scholasticism to privileged— 

indeed, virtually monopolistic—status. Protestantism 

also engendered scholasticisms and orthodoxies but 

was unable to suppress the experimental tendencies it 

had opened up. 

Protestant theology saw the Bible as its basic set of 

texts and, often, the only norm and source for theology. 

Many thinkers, with their churches, were ready also 

to accept the main themes and modes of early Christian 

orthodoxy from the creed-making period. To these 

they added the statements of faith from the first or sec- 

ond generation of each Protestant expression. Finally, 

there was room for individual witness and ingenuity de- 

pendent upon available philosophy and urgent cultural 

necessity. Protestantism was born not in episcopal 

residences or monasteries but, for the most part, 

in universities and academies. This meant that the 

new formulators were uncommonly exposed to rival 

and alien—but also sometimes alluring—patterns of 

thought. 
Protestant thought has moved through a number of 

epochs. The first generation tended to be open, explo- 

sive, rich in dialectic, ready for ambiguity, indulgent 

with paradox. A second period led to reaction and scho- 

lastic impulses to nail everything down, to be secure 

and neat, to defend propositions of faith. Later, in most 

of the older Protestantism, new movements of the heart, 

new pietisms, forced changes in thought patterns. These 

were quickly supplanted by the rationalisms of the En- 

lightenment, which colored Protestantism almost every- 

where. Then came a crisis of historical consciousness, a 

readiness to see everything in the Christian scheme col- 

ored by accident and contingency in history. In the 

twentieth century, among the explosion of options, 

there has been some embrace of existentialist and per- 

sonalist outlooks. To the non-Protestant Christian, this 

has all meant individualist irresponsibility. To the 
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churched forms of Protestantism it has been both a 

challenge and a threat, as theologians applied Protes- 

tant witness in varied thought patterns in changing cul- 

tures. In nonwhite indigenous Protestantisms new pat- 

terns are emerging. [See Theology, article on Christian 

Theology.] 

Protestant Expression. That Protestants chose preach- 

ing, hymnody, architecture, and the like for cultural 

expression and economics or reform for social expres- 

sion can be inferred from preceding passages. In gen- 

eral, Protestantism has been less fertile than Catholic 

Christianity in affirming the literary and artistic 

worlds. Sometimes this has resulted from a certain sus- 

picion about the validity of the earthly venture for the 

sake of salvation. Tillich balanced his “protestant prin- 

ciple’ with ‘“‘Catholic substance,” the ability to relish 

and invest in the sights and sounds of human endeavor, 

which was often lacking in Protestantism. Sometimes 

moralism has prevented Protestants from literary 

expression, since literature often pushes at the edges of 

moral convention. The tinge of iconoclasm in much of 

Protestantism has kept it from being free for artistic 

expression. 

All this has meant that Protestantism seemed most 

productive in the field of music, perhaps because the ki- 

netic character of music seemed to be congruent with a 

word-centered, iconoclastic tradition. One thinks here 

of the musical poets of Protestantism, most notably the 

composer Johann Sebastian Bach. In literature there 

have been John Milton and John Bunyan, but in the 

contemporary world Protestantism has seldom helped 

produce anything approaching modern classics. In the 

visual arts geniuses like Lucas Cranach or, supremely, 

Rembrandt, have given expression to their evangelical 

sympathies and Protestant outlook. But this artistic tra- 

dition is no match for Catholic versions. The Protestant 

movement, then, has concentrated on other fields and 

still awaits substantial aesthetic articulation. [See Mu- 

sic, article on Religious Music in the West; Poetry, arti- 

cle on Christian Poetry; and Literature, article on Reli- 

gious Dimensions of Modern Literature.] 

The Future. Protestantism has been in decline in 

its heartland, western Europe and the British Isles. The 

old establishments there survive, but languidly, and 

churches are nearly empty in much of secular western 

Europe. In North America the picture is more complex, 

varied, and promising. While mainstream Protestant- 

ism as an heir of establishment has been languishing, 

revitalized conservative movements, more worldly than 

their antecedents, prosper. The greatest growth is in 

nonwhite indigenous Protestantism, especially in sub- 

Saharan Africa. Following present trends in the South- 

ern Hemisphere, Christianity, and Protestantism with 

it, is on the way toward becoming numerically domi- 
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nant. What it will choose to retain from the missionary 

forms of Protestantism and where it will choose to in- . 

novate are not yet determined. As the two clusters come 

together, the result will help determine the future of 

Protestantism wherever that form of Christianity prop- 

agates itself. 

[For discussion of the dispersion of Protestantism, see 

regional surveys under Christianity. For discussion of 

particular manifestations of Protestantism, see Anabap- 

tism; Anglicanism; Baptist Churches; Christian Science; 

Hutterian Brethren; Lutheranism; Mennonites; Meth- 

odist Churches; Moravians; Mormonism; Pietism; Pres- 

byterianism, Reformed; Puritanism; Quakers; Salvation 

Army; Seventh-day Adventism; Shakers; and Unitarian 

Universalist Association. See also Christian Social 

Movements; Modernism, article on Christian Modern- 

ism; Neoorthodoxy; Evangelical and Fundamental 

Christianity; Pentecostal and Charismatic Christianity; 

and Ecumenical Movement.] 
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PRZYLUSKI, JEAN (1885-1944), Buddhologist. Al- 
though less well known than Sylvain Lévi and Louis de 

La Vallée Poussin, Przyluski was one of the most pro- 

ductive scholars belonging to the so-called Franco-Bel- 

gian school of Buddhology. Polish by birth, Przyluski 

enjoyed an energetic publishing career that spanned 

several decades and produced nearly fifty major publi- 

cations. F 

If there is to be found an enduring theme in the writ- 

ings of Przyluski, it is his abiding interest in unraveling 

several of the mysteries of early Indian Buddhist his- 

tory. In this regard, he is perhaps best remembered for 

his masterful Le Concile de Rajagrha. Utilizing his for- 

midable philological skills, Przyluski presented a tabu- 

lation of the accounts of this important Buddhist coun- 

cil as found in the records of various early Indian 

Buddhist sects. Published in Paris between 1926 and 

1928, this work was preceded by major articles on early 

Buddhist India (‘“‘Le nord-ouest de l’Inde dans le Vinaya 

des Mulasarvastivadins et les textes apparentés,”’ Jour- 

nal asiatique, 1914), Buddha’s parinirvana (“Le Parinir- 

vana et les funérailles du Bouddha,”’ Journal asiatique, 

1918-1919), and a study of Asoka (La légende de l’emper- 

eur Asoka, 1923). This latter text is critically important 

for its pioneering work on the Asokadvadadna in Indian 

and Chinese texts. Przyluski was also the editor of the 

series ““Buddhica: Documents et travaux pour l’étude du 

bouddhisme,”’ which began publication in 1925. 

Despite his lifelong interest in Buddhism, Przyluski 

published articles on a wide variety of Indological top- 

ics, including totemism, mythology, and symbolism and 

extending to such areas as Tantric Buddhism in Bali 

and Iranian influences on Indian religion. His studies 

remain valid today; indeed, it is virtually impossible for 

a contemporary reader to begin any serious research on 

early Indian Buddhist topics without a thorough 

grounding in the works of Przyluski. His are basic con- 

tributions to modern scholarship, for they have inspired 

numerous ancillary studies that have gradually begun 

to dispel the haze surrounding the early Indian Bud- 

dhist community. 
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CHARLES S. PREBISH 

PSALMS are ancient Hebrew songs addressed to or in- 
voking the deity; the Hebrew Bible, or the Old Testa- 



ment in the Christian scriptures, includes a book of 150 

of these religious songs. In ancient and later Jewish tra- 

dition, the book is known in Hebrew as Tehillim 

(““Praises’’), although only one of the songs (Psalm 145) 

is so designated within the biblical text. The English 

title Psalms derives from the Greek rendering of the He- 

brew mizmor (a song accompanied by string plucking), 

a label that introduces’ fifty-seven of the Hebrew 

psalms. In Christian circles, the Book of Psalms is often 

referred to as the Psalter, a name taken from the psal- 

tery, a stringed instrument that accompanied the sing- 

ing of many of the psalms. Use of the word psalter also 

implies that the Book of Psalms has been used as a hym- 

nal, an official collection of religious songs, since an- 

cient times. 

In the Jewish canon, Psalms is the first book in the 

third section of the Hebrew Bible, the Writings. In the 

Christian canon, Psalms appears among the so-called 

wisdom books, between Job and Proverbs. 
Apart from the canonical psalms, which seem to have 

been accorded official status in the second century BCE, 

we have many other ancient Hebrew songs of the psalm 

type. Within the Hebrew Bible are the song of triumph 

in Exodus (15:1-18), the prayer of Hannah in / Samuel 

(2:1-10), the song of thanksgiving in 2 Samuel 22 (which 

is nearly identical with Psalm 18), the prayer of Heze- 

kiah in Isaiah (38:10-20), the thanksgiving psalm in 

Jonah (2:3-10), and the prayer of Habakkuk. The Psalms 

of Solomon in the Pseudepigrapha, dated to the first 

century BCE, comprises eighteen hymns, personal pleas 

for salvation in particular, which resemble certain bib- 

lical psalms. Although only versions in Greek and Syr- 

iac are extant, the pseudepigraphical psalms clearly re- 

flect Hebrew originals. 

In addition, seven noncanonical psalms have been re- 

covered among the Dead Sea Scrolls. They appear inter- 

spersed with a number of canonical psalms in the large 

manuscript of psalms from Qumran cave 11. Of these 

seven, one is included as Psalm 151 in the Septuagint 

(the ancient Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible), one 

is contained in the apocryphal Book of Ben Sira, and 

two have been preserved in ancient translations. A fifth 

appears in another Dead Sea Scroll, so that only two of 

the seven compositions are “new.” As many as four 

Dead Sea psalters, dating from no later than the first 

century CE, include noncanonical psalms; this suggests 

that ancient hymnals were not restricted to the biblical 

Book of Psalms. A lengthy Dead Sea composition, the 

Hodayot (Songs of Praise and Thanksgiving), contained 

over forty hymns patterned after and drawing phrases 

from the Book of Psalms. The canonical psalms, then, 

served as models for ancient Jewish hymnody. At least 

two psalms within the New Testament, the Magnificat 
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of Mary (Lk. 1:46—55) and the Benedictus of Zechariah 

(Lk. 1:68—79), similarly drew upon and emulated canon- 

ical prototypes. 

Formation of the Psalter. In its canonical form, 

Psalms comprises five sections or “books”: Psalms 1-41, 

42-72, 73-89, 90-106, and 107-150. The first four books 

end with a doxology, or call to praise the Lord, and the 

fifth ends with an entire psalm (Psalm 150) that consti- 

tutes a doxology. It has been noted that books 1, 4, and 

5 tend to employ the unvocalized personal name of God 

in the Hebrew Bible, YHVH (traditionally and in this 

article rendered as ‘the Lord’), while books 2 and 3 refer 

to God as Elohim, suggesting that divergent theological 

traditions, or schools, may have compiled the different 

books. 
There are a number of indications that the psalms 

had formerly been organized differently. Psalm 135 con- 

cludes with a doxology, and Psalm 72 ends with an at- 

tribution to a special collection of ‘“‘David.” These two, 

then, may have once designated the close of earlier col- 

lections. A number of psalms are attributed in their ti- 

tles or openings to various types or collections: the 

psalms of David (Ps. 3-9, 11-32, 34-41, 51-65, 68-70, 

86, 101, 103, 108-110, 124, 133, 138-145—a total of sev- 

enty-two); the psalms of the sons of Korah (Ps. 42, 44— 

49, 84, 85, 87, 88); the psalms of Asaph (Ps. 50, 73-83); 

the psalms of ma‘alot, usually rendered “‘ascents’’ (Ps. 

120-134); and the “halleluyah” psalms (Ps. 104-106, 

111-113, 115-117, 135, 146-150). Because psalms of 

similar attribution generally occur in blocks, because 

very similar psalms appear in more than one collection 

(Ps. 14 and 53; parts of 40 and 70; 57 + 60 and 108), 

and because the attributions seem to refer to liturgical 

compilations (Korah and Asaph were eponymous names 

of priestly guilds) or functions (‘‘ascents” and “halle- 

luyah” psalms), it is likely that the canonical books 

were formed from earlier groups of psalms, with psalms 

from one group interpolated into sets of psalms from 

other groups. 
Evidence from the Dead Sea psalters suggests that 

books 1 and 2 were standardized by the second century 

sce but that the order of psalms in the last three books 

remained flexible as late as the first century ce. At that 

time, the canonical Psalter was fixed within the Jewish 

community of ancient Judaea. 

Attribution of the Psalms. Most psalms bear headings 

that serve either to attribute them to certain authors or 

collections (David, Korah, Asaph, Moses, Solomon), to 

describe their type (accompanied song, chant, prayer), 

to prescribe their liturgical use (Psalm 92 is assigned for 

Sabbath worship), or to direct their musical perfor- 

mance. 

Nearly half the canonical psalms are attributed to 
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David, king of the Israelite empire in the tenth century 

BCE. Few of the psalms, however, are dated by scholars 

to so early a period. The attributions to David are gen- 

erally held to stem from a later attempt to enhance the 

authority of the psalms by ascribing their origin to Is- 

rael’s most famed singer and psalmist, David. David is 

represented as a musician in / Samuel 16, and within 

the narrative of 2 Samuel he is credited with three 

songs: an elegy for Saul and Jonathan (2 Sm. 1:17-27), 

a psalm of thanksgiving for his having been delivered 

from enemies (2 Sm. 22), and a reflection on the cove- 

nant between YHVH and David (2 Sm. 23:1-7). Some of 

the psalm headings place the following psalm in a spe- 

cific situation in the life of David. For example, Psalm 

34 begins: ‘Of David, when he feigned madness before 

Abimelech, and he chased him out, and he went.” (This 

ascription is clearly inauthentic, however, for it was 

Achish of Gath, not Abimelech, who chased out David; 

see J Sm. 21:10—-16.) The attribution of psalms to David 

manifests a later interest; in fact, the ancient Greek 

translation inserts references to the life of David where 

the Hebrew has none. 

Large groups of psalms are attributed to Korah and 

Asaph. According to Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah, 

they were the ancestral heads of the priestly function- 

aries in the Second Temple in Jerusalem (c. 515 BcE—70 

CE), the Levites. Chronicles further credits David with 

establishing the Levitical functions in the Temple (see / 

Chr. 15-16). It would seem, then, that the attributions 

to David, Korah, and Asaph refer historically to collec- 

tions of psalms among Second Temple personnel. The 

fact that 1 Chronicles 16 incorporates a psalm virtually 

identical with Psalm 105 supports this conclusion. 

Beginning in the second century BcE with the apocry- 

phal 2 Maccabees (2:13), Christian and Jewish sources 

(e.g., Heb. 4:7; B.T., B.B. 146) attribute the entire Book 

of Psalms to David. A noncanonical composition toward 

the end of the large Psalms Scroll from Qumran cave 11 

credits David not only with the 150 canonical psalms, 

but with a total of 4,050 (150 x 3°) psalms and songs. 

Jewish and early Christian tradition ascribe all the laws 

to the classic biblical lawgiver, Moses; the wisdom 

books, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Song of Songs, to 

Solomon, a king celebrated for his sagacity; and, ac- 

cordingly, the sacred songs to David. Although certain 

Christian and Jewish savants in the Middle Ages ques- 

tioned the Davidic authorship of all the psalms, it was 

not until the writing of Barukh Spinoza in the seven- 

teenth century and that of critical scholars in the nine- 

teenth century that David was no longer held to have 

composed even those psalms ascribed to him in the 

Bible. Fundamentalists continue to believe in the Da- 
vidic authorship. 

Date and Provenance of the Psalms. Although modern 

scholarship has abandoned the belief that David au- 

thored all the psalms, their date and provenance has 

been variously determined. Nineteenth-century scholars 

tended to date the composition of the psalms to the 

period in which their use was first explicitly attested, 

following the return of Judahites from the Babylonian 

exile in the fifth century BcE and later. Similarities be- 

tween the psalms and the prophetic literature were ex- 

plained as the influence of the prophets on the 

psalmists. A number of factors have led twentieth-cen- 

tury scholars to conceive earlier datings. One was the 

discovery of hymns and prayers from ancient Egypt, 

Hatti (in Asia Minor), and Mesopotamia, which often 

display themes, motifs, and formulas similar to those of 

the biblical psalms. Likewise, the recovery of Ugaritic 

(northern Canaanite) -texts shows that they exhibit a 

language and prosodic style similar to that of the 

psalms. Since psalmody is attested in the ancient Near 

East as early as the third millennium BcEz, there is no 

reason to think Israel did not develop it until a late 

stage in its history. A second factor is thematic. If most 

psalms are postexilic or from the period of the Second 

Temple, it is surprising that they are not preoccupied 

with the return from the exile and the restoration of a 

Davidic king. A third factor is cultic or liturgical. If, as 

most scholars believe, many psalms functioned in the 

Temple cult, it is likely that a large number had already 

served such a function in the First, preexilic, Temple 

(see further below). 

Because the psalms contain within them few histori- 

cal references, the most scientific method for establish- 

ing the date and provenance of the individual psalms is 

linguistic. Psalms, like liturgical literature generally, 

tend to archaize. Even taking this into account, texts 

such as Psalms 18, 29, 68, 132, and others appear, by 

dint of their somewhat primitive content, affinities to 

Canaanite literature, and outmoded linguistic features, 

not merely to archaize but to be old. On the other hand, 

Psalms 103, 117, 119, 124, 125, 133, 144, 145, and, per- 

haps, others betray distinctively postexilic linguistic 

characteristics, making their Second Temple dating 

reasonably certain. Psalm 137 relates directly to the ex- 

perience of exile, but most others cannot with certainty 

be dated before or after the sixth-century Bc exile. As 

regards provenance, as will be suggested below, certain 

psalms manifest clear origins in the ritual cult, some 

appear to have been commissioned by the monarchy, 

and others probably derive from scribal or unofficial 
circles. 

Types of Psalms. Before discussing the ancient and 

later uses of the psalms, it will be helpful to describe 

their types. The prosodic form of the psalms, their lan- 



guage, and their motifs are for the most part highly con- 
ventional, suggesting they were composed according to 
typical patterns. 

Their predominant form is comprised of parallel- 
ism—the formation of couplets and, occasionally, trip- 

lets of lines, through the repetition of syntactic struc- 

ture and/or semantic content. For example, Psalms 
92:2-3: 

Good it is to give thanks to the Lord, 

and to make song to your name, O one on high: 

To tell in the morning of your devotion, 

and of your faithfulness in the nights. 

Several phrases and lines, such as ‘“‘Give thanks to the 

Lord, for his devotion is eternal,” “Chant to the Lord a 

new chant,” “Do not in your wrath reprove me,” “He 
has saved me from the enemy,” and the like, abound in 

Psalms, such that most psalms appear contrived of com- 

mon vocabulary and images. A number of psalms are ar- 

ranged by artificial devices such as the alphabetic acros- 

tic (Psalms 25, 34, 119, 145, and, more or less, others). 

Many of the most common themes in the psalms also 

appear in the hymns and prayers of other ancient Near 

Eastern cultures. Psalm 104, for example, in which the 

deity’s all-encompassing wisdom is compared to the 

sun and manifested in creation, bears striking similari- 

ties to the fourteenth-century BcE Egyptian hymn to 

Aton (the sun disk) as well as to a Babylonian hymn to 

Shamash, the sun god. The Israelite victory hymn in Ex- 

odus 15 shares a number of motifs with the thirteenth- 

century Egyptian song of the pharaoh Merneptah. Both 

exalt the deity among the other gods; both describe the 

submission of other peoples witnessing the triumph. 

Prayers of Egypt, Hatti, and Mesopotamia praise the 

gods, as the Hebrew psalms praise YHVH, for protect- 

ing and upholding the poor, the feeble, the widow, and 

the orphan. All fear the god turning away his (or her) 

compassionate face; all ask undeserved forgiveness for 

the suppliant’s sins; all assert that the righteous will 

prevail, that evildoers will stumble; all ask vengeance 

on enemies. As in Psalms 27:4, an Egyptian prayer seeks 

acceptance by the deity, the opportunity to gaze upon 

the image, or presence, of the god. The Hebrew psalms 

even share the typical outcry, ‘““How long, O Lord,” with 

Babylonian supplications. Although no ancient Canaan- 

ite hymns or prayers have yet been discovered, the bib- 

lical psalms attest divine titles, such as “‘rider of the 

clouds” (Ps. 68:5), and entire verses, such as Psalms 

92:10 and 145:13, which vary little from mid-second- 

millennium BCE Canaanite (Ugaritic) lines of epic. Con- 

sidering these and many other parallels, and the Phoe- 

nician locale and archaic Canaanite style of Psalm 29, 

it would seem that Israelite psalmists drew upon, perhaps 
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even borrowed, common Canaanite material and pat- 

terns for their own hymns and prayers. 

The conventional nature of so many biblical psalms 

and their relations to ancient Near Eastern hymnody in 

general have led scholars to delineate specific types of 

psalms and to associate those types with specific social 

or cultic circumstances in which they were presumably 

used in ancient Israel. In the early twentieth century, 

Hermann Gunkel isolated five major, as well as some 

minor, psalm types: 

1. Hymns, liturgical songs of praise to the deity, some- 

times beatifying God’s power in nature (e.g., Ps. 29, 

33, 34, 92, 100, 104, 105, 111, 114, 134-136, 145, 146) 

2. Personal songs of praise or thanksgiving, similar to 

hymns but ostensibly offered by individuals (e.g., Ps. 

18, 30, 32, 34, 41, 56, 116, 118, 138) 

3. Communal laments (e.g., Ps. 28, 86, 106, 115) 

4. Individual laments or supplications (e.g., Ps. 6, 25, 26, 

38, 41, 91) 

5. Songs for the king (e.g., Ps. 2, 20, 21, 45, 72, 101, 110, 

132) 

Several psalms mix different types; Psalm 18, for ex- 

ample, is both a royal song and an individual thanks- 

giving. Some psalms recount God’s redemptive acts 

in Israelite history in the context of a hymn or other 

psalm type (e.g., Ps. 78, 105, 106, 136). Among the mi- 

nor psalm types are didactic songs which teach piety 

and divinely favored conduct (e.g., Ps. 1, 19, 37, 49, 73, 

112,.119, 127, 128, 133); meditations (e:g., Ps. 23, 27, 

90); and communal thanksgivings (e.g., Ps. 67, 124). 

Each of the psalm types exhibits certain characteris- 

tic traits. Within the most common type of psalm, the 

individual supplication, for example, in both the bibli- 

cal and the extrabiblical specimens we find most of the 

following features: a description of the suppliant’s ail- 

ment; a characterization of the suppliant as somehow 

disadvantaged in society; a plea for divine succor, often 

accompanied by a vow to the deity; and praise for the 

deity and/or an expression of trust that the deity will 

heed the plea. It is also widespread in this type for the 

suppliant to refer both to a physical distress and to 

mortal foes, on whom the suppliant seeks retribution. 

Note, for example, these excerpts from Psalm 6 (vv. 3, 

6, 8, and 9): 

Show grace, O Lord, for languishing am I, 

Heal me, O Lord, for my limbs have been trembling. . . . 

For in death there is no mind of you. 

In She’ol [the netherworld] who will praise you? . . . 

My eye from vexation has grown sore, 

It has pined from all my adversaries. 

Turn away from me, all evildoers! 

For the Lord hears my crying voice. 
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The stereotyped nature of so many psalms suggests they 

may have been composed to fit into a particular, prob- 

ably liturgical, function. 

The Settings of the Psalms. Some of the psalms can- 

not readily be associated with any specific historical or 

cultic setting. This is especially so for didactic and med- 

itative compositions. In many other cases, the content 

of the psalm suggests a likely usage. Psalm 24, for ex- 

ample, does seem like an appropriate text for a cere- 

mony in which the Ark was conveyed to Jerusalem. 

Psalm 45 sounds like an ode to be chanted at the wed- 

ding of a king. Psalms 114 and 136 pertain to the Exo- 

dus from Egypt and would have served well as texts for 

the spring festival of Pesah (Passover), which celebrates 

Israelite freedom from Egyptian bondage. 

There are a number of reasons for thinking that 

many, if not most, of the biblical psalms functioned 

within the daily and special occasional rituals of the Is- 

raelite Temple cult. It is likely that the later use of 

psalms in Jewish and Christian worship continued an- 

cient practice. Ritual literature from ancient Near East- 

ern societies outside Israel, such as Babylon, prescribe 

the recitation of prayers and hymns similar to those of 

the Bible within various cultic ceremonies. One may in- 

fer that the biblical psalms served a similar function. 

Indeed, references and statements within Psalms and 

elsewhere in the Bible suggest a liturgical usage. This is 

clear in Second Temple times, as Ezra (3:10—-11) and 

Chronicles (1 Chr. 16:8—36) cite the singing of Psalms 

117, 96, 105, and 106. Some psalms speak of chanting 

psalms in the sanctuary (Ps. 11:4, 134:2, 150:1), and sev- 

eral allude to worship in the sanctuary (e.g., Ps. 17:15, 

18:7, 23:6, 26:8, 27:4). Psalms 66 and 135 display a li- 

turgical nature, and the numerous references to singing 

and musical accompaniment in Psalms bespeak a litur- 

gical usage. 

Preexilic biblical texts such as Isaiah 30:29 and Amos 

5:23 link music to worship. Not only do many psalms 

describe instrumental accompaniment (e.g., Ps. 43:4, 

71:22, 81:2-4, 92:3, 150:3—-5), but several psalm head- 

ings also appear to direct the method of chanting or 

playing the psalm. Several psalms are introduced by 

the ascription la-menatseah, which, on the basis of / 

Chronicles 15:21, refers to the conductor of stringed in- 

struments in the liturgy. Psalms 57, 58, 59, and 75 were 

to be chanted to the tune of a popular song, “Destroy 

Not”; Psalms 45 and 80, to the tune of ‘‘Roses’”’; Psalm 

22, to ‘Gazelle of Dawn’; and Psalm 56, to ‘Dove of the 

Distant Terebinths.”’ A number of the headings appear 

to prescribe the manner of, or instruments for, playing 

a psalm, although the precise meaning of the terms can- 

not be defined: neginot (stringed instruments?); sheminit 

(on the octave?, eight-stringed instrument?); ‘alamot 

(soprano?); nehilot (reed pipe?); and gittit (vintner 

_ song?). 

Psalms 42-43 (which comprise a single piece) and 107 

feature refrains that may well have served as responses 

for a chorus, and Psalm 136 presents the same phrase 

after each new line, suggesting a choral or congrega- 

tional response. The fact that the refrain “Blessed is the 

Lord and blessed is his name forever and ever’’ follows 

each verse of Psalm 145 in the Dead Sea Scroll from 

cave 11 supports the view that at least some, if not 

most, of the psalms played a role in the Temple liturgy. 

What role they played in First Temple times can only 

be surmised. It is often assumed that, as in the postex- 

ilic period, psalms were chanted in conjunction with 

the daily cult of animal offerings and on Sabbaths and 

festivals. Individuals may have recited psalms pri- 

vately, as 1 Samuel 2 represents of Hannah and Jonah 2 

of Jonah. Many psalms are indeed spoken by a first-per- 

son singular “I.” Such psalms, however, frequently refer 

to the speaker’s enemies as “the nations”’ (e.g., Ps. 44, 

60, 66, 74, 89, 94, 102, 118), which suggests that the “I” 

of these psalms is not an individual but the entire 

people of Israel. How many psalms served as texts for 

private prayer is, therefore, unclear. 

In general, the psalms deal with broad themes of hu- 

man anguish and need, the deity’s grandeur and pathos, 

and the virtues and pleasures of piety. Many psalms 

touch on an array of themes. The nonspecific nature of 

so many psalms makes them, theoretically, applicable 

to a variety of occasions without limit to a particular 

time and place. For this reason, it is difficult, and per- 

haps inconsistent, to define the historical setting or 

function of any psalm in narrow fashion. Nevertheless, 

the presence of striking motifs in various series or 

groups of psalms has led some scholars to try to find for 

them a common ancient setting. 

A number of psalms (e.g., Ps. 47, 93, 95-100) speak of 

the kingship of the biblical god, YHVH. On the basis of 

festivals in Egypt (Min) and Babylonia (Akitu) in which 

the chief god is celebrated for vanquishing the god(s) of 

chaos and establishing order and is then enthroned and 

acclaimed as king, Sigmund Mowinckel and other twen- 

tieth-century scholars have hypothesized that ancient 

Israel acclaimed YHVH as king at the fall New Year, on 

Sukkot (Tabernacles, Feast of Booths). As many as forty 

psalms have been presumed to have been recited as part 

of this “enthronement” festival. During this festival, the 

primeval triumph of YHVH over the forces of chaos and 

his creation of the world would be recounted, YHVH 

would be declared king, his defeat of Israel’s historical 

enemies would be anticipated, and he would be en- 

sconced in his temple and adulated. Psalm 103, for ex- 

ample, ends with an exaltation of YHVH as king over 



all (v. 19), and it is followed by Psalm 104, which bea- 

tifies YHVH’s majestic dominion over the entire world 

of nature. It has been held that such juxtapositions of 

theme are appropriate to an enthronement festival. 

The hypothesis that ancient Israel had a fall New 

Year celebration of YHVH’s kingship may be supported 

by the fact that early Judaism made the acknowledg- 

ment of the Lord as king an integral part of its New 

Year (Ro’sh ha-Shanah) liturgy. Without an explicit tex- 

tual reference to such an enthronement festival, the use 
of psalms on such an occasion will remain conjectural. 

The wide use of psalms in later Jewish and Christian 

worship, however, does make their earlier liturgical use 

fairly assured. 

Use of Psalms in Jewish Liturgy. In addition to the 

few, above-mentioned references in the later books of 

the Hebrew Bible, the use of psalms in Second Temple 

worship is attested in the Dead Sea and early rabbinic 

literature. At least thirty psalters have been discovered 

among the Dead Sea Scrolls—more than any other text, 

which suggests that a collection of psalms served the 

Jewish sectarians as a hymnal. The late second-century 

cE rabbinic code, the Mishnah, states that a specific 

psalm was chanted in the Temple each day (Tam. 7.4). 

According to Jewish tradition, the psalms corresponded 

to the order of creation as delineated in Genesis 1. On 

Sunday, the first weekday, the psalm we know as Psalm 

24 was chosen, as it praises God’s command of all cre- 

ation; on the second day, Psalm 48, which exalts God 

for dividing the waters; on the third, Psalm 82, which 

refers to God’s sitting as judge over the land; on the 

fourth, on which the sun, moon, and stars were created, 

Psalm 94, for it seeks vengeance on Israel’s star-wor- 

shiping persecutors; on the fifth, Psalm 81, in which the 

marvels of creation evoke praise; on the sixth, Psalm 93, 

in which the wondrous creation of humankind elicits 

awe at God’s majesty; and on the Sabbath, Psalm 92, 

which is assigned to that day by its title. Traditional 

Jewish liturgy to this day includes the recitation of 

these daily psalms. 

On the basis of their content, Psalm 135 was pre- 

scribed for Pesah; Psalm 81, for Ro’sh Hodesh (the New 
Moon); and Psalms 120-134, songs of “ascent,” or pil- 

grim songs, for Sukkot, the joyous pilgrimage of the fall 

harvest. Psalm 136, the so-called Hallel ha-Gadol (“the 

great praise’), was recited on festive days, and Psalms 

113-118 comprised a varied series of halleluyah-songs 

for all festivals. The juxtaposition of these psalms in the 

Psalter may reflect their joint liturgical function. A 

number of other psalms form part of the daily morning 

service, Psalm 145 opens the afternoon service, and cer- 

tain psalms are recited for penitence and in mourning. 

Altogether, some eighty-four of the biblical psalms form 
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a regular part of the Jewish liturgy. Owing to their 

blending of praise and petition, the psalms are also tra- 

ditionally recited on behalf of the seriously ill and 

dying. 

Use of Psalms in Christian Worship. Since ancient 

times, the psalms have held a prominent place in Chris- 

tian hymnals. Early churches inherited the regular re- 

citation and chanting of psalms from the Jewish syn- 

agogue. The ancient church fathers, however, pointed to 

Jesus’ quotation of Psalms 22:2 when he was crucified 

(e.g., Mt. 27:46) and assumed as a matter of course that 

Jesus recited psalms. Christian practice would accord- 

ingly emulate Jesus by making Psalms central to its lit- 

urgy. Jerome, for example, in the late fourth century at- 

tests to the chanting of psalms in Latin, Greek, and 

Syriac at funeral processions. 

In the Middle Ages, Psalms formed the larger part of 

all regular worship. Psalm 119, the longest in the canon, 

was recited daily by clerics, who were required to mem- 

orize the entire Psalter; over the course of a week all the 

psalms were systematically recited. The psalms func- 

tioned both as devotion and as guides to piety and in- 

spiration. 

Various Christian churches and denominations utilize 

different texts of the Psalter, most of them adapted for 

public worship from the Latin of Jerome. Many English 

versions today stem from revisions of the Great Bible 

produced in 1539-1541. In addition to public worship, 

modern Christians have recited psalms in school and at 

home for meditation and for insight into God’s ways. 

The Psalms as Revelation. Although the psalms have 

been understood in Jewish and Christian tradition to 

embody the reflection and devotion of David, that is, as 

the expression of human spirit, they have also been 

taken to contain divine revelation of the future of the 

pious, on the one hand, and of the wicked, on the other. 

An early rabbinic midrash on Psalms says: “Rabbi Yu- 

dan states in the name of Rabbi Yehudah: All that 

David said in his book [i.e., Psalms], he said with re- 

spect to himself, with respect to all Israel, and with re- 

spect to all times” (Midrash Tehillim 18.1). The fact that 

Psalms speaks in very general terms of the righteous 

and pious, who are favored by God, and of their ene- 

mies, the wicked, whom God will ultimately destroy, fa- 

cilitates the traditional interpretation of Psalms as pre- 

dictive of the respective fates of the good and the bad. 

Thus the Dead Sea sectarians, in their commentaries on 

Psalms, see themselves as the righteous and their per- 

sonal opponents as the wicked; the gentile nations that 

God will overturn, they, like the early rabbis, identify 

as the Romans. Christians see themselves as the true 

Israel, as the devotees of the Lord in the psalms. Acts 

4:23-28, for example, interprets Psalms 2:1-2 to refer to 
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the Romans and Jews as enemies of Jesus. Jesus is said, 

according to Luke 24:44, to have told his disciples: — 

“Everything written about me in the Law of Moses and 

the Prophets and the Psalms must be fulfilled.” 

Jews and Christians have found in a number of 

psalms (e.g., Ps. 2, 18, 67, 72, 75, 100) predictions of an 

eschatological age at which the legitimate, anointed 

king (the Messiah) would be reinstated or vindicated. 

Church fathers and rabbis adduced verses from Psalms 

in support of various doctrines, and in the Middle Ages 

Jewish and Christian clerics disputed doctrines, such as 

the authenticity of Jesus as the Messiah and the trini- 

tarian character of the deity, on the basis of the psalms 

and other canonical texts. While Christians would seek 

in the psalms clues to the coming of the eschaton, Jews 

would more often find consolation in the assurances 

that the righteous would be saved and the Jewish Dias- 

pora énded. 

Theology of the Psalms. Historically, various psalms 

date from diverse periods and provenance, so that one 

finds in them a variety of perceptions of God and reli- 

gious concerns. In Psalm 18, for example, the Israelite 

God responds to the outcry of his worshiper by flying 

down from the sky amid wind and cloud, casting out 

lightning bolts, and bellowing thunder. In Psalm 104, 

God as controller of all nature spreads the sky out as 

his tent, wraps himself in celestial light, and makes a 

chariot of the clouds. He dispatches the winds to push 

the waters back from covering the entire land. These 

bold naturalistic images contrast sharply with the more 

abstract God of Psalms 1 and 119, the source of wisdom 

and moral guidance. 

In the Psalter as a whole, one encounters a deity who 

is here transcendent and awesome, there immanent and 

caring. Ultimately, the conception of God one will find 

in any given psalm depends upon the type and function 

of that psalm. In psalms of praise and thanksgiving, for 

example, one is apt to find a powerful creator god 

whose marvelous dominion even the phenomena of na- 

ture adore (e.g., Ps. 19:2). In psalms of supplication, 

however, the petitioner must express his confidence in 

a compassionate deity who listens to the prayers of his 

devotees. The worshiper may adduce a traditional doc- 

trine of God’s pathos (Exodus 34:6 is quoted in Psalms 

86:15, 103:8, and 145:8), and he may allude to his God’s 

saving acts for his people in the past. He may, as in 

Psalm 77, invoke the deity’s prehistoric show of power 

by vanquishing the primordial forces of chaos and set- 
ting the world as we know it in order. 

It is everywhere posited that God is just and, accord- 

ingly, shows special concern for the just and righteous. 

The occasional successes of the wicked, therefore, dis- 

may the pious, but psalms such as Psalm 37 repeatedly 

affirm that God will confound the wicked: 

The wicked plots against the righteous, 

and he gnashes his teeth against him; 

But my Lord smiles at him, 

for he sees his day [of doom] is coming. 

(37:12-13) 

The pious trusts that God will “repay a man according 

to what he does’”’ (Ps. 62:13). Nevertheless, out of an ap- 

parent impatience with the prosperity of the wicked 

and the foes of Israel, psalms often appeal to the deity 

to take vengeance on the enemies of Israel and its pious 

(6.g3Pse 5:11y 30:18; 3524;.40:15; 58:7, 404235, 139:19). 

Such imprecations, which have disturbed many Chris- 

tian theologians in particular, evince a frustration with 

God’s temporary inaction: 

O God of vengeance, Lord, 

O God of vengeance, appear! 

Raise yourself up, O judge of the earth, 

Turn retribution on the arrogant! 

How long will the wicked, O Lord, 

How long will the wicked celebrate? 

(Ps. 94:1-3) 

The psalmists hope that the deity’s care for the world 

and its creatures, and the indigent and weak especially, 

will redound to them, that God will want them to live 

so as to acknowledge and praise their creator. The 

psalms present not a systematic theological picture but 

a confluence of themes and interests, of which Psalm 

146 is an example: 

Let me praise the Lord as I live, 

let me make song to my God while I am. 

Trust not in princes, 

in a human who has not saving. 

When his spirit leaves, he returns to the land, 

on that day his deliberations vanish. 

Happy is he whose aid is the God of Jacob, 

whose succor is the Lord his God, 

Maker of heaven and earth, 

of the sea and of all that is in it, 

faithful guardian forever; 

Doing justice for the oppressed, 

giving bread to the hungry .. . 

The Lord loves the righteous . . . 

but the path of the wicked he will pervert. 

Let the Lord reign forever, 

your God, O Zion, in every generation. 

Halleluyah! (146:2-10) 

The interplay of the individual and the people Israel, on 

the one hand, and of the transcendent and immanent 



deity, on the other, is fairly typical of many psalms, and 
of the Psalter in general. 

Psalms as Literature. Owing to their liturgical origins 

and functions, many psalms display the sorts of stereo- 

typed forms and wording, as well as the frequent re- 

frains and repetitions, that characterize formal hymn 

singing and prayer. Their conventionality makes them 

easy to join; their repetitive rhythms and phrases can, 

when chanted, produce a mantra-like drive and inten- 

sity. When read as poems rather than prayers, many 

psalms do not feature the sophisticated configurations 

of words and deployment of tropes that are usually as- 

sociated with poetry. The liturgical power of Psalms 

has, however, often been praised by readers, and certain 

of the psalms do exhibit artful arrangements of lan- 

guage and memorable images. A celebrated example is 

Psalm 23: 

The Lord is my shepherd; 

I shall not lack. 

In pastures of grass he has me lie down; 

along waters of stillness he leads me. 

My spirit revives. 

He guides me on just courses 

for his name’s sake. 

Even when I walk in a vale of darkness 

I fear no evil, 

for you are with me. 

Your rod and your staff— 

they comfort me. 

You set before me a table 

opposite my adversaries. 

You anoint with oil my head; 

my cup overruns. 

Aye, good and love will pursue me 

all the days of my life; 

And I shall dwell in the house of the Lord 

for a length of days. 

The recurrent rhythm of short, asymmetrically bal- 

anced couplets, the contrast of the idyllic pasture and 

the confrontation of enemies, the fear of danger miti- 

gated by the support of the divine shepherd—these and 

the psalm’s various tropes have made this poem a clas- 

sic statement of confidence. 
[See also Biblical Literature, article on Hebrew Scrip- 

tures, and Music, article on Music and Religion in the 

Middle East.] 
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EDWARD L. GREENSTEIN 

PSELLUS, MICHAEL (1018-1078?), Byzantine 
statesman, philosopher, theologian, and historian. Born 

in Constantinople, Psellus’s talents, broad learning, and 

eloquence soon made him the favorite in the emperor’s 

court, in which he served simultaneously as head of the 

chair of rhetoric and philosophy (at the University of 

Constantinople) and as grand chamberlain. He subse- 

quently served as secretary of state, prime minister, 

and diplomat. As a patriot and philosopher in an often 

corrupt political setting, he may justly be compared 

to Francis and Roger Bacon, who had similar political 

roles and literary careers. His extensive knowledge in 

philosophy and rhetoric earned him the coveted title 

“consul of the philosophers.” After thirty years, how- 

ever, Psellus abruptly abandoned the court, frustrated 

by the incompetence of his favorite student, the emper- 

or Michael VII Ducas. He died a poor and forgotten man. 

Psellus’s most important works are commentaries on 

the Greek philosophers and theologians. He also wrote 

poetry, funeral orations, historical treatises, and works 

on ancient Greek topography, alchemy, and astrology. 

In addition, five hundred of Psellus’s letters are known 

to us. 

Psellus’s task was to interpret the Greek spirit in a 

conspicuously Christian setting. He soon became con- 
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troversial and was almost excommunicated from the 

church. Nevertheless, he insisted in his teaching and | 

writings that philosophy and theology ought not be seen 

as two different disciplines but as one. The former lays 

the intellectual foundations upon which the latter 

builds its spiritual mansions—philosophy is not a hand- 

maiden of Christian theology, but a collaborator. Psel- 

lus was convinced that philosophy and theology, or sci- 

ence and faith, in unison could give humanity the 

answer to its perennial questions. 

By reviving the pursuit of philosophy and learning in 

Constantinople, Psellus single-handedly renewed the 

spirit of excellence patterned on that of ancient Athens. 

This revival of classical study had longstanding effects, 

for Psellus is considered the forerunner of the Italian 

Renaissance. Two examples suffice to show the influ- 

ence he had, not only among his own, but abroad: Gio- 

vanni Pico della Mirandola and Marsilio Ficino were 

two of Psellus’s spiritual heirs. 
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GEORGE KARAHALIOS 

PSEUDEPIGRAPHA. See Biblical Literature, article 
on Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. 

PSEUDO-DIONYSIUS. See Dionysius the Areopa- 
gite. 

PSYCHEDELIC DRUGS. A great variety of sub- 
stances affect the workings of the mind, and the effects 

they produce are often described as religious experi- 

ences. The word psychedelic (from the Greek psuché, 

“soul,”’ and déloun, “to manifest’’), coined by Humphry 

Osmond, has been widely accepted as a term referring 

to such materials. It can be used as a noun (‘the psy- 

chedelics’’) or as an adjective (‘‘the psychedelic drugs,” 

“a psychedelic experience”). These substances range 

from very simple molecules, such as nitrous oxide, 

ether, and ethyl] alcohol, to quite complex ones, such as 

lysergic acid diethylamide, or LSD. The plants that con- 

tain psychedelic substances belong to widely separated 

botanical groups. Some are fungi (Amanita muscaria, 

Psilocybe mexicana); the rest belong to various families 

of flowering plants. Some of these plants are highly poi- 

sonous (e.g., members of the Solanaceae, such as hen- 

bane or deadly nightshade). Others—hemp, for exam- 

ple—are relatively nontoxic, so that it is almost 

impossible to kill oneself by taking an overdose. 

In this account I shall deal both with the crude botan- 

icals and with purified, chemically refined substances 

either derived from plants or made synthetically. It was 

once thought that the use of chemicals whose structures 

are known might help to explain precisely how psyche- 

delics affect the mind. This has not happened. We are 

still very much in the dark about the mode of action of 

the psychedelics. All we can do is describe their effects 

and ask whether these effects can be regarded as genu- 

ine religious experiences. 

Legacy of the Aztec: The Peyote Cult. When the Span- 

ish conquistadores arrived in Mexico they discovered 

that the Aztec worshiped three plants, called teo-nana- 

catl, ololiuqui, and peyotl. Teo-nanacatl was a mush- 

room; ololiuqui was a vine belonging to the morning- 

glory family; peyotl, or peyote, as the Spanish called it, 

was an insignificant-looking cactus. Of the three plants, 

peyote was the most important; it was represented by 

the Aztec as a divine substance, the “flesh of the gods.” 

The Spanish priests, who had their own ideas about 

God’s flesh, called peyote the devil’s root, banned its 

use, and persecuted all who used it, thereby effectively 

driving the practice underground. 

The worship of peyote remained an obscure cult until 

the middle of the nineteenth century, when Quanah Par- 

ker, half white, half Comanche, was saved from death 

by a curandera (a woman who heals with herbs, prayer, 

and magic). After he had been cured, Parker, who felt 

himself to be spiritually more Comanche than white, 

left his Texas family and returned to the Comanche, 

taking with him a supply of the cactus that had been 

used to cure him. The herb woman had informed him 

that this was a special plant. It was never to be eaten 

for the feeling of well-being it could bring but was only 

to be used for healing or in religious ceremonies. 

Quanah Parker heeded these words: He taught the 

peyote ritual to the Plains Indians, whose way of life 

had been totally destroyed by the white man and who 

desperately needed a new faith. For the Indians who use 

it the peyote cactus is a sacred plant. ‘‘Almost one can- 

not speak about it,” said a Huichol shaman who de- 

scribed the gathering of the cactus to a visitor. Even the 

quest for the cactus was sacred. One went quietly, one 

did not speak, one walked slowly and with great care. 

When the cactus was spotted the shaman raised his bow 



and shot an arrow into the base of the plant. “All ven- 
erate, said the shaman. “It is very sacred, very, very. It 
is a beautiful thing to see’”’ (Myerhoff, 1974). 

Does the peyote cult involve genuine religious expe- 
rience? According to the Huichol shaman, from the mo- 

ment when the gatherers of the cactus set off in search 

of the plant, the whole enterprise is suffused with a 

sense of the sacred. The peyote ritual itself is conducted 
by the Plains Indians in a tipi with the door facing east, 

a fire in the center, and a crescent-shaped altar to the 

west of the fire. ‘Father Peyote,” in the form of a sack 

of dried slices of the cactus, is placed in the center of 

the- altar. The meeting is presided over by the ‘‘road- 

man,” the cedar chief, the fire chief, and the drum chief. 

The roadman knows everything that is going on in the 

meeting and is responsible for keeping it organized. The 

cedar chief controls the cedar smoke, which gives bless- 

ing; the fire chief scrupulously tends the fire, periodi- 
cally cleans the altar and floor, and looks after those 

who need attention; the drum chief provides the ‘‘heart- 

beat” of the meeting. The highly formalized rite lasts all 

night; at dawn the peyote woman brings water and a 

ceremonial breakfast of corn, fruit, and boneless meat. 

By the dawn light she prays and gives thanks, remind- 

ing those present where everything comes from. 

Through the peyote woman the earth speaks. 

The anthropologist J. S. Slotkin, who studied peyo- 

tism among the Menomini Indians of Wisconsin, de- 

fined the peyote religion as Christianity adapted to tra- 

ditional Indian beliefs and practices. According to these 

beliefs, the Great Spirit created the universe and con- 

trols the destiny of everything therein. The Great Spirit 

put some of his supernatural power into peyote, which 

he gave to the Indians to help them in their present 

lowly circumstances. By eating peyote under the proper 

ritual conditions a person can incorporate some of the 

Great Spirit’s power, just as a white Christian absorbs 

that power from the sacramental bread and wine. 

The traditional Indian practice was to fast in seclu- 

sion until a vision was obtained. This was later replaced 

by the collective all-night vigil of the peyotists. Revela- 

tion often took the form of the unification of one’s im- 

mediate experience with the Great Spirit itself. Alter- 

natively, the Great Spirit would reveal some religious 

truth to the peyotist, teaching him how to live rightly. 

The Indians, Slotkin found, did not value the purely 

visual effects that peyote tends to produce in certain 

people. The ‘‘thick, glorious fields of jewels, solitary or 

clustered” that so fascinated Havelock Ellis when he 

took peyote were regarded by Indian peyotists merely 

as distractions. Their aim was to communicate with the 

Great Spirit, and anything that interfered with that 

communication was to be avoided. 
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The amount of peyote the Indians took varied. Slotkin 

found it impossible to eat more than ten of the dried 

mescal buttons, which are extremely unpleasant to the 

taste and tend to produce nausea. Most of the Indians, 

he states, seemed satisfied with this number, but some 

ate as many as thirty or forty buttons. (Weston La 

Barre, in his book The Peyote Cult, describes Indians 

who ate as many as a hundred buttons.) As for the con- 

dition of the Indians during the ceremony, they were 

neither stupefied nor drunk. Each individual was suffi- 

ciently aware of what was going on to be able to sing or 

drum when his turn came. The participants never fell 

out of rhythm or fumbled their words; they were all 

quiet, courteous, and considerate of one another; and 

none acted in an unseemly manner. Wrote Slotkin: “I 

have never been in any white man’s house of worship 

where there is either as much religious feeling or 

decorum.” 

Does the spirit in the cactus reveal its secrets only to 

American Indians? The psychiatrist Humphry Osmond 

attended a ‘“‘peyote night’ under the direction of Frank 

Takes Gun, president of the Native American Church of 

North America. The ceremony was held in a tipi illu- 

minated only by firelight. After partaking of the sacred 

cactus Osmond directly experienced the tragedy of the 

Indians. He sensed the daily challenge Indian hunters 

had faced in the old days as they tracked the buffalo 

armed only with stone-tipped spears, confronting 

drought, cold, furious blizzards, and constant danger. 

As he watched a young Indian weeping, ‘‘shedding tears 

on mother earth that the Universal God might take pity 

on him,” he experienced directly the young man’s an- 

guish. The Indian longed for a meaningful life, a life of 

action, danger, suffering—anything other than the hu- 

miliating emptiness of his present life. But the drum- 

ming told him he could not go back. The way of life of 

his ancestors was gone forever. “It is sad to be a warrior 

from generations of warriors with nothing warlike to 

do, an Achilles without Troy, staying at home among 

his mother’s spinning women” (Osmond, 1970, p. 78). 

[For more detailed treatment of the peyote ritual, see 

North American Indians, article on Indians of the 

Plains.] 

Aldous Huxley and Mescaline. The religious experi- 

ences produced by peyote depend very largely on set 

and setting. American Indians seated around the fire in 

a tipi will interpret their visions as gifts or lessons of- 

fered by the Great Spirit. Sympathetic participants 

from the white man’s world, such as Weston La Barre, 

Stewart Brand, and Humphry Osmond, tended under 

such conditions to receive communications ‘‘in the In- 

dian mode.” 
When peyote or its chief alkaloid, mescaline, was 
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taken by non-Indians in a non-Indian setting, the mate- 

rial perceived was of a very different nature. This was . 

clearly demonstrated in 1953 when, “on a smogless May 

morning in Hollywood,’ Aldous Huxley swallowed 

three hundred milligrams of mescaline and sat down to 

await its effects. The result of that experiment was de- 

tailed in his book The Doors of Perception. 

Aldous Huxley is often thought of as the intellectual’s 

intellectual, one who was equally at home in the realms 

of science, art, philosophy, and religion. He was an art- 

ist with words, a writer who could portray with equal 

skill the sterile horrors of Brave New World and the spir- 

itual profundities of The Perennial Philosophy. But upon 

taking mescaline, Huxley found himself confronted by a 

world in which words played no part. The effect of the 

drug was to strip away from his perceptions that fog of 

verbiage that prevents most of us from seeing ‘‘the thing 

in itself.” It was for this reason that, trying to summa- 

rize his experience, he selected a passage from Willliam 

Blake’s Marriage of Heaven and Hell: ‘If the doors of per- 

ception were cleansed, everything would appear to man 

as it really is, infinite.” 

The power of mescaline to cleanse the doors of per- 

ception manifested itself soon after Huxley ingested the 

drug. His attention was captured by a glass vase con- 

taining three flowers: a Belle of Portugal rose, a cream- 

colored carnation, and “the bold heraldic blossom of an 

iris.”’ The simple flower arrangement, seen when the 

doors of perception had been cleansed by mescaline, be- 

came what Adam had seen on the morning of his cre- 

ation—‘‘the miracle, moment by moment, of naked cre- 

ation.” 

It was not primarily the intensification of the colors 

that impressed Huxley, although, like most mescaline 

takers, he did perceive colors as raised to a higher 

power. Not only the flowers but also the books in his 

study glowed with an inner light. He saw books like ru- 

bies, emerald books, books of white agate and aquama- 

rine, lapis lazuli books. But the brilliant colors were of 

less importance than the direct perception of being, the 

quality Meister Eckhart had called Istigkeit, “‘isness.” 

That quality of ‘‘isness” lay beyond the reach of ver- 

bal definition. The “being” of Platonic philosophy came 

close to describing that perception, but Plato had made 

the mistake of separating being from becoming. Thus 

Plato could not have perceived what the flowers so in- 

tensely signified to Huxley under the “cleansing” influ- 

ence of mescaline. This was nothing more and nothing 

less than a transience that was yet eternal life, pure 
being that was, at the same time, a perpetual perishing. 

Looking at the flowers, Huxley understood for the first 

time the meaning of the Sanskrit term sat-chit-dnanda 

(“being-awareness-bliss”). But the understanding evad- 

ed verbal expression. To express it at all, one had to 

resort to the subterfuge of a Zen master, as when the 

bewildered novice enquired, ‘WHat is the Dharma-body 

of the Buddha?” and the master would answer, “The 

hedge at the bottom of the garden,” or “A golden-haired 

lion.” 

“The urge to transcend self-conscious selfhood,” 

wrote Huxley, “is a principal appetite of the soul.” He 

went on to quote H. G. Wells, who had described as 

“Doors in the Wall” all those ways men and women 

have found to escape for a while from the poor, limited, 

monotonous world of ordinary life. Art and religion, 

carnivals and saturnalia, dancing and listening to ora- 

tory all provided publicly sanctioned Doors in the Wall. 

For private use there were the chemical intoxicants that 

had been known and used by human beings from time 

immemorial. 

As a Door in the Wall, mescaline, in Huxley’s opinion, 

had much in its favor. It was relatively nontoxic; it did 

not harm the heart and lungs as did cigarettes; and, un- 

like alcohol, it did not destroy coordination or drive the 

user into the sort of uninhibited action that results in 

brawls, traffic accidents, and violent crimes. Takers of 

mescaline quietly minded their own business. Con- 

fronted with the colossal figures of the world of arche- 

types or revelations such as those experienced by Hux- 

ley, they felt no need to relate to others, either cre- 

atively or destructively. 

Huxley admitted that this tendency of the peyotist to 

be completely wrapped up in his inner world might 

produce effects that were not entirely advantageous. 

How, he asked, could the cleansed perception and the 

inward-directed state that mescaline induced be recon- 

ciled with a proper concern for human relations? What 

of the necessary chores and duties of life? What of char- 

ity and practical compassion? Mescaline had revealed 

to Huxley the meaning of the word contemplation, but 

it was a contemplation that was incompatible with ac- 

tion, with the will to action, even with the very thought 

of action. 

This effect was likely to confront the mescaline taker 

with the age-old conflict between the active life and the 

contemplative life, between the followers of Martha and 

the followers of Mary. The quietist, serenely contem- 

plating the wonders of his own inner world, can cer- 

tainly be trusted to stay out of mischief. He will not 

become a gambler, a drunkard, or a procurer. He will 

not preach intolerance or make war, nor will he find it 

necessary to rob, swindle, or grind the faces of the poor. 

But opposite the quietist stands the saint, ready to de- 

scend from the seventh heaven to bring a cup of water 

to a sick beggar. Opposite the arhat, who retreats from 

the world of appearances into nirvana, stands the bo- 



dhisattva, dedicated to the liberation of all sentient 
beings. Mescaline, said Huxley, could never resolve the 
conflict between activity and contemplation. It could 
only pose it, apocalyptically, for those to whom it had 
never before presented itself. 

Although he himself was favorably impressed by the 

effects of mescaline, Huxley admitted that the drug was 

not for everybody. “Along with the happily transfigured 

majority of mescaline takers there is a minority that 

finds in the drug only hell and purgatory” (p. 65). Taken 

under the wrong conditions or by someone with whose 

personal chemistry it failed to agree, the drug could 

easily induce a state resembling that of schizophrenia. 

The schizophrenic, said Huxley, “is like a man perma- 

nently under the influence of mescaline” (p. 56). Con- 

fronted by a world he is not holy enough to bear, he is 

frightened into interpreting its unremitting strangeness 

as the manifestation of human or cosmic malevolence. 

The threat he feels calls for desperate countermeasures 

ranging from murderous violence to catatonic immo- 

bility. 

Sacred Mushrooms. The second gift of the Aztec, teo- 

nanacatl, never attained as widespread use as did pey- 

ote. R. Gordon Wasson and his wife, Valentina, in their 

book Mushrooms, Russia, and History, have suggested 

that Indo-European peoples can be separated into two 

camps: the mycophiles and the mycophobes. For the 

mycophiles, fungi are fascinating, exciting, delectable, 

and sometimes sacred. For the mycophobes, fungi are 

dangerous, expressions of parasitism and decay, and as- 

sociated with demons. The Spaniards who conquered 

the Aztec were evidently mycophobes, and they perse- 

cuted the mushroom eaters so thoroughly that the use 

of the sacred mushroom was forgotten by most of the 

inhabitants of Mexico. In 1915 a reputable botanist 

even insisted that such mushrooms did not exist. 

In fact, the sacred mushrooms belong to several gen- 

era. Psilocybe mexicana, P. zapotecorum, P. caerulescens, 

and some species of Paneolus and Stropharia are hallu- 

cinogenic. The eater of the sacred mushroom need not 

go to Mexico to obtain the fungus. Paneolus papiliona- 

ceus, found in Maine, was described as hallucinogenic 

by two persons who ingested it accidentally. Similar 

properties are reported for Pholiota spectabilis, which is 

quite common in North America. Presumably the my- 

cophobia that prevails in this part of the world has pre- 

vented the emergence of a mushroom cult comparable 

to those that have developed in Mexico and Guatemala. 

The cult of the sacred mushroom is centered in the 

state of Oaxaca. The fungus is used by several tribes of 

Indians, including the Mazatec, Chinantec, Chatino, Za- 

potec, Mixtec, and Mixe. That the cult is ancient is sug- 

gested by the “mushroom stones,” artifacts carved in 
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the form of mushrooms, roughly a foot high, that have 

been discovered in archaeological sites in Guatemala. 

According to Gordon Wasson, the cult may have been in 

existence as early as 1500 BcE. It still existed in Mexico 

in 1936, when a Mexican engineer, Roberto J. Weitlan- 

der, became the first non-Indian to see the sacred mush- 

rooms, in the tiny Oaxacan village of Huantla de Jime- 

nez. In 1953 the Wassons undertook a search for the 

fungi in the Sierra Mazateca, Oaxaca. ‘‘We found a rev- 

elation, in the true meaning of that absurd word, which 

for the Indians is an everyday feature, albeit a Holy 

Mystery, of their lives.” 

The pattern of use of the sacred mushroom varies 

among the Indians. In some tribes the ritual is per- 

formed only by curanderos. In others people take the 

mushrooms alone or with one other person present as 

an observer. The mushrooms are used particularly for 

the purpose of divination: to help find lost objects, ani- 

mals, or people; to get advice on personal problems; or 

to find a diagnosis and cure for some intractable dis- 

ease. The cult is still surrounded by a veil of secrecy; 

Maria Sabina, the curandera who performed the mush- 

room ritual for Gordon Wasson (who then proceeded to 

describe the event in an article in Life magazine), found 

herself in trouble for having revealed tribal secrets. 

The curanderos, having partaken of the mushrooms, 

wait for the power to seize hold of them, then chant to 

the Almighty, imploring the spirit to descend and an- 

swer the prayers of those present. The curanderos are 

called by God to follow their vocation. They are, Was- 

son informs us, shy and reclusive and usually live apart 

from the rest of the tribe. They are not organized into a 

hierarchy; each one practices his calling on his own. 

Among the Mazatec the curandera takes twice as 

many mushrooms as the other participants. Her ener- 

gies govern the proceedings. Throughout the session she 

sings a thread of continuous song, the words of which 

mix Christian and Indian mythologies. Her utterances 

elicit responses from the other participants, the whole 

building up into a swaying antiphonal chant. At times 

the curandera will rise and engage in complex clapping 

and slapping of different parts of her body, rotating to 

different cardinal points of the compass. Every twenty 

or thirty minutes this performance reaches a climax, af- 

ter which the singing stops and the mushroom ‘“‘speaks.” 

Does this ritual involve a genuine religious experi- 

ence? For Gordon Wasson it did. “The ceremony we at- 

tended in southern Mexico was a true agape, a love- 

feast, a Holy Supper in which we all felt the presence of 

God.” Nor was Wasson the only North American to 

react this way. Timothy Leary received seven sacred 

mushrooms from a scientist at the University of Mexico 

and ate them one sunny afternoon in the garden of a 
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Cuernavaca villa. During the next five hours, he tells us, 

he was whirled through an experience that was without . 

question the deepest religious experience of his life. The 

mushrooms revealed to him that the human brain pos- 

sesses an infinity of potentialities and can operate in un- 

expected space-time dimensions. This discovery left 

him feeling exhilarated;awed, and convinced that he 

had awakened from a long ontological sleep. He called 

the sudden flash of awakening “turning on.” It formed 

the first of the three steps in the new religion he later 

propagated: ‘‘turn on, tune in, drop out.” 

The cult of the sacred mushroom was not confined to 

countries of central America. According to Gordon Was- 

son, there are peoples in Siberia who have worshiped a 

certain kind of mushroom from antiquity to our own 

time. This mushroom is the fly agaric, Amanita mus- 

caria. Use of this mushroom, Wasson believes, was 

known to the Aryans who descended on the valley of the 

Indus in the second millennium sce. The Aryan priests 

deified a plant called soma, which has never been iden- 

tified, but which was used to induce visions and was 

regarded as a divine inebriant. The juice was extracted 

from it and forthwith drunk by the priests. Some stu- 

dents of the subject have suggested that soma was ei- 

ther alcohol or hashish, but Wasson insists that the evi- 

dence points to fly agaric. 

The fly agaric produces effects quite unlike those pro- 

duced by the sacred mushrooms of Mexico. It begins to 

act in fifteen or twenty minutes, and the effects last for 

some hours. The first effect of the fungus is soporific. 

The sleep it induces lasts about two hours, and in this 

state colored visions are sometimes experienced. After 

waking, subjects enjoy a feeling of elation that may last 

three to four hours; in this state they are capable of un- 

usual physical feats. Finally, as in Mexico, the spirits of 

the mushroom speak to those who ingest it. 

The Mexican mushrooms contain two substances to 

which their effects can be attributed, psilocybin and 

psilocyn. The fly agaric does not contain these hallucin- 

ogens. It probably exerts its effect through muscimol, 

an unusual amino acid. The active principle of the fly 
agaric is excreted unchanged in the urine. 

Sacred Plants of the Amazon Region. An entirely dif- 

ferent group of psychedelic plants is used by various 

tribes of South American Indians living in the jungles 
of the Amazon. These plants include Piptadenia pere- 

grina and Virola callophylloidea (both of which are used 

for the preparation of psychedelic snuffs called cohoba 

and epena) and Banisteriopsis caapi, from which an in- 

toxicating drink is made that is known variously as aya- 

huasca, caapi, or yagé. All these preparations are used 

to provide contact with the spirit world. Both the snuffs 

and the drink have rather drastic physical effects, 

which include sweating and vomiting. Their psycholog- 

ical effects have several features in common, chiefly vi- 

sions of jungle animals, particularly the jaguar and the 

anaconda. Both macropsia (seeing everything on a giant 

scale) and micropsia (seeing everything dwarfed) occur 

with these preparations. 
The drugs are used both by ordinary Indians and by 

medicine men or witch doctors. Among the Jivaroan 

headhunters yagé is used to kill enemies with sorcery, 

to cure diseases inflicted by other sorcerers, and to con- 

sult the spirits regarding various tribal problems. The 

Jivaroan people are unique among South American In- 

dian tribes in believing that only in dreams is true real- 

ity revealed. Waking life is considered an illusion, but 

agents of the spirits, acting as friends and advisers, re- 

veal the truth in dreams. Although ordinary dreams oc- 

curring in natural sleep may have some prognostic sig- 

nificance, yagé-induced dreams give the precious power 

of divination, which the Indians prize above all. Only 

under the influence of yagé can the Jivaroan shaman de- 

velop enough power to control the spirits. By means of 

this control he can force the spirits either to cure fellow 

members of his tribe or to afflict his enemies. The Jiva- 

roan shaman thus lives almost constantly under the in- 

fluence of yagé. The training process is severe and takes 

its toll. As a result of his chronic consumption of yagé, 

the shaman is reserved and taciturn, and his eyes are 

dull and veiled. His closest friend is the anaconda de- 

mon, the fearsome snake who rises from the river and 

gives to the shaman the magic arrow that endows its 

possessor with the power either to kill or to cure. 

The psychedelic effects of these preparations appear 

to depend on the presence of either dimethyltryptamine 

(DMT) or various harmala alkaloids, particularly har- 

maline. DMT, which is not absorbed if taken by mouth, 

is probably the active principle of the snuffs cohoba and 

epena. The intoxicating drink prepared by boiling the 

inner bark of Banisteriopsis caapi contains the alkaloids 

harmine and harmaline. Claudio Naranjo, who has 

studied the effect of these substances on humans, states 

that harmaline is more hallucinogenic than mescaline, 

in terms of the number of images it produces and their 

realistic quality. Several of his subjects believed that 

the scenes they had witnessed had really happened, that 

they had been disembodied witnesses of them in a dif- 

ferent time and place. This would explain the insistence 

by the Jivaroan shaman that his visions had actually 
occurred in the real world. 

The Kava Ceremony. The religious use of kava (called 

yagona in Fiji) was widespread among the islanders of 

the South Pacific before the advent of the white man. It 

is still so used in Samoa and has recently undergone a 

revival in, among others, the islands of Tanna and Ton- 



gariki in Vanuatu (New Hebrides). Its resurgence in 

these islands goes hand in hand with rising resentment 

toward the white man, especially toward missionaries. 

The kava drink is prepared from the roots of Piper 

methysticum, and its preparation is governed by rituals, 

some of which relate to the original kava ceremony. Ac- 

cording to the Polynesian myth, the ceremony was 

brought to mortals by Tagaloa Ui, the first high chief, 

said to be a child of the Polynesian great god Tangaroa 

(Tagaloa) and a Samoan girl called Ui. Tagaloa Ui dem- 

onstrated the ceremony to Pava, the first mortal to see 

it. But Fa’alafi, Pava’s small son, misbehaved during the 

ceremony and so was cut in half by Tagaloa Ui. The 

ceremony was begun again and this time proceeded 

without interruption. When the new kava was ready Ta- 

galoa Ui poured some on the severed halves of the child 

and cried, “‘Soifua’” (‘“May you live’). The two halves 

came together again, and the boy lived. Pava was happy 

and clapped his hands. Tagaloa Ui said, “Pava, do not 

let children stand and talk while kava is being prepared 

for high chiefs, for the things belonging to the high 

chiefs are sacred.” 

In both Polynesia and Melanesia, those who watch the 

sacred kava ceremony (women and children) are ex- 

pected to remain silent and motionless. Indeed, in Fiji 

in the old days anyone, even a child, who made a noise 

during the ceremony was promptly clubbed. In Samoa 

children and unauthorized persons may not even attend 

the ceremony. The placement of the kava bowl and the 

positions of the paramount high chief, the high chief, 

the talking chiefs, and the lesser chiefs are precisely de- 

termined. In Samoa the ceremonies are usually held in 

the house that serves as the meeting place of the village 

council. An attitude of reverence prevails as the chiefs 

enter and take their places. Body ornaments of all types 

must be laid aside, and nothing may be worn above the 

waist. The attendants are silent or speak in whispers. 

In the old days kava was prepared by mastication; 

chunks of the root were chewed by adolescents and de- 

posited in the kava bowl, where they were mixed with 

water. This method is still employed on the island of 

Tongariki. In Samoa the dried root is pulverized in a 

stone mortar. The powdered kava is steeped in water, 

then freed from pieces of root by being put through a 

strainer made of hibiscus fibers. The talking chief 

watches the proceedings. When the kava is nearly ready, 

he begins a poetic recitation recounting the mythical 

origins of the drink or describing kava ceremonies held 

by the ancient Samoan gods. 

The recitation is timed to end at the same moment as 

the kava is completely free of fibers. If the drink appears 

to be satisfactory in color and consistency the assembly 

indicates its approval by clapping several times. The 
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kava is then served, first to the highest chief in the vil- 

lage. Before drinking he pours a few drops on the floor 

mat and offers a short prayer: ““May God be with us to- 

day,” ““May God be our leader for today,” or ‘‘Let God 

drink kava that this gathering may be pleasant.” Fol- 

lowing the prayer the high chief raises his cup and says, 

“Soifua” (“May you live’), to which the company re- 

plies, ““Manuia”’ (“May the gods bless you’’). 

Unlike peyote and yagé, kava does not produce star- 

tling visions, nor does it provoke such unpleasant side 

effects as headache, nausea, or vomiting. Indeed, the 

kava as prepared in Samoa is so weak that it produces 

hardly any effects. As prepared on Tongariki, using the 

green root and the method of premastication, the drink 

is much stronger. Those who drink the full contents of 

a coconut shell fall into a kava-induced stupor, which is 

not true sleep. Those who frequently use the drug ex- 

perience a feeling of heaviness and weakness in their 

extremities. D. Carleton Gajusek, a European visitor 

who took kava on Tongariki, described its effect as 

“a pleasant, relaxing, paresthesia-enjoying, refreshing 

state of somnolence without mental dulling which even- 

tually leads to sleep.” 

It is not correct to call kava a psychedelic agent; 

rather, it is a fairly effective muscular relaxant. It con- 

tains no active alkaloids. Its effects are produced 

mainly by dihydromethysticin, a substance similar to 

those that produce nutmeg intoxication. 

Hemp Drugs. It has been known for centuries that 

hemp (Cannabis sativa) produces psychedelic effects. 

These effects can involve religious experiences, and the 

drug has been used by various cults for this purpose. 

One of these cults has a fascinating, if poorly docu- 

mented, history. It was called Hashishiyun (whence the 

English word assassin), and its motto (“Nothing is true, 

everything is allowed”) greatly intrigued the philoso- 

pher Friedrich Nietzsche. The founder of the order, Ha- 
sane Sabbah, was born in Qum, Persia, in the middle of 

the eleventh century cE. In 1072 he joined the Isma‘ili 

sect, whose center was in Cairo. He returned to Persia 

to make war on the hostile Sunnis who at that time 

were the dominant faction in Islam. To do this he in- 

stalled himself in a fortress on the craggy peak of Ala- 

mut. From this fortress he sent out his followers to as- 

sassinate various Sunni leaders. As the representative of 

the imam, who, the IsmA@‘iliyah believed, held the se- 

crets to divine understanding, Hasane Sabbah pos- 

sessed complete authority to lead his followers to the 

truth. The command to assassinate an infidel was 

highly regarded by the latter, for to kill an unbeliever 

and be killed in turn meant immediate entry into Para- 

dise. 
That Hasane Sabbah used hashish to drug his follow- 
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ers and give them a foretaste of Paradise was first as- 

serted by Marco Polo in the thirteenth century. That . 

traveler described marvelous walled-in gardens in 

which one could find everything to satisfy the needs of 

the body and the caprices of the most exacting sensual- 

ity. The Grand Master of the Hashishiyun, Marco Polo 

reported, would intoxicate his followers with hashish, 

then secretly transport them to the pleasure gardens to 

enjoy the ministrations of young boys and girls said to 

resemble the haris, inhabitants of the Paradise prom- 

ised to believers by the prophet Muhammad. Later, 

Hasane’s followers were assured that they could enjoy 

such delights perpetually if they would take part in the 

war against the infidels. 

That hashish can arouse religious emotion has been 

stated by many observers. The most eloquent of these 

was Fitz Hugh Ludlow, whose book The Hasheesh Eater 

was first published in 1857. Ludlow took a very large 

dose of the drug and was at first terrified by its effects. 

His heart pounded so violently that he thought it must 

surely burst, and his sense of the passing of time be- 

came so changed that he seemed to have entered a state 

of eternity. When he lay down, a vision of celestial glory 

burst upon him. A white temple of unblemished purity 

rose up before him. Inside the temple he heard celestial 

chords blending into such a symphony as was never 

heard elsewhere. Ludlow felt as if he were melting. His 

soul, dilating with the swell of that transcendent har- 

mony, bore him aloft on the glory of sound. He felt him- 

self attaining oneness with the deity, being confronted 

with truths whose full meaning words could not ex- 

press. 
His consciousness of an ever-present and all-pervad- 

ing harmony convinced Ludlow that he was a reincar- 

nated member of the school of Pythagoras. That school, 

which had flourished in Greece twenty-seven hundred 

years earlier, had been much concerned with the musi- 

cal scale and the concept of a universal harmony. Lud- 

low’s appreciation of the teachings of Pythagoras was 

so greatly enhanced by hashish that he felt sure Pythag- 

oras himself must have used the drug. Certainly it was 

known to the ancients and may even have been the ne- 

penthe described by Homer, although nepenthe is gen- 

erally thought to have been opium. 

The use of hemp in any of various forms known as 

bhang or charas has been widespread for centuries 

among certain groups of Indian holy men, particularly 

devotees of the goddess Kali. An account of the effects 

of hemp, taken in an Indian setting, has been given by 

the British anthropologist Colin Turnbull (in The Drug 
Experience). Turnbull was living in Banaras (present- 

day Varanasi) at the time, in the ashram of the holy 

woman Anandamai, and his drug experience was unin- 

tentional. It was the feast of Holi, a lively festival that 

falls in March, commemorating the god Krsna and in- 

cluding the reenactment of the more licentious episodes 

in the life of the young god. It involves much spraying 

of brightly colored water and the consumption of drinks 

and sweetmeats laced with bhang. Turnbull consumed 

rather large amounts of these delicacies. Returning to 

the ashram, which overlooked the river Ganges, Turn- 

bull found himself floating out of his body. He had a 

strong visual image of an aerial view of the Ganges, of 

the terrace of the ashram, and of Anandamai sur- 

rounded by her devotees. He then found himself floating 

through clouds, soaring above them, noting their woolly 

surfaces. Finally, he saw the peaks of the Himalayas, 

white against the dark blue sky. Rivers of clear water 

ran through rocky gorges and by following one of these 

he came to the frozen source of the sacred river Ganges, 

which emerged from a black cavern at the foot of a gla- 

cier. 

During this trip he saw no sign of human life, but the 

whole world around him seemed more full of life than 

it had ever been before. It seemed particularly full of 

those qualities that the Hindu scriptures proclaim to be 

the highest of all: goodness, beauty, and truth. He re- 

turned through the same clouds to the ashram terrace 

and rather reluctantly reentered his body. Later he de- 

scribed the experience to Anandamai, assuring her that 

it had not resembled a dream or a fantasy but that it 

had seemed a very real and therefore not very extraor- 

dinary experience. Anandamai told him that what he 

had seen was real and that it had been good for him to 

see it. Many Hindu sages and aspirants, she said, used 

bhang to separate the mind from the body, but the prac- 

tice was dangerous. Far safer was the traditional way of 

training mind and body together, until the demands of 

one or the other became minimal. 

In Africa, as in India, drugs made from hemp are tra- 

ditionally used for religious purposes. This use has re- 

cently been revived among the Rastafarians of Jamaica. 

This cult, best known for its reggae music, refers to 

hemp as “ganja, the mystic herb.” They insist that its 

use is divinely sanctioned and claim that the ‘‘herb 

yielding seed” mentioned in Genesis 1:11—12 is hemp. 

Among the Rastas, ganja is smoked in “‘spliffs,’’ which 

are similar to but larger than American “joints.”’ Smok- 

ing ganja, the Rastas insist, is a sacred right, a means 

of attaining illumination and divine inspiration. Ganja 

uplifts, they claim, whereas alcohol, which they avoid, 

only degrades its users. 

The Psychedelic Cult of the 1960s. The cult that de- 

veloped in the United States among the ‘‘Flower Chil- 

dren”’ of the 1960s had some features that distinguished 

it from the older cults of peyote and teo-nanacatyl. First, 



the drugs used were mainly synthetic; second, the 
founders of the cult were white Americans—physicians 
and psychologists—whose interests in the phenomena 
observed were scientific as well as religious. 

The spiritual forefather of the movement was William 

James, whose studies of the effects of anesthetics on 

consciousness are described in The Varieties of Religious 

Experience (1902). It was James who declared that both 

nitrous oxide and ether, when sufficiently diluted with 

air, ‘‘stimulate the mystical consciousness in an extraor- 

dinary degree.” It was James who made the statement, 

so often quoted by the high priests of the psychedelic 

cult, that ‘our normal waking consciousness, rational 

consciousness as we call it, is but one special type of 

consciousness, whilst all about it, parted from it by the 

filmiest of screens, there lie potential forms of con- 

sciousness entirely different.” 

James concluded that no account of the universe in 

its totality could be final if it disregarded those other 

forms of consciousness. He thought that drugs could 

open a region but that they failed to give a map. Anes- 

thetics, including alcohol, could lead the explorer into 

that region, but the insights they offered might not be 

trustworthy. Nitrous oxide, for instance, might seem to 

reveal “depth after depth of truth to the inhaler,” but 

the truth tended to fade at the moment of awakening. 

Alcohol, lifeblood of the cult of Dionysos, was the great 

exciter of the “yes function” in man and brought its vo- 

taries ‘‘from the chill periphery of things to the radiant 

core.” James found it part of the mystery and tragedy 

of life that ““whiffs and gleams of something we recog- 

nize as excellent should be vouchsafed only in the open- 

ing phases of what in its totality, is so degrading a poi- 

soning.” 

The spiritual descendants of William James did not 

have much faith in either nitrous oxide or alcohol. For 

the most part they worked with synthetic psychedelics 

such as psilocybin, mescaline, and LSD. Their ap- 

proaches ranged from manic enthusiasm (coupled with 

the feverish urge to proselytize) to cool scientific de- 

tachment. They did not limit themselves to investigat- 

ing responses that could be defined as religious. The 

drugs were supposed to exert therapeutic effects quite 

apart from the religious emotions they aroused, and in 

various experiments psychedelics were given to prison 

inmates, neurotics, psychotics, and alcoholics, as well 

as to those who were dying of cancer. Indeed, it seemed 

for a while that the psychedelics might be a modern 

version of the universal panacea. 

Timothy Leary was the leader of the more aggressive 

segment of the psychedelic cult. Witty, charming, and 

erudite, he possessed an extraordinary capacity to in- 

flame the paranoid tendencies of those solid citizens 
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who collectively constituted “the establishment.” His 

own conversion to the psychedelic religion, a result of 

his having eaten seven sacred mushrooms, left him with 

an irresistible urge to proselytize. His new religion, 

summarized in the three commandments “‘turn on, tune 

in, drop out,” was firmly linked to the use of psychedelics. 

Psychedelics and Religious Experience. There was no 

doubt in Leary’s mind that the effects the psychedelics 

produced were true religious experiences. To support 

his opinion he quoted the results obtained by Walter 

Pahnke, in an experiment described in the press as ‘‘the 

miracle of Marsh Chapel.” This experiment involved 

twenty theology students who had never taken psyche- 

delic drugs and ten guides with considerable psyche- 

delic experience. The students were divided into five 

groups of four, with two guides assigned to each group. 

After attending the Good Friday service in the chapel 

two students in each group and one of the guides re- 

ceived thirty milligrams of psilocybin. The others re- 

ceived a placebo containing nicotinic acid, which pro- 

duces a tingling sensation but no psychedelic effect. 

Neither guides nor students knew who had received the 

psychedelic and who the placebo. Nine subjects who 

had received psilocybin reported having had what they 

considered to be religious experiences. Only one of 

those receiving the placebo made such a claim. 

Leary, of course, had gathered much experimental 

material of his own. In the early 1960s, until he was 

forced to resign from Harvard, he and Richard Alpert 

had given psychedelics to a variety of people including 

psychologists, priests, students, and criminals. Their re- 

sults indicated that when the setting was supportive but 

not spiritual between 40 and 75 percent of psychedelic 

subjects reported intense, life-changing religious expe- 

riences; when the set and setting were supportive and 

spiritual, from 40 to 90 percent of the experiences were 

revelatory and mystico-religious. 

Leary’s attempts to organize a religion around the use 

of LSD or psilocybin took various external forms: the 

International Federation for Internal Freedom (IFIF), 

1963; the Castalia Foundation, 1963-1966; and the 

League for Spiritual Discovery, 1966. The aim of this 

work was to provide conditions in which the state of 

ecstasis, or the expansion of consciousness, could be ex- 

perienced. In an article entitled ‘Rationale of the Mexi- 

can Psychedelic Training Center,” Leary, Alpert, and 

Ralph Metzner (in Bloom et al., 1964) described the psy- 

chedelic experience as a means of attaining ecstasis pro- 

vided the set and the setting were appropriate. 

Set and setting were important. In fact they could 

make the difference between an uplifting religious ex- 

perience and a terrifying descent into a personal in- 

ferno. The authors also stressed the importance of prep- 
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aration. The psychedelic experience, they said, was a 

tool, like a telescope or microscope, that could bring - 

other space-time dimensions into focus. People had to 

be trained to use the tool, after which they would use it 

not once but whenever a situation arose that called for 

the examination of other dimensions of reality. The 

Mexican program was the first to provide a series of 

guided psychedelic sessions for prepared volunteer sub- 

jects. Subjects were encouraged to plan their own ses- 

sions. They might, at a certain time, arrange to listen to 

a particular reading, view an object that would open up 

a line of association, or hear a certain piece of music. 

Special use was made by Leary’s group of the Tibetan 

Book of the Dead, which was regarded not only as a 

guide for the dying but also as an aid to the living. It 

was “a manual for recognizing and utilizing altered 

states of consciousness and applying the ecstatic expe- 

rience in the postsession life.’ To make the book more 

relevant to their subjects’ psychedelic sessions Leary 

and company retranslated it from the scholarly style of 

W. Y. Evans-Wentz into “‘psychedelic English.” 

Leary confronted the problem of what constitutes a 

real religious experience and solved it to his own satis- 

faction: “The religious experience is the ecstatic, uncon- 

trovertibly certain, subjective discovery of answers to 

seven basic spiritual questions.’’ All issues that did not 

involve the seven basic questions belonged, in Leary’s 

opinion, to secular games. Liturgical practices, rituals, 

dogmas, and theological speculations could be, and too 

often were, completely divorced from spiritual experi- 

ence. 

The “seven basic spiritual questions” listed by Leary 

were the Power Question, the Life Question, the Human 

Being Question, the Awareness Question, the Ego Ques- 

tion, the Emotional Question, and the Escape Question. 

The list covered the entire field of scientific inquiry, 

from atomic physics to the highest levels of psychology. 

If science and religion addressed themselves to the 

same basic questions then what, Leary asked, was the 

distinction between the two disciplines? He answered 

by saying that science concerned itself with the mea- 

surement of energy processes and sequences of energy 

transformations; it answered the basic questions using 

objective, observed, public data. Religion, however, in- 

volved a systematic attempt to answer the same ques- 

tions subjectively, in terms of direct personal experi- 

ence. 

It is interesting to compare Leary’s definition of the 

religious experience with that given earlier by William 

James. James devoted two chapters in The Varieties of 

Religious Experience to that condition of being he called 

“saintliness.”’ It was, he declared, ‘‘the collective name 

for the ripe fruits of religion.”’ A group of spiritual emo- 

tions in the saintly character formed the habitual center 

of personal energy. Saintliness was the same in all the 

religions, and its features could easily be described. 

They involved 

1. a feeling of being in a wider life than that of the 

world’s selfish little interests and a direct conviction 

of the existence of an ideal power 

2. a sense of the friendly continuity of this power with 

our life and a willing self-surrender to its control 

3. a feeling of elation and freedom resulting from the 

escape from confining selfhood 

4. a shifting of the center of emotions toward loving 

and harmonious affections; a move toward yes and 

away from no 

These characteristi¢s may strike an objective observer 

as being closer to the essence of religion than Leary’s 

“seven basic spiritual questions,” which are really sci- 

entific (concerned with knowing) rather than religious 

(concerned with being). The aim of the religious life is 

to raise the level of being of its practitioner. Expansion 

of consciousness is one of the signs of a raised level of 

being. Indifference to possessions, a capacity for impar- 

tial, objective love, indifference to physical discomfort, 

and a complete freedom from fear of death are other 

fruits of this raised level. Furthermore, the saintly char- 

acter does not fluctuate. Its possessor is not saintly to- 

day and demonic tomorrow. There is a stability in such 

a character, an inner consistency, a permanent set of 

values. There is also an awareness of the presence of the 

power that some religions call God, and such awareness 

is a source of repose and confidence. 

Of all the fruits of the religious life, the capacity for 

objective love, for compassion, is the most highly es- 

teemed. The apostle Paul defined this all-important 

emotion in a well-known passage: “Though I speak with 

the tongues of men and of angels, and have not charity, 

I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal”’ 

(1 Cor. 13:1). What would Paul have said about Leary’s 

seven basic spiritual questions? ‘“‘Though I . . . under- 

stand all mysteries, and all knowledge: and though I 

have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, and 

have not charity, I am nothing.” Nor is Paul alone in 

extolling charity as the choicest fruit of the spiritual 

life. The concept of the bodhisattva, who regards with 

compassion all sentient beings, puts the same emphasis 

on charity as we see in Christian teachings. 

In light of such considerations, it would seem reason- 

able to ask not whether psychedelic drugs help those 

who take them to answer Leary’s seven questions, but 

whether they enable the drug taker to attain a perma- 



nently higher level of being according to the criteria 
listed by James. The most that can be said for the psy- 
chedelic experience is that sometimes it helps. 

R. E. L. Masters and Jean Houston, in their book The 
Varieties of Psychedelic Experience, described the range 
of subjects’ reactions to LSD. They were less naive and 

dogmatic than Leary and were careful to distinguish 

what they called ‘‘nature mysticism” from real religious 
experience. The important question was whether, as a 

result of the insights obtained during the psychedelic 
experience, the subject really underwent a change 

equivalent to a religious conversion. One of their sub- 

jects, a highly intelligent but devil-obsessed psycholo- 

gist, did show behavioral changes of a positive charac- 

ter, which suggested that a permanent transformation 

had occurred. Many other subjects found the experience 

useful in that it revealed to them unsuspected heights 
and depths in themselves. On the whole, however, the 

psychedelic experience did not transport the subjects to 

a permanently higher level of awareness. 

Richard Alpert, who worked closely with Leary at 

Harvard and later in Mexico and at Millbrook, New 

York, was also compelled finally to admit that the psy- 

chedelic experience led nowhere. He had certainly tried 

everything: LSD, psilocybin, mescaline, hashish. He 

had even, on one occasion, locked himself and five other 

people in a building for three weeks and taken 400 mi- 

crograms of LSD every four hours, a total of 2,400 mi- 

crograms a day. (One hundred micrograms is enough to 

produce a strong reaction in anyone unaccustomed to 

the drug.) ‘““We were very high,” said Alpert, describing 

the experience. But they walked out of the house at the 

end of three weeks, and within a few days severe 

depression set in, which was hardly surprising. The 

orgy of drug taking had left the participants so drained 

that it was surprising that they could function at all. 

Alpert later went to India and found his guru in the 

foothills of the Himalayas. The guru amazed him by 

swallowing 915 micrograms of Alpert’s ‘““White Light- 

ning,’ a special batch of high-quality LSD. That much 

LSD, taken by one unaccustomed to the drug, would 

constitute an enormous overdose, but the guru showed 

no reaction whatever. ‘‘All day long I’m there, and every 

now and then he twinkles at me and nothing—nothing 

happens! That was his answer to my question.” 

That demonstration of the power of mind over matter 

was enough for Alpert. He finally stopped trying to ob- 

tain results with psychedelics and took up a serious 

study of yoga. He returned to America transformed into 

Baba Ram Dass and wrote a book called Remember: Be 
Here Now, a very lively and honest account of his re- 

searches. In a section entitled “Psychedelics as an 
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Upaya’”’ (the Sanskrit term updya is generally translated 

as “‘skillful means”) he conceded that psychedelics 

might help a person break out of an imprisoning model 

of reality created by his own mind. But no matter how 

high a person soared on the wings provided by such 

drugs, he would always come down, and coming down 

could bring despair. 

How the Psychedelics Work. The psychedelic drugs, 

which range from simple chemical compounds to 

highly complex ones, have no single feature in common. 

The “anaesthetic revelation” so thoroughly explored by 

William James could be produced by substances as sim- 

ple as nitrous oxide or ether. Details of molecular com- 

position strongly affect psychedelic action, however. 

For example, cannabinol, a major component of the 

hemp resin, appears to produce no effect on the human 

psyche, but the closely related A-9-tetrahydrocannabi- 

nol is highly active. Lysergic acid diethylamide is the 

most powerful psychedelic presently known, but a very 

small change in the structure of this molecule is suffi- 

cient to render it inactive. 

Aldous Huxley, whose experiences with mescaline I 

described earlier, was inclined to attribute the action of 

this drug to its effect on brain enzymes. Enzymes, he 

declared, regulate the supply of glucose to the brain 

cells. Mescaline inhibits the production of these en- 

zymes and thus lowers the amount of glucose available 

to an organ that is in constant need of sugar. Slowed by 

its lack of sugar, the brain ceases to function effectively 

as a reducing valve, making it possible for the possessor 

of that brain to make contact with Mind at Large, a 

concept Huxley had borrowed from the Cambridge phi- 

losopher C. D. Broad. 

Broad’s theory suggested that the function of the 

brain and nervous system is eliminative rather than 

productive. Each person, said Broad, is capable at each 

moment of remembering all that has ever happened to 

him and of perceiving everything that is happening ev- 

erywhere in the universe. The brain acts as a reducing 

valve to protect us from being overwhelmed and con- 

fused by a mass of useless and irrelevant knowledge. In 

consequence, although each of us is potentially Mind at 

Large, what we actually perceive is a mere fraction of 

what we could perceive. The brain’s reducing valve cuts 

down to a mere trickle the profusion of Mind at Large, 

leaving the individual free to concentrate on the prob- 

lem of how to stay alive on the surface of the planet. 

Aldous Huxley suggested that in some people a kind 

of bypass circumvents the reducing valve or that tem- 

porary bypasses may be developed as a result of spiri- 

tual exercises, through hypnosis, or from the use of 

drugs. Through these bypasses human beings make con- 
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tact with certain elements of Mind at Large outside of 

the carefully selected material that our individual . 

minds regard as a complete picture of reality. 

This theory is beyond the reach of science, for it pos- 

tulates the existence of an entity (Mind at Large) that 

no physical instrument we possess can detect. But the 

assertion that mescaline acts by reducing the capacity 

of the brain to utilize glucose is not likely to be correct. 

More effective ways of reducing the glucose supply to 

the brain are known and were formerly employed in the 

treatment of schizophrenia. The chief of these methods 

is insulin shock treatment, which certainly cuts down 

the brain’s sugar supply, resulting in convulsions and 

loss of consciousness by the patient. If Huxley’s theory 

were correct, the schizophrenics who received this 

treatment should have experienced, before losing con- 

sciousness, the sort of effects that are produced by mes- 

caline. There is no evidence that they did so. 

To discover how the psychedelics work it would seem 

that we must postulate something other than oxygen 

starvation or glucose starvation of the brain. Oxygen 

starvation does produce strange effects on the brain, as 

is evident from the experiences of people who have been 

clinically dead but were later revived. (Their stories 

have been chronicled by such noted researchers as Eliz- 

abeth Kiibler-Ross.) It seems probable that such expe- 

riences form the basis of the various visions described 

in the Tibetan Book of the Dead. It is also possible that 

yogins who have mastered pranayama, which allows 

them to reduce their oxygen intake, can experience af- 

ter-death states without actually dying. It would be too 

simple, however, to assume that all the psychedelics op- 

erate by reducing the brain’s oxygen consumption. The 

fact is that we really do not know how these substances 

produce their effects. 

Legal, Social, and Spiritual Questions. The abuse of 

drugs is so widespread in the United States that calm 

discussion of the religious aspect of certain drug expe- 

riences is next to impossible. The general public hys- 

teria regarding drugs reaches a climax when the subject 

under discussion is the effect of drugs on the young. 

Young people, the argument goes, are innocent and . 

must be protected. Laws are therefore passed making it 

a criminal offense to possess even such a relatively 
harmless weed as Cannabis sativa. 

But it is exactly the young who are most likely to seek 

the psychedelic experience. There are several reasons 

for this. The young are often rebellious and attracted by 

forbidden fruit; they are enormously curious and want 

to explore all aspects of the world; finally, they often 

have religious impulses that are not satisfied by the 

standard forms of religion. These religious impulses 

arise from a deeply rooted craving to experience altered 

states of consciousness, a craving that becomes partic- 

ularly powerful during adolescence. The modern teen- 

ager—rebellious, confused, and ‘often defiant of author- 

ity—may feel particularly fascinated by drugs that 

offer, or seem to offer, new and strange experiences. 

Some thinkers have imagined a society in which su- 

pervised psychedelic experience is provided those mem- 

bers, young and not so young, who seek to expand their 

awareness, but neither our own nor any other indus- 

trialized society has yet institutionalized such a prac- 

tice. It was precisely this idea of the “guided trip” that 

underlay Leary’s ill-starred efforts to found a new reli- 

gion based on the psychedelic revelation. Given the hos- - 

tility to drugs that prevails in American official circles, 

his attempts were bound to fail. He made that failure 

all the more inevitable by openly defying ‘‘the establish- 

ment” and taking every opportunity to provoke its 

wrath. Even two very cautious physicians, John W. 

Aiken and Louisa Aiken, were unable to win official per- 

mission to use peyote in their Church of the New Awak- 

ening. They argued that if Indian members of the Na- 

tive American Church could legally use peyote for 

religious purposes, members of other races should enjoy 

the same right. But this logic was not accepted by the 

authorities. 

Prohibition, however, has not prevented the use of 

psychedelics any more than it prevented the use of al- 

cohol. The results of prohibitory legislation have been 

to ensure that those who do obtain these drugs pay out- 

rageous prices, are often sold adulterated materials, 

and, because of lack of guidance and prevailing para- 

noia, often have bad trips. As long as alcohol and to- 

bacco can be obtained legally, laws prohibiting the pos- 

session of substances such as marijuana and peyote will 

remain unenforceable. 

The question that both legal and social prohibitions 

fail to confront is why some people want to use, or feel 

they need to use, psychedelic substances. To ask this 

question is to be open to the understanding that the 

problems lie not with drugs but with people. These 

problems are the result of a growing sense of futility 

that has afflicted our society. More and more occupa- 

tions are taken over by automated machinery and com- 

puterized robots. More and more people confront the 

fact that they will probably never find employment in a 

society dominated by automation. Under these circum- 

stances, it is not surprising that millions experience 

what Paul Tillich in The Courage to Be called ‘‘the abyss 

of meaninglessness.” To escape from that experience, 

they may stupefy themselves with alcohol, blunt their 

sensibilities with barbiturates or heroin, or attempt to 

get high with the aid of psychedelics. 

Those who have experimented with psychedelic drugs 



and had what they consider to be authentic religious 
experiences are likely to fall into two groups. In the first 
are people who understand that the drugs act by using 
up certain vital energies of the body and that those 
energies must be replaced. For this reason, they will use 
drugs rarely and only under special conditions. They 

will also seek other, less destructive, ways of getting the 

same results, such as meditation or yoga postures. 

Sooner or later members of this group will probably 
abandon the use of psychedelics altogether. 

In the second group are those who make the drug ex- 

perience the center of their spiritual lives, failing to re- 

alize. that using the drug is robbing them of strength 

and damaging their health. People in this group inevit- 

ably find themselves in trouble not because they have 

broken man-made laws but because they have broken 

the laws governing their own spiritual development. 

Inevitably, the psychedelic used becomes less and less 

effective and larger doses must be taken. Finally, the 

drug ceases to have any effect. But the drug user’s reli- 

ance on his drug may have so weakened his will by that 

time that serious spiritual efforts become virtually im- 

possible. 

This is the main objection to the overuse of psyche- 

delic drugs: they weaken the will, they substitute a 

dream world for the real world and a dream of religious 

experience for the real thing. But only personal experi- 

ence with these drugs can bring this truth home to their 

votaries. 

[See also Visions. For religious traditions in which the 

use of psychedelic drugs is central, see Shamanism, arti- 

cle on South American Shamanism; North American In- 

dians, articles on Indians of the Plains and Indians of 

California and the Intermountain Region; Quechua Re- 

ligions, article on Amazonian Cultures; and Huichol Re- 

ligion. For discussion of a related phenomenon, see Bev- 

erages.] 
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ROBERT S. DE ROpP 

PSYCHOLOGY. [This entry consists of three articles: 
Psychology of Religion 

Psychology and Religion Movement 

Psychotherapy and Religion 

The first article traces the development of the discipline of 

psychology of religion and examines some of its major 

concerns. The second article surveys the growth of psy- 

chology and religion as an intellectual movement in the 

United States from the late nineteenth century to the pres- 

ent day. The third article focuses on the relations between 

religion and psychotherapeutic practice, particularly psy- 

choanalysis and its progeny, in the twentieth century.] 

Psychology of Religion 

The psychology of religion, as understood today, owes 

its existence to the coincidence of the birth of compar- 
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ative religion in nineteenth-century Europe with the 

birth of two other disciplines initially unrelated to reli- 

gion: depth psychology, which appeared within medical 

science as the first systematic pursuit of a theory of the 

unconscious mind for the purposes of healing mental 

illness, and psychophysiology, which grew out of phys- 

iology as an attempt to replace the philosophical moor- 

ings of perceptual theory with concrete measurement 

and experimentation. Despite the extraordinary breadth 

of learning and the broad-minded approach in the work 

of the early pioneers of the psychology of religion, this 

dual ancestry started the discipline off with two funda- 

mentally opposing orientations that eventually pro- 

duced the whole spectrum of approaches that character- 

ize psychology of religion at present. 

Neither the notion of an unconscious dimension of the 

psyche and its importance to the stability of the person- 

ality nor the application of such insights to religious 

phenomena were new. Both Eastern and Western civi- 

lizations had known centuries of philosophical debate 

on the psyche and a wide variety of religious methods 

for healing spiritual disorders. This fact has led those at 

the extreme of the empirically oriented branch of the 

discipline to complain that depth psychology’s contri- 

bution to the psychology of religion represents little 

more than a gathering together and reassembling of in- 

sights scattered throughout intellectual history under 

the somewhat suspicious mantle of psychotherapeutic 

practice. 

Meantime, the introduction of scientific methods 

modeled after the physical sciences into the study of the 

psychological dimensions of religion must be seen as 

one link in a long chain of attempts, reaching back to 

the origins of philosophy itself, to explain religion in ra- 

tionalistic terms. Critics of the psychophysiological ap- 

proach to religion would argue that the very fact that 

religion has survived to serve as the subject matter for 

this newest attempt of rationalist investigation and 

shows no signs of weakening under the pressure of its 

discoveries should give experimental researchers cause 

to consider how far those aspects of religion that they 

are able to dissect and quantify are in fact from the core 
of religious experience. 

Fortunately, most contemporary psychology of reli- 

gion has mellowed as the mass of research being carried 

on from a variety of approaches continues to accumu- 

late, and regularly makes use of both measurement and 

introspective techniques. Given its origins, however, the 

whole process remains a construct of Western acade- 

mia. To be sure, the discipline is steadily making in- 

roads into Asian cultures, but even so it is still an 

analytical method seen as foreign to non-Western tra- 

ditions and that can at best be applied to these tradi- 

tions as a heuristic structure for rereading them. Sys- 

tematic attempts to produce psychologies of religion 

based on non-Western models: of philosophy, religion, 

and medicine are all but nonexistent. 

In what follows an attempt will be made first to 

sketch out the broad history of the birth and develop- 

ment of the psychology of religion, indicating some of 

its major theoretical architects, and second to outline 
some of its chief defining characteristics. 

History and Development. Although the use of the 

terms psychology and religion to denote particular fields 

of scientific endeavor first arose in nineteenth-century 

Europe, the phenomena that these terms refer to as 

their subject matter are as old as humanity itself and 

reflection about them reaches back to the dawn of re- 

corded history. That the same should be true of the 

branch of study known as the psychology of religion is 

hardly to be wondered at. Indeed the word psychology 

(‘‘the science of the soul’’) already implies some rela- 

tionship with those dimensions of human experience 

that had long been spoken of as religious. Yet when the 

word first gained currency in Europe during the eigh- 

teenth century (it seems to have been coined two cen- 

turies earlier), it did so as part of philosophical tradi- 

tion dealing with theories of perception and was only 

remotely related to matters of theology or religion. As 

the study of perception was drawn further and further 

away from the a priori approach of transcendental epis- 

temology to be replaced by a more “scientific” psychol- 

ogy based on the methods of biology and physics, the 

ties of psychology to religion weakened still further. The 

way from psychology to religion was not, therefore, the 

familiar and clearly lighted path that might be imag- 

ined from a glance at the situation in current scholar- 
ship. 

Psychophysiology. The birth of the psychology of re- 

ligion can hardly be attributed to the work of any single 

individual or group of thinkers, nor did it unfold natu- 

rally out of any particular tradition. In fact, it is hard 

to speak of it as having been “born”’ at all. It rather 

arose out of a particular intellectual climate in which 

scientific method and the study of religion had matured 

to the point that they were bound to rub against one 

another again and again as both approached a number 

of different questions. In this sense the psychology of 

religion was as much a new stimulus to the study of 

- religion as it was to the science of psychology. Only the 

hindsight of a later generation has allowed certain key 

contributions to this encounter to be singled out as the 
beginnings of the discipline itself, though even here 
there is no universal agreement. 

The nineteenth century, it should be remembered, 
was witness to the first great flowering of nonsectarian, 



disciplined approaches to the study of religious phe- 
nomena in the West. Stimulated by the discovery, 
translation, and editing of Eastern religious and philo- 
sophical texts, as well as by new rigors brought to the 
anthropological study of primitive societies, the study 
of religion quickly produced methods and models for 
comparing various traditions and relocating Western 

religious traditions on a wider and more objective field. 
It was against this general background that Wilhelm 

Wundt (1832-1930) carried on his work in experimental 

psychology. In contrast to ‘psychophysics,’ which 

grounded the science on a quantifiable relationship be- 

tween stimulus and sensation (a position exemplified 

in the work of Gustav Theodor Fechner, 1801-1887), 

Wundt favored a psychophysiology aimed at establish- 

ing patterns of parallelism between the psychical facts 

of human consciousness and their accompanying phys- 

ical phenomena. From the start his aim was to ground 

psychology as a “natural science” in introspection tem- 

pered by experimentation. His interest in the higher 

processes of the psyche or “‘apperception” turned him 

further and further away from concrete psychological 

research and out into the broad reaches of social his- 

tory. It was in this context that he made use of compar- 

ative methods and evolutionary models circulating in 

anthropology to offer his own functional approach to 

the origins of religious behavior. Thus Wundt distin- 

guished four stages in the history of consciousness, each 

of which represented a distinctive manifestation of the 

struggle of the human spirit to assert its identity in the 

world of nature: primitive ritual, totemism, myths of 

heroes and gods, and humanism. The laboratory for ex- 

perimental psychology that he set up in Leipzig in 

1879—credited as the first of its kind in the world—in- 

spired similar efforts from others, including those who 

wanted to pursue his study of cultural and religious 

consciousness. Given the blend of the philosophical and 

the scientific in Wundt’s methods, it is not surprising 

that his influence here was of two sorts. On the one 

hand, his work led to new efforts to bring greater objec- 

tivity to the science; on the other, it led to the attempt 

to introduce introspection into the laboratory. [See the 

biography of Wundt.] 
The key figure in this latter tendency of “thought psy- 

chology’’ was Oswald Kitilpe (1862-1915), whose so- 

called Wurtzburg school (after the University of Wurtz- 

burg where it was founded) introduced the use of ques- 

tionnaires, interviews, and autobiographical records 

into the study of religious phenomena. The opposition 

between the individual-oriented introspectionism of the 

Wirtzburg school and the psychocultural orientation of 

the mature Wundt was partly influenced by and partly 

influential in shaping the ideas of Franz Brentano and 
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Wilhelm Dilthey, whose reaction against objectivist 

psychology spread into the phenomenological and exis- 

tentialist strains of Western philosophy, including their 

attitudes to religion. Indeed, much of the psychological 

flavor one senses in the works of such scholars of reli- 

gion as Gerardus van der Leeuw, Rudolf Otto, Nathan 

Séderblom, and Friedrich Heiler has to be seen in the 

context of this storm over introspective psychology. 

Karl Girgensohn (1875-1925) and Werner Griihn (1887— 

1961) carried on Kilpe’s investigations into the empir- 

ical foundations of religion, arguing against the pursuit 

of a single elementary “religious emotion” in favor of a 

complex structure of thought and feeling constellated in 

the religious personality. 

Early American contributions. If Europe gave the 

psychology of religion its initial impetus, it was in the 

United States that it first took roots as an independent 

venture. G. Stanley Hall (1844-1924), who had studied 

with Wundt in Leipzig, founded a psychological labo- 

ratory in the United States where he was the first to 

carry on empirical research into the psychology of reli- 

gion. As early as 1881 he began lecturing at Harvard 

University on affinities between pubescence and reli- 

gious conversion, and by 1904 he had founded The 

American Journal of Religious Psychology and Education. 

Among his students were James H. Leuba (1868-1946) 

and E. D. Starbuck (1866-1947), both of whom pursued 

lifelong careers as psychologists of religion. 

Whereas his teacher had depended on the more ‘‘ob- 

jective’ survey, the Swiss-born Leuba used personal in- 

terviews to obtain data. From the first he insisted that 

religious consciousness, including mystical experience, 

is not qualitatively different from ordinary conscious- 

ness. On this basis he studied the origins, growth, and 

function of key religious concepts in the psyche, tracing 

belief to two major sources: the penchant of the mind 

for causal explanations and the need to maintain one’s 

psychic equilibrium in the midst of life’s struggles. Sci- 

ence, he thought, would eventually prove its superiority 

to religion on both counts. [See the biography of Leuba.] 

Starbuck’s The Psychology of Religion (1899) was the 

first book-length study to be published in the discipline. 

It outlined the results of five years of research on de- 

scriptive coincidences between pubescence, dementia 

praecox, and religious conversion. Not surprisingly, his 

efforts met with opposition from the theological com- 

munity. While anthropologists were just beginning to 

study the genesis of the idea of God among primitive 

peoples, Starbuck approached the question in terms of 

the development of individual personality, for which 

purpose he followed a carefully articulated method of 

gathering autobiographical and introspective material 

through questionnaires, which he classified, analyzed, 
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and interpreted. Although as devoted as Leuba to the 

aim of finding order and regularity in the workings of © 

emotional life, Starbuck never lost his sense of religion 

as a mystery that can never be exhausted by science. 

[See the biography of Starbuck.] 

George A. Coe (1862-1951) is best remembered for his 

introduction of the typology of “temperaments” into the 

analysis of religious conversion. Although the sampling 

on which he based his findings was relatively small, his 

method of composing and scaling the results of his 

questionnaires anticipated many of the projective and 

personality tests commonly used by psychologists to- 

day. Coe also conducted interviews with friends and 

family to balance strictly private, introspective reports 

of the subjects in his sampling, took into account 

dreams, hallucinations, trances, and automatic behav- 

ior, and even used hypnosis to test the suggestibility of 

individual subjects. Avoiding the reductionism of 

Leuba, he looked to the fruits of conversion in moral life 

as the final test of the worth of such experiences. 

The first great watershed for the psychology of reli- 

gion, however, came in 1901—1902 with the Gifford Lec- 

tures of William James (1842-1910), published under 

the title The Varieties of Religious Experience (1902). Be- 

fore distinguishing himself as a philosopher, James had 

taught experimental psychology and, like Wundt, had 

directed numerous young academics into empirical 

studies of perception. By the time he turned to the psy- 

chological study of religion, however, James had broken 

completely with the fallacy of reducing states of mind 

to organic states or dispositions. He was aware of the 

importance of taking into account subliminal and un- 

conscious factors (though not at the time through any 

extended contact with European “depth psychology’’), 

and he was determined, as he wrote in his diaries as he 

prepared for the Gifford Lectures, “to argue to the con- 

clusion that a man’s religion is the deepest and wisest 

thing in his life.” His approach was less experimental 

than it was clinical. Although he made ample use of the 

data gathered by many of his contemporaries, he 

shifted the focus away from statistical analysis and the 

search for general patterns to concentrate on the 

uniqueness of religious and moral experiences. Like 

Coe, James saw “the consequential fruits of life’ as the 

critical pragmatic test for the authenticity of religious 

experience. No less than Wundt, James helped to crys- 
tallize the tension between scientific empiricism and in- 

trospective analysis that remains one of the distinguish- 

ing marks of the psychology of religion. [See the 

biography of William James.] 

In addition to the greater precision and objectivity 

that came to statistical and quantitative analysis in the 

human sciences in general and in the psychology of re- 

ligion in particular, the rise of behaviorism has not 

been without its impact. While much of the work on 

conditioned reflexes was simply.operating under prem- 

ises that excluded interest in religion as such, James 

Watson (1878-1958) set a tone for this form of objective 

psychology that was openly antagonistic to “‘spiritualis- 

tic’ tendencies. This tone has continued to this day, 

most notably in B. F. Skinner’s neobehavioristic repu- 
diation of religious values as agents of psychological 

change and in his and other behaviorists’ attempt to re- 

duce all forms of religious consciousness to epiphenom- 

ena of environmental conditioning. No less devoted to 

strict scientific method, Wolfgang Kohler and other ad- 

vocates of Gestalt psychology, anxious to preserve a 

holistic view of perception, produced neurological and 

behavioral studies of their own to argue for the impor- 

tance of the element of subjectivity in understanding 

personality. Although Gestalt psychology did not pro- 

duce a psychology of religion of its own, its impact on 

psychological theory in general earns it mention at least 

as an indirect shaper of the psychology of religion’s cur- 

rent empirical methods. 
Depth psychology. The same intellectual climate in 

Europe that led Wundt to carry his research on sensa- 

tion over into the study of higher psychical states and 

from there into the field of religion also wrought similar 

effects on medical science and its attitude to psychic ab- 

normalities. Here, too, the revolt against the excesses of 

mechanistic approaches first came from within the cir- 

cles of those using the scientific method. 

The first important figure in this regard is Pierre Ja- 

net (1859-1947), whose experiments with hypnosis and 

work on the cathartic cure of neuroses led him to adopt 

theories of a ‘“‘subconscious” (a word of his own coinage) 

dimension of personality, which included the pathoge- 

netic theory based on the notion of fixation of ideas, and 

also to develop a method of psychological analysis and 

synthesis. At the height of his career, he also used his 

explanatory models to examine religion in general, a 

subject that had interested him from the start. Though 
focusing on the genesis and function of the idea of God, 

which he considered the core of all religion, he studied 

a range of religious phenomena from ordinary conver- 

sion to ecstasy and spirit possession. While recognizing 

the role of religion in producing the moral ego that can 

organize and suppress human desires, he foresaw the 

demise of religion with the advances of science and phi- 

losophy, and he saw the need to promote new alterna- 

tives such as scientific psychotherapy on one hand and 

the worship of progress through the cultivation of self- 
confidence on the other. 

Much of Janet’s mature work overlapped with and 

was overshadowed by that of Sigmund Freud (1856— 



1939), whom he criticized for taking the credit for his 

own insights. Although Freud himself acknowledged a 

greater debt to Fechner for the formation of the theoret- 

ical structure of psychoanalysis, Janet’s complaint is 

not altogether unfair, particularly in the area of the psy- 

chology of religion. At the same time, it is hard to imag- 

ine Janet’s work having stimulated the same revolution 

in psychology that has come to be associated with 
Freud. 

Freud began his scientific training in medicine with 

intensive studies in the natural sciences, but his attrac- 

tion to the work of the famous French neurologist Jean- 

Martin Charcot (1835—1893)—whose work on hypnosis, 

hysteria, and traumatic neurosis, as well as his theories 

regarding unconscious “fixed ideas,’’ had influenced Ja- 

net—proved decisive. In Charcot’s work the young 

Freud found the stimulus to produce his first paper on 

hysteria, the controversy over which both isolated him 

from his teachers and launched the career that eventu- 

ally led to his formulation of the psychoanalytic method 

and its accompanying models of the psyche and its 

workings. Almost as soon as he had conceived his first 

versions of psychoanalytic theory Freud’s interests 

spread out into the areas of sociology, culture, art, lit- 

erature, and religion. Quite early on in his career he had 

the idea to compare religious rituals and creeds with 

the obsessive, compulsive symptoms of neurotics and to 

characterize religion as a “universal obsessional neu- 

rosis,’ a position that he expanded and developed over 

the next twenty years in a variety of contexts. 

Quite apart from the different models of the psyche 

that Freud developed over the course of his career, his 

basic approach to religion consisted in viewing all reli- 

gious beliefs and rituals as covert projections of the 

same intrafamilial conflicts that determine the position 

of the individual ego in society into a transcendent 

realm where they can be resolved. Religion was thus 

seen to function as a system of “illusions” aimed at re- 

pressing and containing antisocial desires, the proto- 

type of which was the Oedipal sexual desire of the sons 

for the mother. On these grounds Freud argued that re- 

ligion began with the murder of the father figure who 

was restored in the form of an authoritarian deity; that 

religious sacrifice represented a release from the guilt 

of parricide; that incestuous drives needed to be met in 

primitive societies with religious taboos in order for 

these to be controlled effectively; and that the common 

family history of the human race passes on to each in- 

dividual in the modern world as part of the general in- 

heritance of our common mass psyche. For all the ben- 

efits that religion has provided for the psychic health of 

civilization, Freud left no doubt that he believed that it 

was time to encourage greater education to reality and 
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resignation to our common human fate, and to over- 

come the infantile fixations of religion. [See also the bi- 

ography of Freud.] 

Of all of Freud’s students, two are remembered for 

breaking away and establishing psychological schools 

of their own, Alfred Adler (1870-1937) and C. G. Jung 

(1875-1961). Adler’s contributions to the psychology of 

religion were minimal and theoretically unsustained, 

but Jung distinguished himself in contrast to Freud for 

his positive and far-reaching concern with the psychol- 

ogy of religious phenomena. While Janet’s intellectual 

pedigree shows clear ties to the Enlightenment, Jung, 

like Freud, turned to the Romantic movement for his 

major philosophical preoccupation. It was not so much 

Jung’s initial interest in religion, myth, and esoteric 

symbolic traditions that alienated him from Freud, but 

his positive assessment of religion as revelatory of di- 

mensions of the psyche deeper and more comprehensive 

than the sexual drive that Freud had made the psyche’s 

pivot. In Jung’s own assessment, it was his study of al- 

chemy that provided him with a positive link between 

psychology and religion by revealing the common 

ground between them: a process from unconsciousness, 

to consciousness, to the full unity of the two in the “in- 

dividuated Self.’’ There, too, Jung found confirmation of 

his theory of primordial “archetypes,” the universal 

patterns that govern symbolic expression at the level of 

the ‘‘collective unconscious’ and provide the basic mod- 

els for religious ritual, belief, and imagery. In addition 

to its therapeutic value, Jung’s theory of archetypes al- 

lowed him a way to avoid addressing the question of 

the metaphysical status of religious beliefs—and hence 

to hold fast to his image of himself as a scientist—and 

at the same time to demonstrate the role that religion 

can play in psychic well-being when it is grounded on 

firsthand experience of the archetypes that we inherit at 

birth and is freed from the rigors of “dogmatizing” re- 

ligion. Even more than Freud, Jung made bold attempts 

to lay his map of the psyche over the wider reaches of 

religion throughout both Eastern and Western history. 
There is no doubt that of all the early pioneers of 

depth psychology none has had such a positive and 

powerful influence on the world of religious studies as 

Jung. Scholars of religion from all areas have found in 

his ideas a psychology sympathetic to many of their 

fundamental concerns, while critics of the darker sides 

of religion and its effects on the individual and society 

have found Freud more supportive of their complaints. 

Meanwhile, there has been no want of critics who reject 

Jung’s work as inimical to the cause of religion and who 

turn instead to Freud for his stricter adherence to sci- 

entific method, which in any case religion claims even- 

tually to transcend. 
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It should be noted here that both Freud and Jung, as 

well as Adler, attracted disciples among the clergy who _ 

carried their work over into the cura animarum, in ful- 

fillment of a prediction that Janet had made for the fu- 

ture of the new psychology. In general the more concil- 

iatory syntheses of psychology and religion—though 

often the least rigorous in terms of theory and method— 

stem from the practical efforts made in this regard. 

Other trends. Despite the revolution that the psy- 

choanalytic movement and its subsidiary currents 

brought to the psychology of religion, it did not succeed 

in changing the direction given by other pioneering ef- 

forts in the field. George M. Stratton (1865-1957) be- 

lieved religion to be grounded in personal and social 

conflict, a view that he developed at more or less the 

same time that psychoanalysis came to America. Oth- 

ers, like James B. Pratt (1875-1944) and R. H. Thouless 

(1894-1980) recognized the importance of the move- 

ment but tried to see its religious implications in a 

wider framework. [See the biography of Pratt.] The same 

is true of Gordon Allport (1897-1967), whose main con- 

cerns were to argue for the primacy of the individual 

subject over quantitative analysis or abstract theory 

and to encourage new and more adequate scientific 

methods for studying the rational structures of religious 

experience. In Europe the work of Richard Miller- 

Freienfels (1882—1949) sidestepped the psychoanalytic 

movement and grounded a psychology of religion on the 

philosophy of Immanuel Kant, making use of compara- 

tive religious material from the field of anthropology. 

The work of Jacob Levy Moreno (1892-1974) also de- 

serves mention here for its introduction of psychodrama 

and group therapy based on a theory of interpersonal 

relations drawn from religion. Moreno’s work directly 

influenced Martin Buber’s dialogic view of the religious 

subject. Among early attempts in Great Britain to de- 

velop sound theoretical foundations for the psychology 

of religion, notable are the works of W. B. Selbie (1862-— 

1944) and Laurence William Grensted (1884-1964), 

both of whom were critical of psychoanalysis and favor- 

ably disposed to religion. 

Perhaps the most outstanding of Freud’s disciples in 

terms of a contribution to the psychology of religion has 

been Eric H. Erikson, whose theory of the stages in the 

life cycle combine Freud’s theory of libidinal develop- 

ment with something akin to Jung’s theory of the pro- 

cess of individuation to give a more positive assessment 

of the role of religion in psychic health. In the Jungian 

camp, some of the most creative advances have come 

with James Hillman, who has taken Jung’s work a step 

further by arguing against the bias of monotheism that 

Jung built into archetypal psychology in consequence of 

his notion of the central “‘Self.’’ Hillman sees the soul as 

fundamentally ‘‘polytheistic” in its generation and use 

of religious imagery. Among those who separated from 

Adler to found their own schools, Victor Frankl should 

be singled out for his religiously oriented ‘‘logother- 

apy,” which took over many of the ideas and methods 

associated with ‘‘existential psychiatry.” Frankl’s theo- 

ries rank among those that have been welcomed with 

the greatest enthusiasm by those seeking to see psychol- 

ogy as complementary to the pastoral aims of organized 

religion. 
Major Concerns. From even this brief account of the 

history of the discipline, it should be clear that the term 

psychology of religion serves as a classifying device for 

too wide a spectrum of methods and theoretical models 

to allow for any comprehensive definition that would 

mark it off sharply from other human and physical sci- 

ences. Indeed, even to identify in the various strands of 

the discipline the common concern with describing re- 

ligion in terms of the processes of the psyche one must 

gloss over the logical problem of isolating a particular 

field of phenomena for study. At the same time, it is 

possible to single out certain key elements that, while 

not all central to everyone working in the psychology or 

religion, protect it from being absorbed into its neigh- 

boring disciplines. 

In terms of religious phenomena, the critical element 

has surely been the notion of a transcendent referent to 

religious sentiments, which Western academia is accus- 

tomed to abbreviate with the word God. In order to sus- 

tain any degree of empirical objectivity, the psychology 

of religion must in theory refuse to pronounce on the 

ontological status of particular transcendent referents 

and focus its attention merely on the fact that such pub- 

licly unverifiable beliefs are entertained and serve as fo- 

cal points for certain patterns of thought and behavior. 

In practice, the force of particular theories commonly 

rests on their ability to translate some or all transcen- 

dent referents into the functioning of psychic processes. 

Regarding methodology, both the speculative and the 

empirical approaches would seem to be crucial to the 

advance of the psychological description and explana- 

tion of religion. There can be no doubt that, unlike the 

controlled conditions that behavioral and animal psy- 

chology allow for, much psychological investigation—in 

particular that of depth psychology—depends heavily 

on introspective data and almost totally eludes valida- 

tion by prediction. In formulating a logic and method 

to manage these data, it commonly tiptoes around the 

borderlands of philosophy, anthropology, sociology, his- 

tory, and the other human sciences without finding it- 

self a home in any of them. This means not only that it 

is able to bring together an extraordinarily wide range 

of insights but that problems of defining its procedures 



continue to resist every attempt at resolution and to 

lead naturally to a great amount of free and subjective 

speculation. Consequently, the greater objectivity that 

psychological methods of a more statistical and behav- 

ioral stamp have made to the study of religion can 

hardly be dismissed as irrelevant. Indeed without the 

slower, more disciplined, but less dramatic attempt to 

quantify the variables among religious phenomena, so- 

cial conditions, and personality development, it is 

doubtful that the more fertile general schemes would 

have survived the passage through the twentieth cen- 

tury. 

-Finally, there are three nodal points—origins, trans- 

formations, and health—around which psychological 

theories about religion tend to cluster and that define 

the discipline’s problematics. 

Psychogenesis. Underlying all psychological theory 

that attempts to provide a general account of the roots 

of religion in the psyche are two interrelated assump- 

tions: that the human psyche is possessed of a funda- 

mentally stable and invariant structure and that as a 

psychological phenomenon religion shows patterns 

common to all people at all times and places. In addi- 

tion, the most widely circulated theories of the psycho- 

genesis of religion—including those dispersed through- 

out the history of philosophy—regularly include some 

version of the principle of projection. 

Simply put, religious projection refers to an imagi- 

native leap from excessively overpowering and ration- 

ally unmanageable emotions to belief in a world of 

transcendent forces controlling personal destiny. In or- 

der to be used as a genetic principle, it is necessary to 

presuppose that at some point in the primitive human 

community there was something like a collective trans- 

position of the structural conditions of the psyche into 

the external world. 
The contrast between Freud and Jung here shows how 

widely differing appreciations of religion can emerge 

from the same basic idea. For Freud the universality of 

religion was to be traced back to the universality of in- 

cestuous desires whose unconscious repression led 

primitive peoples beyond animism to the irrational and 

illusory projection of divinely established taboos. For 

Jung the projections of religion can be traced back to a 

natural predisposition of the psyche for wholeness, a 

predisposition that the primitive mind was able to ex- 

press once it had achieved the requisite consciousness 

to form symbols and that the modern psyche can redis- 

cover only by probing beneath the doctrines of orga- 

nized religion to the archetypally patterned, sponta- 

neous products of the unconscious mind. 

In general psychology has followed anthropology and 

sociology in curing itself of the simplistic biases of the 
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projectionist approach, though even today many who 

seek grounds for the birth of religion in psychological 

reactions to hallucinations, mystical or ecstatic experi- 

ences, visions, parapsychological phenomena, or even 

some elemental human “need,” assume the validity of 

extrapolating general historical explanations from these 

reactions. Abraham Maslow’s (1908-1970) attempt to 

link religion to ‘peak experiences,’ Erich Fromm’s 

(1900-1980) case for religion as a response to authenti- 

cally felt needs that are manifest in what he calls ‘x 

experiences,” and S. G. F. Brandon’s (1907-1971) trac- 

ing of religion to the internalization of the sense of time 

typify the many variations on the argument from pro- 

jection still in force. 

Aside from the somewhat loosely controlled and con- 

troversial experimentation with drug-induced states of- 

fered as data to support the link between religious im- 

agery and “higher states of consciousness,” little 

empirical work has been devoted to the proof of projec- 

tion theories as such. For one thing, early psychological 

arguments seeking to ground religion in a single emo- 

tion after the manner of Lucretius’s famous dictum 

“Deos fecit timor” (“The gods are made by fear’’) or to 

isolate a specifically ‘‘religious type” of personality—as 

found in the work of Eduard Spranger (1882—1963)— 

were soon abandoned in favor of a comprehensive un- 

derstanding of the psychic dimension of religion or the 

religious dimension of personality. For another, the his- 

torical dimension of these theories precludes statistical 

studies and dictates a heavy dependence on anthropo- 

logical data gathered among existing primitive peoples. 

The focus of psychogenetic theories has shifted clearly 

in the direction of more empirically oriented research 

into the ties between religious behavior and personality 

structure, as for instance with the work of Allport and 

of Milton Rokeach. 

Psychomorphosis. Concern with describing the pro- 

cess by which religious beliefs and attitudes reach con- 

sciousness and the transformations they undergo from 

childhood to adulthood has been central to the psychol- 

ogy of religion from the start. Depth psychology was 

able to transfer its notions of the psychogenesis of reli- 

gious history writ large to the history writ small of psy- 

chomorphosis, or personal development, and then to ex- 

change new information and insights between them by 

adopting the nineteenth-century biological principle 

that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny. In this way 

study of the changes of a religious nature observed in 

the growth process of the individual from childhood to 
adulthood could be enlightened by and in turn en- 

lighten study of the ascent of the human race from a 
primitive to a scientific mentality. Even today, long af- 

ter the principle has fallen from grace in biology and 
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empirical data on religious conversion has introduced 

new cultural and social variables into the process of 

psychic development, the idea is not without its appeal 

in more speculative circles of depth psychology, partic- 

ularly among those of a strong Jungian stamp. 

The first notable empirical work done on the psycho- 

morphosis of religion was that conducted by Americans 

in the final decades of the nineteenth century on the 

conversion process, the phenomenon of being “twice- 

born,” as William James put it. Although the models of 

psychic growth have changed over the years, the use of 

surveys, interviews, personality inventories, and gen- 

eral sociological statistics is still very much in evidence, 

and. is indeed one of the most common links between 

organized religion and psychological science. 

Erikson’s “epigenetic” theory of psychic growth is one 

such model that has inspired numerous studies of reli- 

gious identity. Basically it presents an eightfold life cy- 

cle, each stage of which represents a crisis of human 

relationships that generates corresponding virtues and 

vices, affects the progress of later stages, and is reflected 

in some dimension of religious behavior. Erikson has 

also applied his model to the controversial project of 

writing “psychohistories” of religious figures such as 

Martin Luther and Mohandas Gandhi. 

Important research on the morphosis of the image of 

God in children began in 1913 with the work of Henri 

Clavier, who noted a progression from anthropomor- 

phism to spiritualization; research was later refined 

from a number of different perspectives in the empirical 

studies of psychologists such as Ronald Goldman, J.-P. 

Dechonchy, Ana-Maria Rizzuto, and Antoine Vergote. 

Vergote founded the Center for Religious Psychology at 

the University of Louvain, which has carried on impor- 

tant research into the relations between parental im- 

ages and images of the deity, the development of moral 

consciousness, and the levels of symbolic and ritual un- 

derstanding in children. In addition to psychoanalysis, 

Jean Piaget’s (1886-1980) studies of child psychology 

have exerted great influence on this work. 

Psychotherapy. The study of the correlation of reli- 

gion and therapy should be understood as a bilateral 

enterprise, embracing not only the way in which reli- 

gious traditions can function prophylactically and pos- 

itively to promote psychic health and development, but 

also the way in which psychological traditions can 

serve to purify religion of its psychically harmful ef- 

fects. Both a great deal of the opposition and of the sup- 

port that psychologists of religion of all persuasions 

have encountered from organized religion in the past 

and continue to meet today stems from this double- 

edged critical function. 

Scholars among the clergy, such as Hans Schar, Os- 

kar Pfister, Ernst Jahn, and Anton Boisen were among 

the first to recognize the importance of psychology for 

pastoral care and theological reflection. Already before 

the middle of the twentieth century a flurry of pastoral 

theologies grounded in a variety of different psycholog- 

ical theories had ushered in specialized journals, asso- 

ciations, university programs, and counseling and re- 

search centers devoted to the subject throughout 

Europe and the United States. In general, this trend 

represents a shift away from the concern with abnormal 

psychology, mystical states, esoteric rituals, “supernat- 

ural” healings, and primitive practices, which figured 

prominently in much early work in the psychology of 

religion, to a concern with promoting normal religious 

development in prayer, worship, conversion, and com- 

munity involvement. Not unrelated to this, the critical 

functions of this approach have proved more helpful 

than threatening to organized religion, and its theoreti- 

cal contribution has suffered from widespread neglect 

among those pursuing more classical or scientific ap- 

proaches. 

Psychological studies of Eastern spiritual traditions, 

in particular Zen Buddhism and yoga, have attempted 

to show how such things as rhythmic breathing, cen- 

tered meditation, and the practice of kéan, mantras, 

and the like not only anticipate many of the most com- 

mon psychotherapeutic techniques but can also be more 

effective. In much the same way that Judeo-Christian 

ideas inspired Western psychotherapies, attempts have 

been made in the East to draw on native religiosity. In 

Japan, for instance, the influence of Zen is evident in 

what is known as “Morita therapy’; and ideas drawn 

from the True Pure Land sect of Buddhism have been 

formative in naikan (‘‘inward-looking’’) therapy, begun 
in the 1950s by Yoshimoto Inobu for work with prison 

inmates and later adopted for use in the moral educa- 

tion of children and adolescents and for the treatment 

of certain mental disorders. While a certain amount of 

neurological data and statistics have been gathered in 

support of the claims of this method’s therapeutic suc- 

cess, it is still widely ignored by the psychotherapeutic 

establishment. Similar researches related to Western 

religious practices took place too close to the sources of 

the psychology of religion to generate the same interest, 

even though the literature is more voluminous. 

From the time of its origins, the psychology of reli- 

gion has never been without those proclaiming a sweep- 

ing censure of religion as damaging to mental health 

and full human development, based both on particular 

case histories and on general epistemological assump- 

tions. At the same time, psychologists working from 

within particular religious traditions have frequently 

made use of similar ideas to decry the abuses of religion 



and argue for the superiority of certain religious tradi- 
tions vis-a-vis other traditions, primitive religious prac- 
tices, new movements, cults, and the like. What is lack- 
ing, however, is anything like a set of objective and 
nonsectarian criteria for distinguishing the wholesome 
from the sick in particular religious practices and be- 
liefs, which might then be adopted as guidelines for di- 
recting religion in the future in the same way that 
philosophical, political, and theological ideas direct ele- 
ments internal to organized religions today. 
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JAMES W. HEISIG 

Psychology and Religion Movement 

In this essay, “psychology and religion” will refer to 

an intellectual movement that began in the 1880s and 

extends into the present. As such, “‘psychology and reli- 

gion” should be distinguished from ‘“‘psychology of reli- 

gion,” the ‘dialogue between psychology and theology,’ 

and “religious psychology.” 

Definition and Context 

When attempting to understand the topic ‘psychology 

and religion’ it is essential to clarify at the outset the 

meaning of the terms psychology and religion. They are 

not cognate or parallel terms. Psychology denotes a sci- 

ence or method for the study of subjective states. On the 

other hand, religion refers to a series of historical and 

cultural expressions or phenomena and not to a method 

or science. An analogy can further clarify these two 

terms. Politics refers to a social and cultural expression, 

whereas political science denotes the correct method for 

the study of politics. Although politicians do study 

things, politics is not, strictly speaking, a method or a 

science. So, politics and religion are cognate, or parallel, 

terms, as are psychology and political science. But poli- 

tics and psychology are not parallel terms, nor are psy- 

chology and religion. 

This distinction between method (or science) and cul- 

tural expression (or phenomenon) can be clarified still 

further. Theology can be thought of as the rational re- 

flection upon religious expressions from within the in- 

stitutional context of a sacred community, and as such 

is a method, like psychology. Psychology also can reflect 

on religious phenomena, and it often does so within the 

institutional context of a university, which is a secular 

and not a sacred community. When this is done, one 

speaks of the psychology of religion, and just as easily 

and correctly of the sociology of religion, the philosophy 

of religion, and the history of religion. In like fashion, 

one can speak of the theology of culture, or of religion, 

or, for that matter, of politics or personality. It is nec- 

essary to recognize that the first set of inquiries occurs 

. under the auspices of a secular institution, whereas the 

second occurs within the institutional context of a 

church, seminary, or university divinity school. 

Once these distinctions are made, however, it is pos- 

sible to understand the designation “psychology and re- 

ligion” and to recognize that it refers to an extremely 

important aspect of the contemporary understanding of 

religion. It does not refer to a particular method for the 

study of religious expressions. Often the term is used by 

those who wish to avoid a subordination of religion to 

psychology and who prefer a dialogical model: “‘psy- 

chology and religion,” therefore, is an intellectual 

movement in which different disciplines are mixed. 

Some psychologists, theologians, ministers, and reli- 

gious intellectuals have participated in it, and each par- 

ticipant has sought to’clarify his or her own particular 

goals in relation to those of others. So viewed, the psy- 

chology and religion movement becomes one of the 

most important features of the study of religion in the 

twentieth century, taking its place alongside the theol- 

ogy of culture movement and the history of religions 

movement. 

Development of the Movement. The notion of an in- 

tellectual movement suggests that men and women 

come together in order to understand and share specific 

ideas, that such activities begin in definite academic- 

institutional contexts, that the ideas migrate to other 

contexts from time to time, and that they sometimes 

even move out of strict intellectual enclaves into society 

at large. As such, an intellectual movement consists of 

a body of changing ideas that are grounded in an iden- 

tifiable and in principle ever-widening social context. 

These ideas, their contexts, and the different periods of 

the movement can all be described. 

The psychology and religion movement has been con- 

cerned with two sets of ideas that have formed what can 

be called its central intellectual tension. On the one 

hand, there is the tradition of Christian thought and 

practice that has pervaded American society and higher 

education, especially in such areas as classics, litera- 

ture, and philosophy. On the other hand, there is the 

new science of psychology that arose in the American 

university, at the end of the nineteenth century. This 

brash, young discipline quickly separated itself from its 

parent disciplines, philosophy and theology, and de- 

fined itself after the, fashion of the already-emergent 

natural sciences, in the tradition of the Enlightenment. 

According to one of the central principles of Enlighten- 

ment thought, science gradually removes religion from 

the cognitive sphere. These two strands—the religious 

and the scientific—which earlier had repeatedly clashed 

in American and European history, are vigorously rep- 
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resented throughout the various periods of the psychol- 
ogy and religion movement. At times, the clash has 
been open and central; at others, it has given way to 
creative attempts at reconciliation. In all cases, it has 
led to shifting definitions and redefinitions of psychol- 
ogy, personality, religion, the religious, theology, reli- 
gious experience, human growth, and the like. Each pe- 
riod has had its own particular resolution to the 
tension. 

But the ideas that constituted the psychology and re- 
ligion movement had a variety of cultural contexts. In 

this sense it was no different from, say, the psychoan- 

alytic movement or, for that matter, the civil rights 

movement. The first and most obvious context has al- 

ready been mentioned: psychology and religion were 

anchored in the university and the churches, respec- 

tively. A third structure, the clinic, did not really ap- 

pear until the second period of the movement, when 

psychoanalysis and behaviorism had replaced American 
functional psychology as the dominant psychologies. At 

various times, these three—the church, the university, 

and the clinic—have taken on very different degrees of 
influence. 

Surrounding the ideas and their intellectual-institu- 

tional base was the distinctive political and economic 

ethos of each period. The psychology of religion, during 

the first period, was nurtured by late nineteenth-cen- 

tury political isolationism; the dialogue between theol- 

ogy and psychology, in the second period, by the after- 

math of World War II; the breakdown of the dialogue, 

in the third period, by political radicalism; and the 

most recent phase by political and economic conserva- 

tism. Whether a specific ethos actually created what 

was distinctive in each period remains a moot point. 

It is important to note the distinctively American 

character of the psychology and religion movement, for 

no European nation became nearly as excited about ei- 

ther religion or psychology as did the Americans, to say 

nothing of becoming excited about putting the two to- 

gether. Beneath this national trend lies the most perva- 

sive historical theme of the West, the secularization and 

persistence of traditional religion in modern, industrial- 

izing society. Industrialization and urbanization cre- 

ated a pluralized social world that made psychological 

thinking especially necessary, and these forces also 

shaped the personalizing and privatizing of life to 

which religious leaders and thinkers adapted. Finally, 

one cannot omit such sweeping civilizational issues as 

the influx of ideas from non-Western societies, both an- 

cient and primitive, either by way of the findings of an- 

thropology and the history of religions or through polit- 

ical internationalism. In what follows, only the first two 

of the movement’s contexts—institutional-academic 

base and political-economic ethos—will be thoroughly 

discussed, although occasional reference must be made 

to the others as well. 

Historical Overview of the Movement. The psychol- 

ogy and religion movement began in the 1880s and 

therefore spans almost exactly one hundred years. Dur- 

ing this time, it has gone through four distinct periods, 

and while each period is distinct, it is possible to iden- 

tify the elements in each that are common to all. Each 

period had its leading figures and influential books, 

which espoused a particular version of psychology and 

of religion and which centered on a special problem. 

This problem expressed the central intellectual tension 

of the time and provided coherence to the period as a 

whole. In addition, social circumstances created specific 

kinds of role patterns and conflicts for the different 

practitioners of psychology and religion (theologians, 

religious intellectuals, psychologists, etc.). 

The science of psychology began in the mid-1880s as 

a functional psychology, and in the hands of G. Stanley 

Hall (1844-1924) and William James (1842-1910) it 

quickly turned to religious experience. The focus was on 

the various forms of Protestant faith, and in particular 

on conversion experiences. But writers also addressed 

such phenomena as prayer, worship, mystical states, 

and religious education. Religious philosophers quickly 

entered the scene and the ‘“‘psychology of religion” came 

into being. By 1930, however, it had begun to decline. 

Several explanations will be offered for this. 

During the 1930s and 1940s, economic depression and 

world war absorbed the energies of both psychologists 

and churchmen, and it was not until the 1950s that two 

European movements—psychoanalysis and existential- 

ism—entered the American religious scene and the dia- 

logue between theology and psychology was born. Paul 

Tillich (1886-1965) was among the several leaders of 

this phase of the movement; their central concern was 

the relationship between developmental factors that 

had been discovered by Freud and existential factors, 

such as freedom and decision, that were proposed by 

theologians influenced by European existentialist phi- 

losophers. Despite the freshness of this thinking during 

this phase, its continuity with the first period needs to 

be recognized. 

For a great many complex social and intellectual rea- 

sons, the creative tension between two discrete entities, 

theology and psychology, broke down at the end of the 

1960s and gave way to a pluralism in psychology and 

theology, producing what could be called a transitional 

period with a variety of orientations. This was a time of 

great creativity and experimentation, and it is probably 

the most difficult of the four periods to characterize. 

Periods of plurality and structurelessness rarely last 
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long, and the transitional period began to consolidate 

into yet another pattern in the 1970s. The central fea- 
ture of this period has come to be segmentation, in 

which theological, historical-anthropological, and so- 

cial scientific orientations coexist within their own clus- 

ters of allied disciplines and subdisciplines. In this 
period, very different writers with very different audi- 

ences work simultaneously in very different institu- 

tional settings. 

The Four Periods of the Movement 

The psychology and religion movement consists of 

men and women sharing ideas about psychology and re- 

ligious expressions, over a period of almost exactly one 

hundred years. Each phase of the movement has its ma- 

jor figures, representative works, central issue, role pat- 

terns and social conditions. 
Psychology of Religion, 1885-1930. Less is known of 

this period and less significance is attributed to it than 

to any of the others, but most of the major ideas that 

characterize the psychology and religion movement as 

a whole were set forth at this time. The period is rightly 

associated with William James’s famous study, The Va- 

rieties of Religious Experience (1902). Other psycholo- 

gists wrote in similar ways about similar topics, but 

this is less often recognized, and, in fact, there was 

much continuity between their work and that of James. 

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the sci- 

ence of psychology emerged in American universities 

and colleges. It modeled itself on the exact sciences by 

embracing the methods of empirical observation and 

positivistic measurement, thereby dissociating itself 

from theology and philosophy. Mindful of already exist- 

ing studies in the sociology of religion and in the work 

of anthropologists on primitive religions, some workers 

in the new field turned to the study of religion. But un- 

like the sociologists and the anthropologists, the psy- 

chologists studied religious beliefs, practices, and expe- 

riences in their own society. They were therefore 

confronted with pressure to reconcile their scientific 

findings with the truth-claims of religious people. In 

many cases the psychologist himself was unable to es- 

cape this conflict as it appeared in his own life. 

G. Stanley Hall was one of this first period’s most 
energetic figures. President of Clark University, he 

founded the Clark School of Religious Psychology and 

published two influential books, Adolescence (1904) and 

Jesus, The Christ, in the Light of Psychology (1917). J. H. 

Leuba (1868-1946) studied under Hall at Clark and then 

taught at Bryn Mawr College. He wrote A Psychological 

Study of Religion (1912) and The Psychology of Religious 

Mysticism (1925). E. D. Starbuck (1866-1947) studied 

with James at Harvard University and also with Hall at 

Clark, and was known for his highly empirical work on 

_ the new subject. He published The Psychology of Reli- 
gion (1899). In addition to these books, many of the psy- 

chologists of religion set forth their ideas and findings 

in The American Journal of Psychology (1887-), The Psy- 

chological Bulletin (1904—), and in Hall’s own Journal of 

Religious Psychology, Including its Anthropological and 

Social Aspects (1904-1915). 
While these psychologists wrote on a great variety of 

subjects, such as revival phenomena, normal religious 

growth, and the influence of adolescence upon religious 

life, they were—especially those associated with the 

Clark school—generally united in sharing a common 

view of psychology, of religion, and of the central prob- 

lem in the psychology of religion. In one way or an- 

other, these psychologists used a functional psychology, 

which postulated that the purpose or function of the or- 

ganism, both biologically and psychologically, was ad- 

aptation to the social order. William James’s famous 

textbook, The Principles of Psychology (1890), served as 

a major statement of this point of view. Consequently, 

religion was understood as a higher power or force that 

existed beyond the reach of consciousness and of con- 

scious will or choice and to which consciousness had to 

adapt itself. These psychological and religious view- 

points came together quite naturally around the privi- 

leged subject matter of the movement, the conversion 

experience. 

When seen in the light of these considerations, 

James’s Varieties becomes the representative text of this 

period. James collected a great many different religious 

experiences from a variety of published and unpub- 

lished sources. Although he discussed many topics, his 

unifying thread was the fact that as a result of coming 

into contact with religious realities, people’s lives 

changed for the better. When coupled with the predom- 

inantly Protestant character of James’s sources, this 

change-inducing fact made his book essentially a study 

of conversion (understood in a very broad sense). Reli- 

gious experience was the felicitous adaptation of con- 

sciousness to a higher power. Religious experience 

converted a divided inner life into one that was harmo- 

nious and whole. In so concluding, James was able to 

offer to his colleagues—and to his age—an especially 

cogent solution to the movement’s central intellectual 

tension. That is, the science of psychology could hardly 

contradict society’s reverence for religious beliefs if 

those beliefs in fact facilitated psychological adapta- 
tion. 

The psychology of religion had an academic-institu- 

tional base that created role patterns and role conflicts. 

The first psychologists were for the most part located in 

college and university departments of psychology. In 
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most cases, they had been raised in religious—often 

Protestant—homes. Their scientific explorations of reli- 

gion called into question the personal and intellectual 

truth-claims of their own traditions, which were repre- 

sented by ministers in the society. So the new role of 

professor and scientist clashed with the older roles of 

philosopher, theologian, and minister. It was often the 

case that professors of psychology also taught moral 

philosophy; they were sometimes deans and were re- 

sponsible for the moral guidance of the younger gener- 

ation, a role that had traditionally belonged to the 

clergy. (Among these scholars, Hall was one of the few 

who actually had been educated for the ministry.) 

Social circumstances of a broader and more sweeping 

sort also shaped the psychology of religion. Burgeoning 

industrialization and consequent urbanization tended 

to fragment the sense of wholeness and well-being usu- 

ally associated with rural life. The psychologists joined 

sociologists, physicians, and clergy in expressing alarm 

about the new forms of nervous disease—‘‘hysteria”’ in 

women and “neurasthenia” in men—that made their 

appearance at the time, and both psychology and reli- 

gion were seen as resources for healing the mental ills 

of the modernizing society. As one who himself suffered 

periodically from debilitating nervous ailments, and as 

a psychologist deeply interested in abnormal mental 

states, William James was surely a man of his time. In 

speaking of ‘‘the divided self,” he called attention to the 

close relation between suffering, psychology, and reli- 

gion (1902). Political and cultural isolationism kept Eu- 

ropean thought and sensibilities at bay, and supported 

the characteristically American search for innocence 

and purity. The psychologist of religion worked largely 

with American ideas and American forms of religious 

experience. 

By 1930, interest in the psychology of religion had be- 

gun to wane. Historians of psychology have offered 

many reasons for this decline. Benjamin Beit-Hallahmi 

(1974) finds its cause in the fact that the psychological 

theory of the psychology of religion lacked a sophisti- 

cated theoretical base into which both empirical find- 

ings and abstract formulations could be integrated. Per- 

haps for this reason behaviorism supplanted functional 

psychology in the early 1910s and enhanced the impres- 

sion that an interest in religion was unscientific. To 

these internal issues was added external pressure from 

the religious community at large, which sensed in the 

work of the psychologists a threat to the truth-claims of 

religion. (All the second-generation psychologists of re- 

ligion—such as G. A. Coe, James B. Pratt, and E. S. 

Ames—were theologians, though of the liberal sort.) The 

observation should be added that the movement had no 

general sociological theory of culture to explain aspects 

of religion that went beyond the experiences of the in- 

dividual. Nor did functional psychology have a devel- 

opmental dimension, something that seems so essential 

today. Many of these deficiencies were remedied, how- 

ever, when the next phase of the psychology and reli- 

gion movement began. [For further discussion of the ma- 

jor figures of the first period, see the biographies of Hall, 

James, Leuba, and Starbuck; see also the biography of 

Pratt. | 

Dialogue with Theology, 1930-1960. In very different 

ways, the Great Depression and World War II deflected 

energies from the psychology and religion movement, 

which has always required the luxury of economic and 

political stability. But the war prepared the soil for the 

renewal of the movement. American psychology ‘‘went 

to war,” as it were, by responding to the demand for 

such services as the psychological testing of recruits 

and the psychological treatment of those afflicted with 

war-induced psychopathology. Throughout this period, 

new and radical psychological ideas were also migrat- 

ing across the Atlantic from Europe—as in fact did 

some famous psychologists, such as Erich Fromm, Erik 

Erikson, and Heinz Kohut, among others. The depres- 

sion and the war managed to disillusion the optimism 

of religious liberalism, which had been so congenial to 

the psychology of religion, and prepared the way for the 

theological neoorthodoxies of Karl Barth and Rudolph 

Bultmann. 

By 1950, American religious thought was aswarm 

with European psychoanalytic and theological ideas 

and the second phase of the psychology and religion 

movement, that is, the dialogue between psychology 

and theology, was well under way. Of course, the sec- 

ond phase recognized that psychoanalysis had entirely 

repudiated the truth-claims of religious thinkers, and 

that the new and lofty theologies had split revelation 

and faith from such psychological processes as experi- 

ence and reason. But workers in this phase of the move- 

ment were also committed to the truth of both sides, 

and therefore sought a dialogue between them. In so 

doing, they once again took up the movement’s central 

intellectual tension. 
Tillich and his influence. By far the most outstanding 

figure of this period was the Christian theologian Paul 

Tillich (1886-1965), who immigrated from Germany to 

the United States in the early thirties. Tillich attempted 

to synthesize the sweep of Christian tradition with mod- 

ern attacks on it by Marxism, psychoanalysis, and athe- 

istic existentialism. In addition to writing books in- 

tegrating psychoanalysis and theology, such as The 

Dynamics of Faith (1957) and The Courage to Be (1952), 

Tillich also included psychoanalytic insights in his 

theological works. The deeply religious Jewish philoso- 
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pher Martin Buber (1878-1965) published a religio- 

philosophical discussion of social and psychological re- 

lationships, I and Thou (1923). Rollo May, both a prac- 

ticing psychoanalyst and a former student of Tillich, 

synthesized the insights of Sgren Kierkegaard and 

Freud in his The Meaning of Anxiety (1950). Though of 

lesser significance, the work of theologians David Rob- 

erts and Albert Outler, who sought to untangle Chris- 

tian and psychoanalytic theories of the person in their 

books Psychotherapy and a Christian View of Man (1954) 

and Psychotherapy and the Christian Message (1953), is 

also worthy of mention. 

As in the case of the psychology of religion, the dia- 

logue between theology and psychology consisted of a 

dominant view of psychology and a dominant view of 

religion, both of which were organized around a central 

issue. Sometimes called ‘‘dynamic psychology” or 

“depth psychology,’ the psychology of the period was 

psychoanalytic. In its essence it consisted of four prem- 

ises: (1) the existence of an unconscious dimension of 

the mind or psyche, (2) the grounding of unconscious 

wishes or processes in childhood or early developmen- 

tal experience, (3) a conflict between unconscious pro- 

cesses and conscious thinking, and (4) the view that so- 

ciety and culture are the arena in which unconscious 

wishes are embodied, transformed, and disguised. This 

psychology differed radically from the earlier functional 

psychology and so called for a different approach to re- 

ligion. 

The religious part of the dialogue did not center upon 

religious experience but rather upon theological exis- 

tence, faith, and self-understanding. The focus was the 

self, or man, or—as one would say today—the person. 

Drawing from the introspective traditions in Christian 

theology as set forth by Paul, Augustine, Luther, Pascal, 

and Kierkegaard, theological existentialism emphasized 

the tensions between conscious choice, decision, respon- 

sibility, identity, freedom, and responsibility on the one 

hand, and guilt, anxiety, despair, sin, and determinism 

on the other hand. 

These psychological and theological perspectives con- 

verged in various ways around a central problem: the 

relationship between developmental factors and forces 

in life, which were described by psychoanalytic psy- 

chology, and the existential issues described by theol- 

ogy. The dialogue raised questions. What are the rela- 

tions between lawful factors of growth and _ the 

perennial religious problems of freedom and choice? 

What is the relationship between neurosis and sin, be- 

tween psychological health and redemption? Persons 

progressed, so the theologians argued, from a largely 

unconscious and deterministic developmental matrix 

into a wider and largely conscious historical and exis- 

tential context of freedom and choice. It is possible to 

view this progression from the developmental to the ex- 

istential as a new rendering, in-entirely fresh language, 

of the earlier religious conversion experience. 

Tillich’s book The Courage to Be (1952) set forth many 

of the preoccupations and ideas of the dialogue in a rep- 

resentative way. In it he argued that anxiety, or dread, 

is a human or existential state produced by the aware- 

ness that one’s life or existence is in a fundamental 

sense finite and arbitrary. In the face of such existential 

anxiety, the person can readily surrender to various au- 

thorities: the family, the state, or the church. Put in an- 

other way, anxiety about his finitude can lead a person 

to depend upon preliminary rather than ultimate reali- 

ties. Neurosis—that is, neurotic conflict and neurotic 

anxiety, which Freud had described developmentally— 

is a means of avoiding the full or existential awareness 

of one’s freedom, which Tillich called “the courage to 

be.” In such fashion Tillich created a two-level theory 

in which both developmental and existential factors 

were related. In doing so, he gave his own creative so- 

lution to the movement’s central tension. 

Emerging roles. It was no accident, therefore, that 

Tillich was also the theoretician of pastoral psychology. 

After the war many pastors were confronted with the 

confusion brought about by rapid social and political 

change, and consequently they turned to depth psychol- 

ogy for help in understanding their parishioners’—and 

their own—lives. They also turned to writers like Tillich 

and May for a theological rationale to explain what 

they were doing. Psychoanalytic and existential ideas 

flowed through the books of such pastoral writers as Sew- 

ard Hiltner, Wayne Oates, and Carol Wise, and a new 

role emerged for the minister: the minister as pastoral 

psychological counselor. 

More than any other theologian, Tillich helped create 

a virtually new socioacademic role, that of the religious 

intellectual. Such persons identified professionally with 

the university rather than the church, eschewing the 

emotional, and often severe, religiosity of their child- 

hood; but they continued to identify personally with the 

values of their Christian traditions, albeit in more ra- 

tionalized and intellectualized forms. This spreading 

and recombination of values was further facilitated by 

the appearance of the academic study of religion and of 

departments of religion in colleges throughout the na- 

tion. The emergence of the psychologist (or psychoana- 

lyst) as healer added the institutional context of the 

clinic to those of church and university. Four role pat- 

terns therefore formed the composite institutional base 

of the dialogue: the psychologist, the church theo- 
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the religious intellectual, and the pastoral counselor. All 
were in varying degrees grounded in or cut off from the 
church, the university, and the clinic. 

At a deeper and more complex social level, the ideas 
of the dialogue were shaped by two widely shared sen- 

timents: profound guilt and anxiety over the ravages of 

World War II and, especially, of the Holocaust, and in- 

tense confidence in the possibility of a better world. 

Many people turned for guidance to psychoanalysis, 

with its twin emphases on unconscious aggression and 

guilt and on the possibility of healing. But they also 

turned to theological existentialism’s perception that 

freedom could be achieved through the recognition of 

sin and pride. At a still deeper level, urbanization and 

industrialization, so encouraged by the war effort, con- 

tinued to create that sense of ambiguity and anonymity 

that made psychological thinking seem even more nec- 

essary and commonplace than before. 

Once again, the United States had become a psycho- 

logical society, and once again many Americans ex- 

pected their psychologization to be complemented by a 

religious framework. On the whole, the religious intel- 

lectual and the psychologically oriented minister are 

creations of American culture. Neither has ever existed 

on the same scale in European nations. By embracing 

the tragic ideas of European psychoanalysis and exis- 

tentialism, Americans had come of age; but only a dis- 

tinctly American impulse could wish, in all innocence, 

that the two be wedded once again by religion. [See also 

the biography of Tillich.] 

Breakdown of the Dialogue. The peculiarly American 

concern with psychology and theology, which reached a 

kind of peak in the late 1950s, was also highly nonpolit- 

ical, even though the war had brought international 

politics to the fore of American consciousness. The self 

of theological existentialism, anguished in the face of an 

unresponsive social order, and the alienated ego of psy- 

choanalysis, struggling against the harshness of the cul- 

tural superego, had existed in a political vacuum. But 

the politicization of American society brought about the 

civil rights movement, the growing opposition to the 

Vietnam War, the youth culture, and the women’s 

movement, and in one stroke rendered superfluous the 

dialogue’s isolated and nonpolitical self; and so the dia- 

logue broke down. 
Coincidental with this shift in social ethos were two 

major intellectual changes that also supported the for- 

mation of a third model for the psychology and religion 

movement. The prestige of psychoanalysis waned. It 

had failed to deliver on its grandiose therapeutic claims 

and had instead ossified into ego psychology, a kind 

of psychoanalytic scholasticism. Advances on other 

fronts—sophisticated research in behavioral psychol- 

ogy, in cognitive psychology, and in psychopharmacol- 

ogy—further discredited it. But the more important 

intellectual shift was the waning of theological existen- 

tialism’s obsession with Protestant issues of transcen- 

dence and faith, in the face of a new idea—that religion 

was a universal phenomenon, and that Christian faith 

was but one instance of it. While such a concept was of 

course not new, support for it crystallized around Mir- 

cea Eliade and others within the history of religions 

movement. As a result, the men and women who had 

identified with the psychology and religion movement 

began to explore new versions of the religious, new psy- 

chologies, and the new, special problems called forth by 

these. 

History of religions. Eliade’s work widened the dia- 

logue’s intense drive to render Protestant faith rational 

and plausible by introducing its participants to Eastern 

and primitive traditions, and by insisting that religion 

was essentially irrational. He therefore rejected the ra- 

tionalism of both theology and psychoanalysis. The mi- 

gration of these ideas into the psychology and religion 

movement helped to create fluidity and plurality, so 

that no single new model replaced the old one. The 

third phase of the movement actually consisted of four 

identifiable orientations, each with its own specific ver- 

sion of religion and psychology and each with its spe- 

cial problem. But, in an overall sense, most workers at 

this time sought to explore in one way or another a hu- 

manistic psychology, a view of religion as the sacred, 

and the problem of a universal religious consciousness 

and its possible structure—homo religiosus, as it were. 

During this period, the central intellectual tension once 

again became diffuse, as it had been in the first period. 

While Eliade’s books provoked fresh approaches, his 

work also allowed for continuity between the second 

and third periods. His own personal religious orienta- 

tion (Eastern Orthodox Christianity), his readiness to 

speak of the historical and temporal uniqueness of 

Western monotheism, and his desire to renew modern 

secularity with a religious dimension made him appeal- 

ing to the theologically inclined. Eliade’s appreciation 

of the works of Freud and Jung—he in fact spoke of the 

history of religions as a meta-psychoanalysis—attracted 

many of those partial to psychoanalysis. His works were 

also responsible for reintroducing Jung’s psychology 

into religious discussion. Eliade himself adopted a num- 

ber of Jungian ideas, such as the collective unconscious, 

the psyche, and the archetype. It was perhaps for this 

reason that Joseph Campbell’s elegant elaboration of 

Jung’s thought into a universal psychology of world my- 

thology, The Hero with a Thousand Faces (2d ed., 1968), 
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received fresh attention. [See also the biography of 

Eliade. | 

Death-of-God theology. Death-of-God theology, or 

“secular theology,” was also a prominent blend of psy- 

chology and religion in the 1960s. It proposed not so 

much the death of God as the death of theology. In his 

book Mircea Eliade and the Dialectic of the Sacred (1963), 

Thomas Altizer used Eliade’s religious concept of the 

sacred and Freud’s psychological concept of the uncon- 

scious to explain the distant, remote, and awesome God 

of the theologians. By virtually identifying the uncon- 

scious with the sacred, Altizer was able to claim that 

the mystery of theological faith could not be completely 

separated from human consciousness and was, in fact, 

a property of man. The theologian’s faith was, he there- 

fore insisted, part of man’s universal religious being 

and, as such, was also deeply psychological. The death 

of the God of the theologians coincided with the birth 

of the more psychological gods of the historians. This 

line of thinking permitted some theologians to address 

human, psychological phenomena more directly, by 

writing about the theology of hope, of play, and even of 

fantasy. 

Humanistic psychology. A second approach was de- 

veloped by humanistic psychology. Unsatisfied by 

Freud’s emphasis on the unconscious, sexuality, stages 

of development, and the illusory character of religion, 

humanistic psychologists chose to speak out about the 

individual, the individual’s freedom from childhood de- 

terminisms, and the values of active, conscious choice, 

decision, and action. They proposed that the religious is 

the epitome of human growth and fulfillment. Though 

published a decade before the opening of the third 

phase of the psychology and religion movement, The In- 

dividual and His Religion (1950) by the Harvard psy- 

chologist Gordon Allport was extremely influential, as 

was, to an even greater degree, Abraham Maslow’s Re- 

ligions, Values, and Peak Experiences (1964). By identi- 

fying religion with private rather than institutional ex- 

periences, and by attempting, in Maslow’s case, to 

define religion in terms of the furthest reaches of 

human consciousness, these widely read books reintro- 

duced a distinctly Jamesian flavor into the third 

period. 

Humanistic psychology itself became a jumping-off 

point for yet another creative effort. In Transpersonal 

Psychologies (1983), edited by Charles T. Tart, and in 

Robert E. Ornstein’s The Psychology of Consciousness 

(1975), one finds attempts to devise fresh approaches to 

the nature of psychological method and to the religious 

phenomena such revisions might properly address. In 

the first case, scientific study was directed away from 

the narrowness of Western methods and toward specific 

states of consciousness achieved through meditation, 

_ drugs, or religious practice, especially Eastern tech- 

niques such as Zen and yoga. The latter sought not only 

rational but also irrational modes of knowing, such as 

were thought to exist in more intuitive approaches to 

the human activities of perception and cognition. Both 

works emphasized spirituality as a universal personal 

reality rather than a specific institutional given. “Al- 

tered states” and “‘the nature of consciousness” became 

designations for a psychological approach to the human 

being’s essentially spiritual nature. In these probes, 

“spiritual” did not mean “pious” but rather any higher 

form of consciousness that nevertheless could be stud- 

ied scientifically. 

Return to Freud. As if to reverse the mounting disap- 

proval of psychoanalysis so characteristic of the third 

period, the last of the four orientations actually re- 

turned to Freud. While the works comprising this ori- 

entation appealed to a wide audience, their fresh 

approach to religious issues makes them especially val- 

uable to students of psychology and religion. The clas- 

sicist Norman O. Brown, in his Life against Death: The 

Psychoanalytic Meaning of History (1959), the sociologist 

Philip Rieff, in his Freud: The Mind of the Moralist 

(1959), and the philosopher-theologian Paul Ricoeur, in 

his Freud and Philosophy (1970), discussed Freud’s 

works as a whole. They sought to assess the significance 

of Freud’s corpus, not for a general theory of religion, 

but for its place in the sweeping development of West- 

ern Christian history. Each concluded, in different 

ways, that Freud was to be placed alongside Marx and 

Nietzsche as one of the major architects of the modern 

period. Further, they argued that the key to this percep- 

tion lay in understanding Freud’s persuasive analysis of 

the religious traditions of the West, especially Chris- 
tianity. 

These writers reintroduced into the third period theo- 

logical themes common to the second—suffering, guilt, 

and the bondage of the will—and interlaced them with 

Freud’s tragic vision of man’s entrapment in uncon- 

scious processes. But they also produced an entirely 

new perspective: religion was to be understood as a sig- 

nificant historical matrix, and psychology as a fresh 

body of ideas arising out of that matrix. Although pub- 

lished in 1958, another seminal study, Erik H. Erikson’s 

Young Man Luther: A Study in Psychoanalysis and His- 

tory, which used psychoanalytic ideas to explore Lu- 
ther’s life, also belongs to this period. Erikson portrayed 
Protestantism as an anticipation of psychoanalysis. This 
reconception of psychology and religion along historical 
lines set the stage for the fourth and current period of 
the psychology and religion movement, by making pos- 
sible the segmentation of its central tension. 
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Little change in the movement’s social context oc- 

curred in the third period, beyond a further weakening 

and spreading of those roles already established. The 

church, the university, and the clinic all continued to 

offer their support to some extent. Under the influence 

of the history of religions movement, theologians and 

religious intellectuals became more concerned with 
non-Western traditions and tended to migrate into de- 

partments of religious studies. The clinical-psychoana- 
lytic base spread to include university-situated psy- 

chologists who espoused humanistic psychology and 

transpersonal psychology. The formerly well-defined 

professional identity of the pastoral counselor became 

more diffuse as new and more explicitly value-laden 

therapies entered the marketplaces. Increased role dif- 

fusion was the price of innovation. Workers in this pe- 

riod were characterized by a looser attachment to their 

formerly more clearly defined institutional bases and, 

consequently, suffered more from sociointellectual anx- 

iety. 

Segmentation of the Movement, 1970s and 1980s. At 

the close of the third period, Philip Rieff proposed that 

the relations between psychoanalytic psychology and 

religion were not primarily dialogic at all, but were in- 

stead historical. He spoke, in The Triumph of the Thera- 

peutic (1966), of traditional Christian culture giving way 

to a new and modern psychological culture, in which 

the new and typical occupant, ‘‘psychological man,” 

would replace Christian man. In so saying, Rieff called 

attention to the social context of the movement's cen- 

tral intellectual tension. As this perception became 

more and more widely shared, it served to formulate 

and ground the fourth period, in which the central in- 

tellectual tension of the movement segmented into 

two coexisting orientations. The first orientation ap- 

proached religion historically and humanistically, so as 

to be indifferent to its truth-claims. The second also rec- 

ognized the antagonism between the two cultures, but 

viewed the new psychological culture through the lens 

of the older Christian tradition. 

But this segmentation did not occur in a vacuum. In 

the early 1970s, American society rapidly took up a con- 

servative mood, both economically and politically. This 

shift was accompanied by a gradual but sustained reli- 

gious revival. Andrew Greeley, the priest-sociologist, 

was the first to note this phenomenon, in his book Un- 

secular Man: The Persistence of Religion (1972). Others 

like him spoke of the “myth” of secularization. Further- 

more, a depression in the academic field created ex- 

tremely high unemployment, forcing religious intellec- 

tuals to conform their interests to existing needs of 

departments. Finally, the fear of nuclear war exacer- 

bated other trends. Together these conditions produced 

a mood of caution that workers in the psychology and 

religion movement could not entirely escape. 

These intellectual and social shifts accompanied im- 

portant realignments in the academic study of religion 

and in the definition of the role played by the religious 

intellectual. Throughout the first three periods, some 
major theologians took an interest in psychology; but in 

the fourth period theology returned to the church, and 

many who might formerly have been religious intellec- 

tuals became theologians or church intellectuals in- 

stead. None of the major Protestant theologians of this 

period—for example, Van A. Harvey, Harvey Cox, and 

Schubert M. Ogden—have shown substantial interest in 

psychology, nor have their Catholic counterparts, such 

as David Tracy. 

Segmentation appeared in several different and very 

distinct trends. Taking the baton from the theologians, 

a new group of workers developed a fresh series of ex- 

plorations, thereby displaying once again the seemingly 

inexhaustible capacity of psychology to enrich religious 

visions of life. Among the better-known examples are 

Walter Lowe’s (1983) use of psychoanalytic theory to 

enhance the theological analysis of the problem of evil; 

James Fowler’s use of Jean Piaget’s studies of cognition 

and structural psychology in the service of a theological 

theory of stages of faith (in Stages of Faith, 1981); and 

Don S. Browning’s Pluralism and Personality: William 

James and Some Contemporary Cultures of Personality 

(1980), in which Browning uses Jamesian psychology to 

build a religio-ethical mode of thinking and a new dis- 

cipline of practical theology. 
In the second trend of this phase of the psychology 

and religion movement, history of religions continued 

to gain momentum and to exercise greater and greater 
influence on departments of religion, where it struggled 

to meet the challenges of an increasingly psychoanalyt- 

ic anthropology and a more empirical historiography. 

To the work of Clifford Geertz and Victor Turner, so 

sympathetic to psychoanalytic, structural, and phenom- 

enological theories of religion, other important single 

studies have been added, such as Robert Paul’s The 

Tibetan Symbolic World: Psychoanalytic Explorations 

(1982) and Gananath Obeyesekere’s Medusa’s Hair: An 

Essay on Personal Symbols and Religious Experience 

(1981). Among historians of religions, Wendy O'Flaherty 

(1980) has built on Eliade’s systematic integration of 

both Freudian and Jungian theory in devising a mor- 

phology of religious expressions in order to make a se- 

ries of phenomenon-specific interpretations. 

In the third trend, some psychologists, historians, and 

sociologists have approached Western religious experi- 

ences as historical phenomena. Richard Sennett, in The 

Fall of Public Man (1974), and Christopher Lasch, in The 
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Culture of Narcissism (1978), worked psychoanalytic 

ideas into their historical method in order to analyze 

the secularization in contemporary society of Protestant 

thought and experience. My own study (Homans, 1979) 

of the religious, social, and psychological forces that 

shaped C. G. Jung’s life and thought also belongs 

here. Working entirely with psychoanalytic materials, 

Charles Ducey (in The Shaman’s Dream, 1978) and Su- 

dhir Kakar (1982) studied healing in primitive societies 

and in India, respectively. John Lofland’s Doomsday 

Cult (1977) and Irving Zaretsky’s Religious Movements in 

Contemporary America (1978) are psychologically so- 

phisticated studies of cults in America. Two psycholo- 

gists, C. Daniel Batson and W. Larry Ventis, further de- 

veloped the work of Allport on the qualitative social- 

psychological study of religion in their book The Reli- 

gious Experience (1982). 

Because at the time of this writing the fourth period 

is still defining itself, little should be said about it be- 

yond noting the segmentation of its central intellectual 

tension and its role patterns. While workers in each of 

the three current trends are often aware of each other’s 

work and may even use similar materials, they also 

tend to be indifferent to one another’s major agendas. 

The central tension is not engaged directly, but rather 

in terms of the methodologies and ideologies of each of 

the trends. So, as one moves from the first, to the sec- 

ond, to the third trend, problems of certitude and faith 

decline, and problems of historical and psychological 

specificity increase. Formerly, workers in the movement 

were granted the luxury to “float,” so to speak, above 

this segmentation, organizing diverse theories and 

methods into the movement. But the emergence of seg- 

mentation has deprived the movement of much of this 

luxury. Its future would seem to depend, more and 

more now, on the creativity and ingenuity of those 

workers explicitly committed to religious values, and 

less and less on the influence of psychological theories 

of religion. 
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PETER HOMANS 

Psychotherapy and Religion 

Historically, the relationship between psychotherapy 

and religion has been a strained one and has turned on 

the concept of “illusion.’”’ On the one hand, influenced as 

it is by the psychobiological origins of psychoanalytic 

theory, psychotherapy traditionally has considered re- 

ligion an “illusion” in a strictly pejorative sense. Only 

relatively recently have many psychotherapists come to 

understand that “illusion” is a psychological need and 

that, as such, it can be healthily enjoyed in a socially 

beneficial way or distorted into pathology, just as any 

need can be. On the other hand, religion has defensively 

reacted to psychoanalysis’s largely negative considera- 

tion of it by campaigning against psychoanalysis, ignor- 

ing it altogether, or prematurely incorporating its the- 

ory. Understandably, religion has bridled at being 

considered merely illusory, for this consideration inher- 

ently denies the reality of religious experience. Often 

the psychotherapeutic consideration of religious mate- 

rial has used a methodology that, because of its own 

assumptions, makes objective study impossible. Fortu- 

nately there have been positive developments in the re- 

lationship between psychotherapy and religion: psycho- 

therapy has begun to appreciate the psychological and 

cultural role of religion, and religion has begun to uti- 

lize psychotherapy more appropriately and less defen- 

sively. This article will examine the main features of 

this developing relationship. 

Psychoanalytic Theory. Any consideration of the re- 

lationship between psychotherapy and religion must 

start, of course, with the work of Sigmund Freud. And 

here the difficulties also begin. 
Freud and “illusion.” It is a testament to Freud’s 

greatness that we are frustrated with him for his short- 

comings, which are nowhere more evident than in his 

consideration of religion. Regardless of his greatness, 

the limitations of his era’s scientific methodology—es- 

pecially its psychobiology—and his own prejudice 

against and ambivalence toward religion combined to 

make it impossible for him to study religion objectively. 

Freud was able to see clearly the religious pathology in 

individual cases of neurosis and the social hypocrisy 

that probably has always been a feature of organized 

religion, but it is a deep irony that the man who cleared 

the way for us to see the developmental interrelation of 

pathology and health was not able to apply his own dis- 

covery to religious experience. 

In numerous works, but nowhere as clearly as in his 

The Future of An Illusion (1927), Freud considers reli- 

gion an “‘illusion.”” He contends that religion originated 

in early humanity’s (and continues to originate in the 

child’s) primordial fears and need for help. The idea of 

God is the psyche’s projection onto the cosmos of infan- 

tile, unconscious wishes for omnipotence and _ protec- 

tion, an effort to control the cosmos’s impersonal harsh- 

ness by personalizing it as a father god. God is therefore 

only a psychic phenomenon, the product of wishful 

thinking—in short, an illusion. For Freud, then, illusion 

is a pejorative concept, an adaptation that—if possi- 

ble—should be overcome in favor of facing reality illu- 

sionlessly. Although Freud does distinguish between de- 

lusion and illusion (the former definitely a false belief 

and the latter a belief that, whether true or false, is ar- 

rived at independently of rational means), it is nonethe- 

less the case that by the strictures of the nineteenth-cen- 

tury scientific paradigm that Freud employed, religion 

is false because it is not real. 
Psychoanalysts and other psychotherapists whose 

practice has been influenced by Freud, then, would have 

little use for religion, seeing it as a defense the mala- 

dapted ego has formulated against the harsh realities of 

the world. In all likelihood, given a patient with a 

strong enough ego, such a therapist would work to en- 

courage the patient to see that this defense is not 

needed. There would be some latitude here, since psy- 

choanalytic theory has adherents at all stages of its de- 

velopment. There are “Freudian” psychoanalysts and 

also institutes that represent the full range of Freudian 

thought from psychobiology to pre-ego psychology. 

Typically, however, the faculties of these institutes 

come from backgrounds in psychiatry or clinical psy- 

chology and therefore are little influenced by religious 

perspectives. 

Transitional figures. Few psychoanalysts after Freud 

were as concerned as he was with religion. Freud’s pro- 

nouncements on religion receded from controversy and 

became the status quo in psychoanalysis until theoreti- 

cal developments necessitated their being questioned. 

Psychoanalytic theory developed into two broad, inter- 

related “groups,” one continuing Freud’s psychobiolog- 

ical interests and focusing on mechanistic descriptions 
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of psychodynamics and the other pursuing the more 

holistic study of the experiential psychic life of the per-. 

son. In the first group, Anna Freud (1885-1982) and oth- 

ers contributed to the shift in psychoanalysis (a shift 

that had actually already been begun by Freud himself) 

toward the study of the ego and its defense mechanisms. 

In this way, the older view of the adaptation to “reality” 
at all costs began to be modified. In the second group, 

Melanie Klein (1882-1960) and others began to study 

the earliest development of the person in terms of what 

have come to be called object-relations. In psychoanal- 

ytic theory, an “object” is the psychological representa- 

tion of a person in the most elementary terms—as a 

“good object,” one which is nurturing, or as a ‘‘bad ob- 

ject,” one which is persecutory. (Klein thus laid the 

groundwork for D. W. Winnicott’s study of transitional 

phenomena, as well as for self-psychology and the study 

of narcissism, discussed below.) Both theoretical groups 

unwittingly undermined Freud’s attitude toward reli- 

gion: the first came to appreciate less stringent adapta- 

tions to reality than had been advocated by earlier an- 

alysts, and the second prepared the way for examining 

the methods—including illusion itself—that the psyche 

necessarily uses to come to grips with reality. 

Two other psychoanalytic theorists who should be 

mentioned in a discussion of psychotherapy and reli- 

gion are Eric Fromm (1900-1980) and Victor Frankl, 

not so much because they contributed in a fundamental 

way to the development of psychoanalytic theory, nor 

even because they advanced the psychoanalytic under- 

standing of illusion, but because they took religion se- 

riously on its own terms and thus began to break away 

from Freud’s reductionistic methodology in studying re- 

ligion. Fromm, as a representative of the first group of 

psychoanalytic theorists mentioned above, saw reli- 

gion’s value from a broad cultural perspective, while 

Frankl, as a representative of the second group, appre- 

ciated religion’s psychological function in assisting the 

individual’s search for meaning. The work of Erik H. 

Erikson must also be considered in the psychoanalytic 

examination of religion. Erikson, popularly known for 

his study of the “identity crisis,’ pioneered the disci- 

pline of psychohistory. With Young Man Luther (New 

York, 1958) and Gandhi's Truth (New York, 1969), Er- 

ikson studied what he called homo religiosus, that is, 

the person whose nature and historical circumstance 

demand a religious existence—a kind of life that, Erik- 

son insists, can be psychologically healthy. Erikson 

treats the religious quests of both men with dignity, hu- 

maneness, and compassion. Even two decades before, it 

would have been unheard of for an analyst of Erikson’s 

stature to psychoanalytically examine a religious figure 

without reducing him to a case study in psychopath- 

ology. 
Winnicott and transitional phenomena. As the first 

pediatrician to be trained asa psychoanalyst, the Eng- 

lishman D. W. Winnicott (1896-1971) was in a unique 

position to study the psychological development of in- 

fants and children, as well as the relationship between 

parents—particularly mothers—and their offspring. 
Winnicott’s primary theoretical interest was the psy- 
chological emergence of the infant into the social world. 

In Winnicott’s view, the bridging of these two worlds is 

accomplished through the presence of “good enough 

mothering” and the child’s use of ‘‘transitional objects.” 

For Winnicott, a “good enough mother” is concerned 

about her child and sensitive to his needs, but she does 

not err either by psychologically impinging upon the 

child or by traumatizing him with inconsistent care. 

She sees her child as progressively separate from her- 

self; psychologically as well as physically, she weans 

her child carefully. In weaning, she often allows the 

child “transitional objects’: physical objects such as 

teddy bears and blankets that, through their association 

with the mother, help to ensure the infant’s own psy- 

chological continuity. As such, they ward off insanity, 

which Winnicott saw as psychological discontinuity. 

Winnicott’s central theoretical breakthrough is his 

study of how transitional objects are used by the child 

as a bridge from the child’s inner reality to the outer 

reality of the adult world. By studying these phenom- 

ena he became the first psychoanalyst to study illusion 

systematically, and thus also to study the psychoanaly- 

tic correlate of religion. In his 1951 paper “Transitional 

Objects and Transitional Phenomena” (republished in 

Playing and Reality, London, 1971), Winnicott placed 

the antecedent of religious development in the period of 

transitional phenomena, and in this way illustrated the 

object-related nature of religious experience. (He did 

not, however, trace the development of the representa- 

tion of God.) For Winnicott, transitional phenomena are 

located in the psychological space he calls ‘‘intermedi- 

ate space”’ or ‘‘potential space.” In successful psycholog- 

ical development, this ‘‘space’’ becomes the location of 

all cultural experience, including religion, which he 

also ties to “good enough mothering”: ‘Here where 

there is trust and reliability is a potential space, one 

that can become an infinite area of separation, which 

the baby, child, adolescent, adult may creatively fill 

with playing, which in time becomes the enjoyment of 
the cultural heritage” (ibid., p. 108). 

What was pejorative illusion for Freud becomes for 

Winnicott positive “potential space” or ‘‘the location of 

cultural experience.” Winnicott redeems the idea of il- 
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lusion in psychoanalytic theory and thereby redeems 
the psychoanalytic study of religion. Whereas Winnicott 
fully recognizes pathological illusion, he contends that 

illusion per se is by no means pathological. For Winni- 

cott, although illusion is not real, that does not mean it 

is untrue. The psychologically healthy person is one 

who can use the transitional phenomenon of illusion in 

a healthy way. As he writes, ‘““We are poor indeed if we 

are only sane” (Winnicott, Collected Papers, London, 

1958, p. 150, n. 1). 
An excellent example of the application of object-re- 

lations theory to religion can be found in Ana-Maria 

Rizzuto’s The Birth of the Living God: A Psychoanalytic 

Study (Chicago, 1979). Rizzuto develops Winnicott’s 

idea of transitional objects and applies it to religion in 

a systematic way by focusing on what she calls the 

“God-image.” (In this way she avoids argument about 

the “‘reality’’ of religious experience.) Rizzuto argues 

that the God-image is a necessary and inevitable part of 

the human psyche (whether it is used ‘‘for belief or 

not’’), and she traces its origins from the infant’s earli- 

est object-relations. The God-image is a special object, 

she states, because it is formed not through experience 

or reality-testing, being instead created out of “imagi- 

nary materials.’’ Further, she argues that even though 

the God-image may be subject to repression, it can 

never be fully repressed. Instead, it is evoked at crucial 

times of life, such as the transitions between major 

stages of development. Rizzuto’s contribution is espe- 

cially important in two ways. First, departing from 

Freud and aligning herself with Winnicott’s positive ap- 

preciation of illusion, she comes to the conclusion that 

religious belief is not a sign of immaturity, let alone pa- 

thology. Rather, she asserts it is simply a part of the 

psyche’s development. Second, by tracing the personal 

development of the God-image, she points up the differ- 

ences between the “official God’’ of religious doctrine 

and the “living God’ of personal experience. She im- 

plies that, in order for religion to continue to be a living 

force, the personal, living God must be recognized and 

incorporated into organized religion. 
In general, psychoanalysts and psychotherapists in- 

fluenced by the work of Winnicott—and their number is 

likely to increase as the profound importance of his 

work continues to be recognized—will appreciate the 

importance of transitional objects of all kinds, includ- 

ing religion and religious beliefs. The aim of such a 

therapist would be to provide a “good enough”’ thera- 

peutic environment (through the therapeutic relation- 

ship), and not simply to interpret unconscious conflicts, 

so that the client’s natural ability to develop transi- 

tional objects can emerge and he can become his own 

resource for bridging the psychological and _ social 

worlds. In part, this bridging can result from playing, a 

kind of activity that Winnicott devoted considerable 

theoretical effort to understanding and an activity—like 

the arts and religious ritual and experience—that is in 

the intermediate area between inner and outer realities. 

The correlation of play and religious practice may well 

be an area explored in future applications to religion of 

psychoanalytic thought as influenced by Winnicott. 

Self-psychology. As they have in the past, champions 

of religion look to new developments in psychoanalytic 

theory to justify religion against the historical on- 

slaught started in part by psychoanalysis itself. Self- 

psychology, a discipline developed by Heinz Kohut 

(1913-1981) and related to psychoanalysis, seems likely 

to be yet the latest of these developments used in this 

way. Like Winnicott, Kohut was not directly concerned 

with religion. He worked with patients suffering from 

narcissistic personality or behavior disorders, condi- 

tions classical psychoanalytic theory considered unable 

to be analyzed because such patients could not be en- 

gaged in treatment, as they were unable to relate to oth- 

ers. Kohut was able to analyze the narcissistically dis- 

turbed because he saw value in narcissism and engaged 

these patients by communicating this value to them. In 

contrast to traditional psychoanalytic theory, including 

that of his contemporary Otto Kernberg, with whom he 

disagreed in theoretical arguments about narcissism, 

Kohut held that narcissism in adults has an indepen- 

dent line of development, so that the extreme self-love 

of primitive narcissism is not transformed by matura- 

tion into object-love but develops instead into mature 

narcissism. Although Kohut’s work is just beginning to 

be explored by pastoral psychotherapists, its value 

seems to lie in the treatment of those so self-invested 

and self-referential that they are unable to relate to oth- 

ers as others. This inability to relate to others includes 

the otherness implied in religious experience; in this 

consideration, narcissists may be unable to be fully re- 

ligious because they are unable to experience the Other 

of all religious experience. 

Psychoanalysis, then, has moved from considering “‘il- 

lusion” in a pejorative to a positive light, but many dis- 

ciplines—considered in the rest of this article—start 

from the experiential basis of “‘illusion.” 

Analytical Psychology (Jungianism). In a considera- 

tion of the relationship between psychotherapy and re- 

ligion from the perspective of the concept of illusion, a 

unique position is held by analytical psychology (popu- 

larly called ‘‘Jungianism,” after its founder, C. G. Jung). 

Jungianism has been outside the mainstream of psy- 

choanalytic theory since the early decades of the twen- 
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tieth century, a divorce that has impoverished both psy- 

choanalysis and Jungianism itself. The isolation of. 

Jungianism has slowed the humanization of classical 

psychoanalytic theory, narrowing its field of study by 

excluding. the consideration of many common human 

phenomena, and it has isolated Jungians to the extent 

that, with a few exceptions, their vocabulary and model 

of the psyche has little relation to the rest of psychoan- 

alytic theory. Moreover, the separation of Jungianism 

from classical psychoanalysis has had the effect of fur- 

ther dividing the disciplines that make use of these two 

camps of psychoanalytic theory. Freud has been used 

primarily by the social sciences, whereas Jung has been 

seen as the “good guy” by the arts and humanities, es- 

pecially theology and religious studies. 

Theology’s kinship with Jungianism can be explained 

by Jung’s refutation of the classical psychoanalytic cor- 

relation of religion and illusion. The Jungian position 

on “illusion” is represented by Jung’s concept of the 

“psychological fact” (see Jung, The Collected Works, vol. 

11, Princeton, 1969, pp. 3-105): Jung states that all psy- 

chic products—including visions, dreams, and halluci- 

nations—are “‘facts’’ that should be considered as hav- 

ing the same basis in reality as other facts, including 

physical facts. There is, therefore, almost no such thing 

as “illusion” in Jungian psychological theory. It is al- 

most an illusionless psychology. Jung was reductionis- 

tic, but his reductionism was unlike Freud’s religious 

reductionism. Jung was able to see religion more 

clearly on its own terms as a human activity that, while 

it could often be contaminated by social hypocrisy or 

personal pathology, could nonetheless be based on a 

reality of experience irreducible by psychological 

method to other unconscious motives. Here Jung makes 

an important methodological point: it is not the busi- 

ness of psychology to prove or disprove the existence of 

God. Psychology can discuss the psychic effects of the 

God-image and its mythic antecedents but not the exis- 

tence of God apart from the human psyche. The insis- 

tence on the reality and importance of religious experi- 

ence was a position Jung held to the end of his life. 

When more than eighty years old, he was asked in a 

BBC interview if he believed in God. “I don’t have to 

believe,” he replied, “I know.”’ 

The religious was deeply important to Jung. In part, 

this was the result of his own personal history. His fa- 

ther was a clergyman, as were a number of his uncles. 

But it was also a consequence of his experience as a psy- 

chotherapist. In fact, in ‘Psychotherapy or the Clergy” 

(ibid., pp. 327-347) he went so far as to state, “Among 

all my patients in the second half of life—that is to say, 

over thirty-five—there has not been one whose problem 

in the last resort was not that of finding a religious out- 

look on life’ (p. 334). He went on to add, ‘‘This of course 

has nothing whatever to do with a particular creed or 

membership of a church” (ibid.). Jung’s experience as a 

psychotherapist informed and was informed by his 

work as an analytic theorist. It was his theory that the 

psyche is composed of “archetypes” in a “‘collective un- 

conscious.” That is, Jung held there was an unconscious 

aside from the personal unconscious of the individual’s 

repressed past, and this was the ‘‘collective uncon- 

scious’”’ whose contents are archetypes (typical images 

and patterns of human behavior, but not predestined 

behavior, that endlessly recur and are found in the psy- 

che precisely because it is human). The most important 

and central of the archetypes is the Self (similar to, but 

not the same as, the self in Kohut’s self-psychology). 

Jung thought the psychological purpose of the second 

half of life was for the personal ego to come to terms 

with the Self, the apersonal center of the collective un- 

conscious (see Aion, in The Collected Works, vol. 9, part 

2, Princeton, 1968). Jung has often been criticized by 

less religiously inclined psychoanalysts for projecting 

religious meaning onto the Self and thus, his critics 

claim, for advocating a religious psychology. He be- 

lieved he was simply an empirical scientist. 

Two movements within current Jungianism should be 

mentioned in a discussion of psychotherapy and reli- 

gion. The first movement is a somewhat formally orga- 

nized schism of Jungianism called ‘‘archetypal psychol- 

ogy.” Led by James Hillman, archetypal psychology can 

be thought of as even more Jungian than Jungianism, 

with its extreme concentration on the archetypes of the 

collective unconscious almost for their own sake. Poly- 

theism is studied by this group. The second movement 

is marked by the rise of interest in “the goddess’ among 

some Jungians. Shunning what they see as the patriar- 

chal bias of modern consciousness and, even more spe- 

cifically, modern religion, a number of Jungian analysts 

and writers have focused on studies of the historical 

goddess religions and sometimes urged a return to reli- 

gious focus on “‘the goddess”’ in the lives of modern in- 

dividuals. 

The psychoanalyst or psychotherapist who has been 

influenced by Jung and by developments in Jungian 

psychology will necessarily be respectful of a client’s re- 

ligious issues. From the beginning, Jungian institutes 

have welcomed the religiously trained. The reality of re- 

ligious experience is therefore appreciated in a way that 

is unusual among psychoanalytic institutes. Jungians 

are also trained to differentiate psychologically healthy 

from psychologically unhealthy religion. Yet an often- 

heard criticism of Jungian psychology applies here: 
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clients are not necessarily encouraged to reintegrate 
their religious experience back into already-established 
religious groups. The individualistic aspect of religious 
experience is prized in the Jungian system in a way that 
is not always productive. 

Religious Counseling. In the relationship between 
psychotherapy and religion, religious counseling, in 
contrast to psychoanalytic theory, takes as its founda- 
tion the legitimacy of religious experience. Religious 
counseling has two major forms: pastoral counseling 

(and its relation to seminary education) and Clinical 

Pastoral Education (CPE). 

Seminary education and pastoral counseling. Two in- 

terrelated factors have influenced the development of 

religious counseling: the need for seminarians to be 

taught counseling and the development of the discipline 

of pastoral counseling. The first factor is important be- 

‘cause, according to opinion polls, more people in the 

United States will consult clergy before other profes- 

sionals for help with personal problems. Yet an already- 

crowded seminary curriculum does not typically allow 

for in-depth training in counseling (let alone psycho- 

therapy), and when it does the counseling tends to be 

based not on psychological insight but on biblical pre- 

cepts, which are culturally bound and which can be 

overly punitive. As religious conservatism continues to 

grow and to become institutionalized, psychology and 

psychoanalysis are likely to become even less influential 

in pastoral counseling. Nonetheless, some authors have 

recognized the disparity between pastoral counseling 

and psychotherapy and have written useful guides de- 

tailing for religious workers when to take on the work 

of counseling and when to make referrals to psycholog- 

ical professionals. Two examples are Paul W. Pruyser’s 

The Minister as Diagnostician (Philadelphia, 1976) and 

Wayne E. Oates’s When Religion Gets Sick (Philadelphia, 

1970). 

Very broadly, the character of a seminary education 

is formed by the denominational affiliation of the sem- 

inary, by the intellectual climate of its geographic lo- 

cale, and in part by whether or not it is associated with 

a university. In the northeastern United States, psychol- 

ogy programs in seminaries reflect the psychoanalytic 

and history of religions approaches of the area. In the 

Midwest, scholars have been trying to establish a meth- 

odology of pastoral care. In the West, the influence of 

humanistic psychology and the psychologies arising 

from the counter-culture of the late 1960s and early 

1970s are evident in the writing of those at the consor- 

tium of seminaries near San Francisco. However, de- 

spite all these efforts, pastoral counseling as a discipline 

has yet to establish a clear identity and methodology, 

caught as it is between the widely disparate perspec- 

tives of psychotherapy and psychoanalytic theory, on 

the one hand, and religious institutions and experience, 
on the other. 

Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE). Although first or- 

ganized in 1925, Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE)—a 

formalized system to clinically train seminarians and 

ministers to work with persons in hospitals, mental in- 

stitutions, and prisons—had a number of antecedents. 

These movements had in common the urge to study 

spirituality scientifically, as well as a discontent with 

the theological education of the time, which was per- 

ceived as too concerned with theological doctrine and 

not concerned enough with the reality of the emotional 

life of the person. The development of CPE is usually 

attributed to Anton T. Boisen (1876-1965), a Congrega- 

tional minister. Boisen had suffered a breakdown with 

psychotic features in the early 1920s and was conse- 

quently institutionalized. He graphically depicted his 

efforts to find meaning in his experience in his book Out 

of the Depths (New York, 1960), a work that still makes 

interesting reading. Boisen was the first to put together 

many of the elements now seen as central to CPE: the 

use of case histories and ‘“‘verbatims” (written accounts 

of interactions with patients) and an emphasis on the 

presentation of this written work before the trainee’s 

peers and supervisor for didactic supervision, as well as 

the first attempts to study what Boisen called “the laws 

of spiritual life.’’ Slowly, Boisen and others were able to 

establish an ongoing, organized, and specifically trained 

ministry for people in hospitals, prisons, and mental in- 

stitutions. A powerful speaker who used his own expe- 

riences, Boisen was able as a chaplain to engage in ther- 

apeutic relationships with the most disturbed patients 

at the Worcester (Massachusetts) State Hospital, the 

same hospital in which he had been institutionalized. 

The chaotic and amusing experiences of the seminari- 

ans who comprised the first group of CPE trainees are 

recorded by Doris Webster Havice in Roadmap for a 

Rebel (New York, 1980). The growing influence of CPE, 

as well as closer cooperation between CPE and various 

denominations, led to the formation in 1967 of the As- 

sociation for Clinical Pastoral Education from several 

smaller organizations. 

A psychotherapeutic practicioner influenced by CPE 

essentially functions as a pastoral counselor, balancing 

a clinical perspective on psychodynamics with his own 

religious belief and, typically, with his client’s religious 

belief as well. It is possible that CPE will have trouble 

surviving the changing economics of hospitalization, as 

rising hospital costs and advances in medical technol- 

ogy combine to decrease the length of hospital stays. 
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Social Work. In considering the relationship between 

psychology and religion, social work is especially im-. 

portant: in the United States in 1985, social workers 

provided more psychotherapy than members of any 

other profession. The historical development of social 

work is intimately tied both to psychoanalytic theory 

and to religion and thus might be expected to be caught 

in the middle of the conflict between the two. This is 

not at all the case, however; with few exceptions, social- 

work schools have opted to align themselves with psy- 

choanalytic theory, academically and professionally the 

more powerful of the two approaches, and to eschew 

any religious connections. 

Social work developed in urban areas in the United 

States from the recognition on the part of many clergy 

that, following the Judeo-Christian obligation to be 

charitable, there was a dire need for social services and 

that these services required organization in order to be 

effective. The work of individual clergymen such as Jo- 

seph Tucker (a Unitarian minister who organized char- 

ity for the poor in early nineteenth-century Boston), 

Stephen Humphreys Gurteen (whose Charity Organiza- 

tion Society in Rochester, New York, gave rise to com- 

munity welfare councils and to agencies serving fami- 

lies), and Charles Loring Brace (whose ‘‘orphan trains” 

relocated large numbers of poor urban children to the 

midwestern and western United States), as well as the 

efforts of religious organizations such as the Young 

Men’s Christian Association and the Salvation Army, 

has prompted William J. Reid, in an article on sectarian 

agencies, to write that ‘the Christian church is the 

‘mother of social work’ (The Encyclopedia of Social 

Work, 17th ed., Washington, D.C., 1977, p. 1245). 

Despite these historical associations, however, the 

three major religious traditions involved in social work 

in the United States do not directly tie religion into 

their social services. They vary in how they relate reli- 

gion to the services they deliver, as Reid has recognized. 

Protestantism’s decentralized structure has led to the 

secularization of the social services it delivers. Roman 

Catholicism, on the other hand, with its hierarchical 

structure, has tended to develop social agencies that are 

under church auspices. Jewish social services fall be- 

tween these two extremes, offering services with a reli- 

gious affiliation but without direct religious supervi- 
sion. In part, this lack of a direct link between religion 

and the delivery of services is mandated: these agencies 

are prohibited from proselytizing since their programs 

often receive federal government funding. 

The training social workers receive also increases the 

separation between religion and the delivery of services, 

especially psychotherapy. This is true even though a 

growing number of graduate schools of social work 

award joint degrees with seminaries. (In part, this 

movement toward joint degree programs is motivated 

by economic and not intellectual concerns: both semi- 

naries and schools of social work have seen a steady de- 

cline in enrollments since the mid-1970s.) In spite of the 

association between graduate schools of social work 

and seminaries, however, the individual student is often 

left to integrate the two curricula on his own, and the 

demands of both degree programs often mean that the 

seminary’s own curriculum is slighted. Schools of social 
work ‘typically do not include the religious dimensions 

of psychotherapy in their curricula to compensate for 

this shortcoming, which is compounded by the fact 

that, especially during the early period of its develop- 

ment as a discipline, social work was heavily influenced 

by psychoanalytic theory. Psychotherapy offered from 

within the constraints of social work practice or train- 

ing is likely to consider religious issues from an earlier, 

more sheerly Freudian psychoanalytic perspective that 

does not appreciate the positive values of “illusion.” 

Conclusion. This article has traced the history of the 

relationship between psychotherapy and religion from 

its development in psychoanalysis as pejorative “illu- 

sion’”’ in Freud, to the positive “potential space” in Win- 

nicott, through Jung’s denial of the illusory character of 

the religion, to the religiously based disciplines of pas- 

toral counseling and CPE, and ending with the stu- 

diously nonreligious discipline of social work. It is only 

to be hoped that the modern disciplines springing from 

psychoanalytic theory will mature to the point of ac- 

commodating themselves to the powerful and lasting 

influence of religion on human life. As I have attempted 
to show, this accommodation is well under way. 
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PSYCHOPOMP. See Spiritual Guide. 

PTAH was the creator god of Memphis who conceived 
a thought in his mind (heart) and brought it forth by 

speaking it with his tongue. Because the founding of 

Memphis and the erection of a temple to Ptah at that 

site were accomplishments of the first king of a united 

Egypt, Menes, the cult of Ptah must date at least to the 

beginning of Egyptian history. The text that best de- 

scribes the Memphite theology, however, is preserved in 

a very late copy dating from the twenty-fifth dynasty (c. 

700 BcE). The original text may not have been much 

older, but it is a very interesting document, not only for 

its description of the creation, but also for its handling 

of the other two major creation myths. In this text Ptah 

is identified with the last pair of the Hermopolitan og- 

doad—that is, Nun and Naunet, who represent the wa- 

tery abyss from which the creator god comes forth. The 

creator god who is thus created by Ptah is Atum, who 

proceeds to create the other gods of the Heliopolitan en- 

nead and all else. In this way the theologies are all con- 

nected, and Ptah as an anthropomorphic creator god is 

given precedence by being placed between the chthonic, 

precreation cosmic aspects known as the ogdoad and 

the old creator god, Atum. 

Almost nothing remains of the temple of Ptah at 

Memphis, even though it was one of the three largest 

and best endowed of ancient Egypt. Smaller temples 

(such as those at Gerf Hussein and Karnak) were dedi- 

cated to Ptah in many locations, and statues of him are 

plentiful. His image is that of a tightly cloaked man 

holding a composite scepter before him. Ptah became 

identified, at least to some extent, with the local mor- 

tuary god of Memphis, Sokar, and also with Osiris. His 

consort was Sekhmet, the powerful lioness, who was the 

mother of his son, Nefertem, the lotus god. 
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PTOLEMY (c. 100-170), Alexandrian astronomer, 

geographer, and mathematician. The last of the great 

astronomers of antiquity, Claudius Ptolemaeus (Ptol- 

emy) compiled works that remained the standard astro- 

nomical textbooks until the Copernican revolution in 

astronomy in the sixteenth century. Almost nothing is 

known of the details of Ptolemy’s life. His Hé mathéma- 
tiké syntaxis (Mathematical Compilation) was written 

about 150 cg; the title by which this work is better 

known, the Almagest, is a medieval Latin derivation 

from an Arabic corruption of the Greek title under 

which the work came to be known in later antiquity, 

Ho megale syntaxis (The Great Compilation). The 

Almagest sums up the mathematical astronomy of the 

ancient world; it became the basis of Latin and Arabic 

astronomy. 
Ptolemy’s work follows in the Greek philosophical 

tradition, in which the sacred nature of the heavens is 

expressed by the incorruptibility of the celestial realm, 

the divinity of the heavenly bodies, and the perfection 

of their motions (uniformly circular, because the circle 

was considered the most perfect of figures and motion 

around a circle was eternal). The fact that the motions 

of the sun, moon, and planets are evidently not circular 

provided a formidable challenge to thinkers within this 

tradition; especially challenging were the planets’ peri- 

odic reverses, or retrograde motions. Drawing upon the 

work of his Greek predecessors, Ptolemy was able to 

“save the appearances” of celestial motion by using cir- 

cles in his geometry of the heavens. By employing Greek 

and Babylonian observational data, he was able to ad- 

just his theoretical solutions to observed celestial posi- 

tions and to predict them with a precision unmatched 

until the work of Johannes Kepler in the seventeenth 

century. The geometrical devices that Ptolemy used— 

the eccentric, the epicycle, and the equant—were never 

thought to possess a physical reality, as he makes clear 

in the preface to the Almagest. But it was just for this 

reason that astronomy had a religious value. Astronomy 

developed the correspondence between the order of di- 

vine celestial things and the order of mathematical 

propositions. 

Its science Aristotelian and it format Euclidean, the 

Almagest describes a stationary, spherical earth sur- 

rounded by concentric spheres carrying the sun, moon, 

planets, and stars. Motion is described geometrically by 

arrangements of several kinds of circles: (1) eccentrics, 

which are not centered on the earth; (2) epicycles, which 

orbit other circles that are centered on the earth; and 

(3) equants, in which the motion of the body on the cir- 

cle is variable in relation to the center of the circle but 

unifarm in relation to some noncentral point within the 

circle. The Almagest includes a star catalog and a table 
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of observations later revised and expanded in Ptolemy’s 

Prokheiroi kanones (Handy Tables). ; 

Ptolemy’s work on geometry, the Planisphaerium, of 

which only a distorted Greek title survives, Exaplésis 

epiphaneias sphairas (Unfolding of a Spherical Surface), 

details the theory of the astrolabe, the chief astronomi- 

cal instrument of antiquity and the Middle Ages. Ptole- 

my’s Hypotheseis t6n planédmenén (Planetary Hy- 

potheses) suggests that the spheres of the planets nestle 

within one another. The astrological complement to 

Ptolemy’s astronomy is his Tetrabiblios. Ptolemy also 

wrote works on optics and music, as well as a Geogra- 

phy (Gr., Geographiké hyphégésis), which gives direc- 

tions on how to map the spherical earth on a flat sur- 

face and provides tables of longitude and latitude for 

generating maps. Because of a lack of precise longitude, 

Ptolemy’s map of the known world was severely dis- 

torted, even where descriptive information abounded. 

Ptolemy’s works present an interrelated whole domi- 

nated by the successful application of mathematics to 

complex technical problems. For example, the determi- 

nation of terrestrial latitude in the Geography is 

achieved through calculations based on astronomy. 

This in turn specifies the astrological character of the 

inhabitants of various parts of the earth. His cartogra- 

phy employs the mathematics of his optics and of the 

Planisphaerium. Ptolemy’s authority in applied mathe- 

matics was undisputed for more than a millennium. 

Ptolemy went to great lengths in his texts to provide 

procedures whereby his technical achievements could 

be reproduced. He thus laid the foundation for other 

civilizations to assimilate his work, become expert at it, 

and progress beyond it. Such cultural innovation is in- 

variably associated with religious creativity, though not 

in a predictable fashion. For example, though Ptolemy’s 

astronomy was used to corroborate the religious view 

that the earth was at the center of the universe, no one 

was ever convinced of this view because of the astron- 

omy of eccentrics, epicycles, and equants. However, be- 

coming technically expert in these devices did allow the 

accurate prediction of religious feasts. Although the 

Jewish philosopher Maimonides (Mosheh ben Maimon, 

1135/8-1204) criticized Ptolemy, he did incorporate 

some of the astronomer’s techniques for determining 

the date of Passover. 

The translation of Ptolemy’s work into Arabic in the 

ninth century was a catalyst for the flowering of Islamic 

culture. Refined astronomical tables were created, such 

as the Toledan Tables of al-Zarkalla (c. 1080). This 

served as the basis for the Alfonsine Tables, which was 

compiled circa 1252 by some fifty astronomers assem- 

bled for that purpose by Alfonso X of Castile, and which 

predicted the dates of the Easter moon. New theories of 

optics were proposed by the Arab heritors of Ptolemy; 

new geographical values were established. The Islamic 

appropriation of Hellenistic natural philosophy in- 

spired the Christian Middle Ages. A desire for the Al 

magest brought the greatest of medieval translators of 

Arabic, Gerard of Cremona (1114-1187), to Toledo. The 

merits of a true physical astronomy and of “saving the 

appearances” by geometry were argued in medieval 

universities, where Ptolemaic astronomy became part 

of the curriculum. Although the celestial bodies were no 

longer thought of as gods by medieval Europeans, their 

movement was believed to exhibit God’s will (and their 

order his wisdom), and hence Ptolemy’s astronomy con- 

tinued to provide for the intellectual contemplation of 
the divine celestial order. Dante drew upon Ptolemy for 

the cosmology of his Commedia (1321). 

When the Geography, with its techniques of projec- 

tion, was first translated into Latin in fifteenth-century 

Florence, it contributed to the rediscovery of linear per- 

spective and to the development of cartography during 

the voyages of exploration. Because the distortions of 

Ptolemy’s map of the globe bore the prestige of his 

mathematics, Columbus and others were convinced that 

it would be quite easy to reach Asia by sailing west. 

When Renaissance astronomers finally became truly 

competent in Ptolemy’s astronomy, their dissatisfaction 

with his accuracy and methods culminated in the Co- 

pernican revolution that established modern cosmol- 

ogy. The Jesuit mission to China in the seventeenth 

century used the predictive precision of Ptolemaic as- 

tronomy to enhance the value of their religious teaching 

at the emperor’s court. Thus it was ironic that Ptole- 

my’s science and technology were helping to introduce 

Christianity to the Far East at the same time that Co- 

pernican astronomy was making Ptolemaic astronomy 

obsolete in the West. And well after Ptolemy’s cosmos 

was superseded by the physical universe as defined by 

Copernicus, Newton, and others, the Tetrabiblios re- 

mained an astrological standard. It was translated into 

English and published in 1701, the second edition in 
1786. 
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PUER AETERNUS. See Child. 

PUJA. [The forms of worship known as piaja are common 
to both Hinduism and Buddhism, although practices vary 

in each tradition. Discussion is presented here in two ar- 

ticles: Hindu Paja and Buddhist Paja.] 

Hindu Puja 

From ancient times, Hinduism has known two preem- 

inent methods of approaching divinity in ritual: (1) the 

method of yajra, which conveys offerings to a distant 

god by consigning them to an intermediary fire, and (2) 

the method of puja, which extends offerings to a pres- 

ent divinity by placing them before, or applying them 

to, the god’s symbol or image. The yajvia appears in the 

earlier records; it was the principal ritual method of the 

ancient Aryan peoples whose priests produced the col- 

lection of texts known as the Veda. The paja is first 

mentioned in texts supplementary to the Veda that are 

known as sditras (composed around 600-400 Bce). It first 

became prominent in India as a result of the god-cen- 

tered devotional movements that spread throughout In- 

dia during the early centuries of the common era. The 

method of puja now predominates in Hindu practice, al- 

though the yajfia remains important to priestly and do- 

mestic ritual. 

Origins and Etymology. Scholarly opinion is divided 

regarding the origins and etymology of pujd. Many 

scholars have argued that paja was initially a Dravidian 

practice native to India and point to the sharp distinc- 

tion traditionally drawn between puja and yajna, the 

refusal of the strictest Vedic priests to participate in 

puja, the long-standing prevalence of puja in village 

cults, and the long role of low-caste (and hence non-Ar- 

yan) hereditary priests in village pujdas. But no clear-cut 

Dravidian derivation has been established for the term 

puja; the best-known attempt at a Dravidian etymology 
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is that of Jarl Charpentier (1927), who proposed to 

derive puja from Tamil pacu or Kannada pasu, “to 

smear,” a reference to the applications of sandalwood, 

turmeric, or vermilion pastes that are common in paja 

offerings. 

Alternatively, the Sanskritist Paul Thieme proposed 

in 1939 that the term puja is derived from the Sanskrit 

(and hence Aryan) prc, ‘‘to mix,” a reference to the ma- 

dhuparka, or mixture of honey and water that was com- 

monly offered to guests in ancient Indian times. Analyz- 

ing the uses of the term puja in sutra and epic literature, 

Thieme concluded that it had once referred primarily to 

a ritual of guest worship. The offerings and gestures 

characteristic of puja are in fact still utilized in India to 

honor distinguished guests, as well as other meritorious 

persons, sacred plants and animals, and occasionally 

also weapons or tools. Furthermore, elements from an- 

cient guest ritual such as offering a seat and washing 

the feet still play a significant role in conventional pa- 

jas. However, traces of guest ritual are rarer in village 

practice and in pajds of heterodox (i.e., Buddhist and 

Jain) traditions; hence the question of the term’s origin 

remains open. 

Types. Deva-piijds (i.e., piijas for the gods) are offered 

in four sorts of settings: (1) at shrines maintained for 

family (kula) and/or “chosen” (ista) divinities within the 

Hindu home; (2) at temples devoted to pan-Indian dei- 

ties such as Siva and Visnu; (3) during the course of 

festivals, which may be sponsored either by temples or 

by local communities; (4) at shrines or temples of local- 

ized village divinities. Pujas in any of these contexts 

may be quite freely structured, consisting of little more 

than gestures of reverence (namas) and minimal offer- 

ings. Or they may follow conventional patterns, which 

vary only slightly according to the devotional sect of the 

performer and the deity who is honored. 

Puja at the home shrine. Most Hindus maintain a 

home shrine for one or more divinities honored within 

the household. Ideally, the home shrine is located in a 

small room of the house that is set aside solely for wor- 

ship (pujasala). The shrine itself may consist of pictures 

of gods set up on a table or low platform, or images 

may be housed in a wooden shrine-cabinet, whose doors 

are opened only during the service. Images housed in 

such shrines may be Siva-li/gas, small cast-metal stat- 

ues of various gods, or the stones sacred to Visnu that 

are known as Sdlagrama. A single family representative 

generally offers the puja; other household members en- 

ter at the close of the rite to offer prostrations and/or 

sip the water in which the image has been bathed. Wor- 

shipers of Visnu will also eat the food (prasdda) that the 

god has sanctified by his taste, and may append to their 

puja special offerings of homage for the family’s dcdrya, 
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or religious teacher. An ambitious household puja may 

incorporate all or several of sixteen traditional upa-. 

caras, ‘‘attendances,” which also form the core of tra- 

ditional temple services. (The following list varies 

slightly in different textual sources.) 

1. Avahana (‘‘invocation”’). The god is invited to be 

present at the ceremony. 

2. Asana. The god is offered a seat. 

3. Svdgata (‘greeting’). The worshiper asks the god if 

the journey has gone well. 

4, Padya. The worshiper symbolically washes the god’s 

feet. 
5. Arghya. Water is extended so that the god may 

cleanse his or her face and teeth. 

6. Acamaniya. Water is offered for sipping. 
7. Madhuparka. The god is offered the water-and- 

honey drink. 

8. Snana or abhisekha. Water is offered for symbolic 

bathing; if submersible, the image may literally be 

bathed and then toweled dry. 
9. Vastra (‘‘clothing’’). Here a cloth may be wrapped 

around the image and ornaments affixed to it. 

10. Anulepana or gandha. Perfumes and/or ointments 

are applied to the image. 

11. Puspa. Flowers are laid before the image, or gar- 

lands are draped around it. 

12. Dhapa. Incense is burned before the image. 

13. Dipa or drati. A burning lamp is waved in front of 

the god. 

14. Naivedya or prasdda. Foods such as cooked rice, 

fruit, clarified butter, sugar, and betel leaf are of- 

fered. 

15. Namaskdra or pranadma. The worshiper and family 

bow or prostrate themselves before the image to of- 

fer homage. 

16. Visarjana or udvasana. The god is dismissed. 

Temple pujas. A full puja of sixteen upacdras is in ef- 

fect a miniaturized temple ritual; the daily worship, or 

nitya puja, in a major temple differs from it principally 

in scale and in the number of times that the pid is re- 

peated (three to six times daily for the temple ritual). 
Temple officiants are usually brahmans; however, brah- 

mans who are temple priests enjoy lesser status than 

those who perform Vedic rituals. In non-Saiva temples 

pujas are usually addressed to anthropomorphic im- 

ages, but in temples of Siva the central “image”’ is al- 

ways the nonanthropomorphic linga. A sequence of tem- 

ple piujas may actually involve two images, for a 

moveable image stands in for the permanently fixed 

central symbol when it becomes necessary to manipu- 

late or transport the divinity. 

The god of a major temple is more of a resident than 

a guest. Segments of the daily puja will vary accord- 

ingly; hence the god is “awakened” rather than “in- 

voked” in the morning, and ‘may quite literally be 

aroused from a bed where his or her moveable image 

was laid the night before. Furthermore, the temple god 

is royal; the temple is his or her palace, and its priests 

are palace servants. Hence the god’s ‘‘seat” is a throne, 

and ornaments affixed to the image may include a 

crown; furthermore, the “ruler,” in the form of the 

moveable image, is carried each day in procession 

around the temple grounds, much as local rulers in In- 

dia formerly processed through their territories. Temple 

pujds differ slightly according to sect and region. Thus 

temples of Siva in South India once featured perfor- 

mances by dancing girls (devaddsis) maintained as part 

of the temple staff. Saiva pajds also incorporate many 

Tantric elements; for example, an officiating priest be- 

gins his paja by summoning Lord Siva into his own 

body. Devotional hymns are often sung during pijds at 

Vaisnava temples; while images of Vaisnava saints are 

honored as well as images of Visnu. 

Daily temple pajas are not communal performances; 

as in the home, one person (here, the temple priest) acts 

for the benefit of all. Individuals may, however, make 

special requests of the gods by means of special offer- 

ings. This practice is known as kamya puja, “the puja 

undertaken by choice.” Such optional pijds are most of- 

ten performed at the small shrines that dot a major 

temple’s grounds. The intended worshiper commissions 

a priest to place his or her offerings before or onto the 
image. 

Festivals. All major temples sponsor festivals. A fre- 

quent type is the ratha ydtrd, or “car festival,” in which 

the moveable image is mounted on a large (sometimes 

multistoried) cart and pulled through the town on a set 

processional path. The devotee thus receives an oppor- 

tunity for darsana, or “‘sight,” of the god; he or she may 

toss flowers, break coconuts, or sprinkle the image with 

water as the cart progresses. Communities may also 

sponsor festivals in which public display and celebra- 

tion of images is a central feature. Community associa- 

tions or families may commission elaborate and expen- 

sive clay images for such festal pajas. The images are 

feted with music and entertainments, then paraded to a 

river and left to dissolve in its waters. Puja festivals of 

this type are especially popular in the state of Bengal, 
in northeastern India. 

Village pujas. Among the major Hindu divinities, 

only the fierce goddess Kali regularly receives blood 

sacrifices (goats) in the course of her daily worship. 
However, blood sacrifices have been more common in 

the pijds of village divinities (gramddevata), which dif- 

fer in several respects from pajds of the urban-based 



pan-Indian deities. Such divinities associated with spe- 

cific locales have been reported from ancient times, not 

only in Hindu, but also Buddhist and Jain writings. The 

cult of village gods is now most prominent in South In- 

dia, where the village divinity is often a goddess whose 

name is a compound of amma, “mother.” The amma’s 

shrine may be minimal; sometimes it is just a bare en- 

closure outside the boundaries of the village proper. 

The “image,” if any permanent image exists, may be a 

rock or an earthen pot or lamp. The hereditary shrine 

priest, or pujari, is of low caste, often a potter. Village 

pujas are not necessarily maintained on a regular basis, 

nor do they commonly follow the upacadra model; coco- 

nuts, bananas, margosa or betel leaves, turmeric, and 

cooked rice are the most common nonbloody offerings. 

Village gods may possess their pijdris or other mediums 

during the course of pujds; festivals feature such posses- 

sion experiences, as well as processions, sometimes fire 

walking, and sacrifices of sheep, goats, fowls, or buffalo. 

[See also Worship and Cultic Life, article on Hindu 

Cultic Life; and Rites of Passage, article on Hindu Rites. 

For further discussion of domestic puja, see Domestic 

Observances, article on Indian Practices. ] 
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Buddhist Puja 

Even the oldest Buddhist texts refer to acts of rever- 

ence (puja) addressed to the Buddha. Within a few cen- 

turies after the Buddha’s final nirvana, this “reverence’’ 

had become a full-blown cult of the departed master. 
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The cult’s practice drew upon an ancient formula of 

veneration, also utilized by the cult of pre-Buddhist di- 

vinities called yaksas. With accompanying gestures of 

reverence and circumambulations, the practitioner of- 

fered flowers, incense, and perfumes and sometimes 

music, burning lamps, decorative cloths, banners, and 

umbrellas. 

It is said that the Buddha himself first authorized 

such pajas. For example, in legendary accounts of the 

final nirvana (e.g., Mahaparinibbanasutta 5.11—12) he in- 

structs the Mallas of Kusinagara to honor in this way 

the stupa, or monument that will contain his relics. 

Legendary accounts of the emperor Asoka such as the 

Asokavadana assert that Asoka redistributed relics 

throughout his realm, establishing their stupas and ap- 

propriate pujds in each populated territory. ASoka’s sup- 

port of the Buddhist community and promotion of 

Buddhist teachings very likely played a major role in 

the spread of the cult throughout India. Missionaries, 

pilgrims, and diplomatic missions carried beyond India 

the cult’s relics, images, and rootings from Bodhi Tree 

branches along with the Buddhist ordination and teach- 

ings. : 

During the earlier centuries of the cult’s development, 

puja was offered primarily to bodily relics (Sariras) of 

Buddhas and outstanding disciples; to items that the 

Buddha had touched or used (paribhogika), such as the 

Bodhi Tree or the begging bowl; and to the stupas, 

which sometimes housed relics, but were sometimes 

erected solely for commemorative purposes. Later the cult 

was extended to images of Buddhas and bodhisattvas. 

The most striking feature of the Buddhist cult was the 

stupa. Early forms of this monument were constructed 

of brick or stone. Its basic components were an axial 

pillar embedded in a dome, which was mounted on a 

raised base and surmounted by a boxlike superstruc- 

ture; gates in a surrounding fence or appended niches 

oriented the stupa to the cardinal directions, while um- 

brellas crowned the protruding tip of the pillar. A North 

Indian variation constructed of wood evolved into the 

familiar pagoda of East Asia. Such monuments have 

been called symbols of the Enlightenment, or “nirvana 

bodies’’—architectural stand-ins for the departed Bud- 

dha; alternatively, Buddhist writings sometimes inter- 

pret them as images of the Enlightenment Path. 

When relics were inserted in a monumental stupa, 

they were permanently embedded deep within its mass. 

But certain famous relics, as well as images of the Bud- 

dha, were housed in monastery shrine-rooms or temples 

(caityas) where worshipers could approach them more 

directly. 
Buddhist pajds were shaped by popular religiosity 

rather than professional priesthoods; consequently they 
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tended to remain free in form. Even regulations for the 

stupa cult included in sectarian Vinayas (writings on 

the monastic rule) define permissible behavior and of- 

ferings rather than fixing liturgical patterns. Individual 

temples,.communities, and sectarian groups evolved 

their own procedures for pujas. Thus the Chinese pil- 

grim Fa-hsien (traveled from 399 to 413) described an 

elaborate daily ritual at the temple of the Buddha’s 

skull-bone in northwestern India. At the climax of the 

ritual, the local ruler lifted the relic and placed it on 

the top of his own head. The treasured tooth relic of Sri 

Lanka received for centuries elaborate thrice-daily pa- 

jas much like those of Hindu temples. 

Monastic communities have evolved their own pat- 

terns for daily and festal pijds: reported versions fea- 

ture circumambulations and chanting of sditras (Bud- 

dhist scriptures). Chanted sitras and formulaic recita- 

tions of the ‘Homage to Amida Buddha”’ are prominent 

in the pajds performed at temples and home shrines by 

devotees of Pure Land sects of Japan and China. Pijds 

to Tibetan and Nepali Vajrayana divinities commonly 

include multiple prostrations, chanting of mantras 

(power syllables), and complex internal visualizations. 

The soteriological status of Buddha-pija has been 

problematic for Buddhist thinkers, because the practice 

seems to imply that the Buddha is present in his relics 

and symbols. Conservative Buddhist schools denied 

such presence, maintaining that the Buddha had totally 

exited from the world at the time of his final nirvana. 

Performing pujds was of value only as an elementary 

aspect of self-discipline: venerating the Buddha helped 

one call to mind the Master’s virtues and example, 

while puja offerings were a form of dana, the generous 

giving that shows one’s nonattachment to possessions. 

The Theravada tradition has been least comfortable 

with its pujds, officially maintaining that only laity 

should engage in such actions. 

According to Mahayana teachings, however, the Bud- 

dha nature suffuses the whole of existence; hence it is 

present in the relics and stupas and images, but to no 

greater degree than it is present elsewhere. Therefore 

here, too, the greatest import of the pzja lies in its effect 

on the performer and its ability to sustain his intention 

toward salvation. Puja became central only to Tantric 

practitioners, who transformed its symbols, gestures, 

and offerings into complex techniques of meditation. 

[Buddhist puja in particular regions is discussed in 

Worship and Cultic Life, articles on Buddhist Cultic Life 

in East Asia, Buddhist Cultic Life in South and South- 

east Asia, and Buddhist Cultic Life in Tibet. For the ven- 

eration of relics and stupas, see Relics and Stupa Wor- 

ship.] 
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PUNISHMENT. See Heaven and Hell; Judgment of 
the Dead; and Revenge and Retribution. 

PURANAS. The Sanskrit word purdna, in its earliest 
use, means “‘old narrative and ancient lore’ and, in this 

sense, is found in the Atharvaveda (11.7.24), in the Sata- 

patha Brahmana (13.4.3.13), and in various other Sruti 

(‘revealed’) texts. The term is often associated with iti- 

hasa (‘so indeed it was,” i.e., traditional or historical 

accounts), and both purdna and itihdsa have been used 

sometimes with separate senses and at other times with 

the same sense. Gradually, purdna came to designate a 

body of works, encyclopedic in scope, incorporating leg- 

ends, myths, and customary observances. 

While many works may bear the name Purana, only 

eighteen are traditionally acknowledged. The famous 

Arabian traveler Albirani (c. 1030 cE) gives two lists. 

The first comprises the Adi, Matsya, Karma, Varaha, 

Narasimha, Vamana, Vayu, Narada, Skanda, Aditya, 

Soma, Samba, Brahmdanda, Markandeya, Tarksya, 

Visnu, Brahma, and Bhavisya Purdna. The second list, 

however, includes the Brahma, Padma, Visnu, Siva, 

Bhagavata, Narada, Mdrkandeya, Agni, Bhavisya, 

Brahmavaivarta, Linga, Varaha, Skanda, Vamana, 

Karma, Matsya, Garuda, and Brahmanda Purana. This 

second list, which must be the more recent one, is com- 

monly accepted and is given in each one of the texts, so 

that it is recognized as the set of eighteen Mahapuranas 

(major Puranas); works not included in this list, al- 

though called Puranas, are considered as Upapuranas 

(minor Puranas). There is no agreement about the titles 

of the eighteen minor Puranas, however, for any reli- 

gious text could be called an Upapurana or be declared 

part of a Mahapurana. This is the case with the numer- 



ous mahdatmyas, or “‘glorifications”’ of tirthas (‘places of 
pilgrimage’’). 

The earlier Puranas might have been composed, in 

their present form, during the first centuries of the com- 

mon era; this date is suggested by M. Winternitz, in his 

History of Indian Literature (translated by V. Srinivasa 

Sarma, Delhi, 1981), on the basis of a comparison of 

Buddhist Mahayana texts of that period. Each Purana 

shows, however, different historical strata, having un- 

dergone various redactions and revisions; many have 

several common, and often almost identical, portions, 

so that some scholars (e.g., Willibald Kirfel) have pos- 

tulated a single original Purana having the pafcala- 

ksanas (i.e., the five main characteristics): sarga (‘‘cre- 

ation’), pratisarga (‘new creation”), vamsa (genealogy 

of gods and rsis), Manvantara (‘‘the great periods of a 

Manu,” i.e., an age that has a Manu as ancestor), and 

vamSanucarita (the history of the dynasties whose origin 

is traced back to the sun and the moon). From this orig- 

inal pattern all the other texts are purported to be de- 

rived, each one adding variations and supplementary 

myths. Although the hypothesis of one original Purana 

is no longer believed, the philological comparison of 

parallel sections of several Puranic texts has revealed 

clear similarities in basic structure. No precise chronol- 

ogy can be given for individual Puranas, although the 

Bhagavata Purana, which falls between Albirtni’s time 

and the Vaisnava bhakti movement in South India, can 

be considered the most recent. 

The importance of Puranic texts derives from the fact 

that they have been and still are media of mass educa- 

tion with very conspicuous religious, cultural, and so- 

cial functions. The Puranas have, first, a metaphysic de- 

rived partly from old cosmogonic accounts and partly 

from Samkhya. This metaphysic belongs to anonymous 

sources as well as the entire corpus of myths and leg- 

ends, although the Puranas are generally attributed to 

Vyasa. From the metaphysical point of view, the oldest 

portions of the texts suggest an antagonism between 

theism and nontheism. But the recent strata point to 

the existence of sectarian influence, for there is evidence 

of a personal deity considered as the highest Absolute. 

From about the fourth or fifth century cE, the opposi- 

tion between theism and nontheism is replaced by 

theism represented by the gods Brahma, Visnu, and 

Siva. In a theistic sense they are worshiped separately 

by distinct sects, but metaphysically they are consid- 

ered as a trimurti or a trinity, that is, one God in his 

functions of creating, maintaining, and destroying the 

world. 
The Puranas have been classified as dedicated to 

Brahma (the Brahmanda, Brahmavaivarta, Mdrkande- 
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ya, Bhavisya, Vamana, and Brahma Purana), to Visnu 

(the Visnu, Narada, Bhdgavata, Garuda, Padma, and 

Varadha Purana), and to Siva (the Matsya, Karma, 

Linga, Siva, Skanda, and Agni Purdna). But this clas- 

sification is artificial, for none of the Puranas is exclu- 

sively dedicated to one deity; rather, each bears traces 

of different cults, even if oriented mainly to the glorifi- 

cation of a sectarian god. 

Visnu is a god who is variously described: he is often 

glorified as the one and only god, as the creator and 

preserver of the world; even the nondualistic doctrine 

of the Upanisads is combined with Vaisnava devotion. 

But the more recent Puranas, the Narada, Varaha, and 

Garuda, and the last portion (uttara-khanda) of the 

Padma Purdna teach that Visnu has to be worshiped 

mainly by rites, pilgrimages, and festivals. 

Visnu is, above all, celebrated in his avatdras (‘‘de- 

scents’). The doctrine of avatdra, as such, was a good 

method of incorporating ancient popular gods into the 

supreme deity; in fact, the oldest avatdras, in animal 

form, derive from ancient cults and, in earlier writings, 

were manifestations of Prajapati (“the lord of crea- 

tures”) and Brahma. But as Vaisnava avatdras they re- 

ceive wider symbolic significance, for they are related 

to theological doctrines of salvation. The fish incarna- 

tion (matsya avatdra) is connected to the old transcul- 

tural myth of the great flood and gathers a number of 

soteriological symbols: Visnu takes the form of a fish 

with a great horn to which is tied the boat that rescues 

Manu, the progenitor of the human race, together with 

the seven sages (sapta rsayah) and the seeds of all exist- 

ing things. In the Bhdgavata Purana it is said, moreover, 

that Visnu assumed the form of a fish to save the Vedas 

(holy scriptures) after they had been stolen by the de- 

mon Hayagriva during one of the nights of Brahma, 

when the worlds were submerged in the ocean. This 

myth, although it is not homogeneous, includes such 

ancient and universal soteriological symbols as the 

flood (chaos), the ship (order and safety), the fish (the 

savior), and the demon who stole the Veda (the enemy 

of religion). 

The karma avatdra, or incarnation of Visnu as a tor- 

toise, appears in the legend of the churning of the 

ocean. Here, the old cosmogonic symbol represented by 

the tortoise is combined with a myth of salvation: on 

the karma rests the great mountain Mandara; the gods 

and two classes of demons (the daityas and the danavas) 

twist the great serpent Vasuki around the mountain and 

thus churn the ocean, out of which comes amrta, the 

ambrosia of immortality; from the amrta emerges 

Laksmi, goddess of beauty and fortune, consort of 

Visnu. In the Karma Purana Laksmi is identified with 
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the Sakti (‘‘creative force”) of God. The objects recovered 

from the ocean—the jewel (kaustubha), the bow 

(dhanus), the conch (Sankha), and the celestial tree 

(parijata)—and personages described in the myth—such 

as the goddess of wine (Sura), the moon (Candra), the 

nymph (Rambha), the archetypal horse (Ucchaihsra- 

vas), the cow of plenty (Surabhi), and the elephant (Ai- 

ravata)—are all symbols of prosperity, victory, and joy, 

with the exception of the poison (visa), which also 

comes out of the churned sea and probably means that 

on this earth the good is always mixed with a bit of evil. 

Another avatara related to waters is the boar incarna- 

tion: Visnu assumes the form of a boar to rescue the 

earth, which has been dragged by a demon to the bot- 

tom of the sea. This is an old legend of the Satapatha 

Brahmana that, adapted to a Vaisnava perspective, pre- 

sents the tension between demon and god, between 

chaos and order, and holds both cosmological and so- 

teric significance. 

The fourth avatdra, Narasimha, half man, half lion, 

represents the shape taken by Visnu in order to deliver 

the world from the demon Hiranyakasipu, who had be- 

come invulnerable and persecuted his son Prahlada for 

worshiping Visnu. Indestructible by gods, men, or 

beasts, the demon ultimately was slain by Narasimha 

(‘‘man-lion”), who was neither man nor animal. 

It is believed that the four incarnations noted above 

appeared in the first age of the world (satya- or krta- 

yuga). In the second age (tretayuga) Visnu appeared be- 

fore the daitya king Bali as a dwarf. Bali had acquired 

the dominion of the three worlds (heaven, earth, and the 

infernal regions), and even the gods were afraid of his 

power, but the dwarf, offered a boon, asked of Bali only 

the space of ground that he could cover in three strides. 

Vamana-Visnu measured the earth with his first step 

and the heavens with his second; only the nether worlds 

were left to Bali. The source of this legend of the three 

steps of Visnu is found in the Rgveda, where Visnu 

takes three steps over earth, heaven, and the lower re- 

gions, representing the immensity of God. In the legend 

of the vamana avatdra, he embodies vast opposites: 

great and minute size, transcendence and immanence, 

the high and the low. Even the daitya Bali is not op- 

posed to Visnu but is allowed by him to govern the un- 

derworlds. 

The most important avatdras are, of course, the hu- 

man ones, in particular Rama, whose story is summa- 

rized in various Puranic sections, and Krsna, who is 

considered by many devotees to be the perfect manifes- 

tation of Visnu. To Rama is dedicated the Adhyatma- 

ramdadyana, a poem that is taken as part of the Brah- 

manda Purana. In this composition, which no doubt is 

one of the most recent Puranic texts, Rama is identified 

with the dtman of the Upanisads and Sita is considered 

the same as Laksmi and Prakrti (‘original nature’). 

Krsna is celebrated in the fifth book of the Visnu Pu- 

rana, which contains his life story and his adventures, 

and in the fourth book of the Brahmavaivarta Purana, 

where Krsna is exalted as the god above all gods, the 

creator of the world. His favorite wife, Radha, is de- 

scribed not as a separate being but as Krsna’s Sakti. The 

best description of Krsna’s life is given in the tenth 

book of the Bhdgavata Purana; here Krsna’s incarna- 

tion, which is enumerated as the twenty-first, is fol- 

lowed by that of the Buddha and of Kalkin, the avatara 

of the future. In the Bhadgavata Purana the life of Krsna 

is related with many touching details, from his earliest 

days to his childhood and youth. The fascination of the 

Krsna legend lies in Visnu’s adoption of the roles of boy 

and lover, similar to any child and any youth and, at 

the same time, different because of his inner light and 

his supernatural charm. Krsna’s incarnation is sup- 

posed to belong to the dvdparayuga, whereas the Bud- 

dha’s and Kalkin’s avataras are in the kaliyuga; Kalkin 

is to appear at the end of the kaliyuga, the fourth and 

most degenerate age of the world. 

Even Siva has his own incarnations, but they are not 

so important as those of Visnu; in the Linga Purana and 

in the Karma Purana (1.51) are listed twenty-eight ava- 

taras of Siva, the first of which is the Sveta incarnation 

and the last that of Nakulisa. All the avatdras pertain to 

the kaliyuga. 

The second part of the Karma Purana contains an [s- 

varagita in which Siva is described as the one with a 

thousand forms, as the great cause of creation, protec- 

tion, and destruction of the universe, as the lord who 

has to be meditated on by yogins, as the lord of yogins. 

Only those who have completely subdued their minds 

can see him dancing in the sky, luminous as a million 

suns, full of bliss, the abode of eternal powers. The last 

part of the Vayu Purdna states that yogins who have 

been meditating on Siva arrive at the city of Siva (Si- 

vapura), which is shining with great splendor. 

More often, in a widespread and popular way, Siva is 

worshiped in the form of a linga, an ancient symbol, 

probably older than the Aryan culture, originally mean- 

ing a potency, or divine power, beyond form, and later 

on becoming a figure of fertility. The Linga Purdna is 

the most important text for the worship of Siva in the 

linga symbol. The text includes a thousand names of 

Siva (Linga Purana 1.65), a list compiled on the pattern 

of the thousand names of Visnu, already known in the 

epics. 

Similarly, Siva’s Sakti (‘power’) is conceived of as a 

female deity. Her name is Sakti, but she is worshiped 

and invoked under 1,008 names (Karma Purdna 1.11): 



Siva is one of her names, and Siva is said to be the pos- 

sessor of Sakti. The other Saktis and possessors of Saktis 

(‘powers’) are born of the Sakti of Siva. The Goddess, 
variously called Siva, Sati, Mahegvari, or Parvati, is the 

refuge of those who are desirous of liberation, for she is 

able to destroy the afflictions of the world. The Matsya 

Purdna (13) enumerates the 108 names under which 

Siva’s wife, or the Goddess, is to be praised; and here 

again she is regarded as a mother, a savior, a refuge in 

distress. 

The most encyclopedic Puranas contain not only theo- 

logical ideas and hymns of praise in honor of the 

greatest divine manifestations but also sections on as- 

tronomy, astrology, geography, medicine, grammar, 

metrics, and poetics, and even instructions for house 

building and for a variety of daily activities. The Pu- 

ranas thus inform us, in a broad way, about the history 
of Hinduism. 

Throughout the Puranas the most important theme is 

bhakti, or devotional religion, a theme that reflects the 

cultural and social changes in Hindu society during the 

centuries in which the Puranas were composed. The 

bhakti religion reflects a great difference from the tra- 

ditional ceremonies and attitudes based on the Vedas 

(the holy scriptures of Brahmanism), although the au- 

thority of the Vedas is never denied. Some of the most 

recent texts even stress the independence of bhakti from 

all other means of salvation. In some Puranic sections, 

as mentioned above, yogic meditation is cited as the 

highest religious achievement, but in general, Puranic 

texts propose bhakti as the best way to reach union with 

God, whether called Brahma, Siva, Visnu, Rama, 

Krsna, or the various names of the Goddess. 
In the religion of the Bhagavatas, as taught especially 

in the Bhagavata Purana, bhakti is conceived of also as 

a way of life, as selfless dedication to Krsna; a bhakta 

(“devotee”) has to be free from any pride in birth, 

wealth, and so on, and he should recognize no distinc- 

tion between himself and others. This implies that a 

person’s birth and caste have no significance for salva- 

tion. It seems that there is even an opposition between 

wealth and devotion, to such an extent that, according 

to the Bhdgavata Purana (10.88.8-9), God removes the 

wealth of those whom he favors. Priests (brahmanas) de- 

voted to Lord Krsna are said to be the highest of men, 

but they must be persons free from jealousy, falsehood, 

envy, injury, and pride (10.7.13). Indeed, pride, hypoc- 

risy, and arrogance are considered to be the character- 

istic defects of those who reject bhakti. The social and 

ethical teachings of the Bhagavatas may be summa- 
rized in the following two features: praise of poverty 

and compassion for those who are distressed, despised, 

and persecuted (11.22.59). Many of the bhaktas were 
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poor or of low castes; some even became poor through 

renunciation. 

One must also remember that the establishment of 

image worship, temple ceremonies, and the practice of 

pilgrimages and festivals as described in the Puranas 

must have helped greatly to bring people of the lower 

classes into the bhakti religion. Even from earliest times 

bhakti has been regarded as a way to salvation open to 
all; since the time of the Puranas, religious festivals and 

pilgrimages have increasingly become occasions of in- 

tercaste fraternization, and a sort of ‘‘model”’ of a return 

to an original unity. 

The Sanskrit of the Puranas, which is similar in many 

ways to that of the Indian epics, shows the influence of 

Prakrit languages and contains grammatical irregulari- 

ties as well as expressions of popular idiom, suggesting 

that the authors of the texts did not belong to the most 

cultivated circles. Puranic compositions may be, occa- 

sionally, full of poetry but here and there they show the 

mark of stylistic uncertainties. In contrast, the Bhdga- 

vata Purana is relatively free of impurities, for it is writ- 

ten in an archaic style that attempts to “brahmanize” 

or “‘sanskritize” bhakti religion and Krsna legend; in 

other words, the author of the Bhdgavata tried to use a 

language similar to that of the Vedic seers in order to 

reconnect the bhakti tradition to a sacred past. 

[See also Avatara and Indian Religions, article on 

Mythic Themes. Many of the deities and mythic heroes 

mentioned herein are the subjects of independent entries.] 
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CATERINA CONIO 

PURE AND IMPURE LANDS. In Mahayana Bud- 
dhism, a “Pure Land” is a purified land where Buddhas 

and bodhisattvas, the future Buddhas, dwell. In con- 

trast, the realms inhabited by ordinary sentient beings 

are called “Impure Lands,” for they are tainted by blind 

passion. 

In Chinese Buddhism, two technical terms, ching-t‘u 

and hui-t‘u, are used to refer to Pure and Impure Lands, 

respectively. The concept behind these terms, however, 

is attested to in Indian Buddhist texts by such terms as 

buddhaksetra-parisuddhi (‘‘the purification of the Bud- 

dha land”) or parisuddham buddhaksetram (‘‘purified 

Buddha land’’), as in the Astasahasrikd-prajndparamita 

Sutra (edited by Rajendralala Mitra, Calcutta, 1888, pp. 

362-363), and aparisuddham buddhaksetram (‘“unpuri- 

fied Buddha land’) or klistam buddhaksetram (‘tainted 

Buddha land”), as in the Karundpundarika Sitra (edited 

by Yamada Isshi, London, 1968; vol. 2, pp. 52, 81). It 

was in accordance with such usage that ching-t‘u and 

hui-t‘u were established in Chinese as technical terms. 

The notion of a “Buddha land” (Skt., buddhaksetra; 

Pali, buddhakkhetta) derives from the period of early 

Buddhism. According to the Theravada interpretation, 

the buddhaksetra is the realm in which the teachings of 

Sakyamuni Buddha prevail. However, in Mahayana 

Buddhism numerous Buddha lands are said to exist in 

order to accommodate the numerous bodhisattvas who 

become Buddhas; or rather, the merit accumulated by 

these bodhisattvas through their long spiritual careers 

goes toward creating a purified realm responsive to 

their influence. In other words, because of the basic 

Buddhist premise that no two Buddhas can preside over 

the same Buddha land, the ‘“new’’ Buddhas are forced 

to emerge, as it were, in lands far distant from that of 

Sakyamuni, which is called the Saha Land. These are 

located variously in the ten directions (the eight points 

of the compass, the zenith, and the nadir) of the cosmos. 

It is among these “distant” Pure Lands, described as 

‘“numberless as the sands of the River Ganges,” that we 

find Amitabha (Amitayus) Buddha’s Sukhavati (to the 

west), Aksobhya’s Abhirati (to the east), and Bhaisajya- 

guruvaidiryaprabha’s Vaidiryanirbhasa (also to the 

east). 

The best-known of these Pure Lands is Sukhavati. 

This Pure Land is described in detail in three sitras, the 

Larger Sukhavativyuha Sitra, the Smaller Sukhavati- 

vyttha Sitra, and the Kuan wu-liang-shou ching. Of 

these, the first two sutras are believed to have been 

compiled in northwest India around 100 ce. Modern 

scholarship is in general agreement, however, that the 

main body of the Kuan ching was compiled in Central 

Asia, and that accretions were made during the course 

of its translation into Chinese. But while the conditions 

surrounding the compilation of these sitras differ, all 

three texts share in depicting the splendor of the Pure 

Land and the majestic appearances of Amitabha (Ami- 

tayus) and his disciples and attending bodhisattvas. 

These depictions undoubtedly reflect ideal perceptions 

of the Buddha land, Buddhas, and bodhisattvas of the 

period when each of the sutras was compiled. The ideal 

depiction of Sukhavati can be viewed as a symbolic and 

hypostatized representation of Mahayana Buddhist en- 

lightenment. A Pure Land is a “purified land,” that is, a 

realm that came into existence by “purifying the land.” 

To “purify the land’”’ means that the Mahayana bodhis- 

attvas purify everything in the land in which they will 

appear upon becoming Buddhas; this “purification” in- 

cludes leading all sentient beings to Buddhahood. Of 

course, such acts entail nothing less than the fulfillment 

both of the bodhisattvas’ cultivation of the pdramitds 

(“‘perfections’’) and of his vow to benefit all beings. As 

such, the Pure Land can be regarded as hypostatized 

representation of the Buddha’s enlightenment. For ex- 

ample, even though Sukhavati is described as a realm 

that exists to the west, it is in reality a realm that tran- 

scends space. While it is said to exist beyond billions of 

Buddha lands, this is actually nothing but a symbolic 

expression for infinite distance; what is originally be- 

yond space was expressed in the context of space. 

By means of such descriptions, the Pure Land sdtras 

succeeded in capturing the imagination of ordinary 

people. Consequently, the practice of contemplating the 

Buddha (buddhanusmrti; Chin., nien-fo), a relatively 

easy form of religious practice leading to birth in the 

Pure Land and eventual enlightenment (Buddhahood) 

there, gained wide popularity among Buddhists. In the 

same vein, the name Sukhavati (“realm of bliss’), which 

originally denoted a realm of absolute religious bliss, 

also acquired connotations of relative, this-worldly hap- 

piness. Given its popular appeal, Sukhavati quickly be- 

came the object of the most dominant form of Buddhist 



devotion in East Asia. Hence, “Pure Land’ in Chinese 

Buddhism came to be regarded as synonymous with 

Amitabha’s Pure Land. In following this practice, the 

Japanese Buddhist sects that are based on the worship 

of Amitabha (Jpn., Amida) Buddha are called Jodosha 

(the Pure Land sect) and Jodoshinshi (the True Pure 

Land sect). 

In Mahayana Buddhism there are also other kinds of 

Pure Lands different in nature from the “distant’’ Pure 

Lands discussed earlier. The Vimalakirtinirdesa Sutra es- 
pouses the idea that when bodhisattvas purify their 

mind this Saha world itself becomes a Pure Land. This 

view of Pure Land was advocated in China and Japan 

by the Ch‘an and Zen sects respectively and led to the 

development of the concept of the ‘“‘mind-only Pure 

Land.” The Lotus Sutra contains elements that lead 

some to regard Grdhrakita—the Vulture’s Peak where 

Sakyamuni Buddha preached the Lotus Sutra—as a 

Pure Land. The Japanese Nichiren sect later came to 

view this mountain as an ideal realm and espoused the 

notion of ‘“‘Vulture’s Peak Pure Land.” The Avatamsaka 

Sutra speaks of Vairocana’s Padmagarbha, a Pure Land 

in which the entire world is enveloped in a lotus flower, 

a notion that the Chinese Hua-yen and Japanese Kegon 

sects have made an integral part of their doctrine. 

Finally, the Ghandhavyiha Sutra speaks of a Ghandhav- 

yuha realm. Later, the Japanese Shingon sect came to 

regard this realm as the Pure Land of Mahavairocana 

Buddha and to identify it with our present Saha world. 

In Chinese and Japanese Buddhism the Tusita Heaven, 

where the bodhisattva Maitreya now dwells, and the Po- 

talaka Mountain, where the bodhisattva Avalokitesvara 

dwells, are both sometimes referred to as Pure Lands 

and have been the objects of large devotional follow- 

ings. 

In response to such views, the Karundpundarika Sutra 

emphasized the great compassion of Sakyamuni Bud- 

dha, who appeared in this Impure Land, rather than the 

Buddhas of the “distant” Pure Lands such as Amitabha 

and Aksobhya. This text developed in opposition to the 

notion of “extra-worldly” Pure Lands but never wielded 

much influence. The same sitra explains that our Im- 

pure Land is characterized by the “five corruptions” 
(parica kasayah: the corruptions of the times, of views, 

of blind passion, of sentient beings, and of life). How- 

ever in later periods, especially in Japan, it became cus- 

tomary to explain the Impure Land as coextensive with 

the ‘‘six destinies” (sad gatayah: the destinies of hell, of 

hungry spirits, of beasts, of asuras, of humans, and of 

heavenly beings) as seen, for example, in Genshin’s 

Ojéyésha. In this case also, the Impure Land was pos- 

ited in contradistinction to Amida’s Pure Land. Here the 

Impure Land was characterized as something that one 
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grows weary of and wishes to leave behind in favor of 

birth in Sukhavati. , 

[See also Amitabha; Ching-t'u; Jédosht; and Jodo 

Shinsha. ] 
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FusiTA KOTATSU 

Translated from Japanese by Kenneth K. Tanaka 

PURIFICATION. Concepts of pollution and purity 
are found in virtually all the religions of the world. 

While some religions recognize subtle distinctions of 

relative pollution, others place less emphasis upon the 

social and religious categories that determine pollution. 

The range extends from cultures like that of the Pyg- 

mies, who place almost no emphasis on concepts of pol- 

lution and purity, to hierarchical systems like Hindu- 

ism, with its highly developed mechanisms for 

transforming impurity from a dangerous category to a 

meaningful structuring principle of the Indian cultural 

system. 
It is impossible to understand religious pollution and 

purification as separate phenomena; these two insepar- 

able categories of religious experience are locked into a 

dynamic complementarity. Rules governing religious 

pollution imply a corollary code for ameliorating the 

condition. The purification of religious pollution is a 

major religious theme because it forges a path of expia- 

tion, healing, renewal, transcendence, and reintegra- 

tion, establishing harmonious triangular links among 

the individual, the cosmos, and the social structure. 

The range of activities or events considered to be pol- 

luting is vast, and there is an equally impressive range 

of purification rituals. In Tibetan Buddhism, for in- 

stance, pollution may be associated with trivial situ- 

ations, such as crowds where polluted persons may lurk 

(this deters no one from being in a crowd); or it may 

lead to very serious conditions of impurity, as in the 

case of big game hunting, when pollution can cause fam- 

ine or drought (Keyes and Daniel, 1983). While some 

pollution may be due to deliberate acts that violate so- 

cial or religious norms, pollution may be accidental or 
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unintended by the agent, as in the case of menstrual or 

death pollution. This distinction is important because | 

the specific corrective rite of purification may differ de- 

pending on whether the state of pollution was attained 

deliberately or accidentally. Shint6, for instance, is per- 

meated with purification rites that can be traced back 

to origin myths according to which the god Susano-o 

committed offenses against the divine order through ig- 

norance and error. Consequently, in the Shinto religion 

general rites of purification must be performed periodi- 

cally to resacralize the world. This contrasts with more 

specific occasions for purification rites, which are asso- 

ciated with the deliberate breaking of taboos by indi- 

viduals. 
Virtually all aspects of life may be surrounded by no- 

tions of pollution and purity. Not only must sins and 

devils be purged in annual purification ceremonies cel- 

ebrated as rites of renewal; pollution rules are also ap- 

plied to the ordinary products of human physiology, 

regulating human behavior in relation to contact with 

blood, vomit, excreta, cooked foods, hair clippings, and 

so on. The critical rites of passage associated with ma- 

jor transitions in life (birth, adolescence, marriage, and 

death) are usually governed by rules of pollution and 

purity, since these are times when humans are most 

vulnerable to attacks by evil spirits. There is no clear 

pattern of cross-cultural uniformity in these concepts of 

pollution and purity; in some societies menstruation or 

death may be considered especially dangerous and sur- 

rounded with elaborate rites of purification, while other 

cultures particularly fear pollution from eating certain 

foods or from contact with members of lower classes. 

Yet, despite this cultural diversity, there remain a num- 

ber of consistent patterns that yield important insights 

about the nature of religious experience. 

The literature on religion is replete with concern 

about the symbolism of purification. Nineteenth-cen- 

tury figures like James G. Frazer, Robertson Smith, Em- 

ile Durkheim, and Lucien Lévy-Bruhl attempted in var- 

ious ways to explain principles of defilement and 

purification in primitive religions. Anthropologists of 

religion in the early twentieth century paid little atten- 

tion to the subject. However, field work among African 
cultures and in South Asia during the 1960s challenged 

anthropologists to develop theoretical explanations for 

the increasingly complex data associated with concepts 

of pollution and purity in the cognitive structures of dif- 

ferent religions. In 1966 Mary Douglas presented her ex- 

tensive analysis of the topic in the classic volume Purity 
and Danger. That same year Louis Dumont published 

his controversial treatment of pollution and purity 

norms in Hinduism under the title Homo Hierarchicus. 
Since that time, symbolic anthropologists, structural- 

ists, and religion specialists have elaborated on this 

theme in many different religions and cultures. 

Purity and Danger is a landmark in the study of reli- 

gious symbolism because it systematizes divergent in- 

formation in an elegant analytical framework. For Mary 

Douglas, religious pollution is a property of the “be- 

twixt and between” in human cultures; whatever falls 

between the social categories developed by human reli- 

gious systems to comprehend and impute a sense of or- 

der and reality is considered to be impure (Parker, 

1983). The concepts of pollution and purity in a partic- 

ular religion make no sense without reference to a total 

structure of thought. Thus, along with other scholars, 

Douglas emphasizes the analysis of rituals and sacred 

texts in order to reveal semantic categories that deter- 

mine mechanisms by which different peoples divide the 

world into domains of relative pollution or purity. For- 

tunately, this more systematic approach to purification 

has restored the concept as a major theme in the study 

of world religions. 

Forms of Religious Pollution. The range of human ac- 

tivities related to religious pollution is immense. How- 

ever, it is possible to isolate three general categories of 

pollution associated with (1) bodily functions, (2) social 

bonding, and (3) the maintenance of boundaries of the 

“holy” or “sacred.” The categories of pollution pre- 

sented here are artificial devices developed to facilitate 

analysis; they are not meant as descriptive categories to 

characterize the phenomenon. It should be remembered 

that these categories overlap and form a continuum, 

and that emphasis on different sorts of pollution varies 

greatly from one religio-cultural context to another. 

Pollution associated with bodily functions. Ideas 

about dirt are linked into complex symbolic systems in 

virtually every society. One of the most widespread con- 

cepts of pollution is associated with emissions from the 

human body. Urine and feces are particularly impure, 

partly because of their odor, but also due to their more 

general association with putrefaction and death. In In- 

dia, the left hand, used for cleansing after defecation, is 

forbidden to be used when touching other people or sa- 

cred objects. Other bodily secretions, such as saliva, 

vomit, menstrual blood, and afterbirth, are also consid- 

ered to have polluting qualities. In some traditions, 

even sperm is polluting outside the sanctified context of 

marriage. All of these bodily excretions have social sig- 

nificance; they are usually surrounded with heavy rit- 

ualization to ensure that they will be contained within 

a specific religious, cultural, temporal, or spatial con- 

text. Since they are natural physiological functions, the 

resulting pollution is focused not on preventing their 

occurrence but rather on providing boundaries for con- 

trol and purification. 



Anything that enters the human body may be a source 
of pollution. Thus, air, liquid, and food are potentially 
polluting agents that must be carefully controlled. Con- 
tamination by polluted food is a widespread danger, in- 
volving elaborate rules of avoidance. In some religions, 
dietary laws are very strict. Orthodox J udaism, with its 
emphasis on kosher foods, carefully articulated in the 
Hebrew scriptures, sets the Jews apart as a holy people 
who are considered to be clean and consequently pre- 
pared to receive the blessings of God, along with the 
heavy responsibilities that accompany this covenant. 
Hindus are also known for their strict dietary laws. The 

ascendent principle operative in Hinduism is the con- 

cept of ahimsd (‘nonviolence’). Hindu dietary laws 

stress pure vegetarianism as an ideal. Pollution from 

food intake, particularly meat, has serious conse- 

quences. Thus, the highest castes strive to be strict veg- 

etarians, while meat is allowable only to lower castes 

and untouchables. 

In many parts of the world, food is carefully pre- 

served to avoid putrefaction. Food must be protected 

from contact with impure persons who can transmit 

their contamination to it. Thus, in many societies men- 

struating women, sick people, and the lower classes are 

prohibited from involvement in the preparation of 

foods. Nobles, priests, and other persons of high status 

are particularly vulnerable to food pollution. Due to 

their magnified social visibility and influence, they 

must be especially vigilant to avoid pollution through 

careful control of food intake. While most food in rural 

Greece is prepared by women, men cook meals to be 

consumed on ceremonial occasions because they are not 

tainted by women’s general pollution. India has an ex- 

tensive system of strict rules of avoidance about inter- 

dining between different castes; the leftovers of higher 

castes may be consumed by lower castes, but the re- 

verse results in contamination. 

Bodily pollution, in its most extreme form, results in 

illness or even death. Before the emergence of the germ 

theory to account for biotic disorders, illnesses were 

universally explained as the invasion of evil spirits, the 

curse of the evil eye, or the result of broken taboos. 

Even in modern societies, illnesses may be attributed to 

spiritual causes. Elaborate rituals to ward off pollution 

from evil spirits that cause human sickness are found 

throughout the world. Among the Inuit (Eskimo), illness 

was attributed to pollution associated with breaking ta- 

boos. The shaman entered a trance, then took a spiri- 

tual journey to the abode of the goddess Sedna under 

the sea; there he would ask her to forgive the sins of his 

people. This ritual act involved confessions by commu- 

nity members, resulting in the possibility of a cure. The 

Indian goddess of smallpox, Sitala, could be angered 
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easily and subsequently needed to be “‘cooled” through 

various rituals of purification. The innocent, the vulner- 

able, the aged, and those individuals who have trans- 

gressed religious and social norms are all potential vic- 

tims of illness. It is widely believed that the human 

body can best be equipped to fight illnesses by avoiding 

pollution, such as the ingestion of unclean foods, con- 

tact with menstrual blood, the performance of prohib- 

ited sexual relations, neglect of proper rituals to placate 

deities, and lack of bodily cleanliness. 

Pollution and social bonding. The intense socializa- 

tion of natural bodily functions is another aspect of pu- 

rification. Birth, adolescence, marriage, and death are 

linked to physiological stages that are highly controlled 

and ritualized to ensure protection from the dangers of 

pollution. [See Rites of Passage.] These life crisis events 

demarcate major points of transition, critical both for 

individuals and the community. Failure to attain these 

transitions would threaten the survival of human cul- 
ture. 

The danger of childbirth is often accompanied by rig- 

orous rituals designed to bring about a healthy outcome 

for both mother and child. Consequently, the whole pro- 

cess of birth, in some cases including pregnancy, re- 

quires special rites of purification. The pregnant woman 

may be expected to observe food taboos, take daily 

baths, and perform only a few restricted household 

chores. Impurities connected with childbirth are usu- 

ally associated with the afterbirth; these impurities ex- 

tend to the fragile bond between mother and child and 

to other family members. Pollution is attributed to the 

invasion of evil spirits that thrive on vulnerable individ- 

uals during crisis events. Often mother and child are 

placed in seclusion for a period of time, then ritually 

welcomed into the larger community after rituals of 

cleansing have taken place. 

The transition to adulthood is considered the proper 

time for prophylactic rites of purification. These rites 

protect the initiate from pollution during his state of 

liminality. In some societies uncircumcised males are 

considered intrinsically polluted. Among the Ndembu 

people of northwestern Zambia, an uncircumcised boy 

lacks “‘whiteness” or “‘purity’” and is permanently pol- 

luting; his presence can threaten the luck of hunters. An 

uncircumcised Ndembu man is polluted because of the 

dirt beneath his foreskin. He is considered ‘‘white” or 

“pure” only when the glans of his penis is exposed 

through circumcision (Turner, 1967). 

Menstruation is one of the functions most widely seen 

as polluting, second only to death. Menstrual impurity 

may apply only during menses, or it may be more gen- 

eralized as a kind of gender pollution, rendering women 

permanently impure due to their sexuality. Menstrual 
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pollution is usually controlled by dietary restrictions, 

isolation in separate huts or parts of the household, and _ 

avoidance of either cooking or the performance of ordi- 

nary household tasks. Also, women are debarred from 

participation in religious ceremonies during menstrua- 

tion. Gender pollution appears to be related, at least 

partially, to male dominance and the demarcation of 

clear male spheres of influence; thus, the very presence 

of women causes dangerous pollution (Douglas, 1975). 

In many tribal societies, women, under the threat of 

death, are kept away from men’s houses where sacred 

masks are carved and the secrets of the ancestors are 

kept. Some Mediterranean and Near Eastern cultures 

elaborate gender pollution to the point of associating 

women with all kinds of dark forces (such as the evil 

eye, the world of ghosts, and magical occult powers). 

Unattached women in these societies must be watched 

carefully because they are a great source of pollution: 

women are believed to be shameful creatures who can 

upset the entire social order by threatening the lines of 

distinction between separate gender domains. 

Marriage and human sexuality are surrounded by 

elaborate pollution/purity norms in many parts of the 

world. Sexual relations outside culturally prescribed 

rules are generally treated as potential sources of pol- 

lution. These rules vary greatly from one society to an- 

other. Premarital sexual relations, for instance, are not 

considered to be polluting in some societies. In other 

parts of the world, women, in particular, who engage in 

premarital sex are considered to be polluted by their 

loss of virginity. While pollution norms surrounding sex 

and marriage vary, many societies consider adultery a 

source of defilement. Incest is a more serious offense 

and is universally taboo. Incestuous activities are so 

thoroughly polluting as to pose serious threats to the 

community as a whole. Consequently, persons who have 

committed incest are either killed or permanently ban- 

ished. 

The most widespread source of pollution is death and 

the putrefaction of bodily decay. Death breaks fragile 

social bonds, and the bonds that remain must be rear- 

ranged so that death pollution can be prevented from 

becoming a generalized condition of social disorder or 

chaos. The corpse and the possessions of the deceased 

are highly dangerous. Even though death is the most 

polluting social event, not all religions treat it uni- 

formly. In some religions, as in Christianity, dead hu- 

man bodies are allowed into sacred shrines or even bur- 

ied there. This contrasts dramatically with Hinduism, 

where corpses are never allowed near a sacred shrine; 

even an accidental death that occurs inside a Hindu 

temple requires the performance of elaborate purifica- 
tion rites. 

Funeral rituals have three general purposes: (1) the 

transformation of dead spirits into ancestors; (2) the 

placement of the ancestors in the proper realm of the 

afterlife (heaven, hell, or a new life via reincarnation); 

and (3) a restoration of both social and cosmic order 

from the disorder caused by death pollution (Nielsen et 

al., 1983). Thus, funerals are designed to accomplish a 

number of important tasks necessitated by the wound 

of death. Not only do they provide a ritual context for 

disposing of the pollution linked with the dead body, 

they also activate, contain, and assist in the resolution 

of grief. 

Since death represents a rending of the social fabric, 

its pollution has far-reaching effects. In India, death 

pollutes the whole family, requiring strict rites of puri- 

fication during prescribed periods of mourning, the 

length of which is determined according to the degree 

of kinship to the deceased. In Japan, death is believed 

to result in harmful and contagious pollution that can 

be transmitted through social contact. The idea that 

death pollution is communicable can be found through- 

out the world. The Polynesians abandoned any house 

where death had occurred. After the death of a Samoan 

chief, his house could not be entered and fishing in the 

lagoon was prohibited (Steiner, 1956). However, not all 

ceremonies surrounding death are designed to prevent 

the contagion of pollution; some of these rites help 

mourners to participate in the condition of death itself. 

According to Robert Parker, in ancient Greek religion 

death pollution was a kind of temporary participation 

in the condition of the dead man, who was, through the 

decay of the corpse, “foul” (miaros). ‘‘Pollution is a 

transposition of this sympathetic befoulment to the me- 

taphysical plane. ‘Being polluted’ is a kind of metaphys- 

ical suit of mourning” (Parker, 1983, p. 64). In the Parsi 

religion, contact with dead bodies pollutes family, com- 

munity, and even the natural elements of air, fire, 

water, and earth. Consequently, earth burial and cre- 

mation are forbidden among the Parsis. They resolve 

the problem of contaminating the natural elements by 

exposing the deceased on a dakhma (‘‘tower of silence’) 

to be devoured by vultures. In this extreme case, death 

pollution is so highly contagious that unless contained 

it extends to all nature. ; 

Violent death is the most polluting of all, for both the 

victim and the perpetrator of the crime. The pollution 

generated by violent death is exceedingly dangerous be- 

cause it may activate a revenge cycle. Among headhunt- 

ers in New Guinea and other parts of the world, the 

ghost of an individual who has been murdered is con- 

sidered extremely dangerous unless it is appeased by 

taking another head. In some societies both the mur- 

derer and the victim of violent death are refused ordi- 



nary funeral rites; in some cases these corpses are de- 
nied burial in community cemeteries. 

Pollution and purity norms are related to social rank, 
particularly in complex societies with strong social 

boundaries established by ascription. People who break 

conventional rules of behavior in hierarchically ori- 

ented societies by crossing lines of class or caste are 

considered polluted by their transgression. In Polynesia 

the person of the chief was highly charged with mana, 

a kind of sacred energy that could be lost through 

touching people of lower rank. The Hindu social system, 

with its strict endogamous tradition for establishing so- 

cial status, is even more rigid about the link between 

rank and pollution; Hindu castes involve strict rules re- 

quiring marriage within subcastes, prohibiting caste in- 

terdining, and restricting physical contact between 

members of lower and upper castes. While these rules 
are less rigid than in the past, they continue to thrive in 

contemporary India. The degree of intrinsic pollution of 

each caste depends on its rank in the overall system. 

The lowest castes are more polluted than higher ones 

because of their traditional occupations; the highest 

brahman castes are least polluted, due to their priestly 

duties, and the lowest castes are most contaminated be- 

cause of their contact with polluting items in the envi- 

ronment. Untouchables, who are outside the caste sys- 

tem, are most polluted because they come in contact 

with such highly polluting substances as leather and 

dead bodies. Physical contact with untouchables by 

caste Hindus requires strong purification rites. In the 

past untouchables, due to their intrinsic pollution, were 
prevented from entering temples; this custom was 

banned legally by the Indian constitution (26 November 

1949). 
Pollution and the maintenance of sacred boundaries. 

The definition of religious pollution cannot be limited 

to social, psychological, or physiological domains alone. 

The definition of the “sacred’’ also involves issues of 

spiritual pollution. This is clear to individuals who have 

dedicated themselves to the religious life. Rules govern- 

ing pollution are more stringent for the religious be- 

cause they come in contact with the supernatural more 

directly than the laity. Anyone who approaches the di- 

vinity, either as an intermediary or in a state of deep 

reverence, is required to perform extensive rites of pu- 

rification. 

As the religious are more vulnerable to pollution, they 

also may be singled out to suffer its consequences more 

than others. The idea of being set apart for a holy pur- 

pose is exemplified by Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. 

Particularly in Judaism, the idea of a sanctified, priestly 

people becomes highly elaborated, to the point that 

Yahveh’s chosen may become impure by worshiping 
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other gods, consulting fortune-tellers, or coming in con- 

tact with foreigners. The same notion is expressed 

throughout the world in varying degrees, as people at- 
tempt to define a relationship to divinity. 

The polar tension between pollution and purity is ac- 

tivated in pilgrimage: pilgrims enter a dialectic where 

pollution is dissolved by the journey to a sacred place. 

Thus, in the great pilgrimage traditions of Islam, Hin- 

duism, Shint6, or Christianity, one not only attains 

merit, community status, and indulgences for the after- 

life; one also undergoes a “‘spiritual bathing” that opens 

the eyes, transforms consciousness, and centers human 

focus on the sacred. Pilgrimage is often prescribed to 

resolve conditions of spiritual pollution. In the classical 

pilgrimages, the devotee’s journey returned him to a 

place of great sacrality and prepared him to cross 

boundaries and to enter more deeply into the realm of 

the sacred. 

The definition of any sacred place is contingent on its 

opposite, namely, the removal of polluting elements 

that contaminate the “holy.” In Hinduism, whenever a 

particular place is selected for worshiping a deity, it is 

sanctified through elaborate purification rites so that 

demons, evil spirits, and the dark forces of ignorance 

are excluded and conditions for invoking the presence 

of divinity are most favorable. Thus, the locus of the 

holy of holies in any religion embodies that religion’s 

ideal of purity. This is not to imply that pollution has 

no place in sacred centers; on the contrary, it is through 

the very process of purifying the impure that human life 

is transformed and integrated into the religious sphere. 

Rites of Purification. Religious pollution always calls 

for specific rites of purification, which can range from 

the ingestion of sacraments to painful acts of purgation. 

There are five types of rites, involving the use of (1) fire, 

(2) water, (3) detergents, (4) purgation, and (5) scape- 

goats. Usually several purificatory mechanisms are em- 

ployed together, as parts of a sacred technology, to 

eliminate pollution and restore wholeness to both indi- 

vidual and community. 

Fire. Both fire and smoke are considered sources of 

purification. [See Fire.] In some parts of the world, step- 

ping over a fire is a rite demarcating a transition from 

defilement. The Hindu god Agni is the personification of 

fire, and purified butter is poured into fire as an offering 

to the god. At certain times of the year, sacrifices to 

Agni are performed to purify the whole world. Hindus 

attain sacramental benefit by passing their hands over 

fire. The eternal fire that burns day and night in Parsi 

fire temples is a source of purity for worshipers, who 

offer bread and milk while portions of the sacred text, 

the Avesta, are read before it. 

Incense and fumigation are employed widely in the 
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world’s religions for purificatory purposes. [See In- 

cense.] Typically, both sacred objects and the assem- 

bled worshipers are purified with incense during the re- 

citation of prayers. According to Parker, the ancient 

Greeks saw fire as an important source of purity: 

“Torches were an indispensable part of many ceremo- 

nies, and swung vigorously, they could purify a room or 

a man. Normally, however, sharp-smelling substances 

were added to the fire when purification was needed” 

(Parker, 1983, p. 227). The Greeks exposed polluted ob- 

jects to the pungent odor of sulphur; by contrast, sweet- 

smelling burnt offerings were selected to please the 

gods. 

Water. Water, the universal cleanser, is the most 

widely employed means of ritual purification. [See 

Ablutions.] Often water is used with other elements, 

such as fire, salt, or herbs. It is a particularly potent 

source of purification when obtained from holy springs, 

wells, or other sacred bodies of water. [See Water.] The 

many holy wells of Ireland are special places of purifi- 

cation. A bath in the sacred Ganges river is accompa- 

nied by such a high level of purification that it is an 

object of pilgrimage for millions of devotees from all 

over India. 

A widespread requirement before worship is the cus- 

tom of ritual bathing, either of the whole body or parts 

of the body most exposed to pollution, especially the 

feet. In most religions the deity must not be approached 

unless the devotee is ritually clean. The Hindu is ex- 

pected to bathe early in the morning, recite special 

prayers, and consecrate his day to the service of God. 

Water has purificatory qualities in Hinduism, not be- 

cause of its intrinsic purity, but because it absorbs pol- 

lution and carries it away (Babb, 1975). Thus, the flow 

of water determines its purificatory efficacy. 

Water also makes the sacred more accessible to de- 

votees. Muslims clean their mouths and ears with water 

to sanctify their prayers and open their hearing to the 

will of God. Most life crisis events, such as childbirth, 

marriage, or death, involve the use of water to create a 

state of purification in which the transaction between 

man and divinity is encouraged and the danger of pol- 

lution is minimized. The best-known instance of ritual 

purification with water is Christian baptism, which 

washes away sin and prepares the devotee to lead a re- 

ligious life. In this case, water both washes away the 

pollution of sin and acts as a sign that the individual 

belongs to an initiated group who share a common state 

of purified grace. The statues of deities are ritually 

cleansed with water in preparation for religious cere- 

monies. The water that supports life is a sacred source 

of renewal. It is the ‘“‘mother of being” in opposition to 

the accumulation of filth, evil, defilement, and decay as- 

sociated with death. 
Detergents. Aside from fire and water, a variety of 

agents are utilized in ritual purification. These various 

detergents include salt water, liquid concoctions made 

from propitious herbs and spices, and various other sac- 

ramental substances applied to the polluted individual 

or space. In Africa and the Middle East, sand or dry dirt 

is used as a detergent when water is not available. 

Charcoal, mud, and clay from special sacred places are 

also employed to remove religious pollution. These 

clinging substances are daubed on a person’s body to 

absorb defilement, then washed away. In India, ash 

from cow dung is widely employed as a cleansing agent. 

Among the Nuba of Sudan, the ash from burnt branches 

of the acacia tree has purificatory qualities. In this so- 

ciety, sacred ash is linked to success in wrestling con- 

tests, fertility of the earth, rites of initiation, death, and 

the afterlife. Young Nuba men, at various critical points 

in their lives, cover their bodies with sacred ash as a 

symbol of purification. 
Throughout the world, cow dung is used as fuel and 

as mortar to build shelters. Thus, it represents an im- 

portant resource for human communities. It is not sur- 

prising, therefore, that in some cultures cow dung is 

used as a detergent with purificatory qualities. Since 

cows are sacred in India, cow dung and other bovine 

products are considered to be extremely pure. In the 

case of Indian death pollution, for example, when an 

individual has died in a house or temple, or whenever 

there is a need for special acts of purification, five prod- 

ucts of the cow (dung, milk, ghee, curds, and urine) are 

mixed together and applied as a detergent to clean 

walls or apply to human beings. In Hinduism the sa- 

credness of the cow, mother of life, makes this mixture 

almost sacramental in its efficacy. 

Purgation. This category subsumes a large variety of 

purificatory rites. The common thread is either a phys- 

ical or psychological purging to eliminate pollution, of- 

ten involving self-sacrifice, pain, and suffering by the 

devotee. Purificatory purgation, found in one form or 

another throughout the world, always involves a meta- 

physics of cleansing transformation, as natural bodily 

or psychic pollution is purified through rituals that al- 

ter the human condition. 

One means of cleansing the human body from defile- 

ment is to shave the head, eyebrows, and other body 

hair. [See Hair.] In Hinduism, the hair and beard must 

not be cut until the end of the mourning period. At that 

time the head is shaved to demarcate the end of death 

pollution. Novices in some monastic traditions are 

shaved to signify the termination of their worldly life 



and their dedication to holy orders. Even the rite of cir- 
cumcision, with its removal of the foreskin, is an act of 
purification as well as a rite of passage designed to in- 
tegrate the individual into a new level of community. 

Throughout the world special clothing is used in the 

context of sacred ceremonies; the hair may be covered, 

shoes removed, or new clothes required. In the case of 

death pollution, old clothes of the deceased may be 

burned. This change of clothing signifies a termination 

of uncleanliness. Deities in Hinduism must be ap- 

proached by devotees wearing the purest possible gar- 

ments. According to Lawrence A. Babb, 

as a general rule . . . the principal actor or actors in ritual 

must be in a purified condition before approaching or mak- 

ing offerings to the deity. This usually means that the wor- 

shippers will be freshly bathed and will be wearing gar- 

ments appropriate to a condition of purity: a minimum of 

cotton, which is quite vulnerable to pollution; silk, if possi- 

ble, which is more resistant to accidental pollution. 

(Babb, 1975, p. 47) 

Throughout the world, fasting is an act of purgation, 

a sacrifice to honor the divinity, and a mechanism for 

cleansing the body. [See Fasting.] In Islam, the whole 

month of Ramadan is a time for fasting. Until recently, 

Roman Catholics fasted on Fridays to recall the passion 

of Christ. The season of Lent is a more protracted pe- 

riod of fasting commemorating the passion. Intense 

fasting as a form of purgation is widely associated with 

states of visionary ecstasy. Typically, the religious spe- 

cialist prepares himself to receive visions by abstaining 

from food and drink for long periods of time; he may 

become emaciated, undergo symbolic death, then expe- 

rience intense spiritual illumination. 

Both Judaism and Islam forbid the eating of pork. No 

religion has a more strict set of dietary laws than Or- 

thodox Judaism, where eating is a sacramental act. [See 

Kashrut.] The Jewish dietary laws were a sign of the 

holiness of God’s people; they served to preserve mono- 

theism and to set the Jews apart from surrounding pa- 

gan societies. Dietary laws are found in the books of 

Deuteronomy, Genesis, and Exodus, but they are most 

widely articulated in Leviticus. Animals that have true 

hoofs and chew their cud, including oxen, sheep, harts, 

and gazelles, may be eaten. Only a few birds are consid- 

ered clean: chickens, ducks, geese, and turkeys. Fish 

must have fins and scales to be considered clean; thus, 

all shellfish are excluded. Also classified as unclean are 

those animals that creep, crawl, or swarm upon the 

earth. Animals permitted in the Mosaic dietary laws 

may be eaten only under certain conditions: they must 

be slaughtered by a man trained in Jewish law, using a 
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sharp knife and severing the animal’s throat with one 

continuous stroke. Even then, the meat is not kosher un- 

less it has been properly drained of blood, prepared 

with salt, then washed clean (Trepp, 1982, pp. 281-284). 

According to Mary Douglas, Jewish dietary laws act as 

signs to inspire meditation on the “‘oneness, purity and 

completeness of God’’ (Douglas, 1966, p. 57). Obser- 

vance of these laws helps the Jewish people to express 

their holiness at every meal and to prepare for the sac- 

rifice in the temple. 

The body may be purged of pollution by various 

emetics that induce vomiting or diarrhea. The peyote 

ritual found among Indians of Mexico and the American 

Southwest involves a phase of vomiting, considered to 

have both physical and spiritual purifying effects (Ma- 

lefijt, 1968). Purgatives such as castor oil are used as 

purifying agents in African religions. Emetics of various 

kinds are prescribed by shamans to flush out evil spirits 

and purify the human body. Among North American In- 

dians, the sweat bath is widely employed to cure ill- 

nesses and remove impurities. 

Psychological forms of purgation are connected to the 

condition of the human body. Various forms of physical 

torture have been employed in the world’s religions to 

bring about a psychological state of penance and hu- 

mility in the presence of the supernatural. Mortification 

of the flesh includes various forms of flagellation, walk- 

ing on nails, lacerations, suspension on hooks driven 

through the skin, the wearing of hair shirts, and sleep- 

ing on rough surfaces. These painful acts of self-sacrifice 

are not reserved only for religious specialists; in many 

religions with strong pilgrimage traditions, self-denial 

is an act of purification for laymen. [See Mortification.] 

At the great pilgrimage shrine of Our Lady of Guada- 

lupe in Mexico City and at numerous Marian devotions 

in Europe, pilgrims may be seen crawling on their 

bleeding knees toward the sanctuaries. Pilgrimages to 

Mecca, the medieval shrines of Europe, and the great 

pilgrim centers of Hinduism are associated with dan- 

ger, hardship, and self-denial, which are believed to be 

purificatory. The ultimate form of purgation occurs 

when the pilgrim dies along the journey; in Hinduism 

it is considered highly auspicious to die on pilgrimage, 

an act equivalent to dying near the sacred Ganges 

River. 

Another form of physical and psychological purifica- 

tion is sexual abstinence or celibacy. In some religions, 

the highest spiritual experiences can occur only for in- 

dividuals who have given up all worldly pleasures. Sex- 

ual abstinence is believed to place the individual in a 

state of grace where he can concentrate on the super- 

natural. [See Celibacy.] In some respects, strong mar- 
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riage vows prohibiting extramarital sexual activity are 

designed to ensure the purity of sex within the marriage 

contract. The transgression of sexual boundaries is an 

act of pollution that may require intense rites of purifi- 

cation. 

Confession of misdeeds appears in one form or an- 

other in most religions. [See Confession of Sins.] The 

public or private recitation of transgressions purges the 

individual of guilt and acts as an antidote to both the 

personal and the collective pollution resulting from the 

breaking of taboos. The Inuit custom of group confes- 

sion, particularly practiced during times when seal 

hunting is unsuccessful, is an example of corporate pur- 

gation through confession. It is believed that when the 

hair of the great goddess Sedna, who lives under the 

sea, has become dirty because of human sins (like secret 

miscarriages and various breaches of taboos) she an- 

grily holds back the sea animals. During a trance, the 

shaman appeases Sedna, then calls for a group confes- 

sion so that hunting may be plentiful (Eliade, 1964). 

Confession often results in a flood of tears, self-mortifi- 

cation, or other acts intended to express sorrow for 

transgressions. Thus, confession removes the stain of sin 

through a psychological act of expiation and purifica- 

tion. 

Contact with holy items, such as relics of saints, sac- 

raments, and statues of deities, is an important source 

of purification. The utterance of prayers also has cleans- 

ing value. In Hinduism, mantras may be used either as 

agents to combat evil or as foci for concentration lead- 

ing to spiritual awakening. Rituals of purification in 

Buddhism are metaphors for inner transformations and 

mystical enlightenment. Prayer and meditation, partic- 

ularly by ascetics, purify the soul, rendering it a fitting 

receptacle for God-consciousness and the spiritual life. 

Here purgation is followed by the contemplation of sub- 

lime spiritual visions. 

Substitution and catharsis. The use of substitutions to 

remove pollution is a widespread purificatory custom. 

The sick human body may be rubbed with sticks, 

stones, or other objects to which the pollution is trans- 

ferred. A means of curing mental disorders in Nigeria is 

to remove the person’s clothes and rub his body with a 

sacrificed dove, which absorbs the evil spirits. In the 

American Indian peyote cult, individuals are purified by 

being rubbed with sagebrush. The institution of king- 
ship is widely accompanied by the purificatory anoint- 

ing of the king’s body. The annual Ch‘ing-ming cere- 

mony in China involves a tradition of sweeping clean 

the graves of the ancestors. This rite of purification re- 

news the whole community. Shinto priests transfer 

their pollution to a special wand, which is then thrown 

away so that they may perform sacred ceremonies in a 

. state of ritual purity. 
There are numerous instances of transferring pollu- 

tion to either human or animal scapegoats. Specially se- 

lected individuals may be whipped, beaten, and then 

expelled from a community to rid it of pollution. [See 

Scapegoat.] In Fiji, the polluted person is washed in a 

stream; he then wipes his hand on a pig or turtle to 

remove pollution. At one time among the Maori of New 

Zealand, when an epidemic disease raged in the com- 

munity, a man was selected as a temporary scapegoat; 

a fern stalk was attached to his body, he was submerged 

in a river, and the fern stalk was allowed to float down- 

stream. The epidemic was transferred to the scapegoat 

(the fern stalk), then washed away by the river. Some- 

times scapegoats are institutionalized corporately, so 

that a whole social class takes on the burden of pollu- 

tion. Thus, Indian untouchables have been singled out 

to bear the suffering associated with pollution; conse- 

quently the other social castes may be at least relatively 

free of pollution. 

Community catharsis, through substitution and the 

use of scapegoats, is most widely practiced in the form 

of ritual sacrifice, where the animal’s head is exchanged 

for that of a human who is spiritually polluted (Preston, 

1980). Sacrifice is a widespread custom in the world’s 

religions; although it is performed for many different 

purposes, one major reason is to purify both the indi- 

vidual and community of defilement. Consequently, the 

dramatic shedding of blood is typically surrounded 

with a milieu of powerful ritual catharsis. Among the 

cattle-keeping Nuer tribe of the Sudan, sacrifices are 

performed as atonements for breaking taboos. The an- 

cient Greeks employed blood sacrifices as rites of ab- 

sorptive purification, transferring defilement to de- 

spised animals (Parker, 1983). Cattle, sheep, goats, 

chickens, and pigs are the animals most widely em- 

ployed as scapegoats in ritual sacrifices. While human 

sacrifice occurred widely in the past, this form of expia- 

tion has mostly disappeared. However, in its symbolic 

form cathartic human sacrifice has been retained in the 

passion of Christ, where Jesus of Nazareth takes on the 

“sins of the world,’ becoming the “‘perfect offering”’ to 

cleanse the world of its collective pollution. 

Secular forms. The symbolism of purification is not 

confined to the religious sphere. Modern secular soci- 

eties continue to utilize powerful symbols of pollution 

and purity. Even though the religious content has been 

removed from much of this symbolism in technological 

societies, some of it lingers. The wide array of soaps and 

other chemicals used for cleansing the bodies and living 

habitats of modern peoples cannot be understood 



merely as extensions of scientific insights about health 
stemming from germ theory. Much of the preoccupation 
of American hospitals with white walls, antiseptics, and 

unstained clothing is suspiciously reminiscent of Puri- 

tan notions of religious cleanliness. 

Fire, water, detergents, purgation, and substitutions 

remain important sources of both religious and secular 

purification rites in the modern world. However, the 

most noteworthy addition would be an array of chemi- 

cals added to this set of purificatory devices for remov- 

ing pollution. Also significant is the tendency to per- 

ceive both pollution and purity in materialistic terms. 

Even though religious pollution is not an extinct con- 

cept in modern societies, it has often been isolated and 

compartmentalized away from the material world. 

Thus, today diseases such as smallpox are not usually 

thought to be related to sin or the breaking of taboos; 

nor are the cures of these diseases sought by performing 

religious purification rites. Still, some illnesses and crit- 

ical life crisis events that have escaped the control of 

the rational scientific method remain, in many quar- 

ters, mysterious enough to require both religious and 

secular rites of purification. This is particularly true for 

some types of cancer, which remain mysterious and 

defy ingenious medical technologies born of the mod- 

ernist world view. 

Religious Meaning. Rites of purification are rarely 

isolated or discrete events. Usually they are linked to- 

gether as sequences of rites within the larger semantic 

network of purity symbolism in a particular religious or 

cultural context. Among the Ndembu of northwestern 

Zambia the unifying symbol is the color white. This 

compound image of purity permeates every aspect of 

Ndembu religion. Water is regarded as white because it 

cleanses the body of dirt. After a funeral the widower is 

anointed with oil, shaved, washed, given new white 

cloth, and adorned with white beads. According to Vic- 

tor Turner, ‘Behind the symbolism of whiteness, then, 

lie the notions of harmony, continuity, purity, the man- 

ifest, the public, the appropriate, and the legitimate”’ 

(1967, p. 77). Rites and symbols of purification have no 

meaning unless they are interpreted as part of a larger 

religious language. 
We have not exhausted the range of purificatory rites 

available in the world religions; other mechanisms of 

purification that could be added to this list include the 
application of sandalwood paste to the skin, bleeding 

the little finger, chewing hot chiles, touching sacred rel- 

ics, eating or drinking sacraments, and making loud 

noises (as in the Chinese custom of setting off firecrack- 

ers). The important question is what all this means in 

terms of human religion. What is the relationship of the 
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social categories of pollution and purity to the religious 

impulse itself? 

Pollution/purity norms serve clear sociological and 

psychological purposes, reinforcing the boundaries of 

the community, ensuring the survival of the group, rein- 

forcing principles of health, and assisting individuals to 

cope ritually with life crises. Still, the relationship of 

people to the supernatural remains the focal point of 

purification rites throughout the world. In Confucian- 

ism, a State of purity is necessary to establish a channel 

of communication between living men and the spiritual 

world. The Hindu performs yoga only after purification; 

higher levels of consciousness may be blocked by pain- 

ful impurities unless the devotee manages to overcome 

them. The loving God of Christianity helps his people to 

transcend impurities by sending his son and offering 

salvation through the Eucharist. In all these cases, 

channels of communication with the divinity are made 

possible through the establishment of boundaries be- 

tween domains of pollution and purity, the identifica- 

tion of a situation of defilement, the performance of ap- 

propriate purificatory rites, and the experience of a new 

encounter with the ultimate supreme being. 

Mary Douglas and other structuralists have noted 

correctly that pollution/purity norms impose order on 

the untidiness of life experiences: “Reflection on dirt in- 

volves reflection on the relation of order to disorder, 

being to non-being, form to formlessness, life to death” 

(Douglas, 1966, p. 5). Yet categories of pollution and pu- 

rity represent more than ideological or social systems. 

Defilement represents our failure to attain perfection, to 

realize our godlike nature, while purification is the hu- 

man expression of divine aspirations. 
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JAMES J. PRESTON 

PURIM (“lots”) is a minor Jewish festival (one in which 

work is not prohibited) that falls on the fourteenth day 

of Adar. It celebrates the deliverance, as told in the 

Book of Esther, of the Jews from the designs of Haman, 

who cast lots to determine the date of their destruction. 

According to some historians, the events recorded in Es- 

ther are fictitious, the festival probably having its origin 

in a Babylonian festival. But there is evidence that 

Purim was celebrated as a Jewish festival from the first 

century BCE. Purim was observed also as a reminder to 

Jews that God often works ‘“‘behind the scenes” in order 

to protect his people. Medieval thinkers found a basis 

for this idea in the absence of God’s name in Esther, the 

only book in the Hebrew Bible in which the divine 

name does not appear. 

The central feature of Purim is the reading of the Me- 

gillah (scroll), as the Book of Esther is called, in the 

form of a parchment scroll, written by hand and occa- 

sionally profusely illustrated. This public reading takes 

place on the night of Purim and again during the morn- 

ing service in the synagogue. During this service the 

passage in the Torah concerning the blotting out of the 

name of Amalek (Ex. 17:8-16) is read because Haman 

was a descendant of Amalek. Based on this is the prac- 

tice, frowned upon by some Jews, of making loud noises 

with rattles and the like whenever the name of Haman 

is mentioned during the reading of the Megillah. 

Esther 9:22 speaks of sending portions to friends and 

giving alms to the poor. Hence the rabbinic rule is that 

each person must send a gift of at least two items of 

- food to a friend and give at least one donation to two 

poor men. From the reference in Esther 9:17 to “days of 

feasting and joy,” the rabbis ‘further established the 

Purim festive meal, at which there is much imbibing of 

wine. A Talmudic statement has it that a man must 

drink until he is incapable of telling whether he is bless- 

ing Mordechai or cursing Haman. 

As part of the Purim jollity, undoubtedly influenced 

by the Italian Carnival, people dress up, and children, 

especially, produce Purim plays in which they assume 

the characters mentioned in the Megillah. Rabbis ob- 

jected to men dressing up as women and vice versa 

since this offends against the law in Deuteronomy 22:5, 

but Meir of Padua in the sixteenth century defended the 

practice as a harmless masquerade. In some communi- 

ties it is the practice to appoint a ‘Purim rabbi’’ whose 

duty it is frivolously to manipulate even the most sa- 

cred texts. 

The Jews of Shushan (Est. 9:18) celebrated Purim on 

the fifteenth day of Adar. To pay honor to Jerusalem, it 

was ordained that cities that, like Jerusalem, had walls 

around them in the days of Joshua should celebrate 

Purim on the fifteenth. Consequently, the citizens of Je- 

rusalem today keep the festival and read the Megillah 

on Shushan Purim, the fifteenth of Adar, while for other 

Jews Purim is on the fourteenth of the month. 

[See also Purim Plays.] 
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Louis JACOBS 

PURIM PLAYS. Known in standard Yiddish as pu- 
rimshpiln (sg., purimshpil), the Purim plays, presented 

during the holiday of Purim, were the most common 

form of folk drama among eastern and western Jews up 

until the Holocaust. The earliest written accounts of 

such plays are from the middle of the sixteenth century. 

They describe single-actor performances in Yiddish of 
purimshpiln based on nonbiblical themes that took 

place in Venice, Italy, and Brest Litovsk (in the Belorus- 

sian S.S.R.). In the eighteenth century, more full- 

fledged plays with troupe performances were produced 

in various communities by yeshivah students, musi- 

cians, artisans, and apprentices; they were enacted in 

synagogues and in the homes of the well-to-do, where 
the actors received small sums of money. Examples of 
especially popular biblical stories that were performed 



were those of Esther and Ahasuerus (main characters in 
the Book of Esther), Joseph and his brothers, the binding 
of Isaac, and David and Goliath—all these plots empha- 
sized redemption from impending destruction. 

Today, most well-known traditions of purimshpiln oc- 
cur in several Hasidic communities, of which the best 
known are the Reb Arele Hasidim (known also as Tole- 
dot Aharon), who came to Jerusalem from Hungary dur- 
ing World War I; the Vizhnitzer Hasidim, who came to 
Bene Beraq (in Israel) from Romania during World War 

II, and the surviving members of the Bobover Hasidim 
of Poland, who established themselves in Brooklyn, 
New York, after World War II. 

In addition to the religious events of the common 

Jewish calendar, the Hasidim have established their 

own traditions; to a great extent these were inspired by 

the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century qabbalists of Sa- 

fad. The qabbalists elevated the status of Purim to that 

of a major festival. Playing on the Hebrew word kippu- 

rim (“‘atonements,” an alternate name of Yom Kippur), 

reading it to mean “like Purim” (ki-Purim), the Purim 

holiday thus placed in importance alongside Yom Kip- 

pur, the most solemn of all Jewish holidays. 

Like their forefathers, contemporary Hasidim draw 

on the message of Purim, particularly as it is dramati- 

cally presented through the purimshpil, as a means of 

strengthening their ideology and tradition. On both 

Yom Kippur and Purim, a central theme is that repent- 

ance is requested and granted; the Hasidim believe that 

God is more attentive to supplication on these days. 

[See Hasidism, overview article. ] 

The purimshpil has assumed the role of sacred work; 

the rebe (spiritual leader of the community) uses it to 

bring members of the community closer to God. The 

first evidence of the purimshpil as an element in Hasidic 

ritual is attributed to Aryeh Leib (1725-1813) of Shpola, 

a city in Russia. He believed that the performance of a 

play on Purim could influence the course of events, a 

phenomenon known to anthropologists as ‘sympathetic 

magic.” Folk belief has it that when a decree was issued 

against Jews, Aryeh Leib suggested to his followers that 

they act in a play, the plot of which described a reversal 

of such a feared situation. Other stories are told of how 

these purimshpiln were instrumental in offsetting spe- 

cific disasters. The quality of inversion is inherent in the 

original Purim text, the Book of Esther. A central idea 

underlying the Book of Esther is ve-nahafokh hu’ (Heb.., 

“and it was reversed,” Est. 9:11). Accordingly, Haman, 

the king’s vizier who wanted to hang Mordecai, is 

hanged himself, and Mordecai becomes a minister of 

the court. The Jewish community is avenged of its ene- 

mies rather than harmed by them. 
Themes nowadays are also drawn from biblical 
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sources, East European folklore, and issues of day-to- 

day life. In the Bobover repertoire, for example, the 

Book of Daniel serves as the background for the Play of 

Nebuchadnezzar. Similarly, a Hasidic legend retelling 

the wonder of a pious Hasid has been dramatized as the 

Three Revenges. Consistent with the Purim-Kippurim no- 

tion, the plays are always serious and didactic despite 

the comic overlay, depicting central themes in Jewish 

experience—survival, martyrdom, and redemption. 

The production of the purimshpil by the community 

replaces the sermon the rebe would otherwise deliver. 

The purimshpil is incorporated into the rebe’s tish (ta- 

ble) on the midnight of Purim. The fish is a central rit- 

ual in the life of Hasidic men, who assemble around 

their rebe’s table in their prayer hall on festivals to 

share a communal meal, dance, and sing together. The 

purimshpil may last all night, and women may be part 

of the audience. The production of the play is consid- 

ered sacred work rather than “entertainment,” and the 

manner in which it is performed is as carefully moni- 

tored by those involved in the production as the content 

since the performance itself and the texts used may ap- 

pear to be in contradiction to Jewish law. Making fun 

of God and misquoting biblical phrases, for example, 

are forbidden and could result in God punishing the ac- 

tors. Therefore, it is important that the themes of Jew- 

ish belief are accurately followed. 

Usually the spiritual elite of the community, the mar- 

ried male students and teachers, take part in the pro- 

duction, writing, selection of music and costume, and 

painting of backdrops. The comic elements are incor- 

porated into the play during both rehearsals and the 

performance itself. The actors suggest jokes, which may 

be accepted or rejected for particular scenes. The time 

allocated for the preparation of the production is lim- 

ited because it is viewed as taking the men away from 

their primary function, studying Torah. 

The purimshpil more than any other event in the Ha- 

sidic festival calendar engages the members of the com- 

munity in ludicrous, playful behavior antithetical to 

everyday conditions. During the performance, men be- 

come actors, wear costumes and makeup, and assume 

both male and female roles. In the audience, the divi- 

sion between male and female is also relaxed; women 

speak with men across the mehitsah (the separation be- 

tween the women’s and the men’s sections in the syn- 

agogue, a division mandated by religious law), which 

has been drawn aside. Thus, the prayer hall is converted 

from a house of study and prayer into a theater. In fact, 

the Purim play is one of the rare occasions during the 

year for the community to view theater: the Hasidic 

way of life prohibits the participation in, and viewing 

of, movies or plays. 
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Inspired by the male production of purimshpiln, Ha- 

sidic women have started to perform their own versions 

of the Purim plays for mainly female audiences during 

the week of Purim. Referred to by the women as ‘‘Purim 

musicals,” the texts have sources similar to those of the 
male purimshpiln but are more influenced by musicals 

and modern stage effects. 
World War II for the most part brought an end to the 

folkways of Ashkenazic Jewry. Traditions of Yiddish 

song, music, literature, and drama, which were integral 

parts of Jewish life in Europe, were brutally destroyed. 

The revitalization of the purimshpil in the latter half of 

the twentieth century exemplifies how traditional art 

forms may survive physical and spiritual catastrophes. 

The annual performance of the purimshpil, once an all- 

encompassing Ashkenazic Jewish tradition, has evolved 

among Hasidim into a continuation ritual, dramatizing 

their need to remember the past, thereby connecting 

that past to the present. 
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SHIFRA EPSTEIN 

PURITANISM. In its most common historical usage 
Puritanism refers to a movement within English Prot- 

estantism in both the British Isles and colonial Amer- 

ica. Some historians, identifying the essence of Puritan- 

ism as a reaction to the tardy pace of the English 

- Reformation, date it from the activities of William Tyn- 

dale (1495-1536) and John Hooper (d. 1555) in the for- 

mative years of the Church of England. But its major 

impact was felt during the century between the coming 

of Elizabeth I to the throne in 1558 and the death of 

Oliver Cromwell in 1658. For most of that period Puri- 

tanism had no institutional identity of its own. Puritans 

sought to purge the existing English church of its Cath- 

olic remnants rather than to set up a rival church. Be- 

cause their goal was reform, the line that separated 

them from their non-Puritan brethren was often un- 

clear, a situation to the advantage of those clergy and 

laity who wished to use the institutions of the church to 

effect an ultimate change in the ecclesiastical structure 

and beliefs of the nation. 

The first stirrings of Puritan reform came in the reign 

of Elizabeth from a group of former Marian exiles, 

clergy and laity who had fled to Protestant centers on 

the continent to escape the persecutions of the Catholic 

queen Mary I (1553-1558). These believers had been 

radicalized by their experience at Geneva and else- 

where and were dissatisfied with the conservative na- 

ture of the Elizabethan settlement. That settlement was 

a via media between the demands of Catholicism and 

those of extreme reform. A compromise that many re- 

turning exiles could and did accept, it was unpalatable 

to many who saw no grace in an accommodation with 

sin. Initial protests focused on outward signs and cere- 

monies of the church such as the wearing of vestments, 

the physical position of church furnishings, and matters 

of nomenclature. The usage of the establishment, in the 

view of its critics, symbolized belief in a sacrificial 

priesthood, a real presence of Christ in the Eucharist, 

and other elements of Roman Catholic faith and prac- 
tice. 

Clerical opposition to the dictates of the queen and 

her archbishop of Canterbury, Matthew Parker (1559- 

1575), caught the public’s attention. But while the po- 

sition of the clergy forced them to make public displays 

of their conformity or nonconformity, the movement 

they represented was not simply a clerical protest. Pu- 

ritanism drew the support of laity as distinguished as 

members of the queen’s Privy Council and tapped deep 

wells of popular support in town and village, so much 

so that in some cases of the nonuse of vestments it was 

lay pressure that strengthened the will of a Puritan cler- 

gyman rather than pressure from a clergyman stirring 
up popular discontent. 

Puritan hopes for early reform were bolstered when 

Edmund Grindal (1519-1583) succeeded Parker as arch- 

bishop of Canterbury in 1575. A progressive bishop, al- 

though not a Puritan, Grindal was less concerned than 



Parker with enforcing practices that had caused friction 
in the church. He promoted efforts to upgrade the edu- 
cation of the clergy and to reform ecclesiastical abuses, 
positions strongly supported by Puritans but advocated 
by progressive members of the establishment as well. 

When Grindal refused to carry out the queen’s desire to 

suppress prophesyings (clerical conferences designed to 

promote the continuing education of the participants), 

Elizabeth suspended him, and the division within the 

church widened. 
Frustrated throughout Elizabeth’s reign by the resis- 

tance of the episcopal hierarchy, Puritans sought other 
methods of reforming English religion. An Admonition 

to Parliament (1572) urged the Parliament of 1572 to 

take responsibility for the church. While some members 

of that body showed sympathy, the queen was able to 

block their efforts. Other clergy and laity began to dis- 

cuss and advocate an alternative system of church gov- 

ernment. Presbyterianism, first advocated by Thomas 

Cartwright (1535-1603), was not universally popular 

among Puritan reformers, most of whom were able to 

work with the church hierarchy on a wide range of is- 

sues. Some Puritans, however, began to despair of re- 

forming the church. Under the leadership of men such 

as Robert Browne (c. 1550-1633), Henry Barrow (1550— 

1593), and John Greenwood (d. 1593), they broke apart 

from the church and organized Separatist congrega- 

tions. 
In the last years of Elizabeth’s reign and during the 

rule of James I (1603-1625), a new generation of reli- 

gious thinkers began to articulate their theologies. One 

group, which would eventually rise within and then 

dominate the episcopal hierarchy, was represented by 

Richard Hooker (1554-1600), Richard Neile (1562- 

1640), and William Laud (1573-1645). This strain in An- 

glican thought reflected an accommodation to the views 

of the Dutch theologian Jacobus Arminius (1559-1609), 

who had sought to temper the rigidity of Calvinistic 

predestinarianism. The Arminians in the church also 

stressed the authority of king and bishops, the efficacy 

of the sacraments in the process of salvation, and the 

return to a more elaborate use of liturgical ceremony. 

In contrast to this evolving “‘new orthodoxy,” John Pres- 

ton (1587-1628), William Perkins (1558-1602), and Wil- 

liam Ames (1576-1633) spelled out the essentials of Pu- 

ritan belief that would characterize the seventeenth- 

century history of the movement in England and in the 

New England in America. The lines of demarcation be- 

tween “orthodox” and Puritan members of the church 

became more sharply defined, and compromise became 

less likely. 

The starting point for Puritan theology was an em- 

phasis on the majesty, righteousness, and sovereignty of 
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God. God created and maintained the universe by exer- 

cise of his will and directed all things to an intelligent 

end. The awe-inspiring Puritan image of the Father 

drew heavily on the Old Testament. In contrast was the 

Puritan concept of man. Scripture, their social sur- 

roundings, and an intense personal introspection all 

persuaded the Puritans that human beings were de- 

praved sinners incapable of earning merit in the eyes of 

God. But although Adam’s sin had led to this fallen 

state and thus precluded humankind from using the 

Adamic covenant of works to earn its way to heaven, 

a benevolent and loving God predestined some of his 

fallen creatures for the gift of salvation included in the 

covenant of grace. In emphasizing humankind’s sin-di- 

minished faculties and inability to bridge the gap sepa- 

rating us from the creator, the Puritan stood in increas- 

ing contrast to the orthodox Anglican point of view. 

In their speculation about the means whereby God 

reached out to elect certain souls for the gift of salva- 

tion, the Puritans developed elements of traditional Cal- 

vinism. Puritan theologians, William Perkins in partic- 

ular, made concepts of the covenant central to their 

evangelism and moralism. Believing in predestination, 

they explained that all human beings were pledged by 

the covenant of works to adhere to the divine law and 

were justly condemned for failure to adhere to it. They 

also wrote and preached an evangelical message of hope 

centering on the free gift of saving grace to the elect. 

For those saved from the consequences of their actions 

by this gift, the law still remained the standard of be- 

havior according to which they tried to live lives ex- 

pressive of gratitude to their savior. 

The covenant of works depended on human action, 

while the covenant of grace required a faith that God 

himself enabled the elect to grasp. This emphasis on 

contractual relationships became a controlling meta- 

phor for Puritans in their social as well as their reli- 

gious thought. 
If the idea of the covenant was to be found in the Re- 

formed roots of Puritanism, so was the language of con- 

ditionality that the Puritans employed in their discus- 

sion of the doctrine. While, in the words of a foremost 

student of covenant theology, the ministers ‘‘from the 

standpoint of high Calvinism . . . were solid on election 

but soft on perseverance,” they were still within the 

main current of that tradition. This nuance in their 

thought was revealed most clearly in their tracing of 

the normal path of the elect to salvation. 

Most Puritan preachers developed a complex mor- 

phology of conversion, identifying stages in that process 
such as election, vocation, justification, sanctification, 

and glorification. Election signified God’s choosing of 

those to whom the grace of salvation was to be offered. 
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Vocation was the Holy Spirit’s offer to humankind of 

the grace enabling us to seek contrition, faith, and co- 

operation with that grace. Puritans developed an exten- 

sive literature on man’s preparation with God’s help for 

the next and pivotal stage, justification. God provided 

natural means such as the scripture, the sacraments, 

and the sermons of godly-preachers to facilitate the pro- 

cess of salvation. By grasping hold of these means sin- 

ners could not save themselves, but the elect could co- 

operate with the Spirit’s transforming work on their 

souls. 

For the blessed, justification—the soul-wrenching, 

born-again experience of conversion—represented a 

passage from sinner to saint, from a vile and loathsome 

creature to a being embraced by God. Justification 

placed the stamp of election on the saint and rehabili- 

tated, though it did not perfect, human faculties. Sanc- 

tification was the life of grace lived by the saint, a life 

of endeavoring to show gratitude to the divine author 

of one’s salvation by living as God’s law prescribed. Be- 

cause of human frailty, assurance of one’s state was 

sometimes in doubt. Glorification was the unification of 

the soul with God after death, the final resolution of 

doubt, and the gathering of the elect into the commu- 

nion of saints. 

In his pilgrim’s progress to the celestial kingdom the 

Puritan constantly encountered the moral law. Perhaps 

the simplest explanation of the rule by which the Puri- 

tan sought to live is the statement by Richard Baxter 

(1615-1691) that “Overdoing is the most ordinary way 

of undoing.” The Puritan life was a life of vigorous in- 

volvement in the world without excessive or abusive 

use of the natural order. Some later commentators and 

contemporary critics have sought to blame Puritans for 

all that they themselves perceive as repressive in Prot- 

estant culture. But contrary to the image painted by 

their detractors, Puritans were not killjoys or prudes. 

They dressed as befitted their social class, participated 

in lotteries, drank alcoholic beverages, and approached 

sex as more than a mere obligation. 

Puritans did, however, scorn what they viewed as the 

libertine excesses of many of their peers, condemning 

not the drink but the drunkard, not the expression of 

sexual love between husband and wife but extramarital 

sex. They felt called to vocations that were social, eco- 

nomic, and civic as well as religious. They rejected the 

monastic ideal of separation from the world and em- 

braced a vision of total Christian involvement in the 

creation. As one of the elect the Puritan was called to 

use fully all the talents God provided without over- 

stressing any one call; in early Massachusetts the civil 

magistrates had occasion to gently remind the clergy 

that even sermonizing could be overdone when the 

. number of lecture days began to interfere with the task 

of community building. While séme Puritans such as 

Michael Wigglesworth (1631-1705) allowed their fears 

of sin to become obsessions that made them walking 

parodies of Puritanism, the ideal of the Puritan moral 

life was one of sober moderation. 

The Puritans’ moral stance and belief that their role 

in history was that of a chosen people called to create a 

New Jerusalem and usher in the millennium made Pu- 

ritans, on both sides of the Atlantic, culturally distinct 

from their peers. The elect envisioned themselves as a 

group apart, a saved and saving remnant. Their lifestyle 

was different enough to symbolize their uniqueness. 

Their effort to give God his due by spending the Sab- 

bath reading the scriptures rather than indulging in 

sport or dance, their réjection of set prayers for sponta- 

neous expressions, their disdain for the ritualization of 

the liturgy, their coming together in New England on 

designated fast days and days of thanksgiving—all of 

these reinforced the Puritans’ sense of being apart from 

yet responsible for saving their native land. 

The task of redeeming England seemed more difficult 

than ever as the reign of James I gave way to that of 

Charles I (1625-1649). Puritans had wielded consider- 

able influence at Oxford and Cambridge and from those 

universities a brotherhood of reformed preachers had 

spread the Puritan message throughout the realm. The 

patronage of sympathetic gentry and of some borough 

officials secured pulpits for the Puritans. A group of lay 

and clerical leaders called the Feofees for Impropriation 

solicited donations to fund the purchase of numerous 

church livings that would be controlled by the move- 

ment. But the rise of William Laud symbolized the 

growing determination of the king and his chief coun- 

selors to root out dissent. Puritan clergymen were haled 

before ecclesiastical courts, deprived of their livings, 

and harried out of the land. 

Having failed to reform England by their written or 

spoken word, some Puritan leaders conceived the idea 

of persuading their countrymen by the example of a 

model Puritan community. This was the goal of many 

who joined in the Great Migration to New England in 

the 1630s. As John Winthrop (1588-1649), the first gov- 

ernor of Massachusetts, expressed it: “We shall be as a 

City upon a Hill.” Massachusetts and her sister com- 

monwealths of Connecticut (founded in 1636) and New 

Haven (1637) and the moderate Separatist colony of 

Plymouth represented an orthodoxy that was desig- 

nated the New England Way. Their social and political 

fabric was knit from ideas of Christian organicism ow- 

ing much to English rural traditions as well as to the 



corporate strain in Puritan thought. In matters of reli- 
gion the orthodox developed a congregational church 
structure with all residents required to attend service 
but with full membership and its privileges reserved for 
those who could persuade their peers that they had ex- 
perienced saving grace. 

The achievement of this orthodoxy was not without 

struggle. Puritans who migrated from England left the 

status of dissenting minority within the structure of the 

state church to cope with the challenge of translating 

their general principles into institutional practice and 

statements of faith. Various individuals offered their 

perspectives, and through the efforts of clergymen such 

as John Cotton (1584-1652), Richard Mather (1596— 

1669), Thomas Hooker (1586-1647), John Davenport 

(1597-1670), and Thomas Shepard (1605-1649) a con- 

sensus emerged that would be articulated in the Cam- 

bridge Platform (1648). Some Puritans found them- 

selves outside these emerging boundaries of acceptable 

belief. Many responded by conforming, but Roger Wil- 

liams (1603-1683), Anne Hutchinson (1591-1643), and 

others who would not bend were excluded; some, in- 

cluding Williams and Hutchinson, took up residence in 

Rhode Island, forming a society that rapidly achieved 

notoriety as a haven of radicalism. 

In England Puritans who had stayed at home were at 

the forefront of the coalition that formed in opposition 

to the king’s foreign policy, religious innovations, forced 

loans, and use of prerogative courts. The civil wars that 

erupted (1642-1648) pitted Parliament against the king, 

and so heavily was the House of Commons dominated 

by the reformers that the struggle also earned the name 

of the Puritan Revolution. During the course of the con- 

flict Puritan reformers sought to construct a new 

Church of England. The same tensions that had threat- 

ened Puritan uniformity in New England appeared and 

the circumstances of the war made controlling them 

impossible. 
Although most Puritans could agree on the doctrines 

contained in the Westminster Assembly’s Confession of 

Faith (1647), many rejected the Presbyterian eccle- 

siastical structure that that reform convocation recom- 

mended to Parliament. Presbyterians, Congregational- 

ists, and Baptists became distinct groups within the 

movement, while hosts of radical sects found suste- 

nance in the excitement of the times. While political 

stability was provided by the rise of Oliver Cromwell 

(1599-1658) as lord protector in 1649, religious diver- 

sity did not come to an end. Cromwell did, however, 

make progress toward the establishment of a Puritan 

state church uniting moderate Congregationalists such 

as Thomas Goodwin (1600-1680) and John Owen (1616— 
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1683), moderate Presbyterians such as Stephen Mar- 

shall (1594-1655), and moderate Baptists such as Henry 

Jessey (1601-1663). 

The return of the Stuart monarchy with the Restora- 

tion of Charles II (1660-1685) in 1660 saw the casting 

out of Puritanism from the Church of England. What 

had been a reform movement within Anglicanism 

became nonconformity in the shape of Presbyterian, 

Congregational, and Baptist denominations. Across the 

Atlantic, Puritan values still dominated, but the insti- 

tutional separation from the Church of England that 

had always been a fact of colonial life was accepted in 

theory as well, and New Englanders adopted the de- 

nominational badges of their brethren in England. 

The story of Puritanism merges into the story of the 

denominations it spawned, but as a cultural movement 

it continued to have relevance. In England the poems of 

John Milton (1608-1674), the devotional writings of 

Richard Baxter, and the Pilgrim’s Progress of John Bun- 

yan (1628-1688) were fruits of the Puritan outlook. In 

America the literary offerings of Anne Bradstreet (1612— 

1672), Michael Wigglesworth, and Edward Taylor 

(1662-1729) and the range of writings of Cotton Mather 

(1663-1728) betokened the vitality of Puritanism. When 

Jonathan Edwards (1703-1758) spoke to the people of 

the Connecticut valley in the 1730s, there was sparked 

a great awakening not only of religious enthusiasm in 

general but of a distinctively Puritan outlook on the 

universe, its creator, and the sinners who inhabit it. 

[See also the biographies of Browne, Bunyan, Ed- 

wards, Richard Hooker, Thomas Hooker, Hutchinson, 

the Mather family, and Williams.] 
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FRANCIS J. BREMER 

PURUSA is a Sanskrit word meaning “‘person” or “a 
man.” Throughout Indian intellectual history, however, 

the term has acquired the independent meanings of “the 

first man, self,” and “consciousness.” The development 

of the concept of purusa therefore overlaps with the de- 

velopment of the concepts of adtman (‘‘self’’), brahman 

(“universal self’), and ksetrajna (‘‘knower’’). The inter- 

relationships among these concepts can be traced 

through the literature of the Upanisads and the epics, in 

the work of Buddhist writer A$vaghosa, in the medical 

work of Caraka, and in the texts of the Samkhya school. 

Purusa first occurs in the oldest extant book of Vedic 

hymns, the Rgveda (composed toward the end of the pe- 

riod from 1500 to 900 BcEe). Hymn 10.90 refers to the 

first man from whose bodily parts sprang the different 

groups of society (varnas) based on the division of labor. 

In the oldest Upanisads (900-700 Bce), the term still re- 

fers to the first man, whose essence, however, is entirely 

self (4tman): ‘In the beginning this world was self (at- 

man) alone in the form of a Person (purusa)’’ (Brhadara- 

nyaka Upanisad 1.4.1). When Purusa first came into ex- 

istence he became aware of himself and exclaimed, “I 

am” (1.4.1). 

Both atman and brahman inherited the function of 

creation from the original purusa, the first man. Such 

examples in the case of dtman are found in Brhaddaran- 

yaka Upanisad 1.4.1-10, and in the case of brahman in 

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 1.4.11-16. Various creation 

myths took up the descriptions of how the “‘one,’’ desir- 

ing to be many, multiplied itself, forming a new cre- 

ation. 

The concepts of dtman and purusa as the original en- 

tities are first replaced by brahman in a verse of the 

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad: ‘‘Verily, in the beginning this 

world was brahman, one only” (1.4.11). The fully artic- 

ulated concept of brahman, according to the Upanisads, 

refers to the cosmic entity, an omnipresent self that 

holds the whole universe within itself. It is this univer- 

sal self (brahman) that is a counterpart to the individual 

self (4tman). The aim of the Upanisadic teachings was 

to realize the identity of these two principles through 

mystical experience. 

The concept of purusa cannot be uniformly under- 

stood as self or consciousness. In its development it un- 

derwent such functional transformations that at times 

it took on opposing functions. This development can be 

seen, for example, in the description of brahman as hav- 

ing two aspects: “There are, indeed, two forms of brah- 

man: the formed (mdrta) and the formless, the mortal 

and the immortal, the moving and the motionless” 

(Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 2.3.1). 

Change and creation were not the primary functions 

of the concept of purusa; eventually purusa took on 

other functions, while that of creation came to be asso- 

ciated with prakrti (materiality). Thus, although purusa 

served at one time as the foundation of the whole uni- 

verse it was also instrumental in establishing material- 

ity, an opposing concept set forth by the Samkhya 

school. Together, purusa and prakrti constituted the es- 

sential entities of Samkhya. This separation of prakrti 

from purusa is reflected in the term ksetrajna. 

Ksetrajna (‘‘knower of the field,” i.e., knower of mate- 
riality) is a term used to describe purusa as conscious- 

ness (cf. Maitri Upanisad 2.5). A section of the twelfth 

book of the Mahabharata called the Moksadharma em- 

ploys ksetrajna as a synonym for purusa, while the Bud- 

dhacarita of ASvaghosa uses ksetrajna for consciousness 

in its descriptions of Samkhya teachings (e.g., Buddha- 

carita 12.20). 

The Samkhyakarika (c. 350-550 ce) of Isvarakrsna, the 

only independent extant work of the Samkhya school, is 

regarded as the classic statement on Samkhya thought. 

According to this work, purusa is a contentless con- 

sciousness distinct in every respect from materiality. 

Consciousness (purusa) is, in fact, said to be the exact 

opposite of materiality or prakrti (Samkhyakarika 19). 

For example, consciousness is uncaused and is not itself 

a cause; it is eternal, without space, without motion, 

without complexity, without substratum, without parts, 

independent, differentiated, and unproductive. The pur- 

pose of consciousness is to lend, so to speak, conscious- 

ness to materiality at the time of knowledge and thus to 
justify the existence of materiality. 

By its mere presence, consciousness is the “passive 

witness” (sdksin) of materiality. Consciousness is also 

the beneficiary of the activities of materiality, and 

finally, because it is different from all ordinary experi- 

ence, purusa makes this ordinary experience meaningful 

by being different from it, by being conscious, and by 
making the experience a conscious experience. 

Originally, purusa was spoken of as one, just as brah- 

man and ksetrajna are one. Yet in classical Samhkya pu- 

rusa came, like dtman, to be considered plural or many. 

This plurality of consciousnesses served to explain dif- 

ferences in existence, such as different births and differ- 

ent deaths. If, according to classical Samkhya, there 



were only one consciousness, it would follow that when 
any one person attained liberation all individuals 
would attain liberation at the same time. 

Under the influence of the dominant philosophical 
school of Vedanta, the Samkhya-Yoga teacher Vijhana- 

bhiksu (sixteenth century) attempted to reconcile the 

plurality of consciousnesses with the one universal self 

of Vedantic thought. Vijfanabhiksu claimed that it is 
possible for consciousness to be many under certain 

conditions. This, however, was not to be considered a 

contradiction to the claim that there is only one con- 

sciousness, since, he maintained, the plurality of purusa 

is ultimately only a matter of convenience for the pur- 

poses of discourse. 

In Samhkya, as in most Indian philosophical schools, 

consciousness is instrumental in accomplishing the 

highest aim of Samkhya philosophy, namely, liberation. 

Liberation, according to Samkhya, comes from that 

knowledge whereby one distinguishes between two 

entities—contentless consciousness (purusa) and mate- 

riality (prakrti)—as essentially different things. Recog- 

nition of this distinction is the truth that grants libera- 

tion. 

[The concept of purusa within the context of Indian 

philosophy is treated in Samkhya. See also Prakrti and 

Brahman.] 
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EDELTRAUD HARZER 

PUSEY, EDWARD BOUVERIE (1800-1882), 

along with John Keble and John Henry (later Cardinal) 

Newman, a leader of the Oxford Movement (sometimes 

called Tractarianism), a high church development in 

the Church of England that flourished between 1833 

and 1845. Pusey was educated at Eton and at Christ 

Church, Oxford, and was a fellow at Oriel before becom- 

ing regius professor of Hebrew and canon of Christ 

Church. Newman said of Pusey, “He at once gave us a 

position and a name.” With Newman's defection to Ro- 

man Catholicism, Pusey became the primary leader of 
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the movement until his death. [See the biography of 

Newman. |} 

Pusey was among the first English scholars to become 

acquainted with the modern critical approach to scrip- 

ture emerging in Germany, but throughout this expo- 

sure he maintained a quite conservative posture. His in- 

fluence on the religious life of England can be seen in 

several areas: his tracts and sermons gave popular im- 

petus to a revival of medieval piety in England, he was 

a friend and mentor of the nineteenth-century monastic 

revival, and the practice of private confession to a priest 

in modern Anglicanism can be traced to his sermon on 

the subject in 1846. 

Extreme rigor characterized his personal piety, and 

his theology left little room for the forgiveness of sins 

after baptism. His long and diligent work on the subject 

of baptismal regeneration suffered from his failure to 

define the meaning of the term. As a whole, his schol- 

arship lacked the subtle, seminal, and lasting quality of 

Newmans, or the poetic warmth of Keble’s. 

Pusey’s life seemed characterized by defeats or dis- 

appointments: the appointment as regius professor of 

divinity of the liberal theologian Renn Hampden over 

Tractarian protests; the promulgation of the doctrine of 

papal infallibility; his censure by the university for his 

sermon on the real presence in the Eucharist; the de- 

parture from Anglicanism of Newman and others; and 

the Privy Council’s overruling of the Ecclesiastical 

Courts on the Gorham case, and others like it, which 

seemed to Pusey to be an unwarranted intrusion of the 

state into the affairs of the church. However, his pres- 

tige, loyalty, and steadying influence within the Oxford 

Movement and subsequent Anglo-Catholicism marked a 

permanent change in direction within Anglicanism. 
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C. FirzS1mons ALLISON 

PYGMY RELIGIONS. African Pygmies comprise a 
variety of ethnic groups who dwell as hunter-gatherers 

in the rain forest of central Africa. Because they live as 

nomads in a demanding and inaccessible environment, 

few serious studies have been done on them. Most stud- 

ies of Pygmy life have been concerned with how they 

relate to the history of religions. According to Wilhelm 
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Schmidt (1868-1954), an ordained priest and ethnolo- 

gist interested in the origin of religion, the Pygmy - 

peoples represented humanity in its childhood; they 

were a living equivalent of one of the earliest stages of 

human culture. Since early evidence seemed to indicate 

the existence of monotheistic belief in primitive soci- 

eties, Schmidt engaged his colleagues to explore Pygmy 

religious life. Hence, for years the Pygmies were studied 

by Catholic missionaries seeking to support the idea 

that monotheism (rather than animism or fetishism) 

was the earliest form of religion. [See the biography of 

Schmidt. | 

This article discusses three Pygmy groups that are 

better known through recent fieldwork: the Aka, located 

in the southern region of the Central African Republic; 

the Baka of eastern Cameroon; and the Mbuti of the 

Ituri rain forest of Zaire. Other more sedentary and less 

documented groups such as the Gyeli of western Cam- 

eroon and the Twa of central Zaire and Rwanda are not 

included. 

Aka Pygmies. According to Aka cosmology, a creator 

god named Bembe made the world, including the sky, 

earth, forest, and animals. He then fashioned the first 

male and female couple, Tole and Ngolobanzo. He later 

added a younger brother, Tonzanga. Bembe gave all 

worldly knowledge and goods to Tonzanga, but Tole 

subsequently stole them from his brother to ensure the 

survival of the family as a totality. Because of this theft, 

Bembe withdrew into the sky where he now lives with- 

out paying further attention to the world he created. 

The primary twin couple, Tole and Ngolobanzo, gave 

birth to two children whose union later engendered the 

rest of humanity. Since that time, the three original 

beings created by Bembe have continued to live in a 

parallel world that represents the ideal to which human 

society should conform. The ghosts of human beings 

(edio) live in the forest where they lead an endless exis- 

tence under the rule of humanity’s two ancestral spirits, 

Ezengi and Ziakpokpo. Ghosts are neutral toward hu- 

man beings and act either benevolently or malevolently 

depending on how well humans treat one another and 

whether they show respect for the ghosts themselves. 

However, it is believed that those areas outside the for- 

est (forest edge, villages, and rivers) are inhabited by 

foreign malign spirits. In Aka thought, the village is a 

nonhuman (bad) world, the forest a realm of ghosts, and 

the campsite the only fully human realm. 

The forest is impregnated with vital principles; from 

these, either by initiation or by inheritance, an individ- 

ual may appropriate the spiritual power (kulu) that will 

assist him by blessing his various endeavors. However, 

malign spirits (kose) are attracted by malevolence and 

slander among human beings. The evil that individuals 

may wish upon each other is the cause of human mis- 

fortune because it provokes the wrath of the spirits. 

Aka religious rituals fall irito two types: large festi- 

vals that concern the entire community and small rites 

undertaken for more private purposes. All Aka rituals 

relate to three fundamental functions: propitiation of 

supernatural powers (ghosts or the forest god Ezengi) so 

as to bring about abundance and fertility; divination of 

the cause of disorder or the likely result of a prospective 

action; and the propitiation of irritated spirits, whether 

they are ancestor ghosts during a period of social con- 

flict or shortage or animal spirits after a “murder” (the 

death of an animal during a hunt). 

Rituals are performed before undertaking a journey. 

In Aka thought (which relies upon the juxtaposition of 

camp, village, and forest with all their other associated 

values), any passage from one world to the next is po- 

tentially dangerous and requires ritual action. While 

every adult male may be in contact with certain famil- 

iar spirits, it is the function of various specialists (an 

elder, chief hunter, or diviner-healer) to meet major 

spirits such as Ezengi or the elephant spirit. 

The Aka obtain most of their food by hunting, and 

insofar as it is a highly dangerous activity with unpre- 

dictable results, it is surrounded by rites of various na- 

tures: rites of individual and collective propitiation, 

rites of divination, rites thanking the ghosts with offer- 

ings, and a rite of collective expiation vis-a-vis the game 

spirit. A period of successive hunting failures calls for a 

divination and propitiation ceremony that includes the 

appearance of ghosts in the form of leaf masks. When 

men are absent on extended hunting forays, women per- 

form particular songs and dances asking not only that 

the men come back with large amounts of game but 

also explicitly asking for the resumption of sexual rela- 
tions. 

The value the Aka place on human fertility and hu- 

man life in general is even more apparent in the Mo- 

kondi ceremony, a large festival devoted to Ezengi. Dur- 

ing Mokondi, a figure wearing a raffia-cloth mask 

dances inside a throng of people who are segregated by 

sex into concentric circles. The ceremony is performed 

every night for an entire month to mark the settlement 

of a new camp after the death of a community member. 

It is intended to restore the welfare of the community 

by obtaining the benevolence and protection of the su- 
preme being. 

The last salient Aka ritual is connected with honey 

gathering. Mobandi, an annual rite linked to the flow- 

ering of a particular tree, is a collective purification rit- 

ual that involves “flagellation”; by gently beating their 



bodies with leafy boughs, the Aka hope to expel malign 
forces (kose) from the community. Moreover, as honey 
stands as a sexual symbol for the Aka, the Mobandi rit- 
ual corresponds to the periodic regeneration of the 
world. 
Baka Pygmies. Certain religious conceptions held by 

the Baka are similar to those of the Aka. Several terms 
are also employed by both groups but are used to des- 
ignate different aspects of their religious life. According 
to Baka cosmology, the god Komba created the world 
and all its creatures. He is part of a divine family that 
includes his sisters, a culture hero named Waito, and 
various offspring. In this complicated mythology, all of 
these creatures function as a many-faceted hermaph- 
roditic entity that is self-engendering and productive 

of all humanity, including Pygmies as well as tall Afri- 
cans. 

Waito, who stole from Komba such goods as game 

and fire for the benefit of humanity, is the figure who 

introduced women and sexuality into human culture. 

Komba, on the other hand, brought death into the 

world. While Komba remains distant in the sky, it is his 

spirit, Ezengi, who gives Baka youths knowledge of the 

world and of social existence during initiation ceremo- 

nies. Ezengi protects humans and rules over their death 

and rebirth as ghosts in the forest. Communication with 

either the forest god Ezengi or the ghosts is the concern 

of a specialist (the diviner-healer), or of initiated adult 

males during the collective dances, and is achieved by 

means of songs, charms, offerings, or at times, with a 

fire. 

The function of ritual among the Baka is akin to that 

of the Aka: prediction of the future, propitiation of the 

spirits so as to ensure a successful hunt, restoration of 

normal life after times of trouble, and procurement of 

Ezengi’s continued benevolence toward the community. 

Before beginning on a spear hunt for large game, a di- 

vination session will be performed, followed by a 

women’s ritual that includes yodeling and dances to en- 

tice the animals. A death requires two ceremonies. The 

night the death occurs, a masked spirit (symbol of life 

against death) performs a dance, insulting the audience 

and making obscene jokes. Following the burial, the de- 

ceased soul dances in the camp but is then chased off 

with firebrands and driven into the forest. Once the 

campsite is deserted, a large festival begins in order to 

restore the normal existence of the community. At this 

point, Ezengi appears in the form of a raffia mask. Be- 

cause women are not allowed to participate, each fam- 

ily is represented in the ritual by an adult male. The 

ceremony, involving a large number of people, is also 

the culmination of the initiation of pubescent boys that 
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generally lasts for several weeks. Through such perva- 

sive participation, this ritual, which is marked by the 

collective singing of polyphonic songs, provides an oc- 

casion to reaffirm group unity after a serious crisis. 

Mbuti Pygmies. The Mbuti Pygmies of the Ituri rain 

forest are the most well known of the various Pygmy 

ethnic groups. According to Paul Schebesta (1950), the 

Mbuti believe that God created the universe (that is, the 

forest) and all its creatures and forces. He then retired 

into the sky, ending his participation in earthly affairs. 

The first man, a culture hero named Tore, became god 

of the forest; he gave the Mbuti both fire and death and 

is seen as the source of game, honey, and protection. 

Essentially a benevolent god, Tore is thought to be par- 

ticularly offended by evil. According to this version of 

the story, both humans and animals are endowed with 

vital forces (megbe). Furthermore, it is believed that the 

shadow of a deceased man becomes a forest spirit, part 

of an invisible people who mediate between humans 

and the forest god Tore. 

Colin Turnbull (1965) disagrees with this account of 

Mbuti cosmology. According to him, there is no creator 

god; instead, the Mbuti worship God as a living benev- 

olent being personified by the forest. To them, God is 

the forest. Turnbull also diverges from Schebesta’s ac- 

count of the mediating forest spirits, for he views the 

Mbuti as a practical people who have a direct relation- 

ship with the forest as sacred being. 

The Mbuti Pygmies lack both ritual specialists and di- 

vination practices. Communication with the forest is 

achieved through fire and smoke, offerings, whistles, 

wooden trumpets, and polyphonic songs. As with the 

Aka and the Baka, rituals surround hunting, honey 

gathering, food shortages, puberty, and death. 

The onset of puberty in women is celebrated by an 

initiation festival known as Elima. At the time of the 

first menstruation, a girl goes into seclusion together 

with all her young friends. Staying in the Elima hut for 

several weeks, the girls receive instruction concerning 

motherhood and various ritual responsibilities from a 

respected older female relative. They are also taught 

how to sing the songs of adult women. Elima also func- 

tions as a means for choosing a mate. 

Although Elima functions as an initiation into adult 

life for both girls and boys, there is a separate initiation 

rite, known as Nkumbi, exclusively for males. During 

Nkumbi, the Mbuti boys are circumcised together with 

the young males of the neighboring peoples who live 

in fixed agricultural settlements outside the forest. 

Nkumbi is primarily a way for the Mbuti boys to gain 

status in village society, but it also works to cement ties 

between the Mbuti and their village neighbors. 
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The first kitling of game marks a further initiation 

rite for young Mbuti men. Until he has accomplished 

this, a young man is not allowed to participate in the 

most important Mbuti ritual, Molimo, which takes 

place after a crisis in the community (usually a death) 

and lasts for an entire month. The Mbuti believe that 

because God is benevolent, death or similiar misfor- 

tunes cannot occur unless the forest has ‘‘fallen asleep.” 

Hence, the purpose of the Molimo is to wake up the for- 

est with songs and to thereby restore the normal life of 

the community. During this rite God sings through a 

wooden trumpet with the whole community. The Mo- 

limo fire is kindled each day by taking embers from the 

hearth of each family, emphasizing the collective nature 

of the celebration. As a reaction to crisis and a means 

of seeking the regeneration of the world through poly- 

phonic song, Molimo represents a perfect form of com- 

munication with the spiritual world. 
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mended: Simha Arom’s Anthologie de la musique des Pygmées 

Aka (Paris: OCORA, 1978), Simha Arom and Patrick Renaud’s 

Baka Pygmy Music (Cameroon) (Paris: UNESCO Musical Atlas, 

1977), and Colin Turnbull and Francis S. Chapman’s The Pyg- 

mies of the Ituri Forest (New York: Folkways, 1958). 

_ SERGE BaHUCHET and 

JACQUELINE M. C. THOMAS 

PYRAMIDS. [This entry comprises an overview and a 

discussion of Egyptian pyramids. For related discussions, 

see Temple, articles on Mediterranean Temples and Me- 

soamerican Temples. See also Tombs.] 

An Overview 

The structure of the pyramid may unite the two reli- 

gious monuments of the burial mound and the elevated 

altar. Because these functions are not mutually exclu- 

sive but rather are in many cases complementary and 

combined with yet other functions, modern archaeolo- 

gists often face serious difficulties of interpretation. 

This problem becomes especially evident when they at- 

tempt to situate the monuments in their original con- 

texts. 

On the one hand, the pyramid can be a logical deri- 

vation of the burial mound, with the primary function 

of concealing the tomb of a prominent ruler while ex- 

alting his often-deified memory (see figure 1). The Egyp- 

tian pyramid, with its wonderfully refined form, is the 

perfect embodiment of this initial phase. It is, in addi- 

tion, the only monument that can be considered a true 

pyramid in the geometric sense of the word (excluding, 

of course, the oldest example, in Saqqara, built with 

trunk-pyramidal elements). 

On the other hand, the pyramid can constitute the 

monumental culmination of the elevated altar, an ex- 

pera 
1. Funeral Mound Pyramid 
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2. Elevated Altar Temple-pyramid 

FIGURE 1. Derivations of Egyptian and Mesoamerican 
Pyramids. (1) The form of the Egyptian pyramid, which was 
used for burial, as derived from the funeral mound. (2) The 
form of the Mesoamerican pyramid-temple as the culmination 
of the elevated altar. 



treme manifestation of the “cult of height.’’ Over- 

whelmed by the sacred, the simple mortal tends to 

place everything that relates to that sphere at a higher 

level, whether they be effigies, images, or altars, 

whether visible or invisible. The most outstanding 

forms of this genre are the ziggurats in Mesopotamia 

and the temple-pyramids of pre-Columbian America 

(particularly those of Mesoamerica and, on a lesser 

scale, those of the Andean region). 

Chronologically, the Mesopotamian buildings are 

older; they date from the fourth millennium BcE. The 

temples, such as those of Uruk (modern Warka, Iraq), 

are placed on high, artificial platforms accessible by 

staircases or ramps. From the third millennium BCE 

these develop into massive ziggurats, which were usu- 

ally composed of terraced blocks on a square founda- 

tion (see figure 2). The terraced blocks, perpendicular or 

parallel to the foundation, ascend in broken patterns, 

either directly or in spans. Archaeologists believe that a 

sanctuary usually crowned the last platform, but total 

destruction of the upper parts of the monuments makes 

confirmation of this thesis difficult. In profile such mon- 

uments present a terraced succession of vertical or 

near-vertical shapes. Their cubical appearance is often 

counterbalanced by great flutings that alternate rhyth- 

mically with the buttresses to animate the exterior fac- 

ings and cast elongated shadows accentuating the ver- 

tical over the horizontal. 
Even more versatile than the Mesopotamian pyramid 

is that of Mesoamerica, which originated between 1200 

and 900 sce among the Olmec of San Lorenzo and La 

Venta on the Gulf Coast of Mexico and continued to de- 

velop until the sixteenth century cE. The Mesopotamian 

pyramid often has a quadrangular foundation, but oc- 

_ igi 
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FiGuRE 2. Ziggurat at Ur. Like the Mesoamerican pyramid- 

temple, the Mesopotamian ziggurat is thought to have served 

as the base for a sanctuary. 
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casionally it is circular, as in the main pyramid at La 

Venta or that of Cuicuilco; it can also be semicircular, 

as in some of the ydcatas (““mounds,” “‘pyramids’’) in Mi- 

choacan or the temples dedicated to the wind god 

Quetzalcoatl-Ehécatl that were part of the Aztec politi- 

cal expansion just before the Spanish conquest. 

Conceived as a single truncated block—or, more com- 

monly, formed by a series of terraced blocks—and gen- 

erally having one staircase, the Mesoamerican pyramid 

almost invariably presents ornamentation in talus 

form, an intuitive adaptation of the natural sloping an- 

gle of its solid earth fill. A formal element that works to 

define the principal volumes and to differentiate re- 

gional, local, and other styles is the talus panel (tablero- 

talud or talud-tablero) with its salient moldings that pro- 

duce well-marked shadows. The pyramid, usually 

crowned by a temple (single or, in certain cases, twin), 

tends to be complemented by plazas, esplanades, and 

other open spaces. These, together with stairways and 

altar-platforms, make up a nearly inseparable whole. 

This type of pyramid was conceived to satisfy the needs 

of a form of worship that, in its community aspects, 

took place outdoors. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

For a general approach to the pyramids of Egypt and Meso- 

potamia see World Architecture, edited by Trewin Copplestone 

(New York, 1963) and Le grand atlas de l’architecture mondiale 

(Paris, 1982). For information on the pyramid in pre-Colum- 

bian America, George Kubler’s The Art and Architecture of An- 

cient America (New York, 1982) can also be consulted. 

PAUL GENDROP 

Translated from Spanish by Gabriela Mahn 

Egyptian Pyramids 

Egyptian pyramids are essentially royal tombs. 

Throughout the centuries their great size and architec- 

tural excellence have led to several alternative expla- 

nations for their existence, such as the medieval notion 

that they were granaries built by Joseph during the 
seven good years mentioned in the Bible (Gn. 41), but 

such theories are quite fanciful. There is a connection, 

however, between the origin of pyramid building and 

the idea of a staircase; one such stairway, which must 

be symbolic, was found incorporated in a mud-brick 

bench-shaped tomb dating from the end of the first dy- 

nasty (c. 2900 BcE) at Saqqara, south of modern Cairo, 

but it is far from certain that this was a royal monu- 

ment. The first pyramid, however, is the Step Pyramid, 

also at Saqqara, consisting of six such bench tombs ar- 

ranged on top of one another in the form of a stairway 
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FiGuRE 1. Sections of Two of the Large Pyramids of the 
Old Kingdom. (1) Zoser’s Step Pyramid at Saqqara, showing 
the successive building phases. (2) The Great Pyramid at Giza, 

showing conjectural internal buttress walls. 

(see figure 1). This is the earliest known monumental 

stone building (2700 sce), and it has earned its archi- 

tect, Imhotep, a place in history which was recognized 

by the ancient Egyptians themselves. Subsequent step 

pyramids, although unfinished, show increasing confi- 

dence in the use of stone, and they developed rapidly, 

replacing the step structure with something closer to a 

true pyramid. 

The Age of the Great Pyramids. The apogee of pyra- 

mid building was reached at the beginning of the fourth 

dynasty, with the two massive pyramids at Dahshur 

built by Snefru and the Great Pyramid at Giza, the 

work of his son Cheops (2600 Bcg). Each successive king 

seems to have at least planned a pyramid for himself 

(over eighty are known), down to the end of the Middle 

Kingdom (1600 BcE), when the concept was abandoned 

in favor of a less conspicuous burial place. Later royal 

pyramids are known from the Sudan, and smaller imi- 

tations are common in private tombs of the New King- 

dom (c. 1569-1085 BcE) at Thebes. One such example 

was discovered at Memphis in 1980. Here the idea 

seems to have been borrowed directly from the royal 

prototype. The earliest pyramids show frequent changes 

of plan in their interior corridors, either for religious or 

architectural reasons or a combination of both. Pyra- 

mids of the fifth and sixth dynasties show a regular plan 

and are effectively standardized. Middle Kingdom pyr- 

amids have labyrinthine passages within them to pro- 

vide for greater security from tomb robbers. 

The Pyramid Texts. Beginning with the reign of Unas, 

the last king of the fifth dynasty (2350 BCE), the sarco- 

phagus, burial chamber, antechamber, and parts of the 

descending corridor were inscribed with hieroglyphic 

texts in vertical columns. These so-called Pyramid Texts 

are undoubtedly our major source on the religious ideas 

underlying the architecture. [See also Egyptian Reli- 

gion, article on The Literature.] The Pyramid Texts 

make it clear that the dead king, himself a god, was 

thought to ascend to heaven, either by a staircase or via 

the sun’s rays; the form of the pyramid itself clearly em- 

bodies both concepts. Some texts also hint at a prime- 

val mound, the site of the original creation, and it is 

possible that a pyramid also symbolizes this idea. Other 

notions of the next world are explored in the Pyramid 

Texts as well. The most common is that of a fusion with 

the sun god—joining in his voyage through the night, 

repelling his enemies, assuming his identity; this idea is 

so pervasive that pyramids were in effect solar symbols 

to the ancient Egyptians. An alternative concept is a 

stellar one: the king’s soul or bai joins the “imperish- 

able ones,” the circumpolar stars which never set in the 

northern sky. The king’s death is seen as an event of the 

night, ideally taking place at the end of a season in the 

year, and his rebirth to new life is epitomized in the 

sunrise. The orientation of pyramids reflects these as- 

tronomical ideas: they were built to face the points of 

the compass, usually with remarkable accuracy, and 

the entrance was invariably placed in the middle of the 

northern face, at least before the Middle Kingdom; the 

descending passage of the Great Pyramid was oriented 

toward the celestial north pole (see figure 1). In the 

southern sky, the constellation of Orion was explicitly 

identified with the resurrected king. 

A very interesting analysis sees in the position of the 

texts within the pyramid a clue to the organization of 

the funeral ceremonies and in the use of walls and ceil- 

ings a symbolic ‘‘map”’ of the netherworld. While this is 

not unlikely, it is important to remember that the texts 

themselves were published in an arbitrary order, and 

that only one pyramid has in fact been treated as a co- 
herent whole. 

Pyramid Complexes. It is a mistake to imagine pyra- 

mids in isolation. Even the Step Pyramid was designed 

as the center of a stone palace, intended for the spirit of 



the dead king. This idea was soon abandoned, but a 
classic later pyramid would have a mortuary temple at 
its eastern side for the daily cult of the dead king and a 
valley temple at the edge of the floodplain where rites 
of embalming were carried out and cult regalia stored. 

Both temples would be richly decorated. The two were 

connected by a covered causeway, also decorated, 

which could be up to seven hundred meters long. Sub- 

sidiary pyramids and a series of solar or funerary boats 

also adorned the complex. The three pyramids at Abu- 
sir, south of Giza, dating from the fifth dynasty (c. 2400 

BCE), show these features well. As much work could 

have gone into this part of the architecture as into the 

pyramid itself; the mere size of a pyramid tells us little 

about the power or ambition of its owner. The existence 
of a population relatively idle during the months of the 

Nile flood made such building projects easier; it may 
even have made them necessary, as a means of gratify- 

ing popular expectations. 
Other Pyramidal Structures. Pyramid-like structures 

also exist in Mesopotamia; these are better known as 

ziggurats. They were not funerary at all but seem to 

have been exclusively religious, and they were the ob- 

jects of a cult. In two cases temples have been found on 

their summits, and it is tempting to believe that the zig- 

gurats represented either heavenly mountains or celes- 

tial stairways between gods and humans, but their func- 

tion is surprisingly obscure. It is possible that Egyptian 

pyramids were influenced vaguely by ziggurats, or vice 

versa, but their purposes were markedly different. The 

same is even more true of the pyramid structures of 

Central America, which were quite different in design 

and function, being more like gigantic sacrificial altars. 

There is no reason to assume any link with Egypt, es- 

pecially as the Central American ‘‘pyramids” were built 

two or three thousand years later. An underlying feeling 

that the world of the gods is elevated from that of hu- 

mans and that this gap needs bridging is probably 

enough to explain the similarities. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Most of the essential information on Egyptian pyramids is 

contained in the series of articles written by Dieter Arnold and 

Hartwig Altenmiiller in Lexikon der Agyptologie, vols. 4 and 5 

(Wiesbaden, 1982-1983). Walter B. Emery’s Archaic Egypt (Bal- 

timore, 1967) is essential for the origins of royal tombs. Ahmed 

Fakhry’s The Pyramids, 2d ed. (Chicago, 1969), is clear and well 

illustrated; Eiddon Edwards’s The Pyramids of Egypt (1961; re- 

print, Harmondsworth, 1980) is informative, and Kurt Men- 

delssohn’s The Riddle of the Pyramids (London, 1974) challenges 

some accepted notions. The best edition of the Pyramid Texts 

is by Raymond O. Faulkner, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid 

Texts (Oxford, 1969), but the reconstructed order is best seen in 

the light of Jean Leclant’s “Les textes des pyramides,” in Textes 
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et langages de l‘Egypte pharaonique, vol. 2 (Cairo, 1972), pp. 37— 

52. Texts from a single pyramid are collected in The Pyramid 

of Unas, edited by Alexandre Piankoff (Princeton, 1968). Essen- 

tial studies on the interpretation of these texts are those of 

Winfried Barta, Die Bedeutung der Pyramidentexte fiir den ver- 

storbenen K6énig (Munich, 1981), and Herbert W. Fairman in 

Myth, Ritual, and Kingship, edited by S. H. Hooke (Oxford, 

1958). Babylonian ziggurats are dealt with by André Parrot in 

his Ziggurats et Tour de Babel (Paris, 1949). 

J:D. Ray 

PYTHAGORAS (c. 570-c. 500 sce), Greek mystic and 

philosopher. There is little that can be said without 

qualification about the life and teachings of Pythagoras. 

Pythagoras wrote nothing and, as Porphyry stated in his 

Vita Pythagorae: ‘“‘What Pythagoras said to his associates 

there is no one who can tell for certain, since they ob- 

served a quite unusual silence.” The traditional sources 

on Pythagoras, while plentiful, are for the most part 

quite late, and are cast in the distorting light of hostile 

polemic or religious veneration; only Aristotle’s writ- 

ings, and some of the fragments of the fifth-century Py- 

thagorean Philolaus are generally regarded as reliable, 

direct sources. Modern scholarship on the subject is, 

finally, a maze of divided opinions, claims, and counter- 

claims; Pythagoras has been depicted as everything 

from a religious wonder-worker with little or no scien- 

tific or philosophical understandings to the initiator of 

scientific, rational, and critical philosophical inquiry. 

Anyone interested in even a summary knowledge of Py- 

thagoras should be cautioned to read widely, without 

expecting to reach definite conclusions. 

What is known of the history and chronology of Py- 

thagoras’s life is limited but fairly straightforward. Py- 

thagoras was born on the Ionian island of Samos in 571/ 

70 BcE and lived there until his late thirties; according 

to the least unreliable sources, he migrated to the 

Achaean city of Croton in Magna Graecia (southern It- 

aly) in 532/31, soon after the defeat of the city at the 

hands of its neighbors the Locrians. Pythagoras died 

sometime toward the close of the sixth century in the 

city of Metapontum, where he had moved for what were 

most probably political reasons. 

In connection with the revival of Croton in the years 

following the Locrian defeat of the city, Pythagoras or- 

ganized there a loose political and religious society, an 

antidemocratic hetaireia (association) that gradually as- 

sumed titular control of governmental functions and 

that, as a religious group, practiced ritual purification 

and held to a strict code of secrecy. The Pythagorean 

society continued, and spread its influence and organi- 

zation throughout southern Italy, during the first half of 
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the fifth century; its political hegemony was decisively 

broken about 454 sce, after which time Pythagoreanism ~ 

became an increasingly disparate movement that had 

died out or merged with other groups and schools by 

the late fourth century. Periodic revivals of Pythago- 

reanism occurred throughout late antiquity; in these, 

however, the emphasis was more on developing the Py- 

thagoras legend and the Pythagorean mystical vision of 

the world than on establishing a formal group. 

Quasi-historical and legendary accounts about Pytha- 

goras need to be mentioned along with the historical 

reports: they stand as the oldest layer of the Pythagoras 

tradition; more importantly, they force the recognition 

that Pythagoras was experienced by his followers as 

being not a discoverer of theoretical truths, but a semi- 

divine person (a theos anér), and, to the limited extent 

that the term is applicable in sixth-century Greek cul- 

ture, a shaman. It was said that Pythagoras was called 

the ‘““Hyperborean Apollo” by the Crotoniates, that at 
the same time on the same day he was seen both in Cro- 

ton and in Metapontum, and that, as he was crossing 

the river Casas, the river spoke to him, saying ‘Hail, 

Pythagoras.” It was also said that, either at the theater 

or the games, Pythagoras revealed his golden thigh. In 

a different vein, Pythagoras was credited with the cor- 

rect prediction of several events. Finally, it was said 

that he could remember his past lives, that he had a 

mastery over animals, and that his house was inviolate, 

like a sanctuary of the mysteries. 

These legends do more than just depict the founder of 

the Pythagorean movement. They also provide a por- 

trait and lived expression of the teachings of Pythagoras 

and of the promise and possibilities in a life lived under 

the Pythagorean rule. What Pythagoras taught was that 

the truth of the human was an occult self: the soul, or 

psuché, was not, for Pythagoras, merely the life or 

spirit of the body; rather, it was a separate, in many 

ways opposing force to the physical self. Concomitant 

to this notion of a separate and distinct soul was a be- 

lief in transmigration, reincarnation, and the kinship of 

all things. As the true self was finally independent of its 

specific embodiment, so that self persisted, until puri- 

fied, through successive incarnations. Finally, this view 

of the soul as the true self allowed for an upward revi- 

sion of human life and worth and provided a bridge be- 
tween the heretofore separated realms of the human 

and the divine: the soul of the individual was, if freed 

from physicality, capable of immortality; the realm of 

the divine, which here meant a power over the forces of 

contingency, was at least potentially within the reach 
of the human. 

These religious beliefs were not unique to Pythagoras; 

they can be traced to reasonably definite non-Pythago- 

rean sources, in this case to northern and Indo-Iranian 

cultures; similar notions had a general currency in the 

late sixth-century Greek world. Pythagoras was original 

in his formalization of these notions and, perhaps more 

importantly, in his development of a practical life based 

upon them. This way of life and practice can be de- 

scribed first in terms of the Pythagorean precepts or 

akousmata (“oral instructions”), that consisted of magi- 

cal-ritual prohibitions and commandments the adher- 

ence to which would advance the soul on its route 

to liberation from the rounds of bodily existence. Py- 

thagorean akousmata, which began as customs and 

reached a stage of full development in the fifth century, 

ranged from specific formulas, dietary rules, and prac- 

tical duties to general statements about the divine sta- 

tus of the society’s founder; they expressed an askésis, 

or pattern of daily actions, based on avoiding pollution 

and the snares of physical life and on respecting those 

forms of life in which soul may be embodied. 

Corresponding to the ascetic pattern of life according 

to precept was an avowal of the therapeutic value of a 

broadly defined life of inquiry. Here is the religious di- 

mension to the doctrines that constituted the Pythago- 

rean cosmology and cosmogony: the harmony of the 

spheres, limit (peras) and the unlimited (apeiron) as the 

generating principles of all things, and number and ra- 

tio as the fundamentals of the world order. Philosophi- 

cal investigation gave a means to develop right rela- 

tions with the world and its governing order; as with 

ritual practice, inquiry was a way of purification and 

hence, ultimately, of salvation. Pythagoreanism, which 

was not just a social movement but also a mystical 

world vision of the attunement and correspondence of 

all things, had its meaning and its end in an effort to 

assimilate existence to the divine, immortal life. In the 

late fifth century, however, the links between the origi- 

nally complementary “acusmatic’”’ and philosophical 

practices became tensions, and there appeared two Py- 

thagorean schools—the akousmatikoi and the mathéma- 
tikoi. The akousmatikoi were noted for their religious 
practices and way of life, while the mathématikoi were 
noted for their philosophical understanding and theo- 
ries. 

Pythagorean beliefs about the soul stand as the move- 
ment’s specific contributions to the development of re- 
ligious thought; Pythagoras and his followers, whether 
original or not, were the first in the Greek world to ar- 
ticulate fully and successfully to advance the under- 
standing of a self beyond the empirical personality. Of 
greater significance than the Pythagorean conception of 
the soul, however, is the more general Pythagorean un- 
derstanding about the ways and means of salvation, 
and about the possibilities of and the religious bindings 



on human life. With Pythagoras emerged the recogni- 

tion that freedom was to be gained in a realm apart 

from a this-worldly existence, that the route of salva- 

tion was away from life and involved a process of disen- 

tanglement from the world’s historical conditions. Py- 

thagoras stood against the prevailing notion of his age 

that an afterlife was a lesser life; according to Pythago- 

ras, and for good and ill concerning the subsequent de- 

velopment of Greek religious understanding, the reli- 

gious ‘‘more’”’ to life was not more life in the world but 

a liberation to a life in another world. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The best source book in English containing the texts and 

fragments about Pythagoras is Cornelia J. de Vogel’s Greek Phi- 

losophy: A Collection of Texts, vol. 1, Thales to Plato (Leiden, 

1950). Two excellent background works, which place Pythago- 

ras within the context of Greek religious thought, are E. R. 

Dodds’s The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley, 1951) and Wal- 

ter Burkert’s Greek Religion (Cambridge, Mass., 1985). Edwin 

L. Minar’s Early Pythagorean Politics in Practice and Theory 

(Baltimore, 1942) offers a summary of the Pythagorean hetaireia. 

Interpretations about the meaning and significance of Pytha- 

goras’s thought are legion; what follows are texts representa- 
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tive of the basic interpretations with which the student of Py- 

thagoras and Pythagoreanism should be familiar. Francis M. 

Cornford’s ‘Mysticism and Science in the Pythagorean Tradi- 

tion,” Classical Quarterly 16 (1922): 137-150, is very good on 

defining the religious vision of Pythagoras, less so on Pythago- 

rean “‘atomism”; J. E. Raven gives a controversial account of 

the development of Pythagorean thought in the fifth century in 

Pythagoreans and Eleatics (Cambridge, 1948). W. K. C. Guth- 

rie’s account of Pythagoras in A History of Greek Philosophy, 

vol. 1, The Earlier Presocratics and Pythagoreans (Cambridge, 

1962), can be considered the standard general assessment on 

the subject. Other important works on Pythagoras are Walter 

Burkert’s Lore and Science in Ancient Pythagoreanism (Cam- 

bridge, Mass., 1972), and James A. Philip’s Pythagoras and 

Early Pythagoreanism (Toronto, 1966). Burkert offers probably 

the most detailed analysis of the Pythagorean religious under- 

standings and practices. Philip, conversely, sees little evidence 

for a religious organization in early Pythagoreanism. Charles 

H. Kahn’s ‘Pythagorean Philosophy before Plato,” in The Pre- 

Socratics, edited by Alexander P. D. Mourelatos (Garden City, 

N.Y., 1974), pp. 161-185, provides a good summary of modern 

interpretations of Pythagoras, and a balanced overview of Py- 

thagoras’s religious and scientific holdings. 

BENNETT RAMSEY 
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QABBALAH. The term Qabbalah is derived from the 
Hebrew root qgbl, which means ‘“‘to receive’; in early 

medieval texts, gabbalah commonly signified ‘‘recep- 

tion,’ namely a received tradition, mainly concerning 
halakhic matters. Since the early thirteenth century it 

has become the main term for Jewish mystical tradi- 

tions, which deal almost exclusively with (1) a theo- 

sophical understanding of God combined with a sym- 

bolic view of reality and the theurgical conception of 

religious life, and (2) the way to attain a mystical ex- 

perience of God through the invocation of divine names. 

These two traditions had much earlier roots, but the 

term Qabbalah refers in general to Jewish mysticism 
from the twelfth century onward. The following presen- 

tation will discuss the history of Qabbalah and its phe- 

nomenological aspects. 

Historical Survey. The first written evidence of the 

existence of theosophical and theurgical thought in Ju- 

daism comes from Provence, in southern France, in the 

second half of the twelfth century. A series of well- 

known halakhic authorities, beginning with Avraham 

ben David of Posquiéres and Ya‘aqov the Nazirite and 

later including Moses Nahmanides and his principal 

student, Shelomoh ben Avraham Adret, were full- 

fledged gabbalists, though their literary output in Qab- 

balah was minimal compared to their voluminous ha- 

lakhic writings. Doubtless this situation is the result of 

a deliberate policy to keep Qabbalah an esoteric lore 

limited to a very small elite. However, at the beginning 

of the thirteenth century, the veil of esotericism began 

to disappear. Yitshaq Sagi Nahor (Yitshaq the Blind), 

Avraham ben David of Posquiéres’s son, is known as the 

teacher of several gabbalists, of whom the best known 
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are Yitshaq’s nephew Asher ben David and ‘Ezra’ of 

Gerona. They committed to writing the first qabbalistic 

documents, which consist of commentaries on the cos- 

mogonical treatise Sefer yetsirah and on ma'‘aseh 

bere’shit (the biblical account of creation), and expla- 

nations of the rationale for the commandments. During 

the same period, an important treatise called Sefer ha- 

bahir (The Book of Brightness), falsely ascribed to Ne- 

hunya’ ben ha-Qanah, a second-century mystic, began 

to circulate among Yitshaq’s students. Although the 

qabbalistic doctrines incorporated into these works are 

presented in a fragmentary and obscure manner, it 

seems highly reasonable that they reflect more complex 

systems whose sources predated them by decades and 

even centuries. 

In the middle of the thirteenth century, more exten- 

sive works were produced by Spanish qabbalists, who 

continued the major trends of their predecessors; the 

most important among them were ‘Azri’el of Gerona 

and Ya‘aqov ben Sheshet. After flourishing briefly in 

Catalonia, the center of qabbalistic creativity passed to 

Castile, where it underwent a renaissance. In Castile a 

circle of anonymous qabbalists produced a series of 

short treatises, known as the ‘Iyyun (speculation) liter- 

ature, that combined ancient Merkavah literature (com- 

mentaries on the chariot vision in Ezekiel) with a Neo- 

platonic mysticism of light. Another. group became 

interested in the theosophy of evil and described in de- 

tail the structure of the ‘‘other side,” the demonic world. 

This circle included the brothers Ya‘agov and Yitshaq, 

the sons of Ya‘agov ha-Kohen; Mosheh of Burgos; and 

Todros Abulafia. The quintessential ideas of these qab- 
balistic schools appear in the most important work of 
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Qabbalah, the Zohar, a collection of mystical writings 

that was circulated among the Castilian qabbalists be-. 

ginning in 1280. Subsequently, between 1285 and 1335, 
the qabbalists produced many translations, commen- 

taries, and imitations of the Zohar, mainly extant in 

manuscript, that contributed to the eventual acceptance 

of the Zohar as a canonic book. 
Because of fierce controversy between the represen- 

tative of the more conservative form of Qabbalah that 

preserved and transmitted older traditions, Shelomoh 

ben Avraham Adret, and Avraham Abulafia, the most 

important exponent of ecstatic Qabbalah, the creative 

and anarchic elements peculiar to the latter were re- 

jected by adherents of Spanish Qabbalah, a fact that 
contributed to its overt stagnation in the latter part of 

the fourteenth century and most of the fifteenth century. 

The expulsion of the Jews from Spain and Portugal in 

1492 and 1497 respectively caused an exodus of impor- 
tant qabbalists from the Iberian peninsula to North Af- 

rica, Italy, and the Levant, thereby contributing to the 

dissemination of Qabbalah in those regions. Fifteenth- 

century Spanish Qabbalah, with the Zohar as its nu- 

cleus, became more and more influential in the new 

communities that were established by the expelled Jews 

and gradually developed into an important spiritual 

factor in Jewish life by the middle of the sixteenth cen- 

tury. The literary output of the first generation after the 

expulsion is remarkable, and several outstanding qab- 

balistic works were composed before the middle of the 

sixteenth century, including Yehudah Hayyat’s Minhat 

Yehudah in Italy and Me’ir ibn Gabbai’s ‘Avodat ha-qo- 

desh in the Ottoman empire. This generation of qabba- 

lists was interested in preserving the esoteric traditions 

they had inherited in Spain; hence the eclectic nature 

of their writings. However, there were efforts to build 

up comprehensive speculative schemes in which the 

whole theosophic and cosmic chain of being was de- 

scribed. This work was undertaken by some Spanish 

qabbalists who systematically arranged older esoteric 

traditions, and by Italians such as Yohanan Alemanno, 

who combined philosophy, magic, and Qabbalah. 

After the expulsion, a growing stream of qabbalists 

began arriving in Palestine. At the very beginning of the 

sixteenth century, Jerusalem became an important cen- 

ter of qabbalistic studies; its most famous members 
were Yehudah Albotini, Yosef ibn Saiah, and Avraham 

ben Eli‘ezer ha-Levi. Beginning in the 1540s, the small 

Galilean village of Safad rapidly acquired a dominant 

place in gabbalistic activity. For half a century, Safad 

was the arena of crucial developments in the history of 
Qabbalah. The arrival of two central figures from Tur- 

key, Yosef Karo and Shelomoh ha-Levi Alkabets, 

prompted the establishment of mystical groups that 

formed the nuclei of intensive qabbalistic activities. 

Karo, the major halakhist of his time, produced a mys- 

tical diary dictated by a maggid, an angelic messenger 

who spoke from Karo’s throat. Karo represents a Span- 

ish qabbalistic trend that was primarily interested in 

incubational techniques to induce revelations in 

dreams. Alkabets, who had been close to Karo before 

their arrival, was aware of the philosophical percep- 

tions of Qabbalah presented in David Messer Leon’s 

work Magen David and seems to have been one of the 

major channels of the infiltration into Safad of Qabba- 

lah developed by the Jews of the Italian Renaissance. 

However, the first towering gabbalist in Palestine was 

Mosheh Cordovero (1522-1570), the author of the Pardes 

rimmonim (1548), the most comprehensive exposition of 

all previous types of Qabbalah. He combined Spanish 
Qabbalah with ecstatic Qabbalah that was already 

flowering in Jerusalem. His clear and systematic pre- 

sentation of all the major qabbalistic doctrines contrib- 

uted to the immediate dissemination of his views, 

which remained influential for centuries, both in the 

Qabbalah of Isaac Luria and in Hasidism. Cordovero’s 
main disciples, famous qabbalists themselves, were 

Hayyim Vital, Eliyyahu de Vidas, and El‘azar Azikri. 

Through their literary activities—especially their mor- 

alistic works, which were intended for the public at 

large—they contributed to the further propagation of 

their master’s doctrines. 

A crucial development in qabbalistic theosophy oc- 

curred after Cordovero’s death when one of his former 

students, Isaac Luria, rapidly moved to the center of the 

qabbalist community in Safad, where he became a pro- 

found influence through his saintly behavior, occult 

powers, and exposition of a novel type of theosophy. Lu- 

ria’s doctrines, commonly delivered orally to his disci- 

ples, elaborated upon some elements that had previ- 

ously played a rather marginal role in the qabbalistic 

system. According to Luria, the initial movement in the 

process of creation consisted of the withdrawal of the 

all-pervading godhead into itself, leaving a point in 

which the world would come to exist. This withdrawal, 

or contraction (tsimtsum), made possible the elimina- 

tion of “evil” elements inherent in the godhead. (The 

evil elements that left the godhead during tsimtsum 
formed the ‘‘material domain.”) This cathartic event 
was followed by a series of emanations from the god- 
head that were intended to constitute the created world. 
As the emanations proceeded from their divine source, 
a catastrophic event occurred—the breaking of the ves- 
sels that carried them. Sparks of the divine light fell 
into the material domain where they were imprisoned 
in shells of matter. The task of the qabbalist was to lib- 
erate the sparks in order to reconstitute the divine con- 



figuration, the primordial man (adam qadmon), a goal 

with eschatological overtones. 

The success of Luria’s thought was instantaneous; his 

theosophy was accepted unanimously by the former dis- 

ciples of Cordovero, and his Qabbalah was regarded as 

superior to the Cordoverian system. With the premature 

death of Luria in 1572 his disciple, Hayyim Vital, com- 

mitted Luria’s views to writing, but Vital limited their 

dissemination to the small circle of qabbalists who rec- 

ognized his leadership. In comparison to other authen- 

tic disciples of Luria, notably Yosef ibn Tabul and 
Mosheh Yonah, Vital was highly prolific; his best- 

known work was ‘Ets hayyim (Tree of Life). A rather dif- 

ferent version of Luria’s Qabbalah was brought to Italy 

during the 1590s by Yisra’el Sarug, a qabbalist who 

considered himself a disciple of Luria. He disseminated 

it through intensive oral and written activity, recruiting 

disciples from among former Cordoverian qabbalists. 

The most important exponent of the Sarugian version 

of Lurianism was Menahem ‘Azaryah of Fano. Sarug’s 

success was partly due to the speculative interpreta- 

tions given by Sarug himself and by his disciple Avra- 

ham Herrera, who used Neoplatonic philosophy in his 

Sha‘ar ha-Shamayim and Beit Elohim. Both Neoplatonic 

and atomistic views of Lurianic Qabbalah appeared in 

the work of Yosef Shelomoh Delmedigo of Kandia, an- 

other of Sarug’s disciples. 
During the seventeenth century, there was a clash be- 

tween adherents of Vital’s version of Lurianic Qabbalah 

and adherents of Sarug’s version. Among the qabbalists, 

Vital’s views prevailed in the compilations of Shemu’el 

Vital, Me’ir Poppers, and Ya‘aqov Tsemah. 
The following centuries saw the development of var- 

ious mixtures of Cordoverian and Lurianic doctrines. 

The theosophy of the followers of the seventeenth- 

century mystic and false messiah Shabbetai Tsevi was 

influenced mainly by Sarug’s trend of thought; the theo- 

logies of eighteenth-century Polish Hasidism repre- 

sented a revival of some of Cordovero’s views, such as 

his view of prayer, at a period when Lurianic Qabbalah 

failed to supply appropriate answers. 
Some central figures of the eighteenth century, were 

known as gabbalists; the most important among them 

were Eliyyahu ben Shelomoh Zalman, known as the 

gaon of Vilna (Vilnius) (1720-1797) and Ya‘aqov Emden 

(1697-1776), who continued the Lurianic tradition, 

though not without some reservations. In the nineteenth 

century, major systematic presentations of Lurianism 

were composed by Yitshaq Eiziq Haver and Shelomoh 

Elyashar. 

The dominant brand of Qabbalah in the modern qab- 

balistic yeshivot (traditional Jewish academies) is the 

Lurianic system. It is studied according to the interpre- 
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tations offered by Mosheh Hayyim Luzzatto, by 

Eliyyahu ben Shelomoh Zalman, by Habad, the Luba- 

vitch Hasidic movement, and by the Sefardic qabbalists 

of the Beit E] Academy in Jerusalem. Avraham Yitshaq 

Kook (1865-1935) offered a pantheistic and mystical 

version of Qabbalah that tried to explain the secularism 

of many modern Jews as part of a larger scheme of re- 

ligious evolution; his views had great influence. After 

the establishment of the state of Israel, and especially 

after 1967, the messianic overtones in Kook’s thought 

were stressed by his son Yehudah Kook. David ha-Ko- 

hen the Ascetic (ha-Nazir), the most important figure in 

Kook’s entourage, developed a peculiar type of mysti- 

cism in his Qol ha-nevu’ah that leaned heavily on the 

oral aspects of Jewish tradition. Some interest in Avra- 

ham Abulafia’s ecstatic Qabbalah has been recently dis- 

cerned in Hasidic circles. 

Christian Qabbalah. Although Qabbalah was consid- 

ered to be an esoteric lore that dealt with the secrets of 
the Law (sitre Torah) and was therefore peculiar to the 

Jewish people, it found its way into Christian thought. 

The first steps in the infiltration of Qabbalah were ac- 

complished by converts to Christianity, of whom the 

most important were Abner of Burgos (Alfonso de Val- 

ladolid), who lived at the beginning of the fourteenth 

century; Paulus de Heredia, who lived in the second 

half of the fifteenth century; and Flavius Mithridates, 

who had by far the greatest impact. A teacher of the 

fifteenth-century Italian Christian humanist Giovanni 

Pico della Mirandola, Flavius translated a voluminous 
body of qabbalistic literature into Latin. His transla- 

tions, which he intentionally distorted, represented the 

most important source for Pico’s Theses, the first qab- 

balistic composition written by a Christian. Although 

he was the initiator of this new current of Christian 

thought, Pico did not write lengthy treatises on Qabba- 

lah, but presented it as an ancient Jewish theology that 

foreshadowed, in a veiled manner, Christian tenets. He 
divided Qabbalah into a high form of legal magical lore 

and a low form of demonic magic. Besides these Chris- 

tian and magical interpretations of Qabbalah, which 

owe much to the distorted translations of Mithridates, 

Pico interpreted Qabbalah philosophically, mainly us- 

ing Neoplatonic sources previously translated into 

Latin by his friend Marsilio Ficino, as well as Hermetic 

Zoroastrian or Chaldean sources. These three percep- 

tions of Qabbalah had a profound impact on the views 

that were developed by Pico’s followers. Johannes 

Reuchlin, who studied Qabbalah under Pico’s influence, 

produced in his De arte cabalistica the first systematic 

descriptions of Christian Qabbalah to be presented to 

the European public. In the early sixteenth century, 

theologians such as Egidio de Viterbo and Francesco 
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Giorgio expanded the philosophical and christological 

views of Qabbalah in influential treatises. The magical | 

interpretation of Qabbalah reached its peak in Henri 

Cornelius Agrippa of Nettesheim’s De occulta philoso- 

phia. Through the writings of these Italian and German 

authors, as well as artwork of Durer, Oabbalah en- 

tered French and English literature and art in the sec- 

ond half of the sixteenth century. In the seventeenth 

century, Christian Knorr von Rosenroth’s Cabbala de- 

nudata, a compendium of translations of important qab- 

balistic texts, was widely read by the European intelli- 

gentsia and it remained for a long time, together with 

John Pistorius’s earlier Artis cabalisticae, the main 

source of the influence of Jewish esotericism on Euro- 

pean thought. Philosophers like G. W. Leibniz and the 

Cambridge Neoplatonists in the seventeenth century, 

and writers like G. E. Lessing, Emanuel Swedenborg, 

and William Blake in the following century, absorbed 

qabbalistic ideas. The occult groups that flourished in 

eighteenth century central Europe were influenced by 

qabbalistic and Shabbatean thought. The impact of Zo- 

haric Qabbalah is especially evident in the works of the 

nineteenth-century Theosophist H. P. Blavatsky. In the 

twentieth century, traces of Qabbalah can be found in 

the fiction and poetry of Franz Kafka, Yvan Goll, and 

Jorge Luis Borges, and in the cultural criticism of Wal- 

ter Benjamin and the literary criticism of Harold Bloom 

and Jacques Derrida. 

Phenomenological Survey. During the long history of 

Qabbalah, its adherents developed a variety of theo- 

sophical doctrine, symbolic systems, and methods of 

textual interpretation, some of them contradictory and 

paradoxical. 

Qabbalistic theosophy. The Talmud and Midrash 

speak of two crucial attributes, the attribute of mercy 

(middat ha-rahamim) and the attribute of stern judg- 

ment (middat ha-din). These divine qualities are be- 

lieved to exist in a dynamic balance and to have been 

instrumental in the creation of the world and in its gov- 

ernance. In other texts, ten creative logoi or creative 

words (Heb., ma’amarot) are mentioned in this context; 

in Sefer yetsirah, the ten sefirot have a similar function. 

Pleromatic entities are also evident in the Merkavah lit- 

erature. However, no detailed and systematic Jewish 

theosophy is extant before the composition of qabbalis- 

tic works at the beginning of the thirteenth century. 

Most qabbalists viewed the divinity as consisting of two 

layers: (1) the innermost, supreme godhead, Ein Sof (lit- 

erally ‘‘the endless’’), which is sometimes described in 
terms borrowed from the Neoplatonic negative theology 
and sometimes described in explicitly anthropomorphic 
terminology; and (2) the Sefirotic realm emanating 

from within the godhead as a pleromatic structure, 

that was said to be comprised of ten aspects, known 

variously as attributes (middot),,potencies (kohot), de- 

grees (ma‘alot), or, most frequently sefirot (literally 

‘numbers”’). These divine powers were conceived of as 

forming a supernatural man, or tree, that represents the 

revealed as well as the creative God. Figure 1 shows the 

commonly accepted set of names for the sefirot, al- 

though slight differences are known among qabbaiists. 

In some post-Lurianic texts, an additional sefirah was 

discussed, Da‘at (“knowledge”), which is situated be- 

tween the second and the third sefirot, and which plays 

a role similar to that of Tif’eret or Yesod, namely, a bal- 

ance between two higher poles. 

There were two main ideas of the nature of the sefirot 

among the qabbalists. The view expressed in the main 

body of the Zohar and by important qabbalists was that 

the sefirot constitute the essence of God and therefore 

are purely divine manifestations. Since the beginning of 

FiGurE 1. The Ten Divine Aspects, or Sefirot, in Their 
Symbolic Configuration 
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the fourteenth century, some qabbalists viewed the se- 

firot as vessels created by God to contain the divine ef- 

flux; according to a proximate view they are the instru- 

ments by which God created and governs the world. 

Mosheh Cordovero combined these two views, speaking 

of divine sefirot that are inherent in the external sefirot, 

with the latter functioning as vessels for the former. 

This approach became prevalent in later Qabbalah. Lu- 

rianic Qabbalah also developed a representation of the 

divine realm according to five anthropomorphic config- 

urations (partsufim), each composed of ten sefirot. At- 

tempts were made in the Middle Ages to interpret the 

sefirot as symbols of human spiritual powers, and this 

tendency was adopted and strengthened by eighteenth 

century Hasidic masters. 

Qabbalistic cosmogony recognized the existence of 

four worlds or realms of existence: the sefirot, called the 

world’of emanation (‘olam ha-atsilut); the world of cre- 

ation (‘olam ha-beri’ah), consisting of the divine chariot 

and higher angels; the world of formation (‘olam ha-ye- 

tsirah), in which the angels are found; and the world of 

action (‘olam ha-‘asiyyah), the celestial and terrestrial 

material world. Under the impact of Sufism, some qab- 

balists mentioned a fivefold division that includes the 

world of images (‘olam ha-demut). 
Qabbalistic theurgy. One of the most important ten- 

ets of mainstream Qabbalah is the view that man can 

influence the inner structure of the godhead. By per- 

forming the commandments with the proper qabbalis- 

tic intention, man is capable of restoring the lost har- 

mony between the lesser sefirot, Tif'eret and Malkhut, 

making possible the transmission of the divine efflux 

from the higher sefirot to our world. Moreover, man can 

draw this efflux from Ein Sof, the hidden divinity, 
downward to the sefirot. According to some early qab- 

balists, the very existence of the revealed divinity in the 

sefirot is the result of man’s observance of the com- 

mandments, which, by drawing the efflux downward, 

counteracts the ‘‘natural’’ movement of the sefirot up- 

ward in their desire to return to their primordial status 

within the godhead. Qabbalistic observance of the com- 

mandments constitutes a theurgic activity, since its aim 

is the restructuring of God. 

This view of the commandments represents a sophis- 

ticated presentation of an ancient trend in Jewish 

thought that found its earliest expression in Talmudic 

and Midrashic literature, in which God is sometimes 

presented as requesting Moses’ blessing, desiring the 

prayer of the righteous, and even increasing or decreas- 

ing his power in accordance with the fulfillment or non- 

fulfillment of the commandments by Israel. With the 

emergence of Lurianic Qabbalah, the emphasis was 
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transferred to the extraction of the divine sparks (nitso- 

tsot) from the material, demonic world as a progressive 

eschatological activity whose ultimate aim is to restore 

the primeval anthropomorphic configuration of the di- 

vinity. This theurgy has obvious affinities to Mani- 
chaean theology and is phenomenologically different 

from Neoplatonic theurgy, which was focused mainly 

upon the performance of rituals intended to attract the 

gods to descend into statues from which they could de- 

liver divinatory messages. In the same manner, qabbal- 

istic theurgy differed from magical ceremony in both its 

means and its aims. The Qabbalah used biblical com- 

mandments to effect its goals rather than magical de- 

vices; and whereas magic is chiefly directed toward at- 

taining material results needed by certain persons, 

qabbalistic activity was primarily intended to restore 

the divine harmony, and only secondarily to ensure the 

abundance of the supernatural efflux in this world. 
These phenomenological differences notwithstanding, 

Neoplatonic types of theurgy, as well as various types 

of magic, infiltrated into qabbalistic systems at dif- 

ferent stages of their development, although their in- 

fluence never became dominant. An interesting blend 

of qabbalistic and Neoplatonic theurgies with mag- 

ical practices was evident in late-fifteenth-century 

Spain where Yosef della Reina, a Faustian figure, at- 

tempted to facilitate the arrival of the messianic aeon 

by means of theurgico-magical activities. 

Mystical techniques in Qabbalah. After the middle of 

the thirteenth century, gabbalists produced a series of 

treatises that discussed techniques for reaching ecstatic 

experiences and described such experiences. The most 

important representative of this trend was Avraham 

Abulafia (1240-c. 1291). In his numerous works, almost 

all of them still in manuscript form, he focused on com- 

plex devices for uniting with the Agent Intellect, or God, 

through the recitation of divine names, together with 

breathing techniques and cathartic practices. Some of 

Abulafia’s mystic ways were adapted from the Ashke- 

nazic Hasidic masters; Abulafia may also have been in- 

fluenced by Yoga and Sufism. Taking as his framework 

the metaphysical and psychological system of Moses 

Maimonides (Mosheh ben Maimon, 1135/8-1204), Abu- 

lafia strove for spiritual experience, which he viewed as 

a prophetic state similar to or even identical with that 

of the ancient Jewish prophets. Furthermore, he per- 

ceived his attainment of such a state as an eschatologi- 

cal event, because he thought of himself as the Messiah. 

This spiritual and highly individualistic conception of 

salvation adumbrated the later Hasidic view of spiri- 

tual messianism. Abulafia’s messianic pretensions led 

him to undertake such exploits as his unsuccessful at- 
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tempt to discuss the true nature of Judaism with the 

pope. 
Abulafia’s 

prompted a sharp reaction on the part of Shelomoh ben 

Avraham Adret, a famous legal authority who suc- 

ceeded in annihilating the influence of Abulafia’s ec- 

static Qabbalah in Spain. In Italy, however, his works 

were translated into Latin and contributed substan- 

tially to the formation of Christian Qabbalah. In the 

Middle East, ecstatic Qabbalah was accepted without 

reservation. Clear traces of Abulafian doctrine are evi- 

dent in the works of Yitshaq ben Shemu’el of Acre and 

Yehudah Albotini. In Palestine, Abulafia’s ideas were 

combined with Stfi elements, apparently stemming 

from the school of Ibn Arabi; thus Stfi views were in- 
troduced into European Qabbalah. After the expulsion 

of the Jews from Spain, Spanish theurgical Qabbalah, 

which had developed without any significant impact 

from ecstatic Qabbalah, was integrated with the latter; 

this combination became, through the book Pardes rim- 

monim by Mosheh Cordovero, part of mainstream Qab- 

balah. Hayyim Vital brought Abulafian views into his 

Sha‘arei qedushah, and the eighteenth-century qabbal- 

ists of the Beit El Academy in Jerusalem perused Abu- 

lafia’s mystical manuals. Later on, mystical and psycho- 

logical conceptions of Qabbalah found their way 

directly and indirectly to the Polish Hasidic masters. 

The influence of ecstatic Qabbalah is to be seen in iso- 

lated groups today, and traces of it can be found in 

modern literature (e.g., the poetry of Yvan Goll), mainly 

since the publication of Gershom Scholem’s researches. 
Unio mystica. Theurgical Qabbalah assumes an inde- 

pendent and forceful human existence whose ritual ac- 
tivity can influence the sphere of divinity, though man 

and God remain, in principle, distinct and apart. How- 

ever, even among the theurgical qabbalists the idea of 

a mystical union between man and God was known— 

as, for example, in the writings of ‘Ezra’ of Gerona— 

although it never came to the forefront. In the writings 

of Nahmanides and his followers, a distinction was 

made between the preliminary cleaving of reason to 

God (devequt ha-da‘at) and the final cleaving of the soul 

to God. In contrast, nontheurgical Qabbalah of Avra- 

ham Abulafia focused upon the fusion of the human and 

the divine intellects as the supreme goal of the mystic; 

extreme literary expressions of this ideal used Hebrew 

forms of the Safi formula Huwa Huwa (he is he) or even 

anokhi anokhi (‘I I’), which symbolized the complete 

union of God and man. Sometimes the qabbalists re- 

ferred to mystical union with the Active Intellect, 

thereby giving a mystical interpretation to the psychol- 

ogy developed by the Islamic philosopher Ibn Rushd. 

They also borrowed Aristotelian concepts of intellect, 

prophetic and messianic pretensions 

intellection, and intelligibles (which form a unity dur- 

ing the act of thinking) to describe mystical union. Ex- 

plicit unitive phenomena were reported in the writings 

of Yitshag of Acre, and under the latter’s influence and 

that of Abulafia expressions of unio mystica were in- 

cluded in Safadian texts, which turned out to be one of 

the most important sources for the eighteenth-century 

Hasidic masters in their search for union with God. 

Eschatology. Qabbalah developed eschatological 
themes considerably. Traditional messianic views con- 

tributed only marginally to qabbalistic eschatology. 

Under the influence of Neoplatonic or Aristotelian psy- 

chologies, the qabbalists regarded individual salvation 

as the ultimate spiritual achievement. Under the influ- 

ence of Islamic sources, they developed the idea that 

cosmic processes operate in cycles of seven thousand 

(shemittah) and forty-nine thousand (yovel) years, with 

each cycle culminating in a thousand years of total rest; 

each millennium—or, according to other sources, seven 

millennia—is governed by a separate sefirah that influ- 
ences the processes taking place during this span of 

time. These qabbalistic views were integrated into the 

well-known work Dialoghi d’amore by Judah Abravanel 

(Leone Ebreo), through which they entered general Eu- 

ropean culture. Lengthy discussions on various types of 

metempsychosis (gilgul), or the transmigration of souls, 

are found in Qabbalah from the very beginning. Me- 

tempsychosis was regarded mainly as an opportunity 

given to a sinner to amend his former sins and rarely as 
a purgative period. 

Qabbalistic hermeneutics. Two major methods of 

interpretation used in Qabbalah are the symbolic and 

the mathematical. The former is paramount in theurgi- 

cal and theosophical Qabbalah, which considered the 

scriptures, the phenomena of nature, and the events of 

history to be symbols for the dynamic and continuous 

changes taking place within God. The symbolization 

of the whole of reality enabled the qabbalists to give 
theosophical significance to virtually every event and, 
through the “intentional” performance of the com- 
mandments, to participate mystically in the divine life. 
The various possibilities of symbolic interpretation 
changed the scriptures into an “open text” pregnant 
with infinite meanings. With the appearance of the Zo- 
har, symbols referring to the erotic union of Tif’eret 
and Malkhut, and those pointing to the demonic world 
(the sitra’ ahra’), became more central. Since the late 
thirteenth century, a fourfold division of interpretation 
has been accepted by gabbalists. 

Under the influence of Ashkenazic Hasidism of the 
thirteenth century, the ecstatic Qabbalah used such her- 
meneutical devices as gimatriyyah, the calculation of 
the numerical value of letters; notarigon, the use of let- 



ters as abbreviations for whole words; and temurah, the 
interchanging of letters. Abulafia developed a sevenfold 
system of hermeneutics that culminated in an ecstatic 
experience. 

Literary Genres. Qabbalah, like other bodies of Jew- 
ish literature, produced exegetical genres. Qabbalists 
tended to comment upon the traditional canonic texts, 

although they chose to discuss issues peculiar to the 
Qabbalah. 

The qabbalists produced more than 150 commentar- 

ies on the sefirot containing lists of symbols that re- 

ferred to each of the ten divine potencies. These com- 

mentaries were handbooks intended to instruct novices 

in the relations between all the elements of reality— 

canonic texts, human life, and the supernatural forces. 

This genre flourished from the thirteenth to the six- 

teenth centuries. Qabbalistic commentaries on the Pen- 

tateuch had a great impact on the propagation of Qab- 

balah. Tens of these commentaries are extant. The most 

important are those of Nahmanides, Bahye ben Asher, 

Menahem Recanati, Avraham Saba, and Hayyim ben 

Attar. Almost every important qabbalistic school pro- 

duced its own commentary on the daily liturgy, thereby 

introducing novel theoretical elements into the com- 

mon religious activity. This vast body of literature, 

which is partly extant in manuscripts, still requires an 

extensive critical analysis. 

Since its beginning, Qabbalah expressed itself through 

numerous commentaries on the rationale for the com- 

mandments, the most important of which are still un- 

published. The qabbalists also produced commentaries 
on Sefer yetsirah, commentaries on the Zohar, and 

works of moralistic literature that were deeply influ- 

enced by Cordovero’s views and that contributed to the 

infiltration of the qabbalistic via mystica among the 

Jewish masses. The greater part of the extant qabbalis- 

tic literature, including thousands of folios, has not 

been examined in detail and has not been the subject of 

critical analysis. 

External Influences. Some modern scholars, such as 

Nahman Krochmal in the early nineteenth century and 

Gershom Scholem in the twentieth, viewed Qabbalah as 

having been influenced by gnostic concepts, although no 

hard evidence has been adduced to substantiate this as- 

sumption. The influence of Islamic and Christian Neo- 

platonism on early Qabbalah is indeed evident and was 

recognized by such opponents of Qabbalah as Eliyyahu 

Delmedigo and Yehudah Aryeh Modena (Leone de Mo- 

dena) as early as the Renaissance period. The thesis 

proposed by Shulamit Shahar about the influence of 

Catharism on Sefer ha-bahir and Avraham Abulafia has 

not been confirmed by further studies. The qabbalistic 

view of evil seems to stem from older texts whose ulti- 
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mate source was probably Iranian, perhaps Zurvanian. 

Renaissance Neoplatonism influenced the philosophical 

interpretation of Qabbalah in the early seventeenth cen- 

tury, but that trend remained without major influence 

on Jewish Qabbalah. 

Although Qabbalah was flexible enough to enrich it- 

self through the acceptance of external ideas, the latter 

never became dominant factors in its spiritual physiog- 

nomy. Through the process of absorption, the alien ele- 

ments were adapted to the peculiar need of the compre- 

hensive ideological system. 

Philosophical Interpretation of Qabbalah. An impor- 

tant tendency in some qabbalistic writings is the philo- 

sophical interpretation of its theosophical and theurgi- 

cal concepts. This tendency is evident from the middle 

of the thirteenth century in the works of ‘Azri’el of Gero- 

na and Yitshaq ibn Latif. It came to the forefront in the 
middle of the fourteenth century, when an array of 

Spanish authors formed a rather homogenous intellec- 

tual current into which Qabbalah was blended by 

means of concepts derived from the Islamic philoso- 

phers Ibn Rushd and Ibn Sina. The most important fig- 

ures of this trend were Yosef ibn Vaqar and Shemu’el 

ibn Motot. However, from the beginning of the fifteenth 

century this philosophical Qabbalah was rejected by 

the Spanish gabbalists, who now focused their interest 

on the “pure’’ theurgical views of the Zohar. In the last 

decades of that century, the philosophical interpreta- 

tion of Qabbalah became prominent in northern Italy, 

mostly in the writings of Yohanan Alemanno, David 

Messer Leon, Yitshaq of Pisa, and Isaac Abravanel and 

his son Judah. The influence of this philosophical inter- 

pretation can be discerned in the Ottoman empire, Sa- 

fad, central Europe, and eastern Europe. At the end of 

the sixteenth century and early in the seventeenth, im- 

portant authors such as Avraham Herrera, Avraham Ya- 

gel, Yosef Delmedigo, and Menasseh ben Israel made 

extensive use of ancient texts translated during the Re- 

naissance in order to interpret Cordoverian and Luri- 

anic Qabbalah. Through the works of Menasseh ben Is- 

rael and the Latin translation of Avraham Herrera’s 

Sha‘ar ha-shamayim, this qabbalistic trend found its 

way into Christian Qabbalah and thus influenced Euro- 

pean philosophy. The latest important repercussions of 

this trend are to be found in the period of the Enlight- 

enment, in the writings of Salomon Maimon and Isaac 

Satanov, and later on in the works of modern Jewish 

theologians such as Franz Rosenzweig. 
This type of Qabbalah commonly mitigated or even 

totally nullified the mythical elements that are para- 
mount in mainstream Qabbalah, including the theurgi- 

cal nature of the commandments, processes by which 

God’s internal life unfolds, and messianic eschatology. 
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For this reason, representatives of philosophical Qab- 

balah never became influential in Jewish theology. 

[For further discussion of two basic qabbalistic works, 

see Sefer Yetsirah and Zohar. On movements affected by 

Qabbalah, see Ashkenazic Hasidism; Hasidism; and 

Messianism, article on Jewish Messianism. See also the 

biographies of Shabbeiai Tsevi, leader of a sixteenth- 

century messianic movement, and of such major qabbal- 

istic figures as Shelomoh ben Avraham Adret, Isaac Lu- 

ria, and Moses Nahmanides. The great historian of Qab- 

balah, Gershom Scholem, is also the subject of a separate 

entry. ] 
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MOsHE IDEL 

QADI. A qadi is a judge responsible for the application 

of Islamic positive law (figh). The office originated un- 

der the rule of the first Umayyad caliphs (aw 40—85/661— 

705 cE), when the provincial governers of the newly 

created Islamic empire, unable to adjudicate the many 

disputes that arose among Muslims living within their 

territories, began to delegate this function to others. In 

this early period of Islamic history, no body of Islamic 

positive law had yet come into existence, and the first 

gadis therefore decided cases on the basis of the only 

guidelines available to them: Arab customary law, the 

laws of the conquered territories, the general precepts 

of the Qur’an, and their own sense of equity. During the 

later Umayyad period (705-750 cE), a growing class of 

Muslim legal scholars, distinct from the gddis, busied 

themselves with the task of supplying the needed body 

of law, and by the time of the accession to power of the 

Abbasid dynasty in 750 their work could be said to have 

been essentially completed. In constructing their legal 

doctrine, these legal scholars took as their point of de- 

parture the precedents already established by the gadis, 

some of which they rejected as inconsistent with Is- 

lamic principles as these were coming to be understood, 

but most of which they adopted, with or without modi- 

fication. Thus the first qddis in effect laid the founda- 

tions of Islamic positive law. Once this law had been 

formed, however, the role of the gadi underwent a pro- 

found change. No longer free to follow the guidelines 

mentioned above, a gddi was now expected to adhere 

solely to the new Islamic law, and this adherence has 

characterized the office ever since. 
A qadi continued, however, to be a delegate of a 

higher authority, ultimately the caliph or, after the de- 
mise of the caliphate, the supreme ruler in a given ter- 
ritory. This delegate status implies the absence of a sep- 
aration of powers; both judicial and executive powers 
were concentrated in the person of the supreme ruler 
(caliph or otherwise). On the other hand, a certain de- 
gree of autonomy was enjoyed by a qddi in that the law 



that he applied was not the creation of the supreme 

ruler or the expression of his will. What a qddi owed to 

the supreme ruler was solely the power to apply the 

law, for which sanctions were necessary that only the 

supreme ruler as head of the state could guarantee. 

The qualifications that a qadi must possess are stated 

in the law, although the law is not uniform on this sub- 

ject. The minimal requirement upon which all the ju- 

rists agree is that a qddi possess the same qualifications 

as a witness in court, that is, that he be free, sane, adult, 

trustworthy, and a Muslim. Some require that he also 

possess the qualifications of a jurist, that is, that he be 

well versed in the law, while others regard those quali- 

fications as simply preferable, implying that a person 

may effectively discharge the duties of the office with- 

out being well versed in the law. This latter position 

presupposed that a qddi who is not learned in matters 

of law would consult those who are before reaching a 

decision. Indeed, consultation was urged upon the 

learned qddi as well, since even the learned are fallible 

and can profit from the views of others. Those consulted 

did not, however, have a voice in the final decision mak- 

ing. The Islamic court was a strictly one-judge court 

and the final decision rested upon the shoulders of a sin- 

gle gadi. 
The jurisdiction of a qddi was theoretically coexten- 

sive with the scope of the law that he applied. That law 

was fundamentally a law for Muslims, and the internal 

affairs of the non-Muslim, or dhimmi, communities liv- 

ing within the Islamic state were left under the jurisdic- 

tions of those communities. Islamic law governed dhim- 

mis only with respect to their relations to Muslims and 

to the Islamic state. In actual practice, however, the ju- 

risdiction of a gadi was hemmed in by what must be 

regarded as rival jurisdictions, particularly that of the 

mazdlim court and that of the shurtah. The former was 

a court (presided over by the supreme ruler himself or 

his governor) that heard complaints addressed to it by 

virtually any offended party. Since Islamic law did not 

provide for any appellate jurisdiction but regarded the 

decision of a gddi as final and irrevocable, the mazalim 

court could function as a kind of court of appeals in 

cases where parties complained of unfair decisions from 

gadis. The mazalim judge was not bound to the rules of 

Islamic law (figh), nor for that matter was he bound to 

any body of positive law, but was free to make decisions 

entirely on the basis of considerations of equity. The 
mazalim court thus provided a remedy for the inability 

of a qgadi to take equity freely into account. It also made 

up for certain shortcomings of Islamic law, for example, 

the lack of a highly developed law of torts, which was 

largely due to the preoccupation of the law with 
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breaches of contracts. In addition, it heard complaints 

against state officials. The shurtah, on the other hand, 

was the state apparatus responsible for criminal justice. 

It too provided a remedy for a deficiency in the law, 

namely the incompleteness and procedural rigidity of 

its criminal code. Although in theory a qddi exercised a 

criminal jurisdiction, in practice this jurisdiction was 

removed from his sphere of competence and turned 

over entirely to the shurtah, which developed its own 

penalties and procedures. What was left to the gddi was 

a jurisdiction concerned mainly with cases having to do 

with inheritance, personal status, property, and com- 

mercial transactions. Even within this jurisdiction, a 

particular qddi’s jurisdiction could be further restricted 

to particular cases or types of cases at the behest of the 

appointing superior. 

The principle of delegation of judicial powers not 

only allowed the supreme ruler to delegate these pow- 

ers to a qddi; it also allowed qddis to further delegate 

them to others, and there was in principle no limit to 

this chain of delegation. All persons in the chain, except 

for the supreme ruler or his governor, bore the title 

qadi. Although in theory the appointment of a qddi 

could be effected by a simple verbal declaration on the 

part of the appointing superior, normally it was accom- 

plished by means of a written certificate of investiture, 

which obviated the need for the appointee to appear in 

the presence of the superior. The appointment was es- 

sentially unilateral rather than contractual and did not 

require acceptance on the part of the appointee in order 

to be effective. It could be revoked at any time. 

The Abbasids created the office of chief gadi (qadi al- 

qudah), whose holder acted primarily as adviser to the 

caliph in the appointment and dismissal of gadis. Later 

Islamic states generally retained this office, while grant- 

ing to its holder the authority to issue appointments 

and dismissals in his own name. The Mamluk state, 

which ruled Egypt and Syria from 1250 to 1516 cE, in- 

troduced the practice of appointing four chief qddis, one 

for each of the Sunni legal schools (madhhabs). 

Although the primary responsibility of a qddi was a 

judicial one, he was generally charged with certain non- 

judicial responsibilities as well, such as the administra- 
tion of religious endowments (wagfs), the legitimization 

of the accession or deposition of a ruler, the execution 

of wills, the accreditation of witnesses, guardianship 

over orphans and others in need of protection, and su- 

pervision of the enforcement of public morals (hisbah). 
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BERNARD G. WEISS 

QARAMITAH (sg., Qarmati) is the name applied to a 

dissident Muslim group that broke away from the par- 

ent Isma‘ili movement. At first, this name referred to 

the followers of Hamdan al-Qarmat, an Isma‘ili da7 

(missionary) in the rural district of Kufa, who was given 

the surname Qarmat (meaning either that he was short- 

legged or red-eyed). Later the term was used in a wider 

and derogatory sense to include all the Isma‘iliyah. 

Background. The missionary activities of Hamdan, 

who was converted to the Isma‘ili cause by the da ‘7 Ah- 

wazi, began around 873. He was assisted by his deputy 

and brother-in-law, ‘Abdan. In 899, because of change 

in the central leadership of the Isma‘ili movement and 

the doctrinal issue involved in this change, Hamdan 

severed his relations with the leadership. Shortly there- 

after he disappeared, and ‘Abdan was murdered by his 

subordinate da 7 Zikrawayh, who at first showed loyalty 

to the central leadership. When Zikrawayh was threat- 

ened with revenge by ‘Abdan’s followers he went into 

hiding. In 902 Zikrawayh’s son succeeded in winning 

the support of tribes in the Syrian desert and attacked 

and pillaged several cities in Syria. Two years later he 

was captured and executed. After several unsuccessful 

attempts at organizing revolts, Zikrawayh himself came 

out of hiding in 906 and defeated the Abbasid army, but 

the following year he was routed and killed, and the 

Qarmati revolts in Syria came to an end. 

The split of the Isma‘iliyah into two factions pro- 
foundly affected the loyalty of the various da‘wah (mis- 

sion) groups to the central leadership. The da‘wah in 

Syria-Mesopotamia and western Persia refused to rec- 

ognize the Fatimid claims to the imamate and instead 

supported the Qaramitah. The da‘wah in Yemen at first 

remained loyal to the central leadership, but in 913 ‘Ali 

ibn al-Fadl renounced his allegiance to the Fatimids 

and began waging war against his companion Mansur 

al-Yaman, who had remained loyal to them. Because of 

internal strife the political power of the Qaramitah dis- 

integrated rapidly. The dda Zs in Rayy, who were success- 

ful in gaining the support of the Daylamis and some rul- 

ers of the Musafirid dynasty, maintained their contacts 
with the Qaramitah. 

Qaramitah of Bahrein. Aba Sa‘id al-Jannabi, the 

founder of the Qarmati state in Bahrein (the coastal 

area of eastern Arabia between Basra and Oman, em- 

bracing the oases of al-Qatif and Hajar/al-Hasa), who 

was sent by Hamdan al-Qarmat and ‘Abdan, began his 

- missionary activity in 886/7. Following the murder of 

‘Abdan, he sided with the rebel against the central 

leadership and plotted the murder of the da? Zamami, 

who had been sent to Bahrein before him by Mansur al- 

Yaman from Yemen and who had remained loyal to the 

central leadership. He himself was murdered in 913. In 

923, under the leadership of Aba Tahir, the son of Aba 

Sa‘id, the Qaramitah launched devastating attacks on 

southern Iraq and raided pilgrim caravans. Then, inter- 

preting the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn in 928 as 

a sign indicating the end of the Islamic era and the be- 

ginning of the final era, Aba Tahir predicted the appear- 

ance of the Mahdi (messiah) in the near future. In 927— 

929 he led new attacks on southern Iraq and threatened 

the Abbasid capital of Baghdad itself. In 930 he at- 

tacked the holy city of Mecca during the pilgrimage sea- 

son, committed slaughter, and carried away the Black 

Stone of the Ka‘bah, thus demonstrating the end of the 

Islamic era. The following year he handed over his reign 

to a Persian youth from Isfahan in whom he recognized 

the expected Mahdi, but events took an entirely unex- 

pected turn when the Persian ordered the cursing of all 

the prophets and instituted the worship of fire. When 

the Persian encouraged certain extravagant abomina- 

tions and executed prominent Qarmati leaders, Aba Ta- 

hir plotted his murder and admitted that he had been 

duped by the youth. This episode demoralized his fol- 

lowers. Consequently, the Iraqi Qaramitah, who had es- 

caped from the Abbasid army and had joined Aba Ta- 

hir, left Bahrein. Many apostatized, disclosing their 

secrets, and some tribal leaders joined the army of the 

Sunni rulers. Aba Tahir nevertheless continued to raid 

southern Iraq until his death in 944. 

After the death of Aba Tahir his brothers ruled 
jointly, and in 951 they returned the Black Stone for a 

high sum paid by the Abbasids. The Fatimid caliph al- 

Mu‘izz li-Din Allah (953-975) failed in an effort to bring 

the Qaramitah of Bahrein back to the Isma‘ili/Fatimid 

fold. Open hostilities broke out after the Fatimid con- 

quest of Egypt, when their army advanced to northern 

Syria, provoking the Qaramitah, who had their own in- 

terests in Syria. Temporary alliances were formed when 

the Qaramitah were aided by the Buyids of Baghdad 

and the Hamdanids of Syria against the common en- 
emy, the Fatimids. Subsequently, the Qaramitah threat- 
ened the Fatimid capital of Cairo, but they were de- 
feated both times. As their relations with Baghdad 
became strained they renewed their attacks on southern 
Iraq. In 988 the Abbasid army inflicted a crushing de- 
feat on the Qaramitah; their capital, al-Hasa, was be- 
sieged; and al-Qatif was pillaged. When they were de- 
feated and reduced to local power they renewed their 



nominal allegiance to the Fatimids in return for a trib- 
ute, but these relations did not last long. Gradually, the 
Qarmati communities outside of Bahrein were either 
absorbed by the Isma‘iliyah or disintegrated. In 1067 

they lost the island of Uwal, and soon thereafter al-Qatif 

was lost. Finally, in 1077-1078, after a long siege al- 

Hasa was lost to an emerging local tribe that was aided 

by the Seljuks of Baghdad, thus ending the Qarmati 
rule of almost two centuries. 

Teachings. The basic tenet of Qarmati doctrine was 

the appearance of Muhammad ibn IsmA‘il as the sev- 

enth natiq (‘‘apostle’” of God), the Mahdi, al-Qa’im (the 

Redeemer), who would abrogate the shari‘ah (Muslim 

canon law) and promulgate the batin (inner truth of re- 

ligion). The doctrine carries an antinomian tendency. 

The reports of historians that the Qaramitah dispensed 

with Islamic ritual and law are therefore correct, but 

other accusations, of licentiousness and libertinism, are 

not true. Aba Hatim al-Razi (d. 934/5), Aba al-Hasan al- 

Nasafi (d. 943), and Abt Ya‘qub al-Sijistani (d. after 

971) are some of the illustrious dd ‘is who have elabo- 

rated Qarmati doctrine. 

The Qaramitah drew a fundamental distinction be- 

tween the zahir (‘‘exoteric’’) and the bdatin (‘esoteric’), 

the two aspects of religion. The former consists of exter- 

nal aspects of religion as laid down in the religious law 

and explains the apparent meaning of the Qur’an. The 

zahir changes, therefore, with each prophet in accor- 

dance with time and circumstance. The bdatin is com- 

prised of the inner, true meaning of the law and the 

Qur’an. It remains unchanged. 
The Qaramitah formulated a new synthesis of reason 

and revelation based on Neoplatonic cosmology and 

Shi‘i doctrine. Thus, they offered a new world order un- 

der the imam, who resembles Plato’s philosopher-king. 

The classic formulation of this synthesis is found in the 

well-known encyclopedic work entitled Rasa’il Ikhwan 

al-Safa’ (Epistles of the Brethren of Purity). The Qar- 

amitah viewed history as a developmental process that 

progresses through seven major cycles, each containing 
seven minor cycles. The length of these cycles varies. In 

conjunction with the cyclical view of the Qaramitah 

history also had a notion of different epochs, according 

to which the seven major cycles progress through three 
different epochs: dawr al-kashf (‘epoch of unveiling’’), 

dawr al-fatrah (‘epoch of langor’’), and dawr al-satr (“ep- 

och of occultation’’). During the first epoch good pre- 

vails, hence there is no need for external law, and the 

batin is promulgated openly. This is followed by the sec- 
ond epoch, during which goodness loses its hold over 

the people and religion becomes corrupted. At the end 

of this period begins the third epoch, when the prophet 

receives the revelation and lays down the law. The 
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prophet then appoints his successor, known as wasi 

(“plenipotentiary”), who promulgates the bdtin. The 

imams during this epoch remain hidden. At the end, 

when the people are ready, al-OQa’im appears and abro- 

gates the law; he thus becomes the first imam of the fol- 

lowing epoch of unveiling. These cycles are repeated 

until all souls are emancipated from matter and return 
to the Universal Soul. 

Historical and Social Significance. The Qaramitah 
were a powerful movement that shook Sunni Islam, 

threatened the Abbasid caliphate, and terrorized south- 

ern Iraq. They had such an enormous influence in the 

region that during the Buyid supremacy in Baghdad the 

Qaramitah had their own customhouse in the port 

of Basra alongside that of the Abbasid government. 

Their representatives resided in Baghdad, Kufa, and 

Ja‘fariyah and wielded considerable influence. Sunni 

Muslim authors considered them a heretic group led by 

people of the faiths superseded by Islam in order to un- 

dermine the latter from within. The general accusation 

against them that they practiced communism of goods 

and women is false; however, the shift in their oppo- 

nents’ arguments from theological issues to economic 

ones does indicate that they were perceived as a social 

threat. 

The Qaramitah constituted a messianic movement 

promising a better future with the rule of justice and 

equity; hence the social character of their preaching is 

undeniable. The famous historian al-Tabari (d. 923) ob- 
serves that the Qaramitah consisted mainly of peasants 

and tillers. Their support came from rural areas and 

from the bedouin. Although the backbone of the army 

consisted of ablebodied Qaramitah who were trained 

militarily, bedouin tribesmen joined them regularly for 

military campaigns. Some tribes, such as Bana Kilab 

and Bani ‘Uqayl, were integrated into the Qarmati 

community. They did experiment with communal own- 

ership of property, but those experiments remained pe- 

ripheral. Their concern for the welfare of their commu- 

nity produced a unique experiment in the state of 

Bahrein. Its order and justice even evoked the admira- 

tion of non-Qarmati travelers. Ibn Hawgqal, who visited 

Bahrein in the latter half of the tenth century, makes 

interesting observations on its political structure. Ac- 

cording to his account, the Qarmati state was very 

much like an oligarchic republic. The ruler was not ab- 

solute and ruled with the aid of a ruling council com- 

prised of important government officials and his own 

close associates. Following Abia Tahir’s death, the lead- 
ership was held collectively by his brothers. 

Ibn Hawagal also describes the various taxes and tolls 
by which the state raised its revenue, and the distribu- 

tion of these revenues among the ruling council. Income 
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from grain and fruit estates was assigned to the Qar- 

mati community, while the revenues from customs on - 

the island of Uwal were allocated to Abt Sa‘id and his 

descendants. All other revenues from taxes, tribute, pro- 

tection fees paid by the pilgrim caravans, and booty 

from military campaigns were disposed of in agreement 

with the ruling council after setting aside one-fifth for 

the Mahdi. 
Nasir-i Khusraw, a Persian Isma‘ili who visited Bah- 

rein in the eleventh century, makes the following obser- 

vations. There were in al-Hasa more than twenty thou- 
sand inhabitants capable of bearing arms. Though the 

inhabitants acknowledged the prophethood of Muham- 

mad, they observed neither fasts nor prayers. The ruling 

council ruled with equity and justice; it owned thirty 

thousand black slaves who did agricultural labor. No 

taxes were paid by the inhabitants, and any impover- 

ished person could obtain a loan without interest. New 

artisans arriving there were given loans to establish 

themselves. Repairs for poor homeowners were done by 

the state. Grain was ground free of charge in the mills 

owned by the state. There were no mosques, but a for- 

eign merchant was allowed to build a mosque for the 

use of Muslim visitors. People did not drink wine. 

The fourth century of Islamic history, known for the 

flowering of Islamic civilization, witnessed a dramatic 

Shi‘i ascendancy to power, with the Fatimids in North 

Africa and Egypt and the Buyids in Baghdad. It was 

during this period that the Qaramitah, representing a 

powerful, radical revolutionary movement, also suc- 

ceeded in establishing their state in Bahrein. This state 

exemplifies their rule of justice and equity. 
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ISMAIL K. POONAWALA 

QIYAS (“analogy”) is a method of reasoning that en- 
tails the extension of a precedent to an essentially sim- 

ilar situation. One of the four principal sources of law 

among Sunni Muslims, qgiyds was the last to gain ex- 

plicit recognition, and then only after a fierce contro- 

versy that has left its mark on the history of Islam. The 

expansion of the territorial domains of Islam after the 

great conquests raised an increasing variety of issues 

not covered by the Qur’an or the sunnah (tradition of 

the prophet Muhammad). Islamic jurists, therefore, felt 

the need to have recourse to reason, logic, and opinion. 

Their freedom was, however, limited. In a society com- 

mitted to the authority of the revelation, the use of per- 

sonal opinion (ra’y) in religious and legal matters 

evoked opposition. In theory, the Qur’an contained a 

complete revelation and, supplemented by the sunnah, 

was considered to respond to all eventualities. To admit 

any source of law other than the Qur’an and the sunnah 

meant the renunciation of the ideal of founding the in- 

dividual and collective life of Muslims exclusively on 

divine revelation. To overcome this difficulty, the the- 

ory of giyads was elaborated with a view to restricting 

and setting formal limits on the use of ra’y. 

The argument in favor of giyds is based on the juristic 

premise that divine prescriptions follow certain objec- 

tives and have effective causes that can be ascertained 

and applied to similar cases. The opponents of qiyds, 

however, challenged this view by emphasizing that di- 

vine prescriptions have no causes except when these are 
specifically indicated. Besides, distinguishing the effec- 

tive cause of a ruling involves doubt, and legal rules 

must not be based on doubt. In the view of the challeng- 

ers, the proper conduct in response to the divine pre- 

scriptions is to accept them with devotion and without 

attempting to determine causes. It was on the strength 

of these arguments that the Zahirilyah and the Akhbari 

branch of the Twelver Shi‘ah rejected giyds altogether, 

and the Hanabilah permitted its use only in cases of 
dire necessity. 

Neither the Qur’an nor the sunnah refers directly to 

qiyds. The jurists have resorted to both, however, in 

supporting their arguments for or against qiyas. Its op- 

ponents argued that qiyds is alien to the Qur’An, which 

says ‘We have sent to you the Book as an explanation 

for everything” (16:89) and “In whatever you differ, the 
verdict therein belongs to God’’ (42:10). They also con- 
tended that analogy is a conjecture and that “surely 
conjecture avails not aught against truth” (53:28). They 
concluded that qiyds is not legal evidence and that ac- 
tion upon it is null and void. 
The defenders of giyds argued that the Qur’an stipu- 

lates “As for these similitudes, we cite them for man- 
kind, but none will grasp their meaning save the wise” 
(29:43) and ‘“‘Learn a lesson, O you who have vision to 
see” (59:2). They held the view that qiyas is essential to 
appreciate and evaluate the similitudes. Furthermore, 
on two occasions, when Muhammad sent Mu‘adh ibn 
Jabal and Aba Misa al-Ash‘ari as judges to the Yemen, 
the Prophet is reported to have sanctioned the exercise 
of ra’y in the absence of guidance in the Qur’an and the 
sunnah. 

Although giyds as a technical formula was elaborated 



in the second century Au (eighth century CE), evidence 
suggests that the companions of the Prophet approved 
of it in principle. For example, the caliph ‘Umar’s direc- 
tive to Abi Musa al-Ash‘ari reads ‘Know the similitudes 
and weigh the cases against them.” Again, when ‘Umar 

consulted the companions on the penalty for the wine 

drinker (shdrib), ‘Ali drew an analogy between the 

sharib and the slanderer (qadhif) and suggested the 
same penalty (of eighty lashes) for both. ‘Ali reasoned 

thus: “When a person drinks he becomes intoxicated; 

when he is intoxicated he raves; and when he raves he 
accuses falsely.” 

-During the second and third centuries an, ra’y and 

giyds became the focus of a controversy between the 

party of tradition (ahl al-hadith) and the party of opin- 

ion (ahl al-ra’y). Malik and Ibn Hanbal, the leading ju- 

rists of Medina and Mecca, the original seat of Islam, 

laid particular emphasis on tradition, which they 

adopted as their standard in deciding legal issues. The 

situation was different in the conquered territories. 

Iraqi jurists, for example, who were farther removed 

from the birthplace of tradition, had used ra’y and qiyas 

extensively. The leading figure in this controversy was 

Abt: Hanifah, who openly declared qiyds to be a valid 

source of law. But the person credited with ending the 

controversy is al-Shafi‘i, who came out squarely in fa- 

vor of giyds by including it among the four roots of law, 

though he was very careful to state that giyas must be 

based strictly on the revealed sources and on consensus 

(ijma‘). 

In its technical sense, giyds is the extension of the 

value of an original case (asl) to a subsidiary case (far‘) 

by reason of an effective cause (‘illah) that is common 

to both. For example, when a legatee slays a testator, 

the former is precluded from the latter’s will. This pro- 

hibition is based on the tradition that “the killer does 

not inherit” (la yarith al-qgatil). Although this ruling re- 

fers to intestate succession only, through analogy it is 

extended to bequests by reason of a common effective 

cause, namely the prohibition on hastening the realiza- 

tion of a right before it is due. 
The cause in analogy must be intelligible to the hu- 

man mind and it must be clearly identifiable. Qiyas is 

thus not applicable in matters of worship (‘ibadat), 

such as the number of daily prayers, where the mind 

cannot understand the value in question (the command 

to pray five times a day rather than twenty times has 

no identifiable cause). A further restriction in the use of 

qiyas concerns the exercise of caution in the application 

of penalties. Thus, under Hanafi law, prescribed penal- 

ties (hudid) may not be analogically extended to simi- 

lar offences. The Shafi‘is and some jurists from other 

schools are in disagreement on this point, for they con- 
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sider that the basic rationale of the hudiad is ascertain- 

able with a reasonable degree of certainty in the Qur’an 

and the sunnah. A total ban on the use of analogy con- 

cerning the hudid is, therefore, not warranted. But the 

Hanafi ruling, which favors caution in the enforcement 

of penalties, has wider support among jurists. 

There are three other conditions governing the valid- 
ity of giyas: 

1. The value extended to a new case should be estab- 

lished in the Qur’an, sunnah, or consensus but not in 

another qiyds. 

2. Qiyds should not result in the altering of a prescrip- 

tion (nass). For instance, the Qur’an (24:4) renders 

false accusation (qadhf) a permanent bar to the ac- 

ceptance of one’s testimony. Al-Shafitl, however, 

compares the false accuser to the perpetrator of 

other grave sins (kabda’ir) and argues that since pun- 

ishment and repentance absolve the latter and entitle 

him to be a witness, this exemption should also ap- 

ply to the false accuser. The Hanafiyah have replied 

that this conclusion would amount to altering the di- 

vine prescription on the basis of personal judgment. 

3. The value in question should not be expressly limited 

to the original case. Thus, while the Prophet excep- 

tionally accepted the testimony of Khuzaymah as le- 

gal proof (the standard being two witnesses), qgiyds 

may not be used to justify accepting the testimony of 

another single individual as legal proof. 
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M. HASHIM KAMALI 

QUAKERS. The Quakers, or the Religious Society of 
Friends, arose in seventeenth-century England and 

America out of a shared experience of the Light and 
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Spirit of God within each person. This source of wor- 

ship, insight, and power they identify as the Spirit of - 

Christ that also guided the biblical prophets and apos- 

tles. Quakers also affirm each person’s ability to recog- 

nize and respond to truth and to obey the Light per- 

fectly through the leading of an inner witness, or 

“Seed,” called by some Quakers “Christ reborn in us” 

and by others “that of God in every man,” out of which 

transformed personalities can grow. They therefore ask 

of each other, and of human society, uncompromising 

honesty, simplicity of life, nonviolence, and justice. 

Quakers have often been sensitive to new forms of social 

evil and creative in their programs to overcome them. 

Their worship has been based on silent waiting upon 
God without outward ritual. 

The early Friends, as Quakers were named (from Jn. 

15:5) by their first leader George Fox, arose in England 

during the Puritan Commonwealth under Oliver Crom- 

well, manifesting an inward intensification of radical 

and spiritual forms of Puritanism; they were influenced 

by uncompromising Baptists, quietist Seekers, anti- 

nomian Ranters, and theocratic militants; and these 

were in turn influenced by English Lollards, by Euro- 

pean Anabaptist Mennonites who rejected both the state 

and class inequality, and by mystics like Jakob Boehme 

and the Familists. Unlike their predecessors, Quakers 

held distinctive ideas on the purely inward nature of 

true baptism and Communion, on the ministry of all 

laymen and women, on God’s power judging and work- 

ing within hearts and history, and on the need for bibli- 

cal events to be fulfilled within each person’s life-story; 

but many of these ideas simply carried further those 
trends, already active in the mainstream of Protestant 
doctrine, that had turned English Christians from Cath- 
olics into Anglicans, and then into Presbyterians or rad- 

ical Puritans. Indeed, many Quakers had fought in the 

Puritan armies of the English Civil War and had turned 

back from the futility of merely military millennia. 
A regional mass awakening in the English Northwest, 

which had not been strongly reached by Puritanism or 
any other vital religious movement, sprang up in 1652 
around George Fox and the Quaker preachers inspired 

by him. From open-air meetings on the Yorkshire, West- 

morland, and Cumberland moors, groups were gathered 
who were “convinced”’ to sit under the Light, largely in 
silence, for months of anguished self-searching of their 

motives and habits. The name Quaker reflected the 
physical impact of their inner struggles to yield all self- 
will to the judgments and guidance of the Light until 
they could live purely and speak entirely by its “lead- 
ings.’”’ Only then would joy and love come. 

The early Quaker mission throughout England, in 
1654-1656, was presented as the “Day of Visitation” by 

the Lord to each town or region; newly transformed 

Friends spoke in markets and parish churches despite 

mobbing and arrests. In New England, Quakers chal- 

lenging the ‘‘biblical commonwealth” were banished on 

pain of death, and Mary Dyer and three men were 

hanged in Boston. The pope and the sultan of Turkey 

had been visited but not converted. To Quakers, Puritan 

apocalyptic hopes for God’s cosmic victory over evil 

seemed fulfilled as through their work the spirit of 

Christ conquered the world nonviolently in “the Lamb’s 

war’ (Rv. 19:11—15). Outward violence they saw as only 

the devil’s distraction, injuring God’s good physical cre- 

ation. All early Quaker ethical standards were part of 

the crucial inward war of truth against human pride 

and, thus, were sure to arouse anger; among them were 

the use of ‘“‘thee’”’ and “thou” to individuals, the making 

of true statements without oaths, the refusal of titles 

such as “‘sir,” “doctor,” and ‘‘my lady,” and the refusal 

of “‘hat honor” and of tithe taxes to state churches. 

To persecution for these offenses under the Puritans 

was added, after the restoration of Charles II, mass ar- 

rests—due to the Anglicans’ Conventicle Acts of 1664 

and 1670. Out of fifty thousand Friends, five hundred 

died in jail. Quaker courage won over to Quakerism 

such leaders as William Penn, the mystic Isaac Pening- 

ton, and the theologian Robert Barclay. Quaker ethical 

“testimonies” of speech and dress and the continuing of 

silent Meetings for worship were increasingly stressed 
as badges of loyalty and as the fruits of the Spirit guid- 
ing ‘‘the sense of the Meeting.” 

The formal network of Quaker Meetings for Business, 
held monthly for a town, quarterly for a county, or 
yearly for a state or nation, was set up to replace reli- 
ance on individual leaders. The duties of these Meetings 
were to register births, marriages, and burials and to 
aid prisoners, widows, and poor Friends. Fox insisted 
after 1670 on independent Women’s Meetings for Busi- 
ness throughout Quakerism. The monthly Meeting for 
Sufferings in London and local Meetings recorded im- 
prisonments, oversaw publication of Quaker books, and 
disowned actions untrue to Quaker norms, disavowing 
those who so acted until they renounced their acts. 
Later, Yearly Meeting Epistles and Queries became reg- 
ular parts of Quaker ‘‘books of discipline.” 

Quaker theological writings began with 461 wordy 
“debate tracts” poured out by Fox and all other major 
Quaker leaders to answer the charges made by anti- 
Quaker writings; Penn wrote more systematically on 
the universality of the saving Light; Robert Barclay’s 
1678 Apology became the most-read statement of 
Quaker beliefs and worship, presenting the Bible as tes- 
timony to authentically inspired experience, parallel to 
that of the Friends’. In Barclay’s words, the death of Je- 



sus atones for past sins, but the power of the Spirit can 
purify from sinning in the present. The cross stands for 
self-renunciation. The essence of the sacraments is inner 
washing, nurture, and Christ’s real presence in worship; 
outward water, bread, and wine are needless. Ministry 
and even prayer must wait for and result from direct 
divine leading. 

Toleration was always.a concern for Friends: their ar- 
guments early turned from protests against persecution 
of God’s messengers to moral, rational, and pragmatic 

appeals. Penn spoke for increasing groups of English- 
men convinced of the need to allow “dissenting” or 

“nonconformist” worship outside the national Anglican 

church, which led both to the Toleration Act of 1689 

and the tradition of liberal Protestant reformers; he 

made moral appeals to all consciences, advising non- 

violence and “loyal opposition” to government policies 
and people in power. 

Quaker governments were set up in 1675 and 1682 by 

Edward Billing and Penn in their new colonies of West 

New Jersey and Pennsylvania; the charters of these gov- 

ernments mandated toleration and political and legal 

rights for all men including the Delaware Indians. Yet 

even after Quakers had become a minority in these col- 

onies, all citizens’ consciences were expected to concur 

with the Quakers’ in rejecting forts and arms, oaths, 

most capital punishment, and the slave trade. Eng- 

land’s wars with France forced increasingly unaccept- 

able compromises on Pennsylvania Quaker legislators, 

most of whom resigned in 1755-1758. By tender persua- 

sion, John Woolman and others led Quakers also to 

make collectively the harder decision to liberate their 

slaves and disown Quaker slave owners. Friends were 

jailed and fined throughout America in the wars of 

1755-1763 and 1812 and during the Revolution; the few 

Friends who joined or paid for the militias were dis- 

owned by their Meetings. 

Friendship with the American Indians was a Quaker 

policy: a Quaker committee shared in peace negotia- 

tions in 1756-1758 and 1763-1768, and others set up 

schools and mediation for the New York Senecas and 

for the Shawnees and other tribes evicted from Ohio 

and sent to Oklahoma after 1830. In the 1870s, Presi- 

dent Grant asked Friends to administer the Indian 

Agencies of Kansas-Nebraska. 

The antislavery work of British and American Quak- 

ers and their allies helped to end legal slave trade in 

both countries in 1807, but tension piled up against 
Quakers such as the poet John Greenleaf Whittier, Lu- 

cretia Mott, and the Grimke sisters (pioneers also in the 

women’s rights movement) who advocated immediate 

national abolition of slave-owning. Many Quakers felt 

driven for the first time to break laws secretly in order 
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to protect fugitive slaves through the Underground 

Railroad. During the American Civil War, southern 

Quakers suffered much; northern Friends were inwardly 

torn; some enlisted to fight. In England, John Bright 

sacrificed his parliamentary career to oppose both Eng- 

land’s entry into the Crimean War and cotton mill own- 

ers’ support for the American Confederacy. 

Change and growth characterized Quaker activities 

during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Eigh- 

teenth-century English industry, banking, and science 

were increasingly led by the interbred Quaker families 

of Darbys, Barclays, Lloyds, and Gurneys, who (notably 

Elizabeth Fry) also pioneered in reforming prisons, 

mental hospitals, and education for Quaker youth and 

the poor. Philadelphia Friends emulated them. Quaker 

worship, watchful against self-will, rationalism, and 

emotionalism had turned quietist. Among non-Quaker 

partners in trade or philanthropy, an evangelical ortho- 

doxy that returned to the Bible and Christ’s atonement 

was resurgent and began after 1800 to shape the expe- 

rience of urban Quakers such as banker Joseph John 

Gurney, who wrote theology and traveled in America. 

Community revivals and regional awakenings further 

stimulated evangelicalism in both the creed and the ex- 

perience of fifty thousand Friends who between 1795 

and 1828 had been drawn to the American frontier in 

Ohio and Indiana from Virginia, the Carolinas, New 

England, and Pennsylvania by the promise of open land 
and freedom from slave-owning neighbors. 

The 1827-1828 separation was initiated by the 

preaching of quietism and the urging of a boycott of 

slave-made products by Elias Hicks, the patriarchal 

farmer from New York State. The breach was widened 

by the influence of evangelical English Quakers travel- 

ing in America and disciplinary acts of evangelical ur- 

ban elders. Friends from older close-knit rural Meetings 

who withdrew in protest from the Philadelphia Yearly 

Meeting did not foresee that the split would extend to 

Yearly Meetings and most Monthly Meetings, as well as 

to schools and committees in New York, Baltimore, 

Ohio, and Indiana, and that it would continue perma- 

nently. 

New methods of revivalism begun after 1830 by 

Charles G. Finney in midwestern America seemed to the 

Rhode Island Quaker John Wilbur to be reflected in 

Gurney’s Bible study methods. Rural Wilburite Friends, 

evangelical in doctrine but rejecting. evangelism, were 

driven in 1846 into a second split, followed by like- 

minded Friends in Ohio and Canada and later in Iowa 

and Carolina. 
The word holiness, in midwestern revivals and Bible 

conferences after 1858, came to mean a sudden “‘second 

work of grace” totally purifying the hearts of already- 
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converted Christians. This experience predominated in 

Quaker Holiness revivals in Ohio, Indiana, and Iowa af- - 

ter 1867 led by John Henry Douglas and David Upde- 

graff and others close to non-Quaker revivalists. Simul- 

taneously, evangelical Friends were aroused to foreign 

mission projects in India, Japan, China, Jamaica, Cuba, 

Mexico, Kenya, Guatemala, Bolivia, and among both 

Indians and Inuit (Eskimo) in Alaska. 

Quaker organization and worship, not greatly 

changed since 1690, were now centered in the American 

Midwest on revivals and hymns and hence on pastors 

and superintendents, led by Douglas in Iowa and Ore- 

gon. By 1898 half the Meetings, even in Indiana, sup- 

ported pastors and programmed worship with sermons 

and hymns and biblical Sunday schools. The Richmond 

Conference of 1887 gathered all orthodox Friends to 

look at these new patterns and to restrain Updegraff’s 

advocacy of water baptism. The Richmond Declaration 

of Faith reaffirmed evangelical orthodoxy. Concern for 

unity led in 1902 to a formally gathered Five Years 

Meeting, which since 1960 has been called Friends 

United Meeting, and is still centered in Richmond, In- 

diana; it currently includes seven Orthodox (evangeli- 

cal) American Yearly Meetings (mostly midwestern); 

the reunited Baltimore, Canadian, New England, New 

York, and Southeastern Yearly Meetings; three Yearly 

Meetings in Kenya; and one each in Cuba, Jamaica, and 

Palestine arising from missions. Their total 1983 mem- 

bership was 59,338 in North America and about 100,000 

overseas. The year 1902 also saw the gathering of Hick- 

site Yearly Meetings (now numbering ten) into the 

Friends General Conference, centered in Philadelphia, 

with a 1981 membership of 26,086, including Yearly 

Meetings of ‘‘silent Meeting Friends’ in western and 

midwestern cities and colleges. The three Wilburite or 

Conservative Yearly Meetings had shrunk by 1981 toa 

membership of 1,832. Intensifying of the biblical and 

Holiness concentration, however, drove evangelical 

Yearly Meetings of Ohio, Kansas, and Oregon out of the 

Richmond network and led in 1961 to their forming the 

Evangelical Friends Alliance, to which were added 

other ‘‘Friends Churches,” some begun by Quaker mis- 

sions in Asia and Latin America. In 1985, there re- 

mained 18,500 Friends in England and Scotland, 1,750 

in Ireland, 2,000 in English communities in Australia, 

New Zealand, and South Africa, and 20 to 400 each in 

eight post-1918 Yearly Meetings in nations of continen- 
tal Europe. 

Quaker universalism and mysticism were replacing 

quietism as the central religious experience of many 

Hicksite and British Friends even before Rufus Jones, 

student and teacher at Haverford College, Pennsylvania, 

drew on Emerson and European mystics to make nor- 

mative for their language ‘‘positive” or ‘‘ethical mysti- 

cism” and the experience of the soul’s unity with “the 

divine in every man.’ Quaker education and service 

programs became linked to these humanitarian or hu- 

manist ideas. Rufus Jones channeled the service of 

Quaker conscientious objectors in World War I by help- 

ing to found the American Friends Service Committee, 

which then joined with the older British War Victims 

Relief and Friends Service Council in feeding two mil- 

lion German children and many victims of the 1922 

Russian famine. The 1929-1939 Depression and World 

War II prompted Quaker interest in their own nations’ 

unemployed and then in issues of world peace. In 1943 

the Friends Committee on National Legislation was 

formed to coordinate and lobby for Quaker ideals in 

American policy. Quaker schools of all levels moved 

away from the guarded education of a purist sect to- 

wards a humanism aimed at developing the whole per- 

son. American colleges of Quaker origin (Haverford, 

Guilford, Earlham, Swarthmore, Bryn Mawr, et al.) and 

the famous Quaker secondary boarding schools on both 

continents increasingly draw brilliant students of all 

faiths and none. Graduate study centers have been set 

up at Woodbrooke by the Cadbury family and at Pendle 

Hill near Philadelphia. The Earlham School of Religion 

trains all branches of Friends for ministry of all kinds. 

New patterns of unity and division have emerged 

since the 1960s. Conferences, international visits, and 

sharing of theological concerns are sponsored by the 

Friends World Committee for Consultation. Increas- 

ingly periodicals such as Friends Quarterly and The 

Friend in England and Quaker Life, Friends Journal, and 

The Evangelical Friend in America transcend Quaker di- 

visions. Reunion of Yearly Meetings and local Meetings 

from the Hicksite separations have occurred in Phila- 

delphia, Canada, New York, and Baltimore. Young 

Friends, who have often led Quakers into new ways, are 

concerned now with nuclear arms, communes, and 
“new foundations” in theology. 

[See the biographies of Fox and Penn. See also Puritan- 

ism and Quietism.] 
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HuGH BARBOUR 

QUATERNITY, or a fourfold structure (together 

with its multiples—eightfold, twelvefold, etc.), ex- 

presses symbolically the nature of the divine and, by 

extension, describes the structure of the world that mir- 

rors that divinity. Like the other great numerical sym- 

bols in its class, quaternity is impersonal; it may stand 

alone, or it may be associated with the attributes of a 

personal god. God is one, says Plotinus, and so is the 

truth of this world. The divine is dual, say the Zoroas- 

trians, and thus we must choose between truth and 

falseness. Christians say that God is a trinity, a percep- 

tion that explains for Augustine the threefold nature of 
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human love. Yet others have experienced the divine 

mystery as a quaternity, and its reality can be dimly 

perceived in the world’s four cardinal directions, the 

four seasons, the four elements, and the four tempera- 

ments of classical thought. 

Something of this symbol’s power can be seen in the 

boyhood vision of Black Elk, the Oglala visionary. He 

heard voices: “Behold him, the being with four legs!” 

The divine quadruped was a horse that turned in the 

four directions to reveal four sets of twelve horses of 

four different colors. These forty-eight beings went into 

formation, four abreast, and introduced the boy to the 

four Grandfathers, who were the powers of the four 

quarters of the world. Two other Grandfathers, the dual 

powers of sky and earth, were also present. This expe- 

rience lasted twelve days, and for twelve days thereafter 

Black Elk felt homesick for his extraordinary ‘‘other 

world” (described in John G. Neihardt’s Black Elk 

Speaks, Lincoln, Nebr., 1979). In this vision, the four- 

fold structure orders the religious experience and pro- 

vides an image for the order of divine things. 

It is, therefore, something of a surprise to learn that 

this North American medicine man disparages the 

square, a fourfold geometrical figure—especially in 

light of the fact that the Navajo Indians use squares, 

and quaternities generally, in the healing pictures 

called sand paintings. But Black Elk contrasts the 

square with the circle, which he finds more natural and 

thus more compatible with deity. The Navajos integrate 

the image of the circle with its geometrical “opposite,” 

the square. The same is true for Tantric Buddhists, who 

make meditative use of an image called a mandala. Tan- 

tric devotees imagine that the gods—often numbering a 

multiple of four, such as the thirty-two deities of the 

Guhyasamaja Tantra—reside in a square “‘palace” with 

four gates in the four directions; their residence, how- 

ever, is surrounded by a “‘circle”’ (i.e., a mandala). Con- 

fucius, in his Analects (7.8), describes the proper way to 

teach a religious truth through an image that appears 

to be a square: “If I hold up one corner and a man can- 

not come back with the other three, I do not continue 

the lesson.”” Here, a whole truth is symbolically four- 

fold; further, there lies inside the fourfold structure of 

truth a distinction between three of its parts and a 

fourth. Navajo sand paintings are often bordered on 

three sides only; the eastern fourth side is left open, 

since evil cannot enter there. : 

Ezekiel’s vision of God’s chariot in the Hebrew scrip- 

tures contains a fourfold image that inspired Judeo- 

Christian symbolism. The prophet saw Yahveh—the 

four consonants of whose name, incidentally, comprise 

the mystical tetragrammaton of Judaism—supported 

by “four living creatures.” They had four wings and also 
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four faces, three of which were those of animals (the ox, 

lion, and eagle) and the fourth the face of a man. Their _ 

‘spirits’ were in the chariot’s four wheels, which seem 

to have been intersected by four other wheels permit- 

ting them to move in four directions (£z. 1). In the apoc- 

alyptic vision of the New Testament, God’s throne is en- 

circled at a distance by twenty-four other thrones; 

“round the throne, on each side of the throne, are four 

living creatures’’—like an ox, a lion, an eagle, but also 

like a man (Rv. 4). Irenaeus stated in defense of Chris- 

tianity (Against Heresies 3.11.7-9): “The Gospels could 

not possibly be either more or less in number than they 

are,” namely, four. He argued that the Gospel of Mat- 

thew is like a “‘man’”’ while the other three are like an 

“ox,” a “lion,” and an “eagle.” Perhaps we should note 

that, symbolism aside, these four fundamental docu- 

ments of the Christian religion naturally divide them- 

selves into a set of three—the so-called synoptic Gos- 

pels—and the very different Gospel of John, which 

became the favorite of gnostic heretics. Structurally, 

something similar can be said for the fundamental 

teaching of Buddhism called the Four Noble Truths, the 

fourth of which is the Eightfold Path. Three of these 

truths describe conditions in the phenomenal realm of 

samsara, but the “truth of cessation” alone describes 

the goal of nirvana. 
When Vedic seers of ancient India perceived the di- 

vine as an enormous person (Purusa), he was a quater- 

nity: “All creatures are but one-fourth of him, three- 

fourths have eternal life in heaven’ (Rgveda 10.90). 

Their vision lay behind the later and more impersonal 

view of the ultimate expressed by Upanisadic sages as 

atman or brahman. According to the Chandogya Upani- 

sad (3.18.2), the divine has ‘four feet’? or quarters— 

speech, breath, eye, and ear. But the Mandakya Upani- 

sad develops the point psychologically and describes 

the dtman or self as comprised of four states of mind, 

three of which are waking, dreaming, and dreamless 

sleep; the mysterious “fourth” (turiya) state is the unity 

of the other three. When these matters are expressed in 

later Hinduism by anthropomorphic deities like 

Brahma and Siva, the gods often have four heads as an 

optimum number. It is said that Brahma once had a 

single stag’s head when he lusted for his daughter; he 

was properly punished and lost his head, but then he 

was given the four heads one often sees in art. Or, he 

once had five heads but was too proud, so the number 

was reduced to four (Skanda Purdna 3.40.1-59; Siva Pu- 

rana 3.8.36—-66). Siva, on the other hand, was not pun- 

ished when he lusted after a celestial nymph who 

danced seductively; he had one head but, in order to see 

more, he increased the number to four (Mahabharata 

1.203.15-26). Perhaps the nymph’s dance was the 
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“dance of mdyd,” or phenomenal life, which the Indian 

Buddhists say must be seen fully if one is to become 

emancipated. For that to happen, say the Mahayanists, 

one has to experience the “twelve acts” of a Buddha, 

which include the critical “four visions’ (of a sick man, 

an old man, and a dead man; but also of a monk). Then, 

on the night of one’s enlightenment, one must have a 

dream that four birds of four different colors fly from 
the four directions, fall at one’s feet, and turn com- 

pletely white (Mahdvastu 2.136). 

[See also Geometry and Numbers; for examples of qua- 

ternity in religious symbolism, see Architecture; Calen- 

dars, article on South American Calendars; Cosmology; 

and Mandalas.] 
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GEORGE R. ELDER 

QUECHUA RELIGIONS. [This entry consists of two 

articles on the religious systems of Quechua-speaking In- 
dians and other South American peoples with whom the 
Quechua are, culturally, intimately related. The first arti- 
cle, Andean Cultures, treats the Quechua- and Aymara- 
speaking Indians of the highland regions of Peru, Bo- 
livia, Ecuador, and Colombia. The second article, Ama- 
zonian Cultures, treats the Canelos Quechua and Achuar 
Jivaroan peoples of Amazonian Ecuador.] 

Andean Cultures 

The Quechua and Aymara Indians of the Andes moun- 
tains are the largest group of Indians still existent in the 
New World. Approximately twenty-eight million Indi- 
ans and mestizos (persons of mixed Spanish and Indian 
descent) live along the Pacific coast and in the Andean 
highlands. About one-fourth of these Indians live and 
speak as they did before the Spanish conquest in the 
sixteenth century. Six million speak Quechua and ap- 
proximately one million speak Aymara. For the pur- 
poses of this article, the religious systems of both the 
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Quechua and the Aymara will be treated together, and 
both groups will be referred to, collectively, as ‘“An- 
deans.” 

Although some Andeans have moved to large urban 
centers, such as La Paz, Bolivia, and Lima, Peru, the 

majority live in small communities (from twenty to five 

hundred families) scattered throughout the Andes, with 

a population density of three hundred persons per 

square kilometer of habitable and arable land. Indians 
live in rectangular, single-family, adobe huts with 

thatched gable or hip roofs. The Aymara group their 

huts in extended-family compounds surrounded by a 

wall with a central patio. For both Aymara and Que- 

chua, marriage is monogamous, with trial marriages 

lasting several years. Residence is patrilocal, with bilat- 

eral inheritance among the Quechua and patrilateral in- 

heritance among the Aymara. 
Andeans practice intensive agriculture using crop ro- 

tation, irrigation, dung fertilization, and terracing of 

fields. They cultivate more than fifty species of domes- 
ticated plants, in a number of ecological niches: pota- 

toes, quinoa, and oca are grown at the highest levels of 

cultivatable land; corn (maize) at lower levels; and 

beans, squash, sweet manioc, peanuts, peppers, fruit 
trees, and cotton in the deep valleys and along the 

coast. Herders graze alpacas, llamas, and sheep on fal- 

low fields and in high, nonarable tundra regions 

(14,000-17,000 ft.). Although Andeans live dispersed 

over wide areas, resource exchange unifies the people of 

different communities. The ecological band narrows as 

the altitude increases, so that there are many distinct 

communities, each utilizing the natural resources char- 

acteristic of its altitude. Because of ecological special- 

ization, exchange of resources is very important. An- 

dean civilization arose through these efforts to utilize 

many vegetational zones to furnish communities with a 

variety of resources. 

Andeans have also adapted to this mountainous re- 

gion by means of a religion that is essentially a system 

of ecological symbols. They use their ecological setting 

as an explanatory model for understanding and express- 

ing themselves in mythology and ritual. Andeans are 

very close to their animals, plants, and land. Their ori- 

gin myths tell how in times past llamas herded hu- 

mans; in present times humans herd llamas only be- 

cause of a linguistic error when llamas misplaced a 

suffix in Quechua, saying ‘Humans will eat us’ instead 

of “We will eat humans.” Andeans consider coca (Ery- 

thoxylum coca) a divine plant: “The leaves are like God. 

They have wisdom.” Diviners learn about nature by 

chewing coca and reading its leaves. Andeans see them- 

selves as part of nature, intrinsically affected by its pro- 

cesses and intimately linked with plants and animals. 

Moreover, Andeans believe they originated in the earth 

and will return to it. 

Pachamama and Achachilas. Earth and mountains 

provide two principal Andean symbols, Pachamama 

and the achachilas. Pachamama means ‘‘mother earth,” 

but pacha also refers to time, space, and a universe that 

is divided into heaven, earth, and a netherworld. For 

Andeans, time is encapsulated in space. Pacha is an 

earth that produces, covers, and contains historical 

events, and Pachamama symbolizes the fertile nature of 

the earth, which provides life. Pachamama is a univer- 

sal deity, referring to all the earth and the universe be- 

cause she represents the principle of nature that recy- 

cles life from death, and death from life. Pachamama is 

unlike the achachilas, the mountain spirits who repre- 

sent certain peaks. 

Ritually, Andeans libate Pachamama with drops of li- 

quor before drinking and present her with three coca 

leaves before chewing coca. The husband places coca 

leaves daily into the male family members’ earth 

shrine, an indentation within the adobe bench sur- 

rounding the inside of the patio, and the wife puts 

leaves under her household shrine, a table within the 

cooking house, so that Pachamama will provide the 

family with food. Diviners also offer ritual meals 

(mesas) to Pachamama during August, before Andeans 

begin planting. Andeans believe that the earth is open 

at that time and needs to be given food and drink. 

Roman Catholic missioners attempted to replace Pa- 

chamama with the Blessed Mother, but this resulted in 

beliefs that associate the Blessed Mother with the boun- 

tifulness of the earth. For example, two major pilgrim- 

age sites in the Bolivian Andes are La Virgen de Copa- 

cabana and La Virgen de Urkupifa. Nominally, these 

shrines refer to the Blessed Mother, but Andeans asso- 

ciate them with Pachamama and the earth (Urkupifa 

means “rock hill’’). People travel to these shrines in Au- 

gust to feed Mother Earth and thus ensure an abundant 

harvest and an increase in flocks, offspring, or, more re- 

cently, money. This illustrates how Catholicism became 

syncretized with the ecological symbols of the Andean 

religion. 
Achachilas are mountain spirits, indistinct from the 

mountains themselves, who are the masculine protec- 

tors of the earth and ancestors of the community. Divi- 

ners feed achachilas with ritual meals. Every Andean 

community has certain bordering mountains that are 

considered sacred: for example, the achachilas of La 

Paz, Bolivia, are the snow-crested mountains (16,000— 

20,000 ft.) of Illimani (“elder brother’), Mururata 

(“headless one”), and Wayna Potosi (“youth-Potosi”’). A 

more traditional Aymara community, Cacachaqa, near 

Oruro, Bolivia, has eleven achachilas that together en- 
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circle it and separate it from neighboring communities. 

Each peak symbolizes an aspect of nature—a mineral, 

plant, animal, bird, or person—that is suggested by its 

shape and its particular resources and natural environ- 

ment. Condo, a neighboring community north of Caca- 

chaqa, shares with Cacachaqa two achachilas, which 

shows how neighboring communities are united by 

achachilas. 

Throughout the Andes, there are hierarchical rela- 

tionships among the achachilas. Ancestral achachilas 

are related to tutelary peaks of the community, the 

community’s tutelary peaks to the region’s, and the re- 

gion’s to the nation’s. Traditionally, the metaphor for 

this relationship is a kinship pyramid: at the apex is the 

chief of the clan, followed by the heads of the major 

lineages and then the leaders of the local lineages. Al- 

though clans are no longer found in the Andes, lineages 

are important, and Andeans refer to achachilas in kin- 

ship terms—machula (‘‘ancestor’’), apu (‘‘leader’’), awqui 

(‘grandfather’), and tio (‘uncle’). In sum, mountains 

exhibit a hierarchy that is analogous to social and po- 

litical systems. The worship of these mountains, then, 

made Andeans conscious of social, political, and natural 

systems. 

Earth Shrines. Diviners are responsible for naming 

and feeding earth shrines (huacas), which are pre- 

Columbian in origin and are still ritually important. 

Earth shrines are natural openings or small holes dug 

into the ground through which the earth is ritually fed. 

They are found near passes, water holes, knobs, and 

rocks. Alongside the hole is usually a rock pile, where 

Indians place their coca quids before fresh leaves are 

put inside the hole. A shrine’s many names may express 

history, humor, geography, and social relationships. For 

example, one earth shrine is called Jilakata’s Recourse, 

because it was once a rest stop for Indian officials on 

their journey to pay tribute to the Spanish. This shrine’s 

knob suggests its other names: Goat Corral, Bachelor’s 

Haven, Coitus, and Chicha (corn beer) Bubble. Another 

earth shrine was formed, according to legend, when a 

certain leader expelled his sister-in-law from his land 

and set her upside down alongside the road. She be- 

came a rock shaped in the form of buttocks and a va- 

gina. Today, Andean travelers place coca in the crotch 
of this earth shrine. Other earth shrines are dedicated 

to irrigation canals, agricultural fields, and livestock. 

An apacheta is an earth shrine at a mountain pass, that 

is, the highest point of the trail. Travelers rest at these 

sites, discard their coca, and pray, “‘With this quid may 

my tiredness leave me, and strength return.” 

Earth shrines are stratified according to ecological 

levels, social groupings, time, and historical epochs. In- 

dividuals have their own earth shrines; an Andean baby 

receives an earth shrine at birth, and he must reverence 

it throughout his life. If he moves from his natal village, 

he will periodically return to pay homage to his shrine, 

which continually beckons for.his return until he dies 

and is buried with his ancestors near his sacred moun- 

tain. The patrilineage has its household shrines dug into 

the inside and outside of the house; the community has 

its shrine corresponding to its level on the mountain; 

and the ayllu, an economically and religiously related 

group of communities, has its shrines up and down the 

mountain. Certain irrigation canals have earth shrines 

that are associated with the Inca civilization, and, in 

many villages, the chapel in the plaza is often inter- 

preted as another earth shrine, reminiscent of the Span- 

ish conquest. Yet the earth is the center that perdures 

through time, and that unifies the different places and 

earth shrines. . 

Ritualists. Ritual specialists of the Andes fall into two 

categories: diviners and sorcerers. 

Diviners. Andeans frequently consult with diviners, 

the principal ritualists of the Andes. All Andean com- 

munities have diviners. Although they are identified 

from within the group by being associated with some 

extraordinary natural event (commonly, a bolt of light- 

ning), they are selected as individuals for their divining 

skills. A typical diviner reads coca leaves by first select- 

ing twelve perfect leaves. He marks them with insect- 

like bites and designates the significance of each: good 

luck, bad luck, community, road, a person’s name, ene- 

mies, or whatever concerns the person paying for the 

divination. He then casts the leaves, like dice, upon a 

cloth to see which leaves pair with good luck and which 

with bad luck. If the cast is unfavorable, the partici- 

pants often argue about the outcome and require an- 

other cast. Because coca leaves usually do not fall in a 

conclusive way, diviners are free to suggest their in- 
sights. There are many kinds of diviners: some read the 
signs of nature and predict when to plant and harvest, 
others are skilled in social dynamics and redress con- 
flicts, and still others understand human problems and 
treat mental illnesses. A few possess mystical knowl- 
edge and can reveal the inner nature of the Andean uni- 
verse. Such people are highly esteemed, and Andeans 
travel long distances to seek them out. 

Diviners conclude divinations with ritual meals 
(mesas), which are the basic rituals of the Andes. Al- 
though mesas vary regionally, they follow a similar pat- 
tern. A diviner sets a table (mesa) with a ritual cloth 
and scallop shells for plates, each of which is assigned 
an achachila and an earth shrine. He places a llama fe- 
tus at the head of the table for Pachamama. Next, the 
diviner places white llama wool, coca, llama fat, car- 
nation petals, and animal blood on the scallop shells, 
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beseeching the invited deities to accept the offerings. 
The participants imitate the diviner. There are other 

ritual foods, depending upon the ecological zone, but 
the three principal foods are coca, which symbolizes 

knowledge, fat, symbolizing energy, and blood (prefer- 
ably from the llama), symbolizing vitality. Finally, the 

diviner wraps the food with the wool to make about 

twelve bundles (kintos) and ties them to the back of the 

llama fetus. The diviner places this in an earth shrine, 

and burns it, which symbolizes the consumption of the 

food. Andeans say that if the fire sparkles and crackles, 
then Pachamama and the achachilas have enjoyed the 

meal and will repay them with a good harvest. 
Sorcerers. Sorcerers are different from diviners. Di- 

viners are usually male and feed the earth shrines with 

llama fat, llama fetuses, and white llama wool at 

specific times—Wednesday and Thursday nights. They 

are ritualists for achachilas, Pachamama, and earth 

shrines. In contrast, sorcerers are often female and feed 

the wind and river with pig fat, rat fetuses, and black 

sheep wool on Tuesday and Friday nights. They are rit- 

ualists for the supaya, a term that has often been 

equated with the Spanish concept of the devil, although 

it actually refers to certain of the dead who either have 

not completed something in this life or have died in a 

strange fashion. The supaya belong to the netherworld 

of the dead (ura pacha), but they act in the world of the 

living (kay pacha) as living shadows. Supaya enter the 

world of the living to gather companions for the neth- 

erworld. Symbolically, they represent the consumptive 

forces of nature, such as death and decay, which are 

necessary to renew life. When someone is sick and a su- 

paya is implicated, sorcerers attempt to appease him by 

killing and substituting the life of a llama for that of the 

sick person. They also offer pig fat and rat fetuses at 

mesas de contra (‘‘misfortune tables”), so called because 

the ritual items are contrary to those employed by di- 

viners in a mesa de suerte (‘‘good-luck table’) or mesa de 

salud (“health table’’). Pig fat is inferior to llama fat be- 

cause Andeans consider the pig a tropical animal that 

lives on fecal matter and garbage. Rat fetuses, symbol- 

izing destructive rodents, are inferior to llama fetuses, 

which symbolize an animal very beneficial to Andean 

society. 

Andeans select sorcerers by their reputation for either 

removing or inflicting misfortunes. Some sorcerers 

claim responsibility for as many as seven deaths, but 

others are secretive about their reputation because sor- 

cerers are occasionally killed in revenge by victims of 

unsuccessful sorcery. Sorcery takes many forms in the 

Andes, but one way sorcerers curse people is by placing 

nail filings or hair of the victim inside the skulls of a cat 

and a dog, whose teeth are locked as if in battle, which 

symbolizes that husband and wife are fighting. (The 

breakdown of the household is a major tragedy in the 

Andes because it is the unit of production and subsis- 

tence.) The sorcerer hides the skulls inside the thatched 

roof of the victim. If the victim is aware of this, he can 

remove the curse by having another sorcerer perform a 

mesa de contra. Sometimes the victim has the sorcerer 

brought before the magistrate, who fines her and makes 

her take an oath not to do it again. Sorcery is taken 

seriously and is often the attributed cause for loss of 

livestock, crops, money, health, and even life. 

The Ayllu and Its Earth Shrines. The ayllu is basic to 

Andean social organization. Although ayllus are often 

based on kinship ties, they are also formed by religious, 

territorial, and metaphorical ties. One contemporary 

example is Ayllu Kaata of the Qollahuaya Indians, who 

live in midwestern Bolivia. Ayllu Kaata is a mountain 

with three major communities: Nifokorin, Kaata, and 

Apacheta. The people of Nifiokorin are Quechua speak- 

ers who farm corn, wheat, barley, peas, and beans on 

the lower slopes of the mountain (10,500—11,500 ft.). 

The people of Kaata, who also speak Quechua, cultivate 

oca and potatoes on rotative fields of the central slopes 

(11,500-14,000 ft.). In the highlands (14,000—17,000 ft.), 

the Aymara-speaking people of Apacheta herd llamas 

and sheep. The three communities use the metaphor of 

the human body to understand their ayllu: Apacheta 

corresponds to the head, Kaata to the trunk, and Nifio- 

korin to the legs. Just as the parts of the human body 

are organically united, so are the three levels of Ayllu 

Kaata. 

The thirteen earth shrines of Ayllu Kaata are under- 

stood in relation to the body metaphor and to ecological 

stratifications. The three community shrines are Cha- 

qamita, Pachaqota, and Jatun Junch’a. Chaqamita, a 

lake located to the east near the legs, is related to the 

sun’s birth, fertility, and corn, making it a suitable 

shrine for Nifiokorin, whose Corn Planting rite rever- 

ences this site. This lower lake is also a shrine for Curva 

and Chullina, neighboring ayllus. Earth shrines, when 

shared by several ayllus, religiously unite separate 

mountains, and so Qollahuaya Andeans claim that they 

are one people because they worship the same shrines. 

Pachagota, a large lake at the head of the mountain, is 

the “eye” into which the sun sinks; it symbolizes death, 
fertilization, and llamas. On the shores of the lake, the 

herders of the highland community of Apacheta cele- 

brate the All Colors rite for the increase of llamas. Pa- 
chagota is also associated with the lakes of uma pacha 

(at the top of a mountain), from which animals and hu- 

mans derive their existence and to which they return 

after death. 
The Great Shrine (Jatun Junch’a), associated with the 
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liver and the central community of Kaata, is a major 

shrine of Ayllu Kaata because of its central location and 

physiography. The Great Shrine rests on a spur, which 

rises from the slopes and resembles a small mountain. 

The Great Shrine is nourished at the rite of Chosen 

Field, in the middle of the rainy season, and it is also 

the site of a mock battle (tinku) between the elders and 

clowns during Carnival. The clowns, who sprinkle 

people with water, are symbolically put to death by the 

elders slinging ripe fruit at them. 
Similar ritual battles are fought throughout the An- 

des: the Aymara of the Bolivian Altiplano, for example, 

wage theatrical warfare between the upper and lower 

divisions of the community. Tinku emphasizes the im- 

portance of contrasting pairs, and in the Andes almost 

everything is understood in juxtaposition to its oppo- 

site. Earth shrines, also, have meanings corresponding 

to binary opposition. Chaqamita and Pachagota, for ex- 

ample, correspond to life and death, as well as to the 

rising and setting of the sun, and each term explains the 

other; moreover, each leads to the other. 

The highlands, central altitudes, and lowlands of 

Mount Kaata have community shrines reflecting their 

ecological zones, but from the viewpoint of the ayllu, 

the community shrine is only one part of the body of 

the mountain. In some way every level must feed all the 

mountain’s shrines during the allyu rites, such as the 

New Earth rite. The people of Apacheta, Kaata, and Ni- 

hokorin come together during New Earth to re-create 

the mountain’s body. The upper and lower communities 

send leaders to Kaata for this rite, each bringing his 

zone’s characteristic product: a llama or some chicha 

(corn beer). The llama’s heart and bowels are buried in 

the center fields, and blood and fat are sent by emissar- 

ies to feed the earth shrines of the mountain. The body 
awakes to become the new earth. 

The New Earth rite is one illustration, of which there 

are many others throughout the Andes, of how Pacha- 

mama, the achachilas, and earth shrines are holisti- 

cally understood in terms of metaphor, ecology, and 

ayllu. The New Earth rite expresses how levels of land 

are understood in terms of a body with a head, heart, 

bowels, and legs, through which blood and fat circulate 

when ritualists feed the earth shrines. Specific earth 

shrines not only refer to specific ecologial zones but also 

symbolize parts of the body that holistically constitutes 

the achachila and symbolizes the social and political 

unity of Mount Kaata. Andeans experience the solidar- 

ity of their mountain and ayllu similarly to the way they 

experience the organic unity of their corporeal bodies. 

The individual’s corporeal life is dependent on environ- 

mental life. Thus, the New Earth rite assures the indi- 

vidual’s organic life by awakening Mother Earth to pro- 

vide a good harvest. 

QUECHUA RELIGIONS: Andean Cultures 

Ritual Calendar. Andeans insert themselves by ritual 

into the cycles of nature—not to control them, but to 

experience them and be in harmony with them. New 

Earth, for example, is the second of three rites dedi- 

cated to the rotative field of the year. Through these 

three rites the earth is gradually awakened. One year 

before planting, the community leaders study the fertil- 

ity of the fields lying fallow to see which one is ready to 

begin another growth cycle of potatoes, oca, and barley. 

A diviner observes nature’s omens and asks the neigh- 

boring mountains (achachilas) for their assistance. Once 

a field is picked, the people of the ayllu celebrate the rite 

of Chosen Field (Chacrata Qukuy) in the middle of the 

rainy season. Leaders dance across the field’s terraces 

to the music of flutes, and they offer a llama fetus to the 

earth shrine of the selected field. The fetus brings new 

life to the soil, and thus the field becomes the anointed 

land for the year. Andeans later fertilize their plots by 

spreading sheep dung along the furrows where they will 

plant potatoes. 

The rains continue to soak the anointed field, and 

near the end of the rainy season, in April, Andeans pre- 

pare to plow. But before the earth can be entered, it 

must be nurtured by the sacrifice of a grown llama dur- 

ing the rite of New Earth. With this rite the land is vi- 

talized; it is opened for water, air, dung, and blood, un- 

til the time of Potato Planting, when it is covered over 

again. Potato Planting (Khallay Papa Tarpuna), in mid- 

November, is the field’s final ritual, celebrated after the 

Feast with the Dead. According to Andean legends, the 

dead push the potatoes up from the inside of the earth. 

Also in November, people of lower levels celebrate Corn 

Planting (Khallay Sara Tarpuna), and at Christmas- 

time herders sponsor their herding rituals, All Colors 

(Chajru Khallay). Although each rite is concerned with 

the animal and plant life of its zone, collectively the 

rites influence the corporate life of the ayllu and region, 

and leaders from the various communities participate 

in all of the rituals of the ayllu and the region. 
Between the cycle of the seasons there is a day when 

ancestors return to the community—2 November, the 
Feast with the Dead. Ancestor worship remains an im- 
portant part of Andean religion. Prior to the conquest, 
Andeans mummified the dead by wrapping them in 
cloth and seating them in chullpas, which are rock 
monuments above subterranean cists. The Incas dressed 
the mummies of their kings in fine textiles and kept 
them in the Temple of the Sun in Cuzco, where they 
were arranged in hierarchical and genealogical rela- 
tionships. Today, Andeans dress the dead person for a 
journey, provide him with coca, potatoes, corn, and a 
candle, and bury him in a cemetery near the commu- 
nity. Traditionally, many Andeans believe that people 
originate from and return to the highland lakes of the 
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mountain. They compare death to the eclipse of the sun: 
death is ecliptic, hiding the dead within the earth, 

where they journey with the movements of the sun, sea- 
sons, and land. 

The Feast with the Dead is an annual rite of passage 

from the dry to the wet season and from the activity of 

the dead to that of the living. The dry season connotes 

resting; the wet season, growth. The living invite the 

dead to a meal when the harvest and festive times have 

ended and planting rituals begin. At this pivotal point 

in the Andean year, the dead visit the living, and then 

they are sent on another year’s journey with their share 
of the harvest. 

At noon on 1 November, the leader of the community 

awakens the dead with dynamite, and for twenty-four 

hours the dead are served food on tables that usually 

have three tiers, symbolizing highlands, central alti- 

tudes, and lowlands. The arrival of a fly or the flickering 

of a candle signals to the living that the dead are pres- 

ent. The living and dead share in a meal and commu- 

nicate with each other by laments and prayers. At noon 

the next day, everyone returns to the cemetery to place 

more food near the graves. Relatives of the deceased 

distribute food to friends, who pray for the dead rela- 

tives. Later the same afternoon, the fiesta ends with a 

meal and drinking. 

Cosmology. For Andeans, the finality of death is alle- 

viated by their ecology. During life, Andeans become 

part of the land that they work: as their bodies get 

older, their land increases. When they die, they enter 

into the mountain, journey upward, and have access to 

the land of the dead. Moreover, the decay of their bodies 

enriches the land of the living. The visible levels of the 

living are only half of the mountain; the other half con- 

sists of the subterranean waterways of the dead. 

The Andeans’ worldview is an extension of the three 

mountain levels; they divide their universe into the 

heavens (janaj pacha), this world (kay pacha), and the 

netherworld (ura pacha). Each place has an ancient, a 

past, and a present time, to which specific beings cor- 

respond. The heavens are where the elders of lightning, 

sun, and stars have dwelled since ancient times; where 

God, Jesus, and Santiago have roamed since past times; 

and where dead baptized babies are descending to the 

uma pacha in present times. By their permanent and 

cyclical features, the heavens suggest origination and 

restitution, whereas the experiences of this world are 

temporal and consecutive. The three times of this world 

are symbolized by chullpas, the cross, and the grave- 

yard, which refer respectively to the ancestor mum- 

mies, Jesus, and the recent dead (those who have died 

within three years). The ancestor mummies and the 

past and recent dead journey to the highlands within 

the subterranean waterways of the netherworld, which 

is the recycling area between death and life. The supaya 

are dead unable to travel because of some unfinished 

business. They bridge the gap between the netherworld 

and this world. The earth shrines denote being, space, 

and time, our metaphysical concepts for the universe, 

which are intertwined in each of the three gradient lev- 

els; thus the mountain serves as an expression of An- 

dean cosmology. 

The uma pacha is the point of origin and return for 

traditional Andeans. The highlands are the head (uma) 

of the achachila. Bunchgrass grows near the summit of 

the mountain, as hair on the head. The wool of the lla- 

mas that graze on this grass resembles human hair. As 

human hair grows after cutting, so llama wool and 

bunchgrass grow continually in the highlands. In a 

manner similar to the regeneration of hair, humans and 

animals originate in the highland lakes, or the eyes 

(nawi) of the achachila. The sun dies into these eyes of 

the highlands, but from the reflections within the lake 

come all living creatures. The lake’s reflections (illa) are 

the animals and people returning from inside the earth 

to this world. 

Animals and people originate in and return to the 

head of the mountain. It is the place of origin and re- 

turn, like the human head, which is the point of entry 

and exit for the inner self. The dead travel by under- 

ground waterways to the mountain’s head, the uma pa- 

cha, from whose lakes they can arise to the land of the 

living. The living emerge from the eyes of the mountain 

(the lakes of the uma pacha), journey across its head, 

chest, trunk, and legs (high, center, and low levels), and 

die in the lowlands. They are buried and return with the 

sun to the uma pacha, point of origin and return. 

Sickness and Health. Western medicine ascribes sick- 

ness to internal disorders of the body or to the malfunc- 

tioning of organs within it, whereas Andean curing 

looks outside the body to the malfunctioning of the so- 

cial and ecological order. Bodily illnesses are signs of 

disorders between the person and the land or between 

the person and his lineage. The diviner’s role is to re- 

veal this conflict and to redress it by ritual, which re- 

solves the dispute or reorders the land. Diviners cure 

not by isolating the individual in a hospital, away from 

his land, but by gathering members of a sick person’s 

social group for ritual feeding of the earth shrines of the 

achachila, because if their lineage and mountain are 

complete, then their body will also be complete 

(healthy). Community and land are inextricably bound 

to the physical body, and disintegration in one is asso- 

ciated with disorder in the other. 

One illustration of how diviners interrelate environ- 

mental and social factors with sickness is the mesa de 

salud (‘health table”), a commonly performed ritual in 

the Andes. This ritual begins with a preliminary divi- 
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nation session in which the diviner casts coca leaves to 

determine the causes of an illness. Relatives of the sick 

person attend and contribute to the analysis of the 

causes. Diviners then redress social conflicts within the 

lineage. If the sick person, for example, has fought with 

her mother-in-law, the diviner delves into the cause of 

this conflict and instructs the patient to gather some rit- 

ual item from the mother-in-law’s household. The par- 

ticipants then spend several days gathering ritual items 

symbolic of the various altitudinal levels: chicha (corn 

beer) and carnations from the lowlands, potatoes from 

the central lands, and llama fat and a fetus from the 

highlands. The gathering of the ritual items reinforces 

the concept that health is related to the utilization and 

exchange of resources from different levels. Indirectly, 

the ritual affects health by reinforcing the need for a 

balanced diet. In this way, Andean ritual promotes ho- 

listic health rather than merely removing disease. 

Traditionally, Andeans distinguish between curande- 

ros, who cure with natural remedies, and diviners (ya- 

chaj), who cure with supernatural remedies. Andeans 

have many classes of curanderos, revealing a striking 

knowledge and classification of anatomy and an enor- 

mous list of medical paraphernalia. Because they have 

excelled in the practice of native medicine, Andeans 

have adapted to an environment that produces many 

stresses (hypoxia, hypothermia, malnutrition, and epi- 

demics). Qollahuaya herbalists, for example, use ap- 

proximately one thousand medicinal plants in curing. 

Andeans visit both diviners and herbalists for treatment 

of a disease, because both kinds of specialist are needed 

to deal with all the physical, social, spiritual, and eco- 

logical factors involved. 

Christianity. Andeans have incorporated Catholicism 

into their traditional way of life by stratifying it accord- 

ing to place and time and thus allowing it to function 

in ways analogous to the function of an earth shrine. 

For many Andeans, Catholicism is a state religion that 

replaced the Inca religion. Every Andean community 

has a chapel with a statue of a saint who is the patron 
protector of the village. Sculptors mold a realistic 
statue from plaster of paris, and seamstresses dress it 

with velvet and gold cloth. These statues appear almost 

alive, like waxworks. For some Andeans, the saint rep- 

resents a white rock; for others, the saints are transfor- 

mations of the dead ancestors whom they venerated 

during Inca times. 

Annually, each village celebrates a fiesta to its saint, 

whose statue is paraded around the four corners of the 

plaza while brilliantly costumed groups dance to the 

music of flutes, drums, and trumpets. The official spon- 

sor, the preste, walks alongside the saint, for which 

privilege he provides the participants with alcohol, 

coca, and food. Ritual and natural kin, as well as people 

in debt to the preste, contribute supplies and sponsor 

dance groups. For the first day or two, the fiesta is a 

celebration of great beauty and» festivity, but by the 

third day it often degenerates into drunkenness and 

brawling. One reason is that during recent times raw 

alcohol has replaced the traditional beverage, chicha, 

which has a much lower alcohol content. However, al- 

cohol and coca also relax the participants, making them 

susceptible to the liminal meanings of the fiesta—the 

basic Andean meanings being expressed in the dance, 

music, and ritual. These elements are highly structured 

and communicate underlying symbolic patterns impor- 

tant to Andean culture. 

Although the cult of the saints reflects the importance 

of Catholicism in contemporary Andean culture, Ande- 

ans are only nominal Catholics: they baptize their ba- 

bies primarily to prevent hailstorms and to obtain pa- 

drinos (‘‘godfathers’’), who provide social and political 

connections. Sometimes couples marry in the church, 

but only after a trial marriage (iqhisifia) to see whether 

the wife is fertile. Catholic catechists and Protestant 

missionaries have recently been converting Andeans to 

an evangelistic Christianity opposed to earth shrines, 

fiestas, and traditional Andean beliefs. Many evangelis- 

tic Protestants emphasize literacy and the reading of 

the Bible. Protestantism cannot be incorporated into 

the traditional Andean system because it tends to be 

comparatively barren of symbols and ritual. Conse- 

quently, converts to certain Protestant sects have radi- 

cally changed their traditional cultural patterns. In 

sum, Catholicism has been adapted peripherally to tra- 

ditional Andean religious practices, whereas evangelis- 

tic Protestantism has been very effective in changing 

traditional belief systems. This is because many Ande- 

ans see traditional religious practices, which reflect ver- 

ticality, resource exchange, ayllu solidarity, and ecol- 

ogy, as being unimportant to modernization, with its 

emphasis on literacy, horizontal links, competition, and 
individuality. 

Nevertheless, the traditional religion retains a strong 

hold on Andeans, who continue to look to earth and na- 

ture for their identity. Their land and their mountains 
continue to be their deities—not as abstract symbols 
but as real entities with whom they live and work and 
with whom they share important relations of reciproc- 
ity. For these reasons, the Andeans built a high civili- 
zation in a mountainous land that they came to wor- 
ship. 
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JOSEPH W. BASTIEN 

Amazonian Cultures 

Persistent confusion permeates the comparative study 
of the religious beliefs and practices of the peoples of 

Upper Amazonian rain forests that abut the foothills of 

the Andes mountains. This is because Quechua-speaking 
peoples of that region and Quechua-speaking people of 

the Andes share a religious complex, which, in turn, is 

also shared with Jivaroan-speaking and Zaparoan- 

speaking peoples of the Upper Amazonian region. This 

article deals with some commonalities of Quechua and 
Jivaroan religious concepts. The Quechua language has 

long been associated with the Andes mountains and 
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with the Inca conquest of the Central Andean peoples 

radiating out of Cuzco in the late fifteenth century. Ji- 

varoan peoples have long been associated with the Up- 

per Amazonian rain forests and with resistance to Inca 

conquest, and, thereby, to the permeation of the con- 

quest religion borne by the Inca northward to what is 

now Colombia and southward into what, today, is Bo- 

livia. 

In Ecuador and Peru, Jivaroan and Quechua-speaking 

peoples of the Upper Amazonian rain forest share not 

only many core beliefs but also variants of the same 

terms for these beliefs, even though their languages are 

completely unrelated. The specific people referred to 

here are the Canelos Quichua and the Achuar Jivaroans 

of Ecuador. (Quichua, pronounced Kichua, is one 

proper spelling of the name for speakers of northern 

Quechua dialects.) The Canelos Quichua inhabit the re- 

gion drained by the Bobonaza and Curaray rivers and 

the regions that radiate out of urban Puyo, Ecuador. 

The Achuar discussed here are those who inhabit the 

regions of the Copataza, Capahuari, and Conanbo rivers 

and also those who live in the vicinity of urban Puyo, 

including those living on the Llushin River. Many 

Achuar and Canelos Quichua people intermarry. Many 

of the Achuar are fluent in Canelos Quichua and in 

Spanish, and many of the Canelos Quichua are flu- 

ent in Achuar and in Spanish. Cultural congeners who 

speak Jivaroan include the Aguaruna, Huambisa, and 

Achuar (including Maina-Achuar) of Peru; the Shuar of 

Ecuador; and the Murato Candoshi and Shapra Can- 

doshi of Peru. The two latter Candoan-speaking people 

may or may not speak Jivaroan, but their cultural and 

religious systems are virtually the same as the Jiva- 

roans and Canelos Quichua. Zaparoans of Peru and Ec- 

uador (including Andoa-Shimigae, Zaparo, Iquitos, and 

Arabela) also share this religious complex, though there 

is no known linguistic relationship between Zaparoan, 

Jivaroan, and Quechua languages. The Quijos Quichua 

and Napo Quichua of Ecuador, the Inga of Colombia, 

and the Napo Quichua of Peru also share segments of 

this complex. 

The history of the Canelos Quichua intertwines with 

the history of Catholic mission expansion in a manner 

distinct from the history of the Achuar. Nonetheless, the 

primary streams of traditional culture and the primary 

emphases of contemporary ethnic affiliation that consti- 

tute modern Canelos Quichua culture stem from 

Achuar, Zaparoan, early Canelos Quichua, and Quijos 

Quichua peoples. The Canelos Quichua, in myriad ways, 

provide ample evidence by which to refute the spurious 

but pervasive dichotomy made by many scholars be- 

tween cultural orientations and religious-cosmological 

structures of the “Andean,” or highland, regions and the 

“Amazonian,” or lowland, regions of western South 

America. 

Control of power and recognition of the devastating 

consequences of its release are fundamental to Canelos 

Quichua and Achuar Jivaroan cultures. Concepts of 

such control are embedded in a paradigm centered on 

knowledgeable ones: shamans for men, potters for 

women. Strong shamans and master potters continu- 

ously increase their knowledge of spirit forces that exert 

control in human affairs. Spirit forces configure—espe- 

cially for the Canelos Quichua—into three dominant 

images: Amasanga, forest spirit master; Nunkwi, spirit 

master of garden dynamics and of pottery clay; and 

Tsunki, spirit master of water, or the hydrosphere. 

Whereas Tsunki and Nunkwi are dominant images in 

all or most of the aforementioned cultures, Amasanga is 

specific to the cosmogony of the people addressed in 

this article. 

The concepts of these dominant spirit beings (supai), 

each with a soul (aya) and life force (causai), evoke 

mythic and legendary imagery to illuminate the known 

and unknown cosmos and to relate cosmic networks of 

souls, spirits, beings, forces, and events to contempo- 

rary and past quotidian life. Each dominant image 

evokes and indexes a myriad of spirit beings specific to 

various natural and supernatural domains. For exam- 

ple, imagery of Amasanga not only evokes the spirits of 

thunder and lightning above and within the rain-forest 

canopy but also the spirit of the mighty trees that dom- 

inate sectors of the forest. 

The imagery of Amasanga (called Amasank in Achuar) 

also includes principles of transformation, called tu- 

cuna in Canelos Quichua. For example, for a given 

group of Canelos Quichua speakers, Amasanga repre- 

sents the master spirit force of their own territory. One 

powerful transformation of Amasanga is that of the 

feared spirit Jurijuri (called Jirijri in Achuar). Jurijuri 

is the master of monkeys. All monkeys are associated 

with other peoples. But Jurijuri is not a “separate” 

spirit, he/she is a transformation of Amasanga, a trans- 

formation from “ours,’”’ who protects, to ‘theirs,’ who 

harms. Jurijuri spirits dwell in hillside caves and move 
under the forest’s surface. As the shaman of the forest, 
Amasanga sits on an iguanid or tortoise seat of power; 
his/her corporeal manifestation is the black jaguar, and 
he appears in humanlike form in deep purple garb 
wearing a red and yellow toucan headdress. 

Tsunki evokes spirits of the water world—the entire 
hydrosphere of airborne and undersoil moisture—which 
must be kept under spirit or human control if catastro- 
phe is to be avoided. Tsunki is chthonic in association 
with dwelling sites under rivers or lakes; aquatic in as- 
sociation with waterfalls, rapids, and whirlpools of riv- 
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ers and with quiet lakes; celestial and radiating in as- 
sociation with the rainbow and, tenuously, with the 
sun. As first shaman, Tsunki sits on the Amazon turtle 
(charapa) as his seat of power; his/her corporeal mani- 
festation is the mighty anaconda (amarun in Quichua, 
panki in Jivaroan). He sometimes appears as one 
dressed in rainbow colors, or as a naked white man. 
(Anaconda symbolism permeates the cosmography of 
power in the rain-forest territories of Upper Amazonia, 
Central Amazonia, the Northwest Amazon, the Guianas, 
and beyond). 
Nunkwi is associated with feminine dynamics of un- 

dersoil and leaf-mat-root-fungi systems by day, and 
with growth and renewed fecundity of manioc (cassava) 
by night. Her corporeal manifestation is the black coral 
snake with mouth too small to bite. She may appear to 
women as one garbed in deep purple who dances with 
hopping steps while tossing her hair to and fro. 

Knowledge (yachana), which is fundamental to the 

control of power, derives from ancient cultural my- 

thology and historical legend. It is shaped by strong 

shamans and by master potters to resonate with imme- 

diate historical events and current activities. Knowl- 

edge of the cosmos (bound to the concept yachana, “‘to 

know, to learn’’) provides the basis by which knowledge 

from the experiential world (bound to the concepts ric- 

sina, “‘to experience, to perceive, to comprehend,” and 

yuyana or yuyarina, “‘to think, to reflect”) is shaped by 

all individuals. Such shaping is bound to another con- 

cept, muscuna (‘to dream, to perceive’). Muscuna and 

yachana are, in turn, closely associated with the spirit- 

master images Amasanga and Nunkwi, both of which 

are thought to be from datura (Datura suaveolens), a 

narcotic plant of the nightshade family. 

When a man or woman ingests datura (called huanduj 

in Quichua, maikua in Jivaroan), he or she “perceives’’ 

and “knows” human self, human soul, human sub- 

stance, others, spirits, and all entities and beings in 

existence. Domains and boundaries that are part of 

everyday life dissolve in a datura trip as the questing 

individual enters mythic time-space, called unai in 

Canelos Quichua. Reincorporation into the world of hu- 

mans, souls, spirits, and beings takes place through 

reordering by the individual of the relationships previ- 

ously characterized in his or her life. For example, after 

taking datura the individual may “‘know” that someone 

he thought was his trading partner and true kin is, in 

this newly found reality, an enemy who seeks to harm 

him. Accordingly, the domains of kinship and trade are 

reordered by the individual, who now ‘“‘sees’’ the entire 

kinship network and relations of trade in a new light. 

Such reordering of domains spreads to other domains, 

as well. For example, if an individual now perceives an- 

other as his enemy rather than his friend, then the pow- 

erful shaman who is father or uncle to the new-found 

enemy becomes a major threat to the health of the 

questing individual’s kinship system, rather than, as 

previously thought, one of its buttressing ancestors. As 

the individual continues to reorder the relationships 

within such domains as kinship, economics, and sha- 

manic protection and harm, his thought patterns and 

convictions continue to branch out to others both near 

and far, extending the effects of domain reordering fur- 
ther and further. 

A successful datura trip gives the questing individual 

a sense of power. This sense is derived from knowledge 

of control of spirit, soul, life force, body, and visionary 

or imagined features of cosmic beings and events in 

mythic time-space, and in various past times. For ex- 

ample, a Jivaroan seeks the vision of an ancient being 

(arutam) in such quests and may acquire, thereby, a sec- 

ond soul that “locks in” his own immortal soul. If a per- 

son correctly perceives the image-vision, the lock-in 

mechanism prevents his death, so long as he tells no 

one of the vision of the acquired soul. Such a lock-in of 

one’s soul gives to others in association with the indi- 

vidual a sense of pending power that must be con- 

trolled. 

As a questing individual and his or her immediate as- 

sociates seek to control the power rising from the da- 

tura experience, they maintain a sense of religious com- 

munity in the face of, or in the midst of, possible chaos. 

To the extent that a person speaks of, or otherwise re- 

leases, such newly acquired power, he or she loses con- 

trol of the knowledge manifest in a successful quest; the 

results of such release and consequent loss can be dev- 

astating. For example, increased shamanic activity 

aimed at harming those perceived to be enemies, and/or 

physical violence against such enemies, may erupt from 

such a release. This eruption causes social and political 

upheaval that can alter quotidian life and cosmic net- 

works sufficiently to produce a historical marker. 

Knowledge derived from cultural mythology and his- 

torical legend is fundamental to Quichua and Jivaroan 

senses of ‘‘ours” and “others’.’”’ Figure 1 illustrates how, 

from Canelos Quichua perspectives, knowledge of ‘“‘our”’ 

culture is juxtaposed to knowledge from ‘‘other’’ cul- 

tures. Here the yachaj, or more properly sinchi yachaj 

(uwishin in Achuar) has attained a level of control such 

that he is sufficiently strong to balance his knowledge 

with his visions, to relate his visions to cultural knowl- 

edge, and to relate his thoughts and reflections to his 

knowledge and his visions. He acquires the ability to 

cure by sucking out magical substances (tsintsak) and to 

harm others by blowing projectiles into them. Sha- 

manic performances take place at night, while the sha- 
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Ficure 1. Canelos Quichua Perspectives on “Our’’ Culture 
and “Other” Cultures 

MUSCUNA RICSINA 

“To Dream, To See” “To Know, To Experience, 
To Perceive, To Comprehend” 

eee YACHAJ wa 7 ; " SHUJ 
One Who Knows SHIMITA 

(Shaman <, Master Potter ?) YACHAI 

“Other People's 
Speech, 

Knowledge” 

YUYANA 

(YUYARINA) 

“To Think, To Reflect” 

“To Know, To Learn” 

NUCANCHI YACHAI 
“Our Cultural Knowledge” or 

NUCANCHI RICSIUSHCA RUNA 

“Our People’s Perception” 

man is in self-induced trance aided by ayahuasca (soul 

vine). Among the Canelos Quichua the soul vine is Ban- 

isteriopsis caapi. Juice from the vine is brewed with the 

leaves of another Banisteriopsis vine, or with Psychotria 

viridis leaves, to produce the chemical bonding neces- 

sary for visionary experience. The shaman, seated on a 

turtle seat of power, is visited by spirits as he—the sha- 

man—visits spirits seated on their seats of power. 

To know more about that which is within, the sha- 

man must increasingly know more about that which is 

without. The shaman becomes a paradigm manipulator. 

His knowledge of the cosmos and his perceptions de- 

rived therefrom are stronger than the knowledge and 

perceptions embodied in other minds and psyches. He 

moves into a shaman’s class (yachaj sami) of humans, 

which parallels a similar class of spirits. He continu- 

ously reproduces cultural knowledge, continuously 

transforms that very knowledge, and imbues it with 

novel insights. He also maintains the contrast between 

“our culture” and “other cultures” (from Quichua and 

Jivaroan perspectives) while transcending the very 

boundaries that he enforces. 
The work of the shaman must, in part, be based on 

his experience with other peoples who speak other lan- 

guages; this kind of contact gives the shaman “other- 
speech knowledge.” The shaman maintains Canelos 
Quichua and/or Achuar paradigms while expanding the 

paradigms by drawing from his knowledge of other cul- 

tures. The shaman controls the process of syncretism. In 

this control lies the interface between cultural continu- 

ity (or reproduction) and cultural change (or transfor- 

mation). 

Among the Canelos Quichua, master potters, all of 

whom are women, do the same thing. Working with de- 

signs that signal the anaconda, the Amazonian turtle, 

the tortoise, and the iguanid—all representing imagery 
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of shamanic power—master potters produce an array of 

_ decorated ceramic containers for storing and drinking 

manioc porridge. The designs on the containers link 

cosmic networks to quotidian events, the general to the 

specific, the ancient to the present, the mysterious 

to the mundane. A female paradigm-manipulator may, 

in Canelos Quichua, be called sinchi muscuj huar- 

mi (“strong image-shaping woman”), or even yachaj 

huarmi (‘‘woman who knows’’). 

Among the Canelos Quichua, every master potter is 

related closely to a strong shaman. In some cases the 

shaman is a father, in some cases a father-in-law. In 

many cases there is a complex of shamanic males and 

master-potter females. Cultural transmission is paral- 

lel: female paradigm-manipulators pass their skills to 

women, male paradigm-manipulators transmit to men. 

But men and women are conversant with the alter- 

gender paradigm and, upon the death of a strong sha- 

man, a wife may assume the shamanic activities of her 

deceased husband. 
Male shamanic performance and female ceramic 

manufacture draw in a parallel way on certain concepts 

that are fundamental to religious convictions and in- 

sights. One of these is that everything is sentient and 

that, accordingly, everything has a soul (aya). Another 

is that differential power imbues various objects in 

manners relatively analogous to the ways by which dif- 

ferential power of humans vis-a-vis one another is or- 

ganized. Inasmuch as power is shaped and organized 

into various hierarchies by different humans, human 

groups, spirits, and beings, there is no single power-pyr- 

amid; rather, there are many overlapping and interfac- 

ing power-pyramids through which humans, spirits, 

beings, and the souls of each may move. 

Another fundamental concept of Canelos Quichua and 

Achuar Jivaroan religion is that all life exists on differ- 

ent planes of existence at the same time. For example, 

in the thought of the Canelos Quichua, unai refers to 

mythic time-space. In unai everything was (or is) hu- 

man, and people (like those in present time-space) 

crawled on their hands and knees like babes and spoke 

only in a two-tone hum: ™” zm "mm: One enters differ- 

ent planes of existence through dreams associated with 

sleep, through insight, through conscious imagery con- 

structed deliberately or accidentally, through imagery 

induced by the ingestion of Banisteriopsis or datura hal- 
lucinogens, through shamanic instruction, through fa- 
tigue, through accident or by shamanic (human or 
spirit) design, and recently by drinking alcohol. In the 
transformation from unai to ancient times, spirits, ani- 
mals, trees, celestial bodies, colors—everything—under- 
went reformulation to something other than human. 
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Today, in the worldview of the Canelos Quichua, it is 

not altogether certain that people speaking other lan- 

guages emerged fully “human” from unai. 

The sentient power of breath (samai, in Canelos Qui- 

chua) is another key Jivaroan and Quichua religious 

concept; the powers embodied in breath must be care- 

fully controlled. In the transformation from unai to an- 

cient times, once-human beings blew on one another 

and on other beings and spirits, causing them to ‘‘stay 

that way,’ to be as human beings know and perceive 

them today. Male shamans breathe gently onto polished 

stones to “‘see’”’ whether the stone “lives.” Female pot- 

ters breathe on their pottery-burnishing stones for the 

same purpose. A strong shaman must have the inner 

ability to sing his shaman’s song well enough to control 

the spirit defenses needed to thwart incoming shamanic 

projectiles from rival shamans, which all shamanic 

songs invoke. Similarly, a master potter must control 

the breath of fire that releases the souls imparted to, 
and the spirits associated with, her ceramics, or retri- 

bution from the imparted and subsequently liberated 

souls may result. A man must also control the sounds of 

spirits that come from unai to pass outward on his 

breath when he plays a flute or musical bow, while 

women control analogous sounds that come to them 

from unai when they sing songs. The specific knowledge 

of songs comes to them from other forebear women in 

other times and places. 

Male/female parallelism in cultural transmission is 

enacted annually by the Canelos Quichua in a ceremony 

that expands the universe to include all spirits, souls, 

beings, and people. Enactment takes place only in ham- 

lets with a Catholic church or chapel, where the chaotic 

and destructive merger of “outside” foreigner’s force 

and “‘‘inside”’ native power may merge. All facets of Ca- 

nelos Quichua cosmology are enacted as, for three days 

and nights, celebrants pass back and forth from the 

male festival house (ritual enclosure of the Moon) to the 

female festival house (ritual enclosure of Moon’s sister- 

lover, the whippoorwill-like potoo). The ceremony ends 

with a powerful and palpable ritual reversal. In this en- 

actment, which the Canelos Quichua call Dominario 

(from the Spanish word dominar, “to control”’), the 

mighty anaconda is brought from the water to move on 

the land. 
In Canelos Quichua thought, the anaconda (amarun, 

or amaru, as in the Andes) only comes on land to de- 

vour humans. In the Dominario, the anaconda, corpo- 

real representative of master-spirit Tsunki, is borne on 

the back of four men who represent jaguars, corporeal 

representatives of Amasanga. Instead of controlling 

Tsunki’s domain (the hydrosphere), Amasanga releases 

it. Instead of the externally imposed social control 

(dominario) represented by the church, indigenous 

power becomes an embodied apotheosis of stylized re- 

sistance. As the Dominario begins, an outsider, down- 

river (deeper Amazonian), powerful shaman gently 

plays a combination of flute and drum associated with 

Andean masked ceremonies. The melody itself is a skill- 

ful blend of his private Amazonian shaman’s song (ta- 

quina) and a public Andean ceremonial melodic motif. 

As the four men come forth bearing a bamboo pole with 

four copal fires burning within it (the stylized anaconda 

brought from the water), festival participants begin 

dancing through arches constructed for the Catholic 

mission. Then the transformation, called tucuna, be- 

gins. The pole, as amarun (anaconda), Tsunki’s corpo- 

real form, is carried in a lurching, going-out-of-control 

manner. It becomes destructive; the bearers and the 

pole crash right into and through the church, slamming, 

falling, rising again, running, frightening everyone, 

going completely out of control while still in a cultural 

domain characterized by Catholic mission control, or 

domination. 

Acting against such domination within a domain of 

domination, the festival reaches a crescendo that is, 

quite literally, terrifying to the participants. Women 

dance with their hair flying to and fro, their sideways 

motion being the analog of the male-performed two- 

tone hum of shamanic chanting that evokes the imagery 

of mythic time-space (unai). Men beat snare drums, cir- 

cling and circling while producing a resonating pulse- 

tremolo signifying Amasanga’s rumble of approaching 

thunder. All souls and spirits and beings are indiscrim- 

inately summoned. As escalating chaos reigns, the 

church is said to be destroyed in one great transforma- 

tion of the world of forest and garden and earth and 

mire into an encompassing, rushing, surging, eastward- 

flowing sea. When performing this event, the Canelos 

Quichua say that they fear tucurina, which derives 

from tucuna (‘transformation’), and means “ending 

everything.” The concept of tucurina is one of the most 

powerful ones in Canelos Quichua thought, particularly 

when applied reflexively to one’s own group. It means, 

in this sense, that to truly destroy the dominating au- 

thority of the church by the invocation of the ultimate 

power of Tsunki, as devouring anaconda, the Canelos 

Quicha may also destroy themselves, embedded as they 

are—in a revelatory manner through the vehicle of this 

ritual—in that very domination. 

The festival sketched here embodies and syncretizes 

many elements of Andean and Amazonian symbolism, 
as well as wide-flung Catholic and indigenous symbol- 

ism. The controlled analysis of its structure and enact- 
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ment in terms of Andean/Amazonian religions and 

Christian/animistic religions should take the compara- - 

tive study of religion far toward dissolving such rigid 

polarities by establishing new, more productive bases 

for deep and meaningful comparative understanding. 
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QUESTS. The Ojibwa Indians tell the story of the boy 
Wunzh and his vision quest. Having reached the appro- 

priate age for the ritual search for totem spirits, Wunzh 

is left alone in the great forest. After several days of 

fasting, he retires exhausted to the lonely hut provided 

for him and waits for the dreams he hopes his guardian 

spirits will send. There he prays for advice on how his 

family and tribe might more efficiently obtain food. 

Wunzh takes to his mat and soon has a vision of a 

strange young man dressed in yellow and green with 

feathers on his head. As he descends from the sky, the 

young man announces that he comes from the Great 

Spirit to answer Wunzh’s prayer. “I will teach you to 
help your people,” he says, ‘‘but first you must wrestle 
with me.”’ Weak from fasting, the boy nevertheless does 
as he is told and holds his own in the match. “Enough!” 
cries the spirit. “I will return tomorrow.” On the next 
day, the spirit returns. The boy is, of course, weaker 
than before but feels that he has gained an inner 
strength, and he fights well. Again the spirit cries, 
“Enough! I will return tomorrow.” On the third day, the 
boy is weaker still, but his inner strength has grown 
proportionately. He fights so well that the spirit con- 
cedes defeat and begins to instruct him. “Tomorrow, be- 
cause it will be the seventh day of your fast, your father 
will come and offer you food. You must not eat until 



you have wrestled with me one more time. Then, if you 

defeat me, strip me and bury me in the ground after 

clearing a spot and loosening the earth. In the weeks 

that follow, you must remove the weeds from my grave 

and keep the earth soft. If you do exactly as I say, you 

will learn something of great value to your people.” 

Wunzh’s father does bring food and begs the boy to eat. 

The boy asks his father to leave him and promises to 

return home by sundown. The spirit appears at the 

usual hour, and the boy, now full of supernatural 

power, easily defeats his adversary, kills, strips, and 

buries him as instructed, and returns to his father’s 

lodge to eat. During the spring, Wunzh visits the grave 

of the spirit regularly and tends it with care. Soon the 

green plumes of the sky visitor’s headgear begin to push 

through the ground. In late summer, the boy asks his 

father to accompany him to the spot of his fasting, and 

there he reveals the grave from which has sprung a fine 

plant with great yellow tassels. “This is my sky friend 

Mondawmin, the spirit of maize. If we do as the spirit 

has taught, we can have food from the ground. The 
Great Spirit has answered my prayer; my fast has been 

rewarded.” 
The story of Wunzh and Mondawmin is but one mask 

of a basic pattern to be found in the stories of any num- 

ber of culture heroes and in the rituals of various cults. 

The story would not be foreign to the young San or Aus- 

tralian Aborigine initiate. The newly confirmed Chris- 

tian, the Jew who has just become bar mitsvah, or the 

newly circumcised Muslim might feel inklings of famil- 

iarity with it. The process by which inner strength 

grows at the expense of physical strength during a pe- 

riod of self-denial and searching is as familiar to the 

reader of Hindu, Buddhist, Christian, Islamic, or Jewish 

scripture as it is to the American Indian on his vision 

quest. 

At its most basic level the quest is a phenomenon in- 

herent in existence itself. In a universe in which all 

things must ultimately be defined in terms of their re- 

lation to the dominant pull toward energy dispersal or 

entropy, simply to exist is to be part of the great quest 

for survival. For the human being another dimension is 

added by virtue of the existence in us of consciousness, 

specifically, consciousness of linear time. To see a be- 

ginning, a middle, and an end is to see a “road of life,” 

and to see such a road is to see a potential quest. We 

cannot, in fact, be human without being to some degree 

questers, and this fact is the source of the power of the 

quest story to speak to us wherever and whoever we are. 

Not surprisingly, then, the quest myth is inexorably 

associated with the figure of the hero, the human met- 

aphor for the all-encompassing chaos-to-cosmos cre- 

ation process by which entropy is held at bay. The 
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quest, of course, takes many forms. The hero’s nature, 

motives, and goals derive from the particular legend of 

which he is a part and the society he represents. The 

hero might be a knight, a sage, or a prince and the goal 

a golden fleece, a princess, or a pot of gold. The earliest 

quest stories, like the earliest religious systems, must 

have reflected a society concerned primarily with fertil- 

ity and physical survival in the face of a hostile environ- 

ment. We sense the vestiges of this in the many tales in 

which a prince seeks and finds a princess and through 

union with her brings prosperity to a kingdom. 

One of the best known of the European quests is that 
of the Holy Grail. It was Jessie Weston in her classic 

From Ritual to Romance: An Account of the Holy Grail 

from Ancient Ritual to Christian Symbol (Garden City, 

N.Y., 1957) who pointed out that although the grail leg- 

end was an outgrowth of medieval Christianity and 

chivalry, it had deeper roots in ancient fertility cults. 

The ostensible quest of the grail knights is for the cup 

used by Christ at the Last Supper. A less conscious but 

more profound objective is the renewal of a society rep- 

resented not only by the infertile kingdom of the Fisher 

King but by the somewhat complaisant order of the 

Round Table. The quest of the knights for the Holy 

Grail is analogous to—and a metaphor for—the Chris- 

tian’s quest for the kingdom of God in life and in the 

ritual of the holy elements. Life renewal is always the 

ultimate goal of the quest, and life renewal is both a 

spiritual and a physical process. 
For example, one of the world’s greatest quest stories, 

one that influenced nearly all narratives that followed 

it, is Homer’s Odyssey. While Odysseus’s goal seems to 

be a purely secular one—he wishes to return to his wife 

and his child—it is also true that his adventures depict 

a process by which a “lost soul” is reconciled with the 

cosmos, which is represented by the gods. The trials he 

undergoes, culminating in a visit to the land of the 

dead, are the means by which, with Athena’s help, he is 

able to regain his proper place in the gods’ order of 

things. Odysseus’s quest is not altogether unlike that of 

another famous Greek, Oedipus, who can release Thebes 

from the bondage of infertility only by discovering him- 

self, by finding an answer to the ultimate spiritual ques- 

tion: who am I? 
The essentially religious aspect of the quest is per- 

haps most obvious in those traditions that stress mysti- 
cal values. The image of the Buddha-under the Bodhi 

Tree or that of the Hindu ascetic in deep contemplation 

are as much true masks of the quest as is the story of 

the Holy Grail, the myth of Jason and the Golden 

Fleece, or the account of the Magi seeking the Christ 

child. Literal movement from one place to the other is 

not necessary to the quest; the point is that the Buddha 
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under the Bodhi Tree seeks enlightenment as actively in 

his own way as Gawain seeks the Holy Grail. Whether - 

the hero gallops off to faraway lands or sits under a 

tree, his quest involves a journey to and often beyond 

the boundaries of human experience and knowledge. In 

this sense, the story of the quest is always what the 

Hindu might call a search for the Self or what the psy- 

chiatrist Carl Jung called the process of individuation. 

In short, the quest is a metaphor for the spiritual jour- 

ney, our own potential spiritual journey represented by 

that of the hero. 
The Ur-hero and the Ur-myth that emerge from a 

comparison of the world’s many quest stories, then, re- 

veal what can be called a universal ritual of re-creation. 

The ritual requires certain steps. First, like the priest in 

any ritual, the hero must be properly vested; he must 

be clearly recognizable and ordained for his task, a 

task—the realization of our humanity—that is a matter 

of life and death for us all. So it is that the quester’s 

heroism has been preliminarily established by a mirac- 

ulous conception and/or birth, a divine sign of some 

sort, or by an extraordinary childhood deed. Before his 

ordeal, Oedipus is recognized as a savior-hero by virtue 

of his defeat of the sphinx that had plagued Thebes. His 

abandonment in the wilderness as a child marks him as 
well, placing him in a sacred order, as it were—one that 

includes Moses, Siegfried, and the Indian Karna, as well 

as the Phrygians Cybele (the Great Mother) and Attis. 

Herakles and the avatara Krsna are marked by their 

defeat of evil monsters while still in infancy. Jesus’ 

nature is indicated by the circumstances of his concep- 

tion and birth and by his extraordinary intelligence, as 

demonstrated in the Temple when he is twelve. He also 

receives a sign from God at his baptism. The Buddha, 

as a white elephant, is the agent of his own conception 

and, like the Toltec-Aztec Quetzalcoatl, further proves 

his nature by possessing adult qualities at birth. Sir Ga- 

wain and the other Arthurian questers are eligible for 

the grail search by virtue of past “adventures” and be- 

cause of their association with Arthur as knights in the 

sacred society of the Round Table. 

The hero, having been proclaimed, is ritually called 

to the quest. The call might come through a natural ob- 

ject: Moses is called by Yahveh in the burning bush; the 

Magi are called by the star; and the grail knights, by 

the Holy Grail itself, appearing in their midst at Pente- 

cost. Angels or other supernatural heralds are common, 

and often the herald remains as a guide. The Buddha is 

called when, driven about by his charioteer, he is made 

to witness several forms of suffering humanity “fash- 

ioned” magically by the gods. Another important char- 

ioteer-herald or guide is found in the Bhagavadgita, 

part of one of the great Indian epics, the Maha- 

bharata. In this work, the god Krsna in the guise of a 

charioteer urges Prince Arjuna on to battle and to 

higher values. : 

However the call is made, it signals the necessity of 

an awakening to destiny in the face of an individual or 

societal malaise. A renewal is called for, and the hero 

either responds to the call immediately or at first re- 

fuses it. A natural enough reaction of any individual 

faced with a serious psychological, spiritual, or physical 

task is to withdraw from the field. Prince Arjuna at first 

refuses the call to battle; Krsna must convince him to 

fight. Even the most “religious” of heroes express their 

common humanity with us by their reluctance. ‘No, 

Lord, send whom thou wilt,” is Moses’ answer to God’s 

call. And Jesus, in the garden of Gethsemane on the eve 

of his crucifixion, prays to God, saying, “My Father, if it 

is possible, let this cup pass me by.” A particularly dra- 

matic example of this category is the story of Jonah, 

whose refusal results in an unwanted voyage in the 

belly of a whale. The Buddha’s father might be said to 

have attempted to refuse the call for his son when he so 

desperately tried to isolate him from the real world. Oc- 

casionally the call itself is a test, and the refusal one of 

omission rather than commission. For instance, Par- 

zival fails to ask certain ritual questions while being en- 

tertained at the castle of the Fisher King and misses his 

chance to free the king and his land of the ancient curse. 

In ultimately accepting the call, however, the hero 

undertakes a series of trials; these adventures reflect the 

agonies involved in confronting the inner realities that 

we glimpse in dreams or periods of disorientation. In 

the context of the spiritual journey, the monsters, de- 

mons, and impossible tasks that confront the hero are 

all those factors that would imprison us in the barren 

world of egocentricity. They would prevent us from at- 

taining renewal—the spiritual vitality represented by 

the attainment of the Golden Fleece, the elixirs of life, 

the Holy Grail, and the rescued princesses toward 
which the heroic adventures lead. 

So it is that in the Hindu epic the Ramayana, the de- 

mon king Ravana kidnaps Rama’s wife, Sita, setting up 

a quest that is a struggle between the forces of love and 

union and those of violence and disintegration. And the 

figures that stand between Odysseus and his reunion 

with the faithful Penelope are such nightmarish beings 

as the one-eyed Cyclops; the witch Circe, who turns men 

into beasts; and the bewitching Sirens. The Babylonian- 
Sumerian epic hero Gilgamesh must overcome Hu- 
wawa, the monster of death, and Ishtar in her form as 
seductress. Jesus is tempted in the wilderness by the 
devil, who offers tangible worldly achievements as a 
substitute for the intangible ones inherent in the quest 
for the kingdom of heaven. The Buddha is tempted sim- 



ilarly by Mara the fiend, who attempts to dislodge the 

Great One from his position under the tree by remind- 

ing him of the more ordinary values of human life. 

Mara assumes the form of a messenger who informs 

Siddhartha that his father’s kingdom has been usurped 

and his wife taken, and that he must return home. 

When this approach fails, he resorts to violence, to theo- 

logical argument, and finally to sexual temptation, all 

to prevent the renewal of life that is the hero’s goal. 

The penultimate test of the hero is the descent into 

the underworld and confrontation with death itself. 

Only by, in some sense, dying to the world can the hero 

be resurrected as “eternal man” renewed. Only by going 

down can the sun hope to arise. Odysseus, Theseus, Her- 

akles, Jesus, the Egyptian Osiris, and Dionysos all jour- 

ney to the land of the dead. And the more mystical 

questers such as John of the Cross (the Spanish poet- 

monk of the sixteenth century) and Julian of Norwich 

(an English mystic of the fourteenth century) or ‘‘psy- 

chological” ones such as Car] Jung take equivalent jour- 

neys, “night journeys” or “dark nights of the soul,” 

which are characterized by agonies and fears that nec- 

essarily mark a journey into the spiritual or psychic un- 

derworld. In such journeys as these, we sense the real 

purpose of the descent in general as one having to do 

with the retrieval of a lost self. Odysseus and Aeneas 

seek their destiny among the dead. Jesus, the ‘“‘second 

Adam,’ descends to retrieve the “lost’’ Adam. The sun 

king Gilgamesh descends to find eternal life but also 

hopes to retrieve his friend and double, Enkidu. In one 

of the oldest quest stories—if not the oldest—we know 

of, the Sumerian mother goddess Inanna descends into 

the underworld to find her lost lover, Dumuzi; the lost 

lover, of course, is the other half without which signifi- 

cant wholeness—what the Chinese would call the one- 

ness of yin and yang—is not possible. 

It should be pointed out that what heroes do in the 

old quest stories, flesh and blood human beings act out 

through the medium of religious ritual and related dis- 

ciplines. The Muslim who journeys to Mecca is given 

the special title of hajj for having followed in the steps 

of the Prophet. The shaman, whether American Indian 

or Siberian, journeys ritually and psychically to the 

“other world” to confront the spirits who would deprive 

an individual or tribe of health or life. And tribal initi- 

ation at puberty often involves a quest, as our story of 

Wunzh and Mondawmin indicates. Even the ordinary 

worshiper becomes a real quester in the physical realm. 

A Hindu, Buddhist, or Christian who enters a place of 

worship undertakes a re-creative journey in microcosm 

from the chaos of the world to the cosmos of ultimate 

reality or primal cause. Reminders of the hero journey 

are frequently in evidence in these temples of worship. 
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Gargoyle monsters guard the doorways—the thresh- 

olds—as if to say, “Enter here at risk.” Indeed, the true 

religious quest, like the shaman’s descent, can be a dan- 

gerous affair. 

The symbolism of the quest sometimes literally deter- 

mines the place of worship. Such is the case with the 

traditional church building. Having passed by the mon- 

sters over the doorway, the Christian voyager in the 

great medieval cathedral confronts the font that repre- 

sents his baptism, the spiritual rebirth that he now re- 

affirms by making the sign of the cross with holy water. 

He enters the church proper, where he will participate 

in the Mass, itself a complex representation of the jour- 

ney of Christ through death, descent, and resurrection— 

a journey that the worshiper shares and literally acts 

out by moving eventually to the altar at the far end of 

the church in order to participate in the eucharistic sac- 

rifice before reentering the world as a renewed being. A 

secular modern version of this spiritual journey takes 

place on the psychiatrist’s couch, where renewal in- 

volves a quest of self-discovery by means of a process of 

recalling—literally, remembering. 

The most obvious expression of the quest is in litera- 

ture. As has been suggested, anything that has a begin- 

ning, a middle, and an end, in the manner that plot 

does, is likely to be in some sense a quest. Odysseus 

seeks reunion with Penelope, Aeneas looks for a new 

Troy, Dante’s and John Bunyan’s pilgrims journey to- 

ward the kingdom of God, Tom Jones hopes to become 

worthy of his Sophia, and Anton Chekhov’s three sisters 

long for Moscow. 

A type of literature in which the quest motif is partic- 

ularly unveiled and, therefore, particularly open to ob- 

servation is the fairy tale. A good example is one that 

appears in many parts of the world and takes its most 

familiar form as The Water of Life in the Grimm broth- 

ers’ collection. As the title indicates, it is a story in 

which the spiritual goal of life renewal is only barely 

masked. 
“Once upon a time, there lived a king who was des- 

perately ill.’”’ The beginning of this tale—and of most 
fairy tales—involves the ritual placing of a situation in 

time. It is one half of a framework that will be com- 

pleted in the “happily ever after” ending, releasing the 

hero of the tale from his temporal trials by placing him 

in a state of wholeness that is eternal. In the first image 

of The Water of Life, the king, like nearly all kings, rep- 

resents the kingdom of man on earth brought into con- 

flict by our universal nemesis, mortality. That which 

was once whole—in harmony with the absolute—is now 

unwhole. The king’s mythical and literary relatives are 

such figures as the Fisher King of the grail romance and 

Shakespeare’s Lear. The sick old king constellates the 
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theme of salvation or renewal, which is the religious es- 

sence of the quest. 

The king has three sons, who weep in the palace gar- 

den at their father’s plight. As potential saviors, the 

children must remind us of the knights of the Round 

Table. The symbolic nature of numbers in fairy tales, as 

in religious ritual and theology, is such that the pres- 

ence here of three children is significant. The number 

four represents the quaternity, which symbolizes bal- 

ance and wholeness, and four brothers would mean a 

common effort. Three, on the other hand, tends to sug- 

gest the discord of two against one. 

In the garden an old man appears to the sons to tell 

them that their father might be cured by the water of 

life: ““One drink of it and he will be well, but the water 

is difficult to find.’’ As we have seen, the guide is a fa- 

miliar figure in quest tales. His function is to point to 

the solution of the insoluble problem, to establish the 

means of salvation by interjecting the ‘other’ into the 

limited world of time and space. His way invariably in- 

volves a difficult quest. 

The oldest son goes to his father to request permis- 

sion to attempt the search for the water of life. Refused 

at first, he perseveres so that the king finally agrees, the 

prince thinking all the while, “If I find the water, my 

father will give me his kingdom.” Soon after setting off, 

the prince meets a dwarf, who inquires as to his desti- 

nation. When he answers back in an insulting manner, 

the dwarf imprisons him on horseback between two 

mountains that magically converge upon him. When 

the first son fails to return, the second son makes the 

same request of his father, is answered in the same way, 

and, like his brother, dreams of inheriting the kingdom. 

Upon meeting the same dwarf, he is asked where he is 

going, and he gives the same insulting answer. Needless 

to say, his punishment is the same as his brother’s. The 

identical formula used in connection with the first two 

sons suggests a ritual purpose: the two older sons act 

out the negative aspect of a pattern in which the son 

who is an honest and unsullied quester for Self con- 

trasts with the sons who embody a corrupt unreceptive- 
ness to the call. 

When his brothers fail to return, the youngest son 

begs for and obtains his father’s reluctant permission to 

set out on the same quest. But, unlike his brothers, he 

thinks only of the welfare of his father. Where the others 

are motivated by hope for material gain—by egotism— 

and are appropriately punished by their imprisonment 

in a narrow ravine, the young son is motivated by love, 

which is the proper attitude on the path to salvation. 

His meeting with the dwarf is, therefore, very different 
from that of his brothers. 
“Where are you going?” asks the dwarf, following the 

ritual pattern. “I am seeking the water of life to cure my 

ailing father” is the humble reply. The dwarf, pleased, 

instructs the boy on how to achieve his goal: “The water 

runs from a fountain in an enchanted castle. Take this 

iron wand, and knock three times to open the castle 

door. And take these two loaves of bread to quiet the 

lions who guard the door. Only be sure that you obtain 

the water and leave the castle before the clock strikes 

twelve, or you will be imprisoned there for life.” 

The dwarf, like the old man in the garden, is a person- 

ification of the spiritual guide. Here, he takes the form 

of the shaman-teacher, who trains the good prince in 

magic and provides the paraphernalia necessary to re- 

lease the healing forces—the water of life. The instruc- 

tions he gives make no rational sense but, as in the case 

of all rituals, must be performed on faith, just as the 

ugly little dwarf himiself must be accepted on faith. 

Only the young son has such faith; only he passes the 

test. The old dwarf is to him what the fairy godmother 

is to Cinderella or Athena to Odysseus. He is the small 

voice in the dark that shows the path to the essential 

religious experience, the goal of which is the overcom- 

ing of death. The dwarf, as an agent of the other world, 

is not subject to mere physical law; for this reason, he 

possesses magic. 

Arriving at the castle, the young prince follows the 

ritual instructions. The iron doors are overcome by the 

iron rod; the lions are quieted with the bread. Inside the 

castle, the prince finds a sword and a loaf of bread and 

several enchanted princes. A beautiful princess greets 

him as her liberator and promises to give herself to him 

in marriage if he will return in a year. The princess now 

leads the prince to the water of life and reminds him to 

be sure to leave the castle before the clock strikes 
twelve. 

Many of the elements of the hero’s descent into the 

underworld and of the psychological and spiritual pro- 

cess it represents are operative in these events. The 

prince embodies, as do all heroes of the quest, our po- 

tential journey into the unknown, which is the locked 

and enchanted castle. The hero always descends to re- 

deem those imprisoned by the darkness. Jesus brings 

back Adam and Eve; Orpheus almost liberates Euryd- 

ice. In this case, the retrieved one is the princess, who, 

like the enchanted Sleeping Beauty, is the deeper, lost 

half of the unredeemed Self longing to be released, an 
embodiment of the divine wisdom, or Sophia, apart 

from whom the Logos cannot be made flesh. The lions, 
overcome by the magic of supernatural power, are the 
bestial deterrents to the journey within. 

In the princess’s promise of marriage there is no ques- 

tion of realistic love. The relationship is ritualistic; the 

hero and heroine act in a way that is archetypal and 



symbolic rather than sentimental. The marriage of the 
future is established as the prince’s ultimate goal after 
the curing of his father. The sword and the bread, sym- 
bols of power and nourishment and potential good 
deeds, are to be magical aids to that goal. It is the prin- 
cess who leads the prince to the magical water, because, 
as Divine Wisdom, she is the proper guardian of the 
symbol of eternal life to be gained from the eventual 
emergence of the Self. Her repetition of the dwarf’s in- 
terdiction concerning the hour of the prince’s departure 
from the castle is an indication that she and the dwarf 
are of one and the same power, the universal creative 
impulse by which the continuing evolution symbolized 
by the quest itself is made feasible. In terms of the 

Christian culture in which the Grimms discovered this 

tale, the princess takes on meaning in the context of the 

Virgin cult. The Virgin is the earthly form of the mother 
of God, but as the church—the castle freed from en- 

chantment—she is also God’s bride. In this role as both 
mother-guide and wife, she reaches back to the most an- 

cient traditions of the Great Goddess herself. 

When the princess leaves him, the prince comes upon 

a fine bed that he finds irresistible, and he lies down to 
sleep. In so doing, he conveys ritually his brotherhood 

with all the offspring of the primordial fallen parents. 

Like Christ in the garden of Gethsemane, he demon- 

strates his human nature. Only the sound of the clock 

striking midnight awakens him. He quickly draws 

water from the fountain and escapes through the closing 

doors, losing only a piece of his heel, which signifies his 

having almost ignored the interdictions of the dwarf 

and the princess. In this incident we are reminded not 

only of Cinderella and her glass slipper but of the fact 

that the journey is fraught with many temptations and 

dangers, any of which could prevent success. Perhaps 

the loss of a part of the body also ties the prince to the 

many dismembered man-gods of the Near Eastern fer- 

tility cults. It seems evident, as the prince’s mishap is 

never mentioned again in the story, that this is a ritual 

event with symbolic rather than narrative significance. 

The prince is now ready for the trials that, if accom- 

plished, will lead him back to a final reunion with the 

princess. Journeying homeward, he again meets the 

dwarf, who informs him of the magical powers con- 

tained in the sword and the loaf of bread found in the 

castle. The sword can be used to defeat whole armies; 

the bread can feed the hungry indefinitely. The religious 

significance of the sword as God’s righteous justice and 

of the bread as the bread of life is clear. Much of this 

symbolism is traceable to the Christian tradition, in 

which much is made of the Christ’s coming with both 

bread and the sword. But the ultimate source of the 

symbolism very likely lies in much older traditions. 
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The young prince now emerges more clearly as a sav- 

ior figure when he begs the dwarf to release his sinful 

brothers. The dwarf, in his ancient wisdom, warns the 

boy of the danger in this course, but to no avail. The 

attempt to redeem them must be made; the road to re- 

union with the Self must involve direct dealings with 

the dark forces represented by the brothers. And when 

the brothers are released the prince—foolishly, from a 

practical point of view—tells them of his quest and of 

his prospects for the future. The three brothers travel 

on together, and three kingdoms are saved by the sword 

and the bread. It is not surprising that the older sons 

betray their brother at the earliest possible opportunity. 

One night as he sleeps, they steal the magic fluid and 

substitute salt water for it. The betrayal by siblings is 

an ancient and recurring motif found, for example, in 

the biblical story of Cain and Abel, the Egyptian story 

of Seth and Osiris, and any number of familiar fairy 

tales. Goodness in its mercy is by nature vulnerable to 

evil, which is itself by nature aggressive. It is as if the 

hero must, as a part of his trials, allow himself to be 

placed in the position of the ritual sacrificial victim. 

The king is given the false water by the young prince, 

and his health worsens. The older sons accuse their 

brother of attempting to murder the king and produce 

the real water, claiming that it is they who have found 

it. The father is immediately cured. The young son, re- 

maining silent—again, as if this were necessary for the 

inevitable ritual process—is exiled, and an old hunter is 

given instructions to slay him in the forest. The hunter, 

like the one in the story of Snow White, cannot bear to 

carry out his orders: the simple man can recognize in- 

nocence where the king cannot. He releases the prince 

to wander in the woods. Mythically, this period points 

to the hero’s withdrawal into the wilderness, a symbolic 

death during which he must undergo the ultimate sep- 

aration that will render him transcendent. It is the pe- 

riod of preparation for the final step in the discovery of 

Self—an initiation rite that will transfer him from a 

state of mortality to one of immortality, from immatu- 

rity to wisdom. 

During this period several things happen. Three cart- 

loads of treasure arrive at the king’s palace from the 

three kings saved by the sword and bread of the good 

prince. The king begins to suspect that his son might be 

innocent: ‘‘How I wish he were not dead,” he laments. 

Then comes the ritual cry from the -huntsman: “He 

lives! He lives!’”” Meanwhile, the princess of the castle 

has prepared one final test. A path of gold is laid before 

her door, and her servants are told to admit only the 

knight who rides to the castle upon this path. The two 

evil brothers, remembering what their brother has told 

them, approach the castle but will not allow their 
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horses to ride over the gold path, for they value the pre- 

cious metal more than the object of the quest. Hence. 

they are turned away: evil is unable to attain to divine 

wisdom. Only those whose priorities extend beyond ma- 

terial gain can enter into the absolute. The young 

prince, his mind only on the princess, rides on the path 

without even noticing it and is greeted again by the sa- 

cred maiden. The ritual separation is ended; the god- 

dess receives the reborn son. 
Like the ascent to paradise in myth, the ritual mar- 

riage that ends this and many quest tales expresses the 

achieved goal of wholeness. The masculine principle is 

joined to the feminine, and in that union of yin and 

yang, the Self is discovered, at which time the present 

becomes eternity; life can be lived “happily ever after.” 

The joy we feel at the end of the fairy tale and other 

quest stories is more than a sentimental one. It results 

from our having gained a vision of the achieved goal of 

individual growth and human evolution. We glimpse 

ourselves literally awakening into the permanent con- 

sciousness that is self-knowledge. In this sense, the 

quest tale is always a creation story in which the hero 

emerges from chaos as re-created God in man. 

[See also Heroes.] 
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Davip ADAMS LEEMING 

QUETZALCOATL was one of the most powerful and 
multifaceted gods in Mesoamerican religions. The cult 

of Quetzalcoatl, the ‘‘quetzal-feathered serpent,” was 
prominent in central Mexico from at least the time of 

Teotihuacan (100-750 cE) to the collapse of the Aztec 

capital of Tenochtitlan in 1521. He was called Kukulcan 

in the Postclassic Maya culture that developed from 

1000 to 1521, and he played a prominent role in the or- 

ganizing of the capitals of Chichén Itza and Mayapan. 

In the more than seventy painted, written, and archae- 

ological sources that carry the elements of the Quetzal- 

coatl tradition, he appears both as a major celestial 

creator god and as intimately identified with the para- 

digmatic priest-king Topiltzin Ce Acatl Quetzalcoatl, 

whose great kingdom of Tula, or Tollan, flourished be- 

tween 900 and 1100, and who is remembered as a pri- 

mary source of culture, political order, and religious au- 

thority in Mesoamerica. The archaeological and ethno- 

graphic records show that Quetzalcoatl was the symbol 
of effective organization and sacred authority in a series 

of capital cities that dominated the history of Meso- 

american religions for almost fifteen hundred years. 

In the cosmogonic episodes of the early sources 

known as Historia de los Mexicanos por sus pinturas, the 

Anales de Cuauhtitlén, and the Leyenda de los soles, 

Quetzalcoatl, one of the four sons of the androgynous 

creator god Ometeotl, plays a number of creative roles: 

he generates the universe (together with his brother, 

Tezcatlipoca), rules over various cosmogonic eras, as- 

sists in the discovery of maize and pulque, creates fire, 

participates in the great sacrifice of the gods that leads 

to the creation of the fifth cosmic age, or Fifth Sun, and 

becomes transformed into the morning-and-evening 
star, Venus. 

In a number of instances, this creative activity re- 
flects the symbolic design of the Mesoamerican universe 
as a world divided into five major parts (four cardinal 
sections around a central space). For instance, in the 
elaborate cosmology of the Historia de los Mexicanos por 
sus pinturas, Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca, Lord of the 
Smoking Mirror, revive the broken universe and set the 



stage for the fifth age by dispersing the water of chaos 

and restoring dry land by carving four roads to the cen- 

ter of the earth, from which they raise the sky to create 

a living space for human beings. Coincidentally, in a 

number of primary sources that depict the capital city 

of Tollan, the ceremonial centers are shown divided 

into five sections with four temples and: mountains sur- 

rounding the central mountain or temple where the 

priest-king Quetzalcoatl ruled. 

In another series of sources Quetzalcoatl is depicted 

as the inventor of agriculture, the arts, and the calendar 

and the restorer of human life through a cosmic dive 

into the underworld, Mictlan, where he outwits the lord 

of the dead, Mictlantecuhtli, to recover the bones of the 

ancestors. In this story, Mictlantecuhtli prepares a 

death trap for Quetzalcoatl. Quetzalcoatl falls to his 

death, but then he revives himself to escape Mictlan, 

meanwhile revitalizing the bones of the dead. 

Quetzalcoatl also took the form of Ehécatl, the wind 

god. As depicted in Fray Bernardino de Sahagtn’s His- 

toria general de las cosas de la Nueva Espana (compiled 

1569-1582; also known as the Florentine Codex), Ehé- 

catl announces the coming of the fertilizing rains and, 

in one episode, blows the sun into its cosmic orbit, 

thereby starting the fifth age. Furthermore, a number of 

sources reveal Quetzalcoatl’s close association with the 

cycles and hierophany of Venus (Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli), 

one of the major astronomical bodies influencing ritual, 

architecture, and the calendar in Mesoamerica. The cy- 

cles of Venus were a central part of Quetzalcoatl’s cult 

in the city of Chollolan (100-1521 cE), and the Leyenda 

de los soles depicts the self-sacrifice of Ce Acat] Quetzal- 

coatl following the fall of the kingdom of Tollan, which 

ends with his heart rising into the sky to become the 

Morning Star. 

Historically, the god Quetzalcoatl was the patron de- 

ity of the Toltec empire centered in Tula-Xicocotitlan, 

also called Tollan. Some scholars, such as H. B. Nichol- 

son, have identified in the primary sources a sacred his- 

tory of Tollan that relates the seven stages of the priest- 

king Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl’s exemplary human career, 

including his miraculous birth after his mother swal- 

lowed a precious green stone, his teenage revenge of his 

father’s murder, his training for the priesthood, his 

years as a warrior, his ascension to the throne, the fall 

of his capital, his flight from Tollan, and his promise to 

return one day in the future to restore the kingdom. The 

Tollan of the primary sources is a kingdom secure in 

agricultural resources, rich in artwork, ritual innova- 

tion, and technological excellence, and the birthplace of 

astronomy and of cardinally oriented ceremonial struc- 

tures. This world of stability and creativity collapsed 

through the magical attacks of the magician, Tezcatli- 
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poca, whose cult in some sources was said to depend on 

human sacrifice. The long-range significance of Quet- 

zalcoatl’s Tollan in Mesoamerican history is attested 

to by the identification of five other capitals—Teoti- 

huacan, Xochicalco, Chichén Itza, Chollolan, and Te- 

nochtitlan—as places replicating Tollan and the cult 
of Quetzalcoatl. 

In Aztec Mexico, Quetzalcoatl was the patron god of 

the schools of higher learning, the calmecacs, and the 

model for the office of the high priesthood at the Tem- 

plo Mayor in Tenochtitlan, in front of which his round 

temple was apparently located. 

When Cortés arrived and began his assault on Te- 

nochtitlan, a number of sources state unequivocally 

that Moctezuma Xocoytzin (Moctezuma II) identified 

him as Quetzalcoatl returning to reestablish his king- 

dom in Mexico. 
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Davib CARRASCO 

QUIETISM. Although some of the important insights 
of Quietism can be found in medieval devotion, in six- 

teenth-century Spanish spirituality, and in various 

mystical sources, both Christian and Buddhist, the 

usual meaning of the word is restricted to the late sev- 

enteenth-century devotional movement in the Catholic 

church in Italy and France. The main figure in the his- 

tory of Quietism was Miguel Molinos (1628-1696), a 

Spanish priest who settled in Rome at the end of 1663. 

He became an enormously popular spiritual adviser, es- 

pecially among nuns and women of high society. His 

new contemplative way of Christian perfection was 

summed up (without some of its esoteric aspects) in a 

book he published simultaneously in Spanish and Ital- 

ian: Guida Spirituale, che disinvolge l'anima e la conduce 

per il interior camino all'acquisito della perfetta contem- 

platione e del ricco tesoro della pace interiore (1685), often 

referred to as his Spiritual Guide. 
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Though supported by a number of theologians and, 

for a time, probably by Innocent XI, the Guide was soon. 

attacked by the Jesuits for its total disregard of medi- 

tation, spiritual asceticism, vocal prayers, and, implic- 

itly, the cults of Jesus and of the Virgin. The criticism 

ended with the arrest of Molinos on the order of the 

Holy Office, a long trial, and his condemnation in May 

1687. He spent the rest of his life in prison. On 20 No- 

vember 1687 the papal bull Coelestis pastor anathema- 

tized sixty-eight of his statements. The material of the 

condemnation was taken not only, and not mainly, from 

his published works, but also from about twelve thou- 

sand of his letters and from his oral teaching; in addi- 

tion to the enumerated theological errors, it included 

the charge of sexual licentiousness—something Molinos 

inferred from his own doctrines and apparently fre- 

quently practiced with his penitent women. 

The new devotion (the word Quietists had been used 

since the early 1680s by the enemies of Molinos) was 

based on the belief that any Christian can achieve an 

entirely disinterested insight into God; this insight is 

permanent, internally undifferentiated, and free from 

images and affects, and it involves a previous destruc- 

tion of one’s own will and consciousness; it is the work 

of divine grace, which, after the self has emptied itself, 

totally fills the void and becomes the sovereign owner 

of the higher part of the soul; as a result, the animal 

part of the soul as well as the body are no longer the 

responsibility of the person. This state of perfectly pas- 

sive contemplation is not only the highest form of reli- 

gious life, but makes other, more specific forms of wor- 

ship—the cults of Jesus and of the saints, the acts 

of repentance and hope, confession, mortifications, 

prayers, and even concern about one’s own salvation— 
either useless or even harmful insofar as they divert the 

soul from union with God. And although contemplation 

is at the beginning inspired by the love of God, it even- 

tually abolishes love, desires, will, and all separate af- 

fects. What remains is not an affect, but God himself 
present in the soul. While it is God’s gift, this contem- 
plation is in fact given to everybody who makes a suffi- 

cient self-destructive effort, and it does not depend on 
education, sex, or status. Once acquired, it is effectively 

permanent. Since it involves a total separation of the 

soul from the body, the acts of the latter do not disturb 

it; in fact the devil often inflicts violence on the body of 

a contemplative and compels it to perform “externally” 

sinful acts, in particular, of a sexual character, but 

those acts cannot break the union with God, as they do 
not affect the soul. Sexual permissiveness is thus justi- 
fied. The contemplative, being absolutely devoid of his 

will and transformed into God, cannot do good works 

on his own initiative or have any intention to help his 

neighbors; he can perform such works only on a direct 

order from God. 

Molinos’s doctrine was obviously unacceptable to the 

church not only because of. its suspect moral conse- 

quences, but because it practically abrogated the entire 

“external” cult, along with discipline, intellectual effort, 

and the variety of virtues, merits, and religious acts. It 

reduced the religious life to one habitual act for which 

the mystic no longer needs the church and which is pro- 

claimed to be the only genuine way of union with God. 

Further, although Molinos did not consider himself a 

rebel, but rather a reformer within the church, his de- 

votional program, especially since it was not confined 

to monasteries but was also propagated among the la- 

ity, undermined the role of the church as a mediator 

between God and man. 

Molinos had a few-less well-known predecessors, such 

as the Spanish mystic Jean Falconi (1596-1638), the 

blind theologian from Marseilles, Francois Malaval 

(1627-1719), and the bishop of Jesi, Pier Matto Petrucci 

(1636-1701), all of whom preached the superiority of 

passive and unreflective contemplation over medita- 

tions and vocal prayers, none of whom, however, ex- 

tended the theory of mystical kenosis to the acceptance 

of ‘“‘diabolic violence’ or to the point of advising that 

we should not fight against temptations. 

The more philosophically elaborated variety of Quiet- 

ism arose on French soil, thanks to the works of Jeanne 

Marie de la Mothe Guyon (1648-1717) and Francois Sa- 

lignac de Fénelon. Guyon had already been trained in 

mystical devotion when she met, in 1680, the Barnabite 

father Francois La Combe, who had been converted in 

Rome to Molinos’s way of perfection. She lived in Paris 

after 1686, having previously organized small conven- 

ticles of mystics in various places. Among her many 
works, amounting to over forty volumes in the collected 

writings, the most popular were Moyen court et trés fa- 

cile de faire oraison and Les torrens spirituels. With 

highly developed prophetic claims, Guyon believed that 
God had entrusted her with the mission of a total re- 
newal of Christianity. The contemplative devotion in 
her description involves all the previous Quietist tenets 
except for the theory of diabolic violence, but adds 
some metaphysical ideas. A totally passive contempla- 
tion, implying the absolute annihilation of the self, is 
said to be the only proper way of Christian life. At the 
highest stage the soul loses everything that is personal 
or human (laisser agir Dieu) and is transformed into 
God, like a river after reaching the ocean. The self, in- 
deed the very fact of separate existence, is the source of 
evil, or rather is evil itself, and, after the annihilation, 
the soul attains the status of God before the act of cre- 
ation. The soul returns to the original source of being 



where no place is left for differentiation: “At the very 
beginning one has to die to everything by which we are 

something.” And this form of being cannot be lost; the 

deification is inalienable. Indifference to everything 

other than God, to sin, to the past and to the future, to 

life and death, to one’s own and others’ salvation, in- 

deed to divine grace, all this naturally accompanies the 

blessed state of thedsis. The entire variety of religious 
worship, both external and internal, is done away with 

once the soul reaches perfection. Priests and the visible 

church are nothing but obstacles. 

Accused of spreading heretical doctrines, Guyon was 

imprisoned at the beginning of 1688, but she was re- 

leased after a few months. She then experienced a pe- 

riod of celebrity, during which she enjoyed the friend- 

ship of Fénelon and Mme. de Maintenon. The attacks 

did not stop, however, and a special committee headed 

by the’ influential prelate Jacques Bossuet organized a 

campaign against the Quietist doctrine. Although both 

Fénelon and Guyon signed the articles confirming the 

church’s traditional doctrine in points where it seemed 

to be incompatible with the Quietists’ devotion, the de- 

bates, accusations, pamphlets, and intrigues continued. 

They ended with the formal condemnation, in a breve 

(1699) of Innocent XI’s, on twenty-three erroneous state- 

ments on contemplation and caritas pura (disinterested 

love of God, with no regard to one’s salvation) taken 

from Fénelon’s book Explication des maximes des saints 

sur la vie intérieure. Fenelon immediately bowed to the 

verdict. Guyon was imprisoned from 1695 to 1702. 

The Quietist mysticism was certainly incompatible 

with the teaching and educational system of the Roman 

church; implicitly, and sometimes explicitly, it ques- 

tioned the very need of the visible church. The condem- 

nation of Molinos and Fénelon, however, had a negative 

impact for many decades on the development of mysti- 

cal spirituality in the Catholic world. 

[See also the biography of Fénelon.] 
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QUIRINUS. The nominal adjective Quirinus is con- 

nected with Quirites, as the ancients realized (Varro, De 

lingua Latina 5.73). Modern philology confirms this 

viewpoint: Quirinus (*Covir-ino-) signifies the god of the 

“community of citizens,” *covir-ium. More specifically, 

this adjective refers to citizens in time of peace, as Quir- 

ites, in contrast with citizens enrolled in the army (ex- 

ercitus). This contrast is evident in the ancient docu- 

ment of the Commentarii consulares (see Varro, 6.88). 

Quirinus occupies the third place in the archaic triad 

Jupiter-Mars-Quirinus. He was served by a particular 

priest, the flamen Quirinalis, and stood as a kind of fig- 

ure symmetrical to Mars, from a threefold point of 

view. From an ethnic and topographic point of view: he 

was regarded as being Sabine in origin and possessed a 

small shrine near the Porta Quirinalis on the Quirinal 

(Varro, 51). In his “historical” role he was patron of the 

twelve Salii Collini (Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 2.70.7, 

3.32.4), who constituted half the Salian college, and he 

received the third share of the spolia opima, the spoils 

awarded a Roman commander who had personally 

slain the enemy commander in battle (Festus, ed. Lind- 

say, 1913, p. 204 L.). In his specific function, he presided 

over production and economic prosperity. His feast, the 

Quirinalia, on 17 February, coincided with the last day 

of the Fornacalia, dedicated to the torrefaction of grain. 

This economic competence, which legend presented as 

the specialty of the Sabines, enabled the flamen Quiri- 

nalis to intervene in different cults within this sector, 

thus serving Robigo, the divinity of wheat blight (Ovid, 

Fasti 4.910 ff.) and Consus, the god of storage (Tertul- 

lian, De spectaculis 5). 

The profile of the archaic god was blurred during the 

historical epoch by certain ambiguities. Owing to the 

legend of coexistence sanctioning the reconciliation of 

the Romans with the Sabines, ancient scholars were 

hard put to define the attributes of a Quirinus who par- 

adoxically had become a tranquil Mars. An example of 

this is given by Servius (Ad Aeneidem 1.292): ‘‘Mars, 

when he rages [saerit] is called Gradivus; when he is 

tranquil [tranquillus], Quirinus.” Further, the custom of 

deifying the founders of their nation and city inclined 

the Romans later to assimilate Quirinus into Romulus 

lifted up to heaven (Cicero, De natura deorum 2.62), as 

Aeneas was identified with Jupiter Indiges (Livy, 1.2.6). 
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Translated from French by Paul C. Duggan 

QUMRAN. See Dead Sea Scrolls. 

QUR’AN. [This entry focuses on the scripture of the Mus- 
lim community. It consists of two articles: 

The Text and Its History 

Its Role in Muslim Piety 

The first article gives a general history of the collection, 

standardization, and dating of the Qur'an, including an 

overview of the literary structure and teachings of the text. 

The second article deals with the Qur’adn’s language and 

style and its special place in Muslim piety.] 

The Text and Its History 

The Qur’an is the scripture of the Muslim community. 

It comprises the revelations “sent down” to the prophet 

Muhammad over a period of approximately twenty-two 

years (from 610 to 632 cE); these ecstatic utterances 

were collected, ordered, and made into a book some- 

time after Muhammad’s death. Muslims look upon the 

Qur’an as the very words of God himself, which convey 
a divine message of saving guidance for those who sub- 

mit. In consequence the Qur’an has a place of unparal- 

leled importance at the very center of Muslim religious 

life and practice. Qur’anic teachings are the guide both 
to personal and social life and to religious responsibil- 

ity. Indeed, it may be claimed that all Muslim religious 

thought and activity, and much else besides, are but ex- 

tended commentaries on the Qur’anic revelation and on 

the life of the Prophet, who was the agent of its delivery. 

The Qur’an has shaped the values and the worldview of 

the Islamic community as has no other force. It contin- 

ues to be a powerful living factor in the contemporary 

world just as it was a fundamental formative element 

of the Islamic culture of the past. Along with the Bible 

the Qur’an must be reckoned as one of the most widely 
read, most studied, most revered, and most influential 

books in all of human history. 

The Prophet and the Qur’an 

The Qur’an and the Muslim understanding of it are 

both inextricably interwoven with the experience of the 

Prophet through whom the holy book was delivered. It 
was solely the fact of being chosen as a messenger (ra- 

sul) to humankind (to deliver the Qur’an) that consti- 

tuted Muhammad’s prophethood; he had no other claim 

to authority and obedience. The experience of receiving 

the Qur’anic revelations transformed Muhammad from 

an ordinary citizen of Mecca into a religious visionary 

who subsequently became not only the leader of his 

people but one of the most influential individuals in all 

of history. It is important, therefore, to give attention to 

the prophetic experience through which the Qur'an 

came to be. 

The Call to Prophethood. By temperament Muham- 

mad was a reflective person with a strong disposition 

toward religiosity. Tradition records that prior to his 

prophetic call he cultivated the habit of retiring into 

isolation in the hills surrounding Mecca to practice ta- 

hannuth, or devotional exercises, including perhaps 

prayer, vigils, fasting, and mild austerities. Some schol- 

ars believe him to have been much influenced in these 

practices by Jewish and Christian ideas, which were 

well known in Arabia, although it is unlikely that he 

had any direct personal knowledge of the scriptures of 

these monotheistic religions. However that may be, 

there is no question that he was extraordinarily sensi- 

tive to religious impulses and deeply aware of the spir- 

itual and intellectual climate of his native Mecca, 

whose people, formerly nomads, were struggling to 

accommodate themselves to the changed values and 

economic and social conditions in a prosperous com- 

mercial city. Himself an orphan, Muhammad had 

experienced the bitter results of the breakdown of the 

time-honored tribal values that emphasized solidarity 

of the clan and the protection of its weakest members. 

During one of his night vigils in about his fortieth 

year, according to tradition, Muhammad experienced 

the call to prophethood. In the traditional account the 

call came as the vision of the angel Gabriel, who said, 

“O, Muhammad, thou art the Messenger of God,” and 

commanded Muhammad, “‘Recite.” At first Muhammad 

replied, ‘I cannot recite” (or ‘‘What shall I recite?” ac- 

cording to the way one understands the words). There- 

upon, Gabriel seized him and squeezed him violently 

three times until, in one version of the story, Muham- 
mad “thought it was death,” and again the angel or- 
dered “Recite in the name of thy Lord.” Muhammad 
then recited the verses that constitute the first part of 
surah (chapter) 96 of the Qur’an: 

Recite in the name of thy Lord who created 

Created man from a clot 

Recite; thy Lord is most generous, 

Who taught by the pen 

Taught man what he knew not. 

On the basis of this account most Muslim scholars have 



considered surah 96 to be the first revelation given to 

Muhammad; there are others, however, who assign the 

first place to other passages. In any event, once the rev- 

elations began, they continued to come with more or 

less frequency throughout Muhammad’s lifetime except 

for a short period early on in his career (known as the 

fatrah, or pause) that caused him much soul-searching 

and doubt. 

The fragmentary nature of the revelations, the fact 

that they came in bits and pieces, rather than all at 

once, is among their most notable features. The Qur’an 

is not a straightforwardly organized treatise; rather it 

moves without transition from one subject to another, 

often returning after many pages to a subject discussed 

earlier; it is repetitious, and it leaves many matters of 

great importance quite incomplete. The fragmentari- 

ness may be explained in terms of the Prophet’s re- 

sponses to the circumstances and problems that he and 
his community faced: as new situations arose, posing 

new questions or difficulties, the revelation provided 

guidance and answers. The lack of unity, however, 

proved of some embarrassment to Muhammad when his 

enemies demanded why the revelation was not sent to 

him all at once (25:32). The piecemeal aspect of the rev- 

elations, which is well attested in both the Qur'an itself 

and tradition, must also be reconciled with the several 

Qur’anic statements that the Qur’an was sent down in 

a single night in the month of Ramadan or, alterna- 

tively, on the “Night of Power” (Laylat al-Qadr). Mus- 

lim commentators have solved this problem by holding 

that the Qur’an as a whole was sent down to the lowest 

heaven on the Night of Power and was then brought 

piecemeal to the Prophet. 

The traditional view. Islamic religious tradition is 

clear about the nature of the revelatory experience; the 

message sent (the Qur’an) came from God; the recipient 

was the Prophet, and the intermediary between the two 

was the angel Gabriel. The words of the revelation are 

considered to have been taken from a heavenly book, a 

“guarded tablet,” which is the “mother of the book,” the 

source of all genuine scripture both in the past and at 

present. The coming of the revelation involved both vi- 

sions and the spoken word, as in the story of the prophet- 

ic call above, although the spoken word had much the 

greater role. In the usual conception, Gabriel is said to 

have articulated the divine words into the Prophet's ear 

while the latter was overcome with ecstasy, so that Mu- 

hammad was later able to recite what he had been told. 

The role of the Prophet in the revelatory process was 

thus entirely passive, much like that of a telephone in- 

strument that transmits the sounds spoken into it; nei- 

ther the content of the message nor the words in which 

it was couched were his. In the Qur’an, therefore, the 
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Muslim community considers that it possesses the very 

words of God himself, not merely the intellectual con- 

tent of a divine message cast into a relative mold of 

words supplied by Muhammad, but the original and 

genuine form of the message. To recite or read the 

Qur’an is, thus, to stand in the presence of the divine, 

to be confronted with all the awesomeness of an eternal 

truth. Muslims of the present day also hold that the rev- 

elations have been preserved precisely as given to the 

Prophet without so much as a single vowel or punctua- 

tion mark having been changed or lost. Such, however, 

was not always the position of the community. 

To emphasize the extra-Muhammadan character of 

the revelations, the tradition has always insisted that 

Muhammad was illiterate, able neither to read nor to 

write, so that he could not possibly have borrowed the 

contents of the Qur’an from Jewish or Christian scrip- 

tures as some of his opponents accused him of doing. In 

surah 7:156-157 the words al-nabi al-ummi (‘the ummi 

prophet”’) are interpreted to yield the meaning of illit- 

eracy. Modern scholarship has shown convincingly that 

there was a high likelihood of Muhammad’s having had 

at least some ability to read and write since those skills 

must have been widespread among the merchants of 

Mecca. It has shown also, from the use of the word else- 

where in the Qur’an, that ummi refers to those 

peoples who have not previously been given a scripture, 

rather than to illiteracy. The matter at issue in the tra- 

ditional doctrine of Muhammad's illiteracy, however, is 

not historical accuracy but the desire to buttress the di- 

vine origin of the Qur’an and the Prophet’s instrumental 

role with respect to it. 
The traditional view finds much support in the 

Qur’an itself. There are, for example, numerous verses 

or passages introduced by the command “Say” (qul), 

presumably given by the angel to the Prophet. The im- 

plication of this literary form for Muslims is that the 

angel dictated a formula of words that Muhammad was 

to repeat. Clearly, in such circumstances the words 

could not have been Muhammad’s own but were given 

to him. In another interesting verse (75:16—-19) God ap- 

pears to reprimand the Prophet for taking some initia- 

tive in the revelations and reminds him that the reve- 

lation is God’s responsibility: “Move not thy tongue that 

thou mayest do it quickly; ours it is to collect and recite 

it; when we recite it, follow thou the recitation; then 

ours it is to explain it.”’ In response to doubters and Mu- 

hammad’s detractors the Qur’an also offers repeated as- 

surances that the prophetic words were truly a revela- 

tion from the Lord of the Worlds and not the babblings 

of a poet (shd‘ir) or the declarations of a soothsayer 

(kahin), both of which Muhammad resembled in some 

degree. 
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Much the same significance is derived from the terms 

used to designate the nature of Muhammad’s prophet- 

hood. He is variously called rasal, ‘messenger’; one of 

the mursalin, “one who has been sent”; a nabi, “in- 

former’; a bashir, ‘bearer of good tidings”; a nadhir, 

“warner”; and a mudhakkir, “‘one who reminds.” All of 

these terms assume the complete humanity of Muham- 

mad, and they also point unmistakably to his subordi- 

nation to a greater power for whom he acts. Muham- 

mad’s significance is not personal, nor does it derive 

from special qualities and abilities he may have pos- 

sessed; rather it is purely the result of his being chosen 

(al-mustafa) by the sovereign creator, Lord of the uni- 

verse. Two of the terms in particular, rasal and nabi, 

also tie him to the long line of messengers and prophets 
who had appeared in the past, thus reinforcing the idea 

of a single, eternal, divine truth that has from time to 

time been sent down through the divine mercy for the 

benefit of humanity. 

The Muslim traditions also record reports about the 

modes of the revelation, the different manners in which 

it was experienced: it came sometimes like the ringing 

of a bell in the Prophet’s ear, at others through Gabriel 

in the form of a man, twice through Gabriel in his true 

form, or by the action of the Holy Spirit in Muham- 

mad’s heart. There was also revelation from God per- 

sonally, either directly, from behind a veil, or in heaven 

(the reference is to the Mi‘raj, the Prophet’s night jour- 

ney to the heavens). Although there is theological dis- 

agreement on the modes of revelation among Muslim 

authorities, all are at one in emphasizing that Muham- 

mad was not the author of the revelation, only its agent. 

The great majority is agreed as well on the decisive role 

of Gabriel as Muhammad's link with God. 

There are also reports that describe the physical ac- 

companiments of the revelation experience. It is said 

that when Muhammad received the revelation he un- 

derwent a kind of seizure in which foam appeared at his 

mouth, his head sank down upon his chest, and his face 

became pale or deep red. Often he fell to the ground. At 

times he would cry out, or the sweat would stream from 

his brow, even in cold weather. On the basis of these 

reports nineteenth-century Western scholars described 

Muhammad as an epileptic or as subject to hysteria and 
thus explained away his claim to revelation. These 

views are no longer tenable, however, in view of what 

is known of Muhammad’s personality, the single-mind- 

edness of his purpose, and his transforming effects upon 

those who heard and followed him. From the Muslim 

perspective these stories underline the special and un- 

usual nature of Muhammad’s state at the times of rev- 

elation. He was not his normal self, was oblivious to his 

surroundings, and appeared to have been possessed by 

an outside power. His state is thus taken as an evidence 

_ that what he proclaimed was, indeed, a revelation from 

his Lord. . 

The Qur’anic view. The description of the revelation 

in the pages of the Qur’an is somewhat more complex 

than that set out in the scenario of the traditional ac- 

count. While it confirms much of the tradition, espe- 

cially Muhammad’s conviction of receiving a genuine 

revelation and his complete sincerity with respect to his 

mission, the Qur’an also differs from the tradition in 

important ways. The differences may be accounted for 

by the efforts of commentators and theologians over the 

centuries to achieve a uniform and consistent doctrinal 

position. 

One example of the differences has to do with the role 

of Gabriel as the intermediary in the revelation and is, 

in turn, related to the matter of the Prophet’s visions. 

Two prophetic visions are mentioned in the Qur’an, 

both in surah 53 (1-12 and 13-18), but in neither case 

does the name of Gabriel appear. The text uses only a 

pronoun (“He saw him’’) to indicate the being whom 

Muhammad saw. This leaves the way open to interpret 

the visions to mean that Muhammad saw God himself, 

and many Muslims have understood them precisely in 

this way. Their view is supported by verse 53:10, “He 

revealed to his servant what he revealed,’ where the 

word ‘abd (‘‘servant’’) is an appropriate and customary 

term for expressing the nature of human beings in re- 

lationship to God. Other passages of the Qur’an, how- 

ever, particularly 6:104, ‘Vision comprehends him not 

. , provide evidence against Muhammad’s having 

seen God directly. In another verse, “It is not fitting that 

God should speak to any mortal except by inspiration 

[wahy] or from behind a veil . . .” (42:51), the Qur’an 

also denies direct oral communication between God 

and humans. These verses have buttressed the tradi- 

tional view that the being in Muhammad’s visions, the 

one who first gave the command ‘‘Recite,” could not 

have been God. In the light of verse 2:97, “Say: Who is 

an enemy to Gabriel! For he it is who hath revealed it 
to thy heart by God’s leave,” the majority of Muslim 
scholars have taken the visions to refer to Gabriel. By 
common agreement, however, verse 2:97 belongs to a 
late period in Muhammad’s life when he was well es- 
tablished in Medina, and not to the early parts of the 
Qur’an. 

It is likely, therefore, as W. Montgomery Watt con- 
tends, that Muhammad’s understanding of the revela- 
tion changed and grew with the passage of time, that 
what he at first thought to be a vision of God he later 
recognized as the vision of an angel. Thus the verses 
that refer to the revelation being brought by a “spirit” 
(26:193, 42:52, 16:102) to the heart of Muhammad are 



also taken to refer to Gabriel. The matter is complicated 

by the fact that Gabriel is mentioned but three times in 
the Qur’an, and only in the instance cited above is he 

associated with the revelation. Further, as Alford Welch 

has observed, Gabriel is not specifically identified in the 

Qur’an as an angel, nor does the Qur’an present the an- 

gels generally as bearers of revelation. Even among the 

modes of revelation that tradition records it is to be 

noted that revelation does not always depend upon the 

mediation of Gabriel. Neither is the Qur’an strictly con- 

sistent about who is speaking when the revelations are 

delivered. At times God himself seems to speak directly 

to the Prophet; in other passages Muhammad appears 

to be the speaker, and in still others, either the angels 

or the believers. Further, there are prayers in the Qur’an 

that represent believers addressing God, the most nota- 

ble being the Fatihah, the opening surah. In other re- 

spects as well there is basis to question whether the 

Qur’an gives evidence for the firm stand of tradition, as 

we shall see shortly. 

The Process of Revelation. The term employed in the 

Qur’an to describe the revelation process is wahy, a 

noun, or awhda, a verb. Muhammad is commanded: 

“And recite that which has been revealed [ma uhiya] to 

thee of the Book of thy Lord” (18:27). This word, which 

may be translated in a general sense as “‘inspiration,” 

occurs often in the Qur’an. Wahy eventually became the 

specific term employed by Muslim theologians to des- 

ignate the messages that the angel brought to the 

Prophet, but it is not used exclusively in this sense. God 

is said to “inspire” aspects of nature to act as they do 

(16:68), just as he ‘‘inspired”’ previous prophets such as 

Noah and Moses to follow certain courses of action. 

Even the jinn and Satan are said to be capable of “in- 

spiring’” false ideas in one another’s minds (6:112). 

Wahy is thus a broad term for inspiration of many 

kinds. 

Following Richard Bell, Montgomery Watt has ar- 

gued that wahy should be understood as meaning some- 

thing like “suggestion.” When it is said that God re- 

vealed certain things, this statement may be taken to 

mean that God ‘‘suggested”’ these things to the Prophet 

or infused them into his mind. The key to Muhammad’s 

prophetic experience would, therefore, be the occur- 

rence from time to time of ideas or “suggestions” im- 

planted in his mind. The implication is that the “sug- 

gestions” came suddenly without previous conscious 

preparation, much as the solution of a longstanding 

problem or an insight may leap unexpectedly into one’s 

consciousness. These ‘‘suggestions” may very well have 

taken the form of words that could later be recited, 

though they do not necessarily imply the auditory ex- 

perience described by the tradition. Arthur Jeffery, in 
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fact, wished to distinguish wahy from tanzil (see below) 

by saying that wahy involved the appearance of an idea 

in Muhammad’s mind without the form of words, while 

tanzil represented a type of revelation that came in au- 

dible and verbal form. The psychological process that 

unfolded may not be unlike the descent of the muse 

upon a poet or the inspiration that comes to an artist. 

The analogy with poets must not be pushed too far, 

however, since the Qur’Aan defends Muhammad against 

the accusation of being only another poet like those well 

known to the Arabs. Rather, it assures him with great 

firmness that his was not an inspiration like theirs but 

truly a revelation from his Lord. [See also the biography 

of Muhammad and the discussion of prophethood in Nu- 

bawah.] 

The Names of the Revelation. Several different terms 

are employed in the Qur’an as names or designations of 

the revelations. It is of some importance to consider 

these terms for the light they throw on the Muslim holy 

book. 
Qur’an. We may begin with the word qur’dn itself. As 

used in the text it is clear that the word cannot refer to 

the structured book that we know today by that name, 

since the revelations came at intervals, bit by bit, over 

a period of more than twenty years and were not com- 

plete until they ceased with Muhammad’s death. Fur- 

ther, the historical tradition is unanimous in holding 

that the Qur’an (the book) did not achieve its final form 

until some time after the Prophet’s demise. It follows 

that when it occurs in the text as a name for the reve- 

lation, gur’an must refer to only a part or parts of the 

Muslim scripture. This is borne out by the fact that in 

certain instances (e.g., 10:61) separate portions of the 

revelation are clearly referred to as qur’ans. The word 

quran, thus, is used in at least two distinct senses: 

(1) within the text, as the designation for a portion or 

fragment of the revelation, and (2) as the name of the 

entire collected book that we know as the Muslim scrip- 

ture. The revelations or qur’a4ns were drawn from the 

heavenly book that is the origin of all true scripture; the 

heavenly exemplar, however, is not exhausted by the 

revelations that came to Muhammad, for some passages 

imply that only portions of it have been sent down, with 

the remainder presumably still in the possession of 

God. 

The noun gur’dn is normally said to be derived from 

the Arabic verb gara’a, meaning “to read” or “to re- 

cite.” Like its English counterpart the Arabic word is 

ambiguous: it can mean to read in order to understand 

something written, or it can mean to read aloud, to re- 

cite. Both meanings are found in the text, but the sense 

that predominates is that of “recite.” Most often it is 

Muhammad who recites, and what he recites is the 
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qur’an (i.e., the recitation). In other cases, however, God 

recites the revelations to Muhammad as in the instance 

of verse 75:17. 

Scholars generally have accepted the view that qur’an 

is non-Arabic in origin, deriving from a Syriac word 

that means a scripture lesson or reading, something to 

be recited in connection with worship. Hence, such 

statements as ‘“Behold, we have made it [the Book] an 

Arabic qur’dn” (43.3) and “We have sent it down as an 

Arabic qur’an’” (12:2) were likely understood by Mu- 

hammad and his contemporaries as signifying that he 

was bringing to the Arabs a body of verbal formulas 

that might be recited or read in a liturgical context just 

as other communities, notably the Christians and Jews, 

possessed scriptures that they used in this way. Indeed, 

the word is employed in certain passages that clearly 

indicate a liturgical setting for the recitation. Among 

Western scholars Richard Bell in particular has empha- 

sized the connection between gur’dn and material suit- 

able for liturgical purposes. 

It must be remembered that in the first instance the 

Muslim community knew the revelations only in an oral 

form. Although, as we shall see, Muhammad may have 

caused portions of the revelations to be written down, 

it is unlikely that he wrote them for himself: his pri- 

mary function was to recite what had been made known 

to him in the revelation experiences. He also urged the 

recitation of the revelations upon others as an expres- 

sion of piety, associating the recitation with prayer. Re- 

citation, therefore, was a means of preserving the reve- 

lations and a way of conditioning the community to 

their significance as well as one of the most praisewor- 

thy acts of submission to the divine will. The role 

played by recitation of the revelations in the communi- 

ty’s early life has continued through the centuries as a 

fundamental element of religious expression. 

In later times, when Muhammad’s revelatory utter- 

ances had been collected and ordered into a book, it be- 

came customary for scholars to see references to the ca- 

nonical collection in the text’s use of gur’dn. It is clear 

from the foregoing, however, that the sense of the word 

in the pages of the book is quite complex and not so 

readily to be equated with the later canonical scripture. 
Kitab. Another word for the revelation that often oc- 

curs in conjunction with qur’an is kitab, which is found 

more than 250 times in the Muslim scripture. Literally, 

it means something written, any piece of writing, such 

as a letter or a document, and there are instances of this 

use in the text. The word also occurs in connection with . 

the Final Judgment when each person will be given his 

kitab, the book or record of his deeds (17:71 et al.), in 

his right or left hand or behind his back according to 
the moral quality of his life. In perhaps the most gen- 

eral sense the term conveys God’s knowledge and con- 

trol of all that will happen; the destinies of human 

beings and the world are decreed’and written down be- 

forehand in a book. ‘‘Naught of disaster befalleth in the 

earth or in yourselves but it is in a Book before we bring 

it into being.” (57:22). The Qur’an thus mentions sev- 

eral kitabs of different kinds. Arthur Jeffery has made 

much of this variety in The Qur'an as Scripture. 

The most frequent use of kitab is in conjunction with 

the idea of scripture, both the scripture given to Mu- 

hammad in the revelations and that given to others in 

previous times, the “peoples of the book.” In this sense 

the kitab is identical with the revelation. Further, the 

scripture given to Muhammad is confirmed in the scrip- 

tures of these other religious communities and in its 

turn confirms them; all, therefore, originate from God. 

Kitab as scripture in one sense also appears to be syn- 

onymous with qur’dn inasmuch as both are revelation, 

but in certain passages kitab is a broader term, qur’dn 

being only those parts of the heavenly kitab that have 

been sent down to Muhammad in Arabic. 

Both Richard Bell and Montgomery Watt argue for 

what they call a “Book period” in Muhammad’s life. It 

is to be distinguished from the “gur’an period”’ that pre- 

ceded it and is thought to have begun about the time of 

the Battle of Badr or that of Muhammad’s break with 

the Jews in Medina. The theory is based on the fact that 

the notion of the Book occurs most often in passages 

that these scholars date to the latter part of Muham- 

mad’s life, while the term gur’adn is used there but 

rarely. Qur'an, however, is the most common designa- 

tion of the revelation in the early, so-called qur’an pe- 

riod. It is suggested that Muhammad’s rivalry with the 

Jews and Christians in Medina, the clear delineation of 

Islam as a religion separate from Judaism and Chris- 

tianity that then occurred, and the changed situation in 
Medina made it imperative that Muslims possess a book 
such as these other communities had. There is strong 

evidence from the text to show that in Medina Muham- 
mad began to see his mission no longer simply as the 
provision of material that might be recited in worship, 
but as the production of a book that was different from 
the scriptures of previous peoples. This book presum- 
ably included the revelations of the qur’an period and 
the other revelations that preceded them, and there 
must also have been a considerable amount of rearrang- 
ing and editing of Qur’anic materials to bring the whole 
into acceptable order. There is also here the implication 
of an evolution in Muhammad’s understanding of reve- 
lation, determined largely by circumstances, that cli- 
maxed with the idea of the book, or scripture. 

Certain verses of the Qur’an (56:77-79, 85:21, 43:1-4, 
and others) make reference to a mysterious heavenly 



book that Muslim thinkers have understood to refer to 
the divine original of the earthly Qur’an. For example, 
the text mentions the kitab Allah (‘‘book of God’”’), a 
“well-preserved tablet,” a ‘“‘concealed book” that only 
the pure may touch, and the umm al-kitab, or ‘mother 
of the book.” In addition there is much other mention 
of writing: Muhammad swears ‘“‘by the reed pen and 
what it writes,’ and surah 96 speaks of man being 

“taught by the pen.” These phrases are extremely diffi- 

cult to interpret, although Muslim thinkers have tended 
to take them literally as referring to an actual heavenly 
book, parts, though not all, of which were sent down to 

the Prophet. Many Western scholars, including Jeffery, 
have concurred that these Qur’anic references point to 

an actual book in heaven, but Alford Welch fails to find 
clear evidence in the text for the belief in a literal heav- 
enly exemplar of the Qur’an. 

Other names. Other words used to indicate the reve- 

lations are tanzil, dhikr, and other forms of the same 

root, furgan, mathdani, hikmah, sarah, and dyah. Tanzil 

is the verbal noun from the verb nazzala, “‘to send 

down”’ or ‘‘to cause to send down”; tanzil may be ren- 

dered, therefore, either as ‘‘sending down” or as “‘some- 

thing sent down.” The noun and the related verbs are 

used many times in the Qur’an; they eventually became 

technical words for the delivery of revelation through 

the agency of the angel. Perhaps no other term conveys 

so vividly the image of a heavenly book, parts of which 

are excerpted and brought to Muhammad in the reve- 

latory experiences. Thus, the Qur’an refers to the “tanzil 

of the Book wherein there is no doubt, from the Lord of 

all being’ (32:2), and reference is also made (using ver- 

bal forms) to the ‘sending down”’ of the qur’adn (76:23) 

and the “sending down” of the dhikr (15:9). There is 

mention also, however, of the “sending down” of other 

things, such as the rain. 

Dhikr means either ‘‘mention” or “reminder,” and its 

significance as a name of the revelation is to indicate 

that the revelation is an admonition and a warning; the 

point is underlined by references to Muhammad as an 

admonisher. [See Dhikr.] It is much more difficult to 

give an adequate explanation of furgqdn, which many 

commentators wish to derive from Arabic faraga, ‘‘to 

distinguish” or ‘‘to separate,” thus arriving at the mean- 

ing of norm or criterion. In the text itself the coming of 

the furqdn is associated with the Battle of Badr, and Al- 

ford Welch has suggested that the designation became 

current because it was at about that time that the Mus- 

lims first began to differentiate clearly between their 

community and scripture and those of the Christians 

and Jews. The furgan would thus have been understood 

as the basis of the distinction between Muslims and 

these others. 
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Math4ni is another exceedingly difficult term that has 

long puzzled students of the Qur’an. Etymologically, its 

sense is that of something folded or doubled, or by ex- 

tension, perhaps something often repeated. The word 

occurs only twice in the Qur’an, in one instance where 

God speaks of having given Muhammad “‘seven mathdani 

and the wondrous qur’an’” (15:87), and in the other 

where there is reference to the mathdni “at which the 

skins of those who fear their Lord do creep” (39:23). 

Bell and Watt both take the mathani to refer to the sto- 

ries of punishment visited upon previous peoples for 

their unbelief or their mistreatment of the prophets. 

Muslim commentators, however, paying attention es- 

pecially to the number seven, usually see in the term 

either a reference to the seven verses of the first surah, 

the Fatihah, or to the seven longest surahs of the 

Qur’an. 

Hikmah, from the verb ‘‘to judge,’ is most often 

translated as “wisdom.” Hikmah is very often spoken of 
in conjunction with the book, as in 2:231, ‘the Book and 

the wisdom he has sent down on you.” References of 

this sort have supplied the basis upon which later Mus- 

lim thinkers, particularly mystics, have distinguished 

an esoteric truth in the Qur’an (the hikmah) from the 

evident exoteric truth (the book). The other two terms 

for the revelations, sarah and dyah, I shall discuss 
briefly below. 

Formation of the Text 

The first question that must be faced in studying how 

the Qur’an of the present day, the structured book, 

came to be formed is that of the state of the revelations 

at the time of Muhammad’s unexpected death in 632 cE, 

whether and to what degree they had been collected 

and ordered. One thing is quite certain: there was no 

firm written text of the Qur’an that bore the Prophet’s 

stamp of approval. It is inconceivable that had such a 

text existed, the community would not have preserved 

it and adhered to it, or that the tradition would be of 

one voice in insisting that the Qur’an was collected and 

formed by Muhammad’s successors, the caliphs. It is al- 

most equally certain, however, that there were written 

collections of Qur’anic material that the Prophet had 

had a part in creating and ordering. Bell’s suggestion of 

a “Book period” in the Prophet’s life may imply the 

compilation of written materials, and certain Qur’anic 

verses carry the same implication. Historical tradition 

takes notice of a variety of individuals who are said to 

have done writing or acted as amanuenses for the 

Prophet, and it also records (in the Itgdan of al-Suyiati 

and elsewhere) instructions given by Muhammad to 

these amanuenses to include specific portions of the rev- 

elations in the surah bearing such and such a name. 
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Not only does this kind of report clearly indicate a 

concern for seeing the Qur’anic revelations in written 

form, but it also implies that the structure of chapters 

and their names had been determined while Muham- 

mad was still living and that he used them to make an 

ordered record of the revelation. What is less clear is 

whether or not Muhammad himself wrote down any of 

the materials. Despite the theological doctrine of his il- 

literacy, tradition speaks of several occasions on which 

the prophet wrote something with his own hand, and as 
noted earlier, writing must in any event have been a 

not-uncommon accomplishment among the Meccans 

with their fairly highly developed commercial institu- 

tions. If portions of the Qur’an were written down under 

Muhammad's direction, this activity also provided the 

opportunity for the arranging and rearranging of the 

revelatory matertal, as Bell has speculated; it would 

have been through this process that the revelations of 

the earlier periods would have been incorporated into 

the book. Here also might lie some at least of the expla- 

nation for the frequent mixing of materials from the 
Meccan and the Medinese periods in the same chapter. 

Unfortunately, given the paucity of the evidence, no 

firm conclusion is possible about the state of the Qur’an 

when Muhammad died. 

Collection under Abi Bakr. The story of the collec- 

tion of the Qur’an accepted by the Islamic tradition is 

found, with variations, in several early historical 

sources. It divides the process of establishing the con- 

sonantal text into two phases that are difficult to rec- 

oncile. 

The initial collation. The first phase of the collection 

process reportedly occurred during the caliphate of Aba 

Bakr, Muhammad’s first successor, after the Battle of 

Yamamah (fought against the supporters of Musayli- 
mah, the false prophet) when ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab 

came to the caliph to point out that a number of Qur’an 

reciters had fallen among the slain. Fearing that some 

of the Qur’a4n would be lost, he urged the caliph to take 

steps to preserve it. After hesitation Aba Bakr agreed 

and succeeded in persuading a reluctant Zayd ibn Tha- 

bit, who had been one of Muhammad’s amanuenses, to 

undertake the task. Zayd then collected all of the 

Qur’anic materials he could find, many of them written 

on crude materials such as scraps of leather, the ribs of 

palm leaves, or the shoulder blades of animals, but also 

from the “hearts of men.” Zayd used what he had col- 

lected to write out the entire Qur’an on separate sheets 

or suhuf. The Qur’an thus assembled was given to Abt 

Bakr, and when he died shortly after, passed into the 

possession of ‘Umar, the second caliph. Upon ‘Umar’s 

death it became the private property of his daughter, 

Hafsah. There is no mention of other copies of Zayd’s 

collection being made or distributed among the com- 

_ munity at large. There are also a number of variants of 

the story having to do particularly with the person who 

first suggested a collection be made; in addition, some 

versions give the credit to Aba Bakr and still others to 

‘Ali, the fourth caliph and the first imam of the Shi‘ah. 

This story has been severely criticized, especially by 

Theodor Néldeke, the doyen of modern critical Qur’anic 

studies, in his famous Geschichte des Qorans. In the first 

place, the caliphate of Aba Bakr lasted only a short 

time, something just over two years, and there was 

scarcely time between the Battle of Yamamah and his 

death for so great a task to have been accomplished. 

Further, the names of a number of those who fell at Ya- 

mamah are known from history, and they do not in- 

clude many people close to Muhammad or those who 

would have been in a position to have much of the 

Qur’an in their possession in whatever form. The most 

telling point, however, is what happened to the collec- 

tion once it was made. The two most important and 

powerful men of the community, its leaders, were alleg- 

edly associated with Zayd’s collection, yet it was 

treated as a piece of private property and not used to 

achieve the purpose for which it was supposedly under- 

taken. It is unthinkable that a text could have been 

formed under such auspices with nothing following 

from it or that it could simply have been passed on in 

‘Umar’s family. Moreover, the story, as Welch observes, 

says nothing about written materials originating with 

Muhammad, although they almost certainly existed. 
The story should perhaps be dismissed as not being 

credible at all, and the key to it may lie in the differing 

accounts of who should receive credit for first conceiv- 

ing the all-important enterprise of collecting the 

Qur’anic text. Since the second phase in the received 

account gives the primary role in that process to ‘Uth- 

man, the third caliph, it has been suggested that the en- 

tire account is an effort by ‘Uthman’s enemies, of whom 

he had many, to deny him the honor of making the col- 

lection. The story would thus be seen as a species of 

early Islamic political polemic like numerous others. 

There may have been other motives for it as well, such 

as the desire to take the collection of the Qur’an back as 
near as possible to Muhammad’s death. 

Subsequent efforts. The second phase of the story of 

the collection of the Qur’4n makes the spiritus movens a 
certain general, Hudhayfah, who led Muslim troops 

against the Armenians in Azerbaijan. Quarreling had 

broken out among his Muslim soldiers from different 

areas about the correct reading of the Qur’an, and Hu- 

dhayfah went to the caliph, now ‘Uthman ibn ‘Affan, to 

urge that proper steps be taken. ‘Uthman thereupon 

chose the same Zayd ibn Thabit to prepare an official 



text. Zayd was to take the leaves (suhuf) in the posses- 

sion of Hafsah bint ‘Umar and with the help of a com- 
mittee of three natives of Mecca prepare a text that 

would be faithful to the language of the Quraysh, the 

Prophet’s tribe. The work was done, and copies of the 

new version were sent to the principal cities of the cal- 

iphate, Damascus, Basra, and Kufa, while a copy was 

kept in Medina. Orders were also given that all other 

versions of the Qur’an should be destroyed, and they 

were carried out everywhere except in Kufa where the 

populace preferred the version by Ibn Mas‘ad to which 

they were accustomed. 

_ The story also is subject to criticism. First, it takes no 

account of the original Qur’an collection mentioned in 

phase one or of Zayd’s part in it. There is also wide dis- 

agreement about the function of Zayd’s commission as 

well as its membership. According to some versions the 

comrhission was nothing more than a group of scribes 

whose task was to make multiple copies as Zayd dic- 

tated. It is difficult to accept that the purpose of the 
commission was to cast the Qur’an into a dialectal form 

of Arabic. By general agreement Qur’anic Arabic is not 

a dialect, and were it so, the effect would have been to 

lessen its appeal to Arab tribal groups other than Qu- 

raysh. The number of persons on the commission varies 

from three to twelve in different versions of the story. 

Some names of non-Qurayshis appear, people who 

could not have helped to verify authentic Qurayshi Ar- 

abic; also included are names of persons who were 

among ‘Uthman’s enemies, a most unlikely happening; 

there is even the name of a person known to have died 

before the events in question took place. Watt considers 
that the swhuf of Hafsah were unsuitable as the basis of 

a canonical text and that the commission must have 

been concerned also to collect as much of the Qur’an as 

possible from other sources. 
Despite the difficulties with the traditional accounts 

there can be no question of the importance of the codex 

prepared under ‘Uthman. It established the basic con- 

sonantal form of the text that has endured to our day. 

Almost without exception Muslims consider that the 

Qur’an we now possess goes back in its text and in the 

number and order of the chapters to the work of the 

commission that ‘Uthman appointed. Muslim ortho- 

doxy holds further that ‘Uthman’s Qur’an contains all 

of the revelation delivered to the community faithfully 

preserved without change or variation of any kind and 

that the acceptance of the ‘Uthmanic Qur’an was all but 

universal from the day of its distribution. 

The orthodox position is motivated by dogmatic fac- 

tors; it cannot be supported by the historical evidence, 

which shows there to have been a great deal of flexibil- 

ity in Muslim attitudes toward the text in the early 
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years and a slow evolution toward uniformity and the 

achievement of a textus receptus ne varietur. Ignacz 

Goldziher has pointed to the apparent pride of Muslims 

in early times that the Qur’4n was dha wujahin, ‘“‘pos- 

sessed of many aspects,” which is to say that it had a 

variety and richness of forms. The concern for a uni- 

form text upon which all would agree developed only 

with time and did not reach its climax until the fourth 

Islamic century. 

Standardization of the Text. There are three matters 

that throw light on this evolution: the development of 

the writing system for Arabic, the existence of variant 

versions of the Qur’an, and the variant readings of the 

text. 

The writing system. During Muhammad’s lifetime 

and for long afterward it was impossible to write the 

Arabic script with precision. The Qur’an was at first 

written in a scripta defectiva that had signs for conso- 

nants only. This script made it impossible to distin- 

guish some consonants from others with similar forms 

because of the lack of the dots that distinguish these 

letters in modern Arabic; it provided no indications of 

pronunciation and lacked other modern diacritical 

marks such as that for a doubled consonant. In such cir- 

cumstances it was easy for mistakes to occur; words 

could be read with the wrong vocalization, and one con- 

sonant could readily be substituted for another. The im- 

perfect state of the writing system is one of the argu- 

ments advanced to dispute that the task of Zayd’s 

commission was to put the Qur’an into the dialect of 

the Quraysh. At the time the means did not exist to in- 

dicate the subtle differences that would differentiate 

one dialect from another. Had it not been that the early 

Muslims depended very heavily upon memorization for 

their access to the Qur’an and were thoroughly familiar 

with the text, the written versions would have been dif- 

ficult to use; they certainly did not provide the base for 

a uniform text on which all could agree. 
Some traditions point to an indifference toward the 

written text; when a mistake in writing was pointed out 

to ‘A’ishah, the Prophet’s wife, she is reported to have 

said that the Arabs would correct it with their tongues, 

thus indicating the primacy of oral transmission. With 

time, however, the need to improve the script began to 

be felt, and by the late ninth century cE the present-day 

scripta plena was perfected and in wide use. Credit is 

sometimes given to a certain al-Du‘ali as the author of 

the system that made possible a fully voweled and 

pointed text, but it is far more likely that the improve- 

ments developed gradually over a period of time rather 

than being put into place all at once by a single man. 

In any case the emergence of a proper writing system 

was a necessary precondition for a firmly fixed text. 
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Variant versions. When the ‘Uthmanic codex of the 

Qur’an was assembled, there were already a number of 

other versions of the Qur’an associated with some of the 

Prophet’s companions in circulation among the Mus- 

lims. Some of these codices continued to be used and 

preferred until the fourth Islamic century, when the 

‘Uthmanic codex finally won out over them and came 

to be accepted as canonical. Some of these early written 

collections were preferred in particular cities or regions 

of the Muslim domains. Three of the best known among 

them, the versions of Ibn Mas‘td, Ubayy ibn Ka‘b, and 

Aba Masa, for instance, are associated with Kufa, Syria, 

and Basra respectively. As the story of the origins of 

‘Uthman’s Qur’an shows, it was disagreement among 

Muslim troops from different regions about the reading 

of the text that provoked ‘UthmAan’s action. 
Although Muslims of the present time generally have 

forgotten the very existence of these variant versions of 

the Our’an, in the early days they were a lively focus of 

interest, and the differences among them produced a 

considerable literature. In his Materials for a History of 

the Text of the Qur’an Arthur Jeffery has listed fifteen 

primary codices (i.e., from the companions) and a large 

number of secondary ones (i.e., from the generation af- 

ter the companions). The abundance of the material 

leads one to imagine a situation in which a number of 

the companions had put together a body of Qur’anic 

material known to them personally and which they 

would have used for their own purposes and taught to 

others. Far from there being any danger of losing the 

Qur’an, the problem was rather to decide which, if any, 

of these many versions was the authentic Qur’an. It has 

been suggested that ‘Uthman’s collection was finally ac- 

cepted as canonical perhaps because it represented the 

tradition of Medina where the Prophet had lived the lat- 

ter part of his life and was therefore considered closer 
to the original revelations. 

The variant versions exhibited differences among 

themselves and from the ‘Uthmanic version in the read- 

ing of particular verses and in the number, names, and 

order of the chapters. Most notable perhaps is the ab- 

sence of the Fatihah from Ibn Mas‘id’s version. That 

fact, together with peculiarities of language and its 

character as a prayer, has led some scholars to see the 

Fatihah as a later addition to the corpus. Some versions 

also lack the last two chapters in the ‘Uthmanic Qur’an; 

other versions (e.g., Ubayy) include chapters not found 

there. On the whole, however, despite their differences 

from the received ‘Uthmanic version, the variant co- 

dices of the Qur’an tend to support its authenticity and 

prophetic character. 

Recent views. In recent times two scholars in Britain, 

John Wansbrough and John Burton, have attacked the 

entire body of the traditions relative to the formation of 

the Qur’an and the variant versions as fabrications from 

whole cloth. Burton believes that Muhammad himself 
prepared and sanctioned a complete written Qur'an, 

which he left behind him. In his view, the Muslim law- 

yers (fugahd’) found themselves deprived of flexibility in 

their rulings by the need to honor this text, and in re- 

sponse they invented both the variant versions and the 

story of ‘Uthman’s collection as a means to suppress 

it. Wansbrough sees these traditions from a polar op- 

posite but no less negative point of view. He considers 

the Qur’an not to have achieved a final form until the 

third Islamic century, since the prior period was too 

fluid to yield any agreement among the Muslims. He 

holds that the traditions were fabricated after the for- 

mation of the text in order to push it back into an ear- 

lier period and give it greater authenticity. Neither of 

these scholarly views has won wide support among stu- 

dents of the Qur’an since they involve the wholesale re- 

jection of the Muslim historical tradition with all of the 

problems that this raises. 
Variant readings. In the variant versions of the 

Qur’an there were a large number of differences among 

particular verses. Although the codices themselves have 
not survived, we have abundant information on the sub- 

ject from Qur’4n commentators such as al-Tabari or 
from historical sources. Very many of the differences 

were insignificant and in no way affected the meaning 

of the text. Some had to do only with orthography, 

which is somewhat peculiar even in the ‘Uthmanic ver- 

sion. Others involved vocalization and pronunciation or 

the substitution of synonyms for words in the text. So 

small a thing as reading a word with an accusative end- 

ing rather than a genitive ending could determine the 

nature of the ablutions before prayers as in one famous 
case (5:6). As Goldziher has shown in his Richtungen der 
Islamischen Koranauslegung, some of the variant read- 
ings reflected the theological preferences of different 
groups among the Muslims. It must be emphasized that 
far from there being a single text passed down inviolate 
from the time of ‘Uthman’s commission, literally thou- 
sands of variant readings of particular verses were 
known to the Muslims in the first three centuries AH. 
These variants affected even the ‘Uthmanic codex, mak- 
ing it difficult to know what its true original form may 
have been. It is not unfair to say that by the third cen- 
tury a state of confusion began to obtain because of the 
number of variant readings and the continued prefer- 
ence of some Muslims for codices other than the ‘Uth- 
manic. 

The seven readings. Under these circumstances pres- 
sure began to build to achieve a single uniform text: the 
refinement of the writing system had now made a far 



more exact record of the Qur’an possible. The person 

with whom the ordering process is usually most closely 

associated is Ibn Mujahid (d. 935), whose book, The 

Seven Readings, provided a scheme that in due course 

was accepted by virtually all Muslims. Ibn Mujahid and 

those after him who adopted his views base themselves 

on a famous tradition of Muhammad in which, in reply 

to questions about why he sanctioned different readings 

of the Qur’an, he replied that it had been revealed in 

seven ahruf. Although ahruf is the plural of the word 

meaning a letter of the alphabet, it was taken to mean 

seven versions of the Qur’anic text. There are other tra- 

ditions of the Prophet that also support flexibility in 

reading the Qur’an; their import seems to be that the 

form does not matter as long as the meaning is not 

changed: “‘so long as punishment is not converted into 
reward.” 

There were other scholars after Ibn Mujahid who ac- 

cepted ten readings rather than seven and still others 

who recognized fourteen readings as legitimate. In ef- 

fect Ibn Mujahid’s list of seven itself provided fourteen 

possibilities since each of the readings was traced 

through two different transmitters. What appears to 

have happened in this instance is that the community, 

being unable to agree on a single reading, accepted di- 

versity as the norm and proclaimed all of the seven (or 

ten or fourteen) to be correct. This situation might be 

imagined to generate considerable confusion, theologi- 

cal questioning, and continued conflict among Muslims, 

but in fact such was not the case. Although Muslim sa- 

vants have devoted much attention to the seven read- 

ings, one reading has come to be preferred over all the 

others, that of ‘Asim (d. 744) through the transmitter 

Hafs (d. 805). In modern times the influence of the offi- 

cial Egyptian edition of the Qur’an (1924), which fol- 

lows the reading of ‘Asim, has been a major factor in 

accounting for this preference. 

It is of some importance to call attention to a possible 

source of misunderstanding with regard to the variant 

readings of the Qur’an. The seven ahruf refer to actual 

differences in the written and oral text, to distinct ver- 

sions of Qur’anic verses, whose differences, though they 

may not be great, are nonetheless real and substantial. 

Since the very existence of variant readings and ver- 

sions of the Qur’an goes against the doctrinal position 

toward the holy Book held by many modern Muslims, 

it is not uncommon in an apologetic context to hear the 

seven ahruf explained as modes of recitation (tilawah); 

in fact, the manner and technique of recitation are an 

entirely different matter. [See Tilawah.] 

Completeness of the Qur’an. One last question re- 

mains to be answered concerning the formation of the 

Qur’anic text: does it contain all of the revelations given 
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to Muhammad or has some portion been lost? Three 

considerations have been advanced to argue that por- 

tions of the Qur’4n may, indeed, have been lost. First, 

there is the fact that we do not know when the revela- 

tions first began and whether Muhammad may have ex- 

perienced an unknown number of revelations before he 

began to proclaim them publicly. It is entirely possible 

that the Prophet may have experienced revelations for 

some time before his calling became clear enough to 

him for him to enter on his public ministry. Thus, if one 

accepts either the first part of surah 96 (The Clot of 

Blood) or that of surah 74 (The Enwrapped) as the first 

revelation recorded in the Qur’an, either could be inter- 

preted as the command to enter upon a public mission 

rather than as the absolute beginning of the revelation 

experience. In view of the doubts that Muhammad en- 

tertained about what had happened to him, about his 

own Sanity, and about the source of his revelations, it is 

not inconceivable that he initially kept his unusual ex- 

periences to himself. With no more evidence than is 

available, it is impossible to reach a firm judgment on 

this matter. 

Second, there is the fact that the Qur’4n mentions the 

possibility of revelations being forgotten (87:6—7) and at 

another place states that this has actually happened, al- 

though God never fails to send another verse that is 

similar or better (2:106). It also speaks of the substitu- 

tion of one verse for another (16:101) and of divinely 

dictated changes (22:52). The Qur’an thus affirms both 

the forgetting of revelations and their replacement, 

though the replacement is not necessarily in the same 

form as that which was lost. 

Verse 2:106 (above) is the basis for the well-known 

doctrine of the ndsikh and the mansuakh, the ‘“‘abrogat- 

ing” and the “abrogated.” It is notable that despite their 

abrogation, the no-longer applicable verses remained in 

the text as part of the divine word. It might be thought 

that the doctrine of abrogation also would raise theo- 

logical difficulties for Muslims, but this has not been 

the case. The abrogated verses are explained as tempo- 

rary injunctions that later had to be adjusted to 

changed circumstances. The early Muslims were much 

concerned to know which verses had been set aside and 

which were to prevail in their place; the question was 

of particular interest to jurists whose rulings on points 

of doctrine and practice were directly affected by abro- 

gation. In consequence there is an enormous literature 

on the subject, which is concerned both to know what 
is abrogated and in what sense it is abrogated, whether 

only in its form or in its content or both. According to 

tradition some early Muslims, such as ‘Ali ibn Abi Talib, 
held mastery of the ndsikh and mansukh to be essential 

for any true knowledge of the Qur’an. 
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In addition, one verse often commented upon admits 

the possibility of words that were once part of the 

Qur’an being eliminated from the text altogether 

(22:52f.). The verse speaks of Satan’s influencing the 

declarations of the prophets and of God’s abrogating 

what Satan had caused to be introduced into their pro- 

nouncements. This passage has usually been held to re- 

fer to the well-known story of the ‘Satanic verses” in 

which Muhammad allegedly made concessions to the 

Meccans by acknowledging their deities al-Lat, al- 

‘Uzza, and al-Manat (the verses were supposedly in- 

serted into surah 53). Even though the concessions im- 

proved his relations with the Meccans, after some time 

he withdrew them under the inspiration of revelation. 

Most modern scholars have held that the story must be 

true since they think it inconceivable that such a tale, 

which reflects unfavorably on the Prophet, could have 

been invented or would have been passed on by the his- 

torians if it lacked a strong basis. (For reasons that are 

too technical to be considered here, Welch and others, 

however, consider it to be false.) 

Third, tradition also records stories that imply the 

loss of parts of the Qur’4n. Muhammad himself and 

such other important personages as his wife ‘A’ishah 

and his companion ‘Umar are all made to refer to verses 

that had been forgotten or that were missing from the 

Qur’an as they heard it recited. Nonetheless, while there 

is no firm guarantee that no small part of the revelation 

has been missed, it does not seem likely that any con- 

siderable portion of the Qur’anic material known to the 

community failed to find its way into the ‘Uthmanic co- 

dex. It must be remembered that there were a number 
of written collections of greater or lesser length com- 

piled by respected companions of the Prophet. Further, 

Zayd worked with written materials. At the time when 

Zayd was active many companions of the Prophet who 

had committed portions of the revelation to memory 

were still alive. This is to say that the ‘Uthmanic ver- 

sion was prepared in an environment that would have 

invited criticism and revision if it had gone seriously 
astray. Since the historical sources do not reflect criti- 

cism of this kind or, indeed, great controversy of any 

kind arising over the ‘Uthmanic Qur’an, it may safely 

be concluded that the textus receptus is faithful to the 

revelation as it was known to those who had personally 
known the Prophet. 

Chronology of the Qur’an 

There are many reasons other than a general histori- 

cal interest why it is important to establish the chro- 

nology of the revelations. In making decisions about the 

abrogating and abrogated verses, for example, the dat- 

ing of passages and individual verses is essential. Like- 

wise, a reliable chronology would be an invaluable aid 

for the historian in tracing the development of the 

prophetic consciousness and the outlook of the early 

community. 

The question of chronology is an exceedingly difficult 
one, however, for the Qur’an is not a book of history 

concerned to give dates or to preserve a record of what 

happened, although it is unquestionably closely tied to 

the historical circumstances of Muhammad’s life and 

the experience of his community. As noted above, the 
fact that the revelation came in piecemeal fashion over 

a long period of time is universally acknowledged and 

also affirmed in the Qur’an itself. It is also acknowl- 

edged by both Muslim and non-Muslim scholars that 
the present order of the Qur’aAn does not represent the 

sequence in which the revelations were given to the 

Prophet. Although the traditional commentaries often 

record information about the occasion for the delivery 

of a particular revelation (the science of asbab al-nuzal, 

“occasions of revelation’) and thus relate it to an event 

in the Prophet’s life, the information offered can but sel- 

dom be relied upon. As with almost every other matter 

in early Islamic history, writers differ about the “occa- 

sions of revelation”; further, a close analysis of the pur- 

poses that the “occasions” serve suggests that the mo- 

tives range from the legal and the literary to pure 

entertainment. In addition, no “occasion” at all is sug- 

gested for many verses. The only fruitful approach to 

the problem of chronology lies in close attention to the 

Qur’anic text in order to search out any relevant inter- 

nal evidence that it may present. Such a study, how- 

ever, is very technical, and it is impossible to pursue 

such matters here. We shall be content with a summary 
of the major lines scholarship has followed and the re- 
sults it has achieved. 

Muslim Dating. First, attention should be called to 

the existence of a traditional Muslim dating of the chap- 
ters of the Qur’an. In printed versions there is custom- 

arily a heading for each chapter which, among other in- 

formation, indicates that the chapter is either Meccan 
or Medinan. This division reflects a Muslim view that 
goes very far back into history and about which there 
has been some dispute. At the same time Muslim schol- 
ars recognize that some chapters of the Qur’an are com- 
posite, that they may contain material from different 
periods with Meccan material sometimes being inserted 
in the midst of a largely Medinan chapter and vice 
versa. There are also traditional lists of the order in 
which the chapters are assumed to have been revealed. 
All of these Muslim datings rest upon traditions re- 
ported of Muhammad or traditions that relate to the as- 



bab al-nuzil. This dating system, like that devised by 

Western scholars, also assumes the framework of the 
Prophet’s life as it is known from the Sirah, or bio- 
graphical literature, of such writers as Ibn Ishaq (d. 768). 
Although one cannot hope to obtain precise dating of 
any particular passage or verse from this traditional 
scheme, its divisions of the material into Meccan and 
Medinan chapters has, with only few exceptions, been 
borne out by modern scholarship. 
Modern Dating. The leaders in modern study of 

Qur’anic chronology have been Theodor Néldeke and 

Richard Bell. In his Geschichte des Qorans Noldeke, fol- 

lowing Gustav Weil, argued that the chapters of the 

Qur'an fall into four discernible periods, three in Mecca 

and one in Medina. He mounted his argument on the 

basis of internal evidence from the Qur’an including 
both style and subject matter. Assuming that Muham- 

mad's prophetic inspiration would have been at its 

most intense in the beginning of his career, Noldeke 

held that the short chapters, which exhibit great force 
of expression and strong emotion and have a marked 

rhythm and rhyme, must have been the first to come to 

the Prophet. Other chapters that are longer, more pro- 

saic in character, lesser in intensity, and with only ir- 

regular occurrence of rhythm and rhyme, he reasoned, 

must belong to a later time when the prophetic inspi- 

ration had become somewhat routinized and Muham- 

mad’s personal circumstances had changed. Particu- 
larly in the Medinan situation, where Muhammad had 

all the responsibilities of rule, the revelations would 

have been characterized by attention to practical mat- 

ters and been more expository in nature. 
Noldeke also called attention to certain features of 

the content of the revelation in each period that he dis- 

tinguished. The Meccan chapters of the first period, for 

example, frequently contain oaths much like those used 

by pagan soothsayers; they were presumably means to 
demonstrate the supernatural origin and authenticity of 

the revelations. These oaths, which provoked accusa- 

tions that Muhammad himself was nothing but another 

soothsayer, disappear in the second period. The second 

period chapters, however, have peculiar features of 

their own, for instance, the use of the name al-Rahman 

(‘the merciful’’) for God, and so on. Medinan chapters 

may be recognized, among other things, by the use of 

different modes of address for different groups of 

people. It was only in Medina that Muhammad came 

into close relations with Jewish tribes; thus the address, 

“O Children of Israel’ and what follows must belong to 
the Medinan period. Néldeke, however, like the Muslim 

scholars before him, did not carry his analysis of dating 
beyond dealing with entire chapters, although he was 
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well aware of the composite nature of many of them. 

Since some of the chapters are quite long (chapter 2, for 

example, contains 286 verses), his was at best a rough 

breakdown of the Qur’anic materials. 

The Scottish scholar Richard Bell, in his Introduction 

to the Qur'an, sought a more delicate instrument for de- 

termining the sequence of the Qur’anic revelations. 

Against the view that the entire chapter was always the 

basic unit, he believed that the revelations were given 

in much smaller units, often consisting of only a verse 

or two or three. A proper dating of the revelations, he 

reasoned, should concern itself with these smaller units, 

and he set out to divide the chapters as they presently 

exist into what he considered to be their component 

parts. By a complex process of analysis he then at- 

tempted to give a date to each of the pericopes into 

which he had divided the text. In some instances he 

found portions of what he thought to be a single reve- 

lation widely separated and inserted into different 

chapters. This finding was in accord with his view that 

the Qur’an had been subjected to extensive rearrange- 

ment and revision. He also thought portions of the 

Qur’an had perhaps been written on the backs of slips 

of paper that contained other portions, and that the in- 

sertion of material into contexts where it did not belong 

could be explained by the actions of scribes who copied 

these slips in mechanical fashion without paying atten- 
tion to the sense of the passages. 

Bell rearranged the text in its supposed chronological 

sequence, and the whole was printed in his translation 

of the Qur’an. As we have already seen, the result of this 

procedure was Bell’s theory that the materials of the 

Qur’an fall into three broad periods, an early one where 

the revelations point to God’s bounty and call people to 

obedience to him, a qur’an period where the chief inter- 

est was the provision of material for liturgical recita- 

tion, and a Book period in which a scripture similar 

to that of the Christians and Jews was assembled. De- 

spite Bell’s minute verse-by-verse consideration of the 

Qur’an, he could not assign precise dates to a majority 

of verses, and there is uncertainty about numerous oth- 

ers. The entire question of the dating of the revelations 

remains, therefore, undecided, and there has been but 

little interest in the problem among critical scholars in 

the most recent times. 

External Characteristics of the Qur’an 

The Qur’an is a book of medium size divided into 114 
chapters, or sirahs, each of which is further divided 

into a number of verses, or dydt. Traditionally, the 

chapters and verses of the Qur’an are known by names 

that they bear; in more recent times it has become cus- 
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tomary, especially among Western scholars, to assign 

numbers to both and to cite them by these numbers as 

in the case of the Bible. The chapters of the Qur’an, af- 

ter the short Fatihah (‘‘opening”’), are arranged roughly 

in descending order of length; there are numerous ex- 

ceptions to this rule, however. Although this arrange- 

ment has the disadvantage that the shorter surahs, 

which were likely among the first in chronological se- 

quence, come only at the end, it has the sanction of his- 

tory. The arrangement is common to the ‘Uthmanic ver- 

sion and to the other variant versions that we know, 

although these versions differ with respect to the names 

of the surahs and the precise order in which they ap- 

pear. It is not known why the surahs are arranged in 

this fashion; one can only speculate. 

Not only does the arrangement disregard chronology; 

it also makes no effort to present the subject matter in 

systematic fashion by bringing together and organizing 

all of the material that may bear upon a given subject. 

On the contrary, to the reader who comes to it for the 

first time, the Qur’4n may give the impression of having 

little or no logical structure at all. It goes from subject 

to subject without apparent reason, its discussion of 

many important matters is fragmentary, and verses 

that deal with one and the same issue may be widely 

separated in its pages. This aspect of the book has been 

the frequent subject of negative comment by critical 

scholars, and it has stimulated many Muslim efforts to 

demonstrate that an order truly does exist, both in each 

surah of the Qur’an and in the revelation as a whole. In 

any case, given the piecemeal fashion in which it was 

received, and the fact that individual revelations were 

geared to the needs and questions that arose in partic- 

ular circumstances, the Qur’an is most definitely not a 

composed book such as we are familiar with, the result 

of extensive forethought and planning. Rather it is a 

collection of separate utterances arising from the 

depths of the religious consciousness; it shows all the 

fervor of the prophetic experience and all the particu- 

larity of religious declarations that are relevant to the 
immediacies of life. 

It is also important to recall in connection with the 

question of order in the Qur’an’s pages that the revela- 

tions were given orally and in the beginning were pre- 

served primarily by means of oral recitations; they were 

meant to be heard, not read. If one accepts Bell’s theory 
about a book period in Muhammad's life, this assertion 

might have to be modified in some respects, but even 

so, the contents of the book were delivered by the 

prophet orally, and their recitation or oral expression 

was an essential part of the community’s worship. In 

short, whoever was responsible for the order of the ma- 

terials in the Qur’4n, whether the Prophet himself or 

someone after him, may not have been thinking in 

terms of a text that reads smoothly or that conveys 

ideas clearly and in structured manner, but in terms of 

a text for recitation. Such a point of view would seem 

to be supported by Bell’s analysis of many surahs where 

he insists that the introduction of what seems to be 

alien material into a given context can be explained by 

the desire to preserve the rhythm or the rhyme scheme 

of the passage. The fact is that we do not know why and 

how the Qur’anic text came to be arranged as it is, and 

it would be wrong to judge the arrangement too harshly 

without knowledge of the motives and factors that de- 

termined it. 

Surah. Each of the major divisions or chapters of the 

Qur’an is called a surah. This word and its plural suwar 

appear ten times in the text itself where, like qur’an, it 

is used as one of the names of the revelation. For ex- 

ample, the Qur’an speaks of “a sarah that we have sent 

down” (24:1) and in several other verses refers to the 

sending down of sarahs. From this usage it is apparent 

that the surah is a unit of the revelation. Among the 

most interesting uses of the word is a passage where the 

Qur’an mocks those who accused Muhammad of com- 

posing the revelation himself, saying: ‘‘Let them come 

then with a sarah like it’ (10:38). In another verse 

(11:13) the opponents are challenged to bring ten strahs 

like those that have been sent down. Traditionally Mus- 

lim thinkers have understood these verses to refer to the 

miraculousness (i7daz) of the Qur’an, the belief in its in- 

imitability as literary expression. [See I‘jaz.] In later 

centuries scholars lavished minute attention upon the 

details of the text in order to demonstrate its unique- 

ness and its excellence, thus creating an extensive liter- 

ature on the ijaz. Among the best-known commenta- 

tors, al-Baydawi (d. 1286?) in particular is notable for 

his interest in the matter. It seems improbable, how- 

ever, that these verses were an invitation to a literary 

contest. They might better be understood as referring to 

the divine and inspired origins of the revelations; the 

challenge would be, therefore, to produce materials of a 

similar nature and from a similar source, and the 

Qur’an expresses confidence that the critics will not be 

able to do so (2:24). Such an interpretation of these 

verses is supported by the fact that the challenge in an- 

other place (28:49) is put in terms of bringing “a kitab 

from the presence of Allah.” It would seem, thus, that 

surah is equivalent to kitab, or scripture. The view is 

bolstered also by the Qur’anic reference to the miracu- 

lousness of God’s dyat, as we shall see below. 

As already indicated, each of the surahs has a name 

or title by which it is commonly known; some have two 

names both of which have continued in use until our 
time. Surah 9, for example, is known either as al- 



Bara’ah (from its first word) or more customarily as al- 
Tawbah (Repentance). How the names came to be cho- 

sen is uncertain; they are drawn in each case from some 

word that occurs in the text, perhaps a particularly 
striking word or an unusual one. Surah 2, for instance, 
is called al-Bagarah (The Cow) because of Moses’ com- 

mand to his people in verses 67 and following that they 

should sacrifice a cow. There are several lists of the su- 

rahs preserved in early Islamic sources with names di- 

verging from those employed in the present-day Qur’an. 

This fact seems to indicate flexibility about the naming 

and suggests that the customary names are the contri- 

bution of the Prophet or of scholars and collectors of the 

Qur’an, not part of the original revelation. 

At the beginning of every surah except surah 9 stands 

the Basmalah, the formula “Bismillah al-rahman al-ra- 

him” (‘In the name of God, the compassionate, the mer- 

ciful’’), which is considered to be part of the revelation. 

It attests to the nature of what is to follow as coming 

from God; therefore, it seems to serve as the mark of 

the beginning of a unit of revelation. In the one instance 

where the formula is lacking, several explanations have 

been offered for its absence. Citing the continuity of 
style and subject matter between the end of surah 8 and 

the beginning of surah 9, many scholars have contended 

that they were originally one. Montgomery Watt, how- 

ever, believes that there is no Basmalah at the begin- 

ning of surah 9 because it is not needed: the surah opens 

in such a way that its provenance and nature are suffi- 

ciently proclaimed without this usual formula. 

Mysterious letters. Another peculiarity of certain su- 

rahs is the occurrence at their beginning, immediately 

after the Basmalah, of one or more letters of the Arabic 

alphabet that do not constitute words but are read as 

separate letters. This phenomenon of the ‘“‘mysterious 

letters,’ as they are called, is found in twenty-nine su- 

rahs. Muslim commentators have been unanimous in 

affirming that the mysterious letters are part of the rev- 

elation given'to Muhammad, but there is little agree- 

ment among them about what these letters may mean. 

The situation is no different with modern critical schol- 

arship. The mysterious letters have been seen as abbre- 

viations for the names of the chapters concerned or as 

the initials of, or symbols for, those from whom partic- 

ular surahs were collected when the Qur’an was com- 

piled. Still others have sought a mystical import in the 

mysterious letters or interpreted them numerologically, 

but none of the arguments is convincing. W. Montgom- 

ery Watt has called attention to the fact that surahs 

with the same prefixed letters normally occur together 

and form distinctive blocks of Qur’anic material (e.g., 

h-m before surahs 40-47); he goes on to suggest that the 

groups marked in this way may have existed before the 
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final compilation of the Qur’an and simply have been 

incorporated, as blocks, into the text. 

Headings. In editions of the Qur'an it is customary 

also to include a kind of heading that provides some 

useful information at the beginning of each surah. In 

addition to giving the name of the surah, the heading 

also indicates whether it was revealed in Mecca or Me- 

dina and gives the number of verses. For all except the 

last thirty-five surahs (for the reason that they are very 

short) the heading also gives the number of ruka‘ or sec- 

tions into which the surah is divided. Thus surah 2, The 

Cow, is said to be Medinese, to contain 286 verses, and 

to be divided into 40 ruka‘. The printed Egyptian edi- 

tion of 1924 (called the “royal edition’”’ because of the 

sponsorship of King Fa’ad), now virtually standard 

throughout the Islamic world, provides still further in- 

formation such as the number of the surah in the chron- 

ological order of delivery and indications of the verses 

that are considered exceptions to the designation of the 

surah as Meccan or Medinese. These headings are ob- 

viously not part of the revelation but have been added 
by later scholars. 

Ayah. Each surah of the Qur'an is further subdivided 
into a number of dydat (sg., dyah), usually called verses 

in English, which are naturally separated from one an- 

other by the occurrence of rhythm, rhyme, or asso- 

nance. Although later scholars almost always use the 

word dyah to refer to a verse in the Qur'an, this is not 

its principal meaning in the text itself. Ayah literally 

means a “sign” or ‘‘wonder,” and it is among the most 

frequently used terms in the Qur’4n. Humanity has 

been given signs of God’s creative sovereignty and his 

goodness in many aspects of nature and in its own life. 

The foremost of these is God’s very creation of the heav- 

ens and the earth and that with which he has filled 

them. Everything in the universe about us bespeaks the 

reality, power, beneficence, and majesty of the divine 

sovereign. There are also signs of the divine judgment 

and retribution for sinners and for those who cry lies to 

God’s signs or deny them in the histories of previous 

prophets; these prophets have also been given signs to 

confirm the truth and divine origin of their messages. A 

demand for such signs, presumably of a miraculous na- 

ture, was made also of Muhammed by his opponents 

and detractors. The Qur’an, however, insists that only 

God, and not the Prophet, has the power to give signs; 

in any event, even were Muhammad to bring a sign 

(30:58), his opponents would not believe. The real signs 

of Muhammad’s authenticity as a prophet and of the 

truth of his messages were the revelations that came to 

him. These were miraculous events not to be explained 

in mundane terms. Here the concept of dyah is seen as 

virtually equivalent to the revelation, an idea that is 
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borne out elsewhere when the Qur’an speaks of one 

ayah being substituted for another or mentions “‘a surah 

in which we have sent down dydt.”” Thus ayah was a 

name for one of the units of the revelation, and it car- 

ries that sense even when it refers to a verse of the 

Qur’an. 
It is not altogether appropriate, however, to translate 

ayah as ‘‘verse”’ since the Qur’an is composed in a kind 

of rhyming prose and does not exhibit the uniform ob- 

servance of a metrical system of any kind. Stylistically 

the Qur’an does not follow the well-established formal 

rules of Arabic poetry. Some of the d@ydat are quite short, 

consisting of only a few words, while others are lengthy, 

comprising a number of lines. There is also disagree- 

ment among authorities about the precise divisions of 

the dyat from one another, a problem that is created by 

uncertainty over the points at which rhyme or asso- 

nance may be thought to occur. In consequence there is 

more than one scheme for numbering the dydt of the 

Qur’an. Gustav Fltigel in his edition (1834) employed a 
division and numbering of the dydt that is not used by 

any standard Muslim authority, but it was the system 

employed in the West for many years. Since the appear- 

ance of the 1924 Egyptian edition, however, it has be- 

come customary for most scholars, in those instances 

where the Fltigel numbering differs from the Egyptian, 

to use both numbers in the citations of particular dyat, 

with the Egyptian number coming first and the Fltigel 

second. 

Other Divisions and Signs. In addition to the division 

into surahs and dydt the Qur'an is also divided for pur- 

poses of recitation. One division marks out thirty ap- 

proximately equal parts (ajzda’; sg., juz’) that permit the 

whole Qur’an to be completed during the month of 

Ramadan by reciting one part per day. Each part is fur- 

ther subdivided into two units called hizb, which are 

each subdivided in turn into four quarters (rub‘ al-hizb). 

A different division of the text into seven mandczil (sg., 

manzil) envisages the recitation in the course of a single 

week. Some or all of these divisions for liturgical pur- 

poses are normally indicated in the margin of the text 
by words, signs, and numbers. 

In comparison with the printed versions of ordinary 

Arabic texts, the Qur’an is distinguished by the presence 

of a full complement of diacritical marks that give pre- 

cise guidance for the vocalization of each word. These 

marks result in a much “busier” text than is normally 

the case. It is customary to write and print only the con- 

sonants in Arabic, since vocalization (therefore, the 

vowels) is looked upon not as an essential element of a 

word but only as the “‘movement”’ given to the conso- 

nants. It falls upon the readers to supply the vocaliza- 

tion as they read, according to their understanding of 

the sentence and the relationship of its various parts. 

_ Were the text not fully pointed, numerous possibili- 

ties for error would arise, especially for those readers 

who do not know the language well. Since the Qur’an 

is looked upon as the very words of God himself, error 

in its reading and recitation is not acceptable. For this 

reason the Qur’anic text is invariably printed fully 

pointed. 

Still other signs that are usually printed in the text 

between the lines or at the end of an dyah have to do 

with instructions for recitation. They are intended as 

helps to the reciter, who must observe an elaborate set 

of rules concerning the pronunciation of certain letters 

and combinations of letters. There are, for example, 

signs that indicate where a stop is mandatory in order 

to preserve the meaning, others where a stop is permit- 

ted but not mandatory, others where a stop is forbid- 

den, and so forth. Indications are also given through 

signs of places where it was customary for the Prophet 

to stop while reciting, as well as indications of places 

where the angel Gabriel had the habit of stopping. All 

of these matters form constituent elements of the body 
of learning known to Muslims as the ‘ulaim al-Qur’an 

(‘sciences of the Qur’an” 

In the case of some fourteen or fifteen surahs where it 

is mentioned that the creation and God’s servants bow 

before their Lord, it is considered mandatory to per- 

form a prostration when one recites these surahs or 

hears them recited. At the appropriate points the word 

sajdah (prostration) is, therefore, printed in the margin. 

In Arabic editions of the Qur’an, though often not in 

translations, it is also usual to print a prayer (du‘a’) af- 

ter the last surah; this is known as the “Prayer upon the 

Completion of the Qur’an.” The reciter begs God’s 
mercy in the name of the Qur’an, prays that the scrip- 
ture may be a light and guidance, and beseeches God’s 

aid in learning, remembering, and reciting the Qur’an 
continually. 

The Teachings of the Qur’an 

The Qur’an contains many different kinds of materi- 
als that range from narrative to prescriptions and pro- 
hibitions of a quasi-legal nature and exhortations to 
fear God. Although its teaching is not developed in a 
Systematic way, it is nonetheless possible to extract 
from the Qur’4n a summary of its worldview. The 
Qur’an’s principal concern is the divine relationship 
with humanity; indeed, its very purpose is to summon 
mortals to recognize the sovereignty of God over their 
lives and to invite them to submit (do or make islam, 
“submission”’) to his will. In consequence it has a great 
deal to say about the natures of both God and human- 
kind. 



Doctrine of God. There is no attempt in the pages of 
the Qur'an to prove that God exists; his being and his 
existence are simply assumed. Although some of those 
whom Muhammad addressed may have lacked such an 

idea, it seems likely on the basis of the Qur’an and the 

pre-Islamic poetry that a high god, known as Allah, was 

generally recognized among the Arabs. Despite his 

being the highest, however, he was but one god among 

others in a polytheistic system. Muhammad’s mission 

was to call for acknowledgment of that deity as the ex- 

clusive arbiter of human destiny and for devotion to 

him alone. Thus, the Qur’an lays emphasis upon God’s 
tawhid, his unity, singularity, or uniqueness. ‘God, 
there is no god but he” (2:255, 3:2, and numerous other 

places), proclaims the Qur’an, or alternatively, “There 
is no god but God” (3:62 et al.), words equivalent in 

meaning to the first portion of the Islamic Shahadah, or 

short ¢reedal statement. [See Shahadah.] 

The sense of these words is not that Allah is the apex 

of a hierarchy but that he is absolutely supreme in a 

manner that deprives all his possible rivals of any true 

reality. Among all things Allah alone is worthy to be 

spoken of as truly “being.” “That which you worship 

apart from him is nothing but names you have named, 

yourselves and your fathers’ (12:40). Similarly, the 

Qur’a4n pours scorn on the idols of the Arabs, things 

made with their own hands that can neither profit nor 

hurt them (25:55 et al.), mocks those who take angels as 

their Lord, and makes Jesus deny that he ever urged his 

followers to take him and his mother as lords (5:116). 

The Qur’anic world is thoroughly and uncompromis- 

ingly theocentric: it owes its very existence to Allah, 

who created it and sustains it and with whose signs it 

is filled. The greatest wrong of which human beings are 

capable is “association” (shirk) of another being with 

God in the supremacy and uniqueness that are properly 

his alone. ‘Serve God, and associate nothing with him” 

(4:36) is the heart of the Qur’an’s message to humanity. 

The Qur’an does, however, recognize several classes 

of other supernatural beings, namely angels, jinn, and 

demons, but they are all subordinate to God. All, fur- 

ther, are created beings, the jinn and the angels having 

as their purpose to serve and worship God, while the 

demons are given freedom to tempt humans to go 

astray until their final punishment overtakes them. 

The Qur’an characterizes God through a number of 

epithets (All-Mighty, All-Wise, Knowing, Willing, See- 

ing, etc.). These descriptive terms, as well as the verbal 

forms that set out the divine actions, are the basis of 

the list of the ninety-nine Most Beautiful Names of God 

that have figured so prominently in Muslim theology 

and mysticism. In the Qur'an the epithets should be 

taken as simple descriptions of the divine being who 
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gave the revelations to Muhammad. The chief divine 

characteristics that emerge from them are those of om- 

nipotent creator (13:16 et al.), bountiful benefactor, and 

stern judge. God has brought the heavens and the earth 

and what lies between them into existence through his 

creative word, “Be’’ (40:68 et al.), and it is he who con- 

trols events in human lives and in the cosmos more gen- 

erally: “He is powerful over all things.” It is God who 

sends down rain that causes the pastures and the crops 

to grow, and he who created the cattle, horses, and 

mules that serve and benefit humankind. From his hand 

also arises the bounty of the sea as well as all other 

things that give pleasure, sustenance, and fulfillment. 

“And if ye would count the favor of Allah, ye cannot 

reckon it” (16:18). In the earliest days of Muhammad’s 

mission to the Arabs the beneficence of Allah was the 

central theme of his message. The bountiful, merciful, 

and forgiving God, however, is also the upholder of 

stern and unrelenting justice. For those who do evil, re- 

fuse his prophets, reject the revelations, or cry lies to 

God, judgment and a terrible punishment are sure to 

follow, while for his faithful servants there will be the 

reward of bliss. [See Attributes of God, article on Islamic 

Concepts; and God, article on God in Islam.] 

One aspect of the divine mercy frequently empha- 

sized in the Qur’an is God’s communication with hu- 

manity. God does not stand aloof from the world but 

involves himself in its affairs and in the lives of mortals. 

From the divine side communication has occurred 

through God’s numerous signs in the creation and 

through the prophets who have been sent with guid- 

ance. The Qur’an speaks of a series of prophets who in- 

clude some, such as Abraham, Moses, David, and Jesus, 

from the biblical tradition and others, such as Salih and 
Had, apparently of old Arabian origin. It is notable, 

however, that among the biblical prophets none of the 

great writing prophets of the Old Testament is men- 

tioned. To some prophets books have been given, all 

bearing the same message to humankind; these include 

the Torah of Moses, the Psalms of David, and the Evan- 

gel of Jesus, to which must be added the kitab vouch- 

safed to Muhammad who is the seal of the entire series 

of prophets. Other prophets were not bearers of books 

but served as guides, warners, and admonishers to the 

errant. 
Those who have previously received scripture, prin- 

cipally the Jews and Christians, the ‘‘peoples of the 

book,” share a common tradition with the Muslim um- 

mah, or community, all three stemming from Abra- 

ham. The Christian scripture confirms the Torah, and 

the Qur’an confirms them both. At the same time, how- 

ever, the Qur’an particularly charges the Jews with hav- 

ing ‘‘corrupted” or “‘altered” their scripture or with hav- 
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ing “concealed” parts of it. It seems clear that in the 

beginning of his career Muhammad expected to be . 

warmly received by the two previous scriptural com- 

munities, but this was not to be, and his relations with 

Jews and Christians steadily worsened. Of the three 

only the Muslims have proved to be the true followers 

of Abraham and, therefore, of the original divine mes- 

sage. 
From the human side also the communication with 

God may be both verbal and nonverbal. In its verbal 

aspect it is represented by the du‘a’, which is a private, 

individual conversation with God, either an outpouring 

of deep piety or a desperate cry for help when believers 

find themselves in imminent danger, as in the case of 

shipwreck (10:22) or when confronted with the terror of 

the final judgment. Such prayers are individual and 

deeply felt, even though the person may forget his or 

her dependence upon God when the danger has passed. 

Nonverbal communication with the divine takes the 

form of the ritual salat, or worship that the Qur’an en- 

joins upon Muslims to render daily to their Lord. The 

salat includes bodily postures and prostrations and also 

some verbal formulas which are, however, fixed in their 

form and not spontaneous. [See Salat.] 

Doctrine of Humankind. In the Qur’anic view human 

nature stands in sharpest contrast with that of God. Hu- 

mans are creatures, brought into being by God, though 

they occupy a special position in the cosmic hierarchy 

somewhat higher than the angels, whom God com- 

manded to bow down to Adam to whom he had taught 

the names of things (2:31—33). All did so save Iblis, who 

arrogantly refused, becoming the enemy of mankind. 

The proper human attitude toward the Sovereign Cre- 

ator Lord is that of humble, meek, and self-abasing sur- 

render. Allah is Lord, and the human being is his slave 

(‘abd) with all that this implies of subservience and de- 

pendence. This relationship is most clearly expressed in 

the word islam, which signifies the inner act of self- 

relinquishment into the hands of God that is required 

of all people. Mere outward conformity to the practices 

of the Muslim community is not enough; there must 

also be taqwa (fear of God), tasdiq (involvement of the 

heart), and imdn (faith). Those who haughtily refuse, 

who do not acknowledge the signs of God and his 

bounty, are kdfirs, usually translated as ‘‘unbelievers,” 

though its Qur’anic meaning is closer to “ingrates.” 

The Qur’an lays great emphasis upon the absolute- 

ness of God’s power over human lives, to the extent at 

times even of suggesting that all human activity is the 

direct result of the divine will and initiative. This point 

is clearly made in such verses as 9:51, “Nothing will be- 

fall us except what God has decreed for us,” and 6:125, 

“If God wills to guide someone, he enlarges his breast 

for Islam, and if he wills to lead someone astray, he 

makes his breast narrow and contracted.” In spite of 

such passages, however, the Qur’an in general main- 

tains the freedom of human will and, indeed, empha- 

sizes the need for people to decide and commit them- 

selves, positively or negatively, with respect to its 

teaching. The seeming contradiction between these pas- 

sages is probably to be explained in terms of the audi- 

ences being addressed and the rhetorical demands of 

the peculiar circumstances in which these revelations 

came. For the fiercely independent and haughty bed- 

ouin of the desert, for example, it would have been im- 

portant to underline in the strongest terms that they 

were subject to the control of a higher power and, like 

it or not, subservient to a universal moral order. In 

other circumstances a stronger stress on the ability to 

choose would have been appropriate. [See Iman and Is- 

lam and Free Will and Predestination, article on Islamic 

Concept.] 

Eschatology. One of the major themes of the Qur’anic 

teaching is the coming Judgment when all people shall 

be made to answer before God for their lives. The Judg- 

ment (the Day of Religion, the Day of Resurrection, the 

Last Day) is the climax of history, a catastrophic and 

terrifying event that will leave none untouched. Some 

of the most powerful passages of the Qur’an describe 

the cosmic upheaval and turmoil that will occur on that 

day; nature will disintegrate as the seas boil over and 

the mountains crumble into dust, and the graves will 

give up their dead. When that day will come no one 

knows save God, but come it shall and suddenly. People 

shall be called, each one individually, the living and the 

resurrected, before God’s throne with the angels stand- 

ing about in ranks, and each shall be required to read 

from the book of the record of his or her deeds. There 

will be naught to avail one on that day and none to in- 

tercede, not even powerful kinsmen. The Qur’an speaks 

of the Judgment being made by the weighing of deeds 

in a scale to determine whether the good or the ill pre- - 

ponderates. In another passage the Judgment is ren- 

dered by a person’s book being handed over in either 

the right or left hand or behind the back. There is no 

mention, however, of the bridge stretched over Hell or 

of the lake of fire, and no clear reference to punishment 

in the grave, all of which belong to the medieval elabo- 

ration of Islamic eschatological teaching. 
Once judgment has been rendered, people are con- 

signed either to the torment of Hell or the bliss of Par- 
adise, to remain there forever. Hell is supervised by an- 
gels appointed for that purpose, and its inhabitants, in 
addition to the fire, are made to suffer the agony of eat- 
ing bitter fruit and drinking hot water while calling to 
no avail on their friends in Paradise for assistance. The 



fortunate dwellers of Paradise by contrast live amid 
beautiful gardens, with flowing streams, and enjoy 
many luxuries and pleasures, among them reunion with 

earthly spouses restored to full youth. There is also the 
company of wide-eyed houris, unblemished maidens of 

great beauty. In addition the faithful in Paradise have 
the blessings of peace and forgiveness and, most impor- 

tant of all, are granted the beatific vision of their Sov- 
ereign Lord. 

The Qur’anic eschatological teachings were among 

the most difficult for the pagan Arabs to accept, which 

perhaps accounts for the great emphasis they receive in 

the Qur’an. The resurrection from the dead was an es- 

pecially sharp point of controversy between Muham- 

mad and his incredulous critics, who demanded to 

know how bones and flesh once turned to dust could 

live again. The answer lay in God’s omnipotence; he 

who had made people live, then made them die, could 

make them live once again. Even for those long dead 

there was to be no escape from the terrible Day of Reck- 

oning. [See Eschatology, article on Islamic Eschatology.] 

Legal Elements. The Qur’an is no more a book of law 

than it is a book of theology, but it does contain a num- 

ber of specific commands and prohibitions that com- 

mended themselves to legally minded people in later 

times as the elements of a legal system. They became 

the basis of the highly elaborated Islamic law or 

shari‘ah. These regulations are often referred to as the 

“laws of the Qur’an.” The first category of such com- 

mands relates to the religious duties of a Muslim with 

respect to prayer, observance of the fast of Ramadan, 

the pilgrimage, and the payment of the alms-tax or 

zakat; Islamic law knows this category of regulations as 

the ‘ibddadt or duties that believer as slave (‘abd) owes 

to the Lord. Other regulations have more to do with the 

life of the community or with the relationship among 

people. The principal groups in this category are (1) 

rules governing relations between the sexes, including 

marriage, divorce, adultery, and fornication as well as 

the norms for modest conduct; (2) rules regulating the 

relations of parents and children, comprised of their du- 

ties toward one another, as well as the rule of adoption; 

(3) rules relating to criminal acts, especially murder, 

theft, and retaliation; (4) rules relating to inheritance; 

(5) rules for the control of commercial relations: such 

things as contract, debt, usury, and justice in business 

dealings; (6) rules relating to slaves and their treat- 

ment; and (7) rules relating to food and drink, including 

the prohibition of wine. Numerous other regulations of 

lesser importance for the community’s life are also sug- 

gested by the Qur’an from time to time, such as, for ex- 

ample, the distribution of booty after a raid or relations 

with religious minorities living under the community’s 
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domination. [See Islamic Law and Worship and Cultic 

Life, article on Muslim Worship.] 

The Qur’an in Muslim Life 

The evidences for the religious meaning of the Qur’an 

and the reverence paid to it are too numerous to catalog 

in detail, but some broad indications may be given. 

Among the most striking is the vast effort devoted to the 

study of the Qur’an and especially to the composition of 

commentaries on its text. There are literally thousands 

of commentaries (tafsirs), many of them of massive size, 

in which the sacred text is deliberated upon verse by 

verse and phrase by phrase in order to elicit its mean- 

ing. In spite of the rich store of such works from the 

past, the production of commentaries continues in the 

twentieth century in all of the principal languages that 

Muslims speak. [See Tafsir.] 

If one considers the systematic expression of Islamic 

faith in the form of theological treatises and creedal 

statements, the role of the Qur’an is once again central. 

The major themes of Islamic theology all reflect the 

Qur’anic teachings, and it was Qur’anic statements that 

both posed the basic problems for the theologians and 

supplied the most fundamental and authoritative ma- 

terials for their solution. Such issues as the relation be- 

tween the divine attributes and the divine essence or 

the problem of free will and predestination derive im- 

mediately from verses in the Qur’an that invite contem- 

plation and require clarification. One of the most in- 
tense of the theological discussions in the early 

centuries revolved about the Qur’an itself and the sense 

in which it might be considered to be the “speech of 

God.” There were those (the Jahmiyah) who held that 

God was a speaker and the Qur’an his speech only in a 

figurative sense. The majority, however, looked upon 

speech as one of the essential attributes of God like his 

knowing, willing, seeing, and so forth. Speech they held 

to be a quality of God inherent in his nature. Since God 

is unchangeable, it follows that he has eternally been a 

speaker of his word. Thus arose the doctrine of the “un- 

createdness” of the Qur’an, which eventually triumphed 

in the community in spite of the powerful opposition of 

some of the Abbasid Caliphs who favored the sect 

known as the Mu‘tazilah with its belief that the Qur’an 

was created. The position of Muslim orthodoxy is put 

succinctly by al-Nasafi (d. 1142) in his well-known 

creedal statement (Elder’s translation): 

He (God) speaks with a kind of Speech which is one of His 

attributes, from all eternity, not of the genus of letters and 

sounds. It is an attribute incompatible with silence and de- 

fect. Allah speaks with this attribute, commanding, prohib- 

iting, and narrating. The Qur’an, the Speech of Allah, is un- 
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created and it is written in our volumes, preserved in our 

hearts, recited by our tongues, heard by our ears, [yet] is not 

a thing residing in them. 

The import of this statement is that the Qur’an is coex- 

istent with God throughout all of eternity, a truth be- 

yond and prior to the whole of created being. That truth 

lives and is communicated in the scripture of the Mus- 

lim community; indeed, it is the awareness of its inex- 

pressible divine nature which makes the Qur’an the 

scripture. [See Creeds, article on Islamic Creeds, and 

Mu‘tazilah.] 

The Muslim attitude toward translation of the Qur’an 

may also be considered in this connection. The vast ma- 

jority of Muslims in the world are not Arabophones, and 

the Qur'an in its original language is, thus, not readily 

accessible to them. Nevertheless, learned Muslims have 

traditionally resisted the translation of the Qur’an into 

other languages on the ground that the words delivered 

to and by the Prophet were Arabic words. Any other 

words are simply not the Qur’an: they may convey its 

literal meaning, but they lack the divine aura of the 

original. With the passing of time, however, perhaps as 

early as the ninth century, translations into other lan- 

guages began to be made. In the case of translations 

meant for the use of Muslims it has been customary to 

present the translation in interlinear form with the 

original Arabic not only present but given the place of 

prominence. Thus, the contact with the original divine 

message is maintained and cultivated, even though the 

worshiper may require assistance in the vocabulary of 

another language to appreciate much of what is being 

said. The same sensitivity toward translation is shown 

in many English renderings; one of the well-known 

Muslim translators, Marmaduke Pickthall, has called 

his translation not the Qur’an, but The Meaning of the 

Glorious Qur’an. When the Qur’an is recited in connec- 

tion with religious or public ceremonies, however, it is 

invariably recited in Arabic and never in translation. 

There can be no more eloquent testimony to the place 

accorded the Qur’an in Muslim hearts than the effort 
that many pious individuals make to internalize the 

scripture by memorizing it in its entirety. To commit 

the scripture to memory is thought to be an especially 

pious act, and all over the Muslim world there are not 

only numerous persons who have accomplished this 

considerable feat but also thousands of Qur’an schools 
(kuttabs) where the chief activity is teaching the text to 

young children, especially to boys. Memorization of the 

text is striven for even in those countries where Arabic 
is neither spoken nor understood, and there are many 

who can repeat the sacred words without, however, un- 

derstanding what they mean. A person who has thus 

memorized the complete text is known as a hafiz, one 

who guards or keeps the Qur’an in his heart. 

Perhaps the most powerful mediator of the Qur’an in 

Muslim religious life and practice is its frequent and re- 

peated recitation. Attention was called above to the role 

of Qur’anic recitation in the time of the Prophet and his 

companions, and that role has continued through the 

centuries down to the present time. For the vast major- 

ity in Islamic lands there is no other access to the divine 

book than that provided by its recitation; it must be 

remembered that literacy is limited in the countries of 

Asia and Africa, and, furthermore, Arabic is not the 

tongue of the majority of Muslims. The revelations, 

however, continue to be recited in the midst of the com- 

munity that has formed about them, and there is no 

more powerful symbol or evocation of the Islamic 

worldview than the divine words. The Qur’an or parts 

of it are recited on many different occasions. For ex- 

ample, a pious Muslim who faithfully observes the five 

daily prayers mandated by the shari‘ah will recite the 

Fatihah a minimum of seventeen times each day in ad- 

dition to other passages of the Qur’an. All of the great 

events of life, the so-called rites of passage, in the Mus- 

lim world are marked by the recitation of the Qur’an as 

an essential part of the observances. The holy book is 

an element of the rites of marriage and of funerals. It is 

recited at birth, in connection with the naming of a 

child, and at the time of circumcision. A great enter- 

prise of any kind, whether in public or private life, is 

likely to be launched with the blessings that come 

through recitation of the Qur’an. In some Muslim coun- 

tries it has become the custom to begin every public 

meeting or gathering with Qur’anic verses. In recent 

times, since the introduction of electronic media of 

communication to the Muslim world, Qur’anic pas- 

sages, often beautifully recited, are regularly broadcast. 

Also of importance is the place of Qur’an recitation in 

the celebration of the great calendrical feast days of the 

Muslim community such as ‘Id al-Fitr and ‘Id al-Adha, 

and as noted earlier, it is a special mark of piety to re- 

cite the whole of the Qur’4n during the thirty days of 

the fast of Ramadan. In short, the Qur’an is invariably 

associated with the crucial occasions of Muslim life in 

an immediate way through the recitation of the re- 
vealed words. Its significance is not limited to these 
paramount events, however, but penetrates into vir- 
tually every aspect of daily life as well by virtue of its 
role as one of the formative forces of Islamic culture. 

Evidence of this same reverence may be seen in the 
aesthetic embellishments given to the text of the Our’an 
by generations of calligraphers, illuminators, and book- 
binders. The flowing cursive script of Arabic with its 



many styles of writing readily lends itself to assuming 
elaborate and exquisite forms. Nowhere has the art of 
the calligrapher been more beautifully or carefully ex- 
ercised than in the presentation and decoration of the 

Qur’anic text, as a visit to any major collection of Is- 

lamic art will quickly show. The writing out of the text, 
like its memorization, is a work of devotion, and it is 

doubly so when the result is a thing of beauty and com- 

pelling attraction. Often no less lovely are the embossed 
and decorated covers within which the text is enclosed. 
Qur’anic verses, sometimes in a monumental size and 

always in beautiful forms, also appear as architectural 
decorations on mosques, madrasahs, and other public 

buildings. The appearance of Qur’anic inscriptions on 

religious buildings in particular serves as a peculiarly 
effective symbol of the purposes for which the building 
was erected and, therefore, of the divine presence in the 

world. 

There is also an elaborate etiquette observed in the 

community for approaching and handling the sacred 

text. It is never to be approached lightly or with disre- 

spect. Anyone who would read or recite should be in a 

state of ritual purity, having performed the ablutions 

customary before prayer, and all intentions must be 

pious. Care must be taken that the Qur’an does not 

come into contact with any filthy substance, and it is 

never to be laid upon the ground or recited in situations 

that would conduce to its being ridiculed. 

It would be difficult if not impossible to overstate the 

role of the Qur’an in the religious life of the Muslim 

community. In no other major religious tradition does 

the scripture have the centrality or the significance that 

it commands in Muslim piety. The “book-centeredness”’ 

of Islamic faith is a response to the Muslim apprehen- 

sion of the Qur’an as the living presence of the divine 

word in the midst of the community and the world. 

Through it God continues to communicate with those 

who fear him and acknowledge his signs; the Qur’an is 

thus revered as a transcendent reality and an eternal 

truth accessible to all who care to read or recite it. 

[See also the biographies of the principal scholars and 

historical figures mentioned herein.] 
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to find any word of interest in the text, but its unique organi- 

zation provides a key to the interrelationship of key Qur’anic | 

terms and concepts. 

CHARLES J. ADAMS 

Its Role in Muslim Piety 

The Qur'an is a unique phenomenon in religious his- 

tory. It is a historical document reflecting the socioeco- 

nomic, religious, and political situation of seventh-cen- 

tury Arab society, but it is at the same time a book of 

guidance and a code of conduct for millions of men and 

women who live by its injunctions and find in it the 

meaning and fulfillment of their lives. For them, the 

Qur’an is the eternal word of God which entered human 

time and history through revelation, a light illuminat- 

ing the way of the faithful from this world to the next. 

As the written text declares, its original form remains 

with God, “a glorious Qur’an preserved in a well- 

guarded tablet” (surah 85:21-—22). Thus, although it 

took on the form and character of human speech, the 

Qur’an remains in its essence a celestial archetype free 

from the limitations of human sounds and letters. It 

was communicated to the prophet Muhammad by Ga- 

briel, the angel of revelation, in human words, words 

which were subsequently written down and memorized 

by the pious and finally codified by them into an official 

book (mushaf) “contained within two covers.” Yet the 

Prophet himself, we are told, received the Qur’an in hu- 

manly unintelligible sounds like those of ringing bells; 

like Gabriel, he received it directly from God. This di- 

mension, the essence of the earthly Qur’an, which God 

“sent down on the night of determination” (/aylat al- 

qadr, 96:1) into Muhammad’s heart (26:94), enabled the 

Prophet to share in the power and transcendence of the 

divine word. As a result, the relationship between the 

human plane of existence and the transcendent word of 

God has given the Qur’an a quasi-human personality, 
indued with feelings and emotions, ready even to con- 

tend on the Day of Resurrection with those who aban- 

doned it in this life and to intercede for those who have 

lived by its teachings. 

For more than fourteen hundred years, Muslims of all 

schools of thought have interiorized the Qur’an as the 

transcendent word of God, infinite in meaning and sig- 

nificance for all times and places. Its status in the Mus- 

lim community is strikingly depicted in a prophetic tra- 

dition related on the authority of ‘Ali, the cousin and 

son-in-law of the Prophet. When ‘Ali was told by the 

Prophet, “There shall be a great sedition after me,” and 

he asked how such a calamity could be averted, the 

Prophet replied: 

By means of the book of God! In it is the report concerning 

those who were before you, the narrative of what is to come 

after you, and the criterion of judgment among you... . 

Whoever seeks guidance in anything other than it, God shall 

cause him to go astray. It is the rope of God; it is the “wise 

remembrance” (3:58) and the “straight way.” With it, hearts 

shall not swerve nor tongues utter confusion. The learned 

shall never be sated of it. It shall not wear out from constant 

use, nor will its marvels ever be exhausted. . . . Whoever 

utters it speaks truth, and whoever abides by it shall have 

his rich reward. Whoever judges by it shall judge justly, and 

whoever calls others to it shall be guided to the straight way. 

(cited in Ayoub, vol. 1, p. 10) 

The Qur’an has thus permeated every facet and stage 

of the life of Muslim society and that of every Muslim 

believer. It is, however, particularly evident in Shi‘i 

piety, since much of Shi‘i theology is based on a hagiog- 

raphy in which the Qur’an as well as the imams figure 

prominently. With its words, the newborn child is wel- 

comed into the world, as the father utters certain pop- 

ular verses into its ear. In traditional Muslim societies, 

a child learns the opening surah when it begins to speak 

and goes on to memorize other, longer surahs and in 

some cases the entire Qur’4n. The completion of this sa- 

cred task then becomes a festive occasion for the family 
and the larger community. As the sixth Shi imam, 

Ja‘far al-Sadiq, declared, ‘“Whoever recites the Qur’an 
while yet a youth and has faith, the Qur’4n becomes in- 

termingled with his flesh and blood” (Ayoub, vol. 1, p. 12). 

Language. The Qur’an addresses Muslims in various 

styles and on various levels of eloquence. Its brief and 

cryptic verses present in sharp contrasts the portents, 

fears, and torments of the Day of Judgment and the 

bliss and pleasures of Paradise. Its longer and more di- 

dactic verses address the day-to-day life of the commu- 

nity—its social relations, political loyalties, and legal 

problems. The Qur’an encourages the people of faith by 

comparing them to exuberant plants which would 

please cultivators (48:29) and reproaches the stubborn 

rejectors of faith by comparing them to dumb beasts 
(8:22). 

Qur’anic language is at times rhapsodic. The opening 

verses of surah 36 (Ydsin, the names of two Arabic let- 

ters), for instance, move rapidly and with great dra- 
matic force in relating unknown stories of bygone ages 
and the dramatic encounter of human beings with God 
on the Day of Judgment; its awe-inducing power is such 
that it is recited over the dead. In other places the lan- 
guage is smooth and calming, as in surah 55 (al-Rah- 
man, The Merciful), which describes the flowing rivers 
of Paradise, only imperfectly realized on earth, and 
which has been recognized to have hypnotic qualities. A 
good Qur'an reciter often has the power to carry his lis- 



teners into moods of excitement or transports of bliss as 
they become totally engrossed in the words. 
Among the most popular and most frequently re- 

peated passages of the Qur’an, recited by Muslim men 

and women in times of crisis, fear, or uncertainty, are 

the Fatihah (the opening surah), the throne verse 

(2:255), and the surah of sincere faith (112). It is a wide- 

spread custom, for instance, that when the parents of a 

young man and woman agree on uniting their children 

in marriage, the agreement is sealed with the recitation 
of the Fatihah; business deals and other transactions 

are blessed in the same way. The Fatihah is the basic 
Muslim prayer, for the Prophet declared: ‘‘There is no 

prayer except by the opening of the Book.” It is com- 

posed of seven brief verses which present two distinct 

but closely related themes: in the first half, thanksgiv- 
ing, praise, and recognition of God’s mercy (‘In the 

name of God, the All-merciful, the Compassionate/Mas- 

ter of the Day of Judgment/You alone do we worhsip’’), 

and in the second half, a plea for guidance (“‘and you 

alone do we beseech for help/Guide us on the straight 
way/The way of those upon whom you have bestowed 
your favor, not of those who have incurred your wrath 
or those who have gone astray’’). 

The throne verse and the surah of sincere faith both, 

in different ways, declare the majesty, sovereignty, and 

eternity of God. The throne verse is a complete and self- 

contained statement of God’s eternal sovereignty, his 

great power and majesty, declaring that he is “the Ever- 

living, the eternal Sovereign. . . . His throne encom- 

passes the heavens and the earth, and the preservation 
of them does not burden him. He is the most high, the 

most great.” The surah of sincere faith or divine One- 

ness is considered by Muslims the essence of the Qur’an, 

the creed of Islam and a source of blessing and great 

power against evil. It declares that God is ‘‘the eternal 
refuge,’ dependable in times of hardship and adversity. 
He is not subject to processes of birth and death: ‘He 

did not beget nor was he begotten.” He is unique in his 

oneness: “Nor is there anyone equal to him.” This surah 

is often recited along with the Fatihah in prayers; it is 

reported in the traditions that the Prophet recom- 

mended its recitation a hundred times a day if possible. 

Power. The Qur'an is possessed of great powers for 

protection and harm alike. We read, for example, that 

‘“‘were we to cause this Qur’an to descend on a mountain 

you would see [the mountain] humbled and torn asun- 

der in awe of God” (59:21), and indeed, tradition re- 

ports that when the fifth surah was sent down to the 

Prophet while he was traveling on a she-camel, the 

beast fell to the ground, unable to support the sacred 

words. Yet this Qur’an, which even the mountains can- 

not sustain, is also a source of tranquillity and peace 
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for the hearts of those of faith. Muslims consider this 

quality in itself a divine gift of mercy; as Qurtubi as- 

serts, ‘‘Had God not fortified the hearts of his servants 

with the ability to bear it, . . . they would have been 

too feeble and distraught before its great weight’ (Qur- 
tubi, vol. 1, p. 4). 

The powers of the Qur’an have been used in Muslim 

folklore to heal and to inflict harm, to cause strange 

natural occurrences, and even to charm snakes and find 

lost animals. In amulets it serves to protect a child from 

the evil eye or any other mishap and to strengthen or 

break the bond of love between two people. Qur’anic 
verses are similarly inscribed on vehicles, shops, and 

entrances to homes or public buildings to guarantee 

protection against evil and to express gratitude for 

God’s bounties. Qur’anic words, phrases, or entire 

verses are often written or uttered in combination with 

unintelligible words or syllables as formulas against 

magic. According to the sixth imam, “If a man of faith 

were to recite any one hundred verses of the Qur’an he 

wished and then invoke the name of God seven times, 

he could ask for hard rocks to be split and his prayer 
would be answered” (Majlisi, vol. 89, p. 176). 

In times of sickness and adversity, believers turn to 

the Qur’an as a source of “healing and mercy for the 

people of faith” (17:82); the Fatihah in particular is 

called al-shdaftyah (the surah of healing). Since tradition 

has tended to take the Qur’an literally whenever possi- 

ble, it was recommended on the authority of Mujahid, 

one of the earliest Qur’anic authorities, that a sick per- 

son drink the water in which a parchment inscribed 

with a portion of the Qur’an has been soaked; this pious 

custom has persisted down to the present in many areas 

of the Muslim world, often with unfortunate results. 

Qurtubi asserts that in veneration of the Qur’an, a per- 

son seeking such a cure must invoke the name of God 

in every breath he or she takes while drinking and must 

be sincere in prayerful attention because his or her re- 

ward would depend upon that sincerity. The power of 

the Qur’an to heal (10:57) or to reform the human char- 

acter has also been recognized since the first generation 

of Muslims. It is related on the authority of the fifth 

Shi‘i imam, Muhammad al-Bagqir, that ‘Anyone af- 

flicted with a hard heart must inscribe surah 36 [Yasin] 

on a cup with saffron and drink from it (Qurtubi, 

vol. 1, p. 31). 
Comfort. The Qur’an also serves as a source of 

strength and reassurance in the face of the unknown. 

For the pious, the Qur’4n provides the means of con- 

trolling future events or mitigating their outcome 

through istikharah, seeking a good omen in the text. Is- 

tikhadrah represents the choice of what God has chosen; 

it is carried out by averting the face, opening the book, 
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and letting it speak directly to one’s need or condition. 

The action is usually accompanied by elaborate prayers _ 
and rituals. A simple but typical procedure is described 
by Ja‘far al-Sadiq, who is said to have reproached his 

followers for failing to consult the Qur’an to resolve 

problems “with God’s help.’”’ According to the instruc- 

tions he gave for accomplishing this aim, a person must 

recite the Fatihah and other popular portions of the 

Qur’an three times each, including the verse declaring 

“for with him are the keys of the unknown” (6:59). Such 

a person must then turn to God in prayers by means of 

the Qur’an saying ‘“‘O God, I come to you with the great 
Qur’an from its opening to its end, for in it is your great 

name and your complete words. O you who hear every 

sound, encompass every event, and revive every soul af- 

ter death—O you whom darkness cannot obscure and 

who is not confused by the similarity of voices—I beg 

you to choose for me the best course concerning a prob- 

lem which I cannot resolve. For you alone know every- 

thing known and unknown.” The seeker must then pray 

in the names of the prophet Muhammad, ‘Ali, Fatimah, 

and their two sons, Hasan and Husayn, as well as the 

rest of the twelve Shi‘I imams. Finally, he or she must 

open the book and count a certain number of pages and 

lines and read the text, which would be as though re- 

vealed in answer to the problem (Majlisi, vol. 88, pp. 

244-245). 

The Qur’an is a source of blessing and comfort to the 

dead as well as the living. Often before a pious person 

dies, he or she stipulates that the Qur’an be recited at 

the grave for three days to ensure the rest of his or her 

soul. Whenever a deceased person is remembered by 

friends or family, the Fatihah is recited; it is considered 

a gift to the dead, a fragrant breeze from Paradise to 

lighten the great hardship of the grave. It is, however, 

the portions of the Qur’an learned in this world which 

will bring believers great merit in the hereafter. As a 

consolation for the followers (shi‘ah) of the family of the 

Prophet, Imam Ja‘far al-Sadiq promised that ‘‘Any one 

of our Shi‘ah, or those who accept our authority (wi- 

layah), who dies without having attained a good knowl- 

edge of the Qur’an shall be taught it in his grave, in 
order that God may raise his station in paradise, be- 

cause the number of stations in paradise is equal to the 

number of the verses of the Qur’an” (Maijlisi, vol. 39, p. 

188). Indeed, the Prophet is reported to have said, “‘It 

shall be said to the bearer of the Qur’an, ‘Recite and rise 

[to a higher station]. Chant now as you did in the world, 

for your final station shall be at the last verse you re- 
cite’”’ (Qurtubi, vol. 1, p. 9). 

Recitation. Because the Qur’an is an object of great 

reverence, we are told, no one should touch it unless he 

is pure (56:79), nor should anyone recite it unless he is 
in a state of ritual purity. Before beginning to recite, he 

must clean his teeth and purify his mouth, for he will 
become the “path” of the Qur’an. The Qur’an reciter 
must put on his best attire, as he, would when standing 

before a king, for he is in fact speaking with God. 

Likewise, because the Qur’an is the essence of Islamic 

prayer, the reciter should face the giblah, or direction 

of prayer toward Mecca. Anyone who begins to yawn in 

the course of reciting is obliged to stop, because yawn- 

ing is caused by Satan. Normally, recitation begins 

with the formula of refuge: “I take refuge in God from 

the accursed Satan.” It is therefore deemed necessary 
that the reciter seclude himself so that no one comes to 

interrupt him or speak to him, since that speech would 

then be mixed with the word of God, and the reciter 

would lose the power of the formula of refuge with 

which he began his recitation (see Qurtubi, vol. 1, p. 27). 

In a tradition related on the authority of Anas ibn Ma- 

lik, the bearers of the Qur’an are described by the 

Prophet as those who are specially favored with the 

mercy of God because they are the teachers of his word: 

“Anyone who befriends them befriends God, and anyone 

who shows hostility to them shows hostility to God.” 

The tradition goes on to assert that God protects those 

who listen to the Qur’an from the afflictions of this 

world and protects its reciters from the trials of the 

world to come (Tabarsi, vol. 1, p. 32). The prophet is 

said to have further asserted that God would not tor- 

ment a heart in which he had caused the Qur’an to 
dwell. In a hadith qudsi (divine utterance) related on the 

authority of Abt Sa‘id al-Khudri, God says, ‘‘He who is 

occupied with the Qur’4n and with remembrance of me 

so that he has no time to pray for his needs, to him will 

I give the best of that which I grant to those who pray” 

(Qurtubi, vol. 1, p. 4). All obligations of worship (fara’id) 

shall cease with death except recitation of the Qur’an: 
it shall be the delight of the people of Paradise. 

The Qur’an is not a book with a beginning, middle, 

and end. Every portion, or even every verse, is a Qur'an, 

as the entire book is the Qur’an, properly speaking. 

Thus reciting the complete text over a period of days, 

weeks, or months may be considered a journey through 
an infinite world of meaning, a journey in and with the 
Qur’an. The primary purpose of this sacred journey is 
to form one’s character and life according to the word 
of God, to achieve true righteousness ( taqwa). The task 
of reciting the Qur’an is in itself a source of blessing. A 
man is reported to have asked the Prophet, “What is the 
most excellent deed?” He was told, “Be a sojourning 
traveler!” The man then asked, ‘“‘Who is the sojourning 
traveler?” The Prophet answered, “It is the man of the 
Qur’an, he who journeys from its beginning to its end, 
then returns again to its beginning. Thus he stops for a 
brief sojourn, then departs” (Qurtubi, vol. 1, p. 30). 

The Qur’an guides its bearers to the eternal bliss of 



Paradise. It will pray on their behalf, and God will be- 

stow upon them the crown of glory and will be pleased 

with them. Indeed, those who have interiorized the sa- 

cred text through memorizing its verses and who recite 

it and teach others the art of recitation have occupied a 

special place in Muslim piety. They are described in a 

prophetic tradition as ‘‘the people of God and his elect’’ 

(Qurtubi, vol. 1, p. 1). According to another prophetic 

tradition, the best of men is he who studies the Qur’an 

and teaches it to others. In a tradition related on the 

authority of Abi Hurayrah, the Prophet is said to have 

declared: “There are no people assembled in one of the 
houses of God to recite the book of God and study it 
together but that the sakinah (divine tranquillity) de- 

scends upon them. Mercy covers them, angels draw 

near to them, and God remembers them in the company 

of those who are with him” (Ayoub, vol. 1, pp. 8-9). In- 

deed, the highest merit for which a person can hope in 

the world to come is that of engaging with others in the 
study of the Qur’an. 

Literary legacy. In its written form, the Qur’an has 

set the standard for Arabic language and literature as 

the proper and indeed the highest expression of literary 

Arabic. Its style of storytelling, its similes and meta- 

phors have shaped classical Arabic literature and have 

even had their influence on the modern writers. It was 

the demand for absolute correctness in studying, writ- 

ing, and reciting the Qur’an which provided the basis 

for Arabic grammar and other linguistic sciences. 

Qur’anic words and phrases have permeated all the lan- 

guages of the Muslim world. Even daily conversation, 

whether on weighty or mundane matters, is inter- 

spersed with Qur’anic words and phrases, and Qur’anic 

verses are beautifully calligraphed to decorate mosques, 

schools, and the homes of the pious. 

The Qur’an is the basis of unity in an otherwise 

highly diverse religious community and civilization. Its 

impact on the life of pious Muslims may be summed up 

in a prayer attributed to ‘Ali and intended to be offered 

at the completion of a Qur’an recitation: ‘“‘O God, relieve 

with the Qur’an my breast; occupy with the Qur’an my 
entire body; illumine with the Qur’an my sight, and 

loosen with the Qur’Aan my tongue. Grant me strength 

for this, so long as you allow me to remain alive, for 

there is neither strength nor power except in you” (Maj- 

lisi, vol. 89, p. 209). 
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The basic sources dealing with the place of the Qur’an in 

Muslim piety fall into the genre of fada’il al-Qur’an (‘‘excel- 

lences of the Qur’an”’). Such discussions are often prefixed or 

appended to many of the standard tafsir works; see for example 
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appended to volume 7 of his Qur’an commentary, Tafsir al- 
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9 vols. (Beirut, 1979), in volume 6. 
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troduction to his work Aljdmi* li-ahkam al-Qur’an (Cairo, 

1966), is an excellent example of works treating the Qur’an in 
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Hasan al-Tabarsi (d. 1153), an important Twelver Shi‘i jurist, 

theologian, and commentator, is the author of the Majma‘ al- 

bayan fi tafsir al-Qur’adn (Cairo, 1958), a reference work treating 

all points of view in Islamic exegesis with unusual objectivity. 
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excellences of the Qur’an. Mulla Muhammad Bagir al-Majlisi 

(d. 1699) was one of the most prolific Shi’i authors of Safavid 

Iran. His encyclopedic work Bihar al-anwar, 110 vols. (Beirut, 

1983), deals with the biographies of the Shi‘i imams, hadith, 

hagiography, and popular lore. Volume 89 is devoted to the 
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The only work in English thus far dealing with the place of 
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The Qur’an and Its Interpreters (Albany, N.Y., 1984). 

Maumoup M. AyouB 

QURRAT AL-‘AYN TAHIRAH (. 1818-1852), 
Babi preacher, poet, and their first woman martyr. Both 

Qurrat al-‘Ayn (‘solace of the eyes’) and Tahirah (‘‘the 

pure’) were given as honorifics, and her original name 

has fallen into oblivion. 

The daughter of a prominent Shi‘I mullah in Qazvin, 

she was married to her first cousin, the son of another 

important mullah. She was a highly intelligent woman 

and early studied the works of Shaykh Ahmad Ahsa’, 

who spoke of the imminent coming of the Bab. After 

corresponding with Ahsa’i’s disciple, Sayyid Kazim-i 

Rashti, she took the decisive step of leaving her hus- 

band and children in order to join his circle in Karbala; 

but he died shortly before she performed the pilgrimage 

there in 1843. During her three years’ stay in Karbala, 

Tahirah preached the new doctrine with fervor and suc- 

cess and was accepted by the Bab (whom she never met) 

as one of his eighteen disciples known as Huruf-i Hayy 

(‘the letters of the living,” i.e., the letters that make up 

the word hayy). It was from the Bab’s description of her 

as Janab-i Tahirah (‘‘her excellency, the pure”) that she 

became known as Tahirah or, among Baha'is, Tahirih. 
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Her preaching made the authorities suspicious, and in 

1847 she was put under surveillance in Baghdad. After . 

the shah’s Jewish physician became a convert to Bab- 

ism during a visit there, Tahirah and her followers were 

expelled from Iraq. Upon her return to Qazvin, she was 

divorced from her husband, who opposed the new 

teachings of the Bab. The assassination of her uncle (her 

former father-in-law), also an adversary of the Babis, re- 

sulted in the first persecution of the adherents of the 

new faith, and she went to Tehran and stayed as a guest 

of Baha’ Allah, whom she hailed as the awaited leader 

of the community. During a Babi conference in Badasht 

in 1848, the beautiful young woman is said to have 

preached without a veil, an action that is taken as the 

first attempt to win freedom for Persian women. When 

Nasir al-Din Shah ascended the throne later that year, 

Tahirah was placed under arrest. After a Babi attempt 
to assassinate the shah, she was executed, probably by 

strangulation, in August 1852. 

Tahirah is considered the first Iranian woman to 

preach equality of the sexes and religious freedom; 

E. G. Browne called her appearance in Iran “a prod- 

igy—nay, almost a miracle.’’ Her Persian poems are of 

great beauty; one of them is included in Muhammad 

Iqbal’s Javid-namah (1932), where the Babi heroine ap- 

pears as one of the ‘‘martyrs of love.” 
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RABBAH BAR NAHMANI (d. around 330 ce), a 

third-generation Babylonian amora, rabbinical col- 

league of Yosef bar Hiyya’ and Hisda’. Rabbah studied 

with Huna’ and several other Babylonians, including 

Yehudah bar Yehezqe’l and, some modern scholars ar- 

gue, with Yohanan bar Nappaha’ in Palestine. After Ye- 

hudah’s death, Rabbah began a twenty-two-year career 

as the head of a circle of students and a court in the city 

of Pumbedita. Serving as a judge, he had authority to 

impose rabbinic law in the marketplace and in various 

civil, property, and communal matters (B.T., Hul. 43b; 

Neusner, 1969). 

Rabbah taught his disciples Torah, including every- 

day practical advice, lectured to them in the kallah 

gatherings (B.T., B.M. 86a), and, in his court, trained 

them as apprentice judges. His support for rabbinical 

privileges such as a tax exemption apparently brought 

him into conflict with the exilarch (lay leader consid- 

ered to be of Davidic descent) (Neusner, 1969). His de- 

votion to Torah study (see, e.g., B.T., ‘Eruv. 22a) and his 

sinless character reportedly gave him special access to 

the divine—the ability to call upon God to revive the 

dead (B.T., Meg. 7b), to receive teachings from Elijah, 

and to be protected from demons (B.T., Hul. 105b). Per- 

ceived as a strict follower of the law who reproved the 

community, he was reportedly disliked in certain cir- 

cles (B.T., Shab. 153a). 

Some stories regarding Rabbah’s life apparently 

served to counter less flattering accounts. For example, 

one text describing Rabbah’s death after government 

agents had pursued him for inciting mass tax evasion 

justifies his early death: miraculously protected from 

malicious humans, Rabbah died early in life only be- 

cause he was needed in the heavenly study session to 

resolve a dispute (B.T., B.M. 86a). 

Rabbah was noted for the dialectical sharpness with 

which he analyzed and supplemented received teach- 

ings (B.T., Ber. 64a). To render the Mishnah smoothly, 

he emended it or read in elliptical language (Epstein, 

1964). Similarly, on the basis of his own views, he re- 

vised baraitot (texts purporting to represent extra-Mish- 

naic tannaitic teachings) and other earlier traditions 

that students cited before him. Although he treated nu- 

merous halakhic (legal) topics from ritual, civil, and 

even purity laws no longer in effect, few of his preserved 

dicta deal with aggadic (non-halakhic) matters. 

[For discussion of the circle of sages to which Rabbah 

belonged, see Amoraim.] 
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BarucH M. BoKSER 

RABBINATE. From late antiquity to the present day 
the rabbinate has provided intellectual and spiritual 

leadership for the Jewish community. The term rabbi- 
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nate derives from the Hebrew title rabbi (“my master, 

my teacher’’), which came into use in the first century . 

of the common era. 
Late Antiquity. According to a famous letter of Rav 

Sherira’ Gaon of Babylonia (tenth century), the title 

rabbi was not used before the destruction of the Second 

Temple in the year 70 cE: “‘The designation rabbi came 

into use with those who were ordained then [after the 

destruction of the Temple]: Rabbi Tsadoq and Rabbi 

Eli‘ezer ben Ya‘aqov. The practice spread from the dis- 

ciples of Rabban Yohanan ben Zakk’ai.’”’ Before that 

time, great sages (like Hillel the Elder) were cited with- 

out honorific. In about the first century cE, the title rab- 

ban (Aram., “our master’) was accorded to the patri- 

arch and other especially distinguished sages. The term 

rav was later employed in Babylonia as equivalent to 

rabbi in Palestine. 

Rabbinical ordination is a ceremony of doubtful his- 

torical authenticity, although tradition holds that from 

the time of Moses there has been an unbroken succes- 

sion of “laying on of hands’’ that conferred rabbinical 

status. Even Moses is referred to frequently as “our 

rabbi.” But we have no instance of anyone being desig- 

nated rabbi in a specific ceremony of ordination in an- 

cient times, nor is the rabbinate decisively connected 

with the two Hebrew roots that designated the putative 

ceremony of ordination, smkh and mnh. 

In the New Testament, the term rabbi is not often en- 

countered in the synoptic Gospels (Matthew, Mark, and 

Luke), although Matthew, in particular, seems eager to 

distinguish Jesus from the “‘scribes and Pharisees’ who 

hypocritically flaunt a religion they do not understand 

and ‘‘who like to be called rabbi by men,” a term that 

Jesus denies to his followers (Mt. 23:1ff.). The term rabbi 

is, however, used particularly in the Gospel of John: in 

1:47ff., Nathanael calls Jesus “rabbi”; in 3:1, Nicode- 

mus says to Jesus, “Rabbi, we know you are a teacher 

come from God”; and in 1:38, the people refer to him 

by the same honorific. Perhaps no technical title is im- 

plied in these passages, but only the equivalent of any 

teacher of disciples. The variant rabboni is found in 

John 20:16. 

Rabbis during the Talmudic period, roughly the first 

four and a half centuries of the common era, performed 

crucial functions in traditionally reconstructing classi- 

cal Judaism. They were, above all, teachers and inter- 

preters of the Torah. Basing themselves on a doctrine of 

oral law equal in religious authority to written Scrip- 

ture, they became its authorized spokespersons. The 

only Bible that Jews came to possess was the Bible of 

the rabbis, and no text could be understood until and 

unless the rabbis, in particular the rabbis of the Tal- 

mudic age, explicated its meaning. There were, of 

course, innumerable debates about interpretations, but 

rabbinical consensus did somehow emerge on most le- 

gal issues and on some theological issues. 

The rabbis of these centuries created the Jewish cal- 

endar out of biblical materials and ensured that the 

Jewish calendar would be a kind of temporal catechism. 

Before astronomical skills achieved precision and times 

of holidays could be predicted without direct inspection 

of the phases of the moon, the rabbis constituted the 

corporate body that intercalated months and precisely 

fixed days of obligation and festivity. Even in the Jew- 

ish Diaspora their calendar was final, as were their de- 

cisions in many other crucial religious matters. [See 

Jewish Religious Year.] 

The rabbis of Erets Yisra’el (the Land of Israel) super- 

vised Diaspora communities, collected funds from 

them, and, in general, kept them close to the mother- 

land as a sacred focus of religious obligation. 

These same rabbis fixed the biblical canon and the 

synagogue liturgy, which, in earlier generations, had a 

fluidity and spontaneity that became less and less pos- 

sible. They judged their people in civil and in more 

technically religious matters, acknowledging Roman or 

other gentile law only grudgingly and only in part. They 

were also responsible for the self-definition of the Jew- 

ish community during periods of heresy and sectarian- 

ism. As against Jewish Christians, agnostics, and a 

mixed bag of dissidents whom the rabbis termed 

minim, the Jewish community became unified and dis- 

tinguished through rabbinic definitions and “fences.” 

The Middle Ages and Early Modern Period. By 

profession the Talmudic rabbi was a woodsman, a 

farmer, a shoemaker, a shepherd, or the like. He worked 

for a living and served as a rabbi only in his spare time. 

Not until the Middle Ages was the rabbinate decisively 

professionalized. By the twelfth century, and despite the 

explicit opposition of Moses Maimonides (Mosheh ben 

Maimon), the greatest philosopher, legalist, and physi- 

cian of that century, the paid rabbi was a universal 

Jewish phenomenon. Geographical differences and am- 

biguity of roles were important, but almost everywhere 

the rabbi, then often called rav, received a specified sti- 

pend for his services. Even the Karaites, who otherwise 

opposed rabbinism on scriptural grounds, used the 

same title and the very same methods of payment. [See 

Karaites.] 

Some rabbis had written contracts (often for three 

years, in principle renewable) with specific salaries. 

Others received fees for services rendered. Occasionally 

a wealthy family would endow an important rabbi- 

scholar. A whole community might provide a home; 

even the civil government would occasionally offer per- 

quisites, like housing or tax rebates. 



This payment was in partial imitation of the Chris- 

tian “doctor’’; even that term was occasionally bor- 

rowed. Jewish communities usually wanted their own 

spiritual leaders to be treated as well as the Christian 

clergy. In the East, as the Cairo Genizah discloses, the 

rav was the virtual equivalent of the Muslim mufti, an 

authoritative scholar and quasi cleric. His salary often 

came from a community tax on meat and wine or rents. 

Sometimes his school provided him a more adequate 

living. 

The increasingly professional rabbi confronted the or- 

ganized Jewish community leadership as colleague, em- 

ployee, and/or competitor. The rabbi was, after all, in a 

sense a layman, since he possessed no sacramental or 

charismatic advantage, yet his role increasingly led to 

a collision course with the lay establishment in his 

town. Wealthy lay leadership often chose the judiciary, 

dominated weak rabbis, and threatened strong ones. 

Lay leadership kept rabbis from other communities out, 

sometimes on the grounds that they might give unin- 

vited collegial support to the local incumbent. Rabbi 

and laity struggled for control of cemetery burials and 

synagogue honors (which were sold to the highest bid- 

der, despite frequent rabbinical objection), and rabbis 

battled with scholars over the curriculum of the Jewish 

schools. There were even some private chapels with 

family retainers serving as house rabbi. 

The rabbis were not without their own discrete pow- 

ers. They supervised the ritual life of the community 

and had prerogatives as authors and educators. They 

had the final weapon of excommunication, a sword bet- 

ter and more often sheathed than recklessly employed. 

But they were often torn between various lay factions, 

and they had to face the practical issues of tenure and 

dismissal. 
The civil government regularly intervened in rabbin- 

ical placement and function. It sometimes tried to con- 

trol ordination, to transform Jewish burial into a civil 

matter, and, generally, to make the rabbinate both its 

creature and its weapon against the lay Jewish estab- 

lishment. The Jewish community slowly and steadily 

achieved increasing autonomy from the Middle Ages 

until the eighteenth century, but this strengthened the 

power of laymen, who had their own agenda and their 

own ambitions, often at the expense of the rabbinate. 

The rabbi was generally honored and respected dur- 

ing the Middle Ages. He was called morenu, “our 

teacher,” when invited to the Torah reading, and he had 

a seat of honor in the synagogue. Everyone rose when 

he entered a room, no matter how young he was. He 

was often the ro’sh yeshivah, headmaster of the local 

school, and he invited or excluded visiting rabbis and 

lecturers. Rabbis did not usually hand on their powers 
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to their sons; nepotism was not prevalent in any Jewish 

community, where meritocracy was the common way 

to honor and privilege. 

Prominent rabbis often constituted a court of appeal 

for decisions made by lower, lay-controlled judiciaries, 

and rabbis gave permission for Jews to utilize otherwise 

forbidden secular courts. They also delivered a kind of 

nihil obstat to authorize publication of books. 

Rabbis served even in smaller communities, and in 

the large ones there were usually many rabbis. In Cas- 

tile, in 1432, forty families were required to hire a rabbi 

and to pay him enough so that he would not have to 

beg. In Frankfurt, in 1694, 414 households supported 

eight rabbis rather well. The rabbi was admittedly the 

servant of the community and often, to his own displea- 

sure, the servant of the rich. But he was also a model 

citizen, a teacher of the young, and the real if not al- 

ways acknowledged leader of the people, primus inter 

pares, the spiritual center of an essentially egalitarian 

Jewry. 

Rabbinical duties in the Middle Ages were both the 

same as and different in nuance from those of the Tal- 

mudic period. The rabbi taught, judged, and officiated 

at marriages and funerals. He slaughtered animals ac- 

cording to ritual standards (a function earlier per- 

formed by the laity under rabbinical supervision). The 

rabbi was a scribe and often a secretary (taking minutes 

for community meetings, since he was the most literate, 

though never the only literate, professional). He circum- 

cised newborn boys and preached at least twice a year 

and, in some communities, more regularly. He some- 

times administered burial societies and poor funds. One 

of the rabbi’s chief responsibilities was private study. 

Sometimes a rabbi was dismissed simply because his 

community thought he was not studying long or hard 

enough. 

There were naturally some unworthy incumbents in 

rabbinical posts, as we know from the responsa of their 

colleagues. Some were proud, partisan, or pseudointel- 

lectual. Some took bribes in court cases, sought public- 

ity, or plagiarized. Some bought their incumbency or 

married into the elite for the sole purpose of a good 

living. 

In the Middle Eastern communities, the rav or haver 

(“colleague’; a lesser title), or even a person who had 

no title but still served as a kind of rabbi to the com- 

munity, taught and decided cases, answered questions 

both formal and informal, and worked with people of 

all kinds on personal and community problems. Some 

Middle Eastern rabbis preached, produced books on 

homiletics, and supervised social services. Both in the 

Middle East and in Europe, there were a few rabbis who 

were famous from one end of the Jewish world to the 
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other. A layperson could hardly expect that kind of rep- 

utation, no matter how wealthy or decent he was. It was 

the rabbi, above all, who symbolized to Jew and gentile — 

alike what the community at its best signified. 

The Modern Period. In modern times, pressures to es- 

tablish a professional rabbinate continued to grow. The 

community nominated, and the government named, 

chief rabbis in Britain and France, as well as in British- 

mandated Palestine. No real precedent for this office 

can be found in Jewish history. While the British chief 

rabbi is not the equivalent of the archbishop of Canter- 

bury, he remains the only British Jewish clergyman 

with the official title “rabbi”; all others under his super- 

vision are called ‘“‘minister.” 

Since the beginning of the nineteenth century, Jewish 

religion has lost even the semblance of uniformity that 

it once had. Reform, or Liberal, Judaism appeared as 

an early reaction to modern thinking and citizenship in 

western European countries, followed quickly by what 

came to be called Conservatism and Neo-Orthodoxy. In 

each of these denominations, the rabbi took on, more 

and more, the characteristics of a Protestant minister. 

There were already some Jewish precedents for pastoral 

responsibility (particularly in the Hasidic rebe), for reg- 

ular preaching, and for administrative roles. Scholar- 

ship was marshaled to prove the antiquity of the Jewish 

sermon, and necessity validated rabbinical competence 

to organize and lead communal functions. Salaries of 

rabbis tended to rise; the status of the rabbi often par- 

alleled that of his Christian clerical counterpart, who 

was also, in a new sense, his colleague. 

The older functions of the rabbi—teaching, learning, 

judging, and the like—remained crucial in Orthodoxy. 

The more liberal movements produced not a few uni- 

versity-trained scholar-rabbis, but for them learning 

meant primarily Wissenschaft des Judentums, the mod- 

ern “science of Judaism.” Jewish learning had always 

been the rock on which rabbinical authority rested, but 

the notion of learning now broadened to include all of 

modern culture, Jewish history, and vast areas of study 

that the congregational rabbi could hardly be expected 

to master, given his busy schedule and the many lec- 

tures and sermons expected of him. For the Orthodox, 

Talmud and codes have remained central, but even they 

have usually thought it important to speak the vernac- 

ular well and to know its literature, as well as to study 

at least something of medieval Jewish philosophy and 

poetry in addition to the legal corpus. 

New kinds of learning did not prevent the modern 

rabbi from suffering a crisis of authority. His medieval 

predecessor, embattled and sometimes isolated, was 

protected by skills and rituals of which he was the only 

master. But the modern rabbi could not claim to be a 

sole, or even a principal, authority in his milieu. His 

knowledge of psychology or pastoral techniques might 

win him admirers and supporters, but his legitimacy 

depended on almost wholly subjective congregational 

attitudes. In some countries, the community hired rab- 

bis to serve a whole town or a designated part of it. But 

in America, for instance, rabbis are almost always hired 

by individual congregations, thus finding themselves in 

the anomalous position of being the employees of the 

very people they are expected to lead. As religious con- 

cerns diminished in Western countries, the modern rab- 

binate has become uniquely vulnerable. It has not only 

survived, however, but, more often than not, has also 

flourished. 

At the present time there are new as well as many old 

issues of rabbinical function. The Reform, Reconstruc- 

tionist, and Conservative movements have begun to or- 

dain women, to the dismay of Orthodoxy. Traditionally, 

a woman cannot serve as a witness or judge, but there 

is no halakhic reason why she cannot preach or teach 

or administer a congregation. It seems likely that mod- 

ern taste will permit, or even require, equal access by 

women to rabbinical office. The ambivalence over 

women rabbis demonstrates how divided modern Jew- 

ish communities remain beneath the surface. 

The modern rabbi is the true inheritor of a millennial 

tradition but is also very much a product of the modern 

world. He or she must take orders from Sinai and Yav- 

neh but must also speak to modern intellectuals who 

have been taught to prefer secular thinking. He or she 

must obey the Torah but must also become a kind of 

living Torah for all the people. The rabbi is thus caught 

between the old and the new in a special way. The am- 

biguity of the role of the rabbi is a symptom of the Jew- 

ish present and a challenge to a Jewish future, whose 

outline we can as yet only vaguely discern. 

[For further discussion of the role of the rabbi in var- 

ious movements within Judaism, see Reform Judaism; 

Orthodox Judaism; Conservative Judaism; Reconstruc- 

tionist Judaism; and Hasidism, overview article. Related 

articles include Synagogue, article on History and Tra- 

dition, and Yeshivah, which discusses one of the main 

institutions for the education of rabbis.] 
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ARNOLD JACOB WOLF 

RABBINIC JUDAISM IN LATE ANTIQUITY. 
In its formative period, 70-640 ce, rabbinic Judaism 

forged a synthesis between two antithetical phenomena 

in the religion of Israel: first, the messianic movement, 

with its stress on history’s meaning and end, and sec- 

ond, the priestly component, with its interest in endur- 

ing and ahistorical natural life, celebrated in the cult. 

Starting with the Mishnah, the systematic expression of 

the priestly viewpoint, composed in the aftermath of 

the two great messianic wars against Rome (66-73 and 

132-135), the rabbis of late antiquity so reconstructed 

the Mishnah’s system of law and theology as to join to 

that system the long-standing messianic and historical 

emphases. Rabbinic Judaism thus presents a way of life 

of order and regularity, lived out beyond the distur- 

bances of one-time events of history, but in which Jews 

looked forward to the end of time and the coming of the 

Messiah. That is, as a result of their adhering to that 

same, permanent, holy way of life, the Messiah would 

come. The thesis of historical and teleological messian- 

ism generated its antithesis, the Mishnaic system of the 

everyday celebration of eternal things, which then fused 

into the rabbinic synthesis, legal-messianic Judaism as 

it has been known from late antiquity to our own times. 

Definitions. By Judaism we mean a worldview and 

way of life held by a group of Jews, defining the holiness 

of their people. Any kind of Judaism will draw upon the 

Hebrew scriptures (the ‘““Old Testament’’), usually called 

Tanakh, an acronym standing for Torah (Law), Nevi’im 

(Prophets), and Ketuvim (Writings). Every kind selects 

and interprets a particular part of the Hebrew scrip- 

tures. 

By late antiquity we mean the first six centuries of the 

common era, from the destruction of the Jerusalem 

Temple in 70 cE to the Muslim conquest of the Near and 

Middle East about 640 ce. The countries in which rab- 

binic Judaism took shape and flourished were the Land 

of Israel (Erets Yisra’el, i.e., ““Palestine’’) under Roman, 

then Byzantine, rule (from before the first century CE to 

the Muslim conquest nearly seven centuries later) and 

Babylonia, part of the western satrapies of the Iranian 

empire (to about 225 under the Parthians, an Iranian 

people of the northeast; from about 225 to the Muslim 

conquest, under the Sasanids, an Iranian dynasty from 

the province of Fars). [See map accompanying Judaism, 

overview article. | 

As to sources, rabbinic Judaism is known to us from 

documents created in the period under discussion: the 

Mishnah (c. 200 ce) and the two Talmuds (one produced 

in Babylonia about 500 cE, the other in the Land of Is- 

rael a century earlier), which in form constitute com- 

mentaries to the Mishnah. Other important rabbinic 

documents of the time include commentaries on parts 

of the Hebrew scriptures—in particular Mekhilta’, for 

Exodus; Sifra’, for Leviticus; and Sifrei, for Numbers 

and Deuteronomy—and Bere’shit Rabbah and Vayiqra’ 

Rabbah, compilations of exegeses on Genesis and Levi- 

ticus. The Jewish prayer book (siddur) and certain myst- 

ical writings come down from this same period. They 

clearly relate to the larger rabbinic form of Judaism. 

But the precise definition of that relationship has not 

been fully clarified. 

The adjective rabbinic before the noun Judaism tells 

us that we deal with a kind of Judaism named after its 

principal kind of leader, a rabbi, a supernatural sage. 

The definition of rabbi shifts in ancient times. The title 

itself was originally quite neutral, and not unique to 

Jews. It means simply “My lord,’’ and hence no more 

than Monsieur or Mein Herr. When Jesus was called 

“rabbi,” the term was equivalent to teacher or master, 

Sir. Rabbis in the Mishnah, figures of the first and sec- 

ond centuries, generally give opinions-about trivial le- 

gal matters; they were considered sages but were never 

represented as wonder-workers. Representations of rab- 

bis in documents from the third century onward, in- 

cluding discussion of first- and second-century figures in 

those later documents, by contrast present the rabbi as 
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a supernatural figure. The rabbi then emerges as a law- 

yer-magician, or supernatural judge-sage-mystic. Ac- 

cordingly, through the centuries the title rabbi has come’ 

to refer solely to a distinctive amalgam, within the Jew- 

ish nation, of learning, piety, and holiness or supernat- 

ural power, associated with the sages of the Talmud 

and related writings. 

“Rabbinic Judaism,” then, is the worldview and way 

of life applied to the Jewish nation by rabbis. The Ju- 

daism under discussion also is called ‘‘Talmudic,” after 

its principal literary documents. It may be called ‘“‘clas- 

sical” or ‘“‘normative”’ in reference to its definitive char- 

acter from its own day to today. In Talmudic times, 

however, the conception of a systematic -ism, a Juda- 

ism, is not attested in the rabbinical literature. Outsid- 

ers, coming after the fact, identify and name a religion. 

That an abstract system was perceived and named is 

not likely. We cannot isolate a word, or a concept to be 

presented by a single word, for “Judaism.” The closest 

verbal symbol for this kind of Judaism is Torah. A sage 

became a rabbi because he knew Torah in the right 

way, having learned under proper auspices and having 

given ample evidence of accurate mastery and correct 

interpretation of the Torah. 

It follows that the definitive trait of rabbinic Judaism 

is stress upon Torah. In fact, we may define the charac- 

ter of this kind of Judaism within three elements: holy 

faith, holy man, holy way of life. Thus, first is emphasis 

upon the doctrine of the dual revelation to Moses at 

Sinai, a written Torah (the Pentateuch) and an oral 

Torah. Second comes belief in the leadership of the 

sage, or rabbi (in context, ‘“My lord”). Third, we find 

stress upon doing the will of God through study of To- 

rah under the guidance of sages and upon living the 

holy way of life laid down in the Torah as interpreted 

by rabbis. 

The Myth. Let us now consider in detail the definitive 

symbolic structure of rabbinic Judaism, as it emerges 

from late antiquity. The central myth of classical Juda- 

ism is the belief that the ancient scriptures constituted 

divine revelation, but only a part of it. At Sinai God had 

handed down a dual revelation: the written part known 

to one and all, but also the oral part preserved by the 

great scriptural heroes, passed on by prophets to var- 

ious ancestors in the obscure past and finally, and most 

openly and publicly, handed down to the rabbis who 

created the Talmuds. The ‘‘whole Torah’ thus consisted 

of both written and oral parts. The rabbis taught that 

the “whole Torah” was studied by sages of every period 

in Israelite history from Moses to the present. It is a 

singular, linear conception of a revelation preserved 

only by the few but pertaining to the many, and in time 

capable of bringing salvation to all. 

The Torah myth further regards Moses as “our rabbi.” 

It holds that whoever embodies the teachings of ‘‘Moses, 

our rabbi,” thereby conforms to the will of God, and not 

to God’s will alone but also to his way. In heaven God 

and the angels study Torah just as rabbis do on earth. 

God dons phylacteries like a Jew. He prays in the rab- 

binic mode. He carries out the acts of compassion called 

for by Judaic ethics. He guides the affairs of the world 

according to the rules of Torah, just as he does the rabbi 

in his court. One exegesis of the creation legend taught 

that God had looked into the Torah and therefrom had 

created the world. 

The myth of Torah is multidimensional. It includes the 

striking detail that whatever the most recent rabbi is 

destined to discover through proper exegesis of the tra- 

dition is as much a part of the way revealed to Moses as 

is a sentence of scripture itself. It therefore is possible 

to participate even in the giving of the law by appropri- 

ate, logical inquiry into the law. God himself, studying 

and living by Torah, is believed to subject himself to 

these same rules of logical inquiry. If an earthly court 

overrules the testimony, delivered through miracles, of 

the heavenly one, God would rejoice, crying out, “My 

sons have conquered me! My sons have conquered me.” 

Before us is a mythical-religious system in which 

earth and heaven correspond to one another, with To- 

rah as the nexus and model of both. The heavenly par- 

adigm is embodied upon earth. Moses ‘‘our rabbi” is the 

pattern for the ordinary sage. And God himself partici- 

pates in the system, for it is his image that, in the end, 

forms that cosmic paradigm. The faithful Jew consti- 

tutes the projection of the divine on earth. Honor is due 

to the learned rabbi more than to the scroll of the To- 

rah, for through his learning and logic he may alter the 

very content of Mosaic revelation. He is Torah, not 

merely because he lives by it but because at his best he 

forms as compelling an embodiment of the heavenly 

model as does a Torah scroll itself. 

The final and generative element in the rabbinic To- 

rah myth concerns salvation. It takes many forms. One 

salvific teaching holds that had Israel not sinned—that 

is, disobeyed the Torah—the scriptures would have 

closed with the story of the conquest of Palestine. From 

that eschatological time, the sacred community would 

have lived in eternal peace under the divine law. Keep- 

ing the Torah was therefore the veritable guarantee of 

salvation. The opposite is said in many forms as well. 

Israel had sinned; therefore, God had called the Assyri- 

ans, Babylonians, and Romans to destroy the Temple of 

Jerusalem; but in his mercy he would be equally faith- 
ful to restore the fortunes of the people when they, 
through their suffering and repentance, had expiated 
the result and the cause of their sin. 
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So, in both negative and positive forms, the Torah 

myth tells of a necessary connection between the salva- 

tion of the people and of the world and the state of To- 

rah among them. For example, if all Israel would prop- 

erly keep two Sabbaths, the Messiah would come. Of 

special interest here is the rabbinic saying that the rule 

of the pagans depends upon the sin of Israel. If Israel 

would constitute a full and complete replication of “To- 

rah’’—that is, of heaven—then pagan rule would come 

to an end. When Israel makes itself worthy through its 

embodiment of Torah—that is, through its perfect rep- 

lication of the heavenly way of living—then the end will 

come. 
The Mishnah’s Layer of Rabbinic Judaism. The his- 

tory of the Judaism expressed in this Torah myth is ob- 

scured by the superficially uniform character of the rab- 

binic compilations of late antiquity. All of them, early 

and late, appear to wish to say pretty much the same 

thing. It goes without saying that each rabbinic docu- 

ment finds in scripture ample precedent for its own 

viewpoint. That is why they all look alike. The docu- 

ments, moreover, are collective, bearing the names of 

many authorities in common. Accordingly, when we 

turn to the sources for the viewpoint just now outlined, 

we find it everywhere. So it is difficult to trace the his- 

tory of the ideas shared in common by them. Yet that is 

not entirely the case, for there is one rabbinic document 

of late antiquity, the Mishnah, that stands apart from 

the rest. It ignores scripture and the need for proof- 

texts, on the one side, and it omits reference to the To- 

rah myth as the critical symbolic element, on the other. 

The Mishnah is the first document of rabbinic Juda- 

ism, and it constitutes the foundation for the two Tal- 

muds and the law of Judaism thereafter. The Mishnah 

rarely cites a scriptural proof-text for any of its propo- 

sitions, even when the laws simply rephrase in the 

Mishnah’s own language the facts supplied by scripture. 

Except for the tractate Avot, distinct in language and 

character, the Mishnah finds no room in its definitive 

construction—that is, in the formation of its principal 

divisions, let alone in its subdivisions (tractates) and 

their chapters—for extended discussion on the matter of 

the study of Torah, the place of the sage in the heav- 

enly-earthly continuum, and those other propositions 

definitive of the Judaism that rests upon the Mishnah. 

That is not to say the Mishnah knows nothing of the 

priority of learning. On the contrary, here and there we 

find explicit statements that the sage takes precedence. 

But the issue is this-worldly, not a matter of supernat- 

ural consequence, as is the case in equivalent allega- 

tions in Talmudic and later writings. An instance of the 

Mishnah’s phrasing of the matter is in Horayot 3.5, fol- 

lowed by the Tosefta’s gloss of the passage: 

A priest takes precedence over a Levite, a Levite over an 

Israelite, an Israelite over a mamzer, a mamzer over a natin, 

a natin over a proselyte, a proselyte over a freed slave. 

Under what circumstances? 

When all of them are equivalent [in other regards]. 

But if the mamzer was a disciple of a sage, and a high 

priest was an ignoramus, the mamzer who is a disciple of a 

sage takes precedence over a high priest who is an ignora- 

mus. 

The Tosefta adds: 

A sage takes precedence over a king. 

[For if] a sage dies, we have none who is like him. 

[If] a king dies any Israelite is suitable to mount the 

throne. (Tosefta, Horayot 2.8) 

What we see here is the first stage in the process by 

which the sage is moved from a merely earthly status 

as a principal authority to the supernatural position de- 

scribed above. Accordingly, the notion that Torah-learn- 

ing enjoys priority is not alien to the Mishnah, and in- 

deed begins there. But the Mishnah contains no hint of 

the view of the sage as a supernatural figure. Further- 

more, the Mishnah distinguishes wonder-workers, such 

as Honi the Circle Drawer (Ta‘an. 3.8), from the sages, 

expressing disapproval of the former. 

A still more striking trait of the Mishnah’s kind of Ju- 

daism is the stress, within the Mishnah’s system, upon 

enduring things and the omission of reference to one- 

time, historical events. The Mishnah presents a world 

in stasis, in which regularities and orderly patterns gov- 

ern. It scarcely alludes to the coming of a messiah, the 

end of days, the meaning of Israel’s suffering. The Mish- 

nah offers no explanation or interpretation of Israel’s 

history. If, therefore, we may characterize the first lit- 

erary evidence of rabbinic Judaism in late antiquity, as 

of about 200 ce, we describe that Judaism as focused 

upon the ongoing life of nature, the priesthood, and the 

Temple, with the sage telling the priests what to do. The 

Mishnah’s simple, descriptive laws indicate how Israel- 

ite society, revolving about the cult, is maintained in 

stasis. 

The Talmudic Rabbis’ Return to Scripture and His- 

tory. Now at the other end of the period at hand, about 

600 ce, that is not the Judaism that emerges. On the 

contrary, as we have seen, rabbinic Judaism fully re- 

vealed focused upon the meaning of Israel’s history, its 

end in the coming of the Messiah. It was deeply engaged 

by one-time events and their meaning. Torah was de- 

fined by the sage as a supernatural figure who was qual- 

ified by constant reference to scripture. The contrast 

between the Mishnah’s statements, divorced from scrip- 

ture even where repeating scripture’s own facts, and the 

later reception of the Mishnah, is seen in one fact. Both 
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Talmuds systematically supply to Mishnah’s laws pre- 

cisely those proof-texts omitted by the Mishnah’s fram- 

ers. Accordingly, the Talmudic authorities will cite © 

Mishnah’s passage and immediately ask, ‘“‘How do we 

know these things?” What follows will be scriptural 

proof-texts. 

There is further indication that, in the two centuries 

after the closure of the Mishnah, about 200 cE, a mas- 

sive reaction against the Mishnah’s formulation of an 

ahistorical Judaism of eternal return took place. The 

character of other writings produced by the rabbis of 

those centuries provides important evidence of a re- 

newed interest in history and its meaning. Beyond the 

two Talmuds and Tosefta, centered upon the Mishnah, 

we have the formation of compilations of exegetical re- 

marks, systematically laid forth for the Pentateuchal 

books of Genesis and Leviticus. These are generally sup- 

posed to have come into existence in the fifth century, 

that is, just as the Talmud of the Land of Israel had 

come to conclusion and the Talmud of Babylonia was 

coming to closure. Even more striking is the character 

of Sifra’, a systematic essay on the Book of Leviticus. 

One basic literary form of that exegetical document is 

the citation of a passage of the Mishnah, or of Tosefta, 

verbatim or nearly so. The anonymous voice of the doc- 

ument then asks, “Is this not a matter of [mere] logic?” 

The argument then will unfold to prove that logic alone 

cannot prove with certainty the proposition of the Mish- 

nah that has been cited. To the contrary, the only foun- 

dation of certainty is in a cited scripture, sometimes 

then subjected to exegetical work to prove the proposi- 

tion of the Mishnah that stands at the head of the pas- 

sage. The polemic is unmistakable. The Mishnah’s laws, 

standing by themselves, cannot endure. Only provision 

of exegetical bases for them will suffice. 

Messianism. Beyond the emphasis upon the sage as a 

supernatural figure and upon scripture as the sole 

sound basis of truth, the third pillar of rabbinic Juda- 

ism as it emerged from late antiquity was its emphasis 

upon Torah as the means of reaching the messianic ful- 
fillment and resolution of Israel’s history. The authori- 

tative expression of the messianic expectation is in the 

siddur (prayer book), emerging from late antiquity and 
enduring to the present day: 

Sound the great shofar to herald man’s freedom; 

Raise high the banner to gather all exiles; 

Restore our judges as in days of old; 

Restore our counselors as in former times; 

Remove from us sorrow and anguish. 

Reign over us alone with loving kindness; 

With justice and mercy sustain our cause. 

Praised are You, O Lord, King who loves justice. 

The restoration of the exiles to Zion and the gathering 

of the dispersed followed naturally by the prayer for 

good government, government under God’s law. Then 

comes the concrete reference to the Messiah: 

Have mercy, O Lord, and return to Jerusalem, Your city; 

May Your presence dwell there as You promised. 

Rebuild it now, in our days and for all time; 

Re-establish there the majesty of David, Your servant. 

Praised are You, O Lord, who rebuilds Jerusalem. 

Bring to flower the shoot of Your servant David. 

Hasten the advent of the messianic redemption; 

Each and every day we hope for Your deliverance. 

Praised are You, O Lord, who assures our deliverance. 

The link between the messianic hope for salvation 

and the religion of Torah and of rabbinic authority is 

expressed time and again in rabbinic writings. One ex- 

ample is as follows: - 

Rabbah [a fourth-century rabbi] said, “When a man is 

brought in for judgment in the world to come, he is asked, 

‘Did you deal in good faith? Did you set aside time for 

study of Torah? Did you engage in procreation? Did 

you look forward to salvation? Did you engage in the dia- 

lectics of wisdom? Did you look deeply into matters?’ ” 

(B.T., Shab. 31a) 

Rabbah’s interpretation of the scripture ‘And there 

shall be faith in thy times, strength, salvation, wisdom 

and knowledge” (Js. 33:6) provides one glimpse into the 

cogent life of rabbinic Judaism. The first consideration 

was ethical: did the man conduct himself faithfully? 

The second was study of Torah, not at random but every 

day, systematically, as a discipline of life. Third came 

the raising of a family. Celibacy and abstinence from 

sexual life were regarded as sinful. The full use of man’s 

creative powers for the procreation of life was a com- 

mandment. But, fourth, merely living day by day ac- 

cording to an upright ethic was not sufficient. It is true 

that people must live by a holy discipline, but the dis- 

cipline itself was only a means. The end was salvation, 

daily expected in consequence of everyday deeds. 

When we reflect upon the Talmudic teaching, already 

cited, that if all Israel only twice will properly keep the 

Sabbath (as the rabbis instruct), the Messiah will come, 

we see the true state of affairs. The heirs of the Mishnah 

took over the messianic hope, so deep in the conscious- 

ness of the Jewish nation from biblical times onward, 
and harnessed its power to the system we now know as 
rabbinic Judaism, a holy way of life taught by masters 
of Torah. Accordingly, as stated at the outset, in late 
antiquity we witness the formation on the disparate 
foundations of, first, the Mishnah, a law code lacking 
reference to history, on the one side, and, second, hope 
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for the end of history and the coming of the Messiah, on 
the other, the kind of Judaism we call rabbinic. 

Institutions. The institutional forms of rabbinic Ju- 
daism as we know them in particular from the Tal- 
muds, are two. The first, not surprisingly, is the figure 
of the rabbi. The second is the court-school, that is, the 

place in which the rabbi ruled on certain matters af- 

fecting the Jewish community and also taught his ap- 

prentices, that is, disciples. Let us speak first of the fig- 

ure of the rabbi as we know him in the third through 
the seventh century in the Babylonian Talmud. 

The rabbi. The rabbis of that period conceived that 

on earth they studied Torah just as God, the angels, and 

“Moses, our rabbi,” did in heaven. The heavenly school- 

men were even aware of Babylonian scholastic discus- 

sions. This conception must be interpreted by reference 

to the belief that the man truly made in the divine im- 

age was the rabbi; he embodied revelation, both oral 

and written, and all his actions constituted paradigms 

that were not merely correct but actually heavenly. 

Rabbis could create and destroy men because they were 

righteous, free of sin, or otherwise holy, and so enjoyed 

exceptional grace from heaven. It follows that Torah 

was held to be a source of supernatural power. The rab- 

bis controlled the power of Torah because of their mas- 

tery of its contents. They furthermore used their own 

mastery of Torah quite independently of heavenly ac- 

tion. They were masters of witchcraft, incantations, and 

amulets. They could issue blessings and curses, create 

men and animals, and communicate with heaven. Their 

Torah was sufficiently effective to thwart the action of 

demons. However much they disapproved of other 

people’s magic, they themselves were expected to do the 

things magicians did. 

The rabbi was the authority on theology, including 

the structure and order of the supernatural world. He 

knew the secret names of God and the secrets of the di- 

vine ‘“‘chariot’—the heavens—and of creation. If ex- 

traordinarily pious, he might even see the face of the 

Shekhinah, the presence of God; in any event, the Shekh- 

inah was present in the rabbinical schools. The rabbi 

overcame the evil impulse that dominated ordinary 

men and was consequently less liable to suffering, mis- 

fortune, and sickness. He was able to pray effectively 

because he knew the proper times and forms of prayer. 

Moreover, the efficacy of his prayers was heightened by 

his purity, holiness, and other merits, which in turn de- 

rived from his knowledge of the secrets of Torah and his 

consequent particular observances. He could bring rain 

or cause drought. His blessings brought fertility, and 

his curse, death. He was apt to be visited by angels and 

to receive messages from them. He could see and talk 

with demons and could also communicate with the 

dead. He was an authority on interpretation of omens 

and dreams, on means of averting witchcraft, on incan- 

tations for cures, on knot tying (for phylacteries), and 

on the manufacture and use of amulets. 

A central conception set rabbinic Judaism apart from 

Manichaeism, Mazdaism, Christianity, and other con- 

temporary cults. It was not expected that the masses 

would assume the obligations of or attain to the super- 

natural skills of the Manichaean elect, Mazdean magi, 

Christian nuns and monks, or the religious virtuosi and 

cultic specialists of other groups. All male Jews, how- 

ever, were expected to become rabbis. The rabbis 

wanted to transform the entire Jewish community into 

an academy where the whole Torah was studied and 

kept. 

These beliefs aid in understanding the rabbis’ view 

that Israel would be redeemed, the Messiah brought, 

through Torah. Because Israel had sinned, it was pun- 

ished by being given over into the hands of earthly em- 

pires; when it atoned, it would be removed from their 

power. The means of this atonement or reconciliation 

were study of Torah, practice of commandments, and 

doing good deeds. These would transform each male 

Jew into a rabbi, hence into a saint. When all Jews had 

become rabbis, they then would no longer lie within the 

power of history. The Messiah would come. So redemp- 

tion depended upon the “‘rabbinization” of all Israel, 

that is, upon the. attainment by all Jewry of a full and 

complete embodiment of revelation or Torah, thus 

achieving a perfect replica of heaven. When Israel on 

earth became such a replica, it would be able, as a righ- 

teous, holy, saintly community, to exercise the super- 

natural power of Torah, just as some rabbis were al- 

ready doing. With access to the consequent theurgical 

capacities, redemption would naturally follow. 

The school. Study of Torah was just that: primarily 

an intellectual enterprise whose supernatural effects 

were decidedly secondary. The resources of the schools 

were knowledge of the laws and traditions that for the 

rabbis constituted the Torah of Moses. The actual 

method of learning used by the academies had nothing 

whatever to do with magic. The “Torah”’ of the rabbis 

was essentially no more than a legal tradition that had 

to be studied by the classical legal methods. The rabbis 

were expected to act as did other holy men, but they 

themselves respected legal learning and the capacity to 

reason about cases. Not everyone would achieve such 

skills of reasoning any more than everyone could make 

rain, and the academies doubtless attracted many who 

could only memorize and repeat what they knew. The 

whole process of learning, not merely its creative and 
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innovative aspects, was, however, regarded as sacred, 

for the words themselves were holy. 

The following exposition from the school of Rabbi 

‘Anan exemplifies this process: 

What is the meaning of the Scripture You that ride on 

white asses, that sit on rich cloths, and that walk by the way, 

tell of it Judges 5:10)? 

Those that ride on asses are the sages who go from city to 

city and from province to province to study Torah. 

White means that they make it clear as the noon hour. 

Sitting on cloths means that they judge a case truly. 

And that walk refers to masters of Scripture. 

On the way, these are masters of Mishnah. 

Tell of it refers to masters of Talmud, all of whose conver- 

sation concerns matters of Torah. (B.T., Eruv. 54b) 

Found in the Song of Deborah, this verse about the vic- 

tory of Israel over the Canaanites was explained by the 

rabbis as a description of the triumph of the Lord in the 

“wars of the Torah,” a frequent image of rabbinic Ju- 

daism, and the consequent celebration by the people of 

the Lord. That people included many whose talents 

were limited but who, added all together, constituted, 

and celebrated, the Lord’s triumph. Some, like itinerant 

philosophers, would wander in search of teachings. Oth- 

ers had great skill at clarification. Others were able and 

selfless judges. Still others merely knew scripture, or 

Mishnah, or Talmud, but spoke of nothing else. Here is 

the integrated, mature vision of the academies: a whole 

people devoted to revelation, each in his own way and 

according to his talent. 

Rabbis and Ordinary Folk. What average Jews ordi- 

narily did not know and the rabbis always did know 

was the one thing that made a common man into a 

rabbi: “Torah” learned through discipleship. It begs the 

question to speak of the ordinary people as “ignorant of 

Judaism.” One does not have to exaggerate the educa- 

tional attainments of the community as a whole to rec- 

ognize that learning in the rabbinic traditions did not 

by itself separate the rabbi from other people. It would, 

accordingly, be a gross error to overestimate the differ- 

ences separating the way of life of the ordinary Jews 

from that of the rabbinical estate. 

In general the rabbis’ merely conventional social 
manners or customs were deepened into spiritual con- 

ceptions and magnified by their deeply mythic ways of 

thinking. In the villages ordinary people regarded the 

rabbi as another holy man, but still as a man, heart and 

soul at one in community with other Jews. The rabbin- 

ical ideal was antidualistic; the rabbis believed that all 

Israel, not just saints, prophets, and sages, stood at 

Sinai. All bore common responsibilities. No one con- 

ceived of two ways of living a holy life—two virtues or 

two salvations—but of only one Torah to be studied and 

observed by all, and thus the cutting edge of rabbinical 

separateness was blunted. The inevitable gap between 

the holy man and the layman was further reduced by 

the deep concern felt by rabbis for the conduct of the 

masses. This concern led them to involve themselves in 
the everyday affairs of ordinary people, and it produced 

considerable impact upon daily life. 

A review of the primary distinctive characteristics of 

the rabbinical school will show that the rabbis could 

not have created unscalable walls of social or religious 

difference. The sages spent a good part of their years in 

these schools; ordinary Jews, obviously, did not. Yet the 

schools were not monasteries. Disciples who left but 

who remained loyal to the school’s way of life did not 

engage in ascetic disciplines of an outlandish sort, cal- 

culated to utterly divide the sages’ way of living from 

that of normal men. They married. They ate regularly 

and chose edible food, not wormwood or locusts or ref- 

use. They lived in villages, not in the wilderness. They 

did not make their livelihood through holy vagrancy. 

Their clothes were not supposed to be tattered or in 

rags. These differences between rabbis and other types 

of holy men, such as the Christian monks and the Man- 

ichaean elect, are obvious and therefore all the more 

important. The sages sought the society of ordinary 

Jews, so they lived in the villages rather than in the 

countryside (‘‘wilderness’). Not engaged in begging 

(“holy vagrancy”’), they owned property and were glad 

of it. They. occupied important and permanent positions 

in the administration of communal life, and so came 
into constant and intimate contact with the common 

people. Access to rabbinical schools remained open to 

all, and the rabbis actively proselytized within the com- 

munity to gain new candidates for their schools. Advan- 

tages of birth were minimal. In no way did the rabbis 

form a caste or a clan; the right marriage counted for 
little. 

What, therefore, did the peculiarities of the rabbinical 

way of living amount to? A rabbi could eat with any 

other Jew in Babylonia because the biblical taboos 

about food were widely observed. Differences between 

the rabbis’ interpretation of taboos about food and 

those advanced by others gradually diminished, as 

in time the rabbis’ growing domination made their 

learned exegeses seem more commonplace. For exam- 

ple, although the rabbis said grace at meals and offered 

intelligible blessings for food, they were willing to teach 

others just what those blessings and prayers meant. 

Nothing in the rabbinical ritual of eating was to be kept 

secret. A person showed himself “ignorant’’ if he vio- 

lated the rituals. His remedy was to go to a sage to 

study and learn, and this was explicitly recommended 
by the rabbis. 
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The Rabbi as Judge. What did a rabbi actually do as 

a community administrator? The following account 

gives a helpful portrait of the workday function of 

Rabbi Huna’, head of the Sura academy about 300 cE: 

Every cloudy day they would carry him out in a golden 

palanquin, and he would survey the whole town. Every wall 

which looked unsafe he would order torn down. If the owner 

could rebuild it, he did so, but if not, he [Rabbi Huna] would 

rebuild it of his own funds. 

On the eve of every Sabbath, he would send a messenger 

to the market, and all the vegetables that remained to the 

market-gardeners, he would buy and throw into the river. 

Whenever he discovered a medicine, he would fill a jug 

with it, and suspend it above the doorstep and announce, 

“Whoever wants to, let him come and take.’’ Some say, he 

knew from tradition a medicine for [a certain disease caused 

by eating with unwashed hands], and he would suspend a 

jug of water and proclaim, “Whoever needs it, let him come 

so that he may save his life from danger.” 

When he ate bread, he would open his door wide, and de- 

clare, “Whoever is in need, let him come and eat.” 

(B.T., Ta‘an. 20b-—21a) 

The variety of public responsibilities carried out by the 

rabbi is striking. He had to prevent the collapse of mud 

buildings during a rainstorm. He had to ensure a con- 

stant market by encouraging truck gardeners to provide 

a steady supply of fresh vegetables. He had to give out 

medical information, to preserve public health, and to 

make certain that poor people could benefit from the 

available remedies. And he had to provide for the poor, 

so that no one would starve in his town. 

These responsibilities reflected the different roles 

played by the rabbi. Only the first and second duties 

listed depended upon his political function. As judge he 

could order the destruction of dangerous property; as 

administrator he had to supervise the marketplace and 

use his funds to control supply and prices. But these 

roles had nothing to do with medical and eleemosynary 

activities. The former was contingent upon his reputa- 

tion as a man of learning who had mastered the occult 

sciences, which then included medicine; the latter was 

based upon his possession of great wealth, accruing 

from his positions in politics, administration, and aca- 

demic life. 
Litigations coming before the Jewish courts were not 

particularly important in the evidence covering 200— 

500 cr. On the whole they corresponded to those likely 

to come before a small-claims court in modern society. 

Thefts involved a book or a few rams. Betrothal cases 

concerned the exchange of property, such as a few zuz, 

a willow branch, some onions, or a piece of silk. Settle- 

ments of marriage contracts required division of a robe 

of fine wool, a silver cup. A few cases of alleged adultery 

were recorded, all of sufficient innocence for the court 

to rule that no adultery had taken place. The prepara- 

tion and delivery of proper divorce documents hardly 

amounted to weighty matters of state. Divorce litiga- 

tions in any event were provoked by peculiar and excep- 

tional circumstances; normally a man could divorce his 

wife without court intervention, merely with the help of 

a scribe who wrote out the writ of divorce in accor- 

dance with the law. 

The settlement of estates entailed somewhat larger 

sums of money. A woman’s marriage contract stipu- 

lated that if she were divorced, she would be given an 

alimony of four hundred zuz, a round number that 

probably represented approximately enough capital for 

two years’ maintenance. Provisions by the court for 

widows (food, wine, clothing) were humble and more 

typical matters. Even most estate cases pertained to 

rather small claims, such as a few trees, a slave, or a 

choice plot of ground. Settlement of debts, collections 

of mortgages and bonds, and the like did require rulings 

on somewhat more substantial sums, but the real issues 

were still relatively inconsequential—a hundred zuz, or 

whether a pledged spoon or knife had to be returned. 

Some commercial litigations were brought before the 

courts. Questions of contract involved a few ferrymen 

and sharecroppers, or devolved upon a hired ass, a pur- 

chase of wine or poppy seed, a flooded field. Some com- 

mercial disputes demanded that the courts decide about 

a few zuz worth of silk beads, some sour wine, the sale 

of a wine press or a field. Others concerned a damaged 

jar or utensil, a dead goat, a stolen purse, a broken ax 

or wine barrel. Property cases similarly involved al- 

leged fraud in a relatively small plot, the claim of an 

option to purchase a field, the use of canal water, and, 

very frequently, squatter’s rights over a house or field 

and the eviction of tenant farmers. 

Cases such as these clearly reveal the real substance 

of issues left in the rabbis’ hands. With a few excep- 

tions, strikingly petty sums of money or barely conse- 

quential pieces of property were all that the lower 

classes of society brought to litigation. And it was those 

classes that were primarily subject to rulings by the 

rabbinical courts. Large commercial transactions for 

many thousands of zuz worth of silk or pearls, wine or 

beer; enormous property transactions involving a whole 

village or town; claims of a considerable number of 

workers against a single employer, or vice versa; the af- 

fairs of large estates, rich landowners, big businessmen, 

important officials—none of these appears with any fre- 

quency, if at all, in extant reports. 

The rabbis surely could not have agreed, however, 

that the humble and petty issues before them were of 

no consequence. It was their view—a very old one in 
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Judaism—that the least and humblest affairs, as much 

as the largest and most weighty ones, testified to heaven 

about the moral state of society. If the prophet Amos 

had condemned Israel of old because a poor man was 

cheated of his shoes, then one can hardly be surprised 

that a later rabbi insisted upon the return of a cooking 

utensil given in pledge. What was important to the rab- 

bis was that justice should prevail. They knew that if 

justice did not characterize the street, the trading mar- 

ket, the small farms and shops, then great affairs of 

commerce and the state would not likely be morally su- 

perior. They knew that the ethics of daily life, the life 

concerned with exchanges of onions and the use of wa- 

ter in a small canal, determined the destiny of Israel. 

Summary. The history of Judaism in late antiquity 

can be summarized very simply. First came the Mish- 

nah, shaped over the first and second centuries CE. 

Then, second, followed four hundred years in which the 

legal and theological system of the Mishnah was dras- 

tically reshaped into something new. Since the Mish- 

nah’s system constituted a reaction against the messi- 

anic wars of the time in which it came into being, we 

see a process by which the messianic “thesis” generated 

the Mishnah as its antimessianic antithesis, so produc- 

ing the rabbinic synthesis in the Talmuds. That is to 

say, the messianic “thesis” rested on prophetic, histori- 

cal, and apocalyptic passages of scripture. The Mish- 

nah’s “‘antithesis’’ constructed a system based on priest- 

ly and ahistorical legal passages. The Mishnah’s system 

stood aloof both from biblical proof-texts and from the 

messianic interest in the meaning and end of history 

characteristic of its own day. Over the next four 

hundred years the rabbinic heirs of both the Mishnah 

and the scripture brought the two back into relation- 

ship. They forged them into a messianic and legal syn- 

thesis, the one ‘“‘whole Torah” of “Moses, our rabbi,” 

just as their Torah myth alleged. 

[See also Pharisees; Tannaim; Amoraim; Mishnah and 

Tosefta; Midrash and Aggadah; and Talmud.] 
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JACOB NEUSNER 

RABBINIC LAW. See Halakhah. 

RABBITS. The belief that a rabbit dwells in the moon 
is widely attested not only in Inner Asia, South Asia, 

and East Asia but also in North America, Mesoamerica, 

and southern Africa. Among the Turco-Mongol peoples 

of Inner Asia, the shaman hunts a rabbit in the moon 

during his ecstatic journey to the heavenly world. In 

China, as early as the Han period, the rabbit is repre- 

sented on bronze mirrors as inhabiting the moon, 

pounding the drug of immortality with a pestle and 

mortar. The Japanese depict him as pounding rice cakes 
in the moon spots. 

The Khoi and the San of the Kalahari in southern Af- 

rica also tell of a rabbit in the moon. In Khoi myths of 

the origin of death, the hare is presented as the careless 

messenger. Charged by the moon with bringing a mes- 

sage of immortality to mankind, he mistransmitted the 

good tidings as a message of death. The San have simi- 
lar stories. 

In North America, a rabbit is at the center of the cre- 
ation myth of the ancient Algonquin. At the mythical 
time of beginning, the Great Hare appeared on earth 
and laid the foundation of the world. He instructed 
people in the medicine dance and other forms of life; he 
fought the oceanic monsters; he reconstructed the earth 
after the deluge, and on his departure he left it as it is 
today. The rabbit, as well as the hare, appears as a 
trickster in the Indian tales of the southeastern United 
States. 



In ancient Mesopotamia and Syria, about the begin- 

ning of the second millennium sce, the hare was im- 

bued with the symbolism of death and rebirth. In Egypt 

it was probably associated with Osiris, the god of re- 

birth and immortality. The hare appears in Islam, for 

example, in Rumi's poetry, as one of the animals sym- 

bolizing man’s base soul. 

In the Greco-Roman world, the hare was multivalent: 

it was widely recognized for its lubricity, it was thought 

to be androgynous, and its flesh was used as an aphro- 

disiac. It was most pleasing to Aphrodite and sacred 

also to Eros, who hunted the animal. However, it was 

especially associated with Dionysos, the god not only of 

love, fertility, and life but also of death and immortal- 

ity. The hare was hunted, torn to pieces and eaten, and 

used as a love gift. It was considered a most appropriate 

symbol for a grave stele, because in man’s basic dreams 

it represents the love that will conquer death. As belief 

in immortality became more popular, the hare was in- 

creasingly used in funerary art. Early Christians ac- 

cepted this rabbit symbolism and depicted rabbits on 

gravestones. In modern times, the Easter Bunny, whose 

eggs represent the source of life, seems to be a contin- 

uation of archaic religious values associated with both 

the rabbit and the egg. 
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MANABU WAIDA 

RABI‘AH AL-‘ADAWIYAH (d. ax 185/801 ce), Arab 
mystic, poet, and Muslim saint. Even though she at- 

tained great age and fame, little is known of Rabi‘ah’s 

personal life. Her name indicates that she was a fourth 

(rabi‘ah) daughter, probably of a poor family. For some 

time she was a house servant in Basra, but, thanks to 

her amazing piety, her master released her from bond- 

age. Her life thereafter, marked by austerity and other- 

worldliness, was spent largely in retirement, although 

her sanctity attracted many who sought her prayers and 

teachings. Rabi‘ah of Basra is regarded as the person 

who introduced the concept of pure love of God into the 
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ascetic way of life prevalent among God-seeking Mus- 

lims during the second century AH. 

It seems probable that Rabi‘ah met some of the well- 

known ascetics of her time, among them Ibrahim ibn 

Adham of Balkh (d. 770?). However, the stories that 

connect her with the ascetic preacher Hasan al-Basri, 

and even claim that he proposed marriage to her, are 

pure invention, for Hasan (whose constant call to re- 

nunciation and fear of God certainly colored the spiri- 

tual atmosphere in Basra) died in 728, when Rabi‘ah 

was only about ten years old. 

Many legends have been woven around her. When she 

performed the pilgrimage, the Ka‘bah is said to have 

moved forward to greet her, and her donkey, which had 

died on the road, was miraculously revived. But 

Rabi‘ah, faithful to the ascetic tradition, and extremely 

afraid of hellfire, rejected the common belief that she 

was capable of performing miracles. Rather, she consid- 

ered such miracles as satanic temptations. 

Rabi‘ah’s greatest contribution to the development of 

Sufism lay in her insistence upon pure love of God, em- 

phasizing the Qur’anic verse “He loves them and they 

love him” (surah 5:59). She expressed her feelings some- 

times in short, artless poems, sometimes in beautiful 

prayers, for she spent long nights in intimate conversa- 

tion with her beloved Lord. In daily life, she experi- 

enced remorse when her thoughts strayed from him. 

Her heart was filled with love of God, with no room left 

even for a special love of the Prophet. Asked whether 

she hoped for Paradise, she answered with the Arabic 

proverb ‘‘Al-jar thumma al-dar’’ (‘First the neighbor, 

then the house’’), meaning that she thought only of him 

who had created Paradise and Hell. 

Thus arose the best-known legend about her: having 

been seen carrying a flaming torch in one hand and a 

pitcher of water in the other, she explained that this 

symbolic act meant that she would set Paradise on fire 

and pour water into Hell, “so that these two veils may 

disappear and nobody may worship God out of fear of 

Hell or hope for Paradise, but solely for his own 

beauty.” This tale, which reached Europe in the early 

fourteenth century, is the basis of several short stories, 

mystical and otherwise, in Western literature. Other ac- 

counts, too, eventually became known in the West, at 

least in nineteenth-century England, as Richard Monck- 

ton Milnes’s poems The Sayings of Rabiah prove. 

In the Islamic world, Rabi‘ah was highly praised by 

‘Attar (d. 1221) in his Tadhkirat al-awliya’ (Biographies 
of the Saints), where he states that a woman who walks 

in the path of God cannot be called merely (i.e., depre- 

catively) ‘“‘woman.’’ Some centuries later, however, 

Jami (d. 1492) reminded his readers that the fact that 

the sun is feminine in Arabic does not distract from its 
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grandeur. Certainly, her gender never clouded Rabi‘ah’s 

renown. The legend that she refused to go out to admire 

nature on a radiant spring day, preferring to contem- 

plate the beauty of the Creator in the darkness of her 

house, has been retold for centuries, often without men- 

tioning her name, and her life has even served as scen- 

ario for at least one Arab movie. Her name is still used 

to praise exceptionally pious women. 
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ANNEMARIE SCHIMMEL 

RABINDRANATHA THAKUR. See Tagore, Ra- 

bindranath. 

RACHEL AND LEAH, or, in Hebrew, Rahel and 
Le’ah; wives of Jacob and daughters of Laban. Accord- 

ing to Genesis, Rachel, who was the great-granddaugh- 

ter of Abraham’s brother Nahor, met Jacob at a well 

after he had fled Canaan to escape his brother Esau. Ja- 

cob worked for Laban seven years so that he might 

marry Rachel, but he was deceived into marrying her 

older sister Leah and had to work another seven years 

to earn Rachel’s hand. 

Both women have animal names, for Rahel means 

“ewe” and Le’ah ‘“‘cow.” Although Rachel was beautiful, 

Leah was more fertile. At one point Leah gave Rachel 

mandrakes to improve her fertility in exchange for 

Rachel’s turn to spend the night with Jacob. Ultimately 

Leah produced seven children (Reuben, Simeon, Levi, 

Judah, Issachar, Zebulun, and Dinah); two more (Gad 

and Asher) were born to her slave girl Zilpah. Rachel’s 

slave girl Bilhah bore Dan and Naphtali; later Rachel 

produced two sons of her own, Joseph and Benjamin. 

When Jacob fled from Laban, Rachel took the family 

idols, sitting on them when her father came and claim- 

ing she could not rise “because the way of women has 

come upon me” (Gn. 31:35). She died after giving birth 

to Benjamin and was buried at the spot, between Bethel 
and Ephrath. Her purported tomb is venerated to this 

day and may have been similarly regarded in biblical 

times (Gn. 35:20, 1 Sm. 10:2, Jer. 31:15). Leah appar- 

ently died in Canaan and was buried in the cave of 

Machpelah (Gn. 49:31). 

Most scholars agree that these stories include person- 

ifications of Israelite tribal history. The Leah tribes may 

have formed an early confederation. Both the monarchy 

_and the priesthood are ascribed to tribes descended 
from her sons Judah and Levi. Rachel is the mother of 

the Joseph tribes, which were dominant in northern Is- 

rael, and of the adjoining Benjamin tribe, from which 

came the first king, Saul. 
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FREDERICK E. GREENSPAHN 

RADCLIFFE-BROWN, A. R. (1881-1955), English 

social anthropologist. Alfred Reginald Radcliffe-Brown, 

as he was known formally after changing his name in 

1926 (Radcliffe having been his mother’s original sur- 

name), was born in Sparkbrook, Birmingham. He was 

educated at King Edward’s School in Birmingham, at 

Birmingham University (where he spent a year as a 

premedical student), and at Trinity College, Cambridge 

University, from which he graduated with a bachelor’s 

degree in mental and moral science. Among those who 

taught him as an undergraduate were C. H. Myers and 

W. H. R. Rivers (both medical psychologists who had 

participated in Cambridge’s pioneering anthropological 

expedition to the Torres Strait off the northeastern tip 

of Australia). After graduation in 1904 Radcliffe-Brown 

went on to study anthropology under Rivers and A. C. 

Haddon (who had also been on the expedition of 1898— 

1899) and was sent by them in 1906 to study the people 

of the Andaman Islands, southwest of Burma, for two 

years. 

Radcliffe-Brown’s initial report on this expedition, 

“The Religion of the Andaman Islanders,”’ published in 

Folk-Lore in 1909 (his book The Andaman Islanders was 

not published until 1922), led Trinity College to offer 

him a fellowship, the tenure of which (from 1908 to 

1914) was for a brief period combined with a teaching 

position at the London School of Economics. It was in 

those years that he first encountered and became per- 

manently influenced by the sociological orientation of 

Emile Durkheim. Radcliffe-Brown quickly became part 

of the rapidly developing, distinctively sociological ap- 

proach to the study of primal societies, and by the 

1920s he was probably this movement’s most influential 

figure. Until well into the twentieth century this field 



was dominated by the ethnological approach, the prac- 
titioners of which were particularly interested in the de- 
tailed history of particular societies and the patterns of 
diffusion and transmission of their cultures. That style 
of analysis was itself still influenced by the evolutionist 

approach which had been strongly in evidence in the 

later part of the nineteenth century and had largely re- 

garded religion as a primitive form of science. While the 

ethnologists of the early part of the twentieth century 

did not cling strongly to the latter view, they stood in 

contrast to the emphasis that Radcliffe-Brown, under 

Durkheim’s influence, increasingly placed on the idea 

that primitive societies should be analyzed synchroni- 

cally rather than diachronically. In other words, Rad- 

cliffe-Brown’s work increasingly involved the claim that 

in order to comprehend scientifically the main features 

of a society one should regard it as a functioning whole; 
its different parts were explainable in terms of their in- 

terrelatedness and their contribution to its mainte- 
nance. 

Radcliffe-Brown’s impact, which grew intermittently 

but strongly in the 1920s and 1930s through his teach- 

ing and writing in various countries, was based primar- 

ily on his advocacy and practice of what he came to call 

a natural science of society, with particular reference to 

social structure. His attention to religion was largely 

confined to the study of ritual and ceremony—which 

was particularly evident in the book which he published 

on the Andaman Islanders in 1922—and the related 

phenomenon of totemism. In his work on ritual, Rad- 

cliffe-Brown was greatly influenced by Durkheim’s ar- 

gument that the primary significance of ritual is its 

expression and promotion of collective sentiments and 

social solidarity. 

In his first major essay on totemism, ‘‘The Sociologi- 

cal Theory of Totemism,” published in the Proceedings 

of the Fourth Pacific Science Congress in 1929, Radcliffe- 

Brown maintained that Durkheim, by arguing that a to- 

temic object acquires its significance via its sacredness, 

had begged the crucial question as to why totemism in 

primal societies typically involves plants or animals, 

even though Durkheim had pointed cogently to the 

ways in which ritualized collective conduct in connec- 

tion with totems was intimately related to social struc- 

ture and social integration. Radcliffe-Brown argued 

that plants and animals should not be regarded simply 

as emblems of social groups, but rather that they are 

selected as representatives of groups because objects 

and events which deeply affect the material and spiri- 

tual well-being of a society (or any phenomenon that 

represents such an object or event) are likely to become 

what he called objects of the ritual attitude. Although 

there has been disagreement as to the extent to which 
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Radcliffe-Brown’s second essay on this subject (‘The 

Comparative Method in Social Anthropology,” Journal 

of the Royal Anthropological Institute, 1952) involved a 

substantial change of position, there can be no doubt 

that it exhibits a very explicit interest in a theme which 

was not conspicuous in the essay of 1929—namely, the 

various relationships between totemic objects and be- 

tween these objects and the structures of the groups 

that maintain ritual attitudes toward them. 

Some have regarded Radcliffe-Brown’s work at this 

point as embracing a form of cognitive structuralism, 

which is committed to the view that while animals and 

plants are good to eat they are even better to ‘‘think”’ 

(that is, they constitute a highly suitable and accessible 

symbolic means for “talking about” central features of 

a society's social structure and its relationship with its 

environment). Others have insisted that Radcliffe- 

Brown did not move so far beyond his original position 

of maintaining that the selection of totems is based pri- 

marily upon the tangible effects which particular plants 

or animals are perceived to have in a society. For dis- 

cussion of the debate see Milton Singer’s book, Man’s 

Glassy Essence: Explorations in Semiotic Anthropology 

(1984). 
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ROLAND ROBERTSON 

RADHA. The cowherd woman (gopi) whose passionate 
love for the god Krsna has been celebrated in song and 

story throughout the Indian subcontinent since medi- 

eval times, Radha has been revered by Vaisnava devo- 

tees not only as Krsna’s earthly beloved but also as his 

eternal consort, as one half of the divine duality. Her 

name may be a feminine form of the Vedic radhas (“de- 

sired object”). Epitomizing the ideal of prema bhakti 

(“loving devotion’’), she has herself been an object of 

Vaisnava worship, sometimes as a mediator but often 

as the highest reality, surpassing even Krsna. 

Origins and History. Despite the considerable schol- 
arly attention that has been devoted to Radha’s origins, 

the matter remains veiled in obscurity. Available evi- 

dence points to possible literary beginnings, perhaps in 

the songs of the Abhirs, a cattle-herding community of 

North India. From our earliest source material—a 
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succession of stray verses in Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Apa- 

bhraméa from roughly the third century cE that cele- 

brate the love of Radha and Krsna—it is clear that her 

association with him was established throughout much 

of the subcontinent by the close of the first millennium. 

The transfiguration of Radha from literary heroine to 

object of religious devotion was a complex and gradual 

process. The Gitagovinda of Jayadeva gives evidence 

that already in the twelfth century she was viewed as 

Krsna’s eternal consort. In the succeeding centuries, es- 

pecially in eastern India, she continued to appropriate 

designations earlier applied to such goddess figures as 

Devi or Durga, notably, Sakti (strength, power), prakrti 

(nature), and mdyd (the creative energy of illusion). Re- 

cent studies have revealed her kinship with Ekanamsa- 

Durga, whose complexion is also fair, and suggested 

that she may be in part a transformation of Durga. Her 

counterpart and possible precursor in the South, Pinnai, 

who is portrayed as Krsna’s consort and wife among the 

cowherds, likewise appears to have had connections 

with Ekanamsa-Durga. Both Radha and Pinnai have 

also assimilated aspects of Visnu’s consort Sri-Laksmi, 

especially her role as mediator between God and hu- 

man souls. 

Although we find references to Radha in the Puranas, 

the most characteristic and important arena of her de- 

velopment is not narrative myth but poetry, or, more 

strictly, song, for Hindu poetry is composed to be sung. 

Building on the literary tradition of the courts, the 

poets of eastern India (and, to a lesser extent, of the 

North) sensitively and feelingly portrayed every phase 

and mood of her love with Krsna: her shyness and am- 

bivalence at its first dawning, her fulfillment in union 

with him and her subsequent hurt and jealous anger 

(mana) when he betrays her, and her final agony of sep- 

aration when he leaves the cowherd village to fulfill his 

destiny by slaying the demon-king Kamsa. Most of the 

poets and dramatists who developed this theme appear 

to have presupposed that Radha was already married, 

leaving to the theologians the awkward task of reconcil- 

ing her status as a parakiyd heroine — one who belongs 

to another — with her role as consort of Krsna, who as 

lord of the universe is the upholder of the moral order 

(dharma). In one such resolution, the Bengali Vaisnava 

Rupa Gosvami (sixteenth century) explains that Radha 

and the other gopis belong eternally to Krsna; their 

marriage to earthly cowherds is thus an expedient de- 
signed to enhance the intrigue of Krsna’s /ila. 

Theology and Worship. Although the gopis have been 

depicted with Krsna in images dating from the seventh 

century or even earlier, we do not know whether they 

were at that time themselves objects of worship. It is 

only much later, from approximately the time of Cai- 

tanya (1486-1533), that we find clear evidence for the 

_ worship specifically of Radha with Krsna, often in the 

characteristic yugala-marti (‘paired image,” the two 

side by side) that can still be seen in temples in Bengal 

and Vrndavana. Radha’s worship, however, is not con- 

fined to those communities that place her image next to 

his; in the main Radhavallabha temple in Vrndavana, 

for example, she is represented simply by a throne cush- 

ion over which hangs a golden leaf that bears the in- 

scription of her name. Nor need her presence be marked 

even to that degree: members of the Nimbarka and Val- 

labha communities regard Radha and Krsna as indis- 

tinguishable from one another, and hence a devotee 

worshiping Krsna is considered to be worshiping Radha 

as well. The Nimbarkis in fact interpret the honorific 

element “Sri” in “Srikrsna,” a title of Krsna used 

throughout India, as explicitly designating Radha; thus, 

“Sri-Krsna.” [See also the biographies of Vallabha and 

Nimbarka.] Her paramount importance for residents of 

Vrndavana is also reflected in their use of the vocative 

form of her name, ‘‘Radhe,” as a standard mode of 

greeting. Members of the Radhavallabha community 

further honor her name by writing it on vines, stones, 

and pieces of wood placed in certain sacred spots. Like 

Krsna’s name, then, Radha’s functions as a mantra, a 

group of syllables embodying sacred power. [See also 

Vrndavana.] 

In addition to worshiping Radha through her images 

and her name, devotees attend performances in which 

episodes from the love story of Radha and Krsna are 

sung and enacted by professional and amateur perform- 

ers. In Bengal, for example, where she has always been 

especially popular, the medieval verses celebrating her 

love for Krsna are sung in a semidramatic musical form 

known as padavali-kirtan. In a typical performance, the 

lead singer, assisted by several other singers and two or 

three drummers, spins out a single episode in the divine 

love story over the course of three or four hours, inter- 

spersing narrative and dialogue with the lyrical verses 

describing and reflecting on Radha’s feelings. These 

songs play on the central juxtaposition of the physical 

and the metaphysical as well as the paradox of the hu- 

man-divine encounter. Devotees respond with expres- 

sions of wonder at the intensity, depth, and steadfast- 

ness of Radha’s love, which, while representing the 

heights of human passion, also symbolizes the religious 

ideal of selfless, unswerving devotion to God. Her un- 

expected triumph over the lord of the universe, which 

is indicated, for example, by his abject submission as 
he begs for her forgiveness, invariably evokes exclama- 
tions of astonishment and delight. 

The chief basis for the worship of Radha is thus the 
transcendent quality of her love for Krsna; even when 



the theological designation sakti is applied to her, its 
meaning shifts from its usual Tantric sense of strength 
and activity to one of love. That she is the personifica- 
tion of love is indicated by a common designation for 
her: mahabhdava (“great emotion”). So exalted has this 
love rendered her that many Vaisnavas since the time 
of Caitanya have felt that one should not imitate her 

directly; they have chosen rather to assume in their de- 

votion the role of a humble maidservant of hers, a maf- 

jari, who is privileged to assist her and thereby enjoy 

vicariously the bliss of her union with Krsna. 

Radha’s nature contrasts with that of all other major 

Hindu goddesses. She is neither mother goddess nor fer- 

tility deity, neither angry and destructive goddess nor 

social paradigm. Worshiped solely in relation to Krsna, 

she has never become an independent deity. Yet her im- 

portance for Vaisnava devotion since the sixteenth cen- 

tury can scarcely be overestimated. In the intensity and 

steadfastness of her love for Krsna, especially in her 

separation from him, she serves as the highest inspira- 

tion to the devotee. The strength of Radha and her 

friends and the superiority of their devotion provide a 

valorization of the religious capacities of women that 

has had social implications as well. Finally, as the em- 

bodiment of supreme love, Radha in her eternal rela- 

tion to Krsna represents ultimate reality, for love 

(prema) itself, in the Vaisnava vision, is the highest prin- 

ciple in the universe. 

[See also Krsna and Lila.] 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Two books serve as major sources for the study of Radha. 

The most comprehensive treatment of her, a work in Bengali 

by S. B. Dasgupta, Sriradhar kramabikds darsane o sahitye (Cal- 

cutta, 1952), is a judicious, well-documented account of her or- 

igins and development that traces her relations to other god- 

desses and to Indian conceptions of Sakti. A more recent 

volume, The Divine Consort: Radha and the Goddesses of India, 

edited by John Stratton Hawley and me (Berkeley, 1982), con- 

tains articles on the religious significance of Radha in various 

texts and traditions, together with an extensive annotated bib- 

liography. 
Two other articles, as well as portions of two books, treat 

particular aspects of Radha. In “A Note on the Development of 

the Radha Cult,” Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research 

Institute 36 (1955): 231-257, A. K. Majumdar surveys evidence 

for the worship of Radha. Bimanbehari Majumdar’s Krsna in 

History and Legend (Calcutta, 1969) includes two chapters doc- 

umenting her importance in religious literature. In a more re- 

cent article, “Radha: Consort of Krsna’s Vernal Passion,” Jour- 

nal of the American Oriental Society 95 (October-December 

1975): 655-671, Barbara Stoler Miller surveys early verses in 

Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Apabhraméa on the Radha-Krsna theme. 

Finally, Friedhelm Hardy’s Viraha-bhakti: The Early History of 

Krsna Devotion in South India (Delhi, 1983) distinguishes the 
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primarily secular early poetic traditions of the love of Krsna 

and Radha from the epic and Puranic traditions of Krsna and 
the gopis. 

Four recent studies contain portraits of Radha as she is pre- 

sented in particular literary works and performance traditions. 

In her Love Song of the Dark Lord: Jayadeva’s Gitagovinda (New 

York, 1977), Barbara Miller includes a chapter on the figure of 

Radha. My own Drama as a Mode of Religious Realization: The 

Vidagdhamdadhava of Ripa Gosvami (Chico, Calif., 1984) dis- 

cusses and illustrates through summary and translation the 

treatment of Radha by the Bengali Vaisnava theologian and 

playwright Rapa Gosvami. Finally, two works of John Hawley 

throw new light on the interpretation of Radha in the Braj re- 

gion of North India. The introductions and translations in his 

At Play with Krishna: Pilgrimage Dramas from Brindavan 

(Princeton, 1981) present Radha as she is portrayed in the ras 

lilas, and a chapter of his Sar Das: Poet, Singer, Saint (Seattle, 

1984) traces the conception of Radha through the successive 

layers of the Sar Sagar, the collection of poetry attributed to 

the sixteenth-century poet Sar Das. 

DONNA MarRIE WULFF 

RADHAKRISHNAN, SARVEPALLI (1888-1975), 

Indian philosopher, statesman, and president of India 

(1962-1967). Born in Tirutani, a small town south of 

Madras noted as a pilgrimage center, Radhakrishnan 

attended Christian missionary schools for twelve years, 

until his graduation from Madras Christian College in 

1908. The tension between the Hindu piety he learned 

at home and the Christian doctrine he was taught at 

school generated an interest in comparative philosophy, 

religion, and ethics that occupied him for the remainder 

of his life. Both of his major works, An Idealist View of 

Life (published in 1932 on the basis of his 1929 Hibbert 

Lectures) and Eastern Religions and Western Thought 

(lectures delivered at Oxford University, 1939), show 

the interplay of Indian and Western religious thought 

characteristic of his entire life’s work. 

The scant information that Radhakrishnan disclosed 

concerning his personal life is contained in a brief es- 

say, ‘‘My Search for Truth” (1937). A seventy-five-page 

essay, ‘‘The Religion of the Spirit and the World’s Need: 

Fragments of a Confession” (1952), intended as an au- 

tobiographical writing, offers one of the clearest sum- 

maries of his thought but treats his personal life in a 

few unrevealing pages. In refusing an editor’s request 

for a brief autobiography, Radhakrishnan insisted, in 

“Fragments of a Confession,” that discretion prevented 
him from doing so, and further, that his writings were 

worth more than his personal life. 
In 1908, at the age of twenty, Radhakrishnan pub- 

lished his master’s thesis, ‘“The Ethics of the Vedanta 

and Its Metaphysical Presuppositions,” and continued 

8 
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publishing one or more works almost every year for the 

next five decades. His first full-length work, The Philos- 

ophy of Rabindranath Tagore (1918), reveals most of the 

themes that would occupy him throughout his career: 

the Indian sources, varieties, and ethical implications of 

religious and philosophical intuition. With the excep- 

tion of his first original work, The Reign of Religion in 

Contemporary Philosophy, wherein he criticizes the in- 

fluence of religion on philosophy, Radhakrishnan’s writ- 

ings are characterized by the intimate relationship be- 

tween religious experience (particularly the Hindu 

mystical tradition) and philosophy (particularly mod- 

ern Western idealism). With the publication of his next 

major works, Indian Philosophy (vol. 1, 1923; vol. 2, 

1927), The Hindu View of Life (1926), and An Idealist 

View of Life (1932), Radhakrishnan established his case 

for the positive relationship between idealist philoso- 

phy and a universalist religious attitude that he later 

termed “religion of the spirit.” 

In various ways, all of Radhakrishnan’s mature writ- 

ings focus on three closely related concerns: his presen- 

tation and positive interpretation of classical Indian re- 

ligious thought, or Vedanta, especially as found in its 

three fundamental scriptures, the Upanisads, the Bha- 

gavadgita, and the Brahma Sitra; his defense of philo- 

sophical idealism, both in its Indian expression and as 

found in Western philosophers from Plato to Hegel and 

F. H. Bradley; and his critique of contemporary (and 

especially Western) materialist and scientific thinking 

insofar as it excludes religious and spiritual values. On 

behalf of each of these three concerns, Radhakrishnan 

sought to show that although brahman (the Absolute) is 

the ultimate self-sufficient reality, the world is never- 

theless valuable and worthy of man’s deepest commit- 

ment and dedication. 

Radhakrishnan’s own dedication to the affairs of the 

world could not have been more convincing: in addition 

to his positions as professor of philosophy (University of 

Mysore, 1918-1921; University of Calcutta, 1921-1931 

and 1937-1941) and university administrator (vice- 

chancellor of Andhra University, 1931-1936; vice-chan- 

cellor of Banaras Hindu University, 1938-1948; chan- 

cellor, University of Delhi, 1953-1962), he served in 

many demanding diplomatic positions, including head 

of the Indian delegation to UNESCO (1946-1952) and 

Indian ambassador to the Soviet Union (1949-1952). He 

was vice-president of India from 1952 to 1962, and pres- 
ident from 1962 to 1967. 
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In addition to An Idealist View of Life (1932; 2d ed., London, 

1957) and Eastern Religions and Western Thought (Oxford, 

1959), which represent Radhakrishnan’s major works in philos- 

ophy and in comparative religion and ethics, respectively, 

three other of his works are especially to be recommended. For 

_ the Indian expression of Radhakrishnan’s religious and philo- 

sophic position, the fullest account is his 240-page introduction 

to the Brahma Sutra, The Philosophy of Spiritual Life (New 

York, 1960). The best introduction to his understanding of con- 

temporary religious life and thought is Recovery of Faith (New 

York, 1955). The Philosophy of Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, edited 

by Paul Arthur Schilpp (New York, 1952), contains twenty- 

three essays covering all aspects of Radhakrishnan’s thought, 

as well as his ‘‘Replies to Critics,” his semiautobiographical es- 

say ‘Fragments of a Confession,” and a complete bibliography 

of his writings through the year 1952. 

ROBERT A. MCDERMOTT 

RADIN, PAUL (1883-1959), American anthropolo- 

gist. Born in Lédz, Poland, Radin was brought to the 

United States by his parents while he was still an in- 

fant, in 1884. Upon completing his studies in anthropol- 

ogy at Columbia University, he spent his life as a vaga- 

bond scholar, teaching at numerous colleges and 

universities in the United States and lecturing at most 

of the major universities of western Europe. Among 

them were the University of California at Berkeley, 

Cambridge University, Fisk University, the University 

of Chicago, Kenyon College, Black Mountain College, 

and Brandeis University. He was never offered, nor did 

he seek, tenure anywhere; devoted to his studies of the 

cultures of primitive societies, he was content to be in- 

stitutionally rootless. 

Radin was perhaps the most cultivated anthropolo- 

gist in the history of the discipline. He was a man of 

paradox: a skeptic with a strong sense of the sacred, an 

agnostic who was fascinated by all religious phenom- 

ena, a Jew who disclaimed the uniqueness of the reve- 

lation contained in the Hebrew scriptures. In decon- 

structing the specificity of Old Testament claims, 

Radin’s work follows that of Andrew Lang and others’ 

on the ubiquity of high gods among primitive—that is, 
pre-class, or stateless—peoples. 

Radin was always equivocal about primitive reli- 

gions. In Primitive Religion (1937) he argues for a Freud- 

ian explanation of religious concepts, and a “Marxist” 

awareness of the potential for domination in religious 

establishments, but he does not thereby deny the au- 

thenticity of a given faith stripped down to its core. In 

his arguments, Radin clearly indicates a belief in the 

irreducible universality of religious faith, which univer- 

sality is an essentially phenomenological matter. On the 

other hand, he was fully aware of the exploitative po- 

tential of all significant religious figures and move- 

ments. These include the primitive shaman who could 

conceivably dominate others through his peculiar ca- 

pacity to evoke religious states. Nonetheless, as he 

makes clear in Primitive Man as Philosopher (1927), Ra- 



din did not imagine that structures of domination, as 
we understand them, could be found in primitive soci- 
eties. In fact, Radin’s sense of the comparative deficien- 
cies of civilization is evident throughout his work. 

Radin brought to the study of religion a powerful 

sense of human fatality and historical contingency. It is 

probable that his own personality, continuously shaped 

by a very broad understanding of human experience, 

led him to focus on the ambivalent figure of the trick- 

ster, which is given free reign in primitive societies but 

is repressed in our own. More than any other aspect 

of his work, this concern—presented in The Trickster: 

A. Study in American Indian Mythology (1956)—com- 

mended him to philosophers and psychologists alike. 

For Radin, the trickster reflected the double image of 

God: an androgynous figure, bursting with energy, 

without values, both creator and destroyer, the cosmic 

villain, and, at the same time, a bumbling fool. This def- 

inition of the trickster, which has become a classic, 

probably represents Radin’s most striking contribution 

to the development of anthropological thinking. 
Radin’s interest in primitive religion covered a wide 

range of subjects. The Autobiography of a Winnebago In- 

dian by Sam Blowsnake (1920), which Radin edited and 

translated, is a pioneer work that represents, presum- 

ably in the protagonist’s own words, the cultistic efforts 

to compensate for a lost culture, and the conflicts that 

ensue. Radin had a particular concern for people caught 

between faiths. : 

However, it is not Radin’s focus on religious matters 

that commands our attention, but rather the great 

sweep of his thinking and his powerful, indirect critique 

of modern secularism (see The World of Primitive Man, 

1953) and the depths of his humanity that bound him 

to the primitive peoples and sacred societies he studied. 

If Paul Radin was the most cultivated anthropologist in 

the history of the discipline, he was also the most faith- 

ful, in every sense of the word. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Besides the works cited above, most of which are available 

in reprint editions, the following books represent important 

contributions made by Radin to anthropological studies: The 

Genetic Relationship of the North American Indian Languages 

(Berkeley, 1919) and The Method and Theory of Ethnology: An 

Essay in Criticism (New York, 1933). 

STANLEY DIAMOND 

RAHNER, KARL (1904-1984), Roman Catholic theo- 

logian. The most prolific and influential Catholic theo- 

logian of the twentieth century, Rahner’s bibliography 

comprises more than four thousand entries. Writing pri- 
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marily as a dogmatic theologian, he also addressed 

philosophical, historical, pastoral, and spiritual ques- 

tions. His work as a whole may be summarized as theo- 

logical anthropology, correlating human experience and 

God’s self-communication. His method is most often de- 

scribed as transcendental, inasmuch as it seeks to dis- 

cover the conditions of possibility for divine salvific 

action, but it also has an inseparable historical dimen- 

sion, inasmuch as the humanity addressed by God’s 

word and presence is understood as always situated in 

a temporal world. Indeed, it may be even more accurate 

to see Rahner as a Catholic dialectical theologian whose 

career was marked not only by personal response to the 

religious issues of his day but also by an enduring effort 

to conceive human history as destined for eternal com- 

munion with God, achieved through the course of time. 

Born and raised in Freiburg im Breisgau, Rahner en- 

tered the Society of Jesus in 1922. During his education 

in the Jesuit order he developed an Ignatian spirituality 

of “seeking God in all things.’ His formal philosophical 

(1924-1927) and theological (1929-1933) studies were 

shaped largely by the neoscholastic revival; but through 

the writings of the Belgian Jesuit Joseph Maréchal he 

entered into philosophical conversation with Immanuel 

Kant and later with G. W. F. Hegel and German Ideal- 

ism. To these general influences on his thought must be 

added his intensive reading in patristic sources and in 

medieval mysticism. Ordained a priest in 1932, Rahner 

concluded his basic theological program the following 

year and then pursued a further year of pastoral and 

ascetic studies (the Jesuit tertianship). 

In 1934 Rahner began a doctoral program in philos- 

ophy at the University of Freiburg, where he attended 

Martin Heidegger’s seminars. His doctoral dissertation, 

a modern retrieval of Thomas Aquinas’s theory of 

knowledge, centered on the theme of conversio ad phan- 

tasma (conversion to the phantasm) as the ground of all 

human knowledge, and it conceived human existence 

fundamentally as “spirit in world.” When his director 

rejected the thesis as insufficiently traditional (it was 

published in 1939 as Geist in Welt), Rahner left for Inns- 

bruck. After quickly completing a theological doctorate 

and habilitation, he began in 1937 to teach dogmatic 

theology. From those first years came an eloquent book 

of meditations, Worte ins Schweigen (1938), and also the 

publication of his Salzburg summer lectures on human 

history as the place where God's self-revelation must be 

sought, Hérer des Wortes (1941). 

When the Nazis closed the Innsbruck faculty in 1938, 

Rahner moved to Vienna and served at the Pastoral In- 

stitute until 1944. From 1945 to 1948 he taught theology 

under straitened circumstances at Pullach bei Mtinchen. 

Returning to Innsbruck in 1949, he was responsible for 

courses on grace and the sacrament of penance, topics 
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that shaped his thought for the rest of his life. Rooted 

in the experience of grace as God’s mysterious self-com- 

munication, Rahner’s thought broke new ground in a 

whole range of areas: for example, the biblical under- 

standing of God; current problems in Christology, na- 

ture, and grace; the human condition after original sin; 

human dignity and freedom; the meaning of church 

membership; existential ethics; and the pastoral situa- 

tion of the church. His major essays were collected from 

this time on in a multivolume collection, Schriften zur 

Theologie (1954-1984). 

Already in Hérer des Wortes it was clear that Rahner 

was developing a philosophy of religion on the assump- 

tion that Christian revelation had occurred, and in or- 

der to make plausible how that was possible. A theolo- 

gian of grace and reconciliation, he engaged in 

extensive positive research, as is made abundantly clear 

in Schriften, vol. 11 (1973), with his historical essays on 

penance in the early church. But the special creativity 

of his writing showed itself in his efforts to correlate the 

circumstances of particular experience with the perma- 

nent ‘‘existentials’” of the human condition. This inter- 

relation of historical and transcendental moments was 

evident as well in the prodigious editorial labors that 

began in his early Innsbruck years and continued with 

the publication of four editions of Denzinger’s Enchiri- 

dion Symbolorum (1952-1957) and seven editions of Der 

Glaube der Kirche in den Urkunden der Lehrverkiindigung 

(1948-1965). 

Building on the early Innsbruck period came a second 

phase of Rahner’s thought, during which he was coedi- 

tor of the second edition of the Lexikon fiir Theologie und 

Kirche (1957-1965) and a leading figure in the 

preparation and course of the Second Vatican Council 

(despite efforts to disqualify his participation). His 

retrieval and renewal of tradition in light of contempo- 

rary perspectives had previously been achieved large- 

ly through pressing particular questions against the 

background of School Theology. Now he drew out the 

consequences of these studies and began to speak 

more programmatically of a theological anthropology 

encompassing the history of a world whose call to union 

with God (the “supernatural existential’) evokes tran- 

scendental reflection on the structural possibilities for 

such salvation. In powerful essays on mystery, incarna- 

tion, theology of symbol, and hermeneutics of eschato- 

logical assertions, collected in Schriften, vol. 4 (1960), 

Rahner developed his analogy of transcendence. Facing 

questions posed by evolutionary science, the great 

world religions, and utopian views of the future, other 

major essays in Schriften, vol. 5 (1962), present the 

scope of the divine salvific will in more comprehensive 

terms and argue for the coextension of salvation history 

and the history of the world. Corresponding to the coun- 

_cil’s ecclesiological focus, Schriften, vol. 6 (1966), col- 

lects papers that present a dialogue with secularized, 

pluralistic society and seek to express the Christian 

church’s new self-understanding in it. Earlier, Rahner 

had published a large collection of essays in pastoral 

theology (Sendung und Gnade, 1959). He gathered a 

new collection of essays in spirituality (Schriften, vol. 

7, 1967), and in 1962 he cooperated in drafting a plan 

for the Handbuch der Pastoraltheologie, which subse- 

quently appeared in five volumes between 1964 and 

1972, with Rahner as one of its editors. 

In 1964 Rahner succeeded Romano Guardini in the 

chair of Christian Weltanschauung at the University of 

Munich. As it became apparent that he would not be 

allowed to direct doctoral students in theology, he ac- 

cepted in 1967 a call to the University of Minster, 

where he taught until his retirement in 1971. In these 

first years of Vatican II’s reception within Catholicism, 

criticism of Rahner’s thought grew in various quarters. 

Concerned with fidelity to the tradition and to Christian 

symbolism, some writers, for example, Hans Urs von 

Balthasar, accused him of anthropological reduction- 

ism. Others, especially his former student J.-B. Metz, 

drew back from what they considered an individualis- 

tic, idealistic existentialism. Rahner took the second 

critique more seriously and gave new emphasis to the 

historical concreteness of Christianity and its social re- 

sponsibility. Renewing the dialectic of unity in differ- 

ence with which he had from the beginning sought to 

understand time in its openness to eternity, he ad- 

dressed basic conciliar themes with a deepened sense of 

faith’s constructive participation in its secular context. 

Schriften, vols. 8, 9, and 10 (1967, 1970, 1972), calls for 

a new understanding of Jesus of Nazareth as the human 

way to God (“Christology from below’’) and reform of 

the church in the direction of a declericalized, more 

democratic, and socially critical community of service. 

Meanwhile Rahner had undertaken additional editorial 

responsibilities for the four volumes of Sacramentum 

Mundi (1967-1969) and for Concilium (1965-). 

During the first years of Rahner’s retirement in Mu- 

nich, his major project was the preparation of his 

Grundkurs des Glaubens (1976), an introduction to the 

idea of Christianity. While not intended as a complete 

systematic theology, the book does present many of his 

basic positions on the central topics of Christian doc- 

trine and has commonly been seen as a summation of 
his thought. 

In the last years of his life Rahner continued to lec- 

ture and write vigorously. Four further volumes of the 

Schriften were published (vols. 13-16: 1978, 1980, 1983, 

1984), two while he was still living in Munich, two more 



after his final retirement to Innsbruck in 1981. They 

were accompanied by numerous smaller works and sev- 

eral anthologies, one of which, Praxis des Glaubens 

(1982), may also serve as a general introduction to its 

author’s thought. These later years are again of a piece 

with the whole career and include familiar themes as 

well as considerable repetition. Nevertheless, some sig- 

nificant developments occur here too: in the consolida- 

tion of a historical Christology, in the proposal of a 

“universal pneumatology” that might precede Christol- 

ogy, in pleas for ecumenical seriousness, and in argu- 

ments for a truly world church. 

_ In these last years of his life Rahner was newly con- 

cerned with addressing the mounting relativism and 

skepticism he saw about him. In addition, the writings 

of this last phase show how thoroughly dialectical his 

thought was, as it sought to mediate between opposed 

positions in either doctrine or morals, to speak of the 

fruitful tension between permanent polarities of histor- 

ical existence, and, above all, to understand the relation 

between continuity and discontinuity through the pas- 

sage of time. 

Rahner’s future influence will depend largely on how 

effectively his students and readers will be able to draw 

on his thinking for a continuing dialogue with scientific 

and technological culture, the social sciences, and nar- 

rative and symbolic modes of discourse. It remains to 

be seen how a more biblically imagined, historically di- 

verse, and socially responsible theology will appropri- 

ate his legacy. Many who knew him would insist that 

the personal witness of his life will surely endure along- 

side the remarkably elastic architecture of his thought. 
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RAIN. The symbolism of rain derives from its correla- 
tion with the sacred substance water, a universal met- 

aphor for the origin and renewal of life. [See Water.] 

The primacy and awesome mystery of natural phenom- 

ena for early man, and his vital dependence on their 

manifestations, are reflected in his exaltation of rain as 

a supreme creative power and intermediary between 

heaven and earth. In the seasonal revival of nature and 

the infusion of new life, rain was seen as the dispenser 

of divine grace and plenty, the promise of survival; in 

the periodic destruction wrought by storms and floods, 

as the agent of divine retribution and disaster, the 

threat of annihilation. Rain signified the descent of 

heavenly influences upon the earth; at times the gods 

themselves descended in rain or spoke in the thunder. 

Like the sun’s rays, “the rain from heaven’’ (Gn. 8:2) 

was cognate to light, illumination. 

The sacrality of sky and the supremacy of rain deities 

are fundamental elements in the structure of the myths 

and religions of archaic peoples. As the “most high,” sky 

gods were assimilated to transcendence, their very 

names often connoting elevation. The Mesopotamian 

hieroglyph for “height” or “transcendence of space” also 

meant “rainy sky,” and thus linguistically linked rain to 

divinity. Baal, the chief god of the Syro-Palestinian no- 

mads, was called ‘“‘rider of the clouds” and was wor- 

shiped as the dispenser of fertility. When the Israelites 

reached Canaan and their prophets condemned the 

widespread cult of fertility gods, a conflict arose be- 

tween the worshipers of Baal and those faithful to Yah- 

veh. The ancient Hebrews conceived of rain as a reser- 

voir of treasure in heaven, a benison bestowed in return 

for loving God and obeying his law, and withheld as 

retribution for sin. In times of abundance, the Israelites 

were drawn to the fertility gods, and the Lord’s promise 

to Moses, “Behold, I will rain bread from heaven for 

you” (Ex. 16:4), was forgotten. In the New Testament, 
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rain is the symbol of joy and fruition, the answer to 

prayer from a loving Father in heaven who sends rain 

on the just and the unjust alike. 

The life-renewing, life-sustaining powers of rain have 

been personified in the pantheons of both primitive and 

higher religions. Worship of rain gods as symbols of fer- 

tility prevailed in the East, among the main branches 

of Aryan stock in early Europe, and in parts of Africa, 

Oceania, and the Americas; and many, like the Maya 

god Chac, were believed to be the creator of all things. 

The Mesoamerican moon god whose name meant “I am 

the dew of the heavens, I am the dew of the clouds” was 

the father of gods as well as of men, and represented 

death and resurrection. 

The perennial, universal aspiration for rain is re- 

flected in all traditions in the divine promises recorded 

in their sacred texts. Every Egyptian god was in some 

way related to water. In the Rgveda, the god Varuna 

proclaims, “I made to flow the moisture-shedding 

waters’; in the Vendidad, Ahura Mazda pledges to “rain 

down upon the earth to bring food to the faithful and 

fodder to the beneficent cow’; in the Qur’an, Allah is 

described as “he who created the heavens and earth and 

sent down for you out of heaven water.” The Persians 

conceived the tree of life as rising from a lake of rain, 

its seeds mingling with the water to maintain the 

earth’s fertility. A common saying among the ancient 

Greeks when rain fell was ‘‘The Father [heaven] is press- 

ing grapes.” Both tribal rain gods and a national rain 

spirit were propitiated by the Burmese. 

A dominant theme in universal mythology is the ce- 

lestial marriage between Heaven and Earth, or between 

the fructifying sky god and fecund earth goddess. Rites 

and festivals of the seasonal fertilization of the earth by 

the penetrating rains have been celebrated since Neo- 

lithic times, when the correlations of rain and serpent, 

woman and vegetation, and death and rebirth were in- 

tegrated into the complex of lunar symbolism. The 

union of the divine couple was the archetypal image of 

fruitfulness. Speaking in the storm, the Sumerian high 

god called himself the “fecund seed.”” Homer described 

the conjugal couch where Zeus lay with his spouse on 

Mount Ida as covered with a cloud from which rain fell, 

and Aeschylus wrote, “‘Rain impregnates the earth so 

that she gives birth to plants and grains.’’ Birth and its 

attendant dangers are symbolized by a great storm in 

Vergil’s Aeneid. In many of the prayers and tribal myths 

of North American Indians, the gentle rain is called ‘‘fe- 

male’ and the pelting rain ‘‘male.” 

Rites to ensure rain and fertility had their origin in 

remote antiquity and have been observed throughout 
the world. At the lower stages of civilization, sorcery 
and magical charms related to imitative or sympathetic 

magic were employed by shamans to evoke rain; later, 

prayer and sacrifice were combined with magico-reli- 

gious rituals. A rain sacrifice rock painting from the Ru- 

sape district of Zimbabwe, now in the Frobenius Insti- 

tut in Frankfurt, depicts a man standing with hands 

uplifted as if conjuring heaven, a female figure lying un- 

der a tree, and another bending forward above falling 

rain. Rainmakers were the most important members of 

the community and exerted enormous authority over 

the group. There is reason to believe that both chieftain- 

ship and kingship stemmed from the powerful position 

of the shaman. Ramses II of Egypt was credited with 

the faculty of rainmaking. The Zand Avesta, the Pahlavi 

translation of the Avesta with added commentaries, 

states that Ahura Mazda (Pahl., Ohrmazd) would raise 

the dead on the first day of the New Year with libations 

and purifications by water to ensure rain. Saints, espe- 

cially in desert lands, were often reputed to be rain- 

makers, and the lives of Muslim saints abound with 

such miracles. The offices of the rainmaker are recorded 

among the Vedic rites of remote antiquity, where the 

sacred drink soma is called “‘son of the rain god.” Water 

libations were celebrated by ancient Jewry as a so- 

called rain charm. At the Feast of Tabernacles in Jeru- 

salem, the priest performed the ritual mixture of wine 

with water from the Pool of Siloam to induce rain. At a 

later period, Orthodox Jews practiced a rain charm that 

may have had its origin in fertility rites: as they recited 

the names of the Ten Plagues of Egypt at the Seder on 

Passover eve, a few drops of water were poured into a 

jar of wine and the mixture was cast upon the ground 

in front of the house. In Greece, after the participants in 

the Eleusinian mysteries had been purified by water, 

they cried out, “Let there be rain! Be fruitful!” 

According to the Chinese doctrine of “like to like,” 

similar things summon one another, which implies that 

the dragon, traditionally associated with rain, generates 

rain. Evidence of rainmaking magic on oracle bones at- 

tests to the antiquity of such beliefs. The Li-chi (Record 

of Rites) from the first century BcE chronicles the prac- 

tice of ritual nakedness, a magic formula continued into 

late Chinese history in which even Confucian officials 
participated in time of drought. Buddhist priests poured 
water into little holes in the temple floor to symbolize 
rain going into the earth. Rainmaking spells are men- 
tioned in sitras of 230 BCE. 

In many parts of the East, the custom of immersing 
the fertility goddess, and in Europe the rite of drench- 
ing the Corn Mother, reflect earlier practices of sacrific- 
ing human victims to induce rain. In Mesoamerica, 
small children and birds were sacrificed to propitiate 
rain gods, and on the occasion of the Itzamna festival 
in March the hearts of certain species of wild animals 



were immolated. A custom among the Arabs of North 

Africa was to throw a holy man into a spring to end a 

drought, and in Russia to drench a priest or the figure 

of a saint for the same purpose. In societies where blood 

was assimilated to water, as in Abyssinia (ancient 

Ethiopia), human blood was the oblation offered to rain 

spirits. In Java, men whipped one another to draw 

blood, the symbolic equivalent of rain. 

A milder form of rain magic was the sprinkling or 

scattering of water. In Lithuania, when rain was 

needed, people sprinkled themselves with water as they 

stood facing the sun at their morning prayers. The 

Celtic priests, the druids, bearing the image of a saint, 

led a procession to a sacred spring or well where water 

was sprinkled over special stones, which were then 

tossed into the air to fall to earth like rain. Pausanius 

left a description of the priests of Lycaean Zeus sacrific- 

ing an’ oak branch to a spring in time of drought, and 

the wizards of New Guinea and Siberia dipped 

branches into water and scattered the drops. Northern 

Dravidian tribes held an ‘‘umbrella feast” at the critical 

period of transplanting the rice crop, and Australian 

tribes performed ceremonial dances and songs around a 

pool to call down rain. 

Rain dances figured prominently among American In- 

dian tribes. The Omaha, members of a sacred buffalo 

society, filled vessels with water before they danced. 

Buffalo-head rituals were performed by the Plains and 

Woodland tribes when rain was lacking, and the Shaw- 

nee dipped a buffalo tail in water and shook it to bring 

rain. The Hopi and Zuni tribes depicted aquatic ani- 

mals and symbolic rain clouds on their sand altars, half 

circles from which vertical lines depended as rain. An 

important feature of these rites was the bull-roarer, a 

sacred instrument that simulated the sound of thunder 

and was originally used in primitive initiations and 

Greek mystery ceremonies to represent the voice of 

God. Many of the peoples of Africa and Oceania be- 

lieved that their gods spoke in the thunder. In the rites 

of the Oglala Lakota Indians, the water in the sweat 

lodge represented the thunder beings, fearsome powers 

that tested the warriors’ strength and endurance and 

brought them the blessings of purification. 

Rain accompanied by a thunderbolt symbolizes 

power or energy. In the form of a double trident, the 

thunderbolt is prominent in representations of the gods 

of ancient Sumer, Babylonia, Assyria, and Akkad. The 

Etruscan doctrine of thunderbolts related eleven differ- 

ent kinds of thunder to the powers of eleven gods. The 

synthesis of a sun god and a storm god connotes the 

energy of the pairs of opposites. An Assyrian sun god 

with a thunderbolt, believed to be the national deity As- 

sur, is depicted on an alabaster wall panel from the pal- 
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ace of Ashurnasirpal II (c. 850 BcE), now in the British 

Museum. The Hebrew god Yahveh unites traits of both 

storm and solar god, as does Zeus, who destroyed the 

Titans with his thunderbolt. His Roman counterpart 

was believed to descend in the form of a thunderbolt 

and is represented on the Antonine column as the rain 

god Jupiter Pluvius hovering over the Roman legions 

with outspread wings and raining down his power upon 

them. This same synthesis pertains to the prehistoric 

Peruvian deity Viracocha, universal father and creator 

of all things, who as a rain god is depicted with a thun- 

derbolt in each hand, his head surrounded by a rayed 

solar disk and his eyes shedding tears of life-renewing 

rain. The names of the Teutonic and Scandinavian war 

gods (Odinn, Porr, Donar, etc.) all mean “thunder.” [See 

Meteorological Beings.] 

Lightning symbolizes the action of the higher realm 

upon the lower, and in every culture has been assimi- 

lated either to a god, his weapon, or the manifestation 

of his sovereignty. At times, lightning has been con- 

strued as the salutary arrow of a god bringing deliver- 

ance or illumination to mankind, as when Mithra, the 

Persian god of light, pierced a rock with his arrow to 

end a drought by freeing the waters; at others, as the 

portent of his wrath or retribution. The lightning of the 

Vedic god Indra split the head of the dragon Vrtra, de- 

mon of drought, to release the waters obstructed by him 

and regenerate the world, which had been made a 

wasteland. The storm god Rudra and his sons the Ma- 

ruts, who shared the dual powers of their benign and 

destructive father, wielded their lightning bolts both to 

slay and to heal. The lightning god of the Indonesians 

was venerated as a supreme deity. 

In the Hindu-Buddhist notion of the forms of divine 

manifestation, the vajra, lightning or thunderbolt, sym- 

bolizes the mystic, divine energy and the adamantine 

weapon of truth. As the invincible force in the sphere of 

transcendental reality, the vajra is the illusion-shatter- 

ing light of spiritual illumination, which links the grace 

flowing into the world from the sun with the energy of 

the lightning bolt. In Buddhist iconography, the vajra is 

an emblem of the spiritual power of Buddhahood, an 

image of which is the solar Buddha, Vairocana, encir- 

cled by the halo of his emanations. The double trident 

wand carried by Buddhist monks is a form of the vajra. 

In early Tantrism, in which magic and science were in- 

separable, the Vajrayana, doctrine of the “way of the 

thunderbolt,” related to a form of electric energy. 

Rain clouds and thunderstorms symbolized celestial 

activity in ancient China, and lightning was regarded 

with the same awe as were the thunderbolts of rain 

gods in other cultures. Shen, the pictogram for light- 

ning, signifies divinity and the operation of the expan- 
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sive forces. When the thunder ceases and rain ends, it is 

the work of demons and the contractive forces. These _ 

opposing forces symbolize two facets of the human 

spirit, the one ascending in life, the other descending in 

death. In the Book of Changes, the trigram chen, the 

Arousing, is the image of thunder and signifies tension 

resolved after the cloudburst, nature refreshed, deliver- 

ance. According to the Li-Chi, only when the two op- 

posing forces of yin and yang are in proper harmony 

will the beneficent rains fall, and when they fail to 

come, yin must be activated. 

As a symbol of purification and redemption, rain is 

associated with the dissolving and washing away of sin, 

followed by rebirth and renewal. Every torrential rain- 

fall bears the implication of the archetypal flood, the 

creation destroyed by its creator, and mankind sub- 

merged in an initiatory ordeal or cosmic baptism pre- 

liminary to redemption and regeneration. The concept 

of a cataclysmic inundation of the world is found in 

myths of every part of the world except Egypt and Ja- 

pan, and only rarely in Africa. The two major interpre- 

tations of the Deluge reflect two ways of relating to the 

universe. The first, for which the early Mesopotamian 

Epic of Gilgamesh is the model, characterizes man’s 

identity with a wholly impersonal universe controlled 

by the cosmic rhythm or recurrent cycle of the manifes- 

tation and disappearance of the world at the turn of 

every aeon. Engulfing rains alternate with a world 

drought in the Hindu myth in which Visnu rescues 

mankind by becoming first the sun, then wind, then fire, 

and finally a great cloud from which fall the restorative 

rains. The second concept, exemplified in the biblical 

story of Noah, represents the flood sent by God as a 

punishment for man’s sins and expresses the Semitic 

dissociation from, and guilt toward, God, with the im- 

plication of free will. 

No other natural phenomenon has been so universally - 

associated with the Holy Spirit as the rainbow, which 

on every continent has been the emblem of some aspect 

of man’s spiritual life, or some stage in the development 

of human consciousness. From the myths of Paleolithic 

and Neolithic peoples to the aborigines of Oceania and 

the Americas, the rainbow has been equated with the 

celestial serpent, the Great Father, the creator, or fertil- 

ity god. The Egyptian sky mother Nut is depicted on 

coffins and papyri arced over the earth like a rainbow 

to signify the creation of the world. A representation of 

this figure is in the Egyptian Museum in Turin. A rain- 

bow goddess in the identical posture appears in Navajo 

Indian sand paintings made to effect cures. 

Like all sky phenomena, rainbows possess an omi- 

nous aspect, but for the most part have been regarded 

as an auspicious omen. An arc of light between earth 

and sky, the rainbow is a perennial symbol of the bridge 

linking the material world to Paradise and making pos- 

sible communication between them. The rainbow was 

the path to the gods for the Mesopotamian, Indian, Jap- 

anese, and Hebrew peoples; for the Nordic peoples, it 

was the Bifrgst, the ‘tremulous way” to Asgaror; in the 

Greco-Roman world, it was a sign from Zeus. To the 

Pygmies of equatorial Africa, the rainbow was a sign of 

the god’s desire to communicate with them, and to the 

American Indian, it was the ladder affording access to 

the other world. The heroes of Polynesian and Hawaiian 

myths ascend the rainbow in order to deliver the souls 

of the dead to Paradise. Often construed as a prophetic 

sign or portent of blessings when appearing in the sky 

after a storm or flood, rainbows denote God’s appease- 

ment and reconciliation to mankind. Sealing his bond 

with Noah, God declared, “I do set my bow in the cloud, 

and it shall be for a token of a covenant between me 

and the earth” (Gn. 9:13). As a symbol of transfiguration 

and heavenly glory, rainbows are associated with the 

nimbus, aureole, halo, and mandorla surrounding the 

body of a god or saint. In Buddhism, the rainbow sym- 

bolizes the highest state attainable in the realm of sam- 

sara before attaining to the clear light of nirvana, and 

in Hinduism, the “rainbow body” is the highest yoga 

state. The rainbow is depicted in Christian art as the 

Lord’s throne, and in scenes of the Last Judgment, 

Christ is frequently portrayed seated on a rainbow. In 

the Revelation to John in the New Testament, when the 

door opened in Heaven, “there was a rainbow round 

about the throne” (Rv. 4:3). 
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ANN DUNNIGAN 

RAINBOW SNAKE (Rainbow Serpent) is an almost 

ubiquitous but elusive mythological figure throughout 

the Australian continent. To A. R. Radcliffe-Brown 

(1930), the Rainbow Snake was “perhaps the most im- 

portant nature-deity, ... the most important repre- 

sentation of the creative and destructive power of na- 

ture, principally in connection with rain and water.” 

Writing about southeastern Australia, he notes the 

Rainbow Snake’s association with waterfalls, as well as 

with smallpox, and he mentions the belief that ordinary 

people who approached the Snake’s home site were in 

danger of being eaten. He adds that paraphernalia pre- 

pared for young men’s initiation sequences in the Bora 

rites included a snakelike earth mound up to forty feet 

long. Although Radcliffe-Brown concludes that the bun- 

yip in Victoria was not a Rainbow Snake, Charles P. 

Mountford (1978) includes bunyips, as well as other 

Snake-like characters, in this category of beings. Even 

among traditionally oriented Aborigines, the name 

Rainbow Snake can apply to snakes with no obvious 

rainbow connections. They may have quasi-crocodile 

shapes or just “‘something’’ about them that is danger- 

ous or not normally visible. 

Human Contact with Rainbow Snake Power. Because 

of the aura of danger surrounding the idea of Rainbow 

Snakes and other similar beings, certain places are ta- 

boo to ordinary people but not to Aboriginal “doctors,” 

the men or, less often, women whose experience goes 

beyond cases of illness or injury to include the super- 

natural dimension, usually through special initiation 

rites involving the Rainbow Snake and perhaps spirits 

of the dead. According to some Kimberley and Western 

Desert beliefs recorded by A. P. Elkin (1945), the novice 

was taken up into the sky, where he underwent a ritual 

death and had inserted into his body quartz crystals 

and perhaps maban (sometimes called ‘‘pearl shell”), 

both associated with the Rainbow Snake. The crystals 

or shells are invisible and confer particular powers on 

the recipient; or he might be given “little rainbow- 

snakes .. . from a water-hole at the foot of the rain- 

bow” (Elkin, 1945, pp. 32-33). A person with such pow- 

ers can see Rainbow Snakes and other beings and per- 

haps have a personal Rainbow Snake as a spirit 
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familiar. He can use the rainbow as a vehicle in which 

to travel great distances through the sky. 

Actual pearl shells from the northwest coast of West- 

ern Australia, some engraved with water and rain de- 

signs, were also associated with Rainbow Snakes. Used 

in initiation and in rainmaking rites, they were (and 

are) passed on along recognized trade routes, eastward 

well beyond the Victoria River district and south to the 

Great Australian Bight. 

During the wet season (the cyclone season), the north- 

west coast is subject to monsoon storms that deluge the 

whole north coast across to northern and eastern 

Queensland. [See Yulunggul Snake.] Rainbow Snake 

and other Snake stories are especially common 

throughout these potential flood areas. The Rainbow 

Snake of arid zones, known as Wonambi, Wanambi, and 

other names, is dangerous and powerful, but less dra- 

matically so than his northern counterparts. Even in- 

land, however, dry sandy creek beds can suddenly be- 

come raging torrents that flood the surrounding country 

(for example, the Tod River in Alice Springs and other 

rivers in northern South Australia or the usually dry 

Lake Eyre, which floods less often). 

Along the northwestern Australian coast, for instance, 

summer cyclones threaten coastal towns—sometimes 

extending even into the southwest. For the non-Aborig- 

inal population, the urgent questions have to do with 

whether a given cyclone will cross the coast, where and 

when it will do so, how destructive it will be, and, if it 

moves inland, whether it will become a rain-bearing 

low-pressure system, bringing water to areas that de- 

pend on the monsoon. Weather officials still regard cy- 

clone movements as unpredictable. For traditional Ab- 

origines, however, the matter is plain: mythic 

characters control the seasonal weather and tidal pat- 

terns, including cyclones, and the decisions are theirs. 

Among the most important mythic characters are the 

wandjina (wondjina), well known to the outside world 

through cave and bark paintings. [See Wandjina.] In 

Ungarinyin territory, these spirits, which can be mani- 

festations of Rainbow Snake, are also sometimes called 

Ungud. Ungud “brings down spirit babies in the rain to 

the waterholes” (Elkin, 1930, p. 351). Elkin adds, “The 

rainbow-serpent is associated with the coming of rain, 

the increase of natural species and the continuance of 

mankind.” [See Ungarinyin Religion.] According to 

Phyllis M. Kaberry, in northeastern. Kimberley, the 

Rainbow Snake known as Galeru (Kaleru) is also a life 

saver and sustainer, the embodiment of fertility, “the 

most sacred of the totemic ancestors and . . . revered 

as such.” He is a lawgiver, responsible for such features 

of social organization as marriage rules and subsec- 

tions, and he is ‘‘the source of magical power not only 
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in the past but also in the present” (Kaberry, 1937, pp. 

194, 200-201; see also pp. 193, 196n). Pearl shells come . 

from him, and in some circumstances it is dangerous to 

dream of them (p. 206); in the creative era of the 

Dreaming (the ngarunggani), he carried inside him cer- 

tain foods now subject to life-crisis or age-linked ta- 

boos; white stones used for rainmaking also belong to 

him (p. 207). 

Here, as in many cases, the main emphasis is on the 

Rainbow Snake as a male being: for example, as hus- 

band to Kunapipi. [See Gadjeri.] In north-central Arn- 

hem Land, Yulunggul is more often thought to be male. 

His Rainbow Snake identification there, less positive 

than it is in northeastern Arnhem Land, may have been 

influenced by the strong Rainbow Snake presence in 

western Arnhem Land. The Rainbow Snake in the west 

has several names—Ambidj, for instance, among the 

Maung of Goulburn Islands and the adjacent mainland, 

and Ngalyod among Gunwinggu speakers farther in- 

land. Numereji, noted by Baldwin Spencer in 1912 as 

the Kakadu (Gagadju) name, has not been in use for at 

least forty years. 

Gunwinggu speakers, especially, prefer to speak of the 

Rainbow Snake only obliquely, not directly by name. 

One everyday word for “creature(s),” edible or other- 

wise, is mai—provided it is included in the noun class 

that takes the prefix na- (which can be a masculine pre- 

fix). When mai is used with the indicator ngal-, which 

can be a feminine prefix, it usually refers to the Rain- 

bow Snake. If Gunwinggu speakers had traditionally 

used written language, they would surely have written 

Mai. As it is, the context and the ngal- indicators differ- 

entiate it quite plainly. Among other such oblique 

names, one that depends partly on intonation and con- 

text for its maximum effect is Ngaldargid: here the pre- 

fix ngal- is attached to a word in ordinary use, dargid, 

meaning “‘living,” or “alive.” It could be taken in more 

than its ordinary sense, as in ‘‘the living one’”’ or even, 

perhaps, as ‘‘the life-charged one.” In other instances, 

such as in Ngaldargidni, it means that the Rainbow 

Snake is still there, still living, at a particular site. 

Hundreds of myths recount the events of the creative 

era in which the landscape was formed, and the Rain- 

bow Snake plays an active role in the majority of them. 

In one traditional western Arnhem Land view the 

Rainbow Snake is a creator, the first mother. She trav- 

els under the sea from the northwest, and on the main- 

land she eventually gives birth to the people she is car- 

rying inside her. She vomits them out, licking them 

with her tongue to make them grow and scraping them 

with mussel shells to make their skin smooth and 

lighter in color. Some Gunwinggu women have told me, 

No matter what our [social affiliations], we all call her ga- 

gag, ‘mother’s mother.” We live on the ground, she lives un- 

derneath, inside the ground and.in the water[s]. She uri- 

nated fresh water for us to drink, otherwise we would all 

have died of thirst. She showed us what foods to collect. She 

vomited the first people, the Dreaming people, who prepared 

the country for us, and she made us, so that we have minds 

and sense to understand. She gave us our [social categories 

and] language, she made our tongues and teeth and throats 

and breath: she shared her breath with us, she gave us 

breath, from when we first sat inside our mothers’ 

wombs. . . . She looks a bit like a woman, a bit like a snake. 

Although other creators are recognized, and other ma- 

jor figures had specific tasks in the creative era, the 

Rainbow Snake has a more conspicuous dual role as 

creator and destroyer. 

In myth, and in recent and even present belief, the 

Rainbow Snake, Ngalyod, can be aroused by too much 

noise, such as that of a crying child, or by too much 

shouting, too much interference with the ground, the 

breaking of a taboo-rock, or a person’s failure to take 

precautions at times when he or she is especially vul- 

nerable (by going near water during pregnancy or men- 

struation or too soon after childbirth or by allowing a 

young baby to do so). Gunwinggu women at Oenpelli 

summed up the expected consequences: 

Far away, she lifts up her head and listens, and she makes 

straight for that place. A cold wind blows, there is a red glow 

like a bush fire, a great roaring sound, the ground cracks and 

moves and becomes soft and wet, water flows rushing, a 

flood covers the rocks, stones are falling, she comes up like a 

dream and swallows all those people. She carries them 

about for a while. Then she vomits their bones, and they 

turn into stone. They are still there today, as djang, eternally 

present: their spirits remain at [that place]. Let nobody go 

near [that place], where they came into Dreaming! 

There are many variations of this account just as there 

are many distinctive rock formations in the Arnhem 

Land escarpment. Most of the named sites throughout 

the region have their specific djang spirits, and in al- 

most all cases the Rainbow Snake was an agent in their 

transformation (see Berndt and Berndt, 1970). 

On the coastal islands and nearby mainland, the 

Rainbow Snake is more often specifically categorized as 

male; the inland classification, however, is sometimes 

acknowledged to be partly a matter of grammatical 

gender, and the Rainbow Snake is occasionally de- 

scribed as either male or ambisexual. Moreover, in 

coastal and island contexts, myths often tell of parties 

of men who track down and kill the Rainbow Snake, cut 

her (him) open, and try to save the people inside. In one 

version they cook and eat the Snake to give them 



strength in the long task of pulling out the living and 

burying the great numbers of dead. But the Rainbow 

Snake is timeless, indestructible, and not limited to any 

one locality. Rainbow Snake manifestations can be al- 

most everywhere or anywhere. For all the people of 

western Arnhem Land, the Rainbow Snake is tradition- 

ally a symbol of monsoon storms, rain, floods, and of 

danger; her (his) formal links with the sphere of the sa- 

cred are epitomized in the secret-sacred rites of the 

Ubar. 

The Rainbow Snake as Catalyst and Symbol. Not 

only healers and law keepers can draw on the Rainbow 

Snake’s power. In one western Arnhem Land myth, a 

man with a grievance deliberately smashes a taboo 

rock, knowing that when the Snake comes rushing to 

swallow (drown) everyone at that site he himself will 

die along with the people he wants to kill. Some sorcer- 

ers were believed to send their own Rainbow Snake fa- 

miliars on vengeance missions. 

In other areas a sorcerer could also supposedly draw 

on that power, for personal reasons or on someone else’s 

behalf, to avenge a perceived wrong. When sorcery is 

identified as the cause of death, it is likely to be con- 

demned as a misuse of the powers obtained from the 

Rainbow Snake and from spirits of the dead (e.g., Ka- 

berry, 1937, p. 211). The argument is that such powers 

are directed toward selfish ends that are not socially ap- 

proved, whereas directing them outside the community 

to avenge the death of one of its own members is as- 

sumed to have the community’s approval. 

Nevertheless, in many respects the Rainbow Snake is 

a guardian of the status quo as well as a source of 

power. The terror and dismay of victims in myth are 

sometimes a consequence of their own carelessness, 
sometimes a matter of fate or destiny (particularly in 

western Arnhem Land) or of seemingly harsh treatment 

for their own ultimate good. The Rainbow Snake is not 

necessarily a destroyer, to go back to Radcliffe-Brown’s 

comment, but rather a symbol and a reminder of the 

potentially destructive and overpowering, as well as re- 

vitalizing, forces of nature, which can be fearsome as 

well as splendid. This constellation of cosmic imagery 

attracts within its orbit a host of other figures not nec- 

essarily categorized as Rainbow Snakes. Thus, accord- 

ing to Ursula H. McConnel, in North Queensland the 

deadly taipan snake is identified with the Rainbow 

Snake by virtue of its assumed ‘“‘power . . . as arbiter of 

life and death” (McConnel, 1957, p. 111). 

The Rainbow Snake is Our Mother, but there are 

other mythic mothers. In some accounts he is Our Fa- 

ther, but there are other mythic fathers (although fewer, 

perhaps, than mothers). There are other phallic sym- 
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bols, as well as other storm, flood, cyclone, lightning, 

thunder, wind, rain, and fertility symbols. Other Snakes 

and other beings are associated with deep pools, water- 

falls, whirlwinds, and rivers. But the rainbow in the sky 

and the Rainbow Snake on the ground and in the wa- 

ters are somehow—directly or indirectly, explicitly or 

potentially—linked to any or all of these from the very 

beginning of time. Very few elaborate ritual sequences 

are devoted to the Rainbow Snake alone as a central 

personage, and he or she has not one localized site but 

rather many actual or potential sites in all parts of the 

continent. These are pointers to a frame of beliefs that, 

though partly open, has as its central core-image a 

wide-ranging, powerful deity of cosmic proportions, 

never wholly visible at any one time or place. 
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CATHERINE H. BERNDT 

RAMA, the hero of the Ramayana, an epic of ancient 
India, is the figure most celebrated in literature, music, 

and art throughout India and Southeast Asia. Valmiki’s 

Ramayana is the earliest known source of Rama’s heroic 

biography. Many modern scholars agree that in the cen- 

tral part of Valmiki’s epic Rama is depicted as a secular 

hero. The first and the sixth books of the Valmiki text, 

however, depict Rama as an incarnation of Visnu, who 

comes down to the earth as a human warrior to kill the 

menacing demon Ravana. Medieval devotional Ramd- 

yanas developed this theme, making Rama the god him- 

self. In this view, Rama’s wife, Sita, is the goddess Sri, 

and his brother Laksmana is perceived as the human 

incarnation of the snake Adisesa, on top of whom Visnu 
sleeps. Rama and Laksmana are perceived as insepara- 

ble brothers, identical even in physical appearance ex- 

cept for their skin color: Rama is blue, Laksmana is 
golden yellow. 

Rama is described as perfect: he is self-controlled, el- 

oquent, majestic, and capable of annihilating all his 

enemies. Above all, he is truthful and totally devoted to 

only one wife. Similarly, Sita is described as the ideal 

in chastity, devoted to Rama in thought, word, and 

deed. 

The idealizations of Rama and Sita are not totally 

free of problems, particularly for the authors of bhakti 

texts. Several events described in Valmiki’s text tarnish 

Rama’s character. For instance, after his wife is ab- 

ducted by Ravana, Rama makes a pact with the mon- 

key king Sugriva to kill the latter’s brother Valin in re- 

turn for Sugriva’s help in finding Sita. To keep his part 

of the contract, Rama, hiding behind a tree, kills Valin. 

This act violates all norms of justice and valor. A second 

such incident occurs later, when Rama wages a battle 

against Ravana. Rama succeeds in killing the demon 

king, but refuses to take Sita back because she has lived 

in another man’s house. To prove her innocence, Sita 

has to go through the fire ordeal. Later, Rama again 

abandons Sita (who is now pregnant) when the people 

of Ayodhya spread vicious talk about her stay in 

Ravana’s house. 

Buddhist texts transform Rama from a martial hero 

into a spiritually elevated person. In the Dasaratha Ja- 

taka, Rama is depicted as a bodhisattva figure. In this 

version there is no mention of Ravana, and Sita is not 

abducted. Indeed, Sita is depicted as Rama’s sister. The 

intrigues of their stepmother make their father, Dasa- 

ratha, send Rama, Sita, and Laksmana into the forest 

for twelve years. At the end of twelve years Rama re- 

turns and is crowned king. He rules with Sita for six- 

teen thousand years. Other Jataka stories also incorpo- 

rate the Rama theme, with some variations. 

If Buddhists made Rama a bodhisattva, Jains trans- 

formed him into one of their sixty-three Salakapurusas. 

In Jain retellings, prominent among which is Vimala- 

stri’s Paumacariya (written in Prakrit in the early cen- 

turies of the common era), Rama eats no meat, per- 

forms no sacrifices involving animals, and wins his bat- 

tle by wit rather than by violence. Jain Ramdyanas in- 

clude the story of Rama up to the birth of his twin sons. 

Other Ramayana texts of the Jain community include 

Hemacandra’s Jaina Rdmdyana and Nagacandra’s 

Ramacandracarita Purana, both of the twelfth century. 

In these versions Rama eventually enters the Jain order 

as a monk and finally achieves liberation through he- 
roic mortifications. 

Rama's story is mentioned in a number of Puranas. 
The Saiva Puranas, such as the Linga Purana and Siva 

Purdna, make Rama a devotee of Siva, while the Bha- 
gavata Purana and other Vaisnava Puranas describe him 
as an incarnation of Visnu. 



In about the twelfth century, the Vaisnava theology, 
particularly that of Ramanuja, gave rise to a cult of 
Rama. Numerous Vaisnava commentators on the Rd- 
mayana interpret Rama as the manifestation of the di- 
vine among human beings. In keeping with Vaisnava in- 
fluences, the bhakti Ramayanas make Rama the god 
(Visnu) incarnate exercising his /ila (‘‘divine play”) with 
his consort, Sita. [See also Lila.] 

A late fourteenth-century text, Adhydtma Ramayana, 

uses the narrative form to provide an advaita (nondual- 

ist) philosophical orientation to the teachings of the 

Rama cult. In this book, presented as a conversation be- 

tween Siva and Parvati, Rama is brahman, the Abso- 

lute itself, which takes a human shape as a pretext to 

accomplish his divine purposes. Sita, in this text, is the 

eternal consort of the Lord. In keeping with this logic, 

the events leading to the abduction of Sita, her later 

abandonment, the birth of her two sons Lava and Kufa, 

and the final separation of Sita and Rama are signifi- 

cantly altered to represent the reuniting of the couple 

in Vaikuntha, Visnu’s heavenly abode. 

Tulsidas’s Ramcaritmadnas (composed around 1574) 

adopts ingenious themes to free Rama’s biography of its 

problems. [See also Tulsidas.] In this text all the char- 

acters of the Ramayana, including Ravana and all the 

demons whom Rama kills, are described as Rama’s dev- 

otees. According to the devotional theory presented 

here, even an enmity to God is one of the means of 

reaching God. For human beings, however, the model of 

devotion is said to be set by Hanuman, the monkey ser- 

vant of Rama, who attends upon his master with in- 

tense devotion. Bhakti Ramayanists also borrow ele- 

ments of stories about Krsna, especially relating to the 

god’s childhood, to describe the child Rama. 

The figure of Rama remains prominent in many 

bhakti cults. There, devotees believe that chanting 

Rama’s name and reflecting upon the main incidents of 

his biography ultimately lead them to reach God. 

[See also Ramayana.] 
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RAMADAN. See Islamic Religious Year and Sawm. 
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RAMAKRISHNA (1834/6-1886), Hindu ecstatic and 

mystic, to many Hindus a “supremely realized self’ 

(paramahamsa) and an avatara, or incarnation of the di- 

vine. Through his disciple Swami Vivekananda, he be- 

came a basis for the modern resurgence of Hindu reli- 

gion; and on a worldwide scale, his “gospel”’ of the truth 

of all religions has challenged other, more exclusive 

teachings. 

Life. Born Gadadhar Chatterjee in an isolated village 

in Bengal, Ramakrishna belonged to a Vaisnava brah- 

man family whose primary deity was the avatdara of 

Visnu, Rama, although the family also worshiped other 

deities, such as Siva and Durga. The boy’s most striking 

characteristic, one nurtured by the ecstatic devotion 

(bhakti) of the Bengal Vaisnava tradition, was his emo- 

tional and aesthetic sensitivity and power; when over- 

whelmed by beauty and emotion, he would lose con- 

sciousness in an ecstatic trance. 

His father’s death in 1843 increased Ramakrishna’s 

dependence upon his mother, while the role of father 

figure was assumed by his eldest brother, Ramkumar, 

whom he followed to Calcutta in 1852. Ramkumar be- 
came the adviser of a wealthy widow, a Sakta (a devo- 

tee of Sakti, the divine power symbolized as the God- 

dess) who was building a temple to the Divine Mother 

Kali. The temple also included shrines to Siva and to 

Radha and Krsna, thus combining all the major strands 

of Hindu devotional religion. Ramkumar was appointed 

the temple’s chief priest, and Ramakrishna became 

priest to Radha-Krsna. But Ramkumar’s health soon 

failed, and Ramakrishna was forced to become priest to 

the Divine Mother shortly before his brother’s death in 

1856. 
Again bereft and overwhelmed by the pain of separa- 

tion, Ramakrishna developed a frenzied longing for the 

Divine Mother. Once, as an “intolerable anguish’ drove 

him to the brink of suicide, he lost consciousness in a 

vision of the Mother, submerged in waves of bliss and 

light, an experience that only intensified his sense of 

separation and his self-destructive striving for continual 

awareness of the Mother. As he later attested, he be- 

came “positively insane,’ spending several years in a 

state of ‘divine madness or inebriation” in which vi- 

sions of various deities came repeatedly, while he was 

unable even to close his eyes. 

In 1861 a wandering renunciant, a middle-aged 

woman named YogeSsvari, arrived at the temple. A mas- 

ter of Tantric discipline, she became Ramakrishna’s 

first guru and guided him through a remarkable trans- 

formation. Tantric ritual seeks to overcome all socially 

based distinctions, enabling one to realize in a direct, 

experiential manner that all aspects of existence are 
manifestations of the Divine Mother, the Sakti, the di- 
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vine productive power. This discipline, which Rama- 

krishna underwent over a three- or four-year period, 

had a decisive impact upon his development, overcom- 

ing his sense of separation and transforming his self- 

destructive frenzies into the joyful play (lila) of a child 

in his Mother’s ‘‘mansion of mirth,’”’ as he came to call 

the physical universe. This Tantric transformation also 

provided the structure into which he integrated all of 

his religious experiences, realizing all divinities as 

forms of the Mother and desiring to participate fully in 

all aspects of her divine play. In such a vein, he re- 

turned to his Vaisnava heritage, playing with and real- 

izing the divine child Rama and longing for the divine 

lover Krsna. 

In 1864 or 1865, Ramakrishna took instruction from 

another renunciant named Totapuri, a master of San- 

kara’s absolute nondualism, which teaches the sole real- 

ity of the impersonal Absolute (nirguna-brahman) to be 

realized in nirvikalpa samadhi, a state of consciousness 

devoid of all conceptual forms. Ramakrishna was forced 

to tear his mind from the beloved form of his Divine 

Mother in order to plunge into this trancelike state, and 

for more than a year he was so preoccupied with it and 

so neglectful of his body that he came near to death. 

According to his biographers, he returned from this 

state only at the Mother’s command and for the welfare 

of the world. They also maintain that his realization of 

the nondual Absolute was the culmination of his spiri- 

tual quest, providing the basis for his teaching of the 

truth of all religions as paths leading to this unifying 

goal. However, Ramakrishna’s own teachings present a 

much different picture, stressing that such withdrawal 

from the world produces a “‘knower,” or jfdni, who is 

negative, self-centered, dry, and monotonous. He also 

contrasts such a jf#dni with his own ideal of perfection, 

the vijidni, a “complete or full knower’ who has real- 

ized the reality not only of the impersonal Absolute but 

also of the world as the play (lila) of the Divine Mother. 

The following quotation, dated 23 May 1885, typifies his 

mature perspective upon his exploration of Sankara’s 

Vedanta under Totapuri: ‘Once I fell into the clutches 

of a jfani, who made me listen to Vedanta for eleven 

months. But he couldn’t altogether destroy the seed of 

Bhakti in me. No matter where my mind wandered, it 

would come back to the Divine Mother” (Nikhilananda, 

1952, p. 779). 

After this experiment, Ramakrishna returned to enjoy 

life as a child at play within his Mother’s world. During 

this period he expanded his religious experience beyond 

Hindu religion, first devoting three days to the worship 

of Allah and then, some years later, four days to Christ. 

In both cases, he had visionary realizations that he held 

to be the same as those he had had of the various Hindu 

divinities. These brief but intense visions became the 

experiential basis for his claim that all religions can 

lead to the same realization of the divine. 

In the mid-1870s he began to attract wider notice and 

gradually became a focal point for a Hindu resurgence 

among Calcutta’s intellectuals, many of whom had been 

adopting European and Christian ways. His spiritual 

power and authenticity challenged them to reevaluate 

the worth of their own heritage. His last years were 

spent teaching his disciples and a stream of visitors; 

many of these teachings during 1882-1886 were re- 

corded by one of his disciples. 

Teachings. Crucial to Ramakrishna’s lasting impact 

was the articulation of a widely inclusive worldview 

that integrated the many diverse and often conflicting 

aspects of Hindu religion and that offered to many the 

basis for a more harmonious relationship among the re- 

ligions of the world. A major point of division among 

Hindus has been that of the relative reality and value of 

the impersonal Absolute, on the one hand, and of the 

personal God, seen as the source and ruler of the mani- 

fest universe, on the other. Ramakrishna dealt with this 

dispute by repeatedly asserting the reality and value of 

both. Striking an ancient Vedic note, he maintained 

that reality is one and that everything that exists is to 

be affirmed as a manifestation or form of that One. The 

formless brahman is real, but so is the Divine Mother, 

or Sakti, at play in the changing world of form. Brah- 

man and Sakti are thus two sides of the same reality, 

“like fire and its power to burn.” Ramakrishna thus af- 

firmed the reality of the goal sought by the followers of 

Sankara’s absolute nondualism, that is, jfadna, or 

knowledge of the formless brahman, while also making 

clear that his own ideal was vijfdna, or full knowledge, 

that realizes the reality of both brahman and Sakti, of 

both the eternal (nitya) and the play (lila) aspects of the 

One that becomes all. His own religious emphasis, 

therefore, was upon loving devotion (bhakti) to the per- 

sonal manifestations of reality in the forms of his Divine 

Mother and the other deities of the Hindu pantheon and 

the world’s religions. 

For Ramakrishna, then, the “gospel” of the potential 
truth within all religions is not based primarily upon 
the belief that they all lead to the realization of the 
same formless Absolute, in which all difference is tran- 
scended and negated. Rather, it is based upon Rama- 
krishna’s own experience of the truth and reality of all 
manifest forms, including the different religions and 
their divinities, as manifestations of the Sakti, or Divine 
Mother, and upon his conviction that this divine power 
is at work everywhere. While aware that human igno- 



rance, lust, and greed can obscure this divine presence, 

he had confidence that a sincere and ardent devotee of 

any religion would discover the Divine Mother at work, 

or rather at play, leading her child to herself. 
The Ramakrishna Movement. The small band of Ra- 

makrishna’s young disciples who took formal vows of 

renunciation became the swamis or “masters” who 

formed the core of the Ramakrishna Math. Around this 

monastic order has formed the Ramakrishna Mission, a 

broader movement that has spread his gospel through- 

out India and the world. Swami Vivekananda dramati- 
cally launched this mission at the World’s Parliament 

of Religions in Chicago in 1893, and before his prema- 

ture death in 1902 he had provided the mission with a 

solid organizational structure largely derived from 

Western religious models. This mission’s emphasis 

upon social service was thus influenced in part by the 

example of Christian missions, but it was also directly 

inspired by Ramakrishna’s dynamic and world-affirm- 
ing Tantric worldview and by his message that the 

poor, along with all other beings, are manifestations of 

the Divine Mother and thus are deserving of loving de- 

votion and service. 

[For discussion of the divine play that typifies Rama- 

krishna’s teachings, see Lila. See also the biography of 

Vivekananda. | 
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phies include Ranganath Ramachandra Diwakar’s Parama- 

hansa Sri Ramakrishna, 2d rev. ed. (Bombay, 1964), and Chris- 

topher Isherwood’s Ramakrishna and His Disciples (New York, 

1965). Interpretations stressing the Tantric element in his reli- 

gious experience and thought are Heinrich Zimmer’s Philoso- 

phies of India, edited by Joseph Campbell (1951; reprint, 

Princeton, 1969), pp. 560-602; and my essay ‘“‘The Transforma- 

tion of Sri Ramakrishna,” in Hinduism: New Essays in the His- 

tory of Religions, edited by Bardwell L. Smith (Leiden, 1976). 

Nalini Devdas’s Sri Ramakrishna (Bangalore, 1966) is helpful 

for its stress upon the centrality of vijfidna, and Harold W. 

French’s The Swan's Wide Waters: Ramakrishna and Western 
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Culture (Port Washington, N.Y., 1974) for its bibliographic ref- 

erences and treatment of Swami Vivekananda and the Rama- 

krishna Movement. 

WALTER G. NEEVEL, JR. 

RAMANUJA (1017-1137), Hindu philosopher-theolo- 

gian and the most influential exponent of a theistic 

interpretation of Vedantic philosophy that opposed the 

earlier monistic teaching of Sankara. Within the Sri 

Vaisnava community Ramanuja’s importance comes 

from his authoritative exposition of the Vedanta, his 

leadership of the community in a period of formative 

growth that brought Tamil devotion together with San- 

skrit philosophy and ritual, and, above all, his decisive 

mediation of divine grace to Sri Vaisnavas of all subse- 

quent generations. 
Accounts of Ramanuja’s life figure prominently in 

many Tamil and Sanskrit hagiographies. Two purport 

to be by contemporaries of Ramanuja, but the earliest 

that can be dated with certainty was written more than 

a century after his death. Ramanuja is presented as the 

last of the three great dcdryas, the first of whom was 

Nathamuni, and second, his grandson Yamuna. Rama- 

nuja just failed to meet Yamuna before the latter’s 

death, but during his own lifetime he was able to carry 

out Yamuna’s unfulfilled wishes for establishing the 

community on a firm footing. Yamuna’s extant writings 

do in fact anticipate major tenets of Ramanuja’s philos- 

ophy; they also provide a spirited defense of the Pafcar- 

atra system of ritual, and express in Sanskrit verse some 

of the sentiments of the earlier Tamil hymns of the Al- 

vars. [See also the biography of Yamuna.] 

Ramanuja had to be instructed in five aspects of Ya- 

muna’s teachings by five of the latter’s disciples. The 

one who was to teach Ramanuja the secret meaning of 

the fundamental ritual formula (mantra) of the com- 

munity made Ramanuja come to see him eighteen 

times before he swore the bright young convert to si- 

lence and disclosed the secret. The very next day, how- 

ever, Ramanuja went up onto the temple balcony and 

shouted down the secret to the Sri Vaisnavas below. 

Cheerfully acknowledging that for disobeying his 

teacher he would go to hell, he added, “But because of 

their connection with you these souls will be saved!” 

The teacher was so impressed with Ramanuja’s concern 

for the welfare of others that he recognized him as Ya- 

muna’s successor and the new leader of the community. 

This well-known story, along with many other stories in 

the hagiographies, suggests a gradual shift in emphasis 

from a secret yoga passed on to a small number of dis- 

ciples to a more open teaching shared with a commu- 
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nity jointly worshiping Lord Visnu and his consorts, in- 

carnate in temple images. 
Ramanuja is responsible for many innovations in the 

Sri Vaisnava community. He reorganized the central 

Sri Vaisnava temple at Srirangam to accommodate his 

growing band of disciples, traveled widely to other tem- 

ples to try to persuade them to adopt a more strictly Vais- 

nava liturgy, and went all the way to Kashmir to con- 

sult ancient commentaries. He then composed new 

commentaries intended to convince brahman scholars 

all over India of the theistic Vaisnava interpretation of 

the Sanskrit scriptures. 

Much of the latter part of Ramanuja’s life was spent 

in the Hoysala kingdom to the north where he fled to 

escape the persecution of the Saiva-oriented Cola king. 

Indeed, the earliest ‘‘hard evidence” for Ramanuja’s his- 

torical reality is a stone carving and inscription show- 

ing him with the Hoysala king he is said to have con- 

verted from Jainism. 
In general, the hagiographers put less emphasis on 

RamaAanuja’s intellectual prowess than on his fervent de- 

votion to Lord Visnu, his life-long efforts to establish 

Yamuna’s teaching, and his skill in awakening the loy- 

alty and utilizing the distinctive talents of his disciples 

and scholarly converts. The success of his efforts to per- 

suade many of his own relatives and other brahmans to 

join the multicaste community of Visnu worshipers had 

a double effect: the leadership of the community passed 

still more completely into brahman hands, while Brah- 

manic Hinduism itself was transformed so that forever 

after caste ranking, in principle if not always in prac- 

tice, has been subordinated to the quality of devotion. 

The story about Ramanuja’s renouncing his wife and 

becoming an ascetic does not imply that it is necessary 

in general for devotees to leave their life in society, but 

in this particular case Ramanuja’s wife stood in the 

way of his spiritual progress. She was unwilling to sub- 

ordinate caste ranking to spiritual preeminence and 

therefore thwarted RamAanuja’s desire to honor his 

lower-caste teacher. 

Nine writings have consistently been attributed to 

Ramanuja since the earliest hagiographies and _ bio- 

graphical compendia. Three are commentaries on the 

Vedanta Siitra: the famous Sribhasya and the briefer Ve- 

dantadipa and Veddntasdra. One, perhaps his earliest 

work, is an independent summary of his philosophical 

position, called the Veddrthasamgraha. A fifth is his 

commentary on the Bhagavadgitda, in which his mood is 

at least as devotional as polemical. The remaining four 

works are very much in the devotional mood and are 

sufficiently different from the major works that their 

authenticity has recently been challenged. One is a 

manual of daily worship called the Nityagrantha. The 

other three are hymns in prose, the Sarandgatigadya, 

Srirangagadya, and Vaikunthagadya. The first of these 

has been interpreted as Ramanuja’s own conversation 

with the Lord during the solemn ceremony of “taking 

refuge” (Sarandgati), and is taken by the tradition to 

provide a clear warrant for replacing the path of disci- 

plined meditation with the path of “humble approach” 

or “surrender” (prapatti). (The text itself seems to me 

not to diverge so radically from the philosophical works 

as either the renowned teacher Vedanta Desika or mod- 

ern critics maintain. In my opinion all these minor 

works are genuine.) 

Ramanuja’s epistemology is hyperrealistic. The first 

two sources of knowledge are perception and inference, 

and they are trustworthy notwithstanding general hu- 

man subjection to “‘beginningless ignorance.” Knowl- 

edge is always of the real, even in dreams, and error is 

a disordered perception or faulty inference concerning 

what is really there. The third source of knowledge is 

the testimony of scripture, or more strictly, sabda 

(‘eternal sound’”’), which helps to establish much that is 

uncertain on the basis of sense perception and infer- 

ence, notably the existence and nature of the ultimate 

reality (brahman), who is also the Supreme Person and 

personal Lord. In explicit contrast to Sankara’s doctrine 

of two levels of truth in scripture, Ramanuja maintains 

that scriptural texts are all at the same level; apparent 

discrepancies or contradictions must therefore be re- 

solved without placing one side or the other on a lower 

level. The emphasis on unity in some texts and duality 

or plurality in others is resolved by noting the synthetic 

principle in a third group of texts: radical distinction 

and inseparable connection coexist in the relation be- 

tween the self (whether finite or infinite) and the body 

that it ensouls, and likewise in the relation between a 

substance and its mode. 

Scripture testifies to a supreme self who is the inner 

self of finite selves. Thus the finite self is to the supreme 

self as the material body is to the finite self. This is Ra- 

manuja’s celebrated doctrine of Sarira-Sariri-bhava: the 

relation of the self to the body, which corresponds to 

the relation between grammatical subject and predi- 

cate adjective, or substance and mode. It is the special 

characteristic of finite selves to be a mode in relation to 

God and substance in relation to material things, which 

are their bodies or instruments. The entire finite uni- 

verse of souls and material bodies is also the body of 

God. Thus God is the only ultimately substantial real- 

ity, and reality may be viewed as visistadvaita (the later 

philosophical label for this school of Vedanta, not used 

by Ramanuja): the nondual reality of that which is (in- 
ternally) distinguished. 

Ramanuja defines the self-body relation in terms of 



three subordinate relations, those between the support 

and the supported, the controller and the controlled, 

and the owner (Sesi) and the owned (Sesa). It is the third 

relation that is most distinctive, for ownership is under- 

stood to include the obligation of the slave to serve the 

master and the confident expectation that the master 

will look after the slave. In each case it.is the Supreme 

Self who provides the defining instance; the finite self’s 

relation to its body is only a limited approximation of 

complete supporting, controlling, and owning its body. 

Ramanuja assumes that there are three kinds of real- 

ity: nonsentient matter (acit), sentient but finite selves 

(cit), and the Lord (Isvara), who is the Supreme Self. 

The world consists of material bodies controlled by fi- 

nite selves. While the particular bodies are temporary, 

the basic matter of which they consist and the finite 

selves that they embody have no beginning in time. The 

bondage of many finite selves to ‘‘beginningless kar- 

man” causes their repeated return to the world in new 

bodies, but the entire world of material bodies and em- 

bodied souls is intended to glorify God, that is, to ex- 

press in the finite realm his power and goodness. Those 

who escape the ignorance induced by karman can see 

that the finite world is now, along with God’s infinite 

world, a realm of glory (vibhati). Despite his horror of 

linking God with anything defiling in the material 

world, Ramanuja insists that the entire finite universe 

is the body of God. 
Finite selves and the Supreme Self are similar but not 

identical in their essential natures: both have con- 

sciousness and bliss as their essential characteristics, 

but the finite self is limited in its power and extent 

whereas the Supreme Self is all-powerful and all-per- 

vasive. Moreover, finite selves still “‘bound”’ to the ma- 

terial world have their secondary consciousness (that 

which they possess rather than are) obscured by the ig- 

norance produced by “‘beginningless karman.” 

The Vedanta is concerned with the proper knowledge 

of reality in order to find liberation from this bondage. 

In Ramanuja’s interpretation of Vedanta both perfor- 

mance of social and ritual duties and knowledge of real- 

ity are auxiliary means in seeking liberation, but the 

chief means is bhakti (devotion), a calling to mind of 

God’s attributes with an attitude that should become as 

constant as the flow of oil, as vivid and immediate as 

sense perception, and so emotionally gripping that the 

devotee feels unable to live without the pervading pres- 

ence of God. 

The ultimate reality thus “remembered” in devotion 

is not an abstract principle but that most concrete and 

substantial reality who is the personal Lord, the Lord 

who escapes all self-confident seeking by finite selves 

but who chooses to become available to those who ac- 
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knowledge their dependence. The Lord descends and 

condescends out of his great compassion to save, but 

those who most deeply feel their need for God’s pres- 

ence learn the deepest secret: the Lord also needs them. 

This emphasis on God’s initiative along with the sur- 

prising secret that the Lord who owns everything needs 

his devotees’ love leads to a second way of talking about 

the salvific process that is quite different from the first. 

Instead of loving devotion being the means to attaining 

the Lord’s presence, the Lord is the means to enabling 

devotion that is a mutual participation of infinite and 

finite selves. The end has become the means, and the 

means has become the end. Ramanuja seems to be able 

to move back and forth between the older concept of 

devotion as means and the implications of a radical 

doctrine of grace. 

A century after his death, Ramanuja was understood 

by his followers to have taught surrender (prapatti) as a 

preferable alternative to the path of devotion, and they 

were beginning to differ as to whether some human re- 

sponse to grace was part of this surrender. That differ- 

ence would gradually split the community in two, but 

for both groups it was Ramanuja’s own act of surrender 

that gave the assurance of divine grace for all his fol- 

lowers, a grace then mediated through the generations 

by a succession of teachers. It is as if they continue to 

say to Ramanuja what he is purported to have said to 

the teacher whose secret he made public: “Because of 

their [our] connection with you their [our] souls will be 

saved.” 
[See also Vedanta; Sri Vaisnavas; and Vaisnavism, ar- 

ticle on Paficaratras.] 
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JOHN B. CARMAN 

RAMAYANA. Along with the Mahabharata, the Ré- 
mayana is the most influential epic of India. Attributed 

to the sage Valmiki, it is a poem of about fifty thousand 

lines narrating in Sanskrit the tale of Rama and his 
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wife, Sita. The core of the epic is the story surrounding 

Rama’s birth, his marriage to Sita, his exile, Sita’s ab- 

duction by the demon king Ravana, the battle leading 

to the killing of the demon, and the recovery of Sita. 

The origins of the epic are obscure and beyond defin- 

itive recovery. The epic is available in three recen- 

sions—the Northeastern, the Northwestern, and the 

Southern. The recensions vary considerably; approxi- 

mately a third of the text of each is not common to the 

other two. However, the variations, substantial as they 

are, do noi alter the main theme of the epic. 

The Ramayana consists of seven books called kandas. 

The story contained in these seven books is divided into 

two unequal parts, the first part consisting of the first 

six books and the second part covered by the seventh 

book. The content of these books is too complicated to 

capture in a summary, but the main story-line is re- 

counted here. 

DaSaratha, the king of Ayodhya, is childless. He per- 

forms a sacrifice to obtain sons. At that time the gods, 

who are disturbed by the atrocities of the ten-headed 

demon Ravana, pray to the god Visnu for protection. 

Visnu responds to their prayers and decides to incar- 

nate himself as a human being. He will be born as 

Rama, son of Dagaratha. At the end of the sacrifice Da- 

Saratha’s three wives give birth to four sons, Queen 

Kausalya to Rama, Queen Kaikeyi to Bharata, Queen 

Sumitra to Laksmana and Satrughna. Rama is the fa- 

vorite son of the king, and Laksmana is devoted to his 

elder brother Rama. While the boys are still young, the 

sage Visvamitra takes Rama and Laksmana to the for- 

est and instructs them in the use of magic weapons. 

King Janaka of Videha, who has the mighty bow of 

Siva in his possession, declares that the prince who can 

wield the weapon will be eligible to marry his beautiful 

daughter Sita. Rama wields the weapon and with his 

superior strength breaks it, then marries Sita. 

In Ayodhya King DaSsaratha decides to have Rama in- 

stalled as prince regent. The decision, which was made 

while Kaikeyi’s son Bharata was away, causes Kaikeyi, 

on the advice of her maidservant, to rebel against the 

king. Kaikeyi insists that Bharata should be declared 

prince regent and that Rama should be exiled to the for- 

est for fourteen years. The king, who owes Kaikeyi two 

wishes, is compelled to obey her desire. Obeying his fa- 

ther’s command, Rama leaves the capital city accom- 

panied by his wife, Sita, and his brother Laksmana. 
DaSaratha dies from the pain of separation from his 

most beloved son. 

In the forest a demoness, Sirpanakha, the sister of 

Ravana, attempts to seduce Rama. Frustrated in her ef- 

forts, she attempts to kill Sita. Rama punishes Sarpa- 

nakha by having her ears and nose mutilated. Strpa- 

nakha complains to her mighty brother. Enraged by Ra- 

ma’s action and attracted by Sita’s beauty, Ravana de- 

cides to abduct Sita. Ravana sends his subject Marica 

to lure Rama away. Marica assumes the form of a 

golden deer and attracts the attention of Sita. Consent- 

ing to her request, Rama chases the deer, leaving Laks- 

mana to guard Sita. Sita persuades Laksmana to go in 

protection of his brother. Once Sita is alone, the demon 

Ravana appears at her doorstep dressed as an ascetic 

and carries her off by force. 

When Rama learns that Ravana has abducted Sita, he 

secures the friendship of the monkey king Sugriva. Su- 

griva’s minister Hanuman flies across the ocean to the 

island of Lanka and locates Sita in a forest grove. 

Rama, aided by the monkey army, besieges Lanka, de- 

feats Ravana’s armies, kills Ravana, and brings Sita 

back. ; 

The seventh book of the Ramdyana describes how 

Rama abandons Sita, this time by his own choice. The 

inhabitants of Ayodhya doubt the purity of Sita’s char- 

acter because she has lived in another man’s house. 

Sita, now pregnant, is given shelter by the sage Val- 

miki. In the sage’s hermitage, Sita gives birth to two 

sons, Lava and KuSa. Valmiki composes the story of 

Rama and teaches the boys to sing the story. 

In Ayodhya, Rama begins a sacrifice that Valmiki at- 

tends with the twin boys. The boys sing the epic for 

Rama, who then discovers that the boys are his own 

sons and that Sita is alive. Valmiki announces before 

the assembled crowd that Sita is pure and without 

fault. Rama accepts Lava and Kuéa as his sons. Sita ap- 

pears before the guests and prays that her mother, the 

earth, receive her as a proof of her purity. The earth 

breaks open, and Sita is received on a golden throne. 

Rama, saddened by the loss of his queen, gives the king- 

dom to his sons and returns to the world of the gods. 

According to tradition, the Raémdyana is believed to 

belong to the legendary tretayuga, the second of the four 

mythic ages. Historically, the date of the epic is a mat- 

ter of considerable controversy and nearly impossible to 

fix with certainty. Extensive scholarly work on the lin- 

guistic, stylistic, sociological, geographical, and politi- 

cal data narrows down the possible dates of the epic as 

we have it now to the period between 750 and 500 BcE. 

Western scholarly opinion is fairly unanimous in 
agreement with Hermann Jacobi’s finding that substan- 
tial parts of the first and seventh books of Valmiki’s ver- 

sion are later additions to the core of the five books. In 
the Hindu scholarly tradition, however, it is believed 
that the epic is the first poem (ddikdvya) and is com- 
posed by a single poet, Valmiki, who is called the first 



poet (ddikavi). Thus it is believed to predate the other 

Indian epic, the Mahabharata. Comparative dating of 

these two epics is a tangled issue since both the epics 

evolved together, borrowing extensively from each 

other. Although no evidence is available to establish 

Valmiki as a historical personage, the stylistic evidence 

suggests that the central core of the five books of the 

Ramayana are most likely to be the work of a single au- 

thor. [See also Valmiki.] 

The origins of the Valmiki text are most likely to be 

folk oral narratives of the hero Rama, a prince of the 

eastern Indian state of Kosala. Valmiki’s version itself 

has been sung orally for centuries by bards, known as 

kusilavas, before being set down in writing. Secular and 

heroic in quality, the Valmiki version depicts the story 

of a perfect hero, steadfast in virtues and devoted to the 

control of his passions. The secular, heroic, and tragic 

messages of the Ramdyana have continued to influence 

generations of poets like Bhasa, Kalidasa, and Bhava- 

bhtti, as well as a number of poets from the regional 

languages of India. 
A major shift in the interpretation of the Ramayana 

took place during the Middle Ages. Rama was then 

identified as an avatara (incarnation) of Visnu. The story 

of Rama was read as an allegory of the conflict between 

good and evil in which the good always succeeds under 

the leadership of God. Prominent among such devo- 

tional (bhakti) Ramdayanas is Kamban’s Iramavataram 

(twelfth century), in Tamil. A further development in 

the devotionalization of the Ramdyana becomes popular 

with Tulsidas’s Ramcaritmanas, in the sixteenth cen- 

tury. In Tulsidas all the characters of the Ramayana, in- 

cluding the demon Ravana, are Rama’s devotees. All 

the conflicts of the story and its tragedy are eliminated 

to produce a harmonious, balanced, lyrical world of 

God and his devotees. [See also Tulsidas.] 

In addition to literary Ramdyanas, there are a num- 

ber of folk/oral versions all over India with significant 

variations in emphasis and messages. Folk versions of 

the Ramayana sung by women emphasize the role of 

Sita and portray her as more independent than she is in 

the literary versions. 

[See also Rama and Mahabharata.] 
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VELCHERU NARAYANA RAO 

RAMBAM. See Maimonides, Moses. 

RAMBAN. See Nahmanides, Moses. 

RAM MOHAN ROY. See Roy, Ram Mohan. 

RASHI, acronym (RaSHI) of Rabbi Shelomoh ben Yit- 

shaq of Troyes (1040-1105), the most influential J ewish 

commentator on the Bible and the Babylonian Talmud. 

Nearly nine hundred years after his death, Rashi’s writ- 

ings are still the standard commentaries for any serious 

student of the Hebrew Bible or the Babylonian Talmud, 

and new scholarly studies of his achievement continue 

to be published. 

Rashi was born in Troyes, the political center of the 

county of Champagne, in northeastern France, but out- 

side the close-knit rabbinical circles of the founding 

families of German Jewry. After pursuing his prelimi- 

nary studies in Troyes, including studies with his father, 

he married and around 1060 traveled to the yeshivot of 

the Rhineland, then the most advanced in northwestern 

Europe. He studied there with the two heads of the 

Mainz academy, Ya‘aqov ben Yaqar, whom he consid- 

ered his most important teacher of Talmud and Bible, 

and after the master’s death in 1064, his successor, Yit- 

shaq ben Yehudah, for a short time. Almost immedi- 

ately, he went to Worms to study with Yitshaq ha-Levi 

whose academy was superseding the Mainz school in 

advanced Talmud instruction. By the end of the decade 

he was back home, but he continued to correspond with 

Yitshaq ben Yehudah and Yitshaq ha-Levi. 

Rashi attracted his own students in Troyes, and he 

served as the local rabbinical authority there. Though 

he wrote answers (responsa) to hundreds of questions 

sent to him, he was not a professional rabbi. He made 

a living some other way; however, the often repeated 

assertion that he was a vintner has been disputed. 

Rashi had no sons. His well-educated daughters mar- 

ried learned men; their sons became eminent rabbinical 

authorities. Yokheved married Me’ir ben Shemu’el, and 

among their four sons were Shemu’el ben Me’ir (known 

by the acronym Rashbam), one of the most important 

commentators on the Hebrew Bible and developer of 
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the literal method of interpretation, and Ya‘agov ben 

Me’ir (known as Rabbenu Tam), who dominated the 

new scholastic method of Talmud study in the form of . 

additions (tosafot) of questions and answers to his 

grandfather’s running gloss. Rashi’s daughter Miryam 

married Yehudah ben Natan, whose commentary to the 

end of Makkot is printed in the standard editions of the 

Babylonian Talmud. In this way, Rashi created his own 

French rabbinical family elite. 

Rashi lived through the devastation of Jewish rabbin- 

ical leadership in the Rhenish academies of Mainz and 

Worms caused by the First Crusade riots of 1096, and 

some traces of early anti-Crusade polemic have been de- 

tected in his writings. Thus he says that the Bible be- 

gins with the creation of the world and not with the first 

law given to the Jewish people (Ex. 12:1), in order to 

teach that the Land of Israel belongs to the Jewish 

people, and not to the Christians or Muslims who were 

fighting over it in the First Crusade. Why? Since God 

created the world, the entire earth belongs to him, in- 

cluding the Land of Israel, which he first gave to the na- 

tions of Canaan and then gave to Israel (Rashi on Gn. 1:1). 

Rashi’s major achievement was his composition of 

comprehensive running commentaries to most of the 

Hebrew Bible and Babylonian Talmud. Of the biblical 

commentaries attributed to him, those to Job from 

40:25, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles are not his but 

may be based on his approach. Of the Talmudic com- 

mentaries, those to Ta‘anit, Mo‘ed Qatan, Nedarim, Na- 

zir, and Horayot are not his. The gloss he began to 

Bava’ Batra’ was finished by his grandson Shemu’el ben 

Me’ir, and the one to Makkot was completed by his stu- 

dent and son-in-law Yehudah ben Natan. 

In his Talmud commentary, Rashi focused on each 

difficult term or passage in sequence and supplied punc- 

tuation or logical transitions that were not clear from 

the text itself. He used his profound knowledge of the 

Talmud and Jewish law to help the student by briefly 

introducing the general topic that the text is about to 

discuss in detail, and he provided reasons for particular 

laws and mentioned historical conditions in ancient 

times. At times, he indicated that he preferred a partic- 

ular version of a passage, and later copyists corrected 

the text so that there is no difference between the Tal- 

mud and Rashi’s correction. His commentary became 

widely used from the beginning of the thirteenth cen- 

tury and has been printed with the Talmud from the 
first editions to this day. 

Although Rashi based about three fourths of his com- 

mentary to the Pentateuch on earlier Midrashic works, 

he integrated into his work a newer method of Jewish 

biblical exegesis that focused on the plain meaning of 

the text. When an ambiguity in the text created the pos- 

sibility of different interpretations, Rashi explicitly con- 

trasted a straightforward textual interpretation (pe- 

shuto shel migra’)—which could be arrived at through 
(1) a literal reading of the text, (2) a contextual ap- 

proach, or (3) the use of a midrash that explains the 

plain meaning of the words as written—to an interpre- 

tation which he paraphrased from a Midrashic source. 

This dual method of interpretation is Rashi’s most char- 
acteristic innovation, but it has sometimes been mis- 
understood. Whereas later twelfth-century French com- 

mentators like Shemu’el ben Me’ir and Yosef ben 

Yitshag (Bekhor Shor) developed a method of interpre- 

tation based on the systematic inquiry into the literal 

meaning of the text (peshat) in preference to one based 

on earlier rabbinical homilies (derash), Rashi himself 

did not explicitly distinguish between the two methods 

of reading; he did not use the terms peshat and derash 

and so certainly did not prefer the former. In his glosses 

to the other books of the Bible, such as Isaiah and 

Psalms, scholars have detected explicit or implied anti- 

Christian polemics. While there is no evidence that 

Rashi read Latin, he could have heard many christolog- 

ical arguments and arguments derived from scriptural 

proof texts from Christian neighbors and introduced 

counterinterpretations for the benefit of his students. 

From Rashi’s commentaries and responsa, it is ob- 

vious that Jews and Christians lived in the same towns, 

walked the same streets, bought their household goods 

in the same markets, and paid for them with the same 

coinage. Although the medieval fairs at Troyes began 

only in the twelfth century, the town was already a 

manufacturing center and commercial depot in Rashi’s 

day, and many travelers passed through. His commen- 

taries include remarks about the city of Venice and 

about German currency. He observed firsthand in 

Troyes embroidery of silk with gold, soldering and en- 

graving techniques, and the manufacture of parchment. 

He also comments about popular customs and street 

life: some women pierced their ears; butchers some- 

times used their hands for scales, putting the meat in 
one hand and a weight in the other; the well-to-do slept 
in four-poster beds or else had rods constructed to sup- 
port a tentlike curtain to keep flies away when they 
slept. 

In addition to noting hundreds of such concrete ref- 
erences to everyday life, Rashi uses approximately a 
thousand medieval French terms or phrases to explain 
or illustrate Hebrew or Aramaic terms; these lexical 
items, written in phonetic Hebrew characters, have pre- 
served important evidence about linguistic characteris- 
tics of eleventh-century French. 

Apart from its value as a source for Jewish intellec- 
tual history and early French, Rashi’s biblical commen- 



tary also influenced Christian biblical exegesis. Already 

in the twelfth century, Hugh of Saint-Victor and other 

Victorine scholars in Paris were interested in the He- 

brew text and reflect familiarity with Rashi. But it was 

especially the Franciscan Nicholas of Lyra (c. 1270-1349), 

writing in Paris at the very time that a chair in Hebrew 

had been established in accordance with the Council of 

Vienne (1312), who made systematic use of Rashi’s bib- 

lical commentary in his own running gloss on the whole 

Bible, the Postilla litteralis. 

The immense influence of Rashi’s commentaries in 

shaping the religious culture of European Judaism still 

awaits proper historical treatment. As a bridge between 

the Rhenish center of Jewish learning in Mainz and 

Worms and the newer dialectical methods of Bible and 

Talmud study that were developed in the twelfth cen- 

tury based on Rashi’s own commentaries, his place in 

Jewish cultural history is secure. Through Nicholas of 

Lyra, Rashi also influenced subsequent Christian He- 

braists down to Martin Luther and beyond. 

[For discussion of Rashi’s place in the history of bibli- 

cal interpretation, see Biblical Exegesis, article on Jew- 

ish Views. See also Tosafot, which discusses the commen- 

tary on Rashi written by Jewish scholars primarily of the 

twelfth and thirteenth centuries. ] 
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Ivan G. Marcus 

RASHID RIDA, MUHAMMAD (1865-1935), Arab 
Muslim theologian and journalist. Born in a village 

near Tripoli, Lebanon, Rida had a traditional religious 

education. The writings of the pan-Islamic thinker Ja- 

mal al-Din al-Afghani and the Egyptian theologian Mu- 

hammand ‘Abduh opened his mind to the need to re- 
form Islam. In 1897 he settled in Cairo and from then 

until his death published a periodical, Al-manar (The 

Lighthouse), devoted to explaining the problems of Is- 

lam in the modern world. 

His starting point was that of ‘Abduh, whom he re- 

garded as his master: the need for Muslims to live vir- 

tuously in the light of a reformed understanding of Is- 

lam. That understanding involved drawing a distinction 

between the doctrines of Islam and its social morality. 

Doctrines and forms of worship were unchanging, laid 

down by the Qur’an and the practice of the prophet Mu- 

hammad and the first generation of his followers (the 

salaf, hence the name salafityah, often used for this type 

of thought). He opposed what he regarded as innova- 

tions, in particular the beliefs and practice of later 

Sifis, and in his later years drew close to the Wahhabi 

point of view. 

Rida believed that, apart from some specific injunc- 

tions, the Qur’an and the practice of the Prophet gave 

only general principles of social morality and law; their 

implications had to be drawn out by competent Mus- 

lims in the light of circumstances. Blind imitation of 

past teaching led to stagnation and weakness; the 

changed circumstances of the present age made a new 

interpretation necessary, and its guiding principle 

should be maslahah (interest), a concept accepted in 

traditional legal theory but broadened by Rida so as to 

mean social utility. By using this principle, his aim was 

to create a body of modern Islamic law on which the 

different legal schools could agree; to this end he pub- 

lished a large number of rulings on hypothetical cases 

raising important questions of law. 

Rida was much concerned with the question of polit- 

ical authority. He believed it should be delegated by the 

community to a combination of just rulers and men of 

religious learning, trained to deal with the problems of 

the modern world; there was a need for a caliph, not as 

universal temporal ruler but as the final and generally 

accepted authority on law. He emphasized the central 

position of the Arabs in the Muslim world; Arabic was 

the language of the Qur’an and the religious sciences, 

and without the Arabs Islam could not be healthy. He 
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played some part in the Arab nationalist movement, but 

the influence of Al-mandr spread far beyond the Arab 

world, and some of its ideas were adopted by later. 

movements aiming to restore Islam as the moral norm 

of modern society. 
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ALBERT HOURANI 

RASTAFARIANS. See Caribbean Religions, article 
on Afro-Caribbean Religions. 

RAUSCHENBUSCH, WALTER (1861-1918), Bap- 

tist clergyman and intellectual leader of the Social Gospel 

movement in American Protestantism. Rauschenbusch 

was born in Rochester, New York, received most of his 

schooling there, and taught at the Rochester Theologi- 

cal Seminary from 1897 to 1918. His father, August, a 

highly educated Westphalian Lutheran pastor, had gone 

to Missouri in 1846 as a missionary to German immi- 

grants. After becoming a Baptist, August Rauschen- 

busch headed the Rochester seminary’s program for 

German-speaking clergy. He bequeathed to his son an 

enduring appreciation of both evangelical piety and the 

Western cultural tradition. 

Following his graduation from the Rochester Theo- 

logical Seminary in 1886, young Rauschenbusch be- 

came pastor of the Second German Baptist Church in a 

tenement section of New York City. Here he was stirred 

by the hardships of the people: “I saw how men toiled 

all their life . . . and at the end had almost nothing to 

show for it; how strong men begged for work and could 

not get it in the hard times; how little children died” 

(The Social Gospel in America, 1870-1920, p. 265). He 

realized that his training had not equipped him to un- 

derstand the powerful social, economic, and intellectual 

currents sweeping through American life; nor had his 

conservative seminary professors offered him a reli- 

gious perspective adequate to cope with those currents. 

During his eleven-year pastorate in New York City he 

undertook an intense schedule of reading, discussion, 

and writing, much of it in collaboration with colleagues 

in two new organizations he helped to direct, the Bap- 

tist Congress and the Brotherhood of the Kingdom. 

Rauschenbusch received intellectual stimulation from a 

variety of authors, notably the American economist 

Henry George, the English theologians Frederick D. 

Maurice and Frederick W. Robertson, the Russian nov- 

elist Leo Tolstoy, the Italian patriot Giuseppe Mazzini, 

and the German sociologist Albert Schaffle. 

Rauschenbusch returned to the Rochester Theological 

Seminary in 1897 as*professor of New Testament; from 

1902 until his death he was professor of church history. 

More than any other person in the United States, he 

provided a theological undergirding for the growing 

numbers of laity and clergy who sought to mold social 

and economic institutions according to Christian prin- 

ciples. His chief books were Christianity and the Social 

Crisis (1907), Prayers of the Social Awakening (1910), 

Christianizing the Social Order (1912), The Social Princi- 

ples of Jesus (1916), and A Theology for the Social Gospel 

(1917). 

Central in Rauschenbusch’s message were the affir- 

mations that the churches must recognize afresh that 

the kingdom of God had been Jesus’ key teaching, that 

God intends this kingdom to reach into every realm of 

life, and that the competitiveness and selfishness fos- 

tered by capitalism must be opposed by persons com- 

mitted to fulfilling God’s beneficent will for humanity. 

In the decades following Rauschenbusch’s death 

many churches continued to address the tasks of social 

criticism and reconstruction, albeit not with the single- 
mindedness and effect for which he and other Social 
Gospel leaders had wished. Some influential religious 
thinkers in the middle third of the twentieth century 
judged Rauschenbusch’s theological perspective to have 
been colored excessively by the optimism of his era. Re- 
cently, his thought has been viewed more apprecia- 
tively by persons who find richly provocative such 
Rauschenbuschian themes as the centering of Christian- 
ity in Jesus’ proclamation of God’s reign, the historical 
and social character of sin and salvation, and the com- 
plementarity of personal piety and social activism. 
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Pau M. MINus 

RAV (lit., “rabbi”’), epithet of Abba’ bar Ayyvu (c. 155- 
c. 247), a first-generation Babylonian amora. Rav 

helped lay the foundations for rabbinic Judaism in Bab- 

ylonia. He studied in Palestine with his uncle Hiyya’ 

and with Yehudah ha-Nasi’, from whom he reportedly 

received authorization to render decisions in many 

areas. These contacts gave him a rich reservoir of teach- 

ings, self-reliance, and the freedom to go beyond tan- 

naitic traditions. 
Later Talmudic circles considered his resettlement in 

Babylonia, conventionally dated to 217, a turning point 

in Jewish history, one presaged by natural omens (B.T., 

Shab. 108a). First dwelling in Nehardea, a city on the 

Euphrates River, he assisted other rabbis and served as 

a market administrator (J.T., B.B. 5.11[5]; 15a—b). He 

later moved to Sura, a town hitherto said to lack a rab- 

binical presence. There he gathered a circle of students 

but probably did not head an academy, as was anach- 

ronistically claimed by some post-Talmudic chronicles 

(Goodblatt, 1975). 

Rav’s prestige was enhanced by a claim of Davidic 

descent and by his daughter’s marriage into the exil- 

archic family. He was perceived as a master of wisdom 

and practical advice (B.T., Pes. 113a), able to read nat- 

ural signs and endowed with the power to hurl curses 

to maintain respect (B.T., Meg. 5b). 

In explaining the Mishnah, he drew on Palestinian 

sources and patterned his teachings after the Mishnah’s 

style and phraseology even where he disputed it (Ep- 

stein, 1964). Though later Talmudic circles considered 

Rav especially authoritative in ritual matters, his dicta 

affected the way amoraim approached issues in general. 

Indeed, his comments, with those of Shemu’el the 

amora, were subsequently reworked to form a structure 

around which later teachings were organized; thereby 

they eventually became the literary rubric for the ge- 

mara’ (Bokser, 1980). 

Rav stands out for his wide-ranging theological inter- 

ests. He emphasized that God rules with supremacy and 

that he benevolently and with knowledge created the 

world (B.T., Hag. 12a). The latter belief was expressed 

‘in a Ro’sh ha-Shanah prayer, tegi‘ata’ devei Rav, se- 
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lected or edited by Rav, which stresses creation (J.T., 

‘A.Z. 1.2; Neusner, 1966). Describing the future, Rav dis- 

tinctively suggested that the righteous will experience 

as a reward a spiritual nourishing analogous to what 

the mystic visionaries of God experience in their life- 

time (Chernus, 1982). He often emphasized the impor- 

tance of Torah study and the respect due to Torah stu- 

dents (B.T., Ta‘an. 24a, San. 93b). Rav made the 

fulfillment of messianic hopes dependent on human re- 

pentance and good deeds (B.T., San. 97b). He reportedly 

asserted that the commandments were designed to pu- 

rify (tsaref) people, in the sense of refining or improving 

(Gn. Rab. 44.1). His ideas, teachings, and activities thus 

started the process of transforming tannaitic Judaism 

in Babylonia into a wider social movement. 

[See also Amoraim.] 
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BarucH M. BOKSER 

RAVA\’ (d. circa 352 ce), a leading fourth-generation 

Babylonian amora, based in the city of Mahoza. The son 

of Yosef bar Hama’ and a student of Hisda’, Nahman, 
and Yosef bar Hiyya’, Rava’ gathered students in Ma- 

hoza after the deaths of Yosef bar Hiyya’ (c. 323) and 

Abbaye (c. 338). In his work he attempts to analyze and 

further disseminate earlier rabbinic teachings. 

Through his function as a dayyan (judge) and market 

supervisor, Rava’ imposed rabbinic norms on Babylo- 

nian Jewry (B.T., Ket. 67a, San. 99b-100a). He lectured 

in the pirqa’ gatherings, where aggadic and halakhic 

topics were discussed. These were convened on sab- 

baths and special occasions especially for the general 

public, although students were also expected to attend 

(B.T., Pes. 50a). He instructed many students who at- 

tended the kallot (sg., kallah), academic conventions that 

lasted several days. He trained disciples as well in his 

court and had them observe and emulate his personal 

practices (B.T., Ber. 6a; Goodblatt, 1975). Stories depict 
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the students’ deep involvement in learning and the in- 

sistence of Rava’ that they maintain family and com- 

munity ties (B.T., Ket. 62b). 

Rava’ also played an important part in transmitting 

earlier Babylonian teachings and possibly the third-cen- 

tury Palestinian traditions of Yohanan bar Nappaha’ 

(Dor, 1971). With Abbaye, his fellow student and older 

colleague, he led in critically analyzing the logic of both 

sides of issues. Conventionally these discussions have 

been considered key building blocks of the Talmud, 

though recent research (by David Weiss Halivni and 

others) suggests they may have been shaped and espe- 

cially preserved by postamoraic circles. Rava’ in partic- 

ular recognized that to construe the Mishnah, one might 

have to emend the text or posit an ellipsis (Epstein, 

1964). He particularly sought the biblical basis for var- 

ious Mishnaic laws and practices (B.T., Sot. 17a, B.Q. 

92a—b) 

Rava’ taught the full range of halakhic, aggadic, and 

exegetical topics as well as practical advice. In com- 

ments such as “a person when distraught cannot be held 

accountable” (B.T., B.B. 16b), he recognized the signifi- 

cance of a person’s mental or psychological state. He 

spoke of God’s place in the world and, in stressing pub- 

lic and private study, he claimed that Torah study, even 

more than good deeds, can counter demons (B.T., Sot. 

21a). In emphasizing the respect and privileges due to 

Torah students, he asserted that rabbis, like the priests 

and Levites of Ezra’s day (Ezr. 7:24), should be exempt 

from poll taxes (B.T., Ned. 62b). 

Rava’ stands out in his generation not only for a ju- 

dicial role with extensive jurisdiction, his reportedly 

large number of students, and his unusual methods of 

teaching but also, with Abbaye, for the large number of 

supernatural stories told about him (B.T., Ta‘an. 21b-— 

22a). People believed that Torah study and good deeds 

brought Rava’ divine blessings, protection against evil 

and demons, and divine communications in omens and 

dreams (B.T., Ber. 56a—b). His great prestige is reflected 

in the Talmudic stories describing the gifts he received 

from the mother of King Shaptr II and in the subse- 

quent principle that his legal opinions should be fol- 

lowed in all but six cases (B.T., B.M. 22b). 

[See also Amoraim and the biography of Abbaye.] 
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BarucH M. BOKSER 

RAWZAH-KHVANI is the Persian ritual of public 
lamentation over the suffering of Imam Husayn and 

other Shi‘i martyrs. Together with the ta‘ziyah (passion 

play) and the Muharram mourning procession, known 

in Iran as dastah, it forms a part of the trilogy of the 

mourning observances that determines the basic popu- 

lar ritual orientation in Shi‘i Islam. Similar rituals are 

known by different names in other countries with Shi‘i 

populations. 

The recitation and chanting of eulogies for the Shi 

martyrs, which has flourished in the Muslim world dur- 

ing the last thirteen centuries, produced a literary genre 

known as maqtal (pl., maqatil). It was precisely at the 

beginning of the Safavid period (1501), when Shi‘i Is- 

lam became the state religion of Persia, that the major 

Persian maqtal masterpiece was composed. This was the 

work of Husayn Va‘iz Kashifi, titled in Arabic Rawdat 

al-shuhadda’ (The Garden of the Martyrs), from which 

rawzah-khvani takes its name: the second word of the 

Arabic title was replaced with the Persian khvani 

(“chanting” or “recitation”) to yield rawzah-khvaGni, or 

“garden recitation.” 

The public lamentation of rawzah-khvdani is per- 

formed most often during the first two months of the 

Muslim calendar, Muharram and Safar, in commemo- 

ration of the murder of Imam Husayn on the tenth of 
Muharram in AH 61/680 ce. As the son of ‘Ali and the 

grandson of the prophet Muhammad, Husayn was the 

third imam of the Shi‘ah, who consider his death at the 

hands of the caliph’s troops the treacherous murder of 

the just and rightful ruler at the hands of an evil usurp- 

er. Mourning for Husayn thus combines grief over his 

death with a strong condemnation of tyranny and injus- 
tice. 

All classes of society participate in the rawzah-khvanis 

(popularly called rawzahs), which can be held in black 

tents set up for the occasion in the public square of a 

town or village, in mosques, or in the courtyards of pri- 

vate houses. During the late eighteenth and the nine- 

teenth century, special edifices known as Husayniyahs 



or takiyahs were also built for the performance, often by 

official patrons. Richly decorated and carpeted, they 

displayed black standards and flags, as well as a variety 

of weapons intended to recall the Battle of Karbala. 

The rawzah usually begins with the performance of a 

maddah (“‘panegyrist’’) reciting and singing in praise of 

the Prophet and the saints. He is followed by the rawzah 

khvan (also known as a vd@‘iz, “‘preacher’’), who offers 

storytelling and songs about Husayn and the other mar- 

tyrs. His rapid chanting in a high-pitched voice alter- 

nates with sobbing and crying to arouse the audience to 

intense emotion. The rawzah-khvani ends with congre- 

gational singing of dirges called nawhahs. The perfor- 

mances last anywhere from several hours to an entire 

day and well into the night, and the emotional atmo- 

sphere that is generated can result in weeping, breast- 

beating, and body flagellation, as in the Muharram pa- 

rades. Through the choice of episodes and the modula- 

tion of their voices, a succession of chanters are able to 

excite and manipulate the emotions of their audiences 

so that they identify with the suffering of the martyrs, 

who will serve in turn as their intercessors on the Day 

of Judgment. At the same time, the rawzah khvans fre- 

quently make digressions into contemporary political, 

moral, and social issues, creating the kind of social and 

religious climate that is ripe for political action. There 

is no doubt that the religious symbolism of the just 

Imam Husayn, martyred at the hands of a tyrannical 

ruler, played a major role in the Iranian Revolution of 

1978-1979. 
Outside of Iran, it is only in Bahrein that public lam- 

entations for Husayn and other Shi‘l martyrs follow the 
Persian model of rawzah-khvani. The Shi‘ah of India, 

Pakistan, Iraq, and Lebanon, along with smaller Shi‘i 

communities in Turkey and the Caucasus, observe the 

mourning months of Muharram and Safar according to 

various local traditions, although the intensity of the 

feelings is the same. 

[See also ‘Ashura’ and Ta‘ziyah.] 
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RAZI, FAKHR AL-DIN AL- (aH 543-606/1148- 
1210 ce), more fully ‘Abd Allah Muhammad ibn ‘Umar 

ibn al-Husayn; Muslim author, theologian, and philos- 

opher. He was born in Rayy to a family famed for its 

learning and piety. He completed his education at 

Rayy, studied in Maragha under the philosopher Majd 

al-Din al-Jili, and then set out for different countries, 

where he debated and taught in accordance with the 

custom of Muslim scholars of his time. He also won the 

patronage of several princes and sultans. 

In Khorezm he engaged in relentless disputation with 

the Mu‘tazilah until they eventually forced him to 

leave; in Transoxiana he met with further opposition 

from some theologians; in Ghur he entered into a rela- 

tionship with Shihab al-Din al-Ghari, the ruler of Ghaz- 

nah, and his brother Ghiyath al-Din. Before long, 

however, he had a serious confrontation with the Kar- 

ramiyah, after which he was expelled from Ghaznah in 

the midst of public disorder. 

Returning to Khorasan, he accepted the patronage of 

‘Ala’ al-Din Khwarizm-shah Muhammad and came to 

enjoy a position of great influence. A legal college (mad- 

rasah) was built especially for him in Herat, and many 

disciples gathered there. Al-RAzi is said to have traveled 

further, but he finally returned to Herat, where he died 

in 1210. 

Works. Al-Razi devoted his entire life to writing and 

study, and his works reflect his comprehensive intellec- 

tual interests. Most of his books deal with theology or 

philosophy, but he also wrote on jurisprudence, lan- 

guage, physiognomy, ethics, and medicine. 

His works on theology, philosophy, and tafsir (Qur’an 

commentary) reflect the two conflicting trends of 

thought of his time, traditional Islamic doctrine and the 

ancient Greek philosophy that was known through 

translations and through the works of al-Farabi, Ibn 

Sina (Avicenna), and others. Owing perhaps to his ac- 

tive and sincere participation in both traditions (which 

had already clashed at the hands of al-Ghazali), al-Razi 

has remained a controversial figure among medieval 

and modern scholars. Thus, contemporary accounts re- 

ferred to him as one who ‘‘turned away from the sunnah 

[the traditions of the Prophet] and occupied the atten- 

tion of the people with the books of Ibn Sina and Aris- 

totle.” Ibn Khallikan reported that the lectures he held 

in Herat were attended by the heads of the philosophi- 

cal schools, who came to pose questions and listen to 

his distinguished replies. At the same time, there are 

accounts of his great activity as an Ash‘ari theologian 

who defended traditional Sunni Islam against the free 

rationalism of the Mu‘tazilah, the rigidity of the Hana- 

bilah, and the heresy of the Karramiyah and other sec- 
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tarian groups. To some, his rationalism appeared ex- 

treme, while to others, he seemed completely sincere in 

his conservatism. 

Theology. In his search for a positive compromise, al- 

Razi faced the usual difficulties of a synthesizer: he sat- 

isfied neither the traditionally minded Muslims, such as 

Ibn Taymiyah, nor the philosophically minded, such as 

Tusi. Both sides criticized him severely. For the Ash‘ari 

theologians, at least, al-Razi opened the way for a new 

system in which theology became a rational philosophy 

of being and a science par excellence. 

He declared himself to be an Ash‘ari theologian in 

many of his works, but he had a great interest in philo- 

sophical thought. In other words, he was a man of an 

Ash‘ari heart and Avicennian mind, and in practice he 

tried to put the Ash‘ari traditions into a philosophical 

system that could appeal to the intellectual Muslim. 

Through logical interpretation, al-Razi adapted the 

Muslim peripatetic theory of being to the Ash‘ari theo- 

logical system. With the exception of Ibn Sina’s doc- 

trine of emanation, which is metaphysically associated 

with the notion of the eternity of the world, al-Razi 

tended to adopt the entire Avicennian theory of being as 

the general framework for theological speculation. 

Philosophy. By advocating a rational system of the- 

ology along the line of Ibn Sina’s philosophy, al-Razi 

presented Ash‘ari theology, a theistic philosophy of cre- 

ation, as an analytic philosophy of being. On the whole, 

his theory of knowledge and his analysis of being con- 

stituted a theological reproduction of Aristotelian phi- 

losophy as he knew it through Ibn Sina and al-Farabi. 

This new system of theology appealed to the intellectual 

Muslim of his time as a new philosophy because it as- 

sumed an identification between the dictates of reason 

and those of revelation. Al-Razi, as al-Ghazali’s Ash‘ari 

successor, completed al-Ghazali’s work with greater 

emphasis on the rational element in Ash‘ari thought 

and ultimately achieved what could be termed the theo- 

logization of rational philosophy in Islam. At his hands, 

the two systems were almost identified, so much so that 

thereafter the Sunni theologian was himself the Muslim 

philosopher. 

Al-Razi wrote an interpretation of the Qur’an in 

which he followed the same method, but his attempt to 

read Qur’anic verses in the light of his knowledge of Ar- 

istotelian philosophy lacks the prophetic vision of Is- 

lam. He shows a deep appreciation of the Qur’anic 

teaching, which constantly reminds Muslims that they 

are surrounded with the evidences of divine handiwork, 

but he establishes his doctrine of God’s existence and 

attributes on a theory of being that is ultimately Aris- 

totelian. 
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EFFAT AL-SHARQAWI 

RE, the ancient Egyptian sun god, was, for most of the 

pharaonic period, the chief god or at least among the 

chief gods. His cult center was at Heliopolis, where he 

seems to have displaced Atum as universal god during 

the fifth dynasty, and at the same time he also achieved 

some supremacy over Horus. In the Pyramid Texts the 

deceased king, who becomes identified with Osiris, joins 

Re in the solar bark and serves as a guide on the voyage 

through the day and night skies. By the First Interme- 

diate Period (c. 2181 BcE), local monarchs and other no- 

bles were having these same texts copied on the interior 

of their coffins, and thus the right to become Osiris (or 

join him) and the right to join Re was extended. The 

theology of the Re religion is known not only from mor- 

tuary literature but also from the tenth-dynasty Instruc- 

tion for King Merikare and the later solar hymns. 

Re is combined with the old Heliopolitan creator god, 

Atum, as Re-Atum, the supreme god of the later Old 

Kingdom, and he is assimilated to the Theban god 

Amun as Amun-Re, “king of the gods,” in the Middle 

and New kingdoms. Representations of Re in his com- 

bined forms are very common, but Re does occur indi- 

vidually on Memphite stelae as a human with hawk 

head surmounted by a sun disk. This is also his regular 

appearance in the late New Kingdom, when as Preha- 

rakhte (the Re-Horus of the Horizon) he is universal 

lord. The sun disk itself is known as Aton, and in the 

eighteenth dynasty this became the object of Akhena- 

ton’s devotion at the expense of Amun-Re’s cult temple 

at Karnak. The old Heliopolitan priesthood may have 

persuaded Akhenaton to transfer his allegiance, but his 

movement failed and he was later regarded as a heretic. 

Hathor is the consort of Re and personification of the 

entire ennead of gods, and in this way she is also 

mother of Horus, the king. ‘““Son of Re’ was one of the 

major titles of the king beginning in the fourth dynasty. 

The great temple of Re at Heliopolis has not survived, 

but there are separate chapels to the sun god in New 

Kingdom mortuary temples. The great rock-cut temple 

of Ramses II at Abu Simbel was dedicated to the sun 

god in his two aspects, Re-Harakhte and Amun-Re. Re’s 

central position in the early mortuary literature contin- 



ued in the New Kingdom, when papyri of the Book of 

Going Forth by Day were available to anyone who could 

afford them and kings used new books that described 

the underworld of Sokar of Memphis, through which 

the deceased ruler was to guide the solar bark. The so- 

lar hymns acknowledge Re’s involvement with creation 

and with sustaining and overseeing what he created. 

Other gods are described as coming from his sweat, and 

mankind from the weeping of his eye. 
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LEONARD H. LEsko 

REASON is the human capacity for (or practice of) 
seeing, forming, and investigating cognitive relations. 

The use of the term ranges all the way from its appli- 

cation to more or less routine calculation to a supposed 

means for directly apprehending the ultimate nature of 

things. The classical rationalists of the West—Plato and 

Aristotle and their medieval descendants—understood 

everything to be accessible to reason, excepting only 

one “first principle’ (the Good, the One, the transcen- 

dental, God) placed “‘beyond reason.” Modern rational- 

ists (Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Hegel) take some com- 

bination of causalism (or teleology) and logicism to 

describe ultimate reality. This approach is challenged 

by philosophies emphasizing experience, will, intuition, 

myth, skepticism, revelation, or faith. 
The term reason, related to Latin ratio, has as its 

nearest Greek equivalent logos, which also has the nar- 

rower meaning of ‘‘word” (verbum). Reason absorbs the 

meanings of “giving an account,” “ordering things,” or 

“laying things or ideas out in a comprehensible way.” 

Among other terms it may be contrasted with are mu- 

thos (‘“‘tale” or ‘‘story’’), aisthésis (‘‘perception”’), phan- 

tasia (“imagination”), mimésis (“imitation”), and doxa 

(‘‘belief’’). 
Already in Plato (and even earlier in Parmenides and 

Heraclitus) we find a number of the traditional uses or 

methods of reason: the method of definition, or looking 

for a common denominator; the method of dialectic, or 

division (often as one form of definition); the method of 

reduction to elements; and the method of axiomatiza- 

tion. The so-called Socratic method of elenchus (cross- 

examination) is related, if only tangentially, to eristics 

(debating techniques) that were developed into a rhe- 

torical art by the Sophists and, especially, the Megarics 

(logicians from Megara). 
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Aristotle offered a systematization of rational meth- 

ods, not only in the distinction he introduced between 

deductive and inductive reason, but in his elaboration 

of the principles of syllogistic logic, which monopolized 

the field of logic until the twentieth century, when the 

development of propositional, rational, modal, many- 

valued, and other logics broke this monopoly. Equally 

if not more important philosophically were two other 

distinctions made by Aristotle: the distinction between 

active and passive reason (which together constitute a 

two-step process enabling us to know the forms of all 

things) and the distinction between theoretical and 

practical reason (the latter extending over the entire do- 

main of human conduct). What may be called the he- 

gemony of reason in the Western world over both 

thought and action (with the consequences that this has 

had in the development and application of modern sci- 

ence) stems from these and related points of view. 

In the modern scientific era the application of math- 

ematical measures and ways of thinking to experimen- 

tally controlled situations has led to the formulation of 

highly successful mechanistic laws (or laws couched 

solely in terms of Aristotle’s efficient causality). As a re- 

sult, what is understood as reason has narrowed to 

comprise only the demand for, and expectation of, a 

similar type of “explanation.” The limitations of this 

approach when applied to biology (and even more when 

applied to psychology, sociology, and other so-called 

soft sciences) have become evident only in the twentieth 

century, so great has been the prestige of mechanistic 

physics. 

Since biblical religion has a revelational rather than 

a rational character, the relation between reason and 

religion in the Western world has been altogether an 

uneasy one. Something similar may be said about the 

role of reason in every religion—in particular, for ex- 

ample, in relation to such “liberation” experiences as 

moksa, samadhi, and satori in Hinduism and Bud- 

dhism. In religion, reason is far more often regarded as 

a prison or a constriction to be escaped from than as a 

key to the world. In this respect, the importance attrib- 

uted to various types of meditation, prayer, visualiza- 

tion, paradox, sudden illumination, conversion, grace, 

charismatic gifts, and even, in some religions (Zen and 

Sufism), shock, “nonsense,” and humor, indicates the 

limited role assigned to reason in religious thought. It 

is thus recognized that the bonds of concepts, logic, and 

rational explanation must be broken in order to have a 

genuine freedom. [See Logic and Paradox and Riddles.] 

Those religions that have consciously attempted to 

harmonize reason and religion, even in one aspect, are 

in a small minority. On the other hand, the role of reli- 
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gion in establishing and maintaining patterns of order 

in a culture or a civilization is of major importance, 

whether for good or ill, and this has been recognized by 

such thinkers as Durkheim, Weber, Nietzsche, and Fou- 

cault. Even in societies committed to the separation of 

church and state, or where the state is actively hostile 

to religion, various religious practices are present in 

civil guise. (Here the Confucianist conception of the 

civil, natural, and ‘‘normal” character of religion is es- 

pecially relevant.) Particularly in the Hindu, Buddhist, 

and Judeo-Christian traditions philosophical thinkers 

have formulated what amount to metaphysical and 

onto-theological statements of religious revelations and 

experiences. These are rational and doctrinal expres- 

sions of practice and belief integrating revelation and 

experience with a reasoned conception of the world. 

There has been a marked decline in the prestige of 

reason in the twentieth century, due partly to a chang- 

ing conception of the nature of science as well as to an 

increasing awareness of the conventionality of what 

passes for reason. But the present age does not suffer so 

much from a want of rationality as from a too narrow 

conception of what constitutes rationality. To some 

present-day critics, rationality has been purchased at 

the cost of human meaning and human understanding. 

A good deal of what has been called “reasoning” will 

in the future be turned over to machines. One effect of 

this could be to make it clear that thinking no longer 

has to be thought of as synonymous with reasoning, or 

even primarily connected with reasoning. Metaphorical 

and analogical as well as holistic aspects of thinking are 

likely to become increasingly important. Rational 

schemes in science tend to be thought of more and more 

as “models” rather than as metaphysical truths. The 

concern with “foundations” or “grounding” is some- 

times replaced by a much greater flexibility of theoret- 

ical construction. The kind of liberty that mathemati- 

cians and poets have enjoyed, and which at crucial 
points transcends what is ordinarily called reason, may 

become accessible in all sciences. 

Under these conditions reason is more likely to be re- 

garded as an instrument or a tool than as the supreme 

defining characteristic of human beings. The effect of 

this upon religion, upon spiritual practices and devel- 

opment, upon human maturity and the growth of sym- 

pathy, understanding, and the ability to live together 

remains to be seen. 
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HENRY LE Roy FINCH 

REBECCA, or, in Hebrew, Rivgah; wife of Isaac; the 

second of the biblical matriarchs. The name Rivqah is 

usually taken to be an animal name, like those of 

Rachel and Leah; it is derived from a hypothetical form 

(*bigrah) meaning “cow.” According to Genesis, Re- 

becca was the granddaughter of Abraham’s brother 

Nahor. 

Abraham sent his servant to find a wife for Isaac in 

Mesopotamia, where he encountered Rebecca drawing 

water from a well, a meeting place often indicative of 

divine providence in the Bible. God’s involvement is 

further evidenced by Rebecca’s offer of hospitality, ful- 

filling the servant’s stipulated sign. Rebecca subse- 

quently consented to make the journey back to Canaan, 

where she met and married Isaac. Like his father Abra- 

ham, Isaac once claimed that his wife was his sister lest 

Abimelech, king of Gerar, have him killed in order to 

possess her. The ruse was discovered, however, when 

the king observed an amorous encounter between them. 

After twenty years of infertility, Rebecca bore twins. 

According to a divine oracle they were to become two 

nations, with the descendants of the older serving those 

of the younger. Rebecca ensured the fulfillment of this 

prophecy by helping Jacob, her younger son, deceive his 

blind father while the elder son, Esau, was away. As a 

result, Isaac gave Jacob the blessing intended for Esau. 

According to rabbinic tradition, Rebecca instigated this 

deception because she recognized from her sons’ behav- 

ior that Jacob would make the better leader. She later 

helped Jacob flee Canaan in order to escape Esau’s an- 

ger. Her earlier reassurance to Jacob that the “curse 



will be on me [for this deception]” (Gn. 27:13) came to 
be fulfilled when she never again saw her favorite son. 
The Bible presents Rebecca as a strong and incisive fig- 
ure, complementing the relatively weak Isaac. 
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FREDERICK E. GREENSPAHN 

REBIRTH. See Reincarnation and Transmigration. 

RECITATION. For discussion of Qur’anic recitation, 
see Tilawah; see also Chanting. 

RECLUSES. See Eremitism. 

RECONSTRUCTIONIST JUDAISM. Recon- 
structionism, the youngest of the four main religious 

movements in contemporary Judaism, is the only one 

indigenous to America. Its ideology remains the crea- 

tion of its founder and theoretician, Mordecai Kaplan 

(1881-1983); it can be summarized as an appreciation 

of the unifying elements of the Jewish past, a critical 

discontent with the present ideological and institutional 

responses to the posttraditional Jewish situation, and 

an activist resolve to advance Judaism through con- 

scious and deliberate planning. Both the Reconstruc- 

tionist ideology and movement thus grew in partial re- 

sponse to other Jewish movements in America. 

Foundation of the Movement. In January 1922, Kap- 

lan established in New York the Society for the Ad- 

vancement of Judaism, which functioned as a syn- 

agogue center and gathering place for rabbis, educators, 

and laity sympathetic to Kaplan’s philosophy of Juda- 

ism. The influential magazine The Reconstructionist was 

launched in 1935 in collaboration with Kaplan’s closest 

associates Eugene Kohn, Milton Steinberg, and Ira Ei- 

senstein, all rabbis ordained at the Conservative move- 

ment’s Jewish Theological Seminary of America, as was 

Kaplan himself. Kaplan’s magnum opus, Judaism as a 

Civilization, first published in 1934, laid the architec- 
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tural frame of the Reconstructionist approach to the in- 

stitutional structure, theology, and ritual of Judaism. 

Kaplan remained affiliated with the Conservative 

movement, but late in his teaching career at the semi- 

nary, ideological differences led to the transformation 

of Reconstructionism from a school of thought to a 

fourth movement. Ira Eisenstein, who assumed the 

leadership of the Reconstructionist Foundation in 1959 

and founded the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College 

(RRC) in 1968, was the driving force behind this denom- 

inational change. 

Judaism as an Evolving Religious Civilization. Kap- 

lan’s social pragmatism argues for the right and obli- 

gation of a people to use its discriminating intelligence 

in adapting to the changing conditions that confront it. 

The Jewish people are a living organism whose will to 

live and fulfill itself often necessitates theological and 

institutional changes, a process that characterizes Ju- 

daism, in Kaplan’s definition, as the evolving religious 

civilization of a living organism, the Jewish people. 

Kaplan’s sociological and theological proposals are 

rooted in the matrix of the Jewish people and are 

responsive to its needs and aspirations. Jewish theology 

is responsible for the salvation, or self-fulfillment, of the 

Jewish people. For Kaplan, there is no paradox in main- 

taining that continuity requires change. The new is no 

less sacred than the old, and reverence for the creative 

innovation expresses no less a piety than does venera- 

tion of the past. Kaplan’s sociological bent carries with 

it a pragmatic intent. His descriptive analysis of the 

condition of Judaism and the Jewish people lays the 

groundwork for his program to reconstruct. 

Kaplan’s social existentialism. Reconstructionism is 

thus an amalgam of philosophy, sociology, and ideol- 

ogy. As its founder and architect, Mordecai M. Kaplan 

functioned as both its statesman and theologian; he was 

concerned with preserving the identity, unity, and con- 

tinuity of the Jewish people and its civilizational super- 

structure, Judaism. At the core of Kaplan’s universe of 

discourse lies a social existentialism: the existence of 

the Jewish people is prior to any attempt to define its 

essence. If any characterization of Judaism can be 

made, it is in its overriding concern with the preserva- 

tion and fulfillment of the Jewish people. The matrix 

out of which the civilizational complex of Judaism 

emerges is the Jewish people. In Kaplan’s self-declared 

“Copernican revolution,” Judaism is for the sake of the 
Jewish people, not the Jewish people for the sake of Ju- 

daism. His inversion of the traditionalist formulation of 

the relationship between people and religion entails 

both descriptive and prescriptive elements. The central- 

ity of the Jewish people, consciously or not, has been 

the guiding motivation of Jewish thought. 
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The primacy of peoplehood explains the evolutionary 

character of Judaism, which, according to Kaplan, has 

passed through three major stages: the national era, 

while the First Temple stood; the ecclesiastical era of 

the Second Temple; and the rabbinic era, from then un- 

til the modern age. Judaism at the end of the eighteenth 

century entered the democratic state, and therein lies 

the uniqueness of its internal challenge. Judaism as a 

civilization refers to that which unites the millennial 

generations of Jews into one people. It is expressed 

through language, art, history, music, culture, ethics; 

the variety of sancta manifests a people’s collective will 

to find meaning in its life. Judaism is not a set of dog- 

mas, doctrines, or ritual prescriptions, nor is it a philos- 

ophy. It is the expression of a people’s instinctual will 

to live, according to a postulate articulated by Ahad ha- 

‘Am (Asher Ginzberg, 1856-1927), one of Kaplan’s cul- 

tural heroes, and used by Kaplan to counter a purely 

ideational rationale of Jewish existence. As a civiliza- 

tion, Judaism neither requires justification as an indis- 

pensable means to some universal good nor needs rely 

on claims of supernatural election and design. Ahad ha- 

‘Am could find no more meaning in the question “Why 

be Jewish?” than in the question why he remained his 

father’s son. For Kaplan, as well, the ties of belonging 

are prior to the justification of believing. Nevertheless, 

“since Judaism not only exists for the sake of the Jews 

but has been fostered by the Jews themselves, who, for 

thousands of years, have devoted their best energies to 

its preservation, obviously the Jews are badly in need 

of Judaism and cannot get along without it” (Kaplan, 

1967, p. 427). In this sense, the relationship between the 

Jewish people and Judaism, described in Kaplan’s Co- 

pernican inversion, is not linear but dialectical. Juda- 

ism exists for the sake of a people who develop a sacred 

social heritage that, in turn, affects the character and 

choices of a people. 

In Kaplan’s analysis, the threat to the status of Jewry 

and the continuity of Judaism in the modern era is 

unique. The emancipation in the late eighteenth century 

offered Jews entry into a publicly neutral society, freer 

of economic restraints and religious barriers than any 

in its history. No analogy with Jewish communities in 

the premodern past properly applies to the condition of 

this old-new people who were offered citizenship in 

open societies. Jews who in traditional societies func- 

tioned quasi-autonomously as an imperium in imperio 

were now asked to surrender their corporate interests 

for the rights of individual, cultural, and socioeconomic 

advantages. Modern nationalism sought to melt down 

the cultural and ethnic individualities of minority 
groups and to relegate Judaism to a religion of private 

affairs. Postemancipation Jewish efforts to accommo- 

date the imperatives of modern nationalism—for ex- 

ample, Reform Judaism, Neo-Orthodoxy, and Zion- 

ism—threatened, in Kaplan’s view, to sever the organic 

religio-ethnic cord and result either in an inauthentic 

spiritualization and intellectualization of Judaism or in 

a nationalism devoid of all religious memory. Accom- 

panying the threat of nationalism was the challenge of 

naturalism, which shook the plausibility of traditional- 

ism shared by Muslims, Jews, and Christians alike. The 

supernaturalist worldview of miraculous divine inter- 

vention, literalistic divine revelation, and otherworldly 

reward and punishment is confronted by a this-worldly 

naturalism. Nationalism and naturalism present a two- 

pronged challenge to the status of Jewry and the conti- 

nuity of Judaism. 
The unity of the Jewish people in modern times can- 

not be retained by the imposition of uniform religious 

or secular ideologies. The new condition of Jewish sta- 

tus and the fragmentation of traditional faith requires 

acceptance of a voluntaristic and pluralistic Jewish so- 

ciety and the ideal of unity in diversity. It demands a 

discriminating assimilation of the values of nationalism 

and naturalism. The democratic character of modern 

nationalism, the separation of church and state, and the 

unprecedented opportunities offered to citizens of an 

open society are to be absorbed into Judaism without 

abandoning the fidelities and attachments to Jewish 

peoplehood. While extolling the values of naturalism, 

Kaplan warns against the reductionism, scientism, and 

desacralization that frequently accompany secular nat- 

uralism and humanism. The creative adaptation of the 

values of naturalism, pragmatism, and functionalism 

calls for genuine alternatives for Jews who can no 

longer accept the inherited presuppositions and author- 

ity of supernaturalism. The artful integration of natu- 

ralism and tradition promises to expand the circle of 

Jewish identity and introduce a new nexus for Jewish 

continuity. Kaplan’s pragmatic statesmanship and the- 

ology were designed to offer no excuse for Jewish apos- 

tasy. His inclusive project aims at Jewish unity without 

creedal uniformity and Jewish continuity without the 

conceit of immutability. 

God and the God idea. The major adjective character- 
izing Kaplan’s definition of Judaism as an evolving civ- 
ilization is religious. The Jewish religion expresses the 
self-consciousness of a people’s quest for meaning, pur- 
pose, or salvation. The God idea of a people is the apo- 
gee of religion. The Jewish conceptualization of God 
does not spring from instant revelation or metaphysical 
speculation. The Jewish idea of God develops out of the 
transactions of a particular people with its historical 



environment. “Divinity” and ‘‘peoplehood”’ are correla- 

tive concepts in much the same manner that “parent” 

and “‘child” are correlative terms. To paraphrase 

George Santayana, to speak of religion in general is as 

meaningful as speaking in general without using any 

language in particular. Judaism is the particular lan- 

guage through which the Jewish people articulate their 

spiritual meaning. While God ideas are cultural expres- 

sions and, as such, are subject to various formulations, 

belief in God refers to the intuitive experiences that 

point to the cosmic power upon which we depend for 

our existence and self-fulfillment. Belief in God is not a 

logical but a soteriological inference. It expresses the 

psychic manifestation of the will to live and fulfill one’s 

life. Belief in God, thus, is not a reasoned but a ‘‘willed”’ 

faith. 

Such faith is not acquiescence to a supernatural sub- 

ject--who orders the world on our behalf. It is trust in 

the energies within the world that must be properly un- 

derstood and used to transform the world in quest of 

salvation. This-worldly salvation is conditional. It de- 

pends upon the proper exercise of human intelligence, 

responsibility, and will. When physical and human na- 

ture are understood and responsibly cultivated, the sal- 

vific processes of divinity are revealed. When we are 

sustained in our tragic losses, find strength to overcome 

the paralysis of despair, and are propelled toward life, 

we discover the power within and beyond us that is 

transnatural but not supernatural. According to Kap- 

lan, the meaning of the God idea is grasped pragmati- 

cally by observing the behavorial and attitudinal con- 

sequences that flow to it from commitment. “All we can 

know about God is what happens to human life when 

men believe in God, and how much improvement in 

their mode of life and thought is reflected in their belief 

concerning God” (Kaplan, 1948, p. 181). 

Change and continuity. Kaplan’s widely quoted 

aphorism ‘‘The past has a vote but no veto” articulates 

his insistence that the modern era calls for conscious 

choices in revitalizing Judaism and selectively assimi- 

lating those features of naturalism, humanism, and plu- 

ralism that further the advancement of Jewish life. Cre- 

ative interaction between the values of tradition and 

modernity requires restructuring the institutions of Ju- 

daism and the reconstruction of its theological, ritual, 

and liturgical expressions. As religious statesman and 

ideologue, Kaplan was aware of the need for structure 

and stability. He identified the ‘‘sancta’ of Judaism as 

those constants that Jews share together though they 

may be differently interpreted and celebrated: the he- 

roes, events, places, celebrations, and commemorative 

holy days that function as unifying factors in Judaism. 
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Kaplan’s own liturgical reconstruction demonstrates 

the struggle to hold on to continuity and change in a 

pluralistic society. 

Large public interest in Reconstructionism was not 

aroused through the publication of Kaplan’s sociologi- 

cal and theological writings. The movement gained 

mass attention through the publication of two of its li- 

turgical texts. The first was the New Haggadah (1941), 

edited by Kaplan, Eugene Kohn, and Ira Eisenstein, 

which sought to integrate the traditional and contem- 

porary meanings of democracy and freedom and elimi- 

nated such items from the Seder as the enumeration of 

the Ten Plagues and the imprecation of the psalmist 

against the nations that do not know God and consume 

his people. The publication of the Reconstructionist Sab- 

bath Prayer Book in 1945, edited by Kaplan and Kohn 

with assistance by Eisenstein and Milton Steinberg, led 

to its denunciation by the Union of Orthodox Rabbis. At 

a special meeting that year in New York, the 200 mem- 

bers of the Orthodox Union voted unanimously to issue 

a herem, a writ of excommunication against Kap- 

lan. A copy of the ‘‘new heretical prayer book” was 

placed on the speaker’s table and burned by Joseph Ral- 

bag, then rabbi of Congregation Oheb Shalom in New 

York. 

Kaplan sought to express liturgically what he sensed 

many Jews believed privately. He argued that Jewish 

religiosity is not exhausted in its supernaturalist for- 

mulation. God is one, but God ideas are many. Accord- 

ingly, there are many ways to express one’s relationship 

to God in prayer. Moreover, if prayer is poetry, it is po- 

etry believed in. The compartmentalization of theologi- 

cal convictions and liturgical nostalgia is to be over- 

come by a liturgy that can be followed with both heart 

and mind. Those theological obstacles that blocked 

some Jews from serious prayers were to be either rein- 

terpreted, replaced, or removed. 

The changes in the Reconstructionist prayer book had 

to exhibit, in the language of the editors, the ‘courage 

as well as reverence’ to set aside or modify such 

prayers or ideas unacceptable to moral and intellectual 

sensibilities of modern people. Unlike other modern 

prayer books, the Hebrew text was deleted or altered 

wherever changes were made in the English translation. 

Thus, the Reconstructionist Sabbath Prayer Book substi- 

tuted prayers in praise of Jewish uniqueness for those 

proclaiming the exclusive divine choice of the Jewish 

people, omitted references to the hope for restoration of 

the Temple and animal sacrifices there, and deleted 

prayers in praise of the physical resurrection of the 

dead and God’s reward and punishment of Israel by 

granting or withholding the rainfall. Prayers that dis- 
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criminated against women, slaves, and gentiles were re- 

placed by positive affirmations of freedom and the cel- 

ebration of the divine image in all human beings. 

It was Reconstructionism’s rejection of the literal 

meaning of God’s election of the Jewish people that cre- 

ated the deepest controversy. For Kaplan the idea of di- 

vine election could be explained functionally as a belief 

that compensates for a people’s sense of isolation and 

persecution; but exclusivity raises questions not only 

about the nature of a God who chooses and rejects but 

about the morality of a divine favoritism, which tends 

to inflame rivalry among sibling religions, each con- 

tending superiority. Kaplan replaced the notion of God 

choosing a people with the idea of “vocation,” the call- 

ing to serve God that religious civilizations claim. No 

religion is precluded from serving God according to its 

own concept of salvation. 

Later Development of the Movement. In 1963, with 

the impending retirement of Kaplan from the faculty of 

the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New 

York, where he had been teaching since 1909, and the 

reluctance of the seminary to appoint a Reconstruction- 

ist successor, Kaplan faced increased pressure to insti- 

tutionalize Reconstructionism. Throughout his career, 

Kaplan had resisted the efforts to turn Reconstruction- 

ism into a fourth religious movement. He warned 

against the centrifugal forces of congregationalism and 

denominationalism. Reconstructionism was to tran- 

scend institutional privatism and not further fragment 

Jewish life. When the Reconstructionist Federation of 

Congregations was created in 1955, it insisted that the 

associating congregations retain or acquire member- 

ship in the Union of American Hebrew Congregations 

(the main body of the Reform movement, UAHC) or the 

United Synagogue (which unites Conservative congre- 

gations). But by 1968, when it became the Federation of 

Reconstructionist Congregations, its transdenomina- 

tional character was transformed into another wing of 

American Judaism. Under the vigorous leadership of Ira 

Eisenstein, the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College 

was founded in Philadelphia also in that year. Under 

Eisenstein, its first president, men and women were ac- 

cepted for a five-year program of graduate study. Re- 

flecting Kaplan’s concept of Judaism as an evolving re- 

ligious civilization, the curriculum was divided into the 

study of five major periods of Jewish civilization: bibli- 

cal, rabbinic, medieval, modern, and contemporary. In 

1982, Ira Silverman succeeded Eisenstein as the col- 

lege’s president. In the same year, the federation was 

restructured as the Federation of Reconstructionist Con- 
gregations and Havurot under the guidance of its first 

full-time executive director, David Teutsch, and three 

years later numbered over fifty affiliated groups. The 

Reconstructionist magazine, first published in 1935, was 

renewed in 1983 under the editorship of Jacob Staub. 

After a decade, the members of the Reconstructionist 

Rabbinical Association, founded in 1975, numbered 

nearly one hundred and included as well a number of 

student members of RRC and faculty members. In 1980, 

the association established for the first time in Jewish 

history a procedure for an egalitarian get (a Jewish di- 

vorce). 

Reconstructionism, after Kaplan and his immediate 

successor Ira Eisenstein, evidences a “softer” natural- 

ism, a greater hospitality to the mystical and emotional 

elements in Judaism. This openness and responsiveness 

to the changing needs of a community is compatible 

with the latitudinarian spirit of Reconstructionism. No 

one can a priori know precisely how the living organism 

of a dynamic people may express its vitality; the es- 

sence of Judaism, and of Reconstructionism, is contin- 

ually redefined. 

[See also the biography of Kaplan.] 
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HAROLD M. SCHULWEIS 

REDEMPTION (from Lat. redemptio, derived from 
red-emere, ‘‘to buy back”’) literally means liberation by 
payment of a price or ransom. The term is used meta- 
phorically and by extension in a number of religions to 
signify the salvation from doom or perdition that is 
wrought by a savior or by the individual himself. Like 



the concepts of salvation, sacrifice, and justification, the 

concept of redemption belongs to a cluster of religious 

notions that converge upon the meanings of making 

good, new, or free, or delivering from sickness, famine, 

death, mortality, life itself, rebirth, war, one’s own self, 

sin and guilt, anguish, even boredom and nausea. [See 

also Soteriology.] Redemption bears the closest concep- 

tual kinship to salvation, sharing with it the intention- 

ality of the need or desire to suppress an essential lack 

in human existence and to be delivered from all its dis- 

abling circumstances. [See Salvation.] This deliverance 

requires various forms of divine help, succor, or inter- 

vention to be achieved, which often secures for the be- 

liever an access to the dunamis of the spirit and to its 

outpourings, thereby leading to charismatic gifts. Re- 

demption may be of God’s or of man’s doing. In a cer- 

tain sense, redemption makes possible a recovery of 

paradise lost, of a primordial blissful state. In another 

sense, it points to new creation or ontological newness 

in the future. Creation is in many religions a highly sac- 

rificial act that requires prior destruction, as in the dis- 

memberment of Prajapati’s body in Hinduism or the 

thorough destruction of the shaman’s body in northern 

Asian religions. These acts signify reconstruction-par- 

ticipation in divine fecundity or, respectively, multi- 

fecundation by the god Prajapati, equivalent to part- 

nership in the world. To be redeemed may mean to be 

divinized, either by the reenactment of the primordial 

creative act (preceded by a descent) or through the 

theandric, sacrificial action of a savior (sdtér). In both 

cases, grace plays an important role; forgiveness also 

may be redemptive to the extent that it is provoked by, 

or calls for, repentance. 

In Judaism, the psalmist’s “God of my salvation” 

(Heb. go’el, ‘‘redeemer,” from the verb ga’al, used to 

refer to the redeeming of relatives from slavery, of prop- 

erty from foreign possessions, etc.) is a savior from dis- 

tress and disaster, yet sometimes is himself in need of 

salvation (salvator salvandus). Says Job: ‘I know that 

my Redeemer liveth, and that he will at last stand forth 

upon the dust’ (Jb. 19:25). And the Psalm: ‘Truly no 

man can redeem himself!” (Ps. 49:7). “Israel, hope in the 

Lord. He will redeem you from all your sins” (Ps. 

130:7-8). In Judaism the concept of redemption is 

closely associated with repentance. 
Liberation from exile (Dt. 15:15), restoration of free- 

dom (Is. 62:12, 63:4), and the vision of a just society 

have always been signs of divine redemption for the 

people of Israel. Messianic Judaism projected the new 

heaven and the new earth, the final restoration and 

reintegration in peace and harmony of the people of Is- 

rael into a remote, utopian future, an ultimate event 

that, however, was to be preceded by apocalyptic, ca- 
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tastrophical changes; in this respect, the liberation of 
Israel from slavery in Egypt and the Sinai covenant are 
complementary to each other. Yet there are in the Old 
Testament elements of realized eschatology, of “re- 
demption here and now,” beliefs that were carried over 
by various sects (the Ebionites, Essenes, Nazarenes) 
into Christianity. While having an indubitable eschato- 
logical dimension, redemption cannot be reduced to it. 
And, the extent that it is involved with sacrifice, re- 
demption shares with sacrifice either an active or a pas- 
sive character. Redemption points to both liberation 
and repurchase. 

This mystery of redemption is best illustrated in 

Christianity: Christ suffered on the cross in order to sat- 

isfy retributive justice. The meaning of redemption in 

the New Testament is chiefly that of the deliverance of 

man from sin, death, and God’s anger, through the 

death and resurrection of Christ. A certain Greek influ- 

ence makes itself felt through Paul, who took in the no- 

tion of ransom (lutron, from lud, “to loose’’) and thus 

pointed to the Greek custom of emancipating slaves 

through payment. “Jesus Christ gave himself for us, to 

ransom us from all our guilt, a people set apart for him- 

self.” (Ti. 2:14); and “that flock he won for himself at 

the price of his own blood” (Acts 20:28). Also in 1 Corin- 

thians: ‘‘A great price was paid to ransom you; glorify 

God by making your bodies shrines of his presence” 

(6:20); and “‘A price was paid to redeem you” (7:23). 

Yet /utron must not be taken literally, as denoting a 

particular commercial price, a barter; it may mean any 

instrument of deliverance without there being a ques- 

tion of paying a ransom. (One must exercise prudence, 

as Thomas Aquinas did, and use the word price as that 

which is payable to God, not to the devil.) Going beyond 

the juridical notion of punishment and ransom, Paul 

emphasized the gratuitous aspect of redemption as an 

act of love: Christ’s passion and death take on their su- 

preme redemptive value due to the voluntary nature of 

the sacrifice, the free acceptance of suffering. Obedience 

to the divine Father’s decree is the proof of love; price 

here equals liberating satisfaction, deliverance from the 

double slavery of sin and punishment. The exaltation of 

Christ and the sending of the Holy Spirit signify the de- 

cisive act of salvation history (Heilsgeschichte), which 

ushers in the new age proclaimed by the prophets (Js. 

65:17). Works of satisfaction for sin—fasting, alms-giv- 

ing, prayer, and works of mercy—all have redemptive 

value, not only for Christianity, but for other religions 

as well. Functional equivalents of the Judeo-Christian 

notion of redemption can be found in many other reli- 

gions, especially in ethically oriented ones that stress 

the virtues of action. Salvation is of course the primary 
and essential goal. But to gain it many primitive cults 
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devised severe and sometimes complicated rituals and 

ceremonies of redemption. 

The Egyptian Pyramid Texts of 2400 BcE looked upon 

salvation as both a mystery and a technique. Osiris, 

slain by his brother Seth, is rescued by Isis and brought 

back to life by means of a secret and complicated ritual; 

he becomes the one savior from death and from its con- 

sequences. The redeeming efficacy of the mortuary rit- 

ual of embalming, in which the devotee is identified 

with the god, was believed to stem from Osiris’ primor- 

dial experience, which, by being reenacted, made sal- 

vation possible. 

The primitive vegetation-gods were redeemer gods 

who required the sacrifice of a symbolic part of the crop 

to save the whole and allow its use by humans. The 

agrarian sacrifices of the Romans were meant to ap- 

pease the wrath of the gods and bring about plentiful 

crops. The sacrifice of an animal instead of a human 

was believed to cure illness. According to Ovid, the Ro- 

mans sacrificed to the manes, or spirits of the ances- 

tors. In Babylon, as in ancient Israel, the sacrifice of the 

firstborn or vicarious forms of it played an important 

role in the process of redemption by transmitting the 

tension and effecting the link between primordial time 

(Urzeit) and the eschaton (Endzeit). The idea that the 

sins of the fathers are visited upon the sons appears in 

the Rgveda, even before the notion of karman was un- 
folded. To be cleansed of paternal sin, the son has to 

break violently away from his past; this is viewed as a 

split between the ascetic and erotic parts of man, lo- 

cated respectively in a mental seed (above the navel), 

and a lower seed (below the navel). The alchemic func- 

tion of yoga tends to transform animal instinct into 

soma, the mental type of seed. Blood functions here as 

mediator between semen and soma. The sacrifice of 

wild beasts as well as the taming of the cows are sym- 

bolic of this sought-for individual regeneration. 

The Vedic sacrifice is more beneficial to the gods than 

to the individual; indeed, it strengthens the gods, but 

their prosperity in turn reverberates on humans; thus it 

is said that the gods nourish you if you nourish them. 

Agni, the god of fire and sacrifice, behaves like a demon 
and tries to burn everything down, but placated by sac- 

rifice, he resurrects man from ashes. Hence sacrificial 

food is a bribe to the gods. In the post-Vedic, ascetic 

mythology, sacrifice becomes a two-edged sword, for 

Hindu mythology, even demons can be redeemed. The 

bhakti spirit generates entire cycles of its own, in which 

even apparently malevolent acts of God are regarded as 

being of ultimate benefit to mankind; hence the practice 

of a magic of friendship or of friendliness as means of 

redemption. 

In Zoroastrianism, the redemption of mankind, 

viewed as both individual and universal eschatology, is 

linked with the hope of seeing that Ohrmazd, having 
been released from his entanglement with darkness and 

evil, emerges victorious from the war over Ahriman. 

The haoma ritual, a central act of worship, actualizes 

such a god-centered redemption. The theological trend 

in Sasanid Zoroastrianism exhibits a belief in the re- 

demption of the world through the individual’s efforts 

to make the gods dwell in his body while chasing the 

demons out of it. Mazdaism admits of a cosmical re- 

demption besides individual deliverance, which is sup- 

posed to occur at the end of time at the hand of Saosh- 

yant, the savior. 

Buddism is a religion fully bent on salvation. In Ma- 

hayana Buddism the doctrine of the Buddha and the 

bodhisattva shows the great vows required by the spiri- 

tual discipline of enlightenment to be a devotion to the 

principle that the merit and knowledge acquired by the 

individual on this path be wholly transferred upon all 

beings, high and low, and not jealously accumulated for 

one’s self. This ‘‘activity without attachment” involves 

a free restraint from entering upon nirvdna, exercised 

for the sake of one’s fellow beings. In Japanese Bud- 

dhism the principle of salvation by self-power (jiriki) is 

contrasted by salvation through “‘another”’ (tariki), that 

is, through the power of the Buddha Amida. In Zen, de- 

votion, fervor, and depth are all equally redeeming in- 

ner attitudes. Some types of mysticism have been cat- 

egorized as redemptive: for instance, true gnosticisms 

rely on the dispelling of ignorance, as, for example, the 

gnosticism of al-insanal-kamil (‘‘the perfect human 

being”) and the dispensers of the individual’s proper 

spirituality in Hinduism. Some others cannot be so cat- 

egorized; Hasidic mysticism, for example, is self-re- 

demptive, noneschatological, and nonmessianic. 

There are three main ways of redemption in mystical 

religions: through illumination, as in Zen Buddhism, or 

through a dispelling of ignorance of the gnostic type, as 

in Islam; through membership and participation in the 

community (the Buddhist samgha, the Christian ekkleé- 

sia, the Muslim ummah); or, in secular types of reli- 

giosity by a redirection of the libido, a reordering of the 

soul’s powers in a harmonious use of the personality, 

which may mean either a widening or a narrowing of 

consciousness. 

Ancient Mexican religions knew a variety of redemp- 

tive types, among which was a form of plain self-re- 

demption from diseases such as leprosy, cancer, buboes, 

or bubonic plague, and from spiritual sins such as false- 

hood, adultery, or drunkenness. The Aztec religion fa- 

vors redemption from existence itself during one’s very 
lifetime, the highest aim being identification with divin- 

ity. One example of such a “perfect redemption” 



(Joachim Wach) is the return of the high priest Quetz- 

alcoatl after his beatification achieved by encounter 
with the divinity. 

In African traditional religions, the need for redemp- 

tion is expressed in myths of the Baganda peoples: 

terms such as kununula (‘‘to buy back, to ransom, to re- 

deem”’) and kulokola (‘‘to save, to rescue’) point to dead- 

ly misfortunes from which the spirits of the departed 

(lubaale, “deity of the below’) may rescue one. Re- 

demption is far more directed toward the reintegration 

of the cosmic, social, and political order in the present 

moment of the community than toward the afterlife, in 

spite of the general belief in immortality. 
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ILEANA MARCOULESCO 

REFERENCE WORKS on religion are of many 
kinds. Dictionaries, or one-volume encyclopedias, define 

terms and give basic information. They may include 

minimal bibliographic aid. Multivolume encyclopedias 

either cover the entire field of religion and religions or 

concentrate on a particular religion or a particular pe- 

riod. Articles, written by recognized authorities, are 

signed and usually include lengthy bibliographies that 

refer the reader to the basic works in the field. Special- 

ized bibliographies that cover religion and religions are 

very rare. Atlases present the history and geographic 

distribution of religions. In the following sections de- 

voted to these kinds of reference work, each entry will 

present bibliographic details and give a short character- 

ization of the work. 

One-Volume Dictionaries and Encyclopedias. The six- 

teen entries that are listed under this heading comprise 

single-volume works (and one two-volume work) that 

either define religious terms or provide brief articles on 

religion and religions. Not listed are one-volume con- 
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cordances and lexicons that are commonly used for 

translation and exegesis of specific religious texts. 

Abingdon Dictionary of Living Religions. Edited by Keith Crim. 

Nashville, 1981. 830 pp. Intends to be an authoritative guide 

to the historical development, beliefs, and peculiarities of 

the sometimes bewildering variety of religions in the world 

today. All articles are signed and cross-referenced and con- 

tain brief English bibliographies. Well illustrated. 

The Concise Encyclopedia of Living Faiths. Edited by R. C. 

Zaehner. New York, 1959. Short-entry dictionary; minimal 

value. 

A Dictionary of Comparative Religion. Edited by S. G. F. Bran- 

don. London, 1907. 704 pp. Short, signed articles by British 

scholars. Designed to discuss religions in proportion to their 

significance in human cultural history. Brief bibliographies. 

General index and an index that groups articles under fifteen 

major religions. Important first reference tool. 

Dictionary of Non-Christian Religions (1971). 2d ed. By Geoffrey 

Parrinder. Amersham, Buckinghamshire, England, 1981. 320 

pp. Short entries, with illustrations. Strongest on Hinduism, 

Buddhism, and Islam; Christianity not treated. Basic general 

bibliography. 

A Dictionary of Religion and Ethics. Edited by Shailer Mathews 

and Gerald Birney Smith. New York, 1921. 521 pp. Signed 

articles giving definitions of all terms used in religion and 

ethics; fuller discussion of terms used in primitive or ethnic 

religions. Recent terminology not treated, but useful for his- 

tory of religions school and the Chicago sociological school. 

Dictionary of Religious Terms. By Donald T. Kauffman. West- 

wood, N.J., 1967. 445 pp. Brief definitions of terms, symbols, 

rites, faiths, movements, and people in past and present re- 

ligions. 

Eastern Definitions: A Short Encyclopedia of Religions of the Ori- 

ent. By Edward Rice. Garden City. N.Y., 1978. 433 pp. Dic- 

tionary of terminology of major and minor Eastern religions. 

No bibliographies. 

The Encyclopedia of American Religions. 2 vols. Edited by John 

Gordon Melton. Wilmington, N.C., 1978. Describes all reli- 

gions represented in the United States and Canada, with bib- 

liographies. 

Encyclopedia of Religion and Religions. Edited by Edgar Roys- 

ton Pike. New York, 1958. 406 pp. Seeks to write without 

bias; articles submitted for revision to authorities in the var- 

ious world religions. 

An Encyclopedia of Religion. Edited by Vergilius Ferm. New 

York, 1945. 844 pp. Initialed articles; comprehensive; short 

English bibliographies for many entries. 

The Encyclopedia of the Jewish Religion. Edited by R. J. Zwi 

Werblowsky and Geoffrey Wigoder. New York, 1966. 415 pp. 

Short articles; no bibliographies. 

An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Mysticism and the Mystery Reli- 

gions. By John Ferguson. London and New York, 1977. 228 

pp. Brief articles on names, movements, and terminology of 

mysticism in its various forms. 

Lexikon der griechischen und rémischen Mythologie, mit Hin- 

weisen auf das Fortwirken antiker Stoffe und Motive in der bil- 

denden Kunst, Literatur und Musik des Abendlandes bis zur 
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Gegenwart. 6th ed. By Herbert Hunger. Vienna, 1969. 444 pp. 

Short-entry dictionary. Bibliographical references to later 

use of the themes. : 

Reallexikon der dgyptischen Religionsgeschichte. By Hans Bon- 

net. Berlin, 1952. 883 pp. Comprehensive definitions and ar- 

ticles on all aspects of Egyptian religion and mythology. 

Some bibliographical references to available source ma- 

terials. 

Religionswissenschaftliches Woérterbuch: Die Grundbegriffe. By 

Franz Konig. Freiburg, 1956. 956 cols. Short signed entries 

on the science, history, philosophy, phenomenology, and 

psychology of religion. Basic bibliographies, primarily of 

material in German. 

Worterbuch der Religionen (1952). By Alfred Bertholet and Hans 

Freiherr von Campenhausen. 2d rev. ed. Edited by Kurt Gol- 

dammer. Stuttgart, 1962. 617 pp. Brief articles with bibli- 

ographies. 

Multivolume Encyclopedias. The following list in- 

cludes encyclopedias that are written from a Christian 

perspective, that cover a particular religion, or that 

treat an aspect of ancient or past religion. No attempt 

is made to trace the history of theological encyclope- 

dias. Nor will there be entries under persons or titles 

that are significant in the history of theological encyclo- 

pedias, such as Isidore of Seville’s Etymologiae (1472) 

Grosses vollstindiges Universal-Lexikon aller Wissen- 

schaften und Kiinste (1732-1754), or Denis Diderot and 

Jean Le Rond d’Alembert’s Encyclopédie, ou Diction- 

naire raisonné des sciences, des artes et des meétiers 

(1751-1780). None of the general encyclopedias will be 

listed (e.g., Encyclopaedia Britannica), though most 

modern works have significant articles on religion. In- 

terested readers should consult Robert Collison’s Ency- 

clopaedias: Their History throughout the Ages (New York 

and London, 1964) and the relevant entries in Eugene 

P. Sheehy’s Guide to Reference Books, 9th ed. (Chicago, 

1976; supp., 1980). Standard abbreviations for these ref- 

erence works are given in Siegfried Schwertner’s Inter- 

nationales Abkiirzungsverzeichnis ftir Theologie und 

Grenzgebiete: Zeitschriften, Serien, Lexika, Quellenwerke 

mit bibliographischen Angaben (Berlin and New York, 

1974). 

Ausfihrliches Lexikon der griechischen und rémischen Mytholo- 

gie. 6 vols. & 4 supps. Edited by Wilhelm Heinrich Roscher. 

Leipzig, 1884-1937. Signed articles by leading scholars; 

good bibliographic coverage, which should be supplemented 

by the material in Herbert Hunger’s Lexikon der griechischen 

und romischen Mythologie (1969) and Der kleine Pauly (1969- 

1975); richly illustrated. The basic reference work for all re- 

search on Greco-Roman mythology. 

The Catholic Encyclopedia. 17 vols. New York, 1907-1922. Long 

the standard reference work in English on all aspects of the 

Catholic church. Now updated, but not completely replaced 
by the New Catholic Encyclopedia. 

Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology. 3 vols. Edited by 

James Mark Baldwin. New York, 1901-1905. First major en- 

cyclopedia of philosophy in English. Authoritative when is- 

sued; concise, with excellent bibliographies of material 

available at the end of the nineteenth century. Includes phi- 

losophy of religion. 

Dictionnaire de la Bible, contenant tous les noms de personnes, 

de lieux, de plantes, d’animaux mentionnés dans les Saintes 

Ecritures, les questions théologiques, archéologiques, scien- 

tifiques relatives a ‘Ancien et au Nouveau Testament et des no- 

tices sur les commentateurs anciens et modernes. 5 vols. Ed- 

ited by Fulcran Grégoire Vigouroux and Louis Pirot. Paris 

1907-1912. Lengthy signed articles by French biblical schol- 

ars writing from a Roman Catholic perspective. Brought up 

to date by the Dictionnaire de la Bible: Supplément. 

Dictionnaire de la Bible: Supplément. 10 vols. Edited by Louis 

Pirot, André Robert, Henri Cazelles, and André Feuillet. 

Paris, 1928-1983. The supplement, larger than the original 

encyclopedia, has extensive, signed articles on the religion of 

the Bible and the ancient world. Bibliographies. 

Dizionario teologico interdisciplinaire. 3 vols. Edited by Luciano 

Pacomio. Turin, 1977. 

Enciclopedia cattolica. 12 vols. Vatican City, 1949-1954. Major 

contemporary encyclopedia treating the life, thought, his- 

tory, and general relationship of the Catholic church to other 

religions and systems of thought. 

Enciclopedia filosofica. 2d ed. 6 vols. Sponsored by the Centro 

di Studi Filosofici di Gallarate. Florence, 1968-1969. Schol- 

arly, signed articles with excellent bibliographies. Relates 

philosophy to tangential disciplines, including religion. 

Encyclopaedia Judaica. 16 vols. Edited by Cecil Roth and Geof- 

frey Wigoder. Jerusalem and New York, 1971 and 1972. The 

basic contemporary encyclopedia of Judaism in all aspects; 

based on the incomplete Encyclopaedia Judaica that was 

published in Berlin from 1928 to 1934. Comprehensive 

signed articles with extensive bibliographies. 

Encyclopaedia of Buddhism. 3 vols. to date. Edited by G. P. 

Malalasekera. Colombo, Ceylon (Sri Lanka), 1961—. The third 

volume brings the work to “Burlingame.” Massive work on 

all aspects of Buddhism: names, literature, history, and re- 

ligious and moral aspects and concepts. Some articles 

signed. Bibliographies of varying quality. 

The Encyclopaedia of Islam. 4 vols. & supp. Edited by M. T. 

Houtsma and A. J. Wensinck. Leiden, 1913-1934. Scholarly 

and authoritative; in process of replacement by the new edi- 
tion. 

The Encyclopaedia of Islam. New ed. 5 vols. to date. Edited by 

H. A. R. Gibb, J. H. Kramers, E. Lévi-Provencal, and 

J. Schacht. Leiden, 1960-. Signed articles by authorities on 

every aspect of Islam: history, religion, science, geography, 

and so on. Excellent bibliographies; comprehensive cross- 
referencing. 

Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics. 13 vols. Edited by James 
Hastings. Edinburgh, 1908-1926. The fundamental encyclo- 
pedia of religion in English until the present work. Compre- 
hensive. Articles on religions and all their aspects, beliefs, 
customs, practices, mythology, personages, philosophical 



ideas, and so forth. Signed articles with extensive bibliogra- 
phies. Illustrated. Because of its age, many articles are now 
outdated. 

The Encyclopedia of Philosophy. 8 vols. Edited by Paul Ed- 
wards. New York, 1967. Lengthy articles designed to stress 
the interaction of philosophy with other disciplines, includ- 
ing moral reformers, religious thinkers, and so forth, from 
ancient to modern times. Index in last volume. More com- 
prehensive than the Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology. 

Encyclopedic Dictionary of Religion. 3 vols. Edited by Paul 
Kevin Meagher, Thomas C. O’Brien, and Consuelo Maria 
Aherne. Washington, D.C., 1979. Useful, especially for its en- 
tries on Christian groups. 

Evangelisches Kirchenlexikon: Kirchlich-theologisches Handwor- 
terbuch. 4 vols. Edited by Heinz Brunotte and Otto Weber. 
Gottingen, 1955-1961. Stresses recent literature and devel- 

opments in Protestant theology and tangential areas. 

The Hindu World: An Encyclopedic Survey of Hinduism. 2 vols. 

By Benjamin Walker. New York, 1968. Dictionary of Hindu- 

ism, drawn from secondary sources. Bibliographies. 

International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. 17 vols. Ed- 

ited by David L. Sills. New York, 1968. (Supp. vol. 18, 1978.) 

Authoritative, signed articles with extensive bibliographies. 

Covers numerous topics in the social sciences relevant to the 

study of religion. Volume 17 includes index; volume 18 is a 

biographical supplement. 

The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible. 4 vols. Edited by 

George Arthur Buttrick. New York, 1962. (Supp. vol., edited 

by Keith Crim, 1976). Authoritative signed articles on all as- 

pects of ancient religion that are relevant in the Christian 

interpretation of the Bible. 

The Jewish Encyclopedia. 12 vols. Edited by Isidore Singer. 

New York and London, 1901-1906. Standard authoritative 

work at the beginning of the twentieth century. Now re- 

placed by the Encyclopaedia Judaica. 

Der kleine Pauly: Lexikon der Antike. 5 vols. Edited by Konrat 

Ziegler and Walther Sontheimer. Stuttgart, 1964-1975. Not 

a mere abridgment of the great Realencyclopddie der clas- 

sischen Altertumswissenschaft, but a new work with exten- 

sive bibliographies. The best modern encyclopedia on the 

classical world, including religions. 

Lexikon fiir Theologie und Kirche. 2d ed. 10 vols. Edited by Josef 

Hofer and Karl Rahner. Freiburg, 1957-1967. The first edi- 

tion of this ten-volume work was edited by Michael Buch- 

berger (Freiburg, 1930-1938). An updating of the older 

“Wetzer and Welte” lexicon; now the standard Catholic en- 

cyclopedia in German. Authoritative signed articles, with ex- 

tensive bibliographies. Covers general religious history be- 

yond Christianity. 

New Catholic Encyclopedia. 15 vols. Edited by William J. 

McDonald. New York, 1967. (2 supp. vols., 1974-1979.) Lat- 

est English encyclopedia of the Catholic church in English. 

Major contribution. Treats not only traditional Catholic top- 

ics, but movements, institutions, religions, philosophies, and 

scientific trends that impinge on Catholic thought and life. 

The New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge. 12 

vols. Edited by Samuel Macauley Jackson. New York, 1908-— 
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1914. Along with the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics 

and the present work, the major encyclopedic source in Eng- 

lish on religions. Based on Herzog and Hauck’s Realencyclo- 

pddie, it is a major revision and expansion to introduce later 

and non-Germanic materials. Supplemented by the Twen- 

tieth Century Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge. 

Paulys Real-Encyclopddie der classischen Altertumswissenschaft. 

2 major series in 68 vols. and 15 supp. vols. By August Fried- 

rich von Pauly. Edited by Georg Wissowa, Wilhelm Kroll, 

Karl Mittelhaus, Konrat Ziegler, and Kart Witte. Stuttgart, 

1894-1978. Massive; complete; full bibliographies on every 

subject relating to the classical world. Basic resource for 

Greco-Roman religion. 

Profiles in Belief: The Religious Bodies of the United States and 

Canada. 4 vols. to date. By Arthur Carl Piepkorn. Edited by 

John H. Tietjen. New York, 1977—. Extensive articles on the 

history, polity, and thought of the major Christian bodies. 

Massive documentation. Volumes 5—7 will cover non-Chris- 

tian religious groups. 

Realencyclopddie fiir protestantische Theologie und Kirche. 3d 

rev. ed. 24 vols. Edited by Albert Hauck. Leipzig, 1896-1913. 

Original edition was edited by Johann Jakob Herzog. Mas- 

sive signed articles, with full bibliographies by experts. Cov- 

ers much more than Protestant theology. Still of fundamen- 

tal value. 

Reallexikon der Assyriologie. 6 vols. Edited by Erich Ebeling, 

Brunno Meissner, Ernst Weidner, and Wolfram von Soden. 

Berlin, 1932—1983. Scholarly articles on all aspects of Assy- 

riology, including religion. Generous bibliographies. 

Reallexikon ftir Antike und Christentum. 12 vols. (incomplete). 

Edited by Theodor Klauser. Stuttgart. 1950—. Extensive au- 

thoritative articles by leading scholars on all aspects of an- 

tiquity and Christianity; extensive bibliographies. Funda- 

mental. 

Religion in American Life. 4 vols. Edited by James Ward Smith 

and A. Leland Jamison. Princeton, 1961. Along with Piep- 

korn’s Profiles in Belief, fundamental for its understanding of 

the development and role of religion in America. Volume 4, 

written by Nelson R. Burr in collaboration with the editors, 

is a massive bibliography. 

Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart: Handworterbuch fiir 

Theologie und Religionswissenschaft. 3d ed. 6 vols. & index 

vol. Edited by Kurt Galling. Tibingen, 1957-1965. The three 

editions of this major reference tool (first ed., 5 vol., edited 

by Friedrich Michael Schiele, Tiibingen, 1909-1913; 2d ed., 

5 vols. & index vol., edited by Hermann Gunkel and Leopold 

Zscharnack, Tiibingen, 1929-1932) have kept this work up to 

date, while reflecting the changes in theological climate. The 

first arose out of the Religionsgeschichtliche Schule and paid 

much attention to the phenomena of religions. The second 

combined that interest with the concerns of dialectical the- 

ology. The third represents the position of critical Protestant 

theology. All three contain long signed articles by experts 

from many countries, with extensive bibliographies. The 

three editions are a major resource for the history of the 

study of religions in the West. 

Theologische Realenzyklopddie. 12 vols. to date. Edited by Ger- 
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hard Krause and Gerhard Miller. Berlin and New York, 

1976—. To be completed in twenty-five volumes. Signed arti- 

cles, often monographic in length; extensive international 

bibliographies. Coverage less ‘‘denominational” than is its 

predecessor. Major reference work. 

Twentieth Century Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge. 2 vols. 

Edited by Lefferts A. Loetscher. Grand Rapids, Mich., 1955. 

Updates and supplements The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia. 

The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia. 10 vols. Edited by Isaac 

Landman. New York, 1939-1943. Useful, but somewhat pop- 

ular. 

Atlases. The following titles are atlases that deal with 

the biblical world, church history, and the world of re- 

ligion. 

Atlas Hierarrchicus. Descriptio geographica et statistica ecclesiae 

catholicae tum occidentis tum orientis. By Heinrich Emme- 

rich. Médling, Austria, 1968. Contemporary Catholic church 

throughout the world. 

Atlas of Israel. Edited by Ministry of Labour, Survey of Israel. 

Jerusalem, 1970. The Land of Israel considered historically, 

sociologically, religiously, ethnographically, and economi- 

cally. Outstanding. 

Atlas of the Bible. Edited by Lucas Hendricus Grollenberg. 

Translated by M. H. Reid and H. H. Rowley. London, 1956. 

Thirty excellent maps with minimal commentary printed on 

them. More than four hundred black-and-white photographs 

integrated into an excellently written text. Organized histor- 

ically. 

Atlas of the Biblical World. Edited by Denis Baly and A. D. 

Tushingham. New York, 1971. The best atlas for the geology 

and geography of Palestine in the context of the Middle East. 

Excellent maps and color plates. 

Atlas of the Early Christian World. Edited by F. van der Meer 

and Christine Mohrmann. Translated by Mary Hedlund and 

H. H. Rowley. London, 1958. Covers the early church from 

circa 30 cE to 700 CE in pictures, text, and maps. 

Atlas zur Kirchengeschichte: Die christlichen Kirchen in Ge- 

schichte und Gegenwart. Edited by Hubert Jedin, Kenneth 

Scott Latourette, and Jochen Martin. Freiburg, 1970. The 

best atlas for church history. Outstanding coverage in nu- 

merous clear maps. 

Bilderatlas zur Religionsgeschichte. Edited by Hans Haas. Leip- 

zig, 1924-1934. Ancient religions individually treated with 

introductory text and extensive black-and-white plates. Use- 

ful, albeit dated. 

The Cultural Atlas of Islam. Edited by Isma‘il Ragi al Faraqi 
and Lois Lamya’ al Fartqi. New York, 1986. Includes 78 

maps, 260 photographs, and approximately 50 pieces of line 

art. 

Grosser Historischer Weltatlas. 3 vols. Munich, 1953. Clear, com- 

prehensive, useful. 

Historical Atlas of the Muslim Peoples. Compiled by Roelof 

Roolvink. Cambridge, Mass., 1957. 

Historical Atlas of the Religions of the World. Edited by Isma‘il 

Ragi al Fariiqi. Maps edited by David E. Sopher. New York, 

1974. Text divided into religions of the past, ethnic religions, 

and the world religions of Buddhism, Christianity, and Is- 

lam. Each religion is presented in written text, with minimal 

illustrations, and a series of maps showing its history and 

present distribution. This atlas has no competition that is 

also up to date. \ 

The Modern Bible Atlas. Rev. ed. Edited by Yohanan Aharoni 

and Michael avi-Yonah. New York, 1974. Over 260 maps, 

with line drawing illustrations, to illustrate the political and 

military history recounted in the Bible. 

The New Atlas of the Bible. Edited by Jan H. Negenman. Garden 

City, N.Y., 1969. Designed to replace Grollenberg’s Atlas of 

the Bible; spectacular photographs, dramatically colored 

maps, but an inadequate text. 

The Oxford Bible Atlas. 3d rev. ed. Edited by Herbert G. May. 

Revised by John Day. New York, 1984. Inexpensive, clear, 

accurate. The best general atlas for students. 

Student Map Manual: Historical Geography of the Bible Lands. 

2d ed. Jerusalem, 1984. Clearest topographical maps avail- 

able in an atlas (drawn by the Survey of Israel); maps by 

archaeological period from prehistory to the close of the By- 

zantine era. 

The Westminster Historical Atlas to the Bible. Rev. ed. Edited by 

Ernest Wright and Floyd V. Filson. Philadelphia. 1956. Focus 

on history; excellent explanatory text, useful pictures; ar- 

chaeologically somewhat dated. 

World Missionary Atlas. Edited by Harlan P. Beach and Charles 

H. Fahs. New York, 1925. 

Catalogs and Bibliographies. The following listings 

are bibliographical resources in the area of religious 

studies. Not listed are the general bibliographical re- 

sources that have separate sections or volumes on reli- 

gious books, such as Religious Books and Serials in Print 

(New York). 

A Bibliography of Bibliographies in Religion. By John Graves 

Barrow. Ann Arbor, 1955. Comprehensive from approxi- 

mately 1500 to 1955. 

International Bibliography of the History of Religions. Leiden, 

1952—. Annual publication, related to the journal Numen. 

Fundamental. 

Missionary Research Library, New York. Dictionary Catalog. 17 

vols. Boston, 1968. Major resources on world religions in- 

cluded. 

Religion Index Two: Multi-Author Works. Chicago, 1976-. 

Annual bibliography of essays appearing in collected essays 

and polygraphs. Indexes material not covered elsewhere. 

Religions, Mythologies, Folklore: An Annotated Bibliography. 2d 

ed. By Katherine Smith Diehl. New York, 1962. 

Union Theological Seminary Library, New York. (1960). 10 vols. 

Boston, 1965. Alphabetical arrangement of the shelf list. 

EpGAaR KRENTZ 

REFLEXIVITY is a potent and popular concept; it is 
also a problematic and paradoxical one. The term is 
problematic because it is so popular today; it is used in 
several different disciplines to refer to a wide variety of 
mental, verbal, and performative phenomena that none- 



theless share a family resemblance. Reflexivity is a par- 
adoxical concept because the type of self-referential 
activity—consciousness of self-consciousness—that it 
denotes involves the epistemological paradox so well 

discussed by Gregory Bateson (1972, pp. 177-193) and 

Rosalie Colie (1966, pp. 6-8), in which the mind by its 

own operation attempts to say something about its op- 

eration—an activity difficult both to contemplate and to 

describe without conceptual vertigo and verbal entan- 

glements. 

In the most general sense, the terms reflexive, reflex- 

ivity, and reflexiveness “describe the capacity of lan- 

guage and of thought—of any system of signification— 

to turn or bend back upon itself, to become an object to 

itself, and to refer to itself’ (Babcock, 1980, p. 4). This 

is anything but the rarefied activity it might at first 

seem, for reflexivity has come to be regarded as a sine 

qua non of human communication. When, for example, 

Kenneth Burke defines man in the first chapter of Lan- 

guage as Symbolic Action (1966), he describes as “‘char- 

acteristically human” this ““second-level’ aspect of sym- 

bolicity or ‘reflexive’ capacity to develop highly 

complex symbol systems about symbol systems, the 

pattern of which is indicated in Aristotle’s definition of 

God as ‘thought of thought’, or in Hegel’s dialectics of 
‘self-consciousness’”’ (p. 24). 

The adjective reflexive first appeared in English in 

1588; it was used as early as 1640 to refer to the capac- 

ity of mental operations to be “turned or directed back 

upon the mind itself.’ Regarding things grammatical, 

reflexive has been used since 1837 to describe pronouns, 

verbs, and their significations that are, as the Oxford 

English Dictionary says, “characterized by, or denote, a 

reflex action on the subject of the clause or sentence.” 

With reference to mental operations, the adjective is 

frequently confused and used interchangeably with its 

near synonym, reflective. To be reflexive is to be reflec- 

tive; but one is not necessarily reflexive when one is re- 

flective, for to reflect is simply to think about some- 

thing, but to be reflexive is to think about the process of 

thinking itself. In its present usage, reflection does not 

possess the self-referential and second-level character- 

istics of reflexivity. Such was not always the case, and 

the terminological confusion arises because Locke, Spi- 

noza, and Leibniz, as well as subsequent philosophers, 

used the term reflection to denote the knowledge that 

the mind has of itself and its operations, in contrast to 

mere “thinking” about matters external to the mind it- 

self. 
A related confusion occurs with the term se/f-con- 

sciousness, which denotes primary awareness of self 

rather than the consciousness of self-consciousness 

characteristic of reflexivity—what Fichte described as 
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the “ability to raise oneself above oneself,” in contrast 

to “vain self-reflection.” The latter phrase raises yet an- 

other terminological tangle and, in this instance, a neg- 

ative connotation that must needs be dispensed with: 

the association of reflexivity with narcissism and 

solipsism. By definition, both involve self-reference 

and self-consciousness, but both are forms of ‘vain 

self-reflection’ without any second-level awareness of 

that self-absorption. Unlike reflexivity, neither narcis- 

sism nor solipsism partakes of epistemological paradox, 

ironic detachment, or, hence, the ability to laugh at 

oneself. Reflexivity involves what Maurice Natanson de- 

fines as ‘‘methodological solipsism,” that is, the exami- 

nation of all experience from the perspective of the self- 

aware ego, in contrast to ‘‘metaphysical solipsism,” 

which claims that the individual is the sole reality 

(1974b, pp. 241-243). As Merleau-Ponty pointed out in 

a discussion of modern painting in Signs (Evanston, 

1964), reflexivity “‘presents a problem completely differ- 

ent from that of the return to the individual.” Rather, 

like Husserl’s concept of the transcendental ego, it in- 

volves the problem of knowing how we think and com- 

municate, of “knowing how we are grafted to the uni- 

versal by that which is most our own” (p. 52). 

In Western philosophy, reflexivity has been recog- 

nized at least since Socrates as an inevitable if not al- 

ways welcome companion of thought. Man is not only 

an animal who thinks, he also—certainly if he is a phi- 

losopher—thinks about thinking, and thinks of himself 

as a thinker: “to be a questioner in reality is to locate 

oneself as part of the questionable and also as the 

source of questions” (Natanson, 1974a, p. 233). Philoso- 

phers have tended to explain this paradoxical state of 

affairs in two related ways. The first and most familiar 

is ‘‘the two-in-one that Socrates discovered as the es- 

sence of thought and Plato translated into conceptual 

language as the soundless dialogue eme emautod—be- 

tween me and myself” (Arendt, 1977, p. 185). While the 

participants in this dialogue have been variously 

named—me and myself, I and me, self and other, self 

and soul, “naked self” and “selfsame,’’ I and Thou—phi- 

losophers from Socrates to Arendt have similarly de- 

scribed the dynamics of thinking as an exchange be- 

tween an experiential or perceiving self and a reflexive 

or conceptual self. In all cases, the viewpoint of the lat- 

ter is regarded as a higher form of consciousness, and it 

is frequently regarded as transcendent, if not explicitly 

divine. Hence, the second mode of explaining reflexivity 

and its seeming transcendence of human symbol sys- 

tems—its thought-trains by which one could take one’s 

way out of the world—is to equate it with the divine. 

To give but a few examples: in Platonic dialectic, a 

movement toward the abstract was equated with a 
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movement toward the divine; Aristotle similarly de- 

fined God as ‘‘thought of thought’; Augustine’s reflexive 
or ‘‘selfsame”’ self is the mind illuminated by God; and, 

for Kant and Hegel, ultimate meaning; if not divine, is 

nonetheless described respectively as ‘‘transcendental 

reflection” and ‘‘absolute knowledge.’’ While acknowl- 

edging this affinity between reflexivity and the higher 

forms of consciousness in religion, philosophers since 

Hegel have argued that reflexivity is beyond any partic- 

ular system of belief, that ‘thinking is equally danger- 

ous to all creeds” (Arendt, 1977, p. 176). 

More recently, phenomenological philosophers such 

as Schutz and Merleau-Ponty have “grounded” reflexiv- 

ity by conceiving of it as embodied institution tied to 

temporality and situation, rather than as transcenden- 

tal constitution. Far from being a philosopher’s prerog- 

ative, reflexivity so conceived is nothing more nor less 

than the process of rendering experience meaningful— 

the inevitable and necessary ‘‘framing’’ that we all en- 

gage in. Phenomenological discussions of reflexivity as 

a series of exchanges between subject and object, or be- 

tween individual consciousness and social reality, recall 

not only the Socratic conception of thought as internal 

dialogue but also the conception of the self as recipro- 

cal, dialogical, and reflexive as formulated by American 

pragmatic philosophers and psychologists, notably 

Peirce, James, Mead, and Cooley. 

In Mind, Self, and Society (1962), social psychologist 

George Herbert Mead defines reflexiveness as “the turn- 

ing back of experience of the individual upon himself,” 

asserting that “it is by means of reflexiveness that the 

whole social process is brought into the experience of 

the individuals involved in it’ and that “reflexiveness, 

then, is the essential condition, within the social pro- 

cess, for the development of mind” (p. 134). Mead’s con- 

cept of “‘reflexiveness” as a dialogue between a personal 

“T’ and a social “me” is closely related to Cooley’s for- 

mulation of the “looking-glass self’’ and to Jacques La- 

can’s more recent description of “le stade du miroir,” 

for Mead indicates that the achievement of identity in- 

volves mirroring, or the assumption of a specular im- 

age; the individual “becomes a self in so far as he can 

take the attitude of others and act toward himself as 

others act” (p. 171). The self, therefore, ‘‘as that which 

can be an object to itself, is essentially a social struc- 

ture” (p. 140); or, in Charles Sanders Peirce’s terms, it 

is a semiotic construct: ‘“When we think, then, we our- 

selves, as we are at that moment, appear as a sign” 

(Philosophical Writings of Peirce, New York, 1955, p. 

233). Thus described, the self, like the world, is a text 

embedded in and constituted by (as well as constitutive 

of) interconnected systems of signs, of which the most 

important and most representative is language. 

While Peirce asserts that reflexivity is perforce semio- 

tic, subsequent semioticians, linguists, and philosophers 

have argued that all systems of signification are inher- 

ently and necessarily reflexive. As Fredric Jameson 

summarizes in The Prison House of Language (Princeton, 

1972), “Every enunciation involves a kind of lateral 

statement about language, about itself, and includes a 

kind of self-designation within its very structure” (p. 

202). Because of its descriptive usefulness, the metalin- 

guistic or metacommunicative model has become per- 

vasive in discussions of all forms of reflexivity. It would 

be wrong, however, to regard linguistic self-reference as 

either the cause or the explanation of reflexivity. As 

Robert Nozick has recently pointed out, reflexive self- 

knowledge is a basic phenomenon without which nei- 

ther cognition nor communication is possible, and it is 

pointless to argue which comes first (1981, p. 82). 

Both the idea that reflexivity consists of the self rep- 

resenting itself to itself and the notion that all forms of 

representation involve self-reference or reflexivity are 

present in the plural in the concepts of collective rep- 

resentations and cultural performances, as defined and 

discussed by sociologists and anthropologists since 

Durkheim. In The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life 

(1915), Durkheim defined collective representations, 

such as a clan’s mythic ancestor, as forms in which the 

group “‘represents itself to itself,” implying that the col- 

lective symbolization process as expressed in myths and 

rituals includes within its operations consciousness of 

itself. In recent decades, Claude Lévi-Strauss has ar- 

gued not only that myths are sociocultural metacom- 

mentaries but that all myth is ‘““meta-” insofar as its im- 

plicit if not explicit subject is the emergence of 

language or communication. In his earlier work on rit- 

ual and ritual symbols, Victor Turner (1974) suggested 

that liminal periods are reflexive moments when society 

“takes cognizance of itself’ and reflects on the order of 

things through symbolic disordering, through the “anal- 

ysis and recombination of the factors of culture into any 

and every possible pattern” (p. 255). In later works 

(1979, 1982, 1984), Turner argued that all genres of cul- 

tural performance (ritual, myth, theater, narrative, 

games, etc.) are instances of plural reflexivity because 

they are self-critiques and reflections upon, rather than 

simply reflections of, the structures and strictures of 

the everyday world. Clifford Geertz (1973) has similarly 

asserted not only that religion is a reflexive cultural sys- 

tem that provides “models of’ and ‘“‘models for” self and 

society but that illicit, secular cultural performances 

such as Balinese cockfights are stories that a group 
“tells itself about itself” (pp. 93, 448). While not all col- 
lective representations—verbal, visual, and performa- 
tive—are religious, it is no surprise that many of them 



are, for as Robert Bellah states in Beyond Belief (New 

York, 1970), religion has been “the traditional mode by 

which men interpreted their world to themselves” (p. 

246)—the “‘pattern of patterns’ or epitome of plural re- 

flexivity. 

If, as I have already implied, it is difficult to discuss 

reflexivity without discussing religion, the reverse is 

equally true. Regardless of whether one considers reli- 

gion as a system of belief and body of texts or as praxis 

and experience, one is concerned with the interpreta- 

tion of the moral complexities and paradoxes of human 

social and individua! life—thus, with signs about signs, 

with reflexive self-reference. In his myths, man not only 

renders an account of himself and his world, he testifies 

to the power of language to make a world and to create 

gods. In his rituals and sacred symbols, he embodies 

and reenacts these comprehensive ideas of order, and 

every time sacred words and deeds are retold and re- 

presented, these primal interpretations are interpreted 

and criticized yet again. 

Quite apart from the metadiscourse about religion— 

explicit reflexivity—that has developed in the great 

religious traditions in the form of systematic theology, 

religious history, and textual hermeneutics, every 

religious system is implicitly reflexive. The communica- 

tion of the highest truths and the most sacred order of 

things is invariably accompanied by the subversive self- 

commentary of aporiae (liminal disorder in such diverse 

forms as Ndembu monsters, Sinhala demons, Zen 

kéans, Pueblo clowns, Midrash tales, and Christ’s para- 

bles). Such ambiguous and paradoxical elements gen- 

erate reflexive processes that redirect thoughtful atten- 

tion to the faulty or limited structures not only of 

thought, language, and society but of religion itself (cf. 

Colie, 1966, p. 7). 

In addition to this ineluctable reflexivity of religion’s 

collective representations and plural expressions, many 

singular religious practices are explicitly reflexive. Con- 

templation, meditation, prayer, and confession all have 

in common a withdrawal from the world and a bending 

back toward the self. Frequently, the reflexive character 

of such practices is marked by their literal or figurative 

association with mirrors, with specula, reminding us 

not only that mirrors reflect the essence of things and 

are crucial to the achievement of identity (Fernandez, 

1980, pp. 34-35) but that “as in mirror images, self- 

reference begins an endless oscillation between the 

thing itself and the thing reflected, begins an infinite re- 

gress [or progress]’’ (Colie, 1966, p. 355). Such mirror- 

ing frequently occurs as well in language itself, for care- 

ful analysis of sacred discourse reveals a markedly 

higher proportion of metalinguistic verbs in contrast to 

everyday speech. 
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In sum, reflexivity is not a consequence of social com- 

plexity or the degree of religious articulateness; it is an 

essential and inevitable dimension of all religious ex- 

perience. The power of religious consciousness that we 

keep trying to explain is probably not its prescriptive, 

descriptive, or explanatory force but its reflexiveness— 

religion offers a system of interpretation of existence 

that is itself subject to interpretation, and that is infi- 

nitely compelling. 
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BARBARA A. BABCOCK 

REFORM. In everyday usage, the term reform gener- 
ally connotes advance, progress, modernization. In dis- 

cussions within religious groups, the use of this word is 

not so limited. It occurs in the most varied contexts, 

with reference to a wide range of individual and social 

questions, as well as with regard to specifically reli- 

gious matters. Proposals for reform may be directed at 

the actions, or even the attitudes, of a relatively few 

persons within a particular faith-community. In this 

case, unless the change that is advocated would entail 

either a conflict with the law of the entire community 

or a violation of public decency—as might, for example, 

a restoration of animal sacrifices—the change at issue 

should be of no concern to those persons outside the 

particular group involved. On, the other hand, the re- 

form that is urged may pertain to the entire society. In 

many modern situations, however, the larger society en- 

compasses members of other religious groups and per- 

sons of no religious attachment for whom the proposed 

reform may seem totally undesirable and unwarranted. 

If this is the case, and if the reform would affect the 

lives of persons other than those who propose it, as 

would, for example, the recriminalization of abortion in 

the United States, then the proposed reform should be- 

come a matter of public concern, properly to be decided 

by public procedures. 

The examples just touched on may seem to suggest 

that, as applied to religion, the term reform is always 

used to refer to a return to older, more traditional ways 

of acting. In some cases, this is so, but far more often 

the reform that is advocated is seen as a step forward. 

Its acceptance would further progress toward the real- 

ization of an ideal future; rather than signal a return to 

the past, it would usher in ways that never were, in ac- 

tual time and place. Every world religion has called 

often for the moral reform of individuals, both among 

its own followers and among those others too unrege- 

nerate to heed its saving message. The content of the 

morality thus imagined has deepened with the compli- 

cations of human culture and will, no doubt, change 

even further as the social order changes. Often, too, the 

political and economic conditions of a particular time 

and place affect the customary morality and evoke a re- 

ligiously grounded demand for reform. Less often, per- 

haps, but with reasonable frequency, a call from within 

has demanded that the religion set its own house in or- 

der. 

Religious Concern for Moral Reform. Religious sanc- 

tions designed to enforce the morality of a particular 

tribe or other small group almost certainly preceded 

the religious proclamation of a universal morality. But 

once the idea of universal morality had been broached, 

some time during the first millennium before the com- 

mon era (the ‘‘axial age’), it was inevitable that the sov- 

ereignty claimed for a moral ideal would become as 

universal as the ideal itself. Just as tribal cults had 

maintained their own tribal moralities as sacrosanct, so 

the universal religions all proclaimed the sacred, and 

often the revealed, character of their own versions of 

universal morality. The Ten Commandments of Juda- 

ism and Christianity enshrine one version of such a re- 

ligiously sanctioned universal moral code. Other forms, 

some even older, are to be found in China, in India, in 

Iran, in Mesopotamia, and in Egypt. These codes differ 

in detail but are alike in their claim to universality. 



The most important issue is not which of these codes 

came first, nor even whether the codes had their origin 

in religious belief or were merely adopted by the var- 

ious religious groups. The point is that, once they were 

accepted as partial statements of the religiously sanc- 

tioned rules of behavior, one aspect of the proper func- 

tion of religion was to try to assure that these rules of 

moral behavior were observed, and to call attention to 

any failure to observe them. In this way universal mo- 

rality added an important accent to the universality of 

religious ideas, while the emphasis on morality tended 

to become, increasingly, the raison d’étre of religious 

life. This transformation of tribal religion into universal 

moral religion had what might be termed its apotheosis 

in the Zoroastrian tradition of Iran. There, the divine 

forces of good in the universe, led by the god Ahura 

Mazda (Pahl., Ohrmazd), are in eternal conflict with the 

comparably divine forces of evil in the universe, under 

the rule of Angra Mainyu (Pahl., Ahriman). The moral 

life of each person, if good, helps the cause of Ahura 

Mazda; if evil, it aids Angra Mainyu and his cohorts. 

Thus individual reform has not only a moral but also a 

metaphysical or transcendental part to play in the age- 

old struggle between good and evil. In the end, during 

the final era of the universe, Zoroastrians believe that 

Ahura Mazda will triumph. Thus, although Zoroastri- 

anism has dualistic strains, it is not formally a theolog- 

ical dualism. Through its offshoot, the religion of the 

solar deity Mithra, Zoroastrianism’s theology of moral 

strife reached the Occident and, through the adherents 

of Mithraism in the Roman legions, had some influence 

on both Judaism and Christianity. 

In some religions, as in the tradition of Confucianism 

in China, the moral emphasis has been so dominant as 

to virtually eliminate concern for the theistic aspects of 

religious life. This is true also of the classical (Thera- 

vada, or Hinayana) schools of Buddhism, which, al- 

though they arose in India, have remained especially vi- 

tal in Southeast Asia (Sri Lanka and Burma). A like 

emphasis on the moral and social aspects of Christian- 

ity appears from time to time; it has given rise to such 

predominantly sectarian groups as the Society of 

Friends (Quakers) and to “‘religious humanist” offshoots 

like Unitarian Universalism. In some aspects of liberal 

Judaism (Reform Judaism) a similar moral emphasis 

has been manifest. In their major developments, how- 

ever, both Christianity and Judaism have remained too 

theocentric to permit moral concern to become the au- 

tonomous core of religious belief and practice. Rela- 

tions among people, the central theme of the moral life, 

have in Western religious thought been considered for 

the most part as relations mediated through the pres- 

ence of divinity. 
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Consequently, the reform of the moral lives of indi- 

viduals has been treated in Western religions as a 

means toward entering into a right relation with God, 

rather than as an end in itself or as a matter of right 

relations with one’s fellow humans. This indirectness of 

moral consciousness does not imply greater or lesser 

morality in the Western world than in the Eastern. It 

indicates only that moral reform has been preached in 

Western religions on ulterior grounds. As the prophet 

Micah insisted, God demands of his human creations 

that they act justly, love mercy, and walk in ways of 

humility, not before priests, kings, or presidents, but 

only with their God (Mi. 6:8). Micah, like his predeces- 

sor Amos, his contemporary Isaiah, and many of his 

successors among the prophets, including Jesus, af- 

firmed the centrality of moral reform among religious 

values over against the priestly emphasis on cultic rit- 

ual. Prophetic reform called for the moral regeneration 

of relations among people as the sovereign road to a re- 

vivified relation with God. 

In more recent times, as a consequence especially of 

development in the social sciences of psychology, soci- 

ology, and anthropology, religious leaders in many 

faiths have come to realize that an absolute, universal 

moral code is by itself not enough to ensure higher lev- 

els of morality. Principles like the Golden Rule, whether 

in its negative (“Do not do unto others . . .”) or affir- 

mative (‘‘Do unto others . . .”) version; codified sets of 

rules, like the Ten Commandments; even the Kantian 

categorical imperative (‘‘Act as if the maxim from 

which you act were to become through your will a uni- 

versal law’’) all are far too general to give guidance for 

the majority of specific moral problems. In addition, 

their very form of expression as rules or laws is foreign 

to the moral context in which they are proposed as 

guides. 

The reform of individual morality that is sought in 

current advanced religious thought is one grounded not 

in a formal rule but in a concern for one’s fellows that 

takes into account all the individual and cultural fac- 

tors that arise in each moral situation. General rules 

and laws are the business not of morality but of legis- 

latures and courts of law. In ethical discourse, “right” 

and “wrong” must yield place to “good” and “‘bad.’’ As 

Henry Thoreau wrote, in the mid-nineteenth century: 

“Absolutely speaking, Do unto others as you would that 

they should do unto you is by no means a golden rule, 

but the best of current silver. An honest man would 

have but little occasion for it. It is golden not to have 

any rule at all in such a case” (“‘Sunday,” in A Week on 

the Concord and Merrimack Rivers). To be good is to be 

“good for” somebody or something other than oneself. 
Thus the reform of morality is not to be achieved by 
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the passage of more laws, by the criminalization of 

more acts. Making more laws only makes more law- 

breakers. Criminalizing more acts only makes more 

criminals. A truly religious understanding of morality 

would recognize that the causes of immorality are 

rooted in the home and family, in the educational ex- 

periences of the streets as well as the schools, in the 

popular entertainments, in the world of work and of 

play, indeed in all the social world that is the matrix 

within which a child grows to an adult. As these roots 

differ from child to child, so the development of child 

into adult will differ. If healthy shoots are to develop, if 

society is to harvest healthy fruits, then society must 

care for the roots. This recognition is the reason for 

twentieth-century religious reform’s tendency to place 

greatest emphasis on social change, so that the soil may 

be prepared for the growth of a better humanity in the 

future. [See Morality and Religion.] 

Religious Concern for Social Reform. When the uni- 

versal religions are in complete accord with the social 

orders in which they are embedded, they are clearly not 

serving their proper function within society. They are 

then functioning as tribal, not as universal, religions. 

An important part of the obligation and of the value of 

any religion to society is its ability to make critical 

judgments of the social order from a larger and more 

transcendent perspective than the society can adopt in 

judging itself. The religious view of society and its in- 

stitutions should properly be sub specie aeternitatis 

(from the point of view of eternity). In immediate, local, 

and temporal terms, any social order may seem to be 

doing very well; viewed, however, from the perspective 

of the larger religious demand, the demand for righ- 

teousness, it may be in very bad condition. It has been 

noted many times that some of the kings of ancient Is- 

rael who had the longest and, from the secular point of 

view, the most successful reigns are dismissed in the 

biblical books of Kings with the terse judgment that 

they “did evil in the sight of the Lord.” Religion does 

not exist to glorify the current social order but as a spur 

to its reform. 

In many periods of history, in many parts of the 

world, those who spoke for the religion of the place and 

time have been keenly aware of their obligation to crit- 

icize the social status quo and to promote its reform. 

The modes in which they have carried out this obliga- 

tion have varied greatly. Some, especially in the Bud- 

dhist and the medieval Christian world, have done so 

by setting up communities of monastics whose ‘“‘disci- 

pline” exemplified an approximation to the envisaged 

ideal form of social life. It is a measure of the human- 

ness of human beings that these ideal communities 

themselves frequently needed to be reformed. 

Even within these monastic communities there were 

differences in the degree of separation from the evils of 

the surrounding social world.\Some monasteries were a 

base from which the monks made sorties into the secu- 

lar world to teach, to preach, and, most importantly, to 

exemplify, as nearly as possible, the ideal they repre- 

sented. Other monastic communities were content with 

complete withdrawal; this type of community served as 

a retreat from the evils of the social world, a passive 

exemplar rather than an active witness. A beautiful ex- 

ample of this type is described by Philo Judaeus of Al- 

exandria in his treatise On the Contemplative Life. In the 

Buddhist tradition, in its early form, the ideal of the 

arhat, or saint, although available to anyone was 

thought most readily achievable by those who pursued 

the monastic life, that is, by those who exemplified a 

reformed society rather than those who preached it. On 

the other hand, among Protestant Christians, the im- 

pulse to social reform has tended to be expressed in 

many different forms of worldly intervention; the most 

usual, other than charitable relief, has been the forma- 

tion of special bodies established for the promotion of 

specific reforms of great urgency, as, for example, anti- 

slavery groups in the eighteenth and nineteenth centu- 

ries, temperance groups in the nineteenth and twen- 

tieth, and “honest government”’ groups in every time 

and place. 

The methods pursued by dedicated religious adher- 

ents of social-reform causes have ranged from prayer 

services dedicated to enlisting divine aid to the most 

militant forms of civil disobedience. Men and women of 

all religious groups have not hesitated to risk impris- 

onment, even execution, in their struggle to achieve so- 

cial reforms that they conceived as sanctioned by their 

religious commitments. It must be noted, of course, that 

such social reforms are not always “liberal.” Highly 

conservative and even reactionary positions are fre- 

quently defended ardently on religious grounds. Exam- 

ples of such retrograde “‘reforms” are commonplace: the 

retention of the caste system in India; the persistent 

maintenance of an all-male priesthood in Roman Ca- 

tholicism; the agitation, in many parts of the United 

States, for so-called voluntary prayer in public schools. 

Since it is of the essence of a religious position that it 

be a strong commitment, religiously motivated advo- 

cates of a social reform tend to become, for better or for 

worse, dominated by a single issue. 

If religiously motivated social reform is to have a sig- 
nificant impact upon society in the late twentieth cen- 
tury, it cannot concentrate on a limited range of such 
matters. In the process of bearing witness to the 
changes that are necessary in the complexly woven fab- 
ric of modern life, many of the older simplicities must 



be abandoned, however reluctantly. For example, just 

one twentieth-century development, that of air travel, 

has wrought great change, bringing all the parts of the 

earth into relatively close proximity. Long-distance 

travel and its resultant interactions have become com- 

monplace, not only between residents of one country or 

one continent, but between people of very different 

backgrounds and customs from all over the globe. The 

number of cross-cultural contacts has increased phe- 

nomenally within less than half a century. The more 

mobile of American men and women, as well as a great 

many American youths, have the opportunity to expe- 

rience life and to meet people in countries where pre- 

vailing customs are different from those in the United 

States. Similar groups from other countries can now 

visit the United States and get to know some of its peo- 

ple. 

It is*inevitable that these multitudes of travelers will 

soon begin to make critical comparisons of their coun- 

tries’ social orders and institutions with those of coun- 

tries they have visited. They will not at first be consid- 

ering larger theoretical questions of politics or econom- 

ics. They will look at the actual day-to-day lives of 

people. Their consciousness in such matters will rapidly 

become a world consciousness. Religious reformists 

must be prepared to adapt their visions of directions 

and goals to the concerns of this new kind of ‘“‘interna- 

tional” public mind. Even as individual churches have 

had to expand the horizons of their awareness to in- 

clude the concerns of a denomination, so denominations 

must broaden their thought to the interlocked concerns 

of the human world. 

Religious Concern for Religious Reform. Religions 

are not only faiths; they are also churches. That is, they 

not only express a deep feeling for the mutual interre- 

lation of humankind and the universe but are also or- 

ganized groups of people who come together on speci- 

fied occasions for specific purposes, groups of people 

who relate to the transcendent, to each other, to outsid- 

ers, to animals, and to nature in traditional, ritualized 

ways. In addition to those members who come together 

periodically for celebratory or ceremonial purposes, 

most of these organized groups have a professional 

corps of leaders with specialized educational (some- 

times merely vocational) preparation and qualifica- 

tions. These leadership corps go under various names 

(priests, ministers, rabbis, etc.). In some cases, they con- 

stitute a separate class within the larger society, such 

as the brahman caste in Hinduism, and they may have 

still, though in a reduced form in modern times, certain 

privileges or prerogatives, sometimes called “benefit of 

clergy.” 

While some internal reforms in religious life have 
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been inaugurated by members of the nonprofessional 

group, the “laity,” in most cases both the need for re- 

form and the program for putting the reform into prac- 

tice have been first recognized and then expressed by 

members of the professional class, the “clergy.” It is 

scarcely to be wondered at that this should be so—that 

those whose lives and careers are centered in the insti- 

tution, the “church,” and who are, as a general rule, 

more fully trained for the understanding of matters of 

religion, should be those who see that old words, old 

ways, or old rules no longer serve the faith as they pre- 

sumably did at an earlier time. What does surprise is 

that so many of the clergy, seeing this, have called 

loudly for reform of their institution, placing its future 

and its purposes above their own convenience and com- 

fort. On the one hand, the clergy as a body is composed 

of those who have most to gain from not troubling the 

waters, from not disturbing institutional stability; on 

the other hand, most of the prophetic calls have come 

from members of the clergy and have pointed emphati- 

cally to the need for reform, for change, and, by impli- 

cation, for instability. 

Because there are these two internal strains in each 

major religious tradition, and perhaps also in the think- 

ing of many individual members of the clergy, religions 

do change—although, as a rule, slowly and very cau- 

tiously. The heretic of one age is gradually transformed 

into the saint of a later time; the philosophy of Thomas 

Aquinas was forbidden reading to Franciscans for many 

years after his death, and some of his ideas were offi- 

cially regarded as dubious even at the end of his life. 

But within a century he was proclaimed a saint, and his 

philosophy became the dominant intellectual system 

within the Roman Catholic church. Similarly, the 

roundness of the earth was acknowledged in practice 

long before it was accepted in religious cosmology. Step 

by cautious and hesitant step, reluctant at every move, 

religious bodies ultimately accept new moral and social 

ideas and are even led, in the end, to novellae (new theo- 

logical formulations) and to revised religious practices 

derived from the new ideas. Characteristically, how- 

ever, these novelties, on first proposal, are greeted with 

dismay, even with horror. The earliest formulators of 

the novelties may be silenced, denounced, unfrocked 

and expelled from their orders, even excommunicated, 

as were the founders of many of the more extreme 

Christian sects of the Middle Ages and as was so well- 

known a figure as Martin Luther in the early modern 

period. During the Protestant Reformation itself John 

Calvin’s Geneva burned Michael Servetus at the stake 

for his antitrinitarian views. 

Both Christianity and Judaism, in earlier times, 

tended to be more akin to tribal religions than to uni- 
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versal religions, and therefore harsher in their treat- 

ment of dissenters. In the modern Western world, most 

religious leaders are more ready to recognize that si- 

lencing the thinker does not silence the thought. Toler- 

ation of religious reform and religious reformers has 

come to be the norm in the Western world in the nine- 

teenth and, thus far, in the twentieth centuries. Intoler- 

ance, however, has again begun to flourish in the Mid- 

dle East, in the form of religio-political strife not only 

between Muslim and Jewish groups but also between 

Druze and Christian, Muslim, and Christian in Lebanon, 

between Muslim and Baha’i in Iran, and between Mus- 

lim and Hindu in India and Pakistan. The resurgence of 

conflicts such as these raises doubts whether the mes- 

sage of religious toleration has roots as deep as they 

seem to be, whether in fact mutual toleration has be- 

come as widespread as was once believed. It is surely 

evident that there is a need for the reform of interreli- 

gious relations, as well as for maintaining within each 

religion a climate hospitable to the idea of reform. 

Religious Reform and Traditional Practice. There is 

no aspect of religion that is more important to the 

members of any religious group than the traditional 

practices to which they adhere. Truly, religious practice 

is the context in which the child that is latent in every 

adult comes closest to self-revelation. Psycholgists 

maintain that what people learn in early life persists 

longest in their memories, and the traditional practices 

associated with every religion are a large part of what 

holds the attention of young children. Some traditional 

practices are peculiar to a particular family and remain 

in use within that family for many generations. Others 

are traditions of a national group and are carried with 

the members of that group wherever they may migrate. 

The most persistent practices are those handed down 

from the founders of a religious movement or from its 

great leaders. Some may even be held over from the re- 

ligious tradition that preceded the one by whose mem- 

bers it is now practiced, as some pre-Buddhist tradi- 

tions have persisted in the Tibetan form of Buddhism, 

or as earlier Arab pagan practices were preserved in Is- 

lam. Even today, despite its explicit prohibition by the 

hierarchy of the Orthodox Greek church, a pre-Christian 

fertility rite (now called Pyrovasia), in which young 

men jump through a fire as a magical way to ensure 

good crops, is still performed in Thrace, usually with 

the connivance of local priests. A very similar practice 

is associated with the Holi, a spring festival in popular 

Hinduism. This festival, too, is thought to antedate the 

Hindu religion, which would explain why it is found 

only in popular Hinduism and not in the formal reli- 

gion. Thus rituals and other religious practices precede, 

in many cases, the religions in which they are pre- 

served; theology comes to people later in their lives and 

is accepted with little questioning because it comes 
wrapped in the haze of familiar, traditional rites and 

practices. : 

Since these rituals are so deeply embedded in 

people’s consciousness at the most impressionable pe- 

riod of their lives, it would be most desirable if the ad- 

vocates of religious reform could consistently retain the 

ancient ritual traditions. In some instances it is possible 

to do so without being false to the reforms advocated. 

There is no great virtue in withholding the experience 

of Christmas celebration from a Christian child on the 

grounds of the historical falsity of the date, or because 

snow in the vicinity of Bethlehem is impossible, or be- 

cause there is no astronomical report of so bright a star 

as that in the Christmas story. Christmas is itself often 

reinterpreted today as the Christmas version of a far 

more ancient festival of the winter solstice, developed 

by Roman Christians as an alternative to the Mithraic 

Birthday of the Invincible Sun (Dies Natalis Solis In- 

victi), celebrated on the day in the Roman calendar 

equivalent to 25 December. To the Roman Christian 

rites of celebration there were added, as Christianity 

spread into northern Europe, a variety of elements 

more suitable to the climate of that region. Easter, too, 

must be recognized as a christianized and spiritualized 

version of the widespread festivals celebrating the ar- 

rival of spring. To acknowledge the earlier ancestry of 

these Christian festivals adds a universal dimension to 

their significance; it does not diminish their Christian 

poetic and symbolic value. Similarly, it is possible to 

take many of the festivals of other religions and, while 

retaining all or most of their attractive ceremonial, to 

refine their traditional basis. Reforming religion does 

not necessarily imply destroying its poetry or its myth; 

it requires only recognizing the difference between 

myth and actuality, between poetry and history. 

There are other instances, however, in which ancient 

traditions have already had to yield to later and higher 

ideals, and still others in which the advocates of reform 

must continue the struggle to change traditional prac- 

tice. The age-old Hindu practice of sati, immolating 

widows on the funeral pyres of their husbands, was for- 
bidden by British rulers as early as 1829 in those parts 
of India that they controlled. In the ‘‘native states,” en- 
claves ruled by native princes, the traditional sati was 
maintained for a time but was gradually eliminated. 
The theological rationale (perhaps originally an eco- 
nomic rationale) could not be maintained against the 
higher sense of women’s personhood that has developed 
in modern Indian society. Hindu scholar-priests found 
no difficulty in reinterpreting the Vedic texts by which 
the old practice had been justified. Similarly, the Bible, 



the basic text of Judaism and Christianity, still presents 
animal sacrifice as a ritual practice divinely com- 
manded and to be routinely carried out by the priests. 
Both religions have long since given up the practice lit- 

erally commanded and have replaced actual sacrifice 

with the symbolic sacrifice of almsgiving. Other biblical 

injunctions, too, such as the “levirate” obligation, in 

which the brother of a man who died childless married 
the widow of his deceased brother in order to sire a son 

to perpetuate the dead brother’s name (Dt. 25:5—10), 

have been either totally abandoned or replaced by a 

merely symbolic substitute. 

Reform is a process that is never finished. Those who 

carried forward the reforms that have been mentioned, 

and others like them, may have thought that they had 

made all the changes that were necessary. But because 

human knowledge is always increasing, there is no 

point at which people can say that there is nothing left 

for them to learn and that all their beliefs are final. It 

is a continuing part of the religious reformers’ obliga- 

tion to carry on in their own time the unending struggle 

to renew tradition by bringing features of the religious 

systems into line with the most advanced knowledge 

and the most modern sensibilities of their time. There 

is no reason, for example, why the struggle to achieve 

parity for women should not, in the present age, be pur- 

sued in every religion, even though the achievement of 

this goal would require the overthrow of certain tradi- 

tional practices and beliefs. In any area of life in which 

traditional religious practice comes into conflict with 

modern sensibility there is a frontier for religious re- 

form. It might well be extremely difficult to eliminate 

the exclusively masculine language that has become 

traditional in speaking of God in the monotheistic 

faiths. But as the role of women in the formal services 

of these religions is increased, and as certain ritual for- 

mulas, such as “. . . who hast not made me a woman,” 

are forced out of the prayer books by insistent and re- 

petitive agitation, the development of a gender-neutral 

language for religious practice should be possible. 

These examples suggest that there are two directions 

to follow in achieving reform of traditional religious 

practice. The easier of the two, for all concerned, is to 

reinterpret, in the light of modern understanding, the 

theoretical doctrine or historical principle upon which 

a practice is based, and thus to modify the meaning 

that the practice has for people today without forcing 

them to give up the practice itself. Wherever it is pos- 

sible to do so, the goal of religious reform should be to 

change meaning without eliminating well-loved prac- 

tice. Where this is impossible, however, where the prac- 

tice itself involves a kind of behavior unacceptable in 

the modern world, reform must be total; the practice 
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and the principle on which it rests must be uprooted, 

not merely reinterpreted. To be modern, religions must 

not require either practices that fail to conform to the 

present-day moral ideas of their environing cultures or 

beliefs that contradict the best knowledge available. If 

religions fail in either of these respects, they require re- 
form. 

[See also Tradition and Revival and Renewal for re- 

lated discussions.] 
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JoseprH L. BLau 

REFORMATION. [This entry discusses the sixteenth- 
century movement within Western Christendom that led to 

the emergence of the several Protestant churches. For dis- 

cussion of religious reformation in broader perspective, 

see Reform and Revival and Renewal.] 

The term reformatio (from the Latin reformare, “to re- 

new’) was employed in the Middle Ages to denote at- 

tempts to reform church and society; the use of the term 

Reformation in the sixteenth century indicates a sense 

of continuity with earlier efforts. While the term ex- 

pressed the notion of turning the church from alleged 

worldliness and lack of proper theological emphasis, it 

did not, either conceptually or pragmatically, entail the 

notion of separation from the one church. 

When it became evident in the sixteenth-century con- 

troversy over the proper interpretation of the Christian 

faith that the Protestant reformers in fact believed the 

Roman Catholic church to be in theological error rather 

than merely to have mistaken emphases, a major step 

in the direction of separation had been taken. The Cath- 

olic church, in turn, viewed the Reformation movement 

as rebellion and revolution. The term Protestant, ap- 

plied to the adherents of the Reformation, stemmed 

from the “protest” voiced at the Diet of Speyer (1529) 

by the Lutheran estates against the revocation of the 

policy of toleration decreed at the Diet of Speyer three 

years earlier. 

Reformation scholarship has tended to be dominated 

by confessional perspectives. Catholic scholars have 

viewed the Reformation as a religious and theological 

aberration and (as regards its historical significance) 

the cause of modern secularism. Protestant historiogra- 

phy, in turn, has depicted the Reformation as the res- 

toration of authentic Christianity, with different em- 

phases placed, according tothe orientation of particular 

scholars, on the particular branch (Lutheran, Calvinist- 

Reformed, Anabaptist, Anglican) of the Reformation. 

Protestant Reformation historiography has generally fo- 

cused on theological foci, stressing the distinctive em- 

phases of the respective Protestant churches. [See also 

Protestantism and separate entries on particular Protes- 

tant churches. | 
# 

Background — 

The traditional view, from the Protestant perspective, 

has been that in the early sixteenth century, church and 

society were in a state of crisis. The church was seen as 

suffering from various moral and theological abuses 

and the Reformation as a necessary reaction against 

that state of affairs. Recent research has drawn a differ- 

ent picture, holding that in the early sixteenth century, 

church and society were essentially stable, although not 

without problems. Therefore, the explanation for the 

outbreak of the Reformation is sought elsewhere, 

namely in a complex interplay of an essentially stable 

society and powerful new forces. 

The foremost political reality of the time, the “Holy 

Roman Empire of the German Nation,” was character- 

ized by uncertainties about its boundaries and the re- 

spective roles of the emperor and the territorial rulers. 

A demand for greater effectiveness in governance had 

begun to surface in the late fifteenth century, particu- 

larly among the territorial rulers. A call for imperial re- 

form was variously voiced and diets (parliamentary as- 

semblies) in 1495 and 1500 went far in reorganizing the 

formal institutional structures of the empire. 

The territories of the empire were in a state of tran- 

sition in the late fifteenth century. The territorial rulers 

sought to enhance their own power at the expense of the 

emperor, while striving for a balance with the nobility 

in their territories. Because of his need for increased fi- 

nancial resources to support more extensive govern- 

mental activities and the flourishing bureaucracies, the 

emperor had to rely for support on the territorial rulers, 

who in turn depended on the nobility: The towns, many 

of which, as free imperial cities, were politically auton- 

omous, presented a similar picture of superficial power 

relationships. Important centers of commerce and fi- 

nance were emerging, the political power of which re- 

mained restricted. Tensions between the towns and the 

territories in which they were located were real, since 

the territories depended on the fiscal resources of the 

towns but sought to curb their political aspirations. 



The Catholic church stood in the center of society. It 

had extensive land holdings. It controlled education. It 

possessed its own legal system. It provided the ethical 

principles on which society was based and which were 

meant to guide it. Above all, the church, as the guardian 

of eternal truth, mediated salvation. There is no doubt 

that, on the eve of the Reformation, the church pos- 

sessed a great vitality, especially in Germany, and that 

it commanded considerable loyalty and devotion. Her- 

esy had virtually disappeared. Ecclesiastical benefac- 

tions increased in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth 

centuries. Pilgrimages were popular. Preaching posi- 

tions in churches were established, and the newly in- 

vented printing press provided a host of devotional ma- 

terials for a growing reading public. 

Along with these manifestations of vitality, there 

were also problems. The hierarchy seemed distant and 

too curmbersome to deal with the spiritual needs of the 

people. The higher clergy, notably the bishops, were 

mainly recruited from the nobility and viewed their of- 

fice as a source of prestige and power. This was partic- 

ularly true in Germany, where many bishops were po- 

litical rulers as well as spiritual rulers. The condition of 

the lower clergy, the parish priests, was often deplora- 

ble. Their theological learning was fragmentary and 

their economic circumstances marginal. Many parishes 

had absentee priests; as a result, clerical responsibili- 

ties were assumed by the less qualified curates. 

In this setting many voices pleaded for church re- 

form. The argument was that the church was too 

worldly, the papacy too far removed, the clergy too 

greedy, the religion of the people too vulgar. The hu- 

manists, notably Erasmus of Rotterdam, were outspo- 

ken in their opposition to scholastic theology. They ar- 

gued that the simple religion of Christ should be 

restored. They objected to the scholastic concern over 

trivia, to the vulgar popular preoccupation with such 

matters as pilgrimages and relics, and to the pomp and 

worldliness of the hierarchy. The dominant theological 

influence emanated from Gabriel Biel, whose Ockham- 

ism seemed a balanced treatment of the themes of hu- 

man effort and divine action. An overall assessment of 

the theological situation on the eve of the Reformation 

must stress the presence of harmonious consistency. 

[See also Humanism.] 

The decades before the Reformation brought the 

growth of “‘territorial church government.” Political au- 

thority. became increasingly involved in ecclesiastical 

affairs, while, quite consistently, the role of the church 

in society—politically, fiscally, and legally—was chal- 

lenged. In the towns the municipal councils became 

concerned with responsibility for education, the super- 
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vision of morality, and the care of the poor, all of which 

previously had been the prerogative and function of the 

church. 

When all is said, however, a survey of church and 

state on the eve of the Reformation fails to reveal exten- 

sive symptoms of a profound crisis. Tensions existed 

but were hardly fundamental, and sundry efforts were 

being made to alleviate them. Despite criticism and an- 

ticlericalism, the call was for change and reform, not 

for disruption and revolution. 

Controversy over Indulgences 

The Reformation originated in a controversy over in- 

dulgences precipitated by Martin Luther’s Ninety-five 

Theses of 31 October 1517. Indulgences, originally re- 

missions of certain ecclesiastical penalties, had by the 

early sixteenth century come to be understood as offer- 

ing forgiveness of sins in exchange for certain pay- 

ments. Luther’s misgivings about a singularly vulgar 

sale of indulgences by the Dominican monk Johann 

Tetzel found expression in a probing of the theology of 

indulgences. In a letter to Archbishop Albert of Hohen- 

zollern, Luther pleaded for the discontinuance of 

the sale. What was meant as an academic and pastoral 

matter quickly became a public one, however, primarily 

because Luther sent out several copies of the theses, 

and the positive response of the recipients helped to 

propagate them. Moreover, Luther had inadvertently 

touched upon a politically sensitive matter. By attack- 

ing the sale of indulgences, he had infringed upon the 

fiscal interests of both the papacy and Archbishop Al- 

bert. [See also the biography of Luther.] 

The subsequent course of events that turned Luther’s 

expression of concern into a public controversy finds its 

explanation primarily in the astonishing intensity and 

swiftness of the official reaction: by early 1518 Luther 

had been cited as a suspected heretic. Undoubtedly, the 

church still had a vivid memory of the Hussite troubles 

of the previous century, and its strategy was to squelch 

the controversy as quickly as possible. The next three 

years were characterized by dogged pursuit of the offi- 

cial ecclesiastical proceedings against Luther, culminat- 

ing, in January 1521, in his formal excommunication. 

After much deliberation and amid unresolved legal 

uncertainties, a rump diet issued the Edict of Worms 

in May 1521, whereby Luther was declared a political 

outlaw. 
Events between 1517 and 1521 were dominated not 

only by the official ecclesiastical proceedings against 

Luther but also by the concurrent unfolding of his pub- 

lic presence and the increasing echo thereof. Luther's 

public message was a combination of cautious anticler- 
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icalism and a call to a deepened spirituality. This mes- 

sage explains at once the popular response: people re- 

sponded precisely because they were not called upon to 

break with the church or to embrace a new theology. 

Beginning of the Reformation 

At Luther’s formal condemnation in 1521 the nature 

of events changed. With Luther removed from the scene 

(many thought him dead), the message of reform was 

spread by an increasing number of comrades-in-arms 

and supporters. By that time consequences of the new 

message and its call for reform were beginning to 

emerge. What would be the practical consequences of 

Luther’s call for a deepened spirituality? If, as Luther 

had argued, monasticism was unbiblical, what was to 

be done about the monks and the monasteries? If cleri- 

cal celibacy was wrong, should priests marry? As these 

questions were asked and practical answers were of- 

fered and implemented, the Reformation in the real 

sense of the word can be said to have begun. 

The Edict of Worms proved but a scrap of paper. 

Most territorial states plainly ignored it in view of the 

widespread support for Luther, the dubious legality of 

the edict, and the rulers’ concerns for their legal prerog- 

atives. In the Imperial Council, which exercised the em- 

peror’s function during his absence from Germany for 

the remainder of the decade, the debates about the ex- 

ecution of the edict were lengthy and inconclusive. Nor 

did diets meeting in Nuremberg in 1523 and 1524 have 

any greater success, other than issuing plaintive pleas 

for the convening of a general or at least a German 

council. 

The message that evoked such widespread support is 

evident in the multitude of pamphlets published be- 

tween 1517 and 1525. Their themes were simple. They 

were concerned more with personal piety than with 

theological propositions. Their message was that of a 

religion of substance rather than form, of inner integ- 

rity rather than outward conformity, of freedom rather 

than rules. It was also a message of utter dependence 

on God’s grace. At the same time, certain key slogans 

made their appearance: ‘human traditions,” ‘works 

righteousness,” “the pure word of God,” and, once the 

battle lines were drawn, the fateful declaration that the 

papacy was the seat of the Antichrist. 

The impact of the reformers was so strong because 

they deliberately took their arguments to the people 

whom they knew to be interested in the issues dis- 

cussed. Abandoning Latin as the language of religious 

discourse, the reformers used the vernacular in their 

writings and preferred the brief tract, the pamphlet, to 

the weighty tome. The genres used for disseminating 

the message of the Reformation were extensive and var- 

ied—straightforward expositions, satires, dialogues, 

plays, even cartoons. The quantitative output was enor- 

mous. Within the first decade of the controversy, over a 

million copies of Reformation tracts were disseminated 
in Germany, with its population of roughly ten million. 

Many tracts were reprinted more than fifteen times. 

At this point in its development, the movement was 

diverse and imprecise in its theological focus. The com- 

mon denominator was the vague notion of the need for 

change and reform. Everything else was up in the air, 

so to speak; the only certainty was that Luther clearly 

occupied a position of central eminence. The issues pro- 

pounded were not merely religious ones; they encom- 

passed a wide variety of social and political concerns 

that made for an intertwining of religious and nonreli- 

gious motifs. 
The further course of events brought a variety of is- 

sues to the fore that defined and divided the Reforma- 

tion movement. Luther became engaged in controversy 

with several fellow reformers—among them Ulrich 

Zwingli, Andreas Karlstadt, and Thomas Mtintzer—who 

challenged both his perspective and his eminence. The 

controversy with Zwingli, about the Lord’s Supper, 

dominated the remainder of the decade of the 1520s. 

[See also the biographies of Zwingli and Miintzer.] 

By the end of the 1520s the reform movement had 

firmly established itself, especially in southern and cen- 

tral Germany, so much so that the Diet of Speyer in 

1526 concluded the impossibility of enforcing the Edict 

of Worms. Accordingly, the diet allowed the territorial 

rulers for the time being the freedom to proceed with 

the edict according to the dictates of their consciences 

and their sense of responsibility to the emperor. 

Two themes were dominant in the years between the 

Diet of Speyer (1526) and the Peace of Augsburg (1555): 

the expansion of the Reformation and the pursuit of rec- 

onciliation (or coexistence) between the two sides. The 

theme of Protestant expansion found striking expression 

in the spread throughout Europe and, in Germany, of 

the acceptance of the Reformation by a majority of the 

imperial cities. The convergence of societal concerns 

and religious goals, characteristic of the Reformation as 

a whole, is clearly discernible in the cities. The cities 

were centers of economic power and literacy, and in 

many were manifest a pronounced anticlericalism and 

a conflict between the church and those who held polit- 

ical power. 

Three patterns of ecclesiastical change in the cities 

emerged. In some, the agitation for change came from 

the councils, which sought to bring their quest for full 

control of all areas of municipal life to a consistent con- 

clusion. In others, the Reformation became part of the 

political conflict between the council, the ruling oligar- 



chy, and the guilds. The attempt to introduce the Ref- 
ormation paralleled the effort to democratize. In the 
third pattern, the quest for ecclesiastical change came 
from a group of intellectuals who forced the city council 
to embrace the Reformation. 

The second Reformation theme between 1526 and 
1555, the pursuit of reconciliation between Catholics 

and Protestants, had both its political and constitu- 

tional aspects. At the Diet of Speyer (1529) the Catholic 

estates mustered a majority, which insisted on enforce- 

ment of the Edict of Worms. But this move had no dis- 

cernible consequences, and Charles V convened a diet 

at Augsburg in 1530 to resolve the controversy. The Lu- 

theran estates were invited to submit a confessional 

statement; the Zurich reformer Zwingli was deemed po- 

litically insignificant; the theologically extreme were ig- 

nored. 

The.Lutheran declaration of faith, known as the Augs- 

burg Confession, argued that there was agreement in 

major matters and that the disagreements pertained 

only to minor issues, notably the married clergy and 

,episcopal jurisdiction. The issues that had dominated 

_ the controversy—the sacraments, authority, and justifi- 

. cation—were treated in a broad and most general fash- 

‘ion. This approach of stressing conciliation may have 

been an astute propaganda move, since there was rea- 

son to believe that the Catholics would be rigid. In fact, 

however, the papacy had also decided on a conciliatory 

policy, and the eventual failure of the discussions was 

in part attributable to the failure of each side to under- 

stand the other. 
At the adjournment of the diet, the Protestants were 

given six months to rescind their ecclesiastical changes. 

When the deadline came, however, nothing happened. 

The emperor, preoccupied militarily with the Turks, 

was dependent on the support of all the estates, includ- 

ing the Protestants. Moreover, the important Protestant 

territories had formed the Smalcaldic League to resist 

any attempt to resolve the religious controversy by 

force. Accordingly, Charles V had to agree to the Peace 

of Nuremberg (1532), which afforded the Protestants le- 

gal recognition until the convening of a general council. 

The 1530s brought continued Protestant expansion in 

Germany. At the end of the decade new attempts were 

made to explore the possibility of theological agree- 

ment. At the Colloquy of Worms (1539), agreement was 

reached concerning justification, which had been the 

main point of controversy between the two sides. In the 

end, however, disagreement prevailed, and the attempt 

to resolve the controversy by theological conciliation 

failed. 
Charles V was now determined to use force. Upon 

concluding peace with France in 1544, he was ready to 
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face the Protestants. War broke out in 1546 and despite 

a good deal of blundering, Charles emerged successful, 

winning the decisive Battle of Muhlberg in 1547. The 

victorious emperor convened a diet at Augsburg in 1548 

to impose his religious settlement on the Protestants. 

The result was the Augsburg Interim, which afforded 

the Protestants two temporary concessions—use of the 

communion cup and the married clergy—but left little 

doubt about the emperor’s determination to restore Ca- 

tholicism fully in the end. At the same time, Charles V 

sought also, through an ambitious constitutional reform 

project, to enhance imperial power in Germany. The 

pairing of these two objectives proved his undoing, for 

once his political objectives had become clear, his mil- 

itary coalition promptly disintegrated. A conspiracy of 

territorial rulers, headed by Maurice of Saxony, almost 

succeeded in imprisoning the emperor. 

Charles faced increasingly formidable opposition 

from the territorial rulers, Protestant and Catholic 

alike, and he had to acknowledge that Protestantism 

was firmly entrenched in Germany. The formal recog- 

nition of Protestantism could no longer be avoided. 

Lengthy negotiations conducted by his brother, Ferdi- 

nand, culminated in the Peace of Augsburg in 1555. 

While both sides affirmed the ideal of eventual reconcil- 

iation, the realities intimated a permanent division. The 

foremost provision of the peace was “‘Cuius regio, eius 

religio,” by which territorial rulers were given the free- 

dom to choose Lutheranism or Catholicism as the offi- 

cial religion in their territory. The emerging distribu- 

tion of political power in Germany provided the 

framework for the settlement of the controversy. Even 

as political power shifted from the emperor to the ter- 

ritorial rulers, so was the religious countenance of Ger- 

many formed by the territories rather than the empire. 

Differentiation of Reformation Views 

As the Reformation movement spread, it became evi- 

dent that the reformers’ common opposition to the 

Catholic church did not entail a common theological 

position. Differences of views emerged, pertaining both 

to the timing and to the scope of reform. 

The first incidence of differentiation came in 1522, 

when Andreas Karlstadt, a colleague of Luther’s at the 

University of Wittenberg, publicly disagreed with Lu- 

ther. Two years later Thomas Mintzer, minister at All- 

stedt, not far from Wittenberg, published two pam- 

phlets in which he dramatically indicted Luther's no- 

tion of reform. He accused Luther of selling out to the 

political authorities by preaching a ‘“honey-sweet 

Christ.” In the spring of 1525, Miintzer joined the rebel- 

lious peasants in central Germany and became their 

spiritual leader. The pamphlets that issued from his pen 
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were vitriolic and categorical: the true church would be 

realized only through suffering and by a resolute oppo- 

sition to the godless rulers. 

While the most famous of the peasant programs, the 

Twelve Articles, astutely linked peasant aspirations 

with the Lutheran proclamation, the connection be- 

tween the reform movement and the peasants was ten- 

uous at best. It must remain doubtful whether, given 

their illiteracy, the peasants were extensively touched 

by the Reformation. But Luther felt sufficiently impli- 

cated to publish two pamphlets against the peasants in 

which he expressed sympathy for their plight yet cate- 

gorically declared that the gospel did not provide the 

justification for its amelioration and that rebellion was 

against the gospel. These tracts heralded a fundamental 

divorce of the Reformation from a major social issue of 

the time. 

Ulrich Zwingli. The major division within the ranks 

of the reformers is associated with the Swiss reformer 

Ulrich (Huldrych) Zwingli, of Zurich. Unlike Luther, 

whose theological development occurred in the setting 

of monastery and university, Zwingli matured as a par- 

ish priest and as a theologian greatly influenced by 

Erasmus. In 1522, he publicly defended eating meat 

during the Lenten fast and in so doing precipitated a 

lively controversy about the propriety of the prescribed 

ecclesiastical practices. The Zurich city council ordered 

a disputation to resolve the contested issues. It took 

place in January 1523 and resulted in the public decla- 

ration of support for Zwingli by the council, a declara- 

tion that had the noteworthy underlying assumption 

that a community could itself determine the faith, re- 

gardless of established ecclesiastical authority. A new 

norm of religious authority was evident here. 

A second disputation, in October 1523, dealt with the 

issues of the use of images in churches and the interpre- 

tation of the Mass. Agreement was quickly reached that 

both were unbiblical, but opinion differed as to the 

most propitious time for their abolition. From the ranks 

of some of Zwingli’s followers came the same kind of 

impatience with the course of ecclesiastical change that 

Luther had witnessed in Wittenberg in 1522. Eventually 

some of these followers broke openly with Zwingli; thus 

was launched the Anabaptist movement. 

The specific issue that was to divide the Reformation 
was the interpretation of the Lord’s Supper. [See Eucha- 

rist.] Luther, while rejecting the Catholic doctrine of 

transubstantiation, affirmed the real presence of Christ 

in the elements of bread and wine, while Zwingli af- 

firmed a spiritual presence. The controversy between 

the two men erupted in 1525 and continued, with in- 

creasing vehemence, for years to come. By 1529 politi- 

cal overtones to the theological disagreement had sur- 

faced. Since military action against the Protestants was 

a possibility, the internal disagreement weakened the 

Protestant position. It became clear that the future of 

the Reformation lay in political strength. Landgrave 

Philipp of Hesse, the driving force behind such notions, 

arranged for a colloquy between Luther and Zwingli at 

Marburg in October 1529. Luther was a reluctant par- 

ticipant, not only because he had little empathy for 

Zwingli’s theology-but also because he reflected a differ- 

ent political perspective. Any rapprochement with 

Zwingli, who was seen as both anti-Habsburg and a 

theological radical, would make conciliation with the 

Habsburg emperor Charles V more difficult. 

The Marburg colloquy, therefore, manifested both po- 

litical and theological issues. No agreement was 

reached in the lengthy discussions, even though the doc- 

ument signed by those present skillfully buried the dis- 

agreement concerning communion in an inconspicuous 

sentence. The Reformation movement remained di- 

vided. Zwingli’s influence was strong in Zurich, Switz- 

erland, and even southwestern Germany even though 

the second of two military engagements between Swiss 

Catholics and Protestants in 1529 and 1531 ended with 

Protestant defeat and the curtailment of further Protes- 

tant expansion. Zwingli himself died on the battlefield 

of Kappel in 1531. 

The Anabaptists. A second major division within the 

ranks of the Reformation pertained to a heterogeneous 

group whom contemporaries called “Anabaptists.”’ This 

term, derived from a Greek word meaning “rebaptizer,” 

indicated the Anabaptists’ most prominent assertion: 

that baptism should be performed in adulthood as the 

outgrowth of an individual’s decision. More important 

was the Anabaptist conviction, which echoed Thomas 

Mintzer, that the major reformers had been neither se- 

rious nor comprehensive in their effort to restore bibli- 

cal Christianity. The Anabaptists thus placed great em- 

phasis on the personal commitment to follow Christ 

(exemplified by the desire to be baptized), viewed the 

church as a voluntary group of believers, and held for 

complete aloofness from the political structures. 

Anabaptism originated formally in Zurich among 

young humanist associates of Zwingli who, influenced 

by Mintzer and Karlstadt, were disenchanted with the 

slow progress of reform. Their attempt to impose their 

own vision of speedier and more comprehensive reform 

on the course of events proved unsuccessful. They broke 

with Zwingli, administered believer’s baptism early in 

1525, and found themselves promptly persecuted, since 

the authorities were unwilling to tolerate diverse forms 

of religion in their midst. Impatience and dissatisfac- 

tion with the course of ecclesiastical change were wide- 

spread in the mid-1520s, so that it is not possible to 



speak of a single point of origin for Anabaptism. Events 
were moving too slowly for many, and the theological 

atmosphere at the time was so diverse as to suggest a 

multiplicity of mentors and sources. 

The Anabaptist movement expanded throughout Aus- 

tria and Germany, chiefly through itinerant lay preach- 

ers. Small congregations developed as a result of their 

preaching. Both ecclesiastical and secular authorities 

declared the Anabaptists to be revolutionaries and pur- 

sued a harsh policy of persecution. This caused Anabap- 

tism to become an underground movement. Its litera- 

ture was sparse, since it had to be clandestinely printed 

and disseminated. It had no trained clergy. Despite such 

handicaps Anabaptism enjoyed a widespread, if modest, 

expansion. 

The catastrophe of Anabaptism at the northwestern 

German town of Miinster, in the early 1530s, proved to 

be a turning point in the history of the movement. The 

coming of the Reformation to Minster had prompted 

the town’s leading minister, Bernd Rothmann, to em- 

brace Lutheran notions and successfully secure the ap- 

pointment of other reform-minded Lutheran clergy. 

Elections to the city council in 1533 resulted in a Lu- 

theran majority. Subsequently, Rothmann came under 

Anabaptist influence, and Miinster underwent a second 

Reformation in embracing Anabaptism. Early in 1534 

representatives of the Dutch Anabaptist leader Melchior 

Hofmann arrived to administer adult baptism. Eu- 

phoria set in, since Hofmann had earlier prophesied 

that the imminent end would be preceded by the vic- 

tory of the elect over the godless. The events at Miinster 

seemed to vindicate his prophecy of the glorious things 

to come. 

Extensive changes occurred in the city. In 1534 Jan 

van Leyden, who had assumed leadership, declared 

himself king of the New Jerusalem. Communism and 

polygamy were introduced, both measures forced upon 

the Minster Anabaptists as much by external pressures 

as by biblical reflection; these changes prompted Cath- 

olic and Protestant authorities to lay siege to the city. 

Food and other supplies were at a premium, and 

women vastly outnumbered men. 

After Minster was captured in the spring of 1535, and 

this New Jerusalem came to its end, the consequences 

for Anabaptists proved catastrophic. The authorities 

concluded that their fears had been vindicated: reli- 

gious dissent had indeed, as they had predicted, esca- 

lated into political revolution. The persecution of Ana- 

baptists intensified, and their very credibility suffered 

disastrously. 

In northern Germany and Holland, Anabaptism was 

significantly aided by the leadership of a former Dutch 

priest, Menno Simons. With sensitive theological reflec- 
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tion and organizational skill, he succeeded in directing 

the perplexed Anabaptists to the ideal of a quiet, other- 

worldly Christianity that removed itself from any in- 

volvement in the political structures of society and ac- 

knowledged that existing authorities could not be 

replaced. While the themes of nonviolence and with- 

drawal from society had been voiced by earlier Anabap- 

tist leaders, Simons emphasized them as hallmarks of 

Anabaptism. The Netherlands became, with Switzer- 

land, the center of the movement. [For further discus- 

sion, see Anabaptism and the biography of Simons.] 

The Antitrinitarians. Although some of the intellec- 

tual roots of Antitrinitarianism can be traced to the late 

Middle Ages, the catalytic influence of the Reformation 

was paramount in the movement. The atmosphere of 

challenge of established opinion and the stress on the 

Bible as sole authority seemed to call for the repudia- 

tion of the doctrine of the Trinity. A most dramatic 

event, in the early 1530s, was the publication of two 

staunchly antitrinitarian tracts by a Spanish lay theo- 

logian and physician, Michael Servetus. Servetus’s later 

Restitution of 1553 offered a detailed critique of tradi- 

tional dogma. However, it was not until the second half 

of the sixteenth century that a new ecclesiastical tradi- 

tion embracing such notions emerged, notably in Po- 

land. In an atmosphere of toleration, a part of the Cal- 

vinist church in Poland became antitrinitarian, greatly 

influenced by the Italian reformers Laelius and Fausto 

Sozzini. [See the biographies of Servetus and Sozzini.] 

John Calvin. An urbane French lawyer and humanist 

by background, John Calvin was the embodiment of 

both the differentiation of Reformation views and of its 

European dimension. Calvin had left his native country 

for Switzerland to arrange for the publication of his 

brief summary statement of Reformation theology, In- 

stitutes of the Christian Religion. Passing by chance 

through Geneva in 1536, the twenty-seven-year-old 

scholar was pressured into staying to take part in the 

reform there. His first attempt to implement reform led 

to conflict with the city authorities and to his expulsion 

in 1538. Three years later, however, he was invited to 

return and he remained there until his death in 1564. 

[See the biography of Calvin.] 

Institutes of the Christian Religion, an originally slen- 

der volume that was many times revised and enlarged, 

stands as the monumental systematic delineation of re- 

formed religion. Its basic motif, echoed in many varia- 

tions, is the majesty of God, from which man’s eternal 

destiny—predestination to salvation or to damnation— 

is reasoned. While Calvin always wished to emphasize 

God’s majesty as the overarching theme of biblical re- 

ligion, the concept of predestination emerged as the 

characteristic feature of Calvin’s thought. 
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Calvin’s notion of election to salvation made the elect 

the warriors for God. At the same time, Calvin con- 

sciously sought to implement the societal implications 

of the Christian religion. Following notions of Zwingli 

and the Strasbourg reformer Martin Bucer, he under- 

took to reform not merely the church but all of society. 

[See the biography of Bucer.| Thus Geneva, Calvin’s seat 

of action, was to become the most famous of the towns 

of the Reformation. 

Calvin’s instrument of reform was the Ecclesiastical 

Ordinances of 1541, a comprehensive summary of the 

structure of the church and its place in society. The 

most important administrative institution in Geneva 

(and wherever Calvin’s version of the Reformation 

gained a foothold) was the consistory, a body composed 

of both clergy and laity whose task was to supervise the 

maintenance of true faith and pure morals. Thus, it was 

not an ecclesiastical (or clerical) body, turning Geneva 

into an ecclesiastical tyranny. The political authorities 

participated fully in it in pursuit of an orderly and 

moral community. 

Calvin’s determination to implement his vision of 

God’s law brought him into conflict with influential Ge- 

nevans. There were several serious confrontations, and 

matters remained at an uneasy stalemate until 1553, 

when the trial of Michael Servetus forced the issue. Cal- 

vin, who despised Servetus for his heretical views, re- 

garded his appearance in Geneva as part of a larger plot 

to undo Calvinist reforms in the city. Servetus’s con- 

demnation and execution consolidated Calvin’s role. 

Elsewhere in Europe, notably in Poland, the Low Coun- 

tries, Scotland, and especially France, Calvinism 

emerged as the major form of the Reformation. Luther- 

anism at the time was rife with internal theological 

controversy, leaving to Calvin and his followers the role 

of the dynamic force of the Reformation in the second 

half of the sixteenth century. 

European Dimension of the Reformation 

In light of the European dimension of the Reforma- 

tion the question has been asked whether to view this 

dimension as the result of the transmission of ideas 

from Germany or as the emergence of simultaneous re- 

form movements in a number of European countries. 

_ There has been support for both views, although there 

seems little doubt that the Lutheran controversy in Ger- 

many affected theologians and laity throughout Europe. 

Travelers and the printed word carried forth the mes- 

sage from Germany. To this German influence the na- 
tive reformers added their own emphases. 

The European theological themes were also uniform; 

they were determined by a common opposition to Ro- 

man Catholicism and a common stance concerning the 

authority of scripture. Moreover, the essential course of 

development of the Reformation in Europe hardly dif- 

fered from one country to another, in that theological 

discussion was always accompanied by a quest for legal 

recognition. In each country the period of the Reforma- 

tion ended with a legal pronouncement: in France with 

the Edict of Nantes (1598); in Poland with the Confed- 

eration of Warsaw (1573); and in Scotland with an act 

of Parliament (1560). 

The spread of the Reformation movement was uni- 

formly related to local political issues and to the con- 

comitant ability of the Protestants to demonstrate that 

their religion could have relevance for these issues. The 

success of the Reformation hinged on its ability to con- 

vert king or nobility, whichever was crucial in the 

struggle. As events turned out, in England, Sweden, 

Norway, Denmark, Finland, and Scotland, the Protes- 

tants were on the winning side. 

At the time the Reformation movement broke out in 

Germany, reform notions were already strong in 
France. Although Jacques Lefévre d’Etaples had antici- 

pated some of Luther’s notions and had translated the 

New Testament into French, we may see the first phase 

of the Reformation in France as the dissemination of 

Lutheran ideas and pamphlets. The official reaction was 

that of suppression. While Francis I was himself a hu- 

manist by disposition, political prudence led him to 

take a Catholic and papal course. The placard affair of 

1534, in which a Protestant poster was affixed to the 

door of the king’s bedroom, symbolized Protestant 

strength in the country. Francis responded with perse- 

cution and a stern censorship of books. His successor, 

Henry II, continued this policy, which found embodi- 

ment in the Edict of Chateaubriand (1551). 

Henry’s unexpected death in 1559 precipitated a con- 

stitutional crisis over the exercise of regency during the 

minority of the new king, Francis II. Cardinal Guise 

summarily assumed the regency, but his move was op- 

posed by the prestigious Bourbon family, which argued 

for a council of regency. The constitutional issue had 
religious overtones, since the Guises were staunch Cath- 
olics, while the Bourbons had Protestant leanings. To 
side with the Bourbons seemed to promise toleration 
for the Protestants. The constitutional uncertainty 
prompted the question whether royal authority was 
being properly exercised. This crisis saw the emergence 
of the issue of political resistance among French Prot- 
estants. Calvin’s doctrine of the right of resistance to 
rulers who did not fulfill their duty served as sanction 
for the contention that the higher nobility had the right 
to oppose the king when he violated the law. 

The Wars of Religion, which began in 1562, sought to 
resolve the issue of political power in France and saw 



the French Protestants (Huguenots) combine political 

concerns with their religious cause. The Edict of Nantes 

(1598) ended the struggle and brought the French Ref- 

ormation to an end. It resembled the Peace of Augsburg 

in that the Protestants failed in their effort to win ac- 

ceptance of their religion by France. They were recog- 

nized legally, however, and were given freedom of wor- 

ship. In Germany only the territorial rulers possessed 

freedom of religious choice; in France this freedom was 
extended to all. 

The Reformation in England. In the 1520s England 

underwent a period of lively agitation against the Ro- 

man Catholic church. Although this agitation was influ- 

enced by events on the continent, there were indigenous 

forces at work as well: anticlericalism, the tradition of 

the Lollard heresy, and Erasmian humanism. Henry 

VIII had himself participated in the initial Reformation 

controversy with a defense of the traditional Catholic 

teaching on the sacraments, for which Pope Leo X 

granted him the title ‘“Defender of the Faith.”’ The king’s 

conservative temperament was thus on record. 
This atmosphere of religious agitation was compli- 

cated by Henry’s sudden desire for an annulment of his 

marriage to Catherine of Aragon (his deceased brother’s 

widow) on the grounds that the marriage violated 

canon law. Extensive efforts to obtain a favorable 

papal decision proved unsuccessful, and Henry eventu- 

ally chose, on the advice of Thomas Cromwell, the par- 

liamentary route to provide legal justification for his in- 

tention. In 1533 Parliament passed the Act in Restraint 

of Appeals to Rome, which declared England an “em- 

pire” whose sovereign could adjudge all spiritual and 

temporal matters in his realm. This act kept the judicial 

resolution over Henry’s ‘“‘divorce” in England. The king 

had broken with the papal church. [See also Anglicanism.] 

Concomitant ecclesiastical changes in England were 

initially few, however, and pertained mainly to jurisdic- 

tional and organizational matters. Despite his own 

Catholic temperament, Henry actively encouraged anti- 

Catholic propaganda throughout the 1530s. In 1534, 

Parliament passed several acts concerning ecclesiastical 

appointments and the royal supremacy: the earlier ac- 

knowledgment of the Convocation, the legislative body 

of the church, that the king was the supreme head of 

the church was transformed into a legal statute. This 

designation did not encompass spiritual functions but 

provided for the care of the external order and structure 

in the church. In essence, it was the conclusion of a de- 

velopment long antedating the Reformation and evi- 

dent throughout Europe. Henry’s agent until 1540 was 

his chief minister, Thomas Cromwell. Cromwell under- 

took to orchestrate the changes, subsidize a grandiose 

propaganda effort, and subject religious considerations 
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to the affairs of state. A significant ecclesiastical change 

was the dissolution of the monasteries (1536), which 

had the dual consequence of increasing the king’s prop- 

erty and of doing away with centers of Catholic propa- 

ganda. It precipitated a series of conservative Catholic 

uprisings known as the “Pilgrimage of Grace,” which 

Henry suppressed with cunning and ease. 

The doctrinal statement of the religion imposed by 

Henry came with the Six Articles of 1539. These articles 

were Catholic in orientation—as, for example, in 

espousing transubstantiation and clerical celibacy. 

Thomas Cranmer, archbishop of Canterbury, who was 

married, had to send his wife abroad. [See the biography 

of Cranmer.] Although the legal situation was restric- 

tive, the actual situation was relatively free. The penal- 

ties imposed by the articles were rarely applied, and 

antipapal propaganda flowed openly. Protestant senti- 

ment, except of the ardent kind, could be easily dissem- 

inated. Adamant Catholics were persecuted no less than 

adamant Protestants. The influence of Erasmian reli- 

gion made itself felt in England, a religion relatively 

open, yet essentially Catholic in orientation. 

When Henry died in 1547 religious affairs were thus 

in a precarious balance, neither strongly Protestant nor 

strongly Catholic. He had intended this state of affairs 

for his minor son, Edward VI, but the Council of Re- 

gency was dominated by men of Protestant sympathies. 

The official religion of the land veered in the direction 

of Protestantism. Under the aegis of Archbishop Cran- 

mer, a new order for worship (The Book of Common 

Prayer) was promulgated in 1549. Drawing on the rich 

liturgical heritage of the medieval church, this order for 

worship, with the beauty of its language and its struc- 

ture of the divine office, proved to be an immensely en- 

riching contribution to English Christendom. The theo- 

logical tone of the prayer book was conservative in that 

it espoused a Lutheran view of Communion. A revision 

of the book, three years later, embraced a Zwinglian 

view. 

Mary, the daughter of Henry’s first wife, Catherine of 

Aragon, who succeeded her stepbrother in 1553, at- 

tempted to restore Catholicism, with an increasingly 

heavy hand and, in the end, with a ruthless persecution 

of all avowed Protestants. In so doing, she overlooked 

the fact that England’s ties with the Catholic church 

had been severed for almost a quarter of a century; 

what is more important, she failed to understand the 

danger of creating martyrs. After her reign (1553-1558), 

John Foxe wrote his Book of Martyrs, a gripping, often 

melodramatic description of Protestant suffering, tor- 

ture, and martyrdom. Put into the context of the mar- 

tyrs of the faith of all times, the book helped make Ca- 

tholicism impossible in England. 
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The Elizabethan settlement. With the succession of 
Mary’s stepsister, Elizabeth I, in 1558, the English situ- 

ation changed dramatically. As Anne Boleyn’s daugh- 

ter, Elizabeth was predisposed to Protestantism and 

promptly set out to effect a religious settlement in that 

direction. She wished only for a limited restoration of 

Protestantism, aiming for the initial reestablishment of 

royal supremacy and the possibility of further religious 

change later. But Parliament, convening in 1559, was 

determined to move in a more Protestant direction. 

Elizabeth yielded to a settlement that restored religion 

as it had existed at the end of Edward’s reign. An im- 

portant change, however, made the section on Commu- 

nion in The Book of Common Prayer less precise. By jux- 

taposing language of the 1549 and 1552 editions of The 

Book of Common Prayer with respect to Communion, it 

was left uncertain if Christ was bodily present in the 

Communion bread and wine. 

In 1563 the Convocation adopted a theological state- 

ment for the Church of England. With Thomas Cran- 

mer’s Forty-two Articles of 1551 serving as the point of 

departure, various revisions resulted in the Thirty-nine 

Articles, a theologically moderate statement. 

Puritanism. Before long the settlement of 1559 began 

to evoke opposition from those for whom it was not suf- 

ficiently Protestant. Its critics argued that too many 

vestiges of Catholicism remained in the English church. 

They wanted a “pure” church, and before long they 

came to be called ‘Puritans.’ The Puritans were to be a 

major element in English history until the second half 

of the seventeenth century. Puritanism underwent sig- 

nificant changes in the course of its lengthy history. To- 

ward the end of the sixteenth century it became increas- 

ingly diverse and sectarian, some strands determined to 

break with the established church. It also became in- 

creasingly political. [See Puritanism.] 

Until the end of the sixteenth century, England wit- 

nessed successive waves of Puritan dissent. Clerical 

vestments and the episcopal form of church government 

soon became the subject of controversy. By the 1580s 

some Puritans had concluded the impossibility of effect- 

ing change from within. Robert Browne’s A Treatise of 

Reformation without Tarrying for Any argued for the es- 

tablishment of separate congregations because the 

Church of England was unable to reform. In response, 

Richard Hooker’s monumental Laws of Ecclesiastical 

Polity stated the case for Anglicanism as the perfect 

middle way, arguing with an impressive command of 

the principles of natural law and the early church. [See 

the biographies of Browne and Hooker. ] 

On the continent the Reformation controversies had 

virtually subsided by the end of the sixteenth century. 

In England, however, the separatist sentiment came to 

fruition during that time with the emergence of differ- 

ent groupings, of which several—Congregationalists, 

Baptists, and Quakers—were to become ecclesiastical 

traditions in Anglo-Saxon Christendom. [See Denomi- 

nationalism. ] 

The Catholic Reaction 

The initial reaction of the Catholic church to Luther 

was astoundingly swift and categorical. Undoubtedly, it 

was influenced by the apprehension that, if not properly 

handled, the conflagration would lead to another Hus- 

site debacle. By 1520 the position of the church had 

been delineated: Luther’s understanding of the Chris- 

tian faith was declared heretical and his notion of re- 

form rejected. It was to be of profound import for sub- 

sequent events that despite this condemnation, the 

Catholic church possessed neither a comprehensive pol- 

icy for reform nor a clear perception of how to execute 

the judgment against Luther or halt the increasing de- 

fections. Moreover, the papacy had its own priorities, 

which were slow to focus on the Lutheran affair and the 

Protestant Reformation, even though there was no 

dearth of voices predicting disaster unless a solution 

was found. 

The disadvantages facing the defenders of the Catho- 

lic church were obvious. They had to defend the status 

quo with all its shortcomings, while the reformers were 

able to delineate a splendid vision of an ideal church. 

Many of those who attacked the church did so for other 

than religious reasons, thus introducing an element of 

power politics into what purported to be a religious 

matter. Pope and emperor, whose concerted efforts 

would have been able to stem the Protestant tide, fre- 

quently were at odds with each other, working at cross- 

purposes, and thereby aiding the Reformation. 

The question of whether a general council should be 

convened was undoubtedly the overriding issue during 

the first two decades of the Reformation. With striking 

unanimity Christians throughout Europe saw a council 

as the panacea not only for the ills of the church but 

also for those of society. To be sure, notions differed as 

to what the function of a council should be, and perhaps 
not much would have been accomplished had a council 

actually convened. But the negative stance of Pope 

Clement VII, who feared a resurgence of conciliarism, 

precluded a council in the early years of the Reforma- 
tion. [See Papacy.] 

When a council eventually convened at Trent in 1545, 

it was clear that it could have no other function than to 

sharpen the true Catholic position on a wide variety of 

issues. Thus the council, which met intermittently until 

1563, possessed significance only for the Catholic 
church. Its canons and decrees were consciously anti- 



Protestant and offered conciliatory views only with re- 
spect to issues contested within Catholicism. Thus the 
council served to revitalize the Catholic church, formu- 
lating the principles and policies that characterized an 
invigorated Catholicism for the century to come. 

The Council of Trent gathered together the sundry 

strands of renewal within the Catholic church, some of 

which had been discernible even before 1517. The re- 

vival of monasticism, for example, antedated the Ref- 

ormation. Renewal continued in the 1520s and 1530s, 

in many instances not influenced by the Reformation. 

The foremost expression of this renewal was the work 

of Ignatius Loyola and the Society of Jesus, which he 

founded. The manifestation of Catholic renewal became 

an instrument of reaction against the Reformation, and 

in one of its central forms, namely, monastic spiritual- 

ity, it reiterated the traditional vehicle of Catholic re- 

form. [See Trent, Council of; Jesuits; the biography of Ig- 

natius; and Monasticism, article on Christian Monas- 

ticism.] 

Significance of the Reformation 

Perceptions of the significance of the Reformation 

have differed markedly since the sixteenth century. 

Generally it is the ecclesiastical persuasion of the ob- 

server that has provided the cue for the interpretation. 

Protestants saw the Reformation as the restoration of 

biblical Christianity against a worldly and perverted 

church. In turn, Catholics saw the Reformation as re- 

bellion against truth and, concomitantly, as a triumph 

of subjectivism. Nineteenth- and _ twentieth-century 

Catholics have argued that, because the Reformation re- 

pudiated authority, it was a direct forerunner of the 

French Revolution. Such stereotypes as these have 

largely disappeared. Catholic scholars have been will- 

ing to acknowledge the religious depth and significance 

of Luther, while Protestants have revised their negative 

assessment of the pre-Reformation church and are pre- 

pared to see greater continuity between the late Middle 

Ages and the Reformation. Recent scholarship has also 

made clear that there was great misunderstanding 

among the protagonists on both sides of the sixteenth- 

century controversy. The theological differences are 

nowadays seen to have consisted in divergent notions of 

authority and salvation: authority of the Bible and the 

church or of the Bible alone; salvation by works and 

grace or by grace alone. 

Although the divergence ‘between Catholic and Prot- 

estant historiography of the Reformation has largely 

disappeared, the resurgence of the interpretation first 

delineated by Friedrich Engels has perpetuated the tra- 

dition of divergent assessments of the Reformation. 

Marxist historians view the Reformation and the Ger- 
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man Peasants’ War collectively as ‘‘early bourgeois rev- 

olution.” In their view the rising class of townspeople 

engaged in commerce and trade and holding increasing 

economic power, found itself in conflict with the hold- 

ers of political power. In opposing this political power, 

the new class had to reject the ideological undergirding 

of medieval society, the Catholic church. Luther was the 

religious spokesman for economic power and a new, 
bourgeois mentality. 

The foremost consequence of the Reformation was the 

division of Western Christendom into several churches. 

The centrality of the Catholic church was irretrievably 

destroyed, and the universal church gave way to na- 

tional churches. While the political authorities pre- 

cluded the formal recognition of more than one church, 

the existence of several religious perspectives (bitterly 

opposing one another) surely diminished the public as 

well as private significance of religion in Europe. This 

disintegrated the notion that had characterized medi- 

eval society—the oneness of this world and the next. 

The existence of diverse religious options did not, how- 

ever, entail a sense of toleration or religious liberty. All 

parties clung to the notion of objective truth and the 

impossibility of allowing the public expression of reli- 

gious error. 

The masses, illiterate and living in isolation in rural 

areas, remained untouched by the controversies of the 

Reformation. In other words, the sixteenth century is 

not to be viewed as a time of intense popular preoccu- 

pation with religion. Evidence abounds of outright dis- 

interest in religion, despite countless governmental 

mandates stipulating church attendance or religious in- 

struction. Popular religion was a simple folk religion, 

little influenced by the sophisticated theological argu- 

ments that characterized Reformation controversies. 

The role of the political authorities in these religious 

controversies has already been noted. Throughout Eu- 

rope the rulers had the last word about the success or 

failure of the Reformation. They rarely hesitated to ex- 

ercise that power, at times for religious reasons and at 

other times for political reasons. In exercising their 

power, they enhanced their political stature and en- 

larged the scope of their authority. 

Clearly, the role of political authority in religion 

was more firmly established at the end of the sixteenth 

century than it had been at the beginning. If the Refor- 

mation thus conformed harmoniously with the new self- 

understanding of the political rulers, it also proved ex- 

ceptionally congenial to the mentality of a new type of 

person, very much in evidence in the late fifteenth cen- 

tury—literate, self-confident, and energetic. The Refor- 

mation, after all, affirmed the priesthood of all believ- 

ers, the freedom of the Christian individual, and the 
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sanctity of the common life. The autonomy of the indi- 

vidual was asserted not with respect to transcendental _ 

concerns but with respect to the role and place of the 

church in society. 

In such a setting, the Reformation provided a host of 

stimuli for all areas of life. The notion of vocation de- 

clared all jobs to be spiritually meaningful. This sanc- 

tity of the common life must not be defined merely by 

an individual sense of liberation, enabling men and 

women to go about their daily rounds with confidence, 

but also by a societal sense, embodied by statute no less 

than by ethos, that society did not need to be dominated 

by the church. All facets of life, both individual and so- 

cietal, became subject to new formulations. Conceptual 

and practical problems of education, law, commerce, 

and behavior were approached with eagerness and en- 

thusiasm. The common denominator was the notion of 

a lay culture, where the laity rather than the clergy 

played the incisive role. This did not entail the secular- 

ization of society: religion continued to be very much in 

the center of things, if for no other reason than that a 

divine order was generally agreed to govern all of life. 

If the genius of the medieval world had been its notion 

of the oneness of society under the aegis of the church, 

the Reformation stipulated a oneness that entailed the 

equality of church and society. 

[See also Christianity, article on Christianity in West- 

ern Europe. For discussion of elements of Christian the- 

ology raised herein, see Theology, article on Christian 

Theology; Church; Grace; Free Will and Predestination, 

article on Christian Concepts; Justification; and Sacra- 

ments, article on Christian Sacraments.] 
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REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. See 
Presbyterianism, Reformed. 

REFORM JUDAISM is the branch of the Jewish 

faith that has been most adaptive, in belief and prac- 

tice, to the norms of modern thought and society. It is 

also sometimes called Liberal Judaism or Progressive 

Judaism. By Reform is meant not a single reformation 

but an ongoing process of development. Over one mil- 

lion Reform Jews live in the United States and Canada, 

with about another one hundred thousand in Europe, 

Latin America, South Africa, Australia, and Israel. In- 

ternationally, all Reform congregations are united in 

the World Union for Progressive Judaism, which holds 

biennial conferences usually in Europe or in Israel. In 

the United States some 750 independent congregations 

constitute the Union of American Hebrew Congrega- 

tions (UAHC), and more than 1,300 rabbis—some of 

them serving abroad—make up the Central Conference 

of American Rabbis (CCAR). Rabbis, as well as scholars, 

educators, community workers, and cantors, are trained 

at the Hebrew Union College—Jewish Institute of Reli- 

gion (HUC-JIR), which has branches in Cincinnati, New 

York, Los Angeles, and Jerusalem. The most influential 

role of organizational leadership in Reform Judaism is 

the presidency of the UAHC, in recent years a profes- 

sional position held by a rabbi. 

Beliefs and Practices. Unlike more traditional forms 

of the Jewish faith, Reform Judaism does not hold that 



either the written law (Torah) or the oral law (Talmud) 
was revealed literally by God to Moses at Sinai. It ac- 
cepts biblical and other historical criticism as legiti- 
mate, understanding scripture and tradition as a hu- 

man reflection of revelation rather than its literal 

embodiment. While theologies among Reform Jews 

vary greatly, from the traditional to the humanistic, 
concepts of God strike a balance between universal and 

particular elements, with somewhat more stress upon 

the former than among other religious Jews. Like other 

branches of Judaism, Reform recognizes the close con- 

nection between religion and ethics. It especially em- 

phasizes the prophetic message of social justice and 

seeks to act upon it both congregationally and as a 

united movement. Judaism is seen to exist for a higher 

universal purpose, which aims messianically at the 

biblical vision of world peace. Traditionally in Reform 
Judaism, this sense of purpose has been known as the 

“mission of Israel.” 

The doctrine that most significantly sets Reform Ju- 

daism apart from more traditional currents is the con- 

ception of progressive revelation. Reform Jews hold 

that revelation is ongoing with the progress of human 

knowledge and religious sensitivity. This represents a 

reversal of the Orthodox belief whereby the theophany 

at Sinai, as interpreted by the rabbis, constitutes the 

authoritative, permanent expression of God’s will, 

which must therefore remain normative for all time. 

The Reform conception of progress in understanding of 

the divine does not necessarily imply the continuous 

moral advance of the Jews or of Western civilization, 

although Reform Judaism before the Holocaust was 

prone to draw that conclusion. 

The freedom of the individual Jew to be selective, to 

draw from Jewish tradition those elements of belief and 

practice that he or she finds the most personally mean- 

ingful, is far greater among Reform Jews than among 

either Orthodox or Conservative. Religious anarchy, 

while always a danger, is restrained by a common 

though theologically diverse liturgy, general agreement 

on basic commitments, and a well-structured organiza- 

tional framework. Reform Jews do not accept the Jew- 

ish legal tradition as binding but have always—and es- 

pecially in recent years—turned to it for guidance in 

ritual matters. The CCAR currently issues both a man- 

ual for Sabbath observance and a guide to the Jewish 

life cycle. 

At most Reform congregations in America the main 

religious service of the week is held after dinner on Fri- 

day evenings; men and women sit together, participat- 

ing equally in the service. Only in recent years have 

many rabbis, some male congregants, and a much 

smaller number of women begun to wear the ritual 
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head covering (kippah or yarmulke) during worship. In 

nearly all Reform synagogues (or temples, as they are 

often called) the liturgy is accompanied by an organ, 

while musical responses are led or performed by a choir 

and/or a cantor. Most of the prayers are spoken in Eng- 

lish, except for those of central significance, which are 

rendered in Hebrew; the ratio varies from congregation 

to congregation. Especially under the impact of the 

state of Israel, the relative amount of Hebrew in the ser- 

vice has generally increased and its pronunciation has 

been altered from the Ashkenazic (central and eastern 

European) to the Sefardic (Spanish and Near Eastern) 

accent used in the Jewish state. Formality and decorum 

have been hallmarks of the Reform temple, but in re- 

cent years some congregations have sought to regain 

some of the informality and emotion of the traditional 

synagogue through greater congregational involvement 

in the service and experimentation with alternative mu- 

sical instruments such as the guitar. The influence of 

worship services conducted in the summer camps of the 

National Federation of Temple Youth has been an ap- 

preciable factor in this regard. 

Outside the synagogue Reform Jews practice their 

faith by attempting to guide their lives according to the 

moral precepts of Judaism. A large percentage practices 

some Jewish rituals in the home, especially the lighting 

of the Sabbath candles on Friday evening, the Passover 

eve ceremony, or Seder, and the celebration of Hanuk- 

kah. Once especially aware of their religious differences 

from traditional Jews, today Reform Jews emphasize to 

a greater extent their common ethnic identity and the 

faith shared by all religious Jews, limiting the signifi- 

cance of denominational differences. 

Reform Jews remain more favorably inclined to 

proselytism than other branches of religious Judaism. 

The largest portion of converts to Judaism become Re- 

form Jews, often as the result of marriage with a Jewish 

partner. Such “Jews by choice” today comprise a small 

but growing percentage of the membership of most Re- 

form congregations. Reform Judaism has recently given 

much attention to issues concerning procedures for con- 

version as well as the Jewish legal status of children 

born from mixed marriages in which the father, but not 

the mother, is Jewish. According to the halakhah (tra- 

ditional Jewish law), such children are not Jewish un- 

less formally converted. The Reform rabbinate is 

unique in that some Reform rabbis will conduct wed- 

dings for mixed couples in which the non-Jewish part- 

ner does not intend to convert to Judaism. Usually in 

such instances, however, the couple promises to raise 

its children as Jews. 

The Movement in Europe. Reform Jews have often 

pointed out that religious reform was inherent in Juda- 
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ism from its beginnings. They have noted that the 

prophets were critics of contemporary religious prac- 

tices, that the Talmud includes reforms of earlier bibli- 

cal legislation, and that even later legal scholars were 

willing to alter received beliefs and practices. Such 

willingness to adjust to historical change waned only 

under the pressure of persecution and the isolation of 

the ghetto. Latter-day Jews seeking religious reform 

thus sought, and to a degree found, precedent for their 

programs in earlier layers of Jewish tradition. However, 

they soon became aware that most of their fellow Jews, 

and especially the established rabbinical leadership, 

did not share such views. The result was a movement 

for reform, originally intended to harmonize all aspects 

of Jewish life with the modern world into which Euro- 

pean Jews increasingly entered beginning with the later 

eighteenth century. Only gradually did the movement 

come to focus specifically on the religious realm, and 

only after a generation did it separate itself as a differ- 

entiable religious current with a more or less fixed reli- 

gious philosophy. In discussing origins, it is therefore 

more accurate to speak of the ‘“Reform movement in Ju- 

daism” than of Reform Judaism. Even this terminology, 

however, requires the qualification that self-conscious 

awareness of being a movement with definite goals 

came only gradually with the coalescence of various 

elements of belief and practice. 

Beginnings. The background for the emergence of the 

Reform movement is the changing political and cul- 

tural situation of central and western European Jewry 

in the last decades of the eighteenth century and the 

beginning of the nineteenth. For numerous generations 

Jews had been physically and intellectually excluded 

from the surrounding, largely Christian civilization. 

With occasional exceptions, they lived within their own 

spiritual world. Their communities possessed corporate 

status; they were allowed to conduct their internal af- 

fairs according to Jewish law. The curriculum of their 

schools was confined almost exclusively to study of tra- 

ditional Jewish texts. Secular knowledge was gained 

only informally and only to the extent necessary for the 

conduct of daily affairs. This medieval situation of the 

Jews was undermined by two novel elements: political 

centralization and the universalism of the Enlighten- 

ment. As European states sought greater concentration 

of power, they found it necessary to remove the divisive 

elements of medieval corporatism. Jews were brought 

more directly under state control; their autonomous ju- 

risdiction and the coercive power of their rabbis were 

curtailed. Hopes were raised among Jews that political 

integration would lead as well to abolition of political, 

economic, and social disabilities. At the same time a 

more friendly attitude to Jews, which regarded them 

foremost as creatures of the same God rather than as 

Christ-killers, began to pervade enlightened circles, 

drawing Jews to respond with their own broader, more 

universal identifications. In: increasing numbers they 

now began to learn modern European languages, to 

read contemporary literature, to absorb the prevalent 

aesthetic sensibilities, and to regard themselves cultur- 

ally as Europeans no less than religiously as Jews. 

Gradually a gap was created between Jewish tradi- 

tions, harmonious with medieval realities, and the new 

economic, social, and cultural status of a portion of 

western Jewry. To be sure, this modernizing process did 

not affect all Jews at once or to the same degree. Well 

into the nineteenth century most Jews in eastern Eu- 

rope remained virtually untouched by the norms of 

modern civilization, while even in western Europe mod- 

ernization among Jews was a slow process, more so in 

the religious sphere than in the cultural sphere. How- 

ever, as early as the turn of the nineteenth century, 

there began, especially in Germany, a pronounced fall- 

ing away from Jewish belief and observance on the part 

of those Jews most exposed to the currents of moder- 

nity. Fears arose that unless Jewish traditions could be 

brought into harmony with the intellectual canons and 

the social norms of the surrounding society, Judaism 

might find itself relegated to the dustbin of medieval- 

ism. The Reform movement arose as an attempt to rec- 

oncile Jewish religious tradition with cultural and so- 

cial integration, to stem the rising tide of religious 

apathy and even conversion in certain circles, and to 

reshape Judaism in such a way as would make it viable 

under radically novel circumstances. 

The first religious issue to arouse major controversy 

was burial on the very day of assumed death, as re- 

quired by Jewish law. The famed Jewish philosopher of 

the Enlightenment, Moses Mendelssohn (1729-1786), 

who remained an Orthodox Jew, broke with established 

practice in 1772 when he advocated temporary ‘“‘burial”’ 
above the ground and graveyard vigil until actual death 

could be determined with certainty. Mendelssohn based 

his view both on the precedent of an ancient custom 

and on current medical experience. For decades there- 

after this question served as a touchstone separating 

traditionalists from modernists, those who held that all 

customary practice was sacred and inviolable from 

those who believed that at least in some instances cri- 

teria external to the Jewish tradition should be invoked 
to determine religious obligation. 

A new theoretical religious position, which thereafter 
was largely, if not directly, absorbed by the Reform 
movement, first appears in a work entitled Leviathan 
(1792), by Saul Ascher (1767-1822), a Jewish book 
dealer living in Berlin. Ascher rejected the Mendels- 



sohnian dichotomy between natural religion (that 
shared by all rational human beings) and revealed law 

(that given exclusively to the Jews and the basis for 

their separation as a religious community). For Ascher 

the distinguishing feature of Judaism was not its legal 

corpus but its unique religious faith. Thus Judaism was 

not dependent on political or judicial autonomy; it 

could take its place alongside Protestantism and Roman 

Catholicism, differentiated from them as one faith from 

another. In contrast to Mendelssohn, Ascher held that 

Judaism does indeed possess specific dogmas that set it 

apart from natural religion. These include belief in the 

God of love, who revealed himself to the patriarchs, 

who rewards and punishes, and who guides the world 

through divine providence. Likewise essential to Juda- 

ism are certain practices, including circumcision, ob- 

servance of Sabbaths and holidays, and atonement as a 

way-~of seeking God’s favor. Ascher’s arbitrary selectiv- 

ity marks a sharp departure from traditional Jewish 

thought. In the fashion of non-Jewish thinkers of the 

eighteenth century, it makes religion largely a means to 

the end of personal spiritual happiness (Gliickseligkeit) 
rather than, as in Judaism, the fulfillment of God’s will 

as expressed in divinely ordained commandments. 
Though Ascher’s specific program remained idiosyn- 

cratic, his subjectivization of the Jewish faith and its 

confessionalization soon became characteristic for the 

Reform movement. In later literature the differentiation 
is repeatedly made between what is essential to Juda- 

ism and what has been added by historical accident, 

“the kernel and the husk.” In Jewish education the con- 
comitant to this endeavor to isolate the basic tenets and 

distinctive practices of the faith was the catechism, now 

increasingly introduced in place of, or supplementary 

to, traditional texts. 

The reform of synagogue ritual under modern cul- 

tural influence was undertaken for the first time by the 

Adath Jeshurun congregation of Amsterdam in 1797. 

This synagogue was established in separation from the 

general community, following the grant of emancipa- 

‘tion to Dutch Jewry by the French-controlled Batavian 

Republic the previous year. The congregation buried its 

dead only on the third day, shortened its liturgy, made 

aesthetic “improvements” in the worship service, intro- 

duced a regular sermon on a moral theme, and elimi- 

nated a prayer that asked for vengeance against those 

who had martyred Jews at the time of the Crusades. The 

congregation had existed for only about a decade when 

the new king of Holland, Louis Bonaparte, required it 

to rejoin the general Jewish community. 

Although France preceded other European states in 

giving its Jews complete political equality at the time 

of the French Revolution, its Jewish community did not 
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lead the movement for religious reform. The Assembly 

of Jewish Notables (1806) and the Sanhedrin (1807), 

called by Napoleon, committed French Jewry to the ful- 

fillment of all civic obligations and to the official accep- 

tance of the superiority of the law of the state over Jew- 

ish law. However, the delegates were not required to 

undertake liturgical reforms, to give up any religious 

practices, or to alter their theological conceptions. The 

centralized Jewish consistory system, which emerged in 

France shortly thereafter, militated against individual 

initiative in religious matters, favoring a superficially 

modernized official orthodoxy. 

It was in the kingdom of Westphalia that a program 

of religious reforms for an entire Jewish community 

was first undertaken by an officially constituted body 

enjoying government support. Under the leadership of 

the wealthy and influential financier Israel Jacobson 

(1768-1828), a Jewish consistory, composed of three 

rabbis and two laymen, was created there in 1808. It 

introduced the confirmation ceremony, which it bor- 

rowed from Christianity, removed secular elements 

from the sacred space of the synagogue, and generally 

sought to impose a more dignified and decorous mode 

of worship. One of the rabbinical members of the con- 

sistory, Menachem Mendel Steinhardt (1768-1825), at- 

tempted to justify some of its reforms by reference to 

Jewish law and tradition as well as to the variant cus- 

toms of Sefardic Jewry. 

Some months after Jacobson moved to Berlin follow- 

ing the demise of the Westphalian kingdom and its Jew- 

ish consistory in 1813, he established regular weekly 

worship in his home for those members of the commu- 

nity who desired a service modeled on that of West- 

phalia. Like the services that Jacobson had instituted at 

the chapel of a school that he sponsored in the small 

Westphalian town of Seesen, the worship here was en- 

hanced by the use of an organ and by a boys’ choir. 

Later moved to larger quarters, these services attracted 

as many as four hundred worshipers. There were hymns 

and regular edifying sermons in the German language. 

However, the liturgy—for which a special prayer book 

was published—remained mostly traditional in content, 

if not in form. As long as the prayer gatherings re- 

mained a private venture, the Orthodox faction of the 

community was willing to tolerate them. However, once 

it seemed that some of these reforms would be intro- 

duced into the community synagogue, traditionalist op- 

position, combined with Prussian government hostility 

to religious innovations, led to a royal edict in 1823 pro- 

hibiting any and all Jewish religious reform. This was 

the first of many disputes and polemical exchanges be- 

tween reformers and traditionalists that thereafter 

punctuated the history of the Reform movement. 
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In 1817 a “New Temple Association’”’ was formed in 

the independent city of Hamburg. Its members, who 

represented a broad economic and social cross section © 

of the city’s Jewry, succeeded in establishing and main- 

taining their own synagogue, despite Orthodox opposi- 

tion, on account of the more indulgent attitude of the 

city’s senate. The Hamburg temple, which lasted until 

the Holocaust, remained for a generation the model for 

the movement. In 1819 it issued a prayer book which, 

for the first time, made substantial changes in the lit- 

urgy. Intensely particularist passages were removed or 

altered. While references to Zion were not wholly ex- 

cised, the prayer book reflected the members’ abandon- 

ment of the desire to return to the Land of Israel and to 

reestablish the ancient sacrificial service. Two lay 

preachers gave regular German sermons on the Chris- 

tian model and prepared both boys and girls for the 

confirmation ceremony. 

Ideologists. The next two decades may be described 

as a period of latency in the history of the Reform 

movement. The climate of political reaction in Europe 

was not conducive to religious innovation. Orthodox op- 

position, moreover, had proven to be pervasive and 

united. No new Reform prayer books were published 

between 1819 and 1840, and no new congregations were 

established. Aside from the Hamburg temple, Reform of 

any more than a minimal variety flourished only in 

those modern Jewish schools that, as in Berlin and 

Frankfurt am Main, offered a modified worship service 

for the children and their parents. 

However, during this same period a new generation 

of rabbis came to maturity, some of them eager to in- 

stitute religious reforms. Schooled not only in tradi- 

tional Jewish texts but also at German universities, this 

younger rabbinical generation was able to provide spir- 

itual leadership for what heretofore had been basically 

a lay movement. Gradually these men received rabbin- 

ical positions, first in the smaller Jewish communities 

and then in the larger ones. A number of them possessed 

considerable scholarly abilities and applied themselves 

to the task of creating a historical theology for the Re- 

form movement. The most prominent was Abraham 

Geiger (1810-1874), who rapidly became the leading 

ideologist of the movement in Europe. Employing the 

new critical approach to Jewish texts, an approach 

known as Wissenschaft des Judentums, Geiger wrote 

scholarly studies and delivered lectures that showed Ju- 

daism as an evolving entity, subject to the forces of his- 

tory. The essence of Judaism, Geiger argued, was not its 

legal system but its religious spirit, reflected and sym- 

bolized in its rituals. This Jewish spirit was the product 

of revelation, creating in turn the great literary monu- 

ments of Judaism. Geiger stressed the universal mes- 

sage of Judaism, setting its rational ethical monotheism 

into sharp contrast with Christian trinitarian dogma 

and pagan materialism. Under the influence of the early 

Romantic thinker Johann Gottfried Herder, who con- 

ceived spiritual epochs succeeding one another in non- 

dialectical fashion, Geiger saw Judaism as a spiritual 

historical entity, which in the modern world was enter- 

ing a new epoch in its history. It bore within it the com- 

bined heritage of prévious stages of its development and 

was moving toward yet undetermined forms of histori- 

cal existence. For Geiger it was the task of the Reform 

rabbi to press the wheel of history forward with a pro- 

gram of modernizing and rationalizing reforms. 

Geiger’s colleague, Zacharias Frankel (1801-1875), 

the rabbi of Dresden, took a more conservative position. 

He maintained the centrality of Jewish law, though he 

recognized its historical development and believed that 
the rabbinical leadership should rather be responsive to 

the present collective will and spiritual situation of the 

community than attempt to direct and hasten its course 

of development. In 1845 Frankel broke with fellow re- 

formers on the issue of Hebrew in the worship service, 

and in 1854 he became the head of the new conserva- 

tively oriented rabbinical seminary in Breslau. The 

most prominent radical reformer in this period was 

Samuel Holdheim (1806-1860), who believed the revo- 

lutionary new situation of Western Jewry demanded a 

thoroughgoing transformation of Judaism. Holdheim 

favored the transfer of the Jewish Sabbath to Sunday 

and the abolition of all legal elements in Judaism. He 

regarded his own age as representing a clearly higher 

level of religious evolution and hence argued that con- 

temporary Jews had the right to reshape Judaism in 

messianic, universal terms without overmuch regard 

for preserving continuity with the past. Holdheim even- 

tually became the rabbi of a separatist Reform congre- 

gation in Berlin, which radically abbreviated and al- 

tered the traditional liturgy, retained only a minimum 

of Hebrew, and conducted its principal weekly service 
on Sunday. 

Collective activity and diffusion. In the 1840s the Re- 

form movement in Germany underwent a major re- 

vival. After considerable opposition, Geiger was able in 

1840 to assume his tasks as one of the rabbis in the in- 

fluential Breslau community. A year later the Hamburg 

temple issued a new version of its prayer book on the 

occasion of its move to more spacious quarters. Lay so- 

cieties seeking more radical reforms sprang up in 

Frankfurt am Main, Berlin, and Breslau. Led for the 

most part by university-educated, highly acculturated 

German Jews, these societies proposed elimination of 

national symbols and ritual prescriptions from Judaism 

in favor of a highly spiritualized and universalized 



faith, anchored in a humanistic understanding of the 
Hebrew Bible and virtually excluding later rabbinic 
tradition. In their religious radicalism they paralleled 
similar contemporary movements in German Protes- 
tantism and Catholicism. 

The rabbis inclined to religious reform now under- 
took a collective initiative for the first time. Three con- 

ferences were held in the years 1844-1846, in which a 

total of forty-two rabbis participated. Most of them 

were still in their thirties and possessed doctorates. Al- 
though they represented a spectrum of opinion, the 
tenor of these conferences reflected a middle position 
among German reformers, dissatisfying both conserva- 

tives like Frankel, who favored only the slightest revi- 

sions in existing law and custom, and radicals like Hold- 
heim, who urged strict conformity to the demands of 

the Zeitgeist. Among the conclusions reached were that 

the use of Hebrew in the service was a subjective but 
not an objective necessity, that prayers for the return to 
Zion and the reinstitution of the sacrificial service 
should be eliminated from the prayer book, and that it 

was permissible to accompany the service with an or- 

gan even on the Sabbath. Plans for a new common lit- 

urgy and a committee report favoring equality of 

women were not acted upon when the annual confer- 

ences ceased after the third year, in part because of the 

agitated political situation preceding the Revolution of 
1848. 

In the second half of the nineteenth century the Re- 

form movement in Germany continued to make inroads 

in the Jewish communities, but generally with less éclat 

and polemic than heretofore. Increasingly, the larger 

Jewish communities provided for modified services 

(with organ accompaniment and a modified liturgy) as 

well as traditional ones. Religious reform became insti- 

tutionalized in Germany as “Liberal Judaism,” one of 

two religious currents or trends (Richtungen) within the 

general community, and it soon won over the majority 

of German Jews. Synods, including laity as well as rab- 

bis, were held to discuss further reforms in 1869 and 

1871. At the end of the century a permanent union of 

Liberal rabbis was established, with a similar national 

organization for all Liberal Jews coming into existence 

in 1908. However, a common prayer book for the Ger- 

man Liberal congregations—quite traditional in char- 

acter—was not issued until 1929. 
While the Reform movement in Europe remained 

centered in Germany, which had the largest Jewish 

population west of the tsarist empire, it spread to other 

countries as well. The Vienna community as early as 

1826 adopted a number of aesthetic reforms, as did 

some congregations in Hungary, Galicia, Holland, and 

Denmark. Even in Russia certain circles of maskilim 
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(“enlightened” Jews) or immigrants from the West in- 

troduced decorum, choirs, and vernacular sermons. In 

the 1860s some Russian Jewish intellectuals argued, as 

did reformers in the West, that religious reform was in- 

digenous to Jewish tradition from ancient times and 

that Orthodoxy in fact reflected stagnation. 

In England a Reform congregation, called the West 

London Synagogue of British Jews, was founded in 

1840. Generally conservative in character, its most pro- 

nounced reform was the abolition of the second days of 

certain holidays, which were celebrated only according 

to rabbinic, not biblical, precept. Similar congregations 

were established elsewhere in England. After the turn 

of the century a more radical religious movement 

emerged, which soon adopted the term Liberal to differ- 

entiate itself from the earlier Reform. British Liberal Ju- 

daism, which was patterned largely upon the American 

Reform Judaism of the time, sought to win back to the 

synagogue the large mass of English Jews who had be- 

come alienated from all religious Judaism. Its liturgy 

was largely in English, and men and women sat to- 

gether. 

In France the centralized consistory long militated 

against religious division. Some, mostly cosmetic, re- 

forms were undertaken by the chief rabbis, and pro- 

posals for more radical change were aired with some 

regularity in the Jewish press. However, a viable, inde- 
pendent Reform congregation, the Union Israélite Lib- 

erale, was established only after the separation of 

church and state in France in 1905. 

European Liberal Judaism—together with its coun- 

terpart in America—finally achieved international or- 

ganizational unity with the establishment of the World 

Union for Progressive Judaism in London in 1926. Until 

World War II, the work of the Union and of Reform Ju- 

daism in Europe generally was particularly influenced 

by Leo Baeck (1873-1956), a Liberal rabbi in Berlin and 

a teacher at the seminary of the movement, the Hoch- 

schule ftir die Wissenschaft des Judentums, which had 

been established there in 1872. As a religious thinker, 

Baeck elaborated an antiromantic theology, greatly in- 

debted to Kant, which stressed the revealed moral com- 

mandment that emerges out of the mystery of revela- 

tion. Under the influence of Rudolf Otto, Baeck’s 
theology later became less rationalistic while his per- 
spective grew more particularistic as he came to focus 

his attention on the unique religious history of the peo- 

ple of Israel. 
Americanization. Reform Judaism has enjoyed its 

greatest success in the United States. In Europe it was 

repeatedly forced to assert itself against an entrenched 

Orthodoxy, sometimes supported by the government; in 

the New World it faced no such established institutions. 
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The United States lacked officially recognized Jewish 

communities, like the German Gemeinde with its pow- 

ers of taxation and centralized control over Jewish af- 

fairs. The complete separation of church and state, the 

numerous Christian denominations existing side by 

side, and the prevalent notion that religious activity 

was strictly a matter of free choice created an atmo- 

sphere most conducive to Jewish religious fragmenta- 

tion. Moreover, it was difficult for an immigrant Jew in 

nineteenth-century America to make a living while still 

observing all the inherited traditions. Given also the 

large influx of Jews from Germany in the second third 

of the nineteenth century—among them some who had 

had experience with religious reform, as well as a num- 

ber of Reform rabbis—it is understandable that until 

the massive Jewish immigration from eastern Europe in 

the last decades of the century, Reform Judaism should 

play the dominant role in American Jewry. In the freer 

atmosphere of America, Reform soon took on a consid- 

erably more radical character than its counterpart in 

Europe. 

Classical American reform. With the exception of an 

isolated and short-lived attempt to create a Reform con- 

gregation in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1824, some- 

what on the model of the Hamburg temple, Reform Ju- 

daism took hold in the United States only toward the 

middle of the nineteenth century. Beginning in 1842 

with Har Sinai in Baltimore, and during the next 

twenty years, liturgical reforms were gradually intro- 

duced into existing congregations or new Reform con- 

gregations founded in New York City, Albany, Cincin- 

nati, Philadelphia, and Chicago. Jewish periodicals 

favoring religious reform made their appearance, as did 

new prayer books embodying various degrees of litur- 

gical revision. When a rabbinical conference, held in 

Cleveland in 1855, reaffirmed the authority of the Tal- 

mud, it aroused protests from the more thoroughgoing 

reformers, whose influence was to increase in the fol- 

lowing decades. 

During the second half of the nineteenth century, 

American Reform was dominated by two immigrant 

rabbis representing, respectively, a consistent, sepa- 

ratist ideological position and a pragmatic, relatively 

more conservative stance, which sought to make Re- 

form Judaism most broadly acceptable. David Einhorn 

(1809-1879), a rabbi in Baltimore and later in New 

York, stressed the priestly mission of the Jewish people 

and vigorously opposed mixed marriages, but he saw 

little value in most Jewish ceremonials and was a firm 

believer in the progress of Judaism beyond its ancient 

sacred texts. His influence was dominant at a meeting 

of Reform rabbis held in Philadelphia in 1869. Follow- 

ing debate held in the German language, this confer- 

ence declared that the dispersion of Israel providen- 

tially served its universal messianic aim. It also rejected 

the traditional dogma of bodily.resurrection in favor of 

belief only in the immortality of the soul. 
Isaac Mayer Wise (1819-1900) was the founding fa- 

ther of organized Reform Judaism in the United States. 

Unlike Einhorn, whose intellectual stature he did not 

rival but whom he far excelled in practical energy, Wise 

sought to create an Americanized Judaism that could 

appeal to the widest spectrum of Jewry in the United 

States. Eschewing consistency, Wise sometimes took 

one position on religious issues, sometimes another, 

concerned more with momentary effect than with crys- 

tallized ideology. However, unlike the radicals, he con- 

sistently rejected pentateuchal criticism as under- 

mining the foundations of Judaism. As a rabbi in Cin- 

cinnati, Wise came-to represent the more moderate 

midwestern wing of Reform Judaism, which differen- 

tiated itself from the more thoroughgoing Reform of the 

East Coast. It was largely due to Wise’s efforts that the 

national organizations of Reform Judaism were cre- 

ated: the UAHC in 1873, HUC in 1875, and the CCAR in 

1889. 

In 1885 Wise served as president of a rabbinical con- 

ference that formulated the Pittsburgh Platform, a doc- 

ument that was to represent the ideological position of 

American Reform Judaism for the next half century. 

The key figure at the conference, however, was not Wise 

but Kaufmann Kohler (1843-1926), a son-in-law and 

spiritual heir of David Einhorn, who became the move- 

ment’s leading theologian and, after a short interval, 

succeeded Wise as president of the Hebrew Union Col- 

lege. Under Kohler’s influence the Pittsburgh conference 

declared that “Judaism presents the highest conception 

of the God-idea as taught in our holy Scriptures and 

developed and spiritualized by the Jewish teachers in 

accordance with the moral and philosophical progress 

of their respective ages.”’ It recognized in the Bible “‘the 

record of the consecration of the Jewish people to its 

mission as priest of the One God” but found only the 

moral laws of the Pentateuch to be binding, while ritual 

precepts were to be subjected to the criterion of their 

continuing capacity to sanctify life and to be harmoniz- 

able with modern civilization. Jews were defined as a 

religious community, not a nation, their religion as pro- 

gressive, “ever striving to be in accord with the postu- 

lates of reason.” A final paragraph expressed commit- 

ment to seek social justice in American society by 

reducing the ‘‘contrasts and evils’ in its present orga- 
nization. 

For the next fifty years Reform Judaism adhered to 

the Pittsburgh Platform. During this period the move- 

ment increased in numbers, reaching a high point of 



about 60,000 families in 285 congregations before the 
Great Depression temporarily halted its growth. In 1892 
the CCAR published the first edition of the Union Prayer 
Book, which with only relatively minor revisions re- 
mained standard in Reform Judaism until 1975. How- 
ever, during this same half century the movement was 
forced to give up its hopes of becoming the norm for 
American Jewry. Increasingly it was associated specifi- 
cally with the German Jewish immigrants and their de- 

scendants. Eastern Europeans, concentrated in New 

York, either remained Orthodox, dissociated themselves 

from religion entirely, or in the second generation were 

attracted by the more ethnic and nostalgic appeal of 

Conservative Judaism. Most Reform Jews until the late 

thirties were opposed to Jewish nationalism and saw in 

Zionism a retreat from the universal mission of Juda- 
ism. Nonetheless, a small percentage, especially among 

the rabbis, played active roles in Zionist affairs from 
the beginning of the century. 

Reorientation. It was only in the late 1930s that Re- 

form Judaism in the United States began to lose its 

identification with the German immigrants. Reform 

rabbis, and then increasingly the laity as well, were 

now coming from eastern European backgrounds. Dur- 
ing this same decade awareness of the lot of Jews in 

Nazi Germany created stronger national ties among all 

Jews. Gradually Reform Judaism began a process of 

transformation from which it would emerge with a 

much more significant ethnic and ceremonial compo- 

nent than heretofore. Eventually the earlier period 

came to be designated Classical Reform Judaism, and 

while its particular emphases continue to be repre- 

sented in some congregations even down to the present, 

a reoriented Reform Judaism began to displace or mod- 

ify it at an increasing pace. 

The first major indication of this shift in position was 

the Columbus Platform, adopted by the CCAR in 1937. 

This document was largely the work of Samuel Cohon 

(1888-1959), an eastern European Jew who served for 

many years as professor of Jewish theology at the 

Hebrew Union College. It spoke of a “living God” rather 

than a “God idea,’ described Torah, in its broad sense 

as both written and oral law, as enshrining Israel’s 

“ever-growing consciousness of God,” and declared that 

it was the task of all Jews to rebuild Palestine as a Jew- 

ish homeland, both as a ‘‘refuge for the oppressed and a 

center of Jewish culture and spiritual life.’’ In contrast 

to the Pittsburgh Platform, it stressed the use of Hebrew 

in worship and the importance of customs, symbols, 

and ceremonies. Like its predecessor, the platform de- 

clared the movement’s commitment to social justice, a 

dominant concern of Reform Judaism during those 

years of economic distress in the United States. 
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Developments since World War II. In the immediate 

postwar years Reform Judaism in the United States en- 

joyed remarkable growth. New congregations were es- 

tablished in the suburbs of major cities as increased 

Jewish affluence made possible higher levels of support 

for religious institutions both locally and nationally. 

The Christian religious revival of the 1950s produced re- 

newed interest in Jewish theology. In 1951 the UAHC 

moved its offices from Cincinnati to New York, the cen- 

ter of Jewish life in the United States. From 1943 to 

1973 the congregational union was headed by Rabbi 

Maurice Eisendrath, a talented organizer and impres- 

sive public speaker. The well-known biblical archaeol- 

ogist Nelson Glueck, as president of the Hebrew Union 

College from 1947 to his death in 1971, was able to 

achieve a merger with the Jewish Institute of Religion, 

founded by the Zionist Reform rabbi Stephen S. Wise 

in 1922, and to bring about considerable expansion of 

the combined institution. 

Reform Judaism now engaged itself vigorously with 

the moral issues troubling American society. Rabbis 

and laity participated actively in the civil rights move- 

ment and later in the organized opposition to the Viet- 

nam War. In 1961 the UAHC established the Religious 

Action Center in Washington, D.C., with the intent of 

making a direct impact on legislation of Jewish and 

general religious or moral concern, as well as educating 

the Reform constituency as to questions under current 
legislative consideration. In the spirit of ecumenism, 

the UAHC developed a department dealing with inter- 

faith activities, supplementing the long-standing work 

of individual congregations and of the National Feder- 

ation of Temple Brotherhoods in this area. 

Reform theology in this recent period grew increas- 

ingly diverse. A group of Reform rabbis, who became 

known as “covenant theologians,” favored a more per- 

sonalist and existential grounding of their faith. Influ- 

enced by the twentieth-century European Jewish think- 

ers Franz Rosenzweig and Martin Buber, they eschewed 

the earlier idealist theology based on progressive reve- 

lation in favor of the notion of divine-human encounter 

as represented both by the testimony of the Torah and 

by contemporary religious experience. At the same 

time, however, there arose a significant rationalist and 

even humanist faction within the movement. Its mem- 

bers stressed the impact of biblical criticism and psy- 

choanalysis upon religion, as well as the difficult theo- 

logical questions that the Holocaust had raised for 

Jewish theism. 

While theological positions in Reform Judaism gen- 

erally moved apart, religious practice, for the most 

part, became more traditional. The postwar period wit- 

nessed a renewal of interest in Jewish law, not as au- 
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thoritative in the Orthodox sense but as a guide for the 

religious life. Over three decades Solomon Freehof of 

Pittsburgh, one of the most influential Reform rabbis, 

published half a dozen collections of Reform responsa 

on issues ranging from aspects of synagogue ritual to 

matters of individual observance. The publication of 

these responsa, as well as guides for religious observ- 

ance, was due in part to the feelings of most of the re- 

ligious leadership that Reform Judaism needed to reen- 

gage itself with traditional symbols and practices if it 

was not to dissipate in the absorptive social climate of 

postwar America. It was also prompted by a heightened 

ethnicism and personalism in Reform Judaism. The in- 

dividual bar mitsvah ceremony for boys reaching the 

age of thirteen, and later the equivalent bat mitsvah cer- 

emony for girls, were increasingly adopted by Reform 

congregations, preceding the group ceremony of confir- 

mation. The rabbinical role, which in Reform Judaism 

had principally been that of prophetic preacher, now 

became more priestly, as congregants especially sought 

rabbis whose personal warmth would enhance life-cycle 

ceremonies. Reform synagogues introduced more He- 

brew into the liturgy and encouraged greater congrega- 

tional participation. 

Jewish education among Reform Jews became more 

comprehensive in the 1970s. In place of the customary 

two hours per week of Sunday school instruction, most 

temples now offered twice-weekly classes, supple- 

mented by weekends or summer sessions at a camp. A 

handful of Reform day schools came into existence for 

those children whose parents desired them to obtain 

more extensive Jewish knowledge and depth of Jewish 

commitment. The National Federation of Temple Youth 

introduced study programs for Reform teenagers be- 

yond religious-school age, and rabbinical education was 

extended to women, the first woman (Sally Preisand) 

being ordained by HUC-JIR in 1972. In 1981 the UAHC 

published its own Torah commentary, encouraging lay 

study of the Pentateuch according to the liberal ap- 
proach of Reform. 

The commitment of Reform Judaism to Zionism 

deepened in the postwar period. Reform Jews welcomed 

the establishment of the state of Israel in 1948, shared 

feelings of crisis and relief during its Six Day War, and 

increasingly appropriated its cultural impact. Israeli 

melodies entered the synagogues, religious schools, and 

summer camps. The CCAR declared Israeli Indepen- 

dence Day a religious holiday, and beginning in 1970 

HUC-JIR required all entering rabbinical students to 

spend the first year of their study at its campus in Je- 

rusalem. Reform Jews organized the Association of Re- 

form Zionists of America (ARZA) in order to give Re- 

form Judaism an individual voice in the world Zionist 

movement. 

In the state of Israel itself, the first successful Progres- 

sive congregation was established, mostly by German 

Jewish immigrants, in Jerusalem in 1958. It was fol- 

lowed by congregations in the other major cities, atten- 

dance reaching about five thousand for the High Holy 

Days. The congregations and their rabbis united as the 

‘Movement for Progressive Judaism in Israel,” a regular 

constituent of the World Union for Progressive Judaism, 

the latter moving its headquarters to Jerusalem in 1974. 

In the seventies Israeli Reform also established its first 

kibbuts (collective agricultural settlement) in the south- 

ern desert and a youth movement with groups in var- 

ious cities. In 1980 HUC-JIR for the first time ordained 

an Israeli Reform rabbi in Jerusalem. However, Reform 

Judaism (and also Conservative Judaism) remained un- 

recognized by the Israeli rabbinate and was forced to 

wage a continuous, and as yet very incompletely suc- 

cessful, struggle for equal rights with Orthodoxy. In 

general, Israeli Reform emerged as considerably more 

traditional than its counterpart in the United States, 

finding the positions taken by the American radical 

wing on such matters as rabbinical officiation at mixed 

marriages and conversion procedures to be embarrass- 

ing in the Israeli milieu. 

The centrality of Jewish peoplehood, symbolized by 

the state of Israel, found clear expression in the most 

recent platform of Reform Judaism. Called ‘“A Centena- 

ry Perspective’ because it was composed about one 

hundred years after the creation of the first national in- 

stitutions of American Reform Judaism, it was adopted 

by the CCAR in 1976. The statement was the work of a 

committee chaired by Rabbi Eugene Borowitz, a profes- 

sor at the New York school of HUC-JIR and one of the 

most influential contemporary theologians of the move- 

ment. Unlike previous platforms, it does not seek to de- 

fine Judaism as a whole dogmatically, but only to give 

a brief historical account of Reform Judaism—what it 

has taught and what it has learned—and to describe its 

present spiritual convictions. Recognizing and affirm- 

ing the diversity of theology and practice in contempo- 

rary Reform, it points to those broad conceptions and 

values shared by most Reform Jews. In the wake of the 

Holocaust and recognizing the physically precarious sit- 

uation of Israeli Jewry and the assimilatory forces op- 

erative on American Judaism, the statement gives 

prominence to the value of ethnic survival, an element 

not highlighted in earlier platforms. It affirms the real- 

ity of God, without setting forth any specific theology, 

and defines the people of Israel as inseparable from its 

religion. Torah is seen as the product of “‘meetings be- 



tween God and the Jewish people,” especially, but not 
only, in ancient times. Rejecting the optimism of nine- 
teenth-century Reform Judaism, the statement nonethe- 
less reaffirms the religious significance of human his- 
tory and the moral obligations of Jews, both 
particularly in Jewish matters and in the pursuit of uni- 
versal messianic goals. 

[See also Judaism, article on Judaism in Northern and 

Eastern Europe since 1500, and the biographies of the 

principal figures mentioned herein. ] 
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MICHAEL A, MEYER 

REIMARUS, HERMANN SAMUEL (1694-1768), 

German theologian and philosopher. Son of a scholar, 

grandson of a clergyman, student and son-in-law 

of J. A. Fabricius (one of the staunchest defenders of 

orthodoxy of the time), Reimarus was for much of his 

life a professor of Oriental languages at the Hamburg 

academic Gymnasium. He lived during the period of the 

German Enlightenment, amidst the evolving discussion 

of the relation between reason and revelation. 

Reimarus’s public religious views belong to that stage 

characterized by the philosophical synthesis of Chris- 

tian Wolff: (1) revelation may be above reason but not 

contrary to it, and (2) reason establishes the criteria by 

which revelation may be judged, namely, necessity and 

consistency. Publicly, Reimarus argued that the de- 

mands of a natural religion of reason only and those of 

Christianity agree with or complement one another. 

Natural religion, he contended, lays the ground for 

Christianity. These public views were set forth most 

succinctly in his Abhandlungen von den vornehmsten 

Wahrheiten der nattirlichen Religion (Essays on the Prin- 

cipal Truths of Natural Religion; 1754). At his death, a 

colleague would eulogize him as a defender of Chris- 

tianity. 

Reimarus’s private views of religion were not known 

even to his wife. They were part of the rationalism that 

contended that the criteria of reason judge revelation to 

be false. Revelation is at odds with reason and must be 

displaced. Natural religion, he believed, replaces Chris- 

tianity. Reimarus recorded his private views in a secret 

manuscript he entitled Apologie oder Schutzschrift fir 

die verniinftigen Verehrer Gottes (Apology for or Defense 

of the Rational Worshiper of God), three copies of which 

remain. Of the thirty-seven works that he wrote, this 

one alone has brought him renown. In it he accepts 

Wolff’s contention that the two criteria of necessity and 

consistency must be satisfied by any alleged revelation 

before its genuineness can be accepted. He then sets out 

to show (1) that it is possible to describe the origins of 

Christianity as entirely natural (not miraculous and 

therefore not necessary) and (2) that any supposed rev- 

elation is filled with contradictions (not logically consis- 

tent). Reason thereby undermines the claims of the al- 

leged Christian revelation. Seven fragments of this 
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manuscript were published by G. E. Lessing between 

1774 and 1778. Of these the two most influential were 
the sixth, “On the Resurrection Narratives” (1777), . 

which declares the revelation of the resurrection false 

on the basis of contradictions, and the seventh, ‘‘On the 

Intentions. of Jesus and His Disciples” (1778), which 

draws a distinction between the message and intention 

of Jesus and that of the-early church. 

Reimarus has influenced contemporary thought indi- 

rectly through Lessing, David F. Strauss, and Albert 

Schweitzer. The fragments of the Apologie caused Less- 

ing to break with the eighteenth-century assumption 

that religious truth depended on the historicity of cer- 

tain alleged events in scripture. Lessing’s position, in 

turn, influenced Kierkegaard, who maintained that 

Christian truth is established independently of one’s es- 

timate of the historical origins of Christianity by God’s 

act in the moment, though history occasions that mo- 

ment. The fragments also caused Lessing to come to 

grips with the need for source criticism of the Gospels. 

The fragments played a role in Strauss’s struggle to 

establish a mythical view of miracles. Strauss used Rei- 

marus to show that Christianity was not supernatural. 

As a result, Reimarus confronts the modern reader with 

the question of the historicity of the miracles. 

The fragments also influenced Schweitzer in his work 

in the area of eschatology. Schweitzer turned to Rei- 

marus to support his view that Jesus’ orientation was 

eschatological, that Jesus expected an imminent end of 

the world, and that the delay of the Parousia was the 

main problem of early Christian theology, beginning 

with Jesus himself. 
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CHARLES H. TALBERT 

REINACH, SALOMON (1858-1932), French ar- 

chaeologist and author of more than seventy books. 

Reinach is most widely known for his controversial 

writings in the area of the anthropological-ethnological 
comparative study of religions. He became conservator 

of the Musées Nationales in 1893, director of the Musée 

des Antiquités Nationales in Saint-Germain in 1901, 

and also served from the following year onward as pro- 

fessor at the Ecole du Louvre in Paris. He was coeditor 

of the Revue archéologique, and from 1896 a member of 

the Académie des Inscriptions. 
Although he branded eighteenth-century rationalism 

as a “paltry doctrine” seeking “to suppress religion 

without knowing its essence and without any clear idea 

of its origin and development” (Cultes, vol. 2, p. xviii, 

my translation), Reinach expressed his admiration for 

Voltaire, whose ideas about religion he did not share, 

but whose “incomparable gifts as a narrator” greatly in- 

spired him (Orpheus, Eng. ed. of 1930, pp. vi—vii) and 

in whose spirit he wished to wage a more effective cam- 

paign against the church. ‘‘The history of humanity is 

that of a progressive secularisation [laicisation] which 

is by no means complete as yet’’ (Orpheus, p. 23). 

Reinach saw his own role as that of a popularizer of 

what others—among them Robertson Smith, Frazer, 

Tylor, Lang, and Jevons—had discovered: ‘‘Mine has 

been a lowlier part—to grasp the ideas of my betters, 

and to diffuse them as widely as I might” (Cults, p. xi). 

His summary definitions of magic and religion and of 

totem and taboo are in many ways illustrative of his 

approach. Reinach described magic as ‘‘the strategy of 

animism,” and he based his definition of religion on the 

Latin word religio, calling it ‘“‘a sum of scruples which 

impede the free exercise of our faculties” (Orpheus, p. 

23). On totem and taboo Reinach remarked: ‘‘The totem 

is inconceivable without a taboo, and the logical out- 

come of a generalised taboo can hardly be anything else 

than a totem” (Cults, p. ix). His admission, made dur- 

ing the Third International Congress for the History of 

Religions held at Oxford in 1908, that totemism was ‘‘an 

overridden hobby” of which he himself had been ‘‘one 

of the roughriders”’ was followed by the statement that 
he ‘‘did not yet feel disposed to apologize nor to recant,” 

and this unwillingness seems to hold true for subse- 

quent writings as well. Discussing, for example, the cer- 

emonial killing and eating of a totem, he leaves the pos- 

sibility open that this idea of “fortifying and sanctifying 

oneself by assimilation of a divine being’ survived in 

the medieval Christian rite of the Eucharist: “If primi- 

tive Christianity, with its theophagistic practices, con- 

quered Europe so rapidly, it was because this idea of 

the manducation of the god was not new, but simply the 

presentation of one of the most profound religious in- 

stincts of humanity in a more spiritual form” (Orpheus, 
p. 19). 
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WILLEM A. BIJLEFELD 

REINCARNATION. The doctrine of reincarnation 
concerns the rebirth of the soul or self in a series of 

physical or preternatural embodiments, which are cus- 

tomarily human or animal in nature but are in some 

instances divine, angelic, demonic, vegetative, or astro- 

logical (i.e., are associated with the sun, moon, stars, or 

planets). The concept of rebirth may also be expressed 

in such terms as metempsuchdésis (or more accurately, 

metens6matosis, ‘passage from one body to another’’) 

and palingenesis (Gr., lit., “to begin again’). 

The belief in rebirth in one form or another is found 

in tribal or nonliterate cultures all over the world. The 

notion is most dramatically evident in the native soci- 

eties of central Australia and West Africa, where it is 

intimately associated with the cult of ancestor worship. 

It is in ancient India and Greece, however, that the 

doctrine of rebirth has been most elaborately devel- 

oped. In India, the precept is linked inextricably with 

the teachings and practices of Hinduism, Buddhism, 

Jainism, Sikhism (a hybrid synthesis of Hinduism and 

Islam founded in the fifteenth century by Gura Nanak), 

and Sufism (the mystical branch of Islam); it even fig- 

ures in the writings of such modern thinkers as Rama- 

krishna and Aurobindo. In ancient Greece, the idea is 

identified primarily with the philosophical lineages of 

Pythagoras, Empedocles, Plato, and Plotinus. 
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The doctrine of rebirth can also be found in certain 

ancient Near Eastern religions, for example, the royal 

cultus of the pharoahs in ancient Egypt and the mystery 

cult of Orpheus in second-century Greece. It is found in 

the teachings of Manichaeism, a third-century cE Per- 

sian religion founded by the prophet Mani. The concept 

of reincarnation also figures in such modern schools of 

thought as the Theosophy of H. P. Blavatsky and Annie 

Besant and the humanistic psychology of thinkers like 

C. G. Jung and Fritz Perls; it appears also in the “peren- 

nial philosophy” of Aldous Huxley. 

Archaic Cultures. That the belief in reincarnation is 

of great antiquity in the history of the human species is 

suggested by the existence of the idea at the core of the 

belief systems of numerous nonliterate ethnic groups 

scattered throughout various parts of the world. It is 

also suggested by the fact that some archaic peoples 

whose physical culture (domestic architecture, imple- 

ments of livelihood, etc.) is of an extremely primitive 

nature (e.g., the Arunta, or Aranda, people who origi- 

nally inhabited the wastelands of central Australia and 

who may be classified as a Stone Age society) espouse 

the ideas of preexistence and reincarnation, which may 

indicate that this belief arose contemporaneously with 

the origins of human culture per se. 

It is particularly significant that a belief in reincar- 

nation in some form or another is to be bound in non- 

literate cultures all over the world. Other primary cul- 

tural areas (besides central Australia) in which this 

precept is noticeably present are West Africa (among 

the Ewe, Edo, Igbo, and Yoruba), southern Africa 

(among the Bantu-speakers and the Zulu), Indonesia, 

Oceania, New Guinea, and both North and South Amer- 

ica (among selected ethnic groups). 

In sub-Saharan Africa, for example, reincarnation is 

not only viewed positively, but failure to be reborn and 

thereby gain yet another opportunity to improve the 

world of the living is regarded as an evil (as is the state 

of childlessness). Weighty emphasis is placed upon fer- 

tility rites and the efficacious powers of the shaman to 

promote the production of offspring (i.e., the rebirth of 

the ancestral spirits). 
Among the Yoruba and Edo peoples, the belief in the 

rebirth of the departed ancestors remains a strong and 

vibrant cultural force to the present day. It is their cus- 

tom to name each boy child ‘‘Father Has Returned” and 

each girl child “Mother Has Returned.” The Zulu hold 
that the spirit of each person undergoes numerous re- 

births in the bodies of various beasts, which range in 

size from tiny insects to huge elephants, until at long 

last the spirit enters a human body where it is fated to 

undergo yet another birth. Finally, after reaching the 
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pinnacle of human existence, the soul is united with the 

supreme spirit from which it originated in the begin- 

ning. Here, as in other archaic cultures, the belief in 

reincarnation is linked directly with the veneration of 

ancestors, for it is the spirits of deceased ancestors that 

return in one or another life-form in association with 

the various totemic groups that form the organizational 

structure of the society. 

For the Australian Aborigines, it is axiomatic that the 

spirits of human beings are periodically incarnated in 

animal or plant forms or even in such inanimate enti- 

ties as water, fire, and wind, or the sun, moon, and 

stars. This belief is based upon the presupposition that 

the soul is separable from the body and from any other 

physical object it may inhabit. By virtue of its capacity 

to survive independently of a physical abode for at least 

a brief time, the soul possesses the capacity to travel 

from body to body and to inhabit a variety of forms 

ranging from stones and insects to animals and human 

beings. Because of the centrality of the totemic clan in 

Aboriginal religion, it was of utmost importance to es- 

tablish the precise identity of the ancestor being reborn 

in each instance. 
According to Australian Aboriginal religious beliefs, a 

deceased ancestor, after a sojourn of an unspecified 

length of time in the land of the dead, returns to the 

world of the living by entering the body of a mother at 

the moment of conception. The father is believed to 

play no direct role in impregnating the mother. Instead, 

the mother-to-be conceives new life by coming into the 

proximity of an oknanikilla, or local totem center, in 

which a spirit being (alcheringa) or soul of a deceased 

ancestor is lying in wait to be reborn. 

Women who desire children travel to a sacred totem 
center with the intention of conceiving. The Aborigines 

also believe that if a woman happens to walk in the re- 

vered spots where the alcheringa ancestors are located, 

she will become impregnated without their intending it, 

even against their will. It is also commonly believed 

that when a woman conceives a child at a site sacred to 
a particular clan or totemic group (say, for example, the 

lizard totem), then that child will belong to the clan 

identified with the place of conception rather than with 
the clan of its parents. Thus, clan connections outweigh 

blood-relationships in cultural significance. 

Hinduism. The whole of the Hindu ethical code laid 

down in the ancient law books (e.g., Laws of Manu) pre- 

supposes the survival of the soul after death and as- 

sumes that the present life is fundamentally a prepara- 

tion for the life to come. According to the Hindu 

conception of transmigration or rebirth (samsdra, “a 

course or succession of states of existence’), the circum- 

stances of any given lifetime are automatically deter- 

mined by the net results of good and evil actions in pre- 

vious existences. This, in short, is the law of karman 

(action), a universal law of nature that works according 

to its own inherent necessity. [See Karman.] Reward 

and punishment are thus not decreed by a god or gods 

nor by any other supernatural personage. It is a per- 

son’s own actions, in conformity to the moral and 

cosmic law (dharma), that is determinative. The law of 

karman finds synoptic expression in the Upanisadic as- 

sertion: ‘By good deeds one becomes good, by evil, 

evil.” 
As early as the Upanisads human destinies are as- 

signed to two divergent pathways: the pathway of the 

ancestors (pitrs), which is traversed by those persons 

who follow worldly pursuits, and the pathway of the 
gods (devas), which is taken by those who meditate with 

faith and austerity in the forest (Chdndogya Upanisad 

4.15.5, 5.10.1-10). The former path leads to rebirth; the 

latter, toward brahman and liberation. After the ‘‘world- 

ling” has resided in the postmortem realm until the ef- 

fects of his previous deeds has been consumed, he re- 

turns along the same route by which he departed the 

world to be reborn. By contrast, those who depart by 

the pathway of the gods reach brahman, the Ultimate, 

and are released from the rule of samsdra forever. For 
them, say the scriptures, there is no returning. 

The Bhagavadgitd, one of the most highly revered 

texts of Hinduism, asserts that the eternal self (a4tman) 

is unaffected even to the slightest degree by the vicissi- 

tudes of finite existence. According to this text, the uni- 

versal soul, or self, in its essential nature neither comes 

to be nor passes away, for ‘‘of the nonexistent there is 

no coming to be; of the existent, there is no coming not 

to be” (2.11-25). It is rather the body (Sarira) or the em- 

bodied form (jiva) of the self that is subject to the 

changing conditions of life: creation and destruction, 

good and evil, victory and defeat. As the eternal, un- 

changing, and imperishable spiritual essence of human- 

ity, the self is invincible to alteration of any sort, 

whether on this side of eternity or beyond. 

The succession of finite births has traditionally been 

regarded by Hindus pessimistically, as an existential 

misfortune and not as a series of ‘‘second chances” to 
improve one’s lot, as it is often viewed in the West. Life 

is regarded not only as “rough, brutish, and short” but 

as filled with misery (duhkha). Thus, the multiplication 
of births within this ‘“‘vale of tears’ merely augments 

and intensifies the suffering that is the lot of all crea- 

tures. Furthermore, this painful existence continues un- 

abated until such time as a person experiences spiritual 

liberation (moksa, or mukti). [See Moksa.] 

The root cause of this existential bondage to time, ig- 
norance, and suffering is desire (tanha), or avaricious 



attachment to objects that at best bring only limited, 
and often debased, pleasure. Even the life of a deity 
(deva) is governed by the law of death and rebirth. 
Hence, a person’s only hope of escaping the clutches of 
rebirth is through extinguishing all desires except the 

desire for perfect unification with the universal self 

(brahman). The empirical self of the liberated person 
“goes to the brahman and becomes the brahman.” As a 

result, he is free from the effects of all actions, both 

good and evil, and from any subsequent participation 
in existences determined by karman. This state of com- 
plete union with the universal self is known as moksa 
(“release” or “salvation’’). 

Opinions differ among Indian sages as to whether 

final liberation is attainable while still in an embodied 

state or only after death. At least from the time of the 

Vedanta Sutra (second century), the sages believed that 

salvation could be achieved while still alive. Thus, 

according to the Mahabharata, the dtman is affected 

by the bonds of finite existence only under the condi- 
tions of metaphysical ignorance (avidyd), but once a 

soul is enlightened (prakdsita), the self is freed from the 

consequences of its good and evil deeds and thereupon 

becomes indistinguishably identified with the brahman 

(12.267.32—38). 

Buddhism. Sakyamuni Buddha, like his philosophical 

and spiritual predecessors, believed that birth and 

death recur in successive cycles for the person who lives 

in the grip of ignorance about the true nature of the 

world. However, he undercut the Vedantic position by 

denying that the world of evanescent entities is under- 

girded and suffused by an eternal and unalterable Self 

or ‘‘soul-stuff” (@tman). In place of the doctrine of abso- 

lute self, he propagated the precept of ‘‘no-self’’ (andt- 

man), namely, that the human person, along with 

everything else that constitutes the empirical universe, 

is the offspring (phala) of an unbroken, everfluctuating 

process of creation and destruction and birth and ex- 

tinction according to the principle of Dependent Co- 

origination (pratitya-samutpdda; Pali, paticca-samup- 

pada). The technical formulation of this Law of Causa- 

tion is as follows: ‘‘If this exists [e.g., an acorn], then 

that comes to be [an oak tree].” The entire universe per- 

ishes and is created afresh in every instant; nothing re- 

mains the same from one moment to the next, from a 

single microbe to an entire galaxy. 
The human being or personality, therefore, is not to 

be understood essentially as an integral and enduring 

mind-body organism but rather as the manifestation of 

a highly complex succession of psychosomatic moments 

propelled along the temporal continuum by the force of 

karman. In the Buddhist view, the human person can be 
broken down into five constitutive elements, or strands 
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(skandhas); it is continually changing but is always de- 

termined by its previous actions. As such, humans are 

never the same from moment to moment and therefore 

are in no sense the projection of a permanent self. 

Hence, a cardinal teaching of the Buddha is ‘‘there is 

nothing that transmigrates and yet there is rebirth.” 

If there is no absolute self that survives the death of 

one body and is reborn in a new one, then how is the 

doctrine of rebirth to be reconciled with that of ‘no- 

self’? The Buddha declares that this question, like other 

questions pertaining to the fundamental nature of real- 

ity, arises out of a misconstruing of the nature of kar- 

man. Karman is not a unified and independently exist- 

ing entity that moves from life to life, as a traveler 

might go from place to place. Rightly understood, kar- 

man is the life process itself, the blending of energy and 

form that coordinates an unending flow of life mo- 

ments. That is, the myriad clusters of factors that con- 

stitute the universe at any given moment are nothing 

more than the product of all its pasts. In other words, 

the sprout is not the temporary projection of some uni- 

versal ‘‘soul-stuff’’ but rather a permutation of the par- 

ent seed. As one Buddhist text declares, ““One hundred 

thousand universes conspire in the creation of the iri- 

descent eye that graces the feather in the peacock’s 

tail.” Birth and death, then, are to be construed as noth- 

ing more than dramatic interruptions or exceptional in- 

novations in the ongoing life process. 

Therefore, neither a single entity (however subtle and 

rarified) nor a conglomeration of entities passes across 

from the old life-form to the new, yet the continuity 

among the phenomena is maintained. That is, all of the 

constitutive elements of a person’s life are present from 

the moment of conception, just as the sprout preexists 

in the seed and contains the sum total of all the effects 

of its antecedent causal elements, at least in a state of 

potentiality. 
According to the doctrine of karman, a person may 

be reborn successively into any one of five classes of liv- 

ing beings: gods, human beings, animals, hungry 

ghosts, or denizens of hell. Since birth as a human 

being occurs at the apex of the ladder of existence and 

is the penultimate stage to full enlightenment, it follows 

that all humans have undergone a birth in each of the 

four other orders of existence prior to the current cycle 

and occupy a privileged position from which to reach 

the ultimate goal. 
While theoretically all human beings possess the ca- 

pacity to achieve enlightenment and, thence, liberation 

from rebirth (Zen Buddhists, for example, contend that 

a person can experience satori at any moment simply 

by dropping off the thinking mind), in practice only 

those select few who forsake the life of social responsi- 
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bility in the world and follow the Buddha dharma ex- 

clusively as monks and nuns have a realistic hope of 

achieving salvation in this life. [See Enlightenment.] 

Jainism. According to the teachings of Mahavira (c. 

599-527 BcE), the founder of Jainism, the unenlightened 

soul is bound to follow a course of transmigration that 

is beginningless and one that will persist for an unimag- 

inable length of time. The soul becomes defiled by in- 

volvement in desire-laden actions and thereby attracts 

increasingly burdensome quantities of karmic matter 

upon itself. This polluting material, in turn, promotes 

the further corruption of the soul and causes its inevi- 

table movement through countless incarnations. 

The Jains conceive of karman as composed of innu- 

merable invisible particles of material substance that 

pervade all occupied space. Actions of body, mind, and 

speech project waves of energy that, when combined 

with the antithetical passions of desire (raga) and 

hatred (dvesa), attract karmic “dust” to the soul and 

weigh it down deeper and deeper in the slough of igno- 

rance and rebirth. 

Jains also distinguish between the initial awakening 

to an awareness of one’s bondage to ignorance, suffer- 

ing, death, and rebirth (the most that the layperson can 

hope to achieve), on the one hand, and the ultimate 

state of liberation, on the other. This ultimate state of 

bliss to which aspire all Jains (or at least the adherents 

of the monastic path) disperses and dissolves the load 

of karmic matter that encumbers the mind-body ego 

and transforms the practitioner into an omniscient and 

totally dispassionate soul. 

Ancient Greece. Whether the idea of metempsychosis 

was imported by the ancient Greeks from the East 

(more specifically, India) is subject to speculation in 

face of the absence of conclusive evidence to support 

one or another view. Be that as it may, the concept of 

rebirth occupied a central place in Greek thought from 

the time of Pherecydes of Syros (sixth century BcE), the 

mentor of Pythagoras (c. 582-507 BcE), and came into 

full flowering in the writings of Plato (427-347 sce) and 

Plotinus (205-270 ce). 

Herodotus, the greatest of ancient Greek historians, 

records that the Egyptians were the first people to em- 

brace the doctrine of reincarnation. According to his 

sources, the Egyptians believed that the soul is immor- 

tal (i.e., subject to rebirth after each death) and that it 

passes through various species of terrestrial, marine, 

and aerial creatures before once again becoming em- 

bodied in human form, the entire cycle being completed 
at the end of a period of three thousand years. 

Empedocles (490-430 BcE), under the influence of the 

writings of the mystic-mathematician Pythagoras, as- 

serted that nothing in the cosmos is either created or 

destroyed. All living things undergo transmutation in 

accordance with the relationships among the four basic 

elements (air, fire, water, and earth). The souls of the 

impure are condemned to transmigrate for thirty thou- 

sand years through numerous types of incarnations. In 

the course of this transition, various lifetimes are af- 
fected in diverse ways by each of the four elements. Es- 
cape from this dark destiny is achieved through a 

lengthy purification process, the primary requirement 

of which is the avoidance of eating the flesh of animals 

whose souls once may have inhabited human bodies. 

Like many other religious and philosophical tradi- 

tions that hold to a belief in reincarnation, Orphism, an 

ancient Greek mystery cult that celebrated the life, 

death, and resurrection of the god Orpheus, is based 

upon a dualistic conception of humanity. Orphic sages 

declared that humans are composed of an invisible soul 

that was originally good and pure but that has become 

polluted by some kind of primordial sin or error. As a 

consequence of this ancient transgression, the originally 

pure soul has become imprisoned within a physical 

body that is believed to be impure or evil by nature. 

The ultimate aim of this mystery was to raise the soul 

of each devotee to increasingly loftier and purer levels 

of spiritual existence. The elevation of the soul was pro- 

moted by participation in the sacramental practices of 

the Orphic brotherhoods (thiasoi). By performing these 

sacraments—always in secret places and often in the 

dead of night—the devotee received the power of the di- 

vine life. By continually cultivating this gift through 

meditation, prayer, and vegetarianism, he eventually 

gained immortality and thereby achieved release from 

any future reincarnations. 
Orphic eschatology emphasized postmortem rewards 

and punishments. Because of its essentially spiritual na- 
ture, the soul could not achieve its true state of exis- 
tence until after the last of a lengthy series of lives. 
Complete and lasting freedom from bondage to the ma- 
terial order could be realized only after undergoing a 
series of rebirths in a variety of physical forms that 
were determined by the merits of the previous life or 
lives. Supposedly it was this mystical teaching that was 
the heart of the revelation that was given to each novice 
initiated into the Orphic religion. [See Orpheus.] 

Plato drew together and synthesized numerous 
strands of thought concerning the fate of the individual 
soul. Under the influence of Empedocles, Pythagoras, 
the Orphic prophets, and others, he fashioned a theory 
of the nature and destiny of humanity that is as com- 
plex in its philosophical makeup as it is inspiring in its 
poetical contents. Like the Vedantins, he believed that 
the soul (psuché) is immortal. The soul is the governor 
and indweller of all conscious beings; it descends peri- 
odically into the physical realm of existence as a result 
of metaphysical nescience and bondage to the passions. 



Like the Vedantins and the Buddhists, Plato declared 

that the soul of each human being (except for that of 

the ‘true philosopher,” who is the one truly enlightened 

being) is entrapped by the body (and by material real- 

ity, generally) because of its attachment to the objects 

of transitory desire (i.e., objects of pleasure and pain). 

In a statement in the Laws (book 10) that could easily 

have been lifted directly from the Upanisads, he asserts, 

“Recognize that if you become baser you will go to 

baser souls, and if higher, to the higher, and in every 

course of life and death you will do and suffer what like 

may appropriately suffer at the hands of like.” 

Even the selection of a new incarnation by each soul 

at the beginning of a new life cycle is determined by the 

experiences of the former lifetime. During its journey 

through a series of births, the soul finds temporary 

abode not only in a variety of land, air, and water crea- 

tures, but, once it has achieved the status of humanity, 

it may pass through a number of professions of varying 

degrees of moral quality, ranging from that of a dema- 

gogue and tyrant at the nadir of the scale, to a lover, a 

follower of the Muses, and a seeker after wisdom at the 

apex (Phaedrus 248d-e). 

According to Plato’s famous myth of Er (Republic 10), 

those souls whose minds are governed by the baser 

pleasures first travel to the plain of Forgetfulness and 

take up residence on the banks of the river of Indiffer- 

ence, “where each as he drinks, forgets everything”; 

they then go to their respective births “like so many 

shooting stars.” 
The painful and disorienting wanderings of the soul 

throughout the various orders of creatures are brought 

to a halt, and the soul is ushered into a state of eternal 

and perfectly fulfilling bliss, but only after it has di- 

vorced itself completely from the pleasures of the body 

and the material world, placed all of its appetites and 

yearnings under the governance of Reason, and attained 

a pure and undeviating contemplation of the Absolute 

(‘the Good”), thereby obtaining “the veritable knowl- 

edge of being that veritably is.” 

In the end, the liberated soul finds unending sojourn 

in the ‘place beyond the heavens” (cf. the brahman in 

Vedanta), where ‘‘true being dwells, without color or 

shape, that cannot be touched; reason alone, man’s 

pilot, can behold it and all true knowledge is knowledge 

thereof” (Phaedrus 247d-e). 

Conclusion. There is no question but that the twin 

doctrines of kKarman and reincarnation have done more 

to shape the whole of Asian thought than any other con- 

cept or concepts. It might be difficult to identify an idea 

or set of ideas that has exercised a comparable influence 

through the entire scope of Western thought, including 

the cardinal concepts in the writings of Plato and Aris- 

totle. 
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Ironically, the notion of reincarnation is beginning to 

make inroads into contemporary Western thought (par- 

ticularly in theology, the philosophy of religion, and 

psychology) by way of a number of circuitous routes. 

One of the most notable avenues along which the idea 

is traveling to the West is the number of Asian (primar- 

ily Indian) religious traditions that have appeared in 

Europe and America, along with theosophy, transper- 

sonal psychology, and the academic study of the history 

of religions and comparative philosophy. 

One of the most curious manifestations of the belief 
in reincarnation in modern times is a new approach to 

psychotherapy that operates in the United States under 

the rubric of “rebirthing analysis,’ which purports to 

help the client deal with current psychological and spir- 

itual problems by recalling personal experiences during 

numerous past lifetimes with the aid of meditation, 

hypnosis, and in some cases, consciousness-altering 

drugs. 

Time alone will tell whether this new imprint on the 

fabric of Western thought and life will endure to be- 

come an integral part of the overall design or will, in 

time, fade into insignificance and remain only as a 

vague memory of a short-lived image in Western con- 

sciousness. 

[See also Immortality.] 
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J. BRucE LONG 

REINES, YITSHAQ YA‘AQOV (1839-1915), one 
of the founders and first leaders of Mizrahi, a religious 

Zionist movement established at the beginning of the 

twentieth century. Reines was born in Belorussia, stud- 
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ied at the leading yeshivot (rabbinic academies), and 

served as a rabbi in a variety of towns in Lithuania 

throughout his life. He made a major contribution to 

rabbinic scholarship, with emphasis on a strictly logical 

approach to problems in Jewish law. He published a 

numberof important legal works, including Hotam 

tokhnit (1880-1881), and a homiletical work, Nod shel 

dema‘ot (1891). While serving as rabbi of Sventsyany 

from 1869 to 1885, Reines established a yeshivah that 

combined traditional studies with secular subjects, but 

he was forced to close the school after several months 

as a result of extreme Orthodox opposition. Only in 

1905 did he succeed in establishing such a yeshivah, in 

Lida. This new school became the model for religious 

Zionist education in the Mizrahi movement and, follow- 

ing World War I, was copied throughout eastern 

Europe. 

In addition to his legal and educational contributions, 

Reines was active politically. He joined the proto-Zion- 

ist movement Hibbat Tsiyyon at its inception in the 

1880s and proposed religious agricultural settlements 

in the Land of Israel. Following the creation of the 

World Zionist Organization in 1897, he became one of 

Theodor Herzl’s most fervent rabbinical supporters in 

the face of rejection by most other Orthodox authori- 

ties. In 1902, Reines published a book defending Zion- 

ism entitled Or hadash ‘al Tsiyyon (A New Light on 

Zion). 

Despite his support for Herzl, Reines was concerned 

that the secular leadership of the World Zionist Orga- 

nization would ignore or even denigrate Jewish reli- 

gious values in the struggle for a Jewish state. In 1902, 

he convened a conference of Orthodox Zionists in Vilna 

that resulted in the establishment of Mizrahi in 1902. 

Reines also founded the movement’s first journal, Ha- 

Mizrahi. The movement sought to defend and inculcate 

traditional Jewish values while supporting the Zionist 

settlement in the Land of Israel. Mizrahi established a 

network of schools in eastern Europe and, later, in Pal- 

estine. It became the foundation for the National Reli- 

gious Party (Mafdal), which plays a critical role in Is- 

raeli politics today. 

[For further discussion of Hibbat Tsiyyon and Mizrahi, 

see Zionism. ] 
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DAviD BIALE 

REIYUKAI KYODAN. A Japanese Buddhist lay or- 

ganization, Reiyukai Kyddan was founded between 

1919 and 1925 in Tokyo by Kubo Kakutaro (1890-1944) 

and his sister-in-law Kotani Kimi (1901-1971). As of 

1982 it had roughly three million members in Japan, 

with branches in seventeen foreign countries. Deriving 

from the tradition of Nichiren, the thirteenth-century 

religious reformer, Reiyakai created lay rites of ances- 

tor worship based on daily recitation of an abridgement 

of the Lotus Sutra. Personal salvation is believed to fol- 

low upon salvation of one’s ancestors, which in turn is 

brought about through lay rites in the home without 

priestly mediation. Reiyakai represents a rare example 

in the history of religions of ancestor worship as the 

center of a voluntary association that transcends kin- 

ship boundaries. In daily life, Reiyakai emphasizes tra- 

ditionalist ethics in marriage and the family, linking 

these ideals to salvation of oneself and one’s ancestors. 

An employee of the Imperial Household Ministry, 

Kubo regarded himself as the Nichiren of the Taish6 era 

(1912-1926), and like the medieval saint he set out to 

alert the world to the catastrophe he believed immi- 

nent. In Kubo’s day, Japan was undergoing a radical 

social transformation, even as it had begun to gain 

place in international politics. Kubo saw in the massive 

changes about him a threat to traditional values and a 

need for religious response. He received religious in- 

struction from exponents of Nichirenshugi, a national- 

istic political interpretation of Nichiren’s thought, but 

Kubo sought an understanding of contemporary events 

that would suggest an appropriate course of religious 

action for the laity. Since he regarded the Buddhist 

clergy as utterly incapable of providing suitable moral 

leadership, he set out to found a lay religious society in 

order to implement his understanding of Nichiren Bud- 
dhism. 

Kubo believed that the world was beset with war and 

disaster because modern society had entrusted the rites 

of ancestor worship to the Buddhist clergy. He believed 

that social and political upheavals are actually signs of 

ancestral distress, reflected to the human world to in- 

form the living that their ancestors are in need of ritual 

care. When descendants fail to worship them directly, 

ancestors in the spirit world are unable to achieve Bud- 

dhahood. Priests claim to be able to transfer merit to 

them through esoteric ritual, but actually, in Kubo’s 

view, clerics have no karmic bonds with parishioners’ 

ancestors. These are the ties of blood, filiation, and mo- 

rality, which exist only among persons actually de- 

scended from common ancestors, or between spouses. A 

priest cannot mediate this relationship. Therefore, 

Kubo concluded, the ancestors’ plight will continue to 

manifest itself as disasters in the human world until lay 



people perform the rites that will transfer merit effec- 
tively and until they implement in their daily lives an 
ethic that will ‘“‘satisfy’’ the ancestors. The terrible 
earthquake of 1923 increased tremendously Kubo’s 
sense of urgency in propagating this message. 

Kubo’s ideas might never have gone beyond a small 
circle of followers had he not been aided by Kotani 

Kimi. While Kubo elaborated doctrine and refined rit- 

ual, it was Kotani who gathered a core of followers. She 

proselytized in the poor sections of Tokyo, and by shar- 

ing the poverty of her converts, nursing them, and per- 

forming faith healing, she established herself as a pillar 

of the organization. Even after her death, Kotani con- 

tinues to be widely regarded as a “living Buddha.” In 

activities held at the group’s mountain training center, 

Mirokusan, Kotani has been identified with the Buddha 
of the future, Maitreya. 

Among the present membership, 70 percent reside in 

urban areas and 30 percent in rural areas. Reiyikai is 

organized into a number of branches formed by the 

links of proselytization. A person rises in rank by con- 

verting others, and conversion forms a pyramid in 

which all those proselytized by the same person are 

considered his or her “‘spiritual children,’’ and the orig- 

inal proselytizer the “spiritual parent.” Those at the 

foot of this pyramid look to an original “parent” as their 

leader, and that person is placed in charge of a branch 

headquartered in a certain area. The Eighth Branch, for 

example, has its headquarters in Osaka, claims roughly 

six hundred thousand members, and on a daily basis 

operates independently of the Tokyo headquarters of 

Reiyukai. 

Reiytkai ritual consists chiefly of daily recitation 

morning and evening of the Blue Sutra, an abridgement 

of the Lotus Sutra. The ritual is structured so as to mo- 

bilize the power of the Lotus Sutra for the salvation of 

the ancestors by simultaneously transferring merit and 

eliminating negative karman through repentence. It is 

assumed that men and women share equally the respon- 

sibilities of ritual, and it is considered most desirable 

that families unite in these observances. It is also as- 

sumed that men and women share equally in the fruits 

of correct ritual: a happy home, filial descendants, and 

personal salvation. Adherence to a prescribed ethic in 

marriage is the counterpart to ritual and is regarded as 

no less essential to salvation. 

In the traditionalist family ethic advocated by Rei- 

yukai, the ideal of the family follows the prewar form 
(the ie). That is, members idealize a situation in which 

three generations live together, worship together, and if 

possible engage in a common economic enterprise. The 

idea of filial piety is central, as is respect for elders. A 

hierarchical principle exists between men and women, 
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with men in the dominant position. This idea receives 
religious formulation in the notion that women have 

worse karman than men and therefore have a greater 
need for religion. A corollary of this notion holds that if 
women can overcome their karman they can achieve 
spiritual feats impossible for men, an ideal expressed 
ritually in shamanistic practices resembling spirit pos- 
session, from which men are barred. 

Reiyukai continues to engage in political activity in 
support of various conservative causes, such as advocat- 
ing state support for the Yasukuni Shrine, formerly the 
official shrine of the war dead. It also supports revision 
of the Constitution, particularly Article 9, which re- 
nounces the use of war. It is allied with other right-wing 
religious groups in this and other causes and supports 

conservative candidates for election. The extent to 

which this activity accurately mirrors the sentiments of 

the general membership is unclear, but it seems certain 

that this large, well-organized group may, along with 

other religious groups, wield an important political in- 

fluence in Japan’s future. 

[See also New Religions, article on New Religions in 

Japan.] 
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HELEN HARDACRE 

REJUVENATION myths are found all over the world 
and in varied forms. A concern with being made young 

and healthy again is found not only in ancient cultures 

but also in contemporary society. The rejuvenation slo- 

gans of the advertising industry have an ancient heri- 

tage, as, for example, in the account of beer brewing in 

the Finnish epic, the Kalevala, which says, ‘‘The beer of 

Kalevala strengthens the weak, cheers the sick, and 

makes the old young again.” Myths of rejuvenation 

are a part of the way humankind has responded to the 

fear of death and the love of life. To undo the ravages 

of time, to turn the clock back, has been an age-old 

longing. 

Imitation of Nature. The earliest human cultures 

were close to nature, experiencing both hardship and 

joy in the annual change of seasons, lamenting the 

death of vegetation as it grew old and withered, and 

rejoicing at the return of spring. The waning of the sun 

in the west at the close of each day and its rising again 

to new strength the next day also suggested a rejuve- 

nating power in nature. The Greeks and Celts had sto- 

ries of a ‘‘western paradise’ where the aged could ob- 
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tain youth. Changing Woman, in the Navajo pantheon, 

transforms herself into a young girl when she becomes 

old; as wife of the Sun Carrier, her home is in the west: 

From the idea that the land of the world is surrounded 

by water, water became associated with the renewal of 

the sun, as well as with that from which life itself came. 

Myths of rejuvenation that focus on the role of sleep 

reflect an imitation of nature. A myth of the Selk’nam 

of Tierra del Fuego tells of a culture hero, Kenos, and 

three of the ancestors who, in old age, tried to fall into 

a long sleep so as to be rejuvenated. Finally, after sev- 

eral efforts, they went north and there were wrapped in 

mantles and put in the ground. After a few days they 

began to stir and whisper, and then, upon rising, they 

saw that they were young again. They had succeeded in 

a transformation sleep. 

The snake’s shedding of its skin has led it to be asso- 

ciated with the power of rejuvenation as well as with 

healing and transformation. [See Snakes.] An Icelandic 

saga describes a man who shed his skin every few cen- 

turies and always emerged thirty years old. The 

Reveda, an ancient scripture of India, describes a priest 

who in old age had been exposed to die but who was 

rejuvenated by two physician gods who took off his skin 

as one would a mantle, prolonging his life and making 

him the “husband of maidens.” Depth psychologists re- 

port that the association of snakes with the develop- 

ment of a new perspective, one that is presenting itself 

to consciousness for the first time, is a frequent motif in 

contemporary dreams. 

The Special Elixir. There are many accounts of spe- 

cial fruits, herbs, or waters that rejuvenate or provide 

everlasting life. [See Elixir.] Usually these stories are 

about foods of the gods, or foods in distant lands that, 

if humans could only obtain them, would assure the de- 

sired result. An old Norse story tells of a king grown old 

who heard of a distant land where there was a special 

water and a priceless apple that would make one young 

again. He sent his eldest son in quest of them, but the 

son was distracted by the pleasures of a strange city. So 

also with the king’s second son. Finally, the third and 

youngest son, after numerous difficulties, succeeded. 

However, on his return journey the older brothers took 

from him his treasures and rejuvenated the king them- 

selves. In a German version it is the “water of life” for 

which the king sent. In Japanese mythology is the story 

of Ningyo, the Fisherwoman, a mermaidlike creature 

who lives in the sea; it is said that women who were 

fortunate enough to eat of her flesh gained perpetual 

youth and beauty. In Eddic mythology, the goddess 

Idunn guarded the apples that the gods tasted when 

they began to grow old lest the giants steal them. In 

Celtic mythology Fraoch went in search of a tree that 

grew on an island in a lake. Every month it produced 

sweet fruit that prolonged life for a year and healed 

sickness. In ancient China it was believed that gold, the 

metal that never ‘‘grows old” (that is, never tarnishes), 

not only would preserve a dead body from decay but 

would also, when ingested in the proper way, promote 

longevity. 
E. Washburn Hopkins sought to demonstrate in “The 

Fountain of Youth” (Journal of the American Oriental So- 

ciety 26, 1905) that all the many European stories of 

magic springs or fountains of youth were descended 

originally from a story in the Mahabharata, an Indian 

epic. In this story an old man who had married a young 

woman made an agreement with the Asvins (twin phy- 

sician gods) that he would make them drinkers of soma, 

the divine ambrosia, if they would rejuvenate him. They 

took him to the ‘‘youth place,” and when he emerged 

from its water, he had indeed been restored to youthful 

vigor and appearance. In the European stories the mys- 

terious and miraculous fount is located, usually rather 

vaguely, in Asia. Hopkins suggested that the Spanish 

explorer Ponce de Leén would have been aware of those 

stories when in the early sixteenth century he set out 

for India by way of the West Indies, and thus, when he 

heard stories in Florida of a medicinal and healing 

spring, he naturally interpreted it as being the famed 

fountain of youth. Furthermore, Hopkins disagreed with 

Brinton (Myths of the New World, New York, 1896), who 

contended that the fountain of youth was a universal 

myth that had emerged from the veneration of water 

as the female element. [See Fountains.] 

The Reversal of Time. Mircea Eliade has described in 

Myth and Reality (New York, 1963) and elsewhere how 

health and youthfulness are obtained by a “‘return to the 

origins,” by abolishing the work of time—time “the de- 

stroyer,’ as the Roman poet Ovid called it. The thera- 

pies for reversing time usually included a ritual reiter- 

ation of the creation of the world, thereby permitting a 

sick person to be born anew and to recommence exis- 

tence with the health of earlier years. The ancient 

Taoist and other Chinese alchemists took up these tra- 

ditional healing methods and applied them to the cure 
of the illness that results from the ravages of time, that 
is, from old age and death. Eliade has pointed out that 
there is a continuity between the early concern with 
health and rejuvenation and the alchemical traditions 
of both the East and the West. All the symbols, rituals, 
and techniques of these traditions emphasized a basic 
idea: in order to obtain rejuvenation or long life, it is 
necessary to return to the origin of life and recommence 
with the vitality that was then present. 

Initiatory rituals often enact a “return to the womb” 
in which the initiate is placed in isolation for a period 



and then greeted as a newborn upon his delivery. [See 
Initiation.] In ancient China the Taoists had a technique 
of “embryonic respiration” in which the adept tried to 
imitate respiration within a closed circuit, in the man- 

ner of a fetus. This was believed to drive away old age. 

Myths concerning a “‘return to the origin” are on differ- 

ent levels, some more physical, some more spiritual. 

Eliade has pointed out a similar motif in the psychoan- 
alytic system of Sigmund Freud that involves a “return 
to the beginning” in its method of healing. 

A caution about tampering with time is expressed in 

the Japanese story of an old woodcutter who, becoming 

thirsty one day, drank from a stream he had not drunk 

from before. The water was unusually delicious, flowing 

clear and swiftly. He went to the pool from which the 

stream flowed, and as he knelt to drink some more, he 

saw his reflection in the pool, but his face was that of 

his youth. Realizing that he had drunk from a fountain 

of youth, he ran (which he had been unable to do for 

years) to tell his wife. With difficulty he persuaded her 

of his identity. She insisted that she must drink of the 

same water, for he would not want an old wife, and she 

hurried away. When she did not return, he went in 

search of her. At the pool he found a baby girl lying on 

the bank. In her eagerness the old woman had drunk too 

much from the fountain of youth. 

The Realm of the Divine. Many stories of rejuvena- 

tion take place in the realm of the divine or involve gifts 

or rewards from the gods. In a Scandinavian legend the 

age of Olger the Dane is changed from one hundred 

years to thirty by means of a ring provided by the fairy 

Morgana. In Greek mythology, when Zeus heard that 

Prometheus had stolen fire from him and had given it 

to humanity, he became indignant and so gave to those 

who informed him about the theft a drug that was an 

antidote to old age. And on the return of the Argonauts, 

the enchantress Medea made Aeson, Jason’s father, 

young again with herbs and incantations. 

In a Navajo myth, the two sons of Changing Woman 

are warned by Old Age not to walk on her path, but, 

rather, to keep to the left of it. They forgot this counsel, 

however, and walked on the path. Then they began to 

feel heavy; they stooped, and their steps became 

shorter; and finally they could not move, even with the 

help of canes. Old Age rebuked them and, in a Navajo 

pattern of creating, sang a song so that in future, she 

said, everything should reach old age. Then, however, 

she made them young again and sent them on their 

way. In some stories continual rejuvenation is the re- 

ward for living in an especially holy place or on a 

blessed island. In Aztec mythology there is a holy 

mountain, the residence of the great mother of the gods, 

that one can never entirely climb, for the upper half 
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consists of fine, slippery sand. However, whoever climbs 

part way, no matter how old, grows young again in pro- 

portion to the distance climbed. 

Some myths explain why old age and death are inev- 

itable. [See Death.] In Mesopotamian mythology, Gil- 

gamesh is told at the end of a long journey in search of 

a means of avoiding death that the gods have reserved 

immortality for themselves. Disappointed, he is told, as 

a parting gift, of a plant that makes one young again. 

He dives to the bottom of the sea to get the plant; but 

on his return journey, when he stops to bathe in a pool, 

a snake steals the plant, sloughing its skin as it goes— 

thus obtaining immortality for snakes. In the Hebrew 

scriptures, eating of the fruit of the Tree of Life, which 

stood in the midst of the Garden of Eden, enabled one 

to live forever. After Adam and Eve disobeyed God by 

eating of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil 

they were driven from the garden, and a guard was 

placed there to protect the path to the tree of life. 

Spiritualization of the Quest. Mesopotamian and 

Egyptian mythologies tended to focus on the quest for 

immortality or life after death, while in ancient China 

and Vedic India the quest was much more for rejuve- 

nation and the recovery of youthfulness in this life. [See 

Quest.] In later Indian thought, beginning in the sixth 

century BCE, for both Hinduism and Buddhism the aim 

of life was not rejuvenation but liberation from earthly 

existence. Similarly, beginning in the sixth century BCE, 

the mystery religions of the Mediterranean world re- 

sponded to a longing for cleansing and renovating the 

human spirit and found in nature a model for that re- 

newal; thus their professed aim was to assure eternal 

life. Christianity then turned the emphasis to an inner, 

spiritual renewal: ‘Unless one is born anew, he cannot 

see the kingdom of God” (Jn. 3:3). The water in the bap- 

tismal font assured the possibility of life eternal. In one 

eucharistic liturgy the words of the priest at the mo- 

ment of delivering the bread and wine indicate their 

life-giving power: “Preserve thy body and soul to ever- 

lasting life.”’ 
Implications. The desire for rejuvenation in this life, 

however, is still present. In the secular culture of the 

modern world, with its loss to a large extent of any 

sense of the sacred, there has been a new interest in re- 

juvenation, not as a gift from the realm of the divine, 

but as a goal for human endeavor. According to early 

records, priests and elders in ancient India and China 

consumed the sexual organs of wild animals in order to 

resist the effects of old age and restore their youthful 

vigor; similar attempts at rejuvenation have continued 

throughout history. In the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries, a few surgeons in Europe and 

North America claimed to have achieved rejuvenation by 
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transplanting reproductive glands from animals. The 

medical community in general rejected the technique 

and attributed to other factors the apparent results, 

which were, at best, temporary. Vitamins are now ad- 

vocated as a means of prolonging the consequences of 
old age. 

When the present lacks meaning, discontent expresses 

itself in a longing for the past. The thirst for rejuve- 

nation may occur precisely at the point in human 

development when either the culture as a whole or an 

individual is ready to move on to a new level of under- 

standing but is reluctant to undertake the journey and 

seeks instead to find meaning in the way life was before. 

The contemporary developmental understanding of hu- 

man life as moving from stage to stage, with each stage 

having its own maturation task to be accomplished or 

wisdom to be achieved, suggests that the thirst for re- 

juvenation may stem from a failure to move on to the 

next level of development. The investigations of the his- 

tory of religions as well as contemporary psychotherapy 

demonstrate that humans cannot stand a meaningless 

life. How this dilemma is to be faced, expressed, and 

lived out by individuals is the challenge that faces con- 

temporary civilization, with its expanding population 
of old people. 
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WALLACE B. CLIFT 

RELATIVISM. The term relativism is applied to ethi- 
cal, cultural, and religious views. Relativism contends 

that such views are to be evaluated relative to the soci- 

eties or cultures in which they appear and are not to be 

judged true or false, or good or bad, based on some 
overall criterion but are to be assessed within the con- 

text in which they occur. Thus, what is right or good or 

true to one person or group may not be considered so 
by others. 

This theory was first presented by certain Greek au- 

thors who noted the varieties of religions and moral be- 

havior in the Mediterranean world and suggested that 

differing mores indicated that there were no absolute 

standards. Protagoras said, ‘‘Man is the measure of all 

things,” and this was interpreted to convey that each 

man could be his own measure. The variations of hu- 

man, social, political, and ethical behavior were worked 

into a basic theme of the Greek skeptics. The fact of dif- 

ferences in human behavior is taken to imply that no 

general standard can possibly apply to all peoples and 

cultures. Sextus Empiricus even suggested that canni- 

balism, incest, and other practices considered taboo are 

just variant kinds of behavior, to be appreciated as ac- 

ceptable in some cultures and not in others. This rea- 

soning was applied by the Greek skeptics to various re- 

ligions and their practices. They urged suspension of 

judgment about right or wrong and undogmatic accep- 

tance of one’s own culture. [See Skeptics and Skepti- 

cism.] 

This relativistic attitude was in sharp contrast to the 

dogmatic views of the Jews and Christians in the Ro- 

man empire, who insisted their revealed information 

assured them that their religious beliefs and practices 

were the only correct and acceptable ones. The chris- 

tianization of the Roman empire and of pagan Europe 

pushed the relativistic approach aside. There could be 

some variations in ritual or practice, but in essential 

beliefs and practices anything different was heretical. 

[See Apologetics.] 

The skeptical-relativist view reappeared in new and 

forceful ways in the Renaissance, with a rediscovery of 

the wide variety of beliefs and practices of ancient 

times, and with the discoveries of radically different 

cultures all over the world. The rapid development of 

new kinds of Christian practices resulting from the Ref- 

ormation also contributed to an emerging view of dif- 

ferences as based on cultural factors. Contrasts with the 

Ottoman empire made people even more cognizant of 
the wide range of human beliefs and practices. Mon- 

taigne was foremost in presenting the panorama of hu- 

man beliefs and implying that the fact of difference in- 

dicated that each set of beliefs and practices was 

culturally conditioned. He contended that most people 

hold their religious views as a result of custom rather 

than conviction. He also suggested that the religious 

and moral practices of the ‘‘noble savages” were at least 
as good as those of European Christians. 

‘Montaigne’s skepticism and cultural relativism were 

carried further by the French skeptic Pierre Bayle, who 

insisted that a society of atheists could be more moral 

than a society of Christians, since moral behavior re- 

sults from natural causes such as custom and education 



and not from religious doctrines. Bayle sought to show 

that such biblical heroes as David, such leading Chris- 

tians as Calvin and Luther, and saints and popes 

throughout the history of Christianity have all acted in 

the moral sphere because of their own human natures 

and not because of their religious beliefs. 

Bayl!e’s analysis was incorporated into the Enlighten- 

ment’s quest for a science of man that would explain 

why people acted, behaved, and believed in different 

ways. This science would deem religious beliefs the ef- 

fects of different physical and psychological conditions, 

which might be studied neutrally. Climate, history, cus- 

toms, education, institutions, and so on would account 

for the fact that societies differ in their social, cultural, 

and religious practices. One’s personal psychological 

conditions would account for an individual’s strong or 

weak religious convictions. Hume’s Natural History of 

Religion (1757) initiated the study of religion as a man- 

ifestation of human behavior in which religious activity 

is relative to individual and cultural conditions. [See the 

biography of Hume.] 

This relativistic aspect of religion was identified as a 

crucial feature of the human condition by the German 

philosopher J. C. Herder, who contended that every so- 

ciety or culture develops from its own unique idea or 

character. Ethical and religious norms are part of the 

expression of these ideas, and no culture is inferior or 

superior to any other; it is simply different. Thus reli- 

gion is seen to be relative to the culture in which it ap- 

pears. [See the biography of Herder. ] 
Herder’s relativism and the growing interest in com- 

parative studies of language and religion led to the full- 

blown relativism of Alexander von Humboldt in the 

nineteenth century, and of many twentieth-century an- 

thropologists. Von Humboldt stated, “There are nations 

more susceptible of cultivation, more highly civilized, 

more ennobled by mental cultivation than others—but 

none in themselves nobler than others. All are in like 

degree designed for freedom” (Cosmos, London, 1888, 

vol. 1, p. 368). 

The relativist position was further reinforced by var- 

ious theories of the natural causes of beliefs. The theo- 

ries of Marx and Freud offered ways whereby one could 

account for the fact that individuals and groups adhere 

to beliefs without considering whether or not these be- 

liefs are true. Scholars now began to consider instead 

whether various religious beliefs were beneficial or del- 

eterious, or why a particular belief arose at a certain 

moment in human history. [See the biographies of Freud 

and Marx.] 

The relativist position was forcefully stated by the an- 

thropologist Edward A. Westermarck in his major work 

The Origin and Development of Moral Ideas (1906). Wes- 
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termarck contended on the basis of historical, sociolog- 

ical, and anthropological evidence that no ethical prin- 

ciples are objectively valid. In Ethical Relativity (1932) 

he further argued his position on philosophic grounds. 

Critics of cultural relativism have suggested, first, 

that evidence of cultural differences does not rule out 
the possibility that there exist common beliefs and at- 

titudes held by most or all cultures and, second, that 

factual information about such differences does not 

eliminate the possibility that one belief system may in 

fact be better, or more true, than another. Further, phi- 

losophers are still arguing about whether causal expla- 

nations about people’s beliefs evidence the value, truth, 

or falsity of these beliefs. Yet by the late twentieth cen- 

tury, cultural relativism was a rather common view 

among many students of ethics and religion. 

[See also Anthropology, Ethnology, and Religion and 

Study of Religion, article on Methodological Issues.] 
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RICHARD H. PoOPKIN 

RELICS may loosely be defined as the venerated re- 
mains of venerable persons. This should be taken to in- 

clude not only the bodies, bones, or ashes of saints, he- 

roes, martyrs, founders of religious traditions, and other 
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holy men and women but also objects that they once 

owned and, by extension, things that were once in phys- 

ical contact with them. ; 
According to the principles of contagious magic, any 

personal possession or part of a person’s body can be 

thought of as equivalent to his whole self, no matter 

how minute it may be, or how detached in time and 

space. Thus a bone, a hair, a tooth, a garment, a foot- 

print can carry the power or saintliness of the person 

with whom they were once associated and make him or 

her “‘present” once again. 

Scholars eager to discuss the “origins” of relics have 

often pointed to the magical use of such objects by 

“primitive” peoples in rituals of war, healing, rainmak- 

ing, or hunting. They have gathered examples from all 

sorts of ethnographies to show that fetishes and talis- 

mans, amulets and medicine bundles were sometimes 

made of human bones, hair, or organs. They have 

thereby concluded that the impulse in man to preserve 

and use “relics” must be very ancient indeed. They may 

well be correct, but it is important to try to view such 

examples within their individual cultural contexts, and 

not to generalize too quickly from them about the de- 

velopment of relic worship as a whole. 

In fact, the veneration of relics is not equally empha- 

sized in the various religions of the world. Highly fea- 

tured in some traditions (such as Buddhism and Cathol- 

icism), it is virtually absent in others (Protestantism, 

Hinduism, Judaism), and found only incidentally else- 

where (Islam, ancient Greece). In this article, therefore, 

we shall deal primarily with the Roman Catholic and 

Buddhist traditions. But before doing so, it may be 

helpful to examine briefly some of the reasons for the 

other traditions’ diversity. 

Protestantism, Hinduism, and Israelite Religion. 

The Protestant reformers condemned the veneration of 

relics partly for theological reasons and partly because 

it was closely associated in their minds with the sale of 

indulgences and with other ecclesiastical practices of 

which they disapproved. From the start, their criticism 

was thus polemical, and, appealing to reason, it lam- 

basted in particular the fantastic proliferation of relics 

that had developed in medieval Catholicism. For in- 

stance, John Calvin (1509-1564), who wrote a treatise 

on relics, mockingly commented that in his day the 

quantity of wood contained in relics of the True Cross 

was so great that even three hundred men could not 

have carried it. 

In Hinduism, opposition to relic worship occurred for 

quite different reasons. Though Hindus commonly 

honor the memories of great saints and teachers and 

visit sites of pilgrimage associated with them, they do 

not generally venerate their bodily remains. On the one 

hand, the doctrine of reincarnation and the belief in the 

ultimately illusory nature of things of this world simply 

do not promote relic worship. On the other hand, and 

probably more importantly, death and things associ- 

ated with it are, in Hinduism, thought to be highly pol- 

luting. For this reason, in fact, Hindu funeral customs 

stress the total destruction of the body, which is most 

commonly cremated. The ashes from the pyre and any 

unburned fragments of bone, though they are treated 

with respect for a while, are all eventually disposed of, 

often in a nearby river, ideally in the Ganges. 

In ancient Israel, there also existed a concern for pu- 

rity and for separating the dead from the living. Bodies 

were not cremated, but they were quickly and carefully 

buried in the hollowed sides of caves or burial cham- 

bers. There it was expected that they would decay, dry 

up, and disintegrate; thus tombs were commonly reused 

by family members. Pronounced rites of mourning and 

lamentation did take place, but, generally speaking, the 

tomb and the corpse were thought to be unclean, and 

contact with them was defiling (Lv. 21:1-4, Nm. 19:11- 

16). Hence, there was little room for any enthusiasm for 

relics. 

It may also be, however, that too great a veneration 

of the remains of the dead—as in the occasionally men- 

tioned practice of making food offerings in the tombs— 

was thought of in certain ancient Israelite circles as 

bordering on idolatry or paganism, and hence to be con- 

demned. 

Islam. Much the same concern can be found in Islam; 

certain Qur’anic scholars periodically denounced the 

veneration of relics, especially of the bodies of saints, as 

shirk (polytheism), that is, as treating the grave as an 

idol rather than worshiping God alone. Nevertheless, 

the cult of relics did manage to grow within the Muslim 

fold, and it continues to be popular today. 

In addition to the various “traces” (athar) left by Mu- 

hammad, such as hairs, teeth, autographs, and espe- 

cially footprints, Muslims have long venerated the re- 

mains of saints. This, it should be pointed out, is a cult 

of bodies rather than of bones, and focuses on the tombs 

of holy persons that dot the countrysides of those Mus- 

lim lands where their worship plays an important role. 

Though ritual patterns at these tombs may vary, often 

believers will circumambulate the saint’s enshrined cof- 

fin, leave votive offerings there, and pray for cures, for 

help with family problems, or more generally for ‘‘bless- 

ing’ (barakah). While some Muslim theologians may 
claim that such petitions are not technically made to 
the saint but through the saint to God, it is clear that, 

in the minds of the faithful, the saint himself is thought 
to be present in the tomb and able to respond effec- 
tively. 



In some instances, owing to their great popularity, 
certain famous saints are reputed to be buried in more 
than one place. Thus, for example, the body of the great 
Shit martyr, Husayn ibn ‘Ali (d. 680 cg), while usually 

thought to be enshrined in Karbala, is also reputed to 

rest in Medina, Damascus, Aleppo, and a number of 

other places, and his head is said to be in Cairo, where 
it remains a popular center of piety. 

Nonetheless, because of orthodox objections, the cult 

of relics in Islam seems never to have mushroomed in 

quite the way it did in Christianity or Buddhism, and it 

has retained a somewhat ambiguous status. This ambi- 

guity is perhaps best summed up in the recurring leg- 

ends of mausoleums that were destroyed by the very 

saints they entombed—the saints themselves thereby 

posthumously objecting to their own cult (and at the 

same time showing their even greater glory). 

Ancient Greece. In ancient Greece, the veneration of 

relics was closely connected to the cult of heroes, whose 

reputed remains—often bones larger than life-size— 

were enshrined and honored in towns as a guarantee of 

their protection and an enhancement of their prestige. 

Thus Lesbos had the head of Orpheus, Elis the shoulder 

bone of Pelops (which had been found by a fisherman 

and identified by an oracle). Tantalus’s bones were at 

Argos, while the remains of Europa were the focus of 

the great Hellotia festival in Crete. All of these were 

thought to ward off disease and famine, to encourage 

fertility and welfare, and sometimes to bring about mi- 

raculous cures. 

Occasionally the relics of great heroes were the object 

of searches and, when found, had to be translated to 

their place of enshrinement. Plutarch, for example, de- 

scribes in some detail the quest for the bones of The- 

seus, a hero whose armed ghost many Athenians be- 

lieved to have helped them achieve their victory at 

Marathon. Finally, when his remains were discovered 

on the island of Siphnos, they were transported to Ath- 

ens with considerable pomp and celebration and en- 

shrined in the center of the city. 

In addition to the bones of the heroes, weapons and 

other objects associated with them were honored. Thus, 

in a variety of temples, visitors could marvel at Or- 

pheus’s lyre, Achilles’ spear, Helen’s sandal, Agamem- 

non’s scepter, the Argonauts’ anchor, the stone swal- 

lowed by Kronos, even the tusks of the Erymanthian 

boar captured by Herakles. Such items were, perhaps, 

more objects of curiosity than of cults, but they served 

the important function of drawing pilgrims and of con- 

cretizing the myths and glories of a former age. 

Early Christianity. In Christianity, we find an exam- 

ple of the fully developed veneration of relics. Its origins 

within the Christian tradition are usually traced to the 
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cults that arose around the tombs of the early saints 

and martyrs. [See Persecution, article on Christian Ex- 

perience.] These cults are often compared to the similar 

hero cults of the Hellenistic world. They stem, however, 

not only from a desire to venerate the memory of the 

departed saint, but also from a hope to partake of some 

of the power and blessing he or she derived from a close 

and ongoing relationship with God. 

It was thought to be beneficial in the early church to 

be physically close to the saints. Hence, from the start, 

Christians paid visits to their tombs; there they cele- 

brated the Eucharist on the stone slabs covering their 

graves. Sometimes, they even decided to settle perma- 

nently in the vicinity of these graves. In this way, tombs 

became altars, and whole cities arose where once had 

been cemeteries. 

Alternatively, the bodies of the saints were sometimes 

brought to the faithful; they were translated from their 

graves to existing cities and enshrined in churches 

there. Thus existing altars also became tombs, and the 

custom of celebrating mass over the bones of the mar- 

tyrs was reinforced. In fact, by the fourth century, in the 

Eastern church, the Eucharist could only be celebrated 

on an altar covered with an antimension—a cloth into 

which were sewn fragments of relics. And in the West, 

the common custom was to enclose relics in a cavity in 

the altar top itself—a practice that became formalized 

in 787 when the Second Council of Nicaea declared the 

presence of such relics to be obligatory for the consecra- 

tion of a church. 
With the toleration of Christianity throughout the Ro- 

man empire beginning in the reign of Constantine (272— 

327), the demand for and veneration of relics grew. Es- 

pecially in the fourth and fifth centuries, not only were 

the known remains of martyrs venerated but lost relics 

of ancient saints started making their appearance. Thus 

the body of Saint Stephen—the first Christian martyr— 

was discovered as though it had been waiting for this 

time and was enshrined in a number of important cen- 

ters. 
At the same time, relics connected with Christ’s pas- 

sion came to be highly esteemed: the crown of thorns, 

the nails that pierced his hands and feet, and especially 

the wood of the True Cross on which Christ had died 

and which, according to legend, had been discovered by 

Constantine’s mother, Helena. The cross was said to 

have been made of the wood of the Tree of Life, taken 

belatedly from the Garden of Eden by Adam’s son Seth. 

It was, thus, a powerful symbol of both the death of 

Christ and the rewards of eternal life. Along with other 

relics, it was credited with miraculous cures, even res- 

urrections. It was also used as a talisman for magical 

protection; Gregory of Nyssa’s sister Macrina (c. 327— 
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379) always wore around her neck an amulet consisting 

of a splinter of the True Cross encased in a ring, and she 

was clearly not the only noblewoman to do so. It comes 

as no surprise, then, that by the middle of the fourth 

century, according to one account, wood from the True 

Cross filled the world (though miraculously the original 

cross itself still remained whole and undiminished in 

Jerusalem). 

The growth of the cult of relics in the early church, 

however, was not without controversy and opposition. 

On the one hand, it was clearly an offense to traditional 

Roman sensibilities about keeping the dead in their 

proper place. For example, Julian the Apostate (r. 361— 

363) denounced the Christians for filling the world with 

sepulchers and defiling the cities with the bones and 

skulls of ‘‘criminals.”” On the other hand, even within 

the Christian community, there were those such as Vigi- 

lantius (early fifth century) who were very critical of the 

worship of relics, claiming that it was grossly supersti- 

tious and bordered on idolatry. However, Jerome, in an 

angry reply to Vigilantius, argued that Christians did 

not “worship” relics but “honored’”’ them. Doctrinally, 

then, if not always in practice, a distinction was made 

that still stands today between the veneratio paid to the 

saints and their relics and the adoratio espoused for God 

and Christ. 

Other church leaders, however, were concerned about 

the veritable traffic in relics that was developing in the 

fourth and fifth centuries, especially in the East. In 386, 

therefore, the emperor Theodosius passed legislation re- 

stricting the translation of dead bodies and the selling, 

buying, or dividing of the remains of martyrs. This, 

however, seems to have had little effect; at the end of 

the century, Augustine was still complaining of unscru- 

pulous monks who wandered and traded in “members 

of martyrs if martyrs they be,” and over a century later, 

the emperor Justinian had to issue another decree reg- 

ulating the exhumation and transfer of saints’ bodies. 

It is important to realize the many dimensions of 

these practices and their larger religious and social sig- 

nificance. As Peter Brown has pointed out, the transla- 

tions of relics that started in the fourth century helped 
to spread Christianity by making it more mobile and 

decentralizing it (Brown, 1981, p. 88). Because of this, 

not only local holy men but centrally important saints 

could be worshiped in places far away from the ancient 

foci of the faith. It was not necessary to journey to Pal- 

estine or Rome to honor the memory of Jesus or of the 

early martyrs; they could be found—present in various 

physical objects—more close to home, indeed in any 

consecrated church. In this, the translation of relics was 

a perfect complement to the popular practice of pil- 

grimage; it brought the saints to the people instead of 

taking the people to the saints. At a somewhat different 

level, the translation of relics also served to establish an 

intricate network of “patronage, alliance, and gift giv- 

ing that linked the lay and clerical elites of East and 

West,” which was crucial in the development of the 

church (Brown, 1981, p. 89). In this, the remains of 

saints acted as a sort of symbolic exchange commodity. 

At the same time, as Brown has also pointed out, the 

exhumation, dismemberment, and translation of relics 

has played an important role in divorcing them from 

too direct an association with death. Precisely because 

relics are fragments of bones and not whole corpses, 

precisely because they are in altars or reliquaries and 

not in coffins, the connotations of death are suppressed, 

and in the relics the saints can be thought to be “‘alive.” 

The Middle Ages. By the time of the Middle Ages, the 

veneration of relics had become so widespread, popular, 

and intense that more than one scholar has called it the 

true religion of the medieval period. Especially in Eu- 

rope, churches, monasteries, cathedrals, and other 

places of pilgrimage seemed to develop an almost insa- 

tiable thirst for relics that might add to their sanctity, 

prestige, and attractiveness to pilgrims. This increasing 

demand led, in fact, to a renewed search for the bodies 

of ancient saints in places such as the catacombs in 

Rome. Quickly, a transalpine trade in bones developed, 

manned by relic merchants and professional relic 

thieves, who were eager to supply the needs of Carolin- 

gian bishops and abbots and later of Anglo-Saxon kings. 

Then, with the Crusades, still new sources of relics be- 

came accessible—Jerusalem and Constantinople being 

the most important of these. 

Throughout the Middle Ages, relics, in fact, were sig- 

nificant sources of revenue. Offerings made to the shrine 

of Thomas Becket, for example, accounted for almost 

half of Canterbury’s annual income in the late twelfth 

century, and this proportion increased when special in- 

dulgences were granted to pilgrims there. It is not sur- 

prising, then, that persons in power were willing to in- 

vest considerably in the acquisition of relics. Louis IX 

of France (r. 1226-1270), for example, reportedly of- 

fered the count of Fondi fifteen thousand florins for the 

bones of Saint Thomas Aquinas, but, alas, in vain. 

When relics were obtained, they were often magnifi- 

cently enshrined. The reliquaries in which they were en- 

cased were some of the most richly adorned products of 

medieval art; sometimes entire buildings were con- 

ceived of as reliquaries, such as the splendid Sainte 

Chapelle in Paris, which was built to house Christ’s 

crown of thorns. 

Given such enthusiasm and piety, it is perhaps not 
surprising that fraudulent and false relics should also 
appear. Chaucer, in his Canterbury Tales, tells of a relic 



monger who in his trunk had a pillowcase that he as- 

serted was Our Lady’s veil. Other sources mention ex- 

hibitions of vials that were said to contain a sneeze of 

the Holy Spirit, or the sounds of the bells of Solomon’s 

temple, or rays from the star that guided the wise men 

from the East. One church in Italy even claimed to pos- 

sess the cross that Constantine saw in his vision. 

More generally, however, piety and rival claims led 

to a bewildering multiplication of the remains of saints. 

During the Middle Ages, it was rare, in fact, for a saint’s 

body or bones to exist in one place only. At least nine- 

teen churches, for example, claimed to enshrine the jaw 

of John the Baptist. The body of Saint James was found 

most famously at Santiago de Compostela in Spain, 

where, like a magnet, it drew pilgrims from all over Eu- 

rope along well-established routes; it was also vener- 

ated, however, in at least six other places, with addi- 

tional heads and arms elsewhere. Saint Peter, of course, 

was honored in Rome, but despite (or because of) his 

fame there, pilgrims could also venerate significant por- 

tions of his body at Arles, Cluny, Constantinople, and 

Saint-Cloud. While his thumb was to be seen in Toulon, 

three teeth were in Marseilles, his beard was in Poitiers, 

and his brain was in Geneva (although John Calvin 

later claimed it was but a piece of pumice stone). 

Relics of more minor saints—six hands of Saint 

Adrian, various breasts of Saint Agatha—abounded as 

well. The list is almost endless, and Collin de Plancy 

easily filled three volumes of a dictionary of relics with 

references to them. 

As for relics of Jesus and the Virgin Mary, they, too, 

were extremely popular during the Middle Ages, though 

the doctrine of their bodily ascension to heaven pre- 

sented some difficulties. In their cases, bones were, for 

the most part, not legitimately acceptable. Great em- 

phasis, however, could be laid on any object that had 

once been in contact with their persons. 

In the case of the Virgin, these relics tended to em- 

phasize her maternal, nurturing, and domestic charac- 

teristics. Thus vials of her breast milk (spilled on var- 

ious occasions) could be found in countless churches 

throughout Christendom, later causing Calvin to com- 

ment that, had she been a cow all her life, she could not 

have produced such a quantity. Almost as popular was 

her tunic (especially that worn at the time of the An- 

nunciation). Threads from it were occasionally worn in 

protective amulets. Roland, in Spain, for example, 

fought with a sword in whose hilt was a piece of the 

Virgin’s robe (along with a hair of Saint Denis, a tooth 

of Saint Peter, and some of Saint Basil’s blood). Finally, 

in Loreto, in central Italy, the whole of the house in 

which the Virgin had raised the young Jesus in Naza- 

reth could be visited. It was believed to have been mi- 
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raculously transported there through the air from Pal- 

estine in 1296. 

In the case of Jesus, the relics were of a more varied 

character. Some, such as his swaddling clothes and the 

boards of the manger in which he lay in Bethlehem, 

brought to mind the figure of the Christ child. Others 

called up more complex associations, perhaps; no fewer 

than seven churches claimed to possess his circumcised 

foreskin, and the one at Coulombs in the diocese of 

Chartres was venerated by pregnant women hoping for 

an easy childbirth. Still others simply recalled various 

episodes recorded in the Gospels: bread crumbs left 

over from the loaves he had used in feeding the five 

thousand, one of the pots in which he had turned water 

into wine, the cloth that had covered the table at the 

Last Supper, the towel he had used on that occasion to 

wipe the apostles’ feet, the body of the ass on which he 

had entered Jerusalem. 

The greatest veneration and enthusiasm, however, 

were reserved for relics associated with Christ’s pas- 

sion. Some of these, such as the crown of thorns, the 

spear that had pierced his side, the nails and wood of 

the True Cross, had long been popular. But now no de- 

tail of Christ’s agony escaped attention, and in various 

churches, pilgrims could also venerate the pillar to 

which he had been tied, the reeds with which he had 

been whipped, Veronica’s veil on which he had left an 

image of his face on the way to Calvary, the seamless 

robe that the soldiers divided, the sponge with which he 

was offered vinegar, the blood and water that flowed 

from his side, and, finally, the burial shroud in which 

he lay in the tomb and on which he left the full imprint 

of his body. This shroud, now in Turin, was perhaps the 

last major relic of Christ’s passion to come to light. It 

was first exhibited in the fourteenth century and has, in 

recent years, become the subject of intensive debate and 

scientific analysis. 

It is sometimes difficult to realize the fervor with 

which medieval man approached many of these relics. 

Part of their attraction, of course, lay in their reputed 

miraculous powers, especially in the form of cures, but 

there was more to it than this. Relics enabled the pious 

to relive—to recall experientially—events that were 

central to their faith. They were visible manifestations 

of the presence of Christ and of his saints that could, in 

the words of one bishop, “‘open the eyes of the heart.” 

They thus provided effective focal points for religious 

devotion and emotion. Suger, the abbot of Saint-Denis 

in Paris, has described the scene there in the early 

twelfth century. The old church, he states, was often 

filled to overflowing by the faithful, who pressed in 

closely to implore the help of the saints and strove hard 

to kiss the nail and crown relics of the Lord. Women 
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found themselves trampled underfoot or squeezed to the 

point of suffocation, while the brethren themselves, 

pressed hard by the crowd, periodically had to make 

their escape with the relics through the windows. 

Buddhism. Christianity is but one of two major tra- 

ditions in which relics have played a prominent and 

popular role. The other—Buddhism—became one of the 

great propagators of relic worship throughout Asia. Un- 

like Hinduism, which, we have seen, had little room for 

relics, Buddhism was from the start fascinated by, and 

preoccupied with, death. This does not mean that 

Buddhists did not share some of the Indian repugnance 

for dead bodies. They tried, however, to overcome that 

repugnance, meditating on the impurity and imper- 

manence of the body, dead or alive. The remains of the 

Buddha and of other enlightened saints, however, were 

thought not to be impure but worthy of the highest ven- 

eration. 

The focus in Buddhism has been by and large on the 

relics of the Buddha himself, even though Buddhists in 

ancient India did also honor the relics of his disciples, 

and though still today, in some places, believers will 

search the ashes of great monks for their Sariradhdtu (ei- 

ther bits of bone or tiny pieces of what is thought to be 

metamorphosed bodily substance). 

According to tradition, when the Buddha passed away 

into final nirvana, he told his disciples who were monks 

not to preoccupy themselves with his physical remains 

but to follow his teaching. After his cremation, there- 

fore, his relics were left to the laity. Almost immedi- 

ately they became the object of a dispute among various 

North Indian monarchs, each of whom wanted all the 

physical remains of the Buddha for his own kingdom. 

According to the Mahdparinibbdana Sutta, this squabble 

was resolved not by the monks but by a brahman 

named Drona who divided the Buddha’s relics into 

eight equal shares and distributed them to eight kings, 

instructing each to build a stupa (a domed funerary 

mound) over his portion. 

The fate of these eight “Drona stupas” (as they were 

called) is uncertain. According to one legend, however, 

soon after his conversion to Buddhism, the great Indian 

emperor Asoka (third century BcE) collected from them 

the relics, which he then redistributed throughout his 

empire, this time dividing them into eighty-four thou- 

sand shares and building eighty-four thousand stupas to 

enshrine them. Thus, the Buddha’s physical body (his 

relics), along with his teaching (his Dharma), was 

spread throughout the Indian subcontinent in a system- 

atic and ordered way. It is clear, however, that Asoka 

was also using Buddhism and the relics symbolically in 

order to impose his own authority over the kingdom. 

In addition to this legend of the eighty-four thousand 

stupas, there are a number of other quite different tra- 

ditions concerning the fate of the Buddha’s relics. These 

focus not so much on his ashes as on the fortune of cer- 
tain of his bones and teeth. One tooth, for instance, 

ended up enshrined in Sri Lanka, where today it is an 

object of veneration by pilgrims who come to the Tem- 

ple of the Tooth in Kandy to make offerings of flowers 

and incense. Once a year, in the summer month of Asa- 

la, it is paraded in pomp around the city in what re- 

mains one of the chief Sri Lankan festivals. 

Throughout the precolonial history of Sri Lanka, pos- 

session of the Buddha’s tooth was seen as an indispens- 

able attribute of kingship. Its cult was the privilege and 

duty of the legitimate ruler and was thought to ensure 

social harmony, regular rainfall, bountiful crops, and 

righteous rule. Its possession meant power. Thus, when 

the British finally took Kandy in 1815 and captured the 

tooth, they found to their surprise that resistance to 

them soon stopped. 

The official cult of the tooth relic was and is today 

carried out by an entire hierarchy of priests. Several 

times a day, in a series of ceremonies that closely re- 

semble the Hindu pattern of worship of the gods, they 

ritually entertain the tooth, bathe it, clothe it, and feed 

it. In this, it is quite clear that the Buddha is thought to 

be somehow present, despite the doctrine that he has 

completely transcended the realm of rebirth. 

As with the saints in Christianity, this presence of the 

Buddha in his relics is sometimes emphasized by the 

occurrence of miracles. For instance, according to the 

Mahdavamsa (Great Chronicle) of Sri Lanka, when King 

Dutthagamani (first century BCE) was about to enshrine 

some Buddha relics in the great stupa he had built, the 

casket in which they were kept rose up into the air; it 

opened of itself, and the relics came out, took on the 

physical form of the Buddha, and performed all sorts of 

miracles that had been performed by the Buddha him- 

self during his lifetime. According to some traditions, it 

might be added, much the same miracle is expected to 

take place at the end of this present world cycle, when, 

just prior to the advent of the next Buddha, Maitreya, 

all of the dispersed relics of the present Buddha will 

miraculously come together again to form his body one 

more time, before disappearing forever into the depths 
of the earth. 

Sri Lanka, however, was by no means the only Bud- 

dhist nation to enjoy the possession of prestigious Bud- 

dha relics. A number of hairs of the Buddha were en- 

shrined in splendor in the great Shwe Dagon pagoda in 

Rangoon, Burma; and in Lamphun in northern Thai- 

land, several relics of the Buddha became the object of 

great veneration and elaborate legends. In both of these 

places, as in many others throughout the Buddhist 



world, the presence of Buddha relics is closely linked to 

the first introduction of Buddhism into the country. In 

other words, the relics were not just objects of venera- 

tion for a few but were symbolic of the establishment of 

the faith in a whole region. 

The situation was somewhat different in China, where 

Buddhism was always in competition with a number of 

other faiths and ideologies. Nevertheless, in Ch‘ang-an 

(present-day Sian), the ancient capital of the T‘ang dy- 

nasty, the emperor’s periodic reception for the Buddha’s 

finger bone relic (generally kept at a monastery outside 

the city) was perhaps the greatest religious festival dur- 

ing the ninth century. 

As Kenneth Ch’‘en put it in his Buddhism in China, 

“Whenever this relic was put on public display, the 

people . . . would work themselves into such a state of 

religious frenzy as to belie the statement that the Chi- 

nese are rational and practical in their conduct” (Ch‘en, 

1964, p. 280). Devotees threw themselves on the ground, 

gave away all their possessions, cut off their hair, 

burned their scalps, and made fiery offerings of their 

fingers. It was, in fact, this sort of display that in 819 

led the Confucian scholar Han Yt to petition the throne 

to put an end to such celebrations, pointing out that it 

was demeaning for the emperor to have anything to do 

with the bone of a barbarian. 

Another famous relic of the Buddha in China was a 

tooth that was originally brought to Nanking in the fifth 

century and then taken to Ch‘ang-an. Lost for over eight 

hundred years, it was rediscovered in 1900 and is pres- 

ently enshrined in a pagoda outside Peking. In the late 

1950s and early 1960s, the Chinese government, eager 

to improve its relations with Buddhist nations of South 

and Southeast Asia, allowed it to go on a tour to Burma 

and then Sri Lanka, where it was worshiped by 

hundreds of thousands of people. 

Not all of the Buddha’s relics, however, have been 

bodily remains. In several places in South and South- 

east Asia, great stone footprints, reputed to be his, are 

still venerated today. In northwest India, he is said to 

have left his shadow or reflected image on the wall of a 

cave that was a popular pilgrimage site from the fourth 

to the eighth century. There, given the right amount of 

devotion and meditation, pilgrims were thought ac- 

tually to be able to see the Buddha himself in his 

shadow. Nearby was a rock on which one could discern 

the pattern of the cloth in the Buddha’s robe where he 

had set it out to dry. Also in the same region was the 

Buddha’s begging bowl, which the Chinese pilgrim Fa- 

hsien saw during his trip to India (399-414). Fa-hsien 

recounts a legend concerning the bowl’s miraculous mi- 

gration over the centuries throughout the Buddhist 

world. According to this, at the end of the present age, 
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it is destined to ascend to the Tusita Heaven, where it 

will be a sign for the future Buddha Maitreya that the 

time for him to come down to earth is at hand. 

Conclusion. In both the Christian and Buddhist tra- 

ditions, as well as to a lesser extent in Islam and an- 

cient Greece, the examples of relics we have considered 

present a great variety of aspects and have been caught 

up in a whole gamut of symbolisms. In relics, believers 

have found the ongoing presence and power of Jesus, of 

the Buddha, of the saints of different traditions. Every- 

where relics have performed miracles of various kinds; 

they have been used to ward off evil, to effectuate cures, 

and to ensure the prosperity of individuals, cities, and 

even nations; they have legitimized the rule of kings 

and emperors; they have helped spread and popularize 

religion; they have been bought, stolen, traded, and 

fought over, and have held social, economic, and polit- 

ical importance. 

But for all these many functions, it must be noted 

that relics remain marked with a certain ambiguity. 

They are often objects that are normally considered to 

be impure—dead flesh, bones, and body parts—and yet 

they are venerated as holy. In this very paradox, how- 

ever, we can see some of the ways in which relics work 

to heighten the holiness and purity of the saints; if even 

their impurities are venerated, how much purer and 

more venerable they must be themselves! 

Somewhat the same reasoning can be applied to a 

second and more basic ambiguity found in relics. They 

are clearly symbols of death and impermanence; they 

are what is left after the saints and founders of the tra- 

dition are no more. Yet, as we have seen repeatedly, 

they also make manifest the continuing presence and 

life of these absent beings. In asserting that the saints 

are “alive in death,” or, in the case of Buddhism, that 

they are paradoxically present despite their final nir- 

vana, relics in both traditions manage to bridge a gap 

that is one of the great divides of human existence. 

[See also Bones. For discussions of religious architec- 

ture connected with the veneration of relics, see Architec- 

ture; Tombs; and Stupa Worship.] 
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JOHN S. STRONG 

RELIGION. The very attempt to define religion, to 
find some distinctive or possibly unique essence or set 

of qualities that distinguish the “religious” from the re- 

mainder of human life, is primarily a Western concern. 

The attempt is a natural consequence of the Western 

speculative, intellectualistic, and scientific disposition. 

It is also the product of the dominant Western religious 

mode, what is called the Judeo-Christian climate or, 

more accurately, the theistic inheritance from Judaism, 

Christianity, and Islam. The theistic form of belief in 

this tradition, even when down-graded culturally, is for- 

mative of the dichotomous Western view of religion. 

That is, the basic structure of theism is essentially a 

distinction between a transcendent deity and all else, 

between the creator and his creation, between God 

and man. 
Even Western thinkers who recognize their cultural 

bias find it hard to escape, because the assumptions of 

theism permeate -the linguistic structures that shape 

their thought. For example, the term holy comes from 

linguistic roots signifying wholeness, perfection, well- 

being; the unholy, then, is the fragmentary, the imper- 

fect, the ailing. Sacredness is the quality of being set 

apart from the usual or ordinary; its antonym, profane, 

literally means ‘‘outside the fane”’ (ME, “sacred place”’). 

Thus every sanctuary—synagogue, church, mosque—is 

a concrete physical embodiment of this separation of 

the religious from all else. So too, in a more general 

sense the sacred is what is specifically set apart for holy 

or religious use; the secular is what is left over, the 

world outside, the current age and its fashions and con- 

cerns. This thoroughgoing separation has been institu- 

tionalized in a multitude of forms: sacred rites in- 

cluding sacraments; sacred books and worship para- 

phernalia; holy days; sacred precincts and buildings; 

special modes of life and dress; religious fellowships 

and orders; and so on ad infinitum. 

Many practical and conceptual difficulties arise when 

one attempts to apply such a dichotomous pattern 

across the board to all cultures. In primitive societies, 

for instance, what the West calls religious is such an/ 

integral part of the total ongoing way of life that it is 

never experienced or thought of as something separable 

or narrowly distinguishable from the rest of the pattern. 

Or if the dichotomy is applied to that multifaceted en- 

tity called Hinduism, it seems that almost everything 

can be and is given a religious significance by some 

sect. Indeed, in a real sense everything that is is divine; | 

existence per se appears to be sacred. It is only that the 

ultimately real manifests itself in a multitude of ways— 

in the set-apart and the ordinary, in god and so-called 

devil, in saint and sinner. The real is apprehended at 

many levels in accordance with the individual’s ca- 
pacity. 

The same difficulty arises in another form when con- 

sidering Taoist, Confucian, and Shint6é cultures. These 

cultures are characterized by what J. J. M. de Groot 

termed “universism’’: a holiness, goodness, and perfec- 

tion of the natural order that has been misunderstood, 

distorted, and falsified by shallow minds and errant cul- 

tural customs. The religious life here is one of harmony 

with both the natural and human orders, a submersion 

of individuality in an organic relationship and in an in- 



wardly experienced oneness with them. And Buddhism 
in all its forms denies the existence of a transcendent 
creator-deity in favor of an indefinable, nonpersonal, 

absolute source or dimension that can be experienced 

as the depth of human inwardness. This, of course, is 

not to forget the multitudinous godlings, bodhisattvas, 

and spirits who are given ritual reverence in_ popular 
adaptations of the high religion to human need. 

There is one other important result of the Western 

concept and practice of religion, here alluded to in pass- 

ing: the religious community, distinct and more or less 

set apart from the environing society. This is not abso- 

lutely unique to Western religiosity, for in almost every 

culture there are those individuals believed to have un- 

usual capacities and powers—the soothsayers, shamans, 

witch doctors, medicine men, and other specialists who 

are set apart from all others by their powers and who 

use them in a professional manner. Likewise in most 

cultures there are those temporary and voluntary 

groups of initiates into secret or occult fellowships who 

take upon themselves prescribed special obligations, 

diets, psychosomatic disciplines, and the like. 

But none of these achieves the form or distinctive 

qualities of the congregations of synagogue, church, or 

mosque. There is more and other here than the geo- 

graphical togetherness of worshipers at a Hindu or 

Buddhist temple or the cultic togetherness of a tribal 

society. In one sense, a Western-style congregation is a 

“gathered people,” a group of persons who have been 

divinely called to and have consciously chosen to follow 

this particular faith rather than other possible faiths or 

nonfaith. (That geographical, historical, and social fac- 

tors greatly modify the actuality of the factor of choice 

is to be understood, but being chosen and choosing re- 

main the ideal model.) Such groups have their chosen 

leaders, carry on joint worship periodically as well as 

other corporate activities, and evangelize for their faith 

among others. Thus, being a member of a body of be- 

lievers—a term that betrays the Western theistic em- 

phasis upon doctrine—separates individuals to some ex- 

tent from others in the environing society. And the 

professional teachers and ritualists—rabbis, ministers, 

priests, and to some extent mullahs and imams—are by 

their dress and mode of life even more separated from 

“the world” than the devout laity are. 

Again, this special type of grouping, though produced 

in part by many other factors as well, is a distinctive 

product of the Western theistic dichotomous conception 

of religion as a set of beliefs and practices that are dif- 

ferent from surrounding beliefs and practices and that 

embody a special relation to deity, that transcendent 

other. The very term religion originally indicated a bond 

of scruple uniting those who shared it closely to each 
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other. Hence religion suggests both separation and a 

separative fellowship. How, then, is religion to be con- 

ceptually handled for the purposes of thought and dis- 

cussion, since the very term itself is so deeply ingrained 

with specifically Western cultural presuppositions? 

Definitions. So many definitions of religion have been 

framed in the West over the years that even a partial 

listing would be impractical. With varying success they 

have all struggled to avoid, on the one hand, the Scylla 

of hard, sharp, particularistic definition and, on the 

other hand, the Charybdis of meaningless generalities. 

Predictably, Western-derived definitions have tended to 

emphasize the sharp distinction between the religious 

and nonreligious dimensions of culture and sometimes 

have equated religion with beliefs, particularly belief in 

a supreme being. Obviously such definitions exclude 

many primitive and Asian religions, if we still wish to 

use the term. 

Such definitional usage has had its critics in the West. 

As early as the late eighteenth century an attempt was 

— 

made to shift the emphasis from the conceptual to the / 

intuitive and visceral in defining religion. In a very in- 

fluential statement, Friedrich Schleiermacher defined 

religion as ‘feeling of absolute dependence’’—absolute 

as contrasted to other, relative feelings of dependence. 

Since that time there have been others who have sought 

to escape formalistic, doctrinal definitions and to in- 

clude the experiential, emotive, and intuitive factors, as 

well as valuational and ethical factors. These factors 

seemed to be truer to the religious person’s sense of 

what religion is like from the inside, to include what 

William James called “the enthusiastic temper of es- 

pousal.’’ Such definitions appear to be more universally 

applicable to primitive and Asian religions than belief- 

oriented ones. 

This is surely the case with primitive religion where, 

as noted, the religious is scarcely distinguishable from 

the sociocultural,/*where custom and ritual are abun- 

dant while belief structures are scarce, where emotional 

realities carry more weight than statable ideas. The 

Asian religious traditions, too, characteristically place 

their prime emphasis upon the inner states of realiza- 

tion rather than upon the merely instrumental rite or 

doctrine. Indeed, this is so much the case that in some of 

the more radical expressions, such as Zen Buddhism 

and Hindu bhakti (devotional faith), creed and tradition 

are purely secondary or even valueless hindrances. Of 

course, it should be added that this is not quite the case 

in actuality. For feeling-based experience never subsists 

on its own exclusive resources: feeling (and love as in 

bhakti) is always feeling about or toward some object or 

other. Experience never happens in a complete idea- 

tional vacuum. In all these cases, be they primitive, 

Ir 
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Buddhist, or Hindu, there is an underlying conceptual 

context of some sort, and its implicitness or verbal de- 

nial does not indicate its total functional absence: 
With the rise of the sociological and anthropological 

disciplines, another factor has been projected into defi- 

nition making—the social, economic, historical, and 

cultural contexts in which religion comes to expression. 

Sociologists and anthropologists rightly argue that re- 

ligion is never an abstract set of ideas, values, or expe- 

riences developed apart from the total cultural matrix 

and that many religious beliefs, customs, and rituals 

can only be understood in reference to this matrix. In- 

deed, some proponents of these disciplines imply or 

suggest that analysis of religious structures will totally 

account for religion. Emile Durkheim, a pioneer in this 

societal interpretation, asserted in The Elementary 

Forms of the Religious Life (New York, 1926) that ‘‘a so- 

ciety has all that is necessary to arouse the sensation of 

the divine in minds, merely by the power that it has 

| over them” (p. 207). Thus the gods are nothing more 

than society in disguise. Since Durkheim’s time, sociol- 

ogists have refined their methods of analysis, but some 

still maintain the essential Durkheimian view. 

The various forms of psychology come out of the same 

scientific-humanistic context as the social science disci- 

plines. The central concerns of psychology are the psy- 

chic mechanics and motivational forces that result from 

human self-consciousness. In some sense, psychological 

interpretations of religion are more akin to those that 

stress experiential inwardness than to those that accent 

intellectual and societal aspects. In the final analysis, 

however, psychology is more akin to the social sciences 

in its treatment of religion than to any intrareligious 

effort at interpretation. It tends, like social studies, to 

dissolve religion into sets of psychological factors. 

It should be observed in passing that the religious 

person would not be satisfied with such analyses. That 

person’s sense of what is happening in religion seems 

always to contain some extrasocietal, extrapsychologi- 

cal depth-factor or transcendent dimension, which must 

be further examined. 

Among Western religion scholars there have been at- 

tempts to define religion in a manner that avoids the 

“reductionism” of the various sociological and psycho- 

logical disciplines that reduce religion to its component 

factors. A prominent one has been the analysis of reli- 

gions of varied nature in terms of the presence of an 

awareness of the sacred or the holy) First proposed by 

Schleiermacher, this approach found its most notable 

expression in Rudolf Otto’s The Idea of the Holy (1917). 

Analyzing the biblical accounts of the experience of the 

prophets and saints in their encounters with God, Otto 

defines the essence of religious awareness as awe, a 

— 

unique blend of fear and fascination before the divine. 

Thus Isaiah, upon becoming aware of the presence of 

the living God (Yahveh) in the temple sanctuary, cried 

out, ‘“‘Woe is me, for I am undone!” Isaiah’s response 

expresses both creaturely fear of his creator and his 

own sense of sinfulness before God’s absolute righteous- 

ness. Yet he does not flee but remains to worship and to 

become the bearer of a prophetic message to his people. 

In Otto’s terms, Isaiah and others like him sensed the 

mysterium tremendum, the ‘wholly otherness” of the di- 

vine being. And |for Otto this was the prototype of all 

truly religious experience 

Otto’s conception of the essential nature of religious 

experiences may be acceptable in the context of West- 

ern theism, though this type of religious experience 

seems relatively rare or else is smothered by the reli- 

gious apparatus that envelops it. But even in Otto’s own 

writings the application of this concept to primitive and 

Asian religions seems difficult. In primitive religions 

any sense of the divine in the mode of Isaiah seems 

missing despite the early attempt of Andrew Lang to 

find a “high god”’ tradition in primitive antiquity. Here 

religion is scarcely distinguishable from magic; rites 

seem primarily used for the fulfillment of physicial 

needs; and fear rather than awe predominates. Sacred 

and profane are inappropriate terms to apply to this 

cultural continuum. Of course, it must be said that the 

powers that are feared, placated, and used, in turn, do 

have their invisible and esoteric dimensions with which 

some rites attempt to make contact. 
Nor does this definition of religion as the experience 

of the awe-inspiring wholly other seem to fit Asian reli- 

gions. To be sure, at the popular level much religion 

consists of placation and use of spirits and superhuman 

powers and various rituals reminiscent of theism. But 

in their own self-definitions Buddhism and Hinduism, 

for example, seem to have little or no sense of a radi- 

cally other and ultimate being. In fact, the basic 

thought and action model here is that of man’s oneness 

with his environing universe. He seeks to live reli- 

giously in organic harmony with the ultimate, and the 

highest level of religious experience tends toward a 

mystical monism, though with Eastern qualifications. 

Immanence of the sacred rather than its transcendence 
is emphasized. Thus Hinduism, Buddhism, and Taoism 

characteristically find the truly transcendent within the 

human self itself. The divinized, exteriorized forms 

given to the holy in theistic religions—and in the popu- 

lar forms of their own faiths—are viewed as temporary 

and practically expedient but essentially false means 

for the final enlightenment of the ignorant. 

The most recent and influential formulation of sa- 

credness as the unique and irreducible essence of all re- 



ligious experience has been that of Mircea Eliade. He 
has refined and expanded Otto’s use of the term exten- 
sively. No longer is the sacred to be sought almost ex- 
clusively in the God-encounter type of experience; it is 

abundantly exemplified in the symbolisms and rituals 

of almost every culture, especially the primitive and 

Asian cultures. It is embodied as sacred space, for ex- 

ample, in shrines and temples, in taboo areas, even lim- 

itedly in the erection of dwellings in accordance with a 

sense of the axis mundi, an orientation to the center of 

the true (sacred) universe. Indeed, structures often sym- 

bolically represent that physically invisible but most 

real of all universes—the eternally perfect universe to | | 
which they seek to relate fruitfully. This sense of sacred- | 

ness often attaches to trees, stones, mountains, and 

other like objects in which mysterious power seems to 

be resident. Many primitive rituals seek to sacramen- 
tally. re-peat the first moment of creation often de- 

scribed in myth when primordial chaos became recog- 

nizable order. Sacred time—that is, eternal and 

unfragmented time—is made vitally present by the 

reenactment of such myths. In The Sacred and the Pro- 

fane (New York, 1951) Eliade writes, “Every religious 

festival, every liturgical time, represents the reactuali- 

zation of a sacred event that took place in a mythical 
past, in the beginning” (pp. 68-69). 

It is a matter of opinion whether Eliade’s portraiture 

of the experience of the sacred, much more elaborate 

and extended than here stated, escapes the limitations 

of Otto’s view and represents a viable way of defining 

and describing the religious mode. Sociologists and an- 

thropologists question its verifiability in actual cases as 

well as Eliade’s interpretation of his data. To them sa- 

credness is an ideal construct, not a genuine cultural or| 

experiential entity. Linguists, psychologists, and philos- 

ophers also question the identifiability of such a distinc- 

tive entity in patterns of language, experience, and 

thought patterns. For all of these critics the religious 

experience is a compound of cultural entities and expe- 

riences, not a separable thing in and of itself. 

Is there no alternative to such reductions of religious 

experiences and structures into congeries of easily iden- 

tifiable and nonmysterious psychological, social, politi- 

cal, and economic factors? Conversely, is there no alter- 

native to the definition of the religious as a mystical 

essence that can be located in every culture by the 

proper methodology, like the detection of uranium by a 

geiger counter? The truth in the former views is that a 
religious awareness, wherever found, occurs in the con- 

text of and is given tangible form by cultural, economic, 

and social factors. Traditionally, these factors condition 

members of a society to perceive and experience the 

world in ways given as religious. 
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On the other hand, it is also true that there is some- 

thing of a sacred otherness about religious experiences 

that cannot be easily dissolved or given no weight. Even 

though an unanalyzable, unqualifiable factor called 

“the holy” or ‘‘the sacred” cannot be isolated from its 

varied components and contexts, almost every known 

culture displays elements that, if not wholly other from 

their context, do show a certain discontinuity with it. 

When these discontinuous elements are spoken about or 

related to, there occurs at least a slight shift to another 

perspective, another realm of discourse, which concerns 

the more mysterious and indefinable areas of experi- 

ence and expectation. Or these elements might be dis- 

cussed in terms of a depth dimension in cultural expe- 

riences and customs that hints at the more central, 

serious, or ultimate concerns and values. Perhaps reli- 

gions could be seen, then, as the attempt to order indi- 

vidual and societal life in terms of culturally perceived 

ultimate priorities. 

It should be noted, of course, that the form, clarity, 

and degree of such an ordering of life vary immensely 

from culture to culture. Thus primitive man adds en- 

hancing rituals and magic incantations to his tool-mak- 

ing and hunting skills, without clearly conceptualizing 

why he does so. He does not confuse the two means to 

his end, never substituting religio-magic for good weap- 

onry, or chants for physical skill. Rather, he adds the 

magic and ritual elements to the humanly possible 

means in order to ensure their success; the magic and 

ritual elements are efforts to deal with the powerful and 

mysterious dimensions of existence that cannot be con- 

trolled or affected by ordinary means. This quality of 

other-than-ordinary also resides in the ritual parapher- 

nalia, in the ritual specialists, and often in the secret 

content of the rites themselves and certain special lo- 

calities. Thus even in primitive society there is a 

vaguely felt and inarticulate awareness of transcen- 

dence as strange, more, and different. 

In Asian traditions that emphasize immanence rather 

than transcendence, characterized by continuums rather 

than discontinuities both of theory and of experi- 

ence, gradations of both understanding and of experi- 

ence exist nonetheless. Recognized levels of practice 

and attainment are buttressed by texts and incorpo- 

rated into systems of praxis. “Lower” levels of attain- 

ment are not considered totally false or wrong but as 

less than fully true or ultimate. There is, then, a kind of 

transcendence by degree or stage; the highest is “‘other’’ 

to the lower states, and in some Buddhist and Hindu 

traditions (i.e., Zen and meditative Advaita) there is a 

breakthrough experience (satori and realization of brah- 

man) that experientially is wholly other than or wholly 

transformative of ordinary awareness. 
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In summary, it may be said that almost every known 

culture involves the religious in the above sense of a 

depth dimension in cultural experiences at all levels—a - 

push, whether ill-defined or conscious, toward some 

sort of ultimacy and transcendence that will provide 

norms and power for the rest of life. When more or less 

distinct patterns of behavior are built around this depth 

dimension in a culture, this structure constitutes reli- 

gion in its historically recognizable form. Religion is 

the organization of life around the depth dimensions of 

experience—varied in form, completeness, and clarity 

in accordance with the environing culture. 

Distinguishing Characteristics of Religious Experi- 

ence. If religiousness is a depth-awareness coming to 

distinctive expression in the forms we call religion, how 

is religiousness distinguished from various other types 

of awareness such as the aesthetic and ecstatic—what 

Abraham Maslow (1964) calls “peak experiences’”’ and 

Marghanita Laski (1961) terms ‘non-religious ec- 

stasy’—and the states of ‘“‘altered consciousness’’ pro- 

duced by various psychosomatic techniques or drugs? 

Indeed, there are those who would equate all such 

states with the so-called religious variety. For example, 

Maslow urges that all peak, that is, highly emotional 

and ecstatic, experiences should be recognized as 

equally valid and valuable, whatever the conditions of 

their occurrence or production. He criticizes religions 

for preempting the quality of genuineness as proof of 

the truth of their respective doctrines. Laski likewise 

fully equates the structured religious experiences of 

mystics with the “natural” experiences of ecstasy, tran- 

scendence, and aesthetic intensity that occur in the 

presence of some natural wonder, in sexual experience, 

in childbirth, or by other means. In the case of mystical 

experiences, she argues, religious ‘‘overbeliefs’’ have 

gratuitously attached to them and are erroneously con- 

sidered to be causal. 

There have also been many experiments, with and 

without drugs, in the achievement of a nonindividual- 

ized or transpersonalized consciousness. In these exper- 

iments the subject is lifted out of the usual narrow, self- 

oriented awareness into an awareness of the overpow- 

ering beauty of ordinary objects, colors, and sounds and 

of unity with the boundless infinitude of space, time, 

and being. Some subjects have reported the fusing of all 

the senses so that color has sound as well as the con- 

verse. Others report a sense of oneness with all other 

beings. Aldous Huxley equated these experiences with 

those of Christian, Muslim, Taoist, and Hindu mystics. 

Some practitioners have deliberately fused the use of 

psychosomatic techniques and drugs with religious 

practice—Zen, Hindu, American Indian. 

However, the true significance of these experiences, 

misinterpreted in such views, is not found in the like- 

ness of psychosomatic character in all such experiences, 

whether religious or not. That they can occur in nearly 

identical forms in a variety of contexts and with varied 

stimuli (or are they really identical?) indicates at most 

the similar psychosomatic nature of all human beings. 

The truly significant element is precisely that ideational 

and emotional context discarded by Maslow, Laski, and 

others as dispensable ‘‘overbeliefs.”” Such experiences in 

and by themselves are anonymous, miscellaneous, and 

trifling emotional flashes, unless they are connected 

with some system of ideation that interprets them in 

terms of meaningful concepts or other like experiences. 

In short, the ideational system gives the experiences an 

identity. And by thus having a traditional religious 

identity, these experiences also have power to affect the 

whole life—a power denied them as anonymous feeling. 

Thus the mystical ecstasies of Teresa of Avila remolded 

her spirituality and propelled her into a life of stren- 

uous activity in the cause of Roman Catholic Christian- 

ity. The same could be said of a Zen satori experience, 

even though it is not expressed in doctrinaire terms. Sa- 

tori dynamically activates the total man because it val- 

idates the Zen context of tradition, thought, and values 

in which it occurs. It is oneness with the absolute Bud- 

dha essence; it is an experience of the Buddha mind, of 

organic harmony with the entire universe, of the felt 

unity of outer and inner worlds. These experiences are 

of revolutionary significance to the experiencer because 

of their contextual religious meaning. 

In summary, it may be said that while ecstatic, tran- 

sic, and intense aesthetic experiences are found both 

within religious and nonreligious frameworks and have 

many features in common psychologically, the religious 

experience is religious precisely because it occurs in a 

religious context of thought, discipline, and value. 

Characteristics and Structures of Religious Life. As 

previously suggested, religions adopt their tangible his- 

torical forms as matrices of cultural and social elements 

about the depth-centers of culture. Hence the beliefs, 

patterns of observance, organizational structures, and 

types of religious experience are as varied as the ma- 

trices that give them birth, and that they in turn help 

form and reform. Even in the midst of this variety, how- 

ever, we may distinguish certain characteristic ele- 

ments and categories of structures distinctively reli- 
gious. 

Traditionalism. All attempts to find a primitive reli- 

gion embodying the primordial form of all subsequent 

religions have encountered two insurmountable prob- 

lems. The first is the sheer arbitrariness of seeking the 

origin of all types of religion in a single form. The sec- 

ond is that wherever religion is recognized—if one uses 



the above definition of religion as a depth-dimensional 

structure—one also encounters an existent tradition 
comprising stylized actions related to the pursuit of cul- 

tural goals, however meager or closely geared to sur- 

vival needs. Present modes of religious activity always 

seem to look backward for origins, precedents, and 

standards. As cultures become more complex and liter- 

ate, these traditions of ancient thought and practice be- 

come more elaborate and stylized. 

Whatever the degree of elaboration, two things seem 

to be taken for granted. First, the beginnings—the orig- 

inal creative action, the life and words of an individual 

founder, even the authorless antiquity of a tradition’s 

scriptures, as in the case of Hinduism—are taken as 

models of pristine purity and power, fully authoritative 

for all members of the group or adherents of the faith. 

Second, no matter how great the actual changes in a 

particular historical religious tradition—and sometimes 

this means the entire cultural tradition, more or less— 

the basic thrust of traditionalism is to maintain itself. 

Typically, religious reformers speak about a re-forming 

of the religion in terms of its more holy past. Thus Zen 

seeks to go back directly to the mind of the Buddha, 

bypassing all historical forms and scripturalism. Reviv- 

alist Islam speaks of returning to pure Qur’anic faith 

and practice. Protestantism sought a return to New Tes- 

tament Christianity, eliminating all the Roman Catho- 

lic “accretions”; and the Roman Catholic church re- 

sponded that its doctrine and ritual and authority were 

demonstrably older than anything in Protestantism, 

going back to Christ himself. 

Myth and symbol. Religious traditions are full of 

myth and replete with symbol. Myth in most contem- 

porary use simply means ‘“‘false’”’; myths are the fanciful 

tales of primitives spun out as explanations of begin- 

nings. Hence creation myths are rationalizations of 

what prescientific cultures cannot understand through 

other means. Though this explanatory function of myth 

has been important, an even more basic function has 

been that of symbolic source. Apparently, even the writ- 

ers of myths recognized the impossibility of expressing 

the fundamentally indescribable nature of absolute be- 

ginnings and ultimate realities. Hence poetry and sym- 

bol were their metier. In this way, religious myths have 

become modes of action, mankind’s way of relating to 

physical and environmental realities. Thus does reli- 

gious man seek to grasp the actionable significance of 

the world and relate to it emotionally. In passing, it 

should be noted that all disciplines of thought and life 

have their mythology of guiding images and unproven 

assumptions. [See Myth.] 

Symbol is the language of myth. When the crucially 

important but mysterious nature of ultimate reality— 
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the basic concern of religious man—can only be seen 

through a glass darkly, how else can one speak of it ex- 

cept in symbolic forms? Ordinary language will not 

serve for the fullness of either the question or the an- 

swer here. Therefore religious language is rich in anal- 

ogies, metaphors, poetry, stylized actions (ritual), and 

even silence (‘‘Be still and know that I am God’’). [See 

Silence.] For the symbol stands for something other and 

more than itself; it is only a finger pointing at the moon 

of reality. [See Symbolism.] 

In seeking to deal with man’s ultimate concerns, reli- 

gions are prolific in the production, use, and elabora- 

tion of symbolic forms and objects; thus it is not sur- 

prising that religions have been the inspiration of an 

overwhelmingly large and diverse body of art. Indeed, 

in most cultures of the past, religions have been the cen- 

tral cultural fountainhead. To realize the importance of 

symbols in religion one need think only of the immense 

variety of rituals; of the stylized dress, manner, and 

speech of ritual officiants; of artifacts used in rituals; of 

paintings and sculptures, of shrines and sanctuaries of 

all levels and types. [See Architecture and Iconography.] 

Finally, the tremendous tenacity of symbolic forms 

and their ritualized vehicles must be emphasized. Many 

a symbol outlives its parent religion and culture, as the 

lotus, for example, has lived through centuries of sym- 

bolic existence, first in Hinduism and then in Bud- 

dhism. Symbols are more lasting than their explanatory 

doctrinal forms because they speak to the human imag- 

ination and to human feelings, not merely to the ra- 

tional sense. Religious symbols often embody what is 

felt to be the central religious reality involved; they are 

its sacramental form, which must be preserved at all 

costs. 
Concepts of salvation. Salvation is but another name 

for religion. That is, all religions are basically conceived 

as means of saving men at one level or another. And 

there are always two aspects to salvation: what men are 

to be saved from and what they are to be saved fo, It 

goes without saying that what men are saved from and 

to varies immensely from culture to culture and from 

religion to religion. [See Soteriology.] 

At the primitive level of religion, salvation both 

“from” and “to” is achieved mainly in the realm of 

physical dangers and goods. The primitive seeks by his 

rituals to save himself from starvation, from death by 

storm, from disease, from wild animals, and from ene- 

mies and to sufficiency of food and shelter, to freedom 

from danger and disease, and to human fertility. Im= 

plicit in this context, and in the realm of mental and 

emotional malaise, is salvation from mysterious and 

even malign powers and forces of evil. The achievement 

of salvation in all these areas is striven for by all possi- 
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ble physical means with the superadded power of ritual, 

charm, and magic. 

Of course, the development of environing cultures im- 

plies a change and expansion in the nature of religious 

salvation. (Group values come to play a larger and more 

conscious role. The group—whether tribal kinship-clan 

or nation-state—comes to be a sacred entity in its own 

right, perhaps the preeminent one in some cases. \Ro- 

man religion, for example, was essentially a state reli- 

gion whose major purpose was the preservation (salva- 

tion) of the state in prosperity and power; a triumphal 

conquest was a triumph of the Roman deities. In time 

the emperors themselves were considered incarnate de- 

ities, as were the Egyptian pharaohs of an earlier era. 

Later, inner values, relatively unimportant to primitive 

and early nationalistic cultures, became matters of 

prime religious importance. Inner states of mind, the 

cultivation of ecstasy, and concern about the personal 

survival of physical death became important, some- 

times almost paramount in times of social and political 

turmoil. 

In time, this area of inner development, experiences, 

and values became the impetus for religious develop- 

ment. The “‘great’ ’ religious traditions of Judaism, Bud- 

dhism, Hinduism, \ Christianity, and Islam are all ori- 

ented toward the inner life. | Their doctrines, texts, 

religious disciplines, and even organizations aim to cul- 

tivate the inner life of prayer, faith, enlightenment, and 

purity of character. | 
(Yet the development of the inner life in religion does 

not completely exclude the lower level of physical-ma- 

terial goods. They remain as the object of perfectly ac- 

ceptable religious hopes so that prayers are still made 

for health, safety, rain in times of drought, and suffi- 

ciency of food.\And in some instances the final higher 

goods represent only the absolutizing or infinitizing of 

the physical-material ones.\Thus eternal life maximizes 

the desire for deliverance from death—that primary hu- 

man desire for survival toward which so much of prim- 

itive religion is directed. \Indeed, the Greek religion of 

ancient times seems almost alone in portraying life af- 

ter death as an unsatisfactory shadow existence. | (Most 

pure lands, heavens, and paradises are described as the 

perpetual enjoyment of life without pain, sorrow, or un- 

happiness of any sort! Similarly, the indescribable nib- 

bana of Theravada Buddhism is conceived as the final, 

absolute end of the emptiness, impermanence, and pain 

of all embodied existence. 

But even given the continuing presence of the lower- 

level goods sought by religious means in the higher- 

level religions,\it is still true that the inner goals of 
peace, self-sacrificing love, purity of heart, and aware- 

ness of absolute goodness increasingly become central 

to the religious quest.\When they are sought for them- 

selves with no ulterior motives, the possibility of saint- 

liness comes into being. 

t is, of course, obvious that religious salvation is as 

responsive to and expressive of human needs and de- 

sires as any secular scheme of salvation. For salvation 

in religion is a means of fulfilling needs and desires, 

even when the needs and desires are revealed from 

“above.’”\ Yet the forms fulfillment takes express spe- 

cially religious values, supplementing and sometimes 

opposing other, nonreligious values. And it is also evi- 

dent that the varied cultural contexts of religions each 

represent a variant perspective on the human situa- 

tion—its goods and goals, its dangers and evils. These 

varied perspectives greatly influence the form of reli- 

gious salvation. Thus the Hindu Advaitin, the African 

San, the Sunni Muslim, the Orthodox Jew, the Zen 

Buddhist, the Protestant, and the Greek Orthodox Chris- 

tian would define religious needs and goods quite differ- 

ently. 

Is there then any appreciable difference between the 

ways in which religious and nonreligious modes of need 

fulfillment proceed? In other words, are there_distin- 

guishing characteristics of religious salvation? The first 

is that religious salvation tends to concentrate on the 

needs a culture defines as most fundamental, neglecting 

needs that a culture defines as less important. Religious 

means of salvation, often indirect and extrahuman, seek 

to use supersensible forces and powers either in addi- 

tion to or in place of ordinary tangible means. The sec- 

ond distinguishing characteristic is that religious sal- 

vations tend to aim at total, absolute, and sometimes 

transcendent fulfillment of human needs. As defined by 

the cultural context, this fulfillment ranges all the way 

from the fullness of physical satisfactions to the eternal 

ecstasy of union with the Absolute. | 

Sacred places and objects. One of the striking fea- 

tures of historically observable religions is the presence 

of special religious areas and structures set apart from 

ordinary space by physical, ritual, and psychological 

barriers. Precincts, churches, mosques, synagogues, and 

shrines are the highly visible manifestations of religious 

discontinuity with the surrounding world. Various 

physical actions are often required of those who enter 

sacred areas to indicate this separation: ablutions, re- 

moval of footwear, prayers and incantations, bowing 

and kneeling, silence, preparatory fasting, special garb, 

and preliminary inward acts of contrition. 

Further, particularly within the more spacious pre- 

cincts, there are grades of sacredness that enshrine spe- 

cially sacred objects or relics in their supremely holy 

areas. A classic example is the last of the Jewish tem- 

ples in Jerusalem, in which there was a spatial progres- 



sion from the outermost court of the gentiles to the 
women’s court to the men’s court to the court of the 
burnt offering to the priests’ enclosure to the Holy of 
Holies wherein was the Ark of the Covenant and, in 

some sense, the special presence of Yahveh. In syn- 

agogues today the ark containing a copy of the Torah is 

the most sacred part. In Roman Catholic and Eastern 

Orthodox churches, the altar supporting the sacramen- 
tal bread and wine is the focal point of sacredness. Prot- 

estant churches display a weaker form of the same prin- 
ciple, centered around the Bible or pulpit. Buddhist 

shrines in Southeast Asia commonly are pagodas con- 

taining sacred relics and/or consecrated Buddha im- 

ages, which are honored by removing footwear, circum- 

ambulating with the central spire to one’s right, and 

presenting floral offerings and obeisances. Japanese 

Buddhist temples usually contain large Buddha images 

at the’rear of ornately decorated altars. Hindu temples 

vary somewhat in this respect; some have a holy inner 

sanctum into which only the ritually pure devotee may 
enter, while others provide relatively open access to the 

revered god images. Perhaps the Islamic mosque is the 

least set apart of religious places. Yet even here ablu- 

tions are required before entry, nonbelievers are 

scarcely welcome, and the semicircular alcove set in the 

rear wall (qiblah) must project toward the Muslim holy 

of holies, the Ka‘bah in Mecca, so that praying believers 

always face in that direction. 

Quite logically, many of the furnishings and objects 

used in temples and shrines, particularly in their most 

sacred rituals, partake of the sacredness of the shrine 

itself. One thinks here of altar furnishings and utensils, 

sacrificial paraphernalia, baptismal water, the special 

garb of temple officiants, special words and gestures, in- 

cense, candles and the like. These furnishings and ob- 

jects are less holy than the shrine and revered relic, 

which are intrinsically sacred. 

But in the final analysis sacred places are sacred be- 

cause of what has occurred there or may occur there. 

Their essence is sacramental. Sacred places are cher- 

ished and revered because they offer the possibility of 

directly encountering and partaking of the real in the 

given tradition. An unusual power has manifested itself 

in a natural object or taboo place either for good or ill. 

Or tradition tells that some primordially creative act 

once took place here and that power still lingers. So in 

both more and less developed religious traditions, past 

sanctity and present hope characterize sacred places, 

The shrine of the Virgin of Guadalupe appears to have 

been first a center of pagan deity worship before its 

adoption by the Christian faith; its religious power is 

centuries old, transfixing past and present devotees. 

This same quality is found at the Dome of the Rock in 
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Jerusalem, from which Muhammad reputedly made his 

ascent into heaven; at the places of the Buddha’s birth, 

enlightenment, first sermon, and death in India; and at 

the legendary birth and death places of Jesus in Pales- 
tine. 

Other sacred places and objects (images) particularly 

emphasize the hope of present and future blessing. The 

shrine at Lourdes is venerated not simply because a 

French peasant girl reputedly once saw a vision of the 

Virgin there but because of the hope of present healing. 

Similarly, many Buddhists expect to gain merit by 

praying and making offerings before Buddha images or 

to reap tangible benefits in the here and now by touch- 

ing bodhisattva images. The Shinto practitioner rings 

the bell to summon his chosen deity and petition him 

or her for a specific boon. A Roman Catholic church is 

made sacred because of its consecrated altar at which 

the life-giving miracle of bread and wine transformed 

into the spiritual body of Christ occurs at every mass. 

The Protestant pulpit is the space where the word of the 

living God is expounded; at the very least the devout 

parishioner hopes for some sense of empowerment and 

renewal for daily living. Every functioning shrine em- 

bodies such living and sacred hopes. [See Sacred 

Space.] 

Sacred actions (rituals). Just as it is impossible to 

think of living religions without their sacred places, so 

is it impossible to conceive of a religion without its rit- 

uals, whether simple or elaborate. The forms of ritual 

are familiar, involving the stylized saying or chanting 

of certain words, bowing or kneeling, offerings of var- 

ious kinds including animal sacrifices, dancing and mu- 

sic making. 

Several features are prominent in most rituals. One is 

the element of order. Indeed, an established ritual pat- 

tern is the ordered performance of sacred actions under 

the direction of a leader. This order usually develops 

early in the history of a given tradition. Initially the sa- 

cred actions are more or less informal and spontaneous, 

then, step by step, become ordered and standardized 

procedures, and in the end may become elaborate ritual 

patterns requiring a considerable quantity of equip- 

ment and personnel (ritualists, priests). In Christianity 

we see the beginnings of this in Paul’s exhortation to 

the church in Corinth to conduct their worship ‘“‘de- 

cently and in order’ (1 Cor. 14:40). He had heard re- 

ports of chaotic gatherings at which all participants 

were under the “inspiration of the Spirit.” From this or- 

der developed the classical Christian liturgies. How- 

ever, perhaps the maximal degree of ritualization was 

achieved in another tradition, for the Brahmanic Hindu 

sacrificial rituals involve an almost unbelievable com- 

plexity and rigidity of pattern. 
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Rigidity of pattern, requiring the utmost care and 

precision in use of word, action, and material, points to 

another feature of ritual, maximized in the Hindu sac-’ 

rifice but more or less present in all fixed rituals: metic- 

ulous performance. Analogies may be drawn to magic 

formulas and scientific experiments, and the resem- 

blance is indeed meaningful. Just as in magic and sci- 

ence, where success depends upon meticulously faithful 

following of the given formula, so too in religious ritual 

the desired healing, fertility, safety, prosperity, or in- 

ward state will not result if the ritual is improperly per- 

formed. Ritual words are words of power. The Hindu 

sacrificial ritual mentioned above involved priests spe- 

cifically appointed to cover any lapses (wrong words or 

incorrect actions) by ritually speaking charms. Of 

course, cases such as this and some primitive rituals are 

the extreme manifestation of this quality. In other rit- 

ual patterns aesthetic concerns and inner-personal as- 

pirations are important; ritual uniformity also has the 

practical advantage of giving the worshiper or user a 

sense of familiarity and ease as well as identity with a 

given tradition and group. [See Orthopraxy.] 

Yet deep within ritualism there is inherent the con- 

cern for accuracy and faithfulness. This is the essen- 

tially sacramental nature of ritual that arises from its 

nature as an ordered symbol system. Thus both symbol 

and ritual are perceived as intrinsic embodiments of the 

sacred essence, the supersensible and indescribable ul- 

timacy of a religion. Thus ritual and symbol bring the 

real presence of the religious depth-dimension into the 

lives of its experients and in so doing become incredibly 

precious. This seems to apply across the religious spec- 

trum to magic prayer rituals of the primitive, the Voo- 

doo dance, sacrificial rituals, repetition of the Pure 

Land Nembutsu, Tibetan mantric mandala rituals, and 

the Roman Catholic Eucharist. The preciousness of 

myth and symbol explains why religious groups tend to 

cherish and preserve their rituals more jealously and 

zealously than any of their doctrinal statements and 

why ritual patterns often survive longer than their par- 

ent traditions. 

One final observation is required: ritualism in reli- 

gion often produces an antiritualistic expression. Many 

examples could be given. Zen Buddhism was in one 

sense antiritualistic, as were Honen’s and Shinran’s 

Pure Land Buddhism. These latter substituted the easy, 

simple repetition of the name Amida for elaborate and 

often esoteric rituals. Devotional Hinduism, in which 

one is saved by love (bhakti) wholeheartedly given to a 

deity, protested against excessive Brahmanic ritualism. 

And Protestantism, in particular its radical forms, 

sought freedom from Roman Catholic ritualism. In all 

cases the motifs were simplicity and ease of access to 

the sacred. [See Ritual.] 

Sacred writings. In literate, societies writings are 

often of considerable religious importance. (Christianity 

calls sacred writings scriptures.) Typically sacred writ- 

ings comprise the reported words of the holy men of the 

past—prophets, saints, founders of faiths such as Za- 

rathushtra, Moses, the Buddha, Muhammad, Christ, or 

Nanak. As such they are of prime importance as state- 

ments of the truth and expositions of the right way for 

believers to live. (Of course, nonliterate societies have 

their oral traditions that serve the same purpose.) The 

Hindu Vedas are considered to be without human au- 

thor or known human channel of transmission. 

When scriptures exist, interpreters must also exist. 

Successive interpretations vary greatly, for interpreters 

are caught between their desires to be faithful to the 

original sacred word and to make its exposition rele- 

vant and meaningful to their own age. A multitude of 

sectarian divisions based on variant scriptural interpre- 

tation is found in all the major religious traditions. Per- 

haps the number of writings in the Buddhist and Hindu 

traditions give interpreters an advantage in this regard, 

but Christian and Islamic sectarians have been nearly 

as successful with a smaller scriptural base. 

Confucianism, Taoism, and Shint6 can scarcely be 

said to have scriptures in the above sense of a corpus of 

inspired utterances. Their revered writings—the sayings 

of Confucius and Meng-tzu, of Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu, 

and the Records of Ancient Matters—are studied more as 

the wise counsels of sages than as inerrant statements 

of truth. (In the latter the apothegms are considered 

precedent setting.) In general, Buddhist and Hindu 

scriptures can be interpreted much more flexibly than 

Western ones because of their greater variety and their 

emphasis on truth as dependent on the level of the hear- 

er’s understanding. [See Scripture and Truth.] 

The sacred community. Every religion has some com- 

munal sense and structure. Ritual is essentially a group 

exercise, except for magico-religious rituals geared to 

personal desires. Hence ritual nearly always involves 

professional ritualists and a group bound together by 

its experience. But the communal bonds vary greatly in 

nature and extent. [See Community.] 

Some ritual groupings are quite temporary: one 

thinks of the occasional, selective, and experience-based 

spirit groups found among some Native Americans. In 

other primitive cultures, the religious-ritual grouping is 

hardly separable from the general clan or tribal social 

structure and indeed might better be called a social 

subculture with religious elements centered on certain 

particular occasions and activities. In many Buddhist 



and Hindu contexts the religious community is little 
more than those in the vicinity who attend various re- 
ligious ceremonies in the local temple and often come 
on purely personal quests. In such situations the only 
sacred community seems to be the priests and ritualists 
at a religious shrine, persons qualified for such func- 
tions by character and training. 

To be sure, in most of these societies there are special 

groupings of a secret or semisecret nature open only to 

initiates. Such are the Native American spirit groups. 

Late Greek religion developed its ‘‘mystery” rites that 

sought goals and experiences beyond those offered by 

the ordinary temple and priesthood. Hinduism abounds 

in such special-interest, special-ritual groups bound to- 

gether by a particular god, common pilgrimage points, 

and distinctive rituals; sometimes members live in sep- 

arate communities built around a leader. 

Buddhism and Christianity institutionalized such spe- 

cial-interest groups in their monastic orders. Men and 

women for a variety of reasons retire from the world to 

seek a more intensely religious way of life than that pos- 

sible in ordinary secular pursuits or even as priests hav- 

ing everyday dealings with the laity and major liturgi- 

cal duties. Some Safi communities in medieval Islam 
approximated the monastic life of a community apart 

from the wider community of believers. 

Perhaps it is only in Islam and Christianity, and 

somewhat limitedly in Judaism, that the concept of a 

holy fellowship of believers, called a church in Chris- 

tianity, has been created to express religious faith and 

practice. The prevailing ethnic qualification in Judaism 

prevents its description as a purely faith-gathered 

group. Islam represents a near equivalent to the Chris- 

tian church, especially as Islamic groups have spread 

out into other areas than those totally Muslim in na- 

ture. Muslims, like Christians, consider themselves 

members of one sacred group, called out from among 

others by the faith and practice of their religion, ideally 

a unity stronger than any other bond. In the early days 

of Christianity, the apostle Paul could speak glowingly 

of the Christian community as a universal one in which 

there was neither Jew nor Greek, neither slave nor free- 

man, for all were equal in a new Christ-like humanity. 

Of course, in actuality both Christians and Muslims 

have divided along lines of race and nation. Both faiths, 

however, continue to cherish the ideal of the universal 

fellowship of faith. 

It may be observed in passing that such a definition 

of community comes more naturally and more easily to 

Islam and Christianity than to most Asian religions. To 

a large extent this is because of the strong emphasis on 

doctrinal belief in Islam and Christianity: believers and 
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nonbelievers can be clearly distinguished because reli- 

gion is seen as a deliberate choice by the individual. In 

Asian religions, inclusive and naturalistic values pre- 

dominate: experience rather than doctrine receives em- 

phasis, rendering exclusivist religious formulations al- 

most unknown. It may also be that the underlying Asian 

patterns of social organization have emphasized the 

group to such an extent that individual religious deci- 

sion is nearly impossible. 

The sacred experience. The question of whether all 

depth experiences, experiences of transcendence, or un- 

usual mind-body states should be considered on a par 

with religious experiences, or are intrinsically religious 

themselves, has already been discussed. Here are con- 

sidered only those experiences that occur within a de- 

clared religious context and are therefore doubly set 

apart, both as designatedly religious and as of special 

clarity and intensity even within that context. 

These special experiences represent a continuum 

from the comparatively mild and frequent experiences 

to those commonly termed mystical. At the less intense 

end of the continuum are those instances of a sense of 

awe in the sacred precincts, a sense of humility before 

a felt presence, an unusual degree of joy or peace sud- 

denly coming upon one, or the deep conviction of a 

prayer answered. Then there are those of a much more 

intense nature such as physical sensations of fire, elec- 

tric shock, or a strong and sudden conviction of the for- 

giveness of one’s sins such as John Wesley’s ‘“‘warming 

of the heart’’ at Aldersgate. Indeed, in some Christian 

groups special conversion or purification-of-heart expe- 

riences are made a matter of explicit emphasis and a 

condition of church membership. In Pentecostal groups 

a sudden and unexpected experience of speaking in un- 

known tongues is considered a sign of the “baptism of 

the Spirit.”” There are classical instances of the same 

phenomenon: Muhammad hearing the voice of the an- 

gel Gabriel commanding him to recite (resulting in the 

Qur’an) and Isaiah seeing the Lord high and lifted up 

with his train filling the temple (resulting in Isaiah’s 

call to prophesy). 

At the further end of this experiential continuum are 

the mystical experiences found in Judaism, Islam, 

Christianity, Taoism, Hinduism, and Buddhism. Those 

who have had such experiences (especially in Christian, 

Hindu, and Muslim contexts) insist that they differ in 

kind from all other religious experiences, including the 

less intense ones just discussed. Their distinctive quali- 

ties seem to be these: (1) their suddenness and spon- 

taneity (without warning or overt preparation), (2) their 

irresistibility, (3) their absolute quality of conviction 

and realistic authority, (4) their quality of clear knowl- 
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edge, not strong emotion, which is asserted even when 

the mystically received knowledge is conceptually in- 

describable. Perhaps the true and basic content of such 

moments is an assurance of the absolute reality of God, 

Krsna, Brahma, Dharma, or Buddha nature, that is, the 

ultimate reality as envisioned by the given faith. Also 

rather uniformly experienced is the overpowering con- 

viction of knowing directly, climaxing in a felt encoun- 

ter with the ultimate one or with the basic oneness of 

the universe. 

In any case, these special experiences of prophets, 

saints, and enlightened persons have played an impor- 

tant role in many religious traditions. Though beyond 

the reach of ordinary religiosity, they have given a kind 

of reflected authenticity to faith at all levels, have en- 

couraged the creation of various spiritual methodolo- 

gies of devotion and meditation, and have vitalized tra- 

ditions in difficult times. Mystical experiences have 

kept alive a sense of the reality and availability of reli- 

gious power and have constantly renewed the whole 

corpus of ritual, doctrine, and organization. [See Mysti- 

cism.] 

Religion and Modernity. The question whether reli- 

gion, at least in its traditional forms, will survive the 

ongoing cultural changes of modern times is often dis- 

cussed. Certainly many traditional and current formu- 

lations, and perhaps entire traditions, will radically 

change or even disappear. Yet it also seems that as soon 

as one form of religion disappears, another rises to take 

its place. Without asserting a religious instinct in man- 

kind, it may perhaps be said that man is incurably re- 

ligious in one way or another and that the human situ- 

ation and human nature make it inevitably so. The 

immense mysteries and uncertainties of the world and 

man’s own inquiring and evaluating self-consciousness 

make inevitable a reaching out for some sort of ultimate 

values and realities—which is but another name for the 
religious quest. 

[See also Religious Experience; Study of Religion; 

Philosophy; and biographies of the principal scholars 

mentioned herein. ] 
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WINSTON L. KING 

RELIGIONSGESCHICHTLICHE SCHULE is 

the name that was given, beginning in 1903, to a group 

of German Protestant theologians who consistently ap- 

plied the history of religions method to the interpreta- 

tion of the Bible. This school of thought originated at 

the University of Géttingen, where a number of young 

theologians became known as the “‘little Gottingen fac- 

ulty” because of their common concerns and their crit- 

ical dissociation from Albrecht Ritschl, who had earlier 

been their teacher. The group was made up of Hermann 

Gunkel, Wilhelm Bousset, Johannes Weiss, Ernst 

Troeltsch, Wilhelm Wrede, Heinrich Hackmann, and 

Alfred Rahlf. After 1900, Carl Clemen, Hugo Gressmann, 

and W. Heitmiller joined the school, while Rudolf Bult- 

mann and Otto Eissfeldt may be reckoned as forming a 

third generation. All looked upon Albert Eichhorn as 

the decisive influence on their work. 

Development of the School. The Religionsgeschicht- 

liche Schule drew theological conclusions from preced- 

ing developments in historical science, Orientalism, the 

history of religions, and ethnology. Many kinds of schol- 

arly endeavors served as godparents for the school: Jo- 

hann Jakob Wettstein’s efforts to produce a complete, 

annotated edition of the Greek New Testament, includ- 

ing variants (Hé Kainé Diathéké: Novum Testamentum 

Graecum, 2 vols., 1751-1752) and J. G. Herder’s undog- 

matic and literary approach to the Bible; the discover- 

ies made and the languages deciphered in the Near 

East; the rise of historical thinking in the works of such 

scholars as Barthold G. Niebuhr, Leopoid von Ranke, 

and Johann G. Droysen; the discovery and decipher- 

ment of new sources from the ancient Near East; the 

development of literary criticism; the new science of re- 

ligions as developed by F. Max Miller, C. P. Tiele, P. D. 

Chantepie de la Saussaye, James G. Frazer, and Nathan 

Séderblom; the new field of ethnology associated with 

Adolf Bastian, Friedrich Ratzel, and E. B. Tylor; and the 

antimetaphysical spirit promoted by Neo-Kantianism 

in Germany during the second half of the nineteenth 

century. Even the “Babel and Bible” discussion started 

by Friedrich Delitzsch, Alfred Jeremias, and Peter Jen- 

sen, which to some extent ran parallel to the 
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Religionsgeschichtliche Schule, contributed to the rise 

of the latter. [See the biography of Delitzsch.] 

Historical criticism in the form of source analysis of 

biblical documents had already been generally accepted 

and was causing difficulties for dogmatic theology. The 

rise of the Religionsgeschichtliche Schule meant the de- 

finitive victory of the historical-critical method, but the 

school supplemented this method with a deeper under- 

standing of the historical process that lay behind the 

literary sources and with the application of the compar- 

ative history of religions to the Bible and Christianity. 

For this reason the representatives of the approach 

comprised primarily biblical scholars. Apart from Cle- 

men, only Hackmann opted for the general history of 

religions. Strictly speaking, this method was a move- 

ment within Protestant biblical exegesis, and theologi- 

cally it was of course in the liberal camp. 

Though it was initially a purely academic phenome- 

non, its representatives attempted, as those of hardly 

any other theological movement of the past had done, 

to broadcast their view on a large scale through popular 

works on the history of religions and through periodi- 

cals such as Theologische Rundschau (1917-), Religions- 

geschichtliche Volksbiicher (1903-—), and Forschungen zur 

Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments 

(1913-), and collections such as Die Religion in Ge- 

schichte und Gegenwart (1st ed., Tubingen, 1909-1913), 

Die Schriften des Alten Testaments in Auswahl: Ubersetzt 

und ftir die Gegenwart erklairt, by Hermann Gunkel (Gét- 

tingen, 1910-1915), and Die Schriften des Neuen Testa- 

ments neu tibersetzt und fiir die Gegenwart erklart, by Jo- 

hannes Weiss (Géttingen, 1906). As a result, they were 

soon in conflict with ecclesiastical authorities, who ac- 

cused them of destructive, secularizing intentions, an 

accusation that the school firmly denied. 

Historians see the Religionsgeschichtliche Schule as 

beginning its public activity in 1895, which was the 

publication year of Gunkel’s Schépfung und Chaos in 

Urzeit und Endzeit (Creation and Chaos in Primordial 

Time and End Time). But the basic ideas of the school 

had been clearly at work even earlier in Gunkel’s Die 

Wirkungen des heiligen Geistes: Nach den populdren An- 

schauungen der apostolisch Zeit (The Effects of the Holy 

Spirit according to the Popular Mind of the Apostolic 

Age; Gottingen, 1888). In this earlier publication Gunkel 

examined exotic and even irrational features of early 

Christianity, such as belief in the preternatural, and ex- 

plained these features as due to the ideas that were pop- 

ular in the period of “late Judaism.” The same approach 

was soon adopted by Johannes Weiss in his Die Predigt 

Jesu vom Reiche Gottes (Jesus’ Preaching of the King- 

dom of God; Gottingen, 1892) and by Wilhelm Bousset, 

who in his Die Religion des Judentums im neutestament- 
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lichen Zeitalter (Tubingen, 1903) developed the idea that 

Judaism in the New Testament era was the real soil 

from which Jesus and the primitive Christian commu- 

nity sprang. In Hauptprobleme der Gnosis (Gottingen, 

1907) and Kyrios Christos (Gottingen, 1913) Bousset also 

drew upon the religious history of Hellenism and late 

antiquity in describing the Christianity of the first and 

second centuries. By and large, the further work of the 

school followed the same general lines, though at times 

the emphasis differed, as in the case of the brilliant but 

short-lived Wilhelm Wrede, who, in his Paulus (Tibing- 

en, 1904), Das Messiasgeheimnis in den Evangilien (Got- 

tingen, 1901), and Vortraige und Studien (Tubingen, 

1907) maintained what were probably the school’s most 

radical views. 

In the field of Old Testament studies Gunkel pi- 

oneered not only the religio-historical explanation of 

the Old Testament, especially in his Genesis (1901) and 

Psalmen (1926), but also the literary-historical method 

and, in particular, a reformulated “tradition-historical” 

approach that ushered in a new age of Old Testament 

exegesis. Hugo Gressmann followed Gunkel’s lead in his 

Der Ursprung der israelitisch-jiidischen Eschatologie 

(Gottingen, 1905) and Der Messias (Gottingen, 1929). 

The end of the Religionsgeschichtliche Schule after 

World War I was due not only to the social changes that 

the war brought to Germany but also to correlative rad- 

ical shifts in theology, such as those produced by Karl 

Barth and dialectical theology, and, surely, to the early 

deaths of many of the school’s leading representatives. 

Richard Reitzenstein (1861-1931), who wrote Die Vor- 

geschichte der christlichen Taufe (Prehistory of Christian 

Baptism; Leipzig, 1929) was one of the last champions 

of the school’s ideas, unless one includes Rudolf Bult- 

mann and his school as the third, most recent genera- 

tion. This third generation reshaped the heritage of the 

Religionsgeschichtliche Schule and sought to safeguard 

it, especially in the area of the study of gnosticism, by 

new methods such as form criticism, redaction history, 

tradition history, existential interpretation, and demy- 

thologization. 

Characteristics of the Approach. The mounting criti- 

cism, especially after World War II, of the Religionsge- 

schichtliche Schule and its program cannot gainsay the 

fact that it brought major progress in the understanding 

of biblical writings and their history. Questions first 

raised by the school, such as the role of Canaanite reli- 

gion, apocalyptic thought, eschatology, pneumatology, 

gnosis, and Hellenistic Judaism, cultus, and piety in the 

formation of Christianity, are still vital and have ac- 

quired increased relevance due to new discoveries such 

as those at Ugarit, Khirbat Qumran, and Nag Ham- 

madi. Biblical exegesis, theology, and religious studies 
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cannot retreat to the scholarly situation as it was before 

the Religionsgeschichtliche Schule was formed. The 

facts brought to light by the, school cannot be dis- 

missed, even if scholars now prefer explanations other 

than those proposed by the Religionsgeschichtliche 

Schule. 
Plurality of Christianity’s origins. The school’s mem- 

bers rejected interpreting the New Testament solely in 

light of the Old Testament. Primitive Christianity, they 

believed, was not a mere continuation of Old Testament 

history but had other roots as well. 

One of these other roots was Hellenistic Judaism, rep- 

resented by the thought of Philo Judaeus (d. 45-50 ce), 

as opposed to rabbinic Judaism, which belongs to a 

later period. The Hellenistic religious outlook, as ex- 

pressed in the mystery religions and other Oriental re- 

ligions of redemption, in gnostic groups, Hermetism, 

emperor worship, and magic, played an important part 

in the development of early Christianity. Gunkel, in his 

Zum religionsgeschichtlichen Verstindnis des Neuen Tes- 

taments (Gottingen, 1903) had already spoken of the 

“syncretic’” character of early Christianity, arguing that, 

from the historical viewpoint, Christianity had many 

links with contemporaneous religions. Bousset, though 

somewhat more cautious on this point, constantly re- 

jected the artificial division between primitive Chris- 

tianity and its historical environment. He explained the 

disjunction that appeared between the teachings of Je- 

sus and those of the later church by citing the influence 

of this early environment. Behind the replacement of 

“Jesus the itinerant prophet” with ‘Christ the Lord” 

was the transition, beginning even before Paul, of prim- 

itive Christianity into the Hellenistic-Roman world in 

the form of a Hellenistic community of Christians at An- 

tioch. The Religionsgeschichtliche Schule was con- 

cerned primarily with intellectual links, not with indi- 

vidual derivations or parallels. The same principle held 

for the Old Testament, whose historical development, 

the school believed, was to be understood in light of its 

changing milieu, to which belonged Canaan, Babylon, 

Egypt, and Iran. 

Historical framework. The division between the New 

Testament and the history of the early church and its 

dogma, the school believed, is an artificial one. The 

New Testament canon is a historical product and 

should be studied only in the framework of a history of 

early Christian literature. Prominent examples of this 

approach are found in the works of Eichhorn and 
Wrede. 

Concept of religion. According to the Religionsge- 

schichtliche Schule, the traditional focus on doctrinal 
concepts should be replaced by a focus on religion, the 

religious spirit, and piety. Theology is only one side of 



religion—the rational, conceptual, and systematic side. 

The essence of religion, as understood by the Religions- 

geschichtliche Schule, is nonrational experience. This 

concept of religion originated in the works of Friedrich 

Schleiermacher (1768-1834) and became normative for 

the theology and philosophy of religion of the subse- 

quent period. The school aimed at writing a history of 

Christianity as a religion and not simply a history of 

ideas, dogmas, and doctrines. 

Role of religious practice. The Religionsgeschicht- 

liche Schule was part of a current of thought that, in 

contrast to the overemphasis by some scholars on my- 

thology or ideology, regarded the realm of cult and re- 

ligious practice as central and as an important expres- 

sion of piety. The interest in the “theology of the 

community,’ that is, the popular religion of the masses 

(including folk tales and fairy tales, or, in other words, 

the “‘seamier side” of religion as contrasted with the 

“heights” of elitist theology), was already paving the 

way for a sociological and psychological interpretation 

of religion. On the other hand, the school also stressed 

the innovative role of religious individuals and author- 

ities (for example the Old Testament prophets and Je- 

sus), who, according to the school, have a formative in- 

fluence on the history of religions. 
Tradition history. One of the most important but of- 

ten overlooked discoveries of the school is what is 

known as “tradition history,’ which was first proposed 

by Gunkel. Tradition history is the attempt to get be- 

hind the written tradition (i.e., texts) to its prehistory. 

This approach was considered to be the only way to 

make texts historically intelligible. The abandonment of 

classical literary history and criticism for a history of 

preliterary “form,” “genres,” or “materials” is a result 

of the historical approach taken by the Religionsge- 

schichtliche Schule: a text yields its meaning through 

its history, its development, and the materials (its ‘‘pre- 

history’) used to compose it. This turning of written 

tradition into something problematic soon became a 

tool of tradition criticism and made nonsense of many 

problems regarded as central by literary criticism. The 

old representatives of literary criticism, such as Well- 

hausen, rejected Gunkel’s works, although they them- 

selves could not avoid raising questions that involved 

the history of traditions. [See the biography of Wellhau- 

sen. | 

This aspect of the school’s work is another indication 

of its concern with ‘‘the religion of the community” as 

a sociopsychological category. The designation “history 

of traditions” was at times used by members of the 

school as a synonym for “history of religions.” Unfortu- 

nately, the Religionsgeschichtliche Schule failed to 

make a clear distinction here and, more importantly, to 
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introduce a necessary reflection on method, a step that 

would have spared it a great deal of trouble. Method- 

ological clarification began only with the rise of ‘‘form 

criticism” in the works of Bultmann and Martin Dibeli- 

us (1883-1947). [See the biography of Bultmann.] 

Definition of the field. Consideration of the Bible as a 

historical religious document that is to be investigated 

with the same tools as other religious texts soon led to 

the view that the traditional theological faculties 

should be replaced by departments of the history of re- 

ligions. The historical disciplines associated with theol- 

ogy are really no longer theological, Wrede clearly saw; 

rather, they belong to the history of religions, since they 

employ the same tools as philology and all other histor- 

ical sciences. 

The school’s “leveling down” of Christianity so that it 

becomes just one more subject of a general or compar- 

ative history of religions led to a certain relativism that 

had an important impact, especially on dogmatic and 

theological systems. In this situation Troeltsch, who re- 

mained faithful to a romantic and ultimately Hegelian 

concept of development, drew historico-philosophical 

conclusions that looked to the future development of 

Christianity in the framework of a universal history of 

religions. Bousset, too, sought to rescue Christianity 

from the maelstrom of historical relativization by re- 

verting to the liberal theological emphasis on ethics and 

morality and to the idea of the irreducible personality 

of Jesus as a revelation of God. But Christianity cannot 

be rescued by the tools of historical science; at this 

point the assertions of faith stand alone against the 

power of history and critical reflection. To rescue Chris- 

tianity is the task of theology, not of the history of reli- 

gions. 

The Religionsgeschichtliche Schule began as a move- 

ment within theology, but it ended outside theology be- 

cause its methods and approach were so radical. The 

attempt to restore the ties connecting the school and 

Christian theology expresses only the personal piety, or 

Christian faith, of the school’s representatives. Here 

again the Religionsgeschichiliche Schule created a di- 

lemma, in this case one of the most difficult that the 

history of religions as such must face: the relation be- 

tween personal conviction or faith and scientific hon- 

esty or objectivity. 

[See also History of Religions.] 
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Translated from German by Matthew J. O’Connell 

RELIGIONSWISSENSCHAFT. See Comparative 
Religion and History of Religions. 

RELIGIOUS BROADCASTING. The technologi- 
cal revolutions in radio and television communication 

and in computers have shaped forms of evangelism and 

worship services that reach an unseen mass audience. 

Use of these media by religious groups and institutions 

differs among countries and among traditions. Modern 

developments in religious broadcasting depend on at 

least three major factors: the liturgical orientations of 

particular groups that predispose them to utilize tele- 

communication technology, the structure of media own- 

ership and control, and government regulations that 

vary from country to country. As an example of this last 

factor, in England the government-owned and -operated 

broadcasting corporation has consistently included re- 

ligious broadcasts as part of its programming. Different 

conditions exist in other countries, such as the United 

States and Mexico, where the activities of church and 

state are clearly separated. No religious broadcasts are 

permitted in Mexico. In the United States, however, re- 

ligious programs are aired on commercial stations as 

well as on those owned by religious organizations. From 

the perspective of the 1980s, this article examines the 

transformations in religious communication that have 

taken place in the United States since the advent of ra- 
dio and television. 

In the United States the basic pattern of program- 

ming for all commercial TV and radio stations evolved 

from the use of these media for advertising and market- 

ing by private business and industry. Support of pro- 

grams has come through revenues generated by the sell- 

ing of airtime for commercials. At the same time some 

radio stations began to allocate free time to certain re- 

ligious groups for the broadcast of formal worship ser- 

vices. After the Communications Act of 1934 this be- 

came a standard procedure. However, not all religious 

groups had access to public service time, and evangeli- 

cal and fundamentalist groups outside the mainstream 

of American religious traditions began to buy time from 



amenable stations. Thus two types of sponsorship of re- 
ligious programs developed in this culture. First, there 
were religious services aired by stations as a public ser- 
vice and fitted into very limited time frames, usually on 
Sunday morning. And, second, there were broadcasts by 

religious groups who bought airtime for their programs. 
This structure, however, was modified considerably in 

the 1970s and 1980s as modern religious stations 

emerged that were themselves profit-making institu- 
tions, owned and operated by particular religious 
groups. 
Development of Video Evangelism. The styles of re- 

ligious communication in the so-called electronic 

churches represent a fusion of elements inherent in the 

media and in liturgical forms embedded in individual 

religious traditions. Television is particularly well 

suited for those traditions that have emphasized the 

charismatic quality of religious leaders rather than the 

office of priesthood. Prior to radio and television one 

had to be physically present in the audience to experi- 

ence the forcefulness and persuasiveness of a dynamic, 

spirit-filled religious leader. Written or printed words 

are not able to express the complex symbolic messages 

that come through the enlivened spoken words. 

Radio was the first medium to transmit to a distant, 

mass audience the sense of a speaker’s physical pres- 

ence. In the 1940s Charles E. Fuller used the medium of 

radio to extend his sermons and Bible study to thou- 

sands of unseen listeners in a program entitled The Old- 

Fashioned Revival Hour. Addressing his audience as 

“friends in radioland,” Fuller urged them to get out 

their Bibles and gather round to feast on the good 

things in Christ. Fuller’s congregation heard his Bible 

interpretations and sermons in a church without walls. 

Communion depended on the listener’s turn of the radio 

dial and correspondence by mail with the radio pastor. 

Fulton J. Sheen, the Roman Catholic archbishop of 

New York, had a radio career in the 1940s before he was 

introduced to television audiences in 1952. In these ap- 

pearances the conversion motif was not stressed. In- 

stead he appealed to a wider range of reflective individ- 

uals who could appropriate his wisdom and apply it to 

their own human predicament. Part of his appeal lay 

also in the symbols of his office. Viewers saw as well as 

heard the signs of authority as he spoke. 

Television became a particularly effective form for 

dramatic, persuasive preachers such as Billy Graham. 

His revival services all over the world became special 

TV programs rebroadcast for American viewers, fre- 
quently at prime time. In these broadcasts the conver- 

sion motif dominated. Graham was making an evangel- 

ical appeal for spiritual rebirth, which emphasized 

personal conversion and commitment to a rigorous 
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moral life. Although Graham’s broadcasts included the 

basic elements of an evangelical Protestant service, they 

portrayed worldwide revivals held in spaces that could 

accommodate thousands. 

Survey of Contemporary Video Evangelism. Jerry 

Falwell, one of the most prominent electronic preachers 

of the 1980s, regularly telecasts the worship services of 

his church, the Thomas Road Baptist Church in Lynch- 

burg, Virginia. In Falwell’s program, The Old-Time Gos- 

pel Hour, television techniques are used to visually 

modify and enhance the formal elements of a free 

church, evangelical service. Television cameras provide 

a variety of angles and shots to give the viewer the 

sense of being present. When Falwell reads from the Bi- 

ble, a camera will film an actual page, and these 

printed passages will fill the viewer’s screen. Other 

modifications depend entirely upon the medium. For 

example, in the middle of a sermon an illustration or 

extended point is made by inserting a taped interview 

made previously by the preacher. 

Frequently Falwell’s sermons address national is- 

sues—social, economic, and political. And even though 

the sermon concludes with the invitation to come for- 

ward and profess one’s faith, he exhorts viewers to take 

a stand to support the positions he is advocating. These 

shifts in emphasis point to a shift in function. National 

broadcasts of his views of particular social issues sug- 

gest an educational rather than sacramental function. 

While instruction cannot be separated from the evan- 

gelist’s call for repentance, Falwell’s advocacy for 

causes appears to play a dominant role. In this respect 

he does not try to use the television program as a sacra- 

mental occasion but instead as a teaching medium. 

Robert Schuller’s program, Hour of Power, originates 

in his Crystal Cathedral in Los Angeles, California. 

Schuller’s program opens with views of his spectacular 

church and its environs, accompanied by triumphant 

music. Although the sermon is the most important part 

of Hour of Power, in the first part of the service Schuller 

usually brings in special guests who talk with him in- 

formally about their religious experiences. These testi- 

monials and a variety of musical presentations set the 

stage for the sermon, which is compact, has clear, crisp 

points, and is sufficiently general in theological content 

to appeal to a wide range of religious believers. There 

is no urgent exhortation leading up to an altar call. Nor 

does Schuller confront controversial issues directly. 

Robed in a rich blue academic gown, a smiling, confi- 

dent Schuller addresses his church and viewing audi- 

ence, inviting them to rejoice. “God loves you” and 

“You are special” are frequent themes, and his homilies 
stress the importance of “‘possibility thinking” and “‘self- 

esteem.” Although his church is affiliated with the Re- 
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formed Church in America, Schuller relies upon sim- 

plified psychological terms and easily perceived hu- 

manistic goals to enable people to ‘feel good about - 

themselves.”” Some admirers and critics view Schuller 

as ‘‘pre-evangelical’’—that is, as one who can perhaps 

bring individuals to the threshold of a more demanding 

and unfathomable, less neatly packaged gospel. 

In contrast to Jerry~Falwell and Robert Schuller, 

there are other evangelists whose programs do not orig- 

inate in the formal worship spaces of the church. These 

men and women transform the broadcast studio, using 

stage properties, lighting, TV technology, musical 

groups, and visiting celebrities to produce programs 

that are designed expressly for viewing audiences. Oral 

Roberts was among the first to use the facilities of the 

studio in this way. The core of his program was the ser- 

mon, which had a particular emphasis upon faith heal- 

ing. Standing before a simple curtain backdrop and 

dressed in a business suit, he preached and prayed 

while the cameras concentrated on his gestures and fa- 

cial expressions. Although the sermon was the climax of 

the program, he introduced as guests nationally recog- 

nized culture heroes, such as movie stars, who shared 

with him and the viewing audience their own conver- 

sion experiences. There was also an orchestra and 

chorus dressed not in choir robes but in formal attire 

and stylish gowns. 

Musician-evangelist Jimmy Swaggart’s weekly broad- 

casts originate in a huge auditorium, with the audience 

functioning as a congregation. In these broadcasts, 

Swaggart is both musical star and preacher, and he 

shifts easily from the role of a popular performer to cen- 

ter stage where he reads from scripture and begins to 

preach. Television production techniques are used ex- 

tensively to enhance the visual effects for the viewing 

audience. Unlike Falwell, Schuller, or Roberts, Swag- 

gart moves vigorously and dramatically around the 

stage as he passionately preaches with the Bible in one 

hand and a microphone in the other. The hour-long pro- 

gram ends after the sermon and closes with taped im- 

ages of Swaggart, speaking directly to the television au- 

dience about the missions and projects with which he 

and his staff are engaged. 

Among the video evangelists, Pat Robertson has de- 

veloped the most complex type of programming, with 

many features styled after programs appearing on com- 

mercial television. Robertson and Ben Kinchlow are co- 

hosts of The 700 Club, broadcast Monday through Fri- 

day. The program, lasting ninety minutes, is composed 

of a variety of segments. There are interviews with 

guests who sit and talk informally with Robertson or 

Kinchlow. Those interviewed include successful busi- 

nessmen and businesswomen, authors, sports heroes, 

movie and television celebrities, politicians, and ordi- 

nary folk who have had extraordinary religious experi- 

ences. Their common denominator is generally their 

testimony to the power of God in their lives. Other seg- 

ments of the program include short features on health, 

food preparation and nutrition, investments, architec- 

tural advice for home owners, and business and indus- 

try reports. There are also special features prepared by 

film crews and staff-on social, economic, and political 

crises. These include on-site filming with interviews and 

commentary. 

Robertson, a law school graduate, will on occasion go 

into a detailed analysis of his views of certain political, 

economic, or social issues. Standing before a huge 

world map, he and Kinchlow may discuss a particular 

world crisis. Very often the discussion of the news event 

prepares the way for biblical and theological teaching 

and speculation about the event’s significance for bibli- 

cal prophecy, especially if the event occurred in the 

Middle East. 

Robertson is head of the Christian Broadcasting Net- 

work (CBN), which he hopes will rival the three large 

national commercial networks. In addition to produc- 

ing a so-called Christian soap opera, Another Life, and a 

series of commercials promoting the conversion experi- 

ence, CBN has developed broadcasting operations in Ja- 

pan and Lebanon. The growth and diversification that 

have evolved through Robertson’s work in The 700 Club 

and the CBN suggest forms of communication more en- 

during and far-reaching than those developed by other 

video evangelists. 

Common Themes of Video Evangelists. Although the 

forms of the programs differ, among the video evangel- 

ists there are common elements related to the tradition 

of ascetic Protestantism. 

Protestant roots. Most of these preachers come out of 

a type of Protestantism that was suspicious of the visual 

arts and emphasized the verbal and musical over the 

visual. In American society this kind of evangelical 

Protestantism developed its own special culture. Unhin- 

dered by more formal liturgical traditions and prac- 

tices, evangelical groups and institutions have been 

quick to appropriate printing, radio, television, and 

computers. Through modern technology these religious 

organizations have developed new ways of identifying 

membership and of communicating with their consti- 

tuencies. Nationally known video evangelists, for ex- 

ample, use computerized lists of persons who have 

expressed interest in or have donated to their organiza- 

tion, and the evangelists are persistent in maintaining 

contact with such persons through standardized mail- 

ings. An unseen membership can have some sense of 

community participation through regular mailings of 



tapes, records, pamphlets, books, cards, charts, Bibles, 
pins, and other objects. Along with the transformation 
of evangelism and worship goes a transformation of de- 
votional forms. Traditional ‘“‘holy cards” and icons have 
been replaced by new, rationalized forms of sacramen- 
talism. 

Conversion. Another common element among the 

video evangelists is their emphasis upon a conversion 

experience—"‘born-again” faith. Whether teaching, 

preaching, informally talking, or interpreting world 

events, they insist that religious faith and practice must 

be grounded in a decisive change of heart. This empha- 

sis upon the conversion experience is not unique to the 

contemporary electronic preachers nor is it exclusive to 

the Christian faith. Its roots, however, are deep in 

American religious culture. The evangelistic service dif- 

fers from classical Protestant worship. In the evangelis- 

tic tradition the confession of sin has been transferred 

from the beginning of the service to the end. The call to 

confession and repentance brings an emotional and ef- 

fective climax to the sermon. Similarly, the video evan- 

gelists, regardless of the type of program, assume the 

conversion experience to be a key to salvation and a 

turning point for the individual, and they construct the 

messages and forms of communication around that cen- 

tral conviction. 

Charismatic leadership. A third common element is 

the importance of charismatic leadership. It is a type of 

religious leadership in which the office of priesthood 

and salvific role of the sacraments are de-emphasized. 

Instead, spiritual authority rests with the Bible, indi- 

vidually interpreted, and the attainment of salvation 

without priesthood or hierarchy. The power of the char- 

ismatic religious leader does not reside in the office but 

in the calling to teach, preach, and heal through the in- 

spiration of the Holy Spirit and in accordance with 

biblical teachings. First radio, and later television, pro- 

vided unprecedented aesthetic and technical forms to 

emphasize the personality and forcefulness of religious 

leaders who claimed biblical guidance for preaching, 

prophecy, and healing and who could persuasively ad- 

monish listener-viewers to confess sins, repent, and be 

born again. 
Political concerns. In the messages of politically ori- 

ented video preachers, common themes appear. Partic- 

ular moral and theological positions are constant and 

can be discerned, even though the individual styles and 

types of programs differ. One persistent theme is the 

categorical choice between right and wrong action with 

which viewers are challenged. The evangelists tend to 

summarize and simplify complex social, political, and 

economic issues—as well as religious ones—and to 

identify those positions that are “biblical” and “Chris- 
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tian” and those that are not. To a degree all religious 

groups, liberal and conservative, have been susceptible 

to this kind of categorization. Father Charles F. Cough- 

lin, one of the first to use radio for preaching, was an 

outspoken advocate of particular liberal positions. He 

first supported Franklin Delano Roosevelt and his pro- 

grams but later turned vociferously against him. Elec- 

tronic evangelists associated with the “religious right” 

in the later twentieth century unite in their conserva- 

tive fight against abortion and their advocacy of prayer 

in public schools. Generally speaking, they oppose the 

position described as ‘“‘secular humanist,” which they 

see as eroding the moral principles of contemporary 

American culture. The sins that are most often identi- 

fied by these evangelists are sins of the flesh, attributed 

to individual moral blindness or corruption. Witnesses 

to liberation from particular sins of the flesh—addiction 

to alcohol and drugs, infidelity, sexual deviance—con- 

tribute to the dramatic, confessional quality of the tele- 

cast interviews and testimonials. 

Good and evil. Easily recognizable, personal defec- 

tions from accepted norms of behavior dominate the 

evangelical rhetoric, accompanied by a commensurate 

tendency to look with little depth and rigor on collec- 

tive social evils and what might redeem them. The ten- 

dency is reinforced by the concept of an individualistic, 

self-willed action assisted by God’s grace. The effect is 

a blurring of the accepted notions of “‘liberal’”’ and ‘‘con- 

servative’ attitudes toward ethical action and respon- 

sibility. While the evangelical preachers have been 

viewed as “conservative,” a careful, close reading of 

their attitudes about human nature suggests a very dif- 

ferent image. For example, these preachers may fre- 

quently criticize government intervention in social and 

economic problems and recommend voluntary, individ- 

ual acts of charity as a better solution. Converted indi- 

viduals, guided by the precepts of the gospel and unfet- 

tered by government, will often respond with generosity 

and fairness to the less fortunate and to the victims of 

social ills. In this example, there is an assumption 

about human nature and its essential goodness that is, 

ironically, more characteristic of some liberal, secular 

humanism than of classical Christian doctrine. This op- 

timistic assertion about the behavior of reborn individ- 

uals creeps into the social ethic of the evangelists, in 

spite of their use of words such as sin and fall. A genu- 

inely conservative Judaic or Christian tradition would 

be much more realistic about the tendency to human 

greed and neglect of the neighbor, even among “reborn” 

individuals. And the prophetic tradition would echo the 

need for systemic restraints on the powerful and the 

support of the powerless. 

The video preachers use the metaphors of warfare 
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and struggle with Satan to dramatize the tensions and 

conflicts in the moral life of both individual and society. 

Introspective reflections, ambiguities, endless shades of 

gray, and the multiple interconnectedness of human 

evil do not suit television timing, show business, and 

technology. When the personification of evil in the 

struggle with Satan dominates, there is a kinship with 

the dualistic motifs of good and evil in Manichaean the- 

ology. This dualism can be applied to the struggle of 

forces in human beings for health and salvation. Some 

evangelists will, during the time of prayer on their 

shows, invoke the name of Christ to drive out the power 

of doubt and the demons of disease. 

For some evangelists the warfare in the soul between 

the forces of light and the forces of darkness expands to 

a discussion of the warfare of good and evil in the com- 

munity, in the nation, and in the cosmos. On a global 

scale this conflict focuses primarily upon the Soviet 

Union and the United States, with the political and mil- 

itary actions of the United States representing the 

forces of light. 

Apocalypticism. Another favorite theme of many tele- 

vision evangelists is prophecy regarding the final days 

and the coming of the millennium. In these apocalyptic 

interpretations the warfare metaphor is enlarged to a 

cosmic scale and the imminent end of history described, 

with its detailed scenarios of conflict between Christ 

and the forces of the Antichrist. TV evangelists inject 

apocalyptic prophecy into any kind of program—talk- 

show interviews, teaching, preaching, news reporting, 

editorial comments. These prophecies are particularly 

dramatic when the teacher-preacher assumes the role of 

news reporter and commentator. A world crisis is re- 

ported as a news story and then becomes a point of de- 

parture for speculation. Such an easy blending of re- 

porting, editorial comment, and prophecy blurs the 

distinctions that most viewers expect between unedito- 

rialized reporting and speculative commentary. 

Anti-intellectualism. Prophecy, healing, preaching, 

judgment, and social action are rooted in a view of bib- 

lical inerrancy that holds that the original writings of 

scripture are without flaw in matters of science and his- 

tory as well as in matters of morals and theology. Fun- 

damentalist evangelists condemn the historical-critical 

methods of biblical interpretation. The video preachers 

understand well that there is always the possibility of a 
revitalization of faith through Bible reading and per- 

sonal interpretation. They radicalize themes that have 

been a part of many Protestant communities and that 

center on direct personal encounters with “‘the Word of 

God.” Yet, obsession with biblical literalism and im- 

mediacy of experience tends to turn the Bible into a cul- 

tic object. And the total rejection of critical methods 

harbors both an anti-intellectualism and a diversion 

from the central themes of biblical faith, dissipating the 

strength of scholarly traditions and the historical expe- 

rience of Christian communities. 

Fund raising. Finally, the successful TV evangelists 

have developed support for their ministries through the 

solicitation of funds from the viewing audience. Their 

“polity” or church order depends upon the latest forms 

of telecommunications, rather than a hierarchy of local 

or denominational organization. While some of the 

video preachers do indeed have local churches, most of 

their organizations are independent of mainstream re- 

ligious bodies. Their funds are obtained in many ways. 

Viewers can write in for free literature and be placed on 

the mailing list. Or they may contribute money, or 

make pledges to the institutions. Donors can generally 

expect to receive tax deductions from contributions 

such as stocks, bonds, and property. Above all, there is 

a massive telephone system for viewers to call in for 

counseling and prayer. This combination of telecom- 

munication forms and computerized lists of contribu- 

tors is comparable to the connections that characterize 

denominational structures. And although many of the 

evangelists stress the importance of the viewer’s rela- 

tionship to a local church, they nevertheless compete— 

at least for funds—with local churches and denomina- 

tions. 

In mainline Protestant communities the most serious 

question about solicitations is one of accountability. Yet 

for most of the electronic evangelists there is no larger 

order or denomination that supervises the contribu- 

tions, expenses, and investments. For some of the evan- 

gelists the financial and organizational autonomy has 

led to a diversification of evangelical activities—mis- 

sions, hospitals, and educational institutions. 

Religious Functions of Commercial Television. Lim- 

ited analogies can be made between certain kinds of 

broadcasts on commercial television and traditional 

forms of religious communication. Important events 

televised for millions of interested viewers are ritualis- 

tic in character. These events take place at special times 

and in special places and are eagerly awaited by an au- 

dience who, to a degree, “participate” in that event 

through television. This enactment of significant events 

in extraordinary places and at an extraordinary time, 

faithfully attended by believers, constitutes a basic rit- 

ualistic structure. In traditional religious ritual, of 

course, the physical presence is important to the com- 

municant, who is transformed by participation. More- 

over, traditional ritual is concrete action within a com- 

munity of believers. Nevertheless, in a modern 
technological society, particularly one as vast as the 
United States, commercially televised events frequently 



fulfill the integrative function of ritual. Analogies be- 
tween traditional ritual and ritualistic events presented 
on television depend upon a broad, sociological defini- 

tion of religion that stresses religion’s integrative role 

in providing symbol systems to give order and value to 

human experience. Rather than conversion, the celebra- 

tion and renewal of common values characterize com- 

mercial television’s ritualization processes. 
Whereas in many religions sacred stories have been 

told with images as well as with words, in the religious 

and cultural history of the United States they were 

more often narrated than pictured. However, over the 

years illustrations and movies have provided a popular, 

visual, narrative tradition. Television has continued 

this visual story telling through soap operas, situation 

comedies, and dramas. 

Some denominations have produced programs appro- 

priating that visual narrative tradition. Their writers 

have deepened the subject matter of ordinary experi- 

ence so that dramas are more profound than commer- 

cial entertainment. Insight, produced by the Paulist Fa- 

thers, has consistently been characterized by high 

technical competency, professionalism, and provoca- 

tive, dramatic stories. Through stories about believable, 

often insoluble human predicaments, the show has 

touched the full range of human conflict and suffering. 

Another outstanding series, produced by the Lutherans, 

Davey and Goliath, has been a model of what can be 

done by religious groups in television programs for chil- 

dren. 

Religion and the Television Medium. Although this 

article has focused exclusively on religious broadcasting 

in the United States, certain issues can be raised that 

are pertinent to other countries and other religious tra- 

ditions. Foremost is the question of the nature of reli- 

gious experience and the relationship of the individual 

to the religious community. Can television communica- 

tion, unaided by a particular community, sustain and 

nurture faith? At issue in this question is the worth at- 

tributed to the integrative function of television—com- 

mercial or religious—in a mass society where tradi- 

tional mediators of value, such as family and church, 

have declined. While sports fans, avid followers of a 

soap opera, or loyal viewers of a TV evangelist can gain 

some sense of attunement with unseen millions who 

share their loyalty, how deep are the bonds between 

members of the ‘“‘tune in” community? Can mass ritual 

through television go beyond the sharing of common 

values? Can it bring lasting redemption and hope to 

broken and bewildered human beings? 

Traditional religious communities have shaped per- 

sonal and social ethics for their members. Yet television 
in the late twentieth century also offers a far-reaching 
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and powerful form through which persons, directly or 

indirectly, derive information about the right or the fit- 

ting action. Video evangelists are quite explicit in ad- 

vocating and attempting to organize support for or re- 

sistance to certain policies. But the medium can be used 

by so-called liberal or conservative, reactionary or pro- 

gressive individuals or groups to champion their causes. 

From one perspective, the medium appears to be a neu- 

tral one that can be used for a variety of causes. And, to 

a degree, this is correct. However, the production and 

management of television communication involves such 

large financial investments that there are many sectors 

of the world population that do not have the means to 

enter telecommunications. 

For this reason radio has begun to reemerge as an im- 

portant source of communication and social orientation 

in poorer, less developed countries, particularly in Cen- 

tral and South America. There the rural and urban poor 

are making greater use of this and other less expensive 

and more easily managed media. Simple audiovisual 

materials, newspapers, and radio systems have been de- 

veloped through church, labor, and populist groups. 

Commercial and religious broadcasters show a com- 

mon danger of overlooking and underrepresenting the 

poor and powerless. The delivery of the nightly news 

programs, entertainment, and sports, as well as the ser- 

mons and rhetoric of electronic preachers, are all suffi- 

ciently linked to economic power bases to cover the 

costs of programming, management, research, polling, 

advertising, computers, and data banks. Commercial 

broadcasters and religious broadcasters could theoreti- 

cally have competing visions of moral and social re- 

sponsibility. If, however, the distinctions between cul- 

tural and religious values should blend or become 

confused, then television becomes a powerful source of 

indoctrination into ideology, for there is little opportu- 

nity for opposition or genuine iconoclasm through the 

medium itself. 
“ 
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GREGOR T. GOETHALS 

RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES. [This entry consists 
of two articles: Religion, Community, and Society, a 

general discussion of the nature of religious community in 

the broadest sense, and Christian Religious Orders, a 

historical treatment of specialized religious communities 

in Christianity.] 

Religion, Community, and Society 

Religion is both a personal matter and a social real- 

ity. In dealing with the latter, we are confronted by a 

confusion of categories and by terminological difficul- 

ties. For example, popular references to “‘religious com- 

munity” reflect ambiguities in the current use of the 

term community. From Webster we learn that commu- 

nity, derived from the Latin communitas, has many 

meanings, including (1) a body of people having a com- 

mon organization or interests, or living in the same 

place under the same laws and regulations, (2) society 

at large, a commonwealth, a state, (3) joint relationship 

or ownership, and (4) a common character or common- 

ness. 

Students of society have tried to overcome such am- 

biguities. Under the influence of the later German En- 

lightenment’s notion that society is a product of human 

will, Ferdinand Julius Ténnies (1855-1936) proposed 

the famous dichotomy between community (Gemein- 

schaft) and society (Gesellschaft). Community embodies 

natural will (Wesenwille) and is maintained by face-to- 

face interhuman relationships and a sense of solidarity 

governed by traditional rules. Society, however, is a 

more complex entity reflecting rational will (Kirwille) 

and characterized by indirect and impersonal interhu- 

man relationships motivated by rational self-interest. 

Emile Durkheim (1858-1917) also attempted to distin- 

guish between primitive and archaic social groups 

(roughly analogous to Ténnies’s community type) and 

more complex groups (Ténnies’s society type). In Durk- 

heim’s model, the former are based on the mechanical 

solidarity of undifferentiated individuals who live ac- 

cording to the authority of the social group, while the 

latter are based on the organic solidarity of more differ- 

entiated individuals who relate to one another by 

means of the division of labor. Prior to Ténnies and 

Durkheim, of course, Karl Marx (1818—1883) had clas- 

sified various social organizations according to modes 

of production and the class system, ranging all the way 

from primitive communism to modern capitalist soci- 

ety. An implicit evolutionary assumption—that the 

movement from what Tonnies called community to 

what he called society was irreversible—underlay all 

these typologies and classifications. 

Students of religion generally apply Ténnies’s notion 

of the community type to both archaic and contempo- 

rary tribal communities, in which religious and natural 

bonds coalesce. They also acknowledge that a more 

stratified society usually develops from community, 

even though smaller religious or ethnic communities 

may continue to exist within the framework of a larger 

society. Beyond this general level, however, students of 

religion encounter a bewildering variety of religious 

phenomena that defy simple categorization in terms of 

community and society. For example, some of the an- 

cient states, from the Hebrew to the Japanese, consid- 

ered themselves “sacred communities’ embracing a 

number of “religious societies.” In the course of time, 

some of these religious societies themselves developed 

into religious communities. Other troublesome exam- 

ples stem from the classical world religions such as 

Buddhism, Christianity, and Islam. These three consid- 

ered their fellowships to be “religious communities” or 

“faith communities” that united different segments 

with a society or even crossed ethnic, linguistic, cul- 

tural, and national lines. Here again, these larger reli- 

gious communities gave birth to a variety of religious 

societies that often became de facto religious communi- 

ties, even if they retained the nomenclature of “‘society,” 

as in the case of the Society of Jesus (the Jesuits). 
Thus, for students of religion, the category religious 

community must include at least (1) tribal communities, 

both natural and religious, archaic and contemporary, 
(2) sacred national communities, (3) founded religious 
communities such as the Buddhist, the Christian, and 
the Islamic, and (4) various religious societies-turned- 
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communities, as for instance orders of monks and nuns. 

Different though these groups may be, they share what 

the Dutch scholar Gerardus van der Leeuw (1938) calls 

the sense of community. This sense “is something not 

manufactured, but given; it depends not upon senti- 

ment or feeling, but on the Unconscious. It need be 

founded upon no conviction, since it is self-evident; we 

do not become members of it, but ‘belong to it’” 
(p. 243). , 

Tribal Religious Communities. To avoid the mislead- 

ing adjective primitive, many scholars now use expres- 

sions—not wholly satisfactory—such as tribal, nonliter- 

ate, and folk to refer to the religious forms of a wide 

variety of peoples who live in small social groups and 

who possess a simple material culture and an unwritten 

language. It is often assumed that there are many simi- 

larities between tribal communities in archaic or pre- 

historic periods and tribal communites in our own. It is 

indeed possible that archaic and contemporary tribal 

communities are in some way typologically similar, 

presumably owing to their simple living conditions. 

Still, we should not overlook the long span of time that 

separates them. 

Archaeological excavations have unearthed a variety 

of material remains from the prehistoric period, but 

very little can be reconstructed of the social system of 

the peoples or the movements of the so-called tribal mi- 

grations, including the prehistoric migration of Native 

Americans from Eurasia to North and South America. 

Excavated sites of Neolithic settlements, such as Pan- 

p‘o in Shensi, China, may give glimpses of the physical 

layouts of archaic tribal communities, but it is difficult 

to know how prehistoric food-gatherers, hunters, and 

agriculturalists conducted their personal, communal, or 

religious affairs. Even so, by piecing together evidence 

from archaeology, physical anthropology, philology, 

and other sources, we conjecture that all activities di- 

rected toward subsistence and all cultic and religious 

activities merged to form a single, unified community. 

Some scholars even speculate that the archaic tribal 

community was, so to speak, a “religious universe” in 

which living itself was a religious act. 

The contemporary tribal or folk communities scat- 

tered throughout Africa, Asia, Oceania, Australia, and 

the Americas display a great divergence in complexity 

of community structure, division of labor, cultic and re- 

ligious beliefs and practices, and relations with neigh- 

boring societies and cultures. Moreover, as E. E. Evans- 

Pritchard (1951) reminds us, these communities “have 

just as long a history as our own, and while they are 

less developed than our society in some respects they 

are often more developed in others” (p. 7). Different 

though they are in many other respects, contemporary 

tribal communities share one characteristic: they are 

held together, to quote Robert Redfield (1953), “by com- 

mon understanding as to the ultimate nature and pur- 

pose of life.” Each community “exists not so much in 

the exchange of useful functions as in the common un- 

derstandings as to the ends given” (p. 12). To these com- 

munities, life’s ultimate purpose is the creation of a 

meaningful order through imitation of the celestial 

model, transmitted by myths and celebrated in rituals. 

Unlike their archaic counterparts, contemporary 

tribal communities have more complex social organi- 

zations based on locality, age, sex, and sometimes to- 

temic affiliations. Their nucleus is the kinship system, 

usually with exogamous clans .and local territories. 

Many tribal communities have secret men’s societies, 

which usually meet in the ‘“‘men’s house,” an institution 

known by different designations in different localities 

but serving similar purposes—a club house for bache- 

lors, a place for community worship, a residence for 

young boys during their initiatory seclusion. Such soci- 

eties are found in Australia, New Guinea, Melanesia, 

Micronesia, Polynesia, the Philippines, India, Africa, 

and North, Central, and South America. (For examples, 

see Hutton Webster’s Primitive Secret Societies, 1932.) 

Today it is becoming increasingly inappropriate to 

apply the designation community to some tribal groups. 

The term is still applicable to such groups as the hunt- 

ing and gathering tribes of South America and Australia 

and to the San of southern Africa, but larger groups like 

the Navajo Indians, who occupy eighteen million acres 

in Arizona and New Mexico, and the Inuit (Eskimo), 

whose habitations stretch from Greenland to the Bering 

Strait, resemble instead huge conglomerate societies 

containing a series of smaller communities and 

subgroups and various kinds of cultic fraternities. In ad- 

dition, because of the impact of surrounding societies, 

some tribal groups now live in permanent settlements 

and so have lost their sense of the traditional tribal-re- 

ligious community. 

Sacred National Communities. The first great civili- 

zation in the history of the world emerged around 3500 

BCE on the Mesopotamian plain. It was followed by the 

rise of other civilizations in Egypt, Crete, India, China, 

Mexico (Mesoamerica), Peru (Andean), and Palestine. 

According to the cosmography of these civilizations, the 

state was more than a political entity: it constituted the 

sacred national community. ; 

Understandably, different civilizations have under- 

stood the meaning of the sacred national community 

differently. For example, in Mesopotamia the universe 

as a whole was considered a sovereign state governed 

by the assembly of the gods. In turn, the national 

state—made up of many city-states, each owned by its 
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own god and ruled by his human steward—was gov- 

erned by a king, who was himself guided by the execu- 

tive officer of the assembly of the gods. Thus, as part of © 

the cosmic commonwealth directed by the united wills 

of the divine powers, the earthly national community 

was sacred. 

In contrast to the Mesopotamian tradition, the Egyp- 

tian national state was considered sacred because the 

king himself was one of the gods. At the same time, he 

was the intermediary between the people and the gods, 

the earthly community’s divine representative. He was 

also the one recognized priest of all the gods, and as 

such he ruled the nation with the help of deputies, the 

officials and priests. 

A third type of sacred national community, one rarer 

than the first two, is the Hebrew concept of a commu- 

nity based on a covenant between a god and his people. 

Despite the fiction of their common ancestry from Abra- 

ham, the Israelites were a composite people. As the 

prophets Hosea and Jeremiah stressed, they understood 

the sacral character of their commonwealth to depend 

both on faithful adherence to the covenant and on ethi- 

cal conduct. 

Throughout history, many nations have defined their 

sacrality in terms of one of these three types—king as 

deputy, king as god, or covenantal/contractual commu- 

nity—or a combination of them. But with increasing 

stratification of society and political organization, and 

the solidification of religious traditions, national com- 

munities have eroded. They have been replaced by a va- 

riety of relationships between religion and state ranging 

from theocracy—reminiscent of the sacred national 

community—to the secular state. But the idea of the sa- 

cred national community has persisted in various forms 

into the present century, as in, for example, Japan and 

Tibet. 

Founded Religous Communities. In contrast to the sa- 

cred national community, whose raison d‘étre and des- 

tiny depend on the corporate life of the sociopolitical 

entity, the founded religious community, as I am using 

the term, refers to a community that derives its initial 

impetus from the religious experience of the founder of 

a religion. The better-known classical examples of such 

founded groups are the Buddhist, Christian, and Islamic 

communities; lesser known but equally significant are 

the Jain, Zoroastrian, and Manichaean communities. 

The founded religious communities of recent origin, 

such as the Sikh, Baha’i, Mormon, and a number of con- 

temporary new religious communities in Asia, Africa, 

and the Americas, generally follow a similar pattern. 

For convenience of exposition, we can identify three 

stages in this pattern: (1) the significance of the founder, 

(2) the process of formation, and (3) the usual, but by 

no means universal, manner in which such a religious 

community develops. 
For the most part, the actual or legendary accounts of 

a religious founder (accepted as authentic, of course, by 

the given religious community) follow—with some no- 

table exceptions—what is often called a law or scenario 

of sacred biography: the founder’s miraculous birth, un- 

usual childhood, ordeal or personal crisis prior to hav- 

ing a decisive religious experience, successful or unsuc- 

cessful ministry, and memorable demise, implying 

death or a new life beyond. 
Then, either during or after the founder’s lifetime, a 

circle of disciples becomes the nucleus of an informal 

brotherhood or fraternity. In the course of time, this 

brotherhood grows into an egalitarian or hierarchical 

religious community, with official scriptures, liturgies, 

and rules of conduct as well as specialists in sacred 

matters: clergy, scholars, jurists, monastics, bureau- 

crats, and service personnel. The religious community 

also develops a channel of authority to coordinate the 

activities of its scattered branches and faithful. 

Finally, the religious community must cope with the 

surrounding culture, society, and secular political au- 

thorities, which view it with varying degrees of positive, 

negative, or neutral attitudes. Internally, this commu- 

nity often suffers from routinization, clericalization, in- 

ertia, spiritual decay, and fossilization. In this process, 

various kinds of reform and protest movements arise. 

Whether forward- or backward-looking, they cause 

change, schism, or secession, or establish small societies 

of like-minded members within the framework of the 

larger religious community (ecclesiola in ecclesia). The 

reformers and leaders of schismatic and sectarian 

groups often become de facto founders, and the 

groups—both inside and outside the larger religious 

communities—take on the characteristics of religious 

communities. 

Significantly, the idea of the unity of the religious 

community tends to persist, in spite of schismatic divi- 

sion or the breakup of the community’s empirical struc- 

ture into sects or denominations or possibly both. Thus, 

all divided Buddhist groups recite the same threefold 

affirmation of the essential unity of the Buddha, the 

Dharma (Buddhist doctrine), and the Samgha (the 

Buddhist community); all traditions of Islam affirm the 

unity of its community (ummah); and all divisions of 

Christianity accept the Christian community (church) 

as the one unbroken “body of Christ” that exists be- 
neath its empirical disunity: “Credo in . 

tam catholicam ecclesiam.”’ 
Religious Societies-Turned-Communities. As men- 

tioned earlier, a variety of small religious societies and 
cultic fraternities tend to emerge within the framework 

.. UNnam sanc- 
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of “sacred national communities” and “founded reli- 

gious communities.” Many such groups, if not formed 

for limited, temporary, and specific purposes, have the 

potential to become religious communities. How a reli- 

gious society, viewed from a sociological perspective, 

becomes a religious community, may be seen in the ini- 

tial development of the founded religious community. 

For example, as E. J. Thomas astutely observes in The 

History of Buddhist Thought (1933), the Buddhist com- 

munity started ‘‘not with a body of doctrine, but with 

the formation of a society bound by certain rules” (p. 

14). But the initiation of a variety of individuals into 

this society reoriented it toward the corporate soterio- 

logical objective and led to a shared experience, so that 

the society became a religious community. 

To take another familiar example, Christianity 

started as a charismatic society within the fold of the 

Jewish community. After the Pentecost, it affirmed that 

those who were initiated into that society, Jews and 

gentiles alike, became the true Israel by virtue of being 

grafted onto the stock of Abraham. This in turn trans- 

formed them into children of God in the Christian com- 

munity by being born “‘not of the will of man, but of 

God” (Jn. 1:13). Similarly, gnostic groups started out as 

mystery societies or circles at the periphery of the 

Christian fold but quickly developed into full-fledged re- 

ligious communities. 
The intricate relationship between religious societies 

and religious communities just illustrated tempts one 

to count numerous groups of ambiguous character 

among religious communities. However, I shall here 

consider only those societies that were established for 

specific religious and cultic purposes within larger 

tribal, sacred national, and founded religious commu- 

nities, and that were later transformed into more per- 

manent and coherent religious communities possessing 

such characteristics as rites of initiation, private or 

corporate religious ceremonies and duties, and inde- 

pendent organizational structures. I shall give brief 

typological discussions of (1) secret societies, (2) 

mystery societies/communities, (3) cult-based commu- 

nities, (4) religous orders/monastic communities/service 

societies, and (5) utopian communities. 

Secret societies. Secret societies include a wide range 

of groups that initiate in secret, possess secret symbols 

or rituals, or transmit esoteric knowledge. In size they 

range from small societies in tribal religious communi- 

ties to Freemasonry, whose membership on both sides 

of the Atlantic numbers 5.9 million. (Freemasonry’s sat- 

ellite groups, among them the Ancient Arabic Order of 

the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine—popularly known as 

the Shriners—and the Order of the Eastern Star, are not 

secret societies. The Ku Klux Klan, on the other hand, 

is a secret terrorist organization but not a religious so- 

ciety, despite its stress on white Protestant supremacy.) 

In part, secret societies overlap with the next two 

types of society-turned-community—the mystery soci- 

eties and the cult-based communities. For example, the 

secret societies of ancient Egypt, Greece, and Rome 

were in fact mystery societies, with the possible excep- 

tion of the Pythagorean community, and they will be 

discussed under that heading. The past ten centuries of 

Chinese history have been sprinkled with secret soci- 

eties, some of which—notably the Maitreya Society, the 

White Lotus Society, the White Cloud Society, and the 

Triad Society—were inspired by Buddhist-Taoist eclec- 

ticism. The last major Chinese secret society was the 

Society of Shang-ti, whose patriarch, Hung Hsiu- 

ch‘uan, who was influenced in part by Christianity, 

started the Taiping Rebellion in 1848. Contrary to pop- 
ular impression, the esoteric schools of Buddhism, 

which transmit esoteric truth, are not secret societies: 

though the transmission of the teaching is secret, mem- 

bership is open to anyone. In Europe, despite the pre- 

dominance of Christianity and the threat of the Inqui- 

sition, pre-Christian pagan legacies of witchcraft and 

sorcery were kept alive by secret societies such as the 

Calsari, while the neo-Manichaean Cathari and other 

persecuted heretical groups went underground and 

tried to survive as secret societies. 

Among contemporary tribal communities, secret so- 

cieties are virtually universal phenomena. According to 

Paul Radin in The Winnebago (1923), the Winnebago In- 

dian community has the following four groups: (1) clans 

or natural groups, which exclude outsiders from their 

ceremonies, (2) religious societies limited to those who 

receive the blessings of a special spirit, (3) the medicine 

group, a mystery society, and (4) associations of war- 

riors and other such groups. As for African secret soci- 

eties, Wilfrid D. Hambly’s Source-Book for African An- 

thropology (1937) depicts the following types: (1) those 

based on age and sex affinities, (2) those connected with 

initiation, (3) those concerned with political and legal 

matters, and (4) those based on economic differentia- 

tion. Similar admixtures of religio-cultic, economic, 

and social factors are found in many other secret soci- 

eties of contemporary tribal communities in various 

parts of the world. [See also Secret Societies.] 

Mystery societies/communities. Classical types of 

mystery societies or communities emerged in the Greco- 

Roman world and in China, where the mysteries were 

believed to confer immortality and eternal life. Many 

mystery cults, such as that of Eleusis, originated with 

certain families. In the course of time, various Greek 

mystery cults developed private mystery societies. Un- 

der Roman rule, some of these societies became more 
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open cultic communities. Meanwhile, other mystery 

cults of foreign origin—for instance, the cults of the 

Great Mother from Asia Minor, of Mithra from Iran, and > 

of Serapis from Egypt—penetrated Greece and Rome. 

In the Roman world, many joined the cultic groups of 

Dionysos in search of personal immortality, but the re- 

ligion of Mithra was probably the most influential mys- 

tery cult. [See Mystery Religions.] 

In China, Taoism greatly amplified the belief in im- 

mortals (hsien), which was already very strong. The so- 

called Huang-lao cult (the cult of the legendary Yellow 

Emperor and Lao-tzu) attracted many immortality- 

seekers before the beginning of the common era. Vigor- 

ously promoted by priest-magicians, this tradition was 

further developed in the second century cE by Chang 

Ling, who inaugurated a magico-religious movement 

called the Way of the Five Bushels of Rice with Chang 

Ling himself as the Heavenly Teacher. Meanwhile, 

other Taoists combined Taoist philosophy with the Yin- 

yang school and with alchemy. In the fifith century, 

K‘ou Ch‘ien-chi systematized the Taoist community, 

regulating its theories and cults. Since then Taoism, 

also called the Religion of Mystery (Hstian Chiao), has 

exerted great influence not only in China but also in 

neighboring countries. 

Many mystical or semimystical cults, societies, and 

communities in the Hindu, Buddhist, Islamic, Jewish, 

and Christian folds exhibit external resemblances to 

Greco-Roman and Chinese mystery societies and com- 

munities. Opinions vary, however, as to how central the 

“mysteries” are to their communal life. 

Cult-based communities. Like the Orgeones, a free 

cultic association that persisted in Greece at least until 

the sixth century, certain groups are united primarily 

by cultic devotion to one or more deities and not by 

clan, tribal, national, or occupational ties. In other 

words, their specifically religious interests cut across 

sectarian and denominational boundaries. Or some- 

times different communities participate in common, al- 

beit temporary, cult associations, as do Kwakiutl In- 

dian communities in North America in wartime and 

during winter dances. The prototype of this category is 

the sampradaya of Hinduism, which may be character- 

ized as a phenomenon halfway between mystery com- 

munities and sects or denominations. The members of 

the sampradaya, divided though they are in terms of 

caste and other affiliations, experience a ritual unity in 

a communal adherence to particular traditions of teach- 

ers, as illustrated by the sampradayas of the deity Visnu, 

which trace their origin to eminent teachers such as Ra- 

manuja and Madhva. Similarly, the different groups 

united in devotion to Siva trace their origin back to var- 

ious ascetics. One of the subdivisions of the cult groups 
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of Siva, the Lingayat, numbers four million members of 

different backgrounds, who wear the emblem of the 

phallus as the symbol of their cyltic unity. 

Similar cult-based communities, by no means as 

elaborate as the sampradaya of Hinduism, are found in 

many other parts of the world, from ancient Greece to 

modern Japan. At times, cult seems to be a stronger 

bond of unity than other features of religious life. 

Religious orders/monastic communities/service soci- 

eties. Important among voluntary groups within larger 

religious communities are religious orders, which are 

often, ‘but not always, identified with monastic com- 

munities, and sometimes with service societies spon- 

sored by or affiliated with religious bodies. In common 

English usage, the term religious not only connotes 

“scrupulously faithful” or “devout” but as a noun also 

refers to those who are bound by monastic vows or de- 

voted to a life of piety and religion, such as monks, 

friars, and nuns. Similarly, the term order signifies a so- 

ciety of persons bound by some common rule, especially 

an aggregate of separate communities like a monastic 

brotherhood or community. The term religious order 

could, of course, designate a variety of holy orders that 

may not practice a monastic form of life. In this article, 

however, I shall discuss only those religious orders that 

come under the category of monastic communities. 

Similarly, of all the service societies under religious ju- 

risdiction—societies for missionary work, teaching, and 

philanthropy, and others as well—only those that are 

organized as communities will be discussed. 

Students of religions recognize various kinds of reli- 

gious brotherhoods, guilds of priests, and monastic 

communities in different traditions, as for example the 

Pythagorean brotherhood in ancient Greece, the Bek- 

tashi order in Islam, and the Vedanta Society of modern 

India. Two religious traditions that have developed 

elaborate systems of monastic communities, Buddhism 

and Christianity, deserve special attention. 

Although the early Buddhist community consisted of 

four components—monks (bhikkhu or bhiksu), nuns 

(bhikkhuni or bhiksuni), laymen (updsaka), and lay- 

women (updsikad)—the most central group was the order 

of monks. Initially, the monastic order started as an in- 

formal assembly of wandering mendicants, but soon it 

developed into monastic communities in which monks 

shared a normative discipline (Vinaya). Under the pa- 

tronage of King Asoka in the third century BcE, monas- 

tic communities played an important role as mission- 

aries propagating Buddhism. In the course of time, 

great monastic communities became centers of reli- 

gious and secular education and of cultural activities. 

Although the Buddhist community divided into South- 

ern (Hinayana or Theravada) and Northern (Mahayana) 
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traditions, each with further subdivisions along doc- 
trinal and cultic lines, it was possible for monks of dif- 
ferent schools to live in the same monastic communi- 
ties. 

In the main, the Southern tradition follows an elitist 
model: monks leave the secular world and enter mon- 
asteries for a life of full-time spiritual striving toward 

their own enlightenment, while the laity receives merit 

by supporting monastic communities. The most elabo- 

rate monastic hierarchy developed in Thailand, where 

the sangharaja, or ruler of the monastic’ community, 
was under no other authority except that of the king. In 

the modern period, the traditionally otherworldly mo- 

nastic communities in the Southern tradition have be- 

come more involved in the affairs of the world. In the 

Northern tradition, on the other hand, the paths of mo- 

nastics and laity were always regarded as different but 

equally important vocations. Mahayana monastic com- 

munities, inspired as they are by the compassionate 
bodhisattva ideal, stress active service to all beings. 

Monastic communities in the Christian tradition are 

many and varied. Unlike communities in Western 

Christendom, Eastern Orthodox communities are not 

divided into different orders. Having originally devel- 

oped out of informal fellowships of hermits who lived a 

life of prayer, they were transformed in the fourth cen- 

tury into monastic communities with three compo- 

nents: those who lead a monastic life without taking 

vows and two grades of monastics who take permanent 

vows (monks of “lesser” and “greater” habits). In West- 

ern Christendom, the Rule of Saint Benedict (c. 540) 

transformed earlier, loosely organized communities of 

hermits into disciplined monastic communities. The 

Rule provided the norm of communal life based on the 

daily offices, as followed by the Cluniacs and the Cister- 

cians. Meanwhile, more activist orders of friars, such as 

the Franciscans and the Dominicans, appeared on the 

European scene. They were followed by the Society of 

Jesus (the Jesuits), which not only championed the 

cause of the Counter-Reformation at home but also ini- 

tiated extensive missionary activities abroad. Both 

Eastern and Western traditions of Christianity comprise 

many orders of nuns. Like their male counterparts, 

some nuns are contemplative while others pursue edu- 

cational and philanthropic vocations. [See also Monas- 

ticism.] 

Utopian communities. Most religious communities 

have what might be characterized as utopian features 

or ideals. Many myths of tribal religious communities 

reflect their notion of the idealized celestial realm or 

the paradigmatic activities of gods and heroes at the be- 

ginning of time. Many historic religious communities 

affirm the existence of an ideal state either in their 
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golden past or at the end of history. Philosophers like 

Confucius and Plato have also attempted to depict the 

ideal society on earth. 

But in a more specific sense, the term utopia is de- 

rived from Thomas More’s On the Highest State of a Re- 

public and on the New Island of Utopia (1516). More’s 

idea of an idealized society, realizable on earth, and his 

critique of the lamentable state of the world, continued 

to stir literary and religious imagination after his time. 

From the seventeenth century onward, a number of uto- 

pian communities have been established on either side 

of the Atlantic, including New Harmony in Indiana, 

Brook Farm in Massachusetts, and Oneida in New York. 

There have also been such religious utopian communi- 

ties as the Dutch Mennonite colonies in Delaware, the 

German Pietist settlements in Indiana and Pennsylva- 

nia, and the Bruderhof communities in Germany, Eng- 

land, and North America. 

For the most part, utopian elements in the Islamic, 

Buddhist, and Chinese traditions were absorbed into 

millenarian and eschatological ideologies, but they did 

not inspire the establishment of separate communal set- 

tlements. In modern Japan, however, a number of uto- 

pian communities inspired by Lev Tolstoi and several 

indigenous messianic cults have emerged. Modern Jew- 

ish settlements in Palestine, many of which took the 

form of kibbutsim, exhibit an intricate homology of re- 

ligious, political, and social utopian features. Most of 

the “hippie” communes that emerged in America in the 

1960s and 1970s can hardly be classified as religious 

utopian communities, but an increasing number of uto- 

pian communities are being generated in North Amer- 

ica today by Christians, Theosophists, and new religious 

groups of diverse origins. [See Utopia.] 
Conclusion. Religion, then, is both a personal matter 

and a social reality. Throughout the history of human- 

kind, from the prehistoric period down to our own, re- 

ligion has sought fellowship either by intensifying the 

existing social fabric—family, clan, tribe, caste, local or 

national community—or by creating specifically reli- 

gious communities within, above, or apart from other 

social and political groupings and institutions. Despite 

their diversity, these groups all share that unconscious 

sense that makes them communities to which religious 

persons belong. 

[See also Community.] 
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JOSEPH M. KITAGAWA 

Christian Religious Orders 

Christians have used the term religious order in both 

a narrow, technical sense and a broader, more common 

one. Popularly, religious orders are thought to include 

any and all men or women who profess public vows of 

poverty, chastity, and obedience; follow a common rule 

of life; engage in a specific kind of work (e.g., teaching, 

nursing, missionary endeavor); and submit to the direc- 

tions of superiors who may be either appointed by 

higher ecclesiastical authority or elected in some man- 

ner by the order’s members. In this broad sense, vir- 

tually all religious communities of Christian men and 

women may be referred to as orders, but more techni- 

cally, a religious order is qualified by certain conditions 

that do not necessarily affect all Christians who choose 

a life of prayer and service in community with others. 

Three qualifications have commonly been attached to 

this narrower meaning of a religious order: the public 

profession of ‘‘solemn” (as opposed to “‘simple’”’) vows; 

an obligation to celebrate publicly each day the Liturgy 

of the Hours (a pattern of psalms, hymns, scripture 

readings, and prayers attached to specific times of day 

and night), and restriction to a cloister or “enclosure” 

(a defined space, often identified with the physical lim- 

its of the monastery or convent, within which members 

live and from which all outsiders are excluded). [See 

Monasticism.] In history and practice, however, these 

qualifications have been neither rigid nor absolute. The 

Society of Jesus (Jesuits) has been regarded in Western 

church law as a religious order in the strict sense, even 

though its members have never been cloistered. Simi- 

larly, the exact distinction between solemn and simple 

vows, unknown before the thirteenth century, has never 

been entirely clear either to theologians or to experts in 

church law. In common theory, a solemn vow has been 

defined as a free, irrevocable promise made to God that 

binds the individual forever and renders certain actions 

opposed to the vows (e.g., marriage as opposed to celi- 

bacy; the ownership of property as opposed to poverty) 

not only illicit but null and invalid as well. A simple 

vow, in contrast, is regarded as having a less absolute 

character and may thus be made for a limited period of 

time (e.g., for one year or three years). In practice, how- 

ever, the distinction blurs, since people may make sim- 

ple vows in perpetuity, while those who have made ir- 

revocable solemn vows may be released from them 

through a legal process known as dispensation. 

The term religious order is more commonly used by 

Western Christians (e.g., Roman Catholics or members 

of Protestant communions) than by Eastern Christians 

(e.g., Greek or Russian Orthodox). Even within the Ro- 

man Catholic church, where attention to the precise le- 

gal status of religious vows and communities has been 

examined and evaluated for centuries, ambiguities still 

exist. Catholic members of religious orders are subject 

to the definitions and provisions of the Code of Canon 
Law (1983). 

Origins. For centuries, Christian apologists have at- 
tempted to find a basis for religious orders in the histo- 
rical ministry and teaching of Jesus. An early example 
may be seen in the Life of Antony by Athanasius (c. 298— 
373), which reports Antony of Egypt’s (c. 250-355) con- 
version to a solitary life of prayer and asceticism after 
hearing Jesus’ words in church: “If you would be per- 
fect, go, sell what you possess and give to the POOL ss: 
and come, follow me” (Mt. 19:21). This biography 
helped spread monastic ideals throughout the Roman 
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empire and encouraged the notion that to live alone 

with God, apart from all human company, is the su- 

preme Christian response to Jesus’ message. 

There is no clear evidence that Jesus himself observed 

or promoted the ascetic life, or directly invited or com- 

manded his followers to choose a life of poverty, celi- 

bacy, and obedience to human superiors. Central to 

Jesus’ understanding of the relation between God and 

humankind was the conviction that God’s reign (or 

kingdom) could break in upon the world at any time in 

any place—and that this reign would guarantee bless- 

ing and happiness for those open to receive it. Signifi- 

cant among the traditions associated with Jesus’ life 

and collected in the Gospels are stories that show Jesus 

enjoying certain events (parties, dinners) and associat- 

ing with people not ordinarily linked with an ascetic 

way of living (sinners, prostitutes). 

While the remote origins of religious orders cannot be 

directly assigned to Jesus, possible antecedents to 

Christian asceticism may be discerned in both Judaism 

and the Greco-Roman world. Some members of the cir- 

cle that gathered around John the Baptist probably ad- 

hered to a life of strict self-denial and repentance as 

preparation for God’s impending judgment of the 

world. Most notable among Jewish antecedents were 

the sectarians of Qumran near the Dead Sea, whose col- 

lection of writings, the Dead Sea Scrolls, was discov- 

ered in 1947. Many scholars have identified the Qumran 

sectarians with a Jewish ascetic group known as the 

Essenes, who are mentioned by Philo of Alexandria (c. 

13 Bc—AD 45-50), Josephus the Jewish historian (c. aD 

37-100), and Pliny the Elder (ap 23-79). Their descrip- 

tions show that the Essenes not only existed during Je- 

sus’ time but had developed a highly organized manner 

of life, which included an arduous three-year novitiate 

for newcomers, sharing of goods, celibacy, and strict 

obedience to authorities. [See Asceticism and Essenes.] 

Similar to the Essenes was an Egyptian Jewish group 

of ascetics called the Therapeutae, whose principal cen- 

ter was a hill just outside Alexandria above Lake Mar- 

eotis. Among ancient writers, only Philo describes them. 

If his report is reliable, the Therapeutae were distin- 

guished from more active groups like the Essenes by 

their strict seclusion. Each member of the sect seems to 

have had a separate dwelling, within which a special 

room was set aside for the daily study of scripture. 

Weekly, on the Sabbath, members met for common 

worship, while once every seven weeks a solemn feast, 

marked by a ritual meal eaten in silence and by the 

wearing of white clothing, was celebrated. The Thera- 

peutae appear to have been celibate, though persons 

previously married were permitted to join them. Mem- 

bers were also expected to abjure the use of money, 

share goods in common, and keep bodily needs to a 

minimum. 

Though the Therapeutae were Jewish, they can hardly 

have escaped influence from Greek philosophical tradi- 

tions, especially in the region around Alexandria, the in- 

tellectual center of the Hellenistic world in the first cen- 

tury AD. In both the first century Bc and the first century 
AD, there were non-Jewish ascetic movements inspired 

by philosophers like Pythagoras (c. 580-500 Bc) and the 

Neo-Pythagoreans. Pythagoras himself is thought to 

have established a quasi-religious “club” or school in 

Croton, Italy, which fostered secret initiation ceremo- 

nies, communal sharing of goods, vows, and a vegetar- 

ian diet. Neo-Pythagoreans were particularly interested 

in religious life and theology, and they probably exerted 

influence upon both Judaism, through Philo of Alexan- 

dria, and early Christianity, through Clement of Alex- 

andria (150?—215?). 

While the extent of Jewish and Greco-Roman influ- 

ence on the origins of Christian asceticism is difficult to 

assess, at least some early Christian congregations are 

known to have prized celibacy, if freely chosen for reli- 

gious motives. In the First Letter to the Corinthians (c. 

57), Paul encourages celibacy as a means of giving un- 

divided attention to the Lord (/ Cor. 7:25—35). Because 

in Christ the final age of salvation has dawned for the 

world, Paul argues, even married Christians should be- 

have in a manner that leaves them unencumbered by 

the business and burdens of the world (J Cor. 7:29-31). 

Similarly, an earlier letter of Paul’s to the congregation 

at Thessalonica (c. 51) had encouraged all Christians to 

pursue constant prayer and watchfulness (J Thes. 5:1- 

17), practices later linked to monasticism and the as- 

cetic life. 

Before the end of the New Testament period, a dis- 

tinct body of persons dedicated to prayer, celibacy, and 

charitable service within the congregation was recog- 

nized and regulated by church leaders. The widows de- 

scribed in the First Letter to Timothy appear to have 

been such a body. Widows were expected to be at least 

sixty years old, to be married only once, to be devoted 

to hospitality and the care of others, and to attend faith- 

fully regular meetings for prayer and worship. In re- 

turn, they could expect to receive material support from 

the congregation. Once admitted to the group, widows 

were to remain celibate; thus younger women who lost 

their husbands were advised to remarry (J Tm. 5:11- 

iB) 
These examples reveal that the earliest Christians did 

not think an ascetic way of life should involve separa- 

tion from the rest of the community. The celibate wid- 

ows of the First Letter to Timothy are organized for the 

edification and service of the local community; they do 
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not take vows, nor are they set apart through a public 

ceremony. Neither the widows nor the virgins men- 

tioned by Paul in / Corinthians are seen as having “‘su- - 

periors’’ distinct from the ordinary local leaders of the 

congregation. And nowhere in the New Testament are 

Christians advised to withdraw into solitary isolation. 

Historical Development. Despite early Christian de- 

emphasis on an ascetic way of life separate from the 

community, the notion that some Christians might be 

called to a life of extraordinary dedication to God 

gained ground—and with it the related idea that such a 

life was more perfect than that of other believers. Both 

Clement of Alexandria, head of an important Christian 

school in Alexandria in the late second century, and his 

pupil Origen (c. 185-c. 254) were enthusiastic for as- 

cetic ideals. Strongly influenced by the philosophy of 

Middle Platonism, both Clement and Origen spoke rap- 

turously of the “true Christian gnostic” whose knowl- 

edge (Gr., gndsis) is perfectly illuminated by faith in 

Christ, God’s Logos (the Greek logos meaning both 

“word” and “reason’’). In his commentary on the Song 

of Songs, Origen traced the stages of growth in the 

Christian’s interior life and seemed to suggest that cer- 

tain degrees of contemplative intimacy with Christ 

were possible only for the “perfect’’—and that such per- 

fect believers were a breed apart from the rest of the 

community. 

Neither Clement nor Origen intended to create sectar- 

ian divisions within the church, nor did they want to 

pit groups of perfect Christians against less perfect ones 

in a battle for perfection. Still, their discussions of spir- 

itual growth could be interpreted by less subtle thinkers 

as meaning that the truest Christians are celibate ascet- 

ics, while all others are innately inferior. It is not insig- 

nificant that Latin Christian writers of this period like 

Tertullian (c. 160?—225?) and Cyprian of Carthage (third 

century) also began producing works devoted to the 

praise of virginity as an ideal state for Christians. 

By the fourth century, ascetic ideals were securely en- 

trenched, as was the notion that Christians might legit- 

imately withdraw from society and church in a solitary 

pursuit of perfection. The example of Antony has al- 

ready been mentioned. Changes in the relation between 

church and culture after the emperor Constantine’s 

Edict of Milan (313), which recognized Christianity as a 

licit religion in the empire, created a new situation. 

Some Christians felt that acceptance of their religion by 
the empire posed a serious threat to devout living and 

perfect union with God. Martyrdom, the oldest form of 

Christian heroism and a symbol of utmost dedication to 

God, was displaced by celibate asceticism, a spiritual 

sacrifice of ultimate value. Numerous ascetic move- 

ments began in the fourth century; virgins and monks 

became the “new martyrs” in an imperialized Chris- 

tianity. 

This notion of protest leads directly to the question of 

monastic origins. For a long time scholars assumed that 

Christian monasticism began as an exclusively eremiti- 

cal phenomenon in Egypt, with people like Antony, and 

that it spread from there to other parts of the world. 

Cenobitic monasticism (monks living in community 

with other monks) was thought to have developed in a 

similar way, beginning with Pachomius (c. 293?-346) 

and his cenobitic foundation in the Thebaid near the 

Nile River (c. 320), but recent scholarship has shown 

that this hypothesis about monastic origins is untena- 

ble. A more likely theory is that monastic life, in both 

its eremitical and cenobitic forms, developed simulta- 

neously in many different parts of the ancient world— 

Egypt, Syria, Palestine, Cappadocia, Mesopotamia. [See 

Eremitism.] ; 

The work of Pachomius was extremely influential be- 

cause it provided an organized pattern of community 

life for men and women who wished to devote them- 

selves both to asceticism and to service of others. 

Pachomian monks met twice daily for prayer and scrip- 

ture-reading, but they also worked hard, raised their 

own food, engaged in handicrafts, shipped grain and 

products down the Nile to Alexandria, cared for or- 

phans and the elderly, and nursed the sick. When Pach- 

omius died in 346, there were eleven cenobitic monas- 

teries, nine for men and two for women. 

Elsewhere the development of organized monastic life 

encountered greater difficulty. In Cappadocia, Basil of 

Caesarea (c. 329-379) struggled to keep Christian ascet- 

ics from both sectarian eccentricity and heretical sepa- 

ration from the church. In that region, the legitimacy of 

ascetic life had been compromised by the unbalanced 

views of Eustathius of Sebaste (c. 300-377), who repu- 

diated marriage for Christians, rejected the ministry of 

married clergy, and encouraged ascetics to hold their 

own worship services apart from those of the larger 

church. These views were denounced by the Council of 

Gangra (c. 345). Through his Moral Rules (c. 360) and 

his Longer Rules and Shorter Rules (c. 370), Basil tried to 

root Christian asceticism in texts drawn from the Bible. 

Rejecting sectarianism of the Eustathian sort, Basil af- 

firmed the necessity of ascetic principles for all Chris- 

tians and insisted that ascetics should remain close to 

the life and worship of the local congregation. Eastern 

Christian monks and nuns still regard Basil’s rules as 

the fundamental charter for their way of life. 

In the fourth century in the West, interest in asceti- 

cism and monastic life flourished. Jerome (c. 347-420) 

informs us that a disciplined ascetic life, especially for 

virgins and widows, was well known in Rome and else- 
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where in Italy. Bishop Ambrose of Milan (c. 339-397) is 
known to have consecrated virgins and also to have 
acted as patron for a monastery of men just outside 
Milan. Martin of Tours (c. 316-397), traditionally if in- 
accurately known as “‘the first monk in the West,” pro- 
moted monasticism in western Frahce, while in the 
south, Lérins (actually two islands just off the coast 
from Cannes) became an influential monastic center af- 
ter Honoratus, bishop of Arles (d. 429), established a 
monastery there around the year 410. 

In Roman North Africa, too, monasticism was ex- 

panding. Augustine of Hippo (354430) provided advice 

and structural organization for communities of men 

and women. His rule (reconstructed from three separate 

documents) emphasizes such ideals as common owner- 

ship of property, communal prayer several times each 

day, simplicity in food and clothing, manual labor, cel- 

ibacy, and obedience. At a later period, the Augustinian 

rule was adopted by groups known as “‘canons regular” 

(see below). 

The most significant figure in Western monasticism 

was Benedict of Nursia (c. 480-547). Though almost 

nothing certain is known of his life, the rule (c. 530) that 

bears his name became so widely respected that it even- 

tually supplanted most other Western monastic legisla- 

tion and remains the foundation for the Benedictine or- 

der to this day. While it does not reject the eremitical 

life, the Rule of Saint Benedict clearly prefers cenobitic 

living and proposes a pattern that balances prayer, 

scripture-reading, rest, and manual labor in almost 

equal proportion under the government of an abbot re- 

sponsible to God for the welfare of each individual in 

the monastery. 

Benedictine monasticism, like the other ascetic move- 

ments described so far, was primarily “‘lay’” rather than 

clerical in character. Many early ascetics like Pacho- 

mius and Jerome were in fact politely hostile toward 

the clergy, and while sixth-century documents like Ben- 

edict’s rule permit ordained people to seek admission to 

the monastery, they include stern warnings against 

clerical pride and privilege. After the ninth century es- 

pecially, it became common to ordain most Benedictine 

monks to the priesthood, but this practice was a depar- 

ture from the rule and from earlier tradition. 

Like many movements, Christian monasticism peri- 

odically needed reform, sometimes to correct abuse, at 

other times to reinvigorate or redefine ideals. In the 

West, especially from the time of Charlemagne (r. 

768-814) onward, periodic reforms resulted in changes 

within monasticism and occasionally in the creation of 

new religious orders. Benedict of Aniane (c. 750-821) 

helped reorganize monasticism in the Carolingian em- 

pire by promoting exclusive allegiance to the Benedic- 

tine rule. Toward the end of the eleventh century, the 

reforming efforts of Gregory VII (r. 1073-1085) had two 

important effects: the reform of groups known as ‘‘can- 

ons regular” and the emergence of a new monastic or- 

der, the Cistercians. These latter stem from the Monas- 

tery of Citeaux, founded in 1098 by Robert of Molesmes 

and made most famous by Bernard of Clairvaux, who 

joined it in 1112. Reacting against the wealth and pres- 

tige of Benedictine houses like Cluny (founded in 909), 

the Cistercians hoped to recall monks to a stricter, more 

primitive observance of monastic life. The Cistercian 

order still exists, though it was later reformed by 

Armond-Jean de Rancé (1626-1700) at the Abbey of La 

Trappe (hence the name Trappists). 

The reform of canons regular, whose way of life had 

already been organized by Chrodegang of Metz (d. 766) 

in the eighth century, resulted in adoption of Augus- 

tine’s rule by groups such as the Augustinian Canons 

(papal approval in 1059 and 1063) and the Canons of 

Prémontré (Norbertines, after Norbert, who founded 

them in 1120). Unlike monks, who were originally laity, 

canons were from the beginning a body of clergy who 

lived in common and ministered with the bishop at a 

diocesan cathedral. As a result of the eleventh-century 

reforms, canons assumed many features of monastic life 

(including an abbatial structure of government), much 

as monks had taken on many characteristics of clerical 

life. 

It was a Spanish canon regular, Dominic (c. 1170- 

1221), who was largely responsible, along with Francis 

of Assisi (1181/2—1226), for the emergence of a new type 

of religious order in the West—the “mendicant friars.” 

Unlike either canons (clergy) or monks (originally lay, 

but bound to one place by a vow of stability), the men- 

dicants could move about freely to carry on tasks of 

teaching, preaching, studying, and serving the poor. 

Dominic’s Order of Preachers quickly gained a reputa- 

tion for scholarship, especially in the thirteenth-century 

universities. Thomas Aquinas (c. 1225-1274), the great 

theologian, was an early and brilliant exponent of Do- 

minican ideals, while his contemporary at the Univer- 

sity of Paris was Bonaventure (c. 1217-1274), a Francis- 

can. Like the Augustinian and Norbertine canons, the 

Dominican and Franciscan friars still exist, with mem- 

bers working in many parts of the world. 

In 1215, the Fourth Lateran Council forbade the cre- 

ation of more religious orders, though in fact new com- 

munities have continued to emerge up to the present 

time. Perhaps the most significant of these newer 

groups were the “‘congregations” of religious men and 

women that appeared after the Council of Trent (1545- 

1563). Some leaders at Trent appeared to agree with the 

Protestant reformers and sought to abolish religious or- 
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ders altogether. But the work of people like Antonio 

Maria Zaccaria (1502-1539, founder of the Barnabites 

in 1530), and later of Francis de Sales (1567—1622) and 

Jeanne-Francoise de Chantal (1572-1641), founders of 

the Visitation sisters, helped convince doubters that vi- 

able new religious communities were possible. Most of 

these newer groups stressed active participation in 

church and society through works like teaching, nurs- 

ing, care of orphans, and assistance to the needy. 

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, religious 

orders also appeared in some Protestant communions, 

such as the Church of England. A monastic community 

of men, the Society of Saint John the Evangelist (Cow- 

ley Fathers), was founded in 1865 by Richard M. Benson 

while in 1907, the Sisters of the Love of God were estab- 

lished as a cloistered, contemplative community for 

women at Fairacres, Oxford. Among Roman Catholics, 

the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965) caused sweep- 

ing changes in religious orders. Old styles of clothing 

(the religious habit), government (methods of choosing 

superiors, their terms of office, the practice of obedi- 

ence), and local customs (rules of fasting, silence, 

prayer) have been modernized or abandoned. For some 

orders these changes have brought dwindling member- 

ships, while others have continued to grow. 

[See also Benedictines; Cistercians; Dominicans; Fran- 

ciscans; Jesuits; and the biographies of religious leaders 

mentioned herein. For discussion of the architecture of 

Christian religious communities, see Monastery.] 
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NATHAN D. MITCHELL 

RELIGIOUS DIVERSITY. [This entry examines the 

origins and differing patterns of development of the 

world’s major religious traditions, as well as the varying 

patterns of interaction between these religions and the so- 

cial, political, and economic frameworks with which 

they coexist. For discussion of philosophical problems en- 

gendered by the existence of divergent religious traditions, 

see Religious Pluralism.] 

Religion and religious conceptions, beyond being sys- 

tems of belief and patterns of worship, constitute a cen- 

tral component, as Max Weber pointed out, in the con- 

struction of the basic symbolic and _ institutional 

premises of societies and civilizations. In this article I 

shall explore systematically the relationship between 

several crucial aspects of religions and the construction 

of institutional features of societies and civilizations. 

“Pagan” and “Great” Religions. I shall concentrate on 

the analysis of a basic distinction between two broad 

types of religions: the so-called pagan religions (with- 

out, for reasons of space, going into the many differ- 

ences between them) and the “great’’ religions (with 

some distinctions drawn from within the latter). I shall 

explore some of the major ways in which some of the 

basic characteristics of these religions, especially of the 



religious belief systems, have shaped the contours of the 
respective civilizations in which they were institution- 
alized. 

The societies in which different types of pagan reli- 

gions were predominant have, of course, been many, 

and they include all tribal or preliterate societies, as 

well as many so-called archaic ones such.as those of the 

ancient Near and Middle East, South and Southeast 

Asia, Japan, Mesoamerica, and many others. 

The civilizations shaped by the great religions were 

denoted by Karl Jaspers in his work Vom Ursprung und 

Ziel der Geschichte (1949), as the ‘‘Axial Age’ civiliza- 

tions, including ancient Israel, ancient Greece, the early 

Christian world, Zoroastrian Iran, early imperial China, 

the Hindu and Buddhist civilizations, and, though post- 

dating the Axial Age proper, the Islamic world. 

The central distinction between these two broad types 

of religions is focused on the nature of the perception 

and definition of the relationship between what is mun- 

dane, or “given,” and what is ‘“‘transmundane”’ (other- 

worldly). 

In all human societies, the transmundane order has 

been perceived as somewhat different, usually higher 

and stronger, than the mundane one. In pre—Axial Age, 

pagan civilizations, this higher world was symbolically 

structured according to principles very similar to those 

of the mundane or lower one; in other words, there ex- 

isted a high degree of homology between them. Rela- 

tively similar symbolic terms or connotations were used 

for the definitions of both gods and man and for both 

the mundane and transmundane orders, even if there 

always was a stress on the differences between them. In 

such societies the transmundane world was usually 

equated with a concrete setting, “the otherworld,” 

which was the abode of the dead, the world of spirits, 

not entirely unlike the mundane world in detail. 

By contrast, in the Axial Age civilizations, the percep- 

tion of a sharp disjunction between the mundane and 

transmundane worlds developed. There was a concom- 

itant stress on the existence of a higher, transcendental 

moral or metaphysical order that is beyond any given 

this-worldly or otherworldly reality. 

On the symbolic or ideological level the development 

of these conceptions gives rise to the problem of salva- 

tion, to use Weber’s terminology. The roots of the quest 

for salvation are manifest in the consciousness of death 

and the arbitrariness of human actions and social ar- 

rangements. The search for some type of immortality 

and a way to overcome such arbitrariness are universal 

to all societies. In societies where the mundane and 

transmundane worlds are defined in relatively homolo- 

gous terms, the search for immortality has generally 

been envisaged in terms of some physical continuity; it 
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is usually seen as conditional to the fulfillment of one’s 

concrete obligation to one’s group. 

This no longer holds true for civilizations where there 

is an emphasis on the chasm between the transcenden- 

tal and the mundane order and a conception of a higher 

moral or metaphysical order. While the concept of im- 

mortality in such civilizations may or may not still be 

tied to bodily images and to ideas of physical resurrec- 

tion, the very possibility of some continuity beyond this 

world is usually seen in terms of the reconstruction of 

human behavior and personality. This reconstruction 

tends to be based on the precepts of the higher moral or 

metaphysical order through which the chasm between 

the transcendental and mundane orders is bridged; as 

Gananath Obeyesekere has put it, rebirth eschatology 

becomes ethicized. 

Structure of Axial Age Elites. The conceptions out- 

lined above were developed and articulated by a rela- 

tively new social element, a new type of intellectual 

elite, which became aware of the necessity of actively 

ordering the world according to some transcendental 

vision. The best illustrations of such elites are the Jew- 

ish prophets and priests, the Greek philosophers and 

Sophists, the Chinese literati, the Hindu brahmans, the 

Buddhist samgha, and the Islamic ‘ulamda’. These new 

elites, which developed in conjunction with the process 

of institutionalization of these visions, generally dif- 

fered from the ritual, magical, and sacral specialists of 

the pre—Axial Age civilizations. Intellectuals and clerics 

alike were recruited and legitimized according to dis- 

tinct criteria, and were organized in autonomous set- 

tings, apart from those of their basic ascriptive units. 

They acquired a society-wide status of their own. They 

also tended to become independent of other categories 

of elites and social groups and competed strongly with 

these others, especially over the articulation and con- 

trol of symbols and media of communication. Such 

competition became intensive because a parallel trans- 

formation had taken place in the structure of other 

elites, who also developed claims for an autonomous 

place in the construction of the cultural and social or- 

der. They saw themselves not only as performing spe- 

cific technical, functional activities, but also as the po- 

tential carriers of a distinct cultural and social order 

related to the transcendental vision prevalent in their 

respective societies. The nonpolitical cultural elites and 

the political elites each saw themselves as the autono- 

mous articulators of the new order, with the other type 

potentially inferior to and accountable to themselves. 

Moreover neither of these groups of elites was homog- 

enous. There developed a multiplicity of secondary cul- 

tural, political, and educational elites, each of which 

often carried a different conception of the cultural and 
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social order. These elites were the most active in the 

restructuring of the world and the institutional creativ- 

ity that developed in these societies. é 

Construction of Axial Age Societies. Common to all 

these elites were several tendencies with respect to the 

restructuring of the world and the construction of per- 

sonality, civilization, and social order according to a 

transcendental vision and the principles of a higher 

metaphysical, ethical, or sacred order. 

The given, mundane order was perceived in these civ- 

ilizations as incomplete, inferior, and even in need of 

being reconstructed according to the conception of sal- 

vation, or the bridging of the chasm between the tran- 

scendental and the mundane orders. 

Personal identity was usually taken beyond the defi- 

nition of man in terms of the primordial givens of hu- 

man existence, beyond the various technical needs of 

daily activities, to be constructed around the central 

mode or modes of human action through which the ten- 

sions between the transcendental and the mundane or- 

der are resolved. Purely personal virtues, such as cour- 

age, or interpersonal ones, such as solidarity, mutual 

help, and the like, have been taken out of their primor- 

dial (i.e., given) framework and combined in different, 

often dialectical, modes with the attributes needed to 

enact such a resolution. This combination resulted in a 

new level of tensions in the structure of the personality. 

These conceptions also had far-reaching implications 

for institutions. The most common has been the high 

degree of symbolic and ideological orientation of the 

major aspects of institutional structure, manifest in the 

construction of distinct civilizational frameworks, col- 

lectivities, and autonomous centers, as well as the 

growth of conceptions of the accountability of rulers 

and new patterns of political struggle. 

Civilizational collectivities. Some collectivities and 

institutional spheres (for instance, political, military, or 

economic) were singled out as the most appropriate car- 

riers of these attributes that were required for resolu- 

tion. As a result, new types of collectivities were cre- 

ated, or seemingly natural and “primordial” groups 

were endowed with special status couched in terms of 

the perception of the tension between the transcenden- 

tal and mundane order and its resolution. In this con- 

text, the most important innovation was the develop- 

ment of cultural or religious collectivities—as distinct 

from ethnic or political ones—even if some embryonic 

elements of this development existed in some of those 

societies where this tension had not been institutional- 

ized. The membership of these collectivities tended to 

become imbued with a strong ideological orientation 

and to become involved in ideological struggle. An as- 

pect of this struggle was the insistence on the exclusive- 

ness and closure of the group, and on the distinction 

between inner and outer social and cultural space as 

defined by it. This led to attempts to structure the dif- 
ferent cultural, political, and ethnic collectivities in 

some hierarchical order, which usually became a focus 

of ideological and political conflict. 
Centers and center-periphery relations. Related to the 

construction of such major collectivities was the ten- 

dency toward the development of autonomous organi- 

zation of the social centers and toward a relatively 

strong emphasis on the symbolic distinctiveness of the 

centers in relation to the periphery. Such centers have 

been conceived as the major loci of the charismatic at- 

tributes of the transcendental vision, and hence also of 

the construction of cultural and societal orders. These 

attributes of centrality became naturally related to the 

institutional spheres that show the closest affinity to the 

focus of the transcendental tension, and the centers 

most closely related to these spheres became autono- 

mous and distinct from the periphery. 

At the same time, the symbolic differentiation of the 

center gave rise to its tendency to permeate the periph- 

ery and to reorganize it according to its own, autono- 

mous criteria. Carriers of the great traditions attempted 

to pull the little traditions into their orbit, and the lat- 

ter tried to dissociate themselves from the great tradi- 

tions, to profane them, and also, paradoxically enough, 

to generate their own distinct ideology. 

In all these civilizations (as distinct from pre—Axial 

Age civilizations) there also took place a far-reaching 

reordering of the relationship between the political and 

the higher, transcendental order. The political order, as 

the central locus of the mundane order, was usually 

conceived as lower than the transcendental one; accord- 

ingly it had to be restructured according to the precepts 

of the latter. Above all, the political order had to reflect 

the perception of the proper mode of overcoming the 

tension between the transcendental and the mundane 

order {i.e., ‘“‘salvation’’). 

At the same time the nature of the rulers became 

greatly transformed. The king-god, who embodied the 

cosmic and earthly orders alike, disappeared, and a sec- 

ular ruler, in principle accountable to some higher or- 

der, appeared. Thus there reemerged the conception of 

the accountability of the rulers and of the community 

to a higher authority—God, divine law, and the like. Ac- 
cordingly, the possibility of calling a ruler to judgment 
emerged. 

Autonomous spheres of law and conceptions of hu- 
man rights also began to develop. These tended to be 
somewhat distinct from ascriptively bound custom and 
from purely customary law, and while their scope var- 
ied greatly from society to society, all were established 
according to some distinct and autonomous criteria. 

Parallel developments have also taken place in the 



structuring of social hierarchies and the economy, 
which became imbued in varying degrees and modes 
with broader ideological dimensions. 
Dynamics of Axial Age civilizations. All these modes 

of reconstruction of the social and civilizational orders 
were not, however, static; indeed they were the focus of 

continuous struggle and change, and cannot be under- 

stood except in connection with the tensions inherent in 

the institutionalization of the tension between the tran- 

scendental and the mundane order as well as of the 

quest to overcome it. Such institutionalization gener- 

ated an awareness of a great range of possibilities or 

visions of the very definition of such tensions; of the 

proper mode of their resolution as well as an awareness 
of the partiality or incompleteness of any given institu- 

tionalization of such vision. Historically, institutional- 

ization was never a simple or peaceful process. It has 

usually. been connected with a continuous struggle 

among many groups and their respective visions. 

Once the conception of a basic tension between the 

transcendental and the mundane order was fully recog- 

nized and institutionalized in a society, or at least 

within its center, any definition and resolution of this 

tension became in itself very problematic. It usually 

contained strong heterogeneous and even contradictory 

elements, and its elaboration in fully articulated terms 

generated the possibility of different emphases, direc- 

tions, and interpretations, all of which have been rein- 

forced by the historical existence of multiple visions 

carried by different groups. Because of this, no single 

vision could be taken as given or complete. 

This multiplicity of alternative visions gave rise to an 

awareness of the uncertainty of different roads to sal- 

vation, of alternative conceptions of social and cultural 

order, and of the seeming arbitrariness of any single so- 

lution. Such awareness has become a constituent ele- 

ment of the self-consciousness of these civilizations, es- 

pecially among the carriers of the great traditions. This 

was closely related to the development of a high degree 

of “second order’ thinking, of a reflexivity turning on 

the basic premises of the social and cultural orders. 
Another element common to all these civilizations 

emerged from the combination of the conception of pos- 

sible ways of salvation, alternative cultural and social 

orders, and the structuring of time. This element is the 

utopian vision: an alternative cultural and social order 

beyond any given place or time. Such visions contain 

many of the millenarian and revivalist elements that 

can also be found in pagan religions, but they go be- 

yond them by realizing the necessity of constructing the 

mundane order according to the precepts of the higher 

one, and of searching for an alternative, ‘‘better’”’ order 

beyond any given time and place. 

The full impact of these dynamics can be understood 
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only in connection with the nature of the social groups 

that were most active in the structuring of these civili- 

zations, the major societal elites that developed within 

them, and the various autonomous intellectual and po- 

litical elites mentioned above. 

Of crucial importance for my analysis are the follow- 

ing facts: these elites were, as I have indicated above, 

heterogeneous; they were in constant competition with 

one another; and they were members not only of the 

ruling coalition, but also were the most active element 

in the movements of protest and processes of change 

that developed in these societies. They were above all 

involved in the construction of new sects and hetero- 

doxies that upheld various alternative visions and con- 

ceptions of the social and cultural order and that be- 

came closely connected with the struggle among 

different elites, indeed often becoming the foci of such 

struggle. Because of this connection there emerged in 

these civilizations the possibility of structural and ideo- 

logical linkages among different movements of protest 

and foci of political conflict (particularly rebellions, 

central political struggle, and religious or intellectual 

heterodoxies), and the possibility that all such move- 

ments, as well as sects and heterodoxies, would influ- 

ence the center or centers of the society. 

It is thus that there developed a new type of civiliza- 

tional dynamics that transformed group conflicts into 

potential class and ideological conflicts and cult con- 

flicts into struggles between the orthodox and the het- 

erodox. Conflicts between tribes and societies became 

missionary crusades for the transformation of civiliza- 

tions. The zeal for reorganization, as shaped by each so- 

ciety’s concept of salvation, made the whole world at 

least potentially subject to cultural-political reconstruc- 

tion. In all these new developments the different sectar- 

ian movements and heterodoxies played a central role. 

Differences between Axial Age civilizations. Beyond 

the characteristics common to all the Axial Age civ- 

ilizations, far-reaching differences developed among 

them. These were shaped by many conditions, two of 

which have been of special importance from the point 

of view of my analysis. One refers to variations in the 

basic cultural orientations, in the basic ideas or visions 

concerning civilizations, and their implications for in- 

stitutions. The other set of conditions refers to different 

social arenas in which these institutional tendencies 

can be played out. 

First of all, among the various cultural orientations 

there are crucial differences in the very definition of the 

tension between the transcendental and mundane or- 

ders and the modes of resolving this tension. There is 

the distinction between those cases in which the tension 

was couched in relatively secular terms (as in Confu- 

cianism and other classical Chinese belief systems and, 
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in a somewhat different way, in the Greek and Roman 

worlds), and those cases in which the tension was con- 

ceived in terms of a distance between basic religious - 

terms (as in the great monotheistic religions, Hinduism, 

and Buddhism). 

A second distinction within the latter cases is that be- 

tween the monotheistic religions, in which there was a 

concept of God standing outside the universe and poten- 

tially guiding it, and those systems, like Hinduism and 

Buddhism, in which the transcendental, cosmic system 

was conceived in impersonal, almost metaphysical 

terms, in a state of continuous existential tension with 

the mundane system. 

Another closely related distinction lies in the focus of 

the resolution of the transcendental tensions, or, again 

in Weberian terms, salvation. Here the distinction is 

among purely this-worldly, purely otherworldly, and 

mixed this-worldly and otherworldly conceptions. It is 

probably no accident that the secular conception of sal- 

vation was connected (as in China and to some degree 

in the ancient world) with an almost wholly this- 

worldly approach, while the metaphysical, nondeistic 

conception of this tension (as in Hinduism and Bud- 

dhism), tended toward an otherworldly conception of 

salvation, and the great monotheistic religions tended 

to stress combinations of this-worldly and otherworldly 

conceptions. 

These cultural orientations, as articulated by differ- 

ent elites, shaped to a very high degree the symbolic 

autonomy and characteristics of the new types of elites 

and ruling coalitions that characterized the post—Axial- 

Age civilizations. That is, they shaped the relations be- 

tween them, their place in the ruling coalitions, the 

modes of control of the major institutional spheres ef- 

fected by them, and the degree to which different ruling 

elites, secondary elites, and heterodoxies became in- 

volved with processes of societal change and transfor- 

mation. The differences in the cultural orientations and 

structure of elites in various Axial Age civilizations had 

far-reaching impact on their institutions, structure, and 

dynamics—above all on the structure of centers, of cen- 

ter-periphery relations, and of collectivities—as well as 

on patterns of societal and civilizational change. 
Otherworldly Axial Age civilizations. In most other- 

worldly civilizations there developed patrimonial re- 

gimes, to some degree similar to those that can be 

found in pre—Axial Age civilizations, yet with some cru- 

cial differences. 

Such systems were characterized by a relatively low 

level of economic development, weak internal markets, 

a stronger orientation toward external markets, and 

strong extractive policies as well as, on the whole, a low 

degree of coalescence between the boundaries of the 

collectivities and the civilizational frameworks. The 

predominant coalitions within these systems were com- 

posed of relatively nonautonomous political and reli- 

gious elites. The latter were also nonautonomous in 

most pagan societies, and in the post—Axial Age civili- 

zations they were autonomous in the religious but not 

the political field. 

In a parallel manner, the patrimonial societies were 

characterized by a relative lack of structural (as com- 

pared with ecological and symbolic) distinctiveness of 

the center from the periphery and usually by an adap- 

tive attitude of the center toward the periphery. Within 

these patrimonial societies there generally developed a 

lower degree of society-wide class consciousness and 

symbolic articulation of the major types of collectivi- 

ties. 

The major distinction between those patrimonial re- 

gimes of the great post—Axial Age civilizations (Hindu, 

Buddhist, Islamic, and Latin American Catholic) and 

those that belonged to pagan civilizations lay first of all 

in the fact that the major types of elites (cultural and 

political alike) in the latter case were embedded in 

basic ascriptive frameworks, whereas in the former, the 

religious elites (and the political ones to a smaller de- 

gree, as in the Latin American Spanish empire) were 

autonomous mainly in the religious sphere. The carriers 

of the cultural and social order were those cultural 

elites that developed the great traditions and special, 

broader civilizational frameworks based on a strong 

perception of the tension between the transcendental 

and the mundane orders, the likes of which could not 

be found among the other pagan patrimonial regimes. 

Concomitantly, those elites created centers that were 

distinct from their own periphery in the religious 

sphere, as well as special interlinking networks between 

these centers and the periphery. 

Hence these societies tended to develop more com- 

pact and dynamic political regimes (of which one type 

was the Theravada Buddhistic gallactic polity as ana- 

lyzed by Stanley J. Tambiah) while at the same time 

the national communities became imbued with stronger 

universal religious symbols. In times of crisis the reli- 

gious elites also developed some autonomous activities. 

Opposed to this development, in Axial Age civiliza- 

tions in which a this-worldly orientation (as in China), 

or a mixed this-worldly and otherworldly orientation 

(as in the Byzantine and Russian empires and, to a 

smaller degree, the Abbasid and Ottoman empires) was 

prevalent, imperial systems, or mixed imperial and feu- 
dal ones, tended to develop. Western and central Eu- 
rope are two important examples of such systems, 
which were characterized by highly coalescent bounda- 
ries of the major collectivities, political centralization, 



relatively developed economic systems, a preponder- 
ance of internal markets, and highly autonomous elites. 

Most of the elites in the imperial and imperial-feudal 
societies tended to define themselves in autonomous 
terms, having their own resource bases and potential 
access to the center of society, and to each other. This 
was above all true with respect to the articulators of the 
cultural and social order (i.e., the cultural and religious 
elites), the political elite, and, to a lesser degree, the 

representatives of different collectivities and the eco- 
nomic elite. 

Within these societies, moreover, a multiplicity of 

secondary elites developed, such as various sectarian 

groups in the religious sphere, or various social and po- 

litical groups or movements. These elites impinged on 

those of the center and the periphery, and shaped pro- 

test movements and political activities within them. 

Each.of the primary and secondary elites could consti- 

tute the starting point of movements of protest or of po- 

litical struggle possessing a high level of organizational 

and symbolic articulation. 

These elites also generated specific types of center- 

periphery relations, the major characteristics of which 

were a high level of symbolic and ecological distinctive- 

ness from their respective centers and the continuous 

attempts of the centers not only to extract resources 

from the periphery but also to permeate and recon- 

struct the periphery according to their own premises. 

Thus, the political, religious, and cultural centers con- 

stituted the foci and loci of the various great traditions 

that developed in these societies as distinct from the lo- 

cal traditions. The permeation of the periphery by the 

centers was manifest in the latter’s promotion of wide- 

spread channels of communication and in the attempts 

to break through the ascriptive ties of the periphery. 

Closely connected to this type of center-periphery re- 

lationship in these societies was the development of a 

high level of articulation of symbols of society-wide so- 

cial hierarchies, of some political consciousness of the 

upper strata, and of high ideological symbolization and 

mutual orientation among the major religious, political, 

and even ethnic and national collectivities. Although 

each collectivity tended to develop a relatively high de- 

gree of autonomy, they also constituted mutual refer- 

ents for each other. For example, being a good “‘Hel- 

lene’ was identified, in the Byzantine empire, with 

citizenship, and vice versa. This high degree of symbolic 

articulation and distinctiveness of the major institu- 

tional aspects of these imperial and imperial-feudal so- 

cieties, was closely related to certain types of cultural 

orientations which, as we have seen, were articulated 

by these elites. 
The most important difference between imperial and 
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other types of regimes (such as those that were patri- 

monial or decentralized) was found in the structure of 

their ruling elites, the cultural orientations they articu- 

lated, the modes of control they exercised, and the rel- 

ative autonomy of the major social strata. Differences 

existed between the monolithic elites, usually evincing 

strong this-worldly orientation, and the more heteroge- 

neous ones, usually carrying some combination of this- 

worldly and otherworldly orientations. The latter pat- 

terns could also be distinguished according to the 

degree to which heterogeneous elites were segregated or 

interwoven. Both the monolithic and segregated elites 

tended to exercise relatively restricted modes of control. 

While the segregated elites were inclined to exert more 

intensive control than the monolithic ones, the control 

exercised by the more heterogeneous and closely inter- 

woven elites was more flexible, though often also very 

intensive. But these possibilities became more fully de- 

veloped in a political-ecological constellation in certain 

types of decentralization. I shall now turn to the analy- 

sis of decentralized political-ecological systems. 

Religious and social dynamics in Axial Age civiliza- 

tions. The different Axial Age civilizations were charac- 

terized also by patterns of religious and societal dynam- 

ics in general and by the impact of religious changes on 

societal ones in particular. From the point of view of my 

discussion the most crucial difference is between those 

civilizations that can legitimately be called hetero- 

doxies and those that are more appropriately labeled 

sects. 

The term heterodoxy is, of course, applicable only in 

cases where one can talk about orthodoxy, and this 

term in its turn implies certain types of organizational 

and cognitive doctrinal structures. Organizationally the 

crucial aspect is, of course, the existence of some type 

of organized church that attempts to monopolize at 

least the religious sphere and usually also the relations 

of this sphere to the political powers. But of no lesser 

importance is the organization of doctrine, in other 

words, the very stress on structuring clear cognitive and 

symbolic boundaries of doctrine. 

With respect to both organizational and doctrinal as- 

pects, the major difference among the Axial Age civili- 

zations is that between the monotheistic civilizations 

(Christianity in particular) and Hinduism and Bud- 

dhism. (Confucian China constitutes a sort of in-be- 

tween type.) 

Within Christianity, these organizational and doc- 

trinal aspects of orthodoxy, as well as full-fledged 

churches that constituted potentially active and auton- 

omous partners of the ruling coalitions, developed in 

the fullest way. In Judaism and Islam these devel- 

opments were weaker; there developed rather powerful 
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but not always as fully organized and autonomous or- 

ganizations of clerics. 

Similarly, in Christianity, and to a smaller, but yet’ 

not insignificant, degree also in Judaism and Islam, 

there developed strong tendencies toward the structur- 

ing of relatively clear cognitive doctrinal and ritual 

boundaries. 

In comparison, in Hinduism and Buddhism—despite 

a very strong transcendental and otherworldly orienta- 

tion—the structuring of cognitive doctrines (as distinct 

from ritual) did not constitute a central aspect or prem- 

ise. Hence, though it is not impossible to talk about 

something akin to church in Buddhism—albeit a much 

more loosely organized one than in the monotheistic 

traditions—it is very difficult to talk about heterodoxy. 

At the same time sectarianism abounds, Buddhism it- 

self being, in a sense, a sect developing out of Hinduism. 

The various Hindu sects, and Buddhism itself, did in- 

deed have far-reaching impact on the structuring of the 

mundane spheres of their respective civilizations. They 

extended the scope of the different national and politi- 

cal communities and imbued them with new symbolic 

dimensions. They also changed some of the bases and 

criteria of participation in the civilizational communi- 

ties, as was the case in Judaism, in the bhakti move- 

ment and, above all, in Buddhism when an entirely new 

civilizational framework was constructed. 

Buddhism also introduced new elements into the po- 

litical scene, above all the special way in which the 

samgha, usually a very compliant group politically, 

could in some cases become a sort of moral conscience 

of the community, calling the rulers to some account- 

ability. 

But this impact was of a different nature from that of 

the struggles between the ruling orthodoxies and the 

numerous heterodoxies that developed within the 

monotheistic civilizations. Of crucial importance has 

been the fact that, in these latter cases, a central aspect 

of the struggles was the attempt to reconstruct the po- 

litical and cultural centers of their respective societies 

and that, because of this, these struggles became a cen- 

tral part of the histories of these civilizations, shaping 
the major contours of their development. 

The impact of religion on society in China and in the 

Islamic world was greatly shaped by their prevalent 

orientations and the structure of their respective elites 

and heterodoxies, that is, by their respective political- 

ecological settings; by whether they were small or great 

societies; by whether they were societies with continu- 

ous, compact boundaries, or with cross-cutting, flexible 

boundaries; by their economic structure; and last by 

their specific historical experience, especially in terms 

of encounters with other societies (such as mutual pen- 

etration, conquest, or colonization). 

The interplay between the different constellations of 

the cultural orientations analyzed above, their carriers, 

and their respective visions of restructuring the world 

(and the concrete arenas and historical conditions in 

which such visions could be concretized), have shaped 

the institutional contours and dynamics of different Ax- 

ial Age civilizations, both in the “historical” periods as 

well as in the transition to modernity, and in the differ- 

ent modes of modernity, that have developed within 

them. 
[See also Intellectuals and Modernity.] 
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SHMUEL N. EISENSTADT 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. Anyone who tries to 
define the term religious education is confronted by ex- 

traordinary difficulties. No body of scholarly literature 
exists where the term is used with any consensus. One 
could plausibly argue that religious education is as nar- 
row as what a few groups in a few places in the contem- 
porary world are engaged in. Or, in contrast, one could 
make the case that religious education is broad enough 
to include the practices that govern people’s lives in 
every time and every place. 

This essay begins by using the term narrowly, partly 



because space prevents detailed description of every re- 
ligious group. In addition, however, logic and etymol- 
ogy suggest that we should look at the emerging use of 

the term in the twentieth century and then reflect on 

the appropriateness of broadening the term’s applica- 
tion. Although the words religious and education long 

antedate the twentieth century, their conjunction in a 

single term with an implied single referent is quite 

novel. Of course, many terms in the modern study of 

religion are not the terms that particular groups have 

used to describe their respective practices. In this case, 

however, the ambiguities inherent in both religious and 

education are compounded in the creation of the term 
religious education. 

Definitions. Religious education is a term confined 

mainly to places that are strongly influenced by modern 

Western Christianity. Even in those places, however, it 

is not a common term. Particular religious groups usu- 

ally employ an educational language that is more spe- 

cific than the generic word religious; for example, most 

Protestant Christians refer to their efforts as “Christian 

education.’’ Groups that do commonly use the term re- 

ligious education are usually outside the mainstream re- 

ligions, as, for instance, in the United States, the Uni- 

tarian Universalist Association and the Unification 

Church. Despite all their differences, these two groups 

are similar in seeking an education that somehow tran- 

scends religious divisions. 

Probably the clearest single usage of the term reli- 

gious education today is in the schools of England and 

Wales, where the term does transcend particular reli- 

gious parties and has taken on a legally established 

meaning. The roots of this usage can be traced to the 

late nineteenth century, but the term was clearly de- 

fined only in 1944, when the government made religious 

education compulsory in state-supported schools. The 

law specified that religious education meant religious 

instruction according to an approved syllabus and a 

daily assembly for worship. Since 1960, two major de- 

velopments have modified this meaning: increasing 

doubt about the value of compulsory worship in state 

schools, and a greater pluralism of religion in many 

English schools. 
As a result of these two developments, religious edu- 

cation has come to be nearly identical with the in- 

structional element. At the same time, religious instruc- 

tion has become more clearly distinguished from in- 

struction in Bible knowledge or Christianity. Religious 

education thus comes to mean approaching the many 

religions of the world with an attitude of understanding 

and trying to convey that attitude to children. In con- 

trast to most of the world, England by the 1970s had a 
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clearly defined referent for religious education, this 

being the name of a subject taught in state schools. 

The contrast with the United States of America could 

hardly be more striking. There the term religious edu- 

cation was born with the founding of the Religious Ed- 

ucation Association in 1903. This organization shared 

common roots with the Progressive Education move- 

ment and the liberal Protestantism of that era. The as- 

sociation’s intention was to be ecumenical, but its con- 

stituency was mainly the liberal denominations of 

Protestantism. Roman Catholics tended to be suspicious 

of the organization until the 1960s, at which time they 

became very prominent in it. Reform Jews played some 

part from the beginning, at least in writing for the or- 

ganization’s journal. In general, the conservative wings 

of all the religions were never involved in the move- 

ment, the association, or the journal. In the early dec- 

ades of the century, there was hope of including the 

public schools in this movement. The nineteenth cen- 

tury had combined the generalized religiousness of the 

public schools with the denominational religion of the 

Sunday school. The leaders of the Religious Education 

Association sought to reshape this cultural alliance so 

as to provide a better educational ideal than the Sun- 

day school and a more scholarly approach to religion in 

public and church schools. 

By the 1940s, the movement seemed to have spent it- 

self. The economic problems of the 1930s had scaled 

back the professionalizing of education in churches, 

while the resurgence of neoorthodox Protestant theol- 

ogy undermined the movement’s liberal premises and 

hopes. Nor had the public schools become allies of the 

movement. Most Protestant writers at this time stopped 

referring to religious education; the seminary and con- 

gregational concern was renamed Christian education. 

Since the 1960s, there has been some revival of the 

term religious education in the United States. U.S. Cath- 

olics had been using the term in several contexts since 

the 1930s, and their schools have had a tradition of 

“teaching religion.” In the 1960s, the instruction of chil- 

dren outside Catholic schools came to be called reli- 

gious education. Today, there is no consensus of mean- 

ing for the term within the Catholic church, though it is 

used more frequently by Catholics than by Protestants 

and Jews. 
State laws in the United States seldom use the term 

religious education. However, the term religious instruc- 

tion is used commonly to refer to sectarian programs. 

And since no clear distinction exists between religious 

education and religious instruction, writers and politi- 

cians generally assume that religious education in pub- 

lic schools is unconstitutional. Although the U.S. Su- 
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preme Court in its decisions of the 1960s encouraged an 

academic approach to religion in public schools, neither 

religious education nor religious instruction has been 

used to designate this project. Thus, in scholarly writ- 

ing as well as in popular usage religious education is 

associated with churches and synagogues. While there 

has been agitation for prayer in the public schools, 

practically no one advocates religious education in 

them. 
The contrast between England and the United States 

suggests the variety of ways in which Western coun- 

tries, and countries colonized and missionized by the 

West, speak of religious education. Most Western Euro- 

pean nations have worked out a relation between one or 

several churches and the educational apparatus of the 

state. For example, in Norway 95 percent of the popu- 

lation belong to the Church of Norway. The state 

schools provide compulsory instruction in religion 

throughout the nine years of school required by law. In 

the first six years, the subject is called “Christianity”; in 

the later years, it is called ‘‘Religion.’’ The Church of 

Norway supplements this compulsory instruction with 

Sunday school. 

West Germany provides another variation on the 

theme. It gives “religious instruction” in state schools 

with the cooperative help of the Protestant and Catholic 

churches. “Christian education” has been an integral 

part of the educational system since the eighteenth cen- 

tury. Religious instruction is guaranteed in the school 

curriculum but not required of the student. The 

churches supplement the school instruction with vol- 

untary programs: children’s service, confirmation 

classes, youth work, adult work. In West Germany as 

elsewhere, no single framework of religious education 

encompasses these diverse activities. A small number of 

writers in Europe, North America, and Australia have 

been trying to develop the theoretical basis of such a 

field. 

Religious Education: Schooling or Lifelong Training? 

As indicated at the beginning of this article, the term 

religious education can be so narrowly conceived that it 

is barely visible, becoming meaningful only in the twen- 

tieth century when modern schooling combined with an 

ecumenical approach to religion. If one moves away 

from that clear but infrequent usage of the term, then 

religious education can be understood to embrace a be- 

wildering variety of practices throughout the centuries. 

Even if one were to concentrate upon a single religious 

tradition such as Buddhism or Islam, it would not be a 

simple matter to draw a line between educational and 

noneducational practice, or between living religiously 

and being educated religiously. 

Under the influence of modern schooling, there is a 

natural tendency to declare that any systematic train- 

ing of the young should be called education. And since 

the practices can be classified ag religious, one can call 

such activities religious education for Buddhists or 

Muslims, the Pueblo or the Inuit (Eskimo). The question 

of religious education is thus made manageable by 

drawing chronological lines around what the modern 

world calls ‘school age” youth. In addition, a set of in- 

structions is viewed as a forerunner of the modern 

school with its focus on the study of books. Religious 

groups of the past are then seen as more or less fitting 

this pattern, with some groups having strong emphasis 

on preschool education and extracurricular activities. 

As an example, consider the religious education of 

children in Aztec religion. A fairly systematic induction 

can be traced from about the age of three. Admonition 

through homilies and instruction in household duties 

were provided to the child. A little later, a rigorous sys- 

tem of corporal discipline was imposed. At about age 

fifteen, boys entered a kind of school called “the house 

of youth.” A small number went to an elite school for 

the training of priests. Youths were taught the elements 

of citizenship, how to bear arms, traditional stories, and 

the proper observance of rituals. The boys who trained 

for the priesthood received extra instruction in the per- 

formance of sacred rites. Girls underwent a different 

training, more closely connected to the home. A girl was 

considered ready for marriage at about the age of six- 

teen. Modern commentators on this data could debate 

whether Aztec religious education began at age three or 

fifteen; whether it applied only to the elite school or to 

all boys; whether it involved only boys or girls and boys 

alike; and whether it included instruction in household 

chores or only instruction in performing sacred rituals. 

Progress in understanding is probably not helped by 

giving religious education the widest meaning possible. 

Many educational reformers in the twentieth century, 

frustrated by confining school systems, have declared 

that education is all of learning and that learning is 

coextensive with life. But saying that education is 

everything can also mean that education is nothing. If 

no particular meaning is assigned to education, the 

re-forming of education is frustrated even more. 

Religious history could be helpful in discussions of 

education because something more varied than a mod- 

ern school is at issue, yet there is definite form or dis- 

cipline to the activities. For a religious life, training be- 

gins well before the age of five or six. Just as important, 

the guidance and discipline of religious devotion con- 

tinue beyond sixteen, eighteen, or any age considered 

normal for leaving school. To be sure, modern cultures 

have discovered the limits of an education acquired in 

youth and so have been trying to add adult education 



to their systems of schooling for the young. But only if 
one first assumes that education means something given 
to school-age children does one have the problem of 
awkwardly adding a kind of ‘“‘second story” for people 
who want “‘continuing education.” 

Given these difficulties in modern theories of educa- 
tion, religious education could be understood not as a 

peculiar addition to real education but as a more com- 

prehensive way to speak about education. Most reli- 

gious groups offer education that is lifelong and varied. 
For example, the sacramental system of Roman Cathol- 

icism is a formation in religious life that extends from 

birth to death. The system may need constant reform to 

be educationally effective; nonetheless, it has been in 

place over many centuries and has been as important 

as Or more important than schools for maintaining the 

church and passing on the tradition. Not that system- 

atic instruction in a school should be excluded from the 

meaning of religious education. Rather, what is needed 

is a comprehensive theory within which schooling is an 

integral part. 

Religious Education in the Great Religious Tradi- 

tions. An adequate theory of religious education is prob- 

ably impossible until there is both more systematic re- 

flection on education within the “great” religious 

traditions and more comparison of practices across re- 

ligious lines. Religions that have existed for thousands 

of years could learn something new from modern edu- 

cational systems. At the same time, religious practice 

could challenge the post-Enlightenment meaning of ed- 

ucation. To such a dialogue with contemporary educa- 

tion, each of the great religions would bring a distinc- 

tive voice. 

Christianity and Judaism. Christianity in its post-Ref- 

ormation forms had an important role in the emergence 

of modern schooling. An impetus toward widespread 

literacy was part of the attempt to reform the church 

on the basis of God’s word in the Bible. Each individual 

was to read the Bible and to know the church’s doc- 

trine. Although this project was never completed, high 

rates of literacy were attained in much of Europe and 

North America. Until the nineteenth century, the Bible 

was a centerpiece of all education, so that a person re- 

ceived some religious education in the course of ordi- 

nary schooling. Only in the past century have Western 

countries seen a dichotomy between state-supported 

schools and church-influenced education. 

The church’s exclusion or at least segregation from 

modern education has led to new interest in early Chris- 

tian practice. In the first centuries, new members were 

initiated into the Christian liturgical rites. At each stage 

of the initiatory process, there was a revelation of se- 

crets and an explanation of the rites. Having been re- 
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ceived into the church, one continued one’s education 

by means of the family, community devotions, instruc- 

tion by homily, and the practice of a moral code. 

Christianity arose out of the Jewish reform move- 

ments of the first century of the common era. Judaism 

had by then established the synagogue, where system- 

atic instruction was closely linked with prayer. The in- 

dividual Jew was to know the details of the Law and to 

regulate all of life according to God’s commands. There 

developed in Judaism an extraordinary dedication to 

learning, so that learning itself could be seen as a form 

of worship. 

Since the rise of rabbinic Judaism, the home and the 

yeshivah have been the centers of Jewish religious edu- 

cation. Family rituals have preserved and transmitted 

Jewish life down through the centuries. Daily observ- 

ances of prayer and dietary laws, together with the 

weekly celebration of the Sabbath, have guided the life- 

long education of the Jew. The Talmud says that torah 

is acquired by forty-eight things, including awe, fear, 

humility, long-suffering, and generosity. Jewish reli- 

gious history has been centered on the performance of 

ritual and deeds of righteousness. 

The understanding of torah as embracing every aspect 

of life led to the inclusion in the Talmud of every field 

of human knowledge. The study of the Bible and the 

Talmud, as well as commentaries on the texts and an 

endless debate over their interpretation, have encour- 

aged literacy and learning in Jewish communities. Jews 

have been in the forefront of modern secular education, 

while at the same time a separate Jewish system of ed- 

ucation has flourished in countries where Jews are a 

small minority of the population. 

Hinduism and Buddhism. Hinduism is a more 

sprawling example of ritual practices and social rela- 

tions that constitute a kind of education. Schooling has 

made headway in parts of the Hindu world, but the re- 

ligion has survived for millennia on myths passed down 

within the family and on intricate sets of rites. Ablu- 

tions, meals, and festivals provide educational guidance 

as to one’s place in the universe. Along pathways of wis- 

dom, devotion, and service, an individual’s life is struc- 

tured so as to attain the goal of spiritual release. 

Hinduism has its own theory of development. As an 

educational ideal, it has four stages of life: student, 

householder, forest dweller, renouncer. While Western 

countries are not likely to adopt this scheme of catego- 

ries, conversation across religious lines might still be 

illuminating. Both religious and secular educators in 

the West would be forced to reflect on their own stages 

of lifelong development and how education occurs in 

each stage. 
Buddhism is based upon a strict discipline of moral- 
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ity. Instruction takes the form of stories, sayings, and 

discourses that are often learned by heart. Meditation is 

the way to the goal; the practice of mindfulness is at 

the heart of Buddhist meditation. The way of medita- 

tion and moral discipline leads to the realization that 

the self is unreal. 

In traditionally Buddhist countries, education was 

centered in the monasteries. Instruction in both secular 

and religious knowledge was given by the priests. The 

life of the monk included a stricter moral code and 

greater concern with meditation. In the contemporary 

era, Buddhist meditation has attracted or at least in- 

trigued a wider audience, including Western physicians 

and psychologists. 

Islam. Islam is a religion that arose later than the 

other religions referred to above. Knowing the word is 

especially crucial in Muslim life. The child is to learn 

the Qur’an and the tradition, so that the human will can 

be merged with the divine will. Much of the instruction 

is based on repetition of the teacher’s words and mem- 

orization of Qur’anic passages and prayers. 

There are fixed times for saying daily prayers. To- 

gether with fasting, acts of charity, and pilgrimage, this 

liturgical practice constitutes a continuing education 

for all Muslims. A more sophisticated study of the an- 

cient texts and the history of Islam is available in Mus- 

lim educational institutions. Like the other religions, Is- 

lam is now in many places confronted by the effects of 

modern secular culture and of schooling as part of that 

culture. Muslim leaders generally remain skeptical of 

ecumenical conversation or the attempt to study Islam 

from the standpoint of a neutral observer. 

Common features. One commonality across these re- 

ligious traditions is the nature of teaching. In each reli- 

gion, teaching means to show someone a way of life. 

The agent of the teaching is the community, which is 

represented by individuals functioning as teachers. The 

aim is to pass on the complex set of rites and practices 

that constitute the community’s way of life. Movements 

of the body play a key role in religious teaching: thus 

one cannot practice Zen Buddhism without learning to 

breathe differently and to change one’s posture. 

It is within the context of bodily individuals in a com- 

munity that one can understand the peculiar role that 

speech plays in religious teaching. The teacher often de- 

mands memorization, as noted above in reference to Is- 

lam and Buddhism. Christianity and Judaism have used 

the same technique throughout most of their histories. 

Speech in religion takes on a ritual character in the rec- 

itation of prayer, moral rules, or doctrine. Even the ser- 

mon in modern Christianity is a ritualized use of 

speech. 

In addition to a ritual usage, speech is used in very 

directive ways by religious teachers. Speech is a kind of 

choreography for the bodily moyement at the heart of 

religious practice. The sacred, texts found in most reli- 

gions are a guide to living. Individual religions, as in- 

dicated earlier, do not speak of teaching religion; rather 

they speak of teaching the way, whether it be that of 

the Christ, the Buddha, or Islam. Despite the common 

structure that religions seem to have, one cannot ab- 

stract a standard form of religious education into which 

the contents of the various traditions could be placed. 

The religious form of teaching thus stands in marked 

contrast to modern concepts of teaching. The modern 

world tends to take schoolteaching as the prototypical 

form of teaching. The schoolteacher tries to convince by 

explaining and giving reasons. A teacher in a classroom 

is to some extent a representative of a community, but 

his or her authority rests largely on the clarity, ration- 

ality, and persuasiveness of evidence presented to the 

class. A dispassionate attitude toward the evidence is 

part of the ethos of classroom teaching. No religion 

could survive on classroom teaching alone; every reli- 

gion experiences some threat of subversion when placed 

in a classroom environment. 
The Future of Religious Education. In summary, reli- 

gious education is a term used mainly for instruction in 

a few school systems (most clearly in England) and for 

conversations between Catholics and Protestants or be- 

tween Christians and Jews. The term is not an ancient 

one, nor is it likely to be heard today in regions where 

Islam, Buddhism, or Hinduism prevail. Its future use- 

fulness would seem to depend on developments in two 

opposite directions. First, in cultures where many years 

of schooling are compulsory, the meaning of education 

would have to reincorporate some nonschooling ele- 

ments of education; this would make it easier to include 

both the very young and the adult population when one 

refers to education. Second, in cultures where the criti- 

cal thinking of the Western Enlightenment has not been 

prominent, a systematic and comparative study of reli- 

gious practice would have to develop. This need not 

mean submission of religion to Western rationality but 

rather an opening to academic tools and techniques. 

In the past, when religions were separate from each 
other, existing in relative isolation, religious education 
did not exist. Instead, what existed were Jewish educa- 
tion, Muslim education, Buddhist education, and so 
forth. These categories will not disappear in the decades 
to come, but as cultures are increasingly forced to con- 
front one another, an educational approach to religious 
similarities and differences will be needed. If such an 
approach should develop, religious education will be 



neither intramural training nor high-level abstraction, 
but will be the living out of a particular religious em- 
bodiment in a context of worldwide conversation. 

[For a treatment of the form that religious education 
takes in tribal and traditional cultures, see Initiation. 

Yeshivah and Scholasticism provide general histories of 

specific forms of religious education in Judaism and 

Christianity. For discussion of the relationship between 

religious education and public education in the United 

States, see Law and Religion, article on Religion and the 

Constitution of the United States.] 
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RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE. The concept of reli- 
gious experience is rooted in broader concepts of expe- 

rience as such and in theories of what, if anything, is 

distinctively religious in experience. The English word 

experience derives from the Greek empeiria, the Latin 

translation of which is experientia. Earliest connotations 

of this word reflect its origin in terms that designate the 

action of testing or proof by actual trial (experiment- 

ing). Later, the word expressed more generally the ac- 

tual observation of acts or events considered to be the 

source of knowledge, or the fact of consciously being the 

subject of a state or condition, or of consciously being 

affected by an event. Standard dictionary definitions of 

experience, therefore, give the primary meaning as ‘‘the 

actual living through an event or events; actual enjoy- 

ment or suffering; hence, the effect upon the judgment 

or feeling produced by personal or direct impressions.” 

Secondary meanings include, simply and broadly, “the 

sum total of the conscious events which compose an in- 

dividual life.” Fundamental to the concept is emphasis 

on the primacy of “actual living through” or ‘“‘direct 

impressions,’’ whereas its scope embraces all “enjoy- 

ments and sufferings of an individual.” The accent, in 

these definitions, tends to fall on subjective conscious- 

ness, although various theories of experience may em- 

phasize volitional, intentional, affective, attitudinal, or 

foundationally cognitive elements of experience. Theo- 

ries of religious experience, in turn, have similarly em- 

phasized one or more of these components. 

The origin of the term experience in the Greek empei- 

ria signals the emphasis on experience in those philo- 

sophical schools that consider themselves to be empiri- 

cal. In classical Greek philosophy, the empirical or 

experiential mode was considered to be less significant 

for cognition and evaluation than was reason, which 

gave “form” to experience and expressed its “‘essence.”’ 

Experiential cognition was called “opinion,” whereas 

certainty lay in the dictates of reason. This view per- 

sisted through much of classical Christian philosophy. 

With the Renaissance and the emergence of modern sci- 

entific inquiry, however, greater attention was focused 

on firsthand doing and undergoing and on views claim- 

ing less than absolute certainty. The term empiricism 

came to denote either an appeal to forms of experience 

considered to be foundational for various human con- 

cerns; or, more broadly, to stress the experimental 

method; or, simply, to denote a general attitude of 

“tough-mindedness,” or “realism,” in the negotiation 

and appraisal of human involvement in the world. All 

of these factors and meanings are reflected in modern 

theories about religious experience and in their employ- 

ment in religious philosophy and the study of religion. 
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Perhaps no one is more responsible for a general in- 

terest in the concept of religious experience as a key to 

the understanding of religion than the American philos- ° 

opher and psychologist William James, whose Gifford 

Lectures appeared in 1902 as The Varieties of Religious 

Experience. James came to the concept and study of re- 

ligious experience through his early interest in art, his 

later study of physiology, medicine, and the infant sci- 

ence of psychology, and through his engagement with 

contemporary philosophy. The first laboratory of scien- 

tific psychology had been established in Leipzig in 1879 

by Wilhelm Wundt. The methods employed there in- 

volved a combination of physiological studies and in- 

trospective reports of the ingredients of consciousness. 

For the study of religious experience, James turned to 

classical and contemporary written accounts of a vari- 

ety of experiences generally deemed to be “religious.” 

For purposes of his inquiry, he defined religion as ‘‘the 

feelings, acts, and experiences of individual men in 

their solitude, so far as they apprehend themselves to 

stand in relation to whatever they may consider the di- 

vine’ (James, 1902, p. 31). Reference to ‘‘feelings, acts, 

and experiences’’ reflects the many dimensions of hu- 

man life that James believed to be involved in religion. 

The emphasis on solitude echoes the emphasis on the 

subjective and personal dimension that characterizes 

many theories of experience in the larger sense, as well 

as the inwardness and solitariness that may associate 

with the concept of religious experience. It resonates 

with the widely quoted definition of religion offered by 

Alfred North Whitehead, “what the individual does with 

his solitariness’” (Whitehead, 1926, p. 16), though for 

Whitehead the philosophical framework of interpreta- 

tion was somewhat different than for James. The key to 

the distinctiveness of religious experience, however, lies 

for James in the phrase ‘“‘to stand in relation to... the 

divine.” The relation itself may take many forms: cog- 

nitive, ritual, inspirational, transformative, and sustain- 

ing. Each of these forms may be positive or negative in 

total effect. Specification of reference to the divine ex- 

presses the concept of transcendence, which is generic 

to all widely employed theories of religious experience. 

Indeed, it may be said that some form of transcendental 

reference is the one normative factor in concepts of re- 

ligious experience. The locus and character of that 
which is taken to be transcendent vary, however, with 

the religious and philosophical tradition and with the 

form and purpose of the particular study of religious 

experience. 

James sought to give somewhat greater specificity to 

his characterization of religion by stating that not all 

employments of concepts of the transcendent or divine 

should be accounted religious. The total self is involved 

in the religious relation; the religious reaction to life is 

a ‘total reaction.” Furthermore, there is something “‘sol- 

emn, serious, and tender” in the distinctively religious 

attitude. “If glad, it must not grin or snicker; if sad, it 

must not scream or curse... . The divine shall mean for 

us only such a primal reality as the individual feels im- 

pelled to respond to solemnly and gravely, and neither 

by a curse nor a jest!” (James, 1902, p. 38). In this in- 

formal characterization, James articulates the emphasis 

on reverence, or the sense of the sacred, that informs 

many seminal theories of religious experience. James 

found in his materials a few general types of religious 

experiences and personalities, which he labeled as the 

religion of “healthy-mindedness” or of “the sick soul,” 

and of the ‘‘once-born”’ or the “twice-born.” The depth 

and scope of materials relating to the “sick soul’ and 

the ‘‘twice-born’” led him to an extensive analysis of the 

phenomenon of conversion. 

The inward and transformative, or unifying, charac- 

ter of a type of experience that is exemplified by repre- 

sentative persons in most major religious traditions is 

associated with the general phenomenon termed mysti- 

cism. James’s analysis of mystical experience has been 

widely used. It is, he said, viewed by the mystic as 

finally ineffable, yet it is also believed to be in some 

sense noetic. It is transient and passive, yet elaborately 

developed techniques are employed to induce or evoke 

it. In the life of the mystic, there is, as William Ernest 

Hocking noted, an alternation of worship and work, or 

of meditation and nonmeditational activity (Hocking, 

1912). In the life of the mystic, the culminating and 

foundational experience plays a uniquely authoritative 

role. 

Underlying all the varieties of religious experience 

that he studied, James concluded, is a general sense 

that ‘‘there is something wrong about us as we naturally 

stand,’ and a sense of solution, resolution, or salva- 

tion—a sense “‘that we are saved from the wrongness by 

making proper connection with the higher powers [the 

transcendent]’’ (James, 1902, p. 498). James’s character- 

ization of religious experience may appear to be mini- 

mal, imprecise, or too vernacular. Nevertheless, it may 

serve as a useful guide both for further exploration of 

theories that have developed in greater.depth concern- 

ing one or more aspects of the phenomenon that James 

sought to define, and for further application of the con- 

cept of religious experience to the study of selected fea- 
tures of major religious traditions. 

Any account of religious experience must recognize 

the fact that all experience is to some extent theory 

laden. The question whether there is any totally unin- 

terpreted, or nonconceptualized, ‘‘pure” or ‘“‘immediate” 
experience (James used the phrase “blooming, buzzing 



confusion”) that is presuppositionless, or “given,” is 
largely answered in the negative in current philosophi- 
cal discussion. Similarly, Wilfred Cantwell Smith, in 
The Meaning and End of Religion, maintains that the 

concept of religion is a misleading abstraction from the 

actual intersection of a uniquely personal consciousness 

with a transcendent referent (putative or real), the na- 

ture of which is variously articulated in cumulative re- 

ligious traditions. Any instance of religious experience 

will reflect constantly changing patterns of personal life 

and of the traditions through which persons relate to 

the transcendent. It is appropriate in analysis, there- 

fore, to examine features of religious experience 
through employment of a classic expression of a specific 
tradition, an expression that also exemplifies many ele- 

ments highlighted by one or more influential theorists. 

Such a classic is the Bhagavadgita, perhaps the most 

highly prized and widely employed expression of the 

Hindu tradition. 

The fundamental sense of the penultimate “wrong- 

ness” of life that underlies the tradition epitomized in 

the Bhagavadgita relates to the qualities and conditions 

of finitude as such. The spatiotemporal world is viewed 

as possessing such reality as is spatiotemporally possi- 

ble, but it reflects and is ultimately rooted in transcen- 

dent reality, which is the ultimate source of bliss, beati- 

tude, and eternal meaning. Life in the spatiotemporal 

world of maya is governed by an immutable law of 

cause and effect (karman) that regulates moral and spir- 

itual as well as physical reality. The goal of salvation is 

the realization of the identity of the personal self with 

the transcendent Self. There are three major paths (mdr- 

gas) to this goal, and each of them is celebrated in the 

Bhagavadgita. 

Religious Experience as the Realization of Duty. The 

Bhagavadgita relates to dialogue between Arjuna, a war- 

rior, and his charioteer, who is an incarnation of the 

god Krsna, on the eve of battle in a civil war. Arjuna 

raises the question whether, given the fact that the en- 

emy are kinsmen, it would not be better to refuse to 

fight than to kill blood relations. In response, the char- 

ioteer invokes first the concept of duty, related in this 

tradition to the cosmically founded structures of caste. 

Inaction is not an option; the path to salvation for the 

warrior is action in accord with duty, duty performed 

with regard only to the roots of action, not to its fruits. 

Here is a religious experience of a means of salvation 

that finds echoes in many other traditions. Fundamen- 

tal to both Hindu and Buddhist traditions is the pri- 

macy of dharma, the path, or way, that is uniquely fit- 

ting and obligatory for the devotee in the devotee’s 

unique situation. In the Confucian tradition, the reli- 

gious significance of acting according to li (an informed 
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sense of propriety) in a carefully structured system of 

human relations is widely stressed. The Latin origins of 

the English term religion connote a sense of conscien- 

tiousness or dutiful devotion to that by which one is 

“bound.” Something of this sense is perhaps continued 
in the use of the term religious in the Roman Catholic 

tradition to designate persons bound by vows, who ex- 

emplify religious practice in carrying out the duties and 

functions of special offices and vocations. When the 

seminal figure of modern Western philosophy, Imman- 

uel Kant, sought to fix the nature of ‘‘religion within the 

limits of reason alone,” he found it in the implicates of 

“pure practical reason,” in the rationale of practice in 

accordance with the moral law. Religion, he said, views 

all duties as divine commands. Religious experience is 

the experience of duty as sacred obligation. Many other 

modern thinkers have associated religion and religious 

experience most closely with, if they have not asserted 

it to be identical with, the volitional dimensions of ex- 

perience as such. When Kant went on to analyze aes- 

thetic experience, he asserted that the experience of 

mathematical (the sense of the infinite) and dynamic 

(the sense of the uncannily powerful) sublimity evokes 

a sense of reverence that is closely akin to, if not iden- 

tical with, that sense of reverence for the moral law that 

is uniquely religious. Two things, he said, “filled his 

soul with awe and wonder: the starry heavens above, 

and the moral law within.” 

Religious Experience as Meditational Insight. A sec- 

ond way of salvation celebrated in the Bhagavadgita is 

that of unitive wisdom or insight achieved through 

study and meditation (jidna mdrga). The roots of this 

path lie deep in the tradition exemplified by this text. 

The historic movement in the tradition toward concep- 

tualization of the transcendent emerged from the expe- 

rience of ritualized worship, which engendered specu- 

lation about the character of the ultimately real and the 

ultimately true. The canonical term employed for the 

transcendent is brahman, some of whose roots are re- 

lated to a term meaning “prayer.” Just as the discipline 

of duty may lead to singleness of relation to the tran- 

scendent, the discipline of study and meditation may 

lead to the realization of identity of the individual self 

with the ultimately real Self. Such realization is not, of 

course, mere intellectual awareness or conceptual un- 

derstanding. The total self is unified in attainment of 

salvific insight or intuition, and the unified self realizes 

identity of being with the ultimate Self. Paths toward 

attainment of this realization typically involve guid- 

ance by sages or teachers, who are farther advanced in 

saving wisdom. Elaborately articulated systems of med- 

itational discipline, or yoga, may serve as aids to attain 

unitive insight. The term yoga is derived from the 
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Indo-Aryan root from which also comes the word yoke 

as employed in classical English (cf. the Authorized Ver- - 

sion of a saying of Jesus in Matthew 11:19: ‘‘Take my 

yoke upon you and learn of me’). Physical, moral, and 

aesthetic as well as intellectual dimensions of the self 

are involved in disciplined concentration toward real- 

ization of unity with the One. In the Bhagavadgitd, Ar- 

juna is offered instruction in, and reminded of, the sav- 

ing value of this “way.” The normative religious 

experience of this way is one that is frequently associ- 

ated with the concept of mysticism. 

There are those who would maintain that mystical 

experience is the paradigmatic religious experience. In 

relation to the analysis of the concept of religious ex- 

perience, however, we may recall James’s minimal 

characterization of mysticism and note that other stu- 

dents of the subject have offered more extensive and 

more highly nuanced analyses and descriptions of reli- 

gious experience as mystical. These have included such 

suggested distinctions as that between nature mysti- 

cism and experiences of transcendence that are specific 

to a religious tradition. There are descriptions of expe- 

riences believed to be relatively instantaneous as well 

as of experiences that deepen in patterns that are be- 

lieved to be shared by the mystical traditions of several 

religious faiths. Distinctions are also made between tra- 

ditions in which the goal of the experience is believed 

to be the attainment of union with, or absorption in, the 

transcendent and traditions in which the goal is perfect 

communion between transformed and fulfilled self and 

the transcendent subject. 

Religious experience as transformation through med- 

itational insight may be considered foundational for the 

Buddhist tradition. The founding experience is that of 

Gautama, through whom came the realization of the 

Four Noble Truths and the Eightfold Path to the goal of 

nirvana. As Buddhism developed and spread, many 

other elements of religious experience and practice 

were embraced in the tradition, but the meditational 

element has been of central importance throughout the 

history of the tradition. This is perhaps most consis- 

tently true of the Therevada schools; in Mahayana, the 

explicitly meditational schools are of major signifi- 

cance. Perhaps the most arrestingly explicit of these are 

the Ch‘an schools of Chinese Buddhism and the Zen 

schools of Japanese Buddhism. In each of these, the de- 

finitive form of religious experience is that which brings 

transforming insight issuing in authentic life: true and, 

therefore, liberating understanding of the natural and 

human realms. There would appear to be many affini- 

ties between the structure of such experiences and that 

of experiences that might also be called aesthetic. 

There are echoes or overtones of these forms of reli- 

gious experience in some forms of the Confucian tradi- 

tion, especially in certain Neo-Confucian schools in 

which “quiet sitting” is an important part of the path 

to sagehood. In the classical’ Confucian tradition, the 

way toward the ideal of harmony in nature and society 

and harmony between the human and the transcendent 

(tien) is informed instruction in, and practice of, the 

way of K‘ung-tzu (Confucius). The major source in 

China of emphasis on transforming insight, however, 

has been associated with the Taoist tradition. The inef- 

fability of the Tao and the spontaneity of the life in tune 

with it have frequently been contrasted with the cen- 

trality of volitional and ethical elements in Confucian 

religious experience. The indigenous religion of Japan, 

Shintd, has cherished and displayed aesthetic and other 

elements of experience in interplay with the Japanese 

forms of the Buddhist and Confucian traditions. 

In the theistic traditions of the West, in biblical Ju- 

daism and Christianity and in Islam, forms of religious 

experience typically called mystical have been both sus- 

pect and deeply prized and influential. Suspicion and 

caution stem from the fear that in such experience there 

may be an impetus toward obliteration of the distinc- 

tion between creature and creator together with an ex- 

altation of human experience to salvific power, which 

stems ultimately and solely from God. The goal of these 

traditions, however, is perfection of communion be- 

tween the human and the divine and a fulfilling en- 

hancement of the created order in the glory of the di- 

vine. In all three theistic traditions, therefore, certain 

forms of experience that incorporate elements of the 

mystical have been prized. 

In biblical Judaism, these receive notable expression 

in poetry (e.g., the Song of Songs, in which the joy of 

human love is a medium for celebration of divine love) 

and in certain nuances of hymns in the Book of Psalms. 

Some passages in the scrolls of the prophets also echo 

some mystical or quasi-mystical themes. The founda- 
tional and uncompromising monotheism of basic bibli- 
cal Judaism, however, is more typically articulated in 
expressions of divine-human encounters that employ 
the language of “call and response” or “command and 
obedience.” In later Judaism, there have been various 
movements that seek to celebrate the richness of the 
created order in all of its dimensions and to prize com- 
munion with the divine through an appropriate sense of 
the glories of creation. Among these are the qabbalistic 
and Hasidic movements. Especially in the latter, there 
has been a prizing of warm and intimate experiences of 
the divine issuing a joyous affirmation of life. Perhaps 
no one has been a more effective interpreter of what he 
deemed to be the Hasidic ideal than the modern Jewish 
philosopher Martin Buber. 



William James defined religion in terms of relation to 
the divine. Buber, in his widely influential book I and 

Thou, affirmed that all of life is relation—or, in his 

more specific understanding of relation, a “meeting.” 
There are two basic forms of relation: I-Thou and LIt 

(the latter includes third-person human relations). A 

person as such is differently constituted and engaged in 

these fundamentally different relations. The I of I-It is 

a “me’’; the other of I-It is basically’an impersonal 
other. Engagement in an I-Thou relation is not, in Bu- 

ber’s terms, a matter of experience. Experience, embed- 
ded as it is in temporal sequence, belongs to the world 

of It. Therefore, it would be misleading to call engage- 

ment in a religiously defined relationship ‘‘religious ex- 

perience.” Relation with the world of It is not the 

source of ‘“‘wrongness” in human life; the world of It is 

to be sanctified. The It-relation, however, does not and 

cannot involve all of one’s being; an authentic I-Thou 
relation, on the other hand, can occur only when all of 

one’s being is engaged. Such a relation cannot be 

brought about or achieved only by the I; there must be 

“meeting” or “address”; a work of grace or unmerited 
and nonmanipulable givenness. There are nonverbal 

and nonconceptual encounters with a Thou in artistic 

inspiration, when a form demands the work of creative 

materialization. There may also be a dim awareness of 

a Thou in relations with nonhuman creatures. A defini- 

tive I-Thou relation occurs, however, in the mutuality 

of encounter and response with another person, and it 

may be reflected in genuine human community. All 

lines of relation intersect in the Thou, who is always 

and only a Thou; all other relations offer “glimpses” of 

the eternal Thou: the eternal First-Person-Present. In 

this manner, Buber describes what others might con- 

sider a religious experience that is faithful in its nu- 

ances of intimacy and ultimacy to both the monotheism 

of biblical Judaism and to some features of what, in the 
contexts of other traditions, might be termed mystical 

experience. 

Command, response, obedience, and personal divine- 

human encounter have also been central themes in 

Christian and Muslim forms of religious experience. In 

both traditions, however, there have been persons and 

movements whose devotion has focused on a warmer 

and more intimate and fulfilling sense of communion 

with the divine. In the Christian tradition, some of the 

conceptuality and discipline employed in these forms of 

experience originated in the Hellenistic religions and 

philosophies that substantially informed early Christian 

doctrine and spirituality. The way of the contemplative 

hermit was prized, and it continues to be so in Eastern 

Christianity. In Western Christendom, however, com- 

munal monasticism became normative, and monastic 
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communities gave varying emphases to the life of con- 
templative meditation. Protestant churches, on the 
whole, placed less stress on such forms of religious ex- 
perience, although groups like the Society of Friends 
and individuals within most other Protestant groups 
have found that elements of what could be termed 
mystical experience are of central importance for the 
life of devotion and service. In Islam some of these ele- 
ments are displayed in the devotional practices of the 
Stfis, who seek to celebrate the glory of Allah in vivid 
fervor. 

Religious Experience as Personal Devotion and Wor- 

ship. Reference to devotional practice brings us back to 

the Bhagavadgita and to the third of the paths of salva- 

tion that it celebrates: the way of bhakti, or complete 

personal devotion to a personal god. It is, indeed, in its 

celebration of this way that the Bhagavadgita has been 

most prized and most influential in the Hindu tradition. 

Although while Arjuna is instructed in the ways of duty 

and meditative knowledge, it is in the deeply personal 

experience of the divine presence and grace that he is 

offered a way of liberation that is open to all persons 

alike. The experience of this presence, however, is both 

shatteringly awesome and overpowering as well as in- 

wardly transforming and liberating. In this twofold ex- 

perience is reflected the root of religious experience in 

a life of worship, which is perhaps the sole distinctively 

religious activity. 

In chapter 11 of the Bhagavadgita Arjuna asks that he 

be allowed to see the divine in all the fullness of god- 

head. As is typical of many accounts of such theopha- 

nies, it is necessary for Arjuna to receive first a ‘“‘super- 

natural eye” in order to “behold my mystic power as 

God.” When this has been granted, there ensues a type 

of experience that Rudolf Otto calls experience of the 

numinous. In his influential work The Idea of the Holy, 

Otto affirms that it is the holy that is the uniquely reli- 

gious referent or category, and that experience of the 

holy embraces both rational and nonrational dimen- 

sions. In its rational ‘‘“moment,” the sense of the holy is 

expressed in conceptual terms designed to articulate the 

ultimacy of the holy in being, truth, and righteousness; 

the holy is conceived as omniscient, omnipotent, and 

wholly good. If the natural is the concept of all that is 

only penultimately or derivatively real, the holy is super- 

natural. In addition to such rational expressions of the 

sense and reality of the holy, however, there is always a 

nonrational, nonconceptual dimension, or an ‘“‘overplus 

of meaning”; this is the numinous (from the Latin nu- 

men). It is the mysterium tremendum et fascinans: that 

which is mystery (not “mysterious,” or “problematic’’), 

that which is overpoweringly awesome, yet also that 

which is the focus of deepest fascination and the source 
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of ultimate bliss. The experience of Arjuna and the ex- 

perience of Isaiah, described in the sixth chapter of the . 

Book of Isaiah, are, Otto suggests, typical of numi- 

nously charged theophanies. The term theophany has 

been more widely employed by Mircea Eliade, who has 

sought to describe in the duality of sacred and profane 

the appearance of both “moments” of the holy as char- 

acterized by Otto. The sacred, says Eliade, is an onto- 

logically primary orienting of space and time, one that 

is definitively and uniquely constitutive of the religious 

life of homo religiosus. 

The devotional experience of Arjuna that is described 

in the Bhagavadgita is not, however, simply an experi- 

ence of intolerable or unsustainable awe of the divine. 

It is also an experience of deep intimacy, one in which 

Arjuna is told that, through the grace (unmerited favor) 

of the deity, an act of total worship may itself be a me- 

dium of salvation. “Through devotion he comes to know 

Me / What my measure is, and who I am, in very truth / 

Then, knowing me in very truth / He enters into me 

straightway’’ (18.55; Edgerton, trans.). An act of devo- 

tion may be such a simple thing as the wholehearted 

offering of water, fruits, or flowers. 

It is the affective component that may be said to be 

the dominant ingredient in the religious experience of 

this type. What is perceived to be a uniquely religious 

“feeling” unifies and directs the volitional and cognitive 

elements in relation to the transcendent. Through the 

deeply felt and transforming sense of the divine, the 

will is inclined to the life of duty and the mind directed 

to cognitive insight. The life of worship provides the 

context for devotion, and the symbols and concepts of 

the tradition in and through which the individua! dev- 

otee relates to the transcendent provide the verbal and 

nonverbal forms of expression. 

Religious Experience and Modern Religious Thought. 

Variously nuanced relations of feeling to thought and 

action have characterized religious experience in the 

Christian tradition, and it is specifically from certain 

theological concerns of modern Christian thought, es- 

pecially in its Protestant forms, that the interest in the 

concept of religious experience has stemmed. In the life 

and thought of traditional Christianity, many forms of 

what might later have been called religious experience 

played significant roles. These were primarily associ- 

ated with personal and corporate cultivation of the life 

of faith, however, and they were not viewed as founda- 

tional to the formal enterprise of Christian theology as 

such. Devotional practice formed the context of reli- 

gious experience, and that context was firmly embedded 
in a structured ecclesiastical framework. A tradition 

with relatively clearly defined contours provided the 

setting for closely articulated relations of thought to 

practice, and of worship to work. The sacramental sys- 

tem embracing the major rites of passage provided 

clear parameters for ritual expression and celebration 

of major human concerns. There was, accordingly, less 

occasion for self-conscious reflection on those personal 

and corporate experiences that would later be singled 

out as religious experiences. To a large extent, this con- 

tinues to be the case in Roman Catholic and Eastern 

Christian communities. 

In some forms of the Protestant Reformation, how- 

ever, the centrality of what was taken to be normative 

religious experience was of major importance for theo- 

logical reflection and reformed ecclesiastical practice. 

The “sola scriptura, sola fides’”’ of Luther included a fo- 

cus on personal experience of divine grace, authenti- 

cated by scriptural authority. Personal experience, in 

turn, provided a basis for revision of the dominant re- 

ceived understanding of the relations of faith to practice 

and of grace to good works. In the Calvinist tradition, a 

high sense of the divine sovereignty and providence un- 

dergirded a similar valuing of personal consciousness of 

grace through faith and of corporate expression of faith 

in the political order. Even so, many of the “‘left-wing”’ 

or “Anabaptist” Protestant groups felt that both Lu- 

theran and Calvinist forms of Christianity, at least in 

their official theology and polity, did not stress with suf- 

ficient clarity or force the fundamental role of the reli- 

gious consciousness and experience of the individual be- 

liever. In this consciousness and experience, affective 

elements were deemed to be of basic importance. Piety 

was associated with warmth of conviction, and pietism 

appeared as both the central theme of certain separate 

Protestant groups and as the basis of reform movements 

in certain Lutheran, Calvinist, and Anglican groups. 

Theological and ecclesiastical pietism found conge- 

nial philosophical and literary counterparts in what is 

broadly designated the Romantic movement in German 

philosophy and arts, as well as in currents of thought 

and practice in other countries that were influenced by 

German romanticism. In philosophy, Immanuel Kant 

had sought to provide a “‘prolegomenon to any future 

metaphysics” on the basis of critical appraisal of the 

possibilities and limits of empirical-rational knowledge. 

We have noted that he found the heart of religious ex- 

perience in the life of “practical reason” and the impli- 

cates of freedom established in the experience of moral 

law. It was, however, to the life of feeling that he turned 

for analysis of exemplary judgment, and in the aesthetic 

experience of the sublime, he found a close analogue of 

the sense of reverence evoked by contemplation of the 

moral law. Rudolf Otto, in turn, affirmed that his con- 



cept of the numinous bore ‘‘a more than accidental 
analogy’ to the concept of the sublime as analyzed by 
Kant. 

For Otto, however, the sense of the numinous is a par- 

ticular quality of feeling, and it was in it—in conjunc- 

tion with ethical, rational, and aesthetic factors—that 

he found the distinctiveness of the holy. In expressing 
this view, he acknowledged himself to be deeply appre- 

ciative, although critical, of the views of Friedrich 

Schleiermacher. It was Schleiermacher, more than any 

other thinker, who engendered an interest among lib- 

eral Protestant theologians in religious experience as 

the foundation of theological construction. 

Schleiermacher, like Kant, was nurtured in a German 

pietist environment. From this background he went on 

to engage in critical philosophical study, in the trans- 

lation of Plato, and in significant hermeneutical work as 

well as in theological reflection. Both a popular 

preacher and a recognized theological scholar, he found 

congenial company in a circle of literary and other art- 

ists who celebrated the life of feeling as the source of 

creative artistic work. They were, however, disen- 

chanted with the Christian faith as they saw it exempli- 

fied in contemporary theological and ecclesiastical 

forms. They perceived Christian theology to be based on 

belief expressed in outmoded dogma and Christian 

practice to be centrally concerned with ethical confor- 

mity and unimaginative celebration. To them, in 1799, 

Schleiermacher presented his On Religion: Speeches to 

Its Cultured Despisers. 

In this seminal volume, Schleiermacher maintained 

that the heart of religious faith lies in the affections, 

and, more particularly, in a distinctively religious feel- 

ing, that he variously termed (in this and later works) 

the “feeling of absolute dependence,” the “sense and 

taste of the Infinite,’ and “the feeling of the Whole.” 

From this basic feeling, he said, stems the life of reli- 

gion in both its doctrinal and its cultic forms. In theo- 

logical terms, the feeling is ‘‘God-consciousness.’’ The 

definitive character of the Christian faith lies in the cen- 
trality of the figure of Christ, who was completely open 

to, and reflective of, that creating and redeeming reality 

that is apprehended in perfect human God-conscious- 

ness. 
With the conviction that there is normative religious 

experience, a number of liberal Protestant theologians 

and philosophers (primarily in the United States) pro- 

ceeded in the spirit of Schleiermacher to undertake the 
development of an ‘empirical’ theology and philosophy 

of religion. Not all of them used the label “empirical,” 

but all sought to provide critically defensible exposi- 

tions of religious faith on the basis of the primacy of 
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religious experience for faith. The general designation 

of the movement as empirical reflects the relationship 

of empiricism in philosophy to the primacy of experi- 

ence in human life and thought and to the experimental 

character and “tough-mindedness” or realism of the 

empirical method. The movement in America was not 

without precedent in more traditional forms of Ameri- 

can theological and philosophical thought. Jonathan 

Edwards, America’s premier theologian, sought to re- 

late certain concepts of Puritan theology that were in- 

herited from forms of Platonism to the empirical em- 

phases embodied in John Locke’s understanding of 

knowledge as exemplified in Newtonian science. He 

maintained that the key to the practice and understand- 
ing of Christian faith lies in ‘‘the religious affections” 

and that the divine sovereignty as well as the worth of 

the created order may be best expressed philosophically 

in terms of the concept of beauty. 

Edwards’s emphasis on religious experience was 

echoed and magnified in American pietistic and evan- 

gelistic groups, and it was reflected in critically specu- 

lative ways in the work of some later American philos- 

ophers and theologians. Each of these brought to the 

appraisal and employment of religious experience a 

framework of theory and conviction related to specific 

philosophical and theological positions. Ernest Hock- 

ing, in a deeply sensitive and thoughtful study, The 

Meaning of God in Human Experience, sought to give an 

account of mystical experience and the relation of the 

life of worship to the life of work in terms of a form of 

absolute idealism that was tempered by critical modi- 

fications stemming from the work of James and other 

pragmatists. Edgar Sheffield Brightman employed the 

personalistic idealism of B. P. Bowne and others to in- 

terpret the significance of religious experience under- 

stood as any experience taken in relation to the whole 

of experience. Henry Nelson Wieman drew on the phi- 

losophies of Alfred North Whitehead and John Dewey to 

construct a “naturalistic theism” based on the primal 

experience of creativity. Douglas Clyde Macintosh, in 

Theology as an Empirical Science, maintained that a 

theological science may be constructed from religious 

experience, just as the natural and social sciences are 

constructed from other forms of human experience. For 

him, the normative religious experience was “right re- 

ligious adjustment,” which reflected in its components 
many experiential elements valued by liberal evangeli- 

cal Protestantism. Nontheistic empirical philosophers 

also sought to describe normative religious experience. 

For John Dewey, the religious in experience, which may 

be authentically expressive of although not necessarily 

foundational to a ‘‘common faith,” is a deep-seated and 
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pervasive accommodation to the exigencies of life, from 

which may stem a commitment to adapt and reform the | 

conditions of life in the light of ideals firmly held in 

imaginative vision. In the light of such conviction, he 

suggested, ““God” may stand for the actual relation of 

the ideal to the real for the continuous and open-ended 

actualization of ideals that enhance and fructify the hu- 

man and other dimensions of nature. 

The concept of religious experience, then, is logically 

and practically complex, as well as rich in various nu- 

ances that have been stressed by those who have sought 

to employ it in the study of religion and in religious 

philosophy and theology. It reflects both general theo- 

ries of experience and specific theories of religion. Fur- 

ther analysis of the concept may be aided by more pre- 

cise reflection on the relation of religious to moral and 

cognitive experience, and especially on the relation of 

religious to aesthetic experience. [See Aesthetics, article 

on Philosophical Aesthetics.] Both the religious and the 

aesthetic modes involve apprehending and articulating 

reality. To the extent that the religious mode is rooted 

in the affections, the relation of aesthetic feeling to ar- 

tistic expression as understood in aesthetic theory may 

be relevant to further development of theories about re- 

ligion and religious experience. In each case, there are 

subtle and distinctive implications for pursuit of ques- 

tions of truth and goodness in intellectual and moral 

experience. 

Perhaps both the complexity and the promise of fur- 

ther study of religious experience are illustrated in the 

work of the Religious Experience Research Unit at Man- 

chester College, Oxford University. The findings of this 

group, based on thousands of volunteered written ac- 

counts of experiences considered to be religious by 

those who proffered them, are remarkably similar to 

the conclusions reached by James in his study more 

than half a century earlier. It is interesting that Sir Al- 

ister Hardy, in his summary of the findings and their 

implications, states that, although a distinction be- 

tween cognitive and affective elements ‘‘was originally 

thought to be a reasonable distinction . . . in practice, 

any such distinction breaks down” (Hardy, 1979). So do 

assumed distinctions between new and transforming 

forms of awareness and emotive elements from other 

matters previously “learnt from experience.” With re- 

spect to affective elements as such, he concludes that 

“there can be no precise analysis of such feelings.” 

While the varieties of occasions for the experiences and 

their perceived implications for life and belief could be 

broken down into no fewer than ninety-two categories, 

in all cases there is significant overlap of categories. 

Analysis of the concept of religious experience and of its 

employment in the field of religion is, therefore, clearly 

unfinished business. 

[See also Mysticism; Pietism; and the biographies of 

Buber, James, Kant, Otto, and Schleiermacher.] 
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RELIGIOUS PLURALISM. Phenomenologically, 
the term religious pluralism refers simply to the fact that 

the history of religions shows a plurality of traditions 
and a plurality of variations within each. Philosophi- 
cally, however, the term refers to a particular theory of 

the relation between these traditions, with their differ- 

ent and competing claims. This is the theory that the 

great world religions constitute variant conceptions and 

perceptions of, and responses to, the one’ultimate, mys- 

terious divine reality. We can approach this theory by 

contrasting it with its two main rivals, exclusivism and 

inclusivism. 

Exclusivism—the view that one particular tradition 

alone teaches the truth and constitutes the way to sal- 

vation or liberation—is a natural initial stance for any 

religious movement coming into existence through a 

new revelatory event and seeking to establish itself in a 

relatively inhospitable environment. Indeed, the more 

hostile the environment, the more emphatic the exclu- 

sive claim to truth and salvation has normally been. 

Thus Christians have stressed the words attributed to 

Jesus in the Gospel of John, ““No one can come to the 

Father, but by me” (VJ/n. 14:6), and have put forth from 

as early as the third century the dogma of extra eccle- 

siam nulla salus (‘outside the church, no salvation’’). 

This exclusivism became deeply entrenched, and 

through the assumption that only Christians can be 

saved came much of the motivation for the missionary 

movements of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

Likewise, Muslims in their more militant moments 

have exhibited a powerfully exclusivist outlook, even 

though such an outlook lacks any clear Qur’anic basis. 

And Jews cherish their ethnically exclusive identity as 

God’s chosen people. Hindus revere the Vedas as eternal 

and absolute, and Buddhists have often seen Gautama’s 

teachings as the dharma that alone can liberate human 

beings from illusion and misery. 

Exclusivism is, indeed, an almost inevitable outlook 

for anyone brought up within a particular tradition 

whose boundaries are the boundaries of one’s intellec- 

tual world. Criticism of the exclusivist assumption 

arises with an awareness of other streams of religious 

life and particularly through encounter with their best 

fruits regarding the transformation of human existence 

from self-centeredness to a radical recentering in the di- 

vine. It then becomes evident that the creative and 

value-enhancing results of the human awareness of the 

divine are not confined to one’s own tradition, and other 

traditions are then likely to appear as ways, though 

sometimes strangely different ways, of responding to 

the same transforming divine reality. 
This kind of perception has led to inclusivist theolo- 
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gies and religious philosophies, according to which one 

particular tradition presents the final truth while other 

traditions, instead of being regarded as worthless or 

even demonic, are seen to reflect aspects of, or to con- 

stitute approaches to, that final truth. Thus Hindus may 

regard other religions as so many paths to the one di- 

vine reality, but tend also to see them as ministering to 

different stages of spiritual development. According to 

Advaita Vedanta, worship of a personal god occurs at a 

lower level than absorption into the transpersonal brah- 

man. Buddhists likewise often see aspects of the dharma 

reflected incompletely in other traditions. And Muslims 

have their conception of the ‘“‘people of the Book,’ which 

some have extended to include religions beyond the 

three Abrahamic faiths. Roman Catholic theology since 

the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965), at least in 

many of its official expressions, has largely moved from 

its former exclusivism to the view that, while human 

salvation depends entirely upon the sacrificial death of 

Christ, all human beings are somehow united to Christ 

and can share in the benefits of his redeeming act (Re- 

demptor hominis, 1979, par. 14). Thus, as Karl Rahner 

has suggested, those who truly seek God within other 

religions can be regarded as ‘‘anonymous Christians.” 

Jewish thought includes the concept of the righteous of 

all nations, who will have a share in the world to come 

(Tosefta Sanhedrin 8.2). Such inclusivist views presume 

the centrality and normativeness of one’s own revela- 

tion or illumination but are concerned, in a spirit of ec- 

umenical tolerance, not to condemn those who are reli- 

giously less privileged because they have been born into 

other traditions. 

Inclusivism, however, while practically helpful to a 

community as it becomes more ecumenically minded, 

is logically an unstable position. Explicit pluralism ac- 

cepts the more radical position implied by inclusivism: 

the view that the great world faiths embody different 

perceptions and conceptions of, and correspondingly 

different responses to, the Real or the Ultimate, and 

that within each of them independently the transfor- 

mation of human existence from self-centeredness to 

reality-centeredness is taking place. Thus the great re- 

ligious traditions are to be regarded as alternative so- 

teriological ‘“‘spaces’’ within which—or “ways’’ along 

which—men and women can find salvation, liberation, 

and fulfillment. We find instances of religious vision ca- 

pable of either inclusivist or pluralist development 

within each of the world religions, although usually not 

as central themes. Thus in the New Testament it is writ- 

ten that the Logos, which became incarnate as Jesus 

Christ, was “‘the light that lightens every man” Jn. 1:9). 

In the Hindu Bhagavadgita the ultimate Lord says, 
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“Howsoever men may approach me, even so do I accept 
them; for, on all sides, whatever path they may choose. 

is mine” (4.11). And in the Mahayana stream of Bud- 

dhism, the bodhisattva gives himself “for the salvation 

of all beings’ (Siksdsamuccaya 280). In the Qur’an 

(2:109) we read: 

To God belong the East 

And the West: whithersoever 

Ye turn, there is the Presence [or Face] 

Of God. For God is all pervading, 

All knowing. 

And the Muslim Stfi poet Rami wrote this of the differ- 
ent religious traditions: ‘‘The lamps are different but 

the light is the same: it comes from beyond” (Math. 3, 
1259; trans. R. A. Nicholson, Rumi, Poet and Mystic, 

London, 1978). 

How is religious pluralism to be articulated philo- 

sophically? This has yet to be done in any generally 

acceptable way. What is needed is a theory that fully 

acknowledges the vast range and complexity of differ- 

ences apparent in the phenomenology of religion while 

it at the same time enables us to understand the major 

streams of religious experience and thought as embody- 

ing different awarenesses of the one ultimate reality. 

Perhaps the most hopeful approach is through a dis- 

tinction that occurs in different forms within each of 
the great traditions. Let us refer to the final object of 

religious concern as “the Real’’—this being a universal 

concept, one that lies behind the Western term ultimate 

reality, the Sanskrit sat, and the Arabic al-hagq. We 

may then distingush between the Real an sich (in 

his/her/its-self) and the Real as humanly experienced 

and thought. In Hinduism, this is the distinction be- 

tween nirguna brahman (brahman beyond the scope of 

human concepts) and saguna brahman (brahman hu- 

manly experienced as a personal deity). In Christianity, 

it is the distinction between God in his eternal, self- 

existent being, independent of the creation, and God as 

known from within his creation as maker, judge, 

and redeemer. The Christian mystic Meister Eckhart 

distinguished between God (deus) and the godhead 

(deitas), and, more recently, Paul Tillich has distin- 

guished between “God” and “the God above God.” Jew- 
ish and Muslim mystics draw analogous distinctions be- 
tween, on the one hand, ein sof (the infinite) and al-haqq 

(the creative truth) and, on the other God as known 

concretely in religious history. Mahayana Buddhism 

includes the distinction between the dharmatd dhar- 

makaya (the dharmakdya in itself) and the upaya dhar- 

makaya (the dharmakaya known as the personal Amida 

Buddha), and, more generally, in the trikdya doctrine, 

between the dharmakdaya in itself and as it is expressed 

in the heavenly sambhogakaya and (docetically) incar- 

nated in the nirmanakaya. ’ 

To this basic distinction we must add our modern 

recognition (initially formulated by Immanuel Kant) of 

the human mind’s indispensable contribution to all 

conscious awareness. Our environment as it impinges 

upon us always comes to consciousness in terms of con- 

cepts. Indeed, conscious awareness involves an interpre- 

tative activity of the mind, which operates with con- 

cepts. and categorial patterns, some of which are 

common to the species, while others vary significantly 

from culture to culture. In the particular case of reli- 

gious awareness, there appear to be two basic concepts 

through which the Real is humanly thought and expe- 

rienced. The concept of deity, or of the Real as personal, 

presides over the theistic traditions, while the concept 

of the Real as nonpersonal—for which our nearest, al- 

though not wholly satisfactory, term is the Absolute— 

presides over the nontheistic traditions. 

In actual religious history, however, the Real is not 

experienced as deity in general, or as abstract abso- 

luteness, but always in particular concrete forms. Thus 

the various divine personae known in the history of re- 

ligions—including Yahveh, Siva, Visnu, Allah the 

Qur’anic Revealer, God the Father of Jesus Christ—oc- 

cur at the interface between the Real and the different 

human communities of faith. For personality is essen- 

tially interpersonal: it exists in changing systems of per- 

sonal relations. Accordingly each divine persona has a 

historical character. For example, the Yahveh of the To- 

rah and of rabbinic Judaism exists in relationship with 
the Jewish people and cannot be conceived as the same 

divine personality outside that context. He is a part of 

Jewish history, and the Jewish people are a part of his 

history. Siva, on the other hand, exists in relation to a 

different stream of religious life, that of the Saiva tra- 

dition of India, and cannot be abstracted from this very 

different historical context. 

In yet other traditions the Real is thought of and ex- 

perienced as nonpersonal and is made concrete in a 

range of divine impersonae—brahman, the Tao, the 

dharma, nirvana, the dharmakdya, Siinyatd. These are 

not ‘‘things” distinct from ‘‘persons,” but are apprehen- 

sions of the Real as the ground of being, or of the uni- 

versal transpersonal consciousness, or of the structure 

or process of the universe and the inner reality of 

things, that which gives meaning and joy to life. 

At this point, however, one might object that in 

Hindu and Buddhist thought brahman and nirvana or 

Sunyata are not forms under which the Real is humanly 

known but are the Real itself, directly experienced in a 

unitive awareness in which the distinction between 



knower and known has been overcome. The gods may 

be forms in which the Real appears to particular hu- 

man groups; but brahman, or Sanyata, is reality itself 

directly apprehended. Nevertheless, this claim is called 

into question by the plurality of experienced absolutes 

with their differing characters—for the brahman of 

Advaita Vedanta is markedly different from the nirvana 

of Theravada Buddhism and from the Sdnyatd of the 

Mahayana, and this very variety suggests a human 

contribution even to these forms of mystical experience. 

Distinct kinds of meditation, linked to diverse concep- 

tualities and supported by different communities with 

their own scriptures and their own characteristic forms 

of life, seem to make possible types of religious aware- 

ness that differ in important ways. Thus the broadly 

Kantian thesis seems after all to apply to the nonper- 

sonal as well as to the personal modes of awareness of 

the Real. 

A version of another Kantian distinction, that be- 

tween noumenon and phenomenon, may offer a way of 

conceiving the relationship between the Real an sich 

and the Real as variously thought and experienced by 

human beings. In one interpretation of Kant’s distinc- 

tion, the phenomenal world, structured in terms of hu- 

man concepts, is not a “‘mere appearance” but is the 

noumenal, or real, world itself as humanly experienced. 

For we cannot experience the world as it exists indepen- 

dent of the observer. The same appears to be true of the 

divine reality. We never experience the Real an sich but 

always as it is finitely, inadequately, and no doubt often 

distortedly thought of and perceived by different human 

communities of faith. Hence we have the hypothesis of 

one infinite divine noumenon beyond the grasp of hu- 

man concepts, and a range of divine phenomena consti- 

tuting the Real as perceived through the lenses of differ- 

ent religious cultures. 

But one might again object, how can any human 

being be in a position to affirm such a picture? Like the 

ancient parable of the elephant and the blind men—one 

of them, feeling the animal’s trunk, identifies it as a 

huge snake; another, feeling a leg, identifies the ele- 

phant as a tree; and so on—so it is with the different 

religions: each identifies the Real in terms of its own 

partial experience of it. Yet, in order to know that this 

is so, one would have to be able to observe both the 

Real an sich and the different partial human aware- 

nesses thereof, and this is clearly impossible. Such an 

objection, however, mistakes the nature of the pluralist 

hypothesis, which is arrived at inductively as a way of 

making sense, from a religious point of view, of the facts 

described in the history of religion. Naturalistic inter- 

pretations of religion view the variety of religions as 

proof of religion as human projection and illusion. A re- 
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ligious interpretation, however, will view the same phe- 

nomenon as a range of human responses to a transcen- 

dent divine reality—whether the ‘‘direction’’ of 

transcendence lies beyond or within. To postulate the 

divine noumenon, the Real an sich, as the ground of the 

different experienced divine personae and impersonae is 

to affirm that religion is not in toto illusion but is, how- 

ever partial and inadequate its manifestations, our hu- 

man response to the most real of all realities. 

Perhaps the most serious objection to the pluralist hy- 

pothesis, however, is that it conflicts with the absolute 

claims that have been made and are still being made by 

each of the great religious traditions. For genuine plu- 

ralism is incompatible with any claim that there is no 

salvation outside the church, or outside ddr al-Islam, or 

outside the samgha, or outside any other bounded hu- 

man group, and it is inhospitable to any claim to sole 

possession of complete, definitive, and normative reve- 

lation or truth, a truth that judges all others even while 

perhaps also imperfectly reflected in them. Accordingly, 

a wider acceptance of a pluralist view of the religious 

life of humanity must involve developments in the self- 

understanding of each tradition, a modification of their 

claims to unique superiority in the interests of a more 

universal conception of the presence of the Real to the 

human spirit. 

[For a discussion of the many ways in which people in 

different traditions conceive of and perceive the Real, see 

Truth.] 
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES. See Study of Religion, arti- 
cle on Religious Studies as an Academic Discipline. 

REMEMBERING. See Anamnesis and Memorization. 

RENAN, ERNEST (1823-1892), French Orientalist 

and essayist. Joseph Ernest Renan is a fragment of a 

mirror held up to nineteenth-century France. His life 

and work reflect especially the appeal of positivist sci- 

ence and its conflict with religion, particularly Roman 

Catholicism. 

Born on 28 February 1823 in Tréguier, Brittany, 

Renan was raised a Roman Catholic and educated in 

seminaries until, at the age of twenty-two, he left both 

the seminary and the church. He wrote to his spiritual 

director that the church would not allow him the free- 

dom to pursue the kind of scientific study that had in- 

creasingly fascinated him. Three years later, in 1848, he 

wrote L’avenir de la science (The Future of Science), a 

kind of apologia for his conversion to positivist science. 

In it Renan developed the ideas that would govern vir- 

tually all his later work. First, he thought that science 

would eventually supplant religion in developed soci- 

eties. “Only science,” he wrote, “can resolve eternal hu- 

man problems.” Second, he understood science as an 

inquiry that exhibits a comparative, skeptical, and non- 

judgmental attitude toward its subject, and so distin- 

guishes itself from doctrinaire religion as well as eigh- 

teenth-century rationalism. 

The Future of Science was not published until 1890, 

two years before Renan’s death; nevertheless, his atti- 

tude toward and confidence in science showed clearly 

in his work on Middle Eastern languages and religion. 

Renan’s interest in the Middle East began during his 

seminary study in Paris, where he worked under Arthur 

Le Hir and Etienne Marc Quatremére. In 1848 he won 

the prestigious Prix Volney for his essay on the history 

of Semitic languages. In 1852 he was appointed an as- 

sistant to the keeper of Eastern manuscripts at the Bib- 

liothéque Nationale in Paris, where he was in charge of 

Syrian, Sabaean, and Ethiopian manuscripts; this 

work, he once said, was the most rewarding he had 

done. During the same period, he published his doctoral 

thesis on the Arab philosopher Ibn Rushd (Averroés). 

As a result of this work Renan had begun to earn a 

reputation as an Orientalist and so was able to secure a 

place on a scientific mission to Syria that was organized 

under the protection of the troops of Napoleon III, who 

were occupying Beirut. Despite the tragedy of the death 

of his sister, Henriette, who had always aided and sup- 

ported his work and who had accompanied him and his 

wife to Syria, the trip was a milestone for Renan be- 

cause it cemented his interest in the Middle East 

and set him to work on what would be the major ac- 

complishment of his professional life, the seven-volume 

Histoire des origines du christianisme (1863-1881) and 

its five-volume supplement, Histoire du peuple d’Israél 

(1887-1893). 

The first volume of Origines was the controversial and 

enormously popular Vie de Jésus (Life of Jesus). This lit- 

tle book, which first appeared in 1863, gave educated 

Frenchmen Renan’s idiosyncratic portrait of Jesus. 

What made the book remarkable in its time, however, 

was its effort to draw the portrait of Jesus only along 

the lines roughed out by historical criticism and to pro- 

ject it against the larger background of the Middle East- 

ern religions. It showed Renan’s comparative method at 

work, and because it failed to make or support the tra- 

ditional religious claims about the divinity of Jesus or 

the uniqueness of Christian religion, it was widely con- 

demned by the churches. 

Renan returned to the Middle East again in 1864, this 

time to Egypt, Asia Minor, and Greece. It was on this 

trip that Renan composed the Priére sur l'Acropole, 

which expressed what he called his religious revelation 

that the perfection promised by Judaism, Islam, and 

Christianity actually existed in the Greek civilization 

that created science, art, and philosophy. Since religion 

is, in Renan’s view, the way people often satisfy their 

craving for such perfection, he continued to pursue his 

research into the relationships among Judaism, Chris- 

tianity, and Islam. His thesis was that Christianity 

adapted Judaism to the European temperament and Is- 

lam adapted it to the Arab. 

Renan’s historical sense was not always the best, and 

he clearly preferred to draw his conclusions from what 

he thought were psychological patterns of the races and 

religions he studied. He speculated a good deal more 

freely than scholars are accustomed to do today (for ex- 

ample, he described in detail the physical appearance 

of Paul of Tarsus), and he was ready to base his judg- 

ments on aesthetic principles as much as on historical 

fact. However, his prose style was provocative and so 

effective that he often had an impact in excess of the 

merits of his research. His work earned him appoint- 

ment as professor of history of religions at the Collége 

de France in 1862 and again in 1870. In 1878 he was 

elected to the Académie Francaise. He died in Paris on 

2 October 1892. 
Above all, Renan has reserved a place for himself in 

the religious history of France because he, as much as 

anyone else, focused public attention on the potential 
and the consequences of a scientific approach to reli- 
gious questions. Particularly for the group of French 



Catholic scholars who followed him, he served as a 
challenge and a warning to their effort to modernize the 
church. 
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RENNYO (1415-1499), Japanese Buddhist and eighth 

head priest of the Honganji branch of the Jodé Shinsht 

(“pure land true sect’’). Under Rennyo, Honganji rose to 

preeminence among the branches of the Shinshi, and 

the foundation was laid for the most widespread and, 

perhaps, consequential Buddhist movement in Japanese 

history. Within that movement, he is revered as the 

“restorer’’ or “second founder” of the tradition acknowI- 

edging Shinran (1173-1263) as founder. 

Rennyo was born at Otani Honganji, the site of Shin- 

ran’s mausoleum in the Higashiyama district of Kyoto. 

There he was instructed in Shinsht and Pure Land texts 

by his father and grandfather; he received the name 

Kenju on his ordination at age seventeen. In 1457 he 

succeeded his father as head priest and set about ex- 

panding Honganjji’s base of support in the central prov- 

inces. His successes evoked the hostility of warrior- 

monks from the Tendai complex on Mount Hiei who de- 

stroyed Otani Honganji in 1465. In 1471, Rennyo shifted 
his proselytizing activities to the Hokuriku, a region 

northwest of Kyoto on the Japan Sea. For the next four 

years, during a period of political and social unrest, his 

community experienced dramatic growth. He devel- 

oped “‘pastoral letters” (ofumi or gobunsho), written in 

colloquial Japanese, as an effective instrument for in- 

struction and exhortation. In the final decades of his 

life, after returning to the central provinces, he rebuilt 

the Honganji at Yamashina on a grand scale and estab- 

lished a powerful religious organization that played an 

active role in a series of popular uprisings known as 
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ikk6 ikki. A century later, Honganji was to seriously 
challenge the efforts of Oda Nobunaga (1534-1582) to 
unify Japan. 

Rennyo’s extant writings, Rennyo Shénin ibun, in- 
clude over two hundred letters held to be authentic. 
Eighty of these letters, collected by his grandson and 
known as Goj6 ofumi, as well as several hundred of 

Rennyo’s sayings, Rennyo Shonin goichidaiki kikigaki, 

are found among the Shinshi sacred texts. 
Rennyo’s main contributions to Shinshi thought and 

piety can be described as follows: 

1. He provided a catechetical approach to Shinsha 

teaching. Rennyo’s letters express in colloquial Jap- 

anese the subtleties of Shinran’s theological texts, 

which were written in Chinese. They emphasize that 

one is to take refuge exclusively in Amida Buddha; 

that faith (shinjin or anjin) given by Amida is the 

only means to salvation in the age of the Latter Days 

of the Law (mapp6); and that the recitation of the 

Nembutsu is solely an expression of gratitude to 

Amida. 

2. He presented a critique of deviant positions. His let- 

ters identify erroneous beliefs and practices such as 

those based on the notion that salvation is possible 

through one’s own efforts, or those that encouraged 

antinomian tendencies. 

3. He set norms of conduct. Rennyo’s letters list injunc- 

tions governing the behavior of Shinsha adherents. 

These include respect for the kami, other Buddhas, 

and bodhisattvas, obedience to civil authorities, and 

respect for members of other sects. 

4. He provided an explication of the Nembutsu in six 

characters, ‘““Na-mu A-mi-da Butsu,” in terms of the 

concept ki-hé ittai. Under this interpretation, the 

characters na-mu symbolize sentient beings (ki) tak- 

ing refuge; the characters A-mi-da Butsu symbolize 

the saving power of Amida Buddha or dharma (hd); 

and their conjunction in the Nembutsu is thus ex- 

pressive of the fundamental unity (ittai) of sentient 

beings and Amida. 

5. His religious career served as a model for Shinsht 

piety. His presentation of Shinsht teaching, mir- 

rored in the piety of his devoted follower, Doshi of 

Akao, serves to define the person of exemplary faith, 

the my6dkénin. 

In general, two contrasting lines of interpretation of 

Rennyo’s place in the history of the Shinsht may be dis- 

cerned. Sectarian scholars have stressed Rennyo’s doc- 

trinal continuity with Shinran, giving only minimal 

consideration to critical issues in social and intellectual 

history. Historians have focused on Rennyo’s role as a 

brilliant political strategist during a period of social up- 
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heaval in late medieval Japan, with little attention to 

his religious thought. 

[See also Mappo and Jédo Shinsha.] 
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Minor L. ROGERS 

RENOU, LOUIS (1896-1966), French student of the 

religions of India and Sanskrit grammarian. Louis 

Renou gave to the Indological world French transla- 

tions of the Rgveda and other studies that have gained 

central importance in the scholarly understanding of 

Sanskrit texts as autonomous and internally consistent 

literatures. His Etudes védiques et paninéennes (1956— 

1969) and other publications on Sanskrit philology are 

exacting and precise studies that have elucidated for 

specialists the often obtuse and difficult, but fundamen- 

tally important, literatures of ancient India. His intro- 

ductory works on the religions of South Asia have 

helped beginners gain confidence in their understanding 
of complicated religious systems. 

Renou taught himself Sanskrit in his mid-twenties, 

and by the time he took a course in 1922 with Sylvain 

Lévi he found that he could read Sanskrit texts with 

ease. He was frustrated in his initial studies of the lan- 

guage, however, by the paucity of critical or analytical 

tools, and he became determined to provide such ma- 

terials for others. He therefore focused his attention in 

his earlier works on Sanskrit philology, grammar, and 

literature. From these concerns he then moved into spe- 

cialized studies and translations of the hymns of the 
Vedic Samhitas. 

Generally taking issue with historical or cultural 

methods in the critical study of Indian religious sys- 

tems, and particularly of Vedic, canonical texts, Renou 

insisted throughout his career that the literatures and 

religious ideas of ancient India should not be under- 

stood either in comparison to the religions of other cul- 

tures or in their relationship to later developments in 

the religious systems of India itself. He was particularly 

assertive in his notion that the verses of the Rgveda are 

intentional poems in their own right and are not to be 

understood as Indian counterparts of Iranian religious 

literatures or as veiled records of or literary precursors 

to the Brahmanic ritual. For Renou, data relevant to a 

text’s interpretation lay within the syntax and seman- 

tics of the text itself, not in the structures and dynamics 

of other religious expressions. 

Since he maintained that the sacred texts of ancient 

India should be analyzed in their own terms, Renou’s 

linguistic studies may be characterized as extended 

critical explications du text that eschew sociological, 

mythological, sacerdotal, developmental, or other con- 

textual concerns. He therefore saw no recourse in com- 

mentaries, indigenous or otherwise (even those of the 

perhaps too widely accepted fourteenth-century Vedic 

commentator Sayana), in his pursuit of the meaning of 

primary texts. His interpretive spirit was thus kindred 

to that of Panini, a Sanskrit linguist who in the eighth 

century BCE wrote what many modern scholars hold to 

be the oldest grammar in the world and whose works 

Renou studied diligently. 

Renou was born in Paris, but through his mother he 

had a long line of Alsatian ancestors. He was introduced 

to Indic studies while at the Lycée Janson of Sailly, 

where he read various articles by Auguste Barth, a fam- 

ily friend. He obtained the licence és lettres in 1921, his 

studies having been interrupted by his captivity during 

World War I. During 1921-1922 he taught at the Lycée 

Corneille in Rouen and was awarded the docteur és 

lettres in 1925, having written a principal thesis entitled 

“La valeur du parfait dans les hymns védique’’ (1925) 

and a secondary thesis entitled “La géographie de Pro- 

lémée: L'Inde (VII 1-4)” (1925), a critical edition and 

commentary. 

Renou was professor of Sanskrit and comparative lit- 
erature at Lyons from 1925 until 1928, when he moved 
to a similar positon at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes in 
Paris. He was chosen in 1937 to head the department of 
Indian languages and literatures at the Sorbonne, 
where he succeeded Alfred Foucher as the director of 
the Institute de Civilisation Indienne. Renou was 
elected to the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles 
Lettres (1946) and to the Académie du Japon (1956) as 
well as to academic and intellectual societies in India, 



Denmark, Czechoslovakia, the Netherlands, and other 
countries. He also was the vice president of the Société 
Asiatique. Renou gave a series of lectures in India in 
1948-1949 and subsequently became active in the San- 
skrit Dictionary Project based in Pune (Poona). In 1951 
he was invited to give a series of lectures at the Univer- 
sity of Louvain and then at the University of London’s 
School of Oriental and African Studies. Renou accepted 
Franklin Edgerton’s invitation to teach at Yale Univer- 
sity for the academic year 1952-1953, and from 1954 to 
1956 Renou was the director of the Maison Franco-Ja- 
ponaise in Tokyo, where he developed a course on the 
Atharvaveda. 

Despite his concentration on Sanskrit grammar and 

exegesis, no aspect of Indian culture remained foreign 

to Renou, and through his writing he contributed much 

to Indological studies on an international scale. 
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MaARIE-SIMONE RENOU 

Translated from French by William K. Mahony 

RENUNCIATION. See Fasting; Monasticism; Re- 
treat; Silence; Sleep; and Spiritual Discipline. For dis- 
cussion of the Hindu concept of renunciation, see Sam- 

nyasa. 

REPENTANCE. The noun repentance and the verb re- 
pent came into modern English via Middle English and 

Old French from the Latin verb paenitere, meaning ‘‘to 

be sorry, to grieve, to regret.” As a religious term re- 

pentance denotes a change in a person’s attitude, will, 

and behavior, sometimes accompanied by feelings of 

sorrow and regret for past transgressions and perhaps 

accompanied also by some form of restitution. 
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Morphology of Repentance. Repentance is a phenom- 

enon found in some, but not all, religious traditions. 

When present it can range along a continuum from in- 

formal but socially recognized practices (for example, 

the repentance preceding conversion in modern Protes- 

tant revivalism) to very complex formal institutions (for 

example, the sacrament of penance in Roman Catholi- 

cism). Whether formal or informal, repentance is a rit- 

ual procedure; it exists to repair a breach in relations 

between the gods and an individual (or—since ritual 

and moral pollution are communicable—between the 

gods and a group). The establishment and maintenance 

of good relations with the supernatural order is thus a 

central preoccupation of religion. The interruption of 

these relations, when it occurs, is either inferred from 

the experience of misfortune (frequently thought the re- 

sult of conscious or unconscious transgressions), or dis- 

covered through divination (for example, in the Roman 

senate, reports of prodigies could be either accepted or 

rejected; if accepted, some form of divination was used 

to discover the mode of expiation). Repentance belongs 

to a constellation of restorative religious techniques (for 

example, confession of sins, restitution, purification, ex- 

piatory sacrifice) that lie at the frontier leading from 

impurity to purity, from sin to salvation, from the com- 

munity of the lost to the community of the saved. The 

primary function of these techniques is to objectify and 

rectify the cause of the breached relationship. Since 

many important human activities must be undertaken 

in a state of ritual and perhaps moral purity (warfare, 

hunting and fishing, childbirth), taboo violations as 
well as ritual and moral infractions are often confessed 

and expiated in preparation for such activities. 

Confession of sin and accusation. The confession of 

sin, nearly always a characteristic of repentance, is the 

verbalization of wrongs committed and the acceptance 

of blame for their personal and social consequences. 

[See Confession of Sins.] Confession can be made pri- 

vately (to the gods directly as a penitential prayer, or to 

a specially credentialed representative of the gods), or 

it can be made publicly. In many cultures the act of 

confession is inherently cathartic, the sincerity of the 

penitent being irrelevant. Confession and accusation are 

sometimes closely connected, particularly when witch- 

craft and sorcery are involved; in parts of Africa where 

the onset of witchcraft is thought involuntary (in con- 

trast to sorcery, which is regarded as a skill to be 

learned), confessions of witchcraft double as accusa- 

tions against those who imposed it. Among the Ashanti 

of Ghana, women often confessed acts of involuntary 
witchcraft at shrines whose presiding spirits troubled 

them. The Bete of the Ivory Coast think that confession 

of witchcraft automatically involves absolution. Among 
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the Iroquois of New York State and Ontario who follow 

the Good Word religion of Handsome Lake, witchcraft 

is a serious offense requiring public or private confes- 

sion. During the Salem, Massachusetts, witchcraft trials 

of 1692, many publicly accused witches acknowledged 

their culpability and were publicly forgiven and reinte- 

grated into the community. Confession may be seen as 

self-accusation: during the revivalist movement known 

as the Great Awakening, which began in 1734 in New 

England, many people publicly accused themselves of 

various moral offenses (thereby avoiding accusation by 

others) and experienced religious conversion. 

Penitential rites. Repentance may take form as a rit- 

ual presentation, made by the penitent person to ob- 

servers, of outward expressions of remorse and sorrow. 

Penitential sorrow often takes the form of customs as- 

sociated with mourning for the dead: wearing sackcloth 

and rags, smearing oneself with ashes or mud, self-in- 

flicted pain, fasting, and sexual abstinence. Confession 

may be formalized both as a rite with its own efficacy 

(as among the Indian Shakers of the Pacific Northwest), 

and as part of a more elaborate expiatory protocol per- 

haps concluding with a sacrifice (as among the Nuer or 

the ancient Israelites). Restitution or compensation is 

often an integral feature of penitential rites, particu- 

larly in cases wherein others have been harmed or their 

property damaged or taken away. Confession is some- 

times regarded as the necessary prerequisite for formal- 

ized types of expiation, such as public sacrifice or pub- 

lic penitential discipline. 

Guilt. Repentance is an institutionally approved 

means of eliminating excessive guilt stemming from the 

awareness of having transgressed in thought, word, or 

deed, and thus its public and ritually prescribed proto- 

col exists for the formal recognition and removal of 

guilt. In order to understand the ritual removal of guilt, 

it is useful to bear in mind that an anthropological dis- 

tinction was formerly made between guilt cultures and 

shame cultures. This distinction was an attempt to reify 

the fact that in some (generally small-scale) societies 

self-control is based primarily on external sanctions, 

namely, fear of shame, ridicule, and punishment, while 

in other societies (often more complex and stratified) 

self-control is determined primarily by internal sanc- 

tions, in particular the desire to avoid painful feelings; 

this is known also as the inner value-structure of the 

individual conscience, a phenomenon Freud labeled 

“the censor.” 

Conversion. The word conversion may be defined as 

the voluntary entry into a religious movement having 

exclusive claims that are buttressed by a system of val- 

ues and norms at variance with the outside world; and 

for conversion repentance is often a necessary precon- 

dition, for it involves abandoning the old in order to 

embrace the new. [See Conversion.] Particularly with 

respect to revitalistic or millenarian movements, re- 

pentance is often a necessary step for entry. After the 

rebellion in 1944 of the Bagasin cult of New Guinea 

(one of the cargo cults), its members were required to 

confess all past transgressions—primarily sorcery and 

quarrels over women—in order to demonstrate their 

genuine conversion to the new order. Two rebel leaders, 

Kaum and Dabus, had confessional services each Mon- 

day; adherents were told that when God-Kilibob was 

satisfied with their new intentions he would turn their 

skins white and send cargo through the spirits of the 

dead. Another cargo cult, the so-called Vailala Madness 

of Papua, was characterized by both public accusation 

and public confession as preparations for reform. 

(Transgressions included stealing and adultery—the es- 

tablished fine for each was one pig; positive injunctions 

included Sunday observance and the provision of feasts 

for ancestors.) The rite of public confession may in this 

instance have been adapted from Roman Catholicism; 

whatever its origin, it served to ritualize the embracing 

of the new morality and abandonment of the old. Again, 

emphasis on conversion to a new life characterizes the 

Good Word (Gaiwiio) religion, whose belief system is 

based on the revelatory visions received from 1799 for- 

ward by the Seneca chief Handsome Lake (Ganio‘Dai 

Io‘), and whose tenets are still maintained by half the 

fifteen thousand Iroquois in New York State and On- 

tario. The codification of these visions articulates an 

ethical and cultural program of accommodation be- 

tween the white man and the Indian. Converts to this 

religion are required to abstain from drinking, gam- 

bling, witchcraft, gossip, vanity, boasting, and pride; in 

short they are to abandon many aspects of the past. In 

place of these the precepts of the code are tendered, 

which require the adoption of the white man’s mode of 

agriculture (including men working in the field), the 

learning of English, and a respect for family life and 
children. 

Classical Greek Traditions. Among the ancient 

Greeks, the causes of illness, injury, or other misfor- 

tunes were variously diagnosed as (1) the result of 

chance, (2) the effect of sorcery, (3) divine revenge for 

affronting a particular divinity’s honor, or (4) a punish- 
ment for having committed ritual or moral transgres- 
sions. In the event that guilt was incurred—for which 
the main term was miasma (pollution, defilement)—a 
state of purity might be regained by katharsis (ritual pu- 
rification). Consciousness of sin, that is, guilt, was 
rarely understood in terms of emotional suffering alone. 
The views of the Athenian orator Antiphon (fifth century 
BCE) expressed in On the Murder of Herodes 5.93 are a 



striking exception to this rule; more commonly, guilt 

looked not inward, but outward in anxious anticipation 

of the consequences of the deed, that is, physical misfor- 

tune. After the fifth century BcE the term enthumios 

(“weighing on the mind’) and cognates thereof were 

often used of religious scruples or anxiety, but used in 

the sense of anticipating an evil fate to result from evil 

deeds. Thus Euripides interpreted the Erinyes as hypos- 

tatized projections of guilt who pursued Orestes in the 

form of avenging spirits, symbols of his uneasy con- 

science over past transgressions (acknowledged in Or- 

estes 396). 

For the existence of repentance and confession among 

the Greeks, as for the existence of inwardly directed 

guilt, only limited evidence can be adduced. For exam- 

ple, Lydian and Phrygian inscriptions of the second and 

third centuries CE may be cited that were dedicated by 

persons believing themselves punished with illness for 

specific transgressions (usually ritual offenses); in their 

belief, healing was obtained by identifying and confess- 

ing the sin. Evidence may be claimed also in Plutarch’s 

description of the superstitious man who confesses nu- 

merous transgressions and subjects himself to various 

ritual expressions of repentance: wearing sackcloth and 

rags, rolling in mud, and using various magical means 

of purification (On Superstition 168d). However, these 

repentance rituals appear to be of Asian origin rather 

than Greek; Plutarch’s example is perhaps borrowed 

from the cult of Dea Syria, which he is known to have 

held in general contempt. Again, some might cite the 

conclusion of the first Hermetic treatise (Poimandres 

28), a call for repentance very similar to Jewish and 

Christian appeals. But the phenomenon perhaps closest 

to the idea of repentance is found in certain rites of pu- 

rification practiced in the Greek cults, including Orph- 

ism and the Samothracian, Eleusinian, and Dionysian 

mysteries. It must be stressed that ritual, not moral, pu- 

rity was demanded of initiates; in particular they must 

be free of blood guilt. Entrance to the mysteries there- 

fore required purification rites, such as smearing one- 

self with mud lest one wallow in mire in the afterlife. 

In the mysteries of Samothrace initiates were expected 

moreover to confess any significant crimes (Plutarch, 

Apophthegmata Laconica 217d, 229d), a requirement in- 

volving the expiation of ritual pollution. The phenome- 

non of conversion existed not in cults but in philosoph- 

ical schools, which were ideologically exclusivistic and 

thus made conversion possible. For the idea of conver- 

sion Plato uses the word epistrophé (Republic 518dff.): 

Cicero calls it conversio (De natura deorum 1.77). 

Finally, in the Pinax of Cebes (a philosopher of the first 

century CE), wherein the life of vice and virtue are de- 

scribed, repentance personified as Metanoia provides 
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deliverance from the bad life (chap. 26). [See Purifica- 

tion.] 

Near Eastern Traditions. Repentance is a particularly 

important aspect of many ancient Near Eastern reli- 

gions including Mesopotamian religions, Judaism, Is- 

lam, and Christianity. Among these religions illness and 

misfortune were widely attributed to transgression, 

whether ritual or moral, deliberate or unconscious. 

Similarly, Akkadian and Sumerian penitential prayers 

enumerate ethical as well as ritual transgressions. An- 

cient Egyptian religion is an apparent exception, if one 

accepts Henri Frankfort’s claim that Egyptians had no 

real consciousness of sin; certainly they had no concep- 

tion of original sin. Chapter 125 of the Egyptian Book of 

Going Forth by Day contains a script for recital by the 

deceased person on entering the hall of judgment, and 

within this script is the very opposite of a confession of 

sin, that is, a declaration of innocence, using a stereo- 

typed list of the many kinds of crimes and transgres- 

sions not committed. Siegfried Morenz, however, cor- 

rectly insists that this display of innocence is actually 

funerary magic in which the deceased identifies himself 

with Osiris to evade judgment. The lengthy protesta- 

tions of innocence provide indirect evidence of a con- 

sciousness of sin; nevertheless the phenomenon of re- 

pentance is wholly lacking. (Ceremonial avowals of 

innocence can be found also in the All Smoking cere- 

mony of the Blackfeet Indians and in the Old Testament 

(Dt. 26:13-14, Ps. 26:4—5, 1 Sm. 12:3). 

Judaism. In ancient Israel, as in the rest of the Near 

East, fear existed concerning the possibility of commit- 

ting unconscious sin and incurring guilt thereby (Dt. 

29:28, 1 Sm. 26:19, Ps. 19:13, Jb. 1:5). But the Bible 

deals more extensively with guilt incurred by conscious 

and deliberate sin, described several ways. Guilt may 

be a motion of the heart: 1 Samuel 24:5 and 2 Samuel 

24:10 use the expression “David’s heart smote him.” 

Guilt may be physical suffering: in an investigation of 

the asham (guilt) offering, Jacob Milgrom has shown 

that the verbal root ’shm denotes the pangs and remorse 

brought on by guilt and that it should be translated as 

“feel guilty” (cf. Lv. 5:24-25, Nm. 5:6-7). The Hebrew 

root shav (‘‘turn, turn back”) eventually came to denote 

repentance, that is, a turning back to God. The same 

root was used to denote sin or apostasy, that is, a turn- 

ing away from God (VJos. 22:16). Shav meaning ‘‘repent”’ 

is emphasized by the eighth-century classical Israelite 

prophets (Am. 4:6-11; Hos. 3:5, 5:4; Is. 1:27, 6:10), and 

becomes more popular after the sixth century (variant 

forms occur twenty-seven times in Jeremiah, twenty- 

three times in Ezekiel, and twenty-eight times in the 

postexilic books). The earlier prophets addressed Israel 

as a whole and demanded national repentance, but later 
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prophets like Ezekiel emphasized individual repentance 

(Ez. 18:21, 18:27, 33:9, 33:11). The Israelite prophets did. 

not distinguish sharply between ritual and moral 

transgressions, but called Israel back to an earlier, bet- 

ter relationship to God as defined by the terms of the 

covenant. For the Deuteronomist historian repentance 

or conversion is primarily a turning away from cultic 

sins such as idolatry (J Sm. 7:3, 1 Kgs. 13:33, 2 Kgs. 

17:7—18). 

The repentance demanded by the Israelite prophets 

is linked to ritual manifestations of repentance, as may 

be seen in Joel 2:12—13: “Return to me [Yahveh] with 

all your heart, with fasting, with weeping, and with 

mourning; and rend your hearts and not your gar- 

ments.’ These manifestations accord with traditional 

Near Eastern rites of repentance: fasting, wearing sack- 

cloth or mourning garb, rending one’s clothes, strewing 

earth on one’s head, sitting in ashes (Est. 4:16, 1 Kgs. 

21:27, Neh. 9:1, Jon. 3:5—9). These manifestations also 

include the offering of a sacrifice (Mi. 6:6-8, Is. 1:10— 

17; occasionally, as in Jl. 2:14, the sacrifice is a gift or 

blessing rather than an expiation). For the prophets for- 

giveness of sins is dependent on repentance, by which 

they mean the shunning of evil (Js. 33:15) and the prac- 

tice of good (Am. 5:14—-15, Jer. 26:13). 

For sacrificial expiation to take place, there must first 

occur confession (hitvaddut), restitution of goods to per- 

sons, and atonement (asham) for offense to God (Nm. 

5:6—8). In the case of deliberate sin, moreover, remorse 

must be verbalized (cf. Dn. 9:5—20, Neh. 1:6—37; sacrifi- 

cial expiation is not possible for the sinner who does not 

confess or repent (Nm. 15:27—31). In the wisdom litera- 

ture, confession, a prerequisite for sacrificial expiation, 

includes admitting having committed a specific sin and 

accepting the blame for it (Ps. 32:5, 38:18; Prov. 28:13). 

During the Second Temple period (516 BcE—70 cB), 

the notion of repentance or conversion (Heb., teshuvah; 

Gr., metanoia) was of central significance to Judaism. 

The conception could involve the prophetic notion of 

restoration as well as the conversion of pagans. The 

Jewish philosopher Philo Judaeus of Alexandria (d. 45- 

50 cE) viewed the Jewish tradition of conversion or re- 

pentance through the spectacles of Greco-Roman phi- 

losophy, whereby a proselyte (epelus) underwent a con- 

version (metanoia) from a life of vice to one of virtue 

(On the Virtues 175-186, On Abraham 17, Questions and 

Answers on Genesis 1.83.) In every age, the mark of the 

pious Jew is to turn continually to God. Repentance 

means a permanent break with sin (Eccl. 34:25-26, Si- 

bylline Oracles 1.167—-170; Philo, On the Special Law 

Books 1.93, 1.240). In rabbinic Judaism repentance (te- 

shuvah) and good deeds together describe the ideals of 

Jewish piety (Avot 4.21-4.22). In modern Judaism the 

Days of Awe (Ro’sh ha-Shanah, followed by a week of 

repentance, culminating in Yom Kippur), is a period of 

communal contrition and confession of sins. The ritual 

blowing of the shofar, or ram’s horn, beginning a month 

before Ro’sh ha-Shanah and ending on the festival day 

itself, comprises four symbolic sounds: teqi‘ah (the wak- 

ing call), shevarim (the sobbing of the contrite heart), 

teru‘ah (the weeping of a heart aware of guilt), and 

teqi‘ah (the awakening sound again). On Yom Kippur 

sins are confessed through statutory prayers recited pri- 

vately and in unison publicly. 

Islam. The most important theological conception in 

Islam is that God is compassionate and merciful. Re- 

pentance has therefore played a central role throughout 

the history of Islam. Throughout history messengers 

from God have tried with little success to call men to 

return to God, that is, to repent; the Arabic word for 

repentance, tawbah, literally means a “returning’’ to 

God. Those who reject the message are unbelievers 

(Arab., kuffar, literally “ungrateful ones”). Nevertheless 

sinners can always repent, be converted to the truth, 

and do good deeds (Qur’an 6:54, 42:25-26). They are 

cleansed from all] sins and restored to their original sin- 

less state. Repentance must be followed by faith and 

good works (Qur’an 25:70). Zakat (almsgiving) is a con- 

tinuing sign of repentance, which must be manifest 

throughout life (Qur’an 66:5, 9:112). 

Traditional Islam is not as concerned about repent- 

ance as the Sifis and the Mu'‘tazilah. According to the 
Stfis, who are the mystics of Islam, the first station 
(maqamah) on the mystical path begins with repent- 

ance. A spiritual guide (shaykh) enrolls the penitent as 

a disciple (murid) and assigns him a regimen of ascetic 

practices. Sufis recognize three degrees of repentance, 

namely, in ascending order, (1) tawbah (turning to God), 

which is motivated by fear; (2) indbah (returning), mo- 

tivated by the desire for reward; and (3) awbah (return- 

ing), motivated by the love of obedience. For the Safi, 

life is a constant struggle against the nafs (“‘self,” i.e., 

lower nature). The Mu‘tazilah, proponents of a liberal 

theological view within Islam, emphasized three ele- 

ments in repentance: (1) restitution, (2) the importance 

of not repeating the offense, and (3) continuing remorse. 

In most forms of Islam, repentance is a relatively infor- 
mal institution. 

Christianity. The religious reform movements led by 
John the Baptist and by Jesus of Nazareth were revital- 
istic or millenarian in character. Both emphasized the 
necessity for repentance or conversion, and took from 
Judaism the dual means of restoration and proselytism. 
Even though the activities of John have been christian- 
ized in gospel tradition, it is apparent that John sum- 
moned fellow Jews to a repentance that he sealed with 



a ritual bath reminiscent of the washing of Jewish pro- 

selytes (Mt. 3:1-12; Lk. 3:1-20; Acts 13:24, 19:4). Those 

who underwent this baptism were initiated into an es- 

chatological community preparing for the imminent 

visitation of divine judgment. Jesus, too, is presented as 

summoning fellow Jews to repentance (Mk. 1:14—15; Lk. 

13:1—5, 15:7), and the ritual of baptism inherited from 

John was perpetuated as a rite of initiation into the 

community of the saved. Thus this emphasis on repent- 

ance, which was to characterize many strands of Chris- 

tianity throughout its history, was inherited primarily 
from Judaism. 

There are two Greek words used in early Christian lit- 

erature that convey the basic notion of repentance, 

namely, metanoia and metameleia. By the time of the 

Christian era both words had come to convey a change 

of attitude or purpose as well as a sorrow for past fail- 

ings, whereas in non-Christian Greek texts the terms are 

not used in an ethical or religious sense until the late 

Hellenistic period. 

As in Judaism, in early Christianity forms of the term 

metanoia (occurring approximately fifty times in the 

New Testament) continued to mean conversion to a new 

faith and abandonment of the old, or restoration within 

the new faith by confession and rejection of sins. Em- 

ploying the same word, the Revelation to John reports a 

series of visions in which the risen Jesus demands re- 

pentance of Christians in Asia Minor who have made 

accommodations to paganism (Rv. 2:5, 2:16, 2:21, 3:3, 

3:19); the ritual protocol involved (if any) is unstated. 

John uses the same term for the conversion of pagans 

(Rv. 9:20-21, 16:9-11). The ethical rigorism expressed 

in the Letter to the Hebrews (Heb. 6:4-6, 10:26—31, 

12:14-17) reveals a problem with postbaptismal apos- 

tasy. 

The ideal of moral purity in the Christian church was 

contradicted by reality. During the second and third 

centuries Christianity underwent a penitential crisis. By 

the second century baptism was thought to confer sin- 

lessness as well as the forgiveness of all previous sins. 

Since baptism or martyrdom were the only two means 

of eradicating postbaptismal sin, the practice of adult 

baptism and deathbed baptism became common. Many 

reform movements arose. The prophet Elkesai (fl. 100 

CE) summoned people to repent and submit to a second 

baptism to expiate sin. The Marcionites and the Mon- 

tanists (middle of the second century) proclaimed dif- 

ferent forms of ethical rigorism. In a complex document 

called the Shepherd of Hermas (compiled c. 100-150 ce), 

revelatory visions legitimate the possibility of a second 

and final repentance. Forms of the word metanoia are 

found therein nearly a hundred times. The prophetic au- 

thor urges Christians to repent the abuses stemming 
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from the possession of wealth and the conduct of busi- 

ness affairs (Visions 3.6.5; Commandments 10.1.4; Simil- 

itudes 9.20.1). Throughout the document there is no ex- 

plicit connection of the appeal for repentance with a 

formalized ritual procedure. Tertullian (c. 160-225 ce), 

before converting to Montanism, wrote De paenitentia, 

in which he dealt both with the repentance required of 
candidates for baptism (chaps. 4-6) and with a single 

final opportunity for repentance following baptism 

(chap. 7), after which the penitent must never again re- 

turn to sin (chap. 5). The ritual behavior of repentance 

described by Tertullian includes lying in sackcloth and 

ashes, severe treatment of the body, restricted food and 

drink, and weeping (chap. 9). The orthodox tradition de- 

veloped the practice of auricular (‘‘to the ear’’) confes- 

sion to a priest as a surrogate for God. By the third cen- 

tury a system of public penance came to be regarded as 

a second baptism. Excluded from the Eucharist, the 

penitent went through a regimen of fasting, prayer, and 

almsgiving. The Council of Trent (1545-1563) reaf- 

firmed that repentance must involve three elements, 

namely, contrition, confession, and satisfaction. 

Traditions of Small-scale Societies. Among the Nuer 

of the Sudan, certain acts are regarded as bad because 

God punishes them. Faults (dueri) are against God and 

he is the one who punishes them. Such faults include 

incest and adultery as well as offense against certain 

prohibitions, such as eating with those with whom one’s 

kin have a blood feud and milking one’s own cow and 

drinking the milk. In Nuer belief the person who com- 

mits dueri places himself in physical danger, for moral 

faults accumulate and predispose the offender to disas- 

ter. Thus faults destroy a person, but they can be 

“wiped out” (woc) by sacrifice. The Nuer have a custom 

of confessing sin at certain sacrifices, wherein the wor- 

shiper must reveal all the resentments and grievances 

that he holds against others if his sacrifice is to be effi- 

cacious. (In effect he confesses the shortcomings of oth- 

ers.) The faults and the feelings of aggrievedness are 

wiped out by the blood of the sacrificial victim. Such 

sacrifices are regarded as effective only when accom- 

plished with the will and desire of the sinner. 

Among the Indian Shakers of the Pacific Northwest 

ritual confession was practiced early in the sect’s his- 

tory (late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries), but 

was later abandoned. The founder, John Slocum, em- 

phasized the necessity of confessing sins and asking for 

forgiveness in order to attain salvation. Every Friday 

Slocum would hear the confession of individual peni- 

tents privately—though he rang a bell all the while so 

that he would be unable actually to hear them. Early 

Shakers believed that the ability to hear confessions 

was a gift. Louis, a Shaker leader possessing this gift, 
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received penitents who came each carrying a bundle of 

sticks, a mnemonic device representing their sins. As 

each sin was confessed (while Louis rang the handbell), 

a stick was placed on the table, and all were burned at 

the conclusion of the confession. For the Shakers confes- 

sion was a catharsis for immediate personal relief and 

was not connected with spiritual regeneration. 

The phenomena of confession and repentance are cul- 

ture traits indigenous to American Indian cultures quite 

apart from Christian influences. This conclusion is sup- 

ported by the early character of the evidence as well as 

by the fact that tribal confessors are native functionar- 

ies. Examples abound. The Aurohuaca Indians of the 

Columbian Sierra Nevada regard all illness as a punish- 

ment for sin. When a shaman is summoned for curing, 

he will not treat patients until they confess their sins. 

The Ijca of Columbia abstain from salt and alcohol be- 

fore confession. In the manner of the Pacific Coast Shak- 

ers, when they visit the priest (mama) they bring mne- 

monic devices made of corn shucks and knotted strings 

to help them remember each sin. Similarly the Huichol 

of southern Mexico confess sexual transgression on their 

way north in search of peyote (htkuri). Women knot 

palm-leaf strips for each sin and throw them into the 

fire after reciting the name of each lover. Among the 

Maya of Yucatan, women in labor summon native sha- 

mans to confess their sins, particularly those of a sexual 

nature. The Inuit (Eskimo) are anxious lest by conscious 

or unconscious violation of taboos they offend Sedna, 

the mistress of animals, who resides at the bottom of 

the sea and whose displeasure might threaten the food 

supply. As Weston La Barre has observed, the wages of 

sin are starvation. If the guilty party confesses, all is 

well: seals and caribou are caught. If not, the shaman 

(angakkoq) must ferret out the offender and secure a 

confession. 

[For the relationship between repentance and restora- 

tion, see Merit.] 
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Davip E. AUNE 

RESHEF, a West Semitic god, is attested as early as 
2300 BCE, in personal names (e.g., Ebdurasap, “servant 
of Reshef’’), in the recently excavated cuneiform texts 
at Ebla (Syria), in the literature of Ugarit (Syria) from 



the thirteenth century BcE, and in many inscriptions 

from the eighth to the third century Bcg. Worship of Re- 

shef also found its way to Egypt, where some fifty stelae 

have been discovered bearing his name or image. 

In his Syrian homeland Reshef was a god of the un- 

derworld, associated with warfare, darkness, disease, 

and death. In this respect he was much like the Meso- 

potamian god Nergal, and one god-list from Ugarit ex- 

plicitly identifies the two. This rather gloomy picture of 

Reshef is evident in the literature of Ugarit. In the story 

of King Keret, Reshef is responsible for the death of sev- 

eral princes, apparently by bringing plague. He is asso- 

ciated with Shaps, the sun goddess, as the gatekeeper of 

the underworld, where the sun descends at night. He is 

called Reshef of the Arrow, a title recalling the Greek 

god Apollo, with whom Reshef was later identified at 

Carthage and Cyprus, and who shot his plague arrows 

throughout the Danaan camp (Homer, Iliad 1.45—52). 

Yet Reshef aiso had a positive image as protector and 

warrior. At Ugarit there was at least one temple dedi- 

cated to him, and his name was popular in compound 

personal names with such meanings as “Reshef is my 

father” and ‘‘Reshef is gracious.” In some later inscrip- 

tions, most notably one from Karatepe in Cilicia (c. 750 

BCE), Reshef is mentioned as a special patron of the lo- 

cal ruler. 

In the eighteenth dynasty, especially under the Syro- 

phile Amenophis II (c. 1436-1413), who chose Reshef as 

his personal military patron, Reshef was introduced 

into Egypt, and it is only from Egypt that we have an 

iconography of him. He is depicted on many stelae, ev- 

idently the workmanship of imported Syrian craftsmen, 

as a warrior and protector god, usually assuming a 

martial stance, holding a spear and shield in one hand 

and brandishing a mace-ax over his head with the 

other. There is often a quiver of arrows on his back. On 

some stelae, all from Thebes, Reshef is associated with 

Qudshu, a Syrian fertility goddess, and with Min, an 

Egyptian protector god. His Egyptian epithets are often 

elaborate: ‘‘the great god, lord of eternity, sovereign ev- 

erlasting, master mighty amid the divine ennead” 

(Stela Louvre 86); ‘‘great god, lord of the sky, master of 

power, everlasting god” (Stela Turin 1601). These titles 

probably reflect more the enthusiasm of his devotees 

than his actual stature in the Theban pantheon. 

The name Reshef, or Resheph, appears seven times in 

the Old Testament, although this fact is usually ob- 

scured in the translations. For the most part he has 

been demythologized, and reshef is almost a common 

noun, indicating some kind of flame, arrow, or pesti- 

lence—all meanings that can be traced back to the 

mythological roots. In Habakkuk 3:5 and in the Hebrew 

text of Ben Sira 43:17—18, he is a quasi demon or de- 
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structive force accompanying Yahveh in a theophany 

that precipitates a meteorological uproar. In Deuteron- 

omy 32:23—24, Job 5:7, and Psalms 91:5-6, 78:48, he is 

a negative force bringing disaster. In several of these 

passages he is associated with Qeétev (‘disease’) and 

Dever (“plague’’), probably also of mythological origin. 

The plural form of reshef occurs in Song of Songs 8:6, 

where the reference seems to be to some sort of uncon- 

trollable force that turns love into an unquenchable 

flame. Finally, 1 Chronicles 7:25 mentions a son of 

Ephraim named Resheph. 

By the end of the first millennium sce the cult of Re- 

shef had stretched across the Mediterranean as far as 

Ibiza in Spain, and through religious syncretism he was 

identified with several other gods. Reshef was assimi- 

lated to Herakles, Melqart, Shulman, and possibly the 

Palmyrene god Arsu as well as to Apollo. 

In the scholarly literature there is frequent reference 

to the so-called Reshef bronzes, statuettes found in 

abundance in the Levant, in northern Egypt, and else- 

where. Although these may well be associated with Re- 

shef there is no proof of this. Reshef is sometimes de- 

scribed as a weather god, partly because of the Old 

Testament theophany passages and partly because the 

arrow epithet suggested to some the image of lightning 

bolts. At most, however, any association with weather 

is very secondary. Some scholars have proposed that he 

is a fertility god because he appears with Qudshu and 

the ithyphallic Min on Egyptian stelae, but his iconog- 

raphy in Egypt is specifically martial, not sexual. 

Finally, some have taken “‘Reshef of the arrow” to refer 

to belomancy (divination by means of arrows) and 

would prefer ‘‘Reshef of (good) luck.” There is little sup- 

porting evidence for this. The arrow, especially in light 

of Reshef’s ultimate identification with Apollo, was 

clearly an image of plague and warfare. 
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REST. See Work. For discussion of the Jewish day of 
rest, see Shabbat. 

RESURRECTION. The term resurrection is so intri- 
cately bound up with Christian ideas that it is ex- 

tremely difficult to decide when it should be used for 

similar ideas in other religions. Obviously, the term 

should not be used to refer to the belief that there is an 

immortal element in man (often called “soul’’ or 

“spirit”) that lives on after the destruction of the body, 

or to the belief in some kind of continued existence in a 

shadowy realm of the dead. Also excluded is the idea of 

reincarnation, which implies that the soul is repeatedly 

reborn into a new body. If we define resurrection as the 

revival of the body, or rather of the man as a whole, 

after a period of death, we find phenomena that fit this 

definition only in Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Christian- 

ity, and Islam, with doubtful analogies in Chinese 

Taoism and ancient Indian and Egyptian religions. Be- 

lief in resurrection presupposes either a monistic view 

of man, which implies that man as a whole disappears 

in death and is then revived to a new existence; or a 

dualistic view, according to which the body dies 

whereas the soul or spirit lives on and is later united 

with the body into a renewed being. Another phenome- 

non that should be discussed here is the idea of dying 

and rising gods, which is found in several religions, 

some with and some without a belief in resurrection. 

Taoism. In Chinese Taoism there is frequent mention 

of prolonging life and strengthening the vital force, but 

there is no uniform doctrine on this subject. The back- 

ground is the idea that man, like the universe, consists 

of several elements, some light, pure, and heavenly, oth- 

ers heavy, impure, and earthly; they are held together 

by the vital principle, or breath. One early report had it 

that a certain Po Yu managed to strengthen his life to 

the extent that he actually returned to life after being 

dead for some time. In most cases, however, we are told 

of various practices—meditation, use of alcoholic bev- 

erages, magical rites—through which the lower and 

mortal elements in man can be replaced by higher and 

immortal ones and the vital principle can be strength- 

ened so as not to be separated from the body. In this 

way man can achieve immortality and ascend to the 

heavenly world. But this is hardly resurrection in the 

strict sense of the word. 

India. The Vedic religion of ancient India offers a rich 

variety of beliefs concerning the dead and the life in the 

hereafter. There is the idea of the dead haunting the liv- 

ing as ghosts; there is the idea of the heavenly world of 

Yama, the first man, where the ancestors live; and there 

are hints of a dark world or a kind of hell. The dead 

were either buried or burned, the latter practice becom- 

ing predominant. 

The Vedic language possesses several words that have 

been thought to denote the ‘‘soul”’ as an immortal spir- 

itual substance in man: manas (‘‘thought, thinking”), 

asu (“life”), G@tman (“breath”), tanu (“body, self’). But 

the equation of any of these words with “‘soul”’ is hardly 

correct. That which appears as a ghost or exists in 

heaven or hell is not a bodiless spirit but the dead per- 

son himself with some kind of body. Any existence with- 

out a body is inconceivable. It might seem that the fire 

in which the corpse is burned would consume it, but in 

reality the corpse is supposed to be transformed into a 

heavenly body. In the Rgveda there are hints that at 

death the various parts of the body merge with natural 

phenomena of a similar kind: the flesh goes to the earth, 

the blood to the water, the breath to the wind, the eye 

to the sun, the mind (manas) to the moon, and so on. 

These natural phenomena then give the elements of the 

body back to the deceased as he ascends to heaven in 

the burning fire. Thus the individual is re-created in the 

other world as a kind of shadow that looks like his for- 

mer self but that cannot be touched or embraced. Al- 

though this belief differs considerably from the Chris- 

tian idea of resurrection, it may perhaps be described 

by this term. 

In the Upanisads, the term dtman (‘‘breath”’) came to 

denote the imperishable spiritual element in man, iden- 

tical with the “‘spirit” of the universe, called brahman. 

This correlation opened the way to the idea of mystical 

union between man’s spirit and the divine element in 

the cosmos, and also to the idea that the soul can be 

reborn into a new body (reincarnation). Thus the idea 

of resurrection was lost. 

Egypt. The ancient Egyptian ideas of the hereafter are 

very complicated, partly beause they contain elements 

of differing origins and belonging to different stages of 

development. The Egyptian view of man presupposes 

two incorporeal elements, neither corresponding to any 

modern concept of the soul. The ba, usually translated 

as ‘‘soul,” is often depicted as a bird; it can mean power 

or external manifestation, and it represents the ability 

to “‘take any form it likes.” When a person dies, his ba 

leaves the body but hovers near the corpse. The ka com- 

bines the ideas of vital force, nourishment, double, and 

genius. The British Egyptologist Alan Gardiner suggests 

such translations as “personality, soul, individuality, 

temperament, fortune, or position.” Ba and ka cannot 

exist without a bodily substrate. Therefore the body is 

embalmed to secure their existence. In addition, the fu- 

nerary rites transform the deceased into an akh, a 

“shining” or “transformed” sprit. In this capacity the 

deceased lives on in the realm of Osiris, the god of the 



netherworld, who once died but was revived again as 

the ruler of the dead. 

Other beliefs include the judgment in the hall of 

Osiris of the deeds of the deceased; the latter’s taking 

part in the journey of the sun god, Re, in his bark; the 

warding off of monsters and other dangers in the neth- 

erworld by means of magical formulas: the happy life 

of the deceased in the Field of Rushes; and so on. One 
common idea seems to be that of absorption into the 

great rhythm of the universe. Osiris was, among other 

things, a symbol of grain; thus, when the dead join 

Osiris they participate in the renewal of life in the 

growing grain. Similarly, when the dead join the sun 

god they partake of the life of the sun that is renewed 

every morning. It is difficult to decide whether these are 

beliefs in resurrection or whether they should be given 

another name. 

Zoroastrianism. The earliest documents of Zoroas- 

trian religion do not mention the resurrection of the 

body but rather the soul’s ascent to paradise. But in the 

later parts of the Avesta there is at least one reference 

to resurrection: ‘“When the dead rise, the Living Incor- 

ruptible One will come and life will be transfigured” 

(Yashts 19.11). The Living One is the savior, Saoshyant 

(Pahl., Soshans), who is to come at the end of the pres- 

ent era. Another passage (Yashts 13.11), which speaks of 

joining together bones, hairs, flesh, bowels, feet, and 

genitals, refers not to resurrection, as has been main- 

tained, but to birth. 

In the cosmological treatise the Bundahishn (ninth 

century CE), a doctrine is set forth in detail. Chapter 30 

describes what happens at the death of a man. His soul 

remains near the head of his body for three nights and 

is then carried away. If the man has been righteous the 

soul meets a fragrant wind, a sleek cow, and a beautiful 

young girl and is brought across the Chinvat Bridge to 

Paradise. If he has been evil the soul meets a foul wind, 

a gaunt cow, and a hideous girl and is thrown from the 

bridge into Hell. This description should be read 

against the background of the ideas set forth in the 

Avestan fragment Hadhokht Nask, where we are told 

that after the three nights the soul meets its daénd, 

which, according to his works, appears either as a beau- 

tiful girl or as an ugly hag. It becomes apparent that 

the daéna is the heavenly counterpart or double of the 

soul, whose character is dependent on the man’s deeds 

in this life. As the two join together, the spritual part of 

man is complete and can enter eternal life. 

Chapter 33 of the Bundahishn describes the course of 

the world as it evolves in subsequent periods toward the 

end, when evil is defeated and the world perfected. 

Chapter 34 deals with resurrection. At the arrival! of the 

third and last savior, Saoshyant, the dead will be 
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roused, first the primeval man, Gaya-maretan (Pahl., 

Gayomard), then the first human pair, Mashyé and 

Mashyané, and finally all mankind. Then the great gath- 

ering will take place at which everyone’s good and evil 

deeds are revealed. The sinners will be punished and 

the righteous will enter the bliss of Paradise. A stream 

of molten metal will spread over the earth, and all men 

will have to pass through it: the evil will be burned 

(and purified), the righteous will experience it like luke- 

warm milk. At the end, all will be saved, and creation 

will be renewed. 

Similar ideas are set forth in chapter 34 of the Selec- 

tions of Zatspram (approximately contemporary with 

the Bundahishn). Here it is asked how creatures who 

have passed away can receive their bodies back and rise 

again. The first answer is that it is easier to assemble 

parts already existing than to create from nothing. If 

Ahura Mazda was able to create them, he is also able to 

assemble the scattered parts again. There are five 

“‘storekeepers” that receive the bodily substance of 

those who have died: the earth keeps flesh and bone; the 

water, the blood; the plants preserve the head and the 

hair; the light of the firmament receives the fire; and 

the wind, the spirit. At the time of the rehabilitation 

(Frashokereti; Pahl., Frashkart), Ahura Mazda will as- 

semble all these elements again then create new human 

beings. This account is very close to the belief expressed 

in the Indian Rgveda. Obviously, these later expositions 

present a combination of at least two ideas of different 

origin and character, the idea of the soul joining its 

counterpart in the other world and the idea of bodily 

resurrection. Lack of sources prevents us from following 

the process of amalgamation of these ideas. 
Judaism. The Hebrew scriptures (Old Testament) as a 

whole have no doctrine of resurrection. When it is said, 

“T kill and I make alive, I wound and I heal” (Dt. 32:39), 

or ‘‘The Lord kills and brings to life, he brings down to 

She’ol [the realm of death] and raises up” (1 Sm. 2:7), 

the stress is on God as the origin and cause of every- 

thing rather than on resurrection. Usually the scriptures 

assert that “if a man dies, he will not live again” Ub. 

14:14) or that “he who goes down to She’ol does not 

come up” (7:9). In the Book of Psalms there is the gen- 

eral conviction that Yahveh is stronger than death and 

can rescue from She’ol: “You have delivered my soul 

from death, my eyes from tears. . . . I walk before the 

Lord in the land of the living’ (116:8-9); “I shall not 

die, but I shall live . . . he has not given me over to 

death” (118:17—18); ‘“God will ransom my soul from the 

power of She’ol” (49:15). It is never stated how this de- 

liverance takes place; it is enough for the psalmist to 

know that God will not give him up to death or She’ol. 

It is probable that for an explanation of the mechanism 
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of deliverance we have to look to the metaphorical lan- 

guage referring to healing of illness or rescue from some 

deadly danger. Illness or calamity is potential death, 

and it means being in the grip of She’ol; consequently, 

rescue from illness or danger is rescue from death. It is 

interesting to recall that when a Babylonian god is said 

to be “‘a reviver of the dead,” it clearly means that he 

cures illness. 
Ezekiel 37 reports the prophet’s vision of a heap of dry 

bones in a valley that is revived through “the spirit.” At 

an early stage of Judaism this text was understood as 

referring to resurrection (e.g., in the paintings of the 

synagogue at Dura-Europos), but the context indicates 

that the bones symbolize the Jewish nation, and the 

message of the vision is that just as it seems impossible 

for the dead bones to be revived, it also seems impossi- 

ble for the nation to be restored; however, the impossi- 

ble is made possible through a divine miracle. 

Isaiah 26:19 reads, ‘‘Your dead shall live, their bodies 

shall rise.”” This passage evidently points back to verse 

14, ‘‘The dead will not live, the shades will not rise,” a 

reference to the enemies of Israel. It may be, therefore, 

that verse 19 should be interpreted along the same lines 

as Ezekiel 38: Israel is in a better position than her ene- 

mies, therefore Israel shall ‘‘live.’”’ The next line, how- 

ever, reads: ‘“‘Wake up and rejoice, you who sleep in the 

dust.” This may be an early, though vague, reference to 

the resurrection of the dead. But the chapter belongs to 

the latest part of the Book of Isaiah, the so-called Isaiah 

apocalypse, and it probably dates from the third cen- 

tury BCE. 

The only clear reference to resurrection is found in 

the Book of Daniel (c. 165 BcE). There we read: ‘‘Many 

of those who sleep in the dust will awake, some to eter- 

nal life, others to eternal shame (12:2). There can be no 

doubt: the dead are described as sleeping, and they are 

going to wake up from their sleep; consequently they 

will live again. It is not explicitly said that all the dead 

shall rise, although ‘“‘many” (rabbim) often has that con- 

notation. Yet not only the righteous will be resurrected; 

others will awaken also, but to eternal shame. 

It has been suggested that the idea of resurrection in 

Israel has its roots in Canaanite religion. There, the 

dying and rising of the god Baal plays a significant part 

in symbolizing the annual death and renewal of vege- 

tation. But the conclusion that such a resurrection 

might apply to man in general is never drawn, as far as 

our evidence goes. It should be noted, however, that Isa- 

iah 26:19 combines the revival of the dead with the fall- 

ing of the dew of light, and that dew plays an important 

part in Canaanite mythology. It is also very probable 

that Hosea 6:2, ‘‘He will revive us after two days, on the 

third day he will raise us up,” goes back to a Canaanite 

formula quoted by repenting people. The prophet, how- 

ever, rejects the conversion of the people and does not 

accept their hope of revival. Thus, there may be Ca- 

naanite ideas in the background, but the final develop- 

ment of the idea of resurrection probably did not take 

place without Zoroastrian influence. The Judaism of the 

period of the Second Temple develops the idea further, 

without, however, reaching any consensus regarding the 

details. Above all, the testimonies differ as to whether 

resurrection means a reunion of body and soul or a re- 

newal of man as a totality. 

One of the earliest references to resurrection is found 

in the Second Book of the Maccabees (first century BCE). 

It shows that the idea of resurrection is bound up with 

belief in just retribution, especially in the case of mar- 

tyrdom. Seven young brothers are tortured and killed 

by King Antiochus, and one young man after another 

confesses his belief in resurrection: “The king of the uni- 

verse will raise us up to an everlasting renewal of life’ 

(7:9). ““We cherish the hope that God gives of being 

raised again by him, but for you there will be no resur- 

rection to life’ (7:14). Finally, their mother addresses 

her sons: “God will in his mercy give life and breath 

back to you again” (7:23). The reason for this hope is 

that the sons are giving their life “for God’s laws,’ and 

it is repeatedly stated, especially in 7:36, that the king 

will receive just punishment for his arrogance. No state- 

ment is made about the how of the resurrection, but the 

mother, addressing her last son, expresses her hope “‘to 

get him back again with his brothers” (7:29), which 

seems to imply some kind of family life in the other 

world. 

According to Josephus Flavius (37/8—-c. 100), the Es- 

senes believed in the immortality of the soul (Antiquities 

17.18), whereas Hippolytus (Against Heresies 9.27) says 

that they believed in the resurrection of the body. So far 

no words to this effect have been found in the Qumran 

writings. 

The clearest statements about resurrection appear in 

documents from the end of the first century cE; they 

were probably inspired by reaction to the fall of Jeru- 

salem in 70 cE. Though several passages in 1 Enoch (22, 

90:33, 91:10, 92:3) mention the resurrection, it is only 

in the so-called Similitudes (chapters 37-71, which are 

absent from the Qumran manuscripts and probably of 

later origin) that the idea is clearly set forth: “And in 

those days shall the earth give back that which has been 

entrusted to it, and She’ol also shall give back that 

which it has received, and Hell shall give back that 

which it owes’’(J En. 51:1). It is clear from other pas- 

sages (46:6, 49:9-10) that the sinners do not take part 



in this resurrection, which is not the joining of body 
and soul but ithe renewal of man as a whole to live on a 
new earth (51:5). 

Similar statements are found in other documents 

from approximately the same periods. In 4 Ezra 7:32 we 

read: “The earth shall give up those who sleep in it, and 

the dust those who rest there in silence, and the store- 

houses shall give back the souls entrusted to them.’’ The 

mention of the souls seems to indicate that death is the 

separation of body and soul (cf. 7:78) and that resurrec- 

tion means they are reunited. Similarly, the Syriac 

Apocalypse of Baruch speaks of the opening of the trea- 

suries in which souls are preserved (30:2). The dust is 

told to give back what is not its own and to let every- 

thing arise that it has preserved (42:7); it is said further 

that the earth shall restore the dead without changing 

their form (50:2). This last text clearly teaches the res- 

urrection of the body, but the context shows that the 

righteous will then be transformed into an angelic state. 

The word soul here seems to refer, as in the Old Testa- 

ment, to man as a whole. Finally, the Liber antiquitatum 

biblicarum, falsely ascribed to Philo, says that God will 

“revive the dead and raise up from the earth those who 

sleep” (3:10); after that, judgment will be held and ev- 

erybody will receive according to his work. 

These texts use more or less the same formulaic lan- 

guage, but their view of man is not uniform. Some use 

soul to refer to man as a whole, others distinguish be- 

tween body and soul. Resurrection always implies the 

restoration of the body and usually its transfiguration. 

According to Josephus and the New Testament, the 

Pharisees accepted the resurrection of the righteous, 

whereas the Sadducees denied it altogether (Acts 23:8, 

Mt.222:23). 

The victory of Pharisaism after the fall of Jerusalem 

led to general acceptance of the belief in resurrection in 

rabbinic Judaism. Thus in the Mishnah tractate Sanhed- 

rin, chapter 10 begins with the statement that the one 

who denies the resurrection of the dead has no part in 

the world to come, and the rest of the chapter is devoted 

to a discussion of who is not going to rise (qium). 

Liturgical texts, such as the ‘Amidah, assert that God 

“makes the dead alive and keeps faith to those who 

sleep in the dust” (cf. Dn. 12:2), and that he “kills and 

makes alive and causes salvation to sprout forth” (cf. / 

Sm. 2:6). It is interesting that on some occasions a ref- 

erence to God as giving wind and rain is inserted into 

the prayer, which uses the verb “to sprout forth,” in its 

literal sense referring to the growing of plants. This in- 

dicates a parallel between the life of nature and the life 

of man. The parallel is also suggested by Talmudic com- 

ments comparing resurrection with the growing of a 
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grain of wheat (B.T., San. 90b; cf., in the New Testa- 
ment, / Cor. 15:36ff.) and stating that the dead “sprout 
forth” from the earth (B.T., Ket. lllb). Does this language 
contain a reminiscence of ancient roots in the fertility 
cult? One rabbinic statement explains resurrection as 
the reunion of body and soul: “Blessed art thou, who 
bringest the souls back to the dead bodies” (B.T., Ber. 
60b). Other passages defend the possibility of resurrec- 
tion by assuming that a certain part of man, the lowest 
vertebra or a spoonful of rotten mass, escapes corrup- 
tion and serves as material for the new body. 

Christianity. In primitive Christianity the resurrec- 

tion of Christ was the fundamental fact; belief in it was 

even regarded as a prerequisite of salvation. The earli- 

est statements, which are found in the letters of Paul, 

are very simple and state the fact in a credal form: “God 

raised Jesus from the dead’ (Rom. 10:9); ‘‘Jesus died 

and rose again” (/ Thes. 4:14). Sometimes the signifi- 

cance of Jesus’ resurrection is defined: ‘‘He was desig- 

nated the son of God in power by his resurrection from 

the dead” (Rom. 1:4); “He was put to death for our tres- 

passes and raised for our justification” (4:25). The 

choice of words and the context indicate (1) that he was 

dead; (2) that it was God who raised him; and (3) that 

his resurrection was not merely a return to normal life 

on earth but a transfer into an existence of a higher 

kind. The question of body and soul is not discussed. 

Jesus’ death and resurrection are mentioned together 

also in his predictions of suffering in the Gospels (Mk. 

8:31, 9:31, 10:34, and parallels), and in the proclama- 

tion of the apostles in Acts of the Apostles (2:23-24, 

10:39—40, 17:3). It is difficult to tell whether the expres- 

sion “on the third day”’ derives from an interpretation 

based on Hosea 6:2 (see above) or is based on actual 

experience. 

The Gospels give no detail of the resurrection itself. 

What we have is the report on the empty tomb (Mk. 

16:1ff. and parallels), to which Matthew has given an 

apologetic touch by adding the story of the guard being 

bribed by the chief priests to report that the disciples 

stole the body (Mt. 28:11—13). There are, however, sev- 

eral reports of appearances of Jesus, some taking place 

in Jerusalem, others in Galilee. It is a matter of dispute 

whether these different geographical locations rest on 

independent traditions and, if not, how they are related. 

According to Luke the last appearance is connected 

with Jesus’ ascension to heaven; according to Matthew 

it is associated with his sending the apostles to preach 

to all nations. 
The New Testament seems to have taken over the 

general idea of resurrection from contemporary Juda- 

ism. Matthew 12:41 mentions it explicitly (“will arise at 
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the last judgment”), and it is presupposed in many 

other passages (e.g., Mt. 7:22, 8:11, 11:22, 12:41-42). In 

his answer to the Sadducees, who deny the resurrection,’ 

Jesus adopts the idea of an angelic existence of the res- 

urrected (Mk. 12:18-27 and parallels). 

The first Christians expected the second coming of 

Christ (the Parousia) to happen in their lifetime. But as 

several Christians died without having experienced the 

Parousia, questions arose as to the reliability of the 

Christian hope. Paul answers such questions in / Thes- 

salonians 4:13—18, asserting that just as Christ died and 

rose again, the fellowship with him cannot be broken 

by death: first those who have died in Christ will rise 

when “the archangel calls and the trumpet sounds,” 

then those who are still alive will be taken away to 

heaven to Christ. This idea of a two-step process is 

taken further in the Book of Revelation, according to 

which the righteous will rise at the beginning of the 

millennium (‘the first resurrection,” 20:6), the rest at its 

end (20:12—13). The same idea seems to be present in / 

Corinthians 15:22—23, where we learn that “‘all shall be 

made alive in Christ . . . first at his coming those who 

belong to Christ; then comes the end,” when all evil 

powers are defeated and everything is laid under his 

feet. Elsewhere, there is only reference to resurrection 

in general as one event, which is clearly presupposed in 

the parable of the Last Judgment in Matthew 25. 

The question of how the resurrection is going to take 

place is dealt with by Paul in / Corinthians 15. The 

body that rises is not the old body but a new one, just 

as a new plant comes out of a seed. Nothing is said here 

of an immortal soul. Man as a whole is perishable; man 

as a whole is re-created as a “spiritual body.” Other 

New Testament passages seem to imply some kind of 

existence between death and resurrection, for example, 

“to be with Christ” (Phil. 1:23), “to be in Abraham’s bo- 

som” (Lk. 16:22), and “‘to be with Christ in paradise” 

(23:43). A different approach is represented by the Gos- 

pel of John. He who believes in Christ receives eternal 

life here and now (3:36, 5:24). However, other state- 

ments in the same gospel, which many exegetes ascribe 

to a later editor, retain the idea of a resurrection at the 

end of time (5:28). 

Under Greek influence the early church developed the 

idea of an immortal soul that continues to exist after 

death and is reunited with the body at the resurrection. 

This remained the commonly accepted belief of the 

Christian church into the twentieth century. Modern 

theology now often tries to view man as a unity that is 

totally dissolved in death, whereas resurrection implies 

a total re-creation of the whole being. 

Islam. Islam shares with Christianity the belief in a 

general resurrection followed by a judgment. The stress 

is rather on the latter. In the Qur’an the last day is re- 

ferred to as “the day of resurrection” (yawm al-qiya- 

mah), but also as “‘the day of judgment” (yawm ad-din), 

“the day of reckoning” (yawm al-hisab), or ‘‘the day of 

awakening” (yawm al-ba‘th). In the Qur’an there are sev- 

eral very graphic descriptions of the day of resurrection, 

focusing on the natural phenomena that accompany it 

and on the outcome of the judgment—the believers en- 

tering paradise and the unbelievers being thrown into 

the fire of hell. It is a day ‘‘when the trumpet is blown” 

(cf. Mt. 24:31, 1 Thes. 4:16) and men “shall come in 

troops, and heaven is opened and the mountains are set 

in motion” (surah 78:18—20; cf. 18:99), a day “when 

heaven is rent asunder . . . when earth is stretched out 

and casts forth what is in it’ (84:1-4; cf. 99:1-2). After 

these events the dead ‘shall come forth from their 

graves unto their Lord; they shall say: Alas for us! Who 

roused us from our bed?” (36:51-52). 

There is no reference in the Qur’an to an immortal 

soul, nor is resurrection defined as the reunion of body 

and soul. Surah 81:7 states that “the souls shall be cou- 

pled’; some Muslim commentators take this to mean 

that the souls are to be joined to their bodies, whereas 

others think that they are to be coupled with their 

equals (good or evil) or that they will be divided into 

two groups. 

When the unbelievers express doubt in the resurrec- 

tion, the Qur’an refers to God’s omnipotence as the cre- 

ator: ‘‘Does man think we shall not gather his bones? 

Indeed, we are able to shape again his fingers” (75:34); 

‘Man says: Who shall quicken the bones when they are 

decayed? Say: He shall quicken them who originated 

them the first time. He knows all creation” (36:78-79; 

cf. 17:53, 19:68). Again, ““O men, if you are in doubt as 

to the uprising, surely we created you of dust, then of a 

sperm-drop, then of a blood clot . . . and we establish 

in the womb what we wish, till a stated term, then we 

deliver you as infants. . . . And you see the earth black- 

ened, then we send down water upon it, it quivers and 

swells and puts forth herbs of every joyous kind. This is 

because God—he is the Truth—brings the dead to life 

and is powerful over everything” (22:5-6). Thus God 

forms the child in the womb, he renews the life of veg- 

etation, so he is also able to raise the dead. Only on one 

occasion is there a hint that the resurrected body will 
be different from the present one: “We have decreed 
among you death . . . that we may exchange the likes 
of you and make you to grow again in a fashion you do 
not know” (56:60-61). But the wording is not very spe- 
cific here. 

Later Muslim tradition has developed these ideas in 
several directions. A great number of signs foretelling 
the day of resurrection are mentioned; the blast of the 



trumpet has become three blasts: the blast of conster- 
nation, the blast of examination and the blast of resur- 
rection. We also find the idea that at the resurrection 
the body will be raised and united to its soul, and that 

the lower part of the spine is preserved as a basis for 

the future body (as in the rabbinic idea discussed 
above). There are also speculations about a ‘“‘punish- 

ment in the grave” (‘adhab al-qabr): immediately after 

burial the deceased is questioned by the two angels, 

Munkar and Nakir, and if the deceased is not able to 

answer the questions concerning God and the Prophet, 
punishment is inflicted. 

Several speculations are based on an interpretation of 

the obscure word barzakh in the Qur’an (23:100), taken 

by commentators to denote a bar or obstacle preventing 

return to the world after death. The word is now defined 

as the interval or space between this world and the 

next,or between death and resurrection, a kind of inter- 

mediary state. Ibn Qayyim al-Gauziyah (d. 1350), who 

wrote a book about the spirit, presents various theories 

about what happens to the spirit between death and 

resurrection: the spirits are in or near the grave; the 

spirits of the believers only are in Paradise, or at the 

gates of Paradise, or in the sacred well Zamzam, or on 

the right-hand side of Adam; the unbelievers are in the 

fire of Hell, or in the well Barhit. 

A Possible Precursor. The belief in dying and reviving 

gods has sometimes been taken as one of the roots of 

the idea of resurrection. The English anthropologist 

James G. Frazer (1854-1941) devoted one volume of The 

Golden Bough to ‘‘the dying god,” interpreting the myth 

as a symbol of the death and renewal of vegetation. 

However, the clearest example of a dying god, the Ca- 

naanite Aliyan Baal, was not known when the book was 

written, because the Ugaritic texts were only discovered 

in 1929. Baal is the god of thunder, rain, and fertility. 

He is killed by his enemy Mot (whose name means 

“death” and who represents the dry season), and vege- 

tation withers away. However, Baal’s sister Anat de- 

feats Mot, and Baal returns to life, which also implies 

the renewal of vegetation. The myth probably served as 

the scenario of a ritual drama, whose aim was to secure 

the new life of vegetation and promote fertility in gen- 

eral. However, there is no trace of any belief in the res- 

urrection of man based on the god’s return to life. 

Another example is the Sumerian god Dumuzi (the 

Akkadian Tammuz). According to the Sumerian myths, 

Dumuzi, the god of the flocks and the grain, was killed 

by demons and had to descend into the netherworld. 

There are no clear texts referring to his resurrection, 

but there are hints that it was decided that he spend 

part of the year in the netherworld and the other part 

on earth. This would indicate that his death and return 
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to life represent the seasonal cycle. Here too, evidence 

for a belief in resurrection is lacking. 

Elements from these two myths (of Baal and Dumuzi) 

are clearly recognized in what Greek sources report 

on the Phoenician-Syrian god Adonis (Phoen., ’ad6n, 

“lord”’). He was loved by the goddess Aphrodite and by 

the lady of the netherworld, Persephone; Zeus finally 

decided that Adonis should stay one half of the year 

with Aphrodite and the other half with Persephone. (It 

is also told that Adonis was killed by a boar and was 

bitterly mourned by Aphrodite.) In the case of the Egyp- 

tian god Osiris, the facts are somewhat more favorable 

to the theory of belief in resurrection growing out of the 

myth of the dying god. The myth of Osiris was known 

in several versions, but their essence is as follows. Osiris 

was a good king who was killed and dismembered by 

his brother Seth. His wife, Isis, mourned him, found the 

body, reassembled its parts, and restored it to life 

through a magical formula. Isis then was made preg- 

nant and bore a son, Horus, who was recognized as the 

lawful successor of his father, while Osiris was made 

ruler of the netherworld. As a god, Osiris had clear con- 

nections with the inundation of the Nile and with grain. 

These connections are manifest in several rites of the 

Osiris “mysteries,” including the burial of an effigy of 

Osiris made of earth and grain. Growing grain symbol- 

izes the god’s return to life. Here, for once, is a clear 

connection with beliefs concerning man’s life in the 

hereafter. Every man who is properly buried becomes 

an Osiris in the other world and shares the life of the 

god. 

Clearly, there are considerable differences between 

these dying gods, and it is doubtful whether all of them 

represent the same specific type of god. Great caution 

should be exercised in seeking to draw conclusions con- 

cerning the role played by these myths in the develop- 

ment of the belief in resurrection. 

[See also Dying and Rising Gods.] 
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HELMER RINGGREN 

RETREAT may be defined as a limited period of iso- 

lation during which an individual, either alone or as 

part of a small group, withdraws from the regular rou- 

tine of daily life, generally for religious reasons. Re- 

treats are one of the commoner practices in the reli- 

gious life of nearly all peoples, although they are often 

restricted to a determinate type or class of persons: 

those preparing for initiation (e. g., into the adult life of 

a clan, into a religious group, or into some public office 

of a religious nature), those undergoing a process of 

conversion, those in search of a religious vocation, or 

those seeking a periodic renewal of their spiritual lives. 

During this period, retreatants interrupt their ordinary 

routine, break off regular social relationships, and (ex- 

cept for those who already live in monasteries or the 

like) withdraw into a solitary place or to a special 

building set apart for such purposes. This isolation, as 

well as the interruption of social intercourse and ordi- 

nary life, is adopted as a condition that enables individ- 

ual retreatants to enter within themselves in silence, in 

order to establish contact with the divinity or with the 

world of the spirits. [See Silence.] Hence, retreats often 

involve the use of various ascetical means, such as fast- 

ing, abstinence, prayer, meditation, and techniques 

aimed at inducing a revelatory dream, trance, or ec- 

stasy. 

Various forms of retreat may be distinguished, and 

participants may engage in retreats with varying fre- 

quency. A retreat accompanying a radical conversion of 

life or the discernment of a vocation may be a rare or 

even unique event in an individual’s life; whereas that 

aimed at personal spiritual renewal might be repeated 

periodically. Retreats of initiation may follow quite di- 

verse procedures, depending on the kind of initiation in- 

volved. Thus, one may distinguish retreats of tribal ini- 

tiation; retreats of search for a revelatory dream; 

retreats of shamanistic or monastic initiaion; and re- 

treats of conversion, discernment, and renewal. 

Retreats of Tribal Initiation. In generic and some- 

what abstract terms (since in reality quite different 

forms of ritual may be involved), initiation into the life 

of a tribe entails separating candidates from the social 

nucleus to which they belong as children, especially 

from their mother, and isolating them in a well-defined 

zone, protected by rigid taboos. [See Initiation.] There 

they are placed under the direction of elders chosen by 

the tribe. The neophytes are then subjected to certain 

strict disciplines (fasting, abstinence, and various ta- 

boos), are instructed by the elders in certain traditional 

truths and beliefs (social and sexual ethics, myths and 

rituals, techniques of hunting, fishing, or farming), and 

are forced to undergo certain more or less painful tests. 

At the end of this period of initiation, after passing 



through certain liberating rites, the neophytes, having 
undergone a profound transformation, return to the 
tribe as adults. The symbolic meaning of this period of 
isolation seems clear enough. Cultures that practice this 
kind of initiation regard it as a mutation or deep trans- 
formation of the human being: a sort of death and re- 
birth. Henceforth, all that had previously constituted 
the life of a child must be suppressed, especially the 
child’s former dependence on its mother. The adoles- 
cent through this isolation, enters the world of the sa- 
cred, of mythic time, and is often locked in struggle 
with mysterious force, involving some form of bodily 

suffering (torture and, above all, circumcision). In this 

case the retreat is precisely the vehicle that allows this 
breaking away and entry. 

Retreats of Search for a Revelatory Dream. A number 

of peoples, especially pre-Columbian Indians, submitted 

their children and adolescents to a period of isolation 

aimed at enabling them to enter into contact with the 

spirit who was to guide each of them throughout life. 

[See Quest.] This phenomenon is especially notable 

among certain Canadian groups, such as the Athapas- 

cans, who submitted children as young as five years old 

to the test. The norm commonly followed involved re- 

moving these children or adolescents from their normal 

world of relationships, abandoning them in a solitary 

place, and subjecting them to a strict fast until physical 

weakness induced a state of hallucination. The first im- 

age that presented itself to the child or adolescent was 

the spirit who would accompany and protect him until 

death, a sort of tutelary numen whom he would thence- 

forward invoke. The Delaware and Algonquin of the At- 

lantic coast observed much the same procedure with 

twelve-year-old girls and boys, but introduced the con- 

cept of the compassion of the spirits, whom the adoles- 

cents were required to invoke while they practiced their 

total fast. The spirits then put an end to the sufferings 

of the initiates by revealing themselves to them in a 

dream. After a certain length of time, the parents vis- 

ited the adolescents to see whether the revelatory expe- 

rience had yet occurred. If it had, they brought their 

offspring back to the tribe, where they were regarded as 

the depositories of a sacred force (Walter Krickeberg et 

al., Die Religionen des Alten Amerika, Stuttgart, 1961; 

see also J. Blumensohn, “The Fast among North Ameri- 

can Indians,” American Anthropology 35, 1933, pp. 451- 

469). 
Retreats of Shamanistic Initiation. Mircea Eliade 

treats shamanism as a religious limit-experience: a 

form of mysticism originating in a vocation awakened 

by a crisis that is found in many religions (Shamanism: 

Archaic Techniges of Ecstasy, rev. and enl. ed., New 

York, 1964). Here, we take shamanism in its original, 
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strict sense, as a characteristic and primary expression 

of the religious life of the peoples of north central Asia. 
The shaman is an individual who has been suddenly 
overcome by a spirit and has, by that very fact, received 
a distinctive gift. The signs whereby this possession be- 
comes known coincide with what the Western mind 
would call symptoms of epilepsy or, more generally, a 
form of nervous disorder. Whoever receives such a “dan- 
gerous” gift must stay in constant contact with the 
world of the spirits, and this the shamsn does by isolat- 
ing himself. Frequently, the candidate is instructed by 
an old shaman, or the whole tribe may take part in his 

initiation by contributing to its ritual sacrifices. The fu- 

ture shaman learns the necessary formulas and offer- 

tory rites and then retires to the wild in order to learn 

the techniques of ecstasy by sitting before a fire and re- 

peating certain formulas. At the end of his retreat, the 

individual is consecrated in a rite celebrated by the an- 

cient shaman who instructed him. From this retreat the 

new shaman emerges endowed with special powers. He 

can now enter into contact with the world of the spirits, 

and his mediation thus becomes important for the tribe. 
[See Shamanism.] 

Retreats of Monastic Initiation. Among the four ex- 

emplary stages that Hindu tradition distinguishes in the 

life of a man—the third, after those of student and fa- 

ther of a family, but before that of wandering holy 

man—is that of the individual who withdraws in soli- 

tude into the forest, where he (now called a vanaptras- 

thin) commits himself to meditation and to certain 

practices of asceticism. This retreat portends his com- 

ing to spiritual maturity and his eventual irradiation of 

the people who surround him, by way of his example 

and teaching. Since a long period of isolation is in- 

volved here, we might well classify this retreat as an 

experience of the eremitical life. Significantly, in the 

history of Western monasticism, Athanasius, in his Life 

of Antony, describes how his hero, after his conversion, 

first underwent a stage of basic intitation under the di- 

rection of an ascetic, after which he underwent a further 

stage of isolation in a necropolis, followed by a third 

and decisive stage of enclosure in a ruined castle, where 

he remained for twenty years. At the end of this stage, 

Athanasius tells us in terms reminiscent of the mystery 

cults, that Antony “came forth as from a sanctuary, ini- 

tiated in the mysteries and filled with the divine spirit”’ 

(Life of Antony 14). Finally, after receiving the gift of 
spiritual fecundity, Antony accepted some disciples, al- 

though he remained with them in solitude. The paral- 

lels to Hindu monasticism are revealing: in both cases 

there is a retreat into complete solitude, which prepares 

the individuals for full spiritual maturity and confers 

on them a certain irradiative power. The Hindu ascetic 
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then embarks upon an itinerant, renunciative life (sam- 

nyasa), returning to society but not forming part of it. 

The Christian anchorite becomes an elder—a religious 

father or mother—and accepts disciples, instructing 

them in the spiritual life. [See Eremitism.] 

A similar phenomenon appears in the lives of other 

Christian saints, who were dedicated not to monastic 

contemplation but rather to intense activity among peo- 

ple. Ignatius Loyola spent almost an entire year, from 

March 1522 to February 1523, in Manresa, where he de- 

voted himself to prayer (seven hours daily), fasting, and 

abstinence. He emerged from this experience trans- 

formed and illumined in spirit by revelations of various 

kinds. Three centuries later, Anthony M. Claret (1807-— 

1870) spent some months at San Andrés del Pruit (Gi- 

rona, Spain), dedicated to prayer. He went forth from 

this retreat powerfully consecrated to itinerant preach- 

ing. In both cases, the retreat was one of initiation into 

an intense religious experience, accompanied by an out- 

burst of apostolic irradiation. It would be easy to cite 

numerous other examples of this type. 
A different sort of retreat of monastic initiation is rep- 

resented by the novitiate, a relatively long period of 

trial prior to incorporation into a religious community. 

During the novitiate, candidates are separated from 

others—even from professed members of the commu- 

nity—and placed under the direction-of a master, who 

instructs them and tests their vocation. The novitiate 

appears in the Buddhist tradition, where it is called 

upasampad4 (‘‘goal, arrival’’). Its aim is to prepare the 

novices for entry upon the way of salvation, and it ends 

with an anointing ceremony (abhiseka), which conse- 

crates them. In Christian monasticism, an initial period 

of instruction and trial originated among the anchorites 

of the fourth century. It was a rather long period, which 

ended when the elder in charge adjudged the novice to 

have reached the required maturity, and invited him to 

withdraw into his chosen solitude. In monastic com- 

munities, the novitiate was reduced to a period of a 

year. At present, it lasts from one to two years, accord- 

ing to custom. Originally, the year of novitiate began 

with investiture of the novice in the habit, while it later 

came to be terminated with his commitment to the re- 

ligious life. Besides this investiture, another feature ob- 

served in the past was a change of the novice’s name, to 

indicate that a secular individual had died and a reli- 

gious one had come to birth. The medieval Christian 

theology of the religious profession as a second baptism 

referred to this idea of a symbolic death and rebirth. 
[See Monasticism. ] 

Retreats of Spiritual Renewal. The practice of with- 

drawing for a relatively brief period of time in order to 

revitalize oneself spiritually seems to be evidenced in 

all religions that attach great importance to the spiri- 

tual experience of the individual. The retreat in the 

woods constitutes one of the stages of the ideal way of 

the Hindu. Even masters return periodically to the for- 

est solitude, in order to encounter themselves more 

deeply. But it is above all in Islam and Christianity that 

this kind of retreat has been most popular. 

Islam. The custom of devoting a period of time to 

prayer and fasting (khalwah), while withdrawing from 

social contacts and ordinary occupations, is amply doc- 

umented in the Muslim world much earlier than in 

Christendom. The source of inspiration for this practice 

is the fact that, according to the Qur’an, God gave the 

Law to Moses at the end of a retreat of forty days (surah 

7:142). It is also said that Adam received his life-breath 

only forty days after he had been formed from the clay. 

The Prophet himself left an example, by going fre- 

quently into retreat. The great Andalusian mystic Mu- 

hammad ibn al-‘Arabi (d. 1240) tells of the revelations 

he received during a retreat he made as a very young 

man in Seville (AL-futuhat al-makkiyah, Cairo, aH 1329/ 

1911 cE, vol. 1, p. 186). Ibn al-‘Arabi also wrote a trea- 

tise on the conditions for making a retreat, the Kitab 

al-khalwah. A century later, the Indian Sharaf al-Din 

Manéri (d. 1381) devoted one of his Hundred Letters to 

explaining the origin and aim of the retreat. An essential 

element in it is the remembrance of God, that is, the 

sense of God’s presence and the invocation of his name. 

By reviving the sense of the divine presence, the retreat 

heals and fortifies the soul, and disposes it to continue 

in that presence when the retreatant returns to ordinary 

life. 

In Sufi orders, the superior of a house is obliged to go 

on retreat periodically. The novices, too, must make a 

retreat, ordinarily for forty days. This forty days’ expe- 

rience must be made in a solitary place or, if one is a 

member of a community, in a dark cell. Fasting is es- 

sential to this kind of retreat: whoever makes one must 

reduce his food consumption considerably throughout, 

and abstain completely from eating during the last 

three days. The lives of the Sufi mystics contain numer- 

ous allusions to this practice (see Javad Nurbakhsh, 

Masters of the Path, New York, 1980, pp. 115, 117). Ibn 

al-‘Arabi tells us of a retreat he made with the master 

Abi Zakariya’ Yahya ibn Hassan (Sufis of Andalusia, 

Berkeley, 1971, p. 138). 

Christianity. In Christianity, especially during the 

last few centuries, this type of retreat, aimed at the spir- 

itual renewal of the individual through meditation, 

prayer, and silence, has reached a high level of devel- 

opment. Such a retreat is often made under the direc- 



tion of a master, who engages in periodic dialogue with 
the individual retreatant, or else delivers instructions, 
when the retreat is made by a group. 

It is significant that certain popular histories of the 
retreat begin with the episode narrated by the evangel- 

ist Mark (repeated, with amplifications, in the Mat- 

thaean and Lukan parallels), concerning Jesus’ with- 

drawal into the desert of Judaea after his baptism and 

the ‘“‘descent” of the Holy Spirit upon him. The Markan 

account (Mk. 1:12—13) is not only christological in con- 

tent, but also exemplary in intention. Jesus, after his 
baptism and his anointing by the Spirit, appears as the 

New Adam, dwelling among the wild beasts and minis- 

tered to by angels. During this time (scholars debate 

whether the passage existed in the tradition prior to 

Mark), Jesus was tempted by the spirit of evil but, un- 
like the first Adam, overcame the temptation (see Vin- 

cent~ Taylor, The Gospel according to Mark, London, 

1955, pp. 162-164). Of itself, the episode did not overtly 
attribute to Jesus the intention of devoting himself es- 

pecially to spiritual exercises of prayer. The accounts of 

Matthew (4:1-11) and Luke (4:1-13) add that Jesus’ 

stay in the desert lasted forty days, and that the temp- 

tation came at the end of this period. 

The account of Jesus’ sojourn in the desert added even 

richer spiritual implications to the biblical texts on the 

passage of the Hebrew people through the desert, before 

their entry into Canaan. The desert now became the 

symbol of a new spiritual attitude. [See Desert.] Origen, 

in his commentary on Exodus, speaks of the need for 

retreat: we must leave our familiar surroundings and go 

to a place free of worldly preoccupations, a place of si- 

lence and interior peace, where we can learn wisdom 

and come to a deep knowledge of the word of God (In 

Exodum Homiliae, Wilhelm Baehrens, ed., Leipzig, 

1920, p. 167). 

Drawing their inspiration from the example of Jesus, 

the Christian churches soon established a period of 

forty days dedicated to fasting, abstinence, and greater 

prayer, in order to prepare the faithful for the celebra- 

tion of the Pascha. Two themes were interwoven in the 

sermons of the Fathers on Lent: that of participation in 

Christ’s struggles and sufferings during his passion as a 

preparation for the celebration of the Resurrection, and 

that of a model projection on it, of the fast and temp- 

tations of Jesus in the solitude of the Judean desert. On 

this fundamental model, they occasionally superim- 

posed the image of the wandering of the Israelites in the 

desert, with all the trials and temptations to which they 

were subjected there (see Leo the Great, “Sermons on 

Lent,” Patrologia Latina, vol. 54). In addresses to the 

laity, the latter were not asked to go on retreat (al- 
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though they are asked to prolong their prayer), but were 

exhorted to conversion, to charity toward the poor, and 

to reconciliation with enemies. Traditionally, it was 

also recommended that they forego diversions and en- 

tertainments. 

The anonymous author of the Rule of the Master (cen- 

tral Italy, c. 500) introduced three chapters on the ob- 

servance of Lent by monks, prescribing that they mul- 

tiply their prayers and perform more acts of fast and 

abstinence (Rule of the Master, chaps. 51-53). Benedict 

(480-c. 547) reduced the rule for Lent to a single chap- 

ter, in which he echoed Leo the Great and the Rule of 

the Master. In it he added.a recommendation that 

monks recite more numerous individual prayers and re- 

strict their dealings with each other (Rule of Saint Ben- 

edict, chap. 49). Lent thus tended to become a sort of 

forty-day retreat spent in silence, prayer, fasting, and 

abstinence. From the Middle Ages on, the monastic or- 

ders began to interrupt all contact, even by way of let- 

ter, with outsiders, throughout the period of Lent. Thus, 

the Lenten retreat was fundamentally a retreat of spir- 

itual renewal, in which the individual retreatant relived 

certain fundamental themes of Christianity, derived pri- 

marily from the passion of Christ, but secondarily from 

his withdrawal and fast in the desert. 

It is fitting at this point to inquire into the rise, in 

Christian churches, of the practice of the retreat proper, 

that is to say, of that prayerful kind of withdrawal prac- 

ticed by a person, either alone or as part of a small 

group, for a certain short period of time. It was pre- 

cisely the celebration of Lent that suggested the first 

tentative steps in this direction. Around the end of the 

fourth century and the beginning of the fifth, Euthymius 

the Great, a monk of Melitene, adopted the custom of 

withdrawing during Lent of each year and going to a 

mountaintop, where he gave himself over to prayer and 

fasting. Later, he went with a friend each year into the 

desert of Koutila (see Cyril of Scythopolis, Life of Eu- 

thymius, edited by E. Schwartz, in Texte und Unter- 

suchungen, vol. 49, no. 2, Lipsia, 1939, pp. 3-85). Jesus’ 

stay in the Judean desert thus became a model that was 

imitated literally. It is quite possible—indeed, proba- 

ble—that other monks followed the same norm, in an 

endeavor to practice a stricter eremitical life during 

Lent. 

Yet another historical fact might be considered as a 

precursor of the modern retreat. Pilgrimages to shrines, 

which were so frequent during certain periods of the 

Middle Ages, involved a break with the normal situa- 

tion of the individual, a going forth from one’s city and 

family, in order to visit some usually distant holy place 

(‘to ferne halwes,’”’ as Chaucer noted in his prologue to 
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the Canterbury Tales, poking fun at English pilgrims 

who managed to get no farther than Canterbury). Pales- 

tine, the tombs of the apostles in Rome, and Compos- 

tela were among the most common goals. The deep 

reason behind these journeys was the desire to visit a 

sacred place where the presence of the supernatural was 

more perceptible, thanks to the presence either of the 

relics of a saint or of some venerable holy image. Some- 

times these pilgrimages became the occasion of a pro- 

cess of conversion and separation from the world. It is 

noteworthy, for example, that the primitive nucleus of 

twelfth-century hermitages of Our Lady, at Mount Car- 

mel (the future Carmelite order), were constituted by 

men of western Europe who had established themselves 

in the Holy Land. In certain cases, the pilgrimage 

shrine was served by a community of monks who ran a 

hostelry for those who wished to spend a limited period 

of prayer and silence nearby. This fact is documented in 

connection with the shrine and abbey of Einsiedeln, 

Switzerland, perhaps as early as the twelfth century 

(Ludwig Raeber, Our Lady of Hermits, Einsiedeln, 

1961), and, somewhat later, at the shrine and monas- 

tery of Montserrat, Spain (Joan Segarra, Montserrat, 

Barcelona, 1961). 

But the retreat as commonly known during the past 

few centuries has its roots, properly speaking, in the 

spiritual movement called the Devotio Moderna, initi- 

ated by Gerhard Groote (1340-1384) in the Low Coun- 

tries, of which the most widely known representative is 

Thomas a Kempis (c. 1380-1471). Groote, converted to 

a fervent life in 1374, withdrew for a time to the chart- 

erhouse of Munnikhuizen, near Arnhem on the Rhine. 

The Brethren of the Common Life and the authors of the 

Devotio Moderna popularized their form of piety among 

the secular clergy and the laity, giving it a practical and 

ascetical interpretation, well suited to the clearly indi- 

vidualistic horizons of the spirituality of the Christian 

West in their day. Next came the refinement of different 

methods of meditation, and the compilation of various 

handbooks of meditations. In the early fourteenth cen- 

tury, the Tuscan Franciscan John de Caulibus published 

his Meditations on the Life of Christ; Gerard of Zutphen 

(d. 1398), in his De spiritualibus ascensionibus, pro- 

pounded a precise method of meditations and examens, 

a procedure repeated later by the Dutch canon regular, 

John Mombaer (d. 1501), the last master of the Devotio 

Moderna, who used it as an instrument of reform in the 

monasteries of the clerks regular in France. In 1500, the 

reforming abbot of Montserrat, Francisco Jiménez de 

Cisneros, printed his Ejercitatorio de la vida espiritual, 

containing a precise method of meditations, and a plan 

that structured the various meditations into four suc- 

cessive we2ks. The technique developed out of the De- 

votio Moderna could thus be used in a period set aside 

especially for prayer and meditation. 

This technique culminated in the Spiritual Exercises 

of Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Society of Jesus. 

It is a methodical interweaving of meditations, contem- 

plations, and examens, more or less developed, taking 

place over four weeks and accompanied by a series of 

counsels and rules. He first sketched out the method 

during his own retreat at Manresa, and perfected it over 

the years until the definitive version was approved by 

Pope Paul III in 1548. Although there are points of con- 

tact between Ignatius and some of his predecessors (es- 

pecially Jiménez de Cisneros, whose method he seems 

to have known), he is quite original in definitively tying 

these meditations to a retreat made under the direction 

of a master, with the basic aim of choosing a proper 

mode of life for the greater service of God—hence, the 

rules of discernment that accompany the Exercises. 

Starting with the first companions of the founder, the 

Jesuits have continued to be trained in the Exercises of 

Ignatius. 

In the sixteenth century, retreat exercises according 

to the Ignatian method had already become popular, al- 

though they were practiced only by priests and reli- 

gious at the time, not by the laity. Retreat houses were 

established in order to facilitate the arrangement of re- 

treats for those who wished to make them. The first 

such house was opened in a villa in Siena, Italy, in 

1538. This was followed by the retreat houses of Alcala, 

Spain, in 1553, Cologne, Germany, in 1561, and Lou- 

vain, Belgium, in 1569. In the seventeenth century this 

practice was adopted by the principal representatives of 

French spirituality. Vincent de Paul (d. 1660) is said to 

have directed the Exercises of more than twenty thou- 

sand persons. The Exercises, in somewhat modified and 

shortened form, began to be practiced by the laity in 

great numbers. An outstanding figure in the history of 

retreats was the Argentinian Maria Antonia de San José 

de la Paz (1730-1799), who organized Ignatian retreats 

in the course of her life for more than a hundred thou- 

sand people. However, the Ignatian retreat was gradu- 

ally converted into a retreat of spiritual renewal as it 

came to be repeated periodically by persons who had 

already chosen a type of Christian life. (priestly, reli- 

gious, or secular) and only sought to be spiritually re- 

vitalized through a retreat. 

Priests, religious, and seminarians of the Roman 

Catholic church commonly make eight days of spiritual 

exercises annually. Many members of the Catholic laity 

follow the same norm in our time. Some periodically 

make even a month’s exercises. Hence one may find re- 

treat houses in all countries where the Roman Catholic 

church is present. In 1836, the bishop of Viviers, France, 



approved the Congregation of the Sisters of Our Lady of 
the Cenacle, founded by Marie Victoire Thérése Couderc 
and by Jean-Pierre Etienne Terme. Initially called 
Dames de la Retraite (‘‘retreat ladies’), the Sisters pro- 

moted the practice of retreats among laity. They pres- 

ently have retreat houses in England (since 1888), and 

even more exist in the United States, where they ar- 

rived in 1892. A similar end is pursued by the Retreat 
Sisters of the Sacred Heart, founded in 1678 in Quim- 

per, France, by Claude Thérése de Kermeno. Other men 
and women religious are dedicated to the same aposto- 
late. In France, toward the end of the nineteenth cen- 

tury, the Oeuvre des Retraites de Perseverance was 
founded, and soon the movement spread to Italy. Its 

aim is to promote yearly retreats and monthly days of 

recollection among the laity, as a means of renewing 

Christian life. Besides the month-long and annual eight- 

day retreat forms, where the dominant influence is Ig- 
natian, there are weekend retreats for laity, which fol- 

low many different methods: scriptural, charismatic, 
healing, and so forth. In the United States, the National 

Catholic Laymen’s Retreat Conference was founded in 

1928. A retreat league founded by the Sisters of the Cen- 

acle became, in 1936, the National Laywomen’s Retreat 

Movement. 

A particular form of retreat, originally among Catho- 

lics, has been propagated by the movement known as 

Cursillos de Cristiandad, founded by Bishop Hervas in 

Majorca in 1949, whence it has spread to several other 

countries. A group of Christians, from almost any walk 

of life, retreat for a few days dedicated to community 

reflection, liturgy, dialogue, and private reflection. They 

examine and share the concrete faith-experience of their 

ordinary life. The Cursillos movement, which has ex- 

isted for some years in the United States, is organized 

on national and diocesan levels, and has, to some ex- 

tent, been practiced by other Christian groups, mainly 

Lutherans and Episcopalians. 

Finally, some mention should be made of the monthly 

retreat or recollection day. Practiced mainly by reli- 

gious and priests in the nineteenth century, it became 

almost obligatory after Pius X recommended it in his 

exhortation to the Catholic clergy in 1908. The Second 

Vatican Council, in its Decree on Priests, also recom- 

mended the practice of retreats to the clergy (Presbyte- 

rorum Ordinis, no. 18). 
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1969). On the role of seclusion in the Buddhist monastic tradi- 

tion, see John C. Holt’s Discipline: The Canonical Buddhism of 

the Vinayapataha (Delhi, 1981). On retreat in the Christian tra- 

dition, the New Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 12 (New York, 

1967), includes a valuable article by Thomas E. Dubay. Further 

discussion of the topic is available in Historia de la practica de 

los Ejercicios Espirituales de San Ignacio de Loyola, 2 vols. (Bil- 

bao, Spain, 1946-1955), by Ignacio Iparraguirre. For the role of 

retreat in Eastern Orthodox churches, see Catherine de Hueck 

Doherty’s SobornoSt (Notre Dame, Ind., 1977). For discussion of 

Muslim retreats, see Muhammad ibn al-‘Arabi’s Kitab al-khal- 

wah (Aya Sofia, 1964) and letters 96 and 22 in Sharafuddin Ma- 

neri’s The Hundred Letters, translated by Paul Jackson (New 

York, 1980). 

JUAN MANUEL LozANOo 

RETRIBUTION. See Revenge and Retribution; see 
also Judgment of the Dead. 

REVEL, BERNARD (1885-1940), rabbinic scholar 

and organizer of American Jewish Orthodoxy. Born in 

Pren, a suburb of Kaunas (Kovno), Lithuania, where his 

father was the community rabbi, Revel later studied in 

the Telz yeshivah and was ordained in Kaunas at the 

age of sixteen. Immigrating to the United States in 

1906, Revel received his master of arts degree from New 

York University in 1909; three years later he completed 

a Ph.D. at Dropsie College with a thesis entitled ‘The 
Karaite Halakhah and Its Relation to Sadducean, Sa- 

maritan, and Philonian Halakhah.” 

Revel first worked in the Oklahoma-based petroleum 

company of his wife’s family, but in 1915 he accepted 

the presidency of New York’s newly merged Yeshivat 

Etz Chaim and Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Sem- 

inary. Under its auspices, Revel then opened the Tal- 

mudical Academy, the first such yeshivah high school in 

the United States. He also reorganized the rabbinical 

school, and in 1928, he continued his expansion pro- 

gram with the opening of Yeshiva College, later Yeshiva 

University (1945). 

Revel guided the schools in the spirit of modern Or- 

thodoxy, attempting to perpetuate the traditional Torah 

way of life within the context of American society. Ye- 
shiva College, in particular, marked the first effort to 
provide traditional Talmudic study and liberal arts 

training under the same auspices. Despite the vigorous 

opposition of some rabbinical leaders, who feared for 

the primacy of Torah study in such an institution, Revel 

forged ahead and in 1937 opened a graduate depart- 
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ment in advanced Jewish and cognate studies. In 1941 

this school was renamed the Bernard Revel Graduate 

School in his memory. 

Revel was a presidium member of the Union of Or- 

thodox Rabbis of the United States and Canada from 

1924 (later honorary president) and vice-president of 

the Jewish Academy of Arts and Sciences from 1927. He 

was an associate editor of the Otsar Yisra’el encyclope- 

dia (vol. 9, 1913), and his doctoral dissertation was pub- 

lished by Dropsie College (1913). Despite the demands 

made upon his time by his manifold Yeshiva responsi- 

bilities, Revel continued his doctoral research with 

monographs and studies about deviant halakhah sys- 

tems. He also produced articles of rabbinic scholarship 

and wrote halakhic responsa. His writings were pub- 

lished mainly in the Jewish Quarterly Review, Yagdil To- 

rah, Ha-Pardes, and various Yeshiva student publica- 

tions. 
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AARON RAKEFFET-ROTHKOFF 

REVELATION. The concept of revelation is a funda- 
mental one in every religion that in any way traces its 

origin to God or a divinity. Revelation is a divine com- 

munication to human beings. This broad description al- 

lows the phenomenologist of religion to include very 

different manners and degrees of revelation. In fact, the 

most diverse experiences, ranging from an obscure clue 

given by a supernatural power to the self-communica- 

tion of a personal God, are possible from the stand- 

points of psychology, religious philosophy, and _the- 

ology. 

In general, religious phenomenologists use five differ- 

ent criteria (characteristics or factors) of revelation: 

1. Origin or author: God, spirits, ancestors, power 

(mana), forces. In every case the source of revelation 

is something supernatural or numinous. 

2. Instrument or means: sacred signs in nature (the 

stars, animals, sacred places, or sacred times); 

dreams, visions, ecstasies; finally, words or sacred 

books. 

3. Content or object: the didactic, helping, or punishing 

presence, will, being, activity, or commission of the 

divinity. 

4. Recipients or addressees: medicine men, sorcerers, 

sacrificing priests, shamans, soothsayers, mediators, 

prophets with a commission or information intended 

for individuals or groups, for a people or the entire 

race. 
5. Effect and consequence for the recipient: personal in- 

struction or persuasion, divine mission, service as or- 

acle—all this through inspiration or, in the supreme 

case, through incarnation. 

It is to be noted that the historians of religion derived 

the concept of revelation from the Judeo-Christian reli- 

gion where it received its theological elaboration and 

then in the course of research into the history of reli- 

gions was transferred in a broad and analogous sense to 

other religions. The answer to the question whether we 

may speak of revelation in the proper sense in animis- 

tic, polytheistic, and polydemonistic religions will de- 

pend on the understanding of religion maintained by a 

given Christian scholar. In theologian Karl Barth’s view 

Christianity alone possesses a revelation; historian of 

religion van der Leeuw, on the other hand, develops a 

much more inclusive understanding of revelation and 

therefore a series of types that culminates in the Chris- 

tian concept of revelation. 

It is certain that revelation must be clearly distin- 

guished from magic, since magical practices aim at 

power over and disposal of the divine, while revelation 

means in principle a free announcement by the divinity. 

This announcement even goes beyond hierophanies and 

epiphanies and involves the manifestation of something 

holy or the rendering apprehensible of a divine depth, 

inasmuch as it always clearly includes the distinction 

between revealing subject and revealed object, between 

self-revealing God and mystery made known. In any 

case, this fuller meaning is regularly intended by the 

Latin revelatio and the Greek apokalupsis. 

Whether gnosis and mysticism are to be regarded as 

forms of revelation or, on the contrary, as the opposite 

of revelation depends essentially on the role assigned to 

divine grace (as help from and self-communication of 

God) in these manifestations of religious life. Whenever 

ultimate knowledge and the vision of supreme wisdom 
are regarded not as the fruit of human effort alone but 
as a gift from God, then, as in the experience of a pro- 
found union with God that cannot be acquired by force 
or produced by the human being but can only be re- 
ceived as a gift, a self-communication of a personal God 
comes into play and the concept of revelation is cor- 
rectly applied. 

Natural Revelations. It may therefore seem at first 
sight contradictory to speak of ‘natural revelation,” 
since the knowledge of God derived from nature seems 



to involve no personal, here-and-now turning of God to 
human beings but to result rather from the intellectual 
efforts of the latter. The objection overlooks the fact 

that religio-philosophical statements about God can 

never take the form of knowledge gained by the natural 

sciences, which turn the object of their investigations 
into an object of human experience and human catego- 
ries of thought. God cannot be fully grasped by human 

thought or defined or adequately described in concepts 
derived from our experience of the spatiotemporal 
world. This fact is reflected in “negative theology,” 
which regards it as possible to say unreservedly of God 

only what he is not. Positive statements about him al- 

ways fall short and are compatible with his absolute 

transcendence, his wholly-otherness (totaliter aliter) and 

ever-greaterness (semper maior), only insofar as they 

are made with a realization of the analogous structure 

of human language. In this context “‘analogy’’ does not 

mean mathematical similarity; it refers rather to a fun- 
damental relation of similarity-dissimilarity, due to 

which every positive assertion of a formal perfection in 

God (being, goodness, justice, etc.) must immediately be 
negated. That is, it must be purified of the experienced 
finiteness that attaches to these concepts in the spatio- 

temporal world, and then applied to the trancendent 

God in a nonmaterial sense and in the highest possible 

degree of perfection. It is clear that in this three-step 

operation—assertion, negation, and reassertion in the 

mode of supereminence—negation plays the decisive 

role. 
To make the point more simply: God is a hidden God 

(Deus absconditus). Only if he discloses himself and only 

to the extent that he makes himself known can he be 

known by human beings. This is the basic idea behind 

the concept of “natural revelation,’ which is proposed 

at various points in the Western tradition of philosoph- 

ical theology. 

The Bible. In his Letter to the Romans, the apostle 

Paul vividly states the possibility (not the actuality) of 

a natural knowledge of God: ‘‘The wrath of God is re- 

vealed from heaven against all ungodliness and wicked- 

ness of men who by their wickedness suppress the truth. 

For what can be known about God is plain to them, be- 

cause God has shown it to them. Ever since the creation 

of the world his invisible nature, namely, his eternal 

power and deity, has been clearly perceived in the 

things that have been made. So they are without ex- 

cuse; for although they knew God they did not honor 

him as God or give thanks to him, but they became fu- 

tile in their thinking and their senseless minds were 

darkened” (Rom. 1:18—22). 

The most important statement here is “God has 

shown it to them.” This clearly brings out the revela- 
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tional character of the knowledge. The cosmos is not 

simply phusis or nature in the form of an eternally self- 

subsisting world, such as the Greeks understood it to 

be; rather, it is ktisis or creation, that is, God’s handi- 

work that had a beginning and that as finite nature 

points to the infinite God as its creator. 

Ever since the creation of the world, the invisible 

being of God has been known by reason. Human beings 

understand themselves to be creatures and therefore by 

reason know God’s power and deity. 

The apostle Paul was evidently referring to a passage 

in the Wisdom of Solomon, which was probably a Jew- 

ish composition written in Egypt in the first century 

BCE. Rejecting Egyptian polytheism, the author says: 

“All men who were ignorant of God were foolish by na- 

ture; and they were unable from the good things that 

are seen to know him who exists, nor did they recognize 

the craftsman while paying heed to his works; but they 

supposed that either fire or wind or swift air, or the cir- 

cle of the stars, or turbulent water, or the luminaries of 

heaven were the gods that rule the world. If through 

delight in the beauty of these things men assumed them 

to be gods, let them know how much better than these 

is their Lord, for the author of beauty created them. And 

if men were amazed at their power and working, let 

them perceive from them how much more powerful is 

he who formed them. For from the greatness and beauty 

of created things comes a corresponding perception of 

their creator” (Wis. 13:1-5). 

In this passage myths about the origin of the world 

and philosophical explanations of the world as emerg- 

ing from primal matter (water, air, etc.), such as were 

offered by the Ionian natural philosophers, are being re- 

jected in favor of an understanding in which the beau- 

ties of this world are explained as produced by a first 

cause. 

Philosophy of Plato. The very wording of the passage 

from the Wisdom of Solomon betrays the philosophical 

influence of Plato, who speaks in his dialogue the Sym- 

posium (178a—c) of the ascent of the soul, via the var- 

ious degrees of bodily and intellectual beauty, to the 

primordially beautiful, that is, the idea of Beauty as 

such. Here as elsewhere in Plato’s elaboration of his 

doctrine of the Ideas, his thinking takes as its point of 

reference the origin (arché, proton) of things. Such is 

the case in the Lysis, where we find the concept of the 

Primordially Lovable (philon), and especially in the Re- 

public (505-511), where Plato describes the function of 

the idea of the Good as such, which is the cause of being 

and knowledge in everything else that is. In conceiving 

the world as having its ground in the ideas, Plato pro- 

vides the philosophical presupposition for understand- 

ing everything finite as conditioned and as sustained in 
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being by the idea of God. The world is not intelligible 

in itself either ontically or noetically, either in its being 

or in its knowableness. Once this fundamental insight is 

grasped, it becomes easy to understand the viewpoint of 

Jewish and Christian thinkers who saw the world as a 

message conveying God’s greatness, beauty, power, and 

goodness, and therefore as a revelation in the proper 

sense. 

It is for this reason that in the passage from Romans 

Paul says human beings should have advanced from 

knowledge of God to acknowledgment of him and the 

payment to him of honor and gratitude. Even natural 

revelation implies and calls for existential consequences 

such as reverence and obedience. 

Luther for his part interpreted Paul as saying in Ro- 

mans that they are foolish who endeavor to gain a nat- 

ural knowledge of God from creation as the ‘‘work”’ of 

God’s power and glory. Over and against such a “theol- 

ogy of glory” he set a “theology of the cross” that main- 

tains that “insofar as God’s being is made visible and is 

turned to the world, it is represented there in suffering 

and the cross” (Heidelberg Disputation of 1518). But, 

valuable though this emphasis on God’s revelation in 

Christ is, in Paul’s view human beings are “foolish” not 

because they attempt to learn God’s eternal power and 

divinity from creation but because “by their wickedness 

[they] suppress the truth.” In general, evangelical the- 

ology still has a negative attitude toward natural the- 

ology. 

Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas. In the Constitution on 

Faith of the First Vatican Council (1869-1870), on the 

other hand, the Catholic church insisted on the possibil- 

ity and point of natural revelation: ‘‘God, the beginning 

and end of all things, can be known with certainty from 

the things that were created through the natural light 

of human reason, for ‘ever since the creation of the 

world His invisible nature has been clearly perceived in 

the things that have been made’ (Rom. 1:20)” (Henricus 

Denzinger and Adolfus Schénmetzer’s “Enchiridion 

symbolorum, no. 3004,” The Christian Faith in the Doc- 

trinal Documents of the Catholic Church, 36th ed., no. 

113, Rome, 1976). The passage goes beyond what is said 

in Romans and speaks of God as not only the ground 

but also the destination of creation. It is clear from this, 

as it is from the expression ‘‘the natural light of human 

reason,’ that the council fathers were here following 

the teaching of Thomas Aquinas. 

In his five “ways” of obtaining knowledge of God 

(Summa theologiae 1.2.3), Thomas was basing his 

thought on Aristotle rather than Plato. The background 

of this link in the history of ideas must be briefly sketched. 

Aristotle had accepted several points made by Plato: 

the priority of movement proceeding from within over 

movement initiated by what is outside (Laws, Phae- 

drus); the idea that what is first in the cosmos is an 

~ idea, or eidos (‘spiritual entity”);,and, finally, the view 

that first cause and end are necessarily identical. In the 

framework of his own theory of potency and act, Aris- 

totle then elaborated his doctrine of God as the First 

Unmoved Mover (to préton kinoun akinéton auto), who 

as self-sufficient intellectual reality (actus purus) is not 

dependent on anything outside of himself, while at the 

same time all other intellectual and corporeal beings . 

have their ground in him. God is the origin and source 

of the world and at the same time its ultimate end, 

since all things strive toward him and he moves them 

as ‘‘that which is loved,” that is, as a supreme value 

that draws them (Metaphysics A, 6-9). 

All these ‘‘“movements” of which Aristotle speaks are 

not to be interpreted in mechanistic terms but intellec- 

tually or metaphysically: they are a striving for form or 

fulfillment in reality or value. 
Thomas Aquinas reduces these arguments of Plato 

and Aristotle to concise systematic form. The first three 

ways take as their starting point certain facts of expe- 

rience: that the beings of our world are in movement 

(in potency); that they do not have their efficient cause 
in themselves (they are conditioned beings); and that 

they do not exist necessarily but are finite, temporal, 

and contingent. These three ways conclude to a First 

Cause that ‘“‘moves” everything (in the Aristotelian sense 

of the word “‘move’’), is the ground of all further causal 

series, and has the ground of its own being within itself, 

or, in other words, exists necessarily and eternally. 

The inevitability of this conclusion is underscored by 

the consideration that an infinite regress does not offer 

an alternative solution and that one must abandon the 

endless series of causes and conditions (ab alio) and ac- 

cept a First that is of a different kind (a se) if anything 

at all is to be explained. The idea that an infinite regress 

is impossible bears the clear mark of Platonic thinking, 

according to which something finite and conditioned is 

explicable only in terms of something infinite and un- 

conditioned (anupotheton). Platonism thus conceived is 

indispensable for the philosophy of religion. 

Thomas’s fourth way is likewise based on the grada- 

tions of being and value that we find in the doctrine of 

the ideas. The ground of every goodness is located in the 

supreme Good as such (in Platonic terms: in the [di- 

vine] idea of the Good), which distributes of its good- 

ness and gives a participation in it. 

The fifth way concludes from the order found in the 

world to an orderer who possesses intellectual knowl- 

edge and who is all-powerful and so infinitely good that 

he can bring good even out of evil. The Aristotelian idea 

of God as end (destination) of the cosmos merges here 



with the Platonic idea that evil in all its forms is simply 
a lack of goodness. 

If we add now the assertion that these insights (for we 
are not dealing here with empirical proofs as this term 

is used in the natural sciences) are acquired by ‘‘the 

light of reason,” the place of this entire body of consid- 

erations in the history of ideas becomes clear once 

again. Just as in our material world the sun gives light 

and makes things knowable, so the idea of the good 
gives things being and the power to know (analogy with 

the sun in the Republic 508-509). Augustine therefore 

says that in every act by which we know the truth we 

are illumined by the eternal Truth, and Thomas teaches 

that human reason participates in “the divine light” 

(Summa theologiae 2.1.91.2). 

The circle is now closed. Natural revelation means 

that it is possible in principle to think about the finitude 

of the’ world and our own existence and come thereby 

to know something of God’s wisdom and creative 

power, because God himself makes it possible to know 

him through traces, reflections, and images in his crea- 

tures. 

In regard to the actual fulfillment of this potentiality 
Vatican I showed itself rather reserved, noting that 

“such truths among things divine as of themselves are 

not beyond human reason can, even in the present con- 

dition of mankind, be known by everyone with facility, 

with firm certitude and with no admixture of error’”’ be- 

cause God has in fact granted a supernatural revelation 

(Denzinger-Schénmetzer, no. 3005; Neuner-Dupuis, no. 

114). This appraisal of the situation is fully in accord 

with that of Thomas Aquinas (Summa theologiae 1.1.1), 

for in his view the knowledge made available by natural 

revelation is indeed possible for the human race in its 

present condition, but it is by no means easily gained 

or accessible to all. We are thus brought to a consider- 

ation of “‘supernatural revelation,’’ which will here be 

called “biblical revelation.” 

Kant did not join Thomas in this approach. His criti- 

cism of the proofs for the existence of God is based on 

the principle that knowledge is valid only within the 

realm of sense experience and that there is no corre- 

spondence between thought and the truth as it exists in 

itself. 
Old Testament and Judaism. Jewish theology regards 

it as inconceivable that human beings should know God 

by their own powers and apart from God making him- 

self known, that is, revealing himself, to them. Like the 

rest of the Near East, Israel had certain techniques for 

penetrating the mysteries of God, such as soothsaying, 

the interpreting of omens and dreams, and the casting 

of lots. The Old Testament accepted some of these tech- 

niques (Dt. 33:8, 1 Sm. 14) and always refused others, 
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for example, astrology. On the other hand, God’s action 

toward Israel in the course of its history is always un- 

derstood as revelatory in the strict sense. The people ex- 

perience the nearness of God through external signs and 

events such as thunderstorms (Ex. 19:16), pillars of 

cloud and pillars of fire (Ex. 14:24), and the wind (/ Kgs. 

19:12). Descriptions of theophanies in human or angelic 

form (Gn. 16:7, 18:2, 48:16) are also found in the early 

stage of the patriarchal tradition; the ‘angel of God” 

(malakh Yahveh), in particular, seems obviously to be a 

device for maintaining the transcendence of God. 

As the history of salvation advanced it became in- 

creasingly important to interpret God’s guidance of Is- 

rael. The result was revelation through words, taking 

the form of auditions and going beyond visions or else 

interpreting these. God’s spirit filled the prophets; his 

hand was laid on the human beings he chose for this 

revelation. 

Various verbs were used to express the divine act of 

revelation: 

1. glh (‘to uncover, unveil’). Yahveh opens the eyes and 

ears of human beings so that they are able to see and 

hear (J Sm. 9:15, Ps. 119:18); he unveils himself (Gn. 

35:7, Is. 22:14) and his mysteries (Dt. 29:29), his 

glory (Js. 40:15), and his justice (Ps. 98:2). 

2. yd‘ (“to proclaim, make oneself known’’). The essence 

of revelation according to the Old Testament consists 

precisely in this self-communication of God to his 

people as he makes himself known to them (Ex. 6:2), 

speaks to them (Ex. 25:22), and, above all, brings 

them out of Egypt (Ez. 20:9) and enters into a cove- 

nant with them. It is for this purpose that he makes 

known to Israel his name (Is. 64:2) and his ways (Ps. 

25:4), that is, his commandments and his law (the 

Torah), as well as his wisdom (Ps. 119). 

3. nggd (‘‘to report, communicate’’). This is the most fre- 

quent of all the words for revelation and means to 

manifest something that is hidden: God’s name (Gn. 

32:30), his plan (Gn. 41:25), his salvation (/s. 42:12), 

and his hidden wisdom (Jb. 11:6). All these contexts 

have this in common, that God directs his word to 

human beings. For this reason, 

4. dvr can frequently be used for this decisive commu- 

nication on God’s part. God’s word to Israel is his 

most precious gift; in it he communicates himself: “I 

am the Lord” (Gn. 28:13; Ex. 6:2, 6:29) and “‘there is 

no other” (Is. 45:5, Jl. 2:27). 

The word of God is spoken in a special way to Moses 

(Ex. 20:18). The people perceive only the thunder and 

lightning, the trumpet blast and the smoke, that accom- 

pany the word; they see the ‘‘glory” of God but receive 
the commandments only through a mediator who is 
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therefore regarded as the greatest of the prophets (Dt. 

18:15). In like manner, all the later prophets are also 

proclaimers of God’s word. He speaks through their ” 

mouths, his spirit moves them, his word is given to 

them; when they speak, “‘It is I, Yahveh, who speak”’ (a 

frequently occurring expression). 

The goal and purpose of revelation is the call of Israel 

to be a covenanted people. This purpose is served by the 

revelation of God as “the God of Abraham, the God of 

Isaac, and the God of Jacob” (Ex. 3:6), as well as by the 

announcement of his name, which is at one and the 

same time a promise of his presence as helper (‘I will 

be there as the One who will be there”; Ex. 3:12) anda 

concealment and withdrawal of God from any control 

by human beings (‘I am who I am”; Ex. 3:14). The par- 

adigmatic saving action of God becomes a reality in the 

deliverance and exodus from Egypt (Ex. 14) and, cli- 

mactically, in the conclusion of the covenant at Sinai 

(Ex. 19-20). The entire religious practice and tradition 

and the entire liturgical cult of Israel, as well as the 

attribution of all laws to Moses and the constant warn- 

ings of the prophets, all show the fundamental impor- 

tance of this encounter with God. Not only does the in- 

dividual Jewish believer live by the light and power of 

that encounter; the entire social and political life of the 

people also takes its direction from it. 

Since history is the reduction of the covenant to prac- 

tice it too acquires a theological significance. Successes 

and catastrophes alike are explained as having their ba- 

sis in God’s plan of salvation, which thus subsumes all 

the destinies of individuals and all events under a uni- 

versal saving will that orders everything to the ‘“‘day of 

the Lord” (Am. 5:18, Is. 2:17). That day will bring the 

definitive fulfillment of God’s reign over all of human- 

kind. Revelation thus has a comprehensive meaning; it 

looks to world history in its entirety, since it sets forth 

and wins recognition of God’s holiness and love. For 

this reason a special importance is attributed to the end 

time (eschatology) in Jewish apocalyptic. What is to 

come and the one who is to come (the Messiah) take on 

central meaning. 

The “revelation of mysteries” (a notion that occurs 

first in Daniel 2:18) becomes a commonplace in the 

Qumran documents. The devotees at Qumran believe 

that they possess a special revelation for the end time, 

a revelation available only to the “wise and initiated.” 

By contrast, the Judaism of the scribes (beginning 

with Ezra, fourth century BCE) shows a tendency to re- 

gard revelation as closed and to see the prophetic move- 

ment as now past. The Jewish tradition generally 

accepted these positions. Only Jewish mysticism (Qab- 
bala, Hasidism) regarded not only the once-for-all his- 

torical act of divine revelation but also the repeated 

mystical experience of God as revelatory; the function 

of the latter is to bring out the implications of the his- 

torical revelation and make it intelligible. 
New Testament and Christianity. Building on the Old 

Testament understanding of revelation, the New Testa- 

ment writers see revelation as the self-communication 

of God in and through Jesus Christ. This communica- 

tion is regarded as the supreme, final, irrevocable, and 

unsurpassable self-disclosure of God in history (Heb. 

1:1f.). It is unique because, as Christians understand it, 

in Jesus of Nazareth, agent of revelation and content of 

revelation (the person, teaching, and redemptive work 

of Jesus) are identical and make up the sole object of 

revelation. The theological elaboration of the New Tes- 

tament concept of revelation is to be found especially in 

Paul and John. 
Paul. To express the idea of revelation, Paul uses 

above all the words apokaluptein (‘‘uncover, remove 

from concealment”) and phaneroun (‘‘make apparent, 

show’’). His basic theme is the uncovering of the mys- 

tery that has previously been hidden and is now made 

manifest (Eph. 1:9, Col. 1:26). Revelation, therefore, 

means the uncovering or unveiling of the divine plan by 

which God reconciles the human race to himself in 

Christ. Revelation is a divine creative activity, an es- 

chatological saving deed, rather than a simple announc- 

ing of messages or items of knowledge. God is the really 

active one in the process of revelation. It is he who from 

eternity decides that in his Son he will turn in love to 

the human race. The incarnation of his Son in the 

womb of a woman (Gal. 4:4), this Son’s expiatory death 

on the cross, and the recapitulation or unification of the 

cosmos under him as head and firstborn from the dead 

(Rom. 3:25, Col. 1:18) are the fulfillment of this hidden 

plan. In this plan Christ himself is what is revealed. The 
death and resurrection of Christ, and even the church as 

his body, are elements of this mystery of salvation. 

In a derivative application of the term, the apostles 

also “reveal” the salvific justice of God (Rom. 1:17) in- 

asmuch as they proclaim the good news brought by Je- 

sus (2 Cor. 2:14). In the fullness of time (Gal. 1:16) the 

gospel is preached to all peoples (Rom. 1:16, 16:26), not 

like an esoteric doctrine of the Hellenistic mystery reli- 

gions but as a message meant to profit the entire human 

race, provided men and women are ready to accept the 

scandal of the cross (1 Cor. 1:18—25). For it is of the very 

essence of revelation that it must be accepted in faith 

and obedience. It does not supply empirical evidence 

that forces acceptance; on the other hand, neither may 

it be accepted or rejected at whim, for it makes a claim 

upon its hearers and may not be rejected without resul- 
tant guilt. 

In short, revelation is still incomplete within histori- 



cal time. Only in its definitive stage of development at 
the return (Parousia) of Christ will it be complete. At 
that point, too, the glory promised to the redeemed will 
be manifested, for it will be clear beyond doubt that the 
redeemed are risen and that they are the children and 
heirs of God (1 Cor. 1:7; 2 Thes. 1:7; Rom. 8:18—23). 

The synoptics. The revelation accomplished in Jesus 
is extremely important to the early community as well. 

As a result, the statements made in the synoptic Gospels 

are in principle the same as those in the preaching of 
Paul. 

There is no doubt that the Old Testament is a vehicle 

of revelation; nonetheless the fullness of revelation 

comes to us only in Christ (Mt. 5:17-19). Jesus differs 

from the other agents of revelation because not only 

does he claim a complete and direct knowledge of God’s 

saving will (Mt. 11:27, Lk. 10:22), but his messianic 

work”is also the definitive revelation and calls for an 

unconditional decision (Mt. 4:20, 8:22, 10:37-39; Mk. 

1:18; and others). 

John. The concept of revelation emerges most clearly 

in John, even though he almost never uses the term apo- 

kaluptein. He prefers the verb phaneroun (‘‘make appar- 

ent, show’’) and likes to use pairs of concepts that were 

popular in the Hellenistic religious movements of his 

time, especially gnosticism: light and darkness, truth 

and falsehood, life and death. The expression “‘bear wit- 

ness to the truth” is typical of Johannine theology. 

John regards the revelatory event as the center of his 

message. Not only is Jesus the redeemer by means of 

his ‘“‘work’’; he is also and above all the proclaimer of 

God’s truth and the life and light of the world Vn. 1:4). 

God is invisible and unknowable; the Son alone knows 

the Father, and in him the Father is made visible and 

understandable Vn. 1:14, 1 Jn. 1:1). He has brought 

knowledge of God and borne witness to him Vn. 1:18, 

3:11-13); he speaks in plain words of the Father (Vn. 

8:38). Revelation is therefore given together with the 

person of the Logos (the Word); it is the manifestation 

of the life and love of God Vn. 4:7—9). Because Jesus is 

the only-begotten Son, he reveals the Father in what he 

says and does. “He who has seen me has seen the Fa- 

ther’ Jn. 14:9). 

In keeping with the realized eschatology of the gospel 

according to John, faith, as response to revelation, can 

even now be described as a ‘‘seeing” (VJ/n. 6:40, 12:45, 

14:19). What is revealed is already present. Yet, al- 

though revelation is essentially completed with the first 

coming of Jesus, John, like Paul, can speak of the ‘‘rev- 

elation of Jesus” and of the “‘glory of the children of 

God” at the return of Christ (/ Jn. 2:28, 3:2). 

Revelation. The Revelation to John is a New Testa- 

ment book that focuses its attention on the final age and 
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the return of Christ. It presupposes the proclamation of 

salvation as achieved through the cross and resurrec- 

tion of Jesus and, in John’s vision on Patmos of the 

Apocalypse, it interprets the persecutions and sufferings 

endured by the communities in the light of the hope of 

their coming fulfullment. The book’s images and sym- 

bols, taken from Jewish apocalyptic, are intended to 

urge the reader to perseverance and fidelity. The var- 

ious hymns of the heavenly liturgy reflect the response 

of the church to God’s judgments, which have for their 

ultimate purpose the salvation of his creation; this sal- 

vation will be achieved despite the terrors that are an- 
nounced. 

Islam. Islam’s understanding of revelation comes 

closest to that of the Bible. Wahy, or revelation, comes 

from God, usually through the agency of the archangel 

Gabriel. It is concerned with God’s decrees, his myste- 

rious will, the announcement of judgment, and his com- 

mandments, the divine law (shari‘ah). Revelation is 

given to the prophets and, in its definitive form, to Mu- 

hammad (c. 570-632), who receives it in dreams, vi- 

sions, and auditions. It is set down in the Qur’an, the 

uncreated archetype of which has been taken up to the 

throne of God in heaven. This uncreated word is not, 

however, the source of God’s self-knowledge (as it is in 

Christian theology). To this extent, the Muslim concep- 

tion resembles the Jewish, while at the same time it is 

distinguished from the latter by the absence of any 

promise. In the Qur’an the content of revelation is wis- 

dom and guidance for living and, above all, warnings 

and the announcement of final judgment. Because it is 

divine in origin revelation may not be altered. 

Zoroastrianism. Zarathushtra (seventh to sixth cen- 

tury BCE) was another nonbiblical prophet. He too saw 

revelation as having its source in the voluntary action 

of a unique and personal God. The dualism that is oth- 

erwise prevalent in the Iranian world is based on an 

original revelation to the extent that this last calls for 

an unqualified ethical decision. Like Ahura Mazda, the 

Mazdeans opt for the good and against evil. This ten- 

sion soon hardens, however, into an ontic dualism. The 

world is divided between good and evil and thus reflects 

at all cosmic levels the opposition between the virtues 

and their contraries. History becomes the field of a 

struggle that is predetermined by God and will end 

with judgment and transfiguration. 

Hinduism. Even in Hinduism it is possible to speak 

of revelation as this concept is understood by historians 

of religion. The Vedas have the status of sacred revela- 

tion: Sruti (‘‘heard,” i.e., revealed directly by the gods to 

seers) is clearly distinguished from smrti (‘‘remem- 

bered,” i.e., composed by men). According to Hindu be- 

lief, the Vedic literature has existed from eternity, is su- 
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pernatural in origin, and has been transmitted to 

human beings by unknown seers of the primordial pe- 

riod. 

In the Rgveda, forces and elements of nature are 

viewed as divinities. Later on the question arises 

whether behind the multiplicity of divinities there is 

hidden an ultimate ground of the world. The Upanisads 

are concerned with the question of the identity of dtman 

and brahman (the principles of the individual and the 

cosmos respectively), and with the transcription of 

souls and redemption. 

Notions of revelation and a consciousness of tran- 

scendence are also discernible in other religions, al- 

though often only in an obscure and confused form, de- 

spite the fact that an especially clear idea of God is 

evident in archaic forms of religion. Because of this last- 

named fact many scientists of religion in the past ac- 

cepted the existence of a primordial revelation in the 

form of an originally given knowledge of God in the 

early phase of human history; today, however, this view 

is generally not accepted. 

[Revelation in the sense of the appearance of the divine 

is discussed in Hierophany. For treatment of different 

forms of revelation, see Prophecy; Oracles; Divination; 

Inspiration; and Enthusiasm.] 
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Translated from German by Matthew J. O’Connell 

REVENGE AND RETRIBUTION. There are ac- 

tions by which human beings compensate for some- 

thing—for a loss by a reimbursement, a gain by a re- 

ward, a crime by expiation, an insult by satisfaction, an 

advantage by a sacrifice, a defeat by a victory. These are 

all forms of repayment based on an essential connection 

made between agency and receptivity in action. That 

connection is tacitly assumed by human beings to be 

the price paid for every deed; it is an element in the 

performance of every deed and is the means used to en- 

sure a particular behavior. In it lies the origin of private 

and public law, which allow for a retribution in which 

individuals settle scores for themselves, and a retribu- 

tion in which they become the subject of a settling of 

scores. They avenge themselves and are penalized. 

The instrumental character of retribution finds ex- 

emplary expression in the “law of talion,” in which the 

penalty matches the crime, and in the Golden Rule (be- 

have toward others as you wish them to behave toward 

you). Good deeds bring their reward, and evil deeds 

their punishment. 

Opinions on revenge differ from science to science. 

Students of the history of law see it as a primitive form 

of law. From this point of view, it is an unbridled, un- 

reflective, and arbitrary act of retribution, whereas pun- 

ishment has a purpose and is administered according to 

laws and on the basis of a judicial sentence. The pas- 

sage from thinking focused on vengeance to penal law 
thus represents an ethical advance. 

Some ethnologists and structuralist sociologists reject 

this view and see revenge as moral behavior within the 



context of the laws of exogamy. It is an act of self-asser- 
tion by a group against an outside attacker, “an out- 
ward-directed act of solidarity.” Revenge is taken ex- 
clusively on outsiders. This distinguishes it from 
punishment, which is imposed by a group on members 
who violate its order; it is an act of exclusion, ‘an inter- 
nal sanction for a lack of solidarity.’’ Punishment is 
found in primitive legal systems, just as revenge is 
found in more developed systems. Revenge is a problem 
connected with the balance between private and public 
agencies in every system of justice; it resists legal posi- 

tivism but does not inevitably lead to anarchy. 

Many historians of religion and theologians lend sup- 

port to this nuanced approach. Tribal gods avenge 

themselves and high gods exercise retribution through 
rewards and punishments. 

The high religions and the world religions set limits 

on vengefulness and move beyond it. Guilt is compen- 

sated for by punishment in a process that is cosmic (as 

in the Hindu idea of karman) or historical (as in the 

Christian idea of judgment). The dead are no longer 

agents of retribution (avenging themselves so that they 

may have peace of soul) but its recipients, as seen in the 

concepts of the transmigration of souls and the judg- 

ment on the dead. Their actions are now significant 

only for themselves and no longer for their tribe. 

Structural differentiation in the ways of making up 

for guilty acts becomes an existential problem for reli- 

gion. For revenge can be simultaneously a duty and a 

crime. Punishment takes different forms in different le- 

gal systems; hence ‘‘summum ius, summa iniuria” 

(‘strict justice can be the height of injustice’). Greek 

tragedy presents the myth of unavoidable guilt and the 

problem of whether or not justice is really done through 

penal retribution. 

A question arises: is there an unbreakable connection 

between receptivity and performance in action as such 

and, therefore, in redemption? 

Revenge as the Archaic Form of Retribution. In a sys- 

tem based on vengeance, the reciprocity of sin and ex- 

piation is regulated by those directly involved. It entails 

an exchange of life at all levels of existence. The indi- 

vidual and the group are mutually accountable. Ven- 

geance places authority, prestige, and material posses- 

sions on the same level of value. Those who avenge 

themselves gain prestige; they take part in the social 

life of the group and become respected. They represent 

the honor of their clan. 
Retribution exercised by individuals is a problem in 

the anthropology and theology of religion. 

Regulation of vengeance in archaic societies. Groups 

in which revenge is an institution are of a kinship or 

totemic type. They are made up of families and clans 
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(or subclans). In them, personal existence and collective 

existence are regarded as interchangeable. The group is 

the vital sphere for the individual, and the individual is 

a quantity in the vital capital of the group. For individ- 

uals to be avenged means, therefore, that the group 

stands up for them. The group is the vehicle of individ- 

uals’ right to life. It establishes an identification be- 

tween what they are in themselves (their existence as 

persons) and what they stand for in the group (their 

prestige). Murder and homocide are, therefore, offenses 

to the family, as are rape and theft. A slander can be 

regarded as a crime deserving of death, and theft can be 

regarded as murder. Blood vengeance, substitutional 

vengeance, and symbolic vengeance each represent a 

different aspect of the identification of individual and 

societal life, namely, the power of blood, the property 

of the family, and the honor of the clan. 

An example of such interchangeableness is the Aus- 

tralian Aborigines’ custom of obtaining blood ven- 

geance by the wounding, not the killing, of a culprit. 

Magical rites also provide an illustration; Lucien Lévy- 

Bruhl (1927) speaks of a “mystical compensation.” An- 

other example is the identification of bride-price and 

blood-price, since in each case there is a question not of 

purchasing a life but of presenting gifts that symbolize 

life, and, therefore, of an exchange of life. In this sense 

the blood-price is equivalent to life itself, just as the 

bride-price replaces the bride who is exchanged for it. 

This explains why many languages use the same word 

for bride-price and blood-price. Among the Maengue of 

New Britain, the word kuru (literally, “head’’) means 

“both the human life demanded in revenge and trea- 

sures given to a bride’s family at her marriage” (Ver- 

dier, 1980, p. 28). The bride herself may be a blood- 

price. Among the bedouin, the daughter of the nearest 

relative of a murderer is the price paid. She belongs to 

the son, brother, or father of the slain man as a substi- 

tute for the loss suffered, until she bears a son; she re- 

gains her freedom only when this child has grown up 

and can bear arms. ‘‘Among the Mundang of Africa the 

king can compensate the brother of a victim with a 

woman instead of cattle; when she brings a son into the 

world, the reparation is complete; the husband must 

then in turn pay a price to his parents-in-law’’ (ibid., p. 

29). Revenge may therefore take a bloodless form and 

contribute to peace; the person who exercises ven- 

geance now breathes freely and is satisfied. His act as- 

serts the right to life and honor: “The righteous will re- 

joice when he sees the vengeance; he will bathe his feet 

in the blood of the wicked”’ (Ps. 58:11). To avenge a 

murder is thus to avenge honor and wipe out a disgrace. 

In many societies this is the decisive motive at work in 
revenge. ‘‘A man reviled is like a weakling. He cannot 
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regain his honor without shedding blood” (ibid., p. 19). 

Among the Moussey of Cameroon, a man is judged by 

the enemies he has killed. When he marries, he must 

answer his father-in-law’s ritual question: ‘“Whom have 

you killed in order to win my daughter’s hand?” Ven- 

geance rests on a complex involving feelings of honor 

and disgrace. 

The reciprocity of individual and collective existence 

is the source of linguistic peculiarities and helps us un- 

derstand various legal provisions. The German expres- 

sion that means ‘‘to pay someone back” is understood 

as ‘‘to take revenge on him.” Among the Beti of Africa, 

the equivalent expression can mean “‘to return evil” or 

“to recompense someone” or “to take advantage of 

him’; among the two Maengue groups, “‘to pay a price” 

or ‘‘to set a price’; among the Kikuyu, “to remove some- 

one’s guilt’; among the Hausa, “‘to cancel his debt”; 

among the Kabyle, ‘‘to pay the price of a corpse,” which 

indicates payment for a death. The wiping out of guilt 

for a crime and the wiping out of debts (in a business 

matter) are forms of making up for a loss that a posses- 

sor has suffered in each case. 

These forms of wiping out are ruled by the principle 

of harm done, not of culpability; that is, it is the act 

itself, and not the responsibility for it, that evokes re- 

venge. Moreover, the principle of collective liability, not 

individual liability, is operative: the group, and not the 

culprit, is liable; in addition, the rank of the person 

harmed is taken into account in the compensation. Only 

those acknowledged by law as persons, and not slaves, 

are capable of revenge. 

The principle of representation also comes into play. 

The person harmed and his avenger, on the one hand, 

and the culprit, on the other, are members of different 

groups. Each represents the right and duties of his 

group and acts in its name. The duty of revenge depends 

on the degree of kinship with the person harmed, the 

order being son, brother, uncle, nephew; there can also, 

however, be hired representatives. The principle of rep- 

resentation accounts for the phenomenon of sequential 

vengeance, inasmuch as the representative, too, is sub- 

ject to the principle of the collective liability of his 

kindred. The result is feuds and wars. 

Revenge is taken on outsiders, not on fellow members 

of the same group. That is, the principle of exogamy 

comes into play. As a result, different persons are af- 

fected, depending on whether the society is matriarchal 

or patriarchal. 

The rules governing vengeance also include provi- 

sions meant to prevent escalation into cycles of revenge. 

Among these provisions are the exclusion of damages 

that do not justify revenge (homicide as distinct from 

murder), the determination of places and times to 

which revenge is limited (the criminal caught in the 

act), an expanded range of compensations and substi- 

tutions that can replace vengeance (wergeld), and the 

provision of sanctuaries or places where revenge is ut- 

terly forbidden (sanctuary cities, palaces, temples, 

churches). 

The religious basis of vengeance. Guilt binds the 

guilty party to the debtor by means of the conscience, 

which accuses him, and a curse that pursues him. [See 

Conscience.] Guilt thus takes on an aspect of revenge, 

for conscience and the curse exercise retribution and 

are nevertheless agencies in the overall order of life. 

They are vengeance exercised by the gods. They repre- 

sent the vital force of the gods and their power to pre- 

vail, the necessity directing the gods to restore their 

own honor and to fulfill the responsibility they have on 

earth. Consequently, the symbolism associated with 

vengeance is very closely linked to ancestor worship, 

the cult of the dead, belief in the soul, the ownership of 

land, and magical rituals. [See Ancestors.] 

In primitive religion, the souls of the dead themselves 

commit acts of retribution because they have lost life 

and now demand it back. The living fear the vengeance 

of the dead because it can be undirected and therefore 

strike anyone at all. It is told of the Negritos of northern 

Luzon in the Philippines that “one who has trodden on 

the grave of a stranger is slain with arrows from safe 

ambush by the relatives of the dead person who keep 

watch at the grave’ (S. R. Steinmetz, 1928, vol. 1, p. 

337). The Manobos of Mindanao, also in the Philippines, 

are said to go into the forests at the death of a family 

member ‘“‘in order to make reparation for the death, 

which they do by killing the first person that comes 

along”’ (ibid., p. 338). In New Zealand it used to be the 

custom “‘after a murder for friends of the slain person to 

go out sometimes and kill the first person, friend or foe, 

who came along” (ibid., p. 223). The Maori would kill 

someone at random after a murder. Among the inhabi- 

tants of Daghstan someone would be slain at random 

after a death from unknown causes, and custom de- 

manded that the parents of a murdered man appear in 

front of the mosque and declare someone guilty at ran- 

dom. For guilt and expiation are part of life as such, 

and therefore revenge is taken in the name of life. 

On the one hand, fear of the souls of the dead and specifi- 
cally a fear of revenge the dead may take on those who vio- 
late the social order, and, on the other hand, the hope of 
protection and support for those who behave in an orderly 
way—or, in short, belief in the retributive role played by the 
souls of the dead—are the basis of the ancestor worship that 
was so widespread among early human beings. 

(Kelsen, 1941, p. 12) 



This fear and hope are the basis of tradition and one 
reason for belief in retribution generally. For we may 

not “overlook the fact that the concept of the soul arose 

out of the concept of the souls of the dead, and that the 

original function of the soul, its first effect as it were, is 
revenge’ (ibid., p. 238). 

Vengeance is religious in character’ and can be ap- 

plied to everything that has life or is regarded as living. 

[See Soul.] Thus animals and plants, and also moun- 

tains and rocks, the soil, and indeed the earth in its to- 

tality can be seats of the living soul and can exercise 

vengeance. The existence of the dead and the retribu- 

tion they exercise thus go together. An unexpiated death 

is like a life without honor, life as a mere shadow. Re- 

venge, on the other hand, restores honor, wipes away 

disgrace, and gives the soul power. ‘“‘A Bedouin seeks to 

wipe out his disgrace through blood vengeance or even, 

in the-spirit of the pre-Islamic Arabs, to satisfy thereby 

the soul of the slain person, for after a violent death the 

soul is transformed into an owl that seeks unwearyingly 

to drink the blood of its enemy” (Joseph Chelhod, in 

Verdier, 1980, p. 125). 

Blood is the symbol of the soul, of a family’s life, and 

of honor itself. [See Blood.] When blood is shed, danger- 

ous forces are unloosed; it cries out for revenge. It has 

been dishonored, and the lack of peace that afflicts it 

stains the earth. The spirits of blood call for compensa- 

tion, for they possess the earth, and the latter cannot 

exist apart from the integrity of the soul that these spir- 

its embody. 

The land is a clan’s living space and, therefore, the 

root of its being. “The ancestral land is ‘therefore’ often 

regarded as the source and refuge of life and on this 

score embodies a spiritual quality. Every attack on the 

life of a group is consequently an attack on the land” 

that the group inhabits and on the spirits that possess 

the land and are its real owners. Every conflict will be 

avenged on it (ibid., p. 22). 

Among the Mundang of Chad, it is therefore custom- 

ary to give the land on which someone has been killed 

to the clan to which the dead man belonged. This ex- 

change reflects the view that the land is the possession 

of the blood and that the blood is the soul of a tribe. 

The tribe accepts possession of this land by virtue of the 

soul that is embodied in its blood. For among the Mun- 

dang the blood is “the root of one of the souls (masen- 

byane: God of my birth) which constitute the person; 

but it is also the root of a less differentiated power 

which may be described as a life-force and which the 

Mundang call ma-zwe-su (spirit or genius of the body)” 

(Alfred Adler, in Verdier, p. 83). One who sheds blood 

and thereby releases the interior and the exterior soul 

inflames the land and excites the spirits that possess it. 
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One who effects a reconciliation creates a new exis- 

tence. This process takes place in the offering of gifts. 

For one who gives something of his own can take some- 

thing for himself. By means of the sacrifice one makes a 

space for himself in the area of another’s life. In that 

area he is restored to himself. “A blood-price . . . like 

a bride-price consists therefore not in a transfer of 

wealth but in sacrificial blood by means of which the 

two parties recover their integrity’ (ibid., p. 84). The 

blood is the offering and acceptance of their common 
will to be reconciled. 

Chthonic divinities are spirits that wreak vengeance. 

The Greeks and Romans called them Erinyes or Furies 

respectively. They were ‘“‘the embodiment, as it were, of 

the spilt blood, which, because it had turned against it- 

self, resulted in madness. . . . For there is not yet any 

such thing as punishment in the modern sense: it is the 

power of the outraged blood itself that reacts against 

the murderer” (van der Leeuw, vol. 1, 1933, p. 248). 

Vengeful gods are demonic in many myths. They are 

therefore warded off and exorcised by magic. 

Retribution as Punishment. Guilt is not only avenged 

but is also punished, for there are on the one hand of- 

fenses against life itself and on the other hand offenses 

against the rules that protect life and are instituted to 

defend life. These latter offenses are made up by punish- 

ment, which is directed not against the clan but against 

the offender. The principles at work here are not those 

of representation but of culpability (the responsible 

agent is punished); individual liabiity; personal respon- 

sibility; as well as the principle of endogamous sanction 

(that is, the sanction applies only to subjects of the 

group’s own juridical order, not to subjects of an out- 

side juridical order). What is reflected here is the pas- 

sage from particularity to universality in the concept of 

religion. 

The “law of talion.” Retribution through punishment 

is regulated by bodies of law whose sets of rules de- 

scribe cases, define responsibilities, and determine the 

kind and extent of payment. The guilty party is looked 

upon as a member of a juridical community and, de- 

pending on the harm he has done to this community, he 

suffers harm in turn and is thereby excluded from the 

community. 

The “law of talion’”’ is one of the oldest forms of pay- 

ment for crime. The term comes from the Latin lex ta- 

lionis (“law of retaliation’) and is first documented in 

the Law of the Twelve Tables (451-450 Bce): “If some- 

one breaks another’s limb and does not come to an 

agreement on it, he shall suffer the same and equal pun- 

ishment.” Talio refers to a codified numerical equality 

in every punishment (for example, one eye for one eye, 

one hand for one hand, and so on). For a correct under- 
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standing of talio, one should omit the element of ven- 

geance implied by the English term retaliation. 

The provisions are as follows: the case in question is 

the destruction of a bodily member, and the injured 

party has a right to retribution, member for member. 

“Tf the talion exceeded the measure provided in the law, 

the person justified in taking talion was himself now 

subject to a new talion. If the injured party was unable 

personally to take talion, his nearest male relative was 

appointed to take it’’ (Jiingling, 1984, p. 3). 

Roman law provided for talion-like punishments or 

analogous talion: ‘mirror punishments,” as they were 

called. Under this heading came the death penalty for 

homicide and murder, “but especially punishments in 

which the culprit was punished by the instrument used 

in the commission of his crime (death by fire for an ar- 

sonist) or was punished in the bodily member used in 

the crime (by cutting off a thief’s hand or cutting out a 

perjurer’s tongue)” (ibid., p. 4). These punishments were 

imposed by courts. They were quite different from tal- 

ion in the proper sense, and for this reason some schol- 

ars urge that they not be called talion at all. 

The legal principle embodied here is found in many 

non-Roman legal systems as well. Among these are cu- 

neiform law, Mosaic law, and Islamic law. 

The Code of Hammurabi (c. 1795-1750 Bceg) is char- 

acteristic of this principle: a slave for a slave, an eye for 

an eye, a broken bone for a broken bone, a tooth for a 

tooth. The code treats citizens differently from slaves, 

men differently from women. The agents who carry out 

the sentence are those affected by the misdeed: the 

plaintiff and his relatives. 

‘In the Hebrew scriptures (Old Testament), the admin- 

istration of talion is, unlike that found in Roman and 

Babylonian law, still a tribal matter (see Dt. 19:21, Lv. 

24:20, Ex. 21:23-25). Talion here is a juridical principle 

that operates in the framework of basic legal responsi- 

bility and is not to be defined independently of the prin- 

ciple of just exchange and its life-enhancing character. 

It is a formula for giving and taking within the sphere 

of authority over the clan. It is located in a personal 

framework: “If any harm follows, then you shall give 

life for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, 

foot for foot, burn for burn, wound for wound, stripe for 

stripe” (Ex. 21:23—25). 

Islam has two sources for retributive law: blood ven- 

geance and judicial punishments. The clan has the right 

to kill the murderer of one of its members, provided the 

murderer acted on his own responsibility and deliber- 

ately. But Muhammad limits the application even fur- 

ther: the right can be exercised only on the legally and 

morally responsible individual. 

Legal punishments are imposed for offenses against 

religion and public order. But talion for these offenses 

is limited to cases in which there can be complete 

equality, for example, “the loss,of a hand, a foot, or a 

tooth, etc. If the guilty party has cut off the same hand 

of two persons, his punishment is to lose that same 

hand; for the second hand he must pay a blood-price”’ 

(Schacht, 1964, p.185). 

In Christianity the law of talion is inverted. It re- 

quires that evil be repaid not with evil but with good, 

so that the evil may be turned to good. “You have heard 

that it was said, ‘An eye for an eye and a tooth for a 

tooth.’ But I say to you, Do not resist one who is evil. 

But if any one strikes you on the right cheek, turn to 

him the other also. . . . Give to him who begs from you, 

and do not refuse him who would borrow from you” 

(Mt. 5:38—42). In this new principle retribution contin- 

ues to be retribution, but it is put on a new level: the 

guilt of the guilty party becomes a means of conversion 

(see Rom. 12:20). 

The Myth of Guilt and Retribution through Punish- 

ment. In the transition from archaic retribution through 

revenge to official retribution through punishment, re- 

tribution itself became problematic. A person is obliged 

to exercise it, yet it is forbidden; it is a right, but it also 

creates injustice; it is both destiny and sacrifice. This 

contradiction and the impossibility of avoiding it be- 

come a central theme in both Greek tragedy and the 

Bible. It is a basic motif in biblical myth and theology. 

In Greek thought, retribution is justice in the form of 

punishment. It is the context in which Greek thought 

comes to grips with justice as regulative of revenge: 

The word diké occurs in such phrases as dikén didonai, dikén 

tinein, literally to give, to pay, justice, which signify “to be 
punished.” The word tisis means “payment,” ‘“‘compensa- 
tion,” but also “revenge,” for justice and revenge are not 
very different, indeed they coincide when vengeance is taken 
for wrongdoing. A product of this kind of justice is the ius 
talionis which was usual in early times and finds pregnant 
expression in the saying ‘‘an eye for an eye and a tooth for a 
tooth.” This is to be traced among the Greeks also; for them, 
justice is retributive justice. . . . This view was so deep- 
rooted that it comes out now and then in the older philoso- 
phers when they are describing the course of nature. Anaxi- 
mandros of Miletos said: “The boundless is the origin of all 
that is. It is the law of necessity that things should perish 
and go back to their origin. For they give satisfaction and 
pay the penalty (didonai dikén kai tisin) to one another for 
their injustice (adikia) according to the ordinance of Time. 

(Nilsson, 1948, pp. 35-36) 

The Erinyes, or Furies, are the champions of archaic 
justice. They are spirits who embodied the anger of the 
dead, the curse of the slain on their murderers. They are 
among the oldest Greek divinities of justice, especially 



of archaic matriarchal rights but also of the rights of 
parents generally. The Areopagus at Athens was also 
known as the Hill of the Erinyes. The court that prose- 
cuted murderers held its sessions there. At the begin- 
ning of a trial, the two opposing parties swore by these 
divinities that if the court condemned one who was in 
fact innocent, the truly guilty party would be forfeit to 
them, since they were the avengers of perjury. The 
Erinyes were regarded as the agents who defended the 
order of law. Heraclitus calls them the handmaids or 
ministers of Dike (justice). 

An order of justice that includes both patriarchal and 
matriarchal rights is unthinkable in system ruled by the 
Erinyes. Aeschylus tackles this problem in the Oresteia, 

where the Erinyes do not pursue Clytemnestra, who has 

murdered her husband, but do pursue Orestes, who has 

murdered his mother. The regime under which the clan 

lives has confronted Orestes with an insoluble conflict: 

the patriarchal code demands that he avenge his father, 

but the matriarchal code prohibits his attacking his 

mother. Whichever course he chooses, he contra- 
venes archaic law. He is trapped in the myth of guilt: 

The Erinyes who pursue Orestes because he has killed his 

mother appear here as divinities of an earlier time and rep- 

resentatives of the blood vengeance that is connected with 

the kinship group. They are sharply contrasted with the 

younger gods, Apollo and Pallas Athene, who represent the 

higher principle of the law of Zeus and the right of the state 

to pass judgment and are therefore unwilling to hand Ores- 

tes over to the vengeance of the Erinyes. 

(Kelsen, 1941, p. 220) 

In Homer and the tragedians, the Erinyes are an 

agency of justice that belongs to an earlier time. Aes- 

chylus has them say in The Eumenides, ‘‘That is the way 

of the younger gods: they alter things by violence and 

laugh all justice to scorn” (165). And again: ‘“‘Novelty is 

breaking in and overturning all that is old, if guilt and 

the horror of matricide are victorious at the judgment 

seat” (466). They plead with Apollo: “You are destroy- 

ing the power of the ancient divinities” (697). 

The chthonic goddesses that embodied a matriarchal 

order were related in several ways to the Olympian 

gods. The shrine of Zeus at Olympia, the sanctuary of 

Apollo at Delphi, and Athens, the city of Athena, were 

all places where the chthonic goddesses were originally 

venerated. Daughters of Gaia, the supreme agency of 

justice on earth, these goddesses included Demeter (one 

of whose titles was Erinys) and Themis, goddess of com- 

munities and rights of assembly. Among them were also 

many other divinities of later derivation whose myths 

point to the irreconcilability of earthly justice and heav- 

enly retribution, of divine law and earthly destiny. Ne- 
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mesis, goddess of retribution, and the Moirai, goddesses 
of destiny, were daughters of Night (the goddess Nux). 
They punished hubris and took revenge on those who 
achieved happiness, for injustice was punished by injus- 
tice, and happiness unaccompanied by unhappiness 
aroused the envy of the gods. 

The symbols of the court—the wolf, the serpent, and 

the lightning bolt—are part of the myth of guilt and 

punishment. They are also symbols of the soul that 

seeks revenge, and of the Olympian gods who represent 

the rights of such individuals. Apollo is defender of the 

rights of blood but also god of purification from blood 

guilt. He contracts this guilt but also purifies himself 

from it. He grants oracles concerning the future. He es- 

tablishes norms by subjecting himself to them: ‘The 
god who forbids and punishes murder, must himself 

murder and be punished for it; this identification of the 

addressee of norms with the authority behind the 

norms, of the god who punishes with man who is pun- 

ished, is a very ancient motif in the establishment of the 

efficacious norms”’ (Kelsen, 1941, p. 364). 

There is a cycle of guilt, and there is deliverance from 

guilt, a pattern that constantly repeats itself. The trans- 

migration of souls represents this mystery of life in the 

Orphic and Eleusinian religions. 

Retribution nonetheless involves not only vengeance 

and punishment but also promise. But those who open 

themselves to a new hope must achieve deliverance 

from old guilt. This notion is the basis for the discussion 

of the concept of retribution in the Bible, and has there- 

fore an archaic as well as an eschatological meaning. 

The biblical concept is one of God’s acting as God. Both 

aspects are fundamental for the biblical concept of re- 

tribution. He who does something undergoes a fate, and 

he who undergoes a fate has to do something as well. 

Many biblical expressions contain this reciprocity: to 

do evil is identical with suffering misfortune, to do good 

is to incur blessing. The evildoer is he who finds himself 

in misfortune. To make oneself guilty is like declaring 

someone guilty; fidelity like steadiness; badness like 

downfall; reward like work; path of life like way of life. 

This reciprocity of action and result is guaranteed by 

Yahveh himself, the tribal God of Israel. It is he who 

unfolds this reciprocity fully. 

The Bible is thus able to include God in the frame- 

work of retribution, since he himself exercises ven- 

geance. When in Genesis 4:10 the voice of spilled blood 

cries out to him from the ground, he punishes the mur- 

derer by expelling him; he avenges himself sevenfold, 

however, on anyone who then avenges the murderer. 

God's clan is the entire human race, and he himself acts 

on behalf of the race and is its source of strength. He 

punishes those who attack the race and set themselves 
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against him, and punishes any transgression, taking 

vengeance on those who avenge the transgression: thus 

he restores his own honor. Retribution, therefore, is not 

only a response to action but surpasses it. 

[See also Judgment of the Dead.] 
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ELMAR KLINGER 

Translated from German by Matthew J. O’Connell 

REVIVAL AND RENEWAL. The phenomena of re- 
vival and renewal have been classified and described by 

various terms reflecting a wide range of analytical 

frameworks based on such criteria as overt purposes, 

main emphases or characteristics, historical period, and 

location. The catalog of relevant terms thus bears ex- 

amination. 

The terms accommodative, acculturative, adaptive, 

adjustive, and syncretic are largely interpretive, indicat- 

ing that revival and renewal activities took place in, 

and as a response to, a situation in which two or more 

different sociocultural orders were in contact and were 

more or less in opposition or conflict, as, for example, 

in the colonial situation. The terms denunciatory, mili- 

tant, and nativistic speak mainly to what seem to have 

been the main emphases or characteristics of revival, 

as, for instance, the vehement reactions to the dominant 

culture in the colonial process. The terms dynamic, re- 

vitalization, and vitalistic interpret revival activities as 

more positively creative rather than merely responsive. 

Devotional and pious are usually used to describe move- 

ments of renewal that occur squarely within an estab- 

lished religious tradition. In these cases the objective is 

a deeper understanding of, and closer conformity with, 

the perceived truths of the tradition. But since revival 

and renewal activities may become heterodox and re- 

fractory with the discovery of new truths, the terms be- 

long in the general lexicon. In activities described as re- 

formative and revivalist new truths, heterodoxy, and 

criticisms of the given tradition are explicit. 

Utopian, more familiarly descriptive of literary 

works, proposals, and indirect suggestions for a better 

world, is often used to describe revival and renewal ac- 

tivities because they appear to have as their purpose an 

impractical state of perfection or bliss. The word cargo 

has been reserved for revival activities occurring in 

Oceania, particularly in the islands of Melanesia, where 

the overt purpose is to gain access to European manu- 

factured goods, called in Pidgin kago (‘‘cargo’’). 

The terms enthusiastic and enthusiasms refer specifi- 

cally to movements within the Christian tradition 

during the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth cen- 

turies. But because the activities were heterodox, anti- 

nomian, and anticlerical, and because they sought new 



truths in a direct relation with the godhead without the 

intervention of clergy and envisaged a state of compar- 

ative bliss, the terms have come into a more general 

usage. Millenarian is gaining ground as a general port- 

manteau term, but it specifically refers to those activi- 

ties in the European medieval period whose overt pur- 

poses and emphases were grounded in an expectation of 

the second coming of Christ. Adventism carries much 

the same connotations as millenarian but is'usually used 

to describe more recent Christian movements and sects. 

Although messianic refers particularly to the Judeo- 

Christian tradition, it is also used more widely for any 

activities hinging on the advent of a leader-redeemer. 

Hence the term prophet movements is also used. Finally, 

while charismatic, like so many other words of specific 

Christian reference, is now used more loosely and gen- 

erally, as in “charismatic leader,” within the Christian 

tradition it refers more precisely to a form of worship 

centered on the “gift of tongues,” glossalalia, a sup- 

posed charism of the Holy Spirit. 
The above list of labels is not exhaustive. But since 

the bulk of those remaining are differing forms of, or 

are derived from, the terms provided, it will suffice. 

Whether the number of terms—so many of which are 

synonyms of each other—indicate significant phenome- 

nological differences or are distinctions without a dif- 

ference is a moot question. Still, for the most part the 

labels refer to activities that are heterodox, refractory, 

or rebellious in relation to a given tradition and appear 

to anticipate the discovery of new truths and new mo- 

ralities, looking forward to a more certain redemption 

and better or even blissful times. Hence it is perhaps 

permissible to consider them as millenarian-type activ- 

ities and their leaders, charismatic or otherwise, as 

prophets. 
Morphology. Briefly and generally, what happens in 

millenarian-type activities is that an individual, usually 

a man but sometimes a woman, the prophet, articulates 

to a given community a seemingly imperative program 

of action. When the program falls on deaf ears, the 

prophet is regarded as more or less insane or deranged. 

If, on the other hand, members of the community take 

up and pursue the program, something significant is be- 

ginning to happen even though nonparticipants may re- 

gard the collective action as insane, ill-considered, or 

foolish. Behind the articulation, bizarre and odd though 

the program may sometimes seem, has lain a period of 

hard thought and imaginative wrestlings, which culmi- 

nate in a vivid and compelling inspirational experience. 

This, revelatory in nature, usually occurs in a dream, 

vision, or trancelike state but also in that more con- 

trolled mode in which a number of apparently intract- 

able problems, mulled over in the mind, suddenly co- 
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here into a resolution to act. In any case, the prophet 

usually disclaims personal authority except insofar as 

he or she is the agent of some transcendent source: God, 

Christ, the Holy Spirit, the Virgin Mary, the Great 

Spirit, an angel, an ancestor or ancestors, a figure or 
passage from mythology, a particularly powerful spirit 

or ghost in human or animal form, or passages from the 

sacred scriptures. There are many such sources. It suf- 

fices that the program for action has a divine warrant, 

usually also sanctioned by threats of imminent disas- 

ter—a destructive flood, storm, tidal wave, earthquake, 

volcanic eruption, holocaust, or, more simply, eternal 

damnation. Sometimes the disaster is muted into a life 

of continuing misery and helplessness. The point is that 

while participants will be saved or redeemed or will en- 

joy happiness, nonparticipants will deserve the fate re- 

served for them. 

The general framework of revival and renewal activi- 

ties may be described in terms of two phases between a 

prologue and an epilogue, with the caution that during 

the course of the action the parts of one phase may well 

overlap those of the other. 

The prologue consists of the development of an am- 
bience of general dissatisfaction with the way things 

are. People talk and gossip about their present difficul- 

ties, hark back to a time when, supposedly, all was well 

with them, and cast forward to a misty future when all 

might be well again, the heart’s desires capable of being 

satisfied, the good life possible, and an earthly as well 

as a heavenly or spiritual redemption obtainable. The 

present appears as a kind of limbo, a transitional time 

of disappointment and dysphoria sandwiched between 

two kinds of well-being. In literate societies there is re- 

course to the sacred scriptures. Reinterpretations are 

bandied about, talked over, rethought. In nonliterate so- 

cieties new meanings are pulled out of old myths; the 

new meanings then interact with present circumstances 

to form, in effect, new myths. In either case the follow- 

ing are the implicit questions: What is the truth of 

things? How may the good and moral life be lived in 

accordance with the truth? How is redemption to be ob- 

tained? In both cases it is thought that somewhere 

along the way something has gone wrong and that if it 

could be put right, a new age—envisaged as a new set 

of moral relationships in which each person will be able 

to satisfy his or her desires through others—will dawn. 

One or two in the community may already have at- 

tempted, publicly, to articulate a program to resolve 

present problems. Others have heard them but have re- 

jected them as false prophets. Nevertheless, the early 

speakers have brought some things together and have 

created an expectation that someone sometime will get 

it right. 
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The development of the prologue seems essential to 

the effectiveness of a prophet. A particular connection— 

whose constituents are not easily unraveled—between 

prologue and revelation creates an authenticity in the 

prophet, sparks the revival and renewal activities, 

makes explicit what has been incipient and implicit in 

the prologue. The issues are, generally, the creation of 

new moralities, the construction of a new and relevant 

semantic environment of meaning, the transformation 

of a state of misery and helplessness into one of happi- 

ness, control, and the promise of redemption. 

The first phase, assuming the form of a classic rite of 
transition, consists of a symbolic—and actual—return 

to first beginnings. Essentially, participants strip them- 

selves of extant statuses, roles, and moralities to be- 

come, in effect, a noncommunity of mere selves. This is 

done most commonly by dancing a new dance to ex- 

haustion; by dramatized orgies of sexual promiscuity; 

by the use of drugs; by the destruction of crops, ani- 

mals, and property; or, in a more modern idiom, by the 

organization of encounter groups or mutual confes- 

sional sessions. There are other techniques. Glossalalia 

often occurs, for example. But whatever the mode em- 

ployed, it is vital that an extant self be at least tempo- 

rarily deprived of or released from its social and moral 

supports, that it understand itself and relate to other 

selves as well as to the divine outside of a sociocultural 

matrix that has become, by definition, intolerable. In 

short, to paraphrase a Christian idiom, participants are 

invited to die to themselves in order to put on the new 
person. 

The second phase is the reverse or obverse of the first: 

a definition of the new social self both internally among 

the participants and externally by reference to outsid- 

ers. Special badges may be worn; exclusive modes of 

greeting, address, and apparel may be adopted. Gath- 

erings of the faithful assume a distinctive, ritualized 
form; set procedures are carefully followed, especially 

when directed toward releasing the self from social con- 

straints. Even in specifically secular movements, ritual- 

ized social observances (brushing or flossing one’s teeth, 

practicing drills, performing the daily round of activi- 

ties in prescribed ways) strengthen internal solidarities 

and emphasize the distinction between insiders and 

outsiders, the elect and the lost, the saved and the 

damned. The use of money—to which prophets often 

advert in their revelations—is strictly controlled, and 

narrow, rigorous moralities govern community interre- 

lationships. Finding fault in others, at first a necessary 
adjunct to maintaining the new ways and moralities, 

becomes a major concern. Where the prologue and first 

phase had been informed by sentiments of love and 

egalitarianism and by the transcending of status bar- 

riers and competing interests, now hierarchy and close 

definitions of status and relative worth begin to seem 

more important. Although new recruits may be wel- 

comed, they are closely examined. Backsliders are de- 

nounced and made to atone or are expelled from the 

community in disgrace. 
The epilogue is by no means always a sad ending to 

hopeful beginnings. Many Christian sects and denomi- 

nations—indeed, Christianity itself—have started in a 

variety of modulations of the way outlined and have 

survived. And there are many other communities which, 

whether regarded as part of or distinct from and inde- 

pendent of a larger fold, have survived in quietist and 

particularist modes. On the other hand, what more of- 

ten occurs is that government forces intervene, either to 

bring an end to the activities of the first phase, because 

they appear to disturb the peace and seem contrary to 

good order, or to extirpate the movement because the 

new moralities are seen to have political overtones that 

challenge government authority. Alternatively, the ac- 

tivities of the prologue and the first phase may never 

actually cohere into a definable movement and simply 

evaporate as the collective will to continue dissipates in 

uncertainty. 

Whether the prologue develops into a pious move- 

ment of renewal within an established church, the foun- 

dation of a religious order, the formation of an indepen- 

dent sect or denomination, or into a position wholly 

independent of its parents, the new community and its 

moralities cannot be other than syncretic, evoking the 

first group of terms mentioned at the outset of this ar- 

ticle. Ideas from a variety of sources are brought to- 

gether and reformulated as the prologue develops. The 

freshness of the new moralities lies not so much in the 

rituals (although these may seem peculiar enough to an 

outsider) as in the wider appreciations and deeper un- 

derstandings brought to a novel hierarchical arrange- 

ment of what had existed before. What had once seemed 

intractable and intolerable is transformed into a seman- 

tic environment of relevance, an environment of mean- 

ings that guarantee the truth of things, indicate the 

good and worthwhile life, and assure members of the 

community that at the end of a good life lies redemp- 
tion. 

The force of the prophet’s revelatory experience lies 
in the fact that it seems to make entirely possible the 
realization of what had been before in large part a kind 
of wish-dream. While the duration of a prologue varies 
greatly, and while there must always be a “first time,” 
it is unusual for an effective prophet not to have had 
precursors. This indicates that the prologue may take 
some time to develop. Furthermore, interventions by 
governments aside, for a movement to be viable, the ini- 



tial revelation perforce has to be developed and modi- 
fied. And for this, political skills are required. Some- 
times the prophet possesses such skills. More often, 
however, the survival of the movement depends on the 
managerial and political abilities of participants other 
than the prophet, who is shunted more usefully into an 
honorary, advisory position. 

In principle, millenarian-type activities represent a 

general human proclivity realizable in any culture. In- 

stances have occurred within Islam, Hinduism, and 

Buddhism. Oral traditions suggest that instances also 

have occurred in nonliterate societies of all types. In- 

deed, in an evolutionary context renewal and revival ac- 

tivities enable groups or communities to survive by 

creating more meaningful semantic environments, 

whereas otherwise they might have perished. 

However, the incidence of recorded instances of re- 

vival and renewal shows that the vast bulk have oc- 

curred within a Christian ambience. This is not simply 

a function of colonialism or the European passion for 

recording. The nature and history of Christianity reveal 

it as peculiarly susceptible to millenarian-type activi- 

ties. The history of Christianity in Europe is replete 

with instances, and as Europeans and Christian mis- 

sionaries have moved into other lands, the instances 

have multiplied. If it seems odd to think that Christian- 

ity, variegated though it is in its denominational mani- 

festations, yet contains within itself such a re-creative 

evolutionary property, it is at least a possibility not to 

be lightly dismissed. 

The idea of an alternative sociocultural order or se- 

mantic environment informed by perfected moralities, 

as well as attempts to realize such orders, comprise an 

integral part of Christianity. From first beginnings un- 

der the coercive aegis of the Roman hegemony, Chris- 

tianity developed in a variety of differing cultural mi- 

lieus. Given the Christian affirmation of the world as 

well as of things divine, its promise of new earths as 

well as new heavens, two contrasting models of com- 

munity became dominant. Although both spoke to the 

greater perfection of morality, the first model of com- 

munity was egalitarian, characterized by the mutual 

sharing of property and goods and held together by a 

set of transcendent beliefs, particularly in the guidance 

of the Holy Spirit. The second model, derived from 

Plato’s ideal society, was hierarchical with supposedly 

mathematically harmonious structures and was 

grounded, at least initially, in measures of physical 

coercion. The permutation and combination of the con- 

traries contained in the two models continually gener- 

ate possible alternative sociocultural orders. And this 

process, sociologically speaking, would seem to have 

been largely responsible not only for the multiplicity of 
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Christian sects and denominations but also for utopian 

writings, the formation of secular movements intent on 

an ambience of more perfect moralities, and the found- 

ing of experimental and ideal secular as well as reli- 

gious communities. The history of Euro-Christian, or 

Western, civilization teems with examples. 

This is not to say that an idea of the alternative socio- 

cultural order has been absent from traditional soci- 

eties and communities outside or beyond the Christian 

ambience and influence. But manifestations have been 

only sporadic. On the other hand, as Christian-derived 

Western ideas have spread, so have notions of the alter- 

native moral community; and the incidence of attempts 

to realize such alternatives has been increasing, partic- 

ularly in Japan since the end of World War II. Tradi- 

tionally, however, in spite of historical change, what- 

ever existed in any one lifetime has had to be taken as 

given: the good life has had to be managed either 

within its terms; in spite of them, through techniques of 

gaining an inner spiritual peace; or by renunciation. 

Interpretive Theories. Description inevitably involves 

interpretation, and with millenarian-type activities 

there are further difficulties. The evidence for what has 

actually occurred is rarely obtained firsthand and usu- 

ally becomes accessible only through the reports of 

those who were unsympathetic if not actively hostile. 

Because it is almost impossible for a competent ob- 

server to be in the right place at the right time, only a 

fraction of the data that might have been available ever 

comes to light. Questions as to whether the prophet and 

participants mean what they say in a literal or a sym- 

bolic sense and how these senses relate to each other 

and to the activities are difficult to disentangle and 

form into a relatively unimpeachable statement of what 

is really happening. Social scientists and professional 

ethnographers began to investigate millenarian-type 

movements only in the second decade of this century, 

and it was not until the late forties that the activities 

began to be investigated more or less systematically. 

Even then the large bulk of the work has concentrated 

on activities in the colonial situation, virtually ignoring 

the specifically Christian inheritance and contribution. 

Finally, although the force of the transcendent is clearly 

of great significance, social scientists, whatever their 

personal views, must either ignore the transcendent or 

reduce or translate it into sociocultural factors. 

In such circumstances, accounting for or having a 

theory about millenarian-type activities presents prob- 

lems. Moreover, an adequate theory should consist of a 

set of integrated statements about a phenomenon that, 
in accounting for the positive instance, also should ac- 

count for the negative. For example, the disaster theory 
holds that millenarian-type activities follow upon what 
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is perceived as a disaster, the last conceived broadly 

and including sociocultural as well as physical circum- 

stances. In cases where an outsider identifies such a di- 

saster but where no revival or renewal activities occur, 

it is likely that the insiders have not perceived the di- 

saster as such. That is, the identification of a disaster is 

dependent on the activities, and the problem becomes 

one of specificity about the kinds of disaster involved. 

At present, such specifics are lacking. 

In another example, a significant difference between 

what are thought of as legitimate expectations or aspi- 

rations and social realities has given rise to the “relative 

deprivation” hypothesis. That is, where social realities 

hinder legitimate expectations, revival and renewal ac- 

tivities occur. But since legitimate expectations may be 

economic (“‘we ought to have as much wealth as. . .”) 

or political (“we ought to deploy as much power as 

... ) or religious (“we ought to have the same oppor- 

tunities for spiritual redemption as . . .’’), and since 

there are few groups that do not consider themselves 

“deprived” in one or another sense in relation to an- 

other group, the negative instances are legion and unex- 

plained. While the activities define the cause, the latter 

fails in its effects much more often than it succeeds. 

One of the first professional social scientists to con- 

sider the problem, A. C. Haddon, described the param- 

eters neatly enough: 

An awakening of religious activity is a frequent characteris- 

tic of periods of social unrest. The weakening or disruption 

of the old social order may stimulate new and often bizarre 

ideals, and these may give rise to religious movements that 

strive to sanction social and political aspirations. Commu- 

nities that feel themselves oppressed anticipate the emer- 

gence of a hero who will restore their prosperity and pres- 

tige. And when the people are imbued with religious fervour 

the expected hero will be regarded as a Messiah. Phenomena 

of this kind are well known in history, and are not unknown 

at the present day among peoples in all stages of civilization. 

(Haddon, 1917, p. 455) 

However, with the intervention of World War I, the im- 

plications of Haddon’s statement were lost for a gener- 

ation and more. While Ronald Knox’s (1950) study of 

“enthusiasms” did not go wholly unnoticed, when social 

scientists again addressed the problem, they turned to 

psychology rather than sociology and history. [See En- 
thusiasm.] 

Psychological interpretations were, and to a great ex- 

tent still are, centered around the notions of “cognitive 

dissonance” or “‘collective flights from reality,’ where 

proper cognitions and reality were and are taken as giv- 

ens. Although from this point of view, one might sup- 

pose forms of schizophrenia, Norman R. C. Cohn (1970) 

identified collective paranoia as the leitmotif of medi- 

eval millenarism. Thus arises the question of whether 

in the light of social unrest, oppression, disasters, and 

relative deprivation, the paranoia reflected reality or 

represented an avoidance of reality—like the rabbits of 

Richard Adams’s Watership Down (New York, 1972) 

who escaped the destruction meted out to their fellows 

through just such a “‘collective flight from reality’’ and 

after many adventures eventually realized a compara- 

tive state of earthly bliss. 

If the participants in millenarian-type activities feel 

that something is wrong with their world that they 

want to put right, psychological interpretations gener- 

ally move toward the view that something is wrong 

with or lacking in the participants. (Anthony F. C. Wal- 

lace’s 1956 article on revitalization is the notable excep- 

tion.) The same is true of biological interpretations, 

which cite brain lesions or the complexities of the inter- 

connections and relations between the right and left 

hemispheres of the brain. Thus it has been suggested 

that leaders who are followed despite their apparently 

irrational demands are wont to have brain lesions. Yet, 

as history informs us, true leaders cannot be other than 

extraordinary people. Perhaps such lesions are neces- 

sary to leadership with a vision of the future. And since 

left-hemisphere dominance is thought to give rise to 

logical thought and science, whereas right-hemisphere 

dominance is typical of the intuitive and nonrational 

approach of charismatics, it is likely that prophets will 

be right-hemisphere-dominant. Suggestive, but waiting 

on a great deal of further research, biological interpre- 

tations raise questions about whether they will inform 

us further about what we need or want to know or, 

more pertinently, whether they will tell us what ques- 

tions remain to be asked. 

Biological and psychological interpretations must 

tend toward the identification of a lesion—something 

wrong or abnormal. Moving from the opposite premise, 

that there may be something reasonable and expectable 

rather than something amiss or lacking in millenarian- 

type activities, many scholars working in sociological 

or anthropological modes have attempted explication 

rather than explanation. That is, accepting that some 

kinds of explanation must be inherent in an explication, 

these scholars have not sought causes like disaster and 

deprivation theories but have sought to tease out and 

define the relevances of the phenomenon. Some exam- 
ples follow. 

Breaking out of the anthropological functionalism 
that often inhibited studies of millenarian-type activi- 
ties by insisting on equilibrium, synchronic analyses, 
and virtual denial of historical relevances, Peter Law- 
rence’s detailed explication of a cargo movement in 
Papua New Guinea (Lawrence, 1964) demonstrates in 



historical depth, and with particular reference to the in- 
fluence of Christian missionaries, how historic events 
and political and economic circumstances interacted 

with traditional mythologies and cohered into a move- 

ment. Lawrence is particularly illuminating on the na- 

ture of the prophet involved, Yali: not mad or insane or 

given to wild imaginings but experienced, traveled, and 

particularly affected by the differences in lifestyle, 
power, and economic resources obtaining between 

black and white peoples. In a similar study (Burridge, 
1960), I have done much the same as Lawrence in an 

adjacent area, but, lacking the detailed historical data, 

my study accents traditional and symbolic elements in 

relation to social, political, economic, and cognitive fea- 

tures inherent in the colonial process and missionary 

activity. In later and more general works I consider a 

variety of features, including money and interpretive 
modes (Burridge, 1969) and the relevances of identity, 

individuality, Christianity, and contrasting models of 

community (Burridge, 1979). 

Johannes Fabian’s 1971 study of the Jamaa move- 

ment, which started as a pious movement within the 

Roman Catholic church and whose prophet was a Ro- 

man Catholic missionary priest, emphasizes semantic 

and organizational changes largely through detailed 

analyses of what was said and done. Although the 

prophet’s maxim was “organization kills the move- 

ment,” participants began to feel the necessity to orga- 

nize once church authorities had removed the prophet. 

Fabian shows how organization was achieved not so 

much purposively and directly as through what was in- 

herent and implicit in the discussions and activities of 

the participants. He also shows how the process of be- 

coming organized in itself began to move the partici- 

pants into an independent position, no longer a pious 

movement within the church. 

Peter Worsley’s classic study of Melanesian cargo ac- 

tivities (Worsley, 1957) is both historical and develop- 

mental, framed within an analysis of the politico-eco- 

nomic features of the colonial process. Worsley shows 

how millenarian-type activities are the only way in 

which a generally nonliterate and subject people can, 

lacking other means, signal their objections to the way 

things are. Not only are nonrational means adopted be- 

cause no rational means exist, but the people them- 

selves, in their traditional lives, habitually make use of 

transcendent sources or nonrational means when what 

is called rationality in the European view seems to fail 

them. Stephen Fuchs (1965) emphasizes themes of eco- 

nomic disadvantage, political disfranchisement, oppres- 

sion, and consequent rebellion. Vittorio Lanternari 

(1963) does much the same. Bryan R. Wilson (1973) has 

pursued the problem of the rational and the irrational, 
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concluding that thaumaturgical desires—command of 

transcendent or divine forces as well as of politico-eco- 

nomic and social features—are the basis for millenar- 

ian-type activities, and are thus inappropriate in or to 

rational and industrialized society. 

Whether the interpretation be biological, psychologi- 

cal, cultural, or sociological, studies of millenarian-type 

activities have converged and reached a point at which, 

traditional methodologies having been more or less ex- 

hausted, a phase of consolidation and rethinking has 

started. Over a period of fifty years or so, systematic 

studies have moved from virtually dismissing the activ- 

ities as forms of insanity or madness to considerations 

of different kinds of reality, their construction and in- 

terrelations, and the implications of terms such as ra- 

tional, nonrational, and irrational. Ideologies, symbolic 

constructs, and notions of the transcendent are coming 

to be viewed as not simply epiphenomenal, products of 

the realities of politico-economic relations and modes of 

production, but as themselves kinds of reality that react 

back on other arrangements in ways that we do not yet 

wholly understand. While the painting on a cave wall 

depicting a buffalo transfixed by a spear may be 

thought of as a magical and irrational way of attaining 

an end, it is also a means by which the hunter makes 

explicit to himself and fixes in symbolic terms an image 

of what he desires to accomplish. Similarly, the mak- 

ing of airplanes, radio stations, ships, and storage sheds 

from palm leaves and rattan (as well as many other ap- 

parently odd activities so frequently encountered in 

cargo movements) is now appreciated not simply as 

magical or irrational fantasy but as the forming of sym- 

bolic constructs of desired ends. 

Studies of historical depth have made it abundantly 

clear that millenarian-type activities and their modula- 

tions are likely to occur in situations characterized by 

contradictory juxtapositions of affective and impersonal 

relations, particularly where differences of culture or 

subculture, lifestyle, modes of production, economic op- 

portunity, and kinds of access to political control are 

involved—industrialized society notwithstanding. Why 

the problems that arise from these juxtapositions 

should cohere in a religious idiom, and why this should 

be thought irrational, are perhaps the main issues. For 

even in secular activities it is possible to discern a vital 

and essentially religious element. Too little is known 

about the nature of reality and about the transcendent 

and its relations to forms of redemption. The symbolic 

resonances of money—in particular its effects on moral 

affective and impersonal relationships—require much 

closer attention. Examination of the relevances of liter- 

acy—the quantum leap in symbolic and logical compe- 

tence, the different kinds of effects wrought by the writ- 
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ten and spoken word, the release from thralldom to a 

learned and literate clergy and secular elite—will surely 

provide further insights. 

Finally, beyond their intrinsic human interest mille- 

narian-type activities remain a crucial challenge to so- 

cia] scientists. They invite the statement through which 

particular actions and rationalizations, presently con- 

fined to specific situations, may aspire to a more gen- 

eral ontological validity. Absurd or irrational though 

they may seem, millenarian-type activities reveal hu- 

man beings in the crisis of deciding how to be true to 

themselves and their future. 

[See also Millenarianism; Reform; Syncretism; and 

Utopia. Considerable discussion of this topic can also be 

found in African Religions, article on Modern Move- 

ments; Australian Religions, article on Modern Move- 

ments; and North American Religions, article on Mod- 

ern Movements.] 
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REVIVALISM. See Reform and Revival and Renewal. 

For discussion of Christian revivalism, see Fundamental 

and Evangelical Christianity and Pentecostal and Char- 

ismatic Christianity. 

REVOLUTION. Throughout the course of history, re- 
ligion has functioned as a source of social solidarity, 

and this fact is undoubtedly related to the very essence 

of religion, which provides a set of basic values for the 

regulation of man’s life on earth and guidance in his 

search for meaning and salvation. Since in all tradi- 

tional societies both nature and society were regarded 

as part of the same cosmic universe controlled by gods 

or spirits, a religious legitimation of the social order de- 

veloped as a matter of course. 

The integrative role of religion has been known for a 

very long time. The eighteenth-century rationalist Vol- 

taire assured his noble pupil, Frederick the Great, that 

a ‘‘wise and courageous prince, with money, troops, and 

laws, can perfectly well govern men without the aid of 

religion,” but most rulers of mankind and the wise men 

counseling them have preferred not to take any chances 

on the firmness and sway of political authority. In his 

Discourses (1517) Machiavelli called religion ‘‘the most 

necessary and assured support of any civil society,” and 

he exhorted princes and heads of republics “to uphold 

the foundations of the religion of their countries, for 

then it is easy to keep their people religious, and con- 

sequently well conducted and united.” The duration of 

empires, argued the French conservative Joseph de 

Maistre, writing after the French Revolution, “‘has al- 

ways been proportionate to the influence that the reli- 

gious principle has acquired in the political system.” 

The emphasis on the importance to society of a sense of 

shared values endeared de Maistre to his fellow coun- 

tryman, the sociologist Emile Durkheim, probably the 

best-known modern spokesman for the view that the 

primary function of religion is the preservation of social 
unity. 

But religion has often also functioned as an agent of 

revolutionary mobilization. Religion involves transcen- 

dent moral standards that define an ideal against which 

human performance can be measured. Hence those who 

are dissatisfied—politically, economically, socially, or 

spiritually—may find in religion strong support for 

their attack upon the status quo. Religion can be a pow- 



erful agent pushing the thoughts of men beyond tradi- 

tion; it may become the spiritual dynamic of revolution 

that Georges Sorel called the ‘‘social myth.” As the ju- 

dicious Richard Hooker observed in the sixteenth cen- 
tury, during a period of great religious and social up- 

heaval, when the minds of men are once “persuaded 

that it is the will of God to have those things done 

which they fancy, their opinions are as thorns in their 

sides, never suffering them to take rest till they have 

brought their speculations into practice.”’ Religion can 

provide man with the zeal of the true believer who 

knows that he is right and who acts with fortitude since 

he carries out God’s will and counts on God’s helping 
hand. 

While some religious ideas, such as the conception of 

sacred kingship to be found in many premodern soci- 

eties, have reinforced a pattern of political subservience 

and quietism, most religious views of rulership have not 

had such unequivocal political consequences. The an- 

cient Chinese doctrine of the mandate of Heaven, for ex- 

ample, legitimized the rule of the emperor, the Son of 

Heaven, who traced his title to deified ancestors upon 

whom Heaven, the supreme deity, had conferred the 

right to rule. And yet, the mandate of Heaven was not 

seen as granted in perpetuity or unconditionally. 

Heaven demanded righteousness and good government 

and deposed rulers who abused their exalted office. 

Hence, just as the concept had apparently come into 

being to justify the seizure of power by the Chou dy- 

nasty (around 1028 BcE), which claimed a divine man- 

date for overthrowing the Shang, so the mandate of 

Heaven could later be invoked by new aspirants to the 

supreme rulership. Indeed, in Chinese a revolution is 

called ko ming—‘‘breaking of the mandate.” 

The Christian ideas of divine providence and of the 

divine origin and sanction of rulership also have had 

diverse results: they have helped shore up and sanctify 

political authority, but they also have been used to jus- 

tify rebellion. In the deterministic worldview of Augus- 

tine of Hippo, nothing could exist without divine ap- 

proval. Divine providence has arranged things in such a 

way that every evil in the world is directed to some 

good. God appoints rulers according to the merits of the 

people, and in view of his omnipotence and justice ty- 

rants must be considered God’s retribution for the per- 

versity of the people. Both just kings and cruel tyrants 

reign by God’s providence; none may be resisted. 
This gospel of submissiveness, a justification for a 

theologian desirous of obtaining secular support for the 

suppression of heresy or for a Martin Luther in need of 

assistance from the princes of the Holy Roman Empire, 

was a burdensome handicap for Christians eager to 

fight the pretensions of absolute temporal power. 
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Hence, in the later sixteenth century, in particular, the 

doctrine of divine providence was reinterpreted so as to 

make possible certain political actions. Theodore Beza, 

a disciple of Calvin, conceded that nothing can exist 

without divine approval and that God uses the evil 

deeds of sinners to punish other sinners. But, he asked, 

why could it not be God’s will that tyrants be punished 

by the people rather than people by tyrants? During the 

Puritan Revolution (English Civil War) the Christian 

humanist John Milton rejected the suggestion that God 

had put the English nation in slavery to Charles Stuart 

and that only God, therefore, could be relied upon to 

release it. If God can be said to give a people into slav- 

ery whenever a tyrant prevails over a people, he asked, 

why ought God not as well be said to set them free 

whenever people prevail over a tyrant? 

But this kind of politically useful theological reason- 

ing did not originate with either Beza or Milton. Around 

1110, Hugh of Fleury had taught in his De regia potestate 

that God punishes bad princes by the insubordination 

of their people, and the same idea is found in Eastern 

Christendom. The Kievan chronicler considered a revolt 

of the citizens against their prince an act of God’s will, 

punishing the prince for his misconduct. More recently 

a pastoral letter issued in 1967 by “Sixteen Bishops of 

the Third World” declared that ‘“‘Christians and their 

pastors should know how to recognize the hand of the 

Almighty in those events that from time to time put 

down the mighty from their thrones and raise up the 

humble.” Needless to say, the impressment of God for 

the cause of rebellion is today no monopoly of the polit- 

ical left. After the military coup of 1964 in Brazil, a 

group of Brazilian archbishops and bishops thanked 

God for having listened to their prayers for deliverance 

from the communist peril. Divine providence, they said, 

had made itself felt in a tangible manner. 

Other contradictory consequences of the doctrine of 

divine providence must be noted. The acceptance of the 

omnipotent role of the deity can lead to fatalism and 

inaction, but it can also spur people to mighty effort 

because of the conviction that God is on their side. Thus 

the early Jewish apocalyptic writers counseled com- 

plete reliance upon God’s direct intervention, which 

would redeem Israel, whereas the later Zealots, engaged 

in eschatological war against Rome, believed that God 

would usher in the new age of freedom and justice only 

if pious Jewish warriors actively participated in the re- 

alization of the divine plan. Here strong faith in the cer- 

tainty of divine assistance acted to inspire superior ex- 

ertion and fortitude and gave the struggle against Rome 

the character of a holy war. Revolutionary action 

merged with messianic utopianism and led to an utter 

disregard of Rome’s overwhelming might, a realistic 
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appraisal of which would have discouraged any hope of 

success. 
The fact that most religious doctrines are protean in 

character and are open to different readings does not 

mean that the doctrinal content of a religion is entirely 

irrelevant to politics. Though all religions have both 

quietistic and revolutionary potentials, the relative pro- 

portions of these differing political implications vary. 

Considering the phenomenon of revolutionary mille- 

narianism, for example, we see that certain religious 

traditions are more conducive to expectations of a com- 

ing age of bliss than others. The cyclical view of history 

in Hinduism and Buddhism, providing as it does for 

perpetual flux and endless repetition of the cosmic 

drama, appears to discourage millenarian ideas, just as 

the linear theory of history and the expectation of a 

final salvation of humanity in Judaism, Christianity, 

and Islam provide inspiration for the millenarian 

dream of eternal terrestrial redemption. 

The leadership of religious organizations or move- 

ments is often of considerable importance in determin- 

ing that group’s political posture. A charismatic leader 

of a millenarian movement is a potent agent of radical 

change. As the bearer of chiliastic prophecy, he is not 

just a champion of felt needs or a catalyst but also a 

cause of the movement he is heading. The millenarian 

prophet’s ambitious and challenging vision of what the 

world ought to be increases expectations and dissatis- 

factions, which can lead to a revolutionary situation. 

The limited success of conscientizacado, the attempted 

“raising of the consciousness” of the subservient peas- 

ant population of South America by various radical 

groups, shows that this enterprise encounters serious 

difficulties when entrusted to persons of ordinary and 

secular cast. 

In sum, religion can be both a prop for the estab- 

lished institutions of society and a revolutionary force, 

since it includes elements for integration as well as for 

radical change. Religion can defuse social conflict by 

devaluing earthly concerns and emphasizing happiness 

in the world beyond, but its promise of divine interven- 

tion in human affairs can also strengthen the hope that 

a better life is possible here on earth. Hence many times 

different groups within one religion will line up on op- 

posite sides of the barricades. God’s will, when seen 

through the lenses of human desires and interests, can 

be, and in fact usually is, read in several different ways. 

Whether religion discourages or promotes revolution 

depends on variables such as the relationship of the re- 

ligious institution to the state or the presence or ab- 

sence of a forceful leader. All religions known to us can 

assume both roles, though the intellectual and organi- 

zational traditions they hold will incline some more in 

one direction than in the other. Situational factors, such 

as the relative chances for success of a revolt, will also 

be important. In all there are four ways in which reli- 

gion can assume a revolutionary posture: 

1. Millenarian revolts occur (a) when situations of dis- 

tress or disorientation develop, and the causes are 

not clearly perceived or appear insoluble by ordinary 

and available remedies; (b) when a society or group 

is deeply attached to religious ways of thinking 

about the world and when the religion of that society 

attaches importance to millenarian ideas; and (c) 

when an individual or group of individuals obsessed 

with salvationist fantasies succeeds in establishing 

charismatic leadership over a social movement. 

2. Militant religious nationalism arises among colonized 

people in situations of awakening national conscious- 

ness. Religion supplies a sense of national identity; it 

becomes a symbol of self-assertion against the colo- 
nial regime, which is usually indifferent, if not hos- 

tile, to the native creed. 

3. The leaders of religious bodies with a developed eccle- 

siastical organization support a revolutionary upheaval 

because they are sympathetic to the aims of this rev- 

olution, or because they are protecting the interests 

of the religious institution. These interests can be 

temporal or spiritual or both. They can involve the 

defense of worldly possessions or the protection of 

the mission of the religious institution as the channel 

of divine grace to man. 

4. Individual theologians or laymen support a revolution- 

ary movement to give a concrete social and political 

meaning to the transcendent elements of their faith, 

as in the Christian “theology of revolution.” Such re- 

ligious revolutionaries often work in concert with 

secular revolutionary movements and many lose 

their identity in them. 

Just as in earlier times religion was often used to sup- 

port the status quo, religion has, in many parts of the 

world today, become the handmaiden of revolution. The 

cross of Christianity, the crescent of Islam, and even the 

peaceful prayer wheel of Buddhism have been enlisted 

to shore up revolutionary movements and regimes, 

which are often identified with liberation, moderniza- 

tion, and progress, although, as especially in the case of 

Islamic revolutionary movements, the radical and far- 

reaching change instigated by revolution can entail 

fighting modernization and restoring the old ways. 

Whether this new positive relationship of religion and 

revolution will indeed promote human liberty and hap- 

piness is, of course, a question nobody can as yet an- 

swer. Religion has its part in this celebration of heroic 

ruthlessness and violence. It continues to inspire killing 



in Northern Ireland as much as on the Indian subcon- 

tinent and in the Philippines, demonstrating once again 

that religious zeal can be a powerful force for love but 

also an important force for hate and man’s inhumanity 

to man. The various theologies of revolution make men 

slight the cruelties and the hatreds that commonly ac- 

company revolutionary upheavals. What the theologiz- 

ing of revolution cannot do is to establish the progres- 

sive character of such revolts. That judgment is 

reserved to future generations, who will have the oppor- 

tunity to live with the consequences. 
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GUENTER LEWY 

RICCI, MATTEO (1552-1610), Jesuit missionary. 

Born at Macerata, in the Papal States, Ricci studied law 

at Rome and entered the Jesuit novitiate in 1571. He 

volunteered for the missions and was sent to Portugal 

(1577) and then to Goa (1578). He finished his theologi- 

cal studies in Goa and in 1580 was ordained at Cochin, 

on the Malabar coast. In 1582 he went to Macao to 

study Chinese language and culture. The next year, with 

unprecedented permission from Chinese authorities, 

Ricci and Michele Ruggier (1543-1607) traveled to 

Chao-ch‘ing, China. Beardless, with shaven heads, they 

assumed garb similar to that worn by Buddhist monks. 

They sought to spread Christian doctrine unobtrusively, 

attracting educated visitors with their world map, 

Western clocks, and prisms. Ricci’s use of the term t‘ien- 

chu (“lord of Heaven’”’) to refer to God dates from that 

period. In 1588 Ricci, known in Chinese as Li Ma-tou, 

took charge of the mission. Ordered by local authorities 

to leave (1589), the group of three missionaries went to 

Shao-chou (modern-day Kwangtung). There they were 

advised by Ch‘ti Ju-k‘uei, an early convert who had ini- 

tially been attracted by rumors of the foreigners’ exper- 

tise in alchemy. It was probably he who counseled the 
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Jesuits to present themselves as scholars rather than as 

monks. At Shao-chou Ricci appears to have completed 

a Latin translation (now lost) of the Confucian Four 

Books. 

After a brief visit to Nanking (1595), the Jesuits set- 

tled in Nanchang (modern-day Kiangsi), appearing with 

hair and beards and wearing Confucian robes. At Nan- 

chang Ricci wrote, in Chinese, Chiao-yu lun (On Friend- 

ship), dedicated to an imperial prince he had met, and 

also completed his “catechism” (T‘ien-chu shih-i). In 

1598 the Jesuits went to Peking, but they stayed only 

two months, as people feared to associate with them at 

the time of the Chinese involvement in Japan’s invasion 

of Korea. They settled in Nanking (1599), where the at- 

mosphere had improved; there Ricci met many schol- 

ars, including Li Chih and Chiao Hung, and published a 

revised edition of his world map (1600). That same year 

the Jesuits left once more for Peking, reinforced with 

presents for the emperor, including clocks, clavichords, 

statues, and crucifixes. At Tientsin a eunuch confiscated 

some articles and held the party for nearly six months. 

When the Jesuits finally reached Peking in January 

1601, their gifts so pleased the emperor that he allowed 

them to stay on and even granted them a monthly sti- 

pend. Ricci associated there with scholar-officials in- 

cluding grand secretary Shen I-kuan, minister of rites 

Feng Ch‘i, and minister of personnel Li Tai, with whom 

Ricci discussed science and religion. Feng Ying-ching, 

editor of an encyclopedia, was prevented from receiving 

baptism by his untimely death. Another convert, Li 

Chih-tsao, helped Ricci publish his world map, his cat- 

echism, and his treatise on friendship. By 1604 Ricci 

had also published a short treatise, Erh-shih-wu yen 

(Twenty-five Sayings), and became sole superior of the 

China mission, now independent of Macao. In 1608 he 

also published a work on ethics, Ch‘i-jen shih-p‘ien (Ten 

Dialogues of a Nonconformist). With Hsii Kuang-ch’i, 

another collaborator baptized at Nanking, who would 

rise to the position of grand secretary, Ricci translated 

the first six chapters of Euclid’s Elements (1607) and 

other texts on astronomy, trigonometry, geometry, and 

arithmetic. He prepared a special copy of the world 

map for the emperor, as well as various polemics di- 

rected against Buddhism, especially the Pien-hstieh i-tu. 

By this time the Jesuits had bought a compound inside 

the Hsitian-wu Gate, later known as Nan-t‘ang (South 

Church). There they met Ai T‘ien, a Chinese Jew from 

Kaifeng, who told them about the Nestorian presence in 

China. By then also, their suspicion that China was 

identical with the legendary land of Cathay had been 

confirmed. Ricci died of illness at age fifty-seven. He 

was buried outside the western city-gate of Peking, in 

Cha-la-erh. His grave, destroyed by the Boxers in 1900, 
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was desecrated again in 1966 but was subsequently re- 

paired; it has been open to the public since 1980. 

Ricci’s gentle personality, his expertise in Western 

science and philosophy, and his knowledge of Chinese 

culture made him one of the great cultural mediators of 

all time. He was venerated posthumously by Chinese 

clockmakers as their patron. His method of cultural ac- 

commodation in the China mission left its legacy of con- 

troversy. Whether Chinese converts to Christianity 

should still be permitted to participate in Chinese rites 

was a question long debated in China and Europe by 

missionaries and philosophers, Chinese emperors, and 

papal legates. Such participation was condemned as in- 

trinsically evil by popes Clement XI (1704) and Bene- 

dict XIV (1742). Even a later papal decision in 1939 to 

allow a measure of “Chinese rites” did not fully reha- 

bilitate Ricci’s institutional position. His ideas were 

ahead of his time, although his exclusive preferences for 

early Confucian morals as an ally of Christianity and 

his opposition to Neo-Confucian philosophy and to Bud- 

dhism is not entirely acceptable to even more ecumeni- 

cally minded modern missionaries. 
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JULIA CHING 

RICHARDSON, CYRIL C. (1909-1976), American 

church historian. Born in London, England, Cyril 

Charles Richardson emigrated to Canada in 1927 and 

was educated at the University of Saskatchewan (B.A., 

1930) and Emmanuel College, Saskatoon (Lic.Theol., 

1931). He pursued graduate study at Union Theological 

Seminary, New York City (Th.D., 1934) and, in Europe, 

at the universities of Géttingen, Dijon, and Basel. He 

was ordained to the priesthood of the Protestant Epis- 

copal church in 1934 and became a naturalized Ameri- 

can citizen in 1940. From 1934 until his death he taught 

at Union Theological Seminary, New York, becoming 

the seminary’s fifth Washburn Professor of Church His- 

tory in 1949 and its dean of graduate studies in 1954. 

A brilliant lecturer and prolific writer, Richardson 

specialized in early Christian literature, patristic theol- 

ogy, and the history of Christian worship and spiritual- 

ity. He also wrote extensively on the relationship of 

Christian faith to mental health, spiritual healing, and 

parapsychology—interests engendered by his hospital- 

ization and successful treatment for tuberculosis from 

1943 to 1945. His churchmanship, at once practical and 

innovative, showed itself in his lifelong concern for 

Christian unity and in his advocacy, already in the early 

1950s, of the ordination of womer to the priesthood. 

Richardson viewed church history as a specifically 

theological discipline, whose chief aim is not to study 

“Christianity,” understood as a phenomenon in the gen- 

eral history of religions, but to recount the story of the 

“holy community” called into being by God’s saving 

acts. Thus church history is “the tale of redemption” 

and “the medium of revelation,’ which requires not 

only a critical sifting of the historical evidence but, 

above all, the use of symbolic language, or what Rich- 

ardson referred to as “myth,” to convey the ultimate 

meanings of events. 

He is the author of five monographs: The Christianity 

of Ignatius of Antioch (1935); The Church through the 

Centuries (1938); The Sacrament of Reunion (1940), a his- 

torical examination of the ministry, apostolic succes- 

sion, and the Eucharist as bases for Christian unity; 

Zwingli and Cranmer on the Eucharist (1949), showing 

Archbishop Thomas Cranmer’s indebtedness to the sac- 

ramental theology of the Swiss reformer Ulrich 

Zwingli; and The Doctrine of the Trinity (1958), wherein 

he argues that the church’s classical trinitarian dogma 

is an “artifical construct” that fails to resolve the pro- 

found theological problems it addresses. This path- 
breaking book, which generated intense controversy in 
academic and church circles, typifies Richardson’s 
scholarship, combining mastery of historical detail with 
acute philosophical criticism and deep religious faith. 

He also edited two highly regarded volumes in the Li- 
brary of Christian Classics series: Early Christian Fa- 
thers (1953) and, with Edward R. Hardy, Christology of 
the Later Fathers (1954). He collaborated on eleven 
books, including the second, revised edition of Williston 
Walker’s widely used textbook, A History of the Chris- 
tian Church (1959). He contributed over one hundred ar- 
ticles and a like number of book reviews to theological 
and historical journals. 

Richardson’s eminent abilities as a director of doc- 
toral students and his many publications, remarkable 
for their chronological scope and weight of learning, 



earned him international repute as one of the leading 
church historians of the mid-twentieth century. 
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Davip W. Lotz 

RIDDLES. See Paradox and Riddles. 

RIGHT AND LEFT. See Left and Right. 

RISSHO KOSEIKAI (Society Establishing Righ- 
teousness and Harmony) is one of the new religions of 

postwar Japan. It was founded in 1938 by Niwano Nik- 
ky6 (b. 1906), at that time a minor leader of Reiytkai, 

and his disciple and assistant Naganuma My6ko (1889- 

1957), a woman with shamanic attributes. The school 

regards the Lotus Sutra as the ultimate source of their 

teachings. 
Niwano Nikkyo was born into a farming household in 

a mountain village in Niigata Prefecture, went to Tokyo 

in 1923, and eventually became a shopkeeper. In his 

early twenties he studied systems of fortune-telling 

based on people’s names and on rules governing auspi- 
cious and inauspicious dates (rokuy6) and directions 

(shichishin) derived from ancient Chinese forms. In 

1934, when his daughter became seriously ill, he turned 

to Arai Sukenobu, a chapter leader in the Reiyakai or- 
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ganization and a renowned scholar of the Lotus Sutra, 

for advice. Convinced that the Lotus Sutra provided an- 

swers to the problems of suffering, Niwano became ac- 

tive in the Reiyikai movement. However, by 1938 his 

increasing doubts about Reiyukai, especially its insis- 

tence that lectures on the Lotus Sutra were unnecessary, 

led him to form a new organization, Rissho Koseikai. 

Early in its development, Késeikai taught that ad- 

verse karmic causes and effects caused by bad deeds in 

a previous existence or by the bad deeds of one’s ances- 

tors could be overcome by means of ancestor veneration 

in which the Lotus Sutra was chanted, by religious 

training for the improvement of one’s personality, and 

by guiding others to the faith. This teaching, which 

stemmed primarily from Reiyakai doctrine and prac- 

tice, was complemented by Niwano’s use of fortune- 

telling techniques in order to attract converts to the 

movement. Niwano also instituted mutual counsel- 

ing sessions, known as hdéza, designed to improve the 
mental outlook of practitioners. 

In keeping with the doctrinal roots of the movement, 

the original iconographic focus of Késeikai devotion 

was the Daimoku (‘‘Hail to the Lotus Sutra’) mandala 

transmitted in the Nichiren tradition. But as Niwano 
became increasingly disillusioned with the Nichiren 

sect and the possibility of carrying on joint missionary 

work with it, he began his own study of the Lotus Sutra. 

In 1958, as a result of his study of the text, he declared 

the focus of Késeikai devotion to be the Eternal Buddha 

of the Lotus, and an image of this Buddha was installed 

in the movement’s headquarters in 1964. From around 

this time a change took place in the composition of the 

Koéseikai members, as an increasing number of them 

sought a more meaningful life rather than mere respite 

from worldly problems. This reflects perhaps the rising 

standard of living in the Japan of the 1960s. With the 

changing concern of its followers, and also with the 

emergence of second-generation members, the core of 

the Késeikai doctrine shifted from the attainment of 

happiness by the elimination of negative karmic effects 

to the perfection of the personality and the realization 

of peace on earth. 
The basic unit of membership in Rissho Koseikai is 

the household rather than the individual. Késeikai 

claimed a membership of about a thousand households 

in 1945. Since then, its membership has increased dra- 

matically: 50,000 in 1950, 399,000 in 1960, 973,000 in 
1970, and 1,640,000 in 1980. Members are not requested 

to end all former religious affiliations. While no clergy- 

laity distinction exists, the formal status of ‘‘teacher”’ is 
institutionalized; in 1980, 173,000 people had this qual- 

ification. Originally, new members were installed in the 

same branch as the senior member who brought them 
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to Koseikai (a system called oya-ko, literally, ‘‘parent- 

child’). There were nine such branches in 1945. In 1959, 

there was a reform in branch organization, and the oya- - 

ko system was replaced by one based on propinquity, 

whereby a branch was made up of members living near 

one another irrespective of oya-ko relations; 138 new 

branches were set up by this system. A further reform 

instituted in 1969 defined the boundaries of a branch as 

coincident with those of municipalities. In 1982 there 

were 224 branches in Japan, with additional ones in 

Korea, Brazil, and the United States. These reforms 

promoted local Koseikai activities, including campaign 

work for local and national elections and dissemination 

of its teachings to nonmembers. Around 1970, Késeikai 

launched the Brighter Society Movement (a public-spir- 

ited movement bringing together secular, religious, and 

governmental organizations to create a better society) 

and an international movement for the attainment of 

world peace through interreligious cooperation. The 

headquarters of Kdseikai have been located in Wada, 

Suginami-ku, Tokyo, since its foundation. Full-time 

workers at the headquarters and its affiliates numbered 

a little over five hundred in 1980. No position is hered- 

itary, with the exception of the presidency, which is 

held by lineal descendants of Niwano. 

Koseikai, the second largest new religion in contem- 

porary Japan, is unique in a number of ways. Although 

it may be said to stem in part from Nichiren Buddhism, 

today it stresses basic bodhisattva practices as well as 

faith in the Eternal Buddha. While Késeikai emphasizes 

traditional values such as reverence of ancestors, mod- 

esty, and harmony, it is neither nativistic nor 

nationalistic, as demonstrated by its peace movement. 

It is not meditation-oriented; rather it is practice- or 

action-oriented on the basis of inner reflection. Its or- 

ganization is unlike that of other new religions in that 

the municipality-based local branches are linked to 

the highly developed bureaucracy at the headquarters. 

[See also New Religions, article on New Religions in 

Japan.] 
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RITES OF PASSAGE. [This entry consists of five ar- 
ticles on the phenomena known as rites of passage: 

An Overview 

A Few Definitions 

Hindu Rites 

Jewish Rites 
Muslim Rites 

The first article presents a cross-cultural overview of rites 

of passage in various religious traditions, paying partic- 

ular attention to the religions of tribal cultures but draw- 

ing examples also from the major historical traditions. The 

second piece consists of a few definitions that further elu- 

cidate the topic. It is followed by studies on rites of pas- 

sage in Hindu, Jewish, and Muslim traditions. For dis- 

cussion of rites of passage in the Christian tradition, see 

Sacrament, article on Christian Sacraments. ] 

An Overview 

Rites of passage are a category of rituals that mark 

the passage of a person through the life cycle, from one 

stage to another over time, from one role or social po- 

sition to another, integrating the human and cultural 

experiences with biological destiny: birth, reproduc- 

tion, and death. These ceremonies make the basic dis- 

tinctions, observed in all groups, between young and 

old, male and female, living and dead. The interplay of 

biology and culture is at the heart of all rites of passage, 

and the struggle between these two spheres asserts the 

essential paradox of our mortal heritage. As humans, 

we dwell in an equivocal world, for we belong to both 

nature and culture, as Claude Lévi-Strauss has pointed 

out. It is through rites of passage that we are able to 

contemplate, to formulate and reformulate, our ambiv- 

alent condition of animal and human. Biology dictates 

the fundamentals of our experience—birth, reproduc- 

tion, and death—yet the ways in which we manipulate 

and modify these imperatives through cultural means 
are endless. ; 

Tribal Societies. That certain physiological “facts” 

are as much cultural or social as biological is brought 



home to us time and time again if we search the vast, 
intricate descriptions of rites of passage in tribal soci- 
eties. And the message is clear: men and women are not 
simply born, nor do they merely procreate and die; they 
are made what they are through ceremonies. An act of 
procreation alone cannot make a bride; a wedding must 
be performed. And brides who can neither copulate nor 

procreate can be made from infants; many years may 

separate betrothal from puberty. Sometimes, a female 

must be initiated into fertility by her society before she 

is allowed to mate; a girl’s social definition as ““woman” 

is provided by ceremony, whether she has begun to 

menstruate or not. Similarly, males frequently must 

satisfy certain social conditions before they are allowed 

to mate; for a boy, a successful hunt or the cutting of 

his foreskin may be required for passport into adult- 
hood. 

In rites of passage we are reminded, too, that the ages 

of a life are not ordained by laws of nature; most of the 

ages we acknowledge are socially or culturally created. 

As Philippe Ariés has demonstrated in Centuries of 

Childhood: A Social History of Family Life (New York, 

1962), “‘childhood” is an invention of post-Renaissance 

Europe, not a distinctive, universally recognized condi- 

tion. Prior to modern history, a child was treated, 

dressed, and regarded as a miniature adult, without 

special needs or privileges. In like manner, adolescence 

represents a recently invented, rather than a biologi- 

cally ineluctable, phase of the human life cycle; 

G. Stanley Hall established the concept with his book 

Adolescence in 1904. Since then, all manner of social 

agencies, commercial enterprises, psychologists, physi- 

cians, legislators, and educators have arisen to articu- 

late and serve the needs of teenagers. And, as Margaret 

Mead in Coming of Age in Samoa (New York, 1928) has 

pointed out, the menstrual cramps and discomforts that 

American women regard as inevitable were unknown 

among Samoan adolescent girls, attesting that biology 

is not always destiny and that physiological symptoms 

may result from social or cultural conditions. To be 

sure, we often quite forget how complex and how nu- 

merous are the cultural templates we lay over our bio- 

logical essence. 

Celebration of paradox. Rites of passage embody par- 

adox, the inevitable legacy of our humanity, vividly 

calling our attention to, and allowing us to announce 

and renounce, the most profound enigma of all: that we 

live out our lives suspended between the borders of na- 

ture and culture. This is the essential paradox, but other 

paradoxes are played out as well. Because rites of pas- 

sage mark distinctions in an otherwise continuous life 

course, they celebrate and facilitate change or disrup- 

tion of standard social categories, while at the same 
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time they preserve them. A third paradox represented 

reveals the conflict between our aspirations and striv- 

ings for individual ventures, and our yearnings for as- 

surance and sustenance from our social group. In actual 

physiological fact, we are born and die quite alone, 

unique and separate, but we also do so as members of 

a group, a group that seeks to preserve the continuity of 

its values and understandings, a group that therefore 

defines our birth, aging, and death and that reassures 

us that life is meaningful. 

Hence, during the performance of these life-crisis rit- 

uals, societies may inscribe their designs both literally 

and figuratively upon the initiate, and in doing so, life’s 

paradoxes are proclaimed, contemplated, and drama- 

tized. The struggle between nature and culture is evi- 

denced in Bali, where before a young man or woman 

may marry, he or she undergoes a tooth-filing cere- 

mony, in which the canine tooth, the mark of the beast, 

is smoothed so that the smile is less reminiscent of an 

animal’s snarl. The theme of disruption and continuity 

is enacted in certain African societies, where, as Victor 

Turner has described, an initiate undergoing male pu- 

berty ceremonies ingests a powder ground from the 

burned foreskins of previous initiates, thereby incorpo- 

rating into his body the vitality and power of his fore- 

bears. And James Fernandez has called our attention to 

the interdependence of the individual and the collectiv- 

ity in “Reflections on Looking into Mirrors” (Semiotica, 

1980) by describing an initiation ceremony in which a 

neophyte stares into a looking glass until the face of an 

ancestor appears and merges with his own. 

In the extreme expression of the interdependence be- 

tween the individual and his or her social group, the 

initiate is construed as a microcosm of society, and 

what is enacted by or upon the individual is thought to 

transform the collectivity. Rites of transition performed 

for divine royalty—birth, marriage, procreation, and 

death—are rites performed for the perpetuity of the 

kingdom as a whole, and in certain cultures a king has 

been killed annually in order to rejuvenate and ensure 

the fertility of the land. Moreover, certain rites of pas- 

sage, such as healing rituals, may serve to resolve social 

problems and to perpetuate the social order directly as 

well as indirectly because they treat not only the sick or 

diseased person but also the entire society. 

For all that societies use rites of passage to instill 

their values and configurations in the individual, they 

also take advantage of these ceremonies to foster the 

arousal of self-conscious questioning, for rites of pas- 

sage are also times of what Victor Turner terms “‘reflex- 

ivity.” Individuals (as well as the society itself) may be 

moved to the edge of profound self-investigation and ex- 

ploration: social categories are played with, inverted, 
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suspended; social borders are liquidated, crossed, 

blurred; identity symbols are stripped away and affixed 

anew. Such play is facilitated through the use of mir- . 

rors, masks, costumes, and other kinds of novelty. Free 

reign of reflexive awareness is permitted, even expe- 

dited—but only within the formal constraints of the rit- 

ual itself. 

Paradox, then, lies at-the heart of rites of passage. The 

paradoxes and conflicts in our lives as humans may pro- 

duce great anxiety because they defy our desire to live 

in a logically consistent and comprehensible world. Rit- 

ual exposes these paradoxes and accentuates them; ten- 

sion is heightened and resolution is eagerly sought. But 

precisely because these paradoxes are cognitively or 

logically irresolvable, no actual resolution can be 

gained. But the familiar bounds and safety that ritual 

provides allow us to experience their truth, and thereby 

to discover the intractable parameters of our fate as hu- 

mans. In this way, rites of passage not only accentuate 

anxiety but also alleviate it. 

History of study. The structure of rites of passage was 

clearly articulated early on in the discipline of anthro- 

pology by Arnold van Gennep, who in 1907 discerned a 

fundamental tripartite form inherent in all rites of pas- 

sage: separation, transition, and incorporation. Van 

Gennep noted that a person had to be separated from 

one role or status before he or she could be incorporated 

into a new one. He thus identified not only those phases 

of separation and incorporation but a transitional, or 

liminal, one as well. Consequently, for van Gennep rit- 

ual truly represented a process, and he thus stood apart 

from mainstream Victorian anthropology, which em- 

phasized evolutionary phases and the tracking down of 

the origins of customs. In this way, van Gennep laid 

much of the groundwork for the modern interest in 

symbolic and ritual studies. 

Building on van Gennep’s work, Victor Turner has 

generated exceptionally rich and fruitful theories for 

the study of ritual processes; his works articulating the 

concept of liminality are especially generative and far- 

ranging. Through Turner’s work, liminality has been ex- 

tended far beyond its original sense of an intermediate 

or marginal ritual phase and has taken on new meaning 

as an autonomous and sometimes enduring category of 

people who are ‘“‘betwixt and between.” All manner of 

those who inhabit and cross the edges of social bound- 

aries and codes—tricksters, clowns, poets, shamans, 

court jesters, monks, ‘“‘dharma bums,” and holy mendi- 

cants—represent liminal beings. Not only people but 

also social movements, such as millenarian cults, and 

social principles, such as matrilaterality in patrilineal 

systems, may be viewed as liminal. These ideas are de- 

veloped in The Ritual Process (Chicago, 1969) and Dra- 

mas, Fields, and Metaphors: Symbolic Action in Human 

Society (Ithaca, N.Y., 1974). 

What do these persons or principles have in common 

with neophytes in a liminal phase of ritual transition? 

The point is made in many ways: the symbols used for 

them are similar, emphasizing innocence, rebirth, vul- 

nerability, fertility, change, emotion, paradox, disorder, 

anomaly, opposition, and the like. Such people, because 

they dwell on and between the borders of our catego- 

ries, as Mary Douglas tells us in Purity and Danger (Lon- 

don, 1966), are designated taboo or polluted simply be- 

cause they are out of place. Like ritual neophytes they 

are neither here nor there, and like ritual neophytes 

they threaten our orderly conceptualizations. Yet, be- 

cause they are out of place, they are mysterious and 

powerful; and liminal beings or phases can also be, as 

Turner shows, the sources of renewal, innovation, and 

creativity. 

The liminal phase also contains another universal 

and critical element. Turner observes that among the 

neophytes living outside the norms and fixed categories 

of the social system a feeling of solidarity and unity 

emerges, and this oneness, or communitas, also has a 

structure, although its purpose is antistructural. Equal- 

ity, undifferentiated humanness, androgyny, and humil- 

ity characterize this condition, and neophytes are sym- 

bolically represented as a kind of tabula rasa, pure, 

undetermined possibility—the converse of social struc- 

ture, which emphasizes differentiation, hierarchy, and 

separation. Even historical periods may be liminal, 

transitional times, when the past has lost its grip and 

the future has not yet taken definite shape. At those 

times, the ‘‘subjunctive’” mood of the culture prevails, 

and play, imagination, and paradox are encouraged, all 

as part of a self-conscious quest for the basic truths of 
the human condition. 

Another structuralist interpretation of initiation rites 

is advanced by Mary Douglas in Purity and Danger, in 

which she seeks to explain the sex and role reversals so 

common to these ceremonies. Douglas sees them as a 

reflection of the usual social symmetry. That is, the im- 

personation of women by boys is a statement of sym- 

metry that echoes a fundamental social structural prin- 

ciple in societies in which wife exchange between two 

groups must articulate the symmetry and equality be- 

tween the two groups. 

Mircea Eliade in Rites and Symbols of Initiation (New 

York, 1958) contends that the dynamics in rites of pas- 

sage provide a means through which participants may 

achieve religious perfection. The concepts of male and 

female provide a fundamental structural complemen- 

tarity in the usual social order, but complementarity 

also fosters envy between men and women. Each is fas- 



cinated with the special attributes of the other. Because 
rites of passage abound with sexual symbolism, partic- 
ularly evident in cross-dressing and role-play reversal 
between the sexes, they allow the neophyte the chance 
to experience the usually repressed other half. Accord- 
ingly, the neophyte can then become the incarnation of 
totality, can then reach perfection, and can then tran- 

scend irreducible quotidian complementarity. 

Some scholars hold that rites of passage function to 

underscore the social importance of the group or sex 

that is the focus of the celebration. This stance is illus- 

trated by Alice Schlegel and Herbert Barry in ‘The Evo- 

lutionary Significance of Adolescent Initiation Ceremo- 

nies’’ (American Ethnologist, 1980), in which they show 

that puberty ceremonies for girls predominate in those 

societies where female participation in food production 

exceeds or is more important than male contribution. 

They_also add an evolutionary scheme by contending 

that as societies grow more complex, gender as a clas- 

sificatory principle recedes in importance, and fewer 

initiation ceremonies are found altogether. A further 

twist on the evolutionary scheme is put forth by Martha 

and Morton Fried in Transitions: Four Rituals in Eight 

Cultures (New York, 1980). The Frieds examine four crit- 

ical transitions (birth, puberty, marriage, death) and 

find that they are not crucially linked to the success of 

social cohesion or of social operation. They also con- 

clude that ritual may not be a critical element in the 

success of social groups, for they note that ritual seems 

to have appeared rather late on the human scene. The 

evidence we have for this are the flower-strewn remains 

of Neanderthal humans, which date from only about 

40,000 BcE. 

Learning and experience through ritual. Whether or 

not rites of passage, or any ritual activity, is necessary 

to human existence is a debatable matter, yet rites of 

passage do provide for and fulfill at least one crucial 

task: that of inculcating a society’s rules and values to 

those who are to become its full-fledged members. Be- 

cause rites of passage occur at great moments of anxiety 

(life crises) and because they even provoke anxiety by 

vividly calling attention to irresolvable human para- 

doxes, they provide an atmosphere in which the neo- 

phyte is rendered most susceptible to learning. Initiates 

are almost always separated from society; their pre- 

vious habits of acting, thinking, and feeling are stripped 

away. Thus cut off from their usual ways of apprehend- 

ing the world—their routines and their customary ways 

of communicating—they are placed in a highly suggest- 

ible state for learning. But how does this learning take 

place? How does learning permeate the various levels 

of consciousness and unconsciousness so that the person 

is filled with motivation and desire to become what he 
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or she must become in addition to absorbing knowl- 
edge? 

One way the communication of society’s arcane 

knowledge is achieved is through direct instruction. 

Sometimes secret names of deities or ancestors are re- 

vealed; sometimes the mythical history of the society is 

recounted in full; sometimes special incantations or 

creeds are taught. All of these do much to transmit the 

store of esoteric principles to the initiates, and they are 

often encouraged, if not forced, to reflect upon this 

knowledge. 

Yet certainly this is not the only kind of teaching and 

learning that transpires during rites of passage. What 

are we to make of the masks and images that incorpo- 

rate grotesque combinations and weird juxtapositions 

of animal and human parts; what of the bold body dec- 

orations or scarifications; what of the driving, incessant 

beat of the music that accompanies ritual? Symbolic 

experience—whether in drama, poetry, myth, the arts, 

or trance—holds forth its particular kind of informa- 

tion, eluding words but nonetheless significant and real. 

On other deeper, less verbal, less cognitive levels, we 

are moved to understand something of our lives and our 

place within the cosmos when we enact ritual. Because 

rites of passage are performed—that is, carried out phys- 

ically and mentally—experience—affective and subjec- 

tive as well as cognitive—may well represent the crux 

of ritual. Unfortunately, for the most part, anthropolo- 

gists have failed to deal with the experiences of ritual 

participants—private, subjective, psychological, con- 

scious, and unconscious—in their endeavors to explain 

ritual, and this represents an enormous barrier to an 

understanding of the subject. 

There are notable exceptions to this truism, however. 

There are some who have pioneered an examination of 

emotion and learning in ritual. In the classic study Re- 

ligion: An Anthropological View (New York, 1966), An- 

thony Wallace presents the concept of a “ritual learning 

process,” which essentially works through what he calls 

the “‘law of dissociation.” That is, because the neophyte 

has been placed in a stage in which he or she is radi- 

cally dissociated from past knowledge before being pre- 

sented with much new information, cognitive and affec- 

tive restructuring is facilitated. Wallace outlines the 

various phases of this kind of learning: prelearning or 

anticipation; separation (through sensory deprivation, 

monotonous stimuli, extreme physical stress, and the 

like); suggestion (high suggestibility associated with 

trance or dissociation, sometimes thought of as conver- 

sion or possession); execution (achievement of a new 

cognitive structure); and maintenance (through repeti- 

tion or reinforcement), occasionally involving a resyn- 

thesis. 
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We find that Jerome Frank uses a similar paradigm 

in Persuasion and Healing: A Comprehensive Study of 

Psychotherapy (Baltimore, 1961). However, Wallace’s 

and Frank’s work do not seem to have been utilized, at 

least not systematically, in subsequent studies of ritual, 

and it is clear that a complete comprehension of the 

manner in which learning takes place in ritual calls for 

psychologically informed theories and hypotheses. 

One that stands out is cognitive dissonance theory. 

Leon Festinger informs us in the seminal A Theory of 

Cognitive Dissonance (Evanston, IIl., 1957) that there is 

a direct relationship between the degree to which per- 

sons suffer for an experience and the value that they 

attach to the experience. The higher the psychological 

price paid, the more likely are subjects to pronounce it 

worthwhile. It is noteworthy that rites of passage, es- 

pecially rites of puberty, may be acutely painful, involv- 

ing as they often do tattooing, circumcision, scarifica- 

tion, cicatrization, and other forms of mutilation. Yet, 

the application of this theory has not been systemati- 

cally applied to initiation rites. 

Psychologists, for their part, have not availed them- 

selves of the opportunity to test learning theories 

against the vast and rich ethnographic literature on 

rites of passage. True enough, there has been enormous 

interest generated for puberty rites among psycholo- 

gists, but this attention has been limited generally to 

the use of psychoanalytical theory in explanation. 

Freudians, particularly, have focused on the dramatic 

aspects of puberty rites, seeing in them support for the 

ideas that Sigmund Freud advanced in Totem und Tabu 

(1913). In his “Oedipus theory” Freud proposed that the 

beginning of civilization occurred when an ancestral 

patriarch was slain by his jealous sons because ot his 

monopolization of the females in the group. The patri- 

archs in turn punished their sons for their incestuous 

yearnings toward their mothers and for the sons’ desire 

to overthrow the authority of their elders. In this view, 

puberty rites celebrate this moment in human history 

by recreating these episodes, especially through circum- 

cision or other forms of genital mutilation. 

The diverse and plentiful symbols of procreation and 

birth in adolescent initiation rites led Bruno Bettelheim 

to expound another interpretation of these rituals in 

Symbolic Wounds (New York, 1954). Noting that cir- 

cumcision and subincision of the penis cause bleeding 

and that often puberty rites stipulate that boys must 

move through the legs of older men (symbolizing re- 

birth), Bettelheim concludes that male initiation cere- 

monies are thus forums for the expression of envy of the 

procreative powers of women. Circumcision is seen as 

imitative of menstruation, giving birth to new life, and 

extreme cases of subincision are viewed as making male 

genitals superficially similar to those of women. Envy 

and emulation are thus the key messages and purposes 

of male puberty rites. 

Another psychological view holds that male initiation 

rites serve to expedite the resolution of Oedipal conflicts 

and to establish masculine identity. This perspective, 

represented in Frank Young’s Initiation Ceremonies: A 

Cross-cultural Study of Status Dramatization (New York, 

1965), further contends that in societies where the 

mother-son bond is particularly strong, elaborate and 

painful ceremonies are needed to vigorously and deci- 

sively break a male child’s identification with his 

mother (and hence with other women) and to install 

him in the psychological and social company of his fa- 

ther’s group. 

Most psychological treatments of initiation ceremo- 

nies have investigated those of male puberty; discus- 

sions of female initiation rites are scarce. In The Drums 

of Affliction (London, 1968), Victor Turner describes the 

girls’ initiation rites observed and analyzed by him and 

Edith Turner while among the Ndembu of Zambia. The 

rites express woman’s ultimate structural dominance in 

a matrilineal system. The central symbol, a “milk” tree, 

with white sap, is not merely an emblem of woman- 

hood, it also represents the value set on matriliny as the 

hub around which the whole society revolves. The rites 

oppose women to men as a sex before they reunite them 

with men as joint producers of children. The great aim 

of initiation is to convert a girl into a fruitful married 

woman. Other writings on girls’ initiation have empha- 

sized the bonding between females that occurs at these 

times; however, they describe rites whose main func- 

tion is to communicate female inferiority and the 

suppression of female sexuality. 

As has been made clear in the foregoing paragraphs, 

the literature on rites of passage is profuse and much 

research attention has been devoted to the subject. 

These rituals of transition and initiation have yielded 

forth many distinct lines of explanation: structural, 

functional, religious, symbolic, and psychoanalytical, 

each articulating an aspect of what these ceremonial ac- 

tivities tell the participants and onlookers. Many of 

these interpretations have gone a long way toward an- 

alyzing the multilayered meanings contained in rites of 

passage. Unfortunately, however, anthropologists and 

other scholars have paid disappointingly little heed to 

what these rites do to people. We need to know how, in 

fact, culture is transmitted—not merely as a codified 

system of principles and messages, but as an intrinsic 

learning process, embracing experience so that, as Vic- 

tor Turner puts it, one’s duty becomes one’s desire. An- 

thropology cannot possibly reach an understanding of 

the transmission of culture, of the maintenance of val- 



ues, without expanding its conceptions of learning the- 
ory and symbolic processes, unconscious and conscious. 
Modern, Industrial Society. When we peruse the lit- 

erature on rites of passage, we find, in addition to schol- 
arly interpretations, descriptions (and often photo- 
graphs) of fantastic, elaborate masks, costumes, or 
other body decoration, and while these certainly may 

be intriguing, Westerners may be quite thankful that 

they do not have to endure tooth filing, circumcision, 
subincision, cicatrization, tattooing, and the like. Still, 

the impression we are frequently left with is that rites 

of passage are elaborate affairs occurring in small-scale 

societies in which every member of the community 

takes part. What meaning, if any, do rites of passage 

hold for us in the modern, industrial world? Have we 

lost sight of our need to move people clearly and safely 

from one life stage to another? Is the safety and assur- 

ance-that ritual provides no longer possible, or even ap- 

plicable for those of us in complex societies? 

Our society may be characterized as fragmented, con- 

fusing, complex, and disorderly. We put a premium on 

our individuality; we pay dearly, though, for the indi- 

viduality that we so cherish. The cost of our freedom is 

often adjustment to life’s transitions quite alone, and 

with private, not public, symbols. Our society is so mul- 

tifarious and diffuse that we must entrust our lives into 

the hands of experts and anonymous agencies or indi- 

viduals who care for only a small part of our human 

needs. We are born, for the most part, in hospitals, and 

we usually die there. Birth and death, the irreducible 

entrance and exit, become merely secular affairs, mat- 

ters of the most profound emotional significance that 

are left publicly uncelebrated. 

There may well be dire consequences for our lack of 

public ritual. Long ago, Emile Durkheim made evident 

in his classic work Suicide (1897) that the lack of social 

connection, the unacknowledged existence, and the feel- 

ing of anomie may be expressed by the individual in the 

form of suicide. More recently, Solon Kimball remarks 

in the introduction to a reprint of van Gennep’s Rites of 

Passage (Chicago, 1960) that one result of the strain of 

undergoing individualistic ritual may be mental illness. 

Some scholars argue that genuine rites of passage are 

not possible in modern societies because of the limited, 

specialized, or attenuated social relations experienced 

in them. For example, Max Gluckman asserts in Essays 

on the Ritual of Social Relations (Manchester, 1962) 

that rites of passage are ‘“‘sacred”’ and thus can exist 

only in societies where the social is also religious, 

where social relations serve multiple purposes and are 

charged with moral valuations. 

But ritual is not synonymous with religion, and it 

may well be that religion operates more through con- 
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scious cognitive faculties than does ritual. The differ- 

ences are informative. One of ritual’s distinguishing fea- 

tures is that it is performed. One must engage more than 

merely cognitive processes in order to carry out ritual- 

istic activity, for ritual absorbs and employs all the sen- 

ses, and indeed it probably involves different centers in 

the brain from those of cognition. As Mircea Eliade puts 

it so well, one may become what one performs; hence, 

critical thinking may not be so essential an element 

here as it may be in religious belief. Rituals also incor- 

porate paradox and conflict; problems of codification 

and consistency, therefore, may not be so relevant as 

they are in religious belief. Rituals are indeed “‘transfor- 

mative’ experiences, as Victor Turner tells us; and as 

Sherry Ortner observes in Sherpas through Their Rituals 

(Cambridge, 1978), we approach ritual with a cultural 

problem, stated or unstated, and then work various op- 

erations upon it, arriving at “solutions’’—reorganiza- 

tions and reinterpretations of the elements that produce 

a newly meaningful whole. Achieving the appropriate 

shift in consciousness is the work of ritual. 

It is important to note that rituals are constructed— 

fabricated, built, created—for that indicates that we 

may then be able to create and provide them for our- 

selves if they are not already bestowed by our society. 

Studies of crises in the adult life cycle in Western soci- 

ety today (e.g., Roger Gould’s Transformation: Growth 

in Adult Life, Louisville, Ky., 1978, and Gail Sheehy’s 

Passages: Predictable Crises of Adult Life, New York, 

1974) have highlighted our creation of various life 

phases and the various cultural and psychological prob- 

lems that result from them. These works, however, have 

not considered the relation and importance of ritual to 

these junctures in our lives. 

Those of us in modern Western society indeed expe- 

rience numerous forms of crises and transitions: meno- 

pause, surgery, “empty nests,” divorce, retirement. 

They are traumatic and anxiety-provoking, and yet they 

regularly occur uncelebrated. We do make attempts to 

enact rituals at several crossroads in our lives, although 

we usually do so alone and secluded. Burning an un- 

faithful lover’s photograph, returning gifts from one no 

longer cherished, changing a hairstyle, and cleaning 

house are all ways to announce that one phase of life 

has ended and a new one is beginning. 

We in Western society do not live in the same kind of 

world as do those in tribal or traditional societies, yet 

surely we experience the same anxiety and uncertainty 

at life’s crisis points. And surely we share with them the 
same conceptual quandaries about life: that we are nat- 

ural yet cultural beings; that our lives are marked both 

by disruption and by continuity; and that we are indi- 

vidual yet collective. These are the fundamental para- 
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doxes that everyone everywhere experiences, and that 

rites of passage announce to us, instruct us about, and 

help us to transcend. 

[See also Sacrament, overview article, and, for specific 

rites, Birth; Initiation; Marriage; Ordination; and Fu- 

neral Rites.] 
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BARBARA G. MYERHOFF, LINDA A. CAMINO, 

and EpITH TURNER 

A Few Definitions 

[The following notes were found among the papers of 
the late Victor Turner. | 

The term ritual denotes those aspects of prescribed 

formal behavior that have no direct technological con- 
sequences. If one performs Trobriand gardening ritual, 

for example, this will not directly cause the taro crop to 

grow. The “‘prescription,’’ or prescribed component in 

the definition, is ordinarily provided by cultural tradi- 
tion, but it may in some cases be a spontaneous inven- 
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tion of the individual. The majority of “‘religious” and 

“magical” actions are ritual in this sense, but the con- 

cept of ritual is not usefully limited to religious and 

magical contexts. Ritual actions are “symbolic” in that 

they assert something about the state of affairs, but 

they are not necessarily purposive, that is, the per- 

former of ritual does not necessarily seek to alter the 

state of affairs. 

For anthropologists—and ecclesiastics, for that mat- 

ter—the term ritual always refers to social customs, tra- 

ditionally sanctioned, but some psychoanalytic writers 

use the term to include prescribed and elaborated be- 

havior that has been spontaneously invented by an in- 

dividual, as by compulsion neurotics, for example. 

The term rites de passage was first used by Arnold van 

Gennep in his book of that name (published in 1909 and 

now available in an English translation). It describes 

two types of rite: 

1. Rites that accompany the passage of a person from 

one social status to another in the course of his or 

her life and 
2. Rites that mark recognized points in the passage of 

time (new year, new moon, solstice, or equinox). 

The term has come to be restricted (although I am not 

in agreement with this) to the former type, which are 

now sometimes called “‘life-crisis rites.’”” Typical rites de 

passage in the modern sense are those that accompany 

birth, the attainment of adult status, marriage, and 

death. 
Van Gennep analyzed these rites into a sequence of 

three stages: (1) rites of separation, (2) marginal, or lim- 

inal, rites, and (3) rites of aggregation, or, more simply, 

rites of entry into, waiting in, and leaving the interme- 

diate no-man’s land. The three elements are not equally 
marked in all rites de passage; according to van Gennep, 

the element of separation is more important in mortu- 

ary or funerary rites, that of aggregation in marriage. 

The marginal rites, marking the period in which an in- 

dividual is detached from one status but not yet admit- 

ted into the next, are most conspicuous in those initia- 

tion ceremonies that involve the participants in a long 

period of isolation, cut off from their normal social con- 

tacts. : 

The sacralization of these crucial periods in individ- 

ual life is itself a matter of sociological interest. Van 

Gennep drew attention to the characteristic symbolism 
of rites de passage, such as a simulated death and res- 

urrection, or a ritualistic passing through a door or 

archway (hence the term liminal, from the Latin limen, 

“threshold”). He interpreted birth rituals as signifying 
the separation of the infant from the world of the dead 
(or the not-living) and his aggregation to that of the liv- 



ing. Recent ethnography has supplemented his analysis 
of mortuary ritual by showing how it can explicitly in- 
clude the aggregation of the dead person to the society 
of the ancestors. 

VICTOR TURNER 

Hindu Rites 

India is a land of many ethnic, tribal, and linguistic 
groups, and of numerous castes and sects, each with its 

distinctive customs and practices. This article does not 

presume to be an exhaustive survey of the rites of pas- 

sage practiced by all these groups. Its scope is limited 

to those rites handed down in the mainstream Brah- 

manic tradition and described in its normative texts. 

Rites of passage are defined as the rites that accom- 

pany a change of state, whether it be age or social po- 

sition. This study will focus on three classifications for- 

mulated within the Hindu tradition that partly overlap 

and together indicate what we call rites of passage as 

well as the states that they initiate: samskdra, diksd, 

and dsrama. I have also included rites performed at var- 

ious junctures of an individual’s life even though there 

is no change of state; the Hindu category of samskdra 

includes these life-cycle rites, as well as strict rites of 

passage. 
Samskara. Hindu theologians define samskdra as a 

rite that prepares a person or thing for a function by 

imparting new qualities and/or by removing taints. It 

consecrates and purifies. The term, therefore, covers a 

broad group of preparatory rites, including sacrifices 

and the consecration of sacrificial utensils. The texts on 

Hindu domestic rites (Grhyasitras) and the law books 

(Dharmasastras) apply the term more specifically to 

rites associated with the human life cycle. “Sacrament,” 

the customary translation of samskdra, captures only a 

part of its significance and is liable to cause misunder- 

standing. 

Sources do not agree on the number or the procedures 

of the samskdaras. Some list as many as forty, using the 

term broadly to cover numerous domestic rites, while 

others give just twelve. The medieval handbooks enu- 

merate sixteen. The descriptions of these rites also show 

marked discrepancies. The texts themselves acknowl- 

edge the existence of local and caste differences and of- 

ten ask the reader to consult women, the custodians of 

folk customs. Our account, therefore, offers only a par- 

tial glimpse of these rites as they were performed at 

various times and places. 
Marriage. It is customary for modern accounts of 

samskéras to begin with the prenatal rites. The Grhya- 

sutras, however, begin with marriage, and for good rea- 
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son. It is the central Hindu institution: only a married 

man accompanied by his wife is the complete persona 

religiosa entitled to perform the principal religious acts 

of sacrifice and procreation. The Vedic texts declare 

that a man becomes complete after securing a wife and 

begetting a son. Other samskdras either lead up to mar- 

riage or flow from it. 

Sources contain detailed instructions regarding the 

selection of a partner, the marriageable age of a boy 

and a girl, the auspicious times for marriage, and the 

like. The betrothal takes place some time before the 
marriage: the father of the groom asks for the bride’s 

hand and her father formally gives his consent. 
The rite of marriage, more than any other samskara, 

is subject to local variations. Four rites, however, form 

the core of the ceremony: 

1. Several oblations are made into the sacred fire. 

2. The bridegroom takes the bride’s hand, saying: “I 

take your hand for happiness.” 

3. He guides her three times around the fire. After each 

circumambulation he makes her step on a stone, say- 

ing: ‘Tread on this stone. Be firm like a stone. Over- 

come the enemies. Trample down the foes.” 

4. He makes her take seven steps toward the northeast, 

saying: “Take one step for sap, two for juice, three 

for prospering in wealth, four for comfort, five for 

cattle, six for the seasons. Be my friend with your 

seventh step! May you be devoted to me. Let us have 

many sons. May they reach old age.” Most authori- 

ties consider these seven steps as the essential rite of 

matrimony; if the bridegroom dies before this rite is 

performed, the bride is not considered a widow. 

After the marriage rite the couple goes to the husband’s 

home and remains chaste for three days. On the fourth 

day several rites are performed to ensure fertility, after 

which the marriage is consummated. 

Prenatal samskaras. There are three principal rites 

performed before birth to promote conception and to 

ensure the safety of the mother and the fetus. Garbha- 

dhana, the conception rite, is performed between the 

fourth and the sixteenth day after the beginning of the 

wife’s monthly period. Pumsavana, which literally 

means ‘‘quickening of a male child,” is performed in the 

third or fourth month of pregnancy to ensure a male 

progeny, and also contains ritual and medicinal safe- 
guards against miscarriage. Simantonnayana, ceremo- 

nial parting of the mother’s hair, is performed between 

the fourth and the eighth month of pregnancy to protect 

the fetus from evil spirits. 

It is very likely that the prenatal samskdras once 

formed a part of the marriage ceremony to promote the 
fertility of the bride. Their transfer to a later time may 
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have resulted from the progressive lowering of the mar- 

riageable age of girls. When prepubertal marriage be- 

came the custom, rites associated with intercourse and 

conception would have seemed inappropriate within 

the marriage ceremony. Some features of these sam- 

skaras, moreover, recall their original context. For ex- 

ample, invocations of many sons and prayers for fertil- 

ity abound. Further, the conception rite, the parting of 

the hair, and, according to some, even the quickening of 

a male child are performed only for the first pregnancy. 

Accordingly, these rites are viewed by many Hindu 

theologians as directed at the purification of the mother 

rather than of the fetus. 

Childhood samskaras. The largest number of sam- 

skadras belong to the period between birth and adoles- 

cence, the most precarious time of life in premodern so- 

cieties. Sources differ widely regarding the number, the 

names, and the procedures of these rites. The most sig- 

nificant of them are: Jatakarman (birth rites), one of the 

oldest of the samskadras and performed immediately af- 

ter birth; Namakarana (naming ceremony) on the tenth 

or the twelfth day after birth; Niskramana (exit from 

the birthing room) between the twelfth day and the 

fourth month from birth; AnnapraSsana (first eating of 

solid food) in the sixth month; Karnavedha (ear pierc- 

ing) performed between the twelfth day and the fifth 

year; Cadakarana or Caula (first haircutting) in the 

third year. 

Samskaras of adolescence. While the childhood sam- 

skaras are aimed at protecting and nurturing the child, 

those of adolescence have a markedly social signifi- 

cance. They prepare the youth to assume the social and 

religious responsibilities of the adult world. They are, 

therefore, associated with education, and the teacher 

plays a central role in them. 

The main samskdra of adolescence is Vedic initiation 

(Upanayana). It is regarded as the second birth of the 

initiate. The teacher who performs the initiation and 

who imparts the Veda is said to bear the pupil within 

him like an embryo and to cause him to be born again 

in the Veda. Thus the brahmanas, ksatriyas, and vaisyas, 

who form the first three social classes (varna), are 

called “‘twice-born” because they undergo initiation, 

whereas the Sadras, who are not qualified for initiation, 

are said to have only a single birth—the physical birth 

from the parents. Before initiation a child of the upper 

classes is not subject to the norms that minutely regu- 
late the lives of adult Hindus, and, therefore, he is lik- 

ened to a Sudra. 

The standard age for initiation is eight years for brah- 

manas, eleven for ksatriyas, and twelve for vaisyas, al- 

though all are permitted to undergo initiation at a 

younger or an older age. Men of the three upper classes 

who remain uninitiated after the ages of sixteen, 

twenty-two, and twenty-four respectively are consid- 

ered sinners. Social intercourse with them is forbidden. 

Before the rite the boy takes his final meal in the com- 

pany of his mother. Then his head is shaved and he is 

bathed. He is given a girdle, a deerskin, a staff, and a 

sacred thread. The sacred thread consists of three cords, 

and each cord is made by twisting three strands. It is 

normally worn over the left shoulder and hangs under 

the right arm. Though the sacred thread is not men- 

tioned in the earliest sources, it has come to be re- 

garded as the central element of initiation and as the 

symbol of a person’s second birth. Today the rite is of- 

ten called the “thread ceremony.” At first the thread 

was probably a substitute for the upper garment worn 

during ritual activities. 

The teacher performs several symbolic acts that es- 

tablish an intimate relationship between him and his 

new pupil. The initiatory rite reaches its climax when 

the teacher reaches over the pupil’s right shoulder, 

places his hand over the pupil’s heart, and says: “Into 

my will I take thy heart. Thy mind shall follow my 

mind. In my word thou shalt rejoice with all thy heart. 

May Brhaspati join thee to me.” The teacher then im- 

parts the sacred Savitri formula: ‘“That excellent glory 

of Savitr [Sun], the god, we meditate, that he may stim- 

ulate our prayers” (Rgveda 3.62.10). The centrality of 

these rites is pointed out by an ancient Vedic text, the 

Satapatha Brahmana (11.5.4.12): “By laying his right 

hand on the pupil the teacher becomes pregnant with 

him. In the third night he is born a brahmana with the 

Savitri.” The initiate, who is called a brahmacarin, 

then puts wood into the sacred fire. This is his first en- 

counter with the sacrifice, the central religious act of 

the Vedic religion. 

The pupil remains for many years at the teacher’s 

house, away from his home and family. This is a liminal 

period. The number of years is not determined; twelve, 

the number most often given, probably has a symbolic 

value, signifying completeness. The pupil is reduced to 

the level of a servant, without status, rank, or property; 

he obtains even his food by begging from house to 

house. Humility, obedience, and chastity are his main 

virtues. 

Samavartana is the samskdra that concludes the pe- 

riod of studentship. Initiation separates the boy from 

the social community, while Samavartana reincorpo- 

rates the youth into the adult world. The term literally 

means the return of the scholar to his parents’ home 

after graduation. The central feature of the ceremony is 

a ritual bath. The rite, therefore, is often termed sndna 



(bath), and the young graduate is called a sndtka (the 
bathed). This feature, present also in the rite that ends 
the period of seclusion following the consecration 
(diksd) for a Vedic sacrifice, indicates that it is the con- 
cluding act of the initiatory ritual, rather than a sepa- 
rate samskdra. After the bath the youth discards the stu- 
dent’s attire and puts on ornaments and fine clothes; he 
assumes his status in society. The young adult is now 
ready to get married and establish a household, and a 

search for a suitable bride will soon begin. 

Funeral. The funeral is the last samskdra. It prepares 

a person for existence after death. From the earliest pe- 

riod of Indian history human remains were normally 

cremated. With the growth of sacrificial speculation in 

the late Vedic period, cremation came to be regarded as 

one’s last sacrifice (Antyesti), in which one’s own body 

is offered in the fire. From this sacrifice the deceased 

person is born again into a new existence in the com- 

pany of his or her ancestors. Vedic texts call it a per- 

son’s third birth. The funeral, therefore, is a rite of pas- 

sage from the earthly existence to the world of the 
fathers. 

Cremation, however, does not conclude the funeral; it 

is believed that newly deceased people pass through a 

liminal period lasting twelve days or one year, during 

which they live as ghosts (pretas). The dead are then 

dangerous, and their relatives are impure. During this 

time special offerings of food and water are made for 

the newly deceased (Ekoddista-sraddha). On the twelfth 

day, which is the current practice, or after one year, the 

newly deceased person is ritually united with his or her 

dead ancestors through a rite called Sapindikarana. 

Four rice balls are prepared, three for the three preced- 

ing generations of ancestors and one for the newly dead 

person. The latter is cut into three parts, which are then 

mixed with the three balls intended for the ancestors. 

The union of rice balls symbolizes the union of the de- 

ceased with his or her ancestors. It is the final act of the 

funeral. Henceforth, the dead person will participate in 

all the normal offerings that his or her relatives will 

make to their ancestors. 

The Upanisads contain information on a rite per- 

formed by a father when he feels that his death is im- 

minent. In it he transfers his duties and powers—his rit- 

ual persona—to his son. This rite of transmission 

(Sampratti or Sampradana) by which a son succeeds 

his father was later assimilated into the rite of renun- 

ciation, which also results in the ritual death of the fa- 

ther. 
A remarkable feature of the funeral as well as the 

other samskaras is that they do not refer at all to the 

common Indian beliefs of rebirth (samsdra) and libera- 
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tion (moksa). These Hindu rituals are founded on a dif- 

ferent worldview that celebrates life and fertility, 

shrinks from pollution and death, and, when death 

comes, ritually transports the dead to the world of the 

fathers. 

Diksa. Like samskara, diksd is a preparatory rite. It 

is, however, more closely associated with the assump- 

tion of a new state. While samskdras are obligatory for 

all, most diksds are undertaken voluntarily. It is, how- 

ever, impossible to define either term precisely because 

they are often used as synonyms, and diksa frequently 

refers to a wide variety of purificatory and other rites. 

The most famous diksa is the consecration of a man 

for a Vedic sacrifice. It prepares the sacrificer for the 

solemn act by purifying him and by transferring him to 

a new but temporary state similar to that of the gods. 

In diksa@ the sacrificer is ritually transformed into an 

embryo and is born again with a new and more perfect 

body. Many elements of the rite symbolize the birthing 

process. The consecrated man (diksita) is surrounded by 

taboos. He is sacred and dangerous: others are not al- 

lowed to touch him or to pronounce his name. At the 

conclusion of the sacrifice the consecratory period ends 

with a ritual bath, after which the sacrificer returns to 

his normal state. 

The royal consecration is also called diksd. It shares 

many common features with the sacrificial diksad. Like 

the sacrificer, the new king is ritually reborn at his con- 

secration. His period of diksd lasts a year, during which 

time he is deprived of his royal prerogatives. 

In the post-Vedic religions of India the most common 

forms of diksd are associated with the entry into volun- 

tary religious groups. The earliest such diksd was prob- 

ably that of ascetics. Buddhist and Jain sources indicate 

that at a very early period these sects developed rites of 

entry into their respective monastic orders. Brahmani- 

cal sources contain information on the diksa of renoun- 

cers (samnydsins) and forest hermits. These rites sym- 

bolically enact the death of the novice and his rebirth 

into the new ascetic life. Some rites include ordeals, 

such as pulling the hair by the roots and branding. At 

the conclusion of the rite the ascetic assumes a new 

name and the insignia of the new state: ascetic garb, 

tonsure, staff, begging bowl, and so forth. Initiatory 

rites of ascetics often assume an educational dimension 

in imitation of the Vedic initiation. The teacher plays 

an important role in them and imparts a secret formula 

(mantra) to the novice. The ascetic diksd begins a long 

period of training for the novice. 

Medieval Hindu sects, where admission is not limited 

to ascetics, devised diksds for admitting lay members. 

They are patterned after the Vedic initiation and are re- 
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garded as constituting a new birth of the initiate. In 

some sects, such as the ViraSaiva, the voluntary nature 

of diksa is eliminated and a child is initiated at birth. 

Admission to each higher level or rank within a sect 

also entails special diksds. 

Diksa introduces a new state, either temporary like 

the sacrificer’s or permanent like the ascetic’s. The 

term, therefore, is used as a synonym of vrata (vow) that 

often indicates a special mode of life. This meaning of 

diksa is very close to that of dsrama. 

Asrama. By the sixth century BCE new religious ideas 

advocating a life of renunciation, celibacy, and poverty 

were sweeping the Ganges River valley. New religions, 

such as Buddhism and Jainism, broke with the Vedic 

tradition. Considering human beings as bound to an 

endless cycle of births and deaths, they questioned the 

value of central Vedic institutions such as sacrifice and 

marriage, and of society as such. 

There were brahman thinkers at this time who advo- 

cated these new ideals but were unwilling to break with 

the Vedic tradition. They attempted to find theological 

formulas that would give scriptural legitimacy to re- 

nunciation while maintaining the religious significance 

of marriage and other Vedic institutions. One such for- 

mula was the system of the dsramas. Historically it was 

the most significant. 

The term drama in all probability referred originally 

to ‘‘places of austerity” or hermitages. Its meaning was 

then extended to include lifestyles devoted to religious 

exertion. The term has the latter meaning when used 

within the context of the dsrama system. Its earliest for- 

mulation, which I shall call the preclassical, is found in 

the ancient law books, the Dharmasittras, the earliest of 

which were composed around the fifth century BCE. The 

preclassical system considers the four adsramas—Vedic 

student, householder, forest hermit, and renouncer—not 

as temporary stages but as permanent vocations. A 
young adult, after completing the period of study fol- 
lowing Vedic initiation, is allowed to choose one of 

these dsramas. It is clear, therefore, that in the preclas- 

sical system the first GSrama was that of a permanent 

student, who remained with the teacher until death. 

The temporary period of study following initiation, on 

the other hand, was not regarded as an dSrama but as a 

period of preparation for all dsramas. 

Asrama represents a theological understanding and 

evaluation of several social institutions; it cannot be 

equated with the institutions themselves. They existed 
prior to the invention of the dsrama system, and even 

afterwards continue to exist independently of that sys- 

tem both within and outside the Hindu tradition. Cer- 

tain forms of Hindu marriage and the renunciation of 

women and Sadras, for example, fall outside the asrama 

system. The system gives the institutions religious legit- 

imacy. The a@sramas are proposed as a new fourfold di- 

vision of dharma, paralleling its older division into the 

four social classes (varna), and as four alternative paths 

leading to the heavenly world. These institutions are 

thus made integral parts of dharma and, therefore, of 

the Vedic tradition. 
Although it represented an important theological 

breakthrough for Brahmanism, the preclassical system 

had several drawbacks. It allowed choice in a matter of 

dharma. Choice or option was never encouraged by 

Brahmanic hermeneutics; even in minor matters of rit- 

ual it was used as a last resort in interpreting conflict- 

ing injunctions. Choice with regard to how one will 

spend one’s adult life, moreover, gave rise to debates on 

the relative superiority of the @Sramas and in particular 

eliminated the obligatory nature of marriage. Some 

used the Vedic theory of the three debts of man—study, 

procreation, and sacrifice—as an argument against the 

asrama system: if one does not marry, one is not able to 

repay the debts of procreation and sacrifice. Others 

even suggested that the Veda authorized only one 4s- 

rama, namely that of the householder. 

Toward the beginning of the common era a new for- 

mulation of the asrama system, which I shall call the 

classical, gained wide acceptance. It is given in the au- 

thoritative Laws of Manu, composed in the early cen- 

turies of the common era. The preclassical system all 

but disappeared from the later Hindu tradition, and 

even modern scholars are often ignorant of its very ex- 

istence. 

The classical system conceived of the dSramas not as 

permanent vocations but as temporary stages of life 

through which an individual passes as he grows old. 

The dsrama system thus came to parallel the samskara 

system, and the two central samskdras—initiation and 

marriage—became the rites of entry into the first two 

asramas. The first GSrama is no longer the permanent 

studentship but the temporary period of study following 

initiation. Thus, according to Manu, a person should 

undergo initiation and live the first part of his life in 

the student’s adsrama. After graduation (Samavartana) 

he should marry and enter the householder’s dsrama. 

When he is a grandfather and when, as Manu says, he 

sees his hair turning gray and his skin wrinkled, he 

should retire to the forest as a hermit. After spending 

some time there, he should enter the fourth dsrama, 

renunciation. 

These, then, are the states that recur in the life of 

each individual. They are viewed as four rungs in the 

ladder leading up to liberation. The ladder image re- 



places the path image of the preclassical system. The 
rites of passage from one 4Srama to the next are called 
samskara and diksa indiscriminately. The passage, how- 

ever, takes place only in one direction; one is not per- 

mitted to return to an dSrama one has left. A person who 

does so—for example, a renouncer who reverts to the 

household life—is considered an outcaste. 

The classical system eliminates choice and reaffirms 

the centrality of the householder. The ascetic orders are 

relegated to old age and retirement. The Vedic doctrine 

of three debts, once used as an argument against the 

preclassical system, is now seen as a scriptural basis for 

the asramas. Payment of the debts is carried out by 

passing through at least the first two dsramas. 

The third adsrama (forest hermit) had already become 

obsolete by the early centuries of the common era. Pas- 

sage through the other three dsramas is today, as it 

probably was even during the time of Manu, an ideal 

rather than a reality in the lives of most Hindus. Yet 

the theological understanding of these four central so- 

cioreligious institutions as hierarchical stages of life 

that one enters and leaves through rites of passage be- 

came a cornerstone of Hindu doctrine and practice. It is 

this theology that has given asrama a place alongside 

varna as the two pillars of Hinduism and made the com- 

pound term varndsramadharma the closest Sanskrit ap- 

proximation to the foreign term Hinduism. 

Women and Rites of Passage. Hinduism has always 

been a patriarchal religion. Women play a decidedly 

secondary role in it. This is especially so with regard to 

ritual activity. It is generally accepted that the prenatal 

and childhood samskdras, and of course the funeral, are 

performed also for women belonging to the twice-born 

varnas. The Vedic formulas normally recited at these 

rites, however, are omitted, since women are forbidden 

to study the Veda. However, there is some evidence to 

suggest that in ancient times girls were allowed to be 

initiated and to study the Veda. By the time of Manu’s 

lawbook this practice had been discontinued. Marriage, 

it was claimed, constituted initiation for women. 

The position of women in Hindu sects varies consid- 

erably. The major sects follow the Brahmanic prohibi- 

tion against female initiation. Many fringe and anti- 

structural sects, such as the Virasaiva, however, admit 

women to initiation and full membership. 
Women are also excluded from direct participation in 

the asrama system. In marriage and, according to some, 

also in the hermit’s 4Srama, a woman participates in 

the dsrama of her husband. Female renouncers are 

found in Buddhism, Jainism, and in many medieval 

Hindu sects, and even mainstream Brahmanism ac- 

knowledges their existence. A woman’s life in these in- 
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stitutions, however, is not theologically interpreted as 

constituting an dsrama. 

Sidras and Rites of Passage. Siidras, by which I mean 

all the groups that do not belong to the twice-born var- 

nas, are excluded from reciting or even hearing the 

Veda. Thus they cannot be admitted to Vedic initiation. 

It is quite likely, however, that these groups did possess 

their own initiatory rites, although no information on 

them has come down to us. Regarding the other sam- 

skadras, however, there is a conflict of opinion. Some 

hold that no samskara should be performed for a Sadra, 

while others allow them the prenatal and childhood 

samskaras, as well as marriage and funeral rites, but 

without Vedic formulas. 

Sadras are similarly excluded from the dsrama sys- 

tem, though some authorities recognize their marriage 

as an dsrama. Many medieval sects permit a type of 

diksa for §tdras and admit them to membership. 

Conclusion. Hinduism has no single dogma or doc- 

trine. Its cohesion is found in its rites and observances. 

The central rites of Hinduism, whether it be main- 

stream Brahmanism or sectarian cults, have tradition- 

ally been the rites of passage. 

The situation in modern India, however, is very dif- 

ferent. The only samskdras regularly practiced today are 

marriage and funeral. Vedic initiation, where it is still 

practiced, has become the prerogative of brahmans to 

such a degree that the sacred thread has become the 

hallmark of a brahman. 

The practice has changed, but the theology has re- 

mained the same: the modern Hindu villager as well as 

the modern Hindu theologian will, if asked, define Hin- 

duism as varndsramadharma. 

[For further discussion of rites performed in the home, 

see Domestic Observances, article on Hindu Practices. A 

detailed overview of the Hindu dharma literature is pro- 

vided in Sutra Literature and Sastra Literature. For dis- 

cussion of the special rites involving the fourth and final 

asrama, see Samnyasa.] 
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PATRICK OLIVELLE 

Jewish Rites 

Judaism has a highly developed series of rites that 

mark both initiatory and transformative moments in 

the lives of Jews. The rituals permit both the individual 

and the community to experience in an orderly and reg- 

ulated manner the changing status of the Jew’s relation- 

ship to other individuals and to society as a whole. Al- 

though some of the rites may have originated in other 

neighboring cultures, once adopted they were thor- 

oughly judaized. Their meaning for the Jewish people is 

to be sought not in their origin but in their function in 

Jewish society. Some rites have changed little in the 

millennia since their introduction. Others have been 

radically transformed. In this article I describe the rites 

as they are currently practiced, with special emphasis 

on the Jewish community of North America. 

In general, the rites are rooted in biblical regulations 

(mitsvot, ““commandments’’) that were refined and stan- 

dardized in the Talmudic and medieval periods. Al- 

though Jewish law (halakhah) defines the essential ele- 

ments in each rite, local customs (minhagim) provide 

some degree of variation from community to commu- 

nity. 

During the last century and a*half, Judaism became 

divided into four streams, Orthodox, Conservative, Re- 

form, and Reconstructionist, and this has created an in- 

creased divergence in the liturgy and ritual of life cycle 

ceremonies. The greatest divergence from standard tra- 

ditional practice as defined by the Talmud and the later 

legal codes occurs in Reform and Reconstructionist Ju- 

daism. In addition, the growth of the feminist move- 

ment in the 1960s and 1970s has had a significant im- 

pact on life cycle ceremonies in the non-Orthodox 

movements: new rituals have been created specifically 

for women and some standard rituals have been made 

more egalitarian by the inclusion of women as equal 

participants or by the removal of sexist language. 

Circumcision, Naming, Redemption of the First- 

born. The male initiatory rite is berit milah (‘“covenant 

of circumcision”). It involves the surgical removal of 

the foreskin of the penis and the recitation of prayers 

that welcome the infant into the Jewish people by ini- 

tiating him into the covenant of Abraham (Gn. 17:11ff.). 

The rite takes place on the eighth day after birth, count- 

ing the day of birth as the first day. So significant is the 

eighth day that even if it falls on the Sabbath or a fes- 

tival, the circumcision is not postponed. 

Circumcision was practiced by other ancient Near 

Eastern peoples, probably as a fertility rite, but among 

Jews it became the physical sign of belonging to the 

Jewish people. [See Circumcision.] In the Hebrew Bible, 

circumcision is first mentioned in the injunction pro- 

claimed by God to the ninety-nine-year-old Abraham, 

that instructed him to circumcise himself and the male 

members of his household: 

God further said to Abraham, “‘As for you, you and your off- 

spring to come throughout the ages shall keep my covenant. 

Such shall be my covenant between me and you and your 

offspring to follow which you shall keep: every male among 

you shall be circumcised. You shall circumcise the flesh of 

your foreskin, and that shall be the sign of the covenant be- 

tween me and you. And throughout the generations, every 

male among you shall be circumcised at the age of eight 

days. . . . Thus shall my covenant be marked in your flesh 

as an everlasting pact.” (Gn. 17:9-13) 

In Jewish law, it is the father’s responsibility to cir- 

cumcise his son. As a practical matter, however, it is 

rare for a father to perform the actual operation. Gen- 

erally, he appoints a specially trained ritual circum- 

ciser, a mohel, to perform the rite in his stead. Jewish- 

ness does not depend on being circumcised, since any 

child born of a Jewish mother is a Jew. (In Reform and 

Reconstructionist Judaism, a Jew is anyone born to ei- 

ther a Jewish mother or father, who is raised exclu- 



sively as a Jew.) However, because over the millennia 

the rite has assumed an ethnonational significance in 

addition to its religious one, it is observed almost uni- 

versally even by highly assimilated and secular Jews, 

though the latter may have their sons circumcised by a 

physician without any particular ceremony. 

The preferred time for berit milah is in the morning, 

to demonstrate that the parents are as eager as Abra- 

ham was to fulfill the commandment. Although circum- 

cision is never performed before the eighth day, it may 

be postponed or in rare cases omitted for medical rea- 

sons. If, however, the child was circumcised before the 

eighth day or was born without a foreskin, the cere- 

mony of hatafat dam berit (taking a drop of blood) is 

mandated for the eighth day. 

Whereas the circumcision ceremony used to be held 

in the synagogue, it is now commonly held at the home 

of the*new parents. The rite proceeds as follows: the in- 

fant is taken from his mother by the godmother and 

brought to the room where the circumcision is to take 

place. She hands the infant to the godfather, who in 

turn hands him to the mohel. As the child is brought 

into the room, he is welcomed by those present with the 

greeting (usually in Hebrew) “Blessed be he that 
comes.” The father then formally declares his willing- 

ness to have his son circumcised in fulfillment with the 

divine commandments. The mohel takes the child and 

places him on the lap of the sandag (‘‘holder’’). (When 

circumcisions were regularly performed in the syn- 

agogue there was a special chair for the sandagq called 

the Chair of Elijah. The symbolism of this chair derives 

from a legend based on the identification of the angel of 

the covenant in Malachi 3:1 with Elijah, according to 

which the prophet is present at every circumcision and 

is considered to be the guardian of the child as he enters 

the covenant of circumcision.) 

The surgical procedure consists of three steps: (1) mi- 

lah, the removal of the foreskin, (2) peri‘ah, the tearing 

off and folding back of the mucous membrane to expose 

the glans, (3) metsitsah, the suction of the blood from 

the wound. During this procedure, the infant’s legs are 

held firmly by the sandaq. In some places, the infant is 

placed on a surgical restraining board, which renders 

the sandaq’s role only symbolic. The mohel removes the 

foreskin and recites the blessing over the rite of circum- 

cision. The mucous membrane uncovered, it is torn 

down the center as far as the corona. Milah and peri‘ah 

may take place in a single step. After the blood is suc- 

tioned from the wound (metsitsah), the father recites 

the blessing: “Blessed are you, O Lord our God, Ruler 

of the Universe, who has sanctified us with your com- 

mandments and commanded us to bring our sons into 

the covenant of Abraham our Father.” Those present re- 
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spond: “Just as he entered the covenant, so may he en- 

ter into the study of Torah, into marriage, and into the 

performance of good deeds.” A blessing is then recited 

over wine, and a prayer is said for the well-being of the 

child and his family. The child is given a little wine and 

is formally named, and the wine is then given to the 

parents. The child is returned to his mother, and the 

ceremony is concluded. In the Reform ritual, either par- 

ent or both parents together may take the role tradi- 

tionally assigned to the father. 

It is customary to name a boy at the berit milah cere- 

mony and a girl in the synagogue. However, in the 

1970s, Reform Judaism, in accord with its long-held 

principle of the equality of men and women and in re- 

sponse to the growing desire on the part of parents to 

formally initiate their infant daughters into the cove- 

nant, adopted a new rite called berit ha-hayyim, ‘‘cove- 

nant of life.” It follows the liturgical outline of the tra- 

ditional berit milah service, but involves no surgery. The 

ceremony, as described in the Reform movement's 

Gates of the House (1977, pp. 114-115) proceeds as fol- 

lows: the infant is welcomed with the words, “Blessed 

is she who comes.” Her mother lights a candle and re- 

cites the blessing: ‘Blessed is the Lord our God, Ruler 

of the Universe, by whose mitsvot we are hallowed, who 

commands us to sanctify life.’ The father then lights a 

candle and recites the blessing, “Blessed is the Lord, 

whose presence gives light to all the world.” The par- 

ents both say, ‘‘Blessed is the Lord our God, Ruler of the 

Universe, for giving us life, for sustaining us and ena- 

bling us to reach this day of joy.” After a prayer invok- 

ing the covenant is said, the child is formally named. 

Although only Reform Judaism has adopted a specific 

ritual, many individuals of the other movements have 

written and performed their own initiation service. 

There are no normative rules regarding the naming of 

children in Judaism. Although it is customary among 

Ashkenazic Jews to name a child after a deceased rela- 

tive but not after a living person, among Sefardic Jews 

a child can be named after a living person. Outside the 

state of Israel, it is common to give a child two names— 

a secular one, which is used for most purposes, and a 

Hebrew or Yiddish name, which is used for occasions of 

religious significance, for example, when one is invited 

to read from the Torah in synagogue or when a mar- 

riage contract (ketubbah) is written. Hebrew or Yiddish 

names take the following form: for a boy, name, ben 

“son of’), father’s name; for a girl, name, bat (‘‘daugh- 

ter of’), father’s name. In non-Orthodox naming cere- 

monies, it is becoming common practice to include the 

name of the mother as well as the name of the father. 

Pidyon ha-ben, the rite called Redemption of the 

Firstborn, takes place on the thirty-first day following 
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the birth of a firstborn male child. To qualify for the 

rite, the male child must literally be the firstborn child 

of his mother. A child born by Cesarean section is not 

eligible, because he has not opened his mother’s womb. 

The firstborn son of a kohen or a Levite (descendants of 

the ancient priestly class) is exempt from the rite, as is 

the firstborn son of the daughter of a kohen or a Levite. 

The requirement to redeem the firstborn son is found 

in the Bible: ‘‘The first issue of the womb of every being, 
man or beast, that is offered to the Lord, shall be yours; 

but you shall have the firstborn of man redeemed... . 

Take as their redemption price, from the age of one 

month up, the money equivalent of five shekels by sanc- 

tuary weight” (Nm. 18:15—-16). The present ceremony 

was already well established in Mishnaic times (c. 200 

CE). The father makes a declaration affirming that the 

child is the firstborn son of the mother. A kohen, se- 

lected by the father, asks him whether or not he wishes 

to redeem his son. The father responds that he does, 

then holds five silver coins in his hand and recites the 

following blessings: ‘Blessed are you, O Lord our God, 

Ruler of the Universe, who has sanctified us with your 

commandments and commanded us concerning the re- 

demption of the firstborn son. Blessed is the Lord our 

God, Ruler of the Universe, for granting us life, sustain- 

ing us, and permitting us to reach this occasion.”’ The 

father gives the coins to the kohen, who passes them 

over the child, declaring that the coins are the price of 

redemption. The kohen then raises his hands and recites 

what is known in Jewish tradition as the Priestly Bene- 

diction: ‘‘May the Lord bless you and keep you. May the 

Lord let his countenance shine on you and be gracious 

to you. May the Lord lift up his countenance to you and 

grant you peace” (Nm. 6:24—26). After the rite, the kohen 

returns all or part of the money, which is then usually 

given to charity. In the United States, it is customary to 

use either silver dollars or silver medals minted in the 

state of Israel specially for use in the redemption cere- 

mony. Reform Judaism has eliminated redemption of 

the firstborn from its standard practice, because it does 

not recognize a hereditary priesthood or believe that 

firstborn sons should be differentiated in any way from 

firstborn daughters. Some individuals have created a 

rite for firstborn daughters, but no movement has 

adopted such a rite. 

Bar and Bat Mitsvah, Confirmation. A boy reaches 

religious majority, becoming bar mitsvah, on his thir- 

teenth birthday according to the Hebrew calendar. A 

girl reaches religious majority, becoming bat mitsvah, 

on her twelfth birthday according to the Hebrew calen- 

dar. The term bar/bat mitsvah (‘son/daughter of the 

commandment”) means a person who is subject to the 

commandments (mitsvot), that is, a person responsible 

for observing them. The term also refers to the cere- 
mony marking the child’s coming of age. The ages of 

thirteen for a male and twelve for a female were chosen 
because they mark the onset of puberty. Most congrega- 

tions perform the ceremony at age thirteen for both 

boys and girls. 
For males, bar mitsvah is usually celebrated by the 

boy’s formal participation in the public worship ser- 
vice. Usually, he is irivited to read from the Torah and 

to recite the blessings over the Torah reading and pas- 

sage from the prophets (haftarah). The boy is often as- 

signed the maftir, the final brief reading of the weekly 

Torah reading. Depending on the boy’s training and 

skill, as well as on local custom, he may be invited to 

conduct all or part of the service, to recite an original 

prayer, or to give a learned discourse on some biblical 

or Talmudic subject. The occasion is then usually cele- 
brated with a festive meal or party. 

In the post-World War II period, Conservative, Re- 

form, and Reconstructionist Jews developed the cele- 

bration of a girl’s becoming a bat mitsvah in counter- 

part to that of a boy’s becoming a bar mitsvah. The 

exact nature of the girl’s participation varies widely 

from synagogue to synagogue and community to com- 
munity. There is a general egalitarian trend in non-Or- 

thodox Judaism, so that in many communities bar and 

bat mitsvah are indistinguishable. : 

Among the Orthodox, where women are not counted 

in the minyan (quorum of ten) necessary for public wor- 

ship, and are not permitted to lead the service or to 

read from the Torah at a public worship service where 

men are in attendance, no bat mitsvah celebration has 
developed. 

In the nineteenth century, Reform Judaism in Ger- 

many instituted the ceremony of confirmation as a sub- 

stitute for bar mitsvah. It is a group ceremony for boys 

and girls together, which takes place either on or near 

the festival of Shavu‘ot. Shavu‘ot was chosen because it 

celebrates the Jewish people’s receiving and acceptance 

of Torah, and was seen, therefore, as an appropriate 

time for young people to affirm their commitment to 

Judaism. The age of confirmation was set at sixteen or 

seventeen, because at that age the confirmands are bet- 

ter able to understand the implications of the commit- 

ments they are affirming. In the 1950s and 1960s, as bar 
and later bat mitsvah were reintroduced as standard 

practices in Reform congregations (in addition to con- 

firmation), many Conservative and Reconstructionist 

congregations added confirmation to their life cycle cer- 
emonies. 

Marriage: Qiddushin and Nissu’in. In Judaic tradi- 
tion, marriage is the ideal human relationship, or- 
dained by God in the creation narrative: ‘The Lord God 



said, ‘It is not good for man to be alone; I will make 

him a fitting helper for him’. . . . Hence a man leaves 
his father and his mother and clings to his wife so that 

they shall be one flesh” (Gn. 2:18, 24). Marriage in Ju- 

daism is a legal contractual relationship. Therefore, 

even though it is a sacred relationship with spiritual 

significance, it may be dissolved through divorce. 

In the Bible, the marriage ceremony is not described 

in any detail. In the Talmudic period, marriage took 

place in three stages: engagement (shiddukhin), be- 
trothal (called either erusin or giddushin), and wedlock 

(nissu’in). Engagement (shiddukhin) was a formal com- 

mitment to marry at which time a document called 

tena’im (‘‘conditions’’) was drawn. It was a legally bind- 

ing agreement which stipulated such things as the time 

and place of the wedding as well as the dowry and 

maintenance. Today engagement has become largely a 

social-occasion at which the intention to marry is an- 

nounced. Originally the act of betrothal and wedlock 

were separated by a year. They have since been joined 

into a single marriage ceremony and are thus enacted 
at the same time. In Orthodox Ashkenazic tradition, im- 

mediately prior to the formal wedding ceremony, the 

groom, in the presence of his and the bride’s immediate 

families, covers the bride’s face with a veil in a cere- 

mony called bedeken. The officiant then says, ‘Our sis- 
ter, may you grow into myriads” (Gn. 24:60), and con- 

cludes with the words, ‘‘May God make you like Sarah, 

Rebecca, Leah, and Rachel,” and recites the Priestly 

Benediction. The bride and the groom are then led to 

the wedding canopy (huppah) by their parents, where 

words of greeting are recited by the officiant. Next, two 

betrothal blessings are recited over wine: 

Blessed are you, O Lord our God, Ruler of the Universe, cre- 

ator of the fruit of the vine. Blessed are you, O Lord our God, 

Ruler of the Universe, who has sanctified us by your com- 

mandments and commanded us concerning forbidden rela- 

tionships, who has forbidden unto us those to whom we are 

merely betrothed, but has permitted us to those who are 

married to us by means of the wedding canopy and the sa- 

cred rites of marriage. Blessed are you, O Lord our God, who 

sanctifies his people Israel by means of the wedding canopy 

and the sacred rites of marriage. 

The groom, in the presence of two witnesses, gives the 

bride an object, usually a ring worth at least a perutah 

(the least valuable coin of the Talmudic period) and re- 

cites the formula: “Behold, you are consecrated unto me 

with this ring as my wife according to the law of Moses 

and Israel.” Next, the marriage contract (ketubbah), 

previously signed by both partners, is read. The mar- 

riage itself proceeds with the recital of the sheva* bera- 

khot (Seven Wedding Blessings) over a second cup of 

wine: 
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— . Blessed are you, O Lord our God, Ruler of the Uni- 

verse, creator of the fruit of the vine. 

2. Blessed are you, O Lord our God, Ruler of the Uni- 

verse, who has created all things for his glory. 

3. Blessed are you, O Lord, our God, Ruler of the Uni- 

verse, creator of man. 

4. Blessed are you, O Lord our God, Ruler of the Uni- 

verse, who has made man in your image, after your 

likeness, and has prepared for him, out of his own 

being, a building forever [i.e., Eve]. Blessed are you, 

O Lord, Creator of man. 

5. May she who was barren [i.e., Zion] rejoice and exult 

when her children will be gathered in her midst in 

joy. Blessed are you, O Lord, who makes Zion rejoice 

through her children. | 

6. Grant perfect joy to these loving companions, even 

as of old you gladdened your creation in the garden 

of Eden. Blessed are you, O Lord, who makes bride- 

groom and bride rejoice. 

7. Blessed are you, O Lord our God, Ruler of the Uni- 

verse, who created joy and gladness, bridegroom and 

bride, mirth and exultation, pleasure and delight, 

love, harmony, peace, and companionship. Soon, O 

Lord our God, may there be heard in the cities of 

Judah and in the streets of Jerusalem the voice of joy 

and gladness, the voice of the bridegroom and the 

voice of the bride, the jubilant voice of bridegrooms 

from their wedding canopies and of youths from 

their feasts of song. Blessed are you, O Lord, who 

makes the bridegroom rejoice with the bride. 

The ceremony concludes with an address by the 

rabbi, and with the breaking of a glass. According to the 

Talmud (B. T., Ber. 31a), the purpose of breaking a glass 

is to temper the joy of the occasion and to engender 

proper decorum. Another explanation relates the break- 

ing of a glass to the destruction of the First and Second 

Temples in Jerusalem in the years 587/6 BcE and 70 cE 

which reminds all assembled that the world is not yet 

perfect and that joy can be suddenly terminated. Today, 

the breaking of the glass signifies the conclusion of the 

ceremony and draws applause and songs of joy. 

Reform Judaism omitted the two betrothal blessings 

and the formal reading of the marriage contract, but 

recently there has been a tendency to reintroduce the 

reading of a new, egalitarian marriage contract into the 

Reform ceremony. In the Orthodox ceremony, it is only 

the groom who acquires the bride, by presenting her 

with a ring and reciting the marriage formula. At Re- 

form weddings, the bride may also present the groom 

with a ring, and then she, too, recites the marriage for- 

mula. The “double ring” ceremony is also used by Re- 

constructionist and many Conservative rabbis. 
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The two essential prerequisites of marriage are the 

mutual consent of the bride and the groom and the 

writing of a ketubbah. The ketubbah sets forth the obli- — 

gations of the husband to his wife. By Jewish law, he is 

required to provide her with food, clothing, and other 

necessities, which include a commitment to engage in 

conjugal relations with her. He also stipulates a fixed 

amount of money that will be paid to her in the event 

of a divorce. 

In addition to changes in the marriage contract that 

have been made for ideological reasons, new language 

has been introduced to deal with the circumstances cre- 

ated by the reestablishment of the state of Israel and by 

the changing conditions of contemporary life. For ex- 

ample, in order to remedy the problem of the woman 

whose husband refuses to grant her a Jewish divorce 

(get), the Conservative movement has added a clause to 

the marriage contract. This clause gives the rabbinical 

court of the Rabbinical Assembly (the organization of 

Conservative rabbis) the authority to summon the hus- 

band and wife at the request of one of them, to provide 

counseling, and to impose sanctions if its decisions 

are not obeyed. Orthodox authorities have also used 

the addition of new language to the marriage con- 

tract to solve problems in Jewish marriage and divorce 

law. 

Death and Mourning. In Judaism, the mourners and 

the mourning rites are clearly defined. Mourners are 

those who have an obligation to observe the rites of 

mourning, that is, father, mother, brother, sister, son, 

daughter, and spouse of the deceased. Mourning itself is 

divided into three clearly defined periods: (1) aninut, 

from death to burial, (2) shiv‘ah, the seven days follow- 

ing burial, (3) sheloshim, from the end of the seven days 

until the thirtieth day. These are fixed periods, and they 

apply to all relatives for whom one is required to 

mourn. An additional mourning period is observed only 

for a parent; it extends until the year anniversary of the 

day of death. It is referred to simply as mourning (ave- 

lut). Each of these periods has its own set practices and 

restrictions. 

From death until burial, mourners are exempt from 

the observance of all positive religious obligations, such 

as reciting morning prayers or donning phylacteries (te- 

fillin). Mourners are also forbidden to engage in pleasur- 

able activities, such as eating meat, drinking wine, at- 

tending parties, or engaging in sexual intercourse. The 

purpose of the exemptions and restrictions are to per- 

mit the mourners to attend to the needs of the deceased 

and to fulfill their obligation to make appropriate prep- 

arations for the funeral and burial. This is based on the 

principle of respect for the dead (kevod ha-met) and the 

Talmudic principle that one who is engaged in a reli- 

gious obligation (mitsvah) is exempt from other reli- 

gious obligations (B.T., Suk. 26a; B.T., Sot 44b). 

The body of the deceased is prepared for burial 

through a process of washing (tahorah, “‘purification”), 

which is performed by members of the Jewish burial 

society (hevra’ qaddisha’, “‘holy society’’). After the 

washing, the deceased is dressed in plain linen shrouds 

(takhrikhim). This practice, which levels distinctions of 

wealth, was established to avoid embarrassing the poor 

at the time of death. In addition, funerals were consid- 

ered inappropriate times to display one’s wealth. A man 

is usually buried with his prayer shawl (tallit). Reform 

Jews often omit the ritual washing, and they dress the 

deceased in street clothes. After the body has been prop- 

erly prepared and dressed, it is placed in a plain 

wooden coffin in preparation for burial in the ground. 

The use of wooden caskets and burial in the ground is 

in fulfillment of the biblical verse, “For dust you are, and 

to dust you shall return” (Gn. 3:19). Jewish tradition 

prohibits both embalming (except when secular law or 

circumstance requires it) and cremation. Reform Juda- 

ism permits both cremation and the entombing of the 

deceased in a mausoleum, but burial remains norma- 

tive Jewish practice. 

Jewish tradition recommends that burial take place 

as soon as possible, preferably on the day of death. To- 

day, this is often not possible, because members of the 

family may not live in close proximity to one another; 

therefore, burial may be delayed out of respect for the 

dead, to permit a mourner who lives at a distance to 

attend. Timely burial is still the rule, however. 

Part of the mourning ritual is the rending of a gar- 

ment (geriy‘ah). In some instances, the actual rending of 

a garment has been replaced by the symbolic rending 

of a special black ribbon, which is attached to the 

mourner’s clothing for this purpose. The rending is done 

standing, and is preceded by the blessing, ‘Blessed are 

you, O Lord our God, Ruler of the Universe, Judge of 
Truth.” 

Today, funerals often take place in special funeral 

chapels or at graveside. In some communities, funerals 

are also held in synagogues. The liturgy for a funeral 
usually consists of the recitation of several psalms, a 
eulogy, and the memorial prayer El Male’ Rahamim 
(“God full of compassion’’): 

O God full of compassion, you who dwell on high! Grant per- 

fect rest beneath the sheltering wings of Your presence, 

among the holy and pure who shine as the brightness of the 
heavens, unto the soul of . . . [the deceased] who has entered 
eternity and in whose memory charity is offered. May his/her 
repose be in the garden of Eden. May the Lord of Mercy 
bring him/her under the cover of his wings forever and may 
his/her soul be bound up in the bond of eternal life. May the 



Lord be his/her possession and may he/she rest in peace. 
Amen. 

After the funeral, the deceased is transported to the 
cemetery. The casket is borne to the grave by the pall- 
bearers, who make seven stops along the way while 
Psalm 91 is recited. The coffin is then placed in the 
grave and covered with earth. Most Reform rabbis omit 
the practice of stopping seven times during the proces- 
sion to the grave and do not have the casket lowered 
and covered with earth until after the interment service 
is completed. The interment service consists of the rec- 
itation of Tsidduq ha-Din, which is an acclamation of 
God's justice; a memorial prayer; and Qaddish, which 
is a doxology reaffirming the mourner’s faith in God in 
the face of death. A tradition based on a story about a 

condemned man’s soul rescued from the punishment of 

Gehenna by ‘Aqiva’ ben Yosef’s recitation of Qaddish 

has assigned an intercessary role to the recitation of 

Qaddish. After the service has concluded, the people in 

attendance form two lines through which the mourners 
pass. Those present comfort the mourners as they pass, 

saying, ““May God comfort you among the rest of the 

mourners of Zion and Jerusalem.” 

The completion of the funeral marks the end of the 

first mourning period, aninut, and the beginning of the 

second period, shiv‘ah. On returning home (usually to 

the home of the deceased), the mourners kindle a can- 

dle, which is kept burning for the whole seven-day pe- 

riod. The flame is a symbol of the human soul. (‘The 

soul of humankind is the lamp of the Lord,” Proverbs 

20:27.) Then the mourners are served a meal of conso- 

lation (se‘udat havra’ah), which is prepared by friends 

and relatives; it traditionally includes round foods such 

as eggs, a symbol of life and hope. 

During shiv‘ah the mourners remain at home and do 

not attend to business or engage in social activities. 

Traditionally, they sit on special low benches, refrain 

from shaving, cutting their hair, bathing, or anointing 

themselves for pleasure (though they may do so for hy- 

gienic reasons). They do not wear leather shoes or en- 

gage in sexual intercourse. (Most of these practices of 

abstinence have been abandoned by Reform Jews.) A 

minyan (quorum of ten) gathers at the house of mourn- 

ing for twice-daily services—morning and evening. Dur- 

ing shiv‘ah, friends and relatives have an obligation to 

visit the mourners to comfort them. When shiv‘ah ends, 

the mourners return to work but continue to avoid so- 

cial gatherings until the thirtieth day after burial. When 

one is mourning the death of a parent, the restrictions 

are observed for one year. 
Yahrzeit, the yearly anniversary of a person’s death, 

is observed by the mourners’ lighting a memorial light, 
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which is kept lit for twenty-four hours; by giving char- 

ity in the deceased’s memory; and by attending services 

to recite Qaddish. 

The erecting of a tombstone is an ancient custom. 

Usually the mourners wait one year following the death 

before having the monument put in place at the grave- 

site. A common practice is for the mourners to dedicate 

the tombstone in a brief ceremony, popularly called an 

“Unveiling,” because as part of the ritual a cloth cover- 

ing the tombstone is removed by the family. 

Four times a year—on Yom Kippur (the Day of Atone- 

ment), on the last day of Pesah (Passover), on Shavu‘ot 

(Feast of Weeks), and on the last day of Sukkot (Taber- 

nacles)—a memorial service, popularly called yizkor, is 

held as part of the holy day observance. A memorial 

light is lit at home, and the deceased is remembered at 

the service. (Most Reform congregations have a memo- 

rial service only on Yom Kippur and on the last day of 

Passover.) 

Conversion. Conversion may be considered a rite of 

passage since through the process a person changes his 

or her status from being a non-Jew to a Jew. The history 

of proselytism in Judaism is complex and is beyond the 

scope of this discussion (see Bernard Bamberger’s clas- 

sic study, Proselytism in the Talmudic Period, Cincin- 

nati, 1939). Candidates for conversion must come of 

their own free will without ulterior motive. Therefore, a 

person who comes for the purpose of marriage is auto- 

matically disqualified. However, this stricture is ob- 

served only by the Orthodox. Once the sincerity of the 

prospective convert is ascertained, there is a period of 

instruction during which the candidate is taught the 

basic principles and practices of Judaism. Once the pro- 

spective convert has completed this education and ac- 

cepts the obligation to observe mitsvot (command- 

ments), the candidate is examined by a beit din (a 

rabbinical court consisting of three rabbis or other ob- 

servant Jews). Male and female converts are then im- 

mersed in a mikvah (ritual bath) and males are circum- 

cised by a mohel. If the male had been previously 

circumcised by a doctor as a child, then only a symbolic 

circumcision (hatafat dam berit) is required. The Reform 

movement does not require immersion or circumcision 

although an increasing number of Reform rabbis require 

the traditional rites. In addition to the appearance before 

the rabbinical court, immersion, and circumcision, a 

public ceremony of welcome has been introduced into 

many Reform, Conservative, and Reconstructionist con- 

gregations. 

[For further discussion of the development of Jewish law 

and tradition concerning these rites, see Conservative Ju- 

daism; Orthodox Judaism; Reconstructionist Judaism; 

and Reform Judaism.] 
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PETER S. KNOBEL 

Muslim Rites 

While Muslims throughout the world emphasize the 

unity of Islam, they also recognize the impressive diver- 

sity of cultural and historical contexts in which Islamic 

civilization has been elaborated and expressed. Because 

of this diversity, rites of passage in the Islamic world 

draw equally upon ritual forms and metaphors specific 

to local cultural contexts and upon the more universal 

elements of the Islamic tradition. Some of these ritual 

and expressive forms existed prior to the advent of Is- 

lam in the seventh century CE and were incorporated 

with appropriate shifts in context and meaning into the 

Islamic tradition. Others developed concurrently with 

the Islamic tradition. 

Some transitions marked by rites of passage, includ- 

ing birth, naming, circumcision, social puberty, be- 

trothal, marriage, pregnancy, motherhood, fatherhood, 

death, and mourning, are not specific to the Islamic 

world. These rites show an especially wide diversity of 

form and content because they incorporate major ele- 

ments of local belief and practice. Marriage, for in- 

stance, is a secular contract in Islam. Muslim jurispru- 

dence specifies certain legal requirements but not the 

form taken by marriage ceremonies. Provided that 

preexisting rites of passage are not directly contrary to 

the more universalistic aspects of the Islamic tradition, 

they remain a part of accepted local practice. Likewise, 

socially recognized transitions considered significant in 

some Islamic societies may be given much less empha- 

sis in others. Some transitions, including the comple- 

tion of Qur’anic schooling and the pilgrimage (hajj) to 

Mecca, are specifically Islamic, yet how these occasions 

are ritually marked varies considerably with location. 

Because of this diversity, rites of passage considered 

to be inherent components of the Islamic tradition in 

some parts of the Islamic world or by some social 

groups are not always accepted as having anything to 

do with Islam by Muslims elsewhere. For example, be- 

fore departing for the pilgrimage to Mecca, many North 

African Muslims first circumambulate their town or vil- 

lage, visiting its principal shrines in the company of 

friends and relatives. Flags or banners associated with 

these shrines are carried in the procession. On their re- 

turn from Mecca, the pilgrims participate in a similar 

procession and visit local shrines before crossing the 

thresholds of their homes. Modernist Muslims claim 

that these “local” ceremonies have nothing to do with 

Islam or the pilgrimage proper, but for many North Af- 

ricans these practices remain an integral part of Islam 

as they practice and understand their faith. Modernist 

sentiments are even more intense against the annual 

festivals (mdsims) of some ethnic groups in North Africa, 

especially Morocco, in which ethnic collectivities renew 

their ‘‘covenant” (‘ahd) with particular saints and their 

living descendants through the offering of a sacrifice. 

Many such festivals occur annually just before the 

planting season and the moving of herds from summer 

to winter pastures. Similarly, the Alevi (Arab., ‘Alawi) 

Muslims of eastern Turkey, Syria, and northern Iraq 

fast only twelve days a year, in honor of the twelve 



imams (leaders of the Islamic community) whom they 
recognize, instead of for an entire lunar month. Alevis 
also consider that the true hajj is carried out in one’s 
heart, not in travel to Mecca. Their interpretation of Is- 
lamic obligations and practice is not recognized as 
valid by neighboring Muslims of other sects. 

Although some rites of passage resemble one another 

in general form throughout the Muslim world, a thor- 

ough knowledge of how they are locally elaborated is 

essential to understanding their contextual meaning. 

Most of these rites derive in part from formal Islamic 

doctrine but are equally shaped by, and in turn shape, 

diverse underlying local conceptions of society. In Mar- 

rakesh, for example, the ceremonies marking birth, cir- 

cumcision, marriage, and pilgrimage resemble one an- 

other because they share an underlying conception of 

social boundaries and social space. These conceptions 

are not derived from Islamic doctrine, but neither are 

they opposed to it. After a woman gives birth, she and 

her child are confined for seven days to the room in 

which the birth took place. Ceremonies involving only 

close relatives are then performed, but until the fortieth 

day after birth, the mother and her child refrain from 

crossing the threshold of the house. At the end of this 

period, they visit one of the principal shrines of Marra- 

kesh. After a child is circumcised, he and his mother are 

likewise confined, to one room of the house for the first 

week, then to the entire house for another interval; 

finally, all restrictions on movement end after a visit to 

one of the major local shrines. For marriage, newly wed 

couples remain seven days in the nuptial chamber, fol- 

lowed by a few days in the house itself and finally a 

visit to one of the principal shrines. Returning pilgrims, 

once they have entered their houses, follow a similar 

progression to regain the full use of social space and to 

reincorporate themselves into ordinary society. Even 

with the widespread expansion of mass education in re- 

cent years, which has the effect in many parts of the 

world of modifying or eliminating local ritual practices, 

those of Marrakesh remain largely intact. 

In Islamic societies, as in others, the social and cul- 

tural significance accorded to specific rites of passage 

becomes clear only when the rites are considered in 

their full social context. In some parts of the Muslim 

world—in Silwa, a village in Egypt’s Aswan province, 

for example—weddings are an important marker of 

transition, especially for women. Upon marriage a 

woman leaves the residence of her own parents and be- 

comes part of her husband’s domestic group. However, 

the significance of marriage elsewhere—as in Atjeh, in 

northern Sumatra, for example—is overshadowed by a 

woman’s first live birth. In Atjeh, when a woman be- 

comes a mother, she also becomes an adult and takes 
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legal possession of her house. The ceremonies associ- 

ated with her becoming a mother and the naming of her 

child are locally regarded as much more significant 

than marriage itself: women claim that they are girls 

until they have children. 

In the interior of Oman, a country in the southeastern 

corner of the Arabian Peninsula, marriages generally 

occur within the extended family and often involve a 

move of no more than several hundred feet for the 

bride, from the house of her father to that of a nearby 

relative. She continues to spend the better part of the 

day in the house of her own mother, although elsewhere 

in the Muslim world it is common to have a period of 

avoidance between a new wife and her family of birth. 

Marriage ceremonies in the Omani interior are such 

subdued, private occasions that non-family members 

often learn that they have taken place only after the 

event. In contrast, once a woman gives birth, the nam- 

ing ceremony for her child is elaborate. It occasions vis- 

its from every household in the community and results 

in the mother’s achieving full social status as a woman. 

The mother, not the child, is the center of attention at 

naming ceremonies. 

Since the interpretation of rites of passage is depen- 

dent upon local cultural contexts, principal Moroccan 

practices are described here to illustrate a complete set 

of major social transitions. Examples are also provided 

from elsewhere in the Islamic world to indicate the 

range of major variation. 

Birth and Naming. In Morocco, if a woman wishes 

to induce pregnancy or fears a difficult one, she visits 

the sanctuaries of marabouts (walis) reputed for their 

efficacy in dealing with such difficulties. She will 

often leave a strip of cloth from her own dress as a 

promise that, if her childbirth occurs, she will return 

and sacrifice a sheep or goat, distributing its meat ei- 

ther to descendants of the wali or to the poor. Once a 

woman knows she is pregnant, she begins to eat special 

foods and to receive visits from female neighbors and 

relatives, practices that are common elsewhere in the 

Islamic world. 

After she has given birth, a woman is confined to her 

house for a period that varies from a week to forty days. 

During this period she is regarded as ritually unclean 

and is unable to pray and fast, an indication of her mar- 

ginal status. At the end of her confinement she is taken 

by female friends and relatives to the public bath, re- 

sumes normal activities, and is able once again to leave 

her house. The child is kept in its swaddling clothes 

during this period and is constantly guarded for fear 

that he or she might be exchanged for a malevolent 

spirit (jinni). Most women unaffected by modernist Is- 

lamic belief and practice perform a series of rituals de- 
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signed to propitiate any such spirits that might be 

nearby. ; 

The most important event in the child’s life is the 

naming ceremony (subi‘), which ideally occurs a week 

after the birth of a child of either sex. On this day the 

child is named, usually by its father but in agreement 

with the mother and. other relatives. The mother is 

bathed, dressed in new clothes, and painted with henna, 

often by the midwife who has delivered the child. The 

child also has henna applied to its face, hands, and feet, 

both because henna is thought to be pleasing to the eye 

and because it is thought to protect the child’s spirit 

from harm. The mother receives visits from female rel- 

atives and neighbors on this occasion. 

There is no fixed set of relatives involved in the nam- 

ing of a child in Morocco. The choice is primarily a per- 

sonal one and may also involve consultation with pa- 

trons or close friends. Likewise, the selection of names 

reflects a variety of influences and personal choices. 

Some persons prefer distinctly religious names such as 

Muhammad (Mha in Berber-speaking regions) or ‘Abd 

Allah (‘servant of God’’) for men, and Fatimah, the name 

of the Prophet’s daughter, for women. Other children 

are named after a religious feast day, such as Multdi 

for a man born on or near the Prophet’s birthday (col- 

loquially, ‘Id al-Mulad). Other names reflect a commit- 

ment to nationalism, as in using the name ‘Allal, after 

the Moroccan nationalist leader ‘Allal al-Fasi. The name 

chosen may honor a recently deceased relative; it is a 

bad omen to name a child after a living relative. In non- 

Arabic-speaking countries, such as Indonesia and Ban- 

gladesh, the growing use of Arabic names instead of 

non-Islamic ones or names in local languages is a direct 

result of a growing commitment to reform Islam. 

For boys in Morocco, the naming ceremony is always 

accompanied by the sacrifice of a sheep or goat, al- 

though a blood sacrifice is often omitted in the case of 

girls. This sacrifice is known as the ‘agigah ceremony. 

The male relatives and friends of the father are invited 

to a midday feast, the child’s hair is cut for the first 

time, and alms are distributed to the poor. A separate 

feast is held for female relatives in the evening. This rite 

of passage is so significant that in wealthy families it is 

not unusual for hundreds of guests from throughout the 

country to attend. In many villages, each part of the 

sacrificed animal has a special significance and is des- 

ignated for particular persons. The liver is eaten only 

by members of the household, and the heart and stom- 

ach fat are eaten by the mother alone. Other parts of 

the animal, usually including the skin and entrails, are 

destined for the midwife. 

Moroccans consider the sacrifice for the naming cere- 

mony to be an Islamic obligation, although of the four 

legal schools of Sunni Islam only the Hanbali school re- 

gards it as compulsory. The other schools merely allow 

the practice, although Islamic tradition ascribes the 

sacrifice, which has pre-Islamic antecedents, to the 

prophet Muhammad (d. 632). The sacrifice, like the 

haircutting, is thought to avert evil from the child by 

offering a substitute sacrifice. At the same time, with 

the acquisition of a name, the child becomes a full so- 

cial person. 

Circumcision. Circumcision is the next major rite of 

passage for boys. It usually occurs between the ages of 

two and seven. There is no equivalent ceremony in Mo- 

rocco for girls. The day before the circumcision, the boy 

is bathed, and his head is shaved. His mother paints 

henna on his hands and feet to ward off the evil eye. A 

sacrifice is made, and a feast is prepared for friends, 

neighbors, and relatives, to which the guests bring 

small gifts. Many households wait until ‘Id al-Adha or a 

marriage in the family or arrange with other house- 

holds to have their children circumcised together. On 

the day after the circumcision feast, the boy, dressed in 

fine clothes and accompanied by musicians, is led 

around town on a mule. In the past in some areas, his 

clothes would have resembled those of a bride. Ele- 

ments of the circumcision ceremonies are exactly par- 

allel to those of marriage. The boy’s mother and sisters 

wear their hair loose, as they would for a wedding. Just 

before the circumcision itself, usually performed by an 

itinerant specialist but increasingly by medical person- 

nel, the boy is dressed in a new, white shift, often simi- 

lar to that worn by pilgrims to Mecca. The garment is 

another indication of the purificatory intent of the 

ritual. 

In classical Arabic, circumcision is known as khitan, 

although in Morocco and elsewhere in the Arab world it 

is usually known as tahdrah (“purification”), and in Tur- 

key as stinnet, or the practice of the Prophet. Although 

not mentioned in the Qur’an, circumcision is attributed 

to the Prophet and recognized as a pre-Islamic Arabian 

tradition; it appears to have been performed at puberty 

and as a preliminary to marriage. There is a modern 

tendency among educated Moroccans to have their chil- 

dren circumcised at an earlier age, sometimes even at 

birth, although for most families circumcision still 

takes place when a child, toward the age of six or seven, 

prepares to assume the responsibilities of an adult Mus- 

lim, including the daily prayers and the Ramadan fast. 

In Morocco, as elsewhere in the Muslim world, the 

possession of reason (‘aql) informed by accepted Islamic 

practice implies the ability of Muslims to subordinate 

their “natural” passions or personal inclinations (hawa 

nafs) to God’s will. The concepts of ‘agl and hawa nafs 

occur in almost all Islamic societies. Children are said 



to be “ignorant”’ (jahil) because they lack knowledge of 
the Islamic code of conduct and the capacity to abide 
by it. Thus, when circumcision occurs at the tradition- 
ally preferred age of six or seven, it marks the beginning 
of full participation in the Islamic community. Memo- 
rization of the Qur’an, for those children who accom- 

plish this feat, also sets a child apart from ordinary so- 

ciety through the mnemonic possession of the word of 

God. Like circumcision, the event is marked by a public 
procession and announcement of the child’s new status. 

Marriage. After discreet private negotiations between 

the families involved, a date for the wedding and the 

size of the marriage payment (saddaq) are set. This pay- 

ment, relative to the value placed on the girl and her 

family, is used to buy domestic furnishings that remain 

the bride’s property. By Islamic law, payment must be 

made in order for the marriage to be valid. The contract 

is usually signed in the presence of notaries or valid 

witnesses just after a ceremonial dinner at the girl’s 

home at which her father or guardian is formally asked 

for her hand. Later, an engagement party is held. This 

is primarily a woman’s party, with dancing and sing- 

ing, the closing of the marriage contract, and payment 

of the bridewealth. 

A day or two before the actual wedding, the bride’s 

family delivers to the bridegroom’s home the furnish- 

ings purchased with the sadaéq money. These are pub- 

licly displayed, often on the back of a truck, and accom- 

panied by drummers and musicians. There is often a 

small celebration at the woman’s house before she is 

taken to that of her future husband. In rural areas, the 

groom’s party may bring an animal to be sacrificed at 

her house. Several days later they return to carry the 

bride away to the groom’s house, where the major cer- 

emony is held. As the groom’s party, often accompanied 

by the blowing of horns and drumming, approaches the 

woman’s house, there is a mock battle between the 

bride’s family and the groom’s, at the end of which the 

girl is allowed to be taken away. She has been prepared 

by purification with water and henna. 

The day before the wedding, the groom also under- 

goes purification. He goes to the bath, accompanied by 

his friends, and is treated as if he were a sultan with his 

court. He is often painted with henna and entertained 

by musicians. In the past in some regions, the groom 

was himself dressed like a bride for a brief period, a 

custom that emphasized all the more the imminent 

transformation of his status. Afterward, he is washed, 

shaved, and dressed in new clothes. 

Upon arrival at the groom’s house, the bride is cere- 

monially dressed in heavy layers of fine brocades and 

jewels, often rented for the occasion. After a long eve- 

ning of music and feasting, the groom leaves his guests, 
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enters the bridal chamber, lifts the bride’s veil, and cer- 

emonially offers her milk and dates. Depending upon 

the region of Morocco and the social class, close rela- 

tives may visit the couple briefly at this stage. Wedding 

gifts are publicly announced and displayed at this time. 

Religious specialists are invited to the wedding feast, 

where they recite the Qur'an and invoke blessings upon 

the couple but do not play a central role. Celebrations 

continue until proof of the bride’s virginity is brought 

to the guests, although Moroccans are rapidly abandon- 

ing this practice. For a week thereafter, the wife re- 

mains confined to her husband’s house, receiving visits 

only from close female friends. So that the bride may 

become accustomed to new patterns of domestic au- 

thority, she is forbidden to see her father, brothers, and 

other male relatives for at least three months. The pub- 

lic nature of parts of the ceremony, the bride’s change 

of residence, and the restrictions on her conduct for- 

mally denote the couple’s change of marital status. 

Death. Deaths and funeral ceremonies show the most 

consistency in essential features throughout the Muslim 

world. More so than the other rites of passage, those for 

death and mourning are largely common to all Mus- 

lims. If the death is expected, the Qur’an is recited con- 

tinuously in the presence of the ailing person. At the 

point of death, the eyes and mouth of the person are 

closed, and the arms are straightened alongside the 

body. The deceased is placed with his or her face turned 

toward Mecca. For the duration of mourning, regular 

social life is suspended for those affected. A person of 

the same sex who knows the prescribed ritual washing 

and preparation of the dead is called in. The women of 

the family are expected to cry and lose their composure, 

but men’s expressions of grief are expected to be much 

more restrained. The deceased is wrapped in a white 

seamless cloth similar to that worn for the pilgrimage; 

in the case of those who have actually made the hajj, 

the seamless white garments worn while in Mecca are 

used. The Qur’an is recited. Burial occurs quickly, on 

the same day if death occurs in the morning or early 

afternoon; if death occurs late in the day, burial is post- 

poned until the next morning. Friends and relatives ac- 

company the procession to the cemetery, where a 

prayer for the dead is recited by a religious specialist. 

On returning from the cemetery, participants in the 

procession are provided with a meal at the house of the 

deceased. In some rural areas, food is also placed over 

the grave for the first three days after death. 

Mourning continues for three days, the period 

thought to be sanctioned by the Qur’an, and consola- 

tions are received by the relatives of the deceased. Since 

death is ordained by God, proper conduct for a Muslim 

after the initial shock of grief is to accept the will of 
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God. The lack of forbearance and composure (‘azda’) im- 

plies a lack of reason, in this context the capacity to 

adjust to an expression of God’s will. A widow remains 

in seclusion for four months and ten days, a period pre- 

scribed by the Qur’an and the minimum legal waiting 

period (‘iddah) before she is allowed to remarry. In Mo- 

rocco, it is not unusual for elaborate stone markers or 

enclosures to be erected around the grave, a sharp con- 

trast with, for example, the custom of the Ibadiyah of 

Oman, who indicate the equality of all Muslims after 

death by marking graves with simple stones, none of 
which carry inscriptions. 

Major Variations. If there are numerous points of re- 

semblance among rites of passage in the Islamic world, 

divergences are just as pronounced. In Egyptian vil- 

lages along the Nile, women visit shrines and cross the 

river to encourage conception; the latter practice is di- 

rectly related to a wish to induce a change in the wom- 

an’s status. In these practices, the parallels with Mo- 

rocco are almost exact, yet divergences also become 

clear when overall patterns are considered. In Atjeh, for 

instance, an elaborate series of visits takes place be- 

tween the mothers of the wife and the husband, both 

before and after births, accompanied by complex food 

restrictions. Some of these restrictions occur only for 

odd-numbered pregnancies. In Java, the various rituals 

associated with birth are timed by the Javanese calen- 

dar, in which each month has thirty-five days. Many of 

the rituals involve a rich mixture of Islamic, Hindu- 

Buddhist, and indigenous spirits, and each food and 

gesture associated with these rituals has a specific im- 

plication. Thus, in the small feast for household mem- 

bers only, which occurs just before birth, a dish of rice 

is served with a peeled banana in the middle, to sym- 

bolize an easy birth. The precision with which events 

are timed and the punctilious concern with ritual detail 

are alien to other parts of the Islamic world. After child- 

birth in Atjeh, a woman may not leave her house for 

forty-four days. For much of this time, she lies on a plat- 

form over hot bricks with her legs extended and her an- 

kles together. The idea behind this ‘‘roasting’’ is to be- 

come as dry as possible in order to expel the aftereffects 

of childbirth, again a set of notions without direct cor- 

respondences elsewhere. 

The obligations incurred by guests at life-crisis cere- 

monies and the comportment appropriate to them also 

show considerable range. Egyptian villagers keep punc- 

tilious written accounts of the gifts they give to other 

members of the community and the value of those they 

receive in return. By contrast, the notion of strict, ex- 

plicit equality of value is lacking in the Arabian Penin- 

sula and is there considered to be against the spirit of 

Islam. In Java, certain foods such as wafer-thin disks of 

rice are served at major life-crisis feasts. Sharing them 

is meant to symbolize that all guests are internally 
compcsed and free from strong,emotions such as envy, 

hate, and jealousy, a concern not equally emphasized 

elsewhere. 
Circumcision shows two major patterns of variation 

throughout the Islamic world. Although all males are 

circumcised, women are circumcised only in certain 

areas, notably in Upper Egypt, the Sudan, Somalia, 

Ethiopia, West Africa, and Atjeh. Circumcision for 

women, which occurs between the ages of six or seven 

(Egypt) and twelve (Atjeh), occasions a minimum of cer- 
emony. It does not result in any significant change of 

status for a girl, although the operation is considered a 

necessary prerequisite to marriage. Unlike boys under- 

going circumcision, girls are allowed and even encour- 

aged to cry out in.pain. The Islamic jurist al-Shafi'i 

(767-820 cE) argues that circumcision is obligatory for 

both sexes. Other jurists argue that it is merely ‘‘honor- 

able” for women. The more extreme forms of circumci- 

sion, including infibulation, have been declared illegal 

in recent years by many governments, although enforce- 

ment is highly variable. 

The age at which male circumcision occurs varies ac- 

cording to its significance in a particular cultural con- 

text. In northern Yemen, for example, circumcision un- 

til recently took place between the ages of twelve and 

fifteen and, despite official government bans, continues 

in some areas. The youth is surrounded by men and 

women of his village. A knife is held to his foreskin as 

he recites three times, ‘“‘There is no god but God and 

Muhammad is his Prophet.’”’ The foreskin is then cut 

and thrown into the crowd. The youth retrieves it and 

is carried on his mother’s shoulders while he continues 

to display it proudly, leading a procession of dancers 

and brandishing his dagger. He is humiliated for life if 

he shows any sign of pain. In this context, circumcision 

is more a test of virility and a marker of young adult 

status than a point of entry into participation in the re- 

ligious community, which is the case when circumci- 

sion occurs at the age of six or seven, as in Morocco. In 

Java, it traditionally occurred after a youth had com- 

pleted religious studies, between the ages of ten and 

fourteen; two transitions that are kept separate else- 

where in the Islamic world were thus fused. Circumci- 

sion is also seen as a prelude to marriage, which is not 

the case when it occurs at a much younger age. 
The vitality of the Islamic tradition is indicated in its 

capacity for self-renewal and transformation. The rites 
of passage described here for the Islamic world are in- 

separable from basic notions of social and cultural iden- 
tity. As notions of identity shift, so do the forms of many 
of these rituals, even in the face of traditions previously 



accepted and taken for granted in specific contexts. 
Since the late nineteenth century, modernist and reform 
movements in Islam have given impetus to a reap- 
praisal of the links between Islam and personal iden- 

tity. Likewise, the abandonment or modification of 

practices not considered authentically Islamic, even if 

locally tolerated, signifies that notions of self and com- 
munity are in a process of change, a process that is on- 

going throughout the Islamic world. 
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DALE F. EICKELMAN 

RITSCHL, ALBRECHT (1822-1889), German Prot- 
estant theologian. Born in Berlin, the son of a pastor 

and bishop of the Evangelical church, he was reared in 

Stettin (present-day Szczecin, Poland), in the Prussian 

province of Pomerania. From 1839 to 1846 he studied at 

the universities of Bonn, Halle (Ph.D., 1843), Heidel- 

berg, and Tiibingen (where he learned the church his- 
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torian’s craft from Ferdinand Christian Baur). From 

1846 to 1864 he taught at Bonn, and from 1864 until his 

death he was professor of dogmatics (systematic theol- 
ogy) at Gottingen. 

Ritschl’s teaching and writing at first concentrated on 

the New Testament and early church history. The views 

of Baur and his ‘Tubingen school’—which regarded 

late second-century Christianity (‘old Catholicism”) as 

the outcome and reconciliation of struggles between 

Jewish Christians (“Petrinists’’) and gentile Christians 

(“Paulinists”)—informed Ritschl’s first two books: Das 

Evangelium Marcions und das kanonische Evangelium 

des Lukas (The Gospel of Marcion and the Canonical 

Gospel of Luke; 1846) and Die Entstehung der altkatho- 

lischen Kirche (The Rise of the Old Catholic Church; 

1851). The second edition of the latter book (1857) 

marked a dramatic personal and academic break with 

Baur, whose “‘conflict model” of early church history 

Ritschl now repudiated as too speculative or ‘‘Hege- 

lian.” He insisted, rather, that all the apostles pro- 

claimed a fundamentally similar message, interpreting 

the ministry of Jesus in the light of its Old Testament 

presuppositions; that the differences between Jewish 

and gentile Christians were relative, not substantive, 

with only a few groups of Judaistic Christians opposing 

Paul; and that early Catholicism, far from being a Jew- 

ish-gentile ‘“‘synthesis,” was wholly a gentile phenome- 

non, the result of a gradual “de-judaization” of Chris- 
tianity. 

During the 1850s Ritschl’s interests turned increas- 

ingly to dogmatic theology. While at Gottingen he pub- 

lished two monumental works, each occupying three 

volumes: Die christliche Lehre von der Rechtfertigung und 

Verséhnung (The Christian Doctrine of Justification and 
Reconciliation; 1870-1874) and Geschichte des Pietis- 

mus (History of Pietism; 1880-1886). These works, in 

tandem with numerous essays and several short mono- 

graphs—notably Unterricht in der christlichen Religion 

(Instruction in the Christian Religion; 1875)—estab- 

lished Ritschl’s international reputation as the foremost 
Protestant systematic theologian of his time. His disci- 

ples occupied the leading chairs in theology at the Ger- 
man universities well into the twentieth century. The 

most prominent Ritschlians were Adolf von Harnack, 

Wilhelm Herrmann, and (at an early stage of his career) 

Ernst Troeltsch. 
Ritschl’s paramount aim during his Gottingen years 

was to fashion a comprehensive interpretation of the 

Christian religion based on the doctrine of justification 
and reconciliation, as set forth by the New Testament 

(chiefly the letters of Paul) and by the Protestant re- 
formers (chiefly Martin Luther in his writings of 1515- 

1520). In Ritschl’s judgment, however, the reformers, 
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while recovering essential components of New Testa- 

ment Christianity and turning them to church-reform- 

ing effect, had failed to order their religious insights in 

a holistic theological system. They had neglected, not 

least, to correlate their fundamental teaching on justi- 

fication by faith alone with the biblical teaching on the 

kingdom of God. Thus they left the impression that 

Christianity is primarily a religion of personal redemp- 

tion from sin, and not equally one of corporate ethical 

activity directed to the moral reconstruction of society. 

Viewed in respect of its formal theological productions, 

therefore, the Protestant Reformation was unfinished. 

Ritschl contended, moreover, that post-Reformation 

Protestantism had continued and heightened the “theo- 

logical atrophy” of the Reformation era, leading to se- 

rious “deformations” of authentic biblical-Reformation 

Christianity—as evidenced, for example, in the intellec- 

tualism (neoscholasticism) of Protestant orthodoxy, in 

the emergence within the Lutheran and Reformed 

churches of a “half-Catholic” mysticism, in the sectari- 

anism and ‘‘otherworldliness” of Pietism, in the ration: 

alism (‘‘natural religion”) and eudaemonism (“‘‘self-jus- 

tification’’) of Enlightenment theology, and in the flight 

from the historical Christian revelation in Hegelian 

speculation. To be sure, Immanuel Kant and Friedrich 

Schleiermacher had given significant impulses for the 

reconstruction of Protestant theology on the basis of 

Reformation religion, but their gains had soon been sur- 

rendered by their epigones. 

Ritschl] took it as his own vocational task, therefore, 

to effect a true re-formation of Protestant theology by 

recovering the reformers’ religious root ideas through 

critical-historical scholarship and by articulating these 

ideas, with the aid of constructs supplied by Kant and 

Schleiermacher, in a “homogeneous” theological sys- 

tem. Thereby, he believed, the unfinished Reformation 

would be brought to theological completion; classical 

Protestant Christianity would be vindicated before its 

cultured despisers and its newly resurgent Roman Cath- 

olic foes; and the Reformation’s epoch-making signifi- 

cance, including its immediate relevance for the mod- 

ern world, would be displayed, all with the result that 

a debilitated Protestantism would at last be purged of 
“alien growths” and so would attain ‘“‘maturity.” 

The main themes of Ritschl’s doctrinal system are 

presented in the third volume of Justification and Rec- 

onciliation. God, for the sake of Christ, freely pardons 

sinful humanity (‘‘justification”), thereby overcoming 

the sinner’s fear, mistrust, alienation, and enervating 

consciousness of guilt, and thus making possible the in- 

dividual’s entrance into a new, confident relationship to 

God as Father (‘reconciliation’). This relationship is 

verified, first, in the religious virtues of trust in God’s 

providential guidance of the world, patience, humility, 

and prayer (whereby the believér attains “spiritual lord- 

ship over the world” and the vindication of the unique 

worth of spirit, or the ‘‘order of persons,” vis-a-vis na- 

ture, or the ‘‘order of things’’); and, second, in the moral 

virtues of fidelity in one’s secular vocation and active 

love for the neighbor (whereby the kingdom of God, or 

‘moral society of nations,” is ultimately to be realized). 

Ritschl claimed that this doctrine was faithful to the 

biblical-Reformation heritage because it centered en- 

tirely on God’s self-revelation as loving Father in Jesus 

Christ (‘‘history”)—a revelation mediated to individuals 

solely by and within the community of believers 

(“church’’), and appropriated solely through lively per- 

sonal trust (‘faith’). This doctrine, therefore, entailed 

the explicit repudiation of all “disinterested” knowledge 

of God, metaphysical speculation, ‘natural theology,” 

ahistorical mysticism, monastic-ascetic piety (‘‘flight 

from the world”), ethical quietism, and unchurchly in- 

dividualism. 

From about 1920 to 1960 Ritschl’s theology suffered 

an almost total eclipse. The leading representatives of 

the then-dominant Protestant neoorthodoxy, Karl Barth 

and Emil Brunner, charged Ritschl (and Ritschlianism) 

with egregious departures from classical Christianity, 

including religious subjectivism, moralism, capitula- 

tion to the cultural Zeitgeist, and, in sum, a return to 

the anthropocentrism of Enlightenment religion in its 

“chastened” (antimetaphysical) Kantian form. Since the 

1960s, however, there has been a noteworthy Ritschl re- 

naissance, which has defended Ritschl before his neoor- 

thodox detractors by eschewing “‘criticism by catch- 

words,’ by relating his total theological program to its 

immediate historical context, and by taking seriously 

his claim to have constructed his system on biblical and 

Reformation foundations. 
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Davin W. Lotz 

RITUAL. Although it would seem to be a simple mat- 
ter to define ritual, few terms in the study of religion 

have been explained and applied in more confusing 

ways. For example, Edmund Leach, a contemporary 

cultural anthropologist, after noting the general dis- 

agreement among anthropological theorists, suggested 

that the term ritual should be applied to all “culturally 

defined sets of behavior,” that is, to the symbolical di- 

mension of human behavior as such, regardless of its 

explicit religious, social, or other content (Leach, 1968, 

p. 524). Thus we could presumably discuss the ritual 

significance of scientific experimental procedures, for 

example. For Leach, such behavior should be regarded 

as a form of social communication or a code of infor- 

mation and analyzed in terms of its “grammar.” Ritual 

is treated as a cognitive category. 

Only slightly less vast a definition, but one that cov- 
ers a very different set of phenomena, is implied by the 

common use of the term ritual to label religion as such, 

as in “the ritual view of life’ or ‘ritual man in Africa,” 

the title of an article by Robert Horton (reprinted in 

Lessa and Vogt, 1979). Many modern theories of reli- 

gion are in fact primarily theories of ritual, and study 

of the literature on either topic would introduce us to 

the other. 
Another very broad but commonly encountered usage 

is the one favored by, for example, psychoanalytic the- 

ory, in which notably. nonrational or formalized sym- 

bolic behavior of any kind is distinguished as “‘ritual,” 
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as distinct from pragmatic, clearly ends-directed behav- 

ior that is rationally linked to empirical goals. Here 

“ritual” is often contrasted to “‘science’ and even to 

common sense. Without much further ado, religious rit- 

uals can even be equated with neurotic compulsions, 

and its symbols to psychological complexes or geneti- 

cally linked archetypes. Sociologists and anthropolo- 

gists who favor such a contrast between ritualistic and 

rational behavior are usually interested in ritual’s so- 

ciocultural functions, in which religious values shrink 

to social affirmations. (Some social anthropologists dis- 

tinguish between “‘ritual’’—stylized repetitious behavior 

that is explicitly religious—and “ceremony,” which is 

merely social even in explicit meaning.) [See Cere- 

mony.] According to these theorists, the manifest reli- 

gious content of ritual masks its more basic, “latent” 

social goals. However, there are anthropologists, such 

as Clifford Geertz and Victor Turner, who are interested 

in the explicit religious meaning of ritual symbolisms 

and who point out that ritual acts do endow culturally 

important cosmological conceptions and values with 

persuasive emotive force, thus unifying individual par- 

ticipants into a genuine community. Here ritual is 

viewed sociologically, to be sure, but in terms of its ex- 

istential import and explicit meanings rather than its 

purely cognitive grammar, its psychological dynamics, 

or its merely social reference. 

Such an approach comes closest to that adopted by 

most scholars in the history and phenomenology of re- 

ligions. According to Rudolf Otto and Mircea Eliade, for 

example, ritual arises from and celebrates the encoun- 

ter with the ‘‘numinous,” or “sacred,” the mysterious 

reality that is always manifested as of a wholly different 

order from ordinary or “natural” realities. Religious 

persons seek to live in continual contact with those real- 

ities and to flee or to transform the inconsequential 

banality of ordinary life, thus giving rise to the repeti- 

tions and ‘‘archetypal nostalgias” of ritual. In this ap- 

proach, there is the attempt to define ritual by its actual 

intention or focus. This intentionality molds the formal 

symbolisms and repetitions of ritual at their origins, so 

that when the rituals are repeated, the experience of 

holiness can be more or less fully reappropriated by 

new participants. 

For our purposes, we shall understand as “ritual” 

those conscious and voluntary, repetitious and stylized 

symbolic bodily actions that are centered on cosmic 

structures and/or sacred presences. (Verbal behavior 

such as chant, song, and prayer are of course included 

in the category of bodily actions.) The conscious and 

voluntary aspects of ritual rule out the inclusion of per- 

sonal habits or neurotic compulsions in this definition, 
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as does the stress on a transcendent focus (as Freud has 

shown, neurotic obsessions refer back to infantile trau- 

mas and represent contorted efforts of the self to com- 

municate with itself: the focus of neurotic compulsion 

is the self). 

Even more fundamentally, ritual is intentional bodily 

engagement in the paradigmatic forms and relation- 

ships of reality. As such, ritual brings not only the body 

but also that body’s social and cultural identity to the 

encounter with the transcendental realm. By conform- 

ing to models or paradigms that refer to the primordial 

past and that can be shared by many people, ritual also 

enables each person to transcend the individual self, 

and thus it can link many people together into enduring 

and true forms of community. As a result, ritual draws 

into itself every aspect of human life, and almost every 

discipline of the social sciences and humanities has 

something to say about it. I shall begin this analysis of 

ritual, however, with an attempt to articulate its mani- 

fest religious orientation and how this gives rise to rep- 

etitious behaviors. After that I shall turn to other ap- 

proaches that highlight the latent factors in ritual, such 

as its personal or social value. In this way I shall be 

able to review the major theoretical approaches to ritual. 

The Religious Meaning of Ritual. Ritual appears in 

all religions and societies, even those that are nominally 

antiritualistic. Although it is common to contrast “ritu- 

alism” with “deeper spirituality” and mysticism, we 

find ritual especially stressed in mystical groups (Zen 

monasteries, Sufi orders, Jewish mystical communities, 

Hindu yogic ashrams, etc.); in such groups ritual often 

expands to fill every moment of daily life. The body is 

evidently more important in religious experience than 

is often thought. 

Ritual centers on the body, and if we would under- 

stand ritual we shall have to take the body seriously as 

a vehicle for religious experience. It is evident that 

without a body we would have no awareness of a world 

at all. The infant builds up an understanding of the 

world out of sensory-motor experience, and as Jean Pia- 

get and Sigmund Freud, among others, have shown, this 

understanding underlies and sustains our adult experi- 

ence of space, time, number, and personal identity. The 

self is first of all a bodily self. As a result, physical ex- 

periences and actions engage consciousness more im- 

mediately and irresistibly, and bestow a much stronger 

sense of reality, than any merely mental philosophy or 

affirmation of faith. Much ritual symbolism draws on 

the simplest and most intense sensory experiences, such 

as eating, sexuality, and pain. Such experiences have 

been repeated so often or so intimately by the body that 

they have become primary forms of bodily awareness. 

In ritual, they are transformed into symbolic experi- 

ences of the divine, and even into the form of the cosmic 

drama itself. We may therefore speak of a “prestige of 

the body” in ritual. In the bodily gesture, the chant, 

dance, and stride of participants, primordial presences 

are made actual again, time is renewed, and the uni- 

verse is regenerated. 

Ritual is more than merely symbolic action, it is hier- 

atic. Almost all human activity is symbolic, even the 

most “rationally” pragmatic. People would never trou- 

ble to fix cars if cars had no cultural value; even scien- 

tific experiments would be meaningless without a tacit 

reference to a specific kind of world and society that 

validates such activities. However, ritual underlines 

and makes emphatic its symbolic intention. Hence the 

stylized manner of ritual: the special clothes, the al- 

tered manner of speech, the distinctive places and 

times. But above all, behavior is repetitive and con- 

sciously follows a model. Repetition, after all, is a nat- 

ural way for the body to proclaim, enact, and experi- 

ence the choice of true as opposed to false things and 

ways, and to dwell self-consciously in determinative 

model realities, in the “holy.” 

The use of model roles and identities is crucial to rit- 

ual. As Mircea Eliade has shown, ritual is shaped by 

archetypes, by the “‘first gestures” and dramas from the 

beginning of time, which must be represented again in 

the ritual and reexperienced by the participants. It is 

easy to stress the imaginative and mythic aspect of 

these dramas, and to ignore their significance specifi- 

cally as bodily enactments. In ritual, people voluntarily 

submit to their bodily existence and assume very spe- 

cific roles with highly patterned rules—rules and roles 

that conform the self to all others who have embodied 

these ‘‘typical’’ roles in the past. To contact reality, in 

short, the conscious self must sacrifice its individual au- 

tonomy, its freedom in fantasy to ‘‘be” anything. 

The self is not utterly unique and self-generated, and 

it cannot control life as it wishes. This is no doubt one 

of the deepest reasons for the common resentment of 

ritual: it locates and imprisons us in a particular reality 

whose consequences can no longer be avoided. The 

power of ritual is wryly indicated by stories about the 

bride left abandoned at the altar: in the specificity of 

the wedding ritual and its implications, the singular 

and immortal youth who exulted in the eternity of ro- 

mantic dreams must become merely one of many mor- 

tals who have passed this way before. The autonomous 

and infinitely free self is transformed ritually into 

“groom” (remorselessly implying the series “father,” 

“grandfather,” and dead ‘‘ancestor’’). The ritual makes 

him take his place in the cycle of the generations. Thus 

it signifies human limitation, and even death. He be- 

comes what he had always undeniably been, a bodily, 



mortal being. Through ritual, the self is discovered as a 

public, external reality, which can be known only 

through perspectives mediated by others and especially 
by transcendent others: the self is something already 
determined and presented, which can be understood 
above all and most truly in the ritual act itself. In these 

actions and encounters the primal beings provide the 
model and the source of life. The ritual participants 
must submit to those deeper realities. They must will 

their own bodies into identities and movements that 
stem from the ancestral past. They must be humble. 
We can call this essential preliminary movement of 

the self ‘‘recentering”’: there is in a kind of standing out- 

side of oneself, a taking up of the position of the divine 

“other” and acting on its behalf that is expressed explic- 

itly as a personal submission to it and that is ex- 

perienced directly as a submersion of the personal will 

in the-divine will. The ritual comes from the ancients 

and was a gift from the divine; to repeat it means to 

receive their stamp upon the self and to make their 

world one’s own. 

In a wide-ranging study of native religions, Adolf E. 

Jensen (1963) has defended the thesis that the various 

epochs of human history have been characterized by 
distinctive visions of the universe. Although the details 

and applications of these visions vary enormously from 

society to society and era to era, the basic visions them- 

selves are not numerous. Early agriculture, for example, 

was made culturally possible by a certain way of seeing 

the world and understanding life, death, and humanity, 

a way that transformed the “‘burial”’ of the root or seed, 

its ‘‘rebirth” (or ‘“‘resurrection’’) as a plant, and its ““mur- 

derous” harvesting as food into a kind of mystery, a 

compelling and salvific vision. The first seer to whom 

the divine revealed itself in this way must have had a 

shattering experience. Here, according to Jensen, is the 

fundamental origin of the rituals of the early agricultur- 

alists: these rituals arose to induct neophytes into the 

mystery and to enable full initiates to reexperience the 

shattering revelations of the primal reality. The partic- 

ipants remember the creative acts that made them what 

they are, and thus they are able to dwell in a world that 

has meaning. Farming itself becomes not only possible, 

but necessary. 

Eliade (1959) terms these primal, constitutive en- 

counters with the sacred hierophanies (self-disclosures 

of the holy) and kratophanies (revelations of overwhelm- 

ing power). [See Hierophany.] It is the underlying pur- 

pose of rituals to recall and renew such experiences of 

reality. These powerful visions—which are usually de- 

voted to the mythic origins of the universe or to those 

aspects of the creation that hold special consequence for 

mankind, but which are preserved within the sacred 
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field of ritual enactment—provide a focus and frame- 

work for living in the “profane” world of everyday ac- 

tivity. They even sanctify this activity, and so rescue it 

from the terror of inconsequentiality and meaningless- 

ness. However, ordinary life, with its egoisms, pres- 

sures, and attractions, constantly threatens to erode a 

wider sense of reality. Crises arise that make the chal- 

lenge acute. The regular enactment of rituals renews 

the experiential focus on the sacred. In the recentering 

process, the overall meaning of life and the reality of 

transcendental powers are again made paramount over 

merely egoistic or social concerns. The ordering that rit- 

ual effects can even be directly healing, inasmuch as 

many physical ailments have a significant psychoso- 

matic component, and social crises are above all crises 

in accommodating individuals or groups to each other 

and to cultural norms. 

There is a tendency among phenomenologists of reli- 

gion concerned with ritual to emphasize the personal 

encounter with divine beings as the focus of ritual ex- 

perience. Rudolf Otto, in his influential The Idea of the 

Holy (first published in 1917), was explicitly guided by 

Christian (and specifically Lutheran) assumptions when 

he described the holy, or ‘“‘numinous,”’ this way. How- 

ever, there are many religions in which the focus of rit- 

ual is mostly or entirely impersonal, or in which there 

are no prayers or sacrifices made to divine beings. 

Rather, ritual action consists in repeating the primal 

deeds of beings not now actively present. It is the deeds, 

not the persons, that are important. Most Australian Ab- 

original ritual fits in this category; a striking parallel 

can be found in the teachings of the ritual texts of late 

Vedic Hinduism. The Satapatha Brahmana, for exam- 

ple, states repeatedly that the priests are to perform the 

sacrifices because this is what the gods themselves did 

to create the world; in fact, it is by performing these 

rites that the gods became gods and immortal. There- 

fore the priests re-create the world when they repeat 

certain actions, and all who participate in the sacrifice 

become gods and immortal as well. 

In this view, the dynamic of reality is sacrificial; it is 

renewed only through sacrifice and attained only by 

those who sacrifice. Through sacrifice one becomes 

equal to the gods, or even their master, since they too 

depend on sacrifice. In later Hinduism, there developed 

a philosophy of ritual, the Parva Mimamsa (also called 

the Karma Mimamsa), which in some versions was ex- 

plicitly atheistic: the process underlying the universe 

was a ritual process repeated in and sustained by Brah- 

manic ritual performances alone. However, the enact- 

ment of the duties (dharma) appropriate to one’s caste, 

sex, and age is also a form of this ritual world mainte- 

nance, especially if done with the fully conscious inten- 
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tion of sustaining the impersonal ritual order of the uni- 

verse. We may call this a structural rather than a 

personal focus to ritual action. The aim of such ritual is 

to enact and perhaps even regenerate the structure of 

reality, the deep structure that consists of a certain pat- 

tern of relationships and their dynamic regeneration. It 

can even be argued that this structural focus is the real 

or deeper one in most rituals directed to personal 

beings, for commonly those personal beings are ad- 

dressed in ritual in order to assure the proper changing 

of the seasons, the fertility of the fields, the restoration 

of health, prosperity in business and everyday affairs, 

or perhaps more profoundly the general preservation of 

social tranquillity and universal harmony. 

We need not expect to find that ritual emerges first as 

the result of a personal experience of encounter with a 

divinity, although traditional cultures often explain 

their rituals in this fashion. We also find rituals taking 

shape in conformity with a general sense of what is 

right and fitting to do in the context of a given situa- 

tion. This structural sense of what is “right and fitting” 

may well lack much precision, at least on the conscious 

level, but despite this a preconscious (or ‘“‘unconscious’’) 

awareness of the nature of the world and the way in 

which it relates to the ritual situation may operate to 

determine ritual details with great exactitude. Mono- 

graphs on particular ritual systems often illustrate this 

vividly. 

As Bruce Kapferer (1983) has shown for exorcism 

rituals in Sri Lanka, the details of cult can only be un- 

derstood in terms of the general sense of life, and the 

overall existential environment, of ritual participants, 

although they may not be able to explain these details 

and simply accept them as “‘traditional.” In fact, partic- 

ipants insensibly adapt rituals to specific situations, 

personal experiences, and training. James W. Fernandez 

(1982) has given us an astonishingly rich analysis of the 

symbolic coherence of an African religious movement 

that shows how conscious thought and prereflective ex- 

perience interact to produce ritual behavior. At times, 

the conscious component may be very high: Stanley J. 

Tambiah’s (1970) description of spirit cults in Thailand 

necessarily involves a discussion of Buddhist metaphys- 

ics at certain points, but even here most of the structure 

of the ritual conforms to unspoken but vividly present 

folk realities. 

One of the most telling instances of the influence of a 

general sense of the “right and fitting’”’ on ritual behav- 

ior, however, is described in W. Lloyd Warner's classic 

study of Memorial Day and other rituals in a New Eng- 

land community, The Living and the Dead: A Study of the 

Symbolic Life of Americans (1959). Warner describes 

how the celebration of the holiday was planned and car- 

ried out one spring. Many people were involved; in fact 

almost all groups in the community were represented. 

Many random factors and issues intervened, but the re- 

sult can be regarded as a crystallization of the Ameri- 

can ethos as it existed at that time and place. We have 

here neither the calculated imposition of ritualized ide- 

ology on underclasses by an authoritarian, hypo- 

critical elite nor solitary ecstatic encounters with sa- 

cred beings used as models for community cult (two 

current theories of the origin of ritual). Instead, we find 

the voluntary community enactment of a felt reality, 

which in turn makes the common dream an actuality, 

at least in the festival itself. The felt reality is also a 

dream, an ideal, for it consists of those experienced val- 

ues that at the deepest level guide members of the com- 

munity, and in terms of which they understand and, on 

occasion, even criticize each other and themselves. 

Shame and death in ritual. This phenomenon of crit- 

icism, and especially of self-criticism, is an essential 

part of ritual. It is part of the “recentering’’ that has 

already been mentioned, a self-transformation that is 

necessary if there is to be any hope of escaping personal 

fantasies and encountering authentic realities outside 

the self. For reality, which the self longs for as a secure 

grounding, at the same time must include other things 

and beings, which in turn must condition and limit the 

self. Encounters with these other presences will be cha- 

otic and destructive, however, unless some harmonious 

and stable mode of interaction is discovered. In ritual, 

the bodily self enacts the true and enduring forms of 

relationships within a cosmic order that has a construc- 

tive place for the self. But this enactment must begin 

with an acceptance of personal limitation. So we com- 

monly find that ritual sequences may begin with ex- 

plicit declarations of personal flaw, shame, or guilt ex- 

isting in the participants or in their world that it will 

be the task of the ritual to assuage or nullify. The “flaw” 

need not be narrowly moral, of course: it may only be, 

for example, that a youngster is growing into an adult 

without yet knowing or assuming adult responsibilities 

and roles. If this willful autonomy were to continue, or 

to become common, the sanctified social order would 

cease; therefore, initiation is necessary to rectify the 

disharmony introduced by the child-adult. 
Rituals cluster especially around those primary real- 

ities (such as sexuality, death, strife, and failure) that 

force us to face our personal limits and our merely rel- 

ative existence. In many Indo-European and Semitic 

languages the very word for ‘“‘shame’”’ felt before the op- 

posite sex (especially in regard to their sexual organs) is 

the same as that for “respect” before the elderly, the 
rulers, the dead, and the gods; it is also the word for 
“ritual awe.”’ This deeply felt ‘“‘shame-awe’’ provides us 



with the proper stance and poise to accept our mere rel- 
ativity and our limits, and thereby to restore harmony 

to our world. Beginning with a shamed sense of flaw 

and submission, one comes in the course of the ritual to 

perceive the self from the perspective of the holy. From 

this perspective and this transcendental center, one 

wills the ritual actions until the identification of wills 

results in making the ritual one’s voluntary, autono- 

mous, and bodily enactment of truth. Although ritual 

commonly begins in duty or submission, it generally 

ends in voluntary and even joyful affirmation. In this 

way, the dread and the enchantment that R. R. Marett 

and Rudolf Otto found to be two aspects of the experi- 

ence of the sacred articulate also the actual structure of 

most ritual sequences, which begin in disequilibrium 

and end in harmony after confession, submission, puri- 
fication sacrifice, or other ritual strategies. 

Connected with this is what might be called the ritual 

barter of immortalities. In ritual, one inevitably and 

implicitly wills one’s own death, since one takes on a 

merely partial identity as “man” or ‘“‘woman,” “elder’’ 

or “youth,” the identity of an actual finite self existing 

within boundaries and under obligations, defined 

through relationships with others and destined to die. It 

is therefore both as a kind of palliative and as a neces- 

sary consequence of the search for reality that rituals of 

initiation, the New Year, and so on place such stress on 

immortality and mythic eternity. The consolation for 

accepting one’s death is the awareness that through this 

one attains to another kind of eternity, as part of a 

larger cosmic reality. The seeming eternity of one’s im- 

mediate desires and wishes are given up for an eternity 

mediated through the divine order, which certainly en- 

dures beyond all individuals and embodies the “other- 

ness’ that limits us. 
There should be nothing surprising in this intimate 

mixture of personal need and ruthless objectivity, for 

ritual as such is constituted by the longing to place the 

self in enduring contact with absolute or source reali- 

ties. This necessarily requires a relationship com- 

pounded of both self and other, of heteronomy and au- 

tonomy. (It would therefore be incorrect to identify 

ritual action with heteronomy, as Kant, Friedrich 

Schleiermacher, and others have done.) W. Brede Kris- 

tensen, the Dutch phenomenologist of religions, refers 

to this connection of self and other as the fundamental 

“compact,” “agreement,” or “covenant,” “man’s Law of 

life’ that underlies all rituals, for in them humanity 

and the divine bind themselves together to sustain a un- 

ified and stable order of the universe. 

Space and time in ritual. Through ritual, then, the 

self is inducted into the necessary forms of space and 

time, and these forms are disclosed as harmonious with 
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the body. The space and time of ritual are organic ex- 

periences. Time, for example, waxes and wanes; like or- 

ganisms it can grow and decay, and must be regener- 

ated. [See Sacred Time.] Time has neither static 

eternity nor monotonous regularity but the rhythms of 

the body, even if it embraces the universe. Yearly festi- 

vals mark the moments in the “life” of the year, from 

birth through fertility to death. The rites of passage, in- 

cluding birth, initiation, marriage, and death, translate 

the patterns of time into the individual life cycle, giving 

the chief transitions of every life the authentic reso- 

nance of the sacred. Even the minor moments of ritual, 

ignored by participants, render an architecture in time 

in which the girders are ceremonial gestures, the 

rhythms of chant, the turn, and the stride. 

Space, as well, is drawn into the ritual field of corre- 

spondences and boundaries and is given a shape that 

hospitably welcomes the body. [See Sacred Space.] The 

cosmos is revealed as a house and a temple, and, reflex- 

ively, the personal and physical house and temple are 

disclosed as the cosmos made immanent. The mountain 

is the “throne” of the gods, the heavens their “cham- 

ber”; the shaman’s drum is his “horse,” by which he 

ecstatically mounts through the “roof” of heaven. The 

Brahmanic altar is shaped in the form of a woman in 

order to tempt the gods to approach the sacrificial 

place. And if the center of the universe is brought sym- 

bolically into our midst, so too is the beginning of cre- 

ation, which we can then ritually repeat in our central 

shrines. Ritual makes all of this immediately and bodily 

present. The universe itself may be embodied in the 

participants, so that the marriage of king and queen 

may at once simulate and stimulate the marriage of 

heaven and earth, and the slaying of slaves may accom- 

plish the overthrow of chaos. The elementary sensory- 

motor experiences of up and down, in and out, and left 

and right, rudimentary though we may think them, are 

utilized in ritual, often in astonishingly systematic fash- 

ion, showing to what degree ritual is a meditation on 

the final and basic experiences of the body, an attempt 

to discover deeper meanings in them. Left and right 

symbolisms, for example, are everywhere in the world 

correlated through ritual equivalences and oppositions 

between male and female, day and night, order and dis- 

order, the sun and moon, and other basic elements in 

experience. Robert Hertz, who first noted that rituals 

worldwide share these left and right symbolisms, sug- 

gested that they were rooted in the general human ex- 

perience of skill and mastery in the right hand and rel- 

ative weakness and clumsiness in the left, which then 

served to characterize and give order to a wide range of 

other experiences and perceptions (see essays in Need- 

ham, 1973). Ernst Cassirer (1955, pp. 83ff.) has shown 
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how specific bodily organizations of experience of other 

sorts, especially of space, time, number, and self, are 

ritually integrated into cosmological enactments. 

Certainly ritual definitively breaks up the homogene- 

ity of space and establishes places in it for humanity. 

The body itself is a common model for the universe. 

Puranic descriptions of the universe develop this idea in 

astonishing detail, in schemes that are often reproduced 

in Hindu temples and iconography. The Hindu temple 

has a waist, trunk, and head. In Nepal, Buddhist stupas 

often have two eyes painted on the dome and are topped 

with a small parasol, just as the Buddha himself used 

to have. Such ritual symbolisms make such actions as 

moving through the temple a journey through the var- 

ious heavens and lend shape to meditation as well. The 

yogin may practice visualizing his body as the temple- 

universe, finding within it all the gods and heavens. It 

is common even in folk religions to find ritual identifi- 

cation of the cardinal points with the four limbs, and 

the center of the world identified as an omphalos, or 

umbilicus, which may be located at the center of one’s 

village or enshrined as the goal of religious pilgrimage. 

In every example, the religious motivation is to estab- 

lish necessary links between the body and the world, to 

make these links ‘‘natural” in the very fabric of things, 

to make secure continuities that give the self access to 

transcendent and sacred life. 

A major strategy employed by ritual to achieve this 

goal is simply to reenact with the participants’ own 

bodies the primeval or constitutive acts by which the 

cosmos came into being. Mircea Eliade, who has de- 

voted many studies to this almost universal trait in rit- 

ual, has called it “the myth of the eternal retuin.” To 

exist truly is to remember, and even more to reenact, 
the foundational events; to forget is to dissolve the 

world in chaos. By repeating the primordial deeds of 

the gods, human beings become as the gods, posturing 

out their will and establishing their divine world. Pre- 

cisely as bodily beings, and through the body, they en- 

ter eternity and ‘“‘become”’ the transcendent others who 

control their lives. The personal distancing of the self 

from the self mentioned earlier permits this ritual ec- 

stasy, which perhaps achieves its most extreme form in 

trances of possession or mystical union, when the sense 

of self is entirely blotted out. [See Ecstasy.] However, 

the ritual dialectic of self and other much more usually 

seeks to retain the full consciousness of both in recip- 

rocal harmony. New Year’s festivals, initiations, funer- 

als, and coronations all show this passion for the abid- 

ing dynamic process, the eternal form of the universe. 
When, in the Finnish epic Kalevala, Vainamdinen, the 

shaman hero, wishes to heal himself of a wound caused 

by an iron weapon, he ritually chants the myth of the 

first creation of iron and so is able to reverse and negate 

the impure and wrong unfolding of time (Kalevala, rune 

9). The first act of Columbus when he set foot on the soil 

of the New World was to hold a religious service, pray- 

ing to God and drawing this new and alien territory 

into the same universe of dedication that contained 

God, sovereign rulers, and Spain. The terra incognita 

thus became a domesticated Spanish territory. 

These two instances show the prayerfulness of 
“magic,” and the magic of prayer. Vainamdéinen’s chant 

was also prayerful, for it was grounded in submission 
to foundational realities and mysteries. The very need 

for comprehensive accuracy in the wording of the myth 

recital obviously signifies the necessity of complete obe- 

dience to a sacred and powerful reality that is formal in 

nature. Of course, faith in this chant is also faith in 

those divinities named in it, who made iron and who, 

by transmitting the chant, created it. And, for his part, 

Columbus followed archetypal forms in his petition to 

the sacred beings who made the entire world and this 

new land as well, and he even transformed the entire 

service into a kind of legal statement of territorial ap- 

propriation, so that personal prayer followed the logic 

of a deeper impersonal and ‘“‘magical” transubstantia- 

tion of the land. Like Vainaméinen, he overcame anom- 

aly through a cosmological recitation. Such reflections 

show the emptiness of distinctions between religious 

and magical rituals and, even more importantly, alert 

us to the two basic modes of the sacred, impersonal ar- 

chetypal form and personal sacred presence. Archetypal 

form consists of cosmological structures that shape a di- 

vine order and may be renewed through ritual reenact- 

ments. [See Archetypes.] Sacred beings must be ritually 

invoked and acknowledged. As the instances of Vaina- 

mdéinen and Columbus show, the two modes of the sa- 
cred often occur together in the same rite and can in- 

spire the same sense of awe and personal submission. 

The symbolic integrations of ritual. Religious ritual 

is evidently not a simple or infantile manifestation but 

is based on a kind of final summing-up of, acknowledge- 
ment of, and submission to reality. Ritual engages all 

levels of experience and weaves them together. It has 
often been noted, for example, that ritual symbolisms 

often center on such elementary acts as eating and sex. 

From this strong emphasis, in fact, Freudian psycho- 

analysis was able to draw evidence for its hypothesis 

that religion consists of sublimated or projected sexual 
hungers and symbols. Other theorists (in the modern 

period, most notably those emphasizing totemism and 
the Myth and Ritual school) deduced from the impor- 

tance of food and eating in ritual that rituals were eco- 



nomic in origin and concerned with magical or proto- 

scientific control of the food supply. However, not only 

in the areas of sexuality and eating (two of the most 

rudimentary of bodily experiences), but also elsewhere, 

ritual makes use of activities that are familiar and 

deeply intimate, that when engaged in involve the body 

very strongly, or that have been repeated so often that 

they take on a habitual, automatic nature. The power 

that ritual has to make these acts conscious and, simul- 

taneously, to bring them into relationship with central 

religious realities is a major part of its attraction and 

fascination. In effect, ritual sacramentalizes the sen- 

sory-motor sphere by lifting it into the sphere of the ul- 

timate, while the energy of elemental awareness is re- 

shaped and drawn into the support of the structures of 

clear consciousness and ultimate concerns. The secular 

is transformed by the sacred. [See Sacrament.] 

The process can be observed in terms of particular 

ritual symbols. Each symbol is multivalent: it refers to 

many things, which may not be clearly present to con- 

sciousness but which exist in a kind of preconscious 

halo around it. Victor Turner, in a number of richly de- 

tailed studies, has emphasized a bipolar structure to 

this multivalency of ritual symbols: they are often 

drawn from sensory experience and passion (the ‘‘orec- 

tic’ pole) and are made to represent social ideals (the 

“ideological” pole). So, as he shows, initiation rituals 

among the Ndembu of Zambia are structured around 

ideologically defined natural symbols (colors, plant spe- 

cies, etc.), which in the course of traumatic ordeals 

work deeply into the consciousness of candidates, re- 

shaping their self-conception and view of the world and 

society. In the same way, Ndembu “‘cults of affliction” 

turn painfully destructive impulses and social tension, 

and even mental and physical illness, into affirmative 

communal experiences. We can elaborate this analysis 

further: a single symbol can draw on orectic sensual 

urges; can implicitly relate to a larger cognitive and 

dispositional structure that organizes all sensory expe- 

rience into a coherent perception of the natural world; 

can be part of a ritual used by a participant to advance 

his own ego-centered utilitarian aims; can embody the 

social values of the actual group and perhaps even in- 

dicate the group identity; can be seen to point to wider 

sociocultural and ideological issues; and, finally, can be 

directed to transcendental spiritual beings or cosmolog- 

ical structures. This sixfold layering of symbolic mean- 

ing may be generally characterized as relating to the 

body’s organic world, the social world, and the cosmo- 

logical or transcendental realm. The ego’s concerns con- 

nect the first and second, while ideological and broadly 

ecological issues connect the second and third, produc- 
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ing five levels of general symbolic significance that are 

unified in ritual enactments. 

A Multidisciplinary Approach to Ritual. The various 

levels of symbolic reference in ritual help us to under- 

stand the applicability of many disciplines and theories 

to ritual. These can be seen as applying to one or an- 

other aspect or level of ritual action, although obviously 

this applicability also suggests that any one theory or 

discipline in itself cannot claim sole truth and must be 

supplemented and corrected by other approaches. For 

example, Freudian theory has helped us to see the rele- 

vance of organic processes in the development of per- 

sonality, from infancy to the organization of behavior 

in adults. Freud was the first to show in detail just how, 

through sublimation, repression, projection, and other 

transformations, bodily symbolisms can be expanded in 

dreams, art, language, and ritual into entire cosmolog- 

ical dramas. Freud also showed how each organic sym- 

bolism organizes increasingly wider ranges of experi- 

ence within it. This expansive tendency of each symbol, 

which we can call its imperialistic tendency to organize 

all experience around itself, brings it into competition 

with other symbols and even with conscious thought. 

However, as Volney Gay has recently shown, Freud’s 

own restriction of meaningfulness to this organic level 

alone, and even solely to sexual complexes, and his gen- 

eral antipathy to religion, led him to suggest that reli- 

gion and ritual are infantile and to equate the latter 

with regressive neurotic compulsions. 

The operations by which bodily symbols are orga- 

nized into coherent general dispositional structures of 

perception have been illuminated by the work of such 

psychologists as Jean Piaget, Heinz Werner and Ber- 

nard Kaplan, and C. G. Jung, each in his own way en- 

larging our understanding. Ernst Cassirer’s philosophi- 

cally sophisticated analysis of how cognition comes to 

organize space, time, and identity, enacting paradigms 

of these in ritual, may almost be taken as a philosophi- 

cal phenomenology supplementing Mircea Eliade’s re- 

searches and detailed demonstrations. Such studies en- 

hance but also correct the often highly speculative 

approach of Jungian psychology to ritual symbolism. Of 

great importance is the work of structuralist anthropol- 

ogy, a field founded by Claude Lévi-Strauss and dedi- 

cated to the analysis of cognitive organization in cul- 

tural creations. According to this theory, rituals, myths, 

and other aspects of culture are structured cognitively 

by processes resembling binary computer operations. 

These mental oparations lie finally outside of all mean- 

ing and simply reflect an autonomous cognitive drive 

toward order. Lévi-Strauss suggests in some of his 

works that each culture works out a tight and utterly 
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consistent logic in its rituals and myths; elsewhere that 

coherence can only be found on a regional and even a_ 

global scale, particular cultures exemplifying only par- 

tial and unconscious cognitive unifications. It must be 

added that Lévi-Strauss (1979) finds ritual far more in- 

coherent than myth, due largely to ritual’s explicitly re- 

ligious and emotive focus. However, other structural 

anthropologists have shown astonishingly coherent or- 

ganizations of symbols in even the slightest details of 

ritual; action becomes a coded text or hidden language 

conveying information about the social and cultural 

universe of the performers. The actual meaning of the 

ritual to the actors may be considered irrelevant. 

Critics of this approach have suggested that ritual 

may not be concerned after all with the cognitive clas- 

sification of things but may instead relate to others of 

the six levels we have distinguished in ritual symbolic 

reference. Fredrick Barth points out that, as the media of 

social interaction, relatively unsystematic and incoher- 

ent symbolic networks may be sufficient or even espe- 

cially desirable. He describes a Melanesian culture in 

which ritual symbols have only loose chains of analog- 

ical associations, varying from individual to individual 

and only imperfectly worked together. Since these met- 

aphors and symbols by their very looseness underlie at 

some point or another every participant’s experience, 

they can be variously meaningful to all and serve to 

bring them together. More generally, a purely cognitive 

approach ignores the possibility that ritual may be con- 

cerned above all with the cultivation of a basic stance 

on life, involving the recentering that I have earlier dis- 

cussed. As Gilbert Lewis has suggested, rituals may 

even emphasize precisely the illogic and incoherence of 

symbols in an effort to capture the paradox, mystery, 

and transcendental reality of the sacred. Even more ba- 

sically, if possible, the multivalence of symbols neces- 

sarily insures their ultimate formal incoherence, since 

the relational meanings often accrete to a symbol by ex- 

perienced conjunction, not logic, and the ‘‘imperialism” 

of symbols makes each incompatible at some points 

with others. Particular rituals may achieve a unified 

meaning by making one symbolism dominant, using the 

rich though submerged associations of subordinate 

symbols simply to contribute to the sense of depth and 
authenticity of the rite. 

The value of ritual to the ego world of rational cal- 

culation and social manipulation and interaction has 

been emphasized by a number of theorists. Some cul- 

tures and religions make such an approach easier than 

others; for example, as Emily Ahern has emphasized, in 

Chinese religions the heavenly spirits and gods are 

ranked in a bureaucratic hierarchy that is a transcen- 

dental continuation of earthly Chinese society and gov- 

ernment. Prayers, offerings, and modes of address can 

therefore be interpreted in an almost wholly social and 

manipulative mode, if one is so inclined. Much of the 

debate about the “rationality” of ritual among anthro- 

pologists, referred to earlier, applies to this level of rit- 

ual meaning as well. These discussions have revived the 

viewpoints of E. B. Tylor, James G. Frazer, and others 

from the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the 

twentieth century that ritual was in its origins a prag- 

matic attempt to control nature, a rational even if sci- 

entifically ill-founded activity. Such theorists as Adolf 

Jensen and Robin Horton go on to make a distinction 

between ‘‘expressive’” and “instrumental,” or manipu- 

lative, aspects of ritual; the former relates to faith and 

is authentically religious, while the latter is said to be 

materialistic, pragmatic, and inauthentic. But such 

viewpoints not only ignore the recentering process un- 

derlying even the most utilitarian ritual; they have dif- 

ficulty accounting for the fact that in many religions it 

is precisely the pragmatic application of cult that di- 

rectly expresses the faith that the springs of reality flow 

forth in the actualities of human existence and that 

reality is benevolently concerned with human needs. 

There is no separation of spirit and flesh in such reli- 

gions, and the aim of religion is to sanctify life. Still, in 

the multileveled significance of ritual symbolisms, ra- 

tional ego-oriented calculations have a role. 

So do social and political calculations, conscious or 

otherwise, for these act as a necessary check on a pop- 

ulation of competing egos and permit a community to 

exist. The recentering that ritual forces on the ego, as in 

initiations, provides an intersubjective, social confir- 

mation of reality necessary even for the individual ego, 

if it is to participate in a world it cannot wholly control. 

Inner structures of awareness are thus shared with oth- 

ers, and a community is created that has legitimacy to 

the degree that it is anchored in transcendental cosmo- 

logical realities. Thus we find that in all religions ritual 

has enormous social value. Society can enhance itself 

by fusing transcendental symbolisms with its own 

norms, and ritual can be quite functional in overcoming 

tensions and divisions in the community (in this way 
sublimating violence). 

This was quite powerfully brought out by the French 

sociologist Emile Durkheim in The Elementary Forms of 

the Religious Life (1912). Societies image themselves in 

their ritual symbols, he maintained; the ‘‘sacred” is the 
essential social idea. Religion is not for Durkheim (as it 
was for Otto) about abnormal personal states, but about 
normal social and natural life: the rainfall, the crops, 
good hunting, good health, children, and social conti- 
nuity. Even relationships to particular spiritual beings 
are cast in terms of this deeper, more normative, struc- 



tural and cosmological orientation. In effect, Durkheim 
brought to the attention of researchers a mode of the 
sacred they had ignored until then, the structural and 
cosmological mode. But he saw it chiefly in terms of 
social groupings and values; even individual spiritual 
beings symbolized the group or its relations with other 

groups. The community is re-created at times of initia- 
tion and festival. 

Such ideas were developed into “functionalist” an- 

thropology in the Anglo-Saxon countries under the lead- 
ership of A. R. Radcliffe-Brown and Bronislaw Ma- 
linowski. The organic interconnections between social 

values and rituals were demonstrated by this approach 

in many striking studies. Taboos, for example, do not so 

much arise from individual fears or longings as they do 

from the social purpose of identifying to participants 

the proper sentiments to feel in particular situations. 

Groups are identified by the rites they practice, roles 

within the group are differentiated (a special necessity 

in small-scale societies, in which roles overlap and daily 

interaction may be filled with personal antipathies and 

preferences), and tensions resolved by the community 

feeling engendered by the rites. The functionalists 

taught their contemporaries that even the most bizarre 

or apparently harmful practices (e.g., witchcraft and 

sorcery, painful initiatory ordeals, ritual head-hunting) 

might be socially constructive. But the genuinely 

needed tolerance that characterizes their work has re- 

cently been criticized as static, ahistorical, a priori, and 

Panglossian. 

That ritual symbolisms may correspond to a society’s 

economic and political forces and relate to historical 

changes in these forces as well has been a theme of re- 

cent Marxist anthropology. Whereas functionalists 

tended to limit their concern to the ideological struc- 

tures elaborated by particular societies and often more 

or less consciously recognized by participants, Marxist 

analysis locates itself at a more comparative and mate- 

rialistic level: the more extreme theorists, for example, 

argue in the vein of Enlightenment critics of religion 

that ritual consists of systematic falsehoods designed by 

ruling circles to justify their exploitation of the under- 

privileged (e.g., see Bloch, 1977). In any case, ritual is 

about political power or economic forces. 

Recent studies have extended our insight into the in- 

tegrative power of ritual to include a culture’s relation- 

ship to its larger natural environment. One of the most 

striking demonstrations of this ecological function of 

ritual, in which ritual acts as a central control on a 

wide range of forces, is Roy A. Rappaport’s description 

of the pig festival of the Tsembaga of Papua New 

Guinea (Rappaport, in Lessa and Vogt, 1979). Warfare, 

human fertility rates, land-occupation densities, protein 
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supply during crises, wild pig marauders, and many 

other factors are kept in balance by this festival, truly 

bringing the Tsembaga into harmony with the ecologi- 

cal forces affecting their lives and even their survival. 

Once again, and from an unexpected perspective, we 

find a multiform unity between self and other, expres- 

sive and instrumental elements in ritual. 

The Types of Ritual. Two basic approaches to the 

classification of ritual may be found in the literature on 

the subject, which we may call the functional-enumer- 

ative and the structural-analytical. The first has the at- 

traction of seeming inductive, empirically firm, and 

precise: one simply notes down each kind of ritual be- 

havior as one finds it, defining it by its function or ex- 

plicit use. The result is usually a long and imposing list. 

Each item on the list is a special case to be explained 

separately. It is usually not noticed that rituals of dif- 

ferent levels of generality are mixed together. For ex- 

ample, Crawford Howell Toy, in his Introduction to the 

History of Religion (1913), in an admittedly ‘‘not exhaus- 

tive list,” presents the principal forms of early ceremo- 

nies as follows: emotional and dramatic (religious 

dances and plays, processions, circumambulations); 

decorative and curative; economic (hunting and farm- 

ing rites, dietary rules, rainmaking); apotropaic (avert- 

ing or expelling evil spirits or influences); puberty and 

initiation; marriage, birth, burial, purification and con- 

secration; and periodic and seasonal. In a separate 

chapter he considers ‘‘totemism’’ (a supposed cult be- 

longing to a specific cultural-historical epoch) and ta- 

boo (a universal ritual type), and in a third chapter 

“magic” (a general way of using rites) and divination (a 

specific kind of ritual). Toy’s approach is often infor- 

mative, but haphazard. 

More systematic is the functional classification of- 

fered by Anthony F. C. Wallace (1966). He distinguishes 

between technological rituals aimed at the control of 

nonhuman nature (divination, “intensification’”’ rites to 

increase food supply, protective rites to avert misfor- 

tune); therapy and antitherapy rituals affecting humans 

(curing rites and rites with injurious ends, like witch- 

craft and sorcery); ideology rituals directed to the con- 

trol of social groups and values (passage rites of the life 

cycle and territorial movement, “social intensification” 

rites to renew group solidarity, like Sunday services, ar- 

bitrary ceremonial obligations, like taboos, and rebel- 

lion rites, which allow catharsis); salvation rituals en- 

abling individuals to cope with personal difficulties 

(possession rites, shamanic rites, mystic rites, and ex- 

piation rites); and, finally, revitalization rituals de- 

signed to cure societal difficulties and identity crises, 
such as millenarian movements. 

This classification system is clearly much more use- 
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ful. However, its functional precision is not entirely ad- 

equate, since a single ritual may in actual performance 

belong to several or even all of these classes: for in-— 

stance, Easter in a medieval Polish village was a tech- 

nological ritual (as a spring festival and as a protective 

rite); offered therapy to ill believers and antitherapy to 

nonparticipants, like Jews; was an ideology ritual that 

renewed group solidarity and included arbitrary cere- 

monial obligations; and was a salvation and, on occa- 

sion, even a revitalization ritual. 

Such overlap is almost impossible to avoid in classi- 

fications of ritual, due to the integrative thrust and mul- 

tileveled nature of ritual. The main criterion in distin- 

guishing rituals should perhaps be the overall intention 

or emphasis of the performers: thus we can say that 

Easter has in a general way moved historically from a 

revitalization ritual to a salvation ritual in the early 

church, and thereafter to a technological and therapy 

ritual in the Middle Ages, and finally to an ideology rit- 

ual at the present time. But if that is so, the external 

forms of the ritual do not necessarily help us to classify 

it, nor do they always correspond to a specific function. 

To put the matter a little differently, function is at base 

a structural matter and depends on context. 

We may supplement Wallace’s classification, then, 

with a structural one. Two of the founding classics of 

the modern study of religion suggest a starting point. 

Emile Durkheim, in his study of religion mentioned 

above, divided all rites into positive and negative kinds. 

By negative rituals he meant taboos, whose purpose, he 

said, was to separate the sacred from the profane, pre- 

serving the transcendence of the former and the every- 

day normality of the latter. Positive rituals chiefly in- 

cluded sacrificial rites, in the course of which the sacred 

and profane realms were brought together and the or- 

dinary life of performers was infused with the ideal and 

the normative. The cultic life of religion moves contin- 

ually between these two phases, maintaining and regen- 

erating the stable universal order. 

Sigmund Freud also distinguished similar basic types 

of ritual in his Totem and Taboo (1913). By ‘“‘totem” 

Freud referred to the totemic sacrifice that, according 

to him, reenacted the primordial parricide. 

Generalizing from these two classics, we may say that 

all rituals may be divided into those whose purpose is 

to maintain distinctions within a divine order and those 

whose purpose is to bridge divisions and effect transfor- 

mations, renewing that order when it is threatened by 

internal or external change. These two traits, of struc- 

ture maintenance and transformation, must exist in any 

system if it is to endure in a stable fashion, integrating 

change into itself without altering its basic form. Al- 

though both Durkheim and Freud saw structure main- 

tenance in a negative light and in terms of taboos, it is 

evident that positive injunctions are also important 

and, indeed, that negative prohibitions often have a 

very positive intention. I shall therefore call rituals of 

this kind “confirmatory rituals,” for in them the basic 

boundaries and internal spaces of the divine order are 

confirmed without change, while rituals that bridge di- 

visions and regenerate the structure I shall call ‘“‘trans- 

formatory rituals.” 

Confirmatory rituals. Both confirmatory and transfor- 

matory rituals act by centering the will in transcenden- 

tal sources, that is, they anchor the immediate order in 

a realm that transcends it. As we shall see, these orders 

may nest hierarchically within each other: reverence to 

clan ancestors helps to establish the clan within the cos- 

mos, but larger human groupings may need to center 

themselves in more.inclusive realities. This suggests 

that the order that is being affirmed is to a certain de- 

gree situational and relative, and that it therefore may 

contain a certain amount of overlap, incoherence, and 

contradiction. These are existential realities, not logical 

postulates, as we have seen, although certain religions 

do indeed work out their inner structures with remark- 

able clarity. 

Confirmatory rituals do not include only taboos, al- 

though this is the category that has been most thor- 

oughly discussed. Positive injunctions are merely the 

other side of taboos, so that in some cases stress on one 

or the other aspect is merely a matter of temperament. 

Greetings of a religious nature, blessings, prayers of af- 

firmation, and rituals of meditation that stress the sus- 

tained perception of transcendental meanings present 

in ordinary experience are further instances of confir- 

matory rituals. For example, observant Jews have tra- 

ditionally been accustomed to recite blessings focused 

on God on every occasion of everyday life, from the 

time of rising in the morning to going to bed at night, 

on meeting strangers, friends, wise persons or individ- 

uals remarkable in any way, witnessing or hearing of 

strange occurrences, encountering good news or bad, 

seeing a beautiful tree or tasting a new fruit, and so 

forth. As religious Jews come to see all of life as an op- 

portunity to dwell in God's presence, so do Buddhist 

monks discover the void within all events, analyzing 

every perception, thought, and event in terms of yogic 

categories and Stnyatd. Such practices ritualize con- 

sciousness, and are especially important for mystical 

groups of almost all world religions. 

Such practices express a more general attribute of rit- 

ual: it acts as a frame to awareness. Recognizing within 

the fluid continuum of ordinary occurrences a specific 

way of directing one’s behavior immediately removes 

one from a complete immersion in mere activity. It cre- 



ates self-conscious choice of behavior, so that one 

chooses this way, not that; actions referring to a larger 
meaning or presence, not actions merely referring to 
self. As George Albert Coe remarked in The Psychology 
of Religion (Chicago, 1917), prayer “is a way of getting 
one’s self together, of mobilizing and concentrating 

one’s dispersed capacities, of begetting the confidence 

that tends toward victory over difficulties. It produces 

in a distracted mind the repose that is power. It fresh- 

ens a mind deadened by routine. It reveals new truth, 

because the mind is made more elastic and more capa- 

ble of sustained attention” (pp. 312-313). This power of 

confirmatory rituals is shared with transformatory rit- 

uals. However, confirmatory rituals tend to be more ab- 

breviated, because their aim is to direct the performer 

into the world in a certain way and not simply to trans- 

form the performer. If such rites were drawn out and 

emphasized in themselves, they would have a contrary 

effect: the symbolic references within the rituals them- 

selves would become the subject of concentration, re- 

placing the focus on the ordinary field of activity. The 

internal nesting of symbols would displace banal reali- 

ties, isolate the performers, and reveal a world of tran- 

scendental truths outside of common experience. This is 

what transformatory rituals do. Thus such rituals as ta- 

boo and sacrifice are closely related to each other, vary- 

ing modes of the experience of liminality. 

The framing power of ritual acts to shape conscious- 

ness itself and in confirmatory rituals sustains that 

modified consciousness as an enduring thing, producing 

the specific kind of self-consciousness and worldview 

aimed at by the particular religion. This power of ritual 

over consciousness creates cultural realities and so even 

from an empirical viewpoint actually produces changes 

in the environment. Godfrey Lienhardt (1961) has 

shown how such processes operate in detail among the 

Dinka of the southern Sudan: when a tardy herdsman, 

hurrying home before the sun falls, stops to tie a knot 

in a tuft of grass, he not only concentrates his mind but 

he actually modifies his reality, and this action as a 

whole has objective results. No Dinka supposes that 

commonsense efforts are actually replaced by such acts; 

such efforts are still needed, but a “slant” or framework 

of reality has been generated that facilitates activity. As 

Clifford Geertz has put it, ritual is both a ‘model of” 

and a ‘‘model for’ reality (Geertz, in Lessa and Vogt, 

1979), or, to use Martin Heidegger’s term, ritual defines 

a ‘project,’ a way of entering into existence and bodily 

seizing it. Sherry Ortner (1978) has shown how key 

symbols operate ritually in this way among the Bud- 

dhist Sherpas of Nepal, sustaining pervasive moods or 

dispositional orientations to life and generating char- 

acteristic choices of behavior among the performers. 
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Striking advances have been made in recent years in 

our understanding of taboos. Decades ago it was com- 

mon to regard taboos as superstitious, even infantile 

fear responses designed to ward off the sacred or per- 

haps lacking even that semirational goal. [See Taboo.] 

As recently as 1958, Jean Cazeneuve argued at length 

that taboos and purifications are intended to reject the 

sacred and to create an autonomous human sphere in 

which transcendence is an‘‘impurity.” With this view, 

Cazeneuve was building on Durkheim’s important in- 

sight that taboos act to distinguish and thus to preserve 

both the sacred and the profane. However, more recent 

studies lead one to question whether there is any really 

profane sphere bereft of sacred quality and significance 

in most premodern religious systems. As Steiner 

showed, the profane was not to be understood as the 

“secular” in those systems, but simply as the common 

and everyday, as distinguished from the special quality 

of specifically transcendental things. Thus the profane 

could have sacred value. It is striking that the word 

gadosh (“‘holy’’) and its derivatives, such as lehitgadesh 

(“to make holy, to sanctify’’), are used much more often 

in the Pentateuch about activities and things in this 

world and even the human sphere than they are about 

God. The first use of the root in the Bible is in regard to 

God making the Sabbath day holy (Gn. 2:3). The taboos 

of biblical Judaism describe ways of dwelling with God 

and not of keeping away from him: “You shall be holy, 

for I the Lord your God am holy” (Lv. 19:2). In effect, 

the taboos permit the sacred to be diffused in a con- 

trolled way through the entire world, building up a di- 

vine order rather than destroying it, as would occur if 

the shattering holiness of God were totally unveiled. 

(This important meaning of gadosh was entirely over- 

looked by Rudolf Otto in his The Idea of the Holy, lead- 

ing to an unfortunate disregard for the cosmological 

and structural aspect of the sacred and a considerable 

distortion of the spirituality of the religions he de- 

scribed.) 

Taboos not only surround sacred persons, places, and 

times, so as to preserve the intensity and specialness of 

these against the encroaching banality of ordinary life, 

but they also delineate the shifting frameworks of holi- 

ness that follow a person through life, at one time defin- 

ing the sacred path for one to walk as a youth, at an- 

other time the path of the newly initiated, the married 

person, the elder, and so on. Different things are “‘sa- 

cred” to a person as he or she passes through the stages 

of life, and different things are “profane.” Arnold van 

Gennep (1960) called this the “‘pivoting of the sacred” 

and concluded from it that the sacred is not an absolute 

quality, but a relative one. Taboos mark out these 

stages and confine the individual in them. For example, 
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among the Aborigines of the northern Flinders Range in 

southern Australia, women and uninitiated males are 

not permitted to approach the areas set aside for men’s 

initiations. These areas, I was told, were sacred and 

therefore taboo to women and young boys. But as nov- 

ices the boys are led to those grounds, and henceforth 

they are allowed to go there: the taboo is lifted. 

Taboos also define the enduring gradations in a con- 

tinuum of sacrality. Among the Adnjamathanha people 

just mentioned, for example, anyone could go to the 

burial grounds, but certain things had to be done before 

entering them, and the only time that people could visit 

was in the late afternoon. As was mentioned, the men’s 

sacred grounds were more taboo, with women and un- 

initiated men forbidden at all times; however, these 

grounds were divided into two parts, one near to the 

ordinary camp (which women could approach) and an- 

other in a remote part of the bush that was tabooed 

even to initiated men, except at times of special cere- 

monies. Taboos on food, noise, and even the things one 

carried differed according to which place one wished to 

visit. Taboos therefore can distinguish the more sacred 

from the less sacred. A striking account of the social im- 

pact of such taboos for Hindu society and caste was 

made by Edward B. Harper (1964): caste hierarchies are 

preserved by strict taboos governing personal relations, 

eating habits, marriage, and much else. These taboos 

are phrased in terms of purity and pollution. A brah- 

man priest, after careful purifications, may serve the di- 

vinity in the temple, washing the divine image, chang- 

ing its clothes, and offering food and flowers. The priest 

may thus “take the dirt’ of the divinity, eating the of- 

fered food, carrying off the ‘dirty’ clothes, and se on. 

Other castes are renewed by “taking the dirt” of the 

priest, and the process continues down to the outcastes 

who sweep, launder, and do other “impure’’ tasks for 

everyone. In this way the divine energy flows through 

the entire caste system, sustaining all of its gradations. 

The specific taboos thus have as their basic aim the 

preservation of the entire divine order, which is tacitly 

present at each observance. By keeping ten paces from 

the priest, one sustains the world. 

Taboos also distinguish different species of the sacred 

from each other. Among the Adnjamathanha, as among 

most Australian Aboriginal peoples, the entire society 

was divided into totemic clans and divisions. Each clan 

had certain taboos to observe in regard to their own to- 

tem, which were not obligatory for other totems. For 

example, a clan would not hunt their own totem even 

though there was no taboo on eating it as there was 

among some other tribes. The entire society was sym- 

bolically divided in half, and each moiety had its own 

totems and its own special taboos. These taboos also 

controlled relationships between the two moieties, that 

is, they were not only directed to the natural world but 

structured the social world as well. 

Finally, taboos act to distinguish fundamentally dif- 

ferent modes of the sacred from each other, such as 

male sacrality and female sacrality, each gender having 

its own food prohibitions, its own tabooed activities, its 

special ceremonial centers tabooed to the other, and so 

on. The “pure” and the “impure” is another such pair of 

opposing modes. The “‘impure’’ often has the dangerous 

quality of being formless or anomalous and therefore 

threatening to the structures of the divine order. Death, 

for example, is often considered ‘“‘impure’’ for this rea- 

son, even though it is also a form of the sacred, and so 

will be surrounded by taboos. What may be called pos- 

itive and negative sacrality (e.g., “good” and ‘“‘evil”’) 

are also distinguished by taboo. Positive liminality 

builds up the divine order, while negative liminality 

destroys it. 

To summarize, confirmatory rituals such as taboos 

serve as framing devices that (1) bring the transcenden- 

tal and ordinary realms into relationship while preserv- 

ing each, (2) define and create, through the pivoting of 

the taboos and other rites, the transitory grades, stages, 

and roles of life, (3) fix the enduring gradations and di- 

visions of social space (as in the caste system) and phys- 

ical space (as in the various grounds and areas of the 

Adnjamathanha region), (4) distinguish the various spe- 

cies of the sacred from each other (as in Australian Ab- 

original totemism), and (5) contrast the polar modes of 

the sacred (male-female, pure-impure, positive-nega- 
tive). 

Transformatory rituals. If confirmatory rituals sanc- 

tify the distinctions and boundaries that structure the 

cosmos (and therefore cluster especially around liminal 

points to preserve and define differences), transforma- 

tory rituals serve to bridge the various departments and 

divisions thus established, regenerating the cosmos in 

whole or in part when it is threatened by change. These 

rituals arise in response to anomaly, fault, disequilib- 

rium, and decay, and they have as their aim the resto- 

ration of harmony and ideal patterns. Re-centering is 

their essential dynamic. They all accomplish this in ba- 

sically the same way, in accordance with a sacrificial 

logic: (1) the disturbing element is disconnected from 

its surroundings, by literal spatial dislocation, if possi- 

ble; (2) it is brought directly into contact with the tran- 

scendental source or master in the sacred, which dis- 

solves it and reforms it—this is the time of flux, outside 

of ordinary structures; and (3) the reshaped element is 

relocated in the divine order. These rites often separate 

out from the disturbing element or situation those pos- 

itive potentially integrative factors that can be re- 



shaped into a constructive part of the divine order and 

the negative disintegrative factors that must be located 

in some peripheral and bounded part of the cosmos, 
where they belong. 

We may further loosely distinguish between transi- 

tional rituals, which place the disturbing element in a 

new location in the divine order (e.g., through initia- 

tion, the child enters the adult sphere; in funerals the 

living person is acknowledged as fully dead, perhaps as 

an ancestor, etc.), and restorative rituals, which return 

the regenerated element to its previous place in the 

whole. Examples of transitional rituals include “rites of 

passage” (birth, initiation, marriage, mortuary rites), 

calendrical rites (seasonal and other regularly enacted 

rites, sometimes called rites of intensification), conse- 

cration rituals (founding a new village, accepting a 

stranger into the community, sanctifying a house, etc.), 

and conversionary rituals (penitential practices, rituals 

inducing radical personal change or ecstasy, and con- 

versions as such). Restorative rituals include purifica- 

tions, healing rites (which generally attempt to reinte- 

grate the ailing organ or patient into a state of harmony 

with the body or community), divination, and crisis 

rites. Millenarian or revitalization movements exhibit 

both restorative and transitional features in different 

proportions in different movements, often combining 

themes from life cycle, calendrical, and conversionary 

rituals, and from all forms of restorative rituals as well. 

This is not surprising, since in these movements the 

struggle for a divine order becomes all-embracing and 

desperate. Depending on the emphasis, then, the rites 

common to these movements may be put in either the 
restorative or the transitional categories, as intensified 

forms of conversionary rites, or as vaster crisis rites. 

In any case, we can only speak of general emphasis 

rather than sharp distinctions between the two sub- 

categories of transformative rites. In most religions, for 

example, when New Year or harvest ceremonies are cel- 

ebrated they both renew the annual cycle and restore 

the primordial form of things. Theodor H. Gaster (1961) 

has suggested that the seasonal rites of ancient Near 

Eastern religions sustained a “topocosm,” the world as 

an organic whole. Reviving the world when it decayed, 

these renewals reenacted the ideal forms of the creation 

myths, so that their transitions were essentially resto- 

rative. 

The liminal phase. Arnold van Gennep (1960), in his 

classic study of “‘rites of passage’’ (even the terms are 

his), emphasized that the crucial phase of these rites is 

the middle, liminal, or threshold phase, during which 

one is outside of ordinary life and exposed more directly 

to the sacred. The transcendental and transformative 

power of the liminal is indicated ritually in many char- 
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acteristic symbolisms. Often we find “rituals of rever- 

sal,” in which ordinary behavior is turned upside down: 

people might don the clothes of the other sex or indulge 

obligatorily in orgiastic or “mad” behavior (although 

ordinary life may be very restrained—thus the Carnival 

in several Mediterranean societies); the powerful may 

be humiliated and the weak may purge resentments. 

(The king of the Swazi was ritually slapped and the 

people acted out rebellious behavior during their har- 

vest festivals; ordinarily modest and retiring Hindu 

women douse men with ochred water during the riotous 

Holi festival; children in the guise of monster beings 

threaten adults and extort sweets from them during 

American celebrations of Halloween). There is a certain 

sense of communitas, as Victor Turner (1969) puts it: 

the participants feel joined together in a unity that lies 

outside of ordinary social structures and that expresses 

the prior flux and even formlessness out of which those 

structures have emerged. Yet the exaggerated reversal 

of roles and behaviors serves to emphasize the goodness 

of social structures, which are returned to with a sense 

of refreshment after the liminal period; in the liminal 

rites themselves, as many anthropological studies have 

stressed, we may find the ideal roles of a society and the 

ideal patterns of the universe enacted with particular 

emphasis and clarity, although these patterns and roles 

may have become obscured by the personal interac- 

tions, forgetfulness, and above all the confusion of over- 

lapping roles that occur in small-scale communities. 

However, in sectarian movements or otherworldly reli- 

gions in more complex civilizations, this communitas 

and its contrast to ordinary life can be understood as 

access to an antithetical realm of the spirit denied to 

those in general society. In any case, the liminal period 

is “betwixt and between” and is appropriately the time 

for the triumph of monstrous and anomalous things, for 

inverted and extreme behaviors, for ecstasies, para- 

doxes, and the abnormal. The increased closeness to the 

primordial flux may be represented in masked dances, 

initiative rituals centering on devouring monsters, and 

the entry of transcendental beings and forces into the 

sacred area. The ritual follows the archetypal patterns 

laid down when these things were first done in the be- 

ginning by the ancestors and gods, or it obeys the teach- 

ings then given by the divine beings. For all is not form- 

less and utter flux: there is a sacred form that 

communitas takes, which is that of the pristine dynamic 

that defines and sustains reality. Participants are uni- 

fied by this common form, even if they each have differ- 

ent roles within its hierarchies. 
The triumph of liminality is also demonstrated by 

distortions of ordinary sensory things. The body image 

is altered, for example: decorations cover the body, 
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scarifications are made, distinctive clothes are worn, 

movement is severely restricted or is contorted, parts of . 

the body are removed, or things are stuck into the flesh 

in painful ordeals. Distinctive treatment of the hair is a 

common indication of liminal status. Operations are 

also performed on nonhuman things (animals, plants, 

newly consecrated houses, sacred rocks, etc.) to indicate 

the dominance in them of spiritual meaning over per- 

ceptual or physical facticity. The self-sustaining integ- 

rity of merely perceptual experience is shattered, to be 

transformed by the authentic realities of the “ideal.” 

The ability of the self to define reality on its own terms 

is thereby shaken, and it is forced to submit to the cen- 

tral and defining force of the transcendental other. Even 

the self is defined by the other, sustained by it, and re- 

quired to acknowledge it. This is the essential point of 

sacrifice as such, the enactment of which takes so many 

forms in transformatory rituals. 

Sacrifice. A great deal has been written about sacri- 

fice, and often there has been an attempt to explain all 

forms of it in terms of one application or use of it (gifts 

given to a deity so as to obligate him to the giver, com- 

munion, etc.). [See Sacrifice.] Long lists of types of sac- 

rifice based on their uses have been compiled. However, 

almost every actual instance can be shown to involve 

many of these functions. E. E. Evans-Pritchard (1956), 

in a celebrated analysis of sacrifice among the Nuer of 

the southern Sudan, was able to list no less than four- 

teen different ideas simultaneously present in those 

rites: communion, gift, apotropaic rite, bargain, ex- 

change, ransom, elimination, expulsion, purification, 

expiation, propitiation, substitution, abnegation, and 

homage. He asserted, nevertheless, that the central 

meaning was substitution: all that is oneself already be- 

longs to the transcendental presences and powers, 

which is explicitly acknowledged in the sacrifice by giv- 

ing back to the divine some part of what defines the self 

or symbolizes it. Phenomenological studies of religion 

agree with this anthropological analysis or extend it 

further, stating that one offers back to the divine what 

is thus acknowledged as already belonging to it, includ- 

ing the entire world one uses and dwells in. All of these 

views confirm that sacrifice consists above all in ac- 

tively re-centering the self and its entire world and re- 

nouncing personal autonomy. One is experientially and 

cognitively placed in a divine order, in which the 

merely physical or perceptual sensual connections of 

phenomena are broken and the transcendentally cen- 

tered meaning is made to dominate. 

The French sociologists Henri Hubert and Marcel 

Mauss showed that sacrifice served to bring into a me- 

diated relationship a human group and the sacred pow- 

ers that affected it, via manipulation of a victim who 

through consecration or general usage symbolically em- 

bodied or substituted for the group or some aspect of it 

(e.g., the scapegoat above all embodies the sins or flaws 

of the group, which are then expelled with him). By the 

conclusion of the rites, the victim might be taken up 

entirely into the sacred realm, or returned to the human 

group and shared among them. The first option, re- 

moval of the mediatory victim, desacralizes the com- 

munity, expelling a surplus of perhaps baleful sacred 

power from the group and in any case preserving the 

separation of sacred and profane, while the second op- 

tion, return of the now-transformed victim to the group, 

exemplifies the tendency to sacralize the community 

and establishes a mediated continuity with the divine. 

Luc de Heusch has called these the ‘‘conjunctive’” and 

“disjunctive” powers of sacrifice. 

However, as Kristensen (1961) has shown, the victim 

often symbolizes the god who receives it rather than the 

group that offers it. Water was sacrificed to Osiris, who 

was the Nile; wild animals were offered to Artemis, 

Mistress of the Wild; dogs were given to Hecate, for 

both were of the underworld. And even enemies of the 

divinity may be sacrificed to the god, demonstrating his 

power over everything. Everything is made to center on 

the sacred pivot of life. 

J. H. M. Beattie (1980) notes that some theories of sac- 

rifice emphasize the power and divinity of the recipient 

of sacrificial offerings (as in the gift theory of E. B. Ty- 

lor), while others emphasize the dynamic interchange of 

energies involved and even underline impersonal struc- 

tures (as in the approach of James G. Frazer). Beattie 

classifies all sacrifices into four basic types, derived 

from the aim or focus of the participants: (1) sacrifice 
to maintain or gain close contact with spiritual beings, 
(2) sacrifice to separate the sacrificers from those 
beings, (3) sacrifice to gain access to or control of dy- 
namic impersonal modes of liminality, and (4) sacrifice 

to separate such forces from the sacrificer or the person 

for whom the sacrifice is enacted. Such a schema can be 

applied only very loosely, however: impersonal and per- 

sonal elements usually coexist, as, for example, in the 

Roman Catholic Mass, where personal prayers are part 

of the essential sacramental transformations that are ef- 

fective regardless of personal intentions. Similarly, con- 

junctive and disjunctive motifs usually occur together. 

For example, in Hebrew sacrifice certain parts of the 

victim’s body, including its blood, were removed and 

given to God before the flesh could be shared among the 

communicants and eaten. It would not be correct to as- 

sume from this that the blood was a form of negative 
liminality, to be expelled from the community in a pur- 
gative rite; quite simply, the essence of everything, in 
this case the blood or “‘life,” belongs to God. Kristensen 



again helps us in distinguishing predominantly positive 

sacrificial rites of sanctification from sacrifices with the 

predominantly negative aim of causing a misfortune to 
cease. 

Sacrifice is often literally present in transformatory 
rituals, but it need not be. It may be symbolically en- 
acted in other ways. W. E. H. Stanner (1966) has shown 
in a detailed structural analysis of the initiation rites of 
the Murinbata Aborigines of northern Australia that the 
treatment of the novice precisely follows the dynamic 
of sacrifice—although this community, like almost all 
Australian Aboriginal societies, has no explicitly sacri- 
ficial rituals. Similar parallels to sacrifice have been 
noted in the treatment of the death and replacement of 
divine kings in Africa. Some religions do without literal 
sacrifice altogether, having sublimated the notion into 

the entire ritual system. Thus the rabbis consoled them- 

selves after the fall of the Temple in 70 ce that prayer, 

charity, and good deeds would fully replace the sacri- 

fices offered there; so too Protestant Christianity has 
generally abandoned sacrifices. 

In any case, the essential dynamic of sacrifice is sym- 

bolical and spiritual. It operates within a world in 

which everything is a metaphor for the divine life. As a 

result, even religions with a great stress on sacrifice 

need not make use of bloody immolations (with which 

sacrifices seem to be associated in the common mind). 

The favored offerings in Hinduism are clarified butter 

and flowers. The Nuer are quite content to symbolize 

cattle with cucumbers in their sacrifices. 

Cross-cultural and Historical Variations. Religions 

can clearly differ significantly in their reliance on rit- 

ual, the kinds of ritual preferred, and the purposes of 

ritual in general. The major variations are still being 

vigorously debated. Maurice Bloch (1977), arguing from 

a Marxist anthropological perspective, claims that the 

more institutionalized hierarchies a society has, the 

more ritual there is, especially of the “eternal return” 

type, which repeats past events. This is because rituals 

are highly limited codes of information that can be eas- 

ily manipulated by the holders of power to falsify the 

sense of reality of the exploited classes; therefore ritual 

legitimates social inequality and must be greatest in 

those societies that are the most politically differen- 

tiated. However, American society, for example, is 

highly differentiated politically but tends to be anti- 

ritualistic and has little ritualism, whereas the Austra- 

lian Aborigines devote a great deal of their time to rit- 

ual reenactments of events in the ancestral Dreaming. 

Max Gluckman (1965), on the other hand, has suggested 

that rituals are necessary in relatively undifferentiated 

societies to distinguish roles that tend to blur and over- 

lap in everyday life, while in more complex societies 
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role specialization is so advanced that ritual definitions 

of social structure are no longer needed. Ritual is there- 

fore reduced to temple and priestly cult, while the rest 

of society is increasingly secularized. [See Seculariza- 

tion. ] 

A more ambitious and detailed historical schema is 

offered by Robert Bellah, an American sociologist (see 

his essay in Lessa and Vogt, 1972). He distinguishes a 

“primitive” stage of religion (erroneously identified 

with the Australian Aborigines) in which ritual is the 

continual reenactment of ancestral deeds, with all 

things supposedly so fused that no external or self-con- 

scious perspective is possible; an “archaic” stage (found 

among most native cultures) in which worship, prayer, 

and sacrifice first appear, the result of a widening gap 

between humanity and divinity; a “historic” stage in 

which for the first time the gap between the sacred and 

profane is so great and society so complex that rituals 

stress salvation from the world rather than inclusion in 

it, and in which a religious elite emerges separate from 

the political elite to administer the otherworldly rites 

and specialize in or embody religious ideals; and 

finally, ‘early modern” and ‘‘modern”’ stages of religion 

(identified with Western culture) in which salvation is 

democratized and ritual is extended into the whole of 

life, made subjective, and finally dissolved in secular- 

ism (cf. Bellah’s article, reprinted in Lessa and Vogt, 

1972). Although instructive, such vast generalizations 

suggest that due caution is required. 

Mary Douglas (1970) has tried to characterize the 

variations that can be found within religions at almost 

any level of complexity, without essaying sweeping 

historical syntheses. Cosmologies vary according to 

whether they tend to stress clear-cut rules and princi- 

ples underlying the universe and society or the absence 

of such rules; they also vary in the identification of true 

being as located in a group or in the individual person 

apart from the group. These two polarities combine to 

produce four basic cosmologies. (1) Groups with a 

strong sense of rules (“grid”) and of group identity tend 

to be highly ritualized, with fairly elaborate rites to de- 

marcate the various sectors of the cosmology and with 

rich and dense symbolisms that thus define sin and sac- 

ramental salvation. These religions see the material and 

spiritual worlds as interfused. (2) Groups with very 

weak ‘‘grid’’ and weak sense of group identity, on the 

other hand, tend to have quite abstract ritual symbols, 

and indeed little use for ritual as such; here, what ritual 

exists is oriented toward personal states of ecstasy or 

aesthetic display. An instance might be contemporary 

counterculture communities. (3) Societies with weak 

“grid” but strong group identity tend to see salvation as 

obtained by belonging to the group; ritual stresses “we- 
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them” polarities, which, because not rationalized in any 

coherent structure of principles or rules, tend toward 

strongly emotive fear of the “them” as evil persons or 

groups outside of any comprehensible order. Ritual is 

often used for self-purgation or for counter-witchcraft, 

and within the group ritual is used to stress ecstatic 

subjective states of communitas and to reenact the for- 

mation of the group. There may be an otherwordly, sal- 

vation-oriented type of cult, as in early Christianity. 

Sectarian movements are not uncommonly of this type. 

(4) Cultures or individuals with a strong sense of “grid” 

but weak on group identity characteristically produce 

ritual that services personal goals. In many Melanesian 

societies of this sort, ritual is used mainly to increase 

personal powers and to defeat personal enemies, to 

make one’s own fields prosper, and so on. If the “grid” 

is understood in a moral sense, one may have a stoic 

outlook—cool, impersonal, and indifferent to society, 

but at the same time personally demanding. Variations 

of these four basic types can be found on every level of 

cultural complexity, and this is not a historical scheme 

as is Bellah’s. 
The use of ritual in modern cultures varies consider- 

ably. However, we can make a number of paradoxical 

assertions. First, antiritualism is quite strong in many 

circles, due to a number of factors. Ritual is oriented 

toward equilibrium and stability, but the modern pe- 

riod is a time of rapid change even in religious institu- 

tions. Ritual draws upon shared bodily experiences, 

which it uses to delineate a common cosmos; however, 

life experiences are highly varied today, and there is lit- 

tle agreement on the larger cosmos either. Religious in- 

stitutions as such “do” very little in a scientistic, secu- 

larized world. Subjective and private experience is 

considered the realm of the spiritual, but it is often as- 

serted that the sacred has never been so remote from 

actual human life. Yet the search for authentic realities 

continues, and when these are found, rituals reassert 

themselves. Industrialized Western societies sponta- 

neously generate ritual and so do militantly antiritu- 

alistic Communist societies. 

Much of the current debate about the impact of secu- 

larism on religion is really about the forms, intensity, 

and purpose of ritual in modern life. We cannot review 

the literature on secularism here. But it can be said that 

this literature has shown that the extent of ritual prac- 

tice in Western and communist societies is much 

greater and more diverse than statistics on church at- 

tendance might suggest. Especially when we take into 

account the structural or cosmological focus of much 

religious ritual, it becomes evident that many commu- 

nity and national festivities are genuinely religious in 

nature. 

W. Lloyd Warner’s study of community ritual in 

“Yankee City,’ mentioned earlier, bears this out. In re- 

cent decades much has been written about ‘‘civil reli- 

gion” in the United States and elsewhere. Robert Bo- 

cock, in a study of ritual in modern England (1973), has 

suggested that another form of ritualism in modern life 

can be termed ‘‘aesthetic” ritual. It is found in dance 

halls, art galleries, and sports stadiums, and its purpose 

is to orchestrate sensual and aesthetic experience of a 

personal nature. However, more obviously religious are 

ritual practices derived from new religious movements 

and personal cults, which offer the individual spiritual 

enhancement or attunement to the world: meditational 

practices, theosophical study groups, even many of the 

personal therapy groups that have assumed cultic form. 

Within the Communist world, ritualism in the tradi- 

tional religions has generally been condemned, yet new 

rituals have evolved to integrate people into the Marxist 

society and worldview. As Christel Lane (1981) and 

Christopher A. P. Binns (1979-1980) have documented, 

most aspects of life are now ritualized by the Soviet 

state. Within Communist China, where the desire to cre- 

ate a new world has taken, if anything, an even more 

intense form than in the Soviet Union, there has 

evolved a ritual of personal transformation and self- 

purgation, the “struggle sessions,” whose aim is that of 

“revolutionary immortality” (the terms are Robert Jay 

Lifton’s): the penitent seeks to strip away all personal 

willfulness or self-centered thinking and to merge his or 

her will with the “will of the People,” which is synony- 

mous with the inexorable, impersonal will of the uni- 

verse. We see here a form of the ritual barter of immor- 

talities no less intepse than that called for by the 

classical Brahmanic sacrifice. 

[For discussion of specific forms of ritual, see Worship 

and Cultic Life; Seasonal Ceremonies; and Rites of Pas- 

sage.] 
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General Works. Most good introductions to cultural anthro- 

pology have one or more chapters devoted to ritual and reli- 

gion. An excellent one-hundred page overview unusual in that 

it draws upon both anthropological and religious studies is by 

W. Richard Comstock in a volume edited by him, Religion and 

Man: An Introduction (New York, 1971). The overview is sepa- 

rately printed as The Study of Religion and Primitive Religions 

(New York, 1972); the bibliography is very useful. The various 

editions of Reader in Comparative Religion, edited by William 

A. Lessa and Evon Z. Vogt (see “‘References’”’ above) provide a 

continuously updated anthology and survey of anthropological 

research on ritual. The bibliographies are especially full, and 

one of them offers an annotated listing of the best monographs 

on the religions of particular native cultures. Also very useful 

are the three volumes edited by John Middleton anthologizing 

anthropological articles: Gods and Rituals (Garden City, N.Y., 

1967), Myth and Cosmos (Garden City, N.Y., 1967), and finally 

Magic, Witchcraft and Curing (Garden City, N.Y., 1967). 

For a historical survey of theories about religion and ritual 

since classical antiquity, especially strong on the nineteenth 

century and European schools, see Jan de Vries’s The Study of 

Religion: A Historical Approach (New York, 1967). Robert Low- 

ie’s The History of Ethnological Theory (New York, 1937) and 

E. E. Evans-Pritchard’s Theories of Primitive Religion (Oxford, 

1965) are among the more penetrating anthropological ac- 

counts. 

I have emphasized anthropology thus far. A good instance of 

how Freudian psychology can treat ritual structures in an il- 

luminating way is Géza Roheim’s The Eternal Ones of the 

Dream (New York, 1945). The work deals with central Austra- 

lian Aboriginal rituals. Erik Erikson’s psychoanalytic Child- 

hood and Society (New York, 1950) shows the connection be- 

tween ritual and games. Jean Piaget has reflected on the role 

and meaning of games in the psychological development of 

children in numerous books, such as his Plays, Dreams, and 

Imitation in Childhood (New York, 1961); many of his observa- 

tions have a bearing on ritual. However, the classic study of 
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this fascinating topic is Johann Huizinga’s Homo Ludens (Lon- 

don, 1949), written not from a psychological but a humanistic 

perspective. 

A synthetic, multidisciplinary approach to ritual, making 

use of the contributions of specialists in a variety of natural 

and social sciences within the context of a single theory of hu- 

man development, is The Spectrum of Ritual: A Bio-Genetic 

Structural Analysis, edited by Eugene G. d’Aquili (New York, 

1979). 

The study of ritual in terms of its explicitly religious signifi- 

cance remains the province of scholars in the history and phe- 

nomenology of religions, for example, Mircea Eliade, Theodor 

H. Gaster, W. Brede Kristensen, and Gerardus van der Leeuw 

(see ““References’’). 

Major contributions to the general understanding of ritual 

are to be found in studies from within specific religious tradi- 

tions, or in works devoted to their classic sources on ritual. As 

examples, I should mention from the Jewish tradition Gersion 

Appel’s A Philosophy of Mizvot (New York, 1975) and Max 

Kadushin’s The Rabbinic Mind, 2d ed. (New York, 1965); from 

the Catholic tradition Louis Bouyer’s Rite and Man (Notre 

Dame, Ind., 1963) and Roger Grainger’s The Language of the 

Rite (London, 1974); and from the Confucian tradition the clas- 

sic Li Chi (The Book of Rites), translated by James Legge and 

edited by Ch’u Chai and Winberg Chai (New York, 1967)—the 

James Legge translation first appeared in “Sacred Books of the 

East,” vols. 27 and 28 (London, 1885)—and the philosophic 

commentary by Herbert Fingarette, Confucius: the Secular as 

Sacred (New York, 1972). Reference has been made in the essay 

to some classic works on Hindu ritual; these are available in 

English translation. Arthur Berriedale Keith’s The Karma-Mi- 

mamsa (Calcutta, 1921) gives a general introduction to this 

school of philosophy, while Raj Bali Pandey’s Hindu Sam- 

skaras, 2d ed. (Delhi, 1969), gives a good insight into the tra- 

ditional understanding of personal rituals. 

Ritual provides a way of dealing not only with the positive 

sides of the human condition but also its negative sides. A re- 

cent study has approached even the cultural phenomenon of 

the “feud” in terms of ritual theory: Jacob Black-Michaud’s 

Cohesive Force: Feud in the Mediterranean and the Middle East 

(New York, 1975). One of the major ways of controlling vio- 

lence is through the ritualization of it; a penetrating examina- 

tion of the implications of this is René Girard’s Violence and 

the Sacred, listed in the “References” above. Also see Ernest 

Becker’s Escape from Evil (New York, 1975) and Eli Sagan’s 

Cannibalism: Human Aggression and Cultural Form (New York, 

1974), although both of these works tend to generalize 

overhastily—for example, recent research casts doubt on al- 

most every European report of “savage cannibalism.” 

An overall bibliographic survey of study on ritual is avail- 

able by Ronald L. Grimes, entitled “Sources for the Study of 

Ritual,” Religious Studies Review 10 (April 1984): 134-145. 

Evan M. ZUESSE 

RITUAL STUDIES began to emerge as a distinct 
field within the discipline of religious studies in 1977, 

at which time a consultation on ritual studies was 

called by the American Academy of Religion. By 1982 

the consultation had attained official status and was 

named the Ritual Studies Group. Meanwhile, the Reli- 

gious Studies Review had begun to classify reviews un- 

der the heading ‘‘Ritual Studies.” Prior to that time ar- 

ticles on ritual would have been either listed under the 

rubric “Religion and the Arts,” subsumed under specific 

traditions in the history of religions, or simply put in 

the category ‘‘Liturgy and Worship.” 
The study of ritual is not new. Theologians and an- 

thropologists, as well as phenomenologists and histori- 

ans of religion, have included it as one of their concerns. 

What is new about ritual studies is the deliberate at- 

tempt to consolidate a field of inquiry reaching across 

disciplinary boundaries and coordinating the normative 

interests of theology and liturgics, the descriptive ones 

of the history and phenomenology of religions, and the 

analytical ones of anthropology. As a result of this goal, 

the discipline of ritual studies is less a method one ap- 

plies than a field one cultivates. 

The contours of the field are shaped as much by schol- 

arly history as by the goals of ritual studies. Between 

1880 and 1920 the comparative study of religion and 

critical study of the Bible led to the creation of a disci- 

pline independent of Christian theological education. 

Subsequently, during the 1960s there was a rapid move- 

ment to include nonsectarian religious studies in the 

curricula of secular public institutions. These two de- 

velopments differentiated the study of religion from re- 

ligious practice and from its extension, theological ed- 

ucation. 

Though ritual studies—like religious studies in gen- 

eral—still show signs of their genealogy, they are not 

identical with liturgics, which is the study of Christian 

ritual from the point of view of systematic theology or 

church history in order to enhance worship. But the 

theological heritage is still evident insofar as ritologists 

often treat religious ritual—in contrast to, say, secular 

ceremony—as the classical or most fully developed 

form of ritual. The normative interests of ritual studies 

also manifest themselves in definitions of ritual that 

consider it to be ‘“‘paradigmatic action.’”’ Ritual studies 

differ from liturgics by their insistence that no single 

religious tradition ought to be used as a standard for 

ritual criticism. Like literary criticism, ritual criticism 

may wish to recognize a rite as “classic,” but this 

should be a comparative judgment, not a religious one; 
the criteria should be “‘actional” rather than theologi- 
cal. Furthermore, scholars of ritual studies insist that 

overt action—and not reflection on it or the social con- 
text for it—be the central consideration. As Theodore 
W. Jennings (1982) has noted, action itself is a way of 



both knowing and criticizing; it is not merely the hand- 
maiden of theological reflection or social structure. 

Ritual studies fall between liturgics and anthropol- 
ogy. The anthropology of ritual is not generally engaged 

in ritual criticism. In theory at least, anthropologists es- 

chew making normative judgments, being ritually ini- 

tiated, or appropriating the rites analyzed. Like liturg- 

ics, the study of ritual affirms the importance of 

attending to the scholar’s own practices and responses, 
but like anthropology, it denies that they. have a privi- 

leged position. In other words, ritual studies do not pre- 

suppose as rigid a distinction between the practice and 

the study of ritual as anthropologists sometimes do. 

Between theological education and religious studies 

fall a number of bridging disciplines. Among them is 

one that is variously named “theology and literature,” 

“religion and the arts,” and “cultural theology.’”’ From 

the outset, ritual studies were influenced as much by 

this discipline’s religio-aesthetic questions as by the 

more anthropologically oriented ones posed by histori- 

ans and sociologists of religion. This accounts for the 

keen interest in linking ritual to its first cousins, drama 

and dance. Since theology itself has been very textually 

oriented, “religion and the arts’ is sometimes reduced 

in practice to “‘theology and literature.’’ Theologians 

and philosophers of religion have been slow to attend to 

nonverbal, nontextual phenomena. Ritual studies rep- 

resent a movement away from the dominance of these 

verbally oriented conceptions of religion. Religion is 

also performance, not just language or text. 

As soon as ritual is defined as a mode of action, the 

Christian theological temptation, particularly the Prot- 

estant one, might be to consider ritual a variant of eth- 

ics. Both ritual and ethics focus on action and conse- 

quently sometimes overlap. The difference, however, is 

that ethical action arises more from principles and 

maxims than from iconic images, sacred places, and 

concrete objects. Decision and choice mark an ethical 

act, whereas response, imitation, and embodiment dis- 

tinguish a ritual one. A primary task—as yet unfin- 

ished—of ritual studies is theoretically to differentiate 

between ritual, dramatic, and ethical acts while show- 

ing the connections between these different kinds of ac- 

tion. 
Besides this theoretical need, the study of ritual has a 

taxonomic one. The classifications of neither anthropol- 

ogists nor liturgists suffice. Anthropologists sometimes 

use ritual as a synonym for the whole of a religion, 

while many liturgists use magic for other people’s prac- 

tices and worship for their own. Much work is needed to 

redefine terms in less prejudicial ways and to identify 

themes and processes that link one kind of ritual to an- 

other. Little thought has been given in religious studies 
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to the relation of formal religious liturgies to ritualiza- 

tion behavior among animals. Even though some atten- 

tion has been paid recently to “civil religion,” little has 

been done to clarify the connections between its popu- 

lar ceremonies and the elevated liturgies of synagogues, 

churches, and temples. Ritologists are trying to offset 

the theological predilection to perceive only the “high” 

end of ritual performance, since this bias blinds us to 

less differentiated interaction rituals. In doing so, they 

sometimes follow the lead of sociologist Erving Goff- 

man, anthropologist Victor Turner, or ethologist Julian 
Huxley. 

Current research on the “low,” nonliturgical end of 

the ritual scale includes studies of rodeos, gambling, 

drug use, wrestling, storytelling, and gender display. An 

effort to link this research to more traditional liturgical 

scholarship might, for instance, inquire whether it is 

possible to distinguish what is “Jewish” from what is 

“masculine” or, say, “Southern” in the gestures of a 

male rabbi from New Orleans. Or one might try to spec- 

ify the differences between gestures of ritual cleanliness 

in a hospital and those of ritual purity in Muslim funer- 

ary rites. 

The development of ritual studies parallels that of 

performance studies. Though the former are housed in 

religion departments and the latter in drama depart- 

ments, both emphasize the primacy of the human body 

and call attention to its capacity to enact social roles 

and body forth cultural meanings. Ritual and drama 

are manifestations of ‘environmental theater,” to bor- 

row Richard Schechner’s term; they are attempts to 

construct temporary theaters of action with symbiotic 

relations to specially demarcated places, times, and ob- 

jects. Schechner’s definition (1977) of performance as 

“ritualized behavior conditioned/permeated by play” (p. 

52) is applicable to some religious performances, partic- 

ularly celebrations and perhaps even liturgies, which 

we usually think of as “serious” or “believed in” with- 

out giving due attention to the acting that goes on in 

them. 

Just as important as the dramatic idea of acting, or 

serious play, is the psychological notion of ‘‘acting out.” 

Psychologically defined, acting out is what happens 

when family members, especially adolescents, embody 

the unconscious contradictions of their family struc- 

tures. In ritual studies, acting out might be redefined to 

refer to a ritual’s displaying its tacit values, as opposed 

to its explicitly espoused values. Acting out, we could 

say, consists of messages unwittingly transmitted 

alongside those deliberately enacted. As a theoretical 

construct, the idea of acting out implies an observer 

who sees “‘through”’ or “‘below”’ the intentions of ritual- 

ists. An exemplary study that treats the acting out of 
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youths in Western culture as a form of stylized ritual 

behavior is Bernice Martin’s ‘““The Sacralization of Dis- - 

order: Symbolism in Rock Music” (Sociological Analysis 
40, 1979, pp. 87-124). 

Freud’s critique of ritual treated it as a collective ver- 

sion of the personal neurosis that he labeled “‘obsessive 

compulsion.” Some psychologists of religion have 

turned their attention away from mysticism and reli- 

gious experience to ritual and Freud’s critique of it. As 

a result, ritologists are less prone than social anthropol- 

ogists or psychologists to rule personal ritual out of or- 

der on principle. Ritologists, under the influence of psy- 

chologically oriented religionists, seriously entertain 

the possibility of nonpathological, private ritualizing. 

Psychology of religion is still often linked to its theo- 

logical counterpart, clinical pastoral education, so it 

has therapeutic and not just research-oriented motives. 

Similarly, ritual studies have in turn inherited an inter- 

est in therapeutic uses of ritual. Under the influence of 

both the clinic and the field (once considered the pur- 

view of therapists and anthropologists), ritual studies 

are developing a style of integrating participation, ob- 

servation, and reflection. As clinicians and field- 

workers, religionists must maintain a balance between 

performing as insiders and watching as_ outsiders. 

Whereas history of religion (which typically studies rit- 

ual in Asia and Africa and more recently the Americas) 

has sometimes stressed scientific rigor, ritual studies 

have favored a more participatory style, one that fosters 

the interpenetration of cultural and religious horizons. 

Ritologists aim at explicating, rather than bracketing or 

denying, their involvement in the rituals they study. 

This is another respect in which they fall between the 

liturgical theologians and symbolic anthropologists. 

Whereas anthropologists and psychologists are likely to 

reduce ritual to its social covariants or its developmen- 

tal consequences, theologians are more likely to elevate 

it to a norm or identify its meaning with what practi- 
tioners can offer as exposition of it. Ritologists attempt 

to mediate this split by taking the system of acts them- 

selves as the proper context for interpreting a specific 
gesture or other symbol. 

Two bridges between ritual studies and sociology are 

Robert Bellah’s notion of civil religion and Erving Goff- 

man’s idea of interaction ritual. By way of the former, 

ritologists examine ceremonies (political, often conflic- 

tual, rites) and inquire into their interface with litur- 

gies. Sociologist Richard Fenn (1982), for example, has 

studied ‘‘performative utterance,” that is, the ritual ef- 

ficacy of language in the court proceedings concerning 

Karen Ann Quinlan’s right to die and in the trial of the 

Catonsville Nine for burning draft files. Samuel Heil- 

man’s discussion of gossip in Synagogue Life: A Study in 

Symbolic Interaction (1976) is another social scientific 

study that has encouraged ritual studies to attend to 

tacit dimensions of ritual. , 

That ritual studies cannot ignore the field of kinesics 

is obvious from the fact that ritual actions often take 

the form of carefully framed gestures; they are neither 

empty nor ordinary, but elevated. In ordinary interac- 

tion only a few gestures have such explicit, convention- 

alized meanings, and fewer still are pregnant with the 

significance of a hierophany. For the most part, ordi- 

nary gestural meaning is highly dependent on context. 

Although the study of ritual will probably not go as far 

as kinesics into the technicalities of structural linguis- 

tics, it can profit from kinesics-style film study and dance- 

annotation analysis, neither of which has been well ex- 

plored in ritual studies, whose theory of gesture thus 

remains in a rudimentary stage. 

On the scale of formality, interaction ritual generally 

falls below liturgy and ceremony. At the bottom of the 

scale is ritualization. Narrowly defined, this concept— 

central to ethology and closely associated with the 

name of Sir Julian Huxley—refers to the stylized ag- 

gressive and mating behavior of animals. The concept 

is crucial to ritual studies for two reasons: (1) people 

sometimes imitate such behavior in totemic rites, and 

(2) human aggression and gender display, like those of 

animals, are hedged with stylization, symbolization, 

and repetitiveness. An important question in ritual 

studies is whether human habituation is adaptive, and 

if so, in what environments. Human beings performing 

liturgies and aspiring to things divine are habitually 

rooted in the ecosystem and psychosomatic reality, 

both of which are ignored at the risk of self-destruction. 

Biogenetic research suggests that ritual mediates be- 

tween genetic codes and ecological adaptation. If ritual 

in fact has survival value and is not reducible to a 

symptom or disease liability, there is an important link 

between “high” liturgical aspirations to ultimacy and 

the “low” biorhythms of ritualization behavior. If the 

findings of ethologists and biogeneticists are absorbed 

into ritual studies, religion can no longer be defined 

monothetically as, for instance, “the feeling of absolute 

dependence” (Schleiermacher) or ‘‘ultimate concern”’ 

(Tillich), but instead must be understood as a system of 

interacting processes—mythic, ritualistic, ethical, theo- 

logical, and so on. In short, ritual studies can be 

thought of in at least three ways: as an interdisciplinary 

task, as a subfield of religious studies, or as a fundamen- 

tal reconceptualization—in action-oriented terms—of 
religion itself. 

[For related discussion, see Anthropology, Ethnology, 
and Religion. Entries treating the materials studied by ri- 

tologists include Ceremony; Drama, article on Perfor- 



mance and Ritual; Liturgy; Rites of Passage; Ritual; 

and Worship and Cultic Life. See also the biography of 
Turner. | 
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RONALD L. GRIMES 

RIVERS. Among the Native American Yurok people, 

who live along the Yurok River in northern California, 

orientation in the world was not provided by the four 
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cardinal directions, but by the river itself: upstream 

and downstream. To these salmon fishermen, dependent 

upon the river for livelihood, the river alone was the 

primary axis of orientation. 

In ancient times too, there were great civilizations 

whose life was so oriented toward one major river that 

they have come to be called river civilizations: Meso- 

potamia along the Tigris and Euphrates, Egypt along 

the Nile, the Indus Valley civilization along the Indus. 

In all these it is not surprising that the river itself 

should function as a fundamental means of world ori- 

entation and become associated with yearly inundation, 

fertility, and with life in its fullest sense. 

Ancient Mesopotamian civilization made a distinc- 

tion between Tiamat, the great mother of the salt 

waters of chaos and creation, and Apsu, the lord who 

ruled the “sweet waters’ under the earth that fill the 

rivers and the springs. Ea was a descendent of Apsu, 

and Ea’s offspring included Marduk, who was “born 

within the holy Apsu,” associated with rivers, and 

called in one hymn the creator of the Tigris and Eu- 

phrates. Among his other creative tasks, Marduk “‘has 

opened the fountains [and] has apportioned waters in 

abundance” (Heidel, 1942, p. 56). Tammuz, too, is 

called a “son of the deep” and is the corn spirit who 

comes to life each year with the fertilizing waters of the 

rivers. 

Ancient Egyptian civilization also saw fresh waters as 

springing from the abyss beneath the earth. There were 

said to be two rivers called the Nile, however, one that 

flowed on earth and one that flowed across the sky in 

heaven. This vision of the heavenly river, identified with 

the Milky Way, is also part of the mythology of the river 

Ganges in India. In ancient Egypt the Nile was so cen- 

tral that many of the great gods and goddesses are as- 

sociated with the river in some way. The river itself 

is often depicted as the male god Hapi, with two 

full breasts, from which the northern and southern 

branches of the Nile spring; he holds two vases, which 

represent in another fashion the northern and southern 

Nile. The goddesses Anuket and Isis are both identified 

with the Nile as she inundates the land and fertilizes 

the fields. Khnemu (Khnum), the water deity with four 

rams’ heads, is seen to represent the four sources of the 

Nile. Osiris, the dying and rising god, is also identified 

with the Nile as it sinks and rises again. 

Although there is no systematic mythology available 

from the Indus Valley civilization to clarify how the 

inhabitants regarded the river itself, there is surely 
evidence in the large bathing pool of Mohenjo-Daro and 

in the elaborate drainage systems of both Harappa 

and Mohenjo-Daro that the inhabitants cared greatly for 
the cleansing properties of running water. Later In- 
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dian civilization, preserving this emphasis on running 

water and purification, has developed a full range of — 

mythological and ritual traditions concerning sacred 

rivers. 

During the Vedic period, sacred rivers are mentioned, 

often numbering seven: the five rivers of the Punjab, 

plus the Indus and the mysterious Sarasvati. Later on, 

with the movement of the center of Aryan civilization 

into the Ganges Valley, the river Ganges (Skt., Ganga) 

becomes preeminent among rivers. As a female divinity 

in the form of a heavenly river, Ganga agreed in her 

mercy to flow upon the earth, falling first upon the head 

of Siva, who broke the force of her cascade from heaven. 

It is said in the Hindu epics and Puranas, which tell the 

tale of Ganga’s descent and which contain descriptions 

of the world’s mythic geography, that Ganga actually 

split into four streams when she fell. From Mount Meru, 

the cosmic mountain in the form of a lotus flower at the 

center of the world, Ganga flowed north, south, east, 

and west—watering the whole world with the waters of 

life. The southern branch became the Ganges of India. 

[See also Ganges River.] 

The importance of the Ganges as the paradigmatic 

river—holy, cleansing, and life-giving—is further seen 

in its widespread duplication in other rivers. Today, In- 

dia counts seven sacred rivers, often called the Seven 

Gangas, that are thought to supply the whole of India 

with sacred waters. In addition to the Ganges, there are 

the Indus, also called Sindhu; the Sarasvati, said to 

have disappeared from earth and to flow underground; 

the Yamuna, which flows from the Himalayas, through 

North India, past Krsna’s birthplace at Mathura, and on 

to its confluence with the Ganges at Prayaga, the mod- 

ern Allahabad; the Narmada, which flows west across 

central India from its source in Amarakantaka to the 

Arabian Sea; the Godavari, which flows eastward from 

its sacred source above the temple of Tryambaka in Ma- 

harashtra; and the Kaveri, which flows eastward across 

southern India from its source at Talai Kaveri in Coorg 

country. 

The ritual treatment of such rivers in India confirms 

their sanctity. The Narmada, for instance, is circumam- 

bulated in a long pilgrimage that takes several years to 

complete. The confluence of rivers, like that at Prayaga 

where the Ganges, Yamuna, and Sarasvati are said to 

meet, is an especially holy place and often becomes the 

site of special pilgrimage observances like the great 

Kumbha Mela held every twelve years. Along the banks 

of the Ganges, or at the source of the Narmada or 

Kaveri, one may see the tall multiwicked lamps of the 

evening drati, a ritual prayer performed for the very 

waters of the river itself. 

River Gods and Deities. For Hindus, the Ganges is not 

only a sacred river but a liquid form of the divine. She 

is called “liquid Sakti,” or female. energy, and is said to 

be Sakti, the female counterpart of the great lord Siva, 

in the form of a river. Ganga as a goddess is depicted as 

utterly auspicious, holding a lotus and a water pot 

while riding a crocodile. She is often addressed as 

Ganga Mata, Mother Ganges; the other seven rivers are 

similarly depicted as goddesses and addressed as 

“Mother.” 
Among many African peoples, rivers and streams are 

considered the homes of water spirits. The feminine 

names of rivers often signify a direct connection be- 

tween flowing waters, fecundity, and the female. Some 

rivers are themselves seen as goddesses. The goddess 

Yemoja of the Yoruba, for instance, is said to have 

turned into the river Ogun and is symbolized by river- 

worn stones through which offerings are made to Ye- 

moja. Yemoja’s son was Sango, whose many wives were 

rivers. The most important among them was the faith- 

ful Oya, who became the river Niger. 

The personification of rivers and their identification 

with spirits was also prominent in ancient Syria, where 

the baalim had seats on the banks of streams and 

springs, as well as in ancient Greece, where Homer 

speaks of altars built upon river banks and of bulls sac- 

rificed to the river. Native Americans have also identi- 

fied rivers as spirits. In the Southwest, the Colorado 

River was traditionally thought of as female, and the 

San Juan River as male. The confluence of the two near 

Navajo Mountain in Utah was traditionally called the 

“nuptial bed,” where numerous ‘water children’ of 

springs, clouds, and rains were born. 

Living Waters. We have noted that Hindu cosmology 

views the heavenly river Ganga as flowing in four, or 

sometimes seven, streams into the four quarters of the 

earth. The waters of the Ganges, identified with the 

milk of mother cows, are truly life-giving waters, and 

are called “mother” as they are sipped by devout Hin- 

dus. The vision of Eden presented briefly in Genesis 2 

also evokes a river issuing forth from the garden and 

splitting into four streams. Of the four, the Tigris and 

Euphrates are named and well known, but concerning 

the Pishon and the Gihon there is disagreement, al- 

though some speculation identified the Pishon with the 

Indus and the Gihon with the Nile. Josephus Flavius in 

the first century ce, Eusebius in the third century, and 

others after them identified the Pishon with the sacred 

Ganges, which by that time had become well known in 

the ancient world. The notion that such divine waters 
issue forth from Paradise is also present in the Sumer- 
ian myth of the land of Dilmun, where the living waters 



are associated with Tammuz. The Egyptian Nile, with 
its four sources, has also been identified with Osiris and 
Isis, both of whom are associated with the notion of the 
river as “living waters.” 

In one of the prophet Ezekiel’s visions (Ez. 47), he sees 
a stream of water issuing from beneath the main door 
of the Temple in Jerusalem, flowing from the Holy of 
Holies itself. At first it is ankle-deep. Gradually it be- 

comes a great river, deep enough to swim in. Its waters 

are the waters of life; even the salt waters become sweet 

and living waters once this sacred river flows into them. 

Along the banks of the river, on both sides, are trees of 

all kinds, bearing fresh fruit and healing leaves. 

This vision is repeated in the Revelation to John in the 

New Testament (Rv. 22). An angel shows John the heav- 

enly Jerusalem: there is no temple, but the Christ, the 

Light, the Lord alone, sits enthroned at the center. From 

“the throne of God and of the Lamb’”’ flows the river of 

the waters of life. “Bright as crystal,” it flows through 

the city and produces on either side the tree of life, 

bearing twelve kinds of fruits and yielding leaves for 

“the healing of the nations.” 

Purification and Rebirth. Living waters are purifying 

waters. [See Water.] The running water of rivers is often 

used ritually for purification, or where it is not avail- 

able, the pouring of water may accomplish the same 

aim. The Hindu ritual tradition makes it clear that 

water used in purification must not be standing water, 

but flowing, living water. Lustrations with such water 

prepare one ritually for worship, or for eating, and re- 

move the impurity associated with childbirth or with 

death. Bathing in the Gange is said to purify not only 

the sins of this birth but also those of many previous 

births. 

Such use of running water, which is homologized to 

river water, is common elsewhere as well. Greek ritual 

prescribed bathing in a river or spring after an expia- 

tory sacrifice. As recorded by Fray Bernardino de Sa- 

hagun, the Aztec prayer over a newborn child asks, 

“May this water purify and whiten thy heart: may it 

wash away all that is evil.” Similar rites of baptism, in 
the Isis tradition as well as in the Christian tradition, 

use the symbolic power of living water to wash away 

the sins of the past. [See Baptism.] 

Rites of healing are a form of rites of purification. The 

rivers of biblical Syria, Abana, and Pharpar were fa- 

mous for healing. So it was with indignation that Naa- 

man, the commander of the army of the king of Syria, 

received word from the prophet Elisha that he should 

bathe in the river Jordan seven times in order to be 

cleansed of his leprosy (2 Kgs. 5). To the present day the 

Jordan retains its reputation for healing, but especially 
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so among Christians. The source of the Euphrates River 

was also famous for healing, and a bath there in the 

springtime was said to keep one free of disease all year 

long. The healing properties of the river Ganges are also 

well known, and pilgrims bring small sealed bottles of 

Ganges water home for medicinal use. Among the Hin- 

dus of Bali, the springs of Tampak Siring are filled with 

healing waters. 

Rivers of Death. Crossing the river at the time of 

death, as part of the journey to another world, is a com- 

mon part of the symbolic passage that people have seen 

as part of one’s journey after death. In the Epic of Gil- 

gamesh, the hero encounters a boatman who ferries 

him across the waters of death as he seeks the secret of 

immortality. [See also Boats.] The river Styx of Greek 

mythology is well known as the chief river of Hades, 

said to flow nine times around its borders. Styx is mar- 

ried to the Titan Pallas and according to Hesiod counts 

as her children Rivalry, Victory, Power, and Force. The 

power of the Styx is evidenced in the fact that Achilles 

gained his invulnerability by being dipped in the river 

as a baby held by his heel, the only part of his body 

thereafter vulnerable to mortal wounds. In addition, the 

most inviolable oath of the gods is sworn with a jug of 

water from the Styx, poured out while the oath is being 

uttered. 

In Hindu mythology, the river Vaitarani marks the 

boundary between the living and the dead; in the Aztec 

journey, the river Mictlan must be crossed on the way 

to the underworld; in Japan, rivers are part of certain 

landscapes designated as realms of the dead in both the 

Shint6 and Buddhist traditions. The Sanzunokawa, for 

example, is said to divide the realms of the living and 

the dead. The dry riverbed of Sainokawara is said to be 

the destination of dead children. 

The far shore of the river of life and death, or birth 

and death, thus becomes an important symbol for the 

destination of one’s spiritual journey in many religious 

traditions. In the Buddhist tradition, nirvana is referred 

to as the “far shore.” In the Hindu tradition, holy places 

are called tirthas (‘‘fords’’) because they enable one to 

make that crossing safely. Riverbank tirthas, such as 

Banaras and Prayaga, are thought to be especially good 

places to die. In the Christian tradition, crossing over 

the Jordan has come to have a similar symbolism. On 

the far shore is not only the promised land, but the spir- 

itual promised land of heaven. Home is on the far shore. 

As the black American spiritual puts it: 

I look’d over Jordan and what did I see? 

Comin’ for to carry me home. 

A band of angels comin’ after me. 

Comin’ for to carry me home. 
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ROHDE, ERWIN (1845-1898), German philologist. 

Rohde served as professor of classical philology at sev- 

eral universities; appointed to a chair at Kiel in 1872, 

he moved to Jena four years later and to Tiibingen in 

1878, followed by a very short stay in Leipzig in 1886, 

from where he went to Heidelberg. 

Rohde’s major study on the Greek novel, Der grie- 
chische Roman und seine Vorléufer, appeared in 1876. 

Its second edition (1900), prepared by Fritz Scholl, con- 

tains as an appendix an address given by Rohde in 

1875, in which he suggests the desirability of further 

study of the book’s tentative thesis: that the animal fa- 

bles and many other tales from India and other parts of 

Asia originated in Greece and, much later, found their 

way back to the West, where speculations about their 

Asian origin began. A third edition of this work was 

published in 1914, prepared by Wilhelm Schmidt, and 

a fourth was released in 1961, reflecting an ongoing in- 

terest in the study. 
Rohde’s name, however, is associated primarily with 

Psyche, Seelencult und Unsterblichkeitsglaube der Grie- 

chen (1890-1894). In 1897 the author completed his 

preparations for the second edition of this work, which 

went through several later editions and was translated 

into English as Psyche: The Cult of Souls and Belief in 

Immortality among the Greeks (1925). The author 

stresses that the cult of the souls, discussed in part 1 of 

the book, is a notion clearly distinct from and to some 

extent in contrast with belief in immortality, to which 

the second part is devoted. The most succinct formula- 

tion of this distinction is found in chapter 8: “The con- 

tinued life of the soul, such as was implied in and guar- 

anteed by the cult of souls, was entirely bound up with 

the remembrance of the survivors upon earth, and upon 

the care, the cult, which they might offer to the soul of 

their departed ancestors.’ Belief in the immortality of 
the soul, in contrast, sees the soul as “in its essential 

nature like God,’ a notion in radical conflict with 

“the first principle of the Greek people,” namely that 

of an absolute gulf between humanity and divinity 

(pp. 253-254). 

Tracing the belief in the divinity and immortality of 

the soul back to its Thracian context, Rohde elaborates 

his thesis of the formative impact on Greek life and 

thought of, on the one hand, the religion of paramount 

gods of the Homeric poems and, on the other hand, the 

worship of Dionysos, a Thracian deity whose cult was 

“thoroughly orgiastic in nature.” These two forces ex- 

plain the two opposing features of the Greeks, an “ex- 

travagance of emotion combined with a fast-bound and 

regulated equilibrium.” (p. 255). His description of ‘‘the 

awe-inspiring darkness of the night, the music of the 

Phrygian flute . . . , the vertiginous whirl of the dance,” 

which could lead people to a state of possessedness, 

conveys vividly his own vision of the cult. “Hellenized 

and humanized,” the Thracian Dionysos found his place 

beside the other Olympian gods, and continued to in- 

spire, not least in the field of the arts: ‘‘the drama, that 

supreme achievement of Greek poetry, arose out of the 

choruses of the Dionysiac festival’ (p. 285). 

Much of Rohde’s language has been adopted by later 

researchers. At the scholarly level, his thesis of the 

Dionysian origin of the Greek belief in immortality is 

now widely rejected, following the criticism of, among 

others, Martin P. Nilsson, and his interpretation of 

psuché was largely abandoned after Walter F. Otto’s 

study of 1923. But whatever criticisms have been 

raised, there is still widespread agreement that Rohde’s 
Psyche is one of the most significant books in the field 



because of its remarkable erudition, the clarity of its 

methodology, and the tremendous impact it has had in 

circles beyond those professionally engaged in the study 

of the classical Greek world. The work is in its own 

right a “‘classical” expression of the belief in “the imper- 
ishable spirit of Hellas.”’ 
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ROMAN CATHOLICISM. The first question in de- 
fining the scope of Roman Catholicism has to do with 

the term itself. There are Catholics who object to the 

adjective Roman because the community encompassed 

by the designation ‘‘Roman Catholicism” includes those 

who do not regard themselves as Roman. These are the 

so-called Uniate Catholics, the name given to former 

Eastern Christian or Orthodox churches that have been 

received under the jurisdiction of the church of Rome 

and retain their own ritual, practice, and canon law. 

They are the Melchite Catholics, the Maronites, the 

Ruthenians, the Copts, and the Malabars, among which 

there are six liturgical rites: Chaldean, Syrian, Maro- 

nite, Coptic, Armenian, and Byzantine. 

There are, on the other hand, Christians who consider 

themselves Catholic but who do not accept the prima- 

tial authority of the bishop of Rome. This group insists 

that the churches in communion with the see of Rome 

should call themselves Roman Catholic to distinguish 

them from those Catholic churches (Anglican, Ortho- 

dox, Oriental, and some Protestant) not in communion 

with Rome. For some Protestants in this group, the Ro- 

man Catholic church did not begin as a church until the 

time of the Reformation. Indeed, in their eyes, Roman 

Catholicism is no less a denomination than Presbyteri- 

anism or Methodism, for example. 
Protestantism is usually defined negatively, as the 

form of Western Christianity that rejects obedience to 

the Roman papacy. But this definition encounters the 

same difficulty described above. There are also non-Ro- 

man Christians who reject the papacy but who consider 

themselves Catholic rather than Protestant. For that 

reason alone it would be inadequate to define Catholi- 

cism by its adherence to papal authority. 
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Roman Catholicism refers both to a church (or, more 

accurately, a college of churches that together consti- 

tute the universal Catholic church) and to a tradition. If 

one understands the body of Christ as the whole collec- 

tivity of Christian churches, then the Roman Catholic 

church is a church within the universal church. And if 

one understands Christian tradition to embrace the full 

range and pluralism of doctrinal, liturgical, theological, 

canonical, and spiritual traditions, then the Roman 

Catholic tradition is a tradition within the one Chris- 

tian tradition. For Roman Catholicism, however, the 

Catholic church and the Catholic tradition are norma- 

tive for other Christian churches and traditions (as ex- 

pressed in the Dogmatic Constitution on the Church, 

no. 14, issued by the Second Vatican Council). 

As a church, Roman Catholicism exists at both the 

local level and the universal level. In the canon law of 

the Roman Catholic church, the term “local church” 

(more often rendered as “particular church’’) applies 

primarily to a diocese and secondarily to a parish. The 

term “local church” has a wider meaning in Catholic 

theology than in canon law. It may apply to provinces 

(regional clusters of dioceses within a country) and to 

national churches (all the dioceses within a country), as 

well as to parishes and individual dioceses. A diocese is 

a local church constituted by a union, or college, of 

other local churches known as parishes. Each diocese is 

presided over by a bishop, and each parish by a pastor. 

The universal Roman Catholic church, on the other 

hand, is constituted by a union, or college, of all the 

local Catholic churches throughout the world. There are 

more than one-half billion Catholics worldwide, by far 

the largest body of Christians. Apart from other impor- 

tant doctrinal, liturgical, theological, canonical, and 

spiritual links, what holds these various churches and 

individual members in solidarity is the bond each has 

with the diocese of Rome and with its bishop, the pope. 

[See Papacy and Church.] 

As a tradition Roman Catholicism is marked by sev- 

eral different doctrinal and theological emphases. These 

are its radically positive estimation of the created or- 

der, because everything comes from the hand of God, is 

providentially sustained by God, and is continually 

transformed and elevated by God’s active presence 

within it; its concern for history, because God acts 

within history and is continually revealed through it; 

its respect for rationality, because faith must be conso- 

nant with reason and reason itself, fallen and redeemed, 

is a gift of God; its stress on mediation, because God, 

who is at once the First Cause and totally spiritual, can 

have an effect on us only by working through secondary 

causes and material instruments, for example, the hu- 
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manity of Jesus Christ, the church, the sacraments, the 

things of the earth, other people; and, finally, its affir-. 

mation of the communal dimension of salvation and of 

every religious relationship with God, because God has 

created us a people, because we have fallen as a people, 

because we have been redeemed as a people, and be- 

cause we are destined for eternal glory as a people. 

The very word catholic means “universal.” What is 

most directly opposed to Catholicism, therefore, is not 

Protestantism (which, in any case, has many Catholic 

elements within it) but sectarianism, the movement 

within Christianity that holds that the church is a com- 

munity of true believers, a precinct of righteousness 

within and over against the unredeemed world of sin, 

pronouncing judgment upon it and calling it to repen- 

tance but never entering into dialogue with it, much 

less collaboration on matters of common social, politi- 

cal, or religious concern. For the sectarian, dialogue and 

collaboration are invitations to compromise. 

The contrast between Catholicism and sectarianism is 

nowhere more sharply defined than in their respective 

approaches to the so-called social question. Catholic so- 

cial doctrine acknowledges the presence and power of 

sin in the world, but insists that grace is stronger. Cath- 

olic social doctrine underlines the doctrines of creation, 

providence, the incarnation, redemption, and sanctifi- 

cation through the Holy Spirit. Christians are called to 

collaborate with God in Christ, through the power of 

the Holy Spirit, to bring the entire fallen and redeemed 

world to the perfection of the kingdom of God, “‘a king- 

dom of truth and life, of holiness and grace, of justice, 

love and peace” (Vatican Council II, Pastoral Constitu- 

tion on the Church in the Modern World, no. 39). 

History. What are the origins of Roman Catholicism? 

What events and personalities have shaped it? How is it 

presently being transformed? 

Peter and the Petrine ministry. If one insists that Ro- 

man Catholicism is not a denomination within Chris- 

tianity but is its original expression, one faces at the 

outset the historical fact that the earliest community of 

disciples gathered in Jerusalem and therefore was Pal- 

estinian rather than Roman. Indeed, the see, or diocese, 

of Rome did not exist at the very beginning, nor did the 

Roman primacy. 

If, on the other hand, one holds that the adjective Ro- 

man obscures rather than defines the reality of Catholi- 

cism, Catholicism does begin at the beginning, that is, 

with Jesus’ gathering of his disciples and with his even- 

tual commissioning, probably following the resurrec- 

tion, of Peter to be the chief shepherd and foundation of 

the church. Therefore, it is not the Roman primacy that 

gives Catholicism its distinctive identity within the 

community of Christian churches but the Petrine pri- 

macy. [See Jesus and the biography of Peter the Apostle. 

See also Apostles and Biblical Literature, article on New 

Testament. ] ¥ 

Peter is listed first among the Twelve (Mk. 3:16-19, 

Mt. 10:1-4, Lk. 6:12-16) and is frequently their spokes- 

man (Mk. 8:29, Mt. 18:21, Lk. 12:41, Jn. 6:67-69); he is 

the first apostolic witness of the risen Christ (J Cor. 

15:5, Lk. 24:34); he is prominent in the original Jerusa- 

lem community and is well known to many other 

churches (Acts 1:15-26, 2:14-40, 3:1-26, 4:8, 5:1-11, 

5:29, 8:18=25)-9:32-43) 10:5,.12:17)7 Pt 2415413) ve 

ter’s activities after the council of Jerusalem are not re- 

ported, but there is increasing agreement that he did go 

to Rome and was martyred there. Whether he actually 

served the church of Rome as bishop cannot be known 

with certainty from the evidence at hand. 

For the Catholic tradition, the classic primacy texts 

are Matthew 16:13-19, Luke 22:31-32, and John 21:15-— 

19. The fact that Jesus’ naming of Peter as the Rock oc- 

curs in different contexts in these three gospels does 

raise a question about the original setting of the inci- 

dent. Did it occur before the resurrection, or was it a 

postresurrection event, subsequently “retrojected’”’ into 

the accounts of Jesus’ earthly ministry? In any case, the 

conferral of the power of the keys clearly suggests an 

imposing measure of authority, given the symbolism of 

the keys as instruments for opening and shutting the 

gates of the kingdom of heaven. On the other hand, spe- 

cial authority over others is not clearly attested, and in- 

deed Peter is presented in the Acts of the Apostles as con- 

sulting with the other apostles and even being sent by 

them (8:14), and he and John act almost as a team (3:1-— 

11, 4:1-22, 8:14). 

But there seems to be a trajectory of images relating 

to Peter and his ministry that sets him apart within the 

original company of disciples and explains his ascen- 

dancy and that of his successors throughout the early 

history of the church. He is portrayed as the fisherman 

(Lk. 5:10, Jn. 21:1-14), as the shepherd of the sheep of 

Christ Vn. 21:15-17), as an elder who addresses other 

elders (J Pt. 5:1), as proclaimer of faith in Jesus, the Son 

of God (Mt. 16:16-17), as receiver of a special revelation 

(Acts 1:9-16), as one who can correct others for doc- 

trinal misunderstanding (2 Pt. 3:15-16); and as the rock 

on which the church is to be built (Mz. 16:18). 

The question to be posed on the basis of recent inves- 

tigations of the New Testament is therefore whether the 

subsequent, postbiblical development of the Petrine of- 

fice is consistent with the thrust of the New Testament. 

The Catholic church says “‘Yes.”” Some other Christian 

churches are beginning to say ‘‘Perhaps.” 

The biblical images concerning Peter continued in the 

life of the early church and were enriched by additional 



ones: missionary preacher, great visionary, destroyer of 
heretics, receiver of the new law, gatekeeper of heaven, 
helmsman of the ship of the church, co-teacher and co- 

martyr with Paul. By the latter half of the second cen- 

tury, the church had accommodated itself to the culture 

of the Greco-Roman world, particularly the organiza- 

tional and administrative patterns that prevailed in 

areas of its missionary activity. Accordingly, the church 

adopted the organizational grid of the Roman empire: 
localities, dioceses, provinces. It also identified its own 

center with that of the empire, Rome. Moreover, there 

was attached to this city the tradition that Peter had 

founded the church there and that he and Paul were 

martyred and buried there. 

In the controversy with gnosticism, defenders of or- 

thodoxy appealed to the faith of sees (local churches) 

founded by the apostles, and especially to the faith of 

the Roman church, which was so clearly associated 

with Peter and Paul. During the first five centuries, the 

church of Rome gradually assumed preeminence among 

all the churches. It intervened in the life of distant 

churches, took sides in theological controversies, was 

consulted by other bishops on doctrinal and moral 

questions, and sent delegates to distant councils. The 

see of Rome came to be regarded as a kind of final court 

of appeal as well as a focus of unity for the worldwide 

communion of churches. The correlation between Peter 

and the bishop of Rome became fully explicit during 

the pontificate of Leo I (440-461), who claimed that Pe- 

ter continued to speak to the whole church through the 

bishop of Rome. 

Constantine and Constantinian Catholicism. One of 

the major events during this early period was the con- 

version of the Roman emperor Constantine I (306-337) 

in the year 312. Constantine subsequently pursued a 

vigorous campaign against pagan practices and lav- 

ished money and monuments upon the church. Roman 

law was modified to reflect Christian values more faith- 

fully, and the clergy were accorded privileged status. 

For some, the conversion of Constantine provided the 

church with extraordinary opportunities for proclaim- 

ing the gospel to all nations and for bringing necessary 

order into the church’s doctrinal and liturgical life. It 

also allowed the church to be less defensive about pa- 

gan culture and to learn from it and be enriched by it. 

For others, however, the event marked a dangerous 

turning point in the history of the church. For the first 

time, the church enjoyed a favored place in society. 

Christian commitment would no longer be tested by 

persecution, much less by death. The community of dis- 

ciples was on the verge of being swallowed up by the 

secular, and therefore anti-Christian, values of the state 

and the society, which now embraced the church. In- 
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deed, there is no word of greater opprobrium laid upon 

Catholic Christians by sectarian Christians than “Con- 

stantinian.”’ [See Constantinianism.] 

Monasticism. The first protest against Constantinian- 

ism, however, came not from sectarians but from Cath- 

olic monks. The new monastic movement had an almost 

immediate impact upon the church. Bishops were re- 

cruited from among those with some monastic training. 

For example, Athanasius (d. 373) was a disciple of An- 

tony of Egypt (d. 355), generally regarded as the foun- 

der of monasticism. One historian has argued that the 

strong missionary impetus, the remarkable develop- 

ment of pastoral care, the effort to christianize the Ro- 

man state, and above all the theological work of the 

great councils of the fourth and fifth centuries would 

have been inconceivable without monasticism. On the 

other hand, when monks were appointed bishops they 

tended to bring with them some of their monastic 

mores, particularly celibacy and a certain reserve 

toward ordinary human experiences. As a result, 

there developed a separation between pastoral leaders 

and the laity, based not only upon the exercise of power 

and jurisdiction but also upon a diversity in spirituali- 

ties. 

Imported into the West from the East, monasticism 

reached its high point in the middle of the sixth century 

with the founding of Monte Cassino by Benedict of Nur- 

sia (d. 547). Monks were directly involved in the mis- 

sionary expansion of the church in Ireland, Scotland, 

Gaul, and England between the fifth and the seventh 

century. This missionary enterprise was so successful 

that, in the eighth century, English missionaries had a 

prominent role in evangelizing the more pagan parts of 

Europe. 

In spite of its simple purposes of work and prayer, 

Western monasticism would serve as the principal car- 

rier of Western civilization during the Middle Ages. No 

other movement or institution had such social or intel- 

lectual influence. With the restoration of some political 

stability to Europe by the middle of the eleventh cen- 

tury, monks tended to withdraw from temporal and ec- 

clesiastical affairs to return to their monasteries, and a 

renewal of monasticism followed. The foundings of the 

Franciscans, Dominicans, Cistercians, and Jesuits were 

among the major effects of this renewal, as were the 

rich theological and spiritual writings that emerged 

from these communities by, for example, Thomas Aqui- 

nas (d. 1274) and Bonaventure (d. 1274). [See Monasti- 

cism, article on Christian Monasticism; Christian Spiri- 

tuality; Religious Communities, article on Christian 

Religious Orders; Franciscans; Dominicans; Cister- 

cians; Jesuits; and Missions, article on Christian Mis- 

sions. ] 
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Doctrinal controversies. At the heart of the Catholic 

faith, as at the heart of every orthodox expression of 

Christian faith, is Jesus Christ. In the fourth and fifth 

centuries there was a preoccupation with dogmatic con- 

troversies about the relationship between the one God, 

the creator of all things, and Jesus Christ, the Son of 

God and redeemer of humankind, and then about the 

relationship of the Holy Spirit to both. Arianism (Christ 

was only a creature, greater than humans but less than 

God) was opposed by the Council of Nicaea (325); Apol- 

linarianism (Christ had no human soul), by the First 

Council of Constantinople (381); Nestorianism (the man 

Jesus was separate from the divine Word, or Logos; the 

two were not united in one person), by the Council of 

Ephesus (431); and monophysitism (Christ’s human na- 

ture was completely absorbed by the one divine per- 

son), by the Council of Chalcedon (451). Jesus is at once 

divine and human. The divine and the human are 

united in one person, ‘without confusion or change, 

without division or separation’ (the definition of the 

Council of Chalcedon). This stress on theological and 

doctrinal balance has been an abiding feature of the 

Catholic tradition. 

The same balance was preserved in the great Western 

debate about nature and grace. Pelagianism had argued 

that salvation is achieved through human effort alone. 

Augustine of Hippo (d. 430) insisted on the priority of 

grace, without prejudice to human responsibility. In- 

deed, the church would later condemn quietism, Pela- 

gianism’s opposite, in the constitution Caelestis pastor of 

Innocent XI (d. 1689). Moral effort is essential to the 

spiritual life, although such effort is always prompted 

and sustained by grace. Grace, in turn, builds on nature, 

as the Scholastics would put it. [See Heresy, article on 

Christian Concepts; separate entries on particular here- 

sies; and Councils, article on Christian Councils. For dis- 

cussion of Christology, see Jesus.] 

Structure and law. By the beginning of the fifth cen- 

tury, German tribes began migrating through Europe 

without effective control. This movement has been 

called, somewhat inaccurately, the barbarian invasions. 

It was to last some six hundred years and was to change 

the institutional character of Catholicism from a largely 

Greco-Roman religion to a broader European religion. 

The strongly militaristic and feudal character of Ger- 

manic culture influenced Catholic devotion, spirituality, 

and organizational structure. Christ was portrayed as 

the most powerful of kings. The place of worship was 

described as God’s fortress. Monks were perceived as 

warriors of Christ. The profession of faith was under- 

stood as an oath of fidelity to a kind of feudal lord. 

Church office became more political than pastoral. 

Eventually a dispute arose about the appointment of 

such officers. Should they be appointed by the church 

or by the state? This led to the so-called investiture 

struggle, which was resolved’ in favor of the church 

through the leadership of Gregory VII (d. 1085). 

When, at the beginning of the eighth century, the 

Eastern emperor proved incapable of aiding the papacy 

against the Lombards in northern Italy, the pope turned 

for help to the Franks. This new alliance led eventually 

to the creation of the Holy Roman Empire, climaxed in 

800 with the crowning of Charlemagne (d. 814). The line 

between church and state, already blurred by Constan- 

tine’s Edict of Milan some five hundred years earlier, 

was now practically erased. When the Carolingian em- 

pire collapsed, however, the papacy was left at the 

mercy of an essentially corrupt Roman nobility. The 

tenth and part of the eleventh centuries were its dark 

ages. Only with the reform of Gregory VII was the pa- 

pacy’s luster restored. Gregory attacked three major 

abuses: simony (the selling of spiritual goods), the alien- 

ation of church property (allowing it to pass from eccle- 

siastical hands to private hands), and lay investiture 

(granting the power of church appointment to secular 

authorities). Papal prestige was even more firmly en- 

hanced during the pontificate of Innocent III (1198— 

1216), who fully exploited the Gregorian teaching that 

the pope has supreme, even absolute, power over the 

whole church. 

Canon law was codified to support the new network 

of papal authority. The church became increasingly le- 

galistic in its theology, moral life, and administration 

of the sacraments, especially marriage, which was re- 

garded more as a contract than as a covenant based on 

mutual love. [See Scholasticism.] By the middle of the 

thirteenth century the classical papal-hierarchical con- 

cept of the church had been securely established. Newly 
elected popes were crowned like emperors, a practice 

observed for centuries until suddenly discontinued by 

John Paul I (d. 1978). Emphasis on the juridical aspects 

of the church did not subside until the Second Vatican 

Council (1962-1965), which declared that the church is 

first and foremost the people of God and a mystery (i.e., 

a reality imbued with the hidden presence of God) be- 

fore it is a hierarchical institution. Indeed, that princi- 

ple must be kept firmly in mind, lest this historical 

overview be read only from the top down. The story of 

the Catholic church always remains the story of Catho- 
lic people. 

Divisions in the church. Through a series of unfortu- 

nate and complicated political and diplomatic maneu- 

vers, the historical bond between the church of Rome 

and the church of Constantinople came apart. In 1054 

the patriarch of Constantinople, Michael Cerularios (d. 

1058), was excommunicated by papal legates, but it was 



the Fourth Crusade (1202-1204) and the sack of Con- 

stantinople by Western knights that dealt the crucial 

blow to East-West unity. [See Schism, article on Chris- 

tian Schism.] 

By the beginning of the fourteenth century, other 

events had introduced a period of further disintegra- 

tion, reaching a climax in the Protestant Reformation 

of the sixteenth century. First, there was the confronta- 

tion between Boniface VIII (d. 1303) and Philip the Fair 

(d. 1314) over the latter’s power to tax the church. The 

pope issued two bulls asserting his own final authority: 

Clericis laicos (1296) and Unam sanctam (1302), the lat- 

ter having been described as the most theocratic doc- 

trine ever formulated. But Philip arrested Boniface, and 

the pope died a prisoner. 

Then there was the proliferation of financial abuses 

during the subsequent ‘Babylonian Captivity” of the 

papacy at Avignon, France (1309-1378). There followed 

a rise in nationalism and anticlericalism in reaction to 

papal taxes. Theological challenges mounted against 

the recent canonical justifications of papal power, es- 

pecially in the advocacy by Marsilius of Padua (d. 

1343) of a conciliar rather than a monarchical con- 

cept of the church. The Western schism of 1378- 

1417—not to be confused with the East-West schism 

involving Rome and Constantinople—saw at one 

point three different claimants to the papal throne. 

Finally, the Council of Constance (1414) turned to the 

principle of conciliarism (i.e., a general council of the 

church, not the pope, is the highest ecclesiastical au- 

thority) and brought the schism to an end. The three 

claimants were set aside (one was deposed, a second 

resigned, and a third eventually died), and Martin V 

(d. 1431) was elected on Saint Martin’s Day, 11 No- 

vember 1417. 

There were, of course, more immediate causes of the 

Reformation: the corruption of the Renaissance papacy 

of the fifteenth century; the divorce of piety from theol- 

ogy, and of theology from its biblical and patristic 

roots; the debilitating effects of the Western schism; the 

rise of the national state; the too-close connection be- 

tween Western Catholicism and Western civilization; 

and the vision, experiences, and personalities of Luther 

(d. 1546), Zwingli (d. 1531), and Calvin (d. 1564). 

The Reformation itself took different forms: on the 

right, it retained essential Catholic doctrine but 

changed certain canonical and structural forms (Lu- 

theranism and Anglicanism); on the left, it repudiated 

much Catholic doctrine and sacramental life (Zwingli- 

anism and the Anabaptist movement); nearer to the 

center, it modified both Catholic doctrine and practice 

but retained much of the old (Calvinism). [See Refor- 

mation. ] 
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The Council of Trent and post-Tridentine Catholi- 

cism. The Catholic response was belated but vigorous. 

Known as the Counter-Reformation, it began at the 

Council of Trent (1545-1563) and was conducted espe- 

cially under the leadership of Paul III (1534-1549). The 

council, which was perhaps the single most important 

factor in the shaping of Catholicism from the time of 

the Reformation until the Second Vatican Council, a pe- 

riod of some four centuries, articulated Catholic doc- 

trine on nature and grace, following a middle course 

concerning doctrines of salvation between Pelagianism, 

which emphasizes human effort, and Protestantism, 

which emphasizes God’s initiative. The council also de- 

fined the seven sacraments, created the Index of Forbid- 

den Books, and established seminaries for the education 

and formation of future priests. At the heart of the Cath- 

olic Counter-Reformation was the Society of Jesus (Je- 

suits), the strongest single force in helping the church 

regain its lost initiative on the missionary, educa- 

tional, and pastoral fronts. [See Trent, Council of, and 

Humanism.] 

By and large, the post-Tridentine Catholic church 

continued to emphasize those doctrines, devotions, and 

institutions that were most vehemently attacked by the 

Protestants: veneration of the saints, Marian piety, eu- 

charistic adoration, the authority of the hierarchy, and 

the essential role of priests in the sacramental life of the 

church. Other important elements received less empha- 

sis, perhaps because they were perceived as part of the 

Protestant agenda: the centrality of Christ in theology 

and spirituality, the communal nature of the Eucharist, 

and the responsibility of the laity in the life and mission 

of the church. 
With the Reformation, Catholic missionary activity 

was reduced in those countries where Protestant 

churches began to flourish, but Catholicism was carried 

abroad by Spain and Portugal, who ruled the seas. New 

gains were sought to offset losses in Europe. Domini- 

cans, Franciscans, and the newly formed Jesuits 

brought the Catholic faith to India, China, Japan, Af- 

rica, and the Americas. The Congregation for the Prop- 

agation of the Faith was founded in 1622 to supervise 

these new missionary enterprises. 

By the beginning of the seventeenth century, the 

Catholic church faced yet another challenge from 

within: Jansenism, a movement in France that drew 

much of its inspiration from Augustine. Augustine had 

always stressed the priority of grace over nature, but 

Jansenism seemed to take his emphasis many steps fur- 

ther, portraying nature as totally corrupt and promot- 

ing a theory of predestination. From such principles 

there emerged a form of Catholic life that was exceed- 

ingly rigorous and even puritanical. When Rome moved 
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against Jansenism, many in the French church saw 

Rome’s action as a threat to the independence of French 
Catholicism. Gallicanism thus emerged as an essen- 

tially nationalistic rather than theological movement, 

asserting that a general council, not the pope, has su- 

preme authority in the church. Consequently, all papal 

decrees would be subject to the consent of the entire 

church, as represented in a general council. Gallicanism 

was condemned by the First Vatican Council (1869— 

1870), which declared that infallible teachings of the 

pope are irreformable, that is, not subject to the consent 

of any higher ecclesiastical body or authority. [See Gal- 

licanism.] 

The Enlightenment. One cannot easily underestimate 

the impact of the Enlightenment on modern Catholi- 

cism, although it influenced Protestantism sooner and 

much more profoundly. Characterized by a supreme 

confidence in the power of reason, an optimistic view of 

human nature, and an almost inordinate reverence for 

freedom, the Enlightenment exhibited a correspond- 

ingly hostile attitude toward the supernatural, the no- 

tion of revelation, and authority of every kind, except 

that of reason itself. The Enlightenment affected Ca- 

tholicism primarily in the Catholic states of Germany, 

where it stimulated advances in historical and exegeti- 

cal methods, improvements in the education of the 

clergy, the struggle against superstition, liturgical and 

catechetical reform, and the promotion of popular edu- 

cation. However, much Catholic theology before the 

Second Vatican Council remained largely untouched by 

the Enlightenment. 

The French Revolution. If the Enlightenment marked 

the beginning of the end of unhistorical, classicist Cath- 

olic theology, the French Revolution (1789) marked the 

definitive end of medieval Catholicism. The feudal, hi- 

erarchical society that had been so much a part of me- 

dieval Catholicism disappeared, but the French Revo- 

lution had other effects as well. It was so extreme that 

it provoked counterreaction among some European in- 

tellectuals, who returned with new enthusiasm to the 

basic principles of Catholicism (see “Romanticism,” be- 

low). The Revolution also destroyed Gallicanism by up- 

rooting the clerical system upon which it had been 

based. The clergy were compelled to look to Rome and 

the papacy for support and direction. Finally, the 

French Revolution gave the Catholic church the “grace 

of destitution.” It no longer had much to lose, and so it 

was free once again to pursue the mission for which it 

was originally founded. 

Romanticism. In France and Germany the French 

Revolution generated an opposite phenomenon, roman- 

ticism, which extolled Catholicism as the mother of art 

and the guardian of patriotism. Thousands who had 

been alienated from the Catholic church returned. With 

the notable exception of Cardinal John Henry Newman 

(d. 1890), theology at this time was restorative rather 

than progressive. What was restored, however, was not 

the witness and wisdom of sacred scripture and the an- 

cient Christian writers but the literal content of a re- 

newed scholastic philosophy and theology. There devel- 

oped in France a rigid traditionalism, characterized by 

integralism and fideism, which was distrustful of all ra- 

tional speculation and critical thinking in theology. The 

practitioners of such theology looked “beyond the 

mountains,’ the Alps, to Rome for papal direction 

(thus, the movement’s name, ultramontanism). The 

popes of this day, Gregory XVI (d. 1846) and Pius IX 

(d. 1878), set themselves stubbornly against the winds 

of change and modernity. Nowhere was their defiant at- 

titude more sharply formulated than in Pius’s Syllabus 

of Errors (1864), which proclaimed that the pope “can- 

not and should not be reconciled and come to terms 

with progress, liberalism, and modern civilization.” 

[See Ultramontanism.] 

Although Pius IX successfully persuaded the First 

Vatican Council to define papal primacy and papal in- 

fallibility, he lost the Papal States (September 1870) 

and with them his remaining political power. Not until 

the Lateran Treaty of 1929 (renegotiated in 1983) were 

the pope’s temporal rights to the Vatican territory ac- 

knowledged. 

Catholic social doctrine. The nineteenth century also 

witnessed the rapid development of industrialism, and 

with it a host of new social problems, not least of which 

was the worsening condition of workers. Marxism 

stepped into the gap. The workers found themselves 

alienated not only from the fruits of their labor but 

from their Catholic heritage as well. The Catholic 

church responded, albeit belatedly, in 1891 with Leo 

XIII’s encyclical Rerum novarum, which defended the 

right of workers to unionize and to enjoy humane work- 

ing conditions and a just wage. 

Catholic social doctrine was further refined by Pius 

XI (d. 1939) in his Quadragesimo anno (1931); by Pius 

XII (d. 1958) in his various Christmas, Easter, and Pen- 

tecost messages; by John XXIII (d. 1963), in his Mater et 

magistra (1961) and Pacem in terris (1963); by the Sec- 

ond Vatican Council’s Pastoral Constitution on the 

Church in the Modern World, known also as Gaudium 

et spes (1965); by Paul VI (d. 1978), in his Populorum 

progressio (1967) and Octagesima adveniens (1971); by 
the Justitia in mundo (1971) of the Third International 
Synod of Bishops; and by John Paul II's Redemptor ho- 
minis (1979) and Laborem exercens (1981). The twin pil- 
lars of Catholic social doctrine, as articulated in these 
documents, are the infinite dignity of each and every 



human person, and the responsibilities all persons, 
agencies, and nations have to the common good. 
Modernism. Just as the Catholic church could not ig- 

nore various social, economic, and political develop- 
ments initiated in the nineteenth century, neither could 
it ignore corresponding intellectual developments. As 
these developments began to make some impact on 
Catholic scholars, there emerged a new ecclesiastical 
phenomenon known as modernism. Modernism was not 
a single movement but a complex of movements. It as- 
sumed many different forms, some orthodox and some 

unorthodox. But distinctions were rarely made, and the 

term modernist was usually employed in early-twen- 
tieth-century discussions as one of opprobrium. 

Modernists were those who refused to adopt a safely 

conservative standpoint on all debatable matters per- 

taining to doctrine and theology. Modernism was con- 

demned by Pius X (d. 1914) through the Holy Office de- 

cree Lamentabili (1907) and the encyclical Pascendi 

(1907). Much of pre—Vatican II twentieth-century Cath- 

olic theology was written under the shadow of modern- 

ism. Deviations from the main lines of neoscholastic 

theology during this period were regarded as reduc- 

tively modernist. Theologians, pastors, and others were 

required to swear to an antimodernist oath. 

Some of the positions once denounced as modernist, 

however, were later reflected in the teachings of Vatican 

II and even in certain decrees of the Curia Romana, for 

example, regarding the historical truth of sacred scrip- 

ture and the development of dogma. The modernists 

had argued that dogmatic truths, as well as truths con- 

tained in sacred scripture, are not absolute and un- 

changing but are affected by historical conditions and 

circumstances. Official Catholic teaching at first con- 

demned this view but gradually accommodated itself to 

it, particularly in the Congregation for the Doctrine of 

the Faith’s Mysterium ecclesiae (1973), which noted that 

“even though the truths which the Church intends to 

teach through her dogmatic formulas are distinct from 

the changeable conceptions of a given epoch and can be 

expressed without them, nevertheless it can sometimes 

happen that these truths may be enunciated by the Sa- 

cred Magisterium in terms that bear traces of such con- 

ceptions.”’ [See Modernism, article on Christian Modern- 

ism, and Vatican Councils, article on Vatican II.] 

Between the World Wars (1918-1939). The period be- 

fore Vatican II was not without its progressive move- 

ments (otherwise Vatican II itself would be inexplica- 

ble). The liturgical movement bridged the gap between 

altar and congregation by emphasizing the nature of 

worship and by stressing the Thomistic principle that 

sacraments are signs of grace as well as causes of grace. 

As signs, sacraments must be understandable, in terms 
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of both language and ritual. The biblical movement car- 

ried forward the work of critical interpretation without 

provoking additional papal condemnations. But Catho- 

lic biblical scholars labored under a cloud until Pius XII 

issued the so-called Magna Carta of Catholic biblical 

scholarship, Divino afflante Spiritu (1943). The social ac- 

tion movement continued to apply the teachings of the 

social encyclicals, particularly in support of the labor 

union movement. The lay apostolate movement under 

Pius XI and Pius XII sought to involve larger numbers 

of laity in the work of the church (a movement also 

known as Catholic Action). The ecumenical movement 

had a more difficult path, given the negative tone of 

Pius XI’s encyclical Mortalium animos (1927), but pi- 

oneers like Yves Congar were preparing the way for 

Vatican IH. Meanwhile, the missionary movement, 

which had experienced a major revival in the nine- 

teenth century, with as many as 8 million converts, was 

increasingly liberated from undue colonial and Euro- 

pean influence. Both Pius XI and Pius XII stressed the 

importance of establishing native clergies and native 

hierarchies in mission lands. 

Pope John XXIII and the Second Vatican Council. No 

other persons or events have had so profound an impact 

on modern Catholicism as John XXIII and the Second 

Vatican Council he convoked. When elected in 1958, 

John insisted that his was ‘‘a very humble office of shep- 

herd” and that he intended to pattern his ministry after 

that of Joseph in the Old Testament story, who greeted 

the brothers who had sold him into slavery with the 

compassionate and forgiving words, “I am Joseph, your 

brother.’ When the new pope ceremonially took posses- 

sion of the Lateran Basilica in Rome, he reminded the 

congregation, which included cardinals, archbishops, 

bishops, and assorted ecclesiastical dignitaries, that he 

was not a prince surrounded by the outward signs of 

power but “‘‘a priest, a father, a shepherd.” He visited 

the sick in the Roman hospitals, the elderly in old-age 

homes, the convicts at Regina Coeli prison. 

John XXIII first announced his council on 25 January 

1959 and officially convoked it on 25 December 1961. In 

his address at the council’s solemn opening on 11 Oc- 

tober 1962, he revealed again his spirit of fundamental 

hope. He complained openly about some of his closest 

advisers, who “‘though burning with zeal, are not en- 

dowed with much sense of discretion or measure. In 

these modern times they can see nothing but prevari- 

cation and ruin.” He called them “prophets of gloom, 

who are always forecasting disaster, as though the end 

of the world were at hand.” He believed instead that 

“Divine Providence is leading us to a new order of hu- 

man relations.” He had not called the council to pre- 

serve doctrine. ‘“The substance of the ancient doctrine 
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. . is one thing, and the way in which it is presented 

is another.”’ This was not the time for negativism. The 

most effective way for the church to combat error 

would be by “demonstrating the validity of her teaching 

rather than by condemnations.” The purpose of the 

council, therefore, would be the promotion of “concord, 

just peace and the brotherly unity of all.” 

Although John XXIII died between the first two ses- 

sions of the council, his successor, Paul VI, carried his 

program to fulfillment: 

1. Vatican Ii taught that the church is the people of 

God, a community of disciples. The hierarchy is part 

of the people of God, not separate from it. Authority 

is for service, not for domination. Bishops are not 

merely the delegates of the pope, and laity are not 

merely instruments of their bishops. (See the Dog- 

matic Constitution on the Church.) 

2. The church must read the signs of the times and in- 

terpret them in the light of the gospel. The church is 

part of the world, and its mission is to serve the 

whole human family in order to make the history of 

the human race more human. (See the Pastoral Con- 

stitution on the Church in the Modern World.) 

3. Christian unity requires renewal and reform. Both 

sides were to blame for the divisions of the Refor- 

mation; therefore both sides have to be open to 

change. The body of Christ embraces more than 

Catholics (Roman or otherwise). (See the Decree on 

Ecumenism.) 

4. The word of God is communicated through sacred 

scripture, sacred tradition, and the teaching author- 

ity of the church, all linked together and guided by 

the Holy Spirit. The sacred realities are always open 

in principle to a growth in understanding. (See the 

Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation.) 

5. The church proclaims the gospel not only in word 

but also in sacrament. Since the whole people of God 

must actively participate in this worship, the signs, 

that is, language and rituals, must be intelligible. 

(See the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy.) 

6. No one is to be forced in any way to embrace the 

Christian or the Catholic faith. This principle is 

rooted in human dignity and the freedom of the act 

of faith. (See the Declaration on Religious Freedom.) 

7. God speaks also through other religions. The church 

should engage in dialogue and other collaborative ef- 

forts with them. The Jews have a special relationship 

to the church. They cannot be blamed as a people for 

the death of Jesus. (See the Declaration on the Rela- 

tionship of the Church to Non-Christian Religions.) 

After four sessions the Second Vatican Council ad- 

journed in December 1965. The story of Catholicism 

since the council—through the pontificates of Paul VI 

(1963-1978), John Paul I (1978), and John Paul II 

(1978-)—has been shaped largély, if not entirely, by the 

church’s efforts to come to terms with the various chal- 

lenges and opportunities which that council presented: 

specifically, how can the church remain faithful to its 

distinctively Catholic heritage even as it continues to 

affirm and assimilate such modern values as ecumen- 

ism, pluralism, and secularity? 

Catholic Vision and Catholic Values. Catholicism is 

not an isolated reality. The word Catholic is not only a 

noun but also an adjective. As an adjective, it modifies 

the noun Christian. The word Christian, too, is both a 

noun and an adjective. As an adjective, it modifies reli- 

gious. The word religious also functions as an adjective 

and a noun. As an adjective, it modifies the word hu- 

man. Thus the Catholic church is a community of per- 

sons (the fundamentally human foundation of Catholic 

identity) who believe in and are committed to the real- 

ity of God and who shape their lives according to that 

belief and in fidelity to that commitment (the religious 

component of Catholicism). The church’s belief in and 

commitment to the reality of God is focused in its fun- 

damental attitude toward Jesus Christ (the Christian 

core). For Catholics, as for every Christian, the old order 

has passed away, and they are a ‘“‘new creation” in 

Christ, for God has “reconciled us to himself through 

Christ” (2 Cor. 5:17, 5:19). “Catholic,” therefore, is a 

qualification of “Christian,” of “religious,” and of the 

human. To be Catholic is to be a kind of human being, 

a kind of religious person, and a kind of Christian. 

To be Catholic is, before all else, to be human. Ca- 

tholicism is an understanding and affirmation of human 

existence before it is a corporate conviction about the 

pope, or the seven sacraments, or even about Jesus 

Christ. But Catholicism is also more than a corporate 

understanding and affirmation of what it means to be 

human. Catholicism answers the question of meaning in 

terms of ultimacy. With Dietrich Bonhoeffer (d. 1945), 

Catholicism confirms that there is more to life than 

meets the eye, that there is “a beyond in our midst.” 

With Paul Tillich (d. 1975), Catholicism affirms that 

there is a ground of all being which is being itself. With 

Thomas Aquinas, Catholicism affirms that all reality is 

rooted in the creative, loving power of that which is 

most real (ens realissimum). Catholicism answers the 

question of meaning in terms of the reality of God. In 

brief, Catholicism is a religious perspective, and not 

simply a philosophical or anthropological one. 

But Catholicism is not some undifferentiated reli- 

gious view. Catholicism’s view of and commitment to 

God is radically shaped by its view of and commitment 

to Jesus Christ. For the Christian, the ultimate dimen- 



sion of human experience is a triune God: a God who 

creates and sustains, a God who draws near to and 

identifies with the human historical condition, and a 

God who empowers people to live according to the vo- 

cation to which they have been called. More specifi- 

cally, the God of Christians is the God of Jesus Christ. 

But just as Jesus Christ gives access to God, so, for 

the Catholic, the church gives access to Jesus Christ. 

However, the church itself is composed of many 

churches, as noted above. The church universal is the 

communion of local churches, and the body of Christ is 

composed of denominations (for want of a better term). 

Thus the noun “church” is always modified: the Catho- 

lic church, the Methodist church, the Orthodox church, 

the Lutheran church, and so forth. Moreover, even those 

modifiers can themselves be modified: the Lutheran 

Church—Missouri Synod, the Lutheran Church of Amer- 

ica, the American Lutheran Church, and so forth. 

There are many churches, but one body of Christ. 

Within the community of churches, however, there is 

one church that alone embodies and manifests all the 

institutional elements necessary for the integrity of the 

whole body. In Catholic doctrine and theology, that one 

church is the Catholic church. As ecumenical as the Sec- 

ond Vatican Council certainly was, it did not retreat 

from this fundamental Catholic conviction: 

They are fully incorporated into the society of the Church 

who, possessing the Spirit of Christ, accept her entire system 

and all the means of salvation given to her, and through 

union with her visible structure are joined to Christ, who 

rules her through the Supreme Pontiff and the Bishops. This 

joining is effected by the bonds of professed faith, of the sac- 

raments, of ecclesiastical government, and of communion. 

(Dogmatic Constitution on the Church, no. 14) 

Since Vatican II, however, much has happened to 

suggest that the traditional lines of distinction have 

been blurred. It is more evident now that, in spite of the 

distinctiveness of the Catholic claims for the papal of- 

fice, Catholic identity is rooted in much broader and 

richer theological values. Specifically, there is a config- 

uration of characteristics within Catholicism that is not 

duplicated anywhere else in the community of Christian 

churches. This configuration of characteristics is ex- 

pressed in Catholicism’s systematic theology; its body 

of doctrines; its liturgical life, especially its Eucharist; 

its variety of spiritualities; its religious congregations 

and lay apostolates; its official teachings on justice, 

peace, and human rights; its exercise of collegiality; 

and, to be sure, its Petrine ministry. 

Roman Catholicism is distinguished from other Chris- 

tian traditions and churches in its understanding of, 

commitment to, and exercise of the principles of sacra- 
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mentality, mediation, and communion. Differences be- 

tween Catholic and non-Catholic (especially Protestant) 

approaches become clearer when measured according 

to these three principles. 

Sacramentality. In its classical (Augustinian) mean- 

ing, a sacrament is a visible sign of an invisible grace. 

Paul VI provided a more contemporary definition: “a 

reality imbued with the hidden presence of God.” A 

sacramental perspective is one that “‘sees’’ the divine in 

the human, the infinite in the finite, the spiritual in the 

material, the transcendent in the immanent, the eternal 

in the historical. Over against this sacramental vision is 

the view, strengthened by memories of past excesses in 

the sacramental vision, that God is so ‘‘totally other” 

that the divine reality can never be identified with the 

human, the transcendent with the immanent, the eter- 

nal with the historical, and so forth. The abiding Prot- 

estant fear is that Catholics take the sacramental prin- 

ciple to a point just short of, if not fully immersed in, 

idolatry. 

The Catholic sacramental vision ‘‘sees’’ God in and 

through all things: other people, communities, move- 

ments, events, places, objects, the world at large, the 

whole cosmos. The visible, the tangible, the finite, the 

historical—all these are actual or potential carriers of 

the divine presence. Indeed, for the Catholic, it is only 

in and through these material realities that we can even 

encounter the invisible God. The great sacrament of our 

encounter with God, and of God’s encounter with us, is 

Jesus Christ. The church, in turn, is the key sacrament 

of our encounter with Christ, and of Christ with us; and 

the sacraments, in turn, are the signs and instruments 

by which that ecclesial encounter with Christ is ex- 

pressed, celebrated, and made effective for the glory of 

God and the salvation of men and women. 

The Catholic, therefore, insists that grace (the divine 

presence) actually enters into and transforms nature 

(human life in its fullest context). The dichotomy be- 

tween nature and grace is eliminated. Human existence 

is already graced existence. There is no merely natural 

end of human existence, with a supernatural end im- 

posed from above. Human existence in its natural, his- 

torical condition is radically oriented toward God. The 

history of the world is, at the same time, the history of 

salvation. 

This means, for the Catholic, that authentic human 

progress and the struggle for justice, peace, freedom, 

human rights, and so forth, is part of the movement of 

and toward the kingdom of God (Vatican Council II, 

Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern 

World, no. 39). The Catholic, unlike Luther, espouses no 

doctrine of the two kingdoms. The vast body of Catholic 

social doctrine, from Leo XIII in 1891 to John Paul II a 
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century later, is as characteristic of Catholic Christian- 

ity as any element can be. In virtue of the sacramental 

principle, Catholics affirm that God is indeed present to 

all human life and to history. To be involved in the 

transformation of the world is to be collaboratively in- 

vol ed in God’s own revolutionary and transforming ac- 

tivity. 

For the Catholic, the world is essentially good, though 

fallen, because it comes from the creative hand of God. 

And for the Catholic, the world, although fallen, is re- 

deemable because of the redemptive work of God in 

Jesus Christ. And for the Catholic, the world, although 

fractured and fragmented, is capable of ultimate unity 

because of the abiding presence of the Holy Spirit, who 

is the “first fruits” of the final kingdom of God. 

Mediation. A kind of corollary of the principle of sac- 

ramentality is the principle of mediation. A sacrament 

not only signifies; it also causes what it signifies. In- 

deed, as the Council of Trent officially taught, sacra- 

ments cause grace precisely insofar as they signify it. If 

the church, therefore, is not a credible sign of God’s and 

Christ’s presence in the world, if the church is not ob- 

viously the “temple of the Holy Spirit,” it cannot 

achieve its missionary purposes. It “causes” grace (i.e., 

effectively moves the world toward its final destiny in 

the kingdom of God) to the extent that it signifies the 

reality toward which it presumes to direct the world. 

On the other hand, sacraments are not only signs of 

faith, as Protestants affirmed at the time of the Refor- 

mation. For the Catholic, God is not only present in the 

sacramental action; God actually achieves something in 

and through that action. Thus, created realities not only 

contain, reflect, or embody the presence of God, they 

also make that presence effective for those who avail 

themselves of these realities. Encounter with God does 

not occur solely in the inwardness of conscience or in 

the inner recesses of consciousness. Catholicism holds, 

on the contrary, that the encounter with God is a me- 

diated experience, rooted in the historical and affirmed 

as real by the critical judgment that God is truly pres- 

ent and active here or there, in this event or that, in this 

person or that, in this object or that. 

Again, the Protestant raises a word of caution. Just as 

the principle of sacramentality edges close to the brink 

of idolatry, so the principle of mediation moves one 

along the path toward magic. Just as there has been evi- 

dence of idolatry in some Roman Catholic piety, so 

there has been evidence of a magical view of the divine- 

human encounter in certain forms of Catholic devo- 

tional life. Some Catholics have assumed that if a cer- 

tain practice were performed a given number of times 

in an unbroken sequence, their salvation would be guar- 

anteed. A magical worldview, of course, is not a solely 

Catholic problem, but it is an inherent risk in Catholi- 

cism’s constant stress on the principle of mediation. 

Catholicism’s commitment to the principle of media- 

tion is evident, for example, in the importance it has 

always placed on the ordained ministry of the priest. 

God’s dealings with us are not arbitrary or haphazard. 

God is present to all and works on behalf of all, but 

there are also moments and actions wherein God's pres- 

ence is specially focused. The function of the priest, as 

mediator, is not to limit the encounter between God and 

the human person but to focus it more clearly for the 

sake of the person, and ultimately for the community at 

large. [See Priesthood, article on Christian Priesthood, 

and Ministry.] 

The principle of mediation also explains Catholi- 

cism’s historic emphasis on the place of Mary, the 

mother of Jesus Christ. The Catholic accepts the role of 

Mary in salvation on the same ground that the Catholic 

accepts the role of Jesus Christ. God is present in, and 

redemptively works through, the humanity of Jesus. 

This is the principle of mediation in its classic expres- 

sion. The Catholic understands that the invisible, spiri- 

tual God is present and available to us through the vis- 

ible and the material, and that these are made holy by 

reason of that divine presence. The Catholic, therefore, 

readily engages in the veneration (not worship) of Mary, 

not because Catholicism perceives Mary as some kind 

of goddess or supercreature or rival of the Lord himself, 

but because she is a symbol or image of God. It is the 

God who is present in her and who fills her whole being 

that the Catholic grasps in the act of venerating yet an- 

other ‘‘sacrament” of the divine. [See Mary.] 

Communion. Finally, Catholicism affirms the princi- 

ple of communion: the human way to God, and God’s 

way to humankind, is not only a mediated but a com- 

munal way. Even when the divine-human encounter is 

most personal and individual, it is still communal, in 

that the encounter is made possible by the mediation of 

a community of faith. Thus there is not simply an indi- 

vidual personal relationship with God or Jesus Christ 

that is established and sustained by meditative reflec- 

tion on sacred scripture, for the Bible itself is the 

church’s book and the testimony of the church’s origi- 
nal faith. There is no relationship with God, however 
intense, profound, or unique, that dispenses entirely 
with the communal context of every relationship 
with God. 

And this is why, for Catholicism, the mystery of the 
church has always had so significant a place in its the- 
ology, doctrine, pastoral practice, moral vision, and de- 
votion. Catholics have always emphasized the place of 
the church as the sacrament of Christ, which mediates 
salvation through sacraments, ministries, and other in- 



stitutional elements and forms, and as the communion 

of saints and the people of God. It is here, at the point 

of Catholicism’s understanding of itself as church, that 

one comes to the heart of the distinctively Catholic un- 

derstanding and practice of Christian faith. For here, in 

Catholic ecclesiology, one finds the convergence of those 

three principles that have always been so characteristic 

of Catholicism: sacramentality, mediation, and com- 

munion. 

The Protestant again raises a word of caution. If one 

emphasizes too much the principle of communion, do 

we not endanger the freedom of individuals? If sacra- 

mentality can lead to idolatry, and mediation to magic, 

the principle of communion can lead to a collectivism 

that suppresses individuality, and an authoritarianism 

that suppresses freedom of thought. 

But stress on the individual also has its inherent 

weakness, just as there are inherent weaknesses in the 

historic Protestant insistences on the otherness of God 

(over against the Catholic sacramental principle) and 

on the immediacy of the divine-human encounter (over 

against the Catholic principle of mediation). Some im- 

portant Protestant theologians like Paul Tillich and 

Langdon Gilkey have come to acknowledge these inher- 

ent problems in Protestantism and the corresponding 

truth of the Catholic sacramental vision. According to 

Gilkey, the Catholic principle of symbol or sacramen- 

tality ‘“may provide the best entrance into a new synthe- 

sis of the Christian tradition with the vitalities as well 

as the relativities of contemporary existence”’ (Gilkey, 

LOTS pu2 2). 
Theology and Doctrine. The principles of sacramen- 

tality, mediation, and communion frame Catholic 

thinking and teaching about every significant theologi- 

cal question. The following is not an exhaustive list, 

and some overlapping with the above discussion is in- 

evitable. 

Revelation and faith. Catholics share with other 

Christians the conviction that God has somehow com- 

municated with humankind in the history of Israel; su- 

premely in Jesus Christ, the Son of God; then through 

the apostles and evangelists; and, in a different way, 

through nature, human events, and personal relation- 

ships. Some Roman Catholics have tended to restrict 

revelation to the teachings of the church, just as some 

Protestants have tended to limit revelation to the Bible. 

But fundamentally, all Christians, conservative and lib- 

eral alike, are united in the belief that Jesus Christ, as 

both person and event, provides the fullest disclosure of 

God. Christian faith is the acceptance of Jesus Christ as 

the Lord and Savior of the world and as the great sac- 

rament of God’s presence among us. 

Roman Catholics, however, have always been insis- 
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tent that such faith is reasonable, not arbitrary or blind. 

The First Vatican Council (1869-1870) taught that faith 

is ‘consonant with reason.’ Roman Catholics, therefore, 

exclude fideism, on the one hand, and rationalism, on 

the other. Faith is neither beyond intellectual support 

nor fully open to intellectual scrutiny. It is neither ra- 

tional nor irrational. It is reasonable. That is, we can 

identify solid motives for believing, and we can show 

that one need not surrender intellectual integrity in or- 

der to be a Christian. 

The most celebrated Roman Catholic exponent and 

practitioner of this view has been Thomas Aquinas. For 

centuries Thomism and Catholicism have been identi- 

fied in many minds. Accordingly, some Protestants have 

thought that Catholics are too analytical and too ra- 

tional about their faith. And some Catholics have as- 

sumed that the “truth” of Roman Catholic claims is so 

demonstrably clear that any open-minded person would 

have to accept them once he or she examined the “evi- 

dence.” 

While Roman Catholic apologetics has moved away 

from its earlier rational, almost rationalistic, orienta- 

tion, it remains committed to the notion that Christian 

faith does have a “content,” that it is, for example, more 

than the personal acceptance of Jesus Christ or a feeling 

of absolute dependence upon God. 

Creation and original sin. Roman Catholics adhere to 

the ancient Christian creeds, which professed their be- 

lief in one God, the Almighty Creator, who made the 

heavens and the earth, and all things visible and invis- 

ible. [See Creeds, article on Christian Creeds.] And they 

adhere as well to the later councils of the church, which 

added that God freely created the world from nothing 

at the beginning of time in order to share his own good- 

ness, to manifest his own glory, and to sanctify human- 

kind. Jesus Christ is not only the head of the whole hu- 

man race but also is himself the summit of all creation. 

He is the Second Adam through whom all else came 

into being (Col. 1:15). Because of their understanding of 

creation, Roman Catholics have always had an essen- 

tially positive attitude toward the world. 

But the specific origins of men and women have 

posed a more thorny problem. The councils of the 

church (specifically Lateran IV in 1215 and Vatican I in 

1869-1870) had taught that all people owe their exis- 

tence to the creative action of God. Although human- 

kind was specially favored by God in the beginning, we 

sinned and thereby suffered both physical and spiritual 

losses (Council of Trent, 1545-1563). But how exactly 

did this original sin occur, and who “committed” it? 

Present Catholic scholarship, both biblical and theolog- 

ical, argues that there is no necessary connection be- 

tween monogenism (the theory that the whole human 
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race sprang from one set of parents) and the integrity of 

Catholic doctrine. What is clearly maintained is that 

humankind comes from the creative hand of God. This 

creative action, however, could have been an evolution- 

ary process just as likely as a one-time event. And so, 

too, the entrance of human sin could have been evolu- 

tionary in character. Some would argue, therefore, that 

sin gradually spread through the human race until it 

became truly universal in the sin that was the rejection 

of Christ. But there are problems with this view, and 

many Catholic theologians continue to insist that the 

original sin be traced to a primal fault that immedi- 

ately affected the entire race. 

Nonetheless, original sin has a meaning that goes be- 

yond the personal decisions of Adam and Eve. It is the 

state in which all people are born precisely because 

they are members of the human race. As such, we are 

situated in a sinful history that affects our capacity to 

love God above all and to become. the kind of people 

God destined us to be. What is important to remember, 

Catholics insist, is that we came forth from the hand of 

God essentially good, not essentially evil. Sin has ren- 

dered our condition ambiguous, at best and at worst. 

Unlike some Protestants, Roman Catholics have been 

less inclined to paint the human scene in dark and om- 

inous colors, several examples to the contrary notwith- 

standing. Humankind is redeemable because men and 

women are radically good. [For discussion of sin and re- 

lated issues in broad religious perspective, see Fall, The; 

Death; Evil; Sin and Guilt; Redemption; and Incarna- 

tion.] 

Nature and grace. The question of grace raises one of 

the sharpest issues that have historically divided Prot- 

estant from Roman Catholic. How is humankind justi- 

fied and eventually saved? By our own efforts? By God’s 

alone? Or by a combination of both? Appearances to the 

contrary, Roman Catholics have never endorsed the 

view that people are saved by their own power. That 

position, known as Pelagianism, has been condemned 

consistently by the councils of the church, especially by 

Trent, and by Augustine in particular. Catholics, how- 

ever, regard the second view as equally objectionable, 

namely, that human beings contribute nothing at all to 

salvation, because it is so totally the work of God. Such 

a belief, Catholics have always argued, undermines hu- 

man freedom and human responsibility and encourages 

a passive, quietist approach to the Christian life. We are 
saved neither by faith alone nor by works alone, but by 

a living faith that overflows in works befitting a “new 

creature” in Christ (Gal. 6:15). 

To be in the state of grace means to be open to the 

presence of God, and of the Holy Spirit in particular. 

This indwelling of the Spirit really transforms us. Our 

sins are not merely “covered over.” They are obliterated 

by an act of divine forgiveness and generosity, on the 

sole condition that we are truly sorry for having of- 

fended God in the first place. The graced person is still 

liable to sin, of course, and so in this sense he or she 

may be said to be both just and sinful (simul iustus et 

peccator). But that gives a different meaning to the 

expression than some of the reformers assigned it. They 

would have been less prepared than Catholics to stress 

the internal transformation by grace. [See Grace and 

Merit, article on Christian Concepts.] 

Jesus Christ and redemption. Roman Catholics share 

with other Christians the central conviction of Christian 

faith that Jesus of Nazareth is the Lord of history (Phil. 

2:5-11), that he was crucified for our sins, was raised 

from the dead on the third day, was exalted as Lord of 

all, is present to history now in and through the church. 

Jesus Christ is both human and divine in nature, yet 

one person. ‘‘Born of a woman” (Gal. 4:4), he is like us 

in all things save sin (Heb. 4:15). At the same time, he 

is of the very being of God, Son of the Father, the light 

of God in the world. He is, in the words of the Second 

Vatican Council, ‘“‘the key, the focal point, and the goal 

of all human history” (Pastoral Constitution on the 

Church in the Modern World, no. 10). 

While Roman Catholic piety has often emphasized 

the divinity of Christ at the expense of the humanity 

(“‘God”’ died on the cross; “God”’ dwells in the taberna- 

cle, etc.), Roman Catholics have sometimes suspected 

some Protestants of reversing the emphasis in favor of 

Jesus’ humanity. Whatever the exaggerations on either 

side of the Reformation divide, official Roman Catholic 

doctrine has always maintained a balance, without con- 

fusion, between the human and divine natures. 

Roman Catholics believe, of course, in the centrality 

and absolute necessity of Jesus Christ for personal sal- 

vation and the salvation of all the world, but they do 

not believe that one must be an explicit Christian, con- 

fessing the lordship of Jesus, before one can be saved. 

People of good will who lead exemplary lives are just as 

likely to enter the heavenly banquet as professed Chris- 

tians. Catholics have called this “baptism by desire.” 

Conversely, Roman Catholics also acknowledge that 

professed Christians can be damned, their fervent ap- 

peal to the lordship of Jesus notwithstanding. ‘‘Not ev- 

eryone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ shall enter the 

kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of my Fa- 

ther who is in heaven” (Mt. 7:21). 

Neither do Roman Catholics readily identify with the 

evangelical Protestant stress on the propitiatory nature 

of the crucifixion of Jesus, even though this view has 

durable roots in history, particularly in the writings of 

Anselm of Canterbury (d. 1109). Jesus did not die in or- 



der to pay off a debt coldly demanded by his Father. He 

was executed because his person and his message were 

threatening to the political and religious establishments 

of his day. By accepting death, he demonstrated that 

love and freedom are more powerful than apathy and 

fear. The crucifixion was the will of God in the sense 

that God wills the personal fulfillment of every man and 

woman, and specifically God willed that Jesus should 

confront and challenge the network of sin in human so- 

ciety even though such a confrontation and challenge 

would surely polarize all the forces of sin against him. 

In any case, for Catholics the redemption was accom- 

plished by the whole paschal mystery, that is, Christ’s 

passing over to his Father through a life of suffering ser- 

vanthood, his obedient death on the cross, and his res- 

urrection, ascension, and exaltation at the right hand of 

God. The redemptive act is not limited to the crucifix- 

ion alone. [See Salvation and Atonement. ] 

Holy Spirit and Trinity. The Holy Spirit is God’s self- 

communication as love and as the power of healing, rec- 

onciliation, and new life. The divinity of the Holy Spirit 

was defined by the First Council of Constantinople in 

381. The Spirit has the same divine essence as the Fa- 

ther and the Son and yet is distinct from them both. 

Within the Trinity, the Spirit proceeds from the Father 

through the Son. Despite the bitter East-West dispute on 

this point, the Council of Ferrara-Florence (1438-1440) 

did allow for the preposition “through” as a legitimate 

alternative to the preferred conjunction “and.” The God 

who created us, who sustains us, who will judge us, and 

who will give us eternal life is not a God infinitely re- 

moved from us (i.e., God the Father). On the contrary, 

God is a God of absolute proximity: a God who is com- 

municated truly in the flesh, in history, within the hu- 

man family (i.e., God the Son), and a God who is pres- 

ent in the spiritual depths of human existence as well 

as in the core of unfolding human history, as the source 

of enlightenment and community (i.e., God the Holy 

Spirit). The mystery and doctrine of the Trinity is the 

beginning, the end, and the center of all Christian and, 

therefore, all Catholic theology. [See Trinity.] 

Mary. Whatever the popular exaggerations in the 

past, Roman Catholic doctrine does not say that Mary 

is coequal with Christ. However, she is the mother of 

Jesus, and her motherhood is what roots Christ in our 

humanity. Indeed, Mary’s name was involved in the 

earliest christological controversies. If Jesus was not di- 

vine, then of course it would have been wrong to call 

her the Mother of God. But the Council of Ephesus con- 

demned the Nestorians in 431, and Mary was pro- 

claimed theotokos (Mother of God)—which effectively 

meant that Jesus was proclaimed as true God as well as 

true man. 
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Controversy has continued to surround Mary, espe- 

cially since the middle of the nineteenth century: first 

in 1854 with the promulgation of the dogma of the Im- 

maculate Conception (that she was conceived without 

original sin), then in 1950 with the dogma of the As- 

sumption (that she was taken up bodily into heaven af- 

ter her death). Mary has also been called the Mediatrix 

of all graces (i.e., by the will of Christ, all the grace he 

earned for us is channeled through her), co-Redemptrix 

(i.e., she shares somehow in the redemptive work of her 

Son, without prejudice to the supreme saving power of 

his own death and resurrection), and Mother of the 

church (i.e., she has a certain priority in the church, as 

chief among the saints, and is the prototype of the 

church, a sign of the church’s call to obedience and fi- 

delity to God’s word). Controversy has been rekindled, 

too, in the matter of the Virgin Birth (i.e., Mary con- 

ceived Jesus by the power of the Holy Spirit alone, 

without benefit of a human partner), while reports of 

Marian appearances in Guadalupe (1531), Lourdes 

(1858), and Fatima (1917) have generated both skepti- 

cism and fervor. 

Devotion to Mary is a characteristically Catholic phe- 

nomenon in that it expresses the three fundamental 

principles of Catholic theology and practice: 

1. The principle of sacramentality, which affirms that 

the invisible and spiritual God is present through the 

visible and the material, and that these are in turn 

made holy by that presence. This includes Mary, in 

whom God is very specially present. 

2. The principle of mediation, which affirms that grace 

is a mediated reality, first through Christ and sec- 

ondarily through the church and other human instru- 

ments, including Mary. 

3. The principle of communion, which affirms that the 

saving encounter with God occurs not only person- 

ally and individually but also corporately and eccle- 

sially. To be in the church, that is, to be in commu- 

nion with other Christians, is to be in and with 

Christ. Mary is the preeminent member of this com- 

munion of saints. Our unity with her is an expression 

of our unity in and with Christ. 

Church, kingdom of God, and sacraments. For the 

Catholic, the church is the whole body, or congregation, 

of persons who are called by God the Father to acknowl- 

edge the lordship of Jesus, the Son, in word, in sacra- 

ment, in witness, and in service, and, through the power 

of the Holy Spirit, to collaborate with Jesus’ historic 

mission for the sake of the kingdom of God. The mission 

of the church, as also Jesus’ mission, is focused on the 

kingdom of God. By kingdom of God is meant the re- 
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demptive presence of God actualized through the power 

of God’s reconciling Spirit. Literally, the kingdom of 

God is the reign, or rule, of God. The kingdom happens 

whenever and wherever the will of God is fulfilled, for 

God rules where God’s will is at work. And since God’s 

will is applicable to the cosmos, to nature, to objects, to 

history, to institutions, to groups as well as to individ- 

uals, the kingdom of God is as broad and as overarching 

as the claims and scope of the divine will itself. 

The mission of the church is unintelligible apart from 

the kingdom of God. The church is called, first, to pro- 

claim in word and in sacrament the definitive arrival of 

the kingdom of God in Jesus of Nazareth; second, to of- 

fer itself as a test case or sign of its own proclamation, 

that is, to be a people transformed by the Holy Spirit 

into a community of faith, hope, love, freedom, and 

truthfulness; and third, to enable and facilitate the 

coming of the reign of God through service within the 

community of faith and in the world at large. [See King- 

dom of God.] 

For the Catholic, the church does God’s work because 

God is present and at work within it. To speak of the 

church as the presence and instrument of God is to 

speak of it sacramentally. Just as Christ is the sacra- 

ment of God, so the church is the sacrament of Christ. 

Because the church is a sacrament, it acts sacramen- 

tally. In the course of its history, the Catholic church 

has identified seven specific acts as sacraments in the 

strictest sense of the term: baptism, confirmation, and 

Eucharist (which together constitute the rite of Chris- 

tian initiation), and marriage, holy orders, reconcilia- 

tion (or penance), and the anointing of the sick. The sac- 

raments, individually and collectively, are signs of 

faith, causes of grace, acts of worship, and signs and 

instruments of the unity of the church and of Christ’s 

presence in the world. 

The relationship between sign and cause, however, 

has provoked the most serious sacramental controversy, 

particularly at the time of the Reformation. The Council 

of Trent rejected two extreme notions of causality: the 

one that reduced sacraments to magical actions, and 

the other that robbed sacraments of their inner spiritual 

reality and efficacy. The sacraments cause grace, not be- 

cause of the faith of the recipient but because of the 

working of God within the sacraments themselves (ex 

opere operato). On the other hand, God does not force 

the human will. Faithfully reflecting the teaching of 

Thomas Aquinas, the Council of Trent recognized that 

the recipient must have the right disposition if the sac- 

rament is to be spiritually fruitful: interior conversion, 

faith, and devotion. Finally, the validity of a sacrament 

does not depend on the holiness of the minister, al- 

though some sacraments can be validly celebrated only 

by certain authorized ministers (bishops in the case of 

holy orders; bishops and delegated priests in the case of 

confirmation; priests in the case of the Eucharist, the 

anointing of the sick, and penance; priests and deacons 

in the case of the sacrament of marriage, which the cou- 

ple themselves administer to each other; and a priest or 

deacon in the case of baptism, although in principle 

anyone can administer baptism. [See Sacraments, arti- 

cle on Christian Sacraments, and Eucharist. See also 

Baptism.] 

Catholic morality. For Catholicism, morality is a 

matter of thinking and acting in accordance with the 

person and the community one has become in Christ. It 

is therefore a matter not only of obeying the rules but 

also of being faithful to the spirit as well as to the letter 

of the gospel. Since human agents are free to accept or 

reject Christ and his gospel, Catholicism contends with 

the reality of sin. But the church’s moral vision and its 

approach to the moral demands of Christian life are 

qualified always by its confidence in the power of grace 

and by its readiness to expect and understand the weak- 

nesses and failures rooted in original sin. And so Ca- 

tholicism is a moral universe of laws but also dispen- 

sations, of rules but also exceptions, of respect for 

authority but also freedom of conscience, of high ideals 

but also minimal requirements, of penalties but also in- 

dulgences, of censures and excommunications but also 

absolution and reconciliation. 

Catholic morality, therefore, is characterized by a 

both/and rather than an either/or approach. It is not na- 

ture or grace, but graced nature; not reason or faith, but 

reason illumined by faith; not law or gospel, but law 

inspired by the gospel; not scripture or tradition, but 

normative tradition within scripture; not faith or 

works, but faith issuing in works and works as expres- 

sions of faith; not authority or freedom, but authority in 

the service of freedom; not the past versus the present, 

but the present in continuity with the past; not stability 

or change, but change in fidelity to stable principle, and 

principle fashioned and refined in response to change; 

not unity or diversity, but unity in diversity, and diver- 

sity that prevents uniformity, the antithesis of unity. 

This both/and approach to morality also explains the 

so-called seamless-garment approach of U.S. Catholic 

bishops to contemporary issues such as nuclear war- 

fare, capital punishment, aid to the handicapped, abor- 

tion, human rights, and the like. And the Catholic 

church’s beliefs about the universality of grace and the 

capacity of all persons, Catholic or not, to come to an 

understanding of the law of God written in every hu- 

man heart (Rom. 2:15) explains its conviction that Cath- 



olic moral teachings about such matters as nuclear war- 
fare and abortion are also universally applicable, and 

not restricted to Catholics alone. [See Christian Ethics.] 

The last things. Catholic teaching and belief about 

life after death applies to individuals, the church, and 

the human community as a whole. Everyone and every- 

thing is destined for the kingdom of God, but there is 

no guarantee of universal salvation. The separation of 

the sheep and the goats (Mt. 25) will occur at both the 

general judgment (i.e., at the end of human history) and 

at the particular judgment (i.e., at the end of each indi- 

vidual’s life). Some will join God forever in heaven; 

some may be separated eternally from God in hell; oth- 

ers may find themselves in a state of merely natural 

happiness in limbo; and others will suffer in purgatory 

some temporary “‘punishment”’ still required of sins that 

have already been forgiven. Such “punishments” can be 

partially or fully remitted through the application of in- 

dulgences. 

Each individual is destined for the beatific vision 

(heaven, eternal life) and the resurrection of the body. 

Purgatory is an intermediate state between heaven and 

hell, reserved for those who, at the moment of death, 

are not yet ready to see God “‘face to face” (J Cor. 13:12). 

Catholic tradition holds that it is possible for the living 

(the church militant) spiritually to aid “the souls in pur- 

gatory” (the church suffering). All members of the 

church, living and dead, are bound together as a com- 

munion of saints. Just as the prayers of the living may 

benefit those in purgatory, so the prayers of the saints 

in heaven (the church triumphant) may benefit those on 

earth who make intercession to them. 

Although the church has defined that certain persons 

are in heaven (canonized saints), it has never defined 

that anyone is actually in hell. Thus, a Catholic is re- 

quired to believe in hell as a real possibility for those 

who utterly reject the grace of God, but the Catholic is 

not required to believe that anyone has actually been 

consigned to hell. The destiny of the unbaptized infant 

or young child, on the other hand, has, since the Middle 

Ages, been linked with a state called limbo, a condition 

of ‘natural happiness,” where the individual is free of 

punishment but deprived of the vision of God. However, 

belief in limbo and teaching about limbo has declined 

as the hope of universal salvation has gradually in- 

creased since the Second Vatican Council. 

Polity. According to its own official teachings, the Ro- 

man Catholic church is neither a monarchy nor an oli- 

garchy nor a democracy. Its governance is of a unique 

kind because the church has a ‘unique essence’’ (Rahner 

and Ratzinger, The Episcopate and the Primacy, 1962, 

p. 33). The universal church is a college of local 
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churches. The supreme jurisdictional power of this uni- 

versal church is vested at one and the same time in the 

pope and in an ecumenical council, over which the pope 

presides and of which he too is a member. Indeed, the 

universal church is itself a kind of ecumenical council 

convoked by some human agent (today the pope, in the 

past popes and emperors alike). The papacy is the high- 

est pastoral office in the Roman Catholic church be- 

cause of the pope’s status as bishop of the diocese of 

Rome. As such, he is head of the college of bishops, and 

is called the Vicar of Christ (more accurately, the Vicar 

of Peter) and pastor of the universal church on earth. 

According to the legal tradition of the Roman Catho- 

lic church, however, the church seems closer to an ab- 

solute monarchy. The Code of Canon Law accords the 

pope ‘‘supreme, full, immediate and universal ordinary 

power in the Church, which he can always freely exer- 

cise” (canon 331). Therefore, there is ‘‘neither appeal 

nor recourse against a decision or decree of the Roman 

Pontiff’ (canon 333, no. 3). The only way a pope can 

lose such authority is through death or resignation. 

Just as the universal church is composed of an inter- 

national college of local churches, so the universality of 

the church is expressed through the collegial relation- 

ship of the bishops, one to another. The bishop of Rome 

serves as the head and center of this collegial network. 

Even the Code of Canon Law of the Roman Catholic 

church acknowledges that the church is not a strict 

monarchy, for the college of bishops, which always in- 

cludes the pope, “‘is also the subject of supreme and full 

power over the universal Church” (canon 336), a power 

that it exercises solemnly in an ecumenical council. 

Bishops also participate in the governance of the church 

through synods. A synod of bishops is a group of bish- 

ops who have been chosen from the different regions of 
the world to discuss matters of general interest to the 

church and to make recommendations for pastoral ac- 

tion. Since the Second Vatican Council, international 

synods of bishops have met in Rome every two, and 

then every three, years. An extraordinary synod of bish- 

ops was called by John Paul II in 1985. 

The college of cardinals constitutes a special college 

of bishops within the larger episcopal college. There 

were lay cardinals until 1918, when the Code of Canon 

Law specified that all cardinals must be priests. Pope 

John XXIII decreed in 1962 that all cardinals must be 

bishops. The responsibility of the college of cardinals is 

to provide for the election of a new pope and to advise 

the pope when and if he seeks its counsel on matters 

pertaining to the governance of the universal church. In 

its present form, the college of cardinals dates from the 

twelfth century. Earlier the title had been bestowed on 
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deacons and priests of the leading churches of Rome 

and on bishops of neighboring dioceses. The title was 

limited, however, to members of the college in 1567. 

The number of cardinals was set at seventy in 1586 by 

Sixtus V, and that limit remained in force until the pon- 

tificate of John XXIII, who gradually increased it. Paul 

VI limited the number of cardinals eligible to vote in 

papal elections to 120. 

The Curia Romana is the administrative arm of the 

papacy. It consists of the Secretariat of State, the Coun- 

cil for the Public Affairs of the Church, and various con- 

gregations, tribunals, and other institutions, whose 

structure and competency are defined in special law. 

There are ten congregations (Doctrine of the Faith, Ori- 

ental Churches, Bishops, Discipline of the Sacraments, 

Divine Worship, Causes of Saints, Clergy, Religious and 

Secular Institutes, Catholic Education, and the Evan- 

gelization of Peoples, or Propagation of the Faith); three 

tribunals (Sacred Apostolic Penitentiary, Apostolic Sig- 

natura, and the Sacred Roman Rota); three secretariats 

(one for Christian Unity, one for Non-Christians, and 

one for Non-Believers); and a complex of commissions, 

councils, and offices, which administer church affairs at 

the central executive level (e.g., Theological Commis- 

sion, Council of the Laity, and Central Statistics Office). 

The terms apostolic see or holy see apply not only to the 

pope but also to the Secretariat of State, the Council for 

the Public Affairs of the Church, and other institutions 

of the Curia. 

The Code of Canon Law also stipulates that the pope 

“possesses the innate and independent right to nomi- 

nate, send, transfer and recall his own legates to partic- 

ular churches in various nations or regions, to states 

and to public authorities; the norms of international 

law are to be observed concerning the sending and the 

recalling of legates appointed to states’’ (canon 362). 

These legates are usually called nuncios and have am- 

bassadorial rank. Those without full ambassadorial 

rank are called apostolic delegates. 

The polity of the Roman Catholic church is not lim- 

ited to the organizational structure and operation of its 

Rome base. In Eastern-rite churches that are in union 

with the Holy See, there are patriarchs and patriarch- 

ates that have “existed in the Church from the earliest 

times and [were] recognized by the first ecumenical 

synods” (Vatican Council II, Decree on Eastern Catholic 

Churches, no. 7). A patriarch is a bishop who has juris- 

diction over all bishops, clergy, and people of his own 

territory or rite. ‘The Patriarchs with their synods con- 

stitute the superior authority for all affairs of the pa- 

triarchate, including the right to establish new epar- 

chies [dioceses] and to nominate bishops of their rite 

within the territorial bounds of the patriarchate, with- 

out prejudice to the inalienable right of the Roman Pon- 

tiff to intervene in individual cases’’ (no. 9). 

At the diocesan level there are bishops, auxiliary bish- 

ops, vicars general, chancellors, marriage courts, dioc- 

esan pastoral councils, and the like. At the parish level 

there are pastors, associate pastors, pastoral ministers, 

extraordinary ministers of the Eucharist, parish coun- 

cils, and the like. The Second Vatican Council substan- 

tially expanded the participation of the laity in the gov- 

ernance of the church, particularly through its teaching 

that the church is the people of God (Dogmatic Consti- 

tution on the Church, nos. 30-33). [For further discus- 

sion, see Canon Law and Church, article on Church 

Polity.] 

Spirituality and Ethos. As the name itself suggests, 

Catholicism is characterized by a radical openness to 

all truth and to every authentic human and spiritual 

value. One finds in it, in varying degrees, all the theo- 

logical, doctrinal, spiritual, liturgical, canonical, struc- 

tural, and social diversity and richness that are consti- 

tutive of Christianity as a whole. Catholicism is the very 

antithesis of a sect, and it is not inextricably linked 

with the culture of a particular nation or region of the 

world. It is in principle as Asian as it is European, as 

Slavic as it is Latin, as Mexican as it is Nigerian, as 

Irish as it is Polish. 

There is no list of Catholic fathers or mothers that 

does not include the great figures of the period before 

as well as after the division of East and West and the 

divisions within the West. Gregory of Nyssa is as much 

a Catholic father as is Augustine or Thomas Aquinas. 

Nor are there schools of theology that Catholicism ex- 

cludes. Catholicism embraces Ignatius of Antioch and 

Clement of Alexandria, Athanasius and Cyril of Jerusa- 

lem, Gregory of Nazianzus and Augustine of Hippo, An- 

selm of Canterbury and Bernard of Clairvaux, Abelard 

and Hugh of Saint Victor, Thomas Aquinas and Bonav- 

enture, Roberto Bellarmino and Johann Adam Mohler, 

Karl Rahner and Charles Journet, as well as John and 

Luke, Peter and Paul. Nor are there spiritualities that 

Catholicism excludes. It is open to The Cloud of Unk- 

nowing and the Introduction to the Devout Life, to the 

way of Francis of Assisi and that of Antony of Egypt, to 

Ignatius Loyola and John of the Cross, to Abbott Mar- 

mion and Thomas Merton, to Catherine of Siena and 

Dorothy Day, to Teresa of Avila and Mother Teresa. 

Catholicism is not just a collection of beliefs and 

practices but a community of persons. Catholicism is, 

and has been, composed of martyrs and ascetics, pil- 

grims and warriors, mystics and theologians, artists 

and humanists, activists and outsiders, pastors and 

saints. Catholicism is in Dante Alighieri, Michelangelo 

Buonarroti, Blaise Pascal, Erasmus, Joan of Arc, Julian 



of Norwich, Thomas More, Thérése of Lisieux, and 
many others. “The splendour of saints, the glory of ca- 
thedrals, the courage of reformers, the strangeness of 
myth and marvel, the soaring ecstasies of mystics and 
the sorrows of the poor—all these are the home of the 

Catholic enterprise’ (Haughton, 1979, p. 249). 

[See also Basilica, Cathedral, and Church; Iconogra- 

phy, article on Christian Iconography; and Music, espe- 

cially article on Religious Music in the West. For discus- 

sion of Christian worship, see Worship and Cultic Life, 

article on Christian Worship; Christian Liturgical Year; 

Pilgrimage, articles on Roman Catholic Pilgrimage in 

Europe and Roman Catholic Pilgrimage in the New 

World; and Cult of Saints. For discussion of the disper- 

sion of Roman Catholicism, see regional surveys under 

Christianity. See also the biographies of religious leaders 

mentioned herein. | 
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RICHARD P. McBRIEN 

ROMAN RELIGION. [This entry consists of two ar- 
ticles. The Early Period treats Roman religion from its 

origins to 100 BcE; The Imperial Period covers the follow- 

ing centuries to 400 CE.) 

The Early Period 

Prior to the Roman unification, the Italian peninsula 

contained many different ethnic groups. Their influence 

on religious civilization varies from one to another. In 

this context a historian tends to highlight three great 

centers of culture: the Etruscans, established mainly to 

the north of the right bank of the Tiber; the Greeks of 

Magna Graecia, located to the south of the Volturno 

River; and the Latins, located to the south of the lower 

course of the Tiber up to the confines of Magna Graecia. 

These borders, however, are only approximate, since 

they fluctuated in reaction to historical changes. 

Here the discussion will concern only-the Latins and 

Rome, since they constitute the essential element of the 

Indo-European presence on the peninsula. Yet it is nec- 

essary to indicate the existence in Campania of the Os- 

cans, who left behind important documents of juridical 

and religious interest (the tabula Bantina of the city of 

Bantia; the cippus Abellanus concerning the towns of 
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Abella and Nola; and the bronze plaque of Agnone with 

its precepts from sacred law). We should also not forget 

that the poet Ennius (239-169 BcE) stated that he had 

three souls, since he knew Greek, Oscan, and Latin (Au- 

lus Gellius, Noctes Atticae 17.17). As for the Umbrians, 

located to the east of Etruria, they left an even richer 

legacy. Thanks to discovered inscriptions, and above all 

to the impressive document of the Eugubine Plaques, 

we are able to know their formulas of prayer as well as 

the names of their divinities. We now know about the 

liturgy required for the consecration of the city, about 

the prescriptions for the lustration of the people, about 

the sacrifices to be offered according to different places 

and divinities invoked, about divination by the obser- 

vation of birds, and about prescriptions for the inaugu- 

ration of the templum or the pomerium (religious 

boundary). One can see that the Osco-Umbrian docu- 

mentation will sometimes provide valuable compari- 

sons with the Latin data. 

Let us return to the domain of the Latins and describe 

its expansion. At the beginning of the first millennium 

BCE (between the end of the Bronze Age and the begin- 

ning of the Iron Age) these people inhabited Latium Ve- 

tus (Old Latium), which extended to the south of the 

lower course of the Tiber up to the Pontine plain (Pomp- 

tinus ager: Livy, 6.5.2). This territory was bordered on 

the northwest by the Tiber and the land of the Etrus- 

cans and on the northeast by the Sabine area. On the 

east it was bounded by the Alban chain from the moun- 

tains of Palombara, Tivoli (Tibur), Palestrina (Prae- 

neste), and Cori (Cora) as far as Terracina (Anxur) and 

Circeo (Circei), and to the west was the shore of the Tyr- 

rhenian Sea. Within this area are the hills that served 

as habitats, such as Alba Longa, regarded as the most 

ancient Latin city, or Monte Cavo (Mons Albanus), 

which was the seat of a federal cult of Jupiter Latiaris. 

This Latium Vetus, or Latium Antiquum, was aug- 

mented later on by the Latium Adiectum, or Latium 

Novum (New Latium), formed by the territories won by 

the Romans of the historical epoch (starting with the 

sixth century BCE) from the Volsci, the Aequi, the Her- 

nici, and the Aurunci (see Pliny the Elder, Historia na- 

turalis 3.68—70). Traditionally the Latins are called po- 

puli Latini (“Latin peoples”) or by the collective noun 

nomen Latinum (‘‘Latin nation”). They occupied the 

hills, which were easier to defend, in autonomous 

groups more or less bound to one another, a system 

termed vicatim (‘by small villages”). These territorial 

associations were based essentially on religious bonds. 

Thus a feeling of community was created that was car- 

ried over into the historical epoch by the development 

of federations based on common cults: those around the 

sanctuary of Jupiter Latiaris on Mons Albanus, for ex- 

ample, or around the sanctuary of Diana Aricina lo- 

cated in ‘‘the sacred grove” of,Aricia (Nemus Dianae). 

Another federal cult would play an exceptional role in 

history, because it held privileged ties with the Ro- 

mans. It was centered at Lavinium, which Varro (De lin- 

gua Latina 5.144) identifies as the religious metropolis 

of Rome: “. .. Lavinium: .. . ibi di Penates nostri” 

(“Lavinium: there are our household gods’”’). Recent ex- 

cavations have uncovered the site, which includes a 

necropolis going back to the tenth century BcE. There 

are also ruins of ramparts dating from the sixth cen- 

tury, the vestiges of a house of worship flanked by thir- 

teen altars, and a mausoleum (it could be a hérdion in 

memory of Aeneas) that houses an archaic tomb from 

the seventh century BCE. 

In the archaic period, the cradle of the future Rome 

was no more than one village among others. Various 

stages occurred before the official foundation of the 

Urbs (‘city’), on 21 April 753 BcE (feast day of the Pa- 

rilia, dedicated to shepherds and flocks) at the summit 

of what is now the Palatine. The regio Palatina (‘‘Pala- 

tine region’’) was subdivided into three knolls, the most 

important of which was the Palatium, the other two 

being Cermalus and the Velia. (Regarding the concept 

of Roma quadrata, the expression appears already in 

Ennius’s Annals 123 as a “city in four parts”, it seems 

to constitute a projection into the past of the principle 

of orthogonal division that the Romans later applied in 

their urban design.) 

We have evidence of a second phase, thanks to the 

topographical grid that corresponds to the feast of the 

Septimontium, celebrated on 11 December. The three 

knolls of the Palatine region (Palatium, Cermalus, Velia) 

are joined with the three knolls of the Esquiline group 

(Fagutal, Oppius, Cispius) along with the Subura (the 

Caelius was added later to this list of seven names). 

These are the stages of the procession that the abridger 

Sextus Pompeius Festus outlines for this feast, but in a 

different order probably in line with the liturgical itin- 

erary. The list is borrowed, as is known, from the 

scholar M. Verrius Flaccus: Palatium, Velia, Fagutal, 

Subura, Cermalus, Oppius, Caelius, Cispius. 

In the third stage of topographical development the 
city was divided into four regions: Palatina, Esquilina, 
Suburana, and Collina, the last comprising the Quirinal 
and the Viminal. Surrounding walls were constructed. 
Tradition attributes these initiatives to the next to last 
king, Servius Tullius. This has been confirmed, in that 
recent archaeological discoveries have verified a nota- 
ble territorial extension of the city during the sixth cen- 
tury. As for the ramparts, if the date of the wall made 



by Servius in opus quadratum should be advanced to 

the fourth century, after the burning of Rome by the 

Gauls, the existence of walls in the sixth century is 

nonetheless established by the vestiges of an agger 

found on the Quirinal. The discovery at Lavinium of a 

rampart in opus quadratum dating from the sixth cen- 

tury leads, analogously to the Roman situation, to the 

same conclusion. 

These, then, were the stages of the city’s formation. 

Nevertheless, the Romans of the classical period pre- 

ferred a simpler scheme in the form of a diptych: the 

“providential” passage from the ‘‘savage”’ state to the 

“civilized”’ state. The narrative by Cicero follows this 

form (De republica 2.4). He first evokes the divine origin 

of the twins Romulus and Remus (born of the god Mars 

and the Vestal Virgin Rhea Silvia), who were left ex- 

posed on the banks of the Tiber by their granduncle 

Amulius, king of Alba Longa, but were then miracu- 

lously saved by the intervention of a nursing wolf. The 

author then draws a contrast between the pastoral 

phase, which saw the assertion of the authority of Rom- 

ulus (the elimination of Remus is passed over in si- 

lence), and the civilizing phase of the city’s founder. 

During this period (from the eighth to the seventh cen- 

tury) Rome did not yet impose itself upon the Latin 

world, which contained several remarkable centers, 

clara oppida (Pliny the Elder, Historia naturalis 3.68). 

We can mention in passing the ones that archaeology 

has brought to light: Satricum, Antium (Anzio), Ardea, 

Lavinium (Pratica di Mare), Politorium (perhaps Castel 

di Decima), Ficana, and Praeneste (Palestrina). 

It is possible to give some detail of the conditions of 

life in these population centers. They drew their suste- 

nance mainly from animal husbandry and from the ex- 

ploitation of natural resources (salt, fruit, and game). 

Their inhabitants progressively took up agriculture in 

pace with the clearing of the woods and the draining of 

the marshes, at the same time making pottery and iron 

tools. Their language belonged to the Indo-European 

family. The first document in the Latin language may 

be the inscription on the golden brooch of Praeneste, 

dated at the end of the seventh century: ‘‘manios med 

fhefhaked numasioi” (in classical Latin: ‘““Manius me fe- 

cit Numerio,” ‘“Manius made me for Numerius.”’) How- 

ever, the authenticity of this inscription has recently 

been strongly contested. (see M. Guarducci, La cosidetta 

Fibula Prenestina, Rome, 1980). As regards their rites, 

it was believed for a long time that the Indo-European 

invaders practicing cremation could be contrasted with 

the aborigines practicing burial, with the latter chro- 

nologically preceding the former. This picture no longer 

corresponds to the facts. Archaeology has revealed that 
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the practice of cremation (end of the Bronze Age and 

beginning of the Iron Age) almost always preceded buri- 

al (late Iron Age: eighth to seventh century), with no 

ethnic significance attached to these usages. 

In this community of Latins, Rome became progres- 

sively preponderant, once it had established its political 

and religious foundations. Tradition ascribes this 

growth on a shared basis to the first two kings, Romulus 

and Numa Pompilius. This preponderance was ex- 

tended by the destruction of Alba Longa under the third 

king, Tullus Hostilius, and by the conquest of the 

coastal regions as far as Ostia, at the mouth of the Ti- 

ber. In the course of these operations, centers such as 

Tellenae, Ficana, and Politorium were wiped out. If it is 

true that Politorium corresponds to the modern city of 

Castel di Decima, the recent excavations in that locality 

would confirm tradition; indeed, they have brought to 

light a necropolis containing tombs dating from the 

eighth century into the end of the seventh—the terminus 

indicated by Livy (1.33.3) for the destruction of Polito- 

rium by the fourth king, Ancus Marcius. 

Yet, once she became the mistress of Latium, Rome 

herself was subjected by the Etruscans. The last three 

kings, Tarquin the Elder (Tarquinius Priscus), Servius 

Tullius, and Tarquin the Proud (Tarquinius Superbus) 

are all presumed to be of Etruscan origin. After the ex- 

pulsion of the last Etruscan king (in 509 BcEe), Roman 

power wasted no time in consolidating itself, thanks to 

the victory gained (in 499 or 496) over the Latins at 

Lake Regillus. This was followed in 493 by the estab- 

lishment of an alliance of ‘eternal peace’’ between the 

two parties, namely, the treaty of Spurius Cassius. The 

establishment of a federal cult of the Latin Diana on the 

Aventine no doubt falls within this same period of time. 

From then on, all Italy was destined sooner or later to 

acknowledge Roman law. One last revolt by Latins who 

took up arms during the first Samnite war (343-341 

BCE) was put down with finality. The Latin league was 

dissolved in 338 BcE, and the Latins were incorporated 

into the Roman community. 

Divinities of the Archaic Period. The Latin word des- 

ignating divinity has an Indo-European origin. Deus, 

which phonetically comes from the ancient deivos (just 

as dea comes from deiva), means “heavenly being.” In 

line with this etymology, deus and dea represent for the 

Latins powers in relation to the luminous sky (divum), 

in opposition to man (homo), who is bound to the earth 

(humus), homo itself being a derivative of an Indo-Eu- 

ropean word meaning “earth.” One immediate conse- 

quence of this is the fact that the Latin noun is distin- 

guished from its Greek homologue theos, which takes 

its meaning from a different etymology: theos probably 
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is connected with the prototype *thesos, which refers to 

the sphere of the sacred (Benveniste), though no one has 

been able to specify the limits of its meaning. We note, 

however, that this difference of vocabulary between the 

Latin and the Greek in naming the divinity fades at the 

level of the supreme god: Juppiter (*Iou-pater, with 

*Tou- deriving from *dyeu-) and Zeus (*dyeus) both go 

back to the same Indo-European root. 

It also follows that the Latins represented the divinity 

as an individual and personal being. This linguistic fact 

at once discredits the “animist” notion that would pos- 

tulate a pre-deist phase in Rome that would have pre- 

ceded the advent of the personal divinity. The erroneous 

utilization of the word numen, arbitrarily confused 

with the Melanesian term mana, has fizzled out, as 

shown by Georges Dumézil. 

How did Romans depict their gods? A remark by 

Varro (quoted by Augustine, De civitate Dei 4.31) de- 

serves attention: “For more than 170 years, the Romans 

worshiped their gods without statues. If this custom 

had prevailed, the gods would be honored in a purer 

fashion.” This reference to a lost state of purity (casti- 

tas) is an indirect criticism of the Hellenic anthropo- 

morphism that attributed human passions and vices to 

the gods, as in Homer’s Iliad or in Hesiod’s Theogony. 

Indeed, the native Roman divinities lack the embel- 

lishments of a mythology that is more or less abundant 

with picturesque variations. They were mainly defined 

by their specific competence, far from any tie with the 

human condition. (Georg Wissowa, 1912, had already 

observed that there was no marriage or union between 

gods and goddesses at Rome.) This fact is particularly 

verified by the existence of many divinized abstractions, 

such as Fides, the goddess of good faith, who received 

each year the common homage of three major priests. 

They would come in an open chariot to her chapel to 

ask her to preserve harmonious relations within the 

city. Also, Ceres, the etymology of whose name places 

her in charge of growth (especially of grains), appears 

as the background to the feast of the Cerialia, which 

was celebrated annually on 19 April. These, then, are 

not minor divinities, nor is Consus, the god of grain 

storage (condere, ‘‘to store’), who was celebrated at the 

time of the Consualia on 21 August, as well as at the 

time of the Opiconsiva on 25 August, when he was in 

association with Ops, the goddess who watched over 

abundance. As for Janus, god of beginnings and of pas- 

sages, and Vesta, the goddess of the sacred fire, their 

importance in the Roman liturgy was such, as reported 

by Cicero (De natura deorum 2.67), that the former 

shared in the beginning of every religious ceremony, 

while the latter was invoked at the end. 

Did this tendency toward divinized abstraction lend 

itself to excesses? One readily cites the example of the 

minor specialist gods that assisted Ceres in her func- 

tions, according to Fabius Pictor (quoted by Servius 

Danielis, Ad Georgica 1.21): Vervactor (for the plowing 

of fallow land), Reparator (for the renewal of cultiva- 

tion), Imporcitor (for marking out the furrows), Insitor 

(for sowing), Obarator (for plowing the surface), Occa- 

tor (for harrowing), Sarritor (for weeding), Subruncina- 

tor (for hoeing), Messor (for harvesting), Convector (for 

carting the harvest), Conditor (for storage), Promitor 

(for distribution). Another group of minor divinities 

gave Augustine (De civitate Dei 6.9.264—265) occasion 

for sarcastic comments in detailing its list. This group 

included lesser divine entities who were regarded as 

aiding the husband on his wedding night: Virginensis 

(to loosen the belt of the young virgin), Subigus (to sub- 

due her), and Prema (to embrace her). ‘‘And what is the 

goddess Pertunda [from pertundere, ‘‘to penetrate’’] 

doing here? Let her blush, let her flee! Let her leave the 

husband something to do! It is really a disgrace that 

someone else besides himself is fulfilling the duty that 

this goddess’s name embodies.” 

What can be said about all this? Whatever the merit 

of these lists of specialized divinities (the first one, 

transmitted by Servius, is guaranteed by the quality of 

the source: Fabius Pictor, the author of books on pontif- 

ical law, contemporary with Cato the Elder), one can 

observe that they name only secondary entities that are 

served by no particular priest (even though the Roman 

institution recognized the flamines minores, the “lesser 

priests’). Nor did they appear in the liturgical calendar. 

Moreover, these entities moved in the wake of top-level 

divinities. This trait is expressly brought out by the list 

of lesser specialists who gravitate toward Ceres: the fla- 

men (priest) of this goddess invokes them when he of- 

fers, during the Cerialia, the sacrifice to Tellus (‘“‘earth”’) 

and to Ceres. Everything indicates that the same ap- 

plies to the list drawn up by Augustine: all those names 

fit easily within the circle of Juno Pronuba, protectress 

of marriages. Also, one can grant that these lesser gods 

constitute an inferior category of di humiliores. Most of 

the time they fall under the banner of the greatest 

among them, after the manner of clients who place 

themselves under the protection of a patronus. In this 

sense they share, as Georges Dumézil puts it, in the 

“familia of a great god.” In any case, they demonstrate 

the analytic abilities of pontifical experts and their con- 

cern for accompanying each phase of an activity with a 

religious factor. Finally, this tendency to divine minia- 

turization corresponds to a kind of luxuriant manifes- 

tation of the inclination of Roman pontiffs toward ab- 
stract analysis. 

These divine abstractions exist in both masculine and 



feminine forms, without any interference between the 
two. The apparent exceptions are only illusory. Thus it 
is that Faunus has no feminine counterpart. (His name’s 
meaning is uncertain; it has sometimes been compared 

by the ancients with fari, “to talk,” as in Varro, De lin- 

gua Latina 7.36, and sometimes with favere, ‘‘to be fa- 

vorable,” as in Servius Danielis, Ad Georgica 1.10; this 

god had been assimilated to the Greek Pan, as is con- 

firmed by the location of his temple, erécted in 194 BCE 

on the Isle of the Tiber, i.e., in the extrapomerial zone.) 

Indeed, Fauna seems to be an artificial construction of 

syncretic casuistry that attempted to associate her with 

Faunus as either wife or sister or daughter (Wissowa, 
1912). Her name was later confused with Fatua and 

with Bona Dea (an appellation also used in turn by 

Damia, a goddess originating in Tarentum). 

The same holds true for Pales, the goddess whose 

feast, the Parilia, occurred on 21 April, the anniversary 

of the foundation of Rome. (In contrast, two Pales ap- 

pear on the date of 7 July on the pre-Julian calendar of 

the town of Antium. Nothing prevents us from consid- 

ering these as two goddesses liable for distinct tasks, 

the protection of different categories of animals: small 

and large livestock.) The god Pales, mentioned by Varro 

(quoted by Servius, Ad Georgica 3.1), belongs to the 

Etruscan pantheon and has no liturgical place in Rome. 

How then is one to understand the expression “‘sive 

deus sive dea” (‘whether god or goddess’’), which is 

found in many prayers? It does not reflect uncertainty 

about the gender of a possibly epicene divinity but 

rather uncertainty about the identity of the divinity 

that one is addressing. In Cato’s example the peasant, 

careful not to make a mistake in the form of address 

when pruning a lucus (‘‘sacred grove”), where he does 

not know the protective divinity, envisions the two pos- 

sibilities: he thus invokes either a god or a goddess. 

The same prudence is evident in the precautionary 

formula inserted by the pontiffs, cited by Servius (Ad 

Aeneidem 2.351): “Et pontifices ita precabantur: Jupiter 

Optime Maxime, sive quo alio nomine te appellari vol- 

ueris” (“And the pontiffs uttered this prayer: Jupiter, 

Best and Greatest, or whatever be the name by which 

you choose to be called”). This formula is all the more 

instructive in that it provides for the case in which Ju- 

piter, while well identified by his Capitoline titles, 

might by chance desire some other name. 

Since a Roman divinity is essentially defined by its 

action, even a single manifestation of this action suffices 

for the existence of the divinity to be acknowledged. 

Such would be an exceptional, but significant, case. In 

vain a voice once called out on the Via Nova in the si- 

lence of the night to announce the approach of the 

Gauls. The Romans later reproached themselves for 
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their culpable negligence and erected a sanctuary to the 

voice under the name of Aius Locutius (“he who talks, 

he who tells”; Livy, 5.32.6; 50.5; 52.11). Similarly, a 

fanum (shrine) was constructed outside of the Porta Ca- 

pena to the god Rediculus. This was because Hannibal 

in his march on Rome had retreated, overcome by ap- 

paritions, from that place. 

All the divinities of autochthonous background had a 

privilege: their sanctuaries were allowed within the 

pomerial zone. What was this pomerium? According to 

Varro (De lingua Latina 5.143), it was a circle within the 

surrounding wall marked by stones and describing the 

limit inside of which urban auspices had to be taken. 

Rome included sectors outside the pomerial zone that 

were still part of the city: the Aventine Hill, which had 

been outside the city of the four regions (its incorpora- 

tion into the city was attributed by tradition sometimes 

to Romulus and sometimes to Ancus Marcius), re- 

mained outside the pomerial zone until the time of 

Claudius (first century cE) even though it was sur- 

rounded by what was called ‘‘Servius’s wall.”’ 

The same extrapomerial status held true for the Field 

of Mars, which owed its name to the military exercises 

that were conducted on its esplanade. Yet here there oc- 

curs a further practice that lies at the root of Roman 

law. On this emplacement there was an altar conse- 

crated to Mars from time immemorial. It is mentioned 

by the “royal” law of Numa in relation to the distribu- 

tion of the spolia opima, spoils taken from an enemy’s 

general slain by one’s own army commander, and was 

completed later on by the erection of a temple (in 138 

BCE). The assemblies of military centuries (comitia cen- 

turiata) were also held there. In addition, every five 

years the purification of the people (lustrum) was cele- 

brated there by the sacrifice of the suovetaurilia, the set 

of three victims—boar, ram, and bull—that had been 

paraded beforehand around the assembly of citizens. 

The presence of the old Mars outside the pomerium 

(similarly, another temple of Mars, constructed in 338 

BCE to the south of Rome outside the Porta Capena, was 

also outside the pomerial zone) was in strict conformity 

with the distinction established between the imperium 

domi, the jurisdiction of civil power circumscribed by 

the pomerial zone, and the imperium militiae that could 

not show itself except outside this zone. This is why it 

was necessary to take other auspices when one wanted 

to go from one zone to another. If one failed to do so, 

every official act was nullified. This misfortune befell 
the father of the Gracchi, T. Sempronius Gracchus, dur- 

ing his presidency of the comitia centuriata. While going 

back and forth between the Senate and the Field of 

Mars, he forgot to take the military auspices again; as a 

result, the election of consuls that took place in the 
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midst of the assemblies when he returned was rejected 

by the Senate (see Cicero, De divinatione 1.33 and 2.11). 

The delimitation of Roman sacral space by the pomer- 

ial line explains the distribution of the sanctuaries. 

Vesta, the goddess of the public hearth, could only be 

situated at the heart of the city within the pomerium, 

whereas a new arrival, such as Juno Regina, originating 

in Veii, was received, as an outsider, in a temple built 

on the Aventine (in 392 BCE). 

Does this territorial distribution of the sanctuaries 

into zones intra and extra pomerium correspond in any 

way to the distinction made by the ancients between di 

indigetes and di novensiles? These expressions appear 

(though in reverse order) within the old formula of the 

devotio (quoted by Livy, 8.9.6) by which a Roman gen- 

eral ‘‘devoted himself’—in other words, consecrated 

himself, and the enemy army as well, to the di manes 

(the underworld gods) cited at the end of a list of other 

divinities. The meaning of these two terms is debated. 

It appears that many ancients and some moderns 

(among them Wissowa) yielded to a semantic slip by 

confusing indigetes with indigenae, thus interpreting the 

di indigetes as the “indigenous” gods, as opposed to 

more recent divinities. Although this confusion is phil- 

ologically unacceptable, it still conveys a contrast that 

seems real. It seems likely that novensiles (-siles coming 

from -sides, just as lacrima comes from dacrima, as at- 

tested in Livius Andronicus) can be explained as deriv- 

ing from novus and insidere in order to designate the 

“newly-resident” gods. As for the indigetes, I would con- 

nect the term with indigitare (“to recite ritually”) and 

indigitamenta (‘‘collection of litanies”’). Thus the expres- 

sion would designate the divinities invoked since time 

immemorial by preference. The Vergilian formula di pa- 

trii indigetes (Georgics 1.498) would thus be explained: 

far from being an idle repetition with patrii, indigetes 

adds a note of confidence drawn forth in permanent 

fervor. 

Among the archaic divinities there were some who 

were split off, so to speak, in the course of time, so that 

their identity was not preserved except in the name of 

the feast that honored them. Even this element often re- 

mains obscure if no light is shed on it from elsewhere. 

This is where Indo-European comparative studies have 

shown themselves to be especially fruitful, thanks to the 

labors of Georges Dumézil. A few examples will suffice. 

Roman calendars mark the date of 21 December as 

the feast of the Divalia, directed toward a goddess An- 

gerona, about whom not much is known. A break- 

through was achieved by Theodor Mommsen, in his 

work Rémisches Staatsrecht (1871-1888), when he un- 

derscored the coincidence of the feast with the winter 

solstice (an account of the calendar of Praeneste, suc- 
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cessfully restored by that scholar, justified the celebra- 

tion of the feast by the coming of the solar year). 

Georges Dumézil (1974) attempted to go further in ex- 

plaining the name of the goddess by referring to the an- 

gusti dies of the solstice, a time when the light is an- 

gusta, or “‘restricted’’ (Macrobius, Saturnalia 1.21.15). 

He thus seeks to clarify its action (in conformity with 

the dynamic of divinized abstractions) as directed to- 

ward easing the passage through these angustiae, ‘‘a 

sadly brief period of time.” As for the goddess herself, 

he remarked that she appeared with “her mouth gagged 

and sealed, a finger on her lips, in a gesture that com- 

mands silence.”” He understands this gesture of silence, 

advised in India and in Scandinavian mythology, as a 

means of concentration for gaining magical efficacy. In 

the mythologies, silence is placed at the service of the 

threatened sun. 

The second example is even more suggestive, to the 

extent that it brings out the meaning of a liturgy that 

had become incomprehensible to the Romans of the 

classical period. It deals with the Matralia on 11 June 

in honor of Mater Matuta. Here again, the name of the 

divinity, however transparent (she is identified with the 

goddess Aurora by Lucretius 5.656), and the nearness of 

her feast to the summer solstice have not prevented cer- 

tain scholars from forgetting these data and from seeing 

in Mater Matuta anything more than a simple mother 

goddess or benevolent mother. It is true that the liturgy 

of her feast could appear as mysterious as one wished. 

On 11 June Roman matrons gathered in the goddess’s 

temple. (This sanctuary, built in 396 BcE by M. Furius 

Camillus, replaced an earlier structure. According to 

tradition as reported by Livy [5.19.6], it took the place 

of a temple constructed by Servius Tullius. Recent ex- 

cavations have uncovered two temples in the northern 

part of the Forum Boarium. One is attributed to Mater 

Matuta and the other to Fortuna, dating from the fifth 

to the fourth century. One of them contains an older 

stratum, datable to the end of the sixth century, the 

time of Servius Tullius.) During the ceremony, the ma- 

trons would carry in their arms not their own children 

but the children of their sisters. Having already sent a 

servant girl into the temple ahead of time, they now be- 

gan to beat her with switches before casting her outside. 

These rites could not but appear strange in the absence 

of an explanatory ideology. Now, as Georges Dumézil 

has observed, the goddess Aurora is one of the most 

striking figures of the Rgveda, where she appears nurs- 

ing and licking a child, who is either ‘‘both her own and 

that of her sister, the Night’ (India is not embarrassed 

by such contradictory conceptions) or ‘‘of the latter 
alone.” 

All this occurs as if Rome had done nothing but retain 



the most logical form of the mythologem: Aurora cher- 
ishing the child of her sister, the Night. But the myth 
has disappeared here; only the rite has survived. Once 
a year, the matrons perform actions inspired by some 
kind of sympathetic magic that Aurora is supposed to 
do every day. They throw a slave out of the temple; in 
the Rgveda, Aurora “‘chases away the black formless- 
ness . . . the shadows.” The matrons carry their neph- 
ews and nieces but not their own children; the Vedic 
Aurora accepts with an affectionate eagerness the child 
of her sister, Night. . 

This ceremony occurs on 11 June, and 

the nearness of the summer solstice is not happenstance. It 

is at the point when the days, as if weary, reduce to nearly 

nothing their growth and soon set about declining, that the 

goddess Aurora becomes most interesting for the people, just 

as, at the end of the disturbing process of shortening at the 

winter solstice, it is Angerona who arouses interest, the god- 

dess who lengthens at last the days that become angusti.” 

(Dumézil, 1974, p. 344) 

The example of the Matralia shows in a significant 

way that in Rome a rite could be preserved in spite of 

the loss of its underlying myth. In this connection, it is 

interesting to take note of the ‘‘theologian” Ovid’s reac- 

tion to this exegetical problem. Given his and his con- 

temporaries’ ignorance of this Indo-European mytholo- 

gem, he could only search through the skein of Greek 

mythology. Thanks to syncretism, he was able to settle 

on a comparison of Mater Matuta with the Greek god- 

dess Ino/Leukothea. In search of a fable adaptable to the 

liturgical plan of 11 June, he chanced upon a matching 

outline. Indeed, Ino/Leukothea, who proved to be a 

kindly nurse for her nephew Bacchus (son of her sister 

Semele), was a malicious mother toward her own chil- 

dren. Ovid thus “‘justified” the liturgy of the Matralia by 

means of this parallel in addressing this exhortation to 

the mothers of Latium: ‘‘Let the mothers piously invoke 

the goddess not for their own offspring, for she did not 

bring any luck as a mother. Let them rather plead with 

her for the children of others, since she was of more ser- 
vice to her nephew Bacchus than to her own children” 

(Fasti 6.559-562). 
Thus the archaic divinities, who survived only by vir- 

tue of the Romans’ liturgical conservatism, have recov- 

ered their true identity thanks to Indo-European com- 
parative studies. Nor is this the only benefit that can be 

credited to these studies, whose decisive contribution 
concerns the fundamental structures of religious heri- 
tage. Wissowa (1912) had already brought out the im- 

portance in Roman religion of the triad of Jupiter-Mars- 
Quirinus, who appears at the point of convergence of 

several factors and proceeds from the ancient priestly 
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hierarchy as transmitted by Festus, who set down the 

following hierarchy: the king, the flamen Dialis, the fla- 

men Martialis, the flamen Quirinalis, the pontifex max- 

imus. Framed by the king and the grand pontiff, the 

three major flamines (the flamines maiores) bring into 

relief the gods to which they are respectively attached: 

Jupiter, Mars, and Quirinus. Their close union is em- 

phasized by the ritual in which, once a year, they would 

go together to the chapel of Fides, to venerate the god- 

dess of good faith. [See Flamen and Pontifex.] 

The same triad is manifest in the interior arrange- 

ment of the Regia, or “‘king’s house,” which under the 

republic became the official seat of the pontifical col- 

lege. Indeed, this building housed three different cults 

in addition to the cults of Janus and Juno, who were 

honored respectively as ushers of the year and of the 

month: the cult of Jupiter, associated with all the nun- 

dinae (‘market days”); that of Mars, in the sacrarium 

Martis; and, in another chapel, the cult of Ops Consiva 

(abundance personified) in conjunction with Consus, the 

god of the storage (condere) of grains. This last goddess 

belongs to the group of agrarian divinities headed by 

Quirinus (whose flamen could substitute for any absent 

priest from within the whole of the jurisdiction of Quiri- 

nus: thus, in Ovid’s Fasti 4.910 we learn that the flamen 

Quirinalis officiated in the ceremonies of Robigus, or 

Robigo, the divinity invoked against mildew in grains). 

The same triad of Jupiter, Mars, and Quirinus is 

found after Janus, the god of passage, and before the 

divinities invoked by reason of particular circumstances 

in the old hymn of the devotio (Livy, 8.9.6) that a Ro- 

man general uttered in order to consecrate himself, at 

the same time as the enemy army, to the di manes. 

The triad also appears in the regulations provided by 

the ancient royal law of Numa Pompilius for the distri- 

bution of the spolia opima. The first of these spoils were 

offered to Jupiter Feretrius, the second to Mars, the 

third to Janus Quirinus. The ternary scheme is clearly 

supported by the document, despite some difficulties of 

interpretation. The meaning of Feretrius (derived from 

ferire (‘to smile’) or from ferre (‘‘to carry”) is not cer- 

tain. As for the expression Janus Quirinus, I have offered 

the explanation that the presence of Janus comes from 

his role as the initiator of the peacemaking function of 

Quirinus in opposition to the fury of Mars Gradivus. 

The tertiary scheme appears finally in the threefold pa- 

tronage of the college of Salian priests (“‘who are under 

the protection of Jupiter, Mars and Quirinus’”’; Servius, 
Ad Aeneidem 8.663). 

This cluster of Roman elements is confirmed by a par- 
allel structure in the Umbrian pantheon: in the town of 

Iguvium, as in Rome, there existed a grouping of three 

gods—Iou, Mart, Vofiono—all bearing the common epi- 
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thet Grabovio (its meaning obscure). This similarity be- 

tween the two pantheons is all the more apparent since 

Vofiono is the exact linguistic equivalent of Quirinus, 

even to its adjectival form -no-, derived from a nominal 

root. 
Let us return to the arrangement of this triad that, in 

Rome as in Iguvium, constituted a fundamental base 

for the archaic pantheon. The remarkable part is that it 

presents an order of three gods that correspond, in the 

Indo-European world, to three diversified functions. Ju- 

piter embodies sovereignty in its magical and juridical 

aspects, which in Vedic India belong respectively to Va- 

runa and Mithra; Mars embodies power (his physical 

and military attributes are similar to Indra in India); 

Quirinus (*Couirio-no, the god of the community of cit- 

izens in time of peace) is connected with fruitfulness 

and with prosperity in its pastoral and agrarian forms. 

As Dumézil has demonstrated, this triad shows the sur- 

vival of the characteristic tripartite ideology of the 

Indo-European world, which considered the hierarchi- 

cal structuring of these three complementary functions 

to be indispensable for the prosperity of society. Despite 

a later evolution that would progressively fossilize their 

offices as the pantheon was opened to new gods, the 

three major flamines would remain the unimpeachable 

witnesses of this Indo-European heritage in Rome. 

If, thanks to Roman conservatism and to comparative 

analysis, we can go back to some extent into prehistory, 

it is nonetheless true that Rome did not delay—indeed, 

it moved sooner than one would have thought until re- 

cently—in entering into history. The political event 

placed by tradition toward the end of the sixth century 

BCE, namely, the presence of the three kings who were 

of Etruscan origin (Tarquin the Elder, Servius Tullius, 

and Tarquin the Proud), involved a religious repercus- 

sion. The ancient masculine triad was replaced by a 

new triad in which Jupiter’s masculine associates were 

replaced by two goddesses, Juno and Minerva. It is sig- 

nificant that goddesses replaced gods: Etruscan society 

accorded to women a more important social status than 

did Indo-European society. That these goddesses were 

none other than Juno and Minerva can be explained not 

only by the fact that their Etruscan homologues Uni 

and Mernva held respectable places in their pantheon 

but perhaps also by their meeting a two-sided need: to 

renew without destroying. 

In a certain sense, did they not renew things with the 

abilities of their predecessors? Juno, the patroness of 

iuniores (especially of youth available for battle), suc- 

ceeded Mars, the god of war; Minerva, the protectress 

of artisans and crafts, succeeded Quirinus, the god over- 

seeing economic activity. The keystone of the triad re- 

mained immovable, even though Jupiter took on the 

traits of Tinia, as illustrated by the Etruscan artist 

Vulca of Veii. 
Indeed, theological novelty brought about innovation 

at the levels of statuary and urban design: the era of 

aniconic divinities, mourned by Varro, was definitively 

over. Terra-cotta statues now came to be used by the 

believers, divine figures that remained within resi- 

dences. One point is worthy of note: the temple built on 

the Capitoline Hill in honor of the new triad of Jupiter, 

Juno, and Minerva likewise marked the transition from 

the royal to the republican period. According to tradi- 

tion, the construction of the Capitoline temple (the 

sanctuary of Jupiter, the Best, the Greatest) was begun 

under the Tarquins, while the dedication was per- 

formed by the consul M. Horatius Pulvillus in the first 

year of the republic (509 sce). Jupiter Optimus Maxi- 

mus sits on his throne in the central cella (shrine), 

flanked by Minerva on his right and by Juno on his left. 

The Republican Period. A new era began with the ex- 

pulsion of the last king, Tarquin the Proud, and with the 

institution of the republic. One comment is immedi- 

ately required: the political change did not provoke any 

religious upheaval, and this contrast is indicative of the 

Roman mentality. In fact, the Capitoline triad was not 

called into question, in spite of its strong Etruscan con- 

notation. Moreover, the title of king was maintained on 

the religious level. On that account, the official desig- 

nation from then on was rex sacrorum or rex sacrificulus; 

in other words, a king limited to his liturgical functions 

but stripped of his political privileges. This point of 

prudence is explained by observing the care that the 

Romans took to avoid irritating their gods with un- 

timely interventions in the realm of the sacred. 

This care lies at the very root of their attitude toward 

the gods, and it is admirably expressed in the word re- 

ligio. If the modern languages of the Western world 

(both Romance and Germanic) have failed to translate 

this word and have settled on a simple copy thereof (re- 

ligion, religione), the reason lies in the fact that this 

idiom is untranslatable. Indeed, in the ancient world 

there was no Greek equivalent. All the expressions that 

one can bring to mind by analogy—sethas (respect for 

the gods), proskundsis (adoration), peulasthea (reveren- 

tial fear), thraskea (cult)—are far from filling the seman- 

tic range of religio. Careful examination shows that the 

Latins, who were not concerned with philological rigor, 

connected religio more with the verb religare (‘‘to tie’), 

alluding to the bonds between gods and men, than with 

the verb relegere (“‘to take up again with care’’). Such as 

it is, religio expresses a fundamental preoccupation 

manifested in two complementary ways: the care to 

avoid divine wrath; the desire to win the benevolence 

and favor of the gods. It was the Romans’ inner convic- 



tion that, without the accord of the gods, they could not 
succeed in their endeavors. This explains the solemn 
declaration of a Cicero (De natura deorum 2.3) proclaim- 
ing the Roman people to be “the most religious in the 
world.” 

This preoccupation is evident throughout Livy’s his- 

tory. Roman accomplishments rise and fall in complete 

rhythm with the disfavor or favor evinced by the gods. 

A revealing example is furnished in the episode of the 

Romans’ desperation following upon the sack of Rome 

by the Gauls (in 390 BcE). Overwhelmed, they were 

nearly resolved to abandon the ruins of their city, at the 

instigation of their tribunes, in order to emigrate to 

Veii. It was then that M. Furius Camillus, the predes- 

tined leader—dux fatalis—and dictator who conquered 

Veii (in 396), and now the restorer of the situation in 

Rome (in 390), lit upon the decisive argument that in- 

spired the mood reversal of the assembly: to abandon 

Rome, many times endowed with heavenly blessings 

since its origins, would be to commit sacrilege. In the 

course of his address, Camillus had called to mind this 

permanent lesson for the benefit of his listeners: ‘‘For 

consider the events of these last years, whether suc- 

cesses or reversals. You will find that everything suc- 

ceeded when we followed the gods, and everything 

failed when we scorned them” (Livy, 5.51.4). 

Under these conditions, it was essential for the Ro- 

man state authorities to know the divine will and to be 

able to consult it whenever necessary. To this end, there 

existed an indigenous institution especially charged 

with this mission: augury. [See Divination.] Augur (de- 

rived from an old neuter root *augus, which Dumézil 

translates as ‘‘the fullness of mystical power’ and which 

yields the noun augurium as well as the adjective augus- 

tus) designates the priest in charge of obtaining the au- 

gurium, or sign of supernatural manifestation, by per- 

forming the auspicium, the observation (specere) of 

birds (aves). Everyone knows that Rome was founded as 

a consequence of the auspicium of Romulus, who had 

benefited from the sight of twelve vultures. The augur 

during the historical epoch was a specialist in the inter- 

pretation of signs sent by Jupiter. The god was to assist 

the magistrate, the sole possessor of the right to take 

the auspices. 
Later on, Rome did not hesitate to resort to other 

techniques, borrowed from its neighbors in Etruria or 

Magna Graecia: the haruspicinae disciplina (‘lore of the 

haruspex’’), the consultation of the Sibylline Books. 

This accumulation is explained simply: the desire to 

benefit from new techniques, all the more seductive the 

more they appeared to be fruitful. Let us focus on this 

point. The traditional augur could do nothing more 

than constat, verify the presence or absence of favor- 
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able auspices. The Etruscan soothsayer, in contrast, 

boasted of being able to foretell the future, either by 

examining the entrails of sacrificed animals or by ob- 

serving lightning or by interpreting marvels. To this 

end, he would use respectively the libri haruspicini, the 

libri fulgurales, and the libri rituales. The first method, 

divining by examination of entrails, was especially in 

vogue. It featured, among the exta (“‘entrails’’) used, the 

liver, which was considered a microcosm of the macro- 

cosm that was the world. Every lesion detected in some 

part of the former allowed an inference on the fate of 

the latter. One celebrated example of entrail-reading is 

narrated by Livy (8.9.1s) at the time of the battle of Ves- 

eris, launched in 340 BcE against the Latins: the sooth- 

sayer announced a happy result for the consul Manlius, 

but an unhappy one for the consul Decius. 

The Sibylline Books, which had been introduced, ac- 

cording to tradition, under Tarquin the Proud, pur- 

ported to contain prophetic verses. [See Sibylline Ora- 

cles.] These books, kept in the temple of Jupiter 

Capitoline (later, they would be transferred by Augustus 

to the sanctuary of Apollo Palatine) could be consulted, 

upon order of the Senate, by the priests specialized in 

that office, the viri sacris faciundis. The measures advo- 

cated by these priests (often the introduction of new di- 

vinities) were submitted to the evaluation of the senate, 

which would make the final decision. The sibyl was far 

from enjoying a liberty comparable to that of the oracle 

of Delphi: her responses were always subject to senato- 

rial censorship. There is no need to stress further the 

benefit that the Romans hoped to gain from these tech- 

niques of foreign origin. This cluster of methods is 

moreover instructive to the extent that it reveals a fun- 

damental trait of Roman polytheism. Founded upon a 

conservative tradition, it was perpetually open to en- 

richment and renewal. This double character made it 

resemble Janus Bifrons (“Janus the two-faced’), one 

face turned toward the past and the other to the future. 

Therefore it is possible to recognize in the Roman 

pantheon different levels that were formed under the in- 

fluence of different factors. Certain cults staked out, so 

to speak, the city’s topographical development. Others 

reflected the struggle for influence within Roman soci- 

ety. Still others corresponded to the expansion of the 

Roman republic within and beyond the Italian penin- 

sula. 
One major cleavage allows us to identify very ancient 

cults that were linked to the territorial expansion of 

Rome. The first, the Lupercalia, celebrated on 15 Feb- 

ruary, delimited the very cradle of the city. On that date 

“the old Palatine stronghold ringed by a human flock” 

(Varro, De lingua Latina), was purified by naked Luperci 

(a variety of wolf-men, dressed in loincloths), who, 
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armed with whips, would flog the public. Everything 

about this ceremony—the “savage” rite (see Cicero, Pro 

Caelio 26) and the territorial circumscription—demon- 

strates its extreme archaism. 

The feast of Septimontium on 11 December desig- 

nated, as its name suggested, a more extended territory. 

It involved no one except the inhabitants of the montes 

(‘‘mountains”’). These seven mountains (which are not to 

be confused with the seven hills of the future Rome) are 

the following: the knolls of the Palatium, the Germalus, 

the Velia (which together would make up the Palatine), 

the Fagutal, the Oppius, the Cespius (which three would 

be absorbed by the Esquiline), and the Caelius (S. Pom- 

peius Festus, while still asserting the number of seven 

montes, adds the Subura to this list). This amounted, 

then, to an intermediary stage between the primitive 

nucieus and the organized city. One will note the use of 

the word mons to designate these knolls, as opposed to 

collis, which would be reserved for referring to the 

northern hills. 

The feast of the Argei, which required two separate 

rituals at two different times (on 16 and 17 March and 

on 14 May), marks the last stage. It involved a proces- 

sion in March in which mannequins made of rushes 

(Ovid, Fasti 5.621) were carried around to the twenty- 

seven chapels prepared for this purpose. On 14 May 

they were taken out of the chapels in order to be cast 

into the Tiber from the top of a bridge, the Pons Subli- 

cius, in the presence of the pontiff and the Vestal Vir- 

gins. There are different opinions on the meaning of the 

ceremony. Wissowa saw in it a ritual of substitution 

taking the place of human sacrifices. (A note by Varro, 

De lingua Latina 7.44, specifies that these mannequins 

were human in shape.) However, Kurt Latte prefers to 

compare these mannequins of rushes to oscilla (figu- 

rines or small masks that were hung from trees), which 

absorbed the impurities that were to be purged from 

the city. The itinerary of the procession shows that it 

corresponds to the final stage of the city’s development, 

the Rome of the quattuor regiones (“four regions’). 

Varro outlined the procession as follows: it proceeded 

through the heights of the Caelius, the Esquiline, the Vi- 

minal, the Quirinal, and the Palatine, and encircled the 

Forum—henceforth located in the heart of the city. 

Other cults reflect, so to speak, the specific aspira- 

tions of the two classes that formed the basis of Roman 

society, the patricians and the plebeians. One observes 

an antagonism between the two classes that is evident 

not only on economic, social, and political levels but 

also on the religious level. We can recall that up until 

300 BcE only the patricians were allowed to discharge 

as an official function the great traditional priesthoods, 

such as the pontificate and the augury. At that date a 
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kind of religious equality was established by a law (the 

Lex Ogulnia), which, in providing members for these 

' two colleges, reserved a good half of the seats for ple- 

beians. Nevertheless, the patricians kept for themselves 

the privilege of admittance to the archaic priesthoods: 

the rex sacrorum, the three major flamines, and the 

Salii. 

This rivalry between the two classes explains diverse 

cult initiatives that are nonetheless not necessarily mu- 

tually exclusive. In the critical phases of the city’s his- 

tory, they were able to coexist in a way that was satis- 

factory to both parties. A particularly convincing 

example comes to us from the beginning of the fifth cen- 

tury, when one individual strove to balance the two ten- 

dencies. It was the time when, according to Livy 

(2.18.3), “a coalition of thirty tribes’’ was formed 

against Rome. The situation induced the Romans to 

name a dictator, Aulus Postumius, who was vested with 

full powers, in place of the two consuls. 

He had two problems to resolve: to stabilize the food 

supply, which had been disrupted by the state of war, 

and to confront the enemy in decisive combat. He suc- 

cessfully accomplished his twofold mission. The victory 

he won over the Latins (in 499 BcE) near Lake Regillus 

is celebrated in the annals. This battle entered a critical 

phase when the infantry failed to hold its ground. On 

that account, the dictator decided to send in the Roman 

cavalry and, at the same time, made a vow to build a 

temple dedicated to Castor. He thus combined, accord- 

ing to Livy’s expression, ‘““human and divine” means. He 

did so because this god, of Greek origin, was the patron 

of horsemen, by virtue of an old Indo-European tradi- 

tion that associated him with the art of horsemanship. 

Before going into the campaign, the dictator took an- 

other step toward easing the difficulties surrounding the 

food supply: he made a vow to build a temple to the 

Roman triad of Ceres-Liber-Libera, the names of which 

barely disguised the Greek divinities Demeter-Dionysos- 

Kore. 

The victory enabled Castor to become a Roman god 

and to acquire a temple above the Forum: the Aedes 

Castoris (dedicated in 484 by the dictator’s son; Pollux 

was not to join his brother until the beginning of the 

empire, and even then the name Aedes. Castorum re- 

called the original primacy of Castor). Since the har- 

vests were abundant, Aulus Postumius also fulfilled his 

vow to the triad of Ceres-Liber-Libera by dedicating a 

sanctuary. This was a source of great satisfaction for the 

plebeians, for the sanctuary was entrusted to their 

charge and served as a meeting place for aediles (ple- 
beian officials). 

Thus, circumstances had moved Aulus Postumius to 

achieve a skillful balance by the concomitant founda- 



tion of a patrician cult and a plebeian cult. Only the 

placement of the sanctuaries revealed a difference of 

status: Castor was installed inside the pomerium, in the 

heart of the Forum, while Ceres and her associates had 

to be located outside of the pomerium, near the Circus 

Maximus. 

Lastly, other cults owed their introduction to the ex- 

pansion of Rome beyond its frontiers. In this connec- 

tion, it helps to distinguish the cults of federal character 

from the isolated cults. Since time immemorial, there 

existed in Italy liturgical celebrations that united sev- 

eral cities. These ceremonies were presided over by 

cities that owed this honor to their prestige at the time. 

In the course of events, all concluded by bowing to Ro- 

man authority. Nevertheless, the ascendancy of the 

Urbs (Rome) was not always achieved in the same way 

or under the same conditions. The Romans’ capacity for 

adaptation to different circumstances is evident here in 

an especially remarkable way, as illustrated by the fol- 

lowing three cases. 

One of the most ancient federal cults presupposes the 

original preeminence of the ancient city of Alba Longa: 

the Feriae Latinae (‘Latin holidays”) were celebrated at 

the summit of the Alban Hills in honor of Jupiter La- 

tiaris. In earlier times, the Latins had been granted 

equal footing in sharing in the sacrifice, which consisted 

of a white bull (this detail, coming from Arnobius in 

Adversus nationes 2.68, would show that the ordinary 

rule, which provided a castrated victim for Jupiter, did 

not apply here). Once the consecrated entrails (exta) 

were offered to the god, all in attendance would share 

the meat, demonstrating thus their bonds of commu- 

nity. After the destruction of Alba Longa, Rome quite 

naturally picked up the thread of tradition by incorpo- 

rating the Feriae Latinae as a movable feast in its li- 

turgical calendar. Still, the attitude of the Romans was 

selective: even though they transferred the entire Alban 

population to Rome itself, they kept the Alban celebra- 

tions in their usual locations. They simply built a tem- 

ple to Jupiter Latiaris where previously there was only 

a lucus, a sacred grove. During the historical epoch, the 

Roman consuls, accompanied by representatives of the 

state, would make their way to the federal sanctuary 

shortly after assuming their responsibilities and would 

preside there over the ceremonies. The Feriae Latinae 

had come under Roman control. 

The conduct of the Romans was very different with 

regard to the federal cult of Diana. Tradition places this 

cult at Aricia near Lake Nemi, which is known as the 

speculum Dianae, ‘‘mirror of Diana” (Servius, Ad Aenei- 

dem 7.515). An archaic rite determined that the priest 

of Diana’s sacred grove, called the rex nemorensis, 

could hold office there until he was killed by his succes- 
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sor in single combat. During the historical period, this 

odd priesthood attracted only fugitive slaves. The fed- 

eral altar had been consecrated to Diana by the Latin 

dictator Egerius Laevius, a native of Tusculum. Tuscu- 

lum was the center of a federation of Latin towns (es- 

tablished perhaps after the disappearance of Alba 

Longa). When the cult came under Roman authority, it 

was transferred into the city on the extrapomerial hill 

of the Aventine. It had nothing there at first except an 

altar, then a temple that Varro acknowledges as having 

federal status: commune Latinorum templum. Yet this 

status was only one of appearance, since no assembly of 

Latin cities is recorded as ever having occurred on the 

Aventine during the Roman period, any more than at 

Aricia. Another point is significant: the anniversary of 

the temple fell on the ides of August and bore the name 

Dies Servorum (‘‘slaves’ day’’). Whatever interpretation 

one gives to this designation, the fact remains that the 

cult of Diana was not of concern either on the Aventine 

or in Aricia. This time Rome had reduced a federal cult 

to a suitable level. In contrast with Jupiter Latiaris, 

Diana, whose name is a semantic homologue of Jupiter 

(since both names were formed from the root *diu; she 

signified nocturnal light, just as he signified the light of 

day), was doomed to fade gradually away. Identified 

with Artemis, she would be invoked in Horace’s Carmen 

saeculare as the sister of Apollo. 

The relations that Rome held with Lavinium were 

very different. In the Roman mind, Lavinium had the 

same resonance as the Alban Hills, judging from the 

discourse that Livy attributes to the dictator Camillus. 

Camillus did not hesitate to put these two high places 

on the same level: ‘‘Our ancestors entrusted to us the 

celebration of religious ceremonies on Mount Alban and 

in Lavinium.” In reality, the latter ranked higher than 

the former. Varro (De lingua Latina 5.144) specifies it as 

the source of Roman lineage and the cradle of the Ro- 

man penates: Lavinium benefited from a continual def- 

erence on the part of the Romans after the treaty that 

tradition traced back to the time of T. Tatius (Livy, 

1.14.2). This deference was evident in the ritual proces- 

sions of higher magistrates to the penates and to Vesta 

as they entered their office and as they left it. The defer- 

ence was likewise evident in the annual pilgrimages by 

the pontiffs and the consuls to the sanctuary of Aeneas 

Indiges, which Ascanius is reputed to have built for his 

divinized father. If one considers that Lavinium was 

also the cradle of the religion of Venus, who was under- 

stood according to Trojan legend to be the Aeneadum 

genetrix (‘mother of the descendants of Aeneas’’), one 

can imagine that this exceptional site exerted in every 

way a great attraction for the Romans. Archaeology has 

recently made an important contribution concerning 
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the territory of Lavinium by bringing to light, among 

other things, a hérdin (temple) from the fourth century 

BCE, constructed upon an archaic tomb (which its dis- 

coverer, Pado Sommella, identifies as the mausoleum of 

Aeneas) and a set of thirteen altars, of which twelve 

were in use in the middle of the fourth century. They 

may have served a new Latin federation presided over 

by Rome. Indeed, Rome did not stop at destroying the 

Latin confederation in 338 BcE, but also reinforced the 

privileges of Lavinium. For Lavinium, as Livy points 

out (8.11.15), had added to its titles the merit of loyalty 

by refusing to join the Latin revolt. It brought even 

more renown upon itself as a pilgrimage center. Thus 

Rome’s attitude toward federal cults was definitively 

shown under three very different aspects: sometimes 

she assumed one (Alba Longa), sometimes she restricted 

one (Aricia), and sometimes she exalted one (Lavinium). 

Just as varied was the Romans’ behavior toward the 

divinities that they intended to introduce into their pan- 

theon. By definition, polytheism lent itself to this sort 

of openness, when the traditional gods proved to be in- 

adequate in a critical situation. Here again circum- 

stances inspired the Romans’ attitude. An early exam- 

ple is demonstrated by the entry of Castor into Rome, 

as related above. One recalls that the dictator Aulus 

Postumius, alarmed by the weakness of his infantry, 

had turned to the patron god of horsemen at the same 

time that he sent his cavalry into battle. He had made 

a vow to erect a temple to the god. The exceptional fea- 

ture of this votum (‘‘vow’’) was that Castor became in- 

stalled right in the Forum, thus within the pomerial 

zone. He was exempted from the rule that located the 

residence of new divinities outside this area. Perhaps 

one of the reasons for this exception was the long-stand- 

ing acclimatization of Castor to Latium (a dedication 

engraved on a bronze plaque dating from the sixth cen- 

tury BCE, found in Lavinium, mentions Castor and Pol- 

lux). Another reason was the importance of the occasion 

(it would have been the end of the young Roman repub- 

lic had the Romans fallen at Lake Regillus to the Lat- 

ins, who were emboldened by the exiled king, Tarquin). 

In any event, Castor, the god of a class (the equites), be- 

came the god of a nation (the Romans). 

There were also other ways for foreign gods to be in- 

troduced into the Roman pantheon. When the Romans 

had trouble with an enemy city, they had the evocatio 

at their disposal. It consisted of a kind of abduction of 

divine power at the adversary’s expense and to Rome’s 

benefit. A famous case (and also unique in the annals) is 

seen in the siege of Veii (in 396 BcE). The war against 

that Etruscan city seemed endless. It was to last ten 

years, as long as the Trojan war. Struck by marvels 

(“Lake Alban had risen to an unaccustomed level with- 

out rain or any other cause”; Livy, 5.15.2), the Romans 

named M. Furius Camillus as dictator. In addition to 

his military successes, he achieved fame by addressing 

directly the city’s protective divinity, Uni (the Etruscan 

homologue of Juno): “Juno Regina, who resides now in 

Veii, I pray that you will follow us after our victory into 

our city, which will soon be yours; you will there have 

a temple worthy of your majesty” (Livy, 5.21.3). In this 

way Juno Regina acquired a temple on the Aventine, as 

a divinity of outside origin, while still continuing to sit, 

as a national divinity, on the Capitolium at the side of 

Jupiter. 

Finally, there was one other procedure: the capture, 

pure and simple, of a foreign divinity. A priori, this ar- 

rogant attitude can seem strange on the part of a people 

imbued with “religious” respect toward the supernatu- 

ral world (by way of explaining the evocatio, Macrobius 

in Saturnalia 3.9.2 had advanced precisely this reason: 

“Quod ... nefas aestimarent deos habere captivos,”’ 

“They regarded it as sacrilege to make prisoners of the 

gods’’). However, the seizure of Falerii in 241 BCE re- 

sulted in captivity for its goddess, who was then given 

a small shrine in Rome at the foot of the slope of Cae- 

lius, under the name of Minerva Capta (Ovid, Fasti 

3.837). Apparently Rome no longer thought it necessary 

to treat the vanquished with caution, whether men or 

gods. She was adopting to her own advantage the vae 

victis formerly pronounced against her by a Gaulish 

chief. 

Influences of Hellenism. The Greek influence played 

very quickly upon Rome both indirectly and directly. 

Indirectly, by means of the Etruscans, to the extent that 

the Etruscan pantheon was itself hellenized, with allow- 

ance made for its own specificity. Directly, by the near- 

ness of Magna Graecia, while contact was taking place 

with continental Greece and Asia Minor. This influence 

contributed to anthropomorphism in conceiving the di- 

vine, above all once syncretism had established a table 

of equivalences between Greek and Italic divinities. 

How is syncretism defined? As a consequence of a mis- 

taken etymology that confused sugkrétismos (‘‘federa- 

tion’’) with sugkrésis (““mixture’’), as Stig Wikander has 

shown, the term came to mean a “mixture of myths and 

religions.” In this way the parallel connection between 

the Greek triad Demeter-Dionysos-Kore and the Latin 

triad Ceres-Liber-Libera (explained above) is ascribable 

to syncretist interpretation. Instead of remaining an ab- 

stract concept of “creative’’ force (creare), Ceres was 

more or less identified with a Demeter in human form 

and enhanced by a moving legend (Demeter in search 

of her daughter Kore, abducted by Pluto). This “new” 

Ceres was made into a statue which, according to 

Pliny the Elder, was “the first bronze statue made in 



Rome.” Consequently, she gained a “house,” the temple 
built in 493 BcE to the triad near the Circus Maximus. 
The temple was decorated with the painting and sculp- 

tures of Damophilos and Gorgasos, two celebrated 

Greek artists. In this instance, hellenization had con- 

sisted in overlaying an Italic abstraction with an image 

and a legend. There is only a hellenization by contami- 

nation between homologous divinities. [See Syncre- 
tism.] 

Yet some Greek gods came into Rome outside of any 

process of contamination. This fact has already been ex- 

amined in the case of Castor. The same held true for 

Apollo. His introduction was due to an epidemic. Indeed 

it was not the god of the Muses, nor the sun god, nor 

the prophet god who would later be the patron of the 

Sibylline Books (these titles would appear in the Car- 

men saeculare by Horace during the time of Augustus) 

and to whom the Romans had appealed for aid at the 

beginning of the fifth century; rather, this Apollo was 

the healing god. His temple, dedicated in 433 ‘‘pro vale- 

tudine populi” (‘‘for the people’s health”), was dedi- 

cated in 431 in the Flaminian Meadows at the south- 

west of the Capitol, within a sector that already bore 

the name Apollinare (“Apollo’s enclosure”; Livy, 4.25.3, 

40.51.4). The oldest invocation used in the prayers of 

the Vestals were directed to the “physician”: Apollo 

Medice, Apollo Paean (Macrobius, Saturnalia 1.17.15). 

This introduction had been recommended by the Sib- 

ylline Books that were consulted upon orders of the 

Senate by the viri sacris faciundis. The striking thing in 

the cases of Castor and Apollo lies in the circumstances 

surrounding their manifestations. In both instances 

there was an imperative necessity: for the former, the 

essential situation was in a crucial battle; for the latter, 

it was an alarming pestilence. In contrast with Castor, 

who was introduced by the lone initiative of the dicta- 

tor Aulus Postumius, Apollo entered Rome as a conse- 

quence of a consultation with the Sibylline Books. This 

procedure would be put to use more and more, and, as 

a result, the Romans became familiar with a new form 

of devotion, the lectisternia, which had more signifi- 

cance on the emotional level than was usual in Roman 

worship. This worship consisted essentially in a canon- 

ical prayer followed by the offering of consecrated en- 

trails (the exta) to the divinity (the distinction between 

exta—comprising the lungs, the heart, the liver, the gall 

bladder, and the peritoneum—and the viscera, flesh 

given over for profane consumption, is fundamental in 

Roman liturgy). The sacrificial ceremony was cele- 

brated by qualified magistrates and priests around the 

altar, placed in front of the temple. On the contrary, in 

the ritus Graecus statues of the deities reposing on cush- 

ions (pulvinaria) were exposed within the temples on 
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ceremonial beds (lectisternia). Men, women, and chil- 

dren could approach them and offer them food and 

prayers in a fervent supplication (see Livy, 24.10.13; 

32.1.14) often presided over by the viri sacris faciundis 

(cf. Livy, 4.21.5). 

The first lectisternium was celebrated in 399 BcE at the 

injunction of the Sibylline Books that had been con- 

sulted by the viri sacris faciundis upon order of the Sen- 

ate, which was worried about a persistent epidemic in 

Rome. It joined in heterogeneous pairs Apollo and La- 

tona, Hercules and Diana, Mercury and Neptune (Livy, 

5.13.4-6). Outwardly, half of the names were of purely 

Greek origin (Apollo, Latona, Hercules) and the other 

half of Latin origin. In reality, even these last names 

applied to Hellenic divinities: Diana/Artemis, Mer- 

cury/Hermes, Neptune/Poseidon. The healing god 

Apollo, accompanied by his mother Latona, was at the 

head of the list during this period of epidemic. 

Much more dramatic circumstances—Hannibal at the 

walls of Rome—instigated in 217 BcE the last and most 

celebrated lectisternium in the history of the republic 

(Livy, 22.10.9). On this occasion, the Romans for the 

first time adopted the Greek plan of a set of twelve dei- 

ties divided into six couples in the following order: Ju- 

piter and Juno, Neptune and Minerva, Mars and Venus, 

Apollo and Diana, Vulcan and Vesta, Mercury and 

Ceres. This ceremony would remain unique (one cannot 

regard as a parallel the merry parody organized by Au- 

gustus during a cena where the twelve dinner compan- 

ions disguised themselves as gods and goddesses (see 

Suetonius, Augustus 70). Without a doubt, the Greek in- 

spiration is evident in this list, presenting couples of 

gods and goddesses (the idea of grouping twelve princi- 

pal deities would be repeated later by the installation 

of gilded bronze statues of the di consentes in the niches 

located below the Portico at the foot of the Capitolium). 

Yet it is necessary to avoid misunderstanding the 

meaning of the coupling here. The Greek model ap- 

peared in outline after the first four couples: Zeus-Hera, 

Poseidon-Athena, Ares-Aphrodite, Apollo-Artemis. It 

could suggest a conjugal meaning for Jupiter and Juno 

and an erotic meaning for Mars and Venus, but nothing 

of the kind would apply for the association of Neptune 

and Minerva (which evokes the rivalry of Poseidon and 

Athena in giving a name to Athens), nor for Apollo and 

Diana/Artemis, who were brother and sister. One can 

also wonder if the Romans were not still more heedful 

of the representative value of these divine pairs. Only a 

functional bond makes sense for the two last couples, in 

Rome as well as in Greece: fire for Vulcan and Vesta, 

economic activity (commerce and grain) for Mercury 

and Ceres. As for the couples that seemed most to bear 

the stamp of Hellenism, they were explained perfectly 
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in accord with Roman norms. Thus Jupiter and Juno 

were associated here, just as they had been in the Cap- 

itoline cult since the sixth century. Nor did Venus and 

Mars form a couple in Rome in the strict sense of the 

term. Mars, father of Romulus, is the old Italic god, 

while Venus, mother of Aeneas, appeared as the protec- 

tress of the Romans-Aeneades. In a word, Rome knew 

how to utilize the Greek plan to her own ends without 

in turn submitting to it. She joined together the two es- 

sential personages of her history: Aeneas, the founder of 

the nation, and Romulus, founder of the city. 

This example makes manifest a constant attitude. 

Nothing is more significant in this connection than the 

introduction of the cult of Venus Erycina. Once again 

the circumstantial cause was the imperative need for 

supplementary divine aid. It was during the Second 

Punic War (218-210), after the disaster of Trasimene in 

217 BcE. Named as dictator, Q. Fabius Maximus (who 

would bear the surname Cunctator, or ‘‘delayer’’) ob- 

tained from the Senate a consultation with the Sibyl- 

line Books, which prescribed, among other measures, a 

promise to provide a temple dedicated to Venus Ery- 

cina (Livy, 22.9.7-11). This choice becomes clear when 

one recalls that, at the time of the First Punic War, the 

consul Lucius Junius had “recognized” Venus, the 

mother of Aeneas, in the Aphrodite of Mount Eryx, 

which he had succeeded in occupying from the start 

(248 BcE) up till the victorious finish. Thus the dictator 
who was struggling with the same enemy (the Cartha- 

ginians) as before, ought to vow to the same goddess— 

as a pledge of victory—a temple, which was dedicated 

in 215 on the Capitolium. It was the ‘Trojan light” that 

earned for Venus Erycina, “mother of the Aeneades,” 

this majestic entry to the summit of the Capitolium, 

which was included at that date within the pomerial 
zone. 

Some ten years later, the oriental goddess Cybele was 

introduced on the same basis. Once more, marvels had 

impressed religious awareness: “‘two suns were seen; in- 

termittent flashes had streaked through the night; a 
trail of fire reached from east to west...” (Livy, 

29.14.3). An oracle drawn from the Sibylline Books had 

predicted ‘“‘the day when an enemy of foreign race 

would bring war to Italian soil, he could be defeated 

and banished from Italy, if the Mater Idaea were car- 

ried from Pessinus to Rome” (Livy, 29.10.5). In this way 
the Magna Mater (alias Cybele), honored as a “Trojan” 

ancestor despite her primitive nature (she was repre- 

sented by a black sacred stone), was solemnly received 

in Rome in 204 BcE and was installed on the Palatine. 

Until the building of her own temple, which was dedi- 

cated in 191 BcE, she was provisionally lodged in the 
temple of Victoria. 

The entry of these two goddesses, understood in terms 

of the “Trojan light,” is instructive on another account 

as well. In spite of the considerable honors that she ac- 

corded them (far from treating them as outsiders, she 

installed them on the prestigious hills of the Capitoline 

and the Palatine), Rome did not neglect to subject their 

cults to discreet censorship. She treated Venus Erycina 

in two ways: in the temple on the Capitoline (dedicated 

in 215) she venerated her as a Roman goddess. How- 

ever, in the extrapomerial temple, built later outside of 

the Porta Collina and dedicated in 181, she considered 

her to be a foreign goddess, covered by the statute of 

the peregrina sacra (‘‘foreign rites”) which allowed for 
tolerance of certain original customs. The temple of Ve- 

nus Erycina outside the Porta Collina admitted, as an 

extension of the one on Mount Eryx, the presence of 

prostitutes in imitation of the sacred courtesans on the 

Sicilian mountain. The restraints were even stricter for 

the Magna Mater Idaea. Her cult could be practiced 

only by the Galli, the eunuch-priests, to the exclusion of 

Roman citizens. It was placed under the police surveil- 

lance of the urban praetor. 

The affair of the Bacchanals in 186 BCE can be ex- 

plained in similar fashion. Rome’s action was not di- 

rected against the god Bacchus when in 186 BcE she for- 

bade the Bacchanalia by a Senate decree. (Engraved on 

a bronze plaque, this valuable document, found in 1640 

in the Abruzzi region, is kept in the Vienna Museum; it 

is illuminated by the ample report in Livy, 39.8-18.) 
Bacchus was present not only in Magna Graecia (at Cu- 

mae, an inscription dating from the first half of the fifth 

century establishes the existence of a burial ground re- 

served for Bacchants) but also in Etruria, where he was 

rendered as Fufluns, and in Latium, where he was ren- 

dered as Liber, the god celebrated in the Liberalia of 17 

March. Following a denunciation, alarm had been cre- 

ated by the secret gatherings (Livy, 39.8.3) that reeked 
of scandals involving both men and women. The Bac- 

chants were accused of taking part in criminal orgies in 

a milieu marked by “the groans of victims amid de- 

baucheries and murders.” The prohibition was dictated 

out of a concern for public order, the best proof of 

which is the fact that the Senate decree did not abolish 
the authorized celebration of the mysteries of Bacchus 

(for a limited—no more than five—number of partici- 

pants) on condition of being subject to the permission 

and control of the officials. In conformity with Roman 

traditions, the distinction was made between coniuratio 
(“conspiracy’”’) and religio. 

Public Worship. The aim of public worship (the sacra 
publica) was to assure or to restore the “benevolence 
and grace of the gods,” which the Romans considered 
indispensable for the state’s well-being. To that end, the 



calendar days were divided into profane days (dies pro- 
festi) and days reserved for the gods (dies festi or feriae), 
and thus for liturgical celebrations. [See Fasti.] How- 
ever, if one looks at a Roman calendar, one observes 
that the list of days contains some other signs. When 
the days are profane, they are marked by the letter F 
(fasti); when they pertain to the gods, by N (nefasti). 
This presentation does not call in question the division 
of “profane” and ‘“‘sacred”’ times. It simply changes the 
perspective as to when ‘“‘divine” becomes “human.” In- 
deed, for the Romans, the day is fastus when it is fas 
(“religiously licit”) to engage in profane occupations, 
nefastus when it is nefas (‘‘religiously prohibited”) to do 
so, since the day belongs to the gods. (In reality, the 
analytical spirit of the pontiffs came up with yet a third 

category of C days (comitiales), which, while profane, 
lent themselves in addition to the comitia, or ‘‘assem- 
blies.”’ Further, there are other rarely used letters, such 

as the three dies fissi (half nefasti, half fasti). The dies 

religiosi (or atri) are outside these categories: they are 
dates that commemorate public misfortunes, such as 18 

July, the Dies Alliensis (commemorating the disaster of 

the battle of Allia in 390 Bceg). 

The republican calendar (called fasti) divided the fe- 

rial days over the course of twelve months. Each month 

was marked by the calendae (the first day), the nonae, 

and the idus (the last two fell respectively on the fifth 

or seventh, and the thirteenth or the fifteenth, according 

to whether they were ordinary months or March, May, 

July, or October). The feasts were fixed (stativae) or 

movable (conceptivae) or organized around some partic- 

ular circumstance. The letters (N, F, C) of the different 

days, as well as the forty-five most important feasts that 

stand out in capital letters in the stone calendars, go 

back to the most ancient period, that of the institution 

of the lunar-solar calendar attributed to Numa. 
The Roman liturgy developed in line with an order of 

feasts consecrated to particular deities. An overlap was 

therefore possible: since the ides, ‘days of full light,” 
were always dedicated to Jupiter, the sacrifice of the 

Equus October (“‘horse of October’’) on 15 December co- 

incided with them. This liturgy was punctuated by the 

rhythm of seasons for the agrarian celebrations (espe- 
cially in April and in July-August) and by the schedule 

of training for military campaigns. Thus it is interesting 
to note that the month of March contained nearly all 

the feasts marking the opening of martial activities, just 

as in the month of October the feasts marked their clos- 
ing. In March there was registered on the calends a sac- 

rifice to the god Mars; the blessing of horses on the 

Equirria on 27 February and 14 March; and the blessing 
of arms on the Quinquatrus and of trumpets on the Tu- 

bilustrium on 19 March. In addition, there was the Ago- 
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nium Martiale on 17 March. The month of October dis- 
played a comparable list. On 1 October, a rite of 
purification was performed for the Tigillum Sororium; 
on the ides, the sacrifice of the Equus October offered to 
Mars; and on 19 October, the Armilustrium, or purifi- 
cation of arms. In both March and October the Salii, 
carrying lances (hastae) and shields (ancilia) roamed the 
city performing martial dances. 

The feasts of archaic character continued to be cele- 

brated, while at the same time, the ritus graecus pro- 

duced a more emotional liturgy. The supplicatio (orga- 

nized in 207 BcE, following upon a miracle) in honor of 

Juno Regina of the Aventine make a particularly mem- 

orable impression with an innovation: twenty-seven 

girls sang a hymn composed especially for the occasion 

by the poet Livius Andronicus (Livy, 27.37.7-15). 

Besides the liturgical feasts, it is also necessary to cite 

the ludi, games consisting essentially of chariot races. 

They went back to an old tradition represented by the 

Equirria. The new Judi replaced the bigae, teams of two 

horses, with the quadrigae, teams of four, for the races 

in the Circus Maximus and included various perfor- 

mances: riders leaping from one horse to another, fights 

with wrestlers and boxers. (The gladiator fights, which 

were Etruscan in origin, appeared in 264 BcE for private 

funeral feasts, but they did not become part of the pub- 

lic games until the end of the second century BCE.) 

These competitions were soon complemented by other 

spectacles: pantomimes and dances accompanied by 

the flute. The principal ones were the Ludi Magni or 

Ludi Romani, celebrated from the fifteenth through the 

eighteenth of September after the ides that coincided 

with the anniversary of the temple of Jupiter Capito- 

line. (It is known that an interval, dies postriduanus— 

the fourteenth of September in this instance—had to 

separate the ides from another feast day.) Considered to 

have been instituted by Tarquin the Elder (Livy, 1.35.9), 

they became annual events starting in 367 BCE, which is 

the date that saw the creation of the curule magistracy 

(aediles curules). The Ludi Plebei, a kind of plebeian re- 

ply to preceding games, were instituted later: they are 

mentioned for the first time in 216 BcE (Livy, 23.30.17). 

They took place in the Circus Flaminius, involved the 

same kind of games as the Ludi Romani, and were cel- 

ebrated around the time of the ides of November. It is 

also noteworthy that the Ludi Romani and the Ludi Ple- 

bei were both held around the ides (of September or 

November) and dedicated to Jupiter, to whom a sacri- 

ficial meal, the Epulum Jovis, was offered. The public 

worship was conducted by a corps of specialized 

priests. While the rex sacrorum and the three major 
flamines appeared more and more as archaic characters, 

the pontifex maximus (the last of the ancient ordo sacer- 
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dotum) became the first in importance under the repub- 

lic. He was the one to preside over the pontifical college . 

in the Regia, or “‘king’s house”’ of times past. He was the 

one to name the rex sacrorum, the flamines maiores, 

and the Vestal Virgins. He was attended by a college of 

pontiffs that grew from three to nine members (the Lex 

Ogulnia of 300 BcE), then to fifteen (the Lex Cornelia of 

82 BCE), and finally to sixteen (the Lex Julia of 46 Bceg). 

He had the upper hand in respect to the calendar, the 

public rites, and the temple laws. 

As for the Vestal Virgins, residing near the Regia in 

the Atrium Vestae under the direction of a virgo max- 

ima, their essential mission was to maintain the public 

hearth in the Aedes Vestae. They were six in number. 

Their service lasted thirty years and enjoyed great pres- 

tige (Cicero, Pro Fonteio 48). Their liturgical importance 

is confirmed by two significant points. Once a year, they 

would make their way to the king in order to ask him: 

“Are you vigilant, king? Be vigilant!” On another sol- 

emn occasion, the virgo maxima mounted the Capito- 

lium in the company of the pontifex maximus (Horace, 

Carmina 3.30.8). 

The Augures (‘‘augurs’’) made up the second college. 

Their official title served as a clear definition: ‘‘The au- 

gurs of the state are the interpreters of the almighty Ju- 

piter.” In having recourse to the auspicium, divination 

by means of the observation of birds, they discerned the 

augurium (the presence of the heavenly blessing), specif- 

ically of the “augus (“fullness of mystical power’ in 

Georges Dumézil’s translation). It also fell upon them 

to inaugurate both persons (the rex sacrorum and the 

three flamines maiores) and buildings (templa). Their 

college’s structure evolved like that of the pontifical col- 

lege: beginning with three, the number of augurs grew 

to six, to nine (in 300 sce), then to fifteen (under Sulla), 

and finally to sixteen (under Julius Caesar). 

The viri sacris faciundis, ‘men in charge of the cele- 

bration of sacrifices,’ were responsible for safeguarding 

and for consulting the Sibylline Books by order of the 

Senate. There were at first two of them, then ten (begin- 

ning in 367 Bceg), and finally fifteen. The Epulones were 
created in 196 BcE in order to relieve the pontiffs of 

some of their obligations. In particular, it was their 

duty to organize the sacrificial supper, the Epulum 

Jovis, at the Ludi Romani and the Ludi Plebei. They 
numbered three at first, then seven, and finally ten. 

The plebeians’ access to these four kinds of priest- 

hoods was acquired gradually. The Lex Licinia Sextiae 

of 367 BCE assigned to them half of the ten seats of the 

viri sacris faciundis. In 300 BcE the Lex Ogulnia admit- 

ted the plebeians to a half-share in the colleges of the 

pontiffs and the augurs. In 103 BcE the Lex Domitia de 

Sacerdotiis established the principle of election of these 

priests by seventeen tribes chosen by lot, using a list of 

candidates presented by each college involved. From 

then on this method of recruitment was used (instead of 

co-optation) for the sacerdotum quattuor amplissima col- 

legia. 

In addition to the four collegia, it is worth mention- 

ing the fraternities that, for their part, confirm the lik- 

ing in Rome for priestly specialization. The twenty Fe- 

tiales saw to the protection of Rome in her foreign 

relations, especially with regard to declarations of war 

and conclusion of peace treaties. The twenty-four Salii 

(twelve Salii Palatini and twelve Salii Collini) were the 

dancer-priests who opened the season of war in March 

and closed it in October. The twenty-four Luperci 

(twelve Fabiani and twelve Quinctiales) acted only in 

the rites of the Lupercalia on 15 February. The twelve 

Arval Brothers were in charge of the blessing of the 

fields (arva). They disappeared before the end of the re- 

public but were restored by Augustus. (In their Acta 

they recorded the ancient liturgical chant, known as the 

Carmen Arvale.) [See Arval Brothers.] 

Private Worship. The expression Populus Romanus 

Quiritium (‘‘the citizens of Rome’’) attests in itself to the 

power of collective bonds: the individual does not exist 

except as a member of the community. The best proof 

of it is that the Latin grammarians have insisted on 

only one instance in which Quirites had a singular form: 

when the citizen left the community through death. 

Then, “a herald declared in the funeral notice: this 

Quiris has passed away.” 

Within this community there were smaller groups 

such as the curia, the gens, and the familia. It was 

within the bosom of the family, placed under the au- 

thority of the pater familias, that the first private forms 

of worship were celebrated. The day of birth (dies na- 

talis) and the day of purification (dies lustricus: the 

ninth day for boys, the eighth for girls, when the infant 

received its name) were the family feasts. In the atrium 

of the family home, the infant would acquire the habit 

of honoring the household gods (the lar familiaris and 

the di penates). The allusion made in the Aulularia (v. 

24s) by Plautus to the young daughter, who every day 
would bring “some gift such as incense, wine, or gar- 
lands” to the lar familiaris, shows that personal devo- 
tion was not unknown in Rome. Livy (26.19.5) cites a 
more illustrious example of this kind about P. Cornelius 
Scipio, the future conqueror of Hannibal. ‘After he re- 
ceived the toga virilis, he undertook no action, whether 
public or private, without going right away to the Cap- 
itolium. Once he reached the sanctuary, he remained 
there in contemplation, normally all alone in private for 



some time” (it is true that a rumor attributed divine 

ancestry to Scipio, something he very carefully neither 

confirmed nor denied). [See Lares.] 

The taking of the toga virilis, or pura (as opposed to 

the toga praetexta, bordered with a purple ribbon and 

worn by children), generally took place at age seventeen 

during the feast of the Liberalia on 17 March. Before 

this point, the puer (‘boy’) had offered his bulla (a 

golden amulet) to the lar familiaris (under the republic, 

the plural lares familiares often designated, by way of 

extension, the group of divinities in the home: Lar, pe- 

nates, Vesta. From then on, he was a iuvenis. He would 

go. up to the Capitolium to offer a sacrifice and leave an 

offering in the sanctuary of the goddess Iuventas. An- 

other family feast occurred on the birthday of the father 

of the family in honor of his genius. A warm atmosphere 

brought together the whole family (including the ser- 

vants) at least twice a year. On 1 March, the feast of the 

Matronalia, the mothers of families would make their 

way up the Esquiline to the temple of Juno Lucina, 

whose anniversary it was. Together with their husbands 

they prayed “‘for the safeguarding of their union” and 

received presents. They themselves then prepared din- 

ner for their slaves. Macrobius (Saturnalia 1.12.7), who 

mentions this custom, adds that on 17 December, the 

feast of the Saturnalia, it was the masters’ turn to serve 

their slaves, unless they preferred to share dinner with 

them (Saturnalia 1.7.37). 

At the end of life, the Feria Denecales (denecales or 

deni-, no doubt from de nece, ‘following death’’) were 

matched by the Feriae Natales. Their purpose was to 

purify the family in mourning. For the deceased was re- 

garded as having defiled his family, which thus became 

funesta (‘defiled by death’). To this end, a novemdiale 

sacrum was offered on the ninth day after burial. As for 

the deceased, his body, or a finger thereof kept aside (os 

resectum) in the case of cremation, was buried in a place 

that become inviolable (religiosus). The burial was in- 

dispensable in order to assure the repose of the de- 

ceased, who from then on was venerated among the di 

parentes (later the di manes). (If there were no burial, he 

risked becoming one of the mischievous spirits, the /e- 

mures, which the father of the family would expel at 

midnight on the Lemuria of 9, 11, and 13 May.) 

During the Dies Parentales, from the thirteenth to the 

twenty-first of February, the family would go to the 

tomb of their dead in order to bring them gifts. [See 

Parentalia.] Since the period of time ended on 21 Feb- 

ruary with a public feast, the Feralia, the next day, 22 

February, reverted to a private feast, the Caristia or 

Cara Cognatio; the members of the family gathered and 

comforted one another around a banquet. This explains 
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the compelling need in an old family for legitimate off- 

spring (either by bloodline or by adoption). In their 

turn, the duty of the descendants was to carry on the 

family worship and to calm the souls of their ancestors. 
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The Imperial Period 

The Roman state’s extraordinary and unexpected 

transformation from one that had hegemony over the 

greater part of Italy into a world state in the second and 

first centuries BCE had implications for Roman religion 

which are not easy to grasp. After all, Christianity, a 

religion wholly “foreign” in its origins, arose from this 

period of Roman ascendancy. To begin, then, to under- 

stand the religious system of imperial Rome, it is best 

to confine ourselves to three elementary and obviously 

related facts. 

The first is that the old Roman practice of inviting the 

chief gods of their enemies to become gods of Rome 

(evocatio) played little or no part in the new stage of 

imperialism. Evocatio does not seem to have had any 

role in the wars in Spain, Gaul, and the East; it is men- 

tioned only, and on dubious evidence (Servius, Ad 

Aeneidem 12.841), in relation to Rome’s conquest of Car- 

thage. 

The second fact is that while it was conquering the 

Hellenistic world Rome was involved in a massive ab- 

sorption of Greek language, literature, and religion, 

with the consequence that the Roman gods became vic- 

torious over Greece at precisely the time that they came 

to be identified with Greek gods. As the gods were ex- 

pected to take sides and to favor their own worshipers, 

this must have created some problems. 

The third fact is that the conquest of Africa, Spain, 

and, ultimately, Gaul produced the opposite phenome- 

non of a large, though by no means systematic, identi- 

fication of Punic, Iberian, and Celtic gods with Roman 

gods. This, in turn, is connected with two opposite as- 

pects of the Roman conquest of the West. On the one 

hand, the Romans had little sympathy and understand- 

ing for the religion of their Western subjects. Although 

occasionally guilty of human sacrifice, they found the 

various forms of human sacrifices which were practiced 

more frequently in Africa, Spain, and Gaul repugnant 

(hence their later efforts to eliminate the druids in Gaul 

and in Britain). On the other hand, northern Africa, out- 

side Egypt, and western Europe were deeply latinized 

in language and romanized in institutions, thereby cre- 

ating the conditions for the assimilation of native gods 
to Roman gods. 

Yet the Mars, the Mercurius, and even the Jupiter and 

the Diana we meet so frequently in Gaul under the Ro- 

mans are not exactly the same as in Rome. The individ- 

uality of the Celtic equivalent of Mercurius has already 

been neatly noted by Caesar. Some Roman gods, such 

as Janus and Quirinus, do not seem to have penetrated 

Gaul. Similarly, in Africa, Saturnus preserved much of 

the Baal Hammon with whom he was identified. There, 
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Juno Caelestis (or simply Caelestis, destined to consid- 

erable veneration outside Africa) is Tanit (Tinnit), the 

female companion of Baal Hammon. The assimilation 

of the native god is often revealed by an accompanying 

adjective (in Gaul, Mars Lenus, Mercurius Dumiatis, 

etc.,). An analogous phenomenon had occurred in the 

East under the Hellenistic monarchies: native, espe- 

cially Semitic, gods were assimilated to Greek gods, es- 

pecially to Zeus and Apollo. The Eastern assimilation 

went on under Roman rule (as seen, for example, with 

Zeus Panamaros in Caria). 

Roman soldiers, becoming increasingly professional 

and living among natives for long periods of time, 

played a part in these syncretic tendencies. A further 

consequence of imperialism was the emphasis on Vic- 

tory and on certain gods of Greek origin (such as Hera- 

kles and Apollo) as gods of victory. Victoria was already 

recognized as a goddess during the Samnite Wars; she 

was later associated with various leaders, from Scipio 

Africanus to Sulla and Pompey. Roman emperors used 

an elaborate religious language in their discussions of 

Victory. Among Christians, Augustine of Hippo depicted 

Victory as God’s angel (City of God 4.17). 

The Romans also turned certain gods of Greek origin 

into gods of victory. As early as 145 Bce L. Mummius 

dedicated a temple to Hercules Victor after his triumph 

over Greece. After a victory, generals often offered 10 

percent of their booty to Hercules, and Hercules Invic- 

tus was a favorite god of Pompey. Apollo was connected 

with Victory as early as 212 BcE. Caesar boosted her an- 

cestress Venus in the form of Venus Victrix. But it was 

Apollo who helped Octavian, the future Augustus, to 

win the Battle of Actium in September of 31 BcE. 

Imperial Attitudes toward and Uses of Religion. Au- 

gustus and his contemporaries thought, or perhaps in 

some cases wanted other people to think, that the pre- 

ceding age (roughly the period from the Gracchi to Cae- 

sar) had seen a decline in the ancient Roman care for 

gods. Augustus himself stated in the autobiographical 

record known as the Res gestae that he and his friends 

had restored eighty-two temples. He revived cults and 

religious associations, such as the Arval, Brothers and 

the fraternity of the Titii, and appointed a flamen dialis, 

a priestly office that had been left vacant since 87 BCE. 

This revivalist feeling was not entirely new: it was be- 

hind the enormous collection of evidence concerning 

ancient Roman cults, the “divine antiquities,” which 

Varro had dedicated to Caesar about 47 BcE in his An- 
tiquitatum rerum humanarum et divinarum libri; the rest 
of the work, the “human antiquities,” was devoted to 
Roman political institutions and customs. Varro’s work 
became as much a codification of Roman religion for 
succeeding generations as existed, and as such it was 
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used for polemical purposes by Christian apologists; it 
was, however, never a guide for ordinary worshipers. 

For us, inevitably, it is difficult to do justice at the 

same time to the mood of the Augustan restoration and 

to the unquestionable seriousness with which the polit- 

ical and military leaders of the previous century tried 

to support their unusual adventures by unusual reli- 

gious attitudes. Marius, a devotee of the Magna Mater 

(Cybele), was accompanied in his campaigns by a Syr- 

ian prophetess. Sulla apparently brought from Cappa- 

docia the goddess Ma, soon identified with Bellona, 

whose orgiastic and prophetic cult had wide appeal. 

Furthermore, he developed a personal devotion to Ve- 

nus and Fortuna and set an example for Caesar, who 

claimed Venus as the ancestress of the gens Julia. As 

pontifex maximus for twenty years, Caesar reformed not 

only individual cults but also the calendar, which had 

great religious significance. He tried to support his 

claim to dictatorial powers by collecting religious hon- 

ors which, though obscure in detail and debated by 

modern scholars, anticipate’later imperial cult. 

Unusual religious attitudes were not confined to lead- 

ers. A Roman senator, Nigidius Figulus, made religious 

combinations of his own both in his writings and in his 

practice: magic, astrology, and Pythagoreanism were 

some of the ingredients. Cicero, above all, epitomized 

the search of educated men of the first century BCE for 

the right balance between respect for the ancestral cults 

and the requirements of philosophy. Cicero could no 

longer believe in traditional divination. When his 

daughter died in 45 BcE he embarked briefly on a pro- 

ject for making her divine. This was no less typical of 

the age than the attempt by Clodius in 62 BcE to dese- 

crate the festival of Bona Dea, reserved to women, in 

order to contact Caesar’s wife; he escaped punishment. 

The imperial age was inclined to distinctions and to 

compromises. The Roman pontifex maximus Q. Mucius 

Scaevola is credited with the popularization of the dis- 

tinction, originally Greek, between the gods of the poets 

as represented in myths, the gods of ordinary people to 

be found in cults and sacred laws, and finally the gods 

of the philosophers, confined to books and private dis- 

cussion. It was the distinction underlying the thought of 

Varro and Cicero. No wonder, therefore, that in that at- 

mosphere of civil wars and personal hatreds, cultic 

rules and practices were exploited ruthlessly to embar- 

rass enemies while no one could publicly challenge the 

ultimate validity of traditional practices. 

The Augustan restoration discouraged philosophical 

speculation about the nature of the gods: Lucretius’s De 

rerum natura remains characteristic of the age of Cae- 

sar. Augustan poets (Horace, Tibullus, Propertius, and 

Ovid) evoked obsolescent rites and emphasized piety. 

Vergil interpreted the Roman past in religious terms. 

Nevertheless, the combined effect of the initiatives of 

Caesar and Augustus amounted to a new religious situ- 

ation. 

For centuries the aristocracy in Rome had controlled 

what was called ius sacrum (‘‘sacred law’’), the religious 

aspect of Roman life, but the association of priesthood 

with political magistracy, though frequent and ob- 

viously convenient, had never been institutionalized. In 

27 BCE the assumption by Octavian of the permanent 

title augustus implied, though not very clearly, perma- 

nent approval of the gods (augustus may connote a 

holder of permanent favorable auspices). In 12 BcE Au- 

gustus assumed the position of pontifex maximus, 

which became permanently associated with the figure 

of the emperor (imperator), the new head for life of the 

Roman state. Augustus’s new role resulted in an identi- 

fication of religious with political power, which had not 

existed in Rome since at least the end of the monarchy. 

Furthermore, the divinization of Caesar after his death 

had made Augustus, as his adoptive son, the son of a 

divus. In turn Augustus was officially divinized (apothe- 

osis) after his death by the Roman Senate. Divinization 

after death did not become automatic for his successors 

(Tiberius, Gaius, and Nero were not divinized); never- 

theless, Augustus’s divinization created a presumption 

that there was a divine component in an ordinary em- 

peror who had not misbehaved in his lifetime. [See Au- 

gustus.] It also reinforced the trend toward the cult of 

the living emperor, which had been most obvious dur- 

ing Augustus’s life. With the Flavian dynasty and later 

with the Antonines, it was normal for the head of the 

Roman state to be both the head of the state religion 

and a potential, or even actual, god. 

As the head of Roman religion, the Roman emperor 

was therefore in the paradoxical situation of being re- 

sponsible not only for relations between the Roman 

state and the gods but also for a fair assessment of his 

own qualifications to be considered a god, if not after 

his life, at least while he was alive. This situation, how- 

ever, must not be assumed to have applied universally. 

Much of the religious life in individual towns was in the 

hands of local authorities or simply left to private ini- 

tiative. The financial support for public cults was in any 

case very complex, too complex to be discussed here. It 

will be enough to mention that the Roman state granted 

or confirmed to certain gods in certain sanctuaries the 

right to receive legacies (Ulpian, Regulae 22.6). In pro- 

viding money for a local shrine an emperor implied no 

more than benevolence toward the city or group in- 

volved. 

Within the city of Rome, however, the emperor was 

in virtual control of the public cults. As a Greek god, 
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Apollo had been kept outside of the pomerium since his 

introduction into Rome: his temple was in the Campus 

Martius. Under Augustus, however, Apollo received a 

temple inside the pomerium on the Palatine in recogni- 

tion of the special protection he had offered to Octa- 

vian. The Sibylline Books, an ancient collection of 

prophecies that had been previously preserved on the 

Capitol, were now transferred to the new temple. Later, 

Augustus demonstrated his preference for Mars as a 

family god, and a temple to Mars Ultor (the avenger of 

Caesar’s murder) was built. It was no doubt on the di- 

rect initiative of Hadrian that the cult of Rome as a 

goddess (in association with Venus) was finally intro- 

duced into the city centuries after the cult had spread 

outside of Italy. A temple to the Sun (Sol), a cult popu- 

lar in the empire at large, and not without some roots 

in the archaic religion of Rome, had to wait until the 

emperor Aurelian in 274 cE, if one discounts the cult of 

the Ba’al of Emesa, a sun god, which came and went 

with the emperor Elagabalus in 220-221. Another ex- 

ample of these changes inside Rome is the full romani- 

zation of the Etruscan haruspices performed by the em- 

peror Claudius in 47 cE (Tacitus, Annals 11.15). 

A further step in the admission of Oriental gods to the 

official religion of Rome was the building of a temple to 

Isis under Gaius. The cult of Isis had been contested and 

ultimately confined outside the pomerium, associated 

as it was with memories of Cleopatra, the Egyptian en- 

emy of Augustus. Jupiter Dolichenus, an Oriental god 

popular among soldiers, was probably given a temple 

on the Aventine in the second century CE. 

We have some evidence that the Roman priestly col- 

leges intervened in the cults of municipia and coloniae, 

but on the whole we cannot expect the cults of Rome 

herself to remain exemplary for Roman citizens living 

elsewhere. For example, Vitruvius, who dedicated his 

work on architecture to Octavian before the latter be- 

came Augustus in 27, assumes that in an Italian city 

there should be a temple to Isis and Sarapis (De archi- 

tectura 1.7.1); Isis, we know, was kept out of Rome in 

those years. Caracalla, however, presented his grant of 

Roman citizenship to the provincials in 212 cE in hope 

of contributing to religious unification (Papyrus Giessen 

40). Although the cult of the Capitoline triad appears in 

Egypt, the results of this grant were modest in religious 

terms. 

Coins and medals, insofar as they were issued under 

the control of the central government, provide some in- 

dication of imperial preferences in the matter of gods 

and cults. They allow us to say when and how certain 

Oriental cults (such as that of Isis, as reflected on coins 

of Vespasian) or certain attributes of a specific god were 

considered helpful to the empire and altogether suitable 
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for the man in the street who used coins. But since as a 

rule it avoided references to cults of rulers, coinage can 

be misleading if taken alone. Imperial cult and Oriental 

cults are, in fact, two of the most important features of 

Roman religion in the imperial period. But we also 

have to take into consideration popular, not easily de- 

finable trends; the religious beliefs or disbeliefs of the 

intellectuals; the greater participation of women in re- 

ligious and in intellectual life generally; and, finally, the 

peculiar problems presented by the persecution of 

Christianity. 
The Imperial Cult. Imperial cult was many things to 

many people. The emperor never became a complete 

god, even if he was considered a god, because he was 

not requested to produce miracles, even for supposed 

deliverance from peril. Vespasian performed miracles 

in Alexandria soon after his proclamation as emperor, 

but these had no precise connection to his potential di- 

vine status; he remained an exception in any case. Ha- 

drian never performed miracles, but his young lover An- 

tinotis, who was divinized after death, is known to have 

performed some (F. K. Dorner, Denkschriften der Wiener 

Akademie 75, 1952, p. 40, no. 78). 

Apotheosis, decided by the Senate, was the only offi- 

cial form of deification valid for everyone in the empire 

and was occasionally extended to members of the im- 

perial family (Drusilla, the sister of Gaius, received 

apotheosis in 38 cE.) It had its precedent, of course, in 

the apotheosis of Romulus. [See also Apotheosis.] Ulti- 

mately, the cult of the living emperor mattered more. 

[See Emperor’s Cult.] It was the result of a mixture of 

spontaneous initiative by provincial and local councils 

(and even by private individuals) and promptings from 

provincial governors and the emperor himself. It had 

precedents not only in the Hellenistic ruler cult but also 

in the more or less spontaneous worship of Roman gen- 

erals and governors, especially in the hellenized East. 

Cicero, for example, had to decline such worship when 

he was a provincial governor (Ad Atticum 5.21.7). 

The cult of Roman provincial governors disappeared 

with Augustus, to the exclusive benefit of the emperor 

and his family. When he did not directly encourage the 

ruler cult, the emperor still had to approve, limit, and 

occasionally to refuse it. Although he had to be wor- 

shiped, he also had to remain a man in order to live on 

social terms with the Roman aristocracy, of which he 

was supposed to be the princeps. It was a delicate bal- 

ancing act. It is probably fair to say that during his life- 

time the emperor was a god more in proportion to his 

remoteness, rather than his proximity, and that the suc- 

cess (for success it was) of the imperial cult in the prov- 

inces was due to the presence it endowed to an absent 

and alien sovereign. His statues, his temples, and his 
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priests, as well as the games, sacrifices, and other cere- 
monial acts, helped make the emperor present; they 
also helped people to express their interest in the pres- 
ervation of the world in which they lived. 

The imperial cult was not universally accepted and 

liked. Seneca ridiculed the cult of Claudius, and Tacitus 

spoke of the cult in general as Greek adulation. In the 

third century the historian Dio Cassius attributed to Au- 

gustus’s friend Maecenas a total condemnation of the 

imperial cult. Jews and Christians objected to it on 

principle, and the acts of the Christian martyrs remind 

us that there was an element of brutal imposition in the 

imperial cult. [See Persecution, article on Christian Ex- 

perience.] But its controversial nature in certain circles 

may well have been another factor of the cult’s success: 

conflicts help any cause. There is even some vague evi- 

dence (Pleket, 1965, p. 331) that some groups treated 

the imperial cult as a mystery religion in which priests 

revealed some secrets about the emperors. 

Schematically it can be said that in Rome and Italy 

Augustus favored the association of the cult of his life 

spirit (genius) with the old cult of the public dares of the 

crossroads (lares compitales): such a combined cult was 

in the hands of humble people. Similar associations 

(Augustales) developed along various lines in Italy and 

gave respectability to the freedmen who ran them. Au- 

gustus’s birthday was considered a public holiday. His 

genius was included in public oaths between Jupiter 

Optimus Maximus and the penates. In Augustus’s last 

years Tiberius dedicated an altar to the numen Augusti 

in Rome; the four great priestly colleges had to make 

yearly sacrifices at it. Numen, in an obscure way, im- 

plied divine will. 

In the West, central initiative created the altar of 

Roma and Augustus in Lyons, to be administered by the 

Council of the Gauls (12 Bce). A similar altar was built 

at Oppidum Ubiorum (Cologne). Later temples to Au- 

gustus (by then officially divinized) were erected in 

Western provinces. In the East, temples to Roma and 

Divus Julius and to Roma and Augustus were erected as 

early as 29 sce. There, as in the West, provincial assem- 

blies took a leading part in the establishment of the 

cult. Individual cities were also active: priests of Augus- 

tus are found in thirty-four different cities of Asia Mi- 

nor. The organization of the cult varied locally. There 

was no collective provincial cult of the emperor in 

Egypt, though there was a cult in Alexandria. And any 

poet, indeed any man, could have his own idea about 

the divine nature of the emperor. Horace, for example, 

suggested that Augustus might be Mercurius. 

Augustus’s successors tended to be worshiped either 

individually, without the addition of Roma, or collec- 

tively with past emperors. In Asia Minor the last indi- 

vidual emperor known to have received a personal 

priesthood or temple is Caracalla. In this province— 

though not necessarily elsewhere—the imperial cult pe- 

tered out at the end of the third century. Nevertheless, 

Constantine, in the fourth century, authorized the build- 

ing of a temple for the gens Flavia (his own family) in 

Italy at Hispellum, but without “contagion of supersti- 

tion’”—whatever he may have meant by this (Corpus in- 

scriptionum Latinarum, Berlin, 1863, vol. 11, no. 5265). 

It is difficult to say how much the ceremonial of the 

imperial court reflected divinization of the emperors. 

We hear, however, that Domitian wanted to be called 

“dominus et deus’ (Suetonius, Domitian 13.2). In the 

third century a specific identification of the living em- 

peror with a known god seems to be more frequent (for 

instance, Septimius Severus and his wife, Julia Domna, 

with Jupiter and Juno). When the imperial cult died 

out, the emperor had to be justified as the choice of god; 

he became emperor by the grace of god. Thus Diocletian 

and Maximian, the persecutors of Christianity, present 

themselves not as Jupiter and Hercules but as Jovius 

and Herculius, that is, the protégés of Jupiter and Her- 

cules. It must be added that during the first centuries of 

the empire the divinization of the emperor was accom- 

panied by a multiplication of divinizations of private 

individuals, in the West often of humble origin. Such 

divinization took the form of identifying the dead, and 

occasionally the living, with a known hero or god. 

Sometimes the divinization was nothing more than an 

expression of affection by relatives or friends. But it in- 

dicated a tendency to reduce the distance between men 

and gods, which helped the fortunes of the imperial 

cult. We need to know more about private divinizations 

(but see Henning Wrede, Consecratio in formam deo- 

rum, Mainz, 1981). 

Oriental Influences. Oriental cults penetrated the Ro- 

man empire at various dates, in different circum- 

stances, and with varying appeal, although on the 

whole they seem to have supplemented religious needs 

in the Latin West more than in the hellenized East. 

They tended, though not in equal measure, to present 

themselves as mystery cults: they often required initia- 

tion and, perhaps more often, some religious instruc- 

tion. 

Cybele, the first Oriental divinity to be found accept- 

able in Rome since the end of the third century BCE, was 

long an oddity in the city. As the Magna Mater (‘‘great 

mother”), she had been imported by governmental de- 

cision, she had a temple within the pomerium, and she 

was under the protection of members of the highest Ro- 

man aristocracy. Yet her professional priests, singing in 

Greek and living by their temple, were considered alien 

fanatics even in imperial times. What is worse, the god- 
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dess also had servants, the Galli, who had castrated 

themselves to express their devotion to her. [See also 

Cybele.] 

Under the emperor Claudius, Roman citizens were 

probably allowed some priestly functions, though the 

matter is very obscure. Even more obscure is the way 

in which Attis, who is practically absent from the re- 

publican written evidence concerning Cybele, became 

Cybele’s major partner. A new festival, from 15 to 27 

March, apparently put special emphasis on the resur- 

rection of Attis. Concurrently, the cult of Cybele became 

associated with the ritual of the slaying of the sacred 

bull (taurobolium), which Prudentius (Peristephanon 10. 

1006-1050) interpreted as a baptism of blood. The rit- 

ual was performed for the prosperity of the emperor or 

of the empire and, more frequently, for the benefit of 

private individuals. Normally it was considered valid 

for twenty years, which makes it questionable whether 

it was meant to confer immortality on the baptized. 

Although Isis appealed to men as well as to women— 

and indeed her priests were male—it seems clear that 

her prestige as a goddess was due to the unusual powers 

she was supposed to have as a woman. The so-called 

aretalogies (description of the powers) of Isis insist on 

this. Thus the earliest aretalogy, found at Maroneia in 

Macedonia, tells of Isis as legislator and as protector of 

the respect of children for their parents (Merkelbach, 

1976, p. 234). The Kyme text declares that she com- 

pelled husbands to love their wives (H. Engelmann, ed., 

Kyme 1.97), and the Oxyrhynchus hymn in her honor 

explicitly states that she made the power of women 

equal to that of men (Oxyrhynchus Papyri 11.1380). No 

god or goddess of Greece and Rome had achievements 
comparable with those of Isis. The girlfriends of the Au- 

gustan poets Tibullus and Propertius were captivated 

by her. In association with Osiris or Sarapis, Isis seems 

to have become the object of a mystery cult in the first 

century CE; as such she appears in Apuleius’s Metamor- 

phoses. [See also Isis.] 

Late in the first century cE, Mithraism began to 

spread throughout the Roman empire, especially in the 

Danubian countries and in Italy (in particular, as far as 

we know, in Ostia and Rome). A developed mystery 
cult, it had ranks of initiation and leadership and was, 

to the best of our present knowledge, reserved to men— 

a clear difference from the cult of Isis. It was practiced 
in subterranean chapels rather than in temples, al- 

though his identification with the sun god gave Mithra 
some temples. The environment of the Mithraic cult, as 

revealed in numerous extant chapels, was one of dark- 

ness, secrecy, dramatic lighting effects, and magic. 

What promise Mithra held for his devotees we do not 

know for certain. The cult seems to have encouraged 

soldierly qualities, including sexual abstinence. It cer- 

tainly presented some correspondence between the de- 

grees of initiation and the levels of the celestial spheres, 

which may or may not imply an ascent of the soul to 

these spheres. The killing of the bull (in itself different 

from the taurobolium and perhaps without any impli- 

cation of baptism) was apparently felt to be a sacrifice 

performed not for the god but by the god. The initiates 

reenacted this sacrifice and shared sacred meals in a 

sort of communal life. Tertullian considered Mithraism 

a devilish imitation of Christianity, but the Neoplaton- 

ist Porphyry found in it allegorical depths. [See also 

Mithra; Mithraism; and Mystery Religions.] 

The cult of Sabazios may have been originally Phry- 

gian. Sabazios appears in Athens in the fifth century BcE 

as an orgiastic god. He was known to Aristophanes, and 

later the orator Aeschines became his priest. There is 

evidence of mysteries of Sabazios in Lydia dating from 

the fourth century BcE. In Rome the cult was already 

known in 139 BcE. It may at that time have been con- 

fused with Judaism, but Sabazios was often identified 

with Jupiter or Zeus, and there seems to be no clear 

evidence of syncretism between Sabazios and Yahveh. 

Sabazios was most popular in the second century cE, 

especially in the Danubian region. [See Sabazios.] In 

Rome his cult left a particularly curious document in 

the tomb of Vincentius, located in the catacomb of Prae- 

textatus; it includes scenes of banquets and of judgment 

after death. Whether this is evidence of mystery cere- 

monies or of Christian influence remains uncertain. (See 

Erwin R. Goodenough, Jewish Symbols in the Greco-Ro- 

man Period, vol. 2, 1953, p. 45, for a description.) The 

tomb of Vincentius appears to belong to the third cen- 

tury, when, judging by the epigraphic evidence, there 

seems to have been a decline of the cult of Sabazios 

and, indeed, of all mystery cults. Although a shortage of 

inscriptions does not necessarily imply a shortage of ad- 

epts, one has the impression that by then Christianity 

was seriously interfering with the popularity of Oriental 
cults. 

Another popular Oriental god occupies a place by 
himself. This is Jupiter Dolichenus, who emerged from 
Doliche in Commagene in the first century cE and for 
whom we have about six hundred monuments. Of the 
Oriental gods, he seems to have been the least sophisti- 
cated and to have disappeared earliest (in the third cen- 
tury). He was ignored by Christian polemicists. While 
he circulated in the empire, he preserved his native at- 
tributes: he is depicted as a warrior with Phrygian cap, 
double ax, and lightning bolt, standing erect over a 
bull. He was often accompanied by a goddess, called 
Juno Regina in the Roman interpretation. Twins, iden- 
tified with the Castores, followed him; their lower parts 
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were unshaped, and they were probably demons. Sol- 

diers seem to have loved the cult of Jupiter Dolichenus. 

Its priests were not professional, and the adepts called 

each other brother. Admission to the cult presupposed 

instruction, if not initiation. 

Extent of Syncretism. We are in constant danger of 

either overrating or underrating the influence of these 

Oriental cults on the fabric.of the Roman empire. If, for 

instance, Mithraists knew of the Zoroastrian deity An- 

gra Mainyu, what did he mean to them? How did this 

knowledge affect the larger society? At a superficial 

level we can take these cults as an antidote to the im- 

perial cult, an attempt to retreat from the public sphere 

of political allegiance to the private sphere of small, 

free associations. The need for small loyalties was 

widely felt during the imperial peace. Distinctions be- 

tween social, charitable, and religious purposes in these 

multiform associations are impossible. Tavern keepers 

devoted to their wine god and poor people meeting reg- 

ularly in burial clubs are examples of such associations 

(collegia). Ritualization of ordinary life emerged from 

their activities. Nor is it surprising that what to one 

was religion was superstition to another (to use two 

Latin terms which ordinary Latin speakers would have 

been hard-pressed to define). Although allegiance to the 

local gods (and respect for them, if one happened to be 

a visitor) was deeply rooted, people were experimenting 

with new private gods and finding satisfaction in them. 

Concern with magic and astrology, with dreams and de- 

mons, seems ubiquitous. Conviviality was part of reli- 

gion. Aelius Aristides has good things to say about Sar- 

apis as patron of the symposium. Pilgrimages to 

sanctuaries were made easier by relative social stabil- 

ity. Several gods, not only Asclepius (Gr., Asklepios), of- 

fered healing to the sick. (Here again we have Aelius 

Aristides as chief witness for the second century.) Hence 

miracles, duly registered in inscriptions; hence also sin- 

gle individuals, perhaps cranks, attaching themselves to 

temples and living in their precincts. 

The real difficulties in understanding the atmosphere 

of paganism in the Roman empire perhaps lie else- 

where. It remains a puzzle how, and how much, ordi- 

nary people were supposed to know about official Ro- 

man religion. The same problem exists concerning the 

Greeks in relation to the religions of individual Greek 

cities. But in Greek cities the collective education of ad- 

olescents, as epheboi, implied participation in religious 

activities (for instance, singing hymns in festivals) 

which were a form of religious education. In the Latin- 

speaking world, however, there is no indication of gen- 

eralized practices of this kind. People who tell us some- 

thing about their own education, for example, Cicero, 

Horace, and Ovid, do not imply that it included a reli- 

gious side. The situation does not seem to have changed 

in later times, as illustrated, for instance, in Tacitus’s 

life of Agricola. Children at school no doubt absorbed a 

great deal from classical authors, but whether they read 

Homer or Vergil, they did not absorb the religion of 

their own city. Temples carried inscriptions explaining 

what was expected from worshipers as well as the qual- 

ities of the relevant god. Cultic performances, often in a 

theater adjoining the temple, helped to explain what 

the god was capable of. We cannot, however, draw a 

distinguishing line between cultic performances, per- 

haps with an element of initiation, and simple enter- 

tainment. 

Another element difficult to evaluate is the continu- 

ous, and perhaps increased, appeal of impersonal gods 

within Roman religion. There is no indication that 

Faith (Fides) and Hope (Spes) increased their appeal. 

(They came to play a different part in Christianity by 

combining with Jewish and Greek ideas.) At best, Fides 

gained prestige as a symbol of return to loyalty and 

good faith during the reign of Augustus. But Fortuna, 

Tutela, and Virtus were popular; the typology of Virtus 

on coins seems to be identical with that of Roma. Ge- 

nius was generalized to indicate the spirit of a place or 

of a corporation. Strangely, an old Latin god of the 

woods, Silvanus, whose name does not appear in the 

Roman calendar, became important, partly because of 

his identification with the Greek Pan and with a Pan- 

nonian god but above all because of his equation with 

Genius: we find the god protector of Roman barracks 

called Genius Castrorum or Silvanus Castrorum or For- 

tuna Castrorum. Victoria, too, was often connected with 

individual emperors and individual victories (Victoria 

Augusti, Ludi Victoriae Claudi, etc.). 

A third element of complication is what is called syn- 

cretism, by which we really mean two different things. 

One is the positive identification of two or more gods; 

the other is the tendency to mix different cults by using 

symbols of other gods in the sanctuary of one god, with 

the result that the presence of Sarapis, Juno, and even 

Isis was implied in the shrine of Jupiter Dolichenus on 

the Aventine in Rome. In either form, syncretism may 

have encouraged the idea that all gods are aspects, or 

manifestations, of one god. [See Syncretism.] 

Vaguely monotheistic attitudes were in any case en- 

couraged by philosophical reflection, quite apart from 

suggestions coming from Judaism, Christianity, and Zo- 

roastrianism. It is therefore legitimate to consider the 
cult of Sol Invictus, patronized by Aurelian, as a mono- 

theistic or henotheistic predecessor of Christianity. But 

believers had to visualize the relation between the one 

and the many. This relation was complicated by the ad- 

mission of intermediate demons, either occupying zones 
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between god or gods and men or going about the earth 

and perhaps more capable of evil than of good. Even 

those who could think through, in some depth, the idea 

of one god (such as Plutarch) were still interested in 

Zeus or Isis or Dionysos, whatever their relation to the 

god beyond the gods. Those educated people who in late 

antiquity liked to collect priesthoods and initiations to 

several gods, in pointed contrast with Christianity, evi- 

dently did so because they did not look upon the gods 

concerned as one god only. The classic example of such 

a person is given by the inscription concerning Vettius 

Agorius Praetextatus dated 385 cE (Corpus inscrip- 

tionum Latinarum, Berlin, 1863, vol. 6, no. 1779). 

This is not to deny the convergence of certain beliefs 

and experiences. To quote only an extreme case, a myst- 

ical experience like ascension to heaven was shared by 

Paul, Jewish rabbis, gnostics such as the author of the 

Gospel of Truth, and Plotinus. 

Role of Women. Women seem to have taken a more 

active, and perhaps a more creative, part in the reli- 

gious life of the imperial period. This was connected 

with the considerable freedom of movement and of ad- 

ministration of one’s own estate which women, and es- 

pecially wealthy women, had in the Roman empire. Ro- 

man empresses of Oriental origin (Julia Domna, wife of 

Septimius Severus, and Julia Mamaea, mother of Sev- 

erus Alexander) contributed to the diffusion outside Af- 

rica of the cult of Caelestis, who received a temple on 

the Capitol in Rome. The wife of a Roman consul, Pom- 

peia Agrippinilla, managed to put together a private as- 

sociation of about four hundred devotees of Liber-Dio- 

nysos in the Roman Campagna in the middle of the 

second century cE. (See the inscription published by 

Achille Vogliano in the American Journal of Archaeology 

37, 1933, p. 215.) Women could be asked to act as theo- 

logoi, that is, to preach about gods in ceremonies even 

of a mystery nature. We have seen that Isis appealed to, 

and was supported by, women. It is revealing that Mar- 

cus Aurelius declared himself grateful to his mother for 

teaching him veneration of the gods. 

The intellectual and religious achievements of women 

become more conspicuous in the fourth century. 

Women such as Sosipatra, described in Eunapius’s ac- 

count of the lives of the Sophists, and Hypatia of Alex- 

andria are the counterparts (though apparently more 

broadly educated and more independent in their social 

actions) of Christian women such as Macrina, sister of 

Gregory of Nyssa (who wrote her biography), and the 

followers of Jerome. We are not surprised to find in the 

city of Thasos during the late Roman empire a woman 

with a resounding Latin name, Flavia Vibia Sabina, 

honored by the local Senate “as a most noteworthy high 

priestess . . . the only woman, first in all times to have 
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honours equal to those of the senators” (H. W. Pleket, 

Texts on the Social History of the Greek World, 1969, 

no. 29). ‘ 

Dedications of religious and philosophical books by 

men to women appear in the imperial period. Plutarch 

dedicated his treatise on Isis and Osiris to Clea, a priest- 

ess of Delphi; Diogenes Laertius dedicated his book on 

Greek philosophers (which has anti-Christian implica- 

tions) to a female Platonist. Philostratus claims that 

Julia Domna encouraged him to write the life of Apol- 

lonius of Tyana. What is more, Bishop Hippolytos 

apparently wrote a book on resurrection dedicated to 

the pagan Julia Mamaea. We know from Eusebius that 

this same woman invited Origen to visit her in Antioch, 

obviously to discuss Christianity. 

Literary Evidence. Epigraphy and archaeology have 

taught us much, but the religion of the Roman empire 

survives mainly through writings in Latin, Greek, Syr- 

iac, and Coptic (not to speak of other languages): bio- 

graphies, philosophical disputations, epic poems, anti- 

quarian books, exchanges of letters, novels, and specific 

religious books. Most of the authors speak only for 

themselves. But taken together, they convey an atmo- 

sphere of sophisticated cross-questioning which would 

have prevented minds from shutting out alternatives or 

concentrating solely on ritual. We can only give exam- 

ples. The Stoic Lucan in his Pharsalia, a poem on the 

civil wars, excludes the gods but admits fate and for- 

tune, magic and divination. Two generations later, Sil- 

ius Italicus wrote an optimistic poem, turning on Scipio 

as a Roman Herakles supported by his father, Jupiter. 

More or less at the same time, Plutarch was reflecting 

on new and old cults, on the delays in divine justice, 

and (if the work in question is indeed his) on supersti- 

tion. 

In the second part of the second century Lucian 

passed from the caricature of an assembly of gods and 

from attacks against oracles to a sympathetic descrip- 

tion of the cult of Dea Syria; he abused such religious 

fanatics as Peregrinus, as well as Alexander of Abonu- 

teichos, the author of a cult, whom he considered to be 

an impostor. Perhaps what Lucian wanted to give is, in 

fact, what we get from him—the impression of a mind 

that refuses to be imposed upon. Fronto’s correspon- 

dence with Marcus Aurelius confirms what we deduce 

from other texts (such as Aelius Aristides’ speeches): 

preoccupation with one’s own health was a source of 

intense religious experience in the second century cE. 

Apuleius, in De magia, gives a glimpse of a small Afri- 

can community in which suspicion of magic practices 

can upset the town (as well as the author). In Metamor- 

phoses, also known as The Golden Ass, Apuleius offers an 

account of the mysteries of Isis which may be based on 
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personal experiences. But Apuleius’s Golden Ass is only 
one of the many novels which were fashionable in the 
Roman empire. The appeal of such novels probably re- 
sided in their ability to offer readers vicarious experi- 
ences of love, magic, and mystery ritual. 

The variety of moods and experiences conveyed by 
these texts, from the skeptical to the mystical, from the 

egotistic to the political in the old Greek sense, gives us 

an approximate notion of the thoughts of educated peo- 

ple on religious subjects. These books provide the back- 

ground for an understanding of the Christian apologists 

who wrote for the pagan upper class. Conversely, we are 
compelled to ask how much of pagan religious thinking 

was conditioned by the presence of Jews and, even 

more, of Christians in the neighborhood. The anti-Jew- 

ish attitudes of a Tacitus or of a Juvenal offer no special 

problem: they are explicit. The same can be said about 

the anti-Christian polemics of Celsus; here the problem, 

if any, is that the text is lost and we are compelled to 

make inferences from the reply given in changed cir- 

cumstances by the Christian Origen. But there are far 

more writers who seldom or never refer to Christianity 

yet can hardly have formulated their thoughts without 

implicit reference to it. 

How much Lucian or Philostratus (in his life of Apol- 

lonius of Tyana) was trying to put across pagan points 

of view in answer to the Christian message is an old 

question. The biography of Philostratus was translated 

into Latin by a pagan leader, Nicomachus Flavianus, in 

the late fourth century. Another author who may be sus- 

pected of knowing more about Christianity than his si- 

lence about it would indicate is Diogenes Laertius. In 

his lives of philosophers, he pointedly refuses to admit 

non-Greek wisdom and enumerates all the Greek schools, 

from Plato to Epicurus, as worthy of study and admi- 

ration. With the renascence of Neoplatonic thought in 

the third and fourth centuries and the combination of 

Platonism with mystical and magical practices (the so- 

called theurgy) in the circles to which Julian the Apos- 

tate belonged, the attempt to erect a barrier to Chris- 

tianity is patent but, even then, not necessarily explicit. 

The most problematic texts are perhaps those which 

try to formulate explicit religious beliefs. Even a simple 

military religious calendar (such as the third-century 

Feriale Duranum, copied for the benefit of the garrison 

of Dura-Europos) raises the question of its purpose and 

validity: how many of these old-fashioned Roman festi- 

vals were still respected? When we come to such books 

as the Chaldean Oracles (late second century?) or the 

Hermetic texts, composed in Greek at various dates in 

Egypt (and clearly showing the influence of Jewish 

ideas), it is difficult to decide who believed in them and 

to what extent. Such texts present themselves as re- 

vealed: they speak of man’s soul imprisoned in the 

body, of fate, and of demonic power with only a mini- 

mum of coherence. They are distantly related to what 

modern scholars call gnosticism, a creed with many 

variants which was supposed to be a deviation from 

Christianity and, as such, was fought by early Christian 

apologists. We now know much more about gnostics, 

thanks to the discovery of the Nag Hammadi library, 

which supplemented, indeed dwarfed, previous discov- 

eries of Coptic gnostic texts. Assembled in the fourth 

century from books mainly translated from Greek, the 

Nag Hammadi library represents an isolated survival. 

It points to a previous, more central movement thriving 

in the exchange of ideas. Can we assess the impact of 

the gnostic sects when they placed themselves between 

pagans and Christians (and Jews) in the first centuries 

of the empire? [See Gnosticism and Hermetism.] 

State Repression and Persecution. The Roman state 

had always interfered with the freedom to teach and 

worship. In republican times astrologers, magicians, 

philosophers, and even rhetoricians, not to speak of ad- 

epts of certain religious groups, had been victims of 

such intrusion. Under which precise legal category this 

interference was exercised remains a question, except 

perhaps in cases of sacrilege. From Tacitus we know 

that Augustus considered adultery in his own family a 

crime of laesa religio (Annals 3.24). Whatever the legal 

details, there was persecution of druidic cults and 

circles in Gaul and Britain in the first century. 

Augustus prohibited Roman citizens from participating 

in druidic cults, and Claudius prohibited the cult of the 

druids altogether. Details are not clear, and conse- 

quences not obvious, though one hears little of the 

druids from this time on. Abhorrence of druidic human 

sacrifices no doubt counted for much. But Augustus also 

did not like the practice of foretelling the future, for 

which the druids were conspicuous, and he is credited 

with the destruction of two thousand fatidici libri (Sue- 

tonius, Augustus 31). The druids were also known to be 

magicians, and Claudius condemned to death a Roman 

knight who had brought to court a druidic magic egg 

(Pliny, Natural History 29.54). [See also Druids.] 

This being said, we must emphasize how unusual it 

was for the Roman government to come to such deci- 

sions. Existing cults might or might not be encouraged, 

but they were seldom persecuted. Even Jews and Egyp- 

tians were ordinarily protected in their cults, although 

there were exceptions. The long-standing conflict be- 

tween the Christians and the Roman state—even taking 

into account that persecution was desultory—remains 

unique for several reasons which depended more on 

Christian than on imperial behavior. First, the Chris- 

tians obviously did not yield or retreat, as did the 
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druids. Second, the Christians hardly ever became out- 

right enemies of, or rebels against, the Roman state. 

The providential character of the Roman state was a 
basic assumption of Christianity. The workings of prov- 

idence were shown, for Christians, by the fact that Jesus 

was born under Roman rule, while the Roman state had 

destroyed the Temple of Jerusalem and dispersed the 

Jews, thus making the church the heiress to the Temple. 

Third, the Christians were interested in what we may 

call classical culture. Their debate with the pagans be- 

came, increasingly, a debate within the terms of refer- 

ence of classical culture; the Jews, however, soon lost 

their contact with classical thought and even with such 

men as Philo, who had represented them in the dialogue 

with classical culture. Fourth, Christianity and its eccle- 

siastical organization provided what could alternatively 

be either a rival or a subsidiary structure to the impe- 

rial government; the choice was left to the Roman gov- 

ernment, which under Constantine chose the church as 

a subsidiary institution (without quite knowing on what 

conditions). [See Constantinianism. ]. 

The novelty of the conflict explains the novelty of the 

solution—not tolerance but conversion. The emperor 

had to become Christian and to accept the implications 

of his conversion. It took about eighty years to turn the 

pagan state into a Christian state. The process took the 

form of a series of decisions about public non-Christian 

acts of worship. The first prohibition of pagan sacrifices 

seems to have been enacted in 341 (Codex Theodosianus 

16.10.2). Closing of the pagan temples and prohibition 

of sacrifices in public places under penalty of death was 

stated or restated at an uncertain date between 346 and 
354 (ibid., 16.10.4). 

Even leaving aside the reaction of Julian, these mea- 

sures cannot have been effective. The emperor remained 

pontifex maximus until Gratian gave up the position in 

379 (Zosimus, 4.36.5). Gratian was the emperor who re- 

moved the altar of Victoria from the Roman Senate and 

provoked the controversy between Symmachus and 

Bishop Ambrose, the most important controversy about 

the relative merits of tolerance and conversion in late 

antiquity. Then, in 391, Theodosius forbade even the 

private pagan cult (Codex Theodosianus 16.10.12). In the 

same year, following riots provoked by a special law 

against pagan cults in Egypt, the Serapeum of Alexan- 

dria was destroyed, an act whose significance was felt 

worldwide. The brief pagan revival of 393, initiated by 

the usurper Eugenius, a nominal Christian who sympa- 

thized with the pagans, was soon followed by other 

antipagan laws. Pagan priests were deprived of their 

privileges in 396 (ibid., 16.10.4). Pagan temples in the 

country (not in towns) were ordered to be destroyed in 
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399 (ibid., 16.10.16). But in the same year festivals 

which appear pagan to us were allowed (ibid., 16.10.17). 

No doubt the Christians knew how and where they 

could proceed to direct action. The economic indepen- 

dence and traditional prestige of local pagan aristo- 

crats, especially in Rome, allowed them to survive for a 

time and to go on elaborating pagan thought, as we can 

see from Macrobius’s Saturnalia and even from Boe- 

thius’s The Consolation of Philosophy, although Boe- 

thius was technically a Christian who knew his Chris- 

tian. texts. The Neoplatonists of Athens had to be 

expelled by Justinian in 529. But in Africa Synesius be- 

came the first Neoplatonist to be baptized in the early 

fifth century (c. 403-410). 

Hopes that the pagan gods would come back excited 

the Eastern provinces during the rebellion against the 

emperor Zeno in about 483, in which the pagan rheto- 

rician and poet Pampremius had a prominent part 

(Zacharias of Mitylene, Vita Severi, in Patrologia Orient. 

2.1.40; M. A. Kugener, ed., Paris, 1903). The peasants 

(rustici), about whom Bishop Martin of Bracara in 

Spain had so many complaints, gave more trouble to 

the ecclesiastical authorities than did the philosophers 

and the aristocrats of the cities. Sacrifices, just because 

they were generally recognized as efficient ways of per- 

suading the gods to act, were at the center of Christian 

suspicion. According to a widespread opinion shared by 

the apostle Paul (but not by all the church fathers) pa- 

gan gods existed—as demons. 
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ARNALDO MOMIGLIANO 

ROSENZWEIG, FRANZ (1886-1929), German- 

Jewish philosophical theologian, writer, translator of 

Jewish classical literature, and influential Jewish edu- 

cational activist. Generally regarded as the most impor- 

tant Jewish philosophical theologian of this century, 

Rosenzweig also became a model of what the Jewish 

personality in the twentieth-century West might be. 

He was born into an old, affluent, and highly accul- 

turated German-Jewish family in Kassel, in which the 

sense of Jewishness, though lively, had shrunk to a 

matter of upper middle-class formalities. He studied at 

several German universities, ranging over multiple dis- 

ciplines, and finished as a student of Friedrich Mei- 

necke, the important German political and cultural his- 

torian. During those years he also had intense 

conversations on religion in the modern world, espe- 

cially with close relatives and friends, several of whom 

had converted to Christianity. Having already adopted 
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a strong German nationalist outlook, Rosenzweig also 

tried to sort out his own religious convictions at the 

very time that he was writing his Ph.D. dissertation (on ~ 

Schelling and Hegel) and his first important book (Hegel 

und der Staat, 2 vols., 1920). In a night-long conversa- 

tion on 7 July 1913 with his cousin, the physiologist Ru- 

dolf Ehrenberg (who had become a Christian theolo- 

gian), and his distant relative Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy 

(later the influential Protestant theologian, also a con- 

vert), Rosenzweig decided that he, too, ought to become 

a Christian; however, he would take this step “as a 

Jew,” not ‘‘as a pagan,” and he would, therefore, briefly 

return to the synagogue. His experience there during 

the High Holy Days that year, however, changed Ro- 

senzweig’s mind completely: he would instead turn 

himself from a nominal into a substantial Jew, and he 

would devote his life to Jewish values. He studied with 

and became a close friend to the Neo-Kantian philoso- 

pher Hermann Cohen, who was then living in Berlin in 

retirement but was still very active with Jewish writing 

and teaching. Rosenzweig immediately began to write 

on Jewish subjects. 

During World War I, Rosenzweig served in various, 

mainly military, capacities. He continued, however, to 

correspond with Rosenstock-Huessy on theological mat- 

ters (Rosenstock-Huessy, Judaism despite Christianity, 

Alabama, 1968) and with Cohen and others on Jewish 

matters. He also wrote and published essays on histori- 

cal, political, military, and educational subjects. As- 

signed to eastern Europe and the Balkans, he experi- 

enced some of the full-blooded life of the Jewish 

communities there. Above all, he began on postcards to 

his mother the composition that he finished on return- 

ing home from the war—his magnum opus, Der Stern 

der Erlésung (The Star of Redemption, Frankfurt, 1921). 

An injury he sustained during the war may have been 

the cause of his severe and eventually fatal postwar ill- 

ness. 

The Star of Redemption is a complex, difficult, and 

ambitious work, in some ways comparable to Hegel’s 

Phenomenology of Spirit. The introduction to the first 

part argues that the fundamental and ineluctably indi- 

vidualistic fact of human death breaks up all philoso- 

phy qua monism, idealistic or materialistic, into the 

three realities of human experience: man, God, and the 

world. (Metaphysical empiricism is thus an apt name 

for what Rosenzweig also calls “the new thinking.”) In 

the first part, he philosophically ‘‘constructs’’ these 

three realities very much in the manner of the later 

Schelling, as logico-mathematical and metaphysical en- 

tities. In this condition man, God, and the world consti- 

tute the “pagan” universe: they exist without interrela- 

tionships, as three unconnected points. 

In the second part, the three realities enter into rela- 

tionships with one another through “revelation,” that is, 

by continuously revealing themselves to each other. 

God reveals his love to man and thus becomes available 

to human prayer, and the world is revealed as divine 

creation, available to human transformation. Speech is 

the operative force in this dimension of the world. 

Three points have formed a triangle. The final part of 

the book establishes the second triangle of the “star of 

redemption” when the individual relations between 

man, God, and the world are transformed into collec- 

tive, historical forces, specifically, Judaism and Chris- 

tianity. (Two interlocking triangles form the hexagram 

that is the Magen David, the Star of David, symbol of 

redemption.) Judaism is “the fire in the star”; that is, 

Israel is ‘‘with God/the truth,” outside of history, in 

eternity. Christianity is the rays from the star on pil- 

grimage through the world and history toward God/the 

truth, in order to conquer the kingdom of God’s even- 

tual universal realm. In this dimension of the world, 

collective speech—liturgy and hymn—is the operative 

force. Judaism and Christianity are the two valid cove- 

nants—Sinai for Jews and Calvary for the rest of man- 

kind, to be unified only when the road to truth has 

brought the Christian world to the Jewish domicile in 

truth. In the meantime loving acts of believers are to 

“verify” the love of revelation and prepare the eschato- 

logical verity of God as “the all in all.” (Truth is thus 

Hegelian-existentialist “‘subjectivity,’ and the three 

parts of The Star explicate the basic theological triad of 

creation, revelation, and redemption.) 

After the war Rosenzweig wanted to translate his be- 

liefs and his pronounced educational interests into ac- 

tion. He settled in Frankfurt, where he entered into 

close relationships with Nehemiah Nobel, the Orthodox 

rabbi of the community; with Martin Buber; with a 

younger generation of German Jews; and with eastern 

European Jews on their way west. He founded what be- 

came famous as the Free Jewish House of Learning 

(Lehrhaus), in which teachers and students together 

sought out classic Jewish sources and, translating and 

publishing them, tried them out on the modern world. 

Rosenzweig and Buber were joined as teachers by well- 

known chemists, physicians, sociologists, and activ- 

ists, and such influential contemporary Jewish schol- 

ars as S. D. Goitein, Ernst Simon, Gershom Scholem, 

Hans Kohn, Erich Fromm, and Nahum N. Glatzer. 
Rosenzweig married in 1920 and fathered a son just 

before coming down with a disease so grave that he was 

expected to die within months. Instead he lived for six 
years, so paralyzed, however, that ultimately he could 
communicate only by blinking an eyelid to the recita- 
tion of the alphabet. Nevertheless his associates flocked 
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to his side and spread his influence. Rosenzweig contin- 
ued to write philosophical and religious essays and con- 
ducted a large correspondence. He edited the Jiidische 
Schriften (Jewish Writings) of Hermann Cohen (3 vols., 
Berlin, 1924) and, in an extensive introduction, reinter- 

preted Cohen’s posthumous philosophical theology as 

having laid the basis for a proto-existentialist doctrine. 
He continued to study Jewish sources. He translated, 

among other things, the Hebrew poetry of Yehudah ha- 

Levi and supplied it with extensive commentaries. In 

1924 he joined with Martin Buber to produce a new 

German translation of the Hebrew Bible, and in the 

process the two also developed a sophisticated theory of 

translation, language, and textuality. Their position 

was that the full meaning of a text develops through 
what has since come to be called “reception history.” 

Thus the Bible is divinely revealed not as a matter of 

Orthodox dogma or in opposition to Bible-critical his- 

tory but in terms of its effects over time. Translation 

must not adjust the text to a new culture but must con- 

front the new culture with the text’s own authenticity. 

This confrontation takes place on the ground of the uni- 

versal, Adamite human speech embedded in the literary 

forms of both languages. When Rosenzweig died at the 

age of forty-three, the Bible translation had progressed 

to Isaiah. (Buber finished it in the 1950s.) 

Rosenzweig’s basic tenets led to some new and prom- 

ising positions in modern Jewish life. Between the Or- 

thodox belief in the Sinaitic revelation and the Liberal 

critical historicism regarding the Bible, his ‘“postmod- 

ernist” view made it possible to take all of Torah with 
revelatory seriousness and punctiliousness, while nei- 

ther rejecting modern scholarship nor committing one- 

self to a fideistic view. This coincided with and influ- 

enced the biblical work of such scholars as Buber, 

Benno Jacob, Yehezkel Kaufmann, and Umberto Cas- 

suto. It also laid the basis for much subsequent renewed 

Jewish traditionalism among the acculturated in Ger- 

many and elsewhere. Rosenzweig’s outlook, beyond the 

established fronts of Orthodoxy and Liberalism, also of- 

fered help with respect to Jewish law (halakhah). In op- 

position to Buber’s subjectivistic, pietistic antinomian- 
ism, Rosenzweig called for an open-minded, receptive 

confrontation with Jewish law to embrace it “‘as much 
as I can” in terms of one’s own preparation and hon- 

esty. His ‘‘two-covenant doctrine” serves as a strong 
foundation for Jewish-Christian dialogue, although it 

can easily be abused in an “‘indifferentist’’ spirit and al- 

though it suffers inherently from Rosenzweig’s perva- 

sive europocentrism (e.g., his total blindness to Islam) 

and his antihistoricism (cf. Hegel’s ‘‘absolute spirit’’ af- 

ter “the end of history’’). Unlike his friend Buber, Ro- 

senzweig rejected the notion of a Jewish state (which 
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would bring Israel back into history); on the other 

hand, he naturally preferred Jewish self-reauthentifica- 

tion in language, ethnicity, culture, and religion to lib- 

eralistic acculturation in gentile societies. With the rise 

of Nazism, Rosenzweig’s educational ideology, along 

with that of Buber, spoke to German Jewry so aptly and 

powerfully that the Lehrhaus pattern of highly cultured 

and acculturated teachers and students in community 

spread throughout the country and produced an “Indian 

summer” of German-Jewish creativity of a high order 

in the 1930s. 

The impact of Rosenzweig’s thought continues to be 

strong, philosophically and religiously. The intercon- 

nections between him and Martin Heidegger, whom Ro- 

senzweig praises in his last essay (‘““Vertauschte Fronte,” 

1929; in Gesammelte Schriften, vol. 3, pp. 235-237), are 

increasingly being crystallized. Heideggerian existen- 

tialist phenomenologism, with Jewish-Rosenzweigian 

modifications, has further left its significant marks on 

diverse movements of thought—the Frankfurt School 

(of Hegelian neo-Marxists) on the one hand, and Em- 

manuel Levinas, who goes beyond Heidegger and Hus- 

serl in philosophy and takes Buberian-Rosenzweigian 

dialogism yet closer to historical Judaism, on the other. 

Rosenzweig’s sophisticated traditionalism comprises 

ethnicity, language, and religion (though still without 

‘“Jand”) and shows the way back from European high 

culture to Jewish self-definition. 
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STEVEN S. SCHWARZSCHILD 

RO’SH HA-SHANAH AND YOM KIPPUR, 

holy days prominent in the Jewish religious calendar, 

mark the beginning of the new year and set off the spe- 

cial period traditionally designated for self-scrutiny and 

repentance. They are referred to as Yamim Nora’im 

(“days of awe’’), the time when the numinous aspect of 

Judaism comes into its own. 
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Ro’sh ha-Shanah. Ro’sh ha-Shanah (“head of the 

year,” i.e., New Year) is the name given in postbiblical 

times to the biblical festival of the first day of the sev- 

enth month (counting from the spring month of the Ex- 

odus from Egypt) and described (Lv. 23:23-25, Nm. 

19:1-6) as a day of blowing the horn. The postbiblical 

name is based on Talmudic teachings that on this day 

all mankind is judged for its fortunes in the coming 

year. For this reason Ro’sh ha-Shanah is also called 

Yom ha-Din (‘day of judgment’). Biblical scholars, ex- 

ploring the origins of the festival, have noted the par- 

allels with ancient Near Eastern agricultural festivities 

in the autumn and the enthronement ceremonies of the 

king as the representative of the god Baal or Marduk. 

According to the critical view, references to the festival 

occur in sections of the Pentateuch known as the 

Priestly code, which is postexilic and hence could well 

have been influenced by Babylonian practices. Such 

theories remain, however, conjectural. In Nehemiah 

8:1-8 there is a vivid description of the dramatic occa- 

sion when the Israelites who had returned from Baby- 

lonian captivity renewed their covenant with God. Ezra 

read from the Torah on this first day of the seventh 

month; the people, conscious of their shortcomings, 

were distressed at hearing the demands of the Law, but 

Nehemiah reassured them: “Go your way, eat the fat, 

and drink the sweet and send portions unto him for 

whom nothing is prepared; for this day is holy unto our 

Lord; neither be ye grieved, for the joy of the Lord is 

your strength” (Neh. 8:10). These are the antecedents of 

the festival as it later developed (held on the first and 

second days of the autumnal month of Tishri), a day of 

both joy and solemnity. The day also became known as 

Yom ha-Zikkaron (‘‘day of remembrance’’) because on it 

God remembers his creatures. 

The themes of God as king and judge of the universe 

and the need for repentance all feature prominently in 
the Ro’sh ha-Shanah liturgy. The special additional 

prayer consists of three groups of verses and prayers: (1) 

malkhuyyot (“‘sovereignties,’ in which God is hailed as 

king), (2) zikhronot (‘‘remembrances,” in which God is 

said to remember his creatures), (3) shofarot (‘trumpet 

sounds,” which refer to the blowing of the horn). A pop- 

ular medieval interpretation of these three is that they 

represent the three cardinal principles of the Jewish 

faith: belief in God, in reward and punishment (God 

“remembers” man’s deeds), and in revelation (the horn 

was sounded when the Law was given at Sinai, as 

stated in Exodus 19:16). Another prayer of the day looks 
forward to the messianic age, when the kingdom of 
heaven will be established and all wickedness will van- 

ish from the earth. In a hymn recited on both Ro’sh ha- 

Shanah and Yom Kippur, continuing with the judgment 
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theme, God is spoken of as the great shepherd tending 

his flock. He decides on Ro’sh ha-Shanah, and sets the 

seal on Yom Kippur, “who shall live and who shall die; 

who shall suffer and who shall ‘be tranquil; who shall 

be rich and who poor; who shall be cast down and who 

elevated.” At various stages in the liturgy of Ro’sh ha- 

Shanah and Yom Kippur there are prayers to be in- 

scribed in the Book of Life, based on a Talmudic pas- 

sage stating that the average person whose fate is in the 

balance has the opportunity during the period from 

Ro’sh ha-Shanah to Yom Kippur to avert the “evil de- 

cree” by repentance, prayer, and charity. These days, 

including Ro’sh ha-Shanah and Yom Kippur, are con- 

sequently known as the Ten Days of Penitence, the pe- 

riod for turning to God and for special strictness in re- 

ligious observances. The verse ‘‘Seek ye the Lord while 

he may be found” (Is. 55:6) is applied especially to this 

time of the year. 

The central ritual of the Ro’sh ha-Shanah festival is 

the ceremony of blowing the shofar. Although the shofar 

may be fashioned from the horn of several kosher ani- 

mals, a ram’s horn, reminiscent of the ram sacrificed by 

Abraham in place of Isaac, is preferred. Many attempts 

have been made to explain the significance of the rite; 

Maimonides’ is typical: 

Although it is a divine decree that we blow the shofar on 

Ro’sh ha-Shanah, a hint of the following idea is contained in 

the command. It is as if to say: “Awake from your slumbers, 

you who have fallen asleep in life, and reflect on your deeds. 

Remember your Creator. Be not of those who miss reality in 

the pursuit of shadows, who waste their years seeking vain 

things that neither profit nor deliver. Look well to your 

souls, and improve your actions. Let each of you forsake his 

evil ways and thoughts.” (Code of Law, Repentance 3.4) 

The shofar is sounded a number of times during the 

Synagogue service. The three basic notes are tegi‘ah (a 

long, drawn-out note, signifying hope and triumph), 
shevarim (a broken set of short notes), and teru‘ah (a set 
of even shorter notes that, like shevarim, represents 
weeping). First, the teqi‘ah suggesting firm commitment 
to God’s laws is sounded followed by the two weeping 
sounds as man reflects on his sins and failings, and 
finally a second teqi‘ah is blown signifying confidence 
in God’s pardon where there is sincere repentance. 

At the festive meal on Ro’sh ha-Shanah it is custom- 
ary to dip bread in honey and to eat other sweet things 
while praying for ‘‘a good and sweet year.” In some 
places the celebrants eat fish to symbolize the good 
deeds they hope will proliferate like fish in the sea in 
the year ahead. An ancient custom is to go to the sea- 
side or riverside on the afternoon of the first day of 
Ro’sh ha-Shanah, there to cast away the sins of the pre- 
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vious year. This is based on Micah 7:19, a verse that 
speaks of God casting away the sins of the people into 
the depths of the sea. 

Yom Kippur. Yom Kippur (“day of atonement’’) is the 
culmination of the penitential season, the day of repen- 

tance and reconciliation between man and God and be- 

tween man and his neighbor. It is the most hallowed 

day in the Jewish year and is still observed by the ma- 

jority of Jews, even those who are otherwise lax in reli- 

gious practices. In Temple times, elaborate sacrificial 

and purgatory rites, described in Leviticus 16, were car- 

ried out. The high priest entered the Holy of Holies in 

the Temple, where no other person was allowed to enter 
under pain of death, to make atonement for his people. 

A whole tractate of the Mishnah (Yoma’) describes in 

greater detail the Temple service on Yom Kippur. The 

Mishnah was compiled over one hundred and fifty years 

after the destruction of the Second Temple, but at least 

some of the material does represent the actual practice 

in the Second Temple period. After the destruction of 

the Temple in 70 cz, the day became one of prayer and 

worship. The reference to “afflicting the soul” (Lv. 

16:29) on this day is understood as an injunction to fast. 

No food or drink is taken from sunset on the ninth of 

Tishri until nightfall on the tenth. Other “afflictions” 

practiced are abstaining from marital relations, from 

wearing leather shoes, and from bathing. 

The ninth of Tishri, the day before Yom Kippur, is 

devoted to preparation for the fast. On this day, festive 

meals are eaten both for the purpose of gaining strength 

for the fast and to celebrate the pardon Yom Kippur 

brings. In Talmudic teaching, Yom Kippur does not 

bring atonement for offenses against other human 

beings unless the victims have pardoned the offenders. 

It is the practice, consequently, for people to .ask for- 

giveness of one another on the day before the fast. The 

custom of kapparot (‘“‘atonements’’) is carried out in the 

morning. The procedure is to take a cockerel, wave it 

around the head three times, and recite “This shall be 

instead of me,” after which the cockerel is slaughtered 

and eaten. Many medieval authorities disapproved of 

the practice as a pagan superstition, but it is still fol- 

lowed by some Jews. Others prefer to use money in- 

stead of a cockerel, and then to distribute it to the poor. 

Another custom still observed by some is that of malgot 

(“flagellation”), in which the beadle in the synagogue 

administers a token beating with a strap as atonement 

for sin. Many pious Jews, in preparation for the fast, 

immerse themselves in a miqveh (ritual bath) as a puri- 

fication rite. Before leaving for the synagogue, as the 

fast begins, parents bless their children. 

In the majority of synagogues, services are several 

hours long on Yom Kippur night, and continue without 
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pause during the day from early morning until the ter- 

mination of the fast. The evening service begins with 

the Kol Nidrei (‘‘all vows’’), a declaration in Aramaic to 

the effect that all religious promises that will be under- 

taken in the year ahead are hereby declared null and 

void. This was introduced as a means of discouraging 

such vows since a promise made to God had dire con- 

sequences if broken. Throughout the day hymns and 

religious poems composed over many centuries are 

chanted. These consist of praises, supplications, martyr- 

ologies, and, especially, confessions of sin. A prominent 

feature of the additional service (Musaf) is the remem- 

bering of the Temple service on Yom Kippur. At the 

stage that relates how the high priest would utter the 

divine name and the people would then fall on their 

faces, the members of the congregation kneel and then 

prostrate themselves. This is the only occasion nowa- 

days when there is prostration in the synagogue. At the 

late-afternoon service, Jonah is read as a lesson that 

none can escape God's call and that he has mercy even 

on the most wicked if they sincerely repent. The day 

ends with Ne‘ilah (“closing”), a special service signify- 

ing that the gates of heaven, open to prayer all day, are 

about to close. At this particularly solemn time of the 

day, the worshipers make an urgent effort to be close to 

God, many standing upright for the hour or so of this 

service. As the sun sets, the congregation cries out aloud 

seven times: “The Lord he is God.” Then the shofar is 

sounded to mark the termination of the fast. 

White, the color of purity and mercy, is used on Yom 

Kippur for the vestments of the scrolls of the Torah and 

the ark in which the scrolls are kept as well as for the 

coverings in the synagogue. Traditional Jews wear 

white robes; in fact, these are shrouds to remind man of 

his mortality. This tradition serves a main theme of 

Yom Kippur: human life is frail and uncertain, but one 

can place trust in God and share in God’s goodness for- 

ever. Since the festival of Sukkot falls a few days after 

Yom Kippur, it is advised that as soon as the worship- 

ers return home from the synagogue and before break- 

ing the fast, they should make some small preparation 

for the erection of the Sukkot booths and so proceed im- 

mediately after the day of pardon to do a good deed. 

[See also Atonement, article on Jewish Concepts.] 
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Louis JACOBS 

ROSICRUCIANS. Although the secrecy pledged by 
members necessarily limits knowledge of Rosicrucian 

fraternities and their legendary founder, Christian Ro- 

sencreutz (whose surname means “rose cross”), docu- 

ments published in the early seventeenth century and 

specific historical allusions to the Rosicrucians from 

that time on both provide basic information on these 

fraternities and adumbrate their significance within the 

esoteric traditions that arose in early modern Europe. 

The story of Christian Rosencreutz was promulgated 

through the publications Fama Fraternitatis (1614) and 

Confessio Fraternitatis (1615), which recounted his life 

and teachings and described the fraternity he founded. 

A third document, the Chymische Hochzeit Christiani 

Rosencreutz (Chemical Wedding; 1616), portrayed an al- 

chemistic initiatory process, the representation of 

which was based in part on the actual wedding of Fred- 

erick V, Elector Palatine, and Princess Elizabeth, 

daughter of James I of England. 

History. According to the story recounted in these 

documents, Christian Rosencreutz was a German 

scholar born in 1378. He lived to be 106. One hundred 

and twenty years after his death, his followers, obeying 

his instructions, opened his tomb; they heralded this 

event as the “opening” of a new era in Europe. The 

tomb purportedly contained Rosencreutz’s uncorrupted 

body, various artifacts, and texts summarizing his 

teachings. In his quest for wisdom, Rosencreutz had 

traveled to the Holy Land, Egypt, Morocco, and Spain; 

his teachings reflected the influences of alchemy, Alex- 

andrian Hermetism, Christian gnosticism, Jewish mys- 

ticism (Qabbalah), and the Paracelsian medical tradi- 

tion. Following his own preparation and _ study, 

Rosencreutz, with three companions, established the 

Society of the Rose Cross. This fraternity was to have 

no other profession than (in the manner of Paracelsus) 

to attend to the sick for free. [See the biography of Para- 

celsus.] Members were also required to travel in order 

to gain and to disseminate knowledge, to report yearly 

by letter or in person to the center Rosencreutz had 

founded (called the Home of the Holy Spirit), to wear 

no distinctive garb, to seek worldly successors, and to 

employ the rose cross as their seal and symbol. 

Significantly, both the publication of the aforemen- 

tioned Rosicrucian documents and the purported open- 

ing of Rosencreutz’s tomb occured in the early seven- 

teenth century, thus placing Rosicrucianism directly in 

the context of Reformation and Counter-Reformation 

currents. Further, the documents originally appeared in 

Bohemia, which at the time was a haven for alchemists, 

freethinkers, millenarians, and adherents of diverse re- 

ligious traditions. The authorship of the three key texts 

has been attributed to Johann Valentin Andreae (1586— 

1654), a Lutheran theologian and mystic. Andreae later 

described the history of the Rosicrucians up to his time 

as pure fabrication; at their publication, however, his 

texts met with a receptive and enthusiastic audience. 

With the collapse in 1620 of the brief reign in Bohemia 

of Frederick and Elizabeth and the onset of the Thirty 

Years War, Rosicrucianism became associated with 

Protestantism and “heretical teachings.” As part of their 

campaign against Rosicrucianism, the Jesuits even 

penned their own Rosicrucian-style document, the Rosa 

Jesuitica (c. 1620). 

During the seventeenth century, Rosicrucian figures 

such as the ‘“‘“Great Hermeticist’’ Michael Maier (1568— 

1622) and the physician Robert Fludd (1574-1637) were 

instrumental in the spread of Rosicrucian thought and 

influence on the European continent and in England, re- 

spectively. The antiquarian Elias Ashmole (1617-1692) 

is believed to have brought the Rosicrucian current 

into speculative Freemasonry. [See Freemasons.] What 

linked these writers, as well as numerous minor figures, 

was less an identifiable Rosicrucian brotherhood than 

an adherence to Rosicrucian beliefs. The claims of Des- 

cartes and Leibniz—that, the secrecy of the Rosicrucian 

order notwithstanding, their efforts to meet a live 

Rosicrucian were in vain—support the contention that 

Rosicrucianism existed mainly as a religious and intel- 

lectual approach to life rather than as an actual associ- 

ation. In this connection, the question of whether Fran- 

cis Bacon was a Rosicrucian is unimportant, for he 

certainly was influenced by, and a participant in, the 

Rosicrucian trends affecting European intellectual life. 

Following a period of relative quiescence in the eigh- 

teenth and early nineteenth centuries, Rosicrucianism 

was revived. The Societa Rosicruciana in Anglia, 

founded in the latter part of the nineteenth century by 

Robert Wentworth Little (d. 1878), played an important 

role in the renewal and spread of Rosicrucianism. This 

was not, however, the only strain. Here, polemic con- 

cerns of divers Rosicrucian groups obscure the already 

uncertain history of interactions among European cur- 

rents and the introduction of Rosicrucianism into 

America. In the mid-1980s, two major Rosicrucian so- 

cieties exist in the United States: the Society of Rosicru- 

cians, or Societas Rosicruciana in America, founded in 

New York City and presently located in Kingston, New 



York, and the Ancient and Mystical Order of Rosae Cru- 

cis, based in San Jose, California. The Societas Rosicru- 

ciana publishes the Mercury quarterly; the first issue ap- 

peared in 1916. The Ancient and Mystical Order issues 

the Rosicrucian Digest, which began publication as the 
Triangle in 1921. 

In addition to the establishment of Rosicrucian orga- 

nizations, the late nineteenth century witnessed Rosi- 

crucianism’s strong influence upon Western esotericism. 

Rosicrucian traditions took form in the Order of the 

Golden Dawn, a Hermetic society whose initiates prac- 

ticed a spiritual discipline that they claimed was based 

upon principles of occult science and the magic of 

Hermes Trismegistos. At various times, the order num- 

bered William Butler Yeats and Aleister Crowley among 

its members. Rosicrucianism’s influence was also felt in 

the artworks of an idealist renaissance fostered by the 

occult»aestheticism of Joséphin Peladan’s Salons de la 

Rose + Croix in Paris and in the work of Rudolf Steiner 

and the Anthroposophical Society. [See Anthroposophy 

and the biography of Steiner.] 

Doctrines. From its beginnings, Rosicrucianism spread 

a message of general reformation, preached a new 

enlightenment, promised a new Paradise, and taught 

a combination of religious illumination, evangelical 

piety, and magic. Rosicrucian “‘science’’ comprised a 

system of mathematics and mechanics for the lower 

world, celestial mathematics for the higher world, and 

angelic conjuration for the supercelestial world. In prin- 

ciple, the angelic sphere could be penetrated by the use 

of Rosicrucian technique, and, thus, the essence of all 

reality was graspable. The initiates were offered insight 

into the nature of all life. The Hermetic axiom “As 

above, so below,” typical of Rosicrucian teaching, had 

a profound effect on early modern scientific thought, 

and Rosicrucianism—like other occult paths—has been 

credited with having helped to prepare the way for the 

rise of modern science. 

The Chymische Hochzeit depicts the initiatory aspects 

of Rosicrucianism. Echoing themes of the Fama and the 

Confessio, its story recounts Christian Rosencreutz’s 

participation in the celebration of a royal wedding. 

Called on the eve of Easter from his preparation for 

Communion, Rosencreutz journeys to a magical castle 

full of treasures. There he joins the wedding party, and 

over the course of the Christian Holy Week he views 

many marvels and becomes initiated into chivalric or- 

ders. This romance stands as a spiritual allegory both 

of Rosencreutz’s inner transformation and of the trans- 

formation of the Rosicrucian elect. 

The esoteric dimension of the transformation is ren- 

dered in alchemical symbols. Union of bride and bride- 

groom represents a mystical marriage of the soul, and 
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this spiritual image is bound to an alchemic metaphor 

of elemental fusion. Likewise, the theme of spiritual 

death and rebirth is tied to the alchemy of elemental 

transmutation. The symbolic components of the rose 

cross may further evidence the importance of the al- 

chemical tradition to Rosicrucian spiritual discipline: 

within the alchemical lexicon, ros, or dew, is the sol- 

vent of gold, and crux, the cross, is the equivalent of 

light. 

The emblem, however, clearly draws on other sym- 

bolic traditions as well. Rosicrucianism’s roots in chi- 

valric traditions are revealed in certain aspects of the 

rose cross. The ‘“‘chemical wedding”’ leads to Christian 

Rosencreutz’s initiation as a Red Cross knight, and the 

initiation he experiences in the allegorical tale is simi- 

lar to that actually undergone by Frederick V (at the 

time of his marriage) into the English Order of the 

Garter, whose heraldric symbol is the Red Cross of 

Saint George. 

The symbol of the rose and the cross also evokes 

mystical images of the rose of the Virgin and the death 

of Christ. (Coincidentally, the rose cross was one of Lu- 

ther’s emblems.) For contemporary Rosicrucians, the 

interpretation of the rose cross centers in the maxim 

“No cross, no crown,” that is, the belief that one comes 

to the rose (signifying the divine) through mortal suf- 

fering. 
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Harry WELLS FOGARTY 

ROUSSEAU, JEAN-JACQUES (1712-1778), Ge- 

neva-born author, social and educational theorist, and 

advocate of a nondogmatic religion of nature. Rousseau 

was a prolific writer; however, his mature religious 

thought is encapsulated in a comparatively short sec- 

tion, ‘The Profession of Faith of the Savoyard Vicar,” of 

Emile (1762), his treatise in support of experientially 
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based educational methods. The straightforward, some- 

what serene tone of this famous statement stands in 

marked contrast to the complex, turbulent pattern of its © 

author’s life history. 

Amid the natural beauties of the Alps, Rousseau’s 

vicar, a simple, unpretentious country priest, recounts 

his efforts to resolve his doubts, stemming from the di- 

versity of competing beliefs. Dissatisfied with the phi- 

losophers, of whom he says he is not one, he has found 

a basis for certitude and optimism in his own experi- 

ence. This has convinced him, ultimately, of the pres- 

ence of order in the universe, which is only explicable 

by the existence of a powerful, intelligent, and benefi- 

cent God. He further asserts the immortality of the im- 

material soul and the natural goodness of human 

beings. Evil stems from ignoring the ‘heavenly voice” 

of conscience, which teaches a sociable sympathy for 

others and rejects self-interest as the basis of right con- 

duct. The vicar concludes that the adherent of natural 

religion may in good conscience follow the prescribed 

religious customs of the jurisdiction in which he or she 

happens to live, as he himself does in Roman Catholic 

Savoy. 

The vicar’s views are unquestionably Rousseau’s own. 

Of equal importance with his positive beliefs is his re- 

jection of, as unanswerable and, practically speaking, 

unimportant, many of the traditional central questions 

of metaphysics and theology, such as the meaning of 

“creation,” the alleged eternal punishment of the 

wicked, and the status of “revelation.” Although Rous- 

seau, an admirer of the scriptural Jesus, considered 

himself a Christian, he refused, consistently with his 

natural religion, to endorse claims that Jesus’ alleged 

miracles were proof of his divinity. 

These religious views were central to Rousseau’s en- 

tire outlook. In his autobiographical Confessions (com- 

pleted in 1770 but published posthumously, in two 

parts, in 1782 and 1789) and elsewhere, he speaks 

rather positively of his early moral upbringing in Cal- 

vinist Geneva, although he had left there at the age of 

sixteen in search of wider horizons. Within a brief time, 

he had declared himself a convert to Catholicism in 

Turin. He next established some reputation as a music 

teacher and theorist, traveling to various Swiss and 

French cities before settling in Paris. There he made the 

acquaintance of Thérése Levasseur, a working-class 

woman who became his lifelong companion, and of the 

social circle surrounding the philosophes, notably Di- 

derot. He eventually contributed to their Encyclopedia. 

An incident in the autumn of 1749, known as “‘the il- 

lumination of Vincennes,’ shaped Rousseau’s subse- 

quent career. Stopping along the road to rest, he 

glanced at a journal announcement of a prize essay con- 

test on the question of whether the renaissance of the 

sciences and arts had contributed to the purification of 

morals. The insight that, on the contrary, civilization 

and progress had brought about degeneration from the 

more natural earlier state of humanity struck him force- 

fully. His Discourse on the Sciences and Arts (1750), 

which elaborates on the consequences of this degenera- 

tion, won the prize. In his Discourse on the Origins of 

Inequality (1755), he imaginatively reconstructs human- 

ity’s development from a happy but unenlightened 

early state of nature through successive stages leading 

to the establishment of private property, government, 

and ultimately despotism. But he also insists that an 

attempt to return to the primitive state would be un- 

realistic. His Social Contract, published in the same 

year (1762) as Emile, aims to show how a free commu- 

nity structured in accordance with the general will of 

its citizens could claim moral legitimacy. It concludes 

with the chapter “On Civil Religion,” in which Rous- 

seau proposes to combine the principles of natural reli- 

gion with the state’s need for religious reinforcement: a 

new doctrine affirming the “sacredness of the social 

contract and the laws” is the result. 

Rousseau’s work of 1762, particularly the “Profession 

of Faith,’’ was attacked by Catholics, Protestants, and 

philosophes alike. He was forced to flee France to avoid 

arrest and was also condemned by the authorities of Ge- 

neva, whose citizenship and religion he had proudly 

readopted eight years earlier. Subsequent forced dis- 

placements and isolation led him to suspect the exis- 

tence of a large conspiracy against him. But by the time 

of his death, Rousseau’s ideas—especially, perhaps, as 

popularized in his romantic novel, The New Heloise 

(1761)—had won many adherents. His name later came 

to be associated with the French Revolution; Robes- 

pierre was a great admirer of Rousseau’s, as was Kant, 

who took Rousseau’s ideal of societal self-government— 

obedience to a law that one has prescribed for oneself— 
as his formula for moral autonomy. 

Subsequent uses and interpretations of Rousseau’s 

thought have been equally disparate. Was he a ration- 

alist or a proponent of the purest sentimentality? A to- 

talitarian or a democrat? A conservative or a protoso- 

cialist? A sympathetic portrayer of female heroines or a 

blatant sexist? A Pelagian, a Deist in spite of himself, or 

a consistent exponent of the fundamental ideas of the 

Reformation? Textual evidence exists for these and 

many other incompatible, ardently defended interpre- 

tations of Rousseau. What is correct in any case is that 

Rousseau had a keen sense for dialectical paradoxes in 

the human condition, and that he was a pioneer in ex- 
ploring the complex tensions and ambivalences of the 
human psyche, beginning with his own. 
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WILLIAM LEON McBRIDE 

ROY, RAM MOHAN (1772-1833), important early 

nineteenth-century reformer of Indian religion and so- 

ciety, founder of the Brahmo Samaj. Roy’s lasting in- 

fluence has earned him the epithet “father of modern 

India.” 
Ram Mohan Roy was born into an orthodox Hindu 

brahman family on 22 May 1772 in Radhanagar, a 

small town in modern West Bengal. He was sent at an 

early age to Patna, then a center of Islamic learning, to 

study Persian and Arabic, the languages of social and 

political advancement at that time. At Patna, Roy be- 

came acquainted with Islamic thought, particularly Is- 

lamic monotheism and views on Hindu image worship, 

which was to have a lasting influence on his own reli- 

gious beliefs. His new ideas and subsequent criticism of 

Hinduism caused such conflict with his parents that he 

left their home to travel around northern India, perhaps 

venturing as far as Tibet, to study the religions of those 

areas firsthand. Encouraged by his mother, he then set- 

tled down in Banaras (Varanasi) for a few years to study 

Sanskrit and the Hindu scriptures. At this time he also 

began to study English, which eventually enabled him 

to secure an appointment in Bengal under the East In- 

dia Company in 1803. 

Success as an administrator and an assured income 

from landed estates permitted Roy to retire at the age 

of forty-two and settle permanently in Calcutta, then 

the political and intellectual capital of India. There he 

launched an active career calling for reforms in Indian 

religion and society. There too he began to develop 

close ties with the Unitarian missionaries of Calcutta. 
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Roy was attracted to the Unitarian doctrine of divine 

unity, and for a time (1824-1828) he regularly attended 

Unitarian services and considered himself a “Hindu Uni- 

tarian.” Later, he and his followers rejected Unitarian- 

ism as unsuited to their views and principles; in 1828 

they founded their own movement, which came to be 

known as the Brahmo Saméj, a society organized to 

provide for the proper worship of brahman, whom Roy 

considered to be the one true God of the Hindu scrip- 

tures. In 1830 he set sail for England to realize a long- 

held dream of visiting Europe, the land of the scientific 

rationalism to which he had become so attracted. He 

was, unfortunately, never to return to India, for his life 

was cut short by a serious illness; he died at Bristol on 

22 September 1833. 

Roy’s first work of major importance was the Tuhfat 

al-muwahhidin (A Gift for the Monotheists). This work, 

written in Persian and Arabic at an early date but not 

published until 1804, argues that, by natural reason, all 

human beings believe in one being who is the source 

and governor of creation, but by habit and training at 

the hands of deceitful religious leaders, they stray from 

this virtuous belief. In 1815 Roy published a major 

study of Hindu Vedanta, Vedantagrantha (also abridged 

as Vedantasdra), and from 1816 to 1819 he published 

translations of five major Upanisads in both Bengali 

and English. He hoped to show by these efforts that the 

belief in and worship of the one brahman was the only 

sensible religious practice for Hindus. Roy published 

The Precepts of Jesus in 1820, which presented Christian- 

ity as a simple, virtuous moral code, avoiding mention 

of miracles and opposing the doctrine of the Trinity in 

favor of the unity of God. This publication upset both 

the orthodox Hindu community and the Baptist mis- 

sionaries of Calcutta. 

The two primary tenets of Roy’s religious reform 

were the establishment of a Hindu monotheism and the 

abolishment of what he called Hindu “idolatry.” He 

wrote in his English introduction to the Vedantasdra: 

My constant reflections on the inconvenient or, rather, inju- 

rious rites introduced by the peculiar practice of Hindoo 

idolatry, which, more than any other pagan worship de- 

stroys the texture of society, together with compassion for 

my countrymen, have compelled me to use every possible 

effort to awaken them from their dream of error; and by 

making them acquainted with their scriptures, enable them 

to contemplate, with true devotion, the unity and omnipres- 

ence of nature’s God. (de Bary, 1958, p. 575) 

Roy believed that the pure Hinduism of an earlier age 

had become encrusted with degrading customs, of 

which it had to be purged. Although his appreciation of 

monotheism began with his exposure to Islamic thought 
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and was strengthened by Christian Unitarianism, Roy 

was born a Hindu and would not be satisfied until he 

had found approval for his monotheistic ideas in the 

Hindu scriptures. He found this confirmation in his 

study of Vedantic thought, particularly that of the 

Upanisads. The Upanisadic brahman, according to Roy, 

is not a static absolute but rather the sole “author and 

governor of the universe.” As for Hindu image worship, 

he contended that the scriptures recommend it only for 

the feebleminded and he therefore declared it inferior 

and unworthy of practice. 

Much of what Roy criticized in Hinduism was pre- 

cisely what was condemned by the Christian mission- 

aries in Calcutta. His reform program had two essential 

purposes: to convince the Hindus that many of their be- 

liefs and practices were not sanctioned by their own 

scriptures and to demonstrate both to the adherents of 

other religions and to the British rulers that, contrary 

to common understanding, the Hindu scriptures did not 

advocate polytheism and idolatry but in fact contained 

a lofty and rational message. These efforts, of course, 

caused deep resentment and outrage among many or- 

thodox Hindus. 

Roy also campaigned vigorously for certain social re- 

forms. He promoted modern education and struggled 

ceaselessly for women’s rights. Roy’s influence was par- 

ticularly conspicuous in the official British proscription 

of sati (the self-immolation of a widow on her husband’s 

funeral pyre) in 1829. 

Many scholars place Roy at the head of a reformation 

of Indian religion and society that was to change Indian 

culture significantly in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries. The most important and lasting event in his 

career was the establishment of the Brahmo Samaj. 

Through this religious society, which nurtured such fig- 

ures as Rabindranath Tagore and Keshab Chandra Sen, 

Roy’s continuing influence was assured. Roy shaped the 

Brahmo Samaj with his ideas, and many scholars will 

argue that it was the Brahmo Samaj that shaped mod- 

ern Indian culture. 

[See also Brahmo Samaj.] 
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Davin L. HABERMAN 

RTA (Skt., “cosmic order”) represents the Vedic notion 

of an impersonal and powerful force upon which the 

ethical and physical worlds are based, through which 

they are inextricably united, and by which they are 

maintained. Rta is the universal truth that gives effec- 

tive strength to Vedic ritual practices, that serves as the 

foundation for proper social organization, and that 

preexists even the Vedic gods themselves, who find in it 

the very source and essence of their power. In many 

ways, rta stands as the Vedic antecedent for the notion 

of dharma (the established order of things, proper be- 

havior, fitting truth), a concept of central importance 

not only to the various forms of Hinduism but also to 

the teachings of Buddhism, Jainism, and other South 

Asian religious systems. 

The term rta is based on the Sanskrit verbal root r 

(“go, move”), which itself reflects the Indo-European 

verbal root “ar (“fit together properly”). Thus rta signi- 

fies the cosmic law that allows the universe to run 

smoothly, the dynamic structure in which every object 

and all actions have their proper place and in which all 

parts support and strengthen the whole in a flowing 

symbiosis. The word is related through *ar to the Greek 

harmos, from which the English harmony derives, and 

to the Latin ars (‘‘skill, craft”), the source of the English 

art and artist. Accordingly, the term rta connotes the ex- 

perience of a “‘finely tuned’’ universe whose laws can 

give creative power to those gods and cultic specialists 
who understand its structures. 

The Rgveda (c. 1200 BcE) commonly assigns to the 

gods such epithets as “he who possesses rta,”’ “he who 
grows according to rta,” or “he who is born of rta,” 
descriptions representing the Vedic notion that the gods 
derive their strength from their adherence to cosmic 
law. If they—or humans, for that matter—were to go 
against the structures of rta, they would then be said to 
be anrta, a common synonym for vijina (“crooked, 
wrong’’) and even asatya (‘untrue’). Thus even the gods 
must obey the laws of rta. The principles of rta (like 
those of the Zand Avestan asha, a Zoroastrian notion to 
which rta is linguistically and conceptually related) 
function in eternal opposition to any principle of dis- 
junctive or disintegrative power (druh; Av., druj) as well 
as to those personal demons and humans who seek to 



disrupt impersonal cosmic order by means of harmful 

magical practices (yatu). 

Throughout the Vedic period rta was understood to be 

an impersonal law and was never personified or hypos- 

tatized into a deity. Characteristically, the primary 

agent or guardian of the laws of rta is the god Varuna, 

who—in Vedic times at least—was an ethical sky god 

whose omniscient judgment the Vedic cult admired and 

feared. 

As the impersonal source of cosmic and ethical order, 

rta includes important creative aspects. The gods find 

their ability to create the world precisely in their ability 

to recognize the principles of rta. These creative dimen- 

sions appear frequently in Vedic salutatory depictions 

of natural processes. Thus the wonderful facts that the 

sun rises in the east every morning and that water runs 

downhill are trustworthy cosmic events because they 

reflect the truth of cosmic harmony (see Rgveda 

1.105.12). Furthermore, Vedic tradition held that the 

very structures of rta allow the human community ac- 

cess to the powers that drive the universe itself. This is 

most apparent in the performance of the ritual: since 

proper cultic activity embodies the structures and pro- 

cesses of cosmic law, the incorrect performance of the 

ritual would signal the collapse of cosmic order and 

would be as devastating to the Vedic community as it 

would be if the sun were not to rise or rivers not to flow. 

[For discussion of cosmic and religious order in later 

Hinduism, see Dharma, article on Hindu Dharma. ] 
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WILLIAM K. MAHONY 

RUDRA is a Vedic god and precursor of the great 

Hindu divinity Siva. The name Rudra derives from the 

verbal root rud (‘‘to howl, to roar”), from which he takes 

the epithet ‘the howler.” The root rud also connotes 

“red” (as in English ruddy), suggesting that the earliest 

concept of the divinity was inspired by red storm clouds 

or the sound of thunder. Rudra has no correlates in 

other Indo-European mythologies. 

Some scholars believe that the earliest prototype of 

Rudra may be traced to an Indus Valley seal in which 

four animals surround a seated figure. This seal, and 

some Vedic texts, suggest Rudra’s connection with ani- 
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mals. As the Lord of Animals (Pasupati), he is their pro- 

tector as well as their destroyer, an ambivalence com- 

mon in many mythologies. The animal most frequently 

associated with Rudra is the bull, a symbol of rain and 

fertility. Typically, the figure in the Indus Valley seals 

is seated in a posture later associated with yogic medi- 

tation, leading some to postulate a non-Aryan origin of 

his post-Vedic role as the ascetic mendicant par excel- 

lence. 
Rudra’s wife is Prséni, whose name denotes a leather 

water bag, clearly an association with rainwater. This 

association is strengthened by references in the Rgveda 

to Rudra as the bringer of fertilizing rain. Rudra is in- 

voked in only four hymns of the Rgveda, although he 

also figures in the later Samhitas and in the Brah- 

manas. The Rgvedic hymns describe him as a well- 

dressed god riding in a chariot, carrying a bow and ar- 

rows. These hymns seek to avert the wrath of a fear- 

some and destructive god who hurls his lethal arrows 

at random upon men and beasts. In addition to the 

wind gods, Vayu-Vatah, Rudra’s Vedic associates are 

the Rudras and the Maruts, who share his benign and 

chthonic traits respectively. The word marut, derived 

from the root mr (‘‘to die’), seems to signify a spirit of 

the dead. Cultic worship of Rudra also confirms his 

close connection with Yama, the god of death, with 

spirits of the dead, and with the dark goddess Nirrti. 

His oblations and the venue and manner of offering 

them are characteristic of a chthonic god. Rudra’s later 

Vedic consort was Rudrani, or Midhusi. The latter, like 

PrSni, signifies Rudra’s function as the “pourer,’”’ and in- 

directly connects him with fertility, a trait incipient 

from the Indus Valley period. This perhaps explains the 

worship of Rudra in the phallic emblem, which later 

almost completely replaced his anthropomorphic rep- 

resentation. 

In the Vedic literature Rudra is intimately connected 

with Agni and Soma. Indeed, in his power, brilliance, 

and destructive capacity he is almost an alter ego of 

Agni. Like Soma, he dwells on a mountaintop, espe- 

cially Mount Mujavat, the abode of Soma in later liter- 

ature. But from the Yajurveda onward, a syncretism be- 

gins in which the Rgvedic Rudra merges with other 

gods evidently of indigenous origin, reflecting the fusion 

of Aryan and non-Aryan peoples. In that text Rudra is 

invoked as the god of burglars, highwaymen, night ro- 

vers, and cheats. His benign characteristics persist, but 

dark and malevolent traits now appear, and his 

chthonic character is henceforth established. In later 

Vedic literature Rudra assumes such new names as 

Bhava, Sarva, Ugra, Mahadeva, and Siva. Some of these 

figures are clearly of regional origin, while others are 

still unspecified but may be indigenous gods of non- 
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Vedic origin. Both the Yajurveda and the Brahmanas 

record the progress of Rudra’s syncretism with other 
gods until he finally merges into Siva, his mythological 

successor. The complex “Rudra-Siva”’ is thus often used 

by students of the tradition to designate the mythologi- 

cal and cultic fusion of Siva and his Vedic precursor. 

Because of the fairly early syncretism with other in- 

digenous regional and tribal gods, Rudra becomes a 

conglomerate of disparate traits. His evident ambiva- 

lence toward the sacrifice bears testimony to this. In the 

subsequent Saiva mythological cycle, the sacrifice flees 

from him, or he is denied a share in Daksa’s sacrifice. 

Infuriated, he destroys the sacrifice, killing men and in- 

juring gods. These anti-Vedic traits continue to multi- 

ply until the Rgvedic god who granted boons, forgave 

sins, and blessed his devotees assumes a dual personal- 

ity combining benign and malevolent traits. 
[See also Siva.] 
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SUKUMARI BHATTACHARII 

RUMI, JALAL AL-DIN (as 604-672/1207-1273 ce), 
Muslim mystic and poet. No Safi poet has exerted a 

vaster influence on Muslim East and Christian West 

than Jalal al-Din, called Mawlana, or Mawlawi, “our 

master.” His Persian works are considered the most el- 

oquent expression of Islamic mystical thought, and his 

long mystico-didactic poem, the Mathnavi, has been 

called ‘the Qur’an in the Persian tongue” by the great 
fifteenth-century poet Jami of Herat. 

Life. Muhammad Jalal al-Din was born in Balkh, now 

_ Afghanistan; the Afghans therefore prefer to call him 

“Balkhi,” not “Rumi,” as he became known after set- 

tling in Anatolia, or Ram. Although the date of his birth 

seems well established, he may have been born some 

years earlier. His father, Baha’ al-Din Walad, a noted 

mystical theologian, left the city some time before the 

Mongol invasion of 1220 and took his family via Iran to 

Syria, where Jalal al-Din studied Arabic history and lit- 

erature. They then proceeded to Anatolia, an area that 

had not: yet been reached by the Mongol hordes and 

thus offered shelter to numerous mystics and scholars 

from the eastern lands of Islam. They enjoyed the lib- 

eral patronage of the Seljuk sultan ‘Ala’ al-Din Kayko- 

bad. After Baha’ al-Din’s family settled in Laranda (now 

Karaman), Jalal al-Din married, and in 1226 his first 

son, Sultan Walad, was born. The aged Baha’ al-Din 

was invited to Konya (ancient Iconium), the capital of 

the Anatolian Seljuks, to teach in one of the city’s nu- 

merous theological colleges. After his death in early 

1231, Jalal al-Din succeeded him in the chair. 

A disciple of Rami’s father, Burhan al-Din Muhaqgqigq, 

reached Konya in the early 1230s and introduced Jalal 

al-Din into the mystical life and to the ideas of his fa- 

ther, whose Ma‘arif, a collection of sermons and a spir- 

itual diary, were later to form an important source of 

inspiration for Rumi. He also studied the Persian poetry 

of Hakim Sana’i of Ghazna (d. 1131), the first poet to 

use the form of mathnavi, “rhyming couplets,” for 

mystical instruction. Rumi may have visited Syria in 

the 1230s, but nothing definite is known. His teacher 

later left Konya for Kayseri (Caesarea), where he died 

about 1242. 

Shams a!-Din. After ‘Ala’ al-Din’s death in 1236, the 

Mongols invaded Anatolia, and the internal situation 

deteriorated owing to the incompetence of his succes- 
sors. In the midst of the upheavals and troubles in east- 
ern and central Anatolia Jalal al-Din underwent an ex- 
perience that transformed him into a mystical poet. In 
October 1244 he met the wandering dervish Shams al- 
Din, “Sun of Religion,” of Tabriz, and, if we believe the 
sources, the two mystics spent days and weeks together 
without eating, drinking, or experiencing any bodily 
needs. The discussions of Rumi and Shams, who must 
have been about the same age, led Jalal al-Din into the 
depths of mystical love but also caused anger and jeal- 
ousy among his students and his family. Shams left 
Konya, and in the pangs of separation, Mawlana sud- 
denly turned into a poet who sang of his love and long- 
ing while whirling around to the sound of music. He 
himself could not understand the secret of this transfor- 
mation and expressed his feelings in ever-new verses, 



declaring that it was the spirit of the beloved that made 
him sing, not his own will. There was no question of 
seeking a fitting rhyme or meter—they came to him 
spontaneously, triggered by a casual sound, a word, or 
a sight. The poems of this early period, which excel in 
their daring paradoxes and sometimes eccentric imag- 
ery, do not mention the name of the beloved but allude 
to it with frequent mention of the sun, which became 

Rumi's favorite symbol to express the beautiful and de- 

structive but always transforming power of love. In ad- 

dition to classical Persian, he sometimes used the Turk- 

ish or Greek vernacular as it was spoken in Konya. 

_ When news reached Konya that Shams al-Din had 

been seen in Damascus, Mawlana’s elder son, Sultan 

Walad, traveled there and succeeded in bringing his fa- 

ther’s friend back. As Sultan Walad says in his poetical 

account of his father’s life, “They fell at each other’s 

feet, ‘and no one knew who was the lover and who the 

beloved.” This time, Shams stayed in Mawlana’s home, 

married to one of the young women there, and the in- 

tense spiritual conversation between the two mystics 

continued. Again jealousy built up, and Shams disap- 

peared in December 1248. It seems certain that he was 

assassinated with the connivance of Mawlana’s younger 

son. Rimi knew what had happened but refused to be- 

lieve it; his poetry expressed the certitude that “the sun 

cannot die,’”’ and he even went to Syria to seek the lost 

friend. But eventually he “found him in himself, radiant 

as the moon,” as Sultan Walad says, and most of his 

lyrical poetry came to be written in the name of Shams 

al-Din. 

Friends and disciples. After reaching complete anni- 

hilation (fanda’) in Shams, who had claimed to have at- 

tained the stage of being ‘“‘the Beloved” and who ap- 

peared as the true interpreter of the secrets of the 

Prophet, Mawlana found spiritual peace in his friend- 

ship with Salah al-Din, an illiterate goldsmith with 

whom he had long-standing relations through his own 

spiritual teacher, Burhan al-Din. Salah al-Din became, 

as it were, Rumi's mirror; in his pure simplicity he un- 

derstood the friend without questioning. To cement the 

relationship, Mawlana married Sultan Walad to Salah 

al-Din’s daughter, and his letters to his beloved daugh- 

ter-in-law are beautiful proofs of his humanity. 

The number of disciples that gathered around Rumi 

grew steadily. They came from different layers of soci- 

ety, for he was a friend of some of the powerful minis- 

ters who, for all practical purposes, ruled the country; 

but there were also greengrocers and craftsmen among 

them. A number of women belonged to his circle, some 

of whom arranged musical sessions for him in their 

homes. Outstanding in piety and obedience among his 
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disciples was the youthful Husam al-Din Chelebi, who 
now became Rutmi’s third source of inspiration. 

A poem dated November 1256 reveals the moment 

when Husam al-Din first assumed his new role. About 
that time, he had asked the master to compose a mys- 

tical mathnavi for the benefit of his students so that they 

would no longer need to go back to the epics of Sana’i 

and ‘Attar. Rami began by reciting the famous ‘‘Song of 

the Reed,” the eighteen introductory verses of the Math- 

navi, which express the soul’s longing for home, and 

from that time Husam al-Din wrote down whatever in- 
spirational teaching came from the master. The com- 

position of the Mathnavi was interrupted in 1258 when 

Salah al-Din died after a protracted illness and Husam 
al-Din lost his wife; the poems attributed to the next 

four years are usually didactic in character though lyr- 

ical in form. The dictation of the Mathnavi resumed in 

1262, when Husam al-Din was designated as Rumi's 
spiritual successor (khalifah), and continued almost to 

the master’s death on 17 December 1273. His death was 

lamented not only by the Muslims but also by the nu- 

merous Christians and Jews of Konya, for he had 

friendly relations with all of them (and his verse at 

times shows a remarkable awareness of Christian 

thought and ritual). 

Husam al-Din, his first successor, died in 1284; then 

Sultan Walad, the obedient son, assumed the leadership 

of the disciples and shaped them into a Safi fraternity 

proper. He institutionalized the mystical dance, sama‘, 

in the form that has remained current through the cen- 

turies. By the time he died in 1312, the Mevlevi order 

(called Whirling Dervishes in the West) was firmly es- 

tablished and continued to exert great influence on 

Turkish culture, particularly music and poetry. The or- 

der was abolished, like all mystical fraternities, in 1925 

by Kemal Ataturk; but since 1954 the anniversary of 

Rami’s death is again being celebrated in Konya, and 

the performers of the sama‘ have toured Western coun- 

tries under the label of a “tourist attraction.” 

Works. Mawlana’s writings can be divided into two 

distinct parts: the lyrical poetry that was born out of 

his encounter with Shams and is collected in the more 

than thirty-six thousand verses of the so-called Divan-i 

Shams-i Tabriz, and the didactic Mathnavi-yi ma‘navi 

with about twenty-six thousand verses, written in a 

simple meter that had already been used for similar 

purposes by ‘Attar. Mawlana’s ‘‘table talks’’ have been 

collected under the title Fihi ma fthi; these prose pieces 

sometimes supplement the poetry, since the same sto- 

ries are used at times in both works. More than a 

hundred letters, written to dignitaries and family mem- 

bers, have also survived; they show that Mawlana was 
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also practically-minded and looked well after those who 

entrusted themselves to him. 

Divan-i Shams. The Divan is a remarkable piece of 

literature in that it translates the author’s ecstatic ex- 

periences directly into poetry. The form is the tradi- 

tional ghazal with its monorhyme. The rhythm is 

strong, and often the verses invite scanning by stress 

rather than by the rules of quantitative classical Persian 

prosody, although Rumi uses the traditional meters 

most skillfully. He is also a master of rhetorical plays, 

puns, and unexpected ambiguities, and his allusions 

show that he had mastered Arabic and Persian classical 

literatures and history as well as religious writings 

completely. In some poems one can almost follow the 

flow of inspiration: beginning from a seemingly trivial 

event, such as a strange sight in the street, the mystic is 

carried away by the music of the words and the 

strength of his rapture until, at least in some longish 

poems, the inspiration tapers off even though the rhyme 

continues to carry him through some more (not too 

good) verses. 

Mathnavi. As the Divan was largely born out of an 

ecstatic experience that was expressed in unusual and 

extremely rich imagery, it is difficult to analyze. The 

Mathnavi is somewhat more accessible, and it has been 

a source for mystical instruction ever since it was writ- 

ten. For the Western reader, the book is still not easy to 

understand, for stories grow out of stories to lead to a 

mystical adage or a highly lyrical passage, and after 

long digressions the poet may return to the original an- 

ecdote only to be carried away by a verbal association 

or, aS we may surmise, by the interruption of a listener 

who set him on a different train of thought. The Math- 

navi is a storehouse not only of Sufi lore but also of folk- 
lore, proverbs, and sometimes very crude, even obscene 

stories that, again, turn into surprising symbols of spir- 

itual experiences. The book contains so little technical 

terminology of the Sifis and so few theoretical discus- 

sions of ‘‘stages,’’ ‘‘states,” and so forth that some listen- 

ers objected to the master’s simple “‘storytelling,”’ as be- 

comes evident from scattered remarks in the Mathnavi 
itself. 

Content. The subject of Mawlana’s work is always 
love, the true moving power in life. Those verses in the 

Divan that can be assigned with some certainty to the 

early years (c. 1245-1250) use especially strong images 

to describe the mystery of love, the encounter between 

lover and beloved, the secrets of seeking and finding, of 

happiness in despair. They carry the reader away even 

though the logical sequence is not always very clear. 

Love is personified under different guises—Rumi sees it 

as a police officer who enacts confiscation of man’s 
goods or as a carpenter who builds a ladder to heaven, 

as a ragpicker who carries away everything old from 

_ the house of the heart, or as a loving mother, as a 

dragon or a unicorn, as an ocean of fire or a white fal- 

con, to mention only a few of the images of this strong- 

est power of life. God’s preeternal address to the not- 

yet-created souls, ‘‘Alastu bi-rabbikum” (“Am I not your 

Lord?” Qur’an 7:171), is interpreted as the first music, 

which caused creation to dance out of not-being and to 

unfold in flowers, trees, and stars. Everything created 

participates in the eternal dance, of which the Mevlevi 

ritual is only a “branch.” In this ritual, the true mystery 

of love, namely “‘to die before dying,” of sacrificing one- 

self in order to acquire a new spiritual life, is symbol- 

ized by the dervishes casting off their black gowns to 

emerge in their white dancing dresses, symbols of the 

luminous “body of resurrection.” For the idea of suffer- 

ing and dying for the sake of transformation permeates 

all of Rami’s work, and he expresses it in ever-new im- 

ages: not only the moth that casts itself into the candle, 

or the snow that melts when the sun enters the sign of 

Aries, but even the chickpeas that are boiled in order to 

be eaten, and thus to reach a higher level of existence 

in becoming part of the human body, speak of this mys- 

tery of transformation, as does the image of the treasure 

that can only be found in ruins; for the heart must be 

broken in order to find in itself the “hidden treasure,’ 

which is God. 

Most interpreters, including the leading European ex- 

pert, Reynold A. Nicholson, have understood Rimi’s 

work almost exclusively in the light of Ibn al-‘Arabi’s 

theosophy. Although on friendly terms with Ibn al-‘Ar- 

abi’s stepson and foremost interpreter, Sadr al-Din 

Qunawi, Mawlana was not fond of the “great master’s’ 

theoretical approach and his ingenious systematization. 

To explain everything in the Mathnavi in the light of 

wahdat al-wujid, “unity of being,” as systematized by 

Ibn al-‘Arabi, would be wrong. Of course, Rami was 

deeply convinced, as is every true Muslim, that the mul- 
tiplicity of phenomena is a veil before the absolute Di- 
vine Unity: God’s creative command, “Kun!” (‘‘Be!”), 
with its two letters (kn), is like a two-colored rope that 
makes people forget the unity of God who created it. 
The end of the ascending ladder of manifestations 
through which the creatures have to pass in their con- 
stant attempt to return to their beginning (symbolized 
by the reed bed out of which the complaining flute was 
once cut) lies in ‘adam, “positive nothingness,” the di- 
vine essence that is absolutely hidden and beyond any 
qualifications. But Rumi's experience of unity is not 
based on mere speculations of a gnostic approach to 
life; rather, it develops out of the experience of love, for 
the lover believes that everything he sees, hears, or feels 
merely points to the one Beloved with whom he expe- 



riences an ever-growing proximity until his own “I” has 
been burned away in the fire of separation, and he feels 

that only the Friend exists, who has taught him that 

“there is no room for two I’s in the house.” 

This loving relationship is also expressed in prayer. 

Among all Muslim mystics, Rami has expressed the 

mystery of prayer most eloquently: prayer is the lan- 

guage of the soul, and the poor shepherd’s prayer in 

which he offers his beloved God “‘to sweep his little 

room, to comb his hair, to pick his lice, and to bring 

him a little bit of milk” is more acceptable to God than 
learned words uttered without feeling or with pride, for 

it is the expression of true love. More importantly, 

prayer is a gift of God: the man who called “God” ever 

so long and was finally seduced by Satan to refrain 

from calling is informed by God himself that “in every 

‘O God’ of yours there are a hundred ‘Here am I’ of 

miné.” Without divine grace, people would not be able 

to pray—how could a rose grow out of mere dust? 

It was out of this life of constant prayer that Mawlana 

was able to teach and to inspire later generations. But 

one must not forget that he was well aware of this 

world, even though he considered it “like the dream of 

a sleeping person.” Yet, the actions that occur in this 

dreaming life will be interpreted in the “morning light 

of eternity,’ and Mawlana never tired of teaching his 

disciples that, as the Prophet had stated, “this world is 

the seedbed of the other world,’ for each action— 

rather, each thought—brings its fruits for spiritual de- 

velopment. Death, therefore, is the true mirror that will 

show everyone his real face. 

This awareness of the world makes Rumi's poetry es- 

pecially powerful. There is nothing abstract in his verse, 

and he does not shun to mention the lowliest manifes- 

tations of life, since for him everything turns into a 

symbol of some higher reality. Spring is the time of res- 

urrection, when the frozen material world suddenly be- 

comes a paradise thanks to the thunder’s ‘‘trumpet of 

Israfil,” and the trees, donning green paradisical gar- 

ments, dance in the spring breeze of eternal love. Ani- 

mals and plants, the arts and crafts of the citizens of 

Konya (sewing, weaving, calligraphy, pottery, and the 

like), and the skills of gypsy rope dancers inspired him 

as much as the legends of the Sufi saints of yore, or the 

traditions of the Prophet. Allusions to and quotations 

from the Qur’an form the warp and woof of his work. 

Just as the sun, according to Eastern folklore, is able to 

transform pebbles into rubies, so too Rimi, touched by 

the ‘Sun of Tabriz,” who was for him the locus of man- 

ifestation of the divine sun of love, was able to trans- 

form everything into a poetical symbol. It goes without 

saying that not all his verse is on the same level, but the 

spirit is the same everywhere. Even though Rumi, in a 
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moment of anger, claimed that he thoroughly disliked 

poetry, he knew that he was forced by the mystical 

Friend: 

I think of rhymes, but my Beloved says: 

“Don’t think of anything but of my face!” 

The allusions to philosophical problems in some of the 

later lyrics, and especially in the fourth book of the 

Mathnavi, show that during the mid-1260s Rumi devel- 

oped some interest in more theoretical aspects of Su- 

fism, but this period apparently did not last long. 

Mawlana’s life can be seen as the ideal model of the 

mystic’s progress: after the experience of the love of 

Shams, which, like a high-rising flame, burned him to 

complete annihilation, there followed a period of com- 

parative quietude in his relationship with the gold- 

smith, a time of finding his transformed self. Finally, in 

the descending semicircle of his life, he returned to the 

world and its creatures by teaching Husam al-Din the 
mysteries he had experienced through the medium of 

the Mathnavi. This sequence explains the stylistic differ- 

ences between the Divdn and the Mathnavi; it also ex- 

plains why the Mathnavi became the centerpiece of 

mystical education wherever Persian was understood, 

from Ottoman Turkey to the borders of Bengal. 

Legacy. In the East, the Mathnavi has been translated 

into many languages, and hundreds of commentaries 

have been composed; it has been a source of inspiration 

for mystics and kings alike. In the West, Rami’s work 

was studied from about 1800 onward and inspired poets 

such as Rtickert in Germany, whose free adaptations of 

some ghazals are still the best introduction to Rumi's 

style and thought. Through Riickert, Hegel learned of 

“the excellent Rumi,” in whom he saw a distant fore- 

runner of his own thought. Numerous partial transla- 

tions of Mawlana’s lyrics exist, but to do full justice to 

him is next to impossible because of the multicolored 

imagery of his verse, and the innumerable allusions 

would require a running commentary. Simple prose 

translations, again, cannot convey the delight that the 

reader feels when carried away by the rhythmical flow 

of these poems, which mark the high point of mystical 

verse in Islam. 
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ANNEMARIE SCHIMMEL 

RUNES. The modern English word rune (Dan., rune; 

Swed., runa; Icel. pl., rinar; Ger., Rune) signifies any 

character in the ancient Germanic, and especially Scan- 

dinavian, alphabet. The word is seemingly derived from 

a hypothetical Germanic form, *riino-, meaning ‘‘se- 

cret”’ (cf. modern Ger. raunen, “whisper”; Icel. ryna, 

“speak confidentially”; Goth. rana, “secret”; AS rin, 

‘rune, secret whispering”). The Finnish word runo, 

_meaning “‘song,” is an early borrowing from Germanic. 

Comprising the earliest known form of writing in any 

Germanic tongue, runic inscriptions can be documented 

for as early as 200 ce. What is known of cultural, and 

especially linguistic, development in general leads to 

the supposition that runes must have been in existence 

for some generations by the time the earliest preserved 

inscriptions were carved. Numerous theories concern 

the date of their creation, the tribal identity of their in- 

ventors, and the models by which they were inspired. 

Much discussed also is the original purpose or purposes 

of the runes: were they invented and used initially to 

serve religious (and magical) ends or were they primar- 

ily conceived of as a mode of communication? It is at- 

tested that during the period of their employment—for 

a millennium and longer—they served both these pur- 

poses. (See figure 1 for a rendering, in normalized form, 

of the early runes.) 

The geographical distribution of the earliest brief in- 

scriptions points strongly to early Denmark as the pri- 

mary center for the first important use of runes. From 

Denmark the loci of early Germanic inscriptions radiate 

outward to southern Norway and Sweden, to northern 

Germany, Poland (Rozwadéw), and the Ukraine 

(Kowel), and ultimately to Hungary (Szabadbattyan) 

and Romania (Pietroassa). Later the runes spread to Eng- 

land, undergoing in time characteristic modifications 

Ficure 1. Sample of Early Runes, in Normalized Form 
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and additions and eventually awakening the interest of 
monks and bishops. 

The geographical evidence for a centralized origin of 

the runes is reinforced by a linguistic consideration. 

From the outset, as evidenced by all known examples, 

there was no faltering or sign of experimentation: 

whether created by an individual genius or by a group, 

the runes were made full-blown, not only in their 

graphic and phonetic values but in their unique order 

and arrangement. Made up of twenty-four characters 

divided into three groups of eight, the runic “alphabet” 

is now known, after its first six characters, as the fu- 

thark. During the Viking age, commencing around 800, 

and through a second act of decisive linguistic creative- 

ness, the Scandinavian futhark was shortened to sixteen 

characters, still arranged in three groups. This took 

place first in Denmark, then in Norway and Sweden. 

(See figure 2 for a sample of this younger futhark, taken 

from the runes of R6k, Sweden.) 

The earliest inscriptions, from 200 cE or so, appear on 

small objects such as spearheads, buckles, amulets, and 

horns, apparently as marks of ownership. Their angular 

shape indicates the practice of carving onto wooden 

tablets. By the fourth century they were being chiseled 

into stone, particularly in Norway where rocks are plen- 

tiful. With that step, the runes acquired additional 

scope and permanence, chiefly as memorial inscrip- 

FIGURE 2. Sample of the Younger Futhark 
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tions, which frequently have historical value of note. 

The oldest of this new type, dating from 350-400, is the 

brief inscription of Einang, Norway, reading “‘[I, 

Go-]dagastiz painted the rune” (i.e., carved the inscrip- 

tion). The longest inscription (720 runes) is that of R6k, 

which is partly versified and is filled with mythological 

and semihistorical allusions. The westernmost, and 

northernmost, inscription is the fourteenth-century 

carving from Kingiktorsoaq, Greenland, far above the 

Arctic circle. 

Of five thousand known inscriptions, more than three 

thousand are Swedish, most of which were carved be- 

fore 1100. Lacking a cursive form and hence unhandy 

for manuscript use, and imperiled after 1100 by the 

spread of Latin letters, the runes nevertheless persisted, 

especially in Sweden, for several centuries. Ultimately, 

they fell into disuse save as an occasional pastime or for 

such limited purposes as marking the calendar or, re- 

capitulating their earliest use, indicating ownership. In 

Sweden a form of runic shorthand enjoyed a limited 

vogue. 

Conflicting theories derive the runes, via some early 

Germanic-speaking tribe, from the Greek alphabet, the 

Roman alphabet, or from North Italic (Etruscan); even 

Celtic influence has been posited. Suggested intermedi- 

aries are the Goths around the Black Sea and the Mar- 

comanni, who were resident in Bohemia until their de- 

struction at Vercellae in 18 cE. But the Gothic alphabet 

of Bishop Ulfilas (fourth century) itself shows runic in- 

fluence, and the Marcomanni or their fellow Germans 

would simply have adopted the Latin alphabet entirely. 

The greatest number of similarities is between runic 

and Latin, and that accords well with the intense early 

relations between Rome and (pre-Danish) Jutland, “the 

long-time heartland of Germania” (Haugen, 1976). 

Some early rune masters, however, had no doubt of 

the origin of the runes. It is explicitly stated on the No- 

leby Stone (Sweden, 450 ce), on the Sparlésa Stone 

(Sweden, 800), and in the Old Norse Havamal (st. 80; cf. 

ss. 138-144) that the runes derived from the gods. 

Whether or not the runes were originally created for re- 

ligio-magical purposes, they were certainly no less 

adaptable to such use than were the classical alphabets 

that preceded and coexisted with them. Early inscrip- 

tions repeatedly contain the word alu, meaning “pro- 

tection, magic, taboo’’; on the Stone of Nordhuglo (Nor- 

way, 425) the rune master proudly refers to himself as 

the gudija (priest) “protected against magic.” 

In time, Christian notions succeeded traditional Ger- 

manic conceptions. Inscriptions in the younger futhark, 

often carved within traditional serpentine patterns, 

came to be decorated with Christian crosses as well; the 
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serpents were retained partly out of tradition and con- 

venience as line markers and occasionally out of resid- 

ual resentment or defiance of the ‘‘new faith.” But as 

Christianity gained sway in the north, runic incanta- 

tions, maledictions, and appeals to the Germanic gods 

yielded to such phrases as ‘‘So-and-so made this thing 

(e.g., built this bridge) for his soul.’”’ Late inscriptions 

are sometimes mixed with Latin phrases; the hammer 

of Pérr (Thor) is paired with a Christian cross; the Vir- 

gin Mary is mentioned. 

In the British Isles runes were adroitly drawn into the 

service of the church. One of the finest examples of this 

is the splendid Ruthwell Cross (Dumfriesshire, c. 800), 

adorned with evangelical pictures and containing por- 

tions of The Dream of the Rood. The tenth-century Jell- 

ing Stone (No. 2), that huge royal Danish monument 

erected by King Harald Bluetooth in honor of his par- 

ents and himself, is aggressively Christian; on it, Harald 

claims credit for having christianized the Danes. Many 

rune stones have been transported to churchyards and 

even immured in church walls, as a rule with the in- 

scribed face obscured, a practice that points rather to 

economic than to religious considerations. 

In the sixteenth century the study of runes be- 

came a learned preoccupation in Sweden, whence it 

spread to Denmark, and by the nineteenth century the 

subject was being pursued to some effect in Germany 

and Great Britain. In the twentieth century much en- 

ergy has been devoted to such topics as runic cryptog- 

raphy, speculative theories of Germanic uniqueness, 

and efforts to derive the runes from early conceptual 

signs (Begriffszeichen). Little of this has borne fruit, but 

the systematic study of runology during the past 

hundred years or so has brought forth works of great 

distinction. 
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ERIK WAHLGREN 

RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH. Vladimir I, 

grand prince of Kiev, was baptized in 988. Having sent 

ambassadors to investigate the religions of his day, Vla- 

dimir was persuaded to embrace Greek Christianity 

when, according to the Russian Primary Chronicle, his 

envoys reported that at the liturgy in Constantinople 

they did not know whether they were in heaven or on 

earth. Vladimir’s marriage to the Byzantine princess 

Anna and his economic dealings with the empire also 

played a significant part in his decision to align his 

principality with the imperial church of Byzantium. 

Kievan Christianity. After the baptism of the Kievan 

peoples, Orthodox Christianity flourished in the lands of 

Rus’. Before the Tatar devastations in the thirteenth 

century, Kiev was a cosmopolitan city with commercial 

and cultural ties with Europe and the East. Its spiritual 

center was the Kievan Monastery of the Caves founded 

by Anthony of Kiev (d. 1072) and Theodosius (d. 1074). 

Now a museum, the monastery provided for the first lit- 

erary and historical, as well as religious, writings in the 

Russian lands; for centuries it served as the theological 

and spiritual center of Ukrainian church life. In the 

early years of Christian Kiev, several remarkable 

churches were constructed, such as the Cathedral of 

Holy Wisdom (Hagia Sophia); these churches con- 

formed to Byzantine patterns of architecture, iconogra- 

phy, and mosaic decoration. The leader of church life 

was the bishop of Kiev, often a Greek by nationality, 

who had the title of metropolitan. 

The city-republics of Novgorod and Pskov to the 

north also developed vibrant Christian societies after 

their conversions, boasting wonderful architectural and 

iconographic achievements that very early began to 

show independence and originality. Spared attacks by 

the Tatars, these areas were threatened by crusading 

Christians from the West who desired to enforce Latin 

Christianity in the region. The Grand Prince Alexander 

Nevskii (d. 1263) led the Russians in their defeat of the 

invading Swedes (1240) and the Teutonic Knights 

(1242), thus preserving the Orthodox faith. He also 

managed to maintain peace with the Tatars through 

skillful diplomacy accomplished by extensive visits to 

the khans to whom he paid homage and tribute. 



Muscovite Christianity. After the devastation of Kiev 
by the Tatars in 1240, the center of Russian political 
and ecclesiastical life shifted to Moscow in the wooded 
northeast. The Muscovite princes succeeded in bringing 

the rival cities of the region into submission, and with 

the final defeat of the Tatars by Grand Prince Dmitri 

Donskoi in 1380, their city reigned supreme among the 

Russians. The ascendancy of Moscow could not have oc- 

curred without the efforts of church leaders, particu- 

larly the metropolitans such as Alexis (d. 1378), who for 

a time served as governing regent, and the abbot Sergii 

of Radonezh (d. 1392). 

_ Sergii is considered by many to be Russia’s greatest 

saint and the ‘‘builder’’ of the nation. A simple monk 
who became famous for his ascetic labors and mystical 

gifts, he was appointed abbot of the Saint Sergius Trin- 

ity Monastery, which he founded in the wilderness 

north of Moscow (in present-day Zagorsk). The monas- 

tery soon became the center of social and economic as 

well as religious and spiritual life in the region. Its 

members and their disciples provided Russia over the 

centuries with hundreds of bishops, abbots, missionar- 

ies, thinkers, artists, and secular leaders, many of whom 

were canonized saints of the church. One such figure 

was the monk-iconographer Andrei Rublev, whose 

painting of the Trinity in the form of three angels who 

visited Abraham remains among the great masterpieces 

of Russian art. Closed after the 1917 revolution, the 

monastery was reopened after World War II, attracting 

thousands of pilgrims annually and housing the Mos- 
cow Theological Academy and Seminary, one of the 

three religious educational institutions, with those of 

Leningrad and Odessa, now operating in the U.S.S.R. 

The Imperial Period. In the fifteenth century, with the 

fall of Constantinople to the Turks (1453), the theory de- 

veloped that Moscow was the “‘third Rome,” the last 
center of true Christianity on earth. Job, the metropoli- 

tan of Moscow, was named patriarch by Jeremias II of 

Constantinople in 1589, thus giving the Russian church 

a status of self-governance and honor equal to that of 

the ancient patriarchates of the Christian empire: 

Rome, Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jeru- 

salem. The patriarchate existed in Russia until the time 

of Peter the Great, who in 1721 issued the Ecclesiastical 

Regulation, which created a synodical form of church 

government patterned after that of the Protestant 

churches of Europe. The patriarchate was restored to 

the Russian church only in 1918, when the All-Russian 

Church Council, the first such assembly allowed since 

before Peter’s rule, elected Tikhon Belavin (d. 1925), a 

former archbishop of the North American mission, to 

the office. 

In the seventeenth century Patriarch Nikon (d. 1681) 
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attempted to reform the Russian church according to 

the practices of the church of Constantinople. He cor- 

rected the liturgical service books and instituted Greek 

forms of ritual such as the practice of making the sign 

of the cross with three fingers instead of two, as was the 

practice among the Russians. Nikon’s reform was taken 

as an assault on the “third Rome” theory since it radi- 

cally questioned any special calling of the Russian 

church and nation. Its result was not only the re- 

signation of the unyielding patriarch, but the schism of 

great numbers of “‘old ritualists’’ from the established 
church. 

During the time of the westernization of Russia under 

Peter the Great and subsequent tsars, the Russian 

church became the virtual captive of the state. The pa- 

triarchate was abolished and replaced by the Holy 

Synod, consisting of bishops, presbyters, and laymen. 

Church councils were forbidden, ecclesiastical proper- 

ties were appropriated and secularized, and church 

schools began to teach in Latin and to propagate Ro- 

man Catholic and Protestant doctrines (depending on 

the persuasion of those in authority). The clergy were 

alienated from the people, particularly the intellectuals, 

and the church structure was bureaucratized, with the 

lay government official for ecclesiastical affairs, the Ober- 

procuror of the Holy Synod, at its head. 

Latinization in the Ukraine. From the end of the fif- 

teenth century, the church in the Kievan area, by now 

a part of the Polish-Lithuanian kingdom, was canon- 

ically attached to the patriarchate of Constantinople 

and not to Moscow. In 1596, in Brest-Litovsk, the met- 

ropolitan of Kiev signed an act of union with the church 

of Rome, a move opposed by some bishops and most 

leading laypeople. Great numbers of believers in the 

territories of these bishops became Uniates at this time 

and, over the centuries, developed into strongly com- 

mitted members of the Roman Catholic church. Until 

today the Ukrainian and Ruthenian Eastern Rite 

churches, both in the U.S.S.R. and abroad, remain 

staunchly anti-Russian and anticommunist, though in 

recent years somewhat less anti-Orthodox. [See Uniate 

Churches. ] 

The defense of Eastern Orthodoxy during this period 

was led by the Orthodox metropolitan of Kiev, Petr 

Moghila (d. 1647). Though violently anti-Catholic, Petr 

was himself trained in the West and became responsible 

for bringing many Latin doctrines and liturgical prac- 

tices into the Orthodox church through his publications 

and the school that he founded in Kiev, which influ- 

enced not only the whole Russian church but the entire 

Orthodox world. In addition to the theological school in 

Kiev, higher faculties of theological study specializing 

in preparing missionaries for the Eastern regions were 
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established in Moscow, Saint Petersburg (Leningrad af- 

ter the Revolution), and Kazan. 

Russian Missionary Activity. In the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries the missionary efforts of the Rus- 

sian church were extensive. The scriptures and services 

of the church were translated into many Siberian lan- 

guages and Alaskan dialects as the Eastern regions of 

the empire were settled and evangelized. Russian mis- 

sionaries reached the Aleutian Islands in Alaska in 1794, 

thus beginning the history of Russian Orthodoxy in the 

New World. The monk Herman (d. 1830), a member of 

the original missionary party, was canonized a saint of 

the church in 1970 by both the Russian church and the 

Orthodox Church in America. The latter, formerly the 

Russian missionary diocese in North America, was rec- 

ognized in the same year by the Moscow patriarchate 

as the fifteenth autocephalous (self-governing) Orthodox 

church in the world. 

Joining Herman in the Orthodox calendar of saints 

were two other great missionaries. Innokentii Veniami- 

nov (d. 1879) was a young married priest who traveled 

extensively through Siberia and North America, reach- 

ing as far as San Francisco. He created several Alaskan 

alphabets, translated many texts, wrote many books, 

and converted countless people before becoming head 

of the Russian church as metropolitan of Moscow, 

which post he occupied until his death. Nikolai Kasat- 

kin (d. 1912) was the first Orthodox archbishop of To- 

kyo, and the founder of the now autonomous Orthodox 

Church of Japan. In addition to contributing to the con- 

version of thousands, he translated scriptures and ser- 

vices into Japanese and built the cathedral of Nikolai- 

Do in Tokyo. 

Spiritual Revival. The eighteenth and nineteenth cen- 

turies also saw a revival of traditional Orthodox asceti- 

cal and mystical life uninfluenced by the westernizing 

tendencies of the ecclesiastical institutions. Paisii Ve- 

lichkovskii (d. 1794) brought the hesychast method of 

mystical prayer, rooted in the invocation of the name of 

Jesus, into the Ukraine and Russia from Mount Athos, 

an important monastic center in northern Greece. He 

translated into Church Slavonic many ancient texts, in- 

cluding the anthology of writings on the spiritual life by 

the church fathers called the Philokalia (Dobrotoliubie). 

(Church Slavonic, the language created for the Slavs by 

the Greek brothers Cyril and Methodius in the ninth 

century, is still used liturgically in the Russian church.) 

Bishop Feofan Govorov (d. 1894) translated into modern 

Russian many of the same works, including several con- 

temporary Greek and Latin spiritual classics. Govorov 

also wrote many treatises on the spiritual life that con- 

tinue to exercise wide influence in the Orthodox church. 

He accomplished this task after retiring as bishop and 

spending twenty-five years as a monastic recluse. An- 

other retired bishop canonized for his ascetic life and 

' spiritual writings was Tikhon of Zadonsk (d. 1783), who 

inspired the Russian novelist .Dostoevskii to create a 

character with his name in The Possessed. 

During this same period a tradition of spiritual eld- 

ership (starchestvo) emerged in Russia, the most famous 

center of which was the hermitage of Optina, where 

such elders (startsy) as Leonid, Macarius, and Ambrose 

spent several hours each day instructing and counseling 

people of all classes, including many philosophers, in- 

tellectuals, and statesmen, among whom were Tolstoi, 

Dostoevskii, Solov’ev, and Leont’ev. 

The most famous saint of the time, however, was an 

elder from the Sarov monastery, the priest-monk Se- 

rafim (d. 1833), whose teachings on the Christian life 

understood as the “acquisition of the Holy Spirit” still 

have great influence among the Orthodox. Ioann of 

Kronstadt (d. 1908), a parish priest from the port town 

of Kronstadt near Saint Petersburg (Leningrad), also 

was acclaimed at this time throughout the nation as 

“all-Russian pastor.” He is glorified in the church as a 

man of prayer and preaching who called the people to 

spiritual and sacramental renewal on the eve of the 

great revolution that both he and Serafim had in many 

ways predicted. 

The turn of the century also saw a revival of patristic 

studies and a recapturing of the authentic Orthodox 

theological and liturgical tradition in the ecclesiastical 

schools, as well as a religious renaissance on the part of 

a significant number of Russian intellectuals, many of 

whom either perished in Stalin’s prison camps, like 

Pavel Florenskii, or who were exiled to the West. Among 

the latter were such people as the philosopher Nikolai 

Berdiaev (d. 1948) and the theologian Sergei Bulgakov 

(d. 1944) who served as dean of the émigré Russian Or- 

thodox Theological Institute of Saint Serge in Paris. The 

institute educated scores of pastors and church workers, 

and sent such scholars as George Fedotov (d. 1951), 

Georges Florovsky (d. 1979), and Alexander Schme- 

mann (d. 1983) to Saint Vladimir’s Seminary in New 

York. 

Russian Orthodoxy Today. In the late 1980s the Rus- 
sian Orthodox Church in the U.S.S.R. has the legal right 
to hold church services in buildings authorized by the 
state for such purposes. A council of twenty laypeople is 
needed to petition for the use of a church. Since very 
few churches and monasteries are functioning at this 
time, church services are normally very crowded. The 
church has no right to teach, preach, or pray outside of 
such buildings because ‘“‘religious propaganda” is ex- 
pressly forbidden by Soviet law. Admission to the three 
operating theological schools is strictly monitored by 



the state. There are no church schools for children and 
laypeople, who receive daily instruction in Marxist-Len- 

inist doctrines, with the accompanying antireligious 

propaganda that is legally supported and officially en- 
acted by the state. 

The chief bishop of the Russian Orthodox Church in 

the U.S.S.R. is the patriarch of Moscow, who is elected 

by the All-Russian Church Council and confirmed by the 

government. In 1970 Patriarch Pimen: Izvekov suc- 

ceeded Aleksei Simanskii, who had been chosen to re- 

place Sergei Stragorodskii in 1945. Sergei, who took the 

leadership of the church after Patriarch Tikhon Belavin 

died in prison in 1925, was officially elected patriarch 

only in 1943, when Stalin was moved to give conces- 

sions to the church to gain its support in the war effort 

against the Germans. At that time only four bishops 

were publicly functioning in the U.S.S.R. 

The" Moscow patriarchate cooperates with the Soviet 

government in national and political affairs in order to 

win concessions in ecclesiastical matters, such as the 

opening of churches and monasteries and the limited 

publication of Bibles, service books, and ecclesiastical 

journals. The policy of cooperation is often criticized by 

Orthodox believers both within and without the 

U.S.S.R.—believers such as the imprisoned priest Gleb 

Yakunin and the exiled writer Alexander Solzhenitsyn, 

who call for greater independence and resistance on the 

part of the official church leadership. 

The Russian Orthodox church exists outside the 

U.S.S.R. in several parts of the world. In 1950 the so- 

called Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia (also 

known as the ‘“Synodal” Church) established its head- 

quarters in New York. Unrecognized canonically by 

other Orthodox churches, this small monarchist group 

presents itself as the true Russian Orthodox church in 

opposition to the church in the U.S.S.R. The original 

Russian Orthodox missionary diocese in North America 

became the self-governing Orthodox Church in America 

in 1970. At this writing there are estimated to be about 

fifty million Russian Orthodox in the world who openly 

practice their faith, and untold numbers of others who 

are forced to believe in secret. 
[See also the biographies of the Russian Orthodox lead- 

ers mentioned herein. ] 
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THOMAS HopKo 

RUTH AND NAOMI. In Hebrew scriptures, Ruth 
and Naomi are major characters in the Book of Ruth. 

The meaning of the word ruth (Heb., rut) is not clear. An 

old tradition falsely etymologizes it from a Semitic root 

that can convey the notion “friendship.’”’ Some Semiti- 

cists claim it derives from the root rwt, which permits 

the meaning “fertilized one.” 

Ruth’s story is told in four chapters, each of which 

recounts an episode. The story covers a period of about 

two months and involves four major characters: Ruth, 

Naomi, Boaz, and an unnamed kinsman of Naomi’s 

husband. Chapter 1 focuses on Ruth and Naomi; chap- 

ters 2-4 relate the circumstances leading to the mar- 

riage of Ruth and Boaz, an influential man of Bethle- 

hem. The plot may be summarized as follows. 

e Chapter 1. Elimelech and Naomi had been driven by 

famine from Bethlehem in Judah to Moabite territory. 

Their two sons, Mahlon and Chilion, had married 

Moabite women, Ruth and Orpah. Elimelech had 

died, as had, later, Mahlon and Chilion. Naomi then 

decides to return to Bethlehem to seek protection. She 

implores her daughters-in-law to stay in Moab. Orpah 

does so, but Ruth binds herself to Naomi’s fate and 

accompanies her, at harvesttime, to a Bethlehem now 

blessed with plenty. 

Chapter 2. A woman in a man’s world, a childless 

widow without hope for the future, a foreigner (nokh- 

riyyah) in a clan-structured society, Ruth seeks and 

obtains clan protection as a maidservant (shifhah) 

from Boaz, a distant relative of Elimelech. 

Chapter 3. Having celebrated the harvest, Boaz sleeps 

at the threshing floor. Spurred on by Naomi, Ruth 

approaches him. When he wakes, she asks to become 

his handmaid (amah), that is, to enter his private 

household. She also asks that he redeem Naomi’s 
(i.e., Elimelech’s) land, thus providing for Naomi’s 

old age. Boaz insists on making her his wife (eshet 

hayil, ‘‘wife of a notable’) and promises to try to ac- 

quire the right of redemption (ge’ullah) from the kins- 

man with prior rights. He praises her loyalty and 

gives her grain. 
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e Chapter 4. Before witnesses, Boaz asks his kinsman if 

he claims Elimelech’s estate. The man affirms it. Boaz 

informs him that on the day he claims the land, he 

(Boaz) will claim Ruth, the widow of Mahlon, Eli- 

melech and Naomi’s son, in order to ‘‘perpetuate the 

memory of the dead upon his estate.” Learning of 

Boaz’s intention, the kinsman gives up his right to 

claim the land. Boaz then declares himself ready to 

accept Ruth as wife and to produce an heir to the 
land, invoking a tradition that ‘‘one may not permit 

the memory of a deceased to be blotted”’ from Israel. 

Boaz thus redeems Elimelech’s land and marries 

Ruth. She bears him a son, Obed, who is to be the 

father of Jesse, the father of David. 

The Book of Ruth is a superbly drawn folk tale. The 

heroine, Ruth, resolves the lacks experienced by two 

widows: hunger and childlessness. Its plot revolves 

around Ruth’s becoming the wife of a notable, Boaz, 

while retaining her loving relationship with her former 

mother-in-law, Naomi. Boaz himself displays brilliant 

maneuvering to acquire the rights needed to fulfill 

Ruth’s desire. 

Despite its frequent recourse to God’s name, the Book 

of Ruth provides little information on cultic and ritual 

acts. But its very presence in Hebrew scriptures endows 

it with a theologically pregnant situation wherein ordi- 

nary folk unwittingly achieve uncommon ends. The 

story has been regarded by some as a vehicle proclaim- 

ing Israel’s postexilic theological universalism, but this 

interpretation is doubtful unless it can be shown that 

the narrative was propagated outside Hebrew circles. 

The tale of Ruth cannot be dated to a specific period of 

Israelite history. A date just before the exile to Babylon 

is plausible, but if, as some maintain, the story of Ruth 

circulated orally prior to its final written version, then 

the search for an exact date of its origin is hopeless. 

The relationship of Ruth and Naomi has had endur- 

ing appeal, to layman and scholar alike. In Ruth 1, Na- 
omi bitterly bemoans her fate, in which husband and 

sons died in a foreign land. She asks to be called not 

Naomi but Mara, thus offering a contrastive pair of 

names. In Hebrew, na‘omi may mean “the pleasant 

one,” while mara’ may mean “the bitter one.’’ Because 

this pair of names is also known as an epithet of Anat, 

a Canaanite goddess, some scholars have detected 
mythological motifs behind Naomi’s words. Most prom- 

inently explored have been comparisons with the Greek 

myths of Demeter and Kore and with the Egyptian 
myths regarding Isis. 

That Ruth was the ancestress of David the king (and 

hence of the Messiah), that she voluntarily accepted the 

Hebrew God, and that she represented the best in hu- 

man dignity and kindness have endeared her to both 

Jewish and Christian readers. During Shavu‘ot (Pente- 

cost), her book is read with celebration and rejoicing. 

[See Shavu‘ot.] 
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RUUSBROEC, JAN VAN (1293-1381), Flemish 
Christian mystic, known as “the Admirable.” Born in 

Ruusbroec, near (or in) Brussels, he was educated for 

the priesthood in both lower and higher studies under 

the care of his kinsman Jan Hinckaert, canon of Saint 

Gudule collegial church in Brussels. He was ordained a 

priest at age twenty-four and became influential in the 

theological and spiritual currents of the church and of 

the tradition of Middle Netherlandic (Netherlandic- 

Rhenish) mysticism. He led a devout life in the circle of 

friends around Hinckaert and Vrank van Coudenberch. 

Aware of the need to bring doctrinal teaching to the 

people in their own language, Ruusbroec wrote in the 

Brabant vernacular. 

In 1343, impelled by a longing for silence and a richer 

spiritual life, Ruusbroec and his companions withdrew 

to the solitude of Groenendael, near Brussels. A few 

years later their association developed into a monastery 

of canons regular under the Augustinian rule of order. 

His gentleness gained him the epithet “the good prior,” 

and his spiritual wisdom earned him the title “Doctor 

Admirabilis.” He wrote four extensive treatises and 
seven shorter works; only seven of his letters have been 
preserved. His reputation for holiness was ratified when 
the church declared him ‘‘blessed’’ on 2 December 1908. 

In Ruusbroec’s doctrine, human being is fundamen- 

tally oriented toward the triune God. He sees God as at 

once indivisibly one and threefold, in constant tension 

between activity and essence. Essence enjoys itself qui- 

etly in modelessness. Activity is fecund. The Father, in 

knowing himself, creates relationships; he brings forth 

and expresses himself in his Son, the Word of God. In 

the reciprocal beholding of Father and Son, the Holy 
Spirit flows forth as the mutual bond of active love. 
Turning inward in essential love, they enjoy the unity 
of essence, which drives them afresh toward activity. 

In turning outward, God creates according to the im- 



age of his Son and in the power of the Holy Spirit. The 

human creature in its selfhood is irrevocably distinct 

from the transcendent God. At the same time, however, 

the creature is in relation with and directed toward God 

because human being is created in the unity of God’s 

likeness and image. 

Ruusbroec sees humanity as structured in a threefold 

way, according to three interacting unities. The body 

and the lower faculties of the soul are under the heart 

and form the unity of the heart. The higher faculties of 

the soul, oriented to the highest human powers, form 

the unity of spirit, which in activity is receptive to 

God’s essence. In these two lower unities, by the grace 

of God, the creature attains likeness to God in active 

(outer) life and in inner life (“unity by means’’). Accord- 

ing to the third unity, the creature attains its oneness 

with God’s image in the contemplative life (“unity with- 

out means,” or ‘“‘unity without difference’’). 

In Christ (the God-man) humanness is realized in the 

fullness of likeness and unity-of-image in himself, and 

this fullness is communicated to and in humankind. The 

ascent in likeness and unity is realized in Christ and in 

human beings: on earth, characterized by mortality, in 

the likeness of grace; in heaven, characterized by im- 

mortality and irradiated by the lumen gloriae, in the 

likeness of glory. Ruusbroec’s grandiose view provides 
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a balanced synthesis of God’s outflowing transcendent 

love and of humankind’s potentiality for harmonious 

ascent to union with God. 
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SA‘ADYAH GAON (882-942), properly Sa‘adyah ben 
Yosef al-Fayyumi; Jewish theologian, jurist, scholar, 

and gaon (‘‘head, eminence’’) of the rabbinic academy 

at Sura, Babylonia. Sa‘adyah was born in Dilaz (mod- 

ern Abu Suwayr) in the Faiyim district of Upper Egypt. 

Virtually nothing is known about his family and early 

education. By age twenty-three, however, he had corre- 

sponded with the noted Jewish Neoplatonist Yitshaq Is- 

raeli (c. 855-955), published the first Hebrew dictionary 

(Sefer ha-agron), and composed a polemic against the 

Karaite schismatic ‘Anan ben David (fl. 760). After leav- 

ing Egypt, Sa‘adyah spent time in both Palestine and 

Syria but eventually, in 921 or 922, settled in Baby- 

lonia. There he championed the cause of the Babylonian 

rabbis in a dispute with Palestinian authorities over fix- 

ing the religious calendar and published his views in 

two treatises, Sefer ha-zikkaron and Sefer ha-mo‘adim. 

Recognizing his ability, the exilarch, or hereditary 

leader of the Jewish community, awarded Sa‘adyah 

with an academic appointment in 922 and subsequently 

elevated him to the gaonate of Sura. Soon afterward, in 

930, a legal dispute between the two developed into a 

bitter political struggle in which each deposed the other 

from office. Sa‘adyah was driven into formal retirement 

in Baghdad, but, ultimately, reconciliation led to his 

reinstatement in 937. 

A versatile and prolific author, Sa‘adyah pioneered in 

many areas of Jewish scholarship. He translated the He- 
brew Bible into Arabic, wrote commentaries on most of 

its books, assembled the first authorized siddur, or Jew- 

ish prayerbook, and composed numerous other works in 

the fields of jurisprudence, grammar, lexicography, li- 

turgical poetry, and theology. His most famous work, 

Sefer emunot ve-de‘ot (The Book of Beliefs and Opinions, 

933), was the first systematic exposition and defense of 

the tenets of Judaism and contains a detailed account 

of his views. 

The Book of Beliefs and Opinions reflects both the cos- 

mopolitanism and the sectarian rivalries characteristic 

of tenth-century Baghdad. Sa‘adyah indicates that the 

intense competition between adherents of the various 

religious and philosophical creeds had produced an at- 

mosphere of spiritual confusion in which believers were 

either mistaken or in doubt about the inherited doc- 

trines of their religion, whereas unbelievers boasted of 

their unbelief. Seeking to dispel such doubt and estab- 

lish a common basis for achieving religious certainty, 

Sa‘adyah adopted the methods of kalam (Islamic spec- 

ulative theology) current in his day. He aimed to defend 

the doctrines of his faith and to refute errors by using 

rational arguments that could convince any reasonable 

man. Thus, from mere acceptance of traditional doc- 

trines, itself always open to doubt, the reader would ar- 

rive at rationally established beliefs or convictions, just 

as the book’s title suggests. 

To facilitate this transition, Sa‘adyah begins by iden- 

tifying the causes of error and doubt. He then analyzes 

three sources of truth and certainty and illustrates their 

proper use: (1) sense perception, (2) rational intuition of 

self-evident principles, and (3) valid inference. To these 

he adds a fourth source based on the other three, reli- 

able tradition, which is both indispensable to civilized 

life and the medium in which God’s revelation to the 

prophets is transmitted. While Sa‘adyah confidently be- 

lieves human speculation can arrive at the truth of 

everything disclosed in prophecy, revelation is still nec- 
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essary to teach the truth to those incapable of specula- 

tion and to guide the fallible inquiries of those who are. 

capable, since only God’s knowledge is complete. Be- 

cause verification of revealed truths confirms faith, 

Sa‘adyah considers such verification a religious obliga- 

tion. 

Sa‘adyah’s organization of the rest of the treatise like- 

wise reflects kalam, especially the preoccupation of the 

Mu‘ tazili school with establishing God’s unity and jus- 

tice. To prove the existence of the one God, Sa‘adyah 

employs four standard kalam arguments showing that 

the world was created and must therefore have a cre- 

ator. 

1. Since the world is spatially finite, the power within 

it that maintains it in existence must also be finite. 

But then the world’s existence over time must like- 

wise be finite, indicating that it was created. 

2. Everything composite is created by some cause. 

Since the whole world displays skillful composition, 

it must have been created. 

3. All bodies in the world are inseparably linked to ac- 

cidental characteristics that are created in time. But 

whatever is inseparably linked to something created 

is itself created. 

4. If the world were eternal, an infinite period of time 

would have to have elapsed for the present to be 

reached. But since an infinity cannot be traversed 

and we have reached the present, the world must 

have existed for only a finite period after being cre- 

ated. 

Sa‘adyah offers further arguments to show that the 

world could only have been created out of nothing and 

by a single deity. 

Sa‘adyah’s discussion of God’s nature and attributes 

traces the implications of his being a creator. For God 

to have created a world such as ours at a point in the 

past, he must be alive, powerful, and wise. But insofar 

as God is creator and not creature, he cannot possess 

the characteristics of creatures. Hence, he must be in- 

corporeal and absolutely simple in nature. Moreover, 

the essential attributes of life, power, and wisdom 

should not be understood as separate features of God’s 

nature but as identical with it. Only a deficiency of lan- 

guage necessitates speaking about distinct attributes. 

Similarly, reason dictates that whenever scripture de- 

picts God with creaturely characteristics, these terms 

should be understood metaphorically. 

In accounting for God’s relation to his creatures, 

Sa‘adyah takes up various questions about divine jus- 

tice. By creating the world out of nothing, God wished 

to endow creatures with the gift of existence. He further 

sought to provide them with the means for attaining 

perfect bliss by giving them the commandments of the 

Torah. By thus requiring human effort to attain happi- 

ness rather than bestowing it .by grace, God assured 

that such happiness would be all the greater. The com- 

mandments themselves fall into two classes: rational 

commandments, such as the prohibitions against mur- 

der and theft, and traditional commandments, such as 

the dietary and Sabbath laws. The authority of the for- 

mer lies in reason itself, while that of the latter lies in 

the will of the commander. God revealed both types of 

law, because without revelation not even perfectly ra- 

tional men would agree on the precise application of 

the rational laws, much less discover the traditional 

laws, on both of which their salvation depends. 

For Sa‘adyah, the fact of revelation is confirmed by 

the occurrence of publicly witnessed miracles, an- 

nounced in advance, that could have been performed 

only by God’s omnipotence. They are to be accepted as 

proof of the authenticity of the revelation, unless the re- 

vealed teaching is contrary to reason. 

Once God holds man responsible for fulfilling his 

commandments, justice requires that people be able to 

choose to obey or disobey. Sa‘adyah argues that sense 

experience attests to this ability in us and that reason 

shows that God does not interfere with its exercise. 

While God foreknows exactly what we shall choose, his 

knowledge in no way causes our choice. We can always 

choose otherwise, although he would foreknow that 

choice too. 

Rewards and punishments are determined according 

to the majority of one’s actions, and for Sa‘adyah the 

suffering of the righteous and the prosperity of the 

wicked also conform to this rule. For either such expe- 

riences represent immediate retribution in this world 

for the minority of one’s evil or good actions (with eter- 

nal reward or punishment for the rest to follow in the 

world to come), or they are temporary trials whereby 

God may increase one’s reward in the hereafter. These 

latter are “‘sufferings of love,’ and bearing them bravely 

counts as a righteous act deserving reward. Indeed, 

Sa‘adyah’s commentary on Job interprets it as a debate 

designed to show that undeserved suffering really is a 

trial. For Job erroneously thought that God’s justice 

consists simply in doing as he wishes, a position remi- 

niscent of the rival Ash‘ari school of kalam, while the 

friends mistakenly supposed all suffering is a penalty. 

Only Elihu claims that Job’s afflictions are a trial that 

divine justice will repay, and God confirms this by reas- 
serting his providence over all creation and restoring 
Job’s material fortunes prior to rewarding his soul in 
the hereafter. 

Sa‘adyah defines the soul as a pure, luminous sub- 
stance that can act only through the body. Because the 



body and the soul are jointly responsible for our behav- 

ior, God’s justice requires that retribution affect both 

together. Accordingly, he will resurrect the bodies of Is- 

rael’s righteous from the dust with the same power he 

used to create them ex nihilo. This event heralds Israel’s 

messianic age and universal peace. It occurs either 

when all Israel repents or when God’s foreordained end 

arrives, whichever is first. However, when God finishes 

creating the appointed number of souls, there will be a 

general resurrection and judgment, and a new heaven 

and earth. In this final retribution, the righteous will 

bask, and the wicked will burn, in the light of a mirac- 

ulous divine radiance. 

Sa‘adyah concludes the treatise by describing the 

kind of conduct worthy of reward. Since man is a com- 

posite creature with many conflicting tendencies, he 

should not devote himself to one above all others. 

Rather, he should strive for a balance and blending of 

preoccupations determined by reason and Torah. 

Aside from offering the first systematic exposition of 

Judaism in rational terms, Sa‘adyah laid the foundation 

for all later medieval Jewish philosophy by asserting 

the complete accord of reason and revelation. Although 

Sa‘adyah was far more confident than his successors 

about what reason could prove, his commitment to in- 

vestigation and proof in all areas of Jewish scholarship 

gave rationalism a legitimacy in Judaism that it might 

not otherwise have enjoyed. He is rightly recalled as 

“the first of those who speak reason in every area.’ 
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Barry S. KoGAN 

SAAMI RELIGION. The Saami (Lapps) are popu- 
larly called ‘‘a people with four countries” because they 

make up an ethnic unit under the jurisdiction of four 

states: Norway, Sweden, Finland, and the Soviet Union. 

The Saami languages belong to the Finno-Ugric group, 

and viewed linguistically the Saami are thus related to 

many peoples to the east (e.g., Finns, Karelians, Esto- 

nians, and others), but physically and anthropologically 

they are unique. This has given rise to a lively but not 

yet concluded scholarly debate as to the location of 

their original home. Today we can speak of three dif- 

ferent Saami languages—East, Central, and South 

Saami—which share the same basic structure but are 

otherwise quite distinct. 

The East Saami were converted by the Greek Ortho- 

dox Church in the sixteenth century, while those in the 

west accepted Lutheranism in the seventeenth and eigh- 

teenth centuries. The written texts that deal with the 

non-Christian conceptions of the Saami derive from the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and in the main 

they deal with the beliefs of the nomadic reindeer 

breeders of Finland and Scandinavia. The texts are 

written by clergymen and missionaries and are often 

formed as ‘‘confessions of heathenism.” From the Saami 

of the east we have notes, written by ethnographers and 

linguists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 

when the native religion had already become ‘‘the old 

custom” or “memories” and no one believed in the old 

gods. However, we have cause to believe that there ex- 

ists a common basic structure in the religion of the 

whole Saami area, in which shamanism and sacrifices 

to the life-giving powers are dominant factors. 

Relations between Men and Animals. As among other 

peoples of the subpolar region, the earliest economy of 

the Saami was based on hunting. Consequently, their 

most important rites revolved around animals and the 

killing of animals. We find an elaborate conceptual 

world in which animal spirits and divinities, that is, su- 

pernatural beings who have taken their forms from the 

animal kingdom, figure prominently. 

The Finnish Saami called these spirits or “rulers” 

haldi (from the Finnish haltija, derived from an old Ger- 

manic word meaning “to own, to control, to protect”’). 

They considered that all animals, places, and lakes had 

their own haldi that protected the animals of a particu- 

lar species or area and that man was obliged to show 

his respect for the spirits through such tokens as sacri- 

ficial offerings. 
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The bear was, above all others, the sacred animal 

throughout the subpolar region, and the rites connected 

with the bear hunt clearly reflect the reverence men felt 

for animals and for all living things around them. Cer- 

tain appointed ceremonies were observed from the very 

beginning of a hunt. The man who found the bear in the 

hibernating den led the group; ‘‘the drummer” went im- 

mediately after him, followed in a predetermined order 

by those whose duty it was to kill the bear. When the 

animal had been downed, the hunters sang songs of 

thanks both to the quarry and to Leibolmai (‘‘alder-tree 

man’’), who is variously described as the god of the 

hunt or the lord of the animals, but was, most impor- 

tantly, the lord of the bears. 

In their songs the hunters assured the bear that they 

had not intended to cause him any suffering; indeed, 

they also tried to divert attention from themselves and 

put the blame on others. In certain songs it was said 

that ‘‘men from Sweden, Germany, England, and all for- 

eign lands” had caused the bear’s death, and the women 

welcomed the hunters home as “men from all foreign 

lands.’ The meat was prepared by the men in a special 

place and brought into the kota (‘‘tent” or “hut’’) 

through boassio-raikie, the holy back door situated op- 

posite the ordinary door; arrayed in festive dress, the 

women sat waiting inside and spit chewed alder bark at 

the men as the meat was carried in. This custom should 

probably be regarded as a purification rite. Once the 

meat was eaten, all bones were buried in the order they 

are found in the body, so that the bear was given a 

proper funeral. The individual bear was probably re- 

garded as a supernatural representative of its species; 

by showing it due respect the hunters secured the good 

will of all bears, and this was to their advantage during 

the next hunt. Some scholars have proposed that such 

solemn ceremonies were performed so that a particular 

slain bear could arise from the dead and be hunted 

down again, but this has not been established. 

The skeletons of other animals were occasionally 

treated with the same reverence; at certain times of the 

year, for example, all the bones of a reindeer were 

placed before the holy image at the place of sacrifice 

after the assembled men had eaten the meat. The idol 

was smeared with blood and grease of the sacrificial an- 

imal. The women were permitted to participate in the 

holy meal only on special occasions. The sources report 

that the god to whom the reindeer was offered would 

then resurrect the animal in his kingdom and derive 

benefit from it there. 

Idols. The word seite, or siei’di, identifies a central 

phenomenon in Saami religion. The word occurs only 
in the northern Saami languages, but in scholarly usage 

it has become a standard term for designating a phe- 

nomenon found throughout the Saami area. A seite was 

a stone formed by nature and standing on a place that 

was regarded as passe (‘“‘sacred,”’ “holy”) and to which 

sacrifices were made. An unusyal cliff could have the 

same function, and a whole mountain could be re- 

garded as a seite. Although we do not know its exact 

symbolism, we do know that seite-places were situated 

at certain points along the migration routes between 

different territories and that people laid sacrificial offer- 

ings there as they passed to bring them luck with their 

reindeer. There were also seite-stones on the shores of 

many lakes, and presumably sacrifices were made there 

to ensure good fishing. 

Soul-Beliefs and Shamanism. The notion that ani- 

mals have guardian beings that must be respected by 

man is based on the idea that every living being has at 

least two souls—a corporeal soul and a “free” soul. The 

free soul can manifest itself outside the body and is re- 

garded as a guardian spirit and a double. Animals are 

men’s equals and are treated as such. In dreams or in 

trancelike states such as ecstasy, the human free soul 

can leave the body and assume a concrete form. 

Occasionally a malicious being captures a soul, pos- 

ing a mortal threat to the bearer. It was believed, for 

example, that when a person fell seriously ill, it was be- 

cause someone, perhaps a dead relative who wanted to 

summon him or her to the realm of the dead, had cap- 

tured the soul of the afflicted. In such cases the noaidie 

(‘‘shaman’’) intervened to help. Having gone through a 

long and painful period of apprenticeship, and possess- 

ing extraordinary psychic powers, the noaidie could en- 

ter a state of ecstasy and, under this trance, send his 

soul to the home of the dead, Jabme-aimo, to negotiate 

with the dead or the goddess of the dead (called Jabme- 

akka in certain places) about the return of the soul. 

Sometimes the soul could be recovered through the 

promise of a sacrifice, in which case the sick person got 

well. Among the other peoples of the subpolar region we 

also find the belief that the dead influenced the life of 

the living, with the shaman cast in a similar redemptive 

role. 

The noaidie, however, could not undertake such a 

journey unassisted, and during his apprenticeship he 

had come into contact with supernatural beings that 

could aid him when necessary. Paramount among these 

helpers were the sacred animals: birds, fish (or snakes), 

and bull reindeer. The noaidie recruited his assistants 

from Sajva-Ajmuo, the dwelling place of the holy spir- 

its. (SAjva-Ajmuo corresponds to Basse-Passevare, the 

sacred mountains in the northern Saami territory.) 

Other spirits could also help the noaidie in the perfor- 
mance of his office; a deceased noaidie, for example, 
could give the new noaidie advice or provide other as- 
sistance. 

The noaidie’s ability to go into ecstasy made him a 



general intermediary between human beings, who lived 

in the middle world, and supernatural beings in the 

other (upper and nether) worlds. This belief in the 

triadic division of the universe was shared with some of 

the peoples of northern Siberia. The noaidie regulated 

relations between people in the middle world and divin- 

ities and spirits in the other worlds, as well as between 

people and the powers of nature. 

Deities. There is no doubt that the Saami were not 

only aware of their dependence upon the rulers of 

places and animals, but that they also worshiped heav- 

enly and atmospheric divinities. These superterrestrial 

beings had no part in immediate everyday concerns, 

but they were powers to be reckoned with and were 

given sacrifices on special occasions. Among the eastern 

Saami, there was the divinity Tiermes, who manifested 

himself in thunder and has been linked to the Ob-Ugric 

god of the sky, Num-Turem, and to the Samoyed god of 

the sky, Num. Among the western Saami, Radien/Rariet 

(‘the ruler’’), in some places also called Vearalden Ol- 

mai (‘‘man of the world, or cosmos’) and Mailman Ra- 

dien (“the ruler of the world’’), headed the gods. The 

cult dedicated to him was meant mainly to further rein- 

deer breeding, but he was also the god who sustained 

the world. This was symbolized by a pillar, known 

among some of the Saami as the world’s stytto, which 

was erected beside the ruler’s idol at the sacrificial site. 

It was believed that the North Star was attached to the 

uppermost point of the pillar. 

The mighty thunder god Horagalles (also known as 

Attjie, “father,” and Bajjan, “he who is above’’) could 

demolish the mountains with his hammer and scatter 

and injure the reindeer; sacrifices to him were thus 

meant to appease. The sun, Beivie, was vital to plant 

life, and sacrifices were made to ensure good grazing for 

the reindeer and rich vegetation in general. One ob- 

server writes that offerings to Beivie were burned to 

symbolize the heat of the sun. Beivie also helped to cure 

mental illness. The moon, Aske or Manno, also received 

sacrifices, particularly during midwinter. Bjiegg-Olmai 

(“wind man”), also known as Ilmaris, controlled the 

winds and weather and was worshiped throughout the 

Saami region. 

Women were under the special protection of the god- 

dess Madder-Akka (“old woman of the tribe”) and her 

three daughters, Sarakka, Ugsakka, and Juksakka. 

These goddesses were thought to be intimately con- 

nected with the domicile. [See Akkah.] 
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of Saami culture, including religion and folklore. Some of these 

materials, exclusively from Swedish Lapland, were published 

by Johannes Scheffer in his Lapponia (Frankfurt, 1673). Schef- 

fer was a Dutch scholar who had been commissioned to spread 

information about the Saami (Lapps) throughout Europe. The 

work was immediately translated into other languages, includ- 

ing English (The History of Lapland, Oxford, 1694). Another 

translation appeared in 1736. 

Eighteenth-century missionary reports contain greater detail 

on the religious beliefs of the Scandinavian Saami, but few of 

them are available in a major language. Exceptions are Pehr 

Hogstrém’s Beschreibung des der crone Schweden gehdrenden 

Lapplanders (Copenhagen and Leipzig, 1748) and Knud Leem’s 

Beskrivelse over Finmarkens Lapper, deres tungemaal, Leve- 

maade og forrige Afgudsdyrkelse (A Description of the Finnmark 

Lapps, Their Language, Customs, and Former Idolatry; Copen- 

hagen, 1767). 

The best sources that deal with the Saami of Finland and 

Russia, however, are much more recent. In his introduction to 

Worterbuch der Kola-lappischen Dialekte nebst Sprachproben 

(Helsinki, 1891), Arvid Genetz provides a survey of traditional 

religion among the Russian Saami, and Toivo Immanuel Itko- 

nen’s Heidnische Religion und spdterer Aberglaube bei den fin- 

nischen Lappen (Helsinki, 1946) is a collection of accounts of 

earlier beliefs among the Saami of Finland. Nickolai Kharu- 

zin’s Russkie Lopari (Moscow, 1890) contains extensive materi- 

als on myths, but the cult he describes derives largely from the 

materials of Scheffer and Hégstrém—that is, from Scandi- 

navia. 

The Saami religion has, understandably, mainly attracted 

Scandinavian scholars, and the first surveys were published in 

one or another of the Nordic languages. Such scholars as Uno 

Holmberg (Harva after 1927), in Lappalaisten uskonto (Porvoo, 

1915), and Rafael Karsten, in The Religion of the Samek (Leiden, 

1955), were strongly influenced by the evolutionism popular at 

the time, which they supplemented with theories on borrow- 

ings. Holmberg’s later survey of Finno-Ugric and Siberian my- 

thology in The Mythology of All Races, vol. 4 (Boston, 1927), is 

methodologically much more modern. The most recent survey 

is Ake Hultkrantz’s “Die Religion der Lappen,” in Die Religi- 

onen Nordeurasiens und der amerikanischen Arktis, edited by 

Ivar Paulson et al. (Stuttgart, 1962). 

There are some eighty preserved shaman drums, the oldest 

dating from the mid-seventeenth century. These have been de- 

scribed in detail by Ernst Mauritz Manker in Die lappische 

Zaubertrommel, vols. 1-2 (Stockholm, 1938-1950). 

Various aspects of Saami religion, such as the bear cere- 

mony, sacrifices, the shaman, rites of the dead, conceptions of 

the soul, the sun cult, the notion of the lord of animals, and the 

origin of the Saami, have also received extensive scholarly 

treatment. 

LouIsE BACKMAN 

SABAZIOS, a god of the Thracians and the Phryg- 
ians, is also known from Greek and Latin sources as 

Sabadios, Sauazios, Saazios, Sabos, Sebazios, Saba- 

dius, and Sebadius. His name is related to the Macedo- 
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nian word sauddai, or saiidoi, meaning ‘‘satyrs’’ (Det- 

schew, 1957, p. 427). According to some scholars (e.g., 

Lozovan, 1968), he was a Thracian mountain god whose 

cult was carried by Phrygian emigrants from Thrace to 

Anatolia. 

Greek sources from the fifth century BCE onward men- 

tion Sabazios as a Thracian or Phrygian god. In Athens, 

his cult’s initiation ceremonies took place by night, and 

the adepts were purified by being rubbed with mud. A 

sacramental drink was also involved. The identification 

of Sabazios with Dionysos, which occurs regularly in 

Hellenistic sources, is unquestionable. However, Phryg- 

ian inscriptions relate him to Zeus, and in North Africa, 

where his cult is attested as early as the fourth century 

BCE, he might have had the features of a heavenly god; 

hence he was later identified with the Semitic god Baal, 

both of them receiving the Greek epithet hu- 

psistos (“‘highest, supreme’). He was probably wor- 

shiped in Thrace under other local names, such as Athypa- 

renos, Arsilenos, Batalde Ouenos, Eleneites, Mytorge- 

nos, Ouerzel(enos), and Tasibastenus. 

Sabazios’s name has been connected with the Indo- 

European *swo-, meaning “[his] own,” and with the 

idea of freedom, which occurs frequently among the ep- 

ithets of Dionysos. Franz Cumont has suggested a rela- 

tionship with the Illyrian sabaia, or sabaium, identify- 

ing a beer extracted from cereals (see Russu, 1969, p. 

241). More recently, Gheorghe Musu has translated Sa- 

bazios as “sap god,” from the Indo-European roots “sap- 

(“taste, perceive’) and *sab- (“‘juice, fluid’”’). This trans- 

lation corresponds well to the pattern of Dionysos/ 

Sabazios, who was the divinity of humidity and as such 

was connected with both vegetation and intoxication 

(see Musu, in Vulpe, 1980, pp. 333-336). 

The Jews of Syria and Anatolia identified Sabazios 

with Sabaoth. Under the Roman rulers Sabazios was 

worshiped in Thrace, where he was more often known 

as Sebazios or, in Latin, Sabazius, Sabadius, or Seba- 

dius and where he received such epithets as epékoos 

(“benevolent”), kurios (“lord”), megistos (‘‘greatest’’), 

and so forth. In Crimea, probably under Jewish-Anato- 

lian influence, he was called hupsistos. He was con- 

stantly identified with both Zeus and the sun. Motifs of 

hands making the votive gesture of benedictio Latina are 

- among the distinctive features of his cult. According to 

several Christian writers (Clement of Alexandria, Ar- 

nobius, and Firmicus Maternus), the most impressive 

rite of initiation into the mysteries of Sabazios con- 

sisted of the adept’s contact with a snake (aureus colu- 

ber) that was first put over his breast (per sinum 

ducunt) and then pulled down to his genitals. 

No less enigmatic than Zalmoxis, Sabazios was wor- 

shiped as early as the fourth century BcE both as a 

chthonic and as a heavenly god. Scholars have too often 

tried to solve this riddle by supposing a borrowing from 

Jewish religion, but Jewish influence was not relevant 

in Anatolia before the third century BcE. One should 

rather consider that chthonic features determined the 

character of the Thracian Sabazios, whereas the Phryg- 

ian Sabazios was probably connected with the sky. 
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IOAN PETRU CULIANU and CICERONE POGHIRC 

SABBATEANISM. See the biography of Shabbetai 
Tsevt. 

SABBATH, JEWISH. See Shabbat. 

SACRAMENT. [This entry consists of two articles: An 

Overview and Christian Sacraments. The overview arti- 

cle discusses the notion of sacrament and presents a sur- 

vey of sanctifying rites in various religious traditions. 

Christian Sacraments provides a history and the theology 

of those rites that are central to Christian salvation. ] 

An Overview 

The meaning of the term sacrament is heavily deter- 

mined by Christian usage. This circumstance presents 

both important opportunities and certain difficulties for 

the scientific study of religion. On the one hand, the fa- 

miliarity of the term and of the rituals to which it refers 

in Christianity makes possible, at least for the Western 

student of religion, progression from the known to the 

less known with the aid of developed categories used for 

comparative purposes. On the other hand, there is the 
danger that the derivation of the category of sacrament 
from Christianity will result in a distortion of other 
religions, unduly emphasizing cognates or analogies 
while ignoring or dismissing distinctive features of 
other traditions. 

In order to both make good on the comparative op- 
portunities provided by the term and to overcome the 



limitations of too heavy a reliance upon the perspective 
that has determined its customary meaning, this article 
will first indicate some of the antecedents to the stan- 
dard Christian view of sacrament. A consideration of 

parallels or cognates to Christian sacraments will be 

followed by a brief consideration of the possibility of a 

more strictly formal definition of the category. 

Hellenistic Sacraments. While classical Christian 

usage has largely determined the understanding of sac- 

rament that the student of comparative religion em- 

ploys in the study of religion, it is important to have 

some awareness of the pre-Christian understanding of 

sacrament and its Greek antecedent, mustérion. Three 

antecedents to the classical use of the term will be con- 

sidered: the mystery cults, the apocalyptic mystery, and 

the mystical, or gnostic, tradition. 

The mystery cults. The Greek mustérion is of uncer- 

tain etymology but is most probably associated with 

muein, meaning ‘‘to close’ (the mouth), and thus ‘‘to 

keep secret.” Certainly it was this connotation of se- 

crecy that dominated the technical usage of the term to 

designate the Hellenistic cults, especially those associ- 

ated with Eleusis, which are accordingly known as 

“mystery cults” or simply as “mysteries” (mustéria). The 

term mustérion designates the sharp dividing line be- 

tween initiates, for whom the secret history of the god 

(his birth, marriage, or death and rebirth, depending on 

the cult) is dramatically reenacted, thus binding their 

fate to the god’s, and noninitiates, who cannot partici- 

pate in this kind of salvation. [See Mystery Religions.] 

If the term were to be employed in this, its earliest 

technical religious sense, for phenomenological and 

comparative purposes, its application would necessarily 

be restricted to esoteric initiation rites of cult societies 

such as those found among the indigenous peoples of 

the Americas (for example, the Snake and Antelope so- 

cieties of the Hopi). A somewhat more flexible usage 

might include those rites of passage that stress the eso- 

teric character of the knowledge imparted. 

Such usage, however, would be unwieldy for two rea- 

sons: (1) it would exclude many rituals for which the 

term sacrament has become standard—Christian and 

Hindu rituals in particular—and (2) it would duplicate 

existing terminology of initiatory rituals and rites of 

passage. 

Apocalyptic usage. In the New Testament, mustérion is 

used in a way that is grounded in apocalyptic rather 

than cultic sensibility. Here mustérion refers to the 

disclosure of God’s ultimate, or eschatological, inten- 

tion. The term is used quite widely to designate any- 

thing that prefigures the final consummation of the di- 

vine will or plan. Thus Christian proclamation, biblical 

typology, and the inclusion of Jew and gentile in divine 
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election could all be referred to as mustérion (which be- 

comes sacramentum in Latin). Significantly, the term 

was not used in a specifically cultic sense at all in this 

period. 

If this sense of the term, derived from late Jewish and 

early Christian apocalyptic writings, were to be decisive 

for phenomenological or comparative approaches to the 

study of religion, then the term’s application would be 

restricted to those groups that have a strong orientation 

to future fulfillment. The Ghost Dance of the indigenous 

peoples of the North American Plains and the elaborate 

baptismal rites of the African independent churches are 

illustrations of ritual enactments of such eschatological 

expectations. 

Gnostic usage. Deriving from the theory and practice 

of the mystery cults, certain mystical and especially 

gnostic philosophical traditions of the Hellenistic world 

used mustérion to apply to the quest for transcendental 

insight. While they dispensed with outward forms of rit- 

ual or cult, they nevertheless sought by knowledge a 

saving union with the divine. [See Gnosticism.] The re- 

ligious tradition that best exemplifies this sense of mus- 

térion/sacrament is the Hinduism of the Upanisads and 

of yoga. While these movements do not reject the ritual 

or cult but seek to give it a more pure, interior, and 

“noetic” significance, other reform movements—most 

notably Buddhism—reject this connection to the Vedic 

rites in the quest for ultimate insight. In the Western 

Christian tradition examples of sacramental mysticism 

often approximate the pattern of the yogic or gnostic 

transformation of external ritual into interior disci- 

pline. While these parallel phenomena demonstrate the 

way in which the bodily action of ritual may become 

paradigms for an interior praxis, it is with sacrament 

as a species of bodily action that the phenomenology of 

religion must be most concerned. 

Emergence of the Classical Perspective. The Latin sa- 

cramentum was generally employed as a technical term 

for a military oath, the vow of a soldier. The initiatory 

function of this vow understood in relation to the vow 

of secrecy associated with the Greek mysteries made 

possible the appropriation of the term sacramentum for 

those activities (especially baptism) in which the Chris- 

tian confession of faith (which, like the vow of soldiers, 

placed one in mortal danger) played an important role. 

Thus, despite the typically exoteric character of Chris- 

tian doctrine and practice, ideas and practice associ- 

ated with the Greek mysteries were used to interpret 

Christian rituals. Sacramentum gradually lost its wider, 

apocalyptic meaning, was increasingly used to refer to 

baptism and eucharist, and then was extended by anal- 

ogy to apply to related ritual actions including confes- 

sion and penance, confirmation, marriage, ordination, 
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and unction. The earlier Latin sense of “vow” can still 

be discerned in baptism, confirmation, marriage, and 

ordination, but the oldest Greek associations with cultic 

participation in salvation predominate. Thus sacrament 

comes to be exclusively identified with a set of ritual 

actions that are understood to be both necessary to and 

efficacious for salvation. 

Cognate Sacraments. Since the scientific study of re- 

ligion is a discipline that has arisen within the culture 

most heavily influenced by Christianity, it is natural 

that much of its terminology is borrowed from Chris- 

tianity. (Just as, mutatis mutandis, Christianity has bor- 

rowed its terminology from the cultures in which it has 

taken root.) 

If sacrament is defined ostensively, by reference to the 

set of rituals that bear that name in Christianity, then 

we are confronted with the question of whether to re- 

strict ourselves to the two sacraments accepted by most 

Protestants (baptism and eucharist) or to include the 

additional five sacraments (confirmation, penance, mar- 

riage, ordination, and extreme unction) accepted by 

Catholics. Clearly, eucharist and baptism have a place 

of singular importance in all Christian traditions; a 

phenomenological approach, however, will seek the 

widest possible range of data and so provisionally ac- 

cept the more inclusive enumeration. 

There are two sorts of such sacraments, those that 

deal with transitional moments and so are not repeated 

and those that are regularly repeated. 

Sacraments of transition. The earliest and most im- 

portant of the transitional sacraments is baptism. In 

early Christianity this ritual signified the movement 

from the worldly to the eschatological reality, cr, under 

influence from the Greek mysteries, from the profane to 

the cultic sphere of participation in the fate of the god. 

This type of transitional rite is analogous to the initia- 

tion into cult societies of, for example, the indigenous 

peoples of the North American Plains. It is also charac- 

teristic of the African independent churches of central 

and southern Africa. 

As Christianity became more or less coextensive with 

culture and society, the transition came more and more 

to be identified with birth or early infancy (a develop- 

ment contingent upon the understanding of penance 

and eucharist as supplementing the forgiveness of sins 

and transformation of life originally associated with 

baptism). As a ritual associated with infancy, it took the 

place of the Jewish rite of circumcision, except that it 

applied equally to female infants. It is thus similar in 

function to the Hindu sacrament of Namakarana, in 
which the child receives a name. 

As baptism became “infant baptism,” the catechetical 

aspect of the ritual that inaugurated persons into full 

membership in the cult society became fixed in the 

form of confirmation. Insofar as confirmation is associ- 

ated with adolescence, it could enter into homology 

with rites of tribal initiation—a species of ritual that is 

exceedingly widespread and well developed among the 

indigenous peoples of the Americas, Africa, and Aus- 

tralia [see Initiation]. In Africa and Australia the sacra- 

ment of initiation takes the form of segregating a cohort 

of adolescent males and placing them under great stress 

(often including circumcision) so that distinctions 

among them are erased. The loss of social identity and 

the violation of bodily integrity is accompanied by eso- 

teric instruction and rites of great emotional force that 

frequently involve symbolism of death and birth. A sig- 

nificant number of groups, for example, the Bemba of 

Africa, have initiation rites (Chisungu) of similar inten- 

sity for adolescent females. Among North American ab- 

original peoples, the young males (and, rarely, females) 

undertake the highly individualized dream or vision 

quest, which may entail a rigorous journey, fasting, and 

other ordeals. This individualized initiation contrasts 

sharply with the corporate initiation of African and 

other groups. 

A further extension of transitional sacrament occurs 

with the development of extreme unction, the anoint- 

ing of the sick. This sacrament may assume the form of 

a viaticum, by means of which the recipient is enabled 

to make the transition from this life to the world be- 

yond. Insofar as the Christian sacrament of unction has 

the intention of healing (as in the anointing of the sick), 

it becomes repeatable and homologous to the healing 

rites found in virtually all religious traditions. Collec- 

tions of incantations for this same purpose constitute 

the Egyptian Book of Going Forth by Day, and in ancient 

Iran the whispering of formulas to the dying person was 

accompanied by the administration of haoma, the sa- 
cred beverage. 

Unlike baptism, confirmation, and unction, which 

traditionally have been required of all Christians, two 

other sacraments of transition, ordination and marriage 

(traditionally thought of as mutually exclusive), have 

developed. Rites of ordination are found in virtually all 
societies in which a priestly caste is drawn from the so- 
ciety as a whole. (In a number of societies the priest- 
hood is hereditary, and rites associated with accession 
to cultic authority may be coterminous with accession 
to adulthood. This appears to be largely true of the 
brahmanic class of Hinduism, for example.) Marriage 
rites are obviously quite widespread although only 
those that have a clearly sacred or religious character 
are directly comparable. Often these have the added di- 
mension of rites to ensure fertility. 
Perhaps the most highly developed system of sacra- 



ments of transition is to be found in Hinduism. The 
term samskdra, which generally translated as “sacra- 
ment,’ refers to any rite of transition, of which several 
hundred may have been performed. In modern Hindu- 
ism the number is reduced (to between ten and eigh- 
teen). These sacraments begin with conception (Garbha- 
dhana) and continue through pregnancy (Pumsavana, 
Simanta, Jatakarman). In addition to the naming cere- 

mony (Namakarana), which occurs a few days after 

birth, there are sacraments to mark the first appearance 

of the infant outside the home, the child’s first solid 

food, the tonsure, and the piercing of the child’s ears. 

Sacraments that mark the progress of the male child’s 
education include Upanayana and Vedarambha. The 

completion of these studies requires a further sacra- 

ment (Samavartana). Marriage (Vivaha) is the only sac- 

rament permitted to Ssidras or lower castes. The final 

transition of death is marked by the sacramental rites 
of Antyesti. 

These sacraments generally involve sacrifices, cere- 

monies of fire and water, ritual washings, recitation of 

appropriate mantras and prayers, and so on. Both indi- 

vidually and collectively these Hindu sacraments are 

far more elaborate than the comparable set of Christian 

rituals and so may provide the student of religion with 

a more adequate set of categories for studying sacra- 

ments of transition. 

Repeatable sacraments. While sacraments of transi- 

tion are in principle nonrepeatable (with the possible 

and limited exceptions of marriage and extreme unc- 

tion), two sacraments of great importance in traditional 

Christianity, penance and eucharist, do require re- 

peated performance. 

In the Christian tradition penance is related to bap- 

tism as the restoration of baptismal purity and to the 

Eucharist as the necessary preparation for participa- 

tion. The confession of sin has a place of central impor- 

tance in the religion of Handsome Lake practiced by 

contemporary Iroquois in the United States and Can- 

ada. Individual confession to a priest was of great im- 

portance in Central and South America, among the Inca 

and Maya, as is confession to a shaman among, for ex- 

ample, the Inuit (Eskimo). 

The ritual that is most often associated with sacra- 

mentality is the Eucharist, Mass, or Communion of the 

Christian community. The selection of comparable rit- 

uals from the history of religions will depend upon the 

degree of emphasis placed upon one of three aspects: 

thanks giving or offering, communal meal, or sacrifice 

of the divine victim. 

Certainly for much of Western history the last aspect 

has been especially emphasized. The most dramatic in- 

stances are the human sacrifices, which include the 
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Greek pharmakos, a number of African rites, and prac- 

tices belonging to the high civilizations of the Americas, 

especially the Aztec. [See Human Sacrifice.] Among the 

latter the sun god, Tezcatlipoca, was impersonated by 

the prisoner of war most honored for beauty and brav- 

ery, who received homage for a full year before being 

sacrificed. Many of the human sacrifices, including 

those to Huitzilopochtli, the god of war, were subse- 

quently eaten as a form of ritual cannibalism. 

Substitutions for the flesh of the divine victim are 

also found, including the eating of a dough image of 

Huitzilopochtli, which first was shot with an arrow, and 

a similar ritual involving the dough image of the tree 

god, Xocotl. 

The communal meal is a common feature of many 

sacrifices. A vegetable, animal, or cereal offering is pre- 

sented to the god and is subsequently shared by all par- 

ticipants, much as in the Christian Communion the 

bread and wine is first offered in thanksgiving and then 

shared by the participants. Where these rites are asso- 

ciated with first-fruits festivals or with harvest, the ele- 

ment of thanksgiving (eucharist) is especially pro- 

nounced. These rites are found not only in agrarian 

societies. Common among hunters and gatherers are rit- 

uals involving a communal meal in which the sacral- 

ized game animal is both praised and eaten. An exam- 

ple from the Pacific coast of North America is the ritual 

surrounding the first salmon catch. Among circumpolar 

peoples such rites are performed after successful bear 

hunts. 

Here too should be mentioned the preparation of sa- 

cred substances whose consumption makes for unity 

with the divine. The haoma of Iran, the soma of India, 

and the hallucinogenic substances so important to the 

indigenous peoples of the Americas are illustrations. 

Members of the Native American Church, which in- 

cludes many of the aboriginal peoples of North Amer- 

ica, use peyote as a sacramental element within a li- 

turgical setting in order to acquire union with the 

divine. 

Formal Definitions of Sacrament. The procedure that 

has just been illustrated, of finding material cognates to 

the sacraments of the Christian tradition in the field of 

religious studies, while illuminating in certain respects, 

may tie the term too closely to the Christian tradition 

to be genuinely serviceable for phenomenological pur- 

poses. Accordingly, we may attempt to acquire a more 

formal definition of sacrament, one that can be em- 

ployed for comparative purposes. 

Since Christian theology has devoted considerable en- 

ergy to the development of such a formal definition, we 

may look first to the theological definitions. When this 

is attempted, however, it becomes clear that these are 
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either of such an ad hoc nature that they devolve to dis- 

guised ostensive definitions or are so broad as to iden- 

tify virtually any ritual action. If, for example, sacra- 

ment is defined in accordance with the principle of ex 

opere operatum (‘‘what the action signifies it also accom- 

plishes’’), any ritual thought by its practitioners to be 

efficacious (including, of course, all forms of magic) will 

be covered. If, on the other hand, only those ritual ac- 

tions positively commanded by Jesus are said to be sac- 

raments, this proves to be an ostensive definition 

(which, moreover, is usually applied in an arbitrary 

manner—so as to exclude ritual foot washing, for ex- 

ample). The same is true of definitions of sacrament that 

insist on the conjunction of matter and form. According 

to this view, form designates the crucial pronouncement 

whereas matter may refer, for example, to the water of 

baptism, the oil of unction, or the bread and wine of the 

Eucharist. Moreover, this notion of matter may be 

arbitrarily extended to apply also to the sacraments of 

penance (the sin of the believer) and marriage (the 

love between spouses). 

If a formal definition is required, it appears that the- 

ology will not be of much help. It does seem possible, 

however, to propose a more strictly phenomenological 

definition. On this basis sacrament may be defined as ‘“‘a 

ritual that enacts, focuses, and concentrates the distinc- 

tive beliefs, attitudes, and actions of any religious tra- 

dition.” While any ritual may perform this function to 

some degree, it will usually be possible to discriminate 

within the ritual complex of a tradition as a whole that 

ritual (or group of rituals) that functions as a paradigm 

for other ritual action and so may be said to have a 

privileged and normative relationship to the articulated 

system as a whole. Usually these sacraments will be 

found within the prescribed corporate ritual or liturgy. 

In this definition the initiation rites of the mystery 

religions, the Christian Eucharist, the Ghost Dance and 

peyote ritual of the North American Indians, and many 

other rituals already mentioned would be included. But 

the principle of inclusion is not their resemblance to 

specific Christian rituals but their location and function 

within the religious tradition of which they are a part. 

In addition, rituals that are not material cognates to 

Christian sacraments and so are necessarily overlooked 

on the basis of an ostensive definition of sacrament now 

acquire a sacramental character. Thus the Shalako cer- 

emony of the Zuni Indians of New Mexico, which dis- 

plays the vigor and values of the Zuni while inviting the 

participation and blessings of the gods, is a sacrament 

in the form of a dance (to which there are no Christian 

but many other religious cognates). While regular oc- 

casions for prayer do not have a sacramental character 

in Christianity, they may well have this character in Is- 

lam, which is generally suspicious of ritual and of 

Christian sacraments in particular. Finally, the Bud- 

dhist practice of zazen, which consists of periods of sit- 

ting and breathing punctuated by periods of walking, 

may have a place of importance and function similar to 

the Christian Eucharist. 

The further refinement of a phenomenological defini- 

tion of sacrament in tandem with its use in the analysis 

of the place and function of particular rituals within the 

wider ritual complex of which they are a part is an im- 

portant agenda for the study of religion. 
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Christian Sacraments 

In the Christian community sacraments are acts of 

worship that are understood by the worshipers to give 

access to an intimate union with the divine and to be 

efficacious for salvation. The term sacraments is some- 

times used in a very broad sense for places, persons, 

things, ceremonies, and events that mediate, or are in- 

tended to mediate, the presence and power of the di- 

vine. In this broad sense, Christians acknowledge sac- 

raments in other religious traditions and also in the 

particular circumstances of the lives of individuals and 

groups. A simple illustrative story in the Hebrew scrip- 

tures (the Old Testament of Christians) is that of Jacob 

setting up a stone in the desert and calling the place 

Bethel, house of God (Gn. 28:10-22). 

More usually the term sacraments refers to a limited 
number of ancient rituals understood to be the acts of 
Jesus Christ carried out through the continuing minis- 
try of the church. The Eastern Christian and Roman 



Catholic churches enumerate these rituals as seven: 
baptism, confirmation (or chrismation), eucharist, pen- 
ance (sacrament of reconciliation), matrimony, ordina- 
tion (or holy orders), and the anointing of the sick (ex- 
treme unction). Protestant churches usually enumerate 
the sacraments (in the narrower sense of the term) as 

only two, namely, baptism and eucharist, because these 

two are clearly identified in the New Testament. 
The word sacrament derives from Latin sacramen- 

tum, meaning “oath,” “pledge,” or ‘‘bond.” As a Chris- 

tian term applied to rituals of worship, it is found no 

earlier than the third century, when it came into use in 

Western churches as a translation of the Greek term 

mustérion, which had the religious connotation of ef- 

fecting union with the divine, even before Christians 

used the term in that sense. When the word sacrament 

is used in the singular without contextual specification, 

it may be assumed to mean the Eucharist. 

Jewish Roots. At the time of Jesus of Nazareth the 

people of Israel, the Jewish community, enjoyed a rich 

accumulation of symbolism and ritual. Jesus and his 

early followers participated in that heritage and fol- 

lowed the observances. Characteristically, Christian rit- 

uals were shaped not only out of the immediate experi- 

ence of the early Christian community but also out of 

the stories, imagery, and ritual observances of their 

Jewish tradition. This influence can be seen in Christian 

perceptions of sacred space and sacred time, and it also 

appears in the configuration of sacred actions. [See 

Rites of Passage, article on Jewish Rites.] 

The core of the Christian sacramental system is the 

Eucharist, also known as the Divine Liturgy, the Lord’s 

Supper, the Communion service, and the Mass. The rit- 

ual is based directly on the table grace of Jewish ob- 

servance as solemnized in the Passover Seder. There are 

several common elements: the community is gathered 

to respond to God’s call and to fulfill a commandment; 

the gathering is at a ritual meal at which prescribed 

foods are blessed, shared, and consumed; the accompa- 

nying prayers and ceremonies ritually reenact a past 

saving event so that the present worshipers become part 

of that past event and it becomes present in their expe- 

rience; the doing of this anticipates a fulfillment that 

still lies in the future; the ritual (though not it alone) 

constitutes the participants as God’s holy people. In the 

Jewish understanding and also in the Christian, the rit- 

ual is not effective in isolation from the community's 

daily life; on the contrary, it is effective precisely in its 

reshaping of the imagination and sense of identity of 

the worshipers, bringing about a transformation of in- 

dividual and social life. [See Passover.] 

Other sacramental rites that have clear antecedents 

in Jewish observances are baptism in water as a ritual 
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of spiritual regeneration, the imposition of hands in 

blessing, and the action of anointing to confer an office 

or mission. Beyond the direct influence of ritual actions 

of Jewish life, there is the much more extensive and per- 

vasive indirect influence of stories, prayers, and sym- 

bols from the Hebrew scriptures. Thus, baptism is not 

easily understood without knowledge of the Hebrew 

stories of creation and sin, of the Deluge, and of the 

passing through the waters of the Red Sea at the Exo- 

dus and through the waters of the Jordan River as Israel 

took possession of the Promised Land. Similarly, confir- 

mation (chrismation) is not readily understood without 

reference to the theme of the breath of God, which runs 

through the Hebrew scriptures. [See Worship and Cultic 

Life, article on Jewish Worship.] : 

Early History. Although there are references to sacra- 

mental activity in the New Testament, and these are ac- 

companied by a sacramental theology (e.g., / Cor.), lit- 

tle is known about the form of early Christian ritual 

except through late second-century sources. By the 

fourth century most of the rituals were elaborate and 

well established in the patterns that were to endure, 

though they were not numbered explicitly as seven until 

the twelfth century in the West and the seventeenth cen- 

tury in the East. 

Early Christian rites. The central sacrament has al- 

ways been the Eucharist. From early times it has con- 

sisted of a ritual meal of small amounts of bread and 

wine, commemorating the farewell supper of Jesus be- 

fore his death and extending the presence and friend- 

ship of Jesus to his followers through the ages. The cel- 

ebration begins with readings from the Bible, prayers, 

usually a sermon on the biblical texts read, and some- 

times, hymns. Then follows a great prayer of praise and 

thanksgiving, recited by the one who presides over the 

ritual; in this context the story of the farewell supper is 

recited and reenacted. The bread and wine are conse- 

crated, the bread is broken and distributed to the wor- 

shipers, who consume it immediately, and the wine is 

likewise consumed. This eating and drinking is known 

as ‘“communion.” [See Eucharist.] 

Admission to the community formed around the Eu- 

charist is by baptism and confirmation. In the early 

centuries baptism was by total immersion of the candi- 

date, preferably in running water, accompanied by a 

formula of profession of faith. This going through the 

water symbolizes a death and a spiritual rebirth. Bap- 

tism was surrounded by lesser ritual elements: a divest- 

ing of old clothes and donning of a new white robe 

(which was worn for about one week), an anointing, and 

the receiving of a lighted candle. The ritual was gener- 

ally preceded by a fast of some days and an all-night 

vigil. A further step of the initiation into the community 
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was a confirmation of the baptism by the bishop (the 

leader of the local church) with a laying on of hands, a 

further anointing, and a prayer that the Holy Spirit (the 

breath of God that was in Jesus) might descend upon 

the candidate. [See Baptism.] 

In the early centuries, there were also many reconcil- 

iation (penance, repentance) rituals: the recitation of 

the Lord’s Prayer was one. However, there was also a 

more formal ritual of reconciliation, later modified rad- 

ically, that applied to those excommunicated from the 

Eucharist and the company of the faithful for some 

grave offense. A period of exclusion, accompanied by 

the wearing of a special garb and the performance of 

prescribed works of repentance that were supported by 

the prayers of the community, was concluded by a cer- 

emony in which the bishop led the penitents back into 

the worship assembly to readmit them to the Eucharist. 

The custom was established in the early centuries of 

the laying on of hands not only in confirmation but also 

in the designation of persons to certain ministries or of- 

fices in the life and worship of the community. Such 

laying on of hands symbolized the passing on of author- 

ization understood to come in a continuous line from 

Jesus and his earliest followers. It was performed in the 

context of a worship assembly and was accompanied by 

prayers and solemnity. [See also Priesthood, article on 

Christian Priesthood, and Ministry.] 

From the fourth century onward there is evidence of 

the blessing of marriages, at least in certain cases, by 

bishops, although the ritual of marriage was otherwise 

performed according to local civil custom. Of the 

anointing of the sick there is, despite the injunction 

found in the New Testament (Jas. 5:14), no clear evi- 

dence from the early centuries of the church. 

Theology of the rites. Christian sacraments are based 

on the understanding that human existence in the world 

as human beings experience it is not as it is intended by 

God, its creator; hence we stand in need of salvation 

(redemption, rescue, healing). If all were in the har- 

mony of God’s creation, all things would speak to us of 

God and would serve our communion with God. How- 

ever, because of a complex legacy of the misuse of hu- 

man freedom (a legacy known as original sin), the 

things of creation and the structures of human society 

tend to betray us, turning us away from our own true 

good. Jesus Christ is seen as the savior (redeemer and 

healer) in his life, actions, teachings, death, and resur- 

rection. The sacraments are understood as continuing 
his presence and redeeming power. 

In the New Testament and the other writings extant 

from the earliest period of Christian history, known as 

the patristic period, the community dimension of the 

sacraments is inseparable from the communion with 

God that they offer. Sacraments are redemptive because 

they draw people into the fellowship in which salvation 

is found. Baptism is the outreach of God through Jesus 

in his community whereby it is possible for a person to 

turn (convert) from the ways and society of a world 

gone astray to the ways and society of the community 

of the faithful. That this is the meaning of baptism is 

evident in the New Testament in the early chapters of 

the Acts of the Apostles and in the instructions given in 

the early community, for instance, in the Didache. Sim- 

ilarly, the Eucharist is seen as fashioning worshipers 

into “‘one body’ with Jesus Christ, which has far-reach- 

ing consequences for their lives and their relationships 

(as the apostle Paul explains in / Corinthians, chapters 

11-13). 

In the patristic period, the theology of the sacraments 

was more inclusive and less specific than it later be- 

came, because the terms mustérion, among Greek writ- 

ers, and sacramentum, among Latin writers, were being 

used rather generally for all Christian rituals, symbols, 

and elements of worship. But the emphasis is clearly on 

the Eucharist and the initiation into the fellowship of 

the Eucharist, with the understanding that it consti- 

tutes a dynamic in history. Not only does it commemo- 

rate the past event of the death and resurrection of Je- 

sus, and put the worshiper in intimate communion with 

that event, but it anticipates a glorious fulfillment of all 

the biblical promises and hopes in the future, and puts 

the worshiper into intimate communion with that fu- 

ture, thereby transforming the quality of life and action 

within the historical present. [See also Atonement; 

Grace; and Justification.] 

Sacraments in the Orthodox Christian Tradition. The 

sacramental practice and theology of the Orthodox 

churches is in direct continuity with the Greek patristic 

writings, emphasizing wonder and reverence in the 

presence of the holy. 

Orthodox rites. Besides the seven sacraments enu- 

merated above, Eastern Christianity recognizes a wide 

range of ritual considered sacramental in a broader 

sense: the anointing of a king; the rite of monastic 

profession; burial rites; blessing of water on the feast of 
the Epiphany; and blessings of homes, fields, harvested 
crops, and artifacts. These are not, however, all of equal 
importance. 
Although, since the seventeenth century, the Ortho- 

dox churches have accepted the Western enumeration of 
seven rites, the manner of celebration of Orthodox sac- 
raments does not correspond closely to the Western cel- 
ebrations. The first sacramental participation of an Or- 
thodox Christian is that of initiation, usually in infancy. 
The children are baptized by total triple immersion 
with an accompanying formula invoking the triune 



God. This is followed immediately by the chrismation 
(anointing) of forehead, eyes, nostrils, mouth, ears, 
breast, hands, and feet, with words proclaiming the seal 
of the gift of the Holy Spirit. As soon as possible there- 
after, the infant is given Communion (either a small 
taste of the wine, or both bread and wine). This initia- 
tion is performed by a bishop or a priest. 

The Eucharist, also known as the Divine Liturgy, is 
ordinarily celebrated daily, though the community as a 
whole is more likely to participate on Sundays, special 
feasts, and weekdays of Lent. It is performed in a highly 

elaborated way with processions, candles and incense, 

congregational singing, and the wearing of special vest- 

ments by the celebrating clergy. 

The ordinary ritual of repentance and reconciliation 

is not a public ceremony as in the early church but a 

private conversation between a Christian and a priest 

who acts in the name of the church. The penitent, the 

person seeking forgiveness and reconciliation through 

the ministry of the church, ordinarily stands or sits be- 

fore a cross, an icon (sacred image) of Jesus Christ, or 

the book of the Gospels. The priest, who stands to one 

side, admonishes the penitent to confess his or her sins 

to Christ, because he, the priest, is only a witness. Hav- 

ing heard the confession, and having perhaps given ad- 

vice, the priest lays his stole (a type of scarf used as a 

ritual vestment) on the head of the penitent, lays his 

hand on it and pronounces a prayer of forgiveness. Be- 

sides this ritual of repentance, which can be repeated 

many times by the same person, the anointing of the 

sick is available to all who are ill, whether or not they 

are in danger of death. Anointing of the sick has the 

double purpose of prayer for healing from illness and 

forgiveness of sin. 

The Orthodox churches ordain men only to their min- 

istries, as bishops, priests, deacons, subdeacons, and 

readers. Ordinations are performed by a bishop during 

the Liturgy, and the consecration of a bishop is nor- 

mally performed by three bishops. Essentially the rite 

is that of imposition of hands, but this is preceded by 
an acclamation of the congregation in which the faith- 

ful approve the candidate and consent to his ordination. 

The candidate is then brought to the altar to kiss its 

four corners and the hands of the bishop. The bishop 

lays hands on the candidate with a prayer invoking 

God’s blessing. 

The Orthodox marriage ceremony, celebrated by a 

priest, has two parts, the Office of Betrothal and the Of- 

fice of Crowning, and includes the blessing and ex- 

change of rings, the crowning of the bride and groom, 

and the sharing of a cup of wine by the couple. 

Theology of the rites. Orthodox liturgy is concerned 

with making the beauty of the spiritual an element of 
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experience, even a haunting element of experience. Lit- 

urgy is “heaven on earth,” an anticipation of the glo- 

rious future. The fundamental sacramental principle is 

that in Jesus Christ a process of divinization has begun 

that continues in the sacramental mysteries and draws 

the worshipers in. Christ himself is the first sacramental 

mystery, continuing to live in the church, whose sacred 

actions reach forward to a glorious fulfillment in the fu- 

ture. The sacramental actions are the realization or be- 

coming of the church as heavenly and earthly commu- 

nity. Therefore, they establish communion with the 

redemptive events of the past, communion among per- 

sons, and communion with the heavenly realm. 

In the theology of the Orthodox church there is a 

strong sense of the organic wholeness, continuity, and 

pervasive presence of the redemption in the world, and 

therefore an unwillingness to draw some of the sharp 

distinctions that the West has been willing to draw con- 

cerning the sacramental mysteries. 

Western Developments up to the Sixteenth Century. 

In the West, the sacraments underwent more change 

than in the East. This was caused by many factors, such 

as the large-scale conversions of European peoples, the 

cultural discontinuity resulting from the dissolution of 

the Roman empire, the problem of the difference in lan- 

guages, a poorly educated clergy in the medieval pe- 

riod, and some other characteristics of Western tradi- 

tions in church organization and theology. 

Western rites. In the practice of the sacraments as re- 

ceived from the early church, there were some modifi- 

cations. In the initiation, which was almost always con- 

ferred on children in the medieval period, baptism, 

confirmation, and first participation in the Eucharist 

were separated. The custom grew up of baptizing not 

by immersion but by pouring water over the forehead 

of the child. Confirmation, being the prerogative of the 

bishop, might be considerably delayed, and Commu- 

nion was delayed out of a sense that infants might “‘des- 

ecrate”’ the holy. 

The Eucharist became something that the priest did; 

the people had little part in it and little understanding 

of it. Its symbolism had become rather obscure and 

overlaid with additions and the Latin language, which 

had been adopted because it was the vernacular in the 

West in earlier centuries, was retained long after ordi- 

nary people no longer understood it. Communion by the 

laity became rare at this time, and even then it was re- 

stricted to the bread alone, the priest being the only one 

who received from the cup. Many ordinary Christians 

sought their real inspiration and forms of worship out- 

side the liturgy of the Eucharist and the sacraments, 

and thus a great variety of other devotional practices 

arose. 
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As in the East, the old solemn and public form of rec- 

onciliation gave way to a far more private one embod- 

ied in a conversation between penitent and priest. This 

had originated in a tradition of voluntary individual 

spiritual guidance given by a wise and spiritual person 

who was not necessarily a priest. However, by the thir- 

teenth century it had become obligatory for all people 

to confess, at least once a year, “all their grave sins’’ to 
their own parish priest, and the ceremony was con- 

structed rather like a judicial procedure. By a subtle 

shift of usage in the twelfth century, the prayer that 

God might forgive had become a declaration that the 

priest forgave by the power the church had vested in him. 

There were also some changes in the other sacra- 

ments. The anointing of the sick became, in effect, the 

sacrament of the dying. Ordination was restricted not 

only to men, but to celibate men, and the consent of the 

faithful was not sought, even as a ritual formality. Ef 

fectively, the ranks of the clergy were reduced to two: 

bishop and priest. Men were ordained to the other ranks 

(deacon, subdeacon, minor orders) only as an interme- 

diate step to the priesthood. 
There seems to have been no obligatory religious rit- 

ual for a marriage until the eleventh century, although 

there was a custom of celebrating a Eucharist at which 

a canopy was placed over the bride and groom and a 

special blessing was pronounced. After the eleventh cen- 

tury, weddings were performed at the church door with 

the priest as witness and were followed by a Eucharist 

at which the marriage was blessed. Essential to the cer- 

emony was the exchange of consent by the couple. A 

ring was blessed and given to the bride. 

Theology of the sacraments. The Western theology of 

the sacraments is heavily indebted to Augustine, bishop 

of Hippo (d. 430), though the Scholastic theology of the 

West in the Middle Ages elaborated Augustine’s teach- 

ings much more. Key ideas in Scholastic teaching are 

concerned with the validity, the necessity, and the effi- 

cacy or causality of the sacraments. 

Validity is a legal concept, and this gave a different 

direction to Western sacramental theology from that of 

the East. Sacraments are valid if the rite is duly per- 
formed by a duly authorized minister, quite indepen- 

dently of the spiritual goodness or worthiness of that 

minister, because essentially they are the acts of Christ 

performed through the mediation of his church. There- 
fore a Eucharist correctly celebrated by someone who 

has gone into schism from the church or who is wicked 
would nevertheless be a true Eucharist. 

According to the Scholastics, the necessity of bap- 

tism, and of sacraments in general, for salvation is 

grounded in the universal involvement of the human 

race in the heritage of sinfulness and disorientation. 

This led to much speculation in medieval times con- 

cerning the fate of people who were not baptized be- 

cause the opportunity had not been presented to them. 

The Scholastics found an acceptable compromise in 

postulating, besides the “baptism of blood” of martyred 

converts who had not yet been initiated, a “baptism of 

desire” granted to those who lived in good faith by the 

light that God had given them. 

There was strong emphasis in this theology on the ef- 

ficacy of the sacraments because they were the acts of 

Christ. Their efficacy is to bestow grace, that is, an ele- 

vation of human existence to a privileged intimacy with 

God leading to salvation. Augustine’s teaching tended 

to emphasize the gratuity of God's gifts so strongly that 

it gave the impression to some that the human response 

of faith and surrender was not a constituent of the sac- 

ramental encounter. Augustine and the medieval theo- 

logians taught that the salvific effect of (or the grace 

bestowed by) a sacrament was not dependent on the vir- 

tue of the one who administered the sacrament. Unfor- 

tunately, this was sometimes popularly understood as 

meaning that sacraments are also not dependent for 

their efficacy on finding faith in the recipient. 

Sacraments in Post-Reformation Roman Catholic 

Tradition. The Council of Trent (1545—1563), while cor- 

recting many abuses, substantially reaffirmed both the 

practice and the theology of the sacraments as they had 

been received from the medieval period. It was not until 

the twentieth century, and particularly until the Second 

Vatican Council (1962-1965), that substantive develop- 

ments occurred. 

Roman Catholic rites. The most significant and per- 

vasive changes in the sacramental rites following Vati- 

can II were the restoration of a more extensive and 

careful use of scripture and of preaching on the biblical 

readings; a reconstruction of rites to emphasize the 

communal character of the sacraments and the full and 

active participation of the laity; and a simplification 

and clarification of the symbolism of the rites, effected 

by stripping away accretions and rediscovering the 

classic forms from the heritage of the early church, and 

also by introducing some cautious and modest contem- 
porary adaptations. 

In the case of adults, initiation has been restored to 

its ancient form with some adaptations. As in the prim- 

itive church, the culminating ceremonies are placed at 

the conclusion of a leisurely time of preparation known 

as catechumenate. In the case of infants, baptism has 

been simplified and made more clearly a community 

action and commitment. 
The Eucharist, like the other sacraments, is now cel- 

ebrated in the vernacular. Even in large congregations, 
the presiding priest now faces the community across the 
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altar rather than facing away from the people. More 
people now have active roles in the ceremony. It is 
usual, not exceptional, for all to communicate, that is, 
to partake of the bread, and, on special occasions, also 
of the wine. The whole community at every Eucharist, 
not only the clergy on certain solemn occasions, ex- 
changes a ritual “kiss of peace” (which is actually more 
usually a handshake). 

The anointing has been reinstated as a sacrament of 

the sick rather than the dying. But perhaps the greatest 

changes have occurred in the structures for the sacra- 

ment of reconciliation, which now has not only an in- 

dividual rite, but also a communal one and a mixed 

one. The individual form remains much as before but is 

enriched by scripture readings, while the focus of the 

rite has shifted from the judicial function to spiritual 

guidance in a progressive Christian conversion. The 

communal form consists of an assembly in which scrip- 

ture is read; a sermon is preached; there are hymns and 

prayers including a common, generic confession of sin 

and repentance; and a general absolution, given in the 

name of the church. In the mixed form a similar service 

is held, but a pause is made during which individuals 

can go aside to make a personal and specific confession 

of sins to a priest out of earshot of the congregation, and 

an individual absolution is given. 

The significant change in holy orders is not in the cer- 

emony but in the fact that the Catholic church once 

again ordains permanent deacons (thereby restoring a 

third rank of clergy), who, moreover, may be married 

men. Marriages are more usually celebrated with an ex- 

change of rings, rather than a ring for the bride only, 

and both partners receive the nuptial blessing. It is still 

understood that the partners themselves confer the sac- 

rament on each other; the priest serves as witness. 

Theology of the sacraments. The Catholic theology of 

the sacraments after Vatican II has returned to closer 

affinity with the patristic and Eastern understanding. 

The fundamental sacrament is Jesus Christ, who is 

made present in the sacrament of the church, which in 

turn is realized as a sacrament in its own sacramental 
\ 

| actions and assemblies. But sacramentality is pervasive 
\ . 

\in Christian experience and not restricted to the seven 
~ 

special moments. The liturgy (especially that of the Eu- 

charist) is the peak or summit of Christian life in that 

everything should lead to it and everything should flow 

from it. That is to say, life for the Christian community 

should be progressively transformed in the grace of 

Christ, in lifestyle, in relationships, and in community 

structures and values by the repeated immersion of the 

community in the eucharistic moment. 

A distinct but related aspect of the renewed theology 

of the sacraments after Vatican II is the rediscovery of 
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the link that was seen so clearly in the early church be- 

tween Christian sacraments and social justice. The very 

ceremonies and symbols of the sacraments are seen as 

presenting a radical challenge to many of the existing 

structures of the world. Under the influence of biblical 

renewal and patristic scholarship, there is a consistent 

effort in contemporary Catholic sacramental theology 

to correct a former bias by constant remembrance that 

the sacraments are not simply acts of Christ but also of 

the community, are not only channels of grace but also 

acts of faith and worship. 

Sacraments in the Protestant Tradition. Although 

Protestant churches cannot simply be taken as a unity 

when discussing the sacraments, they do have one fac- 

tor in common: they define themselves by their discon- 

tinuity with the medieval church tradition. Positively 

they also define themselves by a special emphasis on 

scripture and on personal faith. 

Protestant rites. In general, the Protestant churches 

acknowledge as sacraments, in the strict sense of the 

term, only baptism and the Lord’s Supper. Although 

other rites are celebrated, they are ordinarily not called 

sacraments because Protestants generally find no evi- 

dence of their institution by Jesus Christ. Some Chris- 

tian groups of the Western church that are traditionally 

grouped with Protestants do not acknowledge sacra- 

ments at all; examples are the Society of Friends (Quak- 

ers), Unitarians, and Christian Scientists. 

Among those Protestant churches that practice bap- 

tism, some insist on the ‘‘believer’s baptism’’ and there- 

fore will not baptize infants because they are not capa- 

ble of a response of faith. Such, for instance, are the 

Baptists, the Disciples of Christ, and the Mennonites. 

These groups practice baptism by immersion. Most 

Protestant groups, however, do baptize infants and con- 

sider the pouring (sometimes the sprinkling) of water 

over the head as sufficient, accompanied by the recital 

of a formula usually invoking the triune God. 

Protestant churches in general do not celebrate the 

Eucharist (Lord’s Supper) as frequently as do the Cath- 

olic and Orthodox churches. Even a weekly celebration 

is not customary in most cases, though a monthly Com- 

munion service is quite usual. Although there is a vari- 

ety of rites in the various churches, the central elements 

remain: the blessing and breaking of bread and its dis- 

tribution to the worshipers to eat, accompanied by the 

biblical words of and about Jesus at his farewell sup- 

per; the blessing and distribution of the cup of wine (in 

some cases nonalcoholic grape juice) to be drunk by the 

worshipers, also accompanied by the appropriate bibli- 

cal formula; biblical readings and meditation; and 

some expression of fellowship in the community. In 

general the Eucharist as celebrated by the Protestant 
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churches is marked by a certain austerity of ritual 

expression and elaboration when compared with the 

celebrations of the Catholic and Orthodox churches. 

Most Protestant churches celebrate some or all of the 

other rites that the Catholic and Orthodox churches 

enumerate as sacraments, although Protestants do not 

accord the rites that designation. There is a variety of 

rites of reconciliation, ranging from private confession 

of specific sins to an ordained minister, through such 

other forms as mutual confession between laypersons or 

stylized, generic formulas in which the whole congre- 

gation acknowledges sinfulness and need of forgiveness, 

to the characteristic Mennonite rite of foot washing 

(commemorating the action of Jesus related in the Gos- 

pel of John 13:2-10). 

Anointing of the sick and other anointings have tra- 

ditionally been practiced in some churches and have be- 

come far more common under the influence of the char- 

ismatic and Pentecostal movements. Marriages are 

commonly celebrated with some religious ceremony 

that includes bestowal of a ring or exchange of rings, 

exchange of marriage vows, and an exhortation in the 

context of community worship. Although most Protes- 

tant churches have some type of ordination of minis- 

ters, the ceremonies for such conferral reflect the differ- 

ent ways in which ministry and the role and status of 

the minister are understood. 

Theology of the rites. Common to the Protestant 

churches is the insistence on the primacy of the Bible 

and on faith in salvation. Generally the efficacy of sac- 

raments is not emphasized, while the role of the faith of 

the individual participant is stressed. This emphasis, 

combined with a strong sense of the priesthood of all 

believers, means that there is less concern over the “‘va- 

lidity” of sacraments, and especially over the ‘‘validity 

of orders’ of presiding ministers than in the Catholic 

and Orthodox traditions. 

A major concern in celebrating the two great sacra- 

ments is obedience to the command of Jesus to do so, 

as that command is read in the New Testament. How- 

ever, a significant difference exists between the Lu- 

theran and the Calvinist understanding. In the former 

an act of God in the sacrament is effective when it en- 

counters faith in the participant. In the latter a sacra- 

ment is a sign of God’s grace but does not confer that 
grace. 

Ecumenical Issues. The sacraments raise some ecumen- 

ical questions among Christians of different churches. 

One of these is the question of “intercommunion,” 

that is, whether Christians of one church may receive 

communion at the Eucharist of another. Most churches 

allow this practice, at least in some circumstances. An- 

other question is whether Christians transferring from 

one church tradition to another should be baptized 

again. With some exceptions, the churches do not confer 

baptism a second time, because they consider the first 

baptism valid. The question of accepting the ordination 

to ministry of other churches has proved far more con- 

troversial. 

[For discussion of related issues in broad religious per- 

spective, see Ablutions; Anointing; Confession of Sins; 

Hands; Healing; Initiation; Marriage; Ordination; Re- 

pentance; Rites of Passage; and Water.] 
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Monika K. HELLWIG 

SACRED AND THE PROFANE, THE. When re- 

ferring to the sacred and the profane and distinguishing 

between them, the languages of modern scholarship are 

indebted to Latin, even though they may have equiva- 

lent or synonymous terms for both that have been de- 

rived from their own linguistic traditions. To the Ro- 

man, sacrum meant what belonged to the gods or was 

in their power; yet when referring to sacrum one was 

not obliged to mention a god’s name, for it was clear 

that one was thinking of cult ritual and its location, or 

was primarily concerned with the temple and the rites 

performed in and around it. Profanum was what was “‘in 

front of the temple precinct”; in its earlier usage, the 

term was always applied solely to places. Originally, 

profanare meant “‘to bring out” the offering “before the 

temple precinct (the fanum),’” in which a sacrifice was 

performed. Sacer and profanus were therefore linked to 

specific and quite distinct locations; one of these, a spot 

referred to as sacer, was either walled off or otherwise 

set apart—that is to say, sanctum—within the other, 

surrounding space available for profane use. This 

purely spatial connotation adheres to the two terms to 

this day, and implies that it represents a definition of 

them, or at least of their more important features. It 

makes sense wherever the church still stands next to the 

town hall, the cult site alongside the village council 

chamber, and wherever an assembly of Buddhists or 

Muslims is something other than an assembly of profes- 

sional economists or athletes. 

If we cling to the spatial aspect of these terms, how- 

ever, and attempt to use it as a means of distinguishing 

not only between the two of them but also between re- 

ligion and nonreligion, we are led astray. This occurs if 

one posits the sacred as a special category of religion in 

the way that the correct or the true has been made a 

category of cognition theory, the good a category of eth- 

ics, and the beautiful a category of aesthetics. The sa- 

cred is then what gives birth to religion, in that man 

“encounters” it; or it functions as the essence, the focus, 

the all-important element in religion. Of course it is 

possible to define the sacred in such a way if one deter- 

mines that a single attribute is sufficient for an all- 

encompassing statement about religion. But when one 

is forced to find attributes that suggest religion’s links 
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to altogether different concepts, aside from those hav- 

ing to do with the quality of lying beyond a specific 

boundary, one discovers that the attribute of sacrality 

is no longer enough, even if one views its original spa- 

tial aspect as a transcendental or metaphysical one. 

And today, confronted as we are with definitions ad- 

vanced by critics of ideology, sociologists, psychoana- 

lysts, and others, we are indeed forced to find such at- 

tributes. Any definitions, even simple descriptions of the 

sacred and the profane, are affected by these as well; 

they also depend, in turn, on the manifold factors one 

has to muster when identifying the concept of religion. 

Yet it is not necessary to discard the ancient Roman 

distinction between sacer and profanus, for the idea 

that they exist side by side represents a fundamental 

paradigm for making distinctions in general. It there- 

fore has a certain heuristic value, though admittedly 

only that and nothing more. 

The relationship between the sacred and the profane 

can be understood either abstractly, as a mutual exclu- 

sion of spheres of reality, or cognitively, as a way of 

distinguishing between two aspects of that reality. The 

former approach necessarily presupposes that such ex- 

clusion is recognizable; the latter, that one is dealing 

with ontic factuality. Even if one assumes a transsub- 

jective reality, the boundary between the two spheres 

may prove to be movable or even fictitious, and even if 

one confines oneself to the fact of subjectivity, one may 

at times conclude that transcendence conditions the in- 

dividual psychologically. Thus, when asking whether 

the sacred and the profane “exist,” and how man “ex- 

periences” them, one encounters even greater difficul- 

ties than when inquiring after being and its various 

modes. Even though this article contains primarily the 

most important information about the various ways in 

which the sacred has been perceived in the history of 

religions, these difficulties of meaning must be borne in 

mind. It is necessary to suppress one’s own conclusions 

about how and in what dimensions the sacred might ex- 

ist, and about what it “is,” in favor of the numerous 

theories that have been advanced on the question; ac- 

cording to these, conclusions may only be drawn case 

by case, in the light of the data and the theoretical ar- 

guments presented, and may well come out differently 

in every instance. Only with such reservations in mind 

can we consider the nature of the sacred and the pro- 

fane. 

Means of Identification 

In selecting evidence of the sacred and its relation- 

ship to the profane we must be limited to two ap- 

proaches: either it is tacitly perceived as something 

real, or it assumes some kind of symbolic form. In order 
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to establish tacit perception, we require proofs that si- 

lence is maintained for the sake of the sacred. These 

proofs suffice not only for the mystic, for example, who 

could speak but prefers to maintain silence, but also for 

persons who have spoken, but whose language we do 

not know: namely, the people of prehistory and early 

historical times. 

Symbolic forms may be specifically linguistic or of a 

broader cultural nature. If they are linguistic, the his- 

torian of religions must distinguish between the lan- 

guage spoken by the people who are the objects of study 

(“object language’’) and the one spoken by the scholar, 

though naturally the two will have shadings and terms 

in common. One can best make this distinction by keep- 

ing one’s own definition of what is sacred or profane 

separate from the definition that is given by the culture 

under scrutiny itself (‘self-definition’). Each definition 

naturally identifies the sacred and profane in a different 

way. The self-definition is part of those languages in 

which religious and nonreligious documents have come 

down to us; in terms of methodology, these are the 

same as object languages. The definitions the historian 

develops must arise not only out of the categories of 

language, but also out of those of modern sociology, 

psychology, aesthetics, and possibly other disciplines as 

well, categories employed in an attempt to understand 

the sacred and profane without resorting to the con- 

cepts one customarily translates with sacred and pro- 

fane; in terms of methodology, this amounts to a meta- 

language. 

If the symbolic forms are not of a linguistic nature, 

there is no self-definition at all. The definitions given 

from outside to which one must restrict oneself, in this 

case to relate to language, are not metalinguistic in na- 

ture, for the object area is not expressed merely in lan- 

guage, but rather through social behavior, anthropolog- 
ical data, or works of art. 

Whether considered a linguistic or a nonlinguistic 

expression, the definition given from outside can as- 

sume an affirmative character, and in so doing turn into 
the self-definition of the scholar who identifies himself 

with a given artifact, be it in a text, a specific event, a 

psychic configuration, or a work of art. The researcher 

compiling a definition can thus identify himself with 
both its sacredness and profaneness. 

As a rule, one should give neither of these means of 

identification precedence over the other. It is for purely 
practical reasons that we now turn our attention first to 

those methods relying on linguistic evidence. 

Philological Methods. It is an axiom in the logic of 
criticism that one can declare the use of a concept of 

sacredness in a source to be false. However, the conclu- 

sions of the modern scholar, no matter how subtly they 

might not only deny phenomena of sacredness within 

religions but also manage to demonstrate them outside 

" of religions, are constantly in need of correction by ob- 

ject-language traditions. 

Seen in terms of the history of scholarship, the first 

object-language tradition to contain the terms for sa- 

cred and profane (upon which the terminology of the 

medieval precursors of modern scholarly languages was 

based) was the Latin of the Roman classical writers and 

church fathers, including, among the texts of the latter, 

the Vulgate and the harmony of its gospel texts repre- 

sented by Tatian’s Diatessaron in the Codex Fuldensis. 

Equating words resulted in the double presentation of 

terms in the vernacular, as we can still see from various 

contextual, interlinear, and marginal glosses, and in the 

translations of the Abrogans, an alphabetical dictionary 

of synonyms, and the Vocabularius Sancti Galli, in 

which the terms are arranged by subject. Bilingualism, 

resulting from the rechristianization of Spain, was also 

responsible for the earliest translation of the Qur’an by 

Robertus Ketenensis and Hermannus Dalmata, for the 

unfinished Glossarium Latino-Arabicum, and for some 

important translations from Hebrew, which not only re- 

flect the Jews’ skill as translators throughout the Dias- 

pora, but also represent active endeavors on the part of 

the medieval mission among the Jews. Terms for the 

sacred and its opposites could thus be translated into 

the vernaculars directly out of Hebrew, Latin, and Ca- 

talan, and out of the Arabic by way of Latin. They also 

became available from Greek, once the early humanists, 

the forerunners of the modern scholars, had rediscov- 

ered the Greek classics through the Latin ones, and the 

original text of the New Testament and the Septuagint 

by way of the Vulgate. At the Council of Vienne, in 

1311-1312, it was decided to appoint two teachers each 

of Greek, Arabic, Hebrew, and Chaldean at each of five 

universities; thenceforth Latin emerged once and for all 

as a metalanguage with respect to the terminologies of 
these languages (including Latin itself, now considered 
as an object language), and in so doing came to stand 
fundamentally on the same footing as the European ver- 
naculars. 

In order to avoid short-circuiting self-confirmations 
within the terminology of sacredness, it is best to con- 
sider this complex as an independent one transmitted 
to modern scholarship not from the Middle Arabic of 
the Islamic traditionalists, nor from the Middle Hebrew 
of the Talmudists, but solely from the Middle Latin of 
the Christian scholars. It must be distinguished from a 
later complex that resulted from the use of the Euro- 
pean vernaculars in missionary work and in coloniza- 
tion. These were able to reproduce certain word mean- 
ings from the native languages, but more often led to 



interpretations dependent on the terminology of sacred- 
ness from the former complex, rather than congenial 
translation. Moreover, true bilingualism was only pres- 
ent in the work of a few explorers and missionaries. 
More recently, of course, translation has been accom- 
plished increasingly in accordance with methods taken 
from the study of the early oriental languages, of Indo- 

European, and of comparative philology, as well as 

from linguistic ethnology; only in the twentieth century 
have all of these achieved independence from interpre- 
tations provided by classical antiquity and by Judeo- 
Christian-Islamic tradition. 

Philologia classica sive sacra. The relationship be- 

tween sacer and profanus can be called a contradictory 

opposition, if one understands sacer as the object-lan- 

guage expression of something true and profanus as its 

logical negation. In the rich cultic vocabulary of Latin 

sacer is of prime importance. Rites such as those of the 

ver sacrum—the sacrifice of all animals born in the 

spring and the expulsion from the community and cult 

congregation of all grown men about to establish their 

own domestic state (for the purpose of securing the sup- 

port of Mars, who worked outside communal bounda- 

ries)—or the devotio—the offering of an individual life 

as a stand-in for an enemy army, so that Mars will de- 

stroy it as well—serve as prime examples of the char- 

acteristic relationship between the sacrum’s liability 

and certain kinds of human behavior. It follows that all 

cult objects and sites included in ritual acts can also be 

sacra. This meaning gives rise to derivations such as sa- 

crare, sacrificare, sancire, sacramentum, sacerdos. Of 
these, sancire (“to set aside as sacer’’; later also “to des- 

ignate as being sacer,”’ or, even more generally, ‘‘to es- 

tablish with ceremony’’) is the most fertile, for its par- 

ticiple sanctus would ultimately come to characterize 

everything appropriate to the sacrum. Sanctus could 

thus assume a multitude of meanings, including those 

of cult infallibility and moral purity. Accordingly, it 
was an ideal translation for the Greek hagios of the New 

Testament and the Septuagint, and, by way of the lat- 

ter, for the Hebrew gadosh as well. When used in such 

a Judeo-Christian context, sacer was then restricted in 

meaning to “consecrated,” and this tended to fix a 

change in meaning that had begun already in the Latin 

of the writers of the Silver Age, as sacrum ceased to 

have an almost innate quality and came to depend on 

the act of consecration to a deity. A new formation such 

as sacrosanctus (‘rendered sanctum by way of a sac- 

rum’’) attests to this difference, as well as to the contin- 

uing similarity between the two meanings. 

The basic meaning of profanus may also be discov- 

ered within the context of human actions, for the spa- 

tial connotation, which is always at its root, doubtless 
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first derived from the use made of the area outside the 

sacrum. Originally, perhaps, this space may even have 

been used for rites, for the fact that even here we are 

dealing not with banal functions but with special ones 

is shown by legal arguments about how assets owned 

by a god or in the estate of a deceased citizen can be 

used ‘“‘profanely.” 

Along with profanus, there is also another concept 

that is the opposite of sacer, namely that of fas. This 

designates, in a purely negative way, the sphere in 

which human affairs may take place. Fas est means that 

one may do something without any religious scruples, 

but not that one must do so. It first appears as a quali- 

fier for a permitted act, then for a condition as well, and 

accordingly was used through all of the literature of the 

Roman republic only as a predicate concept. Livy, who 

also used the term sacrosanctus with some frequency, 

was the first to employ the concept as a subject as well. 

Specific times came to be distinguished by the activities 

appropriate to them. Dies fasti were days on which 

civil, political, commercial, or forensic activities were 

fas, or permitted by the religious institutions; dies ne- 

fasti were those on which such activities were nefas, 

that is, not permitted, or sacrilegious. 

The meaning of fas does not accord with that of 

fanum, then—nor are they related etymologically; fas 

is related to fatum—as though fas is “what is appropri- 

ate to the fanum.” Here it is rather the profane sphere 

that is the positive starting point. Fas is the utterance 

(from fari, ‘‘speak’’) of the responsible secular praetor 

who permits something; nefas is that which the priest 

responsible in the fanum finds unutterable, which con- 

stitutes sacrilege on those days over which his institu- 

tion has control. When one recognizes that what is here 

accepted as natural and immutable passes over into 

what has been fixed by man and is therefore subject to 

change, and which can be objectively false just as its 

opposite can, then one can speak of the opposition be- 

tween fanum/sacer and fas as a contrary one. 

Sacer thus has a contradictory opposite (profanus) 

and a contrary one (fas). In addition, finally, there is a 

dialectical opposition contained within the concept of 

sacer itself. This comes from the ambivalence produced 

when, as with fas, the extrasacral sphere is assumed as 

the positive starting point in one’s appraisal. Sacer is 

thus what is venerated, to be sure, but also something 

sinister; or, to put it another way, it is both holy and 

accursed. Consecration to a god is perceived by humans 

as a blessing, whereas being possessed by a god is per- 

ceived as a misfortune. One must not make this dialec- 

tical contrast into an actual one by construing posses- 

sion and misfortune as a fatal consecration to an 

underworld deity inimical to humans, for in so doing 
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one destroys an ambiguity that is part of the basic 

structure of every religious experience. Positively, sacer 

esto simply means that a person is handed over to a de- 

ity; negatively, it implies that he is excluded from the 

community. The negative side of the dialectic may ex- 

tend as far as demonization. If damnation or demoni- 

zation is manifest on the historical level, then one is 

dealing with something other than profanation, and, 

outside the holy, still another sphere is revealed in ad- 

dition to the profane. The dialectical relationship with 
this sphere comes about only through man’s limited ca- 

pacity for experience, and must not be enhanced by 

philologically setting up some finding related to sacer; 

that is, it must not be turned into an essential contrary 

working inside the nature of a numen or a deity. 

The types of contrasts between the terms designating 

the sacred and the profane are less fundamental in 

Greek than in Latin, even though elements of ambiva- 

lent background experience may also be recognized in 

hagios and hieros. For the most part, the expressions 

have the character of a primary positing dependent on 

premises other than those relating to the differences be- 

tween inclusion in or exclusion from a given precinct, 

or between ritual and nonritual behavior. As a rule, the 

antithesis was only created belatedly, through the use 

of the alpha privative, as in anhieros, anosios, amué- 

tos, or asebés; the only term that appears to relate to 

an original negative concept, namely the opposite of 

hieros, is bebélos, which can be translated as “‘profane,” 

while koinos can function as the opposite of practically 

all the concepts of sacredness. In our survey of the lat- 

ter, then, the contrary concepts may be easily imagined, 

even though not specifically named. 

From Mycenaean times on, the decisive concept is 

that designated as hieros. Behind it, most likely, is a 

sense of force altogether lacking in the early Roman 

term. Hieros functions almost exclusively as a predi- 

cate, both of things and of persons: offerings, sacrificial 

animals, temples, altars, votive gifts (even including 

money), the road leading to Eleusis, the wars engaged 

in by the Delphic amphictyony, and priests, initiates in 

the mysteries, and temple slaves. Only very rarely did 

anyone go so far as to call a god or a goddess hieros; 

Greek-speaking Jews and Christians were forced to re- 

sort to the term hagios. Traces of some experiential am- 

bivalence are apparent when a hieros logos, or cult leg- 

end, is regarded as arréton (‘‘unspeakable’’) and a shrine 

as aduton or abaton (“‘unapproachable’’). It is nonethe- 

less striking that in Homer and the older Greek litera- 

ture a whole range of things may be called hieros: cities, 

walls, hecatombs, altars, temples, palaces, valleys, riv- 

ers, the day and the night, the threshing floor, bread 

and the olive tree, barley and olives, chariots, guard 

and army units, individual personality traits, moun- 

tains, letters, bones, stones used in board games. Here 

it is rare to find hieros used with any connection to the 

gods, as when grain and the threshing floor, for exam- 

ple, are spoken of as the gifts of Demeter. On the whole 

it is tempting to speak of a certain profanation due to 

literary redundancy, though in fact a complete reversal 

of meaning is never produced. 

Hagnos, which also encompasses what is pure in the 

cultic sense, is even more profound in its meaning than 

hieros; it relates to hazesthai (“to avoid in awe, to fear, 

to venerate”’) in the same way that semnos (‘‘solemn, 

sublime, holy’’—i.e., lacking the component of purity) 

relates to sebesthai (‘‘to be afraid, to perceive as holy’). 

Hagnos is more frequently used than hieros when refer- 

ring to the gods (Demeter, Kore, Persephone, Zeus, 

Apollo, Artemis), but in that they are elements that can 

purify, water and fire can also be hagnos, as can sky, 

light, and ether. Because of this connotation, hagnos 

can be used not only for things and persons in the same 

way as hieros, but may also designate rites and festi- 

vals or the conditions of sexual purity and of freedom 

from the contamination of blood and death, as, for ex- 

ample, when applied to bloodless offerings (hagna thu- 

mata). Hagnos can even extend to the whole conduct of 

one’s life outside the cult, though the connotation “‘sa- 

cred” never entirely disappears; it is only in Hellenistic 

Greek that it comes to mean “purity of character.” 

Whether one is justified in calling this a profane use or 

not depends upon one’s judgment of the nature of post- 

classical religiosity in general. In any case, the only 

clearly contradictory opposite of hagnos is miaros (‘‘pol- 
luted, disgusting’’). 

From the root hag-, from which hagnos derives, the 

adjective hagios was also created. This does not limit, 

but rather emphasizes (hence, too, its superlative hagio- 

tatos), and is used especially of temples, festivals, and 
rites, though only rarely of the reverent attitudes of 
men. In classical Greek and the pagan Greek of Hellen- 
istic times it is used only relatively rarely. Precisely for 
this reason its clear religious connotation was pre- 
served, and this is what recommended the term to Hel- 
lenistic Jewry as a virtually equivalent translation for 
the Hebrew qadosh, whereas from the hieros group of 
words one finds only hiereus as a possible rendering of 
the Hebrew kohen (‘‘priest’’), and hieron to designate a 
pagan shrine. The New Testament develops even further 
the sense given to hagios in the Septuagint—though un- 
like the Septuagint it can also use hieron when referring 
to the Temple in Jerusalem—and thereby transmits this 
sense to the Greek of the church fathers and the Byzan- 
tine church. Secular modern Greek continues to use ha- 
gios as the standard term for “‘sacred”’ to this day. 



The word hosios designates behavior that conforms to 

the demands of the gods. Accordingly, it can be applied 

to human justice just as properly as to a correctly per- 

formed cult ritual. Both are carried out on the profane 

level. Though one cannot translate hosios with “‘pro- 

fane,’’ one must think of it as a contrary opposite of hie- 

ros: if money belonging to the gods is hieron, that 

means one cannot touch it, but the rest, which is hosion, 

may be freely used. The Septuagint never uses hosios 

as a translation for gadosh but generally does for hasid 

(“pious’’). The Vulgate, however, renders hosios unaffect- 

edly with sanctus, whether applied to man or to God. 

Sebesthai (“to shrink back from a thing, to be awe- 

struck’’) has no parallel in the Semitic languages, and 

hence the word is important solely in the classical 

Greek tradition. The related adjective semnos implies 

exaltedness or sublimity when used of gods; when ap- 

plied to speeches, actions, or objects (a royal throne, for 

example) it suggests that they command respect. It ap- 

pears only infrequently in the Greek Bible for various 

terms, just as does the important classical concept eu- 

sebés, which is chosen in a few instances to render tsad- 

diq (‘the just one’), which in turn may also be trans- 

lated with dikaios. The Vulgate has difficulty with both 

adjectives, and makes do with approximations or cir- 

cumlocutions. 

In the Hebrew Bible the all-important concept is qa- 

dosh. If its root is in fact gd (‘‘to set apart’’), its funda- 

mental meaning is not unlike the Roman sacer. But it is 

also possible that its root is gdsh, as in the Akkadian 

gadashu (‘‘to become pure”’), which would point to a 

cultic connection. Nothing is gadosh by nature, how- 

ever; things only become gadosh by being declared so 

for, or by, Yahveh Elohim. All of creation is potentially 

eligible: persons, especially priests; places, especially 

the city of Jerusalem; festivals, especially the Sabbath; 

buildings, especially the Temple; adornments, espe- 

cially the priest’s crown and robe; bodies of water; 

plants; and animals, especially sacrificial ones. The 

prophets—assisted by a trend that emerged from the 

reading of God’s law at the Israelite feast of covenantal 

renewal and culminated in the establishment of the 

Holiness Code (Lv. 17—26)—managed to transfer the at- 

tribute “holy” almost exclusively to Yahveh Elohim. As 

a result, only a very few of the above-mentioned cate- 

gories of objects and activities continued to be accorded 

the attribute of holiness in the actual target language of 

Hebrew. In large part, reference to holy places, times, 

actions, and objects is metalanguage interpretation. It 

is not factually wrong, for even a holiness accorded by 

God on the basis of his own holiness is deserving of the 

name. Nevertheless, one must be aware of the special 

quality of having been created by him that is typical of 
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such holiness; this is in distinct contrast, for example, 

to the Greek concept of nature. And it affects the desig- 

nation of what is profane in Israel. An important thesis 

of secularization theory asserts that the desacralization 

of the world, especially of nature and its wonders as it 

was accomplished in the Israelite theology of holiness, 

and later transmitted by Christianity, was one of the 

fundamental preconditions for the worldliness of the 

modern era. If one does not regard this basic precondi- 

tion as a conditio sine qua non, it is doubtless correctly 

identified. It would be possible to view the realm of cre- 

ated things in the Israelite concept of the world as pro- 

fane, just as one might view secularity as a legitimizing 

criterion for what constitutes the modern era, but that 

profaneness would be altogether different in kind from 

that of Rome or Greece. Given this situation, it is un- 

derstandable that in the Old Testament languages (He- 

brew and Septuagint/Vulgate translations) the “profan- 

ity” of the world is expressed in quite dissimilar fashion 

and only fragmentarily, depending upon whether it is 

mentioned in the cult context of pure and impure or in 

prophetic preaching about obedience and sin. As a clear 

contradiction to gadosh we thus find, in only a few in- 

stances, the adjective hol, which is rendered by the 

Septuagint with bebélos and by the Vulgate with pro- 

fanus (tame’, ‘‘impure,” becomes akathartos and pollu- 

tus, respectively; taher, ‘pure,’ becomes katharos and 

mundus). Hol designates only something that is acces- 

sible and usable without ritual, while the verb halal 

suggests a genuine desecration by means of an abomi- 

nation. 

The grateful use of created things, which God makes 

holy, by men who are likewise holy because God is, is 

not the same thing as the Greeks’ and Romans’ removal 

of things from profane use. The closest parallel to the 

latter in Israel is the practice of bans. Translated 

etymologically, herem (‘the banned object”) means 

what has been set apart. The difference not only be- 

tween this practice and profane use of a holy object but 

also between it and the sacrifice of an object lies in the 

fact that the purpose for the setting apart is the object's 

destruction. The Septuagint quite correctly expresses 

the term’s identity with the idea of damnation by using 

ana(te)thema(tismenos), while the Vulgate makes do 

with consecratum or votum. 

In Arabic, at least since the appearance of the Qur’an, 

words with the root hrm take on the central importance 

that gdsh and its derivatives have in Hebrew. At the 

same time, the Arabic gds and its offshoots (muqaddas, 

“holy”’) continue to survive with more general meaning. 

This switch in the relative values of the two may have 

occurred simply because all of the concepts of sacred- 

ness having to do with rites and sacrifices were concen- 
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trated on a specific precinct. It is as though the Israelite 

concept of holiness, bound as it was to the ideas of sac- 

rifice and consecration, were multiplied by the Roman 

concept, with its original link to a well-defined location. 

The city of Mecca is a harim, a circumscribed, inviola- 

ble spot. The strip of land that surrounds and protects 

it is known as al-haram. In the city’s center lies al-mas- 

jid al-haradm, the “forbidden mosque,” so named be- 

cause it may not be entered by those who have not per- 

formed an ihram, or consecrated themselves. In the 

center of its inner courtyard, al-haram al-sharif (the ‘‘no- 

ble precinct’’), lies the aedes sacra, the Ka‘bah, al-bayt 

al-haram (the ‘forbidden house”). Everything outside 

this complex is known as hill, where, just as in the pro- 

fanum, except during a period of three months, every- 

thing is halal (‘“‘permitted”’) that is prohibited in the sa- 

cred sites. The Arabic halal is thus close in meaning to 

the Hebrew hol, but quite different from halal. 
Linguistica externa. Regarding the problem of “the 

holy,” a number of groups of terminologies have to be 

located between the Latin/Greek/Hebrew/Arabic ensem- 

ble and the modern scholarly languages influenced by 

them, terminologies that can suggest things similar to 

those existing in the gap between those object lan- 

guages and these metalanguages. Semantic antinomies 

that can remain unrecognized in the latter should cer- 

tainly not influence this terminology. There are three 

ways of attempting to establish meanings here: through 

etymological “translation,” through synonyms, and 

through analysis of the context and its cultural back- 

ground. The first of these, especially favored in the case 

of the Indo-European and Semitic languages, is alto- 

gether worthless. Reliable checks are only provided by 

context analysis. In this way one can discover “synon- 

yms’—though not always synonyms in the strict 

sense—which more or less approximate what the meta- 

languages define as sacred/holy and profane. 

The Sanskrit term isira has the same root as the 

Greek hieros, but contextually it means “strong, robust, 

impetuous.” Sanskrit does not even have a separate 
word for “holy,” though there are numerous adjectives 

applied to objects and persons in the religious sphere, 

such as punya for a geographical location, tirthaka for a 

ford, or the crossing or passageway to a pilgrimage 

shrine, or substantives such as muni for a seer or an 

ascetic. Related etymologically to the Greek hazesthai/ 

hagios are the Sanskrit yaj and Avestan yaz. These two 

also mean “‘to hold in awe,” but their usage is limited 

to the sense of ‘‘bestow, present,” as when one brings a 

gift to a deity (Skt. ijyd, Av. yasna, ‘‘the offering”’), and 

there is no connotation, as in the Greek hagios, of an 

otherworldly essence from which the earthly is thought 
to have derived. For this latter sense Avestan has the 

word spenta, to which are related the Slavic svetu and Lith- 

- uanian &ventas. These latter two are used in Christian 

contexts for sacer, but their root meaning originally lay 

somewhere between “‘supernaturally powerful” and ‘“‘es- 

pecially favorable, extremely useful.” Pahlavi transla- 

tions render spenta with abzonig (‘‘overflowing, bursting 

with power”). The cultural background is the world of 

plants and animals, which in its abundant energy has 

the miraculous ability to bring forth new life and set it 

to work in its own cause. 
The Germans have translated spenta with heilwirkend 

(‘producing well-being” or “prosperity’’) employing a 

root that means ‘‘whole, sound, intact,” and that gave 

rise to the German heilig (‘holy’). Gothic hails meant 

“healthy”; Old Icelandic and Old High German heil is 

“a good omen” or “good fortune.” Runic hailag means 

roughly “gifted with good fortune [by a god],” but also, 

conversely, ‘‘consecrated [to a god]. This becomes 

equal to the Gothic adjective weihs and its related ac- 

tive verb weihan, medial verb weihnan, and abstract 

noun weihitha, which appear in the Gothic translation 

of the Bible in place of the Greek hagios, hagiazein, 

hagiazesthai, and hagiasmos, respectively. All in all, 

the German heil- words connote a physical integrity 

with distinct religious significance. Possession of such 

integrity is a boon that can be given. The god who be- 

stows it thereby becomes one to whom one gives ven- 

eration (Ger., weiht). Accordingly, even in Gothic the 

two concepts weihs and hails (which can also develop to 

hailigs) are interchangeable, and the situation in other 
Germanic languages is similar. 

In general the synonyms in the Indo-European lan- 

guages for what the metalanguages imply with their 

contrast between profane and sacred boil down to a 

qualitative exaggeration, intensification, or concentra- 

tion of aspects of nature. 

Among the ancient peoples of Asia Minor, to whose 

ideas the mythology of the Hittites in part attests, there 

appears to have been no special word for mysteries, 

such as the amazing magnetic force of stones or the de- 

struction of creation by the creator himself. Yet a Hit- 

tite adjective, parkui, refers to the state of purity re- 

quired in preparation for contact with the gods, and 

another, shuppi, designates such contact itself. Among 

the Sumerians, for reasons whose elaboration would go 

beyond the scope of this article, one must assume from 
earliest times a well-defined pantheon that predated all 
ritual. The basic polytheistic structure is of a more gen- 
eral character than anything that has been defined to 
demonstrate a consistent background world beyond the 
differentiations into socially and functionally limited 
deities. Yet even the world of the gods is permeated by 
a single, unifying element that one can only call ‘“‘the 



divine.” This is the me, which is met with in com- 
pounds like melam (‘divine radiance, divine majesty’). 
Mythical men and kings can also exhibit it, in which 
case they are god-men. The gods pronounce me and ex- 
clude it from the framework of fate, which they in fact 
subordinate to the me. Man is required to bring himself 
into conformity with this me so as to be able to realize 
it in the world. There are numerous adjectival terms 
corresponding to this concept, the most important 
being kug, mah, and zid. In Babylonian, kug is trans- 
lated with ellu (‘‘[ritually] pure, bright, free”), mah with 

siru (‘‘first-rank, exalted’’), and zid with imnu (“right- 

hand’’) or kanu (“to be firm”). Alternatives to ellu in 

Babylonian spells are the terms namru (‘‘clear, ra- 

diant”’) and quddushu (‘‘purified, [made] perfect’’), the 

latter having the same root as the Hebrew qdsh. More- 
over, the Babylonian creation epic Enuma elish attests 

to a primordial cosmogony in a preexistent world. For 

the relationship between what the metalanguages call 

the sacred and the profane we find analogies in the re- 

lationship between human and animal forms of deities, 

as well as between their constructive activity (including 

Marduk’s creation of the world) and the social organi- 

zation of gods and human beings. 
In Egypt, whose language became accessible to us by 

way of Greek (through the Rosetta Stone), temples and 

necropolises especially were set apart from the every- 

day world, and, in connection with them, so were gods 

and specific objects. This sense of being separate did not 

have to be concentrated in a specific term, but from the 

first to twentieth dynasties this was frequently done 

with the word dsr. Dsr means, first of all, a kind of vi- 

brating motion, but it can also designate a defense 

against a rush of attackers or, more generally, a clear- 

ing resulting from the settling of a whirlwind. These 

have in common a sense of thrusting away that 

amounts to the establishment of distance. The word 

came to be used, in an increasingly abstract sense, for 

such distance when an appropriate attribute was re- 

quired to describe the location of a cult statue in a ne- 

cropolis, a shrine, the eternal body of the god Re, the 

space in which bulls were sacrificed, the realm of the 

gods, and the underworld paths reserved for the dead 

once they had become Osiris. It is simplest to conceive 

of the relationship of such places and objects to the ev- 

eryday world as the subsequent removal of the distance 
at which they have been placed. Something of this sort 

happens when texts used in the context of religious in- 

stitutions become the models for secular literature; the 

most important ancient Egyptian narrative, the Story of 

Sinuhe, for example, poses as a copy of an autobio- 

graphical tomb inscription. 
Our knowledge of the Chinese and Japanese lan- 
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guages is due in general to the presence of Jesuit mis- 

sionaries in China and Japan in the sixteenth century. 

Our deeper understanding of the vocabulary of East 

Asian religions comes most of all from Chinese transla- 

tions of Buddhist texts originally written in Indian dia- 

lects, and already known to us through other channels; 

and, later, from the study of Japanese renderings of the 

better-known Chinese. The first bilingual (i.e., Chinese- 

or Japanese-European) dictionaries finally appeared in 

the nineteenth century. Whether or not there are precise 

equivalents for sacred and profane is largely a matter of 

each individual lexicographer’s interpretation. The 

Chinese shen-sheng, which some gloss as meaning 

“holy,” is held by others to mean, roughly, “extremely 

right,” “highly exalted,” or “doubtless as it must be.” 

Of course, it is possible to interpret an ecstatic act such 

as submersion into the totality of the Tao as the attain- 

ment of holiness; however, the foundation in physical 

nature that is discovered to be a basic principle of the 

mystical experience is so much more magical here than 

in other religions that a difference in quality results. 
The relationship between the sacred and the profane 

would thus be roughly the same as that between al- 

chemy and hygiene, both of which are practiced within 

Taoism as a means of attaining “not-dying.” 

The Shinto concept of nature is doubtless both more 

spiritual and more mythological. The kami, or nature 

and ancestral deities, are profane or sacred to the pre- 

cise degree in which they do or do not belong organi- 

cally to the everyday world of the living. The monks 

(shidos6) and wandering hijiri who carried the rites and 

concepts of the popular and even more magical esoteric 

Buddhism out into the provinces, and thereby contrib- 

uted greatly to its fusion with Shint6, can rightly be 

called “holy men’”—whatever that may imply about the 

charismatic leaders of new religions in the present day, 

who take them as their models. 

The metalanguage expressions sacred and profane and 

their equivalents are only synonyms for all of the views 

derived from the various terminologies discussed here. 

If one proceeds from the roots of their subject matter 

and not from an all-inclusive hermeneutics, they are not 

complete synonyms but only partial ones, of a concep- 

tual rather than a stylistic nature. 

Metalanguage meanings. The modern scholarly lan- 

guages for the most part presuppose the changes of 

meaning that the classical vocabulary ultimately expe- 

rienced as a result of being put to Christian use, in part 

after certain non-Christian usages that prepared the 

way. These changes of meaning are characterized by the 

fact that a clear distinction exists between the quality 

of God in the beyond and the quality of creation in the 

here and now; and the terms are distributed accord- 
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ingly. This distinction must not be thought of as static, 

however, for it can be suspended in either direction, 

that is to say, both by God’s communication with man 

and by man’s consecration of things to God. 

In the first sense, the Latin term sanctus had ulti- 

mately come to mean a primarily divine quality; and 

consequently we now have the French saint and the Ital- 

ian and Spanish santo. The Germanic languages, on the 

other hand, perpetuate the root that in the language’s 

earliest stages had meant “intact, healthy, whole,” rep- 

resented by the English holy (related to whole; syno- 

nyms: godly, divine), by the German and Dutch heilig, 

and by the Swedish helig. And the Slavic languages pre- 

serve a root that had meant “efficacious” in the early 

stage of the language: the Russian sviatoi, for example, 

or Polish swiety. 
In the second sense, that is, for the quality attained 

by dedication to God, Latin had preserved the term 

sacer, which was linked to places, objects, and situ- 

ations. Later, though relatively early, sacer existed 

alongside sanctus, which, confusingly enough, could 

also be used to refer to this mode of transformation. 

Sacer could be exchanged for the clearer form sacratus, 

and it is from this that the French (con)sacré, the Ital- 

ian sacro (synonym: benedetto), and the Spanish 

(con)sagrado derive. For this meaning English employs 

the Romance word sacred, while German and Dutch 

make use of the ancient root *ueik- (possibly a hom- 

onym; “to set apart” or ‘‘to oppose oneself to someone”’) 

with the forms geweiht and gewijd. In addition, German 

also substitutes for this a form from the former word 

group, using geheiligt in the sense of geweiht, a situation 

that gives rise to constant misunderstanding. This mis- 

understanding had been prepared for by the double di- 

rection of Gothic weihs/hailigs, and it was strengthened 

by imitating the biblical wording. For the sake of clar- 

ity, some careful speakers therefore prefer the form dar- 

geheiligt to mean “‘consecrated.”’ This substitution also 

occurs in Swedish, which uses only vigd and helgad. In 

the scholarly Slavic language ambiguity is avoided 

through incorporation of the simple form into a com- 

posite, as in the case of the Russian sviaschchennyi and 
the Polish swigtobliwy. 

In Latin, profanus had continued to be the opposite of 

both sanctus and sacer, the latter in its broader, classi- 

cal Roman sense as well as its more limited Judeo- 

Christian meaning. Accordingly, the Romance lan- 

guages and Romance-influenced English still use the 

term, while the strictly Germanic languages have it 

only as a loan word. In all of them there are synonyms 

with the meaning “‘secular,” or something similar. Syn- 

onyms of this type have completely replaced the Latin 

form in the Slavic languages; Russian has svetskii or 

zemnoi, Polish Swiecki or §wiatowy. 

It is most important to notice the metalanguage na- 

- ture of these terms as they are used to translate expres- 

sions from the linguistic complex. Latin/Greek/Hebrew/ 

Arabic, as well as from other languages. Scholars have 

frequently failed to do so, and this has led to a great 

number of semantic antinomies that were not recog- 

nized as such and therefore became, often enough, the 

cause of premature or totally false identifications. 

Sociological Methods. For the examination of sym- 

bolic forms of a nonlinguistic nature, the methods of so- 

ciology are the most effective. Of such nonlinguistic 

forms, the most important are, of course, rites. Much 

would suggest that rites were in fact the very earliest 

forms of religious expression. I shall here assume ster- 

eotypings to be next in importance, forms that are even 

more hypothetical and that serve, among other things, 

-as the rationale for institutionalizations. The two schol- 

ars who have analyzed these forms most profoundly are 

Emile Durkheim and Max Weber, and I shall draw on 

their findings. In so doing I accept their identifications, 

by and large, though not their theories regarding the 

ultimate origin of religion(s). 

Neither Durkheim’s nor Weber’s method is correct in 

itself, but together they may well be so. Durkheim’s 

idea that, in contrast to individual reality, society is of 

the nature of a thing, and Weber’s idea that social real- 

ity is made up of continuous human action, inclusive of 

theorizing, are complementary. It is true of both, as for 

most of the other sociological approaches, that they 

strive to work with pure designations, but that these are 

also more or less stamped by metalanguage usage and 

by concepts from classical and church tradition. This 

often tends to compromise the accuracy of translation 

from native languages; but, on the other hand, this is 

what permits at least an approximate understanding of 

unfamiliar terms. 

The nature of the sacred and profane in the objectiv- 

ity of social reality. In The Elementary Forms of the Re- 

ligious Life (New York, 1915), Emile Durkheim points 

out that all religious beliefs share one characteristic in 

common. They presuppose, he notes, 

a classification of all things, real and ideal, of which men 
think, into two classes or opposed groups, generally desig- 
nated by two distinct terms which are translated well 
enough by the words profane and sacred (profane, sacré). . . . 
By sacred things one must not understand simply those per- 
sonal beings which are called gods or spirits; a rock, a tree, 
a spring, a pebble, a piece of wood, a house, in a word, any- 
thing can be sacred. A rite can have this character; in fact, 
the rite does not exist which does not have it to a certain 
degree. . . . The circle of sacred objects cannot be deter- 
mined, then, once for all. Its extent varies infinitely, accord- 
ing to the different religions. ... We must now show by what 
general characteristics they are to be distinguished from 



profane things. One might be tempted, first of all, to define 
them by the place they are generally assigned in the hierar- 
chy of things. They are naturally considered superior in dig- 
nity and power to profane things. . . . It is not enough that 
one thing be subordinated to another for the second to be 
sacred in regard to the first. . . . On the other hand, it must 
not be lost to view that there are sacred things of every degree. 
. . . But if a purely hierarchic distinction is a criterium at 
once too general and too imprecise, there is nothing left with 
which to characterize the sacred in its relation to the pro- 
fane except their heterogeneity. However, this heterogeneity 
is sufficient to characterize this classification of things and 
to distinguish it from all others, because it is very particular: 
it is absolute. In all the history of human thought there exists 
no other example of two categories of things so profoundly 
differentiated or so radically opposed to one another. The 
traditional opposition of good and bad is nothing beside this. 
.. . In different religions, this opposition has been conceived 
in different ways. Here, to separate these two sorts of things, 
it has seemed sufficient to localize them in different parts of 
the physical universe; there, the first have been put into an 
ideal and transcendental world, while the material world is 
left in possession of the others. But howsoever much the 
forms of the contrast may vary, the fact of contrast is 
universal. (pp. 52-54) 

These words express the most strictly sociological 

theory of all those that have been advanced regarding 

the concept of the sacred and the profane. Durkheim ar- 

gues that it is society that continuously creates sacred 

things. The things in which it chooses to discover its 

principal aspirations, by which it is moved, and the 

means employed to satisfy such aspirations—these it 

sets apart and deifies, be they men, objects, or ideas. If 

an idea is unanimously shared by a people, it cannot be 

negated or disputed. This very prohibition proves that 

one stands in the presence of something sacred. With 

prohibitions of this kind, cast in the form of negative 

rites, man rids himself of certain things that thereby be- 

come profane, and approaches the sacred. By means of 

ritual deprivations such as fasts, wakes, seclusion, and 

silence, one attains the same results as those brought 

about through anointings, propitiatory sacrifice, and 

consecrations. The moment the sacred detaches itself 

from the profane in this way, religion is born. The most 

primitive system of sacred things is totemism. But the 

totem is not the only thing that is sacred; all things that 

are classified in the clan have the same quality, inas- 

much as they belong to the same type. The classifica- 

tions that link them to other things in the universe allot 

them their place in the religious system. The idea of 

class is construed by men themselves as an instrument 

of thought; for again it was society that furnished the 

basic pattern logical thought has employed. Nonethe- 

less, totemism is not merely some crude, mistaken pre- 

religious science, as James G. Frazer supposed; for the 
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basic distinction that is of supreme importance is that 

between sacred and profane, and it is accomplished 

with the aid of the totem, which is a collective symbol 

of a religious nature, as well as a sacred thing in itself. 

Nor does a thing become sacred by virtue of its links 

through classification to the universe; a world of pro- 

fane things is still profane even though it is spatially 

and temporally infinite. A thing becomes sacred when 

humans remove it from ordinary use; the negative cult 

in which this happens leads to taboo. A man becomes 

sacred through initiation. Certain foodstuffs can be for- 

bidden to the person who is still profane because they 

are sacred, and others can be forbidden to the holy man 

because they are profane. Violation of such taboos 

amounts to desecration, or profanation, of the foodstuffs 

in the one case, of the person in the other, and profan- 

ation of this kind can result in sickness and death. In 

the holy ones—that is to say, both the creatures of the 

totem species and the members of the clan—a society 

venerates itself. 

The meaning of sacred and profane in the context of 

subjective religious action. Max Weber states in Wirt- 

schaft und Gesellschaft (Tiibingen, 1922) that the focus 

for sociology is the “meaning context” of an act. In or- 

der to interpret an act with understanding, the sociolo- 

gist 

has to view [social] structures as simply the consequences 
and connections of specific action on the part of individual 

persons, since for us these are the only representatives of 
meaningful action we can comprehend. . . . Interpretation of 
any action has to take notice of the fundamentally important 

fact that [the] collective structures . . . belonging to everyday 

thought are conceptions of something in part existing, in 

part desired to be true in the minds of actual persons . . . 

conceptions on which they base their actions; and that as 

such they have a most powerful, often virtually dominating 

causal significance for the manner in which actual persons 

conduct themselves. (pp. 6—7) 

The same also applies to religiously (or magically) 

motivated communal action, which can only be com- 

prehended from the point of view of the subjective ex- 

periences, conceptions, and goals of the individual, that 

is, from the point of view of its meaning. According to 

Weber, such action is at bottom oriented to the here and 

now. It gradually attains a wealth of meanings, ulti- 

mately even symbolic ones. Trial and adherence to 

what has been tried are of particular importance, since 

deviation can render an action ineffective. For this rea- 

son, religions are more tolerant of opposing dogmatic 

concepts than they are of innovations in their symbol- 
ism, which could endanger the magical effect of their 

actions or rouse the anger of the ancestral soul or the 

god. Hence we encounter in all cultures religious stereo- 

typing, in rites, in art, in gestures, dance, music, and 
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writing, in exorcism and medicine. The sacred thus be- 

comes specifically what is unchangeable. By virtue of it, 

religious concepts also tend to force stereotypes upon 

behavior and economics. Any actions intended to intro- 

duce change have to be correspondingly binding. The 

ones most likely to fulfill this requirement are specific 

contracts. The Roman civil marriage in the form of 

coemtio was, for example, a profanation of the sacra- 

mental confarreatio. 

Anthropological Methods. At times man reveals him- 

self in situations that appear to be of a different quality 

than ordinary ones. The latter form the basis for com- 

parison either as the sum of his normal behavior or as 

a social cross section. For the moment, comparisons 

demonstrating the specific differences between a possi- 

bly sacred condition and a profane one, or showing so- 

cial appraisal of a specific human type as sacred in con- 

trast to the profane average person, are best relegated 

to categories of a historical anthropology, for as yet no 

historical psychology exists that might penetrate still 

further. A culture may choose to identify any number of 

unusual individual conditions or situations as sacred or 

profane. The most important of these warrant closer ex- 

amination. 

Ecstasy and trance. Even in terms of ethology, one 

could probably establish a similarity between men and 

animals in the way they concentrate on an opponent, 

holding their breath in silence and maintaining a tense 

calm from which they can instantly switch into motion. 

Presumably this has its roots in the moment when the 

first hunter found himself confronting his prey. As far as 

humans are concerned, the perpetuation and further de- 

velopment of this primeval behavior is a history of self- 

interpretations that presuppose continuously changing 

social contexts. This was probably first apparent in sha- 

manism, and continues to be so wherever it persists. 

Contributing to the Greek concept of ekstasis was the 

idea that man is capable of “standing outside himself.’ 

Specifically, from the fifth century BCE on, it was be- 

lieved that one could physically step out of one’s nor- 

mal state; and from the first century BcE, that one’s es- 

sential being, the soul, the self or perceiving organ, 

could take leave of the body. The notion of ecstasy is 
found throughout the history of the human psyche and 

human culture. It may seize a person for no apparent 

reason or be induced through meditation, autohypnosis, 

fasting, drugs, fixing the eyes on specific objects, or ex- 

tended ritual repetition of certain words or motions. Ec- 

stasy is not necessarily sacred; it can also be profane, 

though quite often specific manifestations, such as in- 

toxication, glossolalia, receptivity to visions and voices, 

hyperesthesia, anesthesia, or paresthesia, are identical. 

In technologically poor cultures, profane ecstasies may 

accompany initiations, rites of passage, and preparation 

for war, or may be reactions to specific defeats or social 

setbacks. Examples of profane ecstasies in literary cul- 

tures are those of the Corybantes and Maenads of 

Greece, of the dancers and flagellants who appeared in 

the wake of the Black Death in the fourteenth century, 

of Shakers and Quakers, of individual psychopaths, and 

of social outcasts. Ecstasy is only sacred in the context 

of historical religion and is never the primal germ of 

any religion. Nevertheless, ecstasy can be experienced 

within a religion as the basic source of its particular 

variety of mysticism. 

It then passes over into trance, of which possession 

has already been recognized as the hyperkinetic primal 

form. When the being by which one is possessed, or—to 

put it more mildly—inspired, is held to be a god who 

has replaced the extinguished consciousness, classical 

Greek already spoke of enthousiasmos. By definition, 

such possession is sacred. Profane trances, on the other 

hand, are those accompanied by visions of distant 

events, or past or future ones. 
Sexuality and asceticism. Sex, especially female sex- 

uality, is considered sacred. It stands as the positive 

condition contrary to both infertility and asexuality. If 

a woman was infertile, it probably meant above all that 

she was malnourished, and starvation is always profane 

when not undertaken in deliberate fasts as a means of 

conquering the physical self. (The sacredness of the 

mother must certainly have been enhanced when, in the 

Neolithic period, agriculture was first developed—a 

new science made possible by Mother Earth.) 

Sexuality, especially active sex, is also held to be the 

contrary of asexuality, the profane sign either of the 

normal condition of both sexes as the result of danger, 

cold, or constant labor, or of the lesser capacity for fre- 

quent orgasm on the part of the male. 

The importance in archaic societies of dominant god- 

desses, especially mother goddesses, is solely dependent 

on the sacredness of their sexuality and is not a result 

of their given character as either the otherworldly rep- 

resentatives of matriarchal societies or the polar refer- 

ents in patriarchal ones. From the role of a great god- 

dess alone it is impossible to draw any conclusions 
about a given social order. Such goddesses are fre- 
quently of a dual nature, both helpful and cruel, both 
givers and destroyers of life, and this ambiguity is al- 
together a part of their sacredness. 

Asceticism is not the profanation of sexuality but 
rather a transcendence over man’s normal condition 
into a perfection that lies in the opposite direction. The 
ascetic practices self-denial with regard to all aspects of 
life, including eating and drinking. In suppressing his 
sexuality, he is to a certain extent both acknowledging 



its sacred dimension and claiming that sacredness for 
himself. 

Innocence and wisdom. Since Vergil’s fourth Ec- 
logue, perhaps since the prophecies of Isaiah, or even 
earlier, the innocence of the messianic child has been 
seen as sacred. Mere babbling childishness, on the other 
hand, is profane. Yet one can hardly conclude from the 
innocence of the messianic child how sinful or jaded the 
society that hopes for him actually considers itself. 

Wisdom can be the sacredness of old age, as in the 
case of the Hindu guru, the mystagogue of late antiq- 

uity, or the tsaddig in Jewish Hasidism, who only after 
long experience is able, through his own example, to 

help his fellow men find communion with God. Feeble- 

ness on the part of the elderly is widely considered to 

be profane, and when it poses a burden on the young 

they tend to segregate themselves from it socially. In 

extreme cases the old are sent off into the wilderness, 

as in some cultures of ancient India, or are left behind 

in an abandoned campsite, a practice of some nomadic 

peoples. The aged exile only avoids being profane by 

seeking his own salvation, and that of the others, 

through a curse, rather than through wisdom. 

Charismatic and magical gifts. The relationship be- 

tween these is complex, especially since subsequent ex- 

planation of a magical or miraculous act frequently 

shifts the accent or undertakes to reevaluate it, and 

since modern interpretation is bound to suspect an ele- 

ment of trickery in the majority of miracles. 

A miracle worker was often thought of as a sacred 

person, as were Origen’s pupil Gregory Theodoros of 

Sykeon and others who were given the epithet Thau- 

maturgus. But not all of the figures canonized as saints 

by the Catholic church, for example, were miracle 

workers—unless, of course, one considers it miraculous 

that anyone could have fulfilled absolutely the com- 

mandment to love God, his neighbor, and his enemy. 

Conversely, it is also possible for a miracle worker not 

to be recognized as a saint or be held to have been so 

according to religious scholarship—as were Jean-Bap- 

tiste-Marie Vianney and Giovanni Melchior Bosco—and 

still not count as a charlatan like Cagliostro or Rasputin 

(who were, in fact, probably neither totally profane nor 

demonic). Here profaneness is easier to define: that per- 

son is profane who is simply incapable of controlling 

sicknesses, natural forces, or his own feelings of animos- 

ity. We also hear of “false prophets,” as, for example, in 

ancient Israel or in Lucian’s satire on the pseudopro- 
phet Alexander—though we cannot know whether these 
were simply instances of certain holy men winning out 

over others. In late antiquity it was possible for charis- 

matic persons to rise to ‘‘sainthood,” for better or for 

worse, by taking over the control of cities or towns in 
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which the elected administration or leading landhold- 

ers had been rendered powerless by social or religious 

upheavals (see Brown, 1982). Similarly, magic can be 

either sacred or profane, as we can see if we examine it 

from the perspective of history. 

Sacred and Profane in History 

Related to the anthropological approach is the histor- 

ical. In terms of history, qualities of objects, modes of 

conduct, events, relationships, and persons in part de- 

fine themselves as sacred or profane, and insofar as they 

do we may either accept them or criticize them. In part, 

however, it is up to us to establish and define them. In 

either case it is quite possible that the sacred is truly 
metaphysical, eternal, and transhistorical and mani- 

fests itself only fragmentarily and partially in a contin- 

uing succession of historical objects. It is equally possi- 

ble in either case that the sacred is constantly forming 

itself anew out of certain symbol-making forces inher- 

ent in the historical processes, by transcending even the 

objectifications of such forces. 

In the history of religions there are numerous exam- 

ples of belated creation of the sacred out of the profane. 

The sacred may initially have been only a catch-all con- 

cept for specific desires and may have later become gen- 

uine; or it may have come into being by means of true 

consecration, or sanctification, in both senses of the 

term, as I have identified them. One thinks, for exam- 

ple, of the sanctification of actions that were originally 

only ethical, of the evolution of the gift (Marcel Mauss’s 

term) into the offering, of the emergence of gods from 

men by way of the intermediate stage of the hero, and 

so forth. 
Related to this is the problem of whether we are to 

view the sacred and profane as having come into being 

simultaneously, or one before the other. All three possi- 

ble theories have been advanced. Unfortunately, how- 

ever, the findings of religious phenomenology and the 

history of religions permit no sure pronouncements 

about the very earliest religious manifestations. Even 

the basic assumption that religion came into being 

along with the appearance of man, though most likely 

correct, provides us with no solution to the problem of 

priority. For even if one makes such an assumption, one 

still cannot know whether religion once encompassed 

the whole of life, or whether there was not from the 

very beginning a profane worldview alongside the reli- 

gious one, with its knowledge of the sacred. 

Origins. The sacred may be an integral part of reli- 

gion, but when studying its history it is necessary to 

treat it as quite independent. According to one possible 

view, the sacred and the profane came into being si- 

multaneously. Another theory has it that the sacred was 
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a later elevation of the profane. Still a third presup- 

poses a kind of primal pansacrality, claiming that the 

sacred was once a totality that encompassed or unified 

the entire world. Even the magical was not yet de- 

tached from it. And the profane, whether magical or 

not, only gradually developed through a kind of primal 

secularization. 

The primal polarity and homogeneity of the sacred 

and profane. For this thesis one can point to caves and 

grottoes from the middle Paleolithic (the Drachenloch 

and the Wildenmannlisloch in the Swiss canton of Saint 

Gall; Petershéhle in Middle Franconia, in Germany), 

others from the late Paleolithic (Altamira, Lascaux, 

Trois Fréres, Rouffignac), and numerous Neolithic ones. 

Their special nature fulfills only the two criteria for hol- 

iness: (a) spatial detachment from the settings of ev- 

eryday life and (b) unusualness; but these are sufficient 

to justify calling them sanctuaries. These caves are dif- 

ficult to reach, they are located either at a great height 

or far below the surface, access to them is either narrow 

or hard to find, and they are too low or too dark for 

everyday activities. They contain artworks sequestered 

away from day-to-day viewing as well as deposits of 

bones and skulls that cannot be merely the remains of 

meals. These facts indicate that here, in addition to the 

profane area (namely, the sitting, sleeping, and eating 

space near the cave entrance), there was also a sacred 

room. The question of whether the deposits were offer- 

ings or not, and whether they were meant for a single 

god or several, remains unanswered. But it is virtually 

certain that the caves were used for sacred activities, in 

many cases for initiation rites. Entering them, one pro- 

ceeded out of the profanum into the sacrum. It is not 

known what other relationships may have been main- 

tained between these two, but it is clear that they did 

exist side by side. It is then altogether probable that 

each had come into being as distinct from the other, 

and that at no earlier date did the two occupy a single 

space that was predominantly only one or the other. 

[For more on this, see Sacred Space.] 

The priority and homogeneity of the profane and sub- 

sequent appearance and heterogeneity of the sacred. 

This thesis accords with the one that supposes that 

there was once a time when mankind was as yet with- 

out religion. It is based primarily on ethnological theo- 

ries, and in part also on psychoanalytical ones. It 

claims, with James G. Frazer, that magic as a prescien- 

tific science proved wanting, and man therefore had to 

seek refuge in religion: 

In the formula of dogmatic Marxism, primeval man’s 

social existence was so primitive that his consciousness 

was wholly absorbed with practical matters and was in- 

capable of giving birth to religious abstractions. Only 

when magic became necessary to assist in the attain- 

ment of food through hunting and agriculture did reli- 

gion evolve along with it, and its function was then fur- 

ther bolstered by the appearance of hierarchical social 

structures. 

According to Wilhelm Wundt and others, the sacred 

had its origins in notions of impurity. Taboo, the instill- 

ing of a reluctance to touch, was common to both (and 

still continues to be so), whereas the everyday sphere is 

profane and pure. At some point this reluctance entered 

the religious sphere and split into awe in the presence 

of the sacred and loathing for the demonic; everything 

that was displeasing to the sacred deity was now held 

to be impure, that is, profane, and the sacred was pure. 

Gradually, the impure has come to function as the op- 

posite of the sacred, and between the two lie the pure 

and the ordinary—now seen as profane, that is, as the 

realm of what is permissible. [See Purification.] 

In Freud’s view, the central taboo is the one against 

incest; it derives from the will of the primal father. Af- 

ter he has been killed, one’s relationship to him be- 

comes ambivalent and finds its synthesis in the idea of 

sacredness. The reason behind his murder is the primal 

father’s castration of his sons, which is replaced sym- 

bolically by circumcision. It is the circumcision per- 

formed on the male progeny of Israel, for example, that 

represents the actual sanctification of that people. 

René Girard argues that the sacred arose out of sac- 

rifice, which, as the ultimate form of killing and blood- 

letting, brings to an end the chain of force and counter- 

force that constitutes the profane history of mankind. 

Since the ultimate use of force that cancels out every- 

thing can no longer be arbitrary, it comes to be circum- 

scribed and restrained through rituals. Once the resul- 

tant sacred act is correctly identified as such and 

distinguished from profane action, the roles of the sa- 

cred and profane in society are truly segregated. If the 

sacred and the profane come to be indistinguishable, a 

sacrificial crisis ensues; this is at the same time a con- 

fusion of roles and brings on a social crisis. The force 

required to restore stability is applied both by individ- 

uals and by the collective: by individuals in the form of 
asceticism, self-discipline, and other actions against the 
self, through which they attain sacredness; and by the 
collective, through deflection onto a scapegoat, which 
protects society from the threat that groups within it 
will destroy each other. (See Girard, [1972] 1977.) 
Some of these theses can point to changes that have 

actually occurred in the relationship between the sacred 
and profane through the course of history, and even 
Freud’s theory, though otherwise impossible, contains 



an element of truth in the fact that the exercise of reli- 
gion can actually become a compulsive act. Girard’s 
thesis is doubtless the most realistic in its incorporation 
of the nature of man, and the nature of his socialization, 

within the primary constitution of sacrifice (to the ex- 

tent to which the latter exists at all). But none of this is 

of any use toward a valid reconstruction of prehistory. 
The priority and homogeneity of the sacred and het- 

erogeneity of the profane. All of the things that we now 

distinguish as religion, magic, and science; as religious 

worship, sorcery, and medicine; as prophecy, law-giv- 

ing, and ethics; and as priests, kings, and shamans were 

once united in a sacral unity. Such is the widespread, 

fundamental view derived from the thesis of a primal 

monotheism, as propounded by thinkers from Andrew 

Lang to Wilhelm Schmidt; derived, too, from the theo- 

logoumena of a primal revelation advanced by Johann 

Tobias Beck and Adolf Schlatter, the elements of E. B. 

Tylor’s animism theory, the mana-orenda identification 

from the period between R. H. Codrington and Gerar- 

dus van der Leeuw, and the preanimism or dynamism 

theory promulgated from R. R. Marett to Konrad T. 

Preuss. One can say that the profane becoming indepen- 

dent is the result of a process of differentiation out of 

primal sacrality only if one ignores the synonymity be- 

tween the very definition of the sacred and the naming 

of the phenomena on which these theories are based. 

[For more on this, see Secularization.] 

Temporal Existence. Since it is impossible to verify 

any theory of origins or development, it is advisable to 

do without one altogether, and to adopt the approach of 

Mircea Eliade, who for historical consideration sees the 

sacred as an element in the structure of consciousness, 

rather than as a stage in the history of its development. 

Regardless of the similarity of religious phenomena 

throughout cultures, it is the cultural-historical context 

that at the same time lends an immeasurable novelty to 

their various manifestations. As for the phenomena of 

the sacred and the profane, the following temporal as- 

pects are of fundamental importance. 

Unchangeableness. The sacred is absolutely un- 

changeable only if one has extrahistorical reasons for 

treating it as a metaphysical, eternal, or transhistorical 

reality. As understood by Max Weber, it is not un- 

changeable. On the historical plane, unchangeableness 

and constancy are evident to the degree that in every- 

thing that the religious phenomenologies identify as sa- 

cred—persons, communities, actions, writings, manifes- 

tations of nature, manufactured objects, periods, places, 

numbers, and formulas—not only are situations, mo- 

tive, and conditions expressed, but an ancient type re- 

mains operative, or makes a reappearance. Once delin- 
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eated, such types can reappear at any moment, and they 

persist through great periods of time. Notwithstanding, 

genuine changes also take place. 

Metamorphoses. These appear as either transcend- 

ence over the profane or secularization—now no longer 

considered primary, as it was above—of the sacred. The 

former occurs in initiations, sacraments, and baptisms, 

in the use of stones for shrines or of animals as offer- 
ings, in the blessing of an object, an act, or a person. 

The latter is evident on a large scale in world-historical 

processes. On a small scale it is present whenever a sa- 

cred function is simulated, when a myth is transformed 

from the fact that it is into a reporting of facts, when a 

sacred text is read for entertainment, or whenever 

someone’s behavior swerves from his vows to God, 

without his actually sinning. The ultimate form of sec- 

ularization is the destruction of the sacred while the 

profane continues to exist; the greatest possible tran- 

scendence is the restitution of the sacred together with 

a fundamental skepticism regarding the profane. 

Destruction. The destruction of religion is not the 

same thing as the destruction of the sacred. The de- 

struction of a religion occurs most clearly when it is 

confined to institutions, as these can simply be abol- 

ished. It is less apparent when a religion ceases to have 

its original function, but this too can finally be ascer- 

tained. The sacred, on the other hand, increasingly 

tends, in industrial society, to be transformed from the 

active element it once was into a kind of unexpressed 

potentiality. It then decays in social intercourse and 

such intercourse becomes wholly profane. Nevertheless, 

its archetype persists in the human spirit, and is always 

capable of restoring the religious feeling to conscious- 

ness, if conditions are favorable. 

Just what sort of conditions these have to be, no one 

can say. It may be that they are altogether unfavorable 

when a civil religion is established of the type envi- 

sioned by Jean-Jacques Rousseau at the end of his So- 

cial Contract; it may also be that they are indeed favor- 

able when no organized religion continues to play any 

role. 
Restoration. It is possible to try to secure once more 

the place for the sacred in society that it lost thanks to 

the disappearance of the distinction between it and the 

profane that once existed. This is what motivates the 

scholarship of the Collége de Sociologie. Every com- 

munity that is intact and wishes to remain so requires 

a notion of the sacred as a priori. Archaic societies that 

provided sufficient room for the sacred kept it socially 

viable in secret fraternities or through magicians or 

shamans. Modern societies can achieve the same by 

means of public events such as festivals, which generate 
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social strength, or by the establishment of monastic, 

elitist orders, or the creation of new centers of authority. - 

Determining the Relationships 

The relationships between the sacred and the profane 

occur both on the levei of their expression in language 
and on a (or the) level of existence that is characterized 

by various different ontological qualities. The relation- 

ships between these two levels themselves are of a more 

fundamental nature. Since only the homo religiosus is 

capable of bearing witness to the manner of such exis- 

tence, and not the scholar, we can speak of it only in 

formal categories that reveal both the conditions of our 

possible perception of the sacred and the transcendental 

prerequisites of its mode of being. 

The Epistemological Approach. Non-Kantian reli- 

gious thinkers and scholars have always restricted 
themselves to their inner experience. What they have 

found there could easily be rediscovered in history. The 

experiential method, which tends toward psychology, 

was therefore always superbly compatible with the his- 

torical-genetic method. On the other hand, it is also 

possible to apply a logical, analytical, transcendental 

method, and in fact this can be used in investigating the 

possibilities of both inner experience and historical per- 

ception. Heretofore, discussion of these alternatives has 

been most productive toward determining the position 

of the philosophy of religion, and therefore religion it- 

self, within the overall scheme of culture and scholar- 

ship. At the same time, it has tended to curtail any elu- 

cidation of the religious phenomenon in general and the 

phenomenon of the sacred and its relation to the pro- 

fane in particular. Perhaps one could take it further. 
A priori and a posteriori. In his book Kantisch- 

Fries’sche Religionsphilosophie und ihre Anwendung auf 

die Theologie (Tubingen, 1909), Rudolf Otto took a ra- 

tional approach to the a priori concept and applied it to 

the idea of God. God is not an object alongside or su- 

perior to other objects, and he cannot be placed in one 

of the various standard relationships. He is able to tran- 

scend space and time as well as every particular rela- 

tionship. Accordingly, it must be possible to imagine 

the sacred as standing in a transcendental primal rela- 

tionship to things. One way or the other, the a priori 
concept is rational. 

Rationality and irrationality. When writing Das Hei- 

lige (1917), Otto abandoned his transcendental philo- 
sophical position. He did not give up the a priori con- 

cept, however, but rather reinterpreted it with a 

psychological slant. In this way, the transcendentality 
of the rational applied to the a priori concept becomes 

the capacity of thought to be rational. This capacity can 

then be opposed to the irrational. The rational concepts 

of absoluteness, necessity, and essential quality, as well 

as the idea of the good, which ‘expresses an objective 

and binding value, have to be traced back to whatever 

lies in pure reason, independent of experience, whereas 

the irrational element of the sacred must be traced back 

to the pure ideas of the divine or the numinous. Here, 

from the point of view of irrationality, ‘‘pure’” becomes 

the attribute of something psychically given, and the a 

priori becomes emotional. 

On the other hand, as Anders Nygren argues, just as 

one questions the validity of perception, using the a 

priori of cognition theory, it becomes necessary to ques- 

tion the validity of religion, using the religious a priori 

concept. Further, Nygren and Friedrich Karl Feigel sug- 

gest, it becomes necessary to comprehend the sacred 

as a complex category a priori, not so as to be able to 

experience it in itself, but rather so as to identify the 

sacred in experience and cognition, even in the course 

of history. 

The Ontological Approach. Links exist not only be- 

tween the sacred and the profane, each of which has its 

own complexity, but also between the sacred and the 

demonic, the profane and the evil, the profane and the 

demonic, and the sacred and the evil. The first and sec- 

ond links have ontological implications, the third and 

fourth have ethical ones, and the fifth has both. We ob- 

scure the demonic aspect when we ask the question 

whether we can have an ethic that can deal with the 

awesome potential powers at modern man’s disposal 

without restoring the category of the sacred, which was 

thoroughly destroyed by the Enlightenment. In Hans 

Jonas’s view, these powers continue to accumulate in 

secret and impel humankind to use them, and only re- 

spectful awe in the face of the sacred can transcend our 

calculations of earthly terror. But it is not the task of 

this article to enter into a discussion of ethical impli- 

cations; we must be content to consider the ontological 
ones. 

Ambivalence. Otto described the positive aspect of 
the sacred by using the numinous factor fascinans and 
various subordinate factors of the numinous factor tre- 
mendum. He characterized its negative aspect by way of 
a subordinate factor of the latter that he called ‘‘the 
awesome.” [See Holy, Idea of the.] In so doing he pro- 
vided countless studies with the suggestion of an am- 
bivalence that truly exists and is not to be confused 
with the dialectic of the hierophanies. However, Otto 
was referring primarily to the essence of the sacred in 
itself. Such an approach is logically possible only if one 
begins consistently and exclusively from “above.” Since 
Otto declares both aspects to be factors of the same nu- 
minousness, his methodological starting point becomes, 



de facto, if not intentionally, Judeo-Christian theocen- 

tricity. This is certainly extremely productive, but it 

also exhibits one of the limits of scholarly study of reli- 

gion: namely its continual orientation, only seeming to 

overcome the theological a priori, at the starting point 

of historical scholarship, namely recognition of the am- 

bivalence in the ancient Roman notion of the sacrum. 

Dialectics. Eliade has concentrated the links between 

the complexes of the sacred and the profane on the 

plane of appearances, introducing the inspired concept 

of hierophany. A hierophany exposes the sacred in the 

profane. [See Hierophany.] Since there are numerous 

hierophanies (though the same ones do not always ap- 

pear everywhere), he sets up a dialectic of hierophanies 

to explain why an object or an occurrence may be sa- 

cred at one moment but not at another. [See also Sacred 

Time.] Such an approach makes it possible to examine 

every historical datum and identify it as sacred or pro- 

fane—and in so doing to write a new history of religions 

within profane history. In addition, one can draw con- 

clusions about the objectivity of the sacred, which is sa- 

tiated with being and therefore has the power, function- 

ing through the hierophanies (including even their 

profane element), to become apparent. Eliade does 

both. The former demonstrates a historical phenomen- 

ology, and points toward an as yet unrealized historical 

psychology of religion. The latter is subject to the same 

criticism as the ontological proof of God. 

Ideogrammatics and Hermeneutics 

The sacred remains closely bound to the modalities of 

its names. One cannot do without the testimony re- 

vealed in language, but one must not restrict the sacred 

to the terms language provides. In addition to such tes- 

timony, one has to discover the sacred in experience. 

The sum of linguistic testimony and descriptions of 

such experience can serve both as a check on each other 

and as mutual confirmation. 

Deciphering the Sacred. Using this approach, one can 

only speak of the sacred ideogrammatically. Classical 

phenomenology of religion is content to present the sa- 

cred as revealed in so-called phenomena that corrobor- 

ate each other within a larger context. However, this 

kind of evidence obscures the ambivalence that permits 

one to experience a sacred phenomenon simultaneously 

with a profane one. Therefore, one can only understand 

the phenomenon of the sacred, whether evidenced with 

the aid of language or writing or not, as something like 

the Greek idea, and accordingly regard the forms of the 

sacred accessible to description and investigation as its 

ideograms. However, these can also be understood as 

“tautograms,” that is, as designations that withhold im- 

manence, but at the same time one cannot call them 
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profane merely because they lack the connotation of 

transcendence into the sacred. Otto’s book on the holy 

was already in large part an ideogrammatics of the sa- 

cred. 

Understanding the Sacred. At the heart of the findings 

from the study of synonyms that have given us reasons 

for speaking of both the sacred and the profane in the 

singular are certain basic attributes, such as separate- 

ness, power, intensity, remoteness, and otherness. Cog- 

nition theory has less difficulty identifying the sacred 

when it examines larger systems, within which such 

fundamental attributes are mutually complementary. 

In doing so, one can not only recognize the ideograms 

of the sacred in texts but also treat the sacred as though 

it were explained. Eliade’s work represents just such a 

hermeneutics of the sacred as distinguished from the 

profane. 
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CARSTEN COLPE 

Translated from German by Russell M. Stockman 

SACRED SPACE. A sacred place is first of all a de- 
fined place, a space distinguished from other spaces. 

The rituals that a people either practice at a place or 

direct toward it mark its sacredness and differentiate it 

from other defined spaces. To understand the character 

of such places, Jonathan Z. Smith has suggested the 

helpful metaphor of sacred space as a ‘focusing lens.” A 

sacred place focuses attention on the forms, objects, and 

actions in it and reveals them as bearers of religious 

meaning. These symbols describe the fundamental con- 

stituents of reality as a religious community perceives 

them, defines a life in accordance with that view, and 

provides a means of access between the human world 
and divine realities. 

As meaningful space, sacred space encompasses a 

wide variety of very different kinds of places. [See also 

Geography.] It includes places that are constructed for 

religious purposes, such as temples or temenoi, and 

places that are religiously interpreted, such as moun- 

tains or rivers. It includes spaces that can be entered 

physically, as the outer geography of a holy land, imag- 

inatively, as the inner geography of the body in Tantric 

yoga, or visually, as the space of a mandala. Sacred 

space does not even exclude nonsacred space, for the 

same place may be both sacred and nonsacred in differ- 

ent respects or circumstances. In traditional Maori cul- 

ture, for example, the latrine marks the boundary be- 

tween the world of the living and that of the dead. As 

such, it is the ritual place at which an unwanted spirit 

can be expelled or the help of the spirits obtained. 

Therefore, it is sacred. And it is still a latrine. Similarly, 

a house is a functional space, but in its construction, its 

design, or the rites within it, it may be endowed with 

religious meaning. A shrine that is the focus of religious 

activity on certain occasions may be ignored at other 

times. In short, a sacred place comes into being when it 

is interpreted as a sacred place. 

This view of sacred space as a lens for meaning im- 

plies that places are sacred because they perform a re- 

ligious function, not because they have peculiar physi- 

cal or aesthetic qualities. The tradition articulated by 

Friedrich Schleiermacher and developed by Rudolf Otto 

links the perception of holiness to religious emotion. 

Originally or authentically, therefore, sacred places 

ought to have had the power to evoke an affective re- 

sponse. And many sacred places do precisely that: the 

sacred mountains of China, the Gothic cathedrals of Eu- 

rope, and the sources and the estuaries of India’s holy 

rivers have a beauty and a power that are elements of 

their religious dimension. But such qualities of place 

are not inevitable. Many sacred places, even places that 

are central in the religious life of the community, are 

unimpressive to someone outside the tradition. The 

form of the place, without a knowledge of what and 

how it signifies, may not convey any religious sense 

whatever. Rddhipur, for example, is the principal pil- 

grimage place of the Mahanubhavs, a Krsnaite Maha- 

rashtrian sect. It is the place where God lived in the 

incarnate form of Gundam Rail, where he deposited di- 

vine power, and where he performed acts that revealed 

his divine nature. It is the place visited by another di- 

vine incarnation, Cakradhar, who founded the Maha- 

nubhav community. But Rddhipur itself is completely 

unexceptional, and the places where Gundam Raiil per- 

formed his deeds are indicated only by small stone 

markers. There is nothing there that gives rise to a 

sense of awe or mystery, and yet the village is revered 

and protected by religious restrictions. The place is not 

aesthetically profound, but it is nonetheless religiously 

powerful. 

Establishment of Sacred Space. Both the distinctive- 
ness of sacred space and its reference to the ultimate 

context of a culture are often expressed in the convic- 

tion that sacred space is not arbitrary. Objectively, and 
not only subjectively, a sacred place is different from 
the surrounding area, for it is not a place of wholly hu- 
man creation or choice. Rather, its significance is 
grounded in its unique character, a character that no 
purely human action can confer on it. 

In traditional societies, the whole land of a culture is 
normally sacred, and this sacredness is often commu- 



nicated in the narratives of its foundation. Sometimes 
the land is uniquely created. The Kojiki and Nihongi 
record the traditions of the age of the kami when Japan 
and its way of life were established. According to these 
texts, the divine pair, Izanagi and Izanami, looked 
down upon the waters of the yet unformed earth and 

dipped a jeweled spear into the ocean. From the brine 

that dripped from the spear the first island of Japan was 

formed. The divine couple later gave birth to other dei- 

ties, among them the sun goddess, Amaterasu, whose 

descendants rule over Japan. Thus, Japan is different 

from all other places: it is the first land, and the land 

whose way of life is established by the gods. Or a land 

may become sacred because it is given by a god, like 

the land of Israel. Or again, a land may be established 

by ritual. According to an early Indian tradition in the 

Satapatha Brahmana, the land lying to the east of the 

Sadanira River was unfit for habitation by brahmans. It 

became fit when the sacrificial fire was carried across 

the river and established in the land. 

Similarly, a sacred structure or place within a holy 

land possesses something—a character, a significance, 

or an object—that sets it apart. The traditions of the 

greater Hindu temples and pilgrimage places declare 

that they are intrinsically, not ascriptively, sacred. The 

holiest images of the Saiva tradition are the svayambhi- 

lingas, images of Siva that are not human creations but 

self-manifestations of the god. Similarly, the holiest 

places of the goddess are the pithas, the places where 

the parts of her body fell after her suicide and dismem- 

berment. In other cases, not an object but the very 

ground itself fixes the worship of a divinity to a partic- 

ular spot. According to the traditions of the temple at 

Srirangam, the shrine originated in heaven. From there 

it was brought to earth, to the city of Rama. Rama then 

gave it to a pious demon, who wished to take it with 

him to his home in Sri Lanka. On the way, however, he 

put it down near a ford on the Kaveri (Cauvery) River, 

and when he tried to pick it up again he could not move 

it. The god of the temple then appeared to him and told 

him that the river had performed austerities to keep the 

shrine within her bounds and that the god intended to 

stay there (Shulman, 1980, p. 49). The current location 

of the temple is therefore where the god, not any demon 

or human, chose it to be. 

The gods may also communicate the special sanctity 

of a place through signs. Animals often serve as messen- 

gers of divine choice. So, for example, the Aztec city of 

Tenochtitlan was founded at the place where an eagle 

landed on a blooming cactus, and Aeneas followed a 

pregnant sow to the place where it farrowed and there 

founded Alba Longa. The search for such signs could de- 

velop into a science of divination. Chinese geomancy is 
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just such an attempt to sort out the objective qualities 

of a place by studying the contours of the land and the 

balance of waters, winds, and other elements. [See Geo- 

mancy.] 

In other cases, a location becomes holy because of re- 

ligiously significant events that have occurred there. 

From the time of Muhammad, Jerusalem has been a 

holy place for Islam. Although various traditions were 

attached to the city, it was above all the Prophet’s jour- 

ney there that established its sanctity. One night Mu- 

hammad was brought to Jerusalem and to the rock on 

the Temple mount, and from there he ascended through 

the heavens to the very presence of God. The mosque of 

the Dome of the Rock and the establishment of Jerusa- 

lem as a place of pilgrimage both expressed and inten- 

sified the sanctity of the city. That sanctity was height- 

ened by the discovery of tokens of Muhammad’s 

journey: his footprints on the rock, the imprint made by 

his saddle, and even the place where the angel Gabriel 

flattened the rock before the Prophet’s ascent. And it 

was further intensified by bringing other religiously sig- 

nificant events into connection with it. The stories of 

Abraham and Isaac, of Melchizedek, king of Salem, and 

of Jacob’s ladder were among the other biblical and 

nonbiblical narratives set there. As this example illus- 

trates, a sacred place can draw a variety of traditions 

to itself and thereby become even more powerfully sa- 

cred. 

Places may also be made sacred through the relics of 

holy beings. [See Relics.] A grave may sanctify a place, 

for the tomb marks not only the separation of the living 

from the dead but also the point of contact between 

them. In early Christianity, for example, tombs of mar- 

tyrs became places of communion with the holiness of 

the deceased. Later, beginning about the sixth century, 

the deposition of relics became the center of rites for the 

consecration of a church. These sanctified the church 

and, within the church, the sanctuary where they were 

installed. 

Finally, the form of a place may give it meaning and 

holiness. In different cultures, various kinds of places 

suggest the presence of deities. As we have seen, the 

land of Japan is holy because it is created and protected 

by the kami. Within Japan there are particular places 

where the kami are manifestly present: mountains, from 

Mount Fuji to the hills of local shrines, for example, 

may be tokens of the presence of the kami. In India, riv- 

ers and confluences are sacred, for purifying waters and 

meeting streams suggest places where gods are present 

and approachable. In these cases, the shape of the land 

suggests meanings to which the sacredness of the place 

draws attention. 

At the beginning of this section, I stated that sacred 
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places are typically not arbitrary. But there are places 

of religious activity that are meaningful precisely be-- 

cause they are arbitrary. If the tendency. to institute sa- 

cred places is universal, so also is the tendency to deny 

the localization of divinity. The Indian devotional 

tradition, like other religious traditions, is pulled 

in two directions: one toward divinities located in 

specific places, the other toward the denial that divinity 

should be sought in any place other than within. ‘““Why 

bow and bow in the mosque, and trudge to Mecca 

to see God? Does Khuda live in the mosque? Is Ram 

in idols and holy ground?” asks Kabir (Hess and Singh, 

1983, p. 74). 
Mosque architecture shows the tension between the 

sanctification of a place and the denial of any localiza- 

tion of divine presence. The mosque carries values typ- 

ical of other sacred places. The interior is oriented to- 

ward a holy center: the mihrab (prayer niche) directs 

worship toward the sacred city of Mecca. The space of 

the mosque is differentiated from other kinds of spaces: 

persons must leave their shoes at the entrance. Within 

the area of the mosque, the holiest area, the sanctuary 

(haram), is clearly marked from the courtyard (sahn). 

Some mosques are pilgrimage places because they are 

burial sites of holy men or women who endow them 

with spiritual power. The most prominent of these is 

the mosque at Medina built over the tomb of the 
Prophet. 

At the same time, the architecture can be read quite 

differently as the meaningful negation of sacred space. 

The primary function of the mosque is to serve as a 

space for common prayer. It has significance in Islam 

because the community gathers and worships there, not 

because of the character of the place. “All the world is 

a masjid,” a place of prayer, says one tradition (cf. Ku- 

ban, 1974, p. 1). In Islamic lands the mosque often does 

not stand out from secondary buildings or call attention 

to itself as a holy place. Even the dome, which typically 

surmounts it and which recalls the arch of heaven, has 

a generalized meaning of power or place of assembly 

and does not necessarily designate a sacred place. Nei- 

ther is that symbolism of the sky pursued within the 

mosque, nor does it have liturgical significance. While 

the sanctuary is oriented toward Mecca, the remaining 

parts of the building do not have any inherent direc- 

tional or axial structure. Even the mihrab, which might 

be a place of particular holiness, is kept empty, empha- 

sizing that the deity worshiped is not to be located there 

or anywhere. All this accords with the Islamic view that 

while God is the creator of the world, he is above it, not 

within it. The mosque is sacred space according to our 

definition of sacred space as a place of ritual and a 
place of meaning. But it is expressive, meaningful space 

because it denies the typical values of sacred places. 

[See also Mosque, article on Architectural Aspects.] 

Similar negations of localization occur in Protestant 

architecture, particularly in the Protestant “plain 

style.” During the Reformation in Holland, for example, 

larger Gothic churches were not destroyed but were re- 
created into places of community prayer and preaching. 

Sculptural ornament was removed, clear glass was sub- 

stituted for stained glass, the high altar was removed, 

and the chancel was filled with seats. In short, all the 

visible signs of the sacredness of a specific location were 

eliminated. The architecture made positive statements 

as well, but statements that again located sanctity else- 

where than in place. A high pulpit was centrally situ- 

ated and became a focal point, but the pulpit was not 

itself a place of divine power or presence. Rather it 

pointed to the holiness of the word of God, which was 

read and preached there. Again, these churches are sa- 

cred places by being visible denials that the holiness of 

divinity is mediated through the symbolism of space. 

[See also Architecture.] 

Functions of Sacred Space. The symbols that give a 

place meaning typically refer to the religious context in 

which a people lives. This section examines the ways in 

which sacred space acts to fix this context and to create 

interaction between the divine and human worlds. 

Three roles of sacred space are especially significant, for 

they are widely attested in religious systems and fun- 

damental to their purposes. First, sacred space is a 

means of communication with the gods and about the 

gods. Second, it is a place of divine power. And third, it 

serves as a visible icon of the world and thereby im- 

parts a form to it and an organization to its inhabitants. 

Places of communication. First, sacred spaces are 

places of communication with divinity, places where 

people go to meet the gods. This function is often indi- 

cated by symbols that represent a link between the 

world of humans and transcendent realms. Such sym- 

bols might be vertical objects that reach from earth to- 

ward heaven, such as mountains, trees, ropes, pillars, 

and poles. North Indian temples, for example, connect 

the realm of heaven, symbolized by the amrtakalasa 

(“jar of the elixir of deathlessness”) atop the temple, 
with the plane of earth. The spires of these temples are 
also architectural recapitulations of mountains, which 

are the dwelling places of the gods. The Kailasa temple, 
for example, bears not only the name of the mountain 
on which Siva dwells, but even its profile. But symbols 
that express the intersection of realms can be of other 
forms as well. In Byzantine churches, to walk from the 
entrance toward the altar is to move from the world of 
humans toward that of divinity. The doorway between 
these realms is the iconostasis, the screen between the 



chancel and sanctuary. As they pass through the doors 

of the iconostasis, priests become angels moving be- 

tween realms. The icons themselves provide visual ac- 

cess to heaven. In general, ‘“‘the iconostasis is not a ‘sym- 

bol’ or an ‘object of devotion’; it is the gate through 

which this world is bound to the other” (Galavaris, 

1981, p. 7). 

Another way of joining gods and humans is through 

symbols of the gods. A sacred place may include images 

of the gods or other tokens that make their presence 

manifest. A Hindu temple is a place of meeting because 

it contains a form in which the god has graciously con- 

sented to dwell. The Ark of the Covenant in the Holy of 

Holies of the Temple in Jerusalem was the throne of 

Yahveh, a visible sign of his presence or of the presence 

of his name. Shintd shrines are dwelling places for the 

kami, whose material form is a sacred object called a 

“divine body” or “‘august-spirit substitute.” It is housed 

within the innermost chamber of the shrine, kept from 

sight by doors or a bamboo curtain, but its presence 

invests the shrine with the presence of divinity. Simi- 

larly, a Japanese home becomes a sacred place when it 

has a kamidana, which enshrines symbols of the kami, 

and a butsudan, an altar that holds both Buddha im- 

ages and ancestor tablets. 

Even without explicit symbols of communication or 

tokens of the gods, a place may be understood as a point 

of contact between gods and humans. Islam strongly re- 

sists localization or visible symbols of divinity. Al- 

though the Ka‘bah is the center toward which worship 

is directed, it does not house an image of God, nor is it 

the dwelling place of God. Nonetheless, Islamic inter- 

pretation occasionally characterizes it as a place of par- 

ticular access to divinity. A medieval tradition de- 

scribes the Black Stone embedded in the Ka‘bah as 

God’s right hand, “which he extends to his servants 

(who kiss it), as a man shakes hands with his neigh- 

bors,” and a 1971 newspaper article urges: ““When you 

touch the black stone and kiss it—you place your love 

and your yearnings in it and turn it into a mailbox from 

which your love is delivered to the creator of this world 

whom eyes cannot see” (Lazarus-Yafeh, 1981, pp. 120, 

123). As these cases suggest, the deity is not exactly 

present, yet the Ka‘bah does become the point of com- 

munication between God and humanity. 

As a place of communication with divinity, a sacred 

space is typically a place of purity because purity en- 

ables people to come in contact with the gods. There, 

the imperfections and deficiencies, the “messiness” of 

normal life, are reduced. The sacred place reveals the 

ideal order of things, which is associated with the per- 

fect realm of divinity, with life and vitality among hu- 

mans, or with the values to which people should aspire. 
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The Shinto shrine is a place of purity, for it is a place 

of the kami and it is a place that excludes pollution, for 

pollution is decay and death. The shrine’s purity is ex- 

pressed in the rites of approach to it. Traditionally, an 

open pavilion with a stone basin provides water for 

rinsing the hands and mouth, and three streams 

spanned by bridges lead to a shrine, so that worshipers 

purify themselves as they cross these streams. Its purity 

also is expressed in clarity of definition. Torii (Shinto 

gateways), fences, enclosed spaces, and bridges mark 

distinct areas and signal the approach to the deity. 

Other sacred places mark the movement from a zone of 

impurity to one of purity by defining an intermediate 

space for rites of purification. Some churches, syn- 

agogues, and mosques have such an area at the en- 

trance to the principal space of the sacred precincts. 

A sacred place can be a place of communication not 

only with divinity but also about divinity. For example, 

a central paradox of religion is that if divinity is every- 

where, then it must be somewhere. Even if the whole 

world is ‘full of God’s glory,” that glory must be mani- 

fest in some place. This paradox is reflected in the Tem- 

ple at Jerusalem, which contained the Ark of the Cove- 

nant, symbolizing the throne of Yahveh, but which 

enshrined no image of Yahveh. Similarly, in Deuteron- 

omic theology, Yahveh has made his name but not his 

person to be present at the Temple. In their different 

ways, therefore, both the Temple and the text sought to 

mediate the: paradox of the simultaneous localization 

and universality of Yahveh. Larger Hindu temples, on 

the other hand, normally have a variety of images of 

deities. Typically, worshipers will see other gods and 

goddesses or other forms of the central divinity of the 

shrine, or they will worship at shrines to other divini- 

ties in prepration for their approach to the central de- 
ity. A Hindu temple thus reflects Indian views of a di- 

vine hierarchy, which culminates in a particular divine 

being. Or, again, in Renaissance churches architectural 

balance and harmony reflect divine beauty and perfec- 

tion. In all these instances, the form of the place ex- 

presses the nature of the deity worshiped there. 

Places of divine power. Because it is a place of com- 

munication with divine beings, the sacred place is also 

a locus for divine power, which can transform human 

life. The nature of this transformation varies according 

to the religious tradition and reputation of the sacred 

space. According to a Hindu tradition, pilgrimage 

places provide bhukti (‘‘benefit’) and mukti (‘‘salva- 

tion’’). Typically, one benefit is healing. In medieval 

Christianity, for example, many pilgrimages were in- 

spired by a desire to witness or to experience miracu- 

lous cures. Pilgrimage was so closely associated with 

healing, in fact, that a young man of Warbleton refused 
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to go to Canterbury, ‘‘for I am neither dumb nor lame 

and my health is perfectly sound.” Another person ar- 

gued, ‘I am in excellent health. What need have I of St. 

Thomas?” (Sumption, 1972, p. 78). Lourdes remains a 

place of pilgrimage for millions seeking miraculous 

cures, though the Catholic church has certified few heal- 

ings as true miracles. A place may even specialize in its 

cures. As the location of a manifestation of the god Siva, 

the mountain Arunacala heals especially lung disease 

and barrenness, and two Safi shrines in the Punjab help 
leprosy and leukoderma (Bharati, 1963). The power of 

divinity encountered at sacred places may also secure 

more general goals of physical and material well-being. 

Success in business or in school, the birth of children, 

or simply the blessing of the deity may all be reasons to 

visit a sacred place. 

Salvation can also be attained at sacred places. Ac- 

cording to various Hindu traditions, to die at Banaras, 

to be cremated there, or to disperse the ashes of the 

dead in the Ganges at Banaras assures salvation for the 

deceased. Often salvation is directly related to the pu- 

rity of a sacred place and its ability to purify those 

within it. An English reformer, Hugh Latimer, lamented 

that the sight of the blood of Christ at Hailes was con- 

vincing pilgrims that “‘they be in clean life and in state 

of salvation without spot of sin’ (Sumption, 1972, p. 

289). The sacred place as an access to divinity thus also 

becomes a way to the perfection of human life. 

Places as icons of the world. Sacred space is often a 

visual metaphor for a religious world. The connection 

between the ordering of space and the ordering of hu- 

man life is a natural one. A life without purpose or 

meaning is often expressed in spatial metaphors: it is to 

be “lost,” “disoriented,” and ‘‘without direction.” Be- 

cause they are defined spaces, sacred places are natural 

maps that provide direction to life and a shape to the 

world. They order space—often geographic space, al- 

ways existential space—and by ordering space, they or- 

der all that exists within it. The Lakota sweat lodge pro- 

vides a good example of the ordering of space in the 

image of a sacred place. The outer perimeter of the 

lodge is a circle. Its frame is created by bending twelve 

to sixteen young willows from one quadrant of the cir- 

cle across to the opposite quadrant. According to Black 

Elk, “the willows are set up in such a way that they 

mark the four quarters of the universe; thus the whole 

lodge is the universe in an image, and the two-legged, 

four-legged, and winged peoples, and all the things of 

the world are contained in it.” A round hole, which will 

hold heated rocks for making steam, is dug in the center 

of the lodge. This center ‘“‘is the center of the universe, 

in which dwells Wakantanka [the Great Spirit], with 

his power which is the fire’’ (Brown, 1971, p. 32). The 

center belongs to Wakantanka, for he is the summation 

of all divine powers. The sweat lodge, therefore, encom- 

passes physical space and draws the other realities of 

the Lakota world into its form. Its center becomes an 

ultimate point of reference in which space, all beings, 

and all powers finally converge. 

Another spatial metaphor closely connected with sa- 

cred places is orientation. The sacred place focuses at- 

tention on a symbolically significant region by being it- 

self turned, or turning those within it, toward that 

region. [See Orientation.] Sacred places show a variety 

of orientations and values of direction. First Coptic and 

Eastern churches, and later Western churches, were ori- 

ented toward the rising sun, which was the symbol of 

the resurrected Christ. Hindu temples face various di- 

rections for various reasons. For example, the temple of 

Taraknatha at Tarakeswar faces north. The head of the 

monastic community at the temple has explained that 

north is particularly auspicious, first, because it is the 

opposite of south, the direction of the world of the dead; 

second, because it is the direction of Mount Kailasa, the 

home of Siva; and third, because by beginning in the 

north, circumambulation of the inner shrine first pro- 

ceeds east, the direction of the sun and of the light of 

knowledge (Morinis, 1984, p. 291). The abbot’s expla- 

nations show the restless logic of sacred space, which 

finds significance in its every facet. In other traditions, 

the cardinal directions are not the basis for orientation: 

synagogues traditionally are oriented toward Jerusa- 

lem, and mosques toward Mecca. These places are sim- 

ilar not because they express similar systems of orien- 

tation but because they all make direction meaningful. 

Sacred places also create actual and functional divi- 

sions of geographic space, divisions that are at the same 

time metaphors for different ways of life. In ordering 

the world, they may be not only centers on which the 

world converges but they may also mark boundaries be- 

tween realms. These may include both boundaries be- 

tween visible and invisible realities and geographic 

boundaries. The Maori latrine mentioned above formed 

the border between the world of humans and that of the 

dead, which was associated with excrement. But the 

world of the dead was also the world of the gods. A rit- 

ual of biting the latrine beam opened up communica- 

tion across this boundary. Those who wished to expel 

an unfriendly spirit bit the beam to send the spirit back 
to its realm. Those who wished to obtain the help of the 
gods bit it in order to establish contact with the gods. 
The border formed by the latrine was thus open in both 
directions. 

Boundaries created by sacred spaces can also define 
the limits of the visible world or create distinctive 
spaces within it. In a northern Thai tradition, for ex- 



ample, a series of twelve pilgrimage shrines created a 

system of nested spaces. Beginning from the innermost 

and smallest area, this system encompassed succes- 

sively larger concentric areas and defined the succes- 

sively broader communities to which the people at the 

center belonged (see figure 1). These communities were 

seen from the perspective of the Ping River valley, in 

which four of the twelve shrines were located. These 

four shrines and four other shrines associated with the 

major northern Thai principalities outside the Ping 

River valley defined the second community, that of the 

Lanna Thai people. The third community included all 

adherents of northern Thai and Lao Buddhism, which 

were perceived as closely related. This community was 

defined through the addition of a shrine in northeastern 

Thailand sacred to the Lao peoples of Thailand and 

Laos. Fourth, the addition of the Shwe Dagon shrine in 

Rangoon, Burma, identified Thai Buddhism with that of 

the peoples of lower Burma, to whom the Shwe Dagon 
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shrine was especially sacred. Fifth, the shrine at Bodh 

Gaya, where the Buddha gained enlightenment, joined 

Northern Thai and Burmese Buddhism to the commu- 

nity of all Buddhists. The last shrine was in the Heaven 

of the Thirty-three Gods. This location is still within the 

sphere of the worlds governed by karman, and thus it 

defines the community of all sentient beings in heaven 

and earth who are subject to death and rebirth. In this 

way, the sacred shrines both distinguished and inte- 

grated the various spaces and beings of the world to 

which the people of the Ping River valley were related. 

Similarly, in South Asia the traditional pattern of city 

planning created a series of concentric spaces around a 

central temple in the urban heart of a region. This pat- 

tern occurs, for example, in Katmandu. The city is sur- 

rounded by twenty-four shrines of the Matrkas, the 

eight mother goddesses. A ritual of sequential worship 

at these shrines arranges them into three sets of eight, 

which form three concentric circles around Katmandu. 

FiGuRE 1. Sacred Topography Defined by the Twelve Shrines 

. Phra That Hariphunchai 
. Phra That Dgi Suthep 
. Phra That Wat Phra Sing 
. Phra That Cam Thong 

. Phra That Doi Tung 

. Phra That Chae Haeng 

Buddhists in 

Heaven and Earth 
ae 

peer Ue 
quan Bu rmay, 

. Phra That Cho Hae 

. Phra That Lampang Luang 

. Phra That Phanom 

. Phra That Takong 

. Si Maha Pho Tree 
. Phra Ket Kaeo Culamani 

Source: Charles F. Keyes, “Buddhist Pilgrimage Centers and the Twelve-Year Cycle,’’ History of Religions 15 

(1975): 86. 
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The widest circle encompasses the area traditionally 

under the kings of Katmandu. The second encloses the 

valley of Katmandu, which includes surrounding vil- 

lages and areas familiar to the urban population. The 

third defines the city itself. The central part of the city 

was laid out in twelve rectangular wards centered on 

the temple to Taleju, a goddess closely connected with 

the Malla kings. The geometric clarity of the city distin- 

guished it from the surrounding areas and marked it as 

the most sacred area in which the realization of divine 

order was most perfectly articulated. In this way, the 

shrines define different levels of sanctity extending from 

the sacred center of the city to the entire kingdom. 

Encoding of Sacred Space. The functions of sacred 

space are, in their different ways, aspects of its essential 

function: to identify the fundamental symbols that cre- 

ate the patterns of life in a culture. This section will 

sketch some of the symbolic systems that make sacred 

space meaningful. These systems are superimposed on 

the structure of a place and thereby joined to one an- 

other and to the manifest form of that place. A space 

can encompass, among many other things, the human 

body, the cosmos, the stages in the creation of the cos- 

mos, the divisions of time, the sacred narratives of a 

tradition, and the various spheres of human life. The 

more central a place is in the religious life of a culture, 

the more numerous the systems to which it refers. 

Body. The human body is a primary system—if not 

the primary system—through which people order and 

interpret the world. [See Human Body,.] It is itself a 

space, sometimes even a sacred space—as in forms of 

Tantric yoga, in which the body becomes the field for 

the transformations effected by yoga. It also can be a 

correlate of external spaces, to which it imparts a shape 

and character. In many instances that correlation be- 

tween body and place is explicit. The horizontal plan of 

Gothic churches represented not only Christ on the 

cross but the human form more generally. In the sym- 

bolism of the Byzantine church, the nave represented 

the human body, the chancel the soul, and the altar the 

spirit. In South Asian culture areas, body symbolism of 

sacred places is pervasive. Hindu temples, for example, 

are explicitly recapitulations of the body. The symbolic 

blueprint of a temple is the Vastupurusa Mandala, a 
diagram drawn on its future site. This diagram incor- 

porates the directions, the lunar mansions, the planets, 

the gods, and the human body and symbolically trans- 

mits their forms to the temple rising above it. Indian 

architectural manuals explicitly liken the temple to the 

body: the door is the mouth; the dome above the spire 
is the head. Just as the human skull has a suture, from 

which the soul at death departs to heaven, so also the 

dome is pierced with a finial; and the inner sanctum of 

the temple is the place of the soul within the human 

body. “The temple,’ summarizes the Silparatna, 

“should be worshiped as the cosmic man” (cf. Kram- 

risch 1976, vol. 2, p. 359). 

A variety of meanings is invested in such correspon- 

dence of place and body. Both the Gothic church and 

the Hindu temple are images of the cosmos as well as 

the body, and thereby both portray the sympathy and 

parallelism between microcosm and macrocosm. The 

Gothic church signifies the body of Christ, who is the 

whole Christian church, who is the incarnate deity, and 

upon whom the world and history center. The corre- 

spondence of the church and the body of Christ thus 

gives visible expression to the centrality of Christ in the 

world and his presence in the life of the community. 

Because the Hindu. temple represents a human body, 

the journey into the temple is also a journey within one- 

self. Contact with the image of divinity in the heart of 

the temple is the symbolic replication of the meeting of 

divinity within the center of one’s being. Thus, while 

the shape of the body generally imparts meaning to 

space, the specific meaning is developed in the context 

of individual religious traditions. 

Cosmos. Sacred space often imparts form to the 

world by taking the form of the world. According to 

Mircea Eliade’s paradigm of sacred space, the major 

vertical divisions of the world intersect at the sacred 

place and are represented in it. [See Cosmology.] These 

divisions are frequently the upperworld, the earth, and 

the underworld. David D. Shulman has found this pat- 

tern in the temples of Tamil Nadu, which contain not 

only symbols that rise from earth upward but also sym- 

bols of a biladvara, a doorway to the underworld. Other 

structures express more unique cosmological concep- 
tions. At Wat Haripufjaya in Thailand, for example, the 
ceitya, which is the central structure of the sacred com- 
plex, vertically encompasses the three fundamental 
realms of the Buddhist world: the sensuous, the formed, 
and the formless. The ceitya not only represents these 
different spheres but also the possibility of ascent to full 
enlightenment. 

Sacred places may represent not only the vertical 
realms of the world but one or another of its layers. As 
noted, the sacred place is often the place where humans 
enter the realm of the gods or, conversely, the place 
where the gods are among humans. In either case, it 
becomes the place of the presence of divinity and there- 
fore an image of the realm of divinity. Through its use 
of simple geometric forms, proportionality, and light, 
for example, the Gothic cathedral was imagined as the 
image of the heavenly city. The holy cities of Jerusalem 



and Banaras have heavenly prototypes, according to 

Christian and Hindu traditions, and hence they are the 

forms of heaven. 

Heaven may be not only the realm of the gods but 

also the exemplar of divine order and regular progres- 

sion. The sacred place may be a heaven on earth, which 

transposes the eternal and sanctified order of heaven 

onto the plane of earth. At the founding of cities within 

the Roman world, for instance, the augur drew a circle 

quartered by lines running east-west and north-south. 

This diagram replicated the heavenly order and thereby 

established it on earth. Through ritual formulas, the 

diagram was then projected onto the whole tract of 

land to be encompassed by the city, so that the periph- 

ery of the city reproduced the boundary of the universe. 

The east-west line represented the course of the sun; the 

north-south line, the axis of the sky. The augur and the 

city thus stood at the crossing point of these two lines 

and hence immovably and harmoniously at the center 

of the universe. 

Cosmogony. Sacred space may also reproduce the 

successive steps through which the world came into 

being. Again, according to Eliade’s paradigm, because 

the sacred place is the center around which the world 

is ordered and the point of intersection with the realm 

of the divine, it is also the point of origin. [See Center of 

the World.] Creation began there and from there it ex- 

tended. That symbolism is apparent in the architecture 

of the Hindu temple. In the innermost shrine of the tem- 

ple is the dark center from which emerge the forms of 

the world, portrayed on the walls or gateways of larger 

temples. The naturalness of this symbolism can be illus- 

trated by its secondary attachment to places whose pri- 

mary meaning lies elsewhere. According to Midrash 

Tanhuma’, Qedoshim 10, for example, Jerusalem and 

the Temple are holy because the Holy Land is the center 

of space and the Temple is the center of the Holy Land: 

“Just as the navel is found at the center of a human 

being, so the Land of Israel is found at the center of the 

world . . . and it is the foundation of the world. Jeru- 

salem is at the center of the Land of Israel. The Temple 

is at the center of Jerusalem. The Holy of Holies is at 

the center of the Temple. The ark is at the center of the 

Holy of Holies, and the Foundation Stone is in front of 

the ark, which spot is the foundation of the world.” 

Such symbolism conveys the primacy of the place, for 

what is first in time is naturally first in significance. 

Time. The divisions of time may also be represented 

in the sacred space, especially when time is ordered or 

governed by the rites performed there. For example, the 

sides of the ming-t‘ang, the Chinese calendar house, rep- 

resented the seasons. Each side was further divided 
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into three positions representing the months of one sea- 

son. The rituals enacted at the place guaranteed the or- 

derly progression of these cycles of time. They also 

guaranteed that the movement of time, and thus the 

fate of all living beings, depended upon the emperor, 

who carried out these rites. A different kind of temporal 

symbolism was connected with the brick altars created 

in particular Vedic rites. The layers and bricks of the 

altar represented the seasons, the months, the days and 

nights, and finally the year, which was the symbol of 

the totality of time. The completion of the rite was the 

consolidation of time and ultimately the attainment of 

immortality for the sacrificer. [See also Sacred Time.] 

Sacred narratives. Sacred space may not only bear 

the imprint of the natural world but also of sacred nar- 

ratives. A particular place may be a reminder of events 

said to have occurred there, or it may contain tokens or 

depictions of sacred narratives which recall them to 

memory and reflection. At Wat Haripufijaya in Thai- 

land, the walls of the vihdra (monastic compound) are 

adorned with illustrations that tell the lives of the Bud- 

dha in his earlier incarnations and express the basic 

moral values of Buddhism. Similarly, Christian 

churches of both the East and the West contain paint- 

ings and sculptures depicting the history of salvation. 

In Eastern churches, for example, the upper part of the 

iconostasis contains depictions of the twelve great 

events in the life of Jesus, which are celebrated in the 

great feasts of the Christian year. Other icons might de- 

pict scenes from the Bible or from the lives of saints and 

martyrs, all of which recall the history of God’s work in 

the world. Or again, the rites of the hajj move within a 

space that reminds the pilgrim of two critical moments 

in Islamic sacred history: the time of Abraham, who 

built the Ka‘bah and who established monotheistic wor- 

ship there, and the time of the Prophet, whose final pil- 

grimage is recalled in rites at the plain of Arafat. In this 

last instance, the sacred place not only recalls an event 

but is also the location of the event, for the Prophet 

gave his last sermon during his farewell pilgrimage at 

Arafat. The place removes the physical distance be- 

tween the worshiper and the event, and in doing so, it 

also mitigates the temporal distance between the time 

of the Prophet and the present. By thus collapsing space 

and time, it endows the event with an imposing reality. 

Spheres of human life. In their form or function, sa- 

cred places organize human life and activity. Ground- 

ing the precarious and fluid structures of social organi- 

zation in these places imparts to them a sense of 

conformity to a system that is not arbitrary but intrin- 

sic to the very nature of things. The sacred place often 

creates a vivid parallelism between the objective order 
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of the universe, the eternal realm of the gods, and the 

constructs of human relationships. 

This aspect of the sacred place has been investigated 

in an extraordinary work by Paul Wheatley, The Pivot 

of the Four Quarters. In it, Wheatley discusses the cere- 

munial complexes that were the seed and integrating 

center of ancient urbanism. These ceremonial centers 

“were instruments for the creation of political, social, 

economic, and sacred space, at the same time they were 

symbols of cosmic, social, and moral order’’ (Wheatley, 

1971, p. 225). 
In Wheatley’s description, the ancient Chinese city 

functioned in just this way to anchor the human order 

in the divine. The city was laid out as an image of the 

universe: it possessed cardinal orientation and a major 

north-south axis corresponding to the celestial merid- 

ian. The center of the city was the most sacred spot, 

corresponding to the polestar, the axis around which 

the sky turned. And in the center was the royal palace. 

The city, therefore, recreated the celestial order on 

earth and its pivot in the ruler. As the heavens eternally 

moved around the polestar, so the state revolved 

around the emperor. The political order was firmly es- 

tablished in the objective order of the universe, which 

was made plain in the sacred images of space. 

The ceremonial complex as cosmic center also helped 

make it an economic center. In Mesopotamia, for ex- 

ample, agricultural labor was apparently under the cen- 

tralized control of the temple officials. The preeminent 

economic function of the ceremonial center lay in its 

role as an instrument of redistribution. This could im- 

ply either storage and reapportionment of goods or 

merely rights of disposal. The ancient cities of Sumer, 

the temple cities of Cambodia, and Tenochtitlan, the 

capital of the Aztec empire, are all examples of cities 

whose sacredness confirmed the economic control they 
exercised. 

A sacred area may also project the image of the social 

order. The villages of the Boréro of Mato Grosso, Brazil, 

for example, were laid out in a cosmological image. The 

houses formed a rough circle around the men’s house, 

and this circle was divided into quarters by axes run- 

ning north-south and east-west. But these divisions also 

governed the social life of the village and its systems of 

kinship and intermarriage (cf. Lévi-Strauss, 1973, pp. 

227ff.). A sacred space may be the center of a system of 

social prestige that divides and structures society. In 

the South Indian temple town of Srirangam, the two 

innermost ring roads closest to the temple are inhabited 

almost exclusively by brahmans. Other, less prestigious, 

castes live farther toward the periphery. 
In one way or another, sacred space orders space in a 

socially meaningful way. Because a sacred place is both 

visible and comprehensible, it lends concreteness to the 

less visible systems of human relationships and creates 

an identifiable center of social and political organiza- 

tion. , 

Conclusion. We began with the assumption that if a 

place is the location of ritual activity or its object, then 

it is sacred. To designate a place as sacred imposes no 

limit on its form or its meaning. It implies no particular 

aesthetic or religious response. But if sacred places lack 

a common content, they have a common role. To call a 

place sacred asserts that a place, its structure, and its 

symbols express fundamental cultural values and prin- 

ciples. By giving these visible form, the sacred place 

makes tangible the corporate identity of a people and 

their world. 

[See also Orientation; for discussion of specific kinds of 

sacred spaces, see Basilica, Cathedral, and Church; 

Caves; Mountains; Rivers; and Temple.] 
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body in establishing meaning. 



Studies of the religious significance of urban space include 

Joseph Rykwert’s The Idea of a Town: The Anthropology of Ur- 

ban Form in Rome, Italy and the Ancient World (Princeton, 

1976); Diana L. Eck’s Banaras: City of Light (New York, 1982); 

and the previously cited work by Wheatley. This essay also uti- 

lized Niels Gutschow’s ‘‘Ritual as Mediator of Space: Kath- 

mandu,” Ekistics 44 (December 1977): 309-312, and Jan Pie- 

per’s “Three Cities of Nepal,” in Paul Oliver’s Shelter, Sign, 

and Symbol (cited above), pp.,52-69. 

For pilgrimage places and the religious definition of space, 

see E. Alan Morinis’s Pilgrimage in the Hindu Tradition: A Case 

Study of West Bengal (Oxford, 1984); Jonathan Sumption’s Pil- 

grimage: An Image of Mediaeval Religion (London, 1972); 

Charles F. Keyes’s “Buddhist Pilgrimage Centers and the 

Twelve-Year Cycle: Northern Thai Moral Orders in Space and 

Time,” History of Religions 15 (1975): 71-89; Agehananda Bhar- 

ati’s “Pilgrimage in the Indian Tradition,” History of Religions 

3 (Summer 1963): 135-167; Anne Feldhaus’s The Deeds of God 

in Rddhipur (Oxford, 1984); and Hava Lazarus-Yafeh’s Some 

Religious Aspects of Islam: A Collection of Articles (Leiden, 

1981). The last has three excellent essays on both popular and 

classical traditions concering Jerusalem, the hajj, and the 

Ka‘bah. 

Study of the places of worship is an engaging entry into the 

subject of sacred space and into history of religions generally. 

For Hinduism, the fundamental work has long been Stella 

Kramrisch’s The Hindu Temple, 2 vols. (Calcutta, 1946). The 

temple is analyzed from the ground up and placed within the 

tradition of Brahmanic thought. David D. Shulman’s Tamil 

Temple Myths: Sacrifice and Divine Marriage in the South Indian 

Saiva Tradition (Princeton, 1980) draws on localized traditions 

that explain the origins and power of shrines. 

In Buddhism, one of the most richly symbolic structures is 

Borobudut in central Java, and the classic study is Paul Mus’s 

Barabudur: Esquisse d'une histoire du bouddhisme fondée sur la 

critique archéologique des textes, 2 vols. (Hanoi, 1935). For more 

recent interpretation, see Barabudur: History and Significance 

of a Buddhist Monument, edited by Luis O. Gomez and Hiram 

W. Woodward, Jr. (Berkeley, 1981). Borobudur is both a man- 

dala and a stupa. For the former, see Giuseppe Tucci’s The The- 

ory and Practice of the Mandala, translated by Alan H. Brodrick 

(London, 1969), and for the latter, The Stupa: Its Religious, His- 

torical and Architectural Significance, edited by Anna Libera 

Dallapiccola, ‘“Beitrage zur Sidasienforschung Siidasien-Insti- 

tut Universitat Heidelberg,” vol. 55 (Wiesbaden, 1980). Donald 

K. Swearer’s Wat Haripunrjaya: A Study of the Royal Temple of 

the Buddha's Relic, Lamphun, Thailand (Missoula, Mont., 

1976) shows the expression of the moral, spiritual, cosmic, and 

social orders in the symbol systems of a Buddhist religious 

complex. 

For the interpretation of Islamic architecture, Dogan Ku- 

ban’s Muslim Religious Architecture: The Mosque and Its Early 

Development (Leiden, 1974) provides a brief introduction and a 

useful bibliography. See also Architecture of the Islamic World: 

Its History and Social Meaning, edited by George Michell (Lon- 

don, 1978). 

The Gothic cathedral illustrates one expression of Christian- 

ity in architecture, and its symbolism has been luminously ex- 
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plored in Otto von Simson’s The Gothic Cathedral: Origins of 

Gothic Architecture and the Medieval Concept of Order (New 

York, 1956). Harold W. Turner’s From Temple to Meeting House: 

The Phenomenology and Theology of Places of Worship (The 

Hague, 1979) interprets the history of church architecture as 

the tension between buildings that localize the presence of di- 

vinity and those that serve for congregational worship. The 

sanctity of Eastern Christian churches is communicated largely 

through its icons. See, for example, George Galavaris’s The 

Icon in the Life of the Church: Doctrine, Liturgy, Devotion (Lei- 

den, 1981). 

The interpretation of the Maori latrine presented in this es- 

say follows F. Allan Hanson’s “Method in Semiotic Anthropol- 

ogy, or How the Maori Latrine Means,” in his edited volume, 

Studies in Symbolism and Cultural Communication, “University 

of Kansas Publications in Anthropology,” no. 14 (Lawrence, 

Kans., 1982), pp. 74-89. For Black Elk’s description of Lakota 

rites and places, see The Sacred Pipe: Black Elk’s Account of the 

Seven Rites of the Oglala Sioux, edited by Joseph Epes Brown 

(1953; Baltimore, 1971). The analysis of the Boréro village is 

found in Claude Lévi-Strauss’s Tristes tropiques, translated by 

John Weightman and Doreen Weightman (New York, 1973). 

Kabir is only one of the many saints of various traditions 

who had little use for the sacred places. For Kabir as icono- 

clast, see The Bijak of Kabir, translated by Linda Hess and 

Shukdev Singh, edited by Linda Hess (San Francisco, 1983). 

JOEL P. BRERETON 

SACRED TIME. Time is the context and content of 
reality, at once the eternal, unchanging environment of 

our being and its momentary, ever-changing mode of 

expression. Conceived absolutely, it is timeless; per- 

ceived relatively, it is timely. And it is the paradoxical 

relation of these two that is a significant focus of much 

of the world’s religions. Not only, along with science, 

does religion seek to mark such stages of relative time 

as it can denote, but religion goes beyond science in at- 

tempting to understand the translogical connection of 

relative temporal stages to timeless eternity itself. [See 

Eternity.] Beginning and ending with the absolute (the 

eternal), religion tries to perceive the particular and rel- 

ative (the moment and history) in its light. [See Myth, 

article on Myth and History.] 

Both in the scope of its interest and in its attempt to 

conjoin the absolute with the relative, religion’s ap- 

proach to time is fundamentally different from that of 

science. In seeking to comprehend all aspects of reality, 

as does philosophy, religion’s path diverges to the ex- 

tent that it remains aware of the limits of comprehen- 

sion. It is reality itself, not ideas about reality, that the 

religious want to approach and merge into. Therefore 

religious life does not end with thinking or even com- 

prehending but with apprehending, doing, and being. 

Worship, prayer, revelation, and enlightenment are 
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often, for the world’s religions, activities and events 

most highly esteemed insofar as they transcend the lim- 

itations of thinking’s duality, its subject-object opposi- 

tion, freeing people from their isolation:as onlookers to 

what religions believe is their fulfillment as united par- 

ticipants. 

Our actual involvement in time is so complete and 

inescapable that difficulties in achieving the distance 

required for its comprehension immediately arise. In 

his Confessions, Augustine lamented, ‘‘What is time? If 

nobody asks me, I know, but if I want to explain it to 

someone, then I do not know” (11.14.17). Many feel the 

same way on first reflection. Reasoning further even the 

notion that time is somehow understandable, though 

inexpressible, fades before the realization that time is a 

concomitant of consciousness, inalienable from the very 

process of thinking. People cannot stop time or step 

aside from it, even for a moment, to contemplate its na- 

ture. In actuality, time’s immanence is experienced as 

overwhelming. 

In theory, time can be considered abstractly as the 

measure of change, the principle of duration, the me- 

dium of movement, the order of events—even as a pri- 

mary category in itself, undefinable in terms of any 

other. But again, time’s boundaries (or lack of them) are 

problematic. While experienced time is too close, too 

immanent to be examined, theoretical time is too grand 

and too transcendent; hidden in the depths of all its ab- 

stractions are the implications of time’s radical inde- 

pendence. Time is the cause of change, duration, move- 

ment, and the order of events; it causes all of them. But 

what causes time? 

Experience of Time in Religion. Religions approach 

the question in two ways. Those that conceive of time 

as infinite conclude it is uncaused. On the other hand, 

those that think time is finite and caused go further, 
wondering what was before its beginning and what will 

be after its end. They inquire about the context in which 

such time currently passes and, like the others, finally 

find the answer in the idea of infinite time, the timeless 

time of eternity. Thus even when timely time is thought 

to be finite, its ground in eternity is not, and the prob- 

lem of comprehension remains. As we cannot step aside 

from the timely, we find we cannot step outside of the 

timeless. On the contrary, echoing the early Hindu dec- 

laration that brahman (the Absolute) is not what the 

mind can know but that whereby the mind can know 

(Kena Upanisad 1.5), religions are led to a perception 

not of time as an abstraction of our temporal being but 

of our temporal being as an expression of time. 

Those who ponder the nature of time conclude with 

this final paradox: not only is temporal being depen- 

dent on time, but the time on which it is dependent ap- 

pears in its most profound nature as infinite, unchang- 

ing, and eternal. Time breaks through the logic we seek 

to impose on it; it transcends the timely and reveals it- 

self as timeless. ; 

Temporal and Absolute Reality. For religions that 

consider reality in primarily temporal (as contrasted 

with spatial or ontological) terms, this eternally time- 

less time is conceived of as absolute reality itself—as 

God. Later Zoroastrianism is perhaps the most well- 

known exemplar of such faith, finding in Zurwan 

(‘time’) the ultimate resolution of the oppositions of 

Ahura Mazda (light, goodness, spirit) and Angra Mainyu 

(darkness, evil, matter). Thought by many to be hereti- 

cal in terms of Zarathushtra’s insistence on fundamen- 

tal dualism, Zurvanism was nonetheless the dominant 

form of his religion in its later stages in the Sasanid 

empire (224-651 cE). Beyond the oppositions of good 

and evil, Zurwan was worshiped as the eternal father of 

all distinctions, the source and controller of every 

being. 

This affirmation of the Absolute’s overcoming of all 

temporal oppositions is basic to religions, even those 

that do not describe it in primarily temporal terms. 

Most of these other religions choose ontological, not 

temporal, categories as the most fundamental: they de- 

scribe the ground of all being and not-being and of their 

growth out of and decay into one another as “‘Being-It- 

self” or “Not-Being-Itself.” Insofar as there is nothing 

that this absolute source is not, it seems to many reli- 

gions to deserve the ultimately positive titles of “Being- 

Itself,” “the All,” “the One,” or “God”; for those reli- 

gions it is eternal. Insofar as the absolute source tran- 

scends all internal distinctions within itself, it seems 

appropriate for other religions to employ negative ter- 

minology and call it ‘“‘Not-Being-Itself,”’ “No-thing,” 

“the Void,” or “Chaos”; for those religions it is timeless. 

Religions in both camps agree that their names for ul- 

timate reality are misleading. Descriptive language de- 

pends on oppositions, contrasts, and distinctions in or- 

der to proceed, and for that reason it is ineffective for 

comprehending the mystery of an absolute that tran- 

scends them. So whether they use positive or negative 

words to describe the Absolute, religions assert that 

both aspects of relative reality are subsumed within it: 

“Being-Itself” and ‘‘Not-Being-Itself” each include being 

and not-being. 

And whether time or being or even space is chosen as 
the primary characterization of the Absolute, religions 
agree that it is timelessly eternal, eternally timeless. 
For religions like Jainism and Buddhism, which refuse 
any notion of creation and thus reject the distinct ac- 
tuality of timely time and relative being, this absolute 
reality is all that exists. [See Nirvana.] Jinasena, a 



ninth-century ce Jain teacher of the Digambara sect, 
portrays such reality in positive terms as eternal: 
“Know that the world is uncreated, as time itself is, 
without beginning and end... . Uncreated and inde- 
structible, it endures under the compulsion of its own 
nature” (Mahdpurana, 4.38-40). The Buddha, on the 
other hand, describes this reality in negative terms as 
timeless. For him the temporal worlds of form—the 
realms of Brahma and of radiance—perpetually evolve 
out of one another in such a manner that their inhabi- 
tants are led falsely to believe in their reality. Yet both 
of these temporal spheres are essentially unstable; in 

fact, they are so ephemeral and empty that neither can 

be thought truly to exist. Only not-being, absolute time- 
lessness, really is real (see Digha Nikdya 3.28). 

Though religions diverge on how seriously the sepa- 

rate reality of the timely world ought to be taken, even 

those that posit a radical creation agree that it stems 

from the timelessly eternal. For them the Absolute is 
the source not only of temporal being and not-being but 

of manifest time as well. Religions favoring mythologi- 

cal rather than strictly philosophical descriptions often 

portray this absolute reality eternally existing in uncon- 

trasted (though sometimes dynamic) unity before the 

beginning of temporality. They envisage its first act as 

the creation of finite being and time, as in this descrip- 

tion from the Book of Genesis: “In the beginning God 

created the heavens and the earth. The earth was with- 

out form and void, and darkness was on the face of the 

deep; and the spirit of God was moving over the face of 

the waters. And God said, ‘Let there be light,’ and there 

was light. And God saw that the light was good; and 

God separated the light from the darkness. God called 

the light Day and the the darkness he called Night. And 

there was evening and there was morning, one day” 

(Gn. 1:1-5). 

Some religions envision a more gradual process of 

creation and describe a period of preexistence before 

the temporal world actually began. In this timeless pe- 

riod, the forms of relative reality exist innately, em- 

bryonically, or ideally in not yet manifest form. The 

Aranda people of central Australia, for instance, say 

that images of creatures existed in the timeless dreams 

of the ancestor Karora, finally bursting forth into time- 

less reality from his navel and armpits as wishes and 

dreams for them flashed through his mind. And the Wi- 

t6to of Colombia proclaim that before the beginning 

there was nothing but appearance; creation required 
the efforts of the god Nainema to give the phantasm 
substance. Many North American Indian traditions be- 

lieve that creatures live in the sky or underground be- 

fore the commencement of earthly existence. 

Distinctions between the timeless and the timely are 
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difficult to make in such religions. When the creation of 
the world (like the creation of human beings) is envis- 
aged as a long and complex process involving multiple 
stages of gestation, it becomes particularly hard to de- 
cide exactly which is the determining stage. For some 
religions, even though the forms of being may develop 
gradually, the inauguration of relative time is a sudden 
and seemingly key event. The Hawaiian creation chant 
portrays eternal timelessness as endless darkness. While 
the evolution of all forms of being occurs in that dark- 

ness, it is only when they are completed that daylight 
dawns and individual development is ready to begin. 

The creation chant of the Tuamotu Islanders empha- 

sizes the timelessness of the period of preexistence and 

formative events. Although it dramatizes the creator’s 

acts sequentially (and thus could seem to suggest time’s 
passing), it repeatedly punctuates their telling with the 
reminder that “still it is night.” Only when the god 

Kiho is finished creating does the day of timely time 
commence. Unrelieved darkness is almost always the 
symbol used by religions to describe the timelessness 
before timeliness. The Melanesians of the Banks Islands, 

however, depict eternity differently—in terms of uncon- 
trasted light. Rather than having to produce daylight, 
as is usually the first task of creator deities bent on be- 
ginning relative time, the god Qat’s problem concerns 
the establishment of night. One myth relates how Qat 
sailed out over the sea to the far edge of the sky where 
Night itself touched him over the eyes and gave him 

black eyebrows and taught him to sleep. Only with 

night active in the world could the creation be finished 
and time begun. The early Zoroastrians also envisaged 
timelessness in terms of homogeneous light, and for 

them, too, timely reality commenced with the creation 
of darkness. 
Time and Being. For other religions, metaphors relat- 

ing to being rather than time seem the crucial indica- 

tors of creation’s completion. Creatures are portrayed 
as existing but not yet fully formed physically or psych- 

ically. Rather than inhabiting the sky or underworld, 

they often live on the earth in a special place where 

they exist in timeless harmony, sometimes even in a 

partnership of sorts, with their creator. Basic acts of 

creation—naming, ordering, fashioning—continue until 

individuation occurs when the creator leaves (as in Af- 

rican and Australian religions) or when man is expelled 

(as in biblical faiths). The temporal status of this 

Dreaming, as the Australian Aborigines call it, is ambig- 

uous. Occurring technically in timely time, it is none- 

theless formative of temporal events and is treated as 

timeless. The principles employed in the establishment 

of being and time during this period are understood as 

archetypical and perpetually fundamental; within time 
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at least, they are always and thus presently relevant. 

While scholars of religion commonly notice this phe- 

nomenon as a feature of ‘‘nonhistorical’”’ religions, par- 

ticularly those of Australia, an analogous presumption 

is apparent in the “historical” religions as well. In tell- 

ing the story of Adam and Eve and in calling their sin 

“original,” biblical religions, for example, do not simply 

refer to an error passed along through time to subse- 

quent generations. Adam is for them not only the first 

man but the essential one: the sin committed in that 

time of beginning is perceived as formal and archetyp- 

ical, timelessly part of the human condition. 

The indissoluable connection of time and being is 

thus made evident throughout the world’s religions. Not 

only do they assert it in their understanding of absolute 

reality and reaffirm it in their descriptions of the pro- 

cess of creation, they also conjoin the temporal and on- 

tological aspects of reality in their analyses of its rela- 

tive form. Often this is accomplished by deifying finite 

time and being in a single symbol. In the Hindu Brah- 

manas, for instance, creation takes the form of Praja- 

pati—temporal being personified—who is both a gener- 

ator of finite beings and the time period of their 

existence. “Prajapati is the year,” proclaims the Sata- 

patha Brahmana (11.1.6) in describing the inauguration 

of temporal existence. 

Gods Associated with Time. Some religions, however, 

respond to the awesome nature of relative reality and 

its dependence on the Absolute by stressing one or the 

other of its aspects. Those that emphasize ontology 

deify personifications of timely existence. Those that ac- 

centuate the temporal aspect of finite reality, on the 

other hand, deify personifications of existent time and 

often worship these lords of temporality along with 

gods representing other great powers evident in the rel- 

ative world. The ancient Maya probably carried such 

worship to its furthest extent in the rituals attending 

their adoration of kin (“‘time, day, sun’’). Like other re- 

ligions that stress the temporal, they particularly hon- 

ored the events in which time noticeably manifested it- 

self, granting divine status even to relatively short time 

periods and celebrating them with involved rituals. 

Insofar as it is impossible to determine the precise 

functions of many of the gods in complex traditions, it 

is difficult to be certain of the full scope of the worship 

of timely time. Divine roles merge as seamlessly as the 

realities they symbolize interrelate with each other. 

Just as kin betokened for the Maya the sun and day as 

well as time, gods in other religions best known for 

their typification of the sun or day may also have served 

to represent aspects of time to their adherents. Reli- 

gions overtly worshiping fate or destiny can also be in- 

cluded among those possibly honoring aspects of rela- 

tive time. (At least the reverse is often true.) Fatalism 

was a notable element in later Zoroastrianism’s belief 

in Zurwan’s control of all beings, and it also seems 

to have been a popular feature in much pre-Islamic 

Arab religion, where time was thought to be the cause 

of all earthly happiness and misery. Although limited 

evidence reveals only one North African group (the 

Bana Bakr ibn Wa’il) overtly worshiping time as a 

deity (under the name of Aud), esteem for the power of 

time was sufficiently widespread in the Arab world to 

lead Muhammad (570-632 cE) to complain of the un- 

believers’ notion that “it is time that destroys us” 

(Qur’an, surah 14:23). A carryover into Islam of the rec- 

ognition of time’s import may be found in the figure of 

Manat, one of the three ‘‘daughters” of Allah; her name 

seems to have stemmed from a word meaning ‘“‘appor- 

tioning,” a reference to the amount of time allotted to 

a person. 

In all such worship of temporal time lie presumptions 

of how it manifests itself. And to the extent that time is 

the context of being, these presumptions of its manner 

of manifestation reveal religions’ conceptions of the 

purpose of being. Attitudes toward time reflect attitudes 

about the meaning of existence. 

Views of Time. One of the major indications of fun- 

damental! religious outlook in this regard is the deter- 

mination of time’s direction. Many religions think of 

time linearly, as a sequence of moments, and seek to 

characterize the relation of moments to one another in 

light of the whole. [See History.] Some religions see this 

relation as progressive, others find it circular and essen- 

tially static, and still others find it degenerative. [See 

Ages of the World.] Each of these determinations is in- 

ternally complex, and all are further complicated by re- 

ligion’s perpetual and profound interest in the relation 

not just of temporal moments to one another and to the 

whole of timely time but to the timelessly eternal as 

well. 

Judaism. Perhaps the Bible speaks most powerfully of 

temporal time, of history, as progressive. Conceived by 

God at the creation as the medium for the complete re- 

alization of being and thus for the salvation of man, his- 

tory is meaningful. It moves purposefully from its di- 

vine origin in the beginning to its divine culmination in 

the end. And along the way, God is thought to be con- 

tinually active in time through the covenant with his 

people. The biblical God both transcends and is imma- 

nent in temporal time, and history overall is profoundly 

understood as a manifestation of his divine will. Given 

human freedom, however, the Bible more commonly ex- 

periences the day-to-day continuum of history in terms 

of its disharmony with that will. Although it is Juda- 

ism’s faith that at the end of finite time the purpose of 



being will be fulfilled and the mistakes of history over- 
come by the Messiah, within time these failures seem 

glaring. Nevertheless, biblical pessimism regarding the 

sins of humankind finally must be evaluated in the con- 

text of the Bible’s optimism regarding people’s essen- 

tial, if unrealized, goodness; their failure to progress 

equally along with time, to be fully as God intended, is 

grievous only in light of that very progress and inten- 

tion. None of these temporary failures detract from the 

belief that temporality is real and important. In fact, 

as Jacob Neusner (1975) has shown, beginning with 

the era common to Christianity, Judaism increasingly 

shifted emphasis from its messianic expectation for the 

future to an estimation of history as itself an expression 

of present eternity. In changing focus from the eternal 

God’s transcendence to his immanence, Jewish thinkers 

argue that within each moment of time, even in the 

most seemingly mundane events of history, lies the pos- 

sibility of being’s realization. 

Christianity. Christianity also carries within its esti- 

mation of temporality this complex understanding of 

the relation of time to eternity. Like Judaism, it believes 

timely time to be grounded in and established by the 

eternal. While this faith is reflected in Judaism by dat- 

ing history from the presumed date of creation, in 

Christianity it is expressed by dating events from the 

birth of Christ. Christians structure all history around 

what they perceive to be a manifestation of the eternal 

in the temporal. They understand time as divided into 

three periods (before, during, and after Christ’s physical 

presence on earth) and see history moving progressively 

through these stages to its completion in Christ’s final 

return. Not only do Christian thinkers find eternity 

manifest in history, but like the Jews they also proclaim 

it evinced in the moment. The Gospel of John records 

the paradoxical message that eternal, absolute reality is 

always present, here and now, in the timely. Portrayed 

in that gospel as the beginning, end, and centerpoint of 

time, Christ announces “I am” (Jn. 13:19). And when his 

credibility is challenged by those wondering how he 

could have seen the patriarch Abraham hundreds of 

years before, Christ further explains, “Before Abraham 

was born, I am” (Jn. 8:58). The point is emphatically 

made here that absolute reality is eternal and therefore 

always present, and for those of the faithful who iden- 

tify with the timelessly existing reality within their 

temporal selves, merely timely significance is tran- 

scended and eternal meaning is realized. 

Islam. Islam similarly finds time purposeful in both 

its relative and particular aspects. Like other religions 

“of the Book,” it conceives the temporal to be estab- 

lished, continually sustained, and given direction by the 

eternal; and, like Christianity in particular, it demon- 
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strates this understanding by dating history from the 

event it values as the most determining breakthrough of 

the absolute into relative duration—the Hijra, the emi- 

gration of Muhammad from Mecca to Medina in 662 cE. 

Not only does Islam describe history itself as meaning- 

ful in its movement from the creation through the “time 

of ignorance” (Jahiliyah) and the present period of 
Qur’anic revelation to the final day of judgment; at 

least some Muslim scholars also perceive each moment 

within time as the direct creation of the eternally active 

God. For thinkers such as al-Ash‘ari (874—935 cE), God 

is the only real cause of events; none other really pro- 

duces effects. For them, creation is discontinuous and 

only appears otherwise because of God’s merciful con- 

sistency. The eternal God is thus revealed both in the 

overall span of time and in its constituent moments—a 

perception that led the thirteenth-century Sufi poet 
‘Iraqi to write the following lines: ‘“Hidden, manifest, / 

both at once: / You are not this, not that—/ yet both at 

once” (Fakhruddin Iraqi: Divine Flashes, trans. William 

C. Chittick and Peter Wilson, New York, 1982). 

Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism. The notion of 

the timeless within time is affirmed as well by the Hin- 

dus, Buddhists, and Jains. According to most Eastern 

religions, enlightenment may only occur within the mo- 

ment. Although individuals may experience history as 

progressive, in such faiths it is understood in terms of 

the universe as essentially static. Temporal time is por- 

trayed in the Hindu Puranas, the epics, and the writings 

of Indian astronomers (c. 200 BcE—500 cE) as complexly 

cyclical. Four yugas, or universal epochs, form part of a 

calendar that organizes temporal time from an instant 

(“an eye-blink’’) to the lifespan of the god Brahma. Al- 

ternating with related periods of darkness, the yugas are 

of degenerating duration and moral purity. Each yuga 

is associated with a virtue: the krtayuga of 4,800 divine 

(deva) years with self-discipline, the tretayuga of 3,600 

divine years with wisdom, the dvdparayuga of 2,400 di- 

vine years with sacrifice, and the kaliyuga of 1,200 

divine years with generosity. The time periods encom- 

passed here are enormous. One day in the life of 

Brahma is the equivalent of 4,320,000,000 human years; 

one year in the life of Brahma equals 360 Brahma days 

or 1,555,200,000,000 human years; and one lifetime of 

Brahma is one hundred times longer than that. After 

one lifetime of Brahma, the world of manifest temporal 

reality dissolves into potentiality for a period of equal 

duration only to reemerge and eventually dissolve 

again, alternating between relative being and not-being 

forever. (Hindu astronomers defined the present point of 

time within this infinitely pointless scheme as the last 

kaliyuga in the first day of the second half of Brahma’s 

current life.) 
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Endlessly cyclical, temporal time has no meaning for 

such faiths. Its sequences, so carefully calibrated, are 

finally devoid of real significance, and yet within them 

and within the context of an individual’s life or lives, 

some progress toward realizing absolute reality and 

meaning may be made. Though history itself contains 

no promise of fulfillment, through it and in spite of it 

such fulfillment may be found. For Hinduism, this task 

is molded by the concept of dharma, or duty; temporal 

existence is seen as an opportunity to work through and 

learn the lessons of each of life’s four stages (student, 

householder, forest dweller, and wandering ascetic) un- 

til a level of self-understanding is reached whereby tem- 

porality itself can be transcended and the eternal di- 

mension of self (atman) freed. This same principle 

operates in Jainism and Buddhism: although these re- 

ligions differ in their characterization of the timeless 

aspect of reality, they agree that its final realization 

liberates the enlightened one (the ‘‘conqueror’’ of rela- 

tivity) from the cycles of temporality and the wheel of 

birth and death. For these religions, the conception of 

time as relative and historical—and the consideration 

of that time as truly meaningful—is the essence of de- 

lusion. By contrast, the conception of time as particu- 

lar—as timeless instants continually expressing the 

eternal—is the essence of enlightenment. 

Tribal religions. Traditional religions consider the re- 

lation of the eternal to the timely (and to its relative 

and particular aspects) somewhat differently. In African 

Religions and Philosophies, John S. Mbiti (1969) de- 

scribes sub-Saharan perceptions of time as experien- 

tially based. Rather than understanding time as an ab- 

stract phenomenon, traditional African religions speak 

of it as ontological and actual, tied to real events. Oc- 

curences in the present or relevant to it belong to sasa, 

a “now” period that includes the implied future and the 

remembered past as well as the momentary present; 

those in the distant or mythic past, not immediately rel- 

evant to the present but serving as its foundation and 

context, belong to zamani. These time periods are nei- 

ther mathematically precise nor exactly linearly re- 

lated. An old person’s sasa is greater than a child’s and 

the community’s is greater still. Moreover, certain no- 

table events from long ago may still be in sasa, while 

other more recent but less relevant occurences exist 

only in zamani. 

In that time must be experienced to be real, accord- 

ing to this view, the abstract future is nonexistent. 

Whereas Westerners tend to depict manifest time as an 

abstract line along which they move toward fixed 

points in the future, traditional Africans portray their 
living representatives always standing in the present 

while time flows by them into the past; they envisage 

no time line stretching toward future dates. Time be- 

comes real only in the present or in a near future con- 

ceived as its extension. A farmer sowing seed in his 

fields can think of their growth and harvest because 

these developments are inherent in the present. More 

long-term or abstract future events, however, are 

thought of as ones which will occur in the present or 

past of the community experiencing them; the farmer 

knows that when he dies and moves through sasa to za- 

mani, he will be considered a reality of the past by his 

surviving relatives. This is the perspective on his future 

that he adopts, for the determining centerpoint of the 

traditional African experience of temporality is the per- 

petual, vital present. Timely time becomes manifest 

there and it is from that point that it moves “backward” 

into the past. The resulting accretion of time carries the 

living community farther and farther away from the 

original experience of God in the creation. In this view, 

history can be understood as degenerative—a steady 

fall away from the initial divine presence. Yet within 

such religion the notion of individual progress toward 

God exists. As the buildup of time renders the commu- 

nity increasingly distant from God, it carries individu- 

als closer. The farmer who ages, dies, and becomes a 

member of the “living dead” (a personally remembered 

ancestor) and, finally, one of the community of spirits, 

accrues being and time in that process. Compared to 

those still living, he gains ontological superiority 

through being in time and is recognized as an interme- 

diary between beings who are temporally alive and 

being-itself, which is eternally so. 

In addition to this emphasis on the transcendent as- 

pects of the timeless god, traditional African religion 

also takes note of its timely immanence. Not only is the 

source of reality in the depths of zamani, it is endlessly 

realized in the actuality of sasa. God is once and always 

active in this belief system; he is both the source and 

sustainer, everywhere evident in the created reality of 

the perpetual present. 

If traditional religion in Africa tends to stress the 

transcendence of the eternal, at least some forms of tra- 

ditional religion in North America focus on its imma- 

nence. Benjamin Lee Whorf (in Tedlock and Tedlock, 

1975) points out that Hopi Indians have no notion of 

temporal time as a smooth continuum flowing out of a 

future, through a present, and into a past. Their lan- 

guage in fact has no words, grammatical constructions, 

or expressions that refer to such temporality. Rather, 

the Hopi envisage two separate realms of reality: the 

objective manifested world, which includes all that is 

or has been valid to the senses; and the subjective, man- 

ifesting realm, which incorporates everything we call 

“future” as well as the mental or emotional aspect of 



each thing and of the cosmos as a whole. This latter 
mode is the dynamic, though unmoving, condition of 
thought thinking its way into manifestation. It is not 
advancing toward people from some future but exists 
already in mental form in hope, evolving from the sub- 
jective to the objective. Within the objective realm, as 
manifestations of the subjective extend out beyond the 
observer into the remote past in time and the distant 
place in space, they blur together and finally become 

one in the beginnings of time. Recounted in myths, 

these beginnings are experienced once again as subjec- 
tive and mental. 

The Hopi’s sense of the development of present reality 

includes a description of four successive worlds—Tok- 

pela, Tokpa, Kuskurza, and this world, Tawaqachi. Like 

the “four ages of man” described by the Greek poet He- 

siod (eighth century BcE), these worlds are portrayed in 

descending order, and the present one is not as beauti- 

ful and easy as preceding ones. Nevertheless, Tiwaqa- 

chi is still a realm of potential fulfillment. 

Rather than considering such history abstractly, the 

Hopi experience it in personal terms. On the evening of 

the new year, after all the fires of the community have 

been extinguished, the Hopi initiates climb down a lad- 

der into a kiva to hear their people’s story. They hear 

how their forefathers were fashioned by Spider Woman 

and Soétuknang and were told to maintain wisdom, har- 

mony, and respect for the love of the creator, Taiowa, 

at all times. They listen to the tale of how most of those 

first people eventually forgot their purpose, how their 

world was destroyed by fire, and how the few faithful 

survived beneath the ground and finally emerged to the 

second world. They learn how eventually most of these 

survivors also forgot their purpose and were destroyed 

by ice and how those who still remembered took refuge 

again within the earth and endured to emerge into the 

third world. And as the night of their initiation contin- 

ues, the young Hopi hear how even the people of the 

third world sinned, how that world was destroyed by 

water, and how the few faithful ones remaining sur- 

vived in hollow reeds. Finally, as the night is ending, 

they hear about this fourth and present world. They 

attend once again to the commandments given to its 

people—to them: to have wisdom, to live-in harmony, 

and to respect the love of Taiowa, the creator. As the 

dawn breaks and they climb out of the kiva, these 

young Hopi emerge into a new day, a new year—their 

own new world of ever-present possibility. The timeless 

immanence of the eternal in time is thus once again un- 

derscored. 
Religious and Secular Views. In this emphasis on the 

relation of relative time (both momentary and histori- 

cal) to the eternal, religious thought profoundly dis- 
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tinguishes itself from what is nonreligious. Secular 

approaches to time are concerned only with the inter- 

dependence of time periods, determining how one day, 

year, or age pertains to another. Such thinking about 

time presumes creation yet stops short of considering 

its consequences. Time is conceived as finite (and thus 

dependent) and yet is treated as if it were interdepen- 

dent. Once established in this manner, it is dissected in 

terms of its constituent parts. Periods of time are under- 

stood to emanate directly out of their predecessors and 

are thereby judged “profane” or ordinary. No question 

is raised as to the dependence of finite time overall or 

in any of its momentary instances. 

In contrast, religions endlessly question the nature of 

reality. Conceiving the temporal as finite (if real at all), 

they accept the consequences of its limits and push on 

to explore how it is grounded in the infinite and eternal. 

They assert that temporal reality is dependent not only 

overall but in each of its parts. Religions celebrate as 

“sacred” the connection of each manifestation with the 
eternal. This remains their central interest, regardless 

of how variously they conceive of time’s periodicity. 

The intention of this view of time is frequently misper- 

ceived by analysts as an attempt to escape the require- 

ments of the timely, and, as Mircea Eliade (1959) notes, 

it is sometimes even misunderstood as such by religious 

people. But escape is not the goal of religions here: on 

the contrary, rather than avoid the consequences of the 

moment, religions take them most seriously, seeking to 

perceive in the depths of the timely an expression of the 

eternal. 

With that common predisposition uniting them, reli- 

gions describe the ages of time in numerous and differ- 

ent ways. Not all religions agree on the overall limits of 

temporality itself. Those, like some forms of the Eastern 

religions that hold it to be without beginning and end, 

consider proclamations of its relative reality, and hence 

of its sacrality, as illusory. Others that consider tempor- 

ality to have a long or even endless series of beginnings 

and endings also temper their assumption of its overall 

meaningfulness. Faiths like those of the Zoroastrians, 

Hindus, Buddhists, Jains, ancient Greeks, Hopi, Maya, 

Aztec, and Maori posit distinct periods of being—dis- 

connected worlds—existing after one another and often 

separated by equally long periods of not-being. For 

these religions, there are in effect many histories, and 

how seriously they understand sacrality in connection 

with this present one in the series depends on how dis- 

tinct from the others they believe it to be. Still other 

religions, like Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, con- 

ceive of definite and unique limits to temporality. For 

them this present history is the only emanation of the 

eternal, and, as a result, they find it fully sacred in its 
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import. The difference between religions on this issue is 

not based on what they agree is the profound relation 

of timely time to the timeless, but rather on what they 

conceive are the dimensions of the timely. 

Beyond the determination of the span of finite time 

overall, religions also distinguish smaller but equally 

significant forms of periodicity in which the same pat- 

tern of creation of the temporal out of the eternal is re- 

vealed. The aeon, century, year, month, week, day, 

hour, minute, instant, and their equivalents in other 

cultures all serve to mark specific periods of temporal 

time, and, in considering their relation to timelessness, 

religions proclaim them sacred and for that reason es- 

pecially celebrate their beginnings and ends. 

Of course, many such designations of time periods are 

arbitrary. Millennia, centuries, decades, weeks, hours, 

and minutes often depend more on methods of counting 

than on natural phenomena, and religions relying on 

different mathematical systems figure time’s periodicity 

in various ways. The Maya calibrations, for instance, re- 

sult in nine major time periods: twenty kins, or days, 

make one uinal; eighteen uinals make one tun (about 

one solar year); twenty tuns make one katun, and so on 

through baktuns, pictuns, calabtuns, and kinchiltuns. 

Combining sacred and civil schemes of reckoning, the 

Maya and other Mesoamericans who followed their lead 

concluded that each total period of actual manifest time 

lasts fifty-two years—a complete Calendar Round, or 

xiuhmolpilli (Nahuatl, ‘‘year bundle’). Other religions 

focus on different intervals of long duration as signifi- 

cant and especially sacred. 

Even in fixing shorter intervals there is no complete 

agreement on abstract time periods. While for biblical 

faiths the week is considered a distinct entity and is 

marked off by celebration of the sabbath, for others 

seven-day spans of time are of no particular signifi- 

cance: a week does not exist as a thing in itself and al- 

ternate time periods are honored instead. Religions are 

consistent in their approach to the arbitrarily deter- 

mined forms of time’s periodicity only in that they all 

make such determinations and, when they do, consider 

the resultant time periods sacred in terms of their de- 

pendence on the eternal. 

Rites and Rituals. While religions disagree over the 

duration of such abstract epochs, they agree on the sa- 

crality of time periods more directly evidenced by the 

world—the day, month, and year. Daily prayers and rit- 

uals regularly mark the faith of religions’ avid adher- 

ents, and prescriptions for them can be found in most 
sacred books. 

Underlying these practices there remains the percep- 

tion that temporality is not only initially but perpetu- 

ally contingent on the eternal, and must be renewed or 

even re-created continuously if it is not to disintegrate 

into not-being. The ancient Egyptians dramatized this 

understanding in their myth of the solar deity Re’s 

nightly conquest over the powers of the underworld, 

and other religions envisage similarly divine interven- 

tions. 

Monthly and seasonal rituals reflect the same con- 

cept. Again, a particular time period is over and the de- 

pendence of being requires divine activity to initiate the 

next. Analyzing the pattern of the religious response to 
such transitions, Theodor Gaster (1950) writes that the 

function of such rituals is to enact simultaneously on 

the temporal plane what the myths reveal to be the ac- 

tivities of divine forces on the durative. Ritual imitation 

of the combat between life and death, for instance, com- 

monly takes place in spring. The Iroquois Indians 

staged a fight between men dressed as Teharonhaiwa- 

gon (the life god) and Tawiskaron (the power of winter). 

Among the Yakut people of northeastern Siberia, a per- 

son representing spring and riding on a white horse 

would encounter another on a red horse personifying 

winter. In his Teutonic Mythology (1835), Jakob Grimm 

described the survival of such rituals in popular Ger- 

manic folk religion where two people disguised as sum- 

mer and winter (one clothed in ivy, the other in straw 

or moss) would fight with each other until summer won. 

Mock combats are only one part of seasonal religious 

activities, however. Gaster describes the basic features 

of the overall seasonal pattern in the ancient Near East 

as fivefold: (1) a demonstration of the end of the former 

temporal world (the king, as a symbol of the spirit of 

that world, is slain or deposed), (2) an interval of non- 

time, a vacant period of chaos (customary activities are 

suspended or reversed; a temporary king is appointed), 

(3) the symbolic purgation of evil from the world (the 

king is purified or confesses sins), (4) the initiation of 

new vitality and the inauguration of the new time pe- 

riod, the new world (the king engages in mock combat, 

undergoes a sacred marriage and is reinstated or in- 

ducted), and (5) celebration (a communal feast is held). 

Annual rituals are of course the most universal 

expression of religions’ recognition of the contingency 

of temporality, and the pattern of the creation of tem- 

poral being out of timeless Being-Itself (or Not-Being- 

Itself) is demonstrated most forcefully in New Year cer- 

emonies. Mircea Eliade (1954) describes annual rituals 

as involving a return to the beginning of time, a repeti- 

tion of sacred events which took place in the time of the 
creation, and a consequent renewal of the world. 

The particular significance of annual rites stems from 

the widespread conception of the year as a full and 

complete unit of timely time. In some religions, the year 

and temporal being itself are simply defined as the 



same, as they are in the brahmanic Hindus’ description 
of Prajapati or the Maya notion of kin. In other faiths, 
the belief that the era of creation lasts only one year is 
explained more subtly and is revealed clearly only in 

annual ceremonies. For religions that take this percep- 
tion most seriously, annual rituals may celebrate en- 

tirely new creations. The Ngaju people of South Borneo, 

for example, think temporality begins with the appear- 

ance of the constellation Orion and with the commence- 
ment of work in the fields, lasting through the harvest. 
After that, and before the beginning of the next cre- 

ation, the world undergoes a time of chaos—the non- 

temporal period of helat nyelo. Social distinctions in 

force during the calendar year are dissolved; social reg- 

ulations are lifted. People return from the fields, gather 
together to offer sacrifices, and combine socially and 

sexually into one symbolic being to be born again from 

the tree of life. Creation occurs and is enacted when rep- 

resentatives of Jata (the god of the underworld) and Ma- 

hatala (the god of the upperworld) rise up from the 
waters and descend from the mountain to unite. 

Similar religious practices are followed in cultures 

around the world. In ancient times, the Babylonians 

fasted during the first week of Teshrit, the first month 

of the new year; in Greece, the festival of Thesmophoria 

was marked by abstention from food; and in the Attis 

cult in Asia the annual resurrection of the fertility spirit 

followed a lenten period. Traditional American Indians, 

among them the Cherokee, Choctaw, Comanchee, and 

Natchez, also observe periods of austerity and sacrifice 

before the new year. Seen in connection with other an- 

nual ceremonies of purgation and mortification, these 

rituals indicate pervasive belief in the yearly dissolu- 

tion and re-creation of the world. 

For other religions, the annual rituals imply no radi- 

cal break in the continued existence of worldly reality 

and serve only as an occasion to recall time’s perpetual 

dependence on the eternal. The difference here is one of 

degree, not kind. Judaism annually retells the sacred 

history of its people; Christianity celebrates yearly the 

birth, life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ; and 

Islam perennially repeats its periods of fasting in the 

month of Ramadan and calls the faithful to pilgrimage 

in Mecca. But the formative events these activities cel- 

ebrate are not treated only in terms of their temporal 

nature. In each instance, the truths originally revealed 

in these occurrences are perceived as archetypical and 

always true, not merely prototypical and once true. 

Jews continue to feast at Passover not just because God 

once brought their ancestors out of Egyptian bondage 

but because it is their faith that all people can always 

be freed from any bondage with God’s help. The Chris- 

tian church announces the miracle of the resurrection 
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not by stating that “Christ rose two thousand years ago” 

but by proclaiming on Easter morning, “Alleluia, Christ 

is risen!” Even in these most history-conscious faiths, 

connection to the eternal remains the focus at annual 
rites. 

Time and the Individual. In a similar way, religions 

emphasize the dependence of individual, temporal lives 

on the eternal. Ultimately created out of timeless Being- 

Itself (or Not-Being-Itself), each creature is understood 

as perpetually sustained by its maker, and, on the oc- 

casion of a person’s transition from one period of life to 

another, religions regularly honor his or her connection 

to the absolute. 

Consensus among religions on the periodicity of indi- 

vidual lives is as hard to achieve as it is on the period- 

icity of the world’s life. Some see existence as a cate- 

gory larger than life; others view it as coterminous with 

life; and still others think it lesser than life. Those faiths 

that affirm reincarnation and believe that an individu- 

al’s existence spans many lifetimes understand birth 

and death as transitional rather than completely deter- 

mining events. Conversely, those religions that take 

very seriously the movement from one life stage to an- 

other (the transition from childhood to adolescence, for 

instance) regularly include in their initiation rites en- 

actments of ritual deaths and rebirths, renamings, and 

other indications that new creations of temporal being 

out of the eternal are thought to have occurred. The dif- 

ference between these views and practices are not es- 

sential, however, as religions agree in their belief that 

the temporality of life is profoundly meaningful only in 

relation to eternity. 

Twenty days after a child’s birth, the Hopi mother 

passes a piece of corn (symbolizing the maize mother or 

the power of the earth) over her newborn’s body, nam- 

ing him and wishing for him a long and healthy life. 

Walking toward the east, she raises him up to the sun 

(representative of the creator Taiowa) and announces, 

“Father Sun, this is your child.’ Again she wishes that 

he will grow old. In the adolescent initiation ceremony 

of the Aborigines of eastern Australia, boys pass over to 

the sky-world (symbolized by specially marked trees on 

the initiation ground) and return new men; when they 

die, their burial grounds are similarly marked to indi- 

cate they have returned again to the realm of timeless- 

ness. Among the Ngaju people, all transition rites rep- 

licate the drama of creation. In marriage the bride and 

groom undergo ritual death by substitution (a slave is 

sacrificed or a coconut is speared) and are born anew as 

a couple. In ancient Egypt, the soul of the dead jour- 

neyed through the underworld like the sun god Re to be 

born again into eternity. These and countless other rit- 

uals demonstrate the belief that temporal being is con- 
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tinuously sustained and re-created out of the eternal. In 

contrast to the secular view that generations simply 

give birth to one another and that people simply grow . 

up and die, religions persistently recall the origin of all 

temporal being in the timeless and see the sacred na- 

ture of that connection perpetually expressed and re- 

expressed in the moments and events of life. 

Organized religions presume that the demands of 

daily life so engage people in thinking secularly that 

they become myopic in their self-understanding and 

blind to their dependence on the Absolute. Recognition 

of the contingent nature of their finite being (and of all 

finite time and being) is commonly forgotten, subli- 

mated into fear of death or other threats to temporal 

existence, or rendered so abstract a thought as to be ir- 

relevant to lived life. Religions celebrate specific times 

as sacred in order to teach or remind people to think of 

reality—their own and the world’s—in a more profound 

manner. They proclaim that what is absolute in the uni- 

verse must also be of ultimate value in people’s lives if 

they are to be truly happy and successful, in harmony 

with reality. This, they claim, requires a shift in per- 

spective. Religions reject the possibility of completely 

understanding people or events or any timely thing in- 

cluding the temporal world itself only in terms of other 

timely things, arguing that each thing’s relation to 

timeless reality is what is essentially defining. They 

urge their followers to think beyond self-perceptions 

that are merely temporally relevant to those that are 

eternally significant. 

Although religions define specific times in the life of 

the world or individuals as sacred, the new perspective 

gained in their celebration reveals the even more trans- 

forming realization that all times are sacred. Each mo- 

ment, each “eye-blink” of time, is understood by those 

who have undergone this transformation to be a vehicle 

for the eternally timeless. Thus in religions around the 

world, fervent believers greet every day as “‘God’s day”’ 

and consider every stage of life right and sacred. To 

them, the biblical God says of himself, ‘I am’”’; Allah is 

felt nearer than the jugular vein; and the timelessly 

eternal is revealed always in the now. To these enlight- 

ened ones, the meaning of time only temporally under- 

stood seems illusory, while its meaning considered eter- 

nally seems absolutely real. To such seers of the 

religious view, people are not just products of their time 

but creatures of timeless eternity itself. 

[See also Calendars; Chronology; New Year Festivals; 

and Seasonal Ceremonies.] 
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BARBARA C. SPROUL 

SACRIFICE. The term sacrifice, from the Latin sacri- 

ficium (sacer, “holy”; facere, “‘to make’), carries the 

connotation of the religious act in the highest, or fullest 

sense; it can also be understood as the act of sanctifying 

or consecrating an object. Offering is used as a synonym 

(or as a more inclusive category of which sacrifice is a 

subdivision) and means the presentation of a gift. (The 

word offering is from the Latin offerre, “to offer, pre- 

sent”; the verb yields the noun oblatio.) The Romance 

languages contain words derived from both the Latin 

words. The German Opfer is generally taken as derived 

from offerre, but some derive it from the Latin operari 

(“to perform, accomplish”), thus evoking once again the 
idea of sacred action. 

Distinctions between sacrifice and offering are var- 

iously drawn, as for example, that of Jan van Baal: “I 

call an offering every act of presenting something to a 

supernatural being, a sacrifice an offering accompanied 

- by the ritual killing of the object of the offering” (van 

Baal, 1976, p. 161). The latter definition is too narrow, 

however, since “‘killing’’ can be applied only to living 

beings, human or animal, and thus does not cover the 

whole range of objects used in sacrifice as attested by 

the history of religions. A truly essential element, on the 

other hand, is that the recipient of the gift be a super- 

natural being (that is, one endowed with supernatural 

power), with whom the giver seeks to enter into or re- 

main in communion. Destruction, which can apply even 

to inanimate objects, is also regarded as essential by 



some authors but not by all; thus, according to the En- 

cyclopaedia Britannica, a sacrifice is “a cultic act in 

which objects were set apart or consecrated and offered 

to a god or some other supernatural power” (1977, vol. 

16, p. 128b). On the other hand, it is indeed essential to 

the concept that the human offerer remove something 

from his own disposal and transfer it to a supernatural 

recipient. The difference between the broad concept of 

offering and the narrower concept of sacrifice may be 

said to reside in the fact that a rite, a more or less sol- 

emn external form, is part of sacrifice. 

Sacrifice differs from other cultic actions. The exter- 

nal elements of prayer are simply words and gestures 

(bodily attitudes), not external objects comparable to 

the gifts of sacrifice. Eliminatory rites, though they may 

include the slaying of a living being or the destruction 

of an inanimate object, are not directed to a personal 

recipient and thus should not be described as sacrifices. 

[See Scapegoat.] The same is true of ritual slayings in 

which there is no supernatural being as recipient, as in 

slayings by which companions are provided for the 

dead (joint burials) or that are part of the dramatic rep- 

resentation of an event in primordial time. 

According to some theories, the conception of sacri- 

fice as gift-giving is the result of a secondary develop- 

ment or even of a misunderstanding of rites that origi- 

nally had a different meaning. (On this point, see 

“Theories of the Origin of Sacrifice,” below.) 

Morphology (Typology) of Sacrifice 

The various forms of sacrifice show some common 

elements that respond to the following questions: (1) 

Who offers the sacrifice? (2) What is offered? (3) What 

external forms belong to the act of offering? (4) In what 

places and at what times are sacrifices offered? (5) Who 

is the recipient of the sacrifice? (6) For what reasons are 

sacrifices offered? The classifications implied by these 

questions often overlap (e.g., the type of material used 

for the sacrifice may determine the rite). 

The Sacrificer. Most religions allow not only sacri- 

fices offered by a group or community but also individ- 

ual sacrifices for entirely personal reasons; in unstrati- 

fied societies, therefore, everyone is in principle able to 

offer sacrifices. In fact, however, such purely personal 

sacrifices are rare, and as soon as sacrifices become con- 

nected with a group, however small, not every member 

of the group but only a representative may offer them. 

The sacrificer may be the head of a family or clan, an 

elder, or the leader of a band of hunters; in matrilinear 

societies, the sacrificer may be a woman. This is true 

especially of hunting and food-gathering cultures as 

well as nomadic pastoral cultures; even when these in- 

clude individuals with specific ritual functions (medi- 
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cine men, sorcerers, soothsayers, shamans), the function 

of offering sacrifice is not reserved to them. (In pastoral 

cultures we can sometimes see that only at a secondary 

stage do shamans replace family heads for certain sac- 

rifices.) Food-planting cultures, on the other hand, com- 

monly have cultic functionaries to whom the offering of 

sacrifice is reserved (e.g., the ‘“‘earth-chiefs” in West Af- 

rican cultures). In sacrifices occasioned by some public 

endeavor or concern (e.g., an epidemic, or before or af- 

ter a military campaign) the head of the tribe or larger 

group is the natural offerer of sacrifice. In archaic high 

cultures the function often goes with the kingly office; 

frequently, however, it decreases in importance in the 

course of further development and is then discernible 

only in vestigial form. 

The more fully articulated the divisions in a society, 

the more often there is a class of cultic ministers to 

whom the offering of sacrifice is reserved. In this situa- 

tion, tensions and changing relations of power can arise 

between king and priests, as in ancient Egypt. When a 

special priestly class exists, membership is either hered- 

itary or must be earned through a consecration that is 

often preceded by lengthy training, or both may be re- 

quired: descent from a certain family, class, or caste 

and training that leads to consecration. The consecrated 

functionary who is an offerer of sacrifice often must 

then submit to further special preparation (through pu- 

rificatory rites, etc.) before exercising his office. A priest 

may have other cultic or magical functions in addition 

to that of offering sacrifice; he may, for example, act as 

oracle, exorcist, healer, or rainmaker, he may be a 

source of tradition and knowledge, and he may have 

noncultic functions as well. 

Myths sometimes speak of the gods themselves as of- 

fering sacrifice. Sacrifice by human beings is then sim- 

ply an imitation of the primal sacrifice that played a 

role in the establishment of the cosmic order. 

Material of the Oblation. Scholars often generalize, as 

for example: “If we look about in the history of religion, 

we find there are very few things that have not, at some 

time or in some place, served as offering’ (van Baaren, 

1964, p. 7). Others will say that everything which has a 

value for human beings can be the material of sacrifice; 

the value may be symbolic and not necessarily inherent 

(as seen, for example, in the firstlings sacrifices of food- 

gatherers). Perhaps we may say that originally what 

was sacrificed was either something living or an ele- 

ment or symbol of life; in other words, it was not pri- 

marily food that was surrendered, but life itself. Yet in- 

animate things were also included in the material for 

sacrifice. (But do not archaic cultures regard a great 

deal as living that to the modern scientific mind is in- 

animate? Some scholars emphasize not the life but the 
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power of the object.) Only by including inanimate ob- 

jects is it possible to establish a certain classification of 

sacrificial objects, as for example, on the one hand, 

plants and inanimate objects (bloodless offerings), and, 

on the other, human beings and animals (blood offer- 

ings). But such a division is not exhaustive, since a com- 

prehensive concept of sacrifice must include, fer exam- 

ple, a bloodless consecration of human beings and 

animals. 

Bloodless offerings. Bloodless offerings include, in the 

first place, vegetative materials. Thus food-gatherers of- 

fer a (symbolic) portion of the foodstuffs they have col- 

lected. Cultivators offer to higher beings (whom they 

may regard as in need of nourishment) sacrifices of food 

and drink: fruits, tubers, grains, and the foods that are 

made from these plants (meal, baked goods, oil), along 

with drinks, especially beer and other alcoholic bever- 

ages, that are poured out as libations. Among herders 

milk and milk products (e.g., koumiss, a drink derived 

from milk and slightly fermented, used in Inner Asia) 

play a similar role, especially in firstlings sacrifices (see 

below). In the ritual pouring (and especially in other rit- 

ual uses) of water, the intention is often not sacrifice but 

either some other type of rite (lustration, purification, 

or expiation) or sympathetic magic (e.g., pouring water 

in order to bring on rain). The offering of flowers or of 

a sweet fragrance otherwise produced (as in the wide- 

spread use of incense, or, among the American Indians, 

of tobacco smoke) also serves to please the gods or other 

higher beings. 

Inanimate objects used in sacrifice include clothing, 

jewelry, weapons, precious stones and precious metals, 

sacrificial vessels made of metal, and, in more advanced 

civilizations, coins (especially as substitutes). Also used 

in sacrifice are all sorts of objects that are offered as 

votive gifts and are kept in a sanctuary, though it is pos- 

sible that sympathetic magic also plays a role here, as 

for instance when one seeks deliverance from illnesses 

by depositing likenesses of the diseased organs. 

Blood offerings. When animals or human beings 
serve as the sacrificial gift, the shedding of blood may 

become an essential part of the sacrificial action. Thus 

ritual slaying makes its appearance among cultivators 

and herders. (The practice is generally not found in 

hunting cultures, where a small but symbolically im- 

portant part of the animal slain during the hunt is of- 

fered; thus the slaying is not part of the sacrificial ac- 

tion but precedes it. The slaying by the Ainu of a bear 

raised for the purpose is perhaps not really a sacrifice 

but a “‘dismissal”’ rite.) 

The most extensive development of ritual slaying is 

found among cultivators. Here blood plays a significant 

role as a power-laden substance that brings fertility; it 

is sprinkled on the fields in order to promote crop yield. 

[See Blood.] Head-hunting, cannibalism, and human 

sacrifice belong to the same complex of ideas and rites; 

human sacrifice is also seen as a means of maintaining 

the cosmic order. [See Cannibalism and Human Sacri- 

fice.] The combination of blood rites with magical con- 

ceptions of fertility is found more among tuber cultiva- 

tors than among grain cultivators (but it is also found 

among maize growers, as in Mesoamerica). The as- 

sumption that all blood sacrifices originated among 

food cultivators and then were adopted at a later stage 

by nomadic herders is one-sided; ritual slaying prob- 

ably made its appearance independently among the 

latter. 

Blood sacrifices consist primarily of domesticated an- 

imals: among cultivators, sheep, goats, cattle, pigs, 

fowl; among nomads, also reindeer, horses, and camels 

(whereas pigs are regarded as unclean animals and not 

used, while fowl would not usually be kept). Dogs too 

may serve as sacrificial animals; they are especially sac- 

rificed to provide companions for the dead. The offering 

of fish, birds other than domesticated fowl or doves, and 

wild animals is rarer. The characteristics of the sacrifi- ' 

cial animal are often determined by the recipient; thus 

brightly colored animals are offered to the divinities of 

the sky, black animals to the divinities of the under- 

world and the dead or to feared demonic beings. 

Sacrificial animals are not always killed by the shed- 

ding of their blood; they are sometimes throttled (espe- 

cially in Inner Asia) or drowned in water or a bog. Fur- 

thermore, there is also the bloodless consecration of an 

animal, in which the animal is not killed but trans- 

ferred alive into the possession of the divinity or other 

higher being, after which it often lives out its life in a 

sacred enclosure. Such animals can best be described as 

offerings, not as victims. 

Substitutes. Blood sacrifices, especially those in 

which human beings were offered, were often replaced 

at a later stage by other sacrificial gifts, as, for exam- 

ple, ‘‘part-for-the-whole”’ sacrifices, like the offering of 

fingers, hair, or blood drawn through self-inflicted 

wounds. Some authors would thus classify so-called 

chastity sacrifices and include under this heading very 

disparate and sometimes even opposed practices such 

as, on the one hand, sexual abandon (sacral prostitu- 

tion) and, on the other, sexual renunciation, castration, 

and circumcision. 
Animal sacrifices can replace human sacrifices, as 

seen in well-known examples from Greek myth, epic, 
and history and in the Hebrew scriptures (Old Testa- 
ment; Gn. 22:1—-19). This shift may also be due to the 
suppression of an older religion (e.g., of the Bon religion 
of Tibet by Buddhism) or to measures taken by a colo- 



nial regime (e.g., the British rule in India) against hu- 

man sacrifice. Substitute gifts for human beings or ani- 

mals may also be of a vegetative kind (e.g., sacrificial 

cakes) or may consist of payments of money. Another 

form of substitution is that by representations, such as 

the clay figure substitutes for human beings that were 

buried with a high-ranking dead person and sent into 
the next world with him. Such figurines accompanying 

the dead are known from ancient Egypt and China; 

however, it is not certain that the practice was preceded 

by actual human sacrifices in these countries or that 

these practices are best described as sacrifices. Other 

kinds of pictorial representations have also been used, 

including objects cut from paper. Many votive offerings 

should probably be listed under this heading. 

That human sacrifices were replaced by other kinds 

of sacrifices is certain in many instances, as in the late 

stage of Punic religion, when under Roman rule human 

sacrifices were replaced by other gifts (for example, 

lambs), as is attested by votive inscriptions; in other in- 

stances it is simply a hypothesis that certain rites re- 

placed human sacrifice. Thus the so-called hair sacrifice 

is often a rite of initiation, sacralization, or desacrali- 

zation (a rite of passage) in which the hair is not really 

a sacrificial gift and need not have replaced any human 

sacrifice. Sacral prostitution may also be understood as 

a magical rite of fertility or as a symbolic act of union 

with a divinity, rather than as a substitute for human 

sacrifice. 
Divine offerings. In the examples given under the pre- 

vious heading, a sacrificial gift is replaced by another of 

lesser value. The opposite occurs when the sacrificial 

gift itself is regarded as divine. This divine status may 

result from the idea that the sacrificial action repeats a 

mythical primordial sacrifice in which a god sacrificed 

either himself or some other god to yet a third god. In 

other cases the sacrificial object becomes divinized in 

the sacrificial action itself or in the preparation of the 
gifts. Thus among the Aztec the prisoner of war who 

was sacrificed was identified with the recipient of the 
sacrifice, the god Tezcatlipoca; moreover images of 

dough, kneaded with the blood of the sacrificed human, 

were identified with the sun god Huitzilopochtli and rit- 

ually eaten. In the Vedic religion divinity was assigned 

to the intoxicating drink soma, and in Iranian religion 

to the corresponding drink haoma or to the plant from 
which it was derived. For Christians who regard the cel- 

ebration of the Eucharist as a rendering present of 

Christ’s death on the cross, Christ himself is both offerer 

and sacrificial gift. 
Rite (Manner and Method) of Sacrifice. Sacrifice in- 

volves not only a visible gift but an action or gesture 

that expresses the offering. This may consist of a simple 
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deposition or a lifting up of the gift, without any change 

being effected in the object. The external form of the 

offering is already determined in many cases by the ma- 

terial of sacrifice; in the case of fluids, for example, the 

natural manner of offering them is to pour them out 

(libation), which is a kind of destruction. If the gift is a 

living being (animal or human), the destruction takes 

the form of killing. It is doubtful, however, whether de- 

struction can be regarded as an essential element of any 

and every sacrificial rite. It is true that in many sacri- 

fices the offering is in the form of slaughter or ritual 

killing; in others, however, the slaughter is only a nec- 

essary presupposition or technical requirement for the 
act of offering as such. Thus, among the Israelites, Lev- 

itical law prescribed that the slaughtering not be done 

by the priest; the latter’s role began only after the 

slaughtering and included the pouring of sacrificial 

blood on the altar. 

When food as such is in principle the reai object of- 

fered, slaughter is a necessary first step if the animal 

sacrificed is to be in a form in which it can be eaten. 

When it is thought that the divinity (or, more generally, 

the recipient) does not eat material food but simply re- 

ceives the soul or life of the sacrificial animal, burning 

may be used as a way of letting the soul rise up in the 

form of smoke (“the odor of sacrifice’; see also, on the 

burning of incense, below). When blood in particular is 

regarded as the vehicle of life, the pouring out of the 
blood, or the lifting up of bleeding parts of the victim, 

or even the flow of blood in the slaughtering may be the 

real act of offering. Another category of blood rites 

serves to apply the power in the blood to the offerers, 

their relatives, and the sphere in which they live their 

life (dwelling, property); this application may take the 

form of, for example, smearing. 

The conception that the offerers have of the recipient 

and of his or her location also helps determine the form 

of the rite. If the recipient is thought to dwell in heaven, 

then the smoke that rises from a burning object be- 

comes an especially appropriate symbol. The offerers 

will prefer the open air and will choose high places, 

whether natural (mountains, hills) or artificial (roofs, 

temple towers), or else they will hang the sacrificial gift 

on a tree or stake. Sacrifices to chthonic or underworld 

beings are buried, or the blood is allowed to flow into a 

hole. For water divinities or spirits the sacrifice is low- 

ered into springs, wells, streams, or other bodies of 

water (although the interpretation of prehistoric burials 

in bogs as “‘immersion sacrifices’ is not undisputed), or 

the offerers fill miniature boats with sacrificial gifts. 

Sacrifices offered to the dead are placed on the graves 
of the latter, or the blood of the victims is poured onto 

these graves. 
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Finally, the intention of the offerers or the function of 

the sacrifice also influences the form of the rite. If the 

sacrifice establishes or renews a covenant or, more gen- 

erally, if it promotes the communion or community of 

recipient and offerer, then a sacrificial meal is usually 

an indispensable part of the rite. This meal can be un- 

derstood as sharing a meal with the god or, the recipi- 

ent, or more rarely, as ingesting the god; in this second 

case, the communion has a mystical character. In the 

first case, acceptance by the recipient removes the sac- 

rificial gift from the profane sphere and sanctifies it; the 

recipient now becomes a host and celebrates a banquet 

with the offerer, who thereby receives back the sacrifi- 

cial gift (or at least a part of it) as a vehicle now laden 

with higher powers. Thus understood, the sacrificial 

meal can be called a sacrament. The meal also estab- 

lishes or strengthens the communion of the offerers 

with one another when it is a group that makes the of- 

fering. More rarely, people have believed that they eat 

the god himself in the flesh of the sacrificial animal (as 

in some Greek mysteries) or in images of dough (which 

were sometimes mixed with the blood of sacrificed hu- 

man beings, as among the Aztec). (For the Christian 

conception of the Eucharist as a sacrificial meal, see be- 

low.) 

Other rituals also express communion. For example, 

part of the sacrificial blood is poured on the altar, while 

the participants are sprinkled with the rest (as in the 

making of the covenant at Sinai, according to Ex. 24: 3— 

8). Or a person walks between the pieces of a sacrificial 

animal that has been cut in half. 

In other cases the victim is completely destroyed, as 

in a burnt offering, or holocaust, which may express 

homage or complete submission to the divinity on 

which the offerers consider themselves dependent. Total 

destruction often also characterizes an expiatory sacri- 

fice, in which a sacrificial meal is antecedently excluded 

by the fact that the sacrificial animal becomes the ve- 

hicle of sin or other uncleanness and must therefore be 

eliminated or destroyed (e.g., by being burned outside 

the camp). 

The ritual of sacrifice can take very complicated 

forms, especially when professionals (priests) do the of- 

fering; part of their training is then the acquisition of a 

precise knowledge of the ritual. The sacrificial action is 

in stages: the sacrificial animal is often chosen some 

time in advance, marked, and set aside; before the sac- 

rificial act proper, it is ritually purified and adorned; 

next comes the slaughter of the animal, then the offer- 

ing proper or consecration or transfer from the profane 

to the sacred sphere or condition. At times, signs are 

heeded that are thought to show acceptance of the gift 

by the recipient. The division of the sacrificed animal 

can take various forms: an uncontrolled tearing apart 

of the victim by the participants, in imitation of a dis- 

memberment reported in myth, or a careful dissection, 

as when the condition of specific organs yields omens 

(divination). In some sacrifices the bones may not be 

broken. A special form of division is cutting in two, 

which is practiced not only in sacrifices proper but also 

in rites of purification and expiation. (See Henninger, 

1981, pp. 275-285.) A sacrificial meal may conclude the 

sacrifice, but there may also be special concluding rites 

for releasing the participants from the realm of the sa- 

cred. It is sometimes also prescribed that nothing is to 

be left of the sacrificial gift and nothing carried away 

from the sphere of the sacred; any remnants must be 

buried or burned (though this last action is not the 

same as a burnt offering). 

Place and Time of Sacrifice. The place of offering is 

not always an altar set aside for the purpose. Thus sac- 

rifices to the dead are often offered at their graves, and 

sacrifices to the spirits of nature are made beside trees 

or bushes, in caves, at springs, and so on. Artificial al- 

tars in the form of tables are relatively rare; they be- 

come the normal site of sacrifice only in the higher civ- 

ilizations, where they are usually located in a temple or 

its forecourt and are sometimes specially outfitted, as 

for example with channels to carry away the sacrificial 

blood. Far more frequently, natural stones or heaps of 

stones or earthen mounds serve as altars. A perpendic- 

ular stone is often regarded as the seat of a divinity, and 

sacrifice is then offered in front of the stone, not on it. 

Flat roofs and thresholds can also be preferred locations 

for sacrifice. 

With regard to time, a distinction must be made be- 

tween regular and extraordinary (occasional or special) 

sacrifices. The time for regular sacrifices is determined 

by the astronomical or vegetative year; thus there will 

be daily, weekly, and monthly sacrifices (especially in 

higher cultures in which service in the temple is orga- 

nized like service at a royal court). Sowing and harvest 

and the transition from one season to the next are 

widely recognized occasions for sacrifice; in nomadic 

cultures this is true especially of spring, the season of 

birth among animals and of abundance of milk. The 

harvest season is often marked by first-fruits sacrifices 

that are conceived as a necessary condition for the de- 

sacralization of the new harvest, which may only then 

be put to profane use. The date of the New Year feast is 

often established not astronomically but in terms of the 

vegetative year. [See New Year Festivals.] In the life of 

the individual, birth, puberty, marriage, and death are 

frequently occasions for sacrifices. The annual com- 

memoration of a historical event may also become a set 

part of the calendar and thus an occasion for sacrifice. 
[See Seasonal Ceremonies.] 

Extraordinary occasions for sacrifice are provided by 



special occurrences in the life of the community or the 
individual. These occurrences may be joyous, as, for ex- 

ample, the erection of a building (especially a temple), 

the accession of a new ruler, the successful termination 

of a military campaign or other undertaking, or any 

event that is interpreted as a manifestation of divine fa- 

vor. Even more frequently, however, it is critical situ- 

ations that occasion extraordinary sacrifices: illnesses 
(especially epidemics or livestock diseases) and 

droughts or other natural disasters. Many expiatory 
sacrifices also have their place in this context, whether 

offered for individuals or the community (see below). 

Van Baal (1976, pp. 168-178) distinguishes between 

low-intensity and high-intensity rites; the former occur 

in normal situations, the latter in disasters and misfor- 

tunes, which are taken as signs that relations with 

higher beings have been disturbed. This division is to a 

great extent the same as that between regular and ex- 

traordinary sacrifices, but it pays insufficient heed to 

the fact that joyous occasions may also lead to extraor- 

dinary sacrifices. 

Recipient of Sacrifice. Many definitions of sacrifice 

specify divine beings (in either a monotheistic or a po- 

lytheistic context) as the recipients of sacrifice, but this 

is too narrow a view. All the many kinds of beings to 

whom humans pay religious veneration, or even those 

whom they fear, can be recipients of sacrifice. Such re- 

cipients can thus be spirits, demonic beings, and even 

humans, although sacrifice in the proper sense is offered 

to humans only when they have died and are considered 

to possess a superhuman power. The dead to whom sac- 

rifice is offered include especially the ancestors to 

whom is attributed (as in Africa and Oceania) a decisive 

influence on human beings. Care for the dead (e.g., by 

gifts of food and drink) need not always indicate a cult 

of the dead; a cult exists only when the dead are re- 

garded not as helpless and in need (as they were in an- 

cient Mesopotamia), but rather as possessing superhu- 

man power. 

Intentions of Sacrifice. Theologians usually distin- 

guish four intentions of sacrifice: praise (acknowledg- 

ment, homage), thanksgiving, supplication, and expia- 

tion; but several or even all four of these intentions may 

be combined in a single sacrifice. From the standpoint 

of the history of religions this schema must be ex- 

panded somewhat, especially with regard to the third 

and fourth categories. 

Praise (homage). Pure sacrifices of praise that express 

nothing but homage and veneration and involve no 

other intention are rarely found. They occur chiefly 

where a regular sacrificial cult is practiced that resem- 

bles in large measure the ceremonial of a royal court. 

Thanksgiving. Sacrifices of thanksgiving are more fre- 

quent. According to the best explanation of firstlings 
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sacrifices, these, in the diverse forms they have taken in 

various cultures, belong to this category. (For divergent 

interpretations, see “Theories of the Origin of Sacrifice,” 

below.) Votive sacrifices likewise belong here, insofar as 

the fulfillment of the vow is an act of thanksgiving for 
the favor granted. 

Supplication. Yet more commonly found are sacri- 

fices of supplication. The object of the petition can 

range from purely material goods to the highest spiri- 

tual blessings (forgiveness of sins, divine grace). The 

line of demarcation between these sacrifices and sacri- 

fices of expiation and propitiation is often blurred. 

Sacrifices of supplication include all those sacrifices 

that, in addition to establishing or consolidating the 

link with the world of the sacred (which is a function of 

every sacrifice), are intended to have some special ef- 

fect. Such effects include the maintenance of the cosmic 

order; the strengthening of the powers on which this or- 

der depends (e.g., by the gift of blood, as in the human 

sacrifices of the Aztec); and the sacralization or conse- 

cration of places, objects, and buildings (construction 

sacrifices, dedication of boundary stones, idols, tem- 

ples), of individual human beings, and of human com- 

munities and their relationships (ratification of trea- 

ties). Construction activities are often thought to be an 

intrusion into the sphere of superhuman beings (spirits 

of earth and water, or divinities of earth and water) 

who may resent them; for this reason, scholars speak in 

this context of sacrifices intended to appease or placate. 

These come close to being expiatory sacrifices (in the 

broadest sense of the term), insofar as the offerers in- 

tend to forestall the anger of these higher beings by a 

preventive, apotropaic action (protective sacrifices). 

Sacrifices are also offered for highly specialized pur- 

poses, for example, in order to foretell the future by ex- 

amining the entrails of the sacrificial animal. 

Expiation. In the narrow sense, expiatory sacrifices 

presuppose consciousness of a moral fault that can be 

punished by a higher being who must therefore be pla- 

cated by suitable acts on the part of the human beings 

involved. [See Atonement.] But the concept of expiation 

(purification, lustration) is often used in a broader sense 

to mean the removal or prevention of every kind of evil 

and misfortune. Many authors assume that the ethical 

concept of sin was a late development and therefore 

consider rites of purification and elimination for the 

removal df all evils (in which no relation to higher 

personal beings plays a part) to be the earliest form 

of expiation. Furthermore, when there is a human rela- 

tionship to personal beings, a distinction must be made. 

These beings (spirits, demons, etc.) may be regarded as 

indifferent to ethical considerations, unpredictable, and 

capricious, or even malicious, envious, cruel, and blood- 

thirsty. In this case expiation means simply the removal 
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of what has roused (or might rouse) the anger of these 

beings, so that they will leave humans in peace; no re- 

lationship of goodwill or friendship is created or sought. 

On the other hand, the higher beings may be regarded 

as inherently benevolent, so that any disturbance of a 

good relationship with them is attributed to a human 

fault; the normal good relationship must therefore be 

restored by an expiatory sacrifice or other human ac- 

tion; in these cases we speak of atonement, conciliation, 

or propitiation. The human fault in question may be 

moral, but it may also be purely ritual, unintentional, 

or even unconscious. 

Certain facts, however, render questionable the overly 

schematic idea of a unilinear development from a non- 

ethical to an ethical conception that is connected with 

general theories on the evolution of religion. Even very 

“primitive” peoples have ideas of higher beings that ap- 

prove and keep watch over moral behavior. Further- 

more, not only in the high cultures but in primitive re- 

ligions as well, expiatory sacrifice is often accompanied 

by a confession of sins. A more highly developed form 

of the ideas underlying expiatory sacrifice may be 

linked to the concept of representation or substitution, 

especially when the role of substitute is freely accepted 

(self-sacrifice). This, however, is not the proper context 

for speculative theories (developed especially by James 

G. Frazer and those inspired by him) on the ritual slay- 

ing of the king, who may be replaced by a substitute; 

Frazer is speaking of the magical influence of the king 

in his prime on the general welfare of the community, 

and not of disturbances of the communal order by 
faults for which amends must be made. 

Theories of the Origin of Sacrifice 

Very different answers have been given to the ques- 

tion of which of the various forms of sacrifice presented 

above is to be regarded as the oldest and the one out of 

which the others emerged either by development to a 

higher level or by degeneration. In each case, theories 

of sacrifice have been heavily influenced by their au- 

thors’ conceptions of the origin and development of re- 
ligion. Scholars today generally approach all these ex- 

planations with some skepticism. A brief review of the 
various theories is nonetheless appropriate, since each 

emphasizes certain aspects of the phenomenon and thus 

contributes to an understanding of it. 

Sacrifice as Gift. Before the history of religions be- 
came an independent discipline, the conception of sac- 

rifice as gift was already current among theologians; it 

was therefore natural that the history of religions 

should initially make use of this concept. [See Gift Giv- 

ing.] In this discipline, however, the conception ac- 

quired two completely different applications: the sacri- 

ficial gift as bribe and the sacrificial gift as act of 

homage. 
The gift as bribe. The gift theory proposed by E. B. 

Tylor (1871) supposes that higher forms of religion, in- 

cluding monotheism, gradually developed out of ani- 

mism as the earliest form. Since the spirits resident in 

nature are indifferent to moral considerations and have 

but a limited sphere of power, they can be enriched by 

gifts and thereby influenced; in other words, they can 

be bribed. Sacrifice was therefore originally a simple 

business transaction of do ut des (“I give so that you will 

give in return’), an activity without moral significance. 

Sacrifice as homage and as abnegation or renunciation 

developed only gradually out of sacrifice as bribe; but 

even when it did, the do ut des idea continued to be op- 

erative for a long time in the later stages of religion, 

especially wherever sacrifice was conceived as supply- 

ing the recipient with food. 

Critics of this view have stressed that in archaic cul- 

tures the giving of a gift, even between human beings, 

is not a purely external transaction but at the same 

time establishes a personal relation between giver and 

recipient. According to some scholars, the giving of a 

gift also involves a transfer of magical power for which, 

in a very generalized sense, they often use the term 

mana. This personal relation is even more important 

when a gift is presented to superhuman beings. Thus it 

is understandable that sacrificial gifts of little material 

value can be quite acceptable; such gifts need not be 

interpreted as efforts to circumvent the higher beings 

and their influence. In light of this consideration, later 

theories of sacrifice gave the do ut des formula a deeper 

meaning and regarded the commercial understanding 
of it as a degenerate version. 

The gift as homage. Wilhelm Schmidt (1912-1955, 

1922) understood the sacrificial gift in a way completely 

different from Tylor. He took as his point of departure 

the principle that the original meaning of sacrifice can 

be seen most clearly in the firstlings sacrifices of primi- 

tive hunters and food-gatherers. These are sacrifices of 

homage and thanksgiving to the supreme being to 
whom everything belongs and who therefore cannot be 
enriched by gifts—sacrifices to the giver of foods that 
human beings do not produce but simply appropriate 
for themselves through hunting and gathering. These 
sacrifices consist in the offering of a portion of food that 
is often quantitatively small but symbolically impor- 
tant. In nomadic herding cultures this sacrifice of hom- 
age and thanksgiving takes the form of an offering of 
the firstlings of the flocks (young animals) or of the 
products of the flocks (e.g., milk). In food-growing cul- 
tures the fertility of the soil is often attributed to the 
dead, especially the ancestors; they, therefore, become 



the recipients of the first-fruits sacrifice. When this hap- 

pens, however, the character of the sacrifice is altered, 

since the recipients now have need of the gifts (as food) 

and can therefore be influenced. According to Anton 

Vorbichler (1956), what is offered in firstlings sacrifices 

is not food but life itself, but since life is seen as deriv- 

ing from the supreme being as creator, the basic atti- 

tude of homage and thanksgiving remains unchanged. 

Schmidt's historical reconstruction, according to 

which firstlings sacrifices are the earliest form of sacri- 

fice, has not been sufficiently demonstrated. From the 

phenomenological standpoint, however, this kind of 

sacrifice, in which the gift has symbolic rather than real 

value and is inspired by a consciousness of dependence 

and thanksgiving, does exist and must therefore be 

taken into account in any general definition of sacrifice. 

Saerifice as a (Totemic) Communal Meal. W. Robert- 

son Smith (1889) developed a theory of sacrifice for the 

Semitic world that he regarded as universally applica- 

ble. He saw the weakness of Tylor’s theory, which paid 

insufficient heed to the sacral element and to the func- 

tion of establishing or maintaining a community. Under 

the influence of J. F. McLennan, who had done pioneer 

work in the study of totemism, Smith proposed a theory 

of sacrifice whereby the earliest form of religion (among 

the Semites and elsewhere) was belief in a theriomor- 

phic tribal divinity with which the tribe had a blood 

relationship. Under ordinary circumstances, this totem 

animal was not to be killed, but there were rituals in 

which it was slain and eaten in order to renew the com- 

munity. In this rite, recipient, offerer, and victim were 

all of the same nature; sacrifice was thus originally a 

meal in which the offerers entered into communion 

with the totem. As a vivid example of such a ceremony, 

Smith cites a story told by Nilus of a camel sacrifice 

offered by the bedouin of the Sinai. It was the transition 

to a sedentary way of life and the social changes ef- 

fected by this transition that gave rise to the conception 

of sacrifice as a gift comparable to the tribute paid toa 

sovereign, the latter relationship being taken as model 

for the relation to the divinity. The burnt offering, or 

holocaust, was likewise a late development. 

Smith’s theory is valuable for its criticism of the 

grossly mechanistic theory of Tylor and for its emphasis 

on the communion (community) aspect of sacrifice; as a 

whole, however, it is unacceptable for a number of rea- 

sons. First, the idea of sacrifice as gift is already present 

in the firstlings sacrifices offered in the egalitarian so- 

cieties of primitive hunters and food-gatherers; it does 

not, therefore, presuppose the model of the offering of 

tribute to a sovereign. Second, it is doubtful that totem- 

ism existed among the Semites; furthermore, totemism 

does not occur universally as a stage in the history of 
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human development, as was initially supposed in the 

nineteenth century when the phenomenon was first dis- 
covered, but is rather a specialized development. Third, 

the intichiuma ceremonies (increase ceremonies) of cen- 

tral Australian tribes are magical rites aimed at multi- 

plying the totem animal species. They were used by 

early theorists of totemism, but they do not in fact 

match the original model of sacrifice postulated by 

Smith. Finally, the supposed account by Nilus is not a 

reliable report from a hermit living in the Sinai Penin- 

sula but a fiction whose author is unknown; it shares 

with the late Greek novel certain clichés used in depict- 

ing barbarians and cannot be regarded as a reliable his- 

torical source (see Henninger, 1955). Smith’s theory of 

sacrifice also contributed to Freud’s conception of the 

slaying of the primal father, which Freud saw as the 

origin of sacrifice and other institutions, especially the 

incest taboo; this conception is therefore subject to the 

same criticisms. 

As Link between the Profane and Sacral Worlds. 
Henri Hubert and Marcel Mauss (1899) rejected Tylor’s 

theory because of its mechanistic character. They also 

rejected Smith’s theory because it arbitrarily chose to- 

temism as a universally applicable point of departure 

and reconstructed the development of the forms of sac- 

rifice solely by analogy and without adequate historical 

basis and, further, because offering is an essential ele- 

ment in the concept of sacrifice. Hubert and Mauss 

themselves begin with an analysis of the Vedic and He- 

braic rituals of sacrifice and, in light of this, define sac- 

rifice as ‘‘a religious act which, by the consecration of a 

victim, modifies the condition of the moral person who 

accomplishes it, or that of certain objects with which 

he is concerned” (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1977, vol. 

16, p. 129a). The victim is not holy by nature (as it is in 

Smith’s theory); the consecration is effected by destruc- 

tion, and the connection with the sacral world is com- 

pleted by a sacred meal. Implied here is the view 

(which goes back to Emile Durkheim) of the French so- 

ciological school that the sacral world is simply a pro- 

jection of society. “Gods are representations of commu- 

nities, they are societies thought of ideally and 

imaginatively. . . . Sacrifice is an act of abnegation by 

which the individual recognizes society; it recalls to 

particular consciences the presence of collective forces, 

represented by their gods” (Evans-Pritchard, 1965, p. 70). 

The objection was raised against this explanation 

that conclusions universally valid for the understanding 

of sacrifice as such, especially in ‘primitive’ societies, 

cannot be drawn from an analysis of two highly devel- 

oped forms of sacrifice, even if the two differ among 
themselves. Thus E. E. Evans-Pritchard, having called 

the work of Hubert and Mauss ‘‘a masterly analysis of 
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Vedic and Hebrew sacrifice,’ immediately adds: ‘But 

masterly though it was, its conclusions are an uncon- 

vincing piece of sociologistic metaphysics. ... They 

are conclusions not deriving from, but posited on a bril- 

liant analysis of the mechanism of sacrifice, or perhaps 

one should say of its logical structure, or even of its 

grammar” (Evans-Pritchard, 1965, pp. 70-71). 

Sacrifice as Magic. Hubert and Mauss considered the 

recipient of sacrifice to be simply a hypostatization of 

society itself. Other authors have gone even further, re- 

garding the idea of a recipient as not essential to the 

concept of sacrifice. They more or less explicitly presup- 

pose that the idea of an impersonal force or power, to 

which the name mana is given more frequently than 

any other, is older than the idea of soul or spirit as un- 

derstood in animism. For this reason, the idea of sacri- 

fice as a purely objective magical action (the triggering 

of a magical force that is thought to be concentrated 

especially in the blood), accomplished by destruction of 

a sacrificial gift (e.g., the slaying of an animal), must be 

the basic form, or at least one of the basic forms, of sac- 

rifice. Sacrifices of this kind are said to be “‘predeistic.” 

Expressions such as this, which imply a temporal 

succession, are also used by phenomenologists, who 

claim in principle to be simply describing phenomena 

and not asserting any kind of development. In this view 

the concept of sacrifice as gift is a secondary develop- 

ment in which gifts to the dead played an important 

role (Loisy, 1920). According to Gerardus van der Leeuw 

(1920-1921), sacrifice conceived as gift constitutes a 

transfer of magical force; the do ut des formula de- 

scribes not a commercial transaction but the release of 

a current of force (do ut possis dare, “I give power to 

you so that you can give it back to me’). The recipient 

is strengthened by the gift; the two participants, deity 

and human beings, are simultaneously givers and re- 

ceivers, but the central role belongs to the gift itself and 

to the current of force that it sets in motion. This the- 

ory, then, combines to some extent the gift theory and 

the communion theory, but it does so from the stand- 

point of magic. 

There do in fact exist rituals of slaying and destruc- 

tion in which no personal recipient is involved and that 

are regarded as operating automatically; there is no evi- 

dence, however, that such rituals are older than sacri- 

fice in the sense described earlier. The examples con- 

stantly adduced come to a very great extent from high 

cultures (e.g., Roman religion). An especially typical 

form occurs in Brahmanic speculation, where sacrifice 

is looked upon as a force that ensures the continuation 

of a cosmic process to which even the gods are subject. 

Other examples come from food-growing peoples. When 

human beings contribute by their own activity to the 

production of food, their consciousness of dependence 

on higher powers is less than in an economy based on 

the appropriation of goods not produced by humans. 

Thus it is easier to adopt the idea that the higher pow- 

ers can be influenced and even coerced by sacrifices and 

other rites. For this reason, the firstlings sacrifices of 

hunters and food-gatherers do not fit in with specula- 

tions that give priority to magic, nor do such specula- 

tions take account of such sacrifices, and thus the full 

extent of the phenomenon of sacrifice is lost from view. 

Sacrifice and magic should rather be considered as phe- 

nomena that differ in nature; they have indeed influ- 

enced each other in many ways, but neither can be de- 

rived from the other. The personal relation that is 

established by a gift is fully intelligible without bring- 

ing in an element of magic (see van Baal, 1976, pp. 163— 

164, 167, 177-178). [See Magic.] 

Sacrifice as Reenactment of Primordial Events. Ac- 

cording to Adolf E. Jensen (1951), sacrifice cannot be 

understood as gift; its original meaning is rather to be 

derived from certain myths found in the cultures of cul- 

tivators, especially in Indonesia and Oceania. These 

myths maintain that in primordial time there were as 

yet no mortal human beings but only divine or semi- 

divine beings (dema beings); this state ended with the 

killing of a dema divinity from whose body came the 

plants useful to humans. The ritual slaying of humans 

and animals, headhunting, cannibalism, and other 

blood rites are ceremonial repetitions of that killing in 

primordial time; they affirm and guarantee the present 

world order, with its continuous destruction and re-cre- 

ation, which would otherwise be unable to function. 

Once the myth had been largely forgotten or was no 

longer seen to be connected with ritual, rites involving 

slaying were reinterpreted as a giving of a gift to divin- 

ities (who originally played no role in these rites, be- 

cause the primordial divine being had been slain); 

blood sacrifices thus became ‘‘meaningless survivals” of 

the “meaningful rituals of killing” of the earlier food- 

growing cultures. Magical actions are likewise degen- 

erate fragments of the originally meaningful whole 

formed by the mythically based rituals of killing. 

This theory has some points in common with Freud’s 

theory of the murder of the primal father and with the 

theory according to which sacrifice originated in the 

self-sacrifice of a divine being in the primordial time of 

myth. The common weakness of all these theories is 

that they take account only of blood sacrifices. These, 

however, developed only in food-growing and even later 

cultures, whereas in the firstlings sacrifices of hunters 

and food-gatherers there is no ritual killing, and blood- 

less offerings are widespread in many other cultures as 
well. 



Sacrifice as Anxiety Reaction. In the theories dis- 
cussed thus far, except for the theory of sacrifice as a 
gift in homage, firstlings sacrifices receive either inade- 
quate attention or none at all. Vittorio Lanternari 
(1976), on the other hand, provides a formal discussion 
of these, but gives an interpretation of them that is 
completely different from that of Schmidt. Lanternari’s 

point of departure is the analysis of a certain form of 

neurosis provided by some psychologists; according to 

this analysis, this kind of neurosis finds expression in 

the undoing of successes earlier achieved and is at the 

basis of certain religious delusions. Lanternari main- 

tains that a similar psychic crisis occurs among “‘prim- 

itives’’ when they are confronted with success (hunters 
after a successful hunt, food cultivators after the har- 

vest) and that this crisis leads them to undertake an at 

least symbolic destruction of what they had gained. For 

Lanternari, then, a firstlings sacrifice is the result of 

anxiety, whereas for Schmidt it is an expression of grat- 

itude. Hunters feel the slaying of the animal to be a sac- 

rilege, which explains the rites of Siberian peoples that 

seek a reconciliation with the slain animal and a repu- 

diation of the killing. For cultivators the sacrilege con- 

sists in the violation of the earth, which is the dwelling 

of the dead, by the cultivation of the soil; they feel anx- 

iety at the thought of the dead and worry about future 

fertility, even if the harvest is a good one. It is a second- 

ary matter whether the symbolic destruction of the gain 

is accomplished by offering food to a higher being or by 

simply doing away with a portion of it. 

Critics of the psychopathological explanation have 

pointed out the essential differences between the behav- 

ior of neurotics and the religious behavior exhibited in 

firstlings sacrifices. In the psychically ill (those who are 

defeated by success), efforts at liberation are purely in- 

dividual; they are not part of a historical tradition, are 

not organically integrated into a cultural setting, and 

do not lead to inner deliverance. In religious life, on the 

contrary, efforts to surmount a crisis are organically in- 

serted into tradition and culture, tend to restore psychic 

balance, and in fact achieve such a balance. For this 

reason the ‘‘primitive” peoples in question are not de- 

feated by life, as neurotics are; on the contrary, their 

way of life has stood the test of ages. Whatever judg- 

ment one may pass on the value or nonvalue of the un- 

derlying religious views and modes of behavior of these 

peoples, one cannot characterize them as pathological; 
for this reason a psychopathological explanation of sac- 

rifice must also be rejected. This is not to deny that fear 

or anxiety plays a significant part in certain forms of 

sacrifice; such feelings result primarily from the ideas 

of the offerers about the character of the recipient in 

question (see Henninger, 1968, pp. 176-180). 
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Sacrifice as a Mechanism for Diverting Violence. 

Whereas Jensen derived rituals involving killing, which 

were subsequently reinterpreted as “sacrifices,” from 

certain myths of food-growing cultures, René Girard 

(1977, 1978) has proposed a more comprehensive theory 

that explains not only sacrifice but the sacred itself as 

resulting from a focusing of violent impulses upon a 

substitute object, a scapegoat. According to Girard, the 

peaceful coexistence of human beings cannot be taken 

for granted; when the desires of humans fasten upon the 

same object, rivalries arise and with them a tendency 

toward violence that endangers the existing order and 

its norms. This tendency can be neutralized, however, if 

the reciprocal aggressions are focused on a marginal ob- 

ject, a scapegoat. The scapegoat is thereby rendered sa- 

cred: it is seen as accursed but also as bringing salva- 

tion. Thus the focusing of violence on an object gives 

rise to the sacred and all that results from it (taboos, a 

new social order). Whereas the violence was originally 

focused on a randomly chosen object, in sacrifice the 

concentration takes a strict ritual form; as a result, in- 

ternecine aggressions are constantly being diverted to 

the outside and cannot operate destructively within the 

community. At bottom, therefore, sacrifice lacks any 

moral character. Eventually it was eliminated by the 

critique of sacrifice that began in the Hebrew scriptures 

and, most fully, by the fact that Jesus freely made him- 

self a “‘scapegoat’’ and in so doing transcended the 

whole realm of sacrifice. Girard supports his thesis by 

appealing to the phenomenon of blood sacrifice, which 

(especially in the form of human sacrifice) is a constant 

in the history of religions, and by citing the evidence of 

rivalry and violence, leading even to fratricide, that is 

supplied by the mythical traditions (especially myths of 

the origin of things) and also by history (persecution of 

minorities as scapegoats, etc.). 

A critique of this theory can in part repeat the argu- 

ments already advanced against Jensen. Apart from the 

fact that it does not distinguish between sacrifice and 

eliminatory rites, Girard’s concept of sacrifice is too 

narrow, for he supports it by reference solely to strati- 

fied societies and high cultures. It could at most explain 

blood sacrifices involving killing, but not sacrifice as 

such and certainly not the sacred as such, since the idea 

of the sacred exists even among peoples (e.g., in Aus- 

tralia) who do not practice sacrifice. As was pointed out 

earlier, firstlings sacrifices (of which Girard does not 

speak) have intellectual and emotional presuppositions 

far removed from Girard’s key concepts of “primal mur- 

der” and ‘‘scapegoat mechanism.” 

The value of the theories here reviewed is that each of 

them highlights a certain aspect of sacrifice. It is un- 

likely that we will ever have a sure answer to the ques- 
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tion of whether there was a single original form of sac- 

rifice or whether, on the contrary, various forms 

developed independently. 

Sacrifice in History 

It will never be possible to write a complete history 

of sacrifice. In any case, sacrifice is found in most of the 

religions known to us. The extent to which the human 

mind has taken the phenomenon of sacrifice for granted 
is clear, for example, from the role it plays in many 

myths dealing with primordial time. Probably to be 

grouped with these sacrifices is the sacrifice that Utana- 

pishtim, the hero of the Mesopotamian flood story, of- 

fers after the flood, as well as the one that Noah offers 

in the biblical flood story (Gn. 9:20—21). Even earlier, 

the Bible tells of the sacrifices offered by Cain the 

farmer and Abel the shepherd (Gn. 4:3-—5); these are ex- 

pressly said to be firstlings sacrifices. Aristotle, too, was 

of the opinion that the sacrifice of firstlings (of field and 

flock) is the oldest form of sacrifice. As we know today, 

these sacrifices were also performed by peoples—hunt- 

ers and food-gatherers—whose economy was of a purely 

appropriative kind. 

Archaic Cultures. Scholars disagree on whether there 

are unambiguous indications of sacrifice in the Paleo- 

lithic period. On the basis of a comparison with the 

practices of more recent hunting peoples, various au- 

thors have interpreted the burial of the skulls and long 

bones of cave bears as part of firstling sacrifices; this 

view, however, has met with strong criticism. Nonethe- 

less, Hermann Miiller-Karpe (1966, pp. 224—229) insists 

that there is clear evidence of sacrifice in the early Pa- 

leolithic period. There is undisputed evidence of sacri- 

fice in the Neolithic period (Miller-Karpe, 1968, pp. 

334-348; see also pp. 348-371 on the treatment of the 

dead). 

Sacrifice is also found in all the types of nonliterate 

cultures made known to us by ethnologists. It is not de- 

tectable, however, among some primitive hunters and 

food-gatherers, for example, in Australia; whether it 

was present there at an earlier time is uncertain. On the 

other hand, it is amply attested among nomadic shep- 

herds in both Asia and Africa, and among food-growing 
peoples, from primitive tuber cultivators down to the 

most highly developed grain growers, who themselves 

mark a transition to the high cultures (as for instance 

the ancient rice-growing cultures of Japan and China). 

It is typical of many food-growing cultures (e.g., in Af- 
rica) that, while they believe in a supreme creator god, 

they assign him hardly any role in cult. Sacrifices are 

offered primarily or even exclusively to lesser divinities, 

spirits of nature, and ancestors who in some instances 

are regarded as mediators and intercessors with the su- 
preme creator god. 

Historical High Cultures. In Shint6, the ancient na- 

ture religion of Japan, sacrifices were offered to the di- 

vinities of nature and to the dead; these were in part 

regularly recurring sacrifices determined by the rhythm 

of the agricultural year and in part sacrifices of suppli- 

cation or sacrifices in fulfillment of vows made under 

extraordinary circumstances. While originally offered 

simply by individuals, sacrifice eventually became the 

concern of the community and was therefore offered by 

the emperor or by priests commissioned by him. Hu- 

man sacrifices also occurred. 

In China the sacrifice that the emperor offered to 

heaven and earth at the time of the winter solstice had 

an important function. In addition to sacrifices deter- 

mined by the agricultural year, sacrifices especially to 

the ancestors played a large part in the life of the 

people. These were offered at the graves of the dead, in 

the clan’s hall of the ancestors, or before the family’s an- 

cestral tablets. The emperor sacrificed to his ancestors 

in temples erected especially in their honor. 

For ancient Egypt, the archaeological, epigraphical, 

and literary evidence points to a strictly ritualized sac- 

rificial cult, administered by a highly organized priest- 

hood and including daily sacrifices in the temples, 

where the divinity was treated like a sovereign in his 

palace. 
The same was true of ancient Mesopotamia, where 

the Sumerians already had a professional priesthood 

and a rather full calendar of feasts with accompanying 

obligatory sacrifices. Both priesthood and calendar 

were to a very large extent taken over and developed 

still further by the invading Semites. The ritual and 

therefore the sacrificial cult of the Hittites were 

strongly influenced by the pre-Indo-European popula- 

tion of Anatolia (whose language also continued to be 

largely used in ritual), but were also influenced by Mes- 

opotamia. Mythological and ritual texts from Ugarit 

give evidence of a sacrificial cult that in part was influ- 

enced by Mesopotamia and in part showed peculiarly 

Canaanite characteristics; some of the terms connected 

with sacrifice are related to Hebrew terms. 

The evidence for the other Semites is sketchy. In the 

high cultures of southern Arabia, which are known to us 

from inscriptions dating from as far back as the first 

millennium BcE, the sacrificial cult was administered 

by a professional priesthood and was offered mainly to 

the three major astral divinities (Sun, Moon, Venus). 

Documentation for northern and central Arabia begins 
at a later time; apart from rock inscriptions containing 

scattered details about religion, the chief sources are lit- 

erary, mostly from the Islamic period, and provide 
rather sparse information about pilgrimages to the 
shrines of local divinities and the sacrifices offered 
there. 



In Vedic and later Hindu religion, sacrifice, which 
was controlled by the brahmans, was ritualized down 
to the smallest detail and given a comprehensive spec- 
ulative theological explanation. In the horse sacrifice 
(the ASvamedha) and in other cultic practices, as, for 

example, the sacrifice of butter and of the sacred intox- 

icating drink soma, there are elements common to the 

Indo-Iranian world, but after the immigration of the 

Aryans into India, these were to some extent amalgam- 

ated there with pre-Aryan rites. Buddhism, on the other 
hand, rejected sacrifice in principle; tendencies to a 

spiritualization of sacrifice and its replacement by as- 

ceticism are also found in some currents of Hinduism. 
Animal sacrifices were also practiced in the oldest 

form of Iranian religion, where they were inherited 
from the Indo-Iranian period. During his reform, Za- 

rathushtra (Zoroaster) abolished these practices. In 

later times such sacrifices again made their appearance 

to some extent; they were offered, however, not to 

Ahura Mazda but to subordinate heavenly beings. 

Bloodless sacrifices, involving especially the sacred in- 

toxicating drink haoma, remained especially impor- 
tant. 

Historical Greek religion combined the religion of the 

Indo-European invaders with that of the pre-Indo-Eu- 

ropean population; the same combination marked the 

sacrificial cult. There were bloodless sacrifices of food 

and drink. In blood sacrifices a distinction was made, 

as far as objects and ritual were concerned, between 

those offered to the ouranic gods (hiereia, thusiai), 

which culminated in a sacrificial meal, and those of- 

fered to the chthonic gods (sphagia), in which there was 

no sacrificial meal and the victim was often completely 

cremated or buried (sacrifices of destruction). Pigs and 

cattle were sacrificed to the ouranic gods, while inedi- 

ble animals (horses, asses, dogs) were the chief offerings 

to the chthonic gods. Human sacrifice was later re- 

placed by other sacrifices. The sacrificer was the ruler 

in the earliest period; later on there were professional 

priests. 

In its earliest form, before intensive contact with 

Greek religion, Roman religion was pronouncedly 

agrarian. Occasions for sacrifices were therefore deter- 
mined primarily by the agricultural year, and only later 

by special occasions in civic life. Etruscan influence 
shows in the divination (haruspicia) that was connected 

with sacrifice; the animals sacrificed were chiefly pigs, 

sheep, and cattle (suovetaurilia). Like Roman religion 

generally, the sacrificial cult had a marked juridical 

character. 
The sacrifices known from the Hebrew scriptures (Old 

Testament) are, in their external form, largely the same 
as those found in the surrounding world, especially 

among the Canaanites. As far as ritual was concerned, 
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a distinction was made chiefly between the burnt offer- 

ing, or holocaust (‘olah), in which the sacrificial animal 

was completely burned up, and the sacrifice of salvation 

or peace (zevah shelamim). In the latter, only certain 

parts of the sacrificial animal were burned; the blood, 

regarded as the vehicle of life and therefore not to be 

consumed by humans, was poured out (in many sacri- 

fices it was smeared on the altar), and the rite ended 

with a sacrificial meal. Expiatory sacrifices constituted 

a special category comprising asham, ‘‘guilt sacrifice,” 

and hat’at, ‘sacrifice for sin,” the distinction between 

which is not entirely clear. In these sacrifices the ani- 

mal had to be burned up, probably because it had be- 

come the vehicle of impurity. Minhah meant a bloodless 

sacrifice (of vegetables), but the term was also used in a 

broader sense. There were, in addition, incense sacri- 

fices and libations. The sacrificial cult was ritualized in 

great detail, especially in the period after the Babylo- 

nian exile. In this ritual the three major feasts, those 

involving a prescribed pilgrimage to the central sanc- 

tuary, were marked by extensive sacrifices. In addition, 

there were daily sacrifices in the temple. There were 

also individual occasions for sacrifice, some of them 

prescribed, others inspired by freely made vows. After 

the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 cE, the sac- 

rificial cult ceased and was replaced by other religious 

activities. 

Islam is in principle opposed to sacrifice. “It is not 

their flesh and blood [i.e., that of sacrificial animals] 

that reaches God but the piety of your heart” (Qur’an, 

surah 22:38). Sacrifice thus has no place in official wor- 

ship. Pre-Islamic blood sacrifices live on, in external 

form, in the great slaughters that take place as part of 

the pilgrimage ritual at Mount Arafat near Mecca, and 

similarly in almost all the countries of the Islamic 

world, on the tenth day of the month Dhi al-Hijjah. 

These are interpreted, however, as commemorations of 

the sacrifice of Abraham and as almsgiving, inasmuch 

as the flesh is given to the poor or to anyone who wants 

it. Blood sacrifices (and bloodless ones as well) are also 

part of popular piety, especially of veneration of the 

saints; but these are not sanctioned by orthodox Islam. 

According to New Testament teaching, which is de- 

veloped especially in the letter to the Hebrews, the sac- 

rifices of the Old Testament were only provisional and 

had to cease under the new covenant. The self-giving of 

Jesus in his death on the cross is understood as the de- 

finitive and perfect sacrifice that has the power in itself 

to effect expiation and redemption and that therefore 
makes all earlier sacrifices superfluous. In the Roman 

Catholic church and the Eastern churches the celebra- 

tion of the Eucharist is regarded as a rendering present 

(not a repetition) of the sacrifice of the cross, and there- 

fore itself constitutes a real sacrifice in which Jesus 
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Christ the high priest, using the ministry of the or- 

dained priests who represent him, offers himself as the 

perfect sacrificial gift. The sixteenth-century reformers 

rejected the official priesthood and the sacrificial di- 

mension of the Eucharist (Calvin took the most radical 

position on this point); the celebration of the Lord’s 

Supper thus became simply a commemoration of Jesus 

and, though a sacrament, had no sacrificial character. 

In recent times, there has been a tendency in the Lu- 

theran church to confer to some degree a sacrificial 

character on the Lord’s Supper. Even more explicit 

however is the emphasis placed on the sacrificial char- 

acter of the Lord’s Supper by the Anglican church. In 

Protestantism generally the term sacrifice refers to a 

purely interior attitude. 

Conclusion 

In the course of its history, which can be traced 

through several millennia, sacrifice has undergone 

many changes, and this in all its aspects: changes in the 

material of sacrifice (occasioned by economic changes 

but also by ethical considerations, e.g., in the suppres- 

sion of human sacrifice); changes with regard to place 

and time (centralization of cult, regulation of feasts and 

thereby of the occasions for sacrifice); changes in the 

offerer (the rise of classes of official sacrificers); and 

changes in ritual and motivation. These developments 

do not, however, reflect a one-directional ‘‘advance.” 

Egoistic and magical motives were not always elimi- 

nated by higher motives; in fact, they often asserted 

themselves even more strongly in connection with man- 

ifestations of religious degeneration. In the same con- 

text a quantitative increase in sacrifices is also often to 

be seen; thus in some late cultures the number of hu- 

man sacrifices became especially extensive (e.g., among 

the Punics and the Aztec). 

Disapproval and criticism of sacrifice might spring 

from a skeptical, antireligious attitude that condemned 

sacrifice as meaningless waste. However, it could also 

be motivated by a more profound reflection on the 

meaning of sacrifice in the light of religious interiority, 

leading to an emphasis on inner conviction, the self-giv- 

ing of the human being to the divinity, which finds sym- 

bolic expression in sacrifice, and without which the ex- 

ternal rite has no religious value. This cast of mind 

could lead to the complete abolition of the external rite, 

but also to a consciously established accord between ex- 

ternal action and interior attitude. 

Tendencies to the spiritualization and ethicization of 

sacrifice were already present in Indian religion, where 

they produced a mysticism of sacrifice; in the philoso- 

phers of classical antiquity, who regarded ethical be- 

havior as of highest value; and above all in the biblical 

religions. Early in the Hebrew scriptures the idea was 

expressed that obedience to God’s commandments is 

better than sacrifice (1 Sm. 15:22), and the prophetic 

criticism of sacrifice was directed at an outward cult 

unaccompanied by interior dispositions and ethical be- 

havior. The wisdom literature, too, repeatedly stresses 

the superior value of religious dispositions and moral 

behavior. This outlook became even more pronounced 

in postbiblical Judaism, once the destruction of the Sec- 

ond Temple in 70 ce had put an end to the sacrificial 

cult. From the beginning, Christianity emphasized not 

only the continuance of cultic sacrifice in the celebra- 

tion of the Eucharist but also the necessity of a self-sur- 

render that finds external expression in other ways as 

well; thus, even in the New Testament, prayers, hymns 

of praise, good works, and especially love of neighbor 

are described as ‘‘sacrifices.’”” These tendencies became 

particularly strong in Protestantism, which no longer 

acknowledged the Eucharist to be a sacrifice. 

Finally, the idea of renunciation, which is connected 

with the offering of a gift, was especially emphasized in 

Christianity, so that every kind of asceticism and self- 

abnegation came to be called sacrifice (there is a similar 

development in Buddhism). A one-sided emphasis on 

this aspect led finally to a very broad and metaphorical 

use of the term sacrifice. Thus an abandonment of pos- 

sessions and a personal commitment to an idea or to 

the attainment of certain goals, especially if this com- 

mitment demands costly effort, is described as sacrifice 

in the active sense of the term. We also speak of the 

victims of wars, epidemics, natural disasters, and so on 

with a sense that they are, in a passive sense, sacrificial 

victims. Thus the word sacrifice ultimately became very 

much a secular term in common usage; yet the origins 
of sacrifice in the religious sphere remain evident. 
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JOSEPH HENNINGER 

Translated from German by Matthew J. O’Connell 

SACRILEGE. Most dictionaries define sacrilege as a 
“violation of what is sacred,’ and such an act is com- 

monly interpreted as an offense against religion. A 

Latin dictionary would further explain that sacrilegium 

is primarily a theft from a holy place, and thus implies 

profanation. This is clear from the word iteself, which 

derives from sacer (“holy”) and lego (‘‘gather,’ i.e., 

“steal’’). 

Obviously the history of religions is scarcely con- 

cerned with temple or church robbery as such. Sacri- 

lege becomes an object of investigation only insofar as 

it exhibits specific religious patterns that, although per- 

haps deriving from actual facts, are no longer essen- 

tially connected with them. For the historian of reli- 

gions, sacrilege becomes interesting primarily when it 

is identified as an element in some movement that is 

intended either to reverse or to reform an established 

religion—for example, in some sort of antinomian activ- 

ity. Needless to say, this kind of “sacrilege” is impious 

and criminal only for one of the parties involved, the 

one that has an interest in presenting the facts in such 

a way as to show that they are intended to subvert ac- 

cepted religious and social norms. In most cases of what 

appears to be an interreligious conflict, the incrimi- 

nated party is not actually guilty of any sacrilegious in- 

tentions. These are attributed to it only because it be- 

haves according to a different religious and moral code. 

Taoist circles were persecuted by the Confucian author- 

ities as being immoral and pernicious, and their prac- 

tices ruinous to the health; for the Romans, Christians 

were impious criminals; while the Christians regarded 

as sacrilegious Jews, gnostics, Manichaeans, Cathari, 

Waldensians, and witches, as well as many other actual 

or alleged “‘infidels” and “heretics.’’ [See Heresy.] 

Antinomianism. Before one starts analyzing the pat- 

terns of sacrilege in those cultures and social environ- 

ments in which they are the most obvious, one should 

try to describe another important religious phenome- 

non, namely, antinomianism. 

Antinomianism is subversion of a religious or moral 

code. The degree of tolerance shown toward antinomi- 

anism by established religions varies. To some extent 

antinomianism is accepted, and even encouraged, as 

being a distinctive feature of exceptionally gifted per- 

sonalities (shamans, initiates, mystics, saints). There 
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are religions in which antinomianism is fully codified 

and belongs to a certain pattern of collective or individ- 

ual initiation. There are other religions in which anti- 

nomianism is fully accepted as the characteristic of a 

special school, such as Ch‘an Buddhism in China or Zen 

Buddhism in Japan. Other religions, by contrast, never 

clearly distinguish antinomianism from heresy. It thus 

becomes a matter of historical importance to establish 

whether certain antinomian manifestations still fall 

within the borders of the licit, or are to be considered 

heretical. In such cases, heresy is fully codified, anti- 

nomianism is not. Finally, there are religious systems 

in which no antinomianism is overtly tolerated, though 

historical circumstances may call for caution in the 

prosecution of antinomian circles. It is obvious, of 

course, that Taoist ethics and practices are antinomian 

from the point of view of Confucianism. The latter suc- 

ceeded in ridding itself of the most licentious of these, 

but the Taoist mentality was never uprooted altogether. 

When Taoist practices were overtly or covertly revived 

by the imperial court, the Confucian administration 

was compelled to live with them. 

Antinomianism was actively practiced in Tantrism, 

whether Buddhist or Saiva, and it is obvious that the 

Vajrayana, the Kapalikas, and other ascetic schools 

were described in demonic terms by those outside their 

circles. Tantric literature itself, however, emphasizes 

the superhuman freedom enjoyed by the adept: as a 

subversion of mundane values, antinomianism enables 

man to take part in the divine freedom. 

It is not my purpose to proceed further in the descrip- 

tion of the multifarious phenomenon of antinomianism. 

As far as the present article is concerned, the following 

general distinction is sufficient: antinomianism may be 

either the effect of an interreligious contact or strictly 

an intrareligious phenomenon. In the first case, the val- 

ues of a certain religion (e.g., Taoism) are antinomian 

from the point of view of another religion (e.g., Confu- 

cianism). In its propaganda, the latter will employ all 

means, including plain slander, whether invented for 

the purpose or based on genuine misunderstanding, in 

order to show that the former religion is sacrilegious. In 

the second case (as for instance in the case of the gnos- 

tics with regard to the Jewish religion, or the Protes- 

tants in relation to the Roman Catholic church) an an- 

tinomian movement arises within the orthodox circles 

of a certain religion, aiming at its reform, which is pos- 

sible either by a subversion of values that have been 

proved to be false (e.g., gnosticism), or by a return to 

the purity of a genuine, ‘‘primitive’’ message or situa- 

tion (e.g., Protestantism). Such movements are literally 

heretical, that is, they are intrareligious trends that 

tend to subvert an established religion ab intra. In both 

cases, the reaction of the orthodox is more or less the 

same, namely, to spread the word that the antinomian 

movement is sacrilegious, and to declare it heretical. 

The distinction between inter- and intrareligious con- 

flicts is not always clear, certainly not in the eyes of 

those called upon to diagnose heresy. 

The European Pattern. It is not my purpose to pro- 

vide the reader with a map of all the cases in which the 

interaction of religions resulted in accusations of sacri- 

lege. Such interactions, or inner developments, involve 

many issues, not only religious issues but also social, 

juridical, and other kinds. In the following pages, I will 

restrict my discussion to an analysis of such issues as 

they become involved in a single pattern of sacrilege, 

that found in European civilization from late antiquity 

to the end of the seventeenth century. Even though the 

accusations found here remained essentially the same, 

the social environment was in a state of constant 

change, and the issues involved, both conscious and un- 

conscious, changed as well. 

The history of heresy, inquisition, and witchcraft in 

the Christian church has been the subject of an enor- 

mous body of scholarship. The picture presented here is 

far from complete, and the reader should be on guard 

against easy or fashionable generalizations. In the his- 

tory of the concept and pattern of sacrilege in Europe, 

one is confronted with striking paradoxes: it is often the 

case that sacrilege was neither invented nor spread by 

those one would have at first suspected. Sometimes the 

very forces that were responsible for the prosecution of 

sacrilege were the ones that prevented such prosecution 

from being effective. If trials for sacrilege finally came 

to an end, this did not happen according to any known 

law of human progress. A thorough investigation of this 

phenomenon, as of any other phenomenon in history, 

will show that whenever human consciousness, reflec- 

tion, and intentionality are involved, things are far from 

being simple. 

The Roman empire. In the Roman empire, sacrilege 

was considered to be a crime carrying the penalty of 

death, and torture was sometimes used to extort confes- 

sion. The persecution of Christians in particular was 

justified by a pattern of defamation: besides their sac- 

rilegious practices, the Christians were represented as 

murderers of infants and as engaged in promiscuous 
sexual intercourse. 

This basic pattern of defamation, analyzed histori- 

cally by Norman R. C. Cohn in his influential book Eu- 
rope’s Inner Demons (1975), was then taken over by the 

victorious church and applied to several of its enemies, 
both external and internal. The revival of Roman crim- 
inal law in the eleventh century provided the legal pro- 
cedures for the conduct of the Christian Inquisition. 



These procedures were in turn copied by the lay author- 

ities of Europe at the time of the witch craze of the six- 

teenth and seventeenth centuries. We shall see that by 

this time the Inquisition itself adopted a skeptical atti- 

tude that in some cases prevented abuses by the secular 
powers. [See Inquisition, The.] 

The eleventh to thirteenth century. The revival of Ro- 

man criminal law in the eleventh century seems to have 

been accompanied by a revival of the ancient Roman 

pattern of the defamation of Christians, used this time, 

however, by the Christians themselves against enemies 

of their own. This was not entirely new. Augustine had 

used these tactics against the Manichaeans, and John of 

Odzun had used them against the Armenian Adoption- 

ists in 719. Now the target was the heretics of Orleans 

(1022), who were said to recite a litany of demons, re- 

nounce Christ, spit upon his image, engage in sexual or- 

gies, sacrifice children, and practice cannibalism. At the 

end of the century (1076-1096), the priest Alberic of 

Brittany had been convicted of sacrilege for having 

smeared the crucifix with excrement and poured animal 

blood upon the altar. He was further accused of selling 

this blood to the people as relics. 

By 1150-1160, a group of heretics in Germany had 

been accused of offering solemn sacrifices to the Devil, 

practicing incestuous intercourse, and ridiculing the 

celebration of the Nativity on Christmas Eve when, in 

mockery of the Christian kiss of peace, their priest alleg- 

edly uncovered his backside to be kissed by the congre- 

gation. This is perhaps the earliest testimony concern- 

ing the osculum infame (‘‘kiss of infamy’’). In 1182, 

Walter Map mentioned the kiss of infamy as being prac- 

ticed upon the backside, the genitals, or the paw of a 

huge cat. Down to the mid-fifteenth century, the new 

conventicles of the alleged worshipers of Satan were 

called synagogues (later sabbat, a term also used in ref- 

erence to witches), a clear reference to a group to whom 

sacrilegious activities of the most extreme kind were at- 

tributed, namely the Jews. Sexual intercourse with the 

Devil is mentioned for the first time in 1275, when a 

woman in Carcassonne was burned at the stake for this 

sacrilege. Let us now examine the progress of canon and 

criminal law up to that time. 
Inquisitorial and criminal procedure to the four- 

teenth century. The relationship between ecclesiastic 

and criminal justice forms one of the most fascinating 

chapters in the history of European civilization. With- 

out some knowledge of this relationship, it is impossible 

to understand such a fundamental phenomenon as the 

witch craze. It is important to establish two facts: first, 

that this relationship underwent constant changes; and 

second, that it varied from country to country. 

In the early Middle Ages, religious offenses in Ger- 
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many were prosecuted by the secular authorities. The 

accusation had to be proved, and thus the accuser 

risked greater damages than the accused. In Spain un- 

der the Visigoths, by contrast, religious offenses were, 

according to the juridical formula, mixti fori, that is, 

they belonged both to the ecclesiastical and to the lay 

authorities. In Italy, according to Langobardic law, the 

crime of maleficium fell under secular jurisdiction. In 

northern Italy, under French influence, the episcopal in- 

quisition was in place after 800. Indeed, in the Frankish 

empire, justice in religious matters was assured by epis- 

copal visitation and inquisition (Lat., inquisitio, ‘‘inves- 

tigation”), the bishop being supported by the landlord 

as defensor ecclesiae (this is the oldest form of local jus- 

tice, the justice seigneuriale). After the fall of the Frank- 

ish empire, however, the institution of royal justice be- 

came increasingly important, having been taken as a 

model by the local landlords. 

The procedures of the episcopal inquisition were in- 

troduced by the church in 1184. A further step was 

taken by Gregory IX (1227-1241), who created the pa- 

pal Inquisition as a central institution staffed by the 

Dominicans and the Franciscans and directed from 

Rome. Torture, sporadically employed since the elev- 

enth century, was expressly recommended for inquisi- 

torial procedures against heretics by Innocent IV in 

1252. The death penalty, in accordance with Roman 

law, had been applied since the eleventh century in the 

French and German territories, but not in southern Eu- 

rope. Starting in 1197, the death penalty for heretics 

upon relapse was decreed in Aragon, France, Lombardy, 

Sicily, and Germany. In 1232, it became effective for the 

entire Holy Roman Empire. In 1198, Innocent III had 

recommended execution upon relapse in instances when 

excommunication had proved ineffective. By the fif- 

teenth century, witches were burned as heretics upon 

first conviction rather than after a relapse. 

The trial of the Templars. By the end of the thirteenth 

century, the pattern of alleged sacrilege ascribed to he- 

retical conventicles needed only a finishing touch to be 

complete. Most of the scattered elements that form its 

structure were already in place: synagogues of Satan; 

flight through the air; the kiss of infamy on the backside 

of the Devil (sometimes in the form of a cat, a toad, 

etc.); sexual intercourse with the Devil; promiscuous 

sexual intercourse; sodomy; infanticide; renouncing the 

faith, church, and sacraments, and profanation of the 

latter; obscene gestures; spitting upon the cross; eucha- 

ristic wafers of a horrible composition; and so forth. 

Combined in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, 

these elements came to form the picture of the “heresy 

of the witches.” 
In the famous trial of the Templars, Philip IV, of 
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France, and his counselor, Guillaume de Nogaret, used 

some of these elements, which already enjoyed great 

popularity, to discredit and destroy a rich military-re- 

ligious order. In this political trial of the early four- 

teenth century, Philip IV employed many of the same 

techniques that were to become famous in the twentieth 

century through the Nazi and Communist tribunals. 

During the trial, which started on 13 October 1307 

and came to an end on 22 March 1312, when the order 

was suppressed, several Templars, including Grand 

Master Jacques de Molay and Visitor Hugues de Pai- 

raud, confessed their guilt, then retracted, reconfessed, 

and retracted again. Though outstanding scholars like 

Jeffrey Burton Russell believe that the Templars’ 

confessions may have been genuine, at least in part, the 

general impression is that they were carefully staged by 

the royal keeper of the seals, Guillaume de Nogaret, 

along with other agents and jailers of the king, using 

torture, moral pressure, and false promises, not to men- 

tion the help of several traitors among the French Tem- 

plars. The Templars were accused of having a sacrile- 

gious ritual of initiation, of renouncing Christ as a false 

prophet, and of spitting on the cross and giving the kiss 

of infamy, either on the backside of their preceptor or 

on the statue of a cat. They were also charged with ho- 

mosexual practices. 

During the trial, a conflict of authority developed be- 

tween the king and Pope Clement V, who resided first 

in Poitiers and later in Avignon, outside the French ter- 

ritories. It appears that the French inquisitor took or- 

ders from Philip rather than from the pope, while the 

king’s power was considerably limited by the papal leg- 

islation on heresy and by the ability of the pope to sus- 

pend any inquisitorial activity. Moreover, when, in 

1308, the king consulted the masters of theology of the 

University of Paris, their answer went against his cause: 

in matters of heresy, only the church may have the lead- 

ing role; secular authorities are entitled to take the ini- 

tiative only upon papal approval. 

The witch craze. The sacrilegious actions attributed 

to the sect of the witches had multiplied by the middle 

of the fifteenth century. [See Witchcraft.] Witches were 

now believed to make eucharistic wafers out of excre- 

ment, trample the cross or the consecrated bread, re- 

nounce the Christian faith, God, church, Christ, and so 

on. The desecration of the cross or sacraments was said 

to be ceremonially performed by the whole “‘synagogue”’ 

or enjoined upon a proselyte. Witches were said to 

trample, spit, and defecate on the cross. In 1437, the 

heretic Jubertus was accused of spitting on the statues 

of the Virgin. According to the inquisition at Lyon, 
witches retained the Host in their mouths after a mass, 

took it home and used it in maleficium, insulted it at 

the assembly, or desecrated it by mixing it with excre- 

ment. A witch was said to have defecated in the nave of 

the church and urinated into the holy water font. In Ar- 

tois, witches were believed to pour holy water onto the 

floor and stamp on it. A Jewish sorcerer was said to 

burn statues of Christ and the Virgin and to insult 

Christ, the Lamb of God, by crucifying a lamb and giv- 

ing it to the dogs to eat. 
All the requisites for a “black mass’’ were thus al- 

ready present by the mid-fifteenth century. The first 

known black mass took place in Brescia in 1480, as a 

parody of the Christian sacrament. Rather than being a 

mere invention of the French occultists of the nine- 

teenth century, as several scholars think, black masses 

were actually performed in Paris at the end of the 

witch-craze peridd. During the short-lived popularity of 

black masses, the inventiveness of blasphemers reached 

new heights. Besides the numerous obscene and repul- 

sive ways to desecrate the Host, copulation with statues 

of Christ and of the Virgin was practiced. Traces of a 

perversion called ‘“Mariolatry” are preserved by a rec- 

ord of the Paris police from 1765 that mentions two 

monks from the Crépy monastery who entered an inn 

and requested a bed for three, their companion being a 

statue of the Virgin. 

The sect of the witches. Did the persons to whom the 

above-mentioned practices were ascribed really exist? 

There are two leading theories on this subject: that of 

Norman R. C. Cohn, who maintains that no such activ- 

ities were actually performed and that they were an an- 

cient invention ready to be used against all sorts of 

threatening social groups; and that of Jeffrey Burton 

Russell, who is prone to accept most of what was attrib- 

uted to the witches as evidence for the existence of a 

vast antinomian movement in Europe. Joseph Hansen 

has already noted that the Alps were the cradle of be- 

liefs about witches and argued that popular belief tends 

to be stronger and more persistent in mountainous 

zones. Hansen also believed that the pattern of witch- 

craft was a creation of late medieval scholasticism. He 

was thus obliged to add that folk belief in the Alps was 

strangely akin to scholastic demonology. As a matter of 

fact, there was little that was new about scholastic de- 

monology, which developed along the lines of theories 

of the Hellenistic era and late antiquity that became 
very influential in late Neoplatonic circles. 

Russell argued, against Hansen, that it was not Al- 

pine folk belief combined with scholasticism that pro- 
duced the phenomenon of witchcraft, but late medieval 

heresy, which had found in the Alps the only safe refuge 

against prosecution. This antionomian movement 



would then have spread further, into the economically 

most developed zones of Europe: Lombardy, France, the 

Rhineland, and the Netherlands. 

Who prosecuted witchcraft? If we admit that the first 

sign of the witch craze was the papal bull Summis de- 

siderantes affectibus of 1484, followed shortly after 

(1486) by the manual of inquisitorial prosecution by the 

inquisitors Henry Institoris (Kraemer) and Jacob 

Sprenger, then it is legitimate to assume that it was the 

papal inquisition that started the great trials. In France, 

however, witchcraft was prosecuted by the secular au- 

thorities, and by the seventeenth century the Inquisition 

had ceased its activities there. In the mid-sixteenth cen- 

tury, jurists like the Dutch Jodocus Damhouder, who 

wrote Praxis rerum criminalium (1540), pleaded for the 

transfer of witchcraft trials to the secular courts, and as 

a consequence the Inquisition withdrew from Germany 

in the following century. It remained active in Italy and 

Spain, however, which is a rather strange fact, since the 

prosecution of witches was unusually mild in southern 

Italy. Moreover, the studies of Julio Caro Baroja have 

shown that the Spanish Inquisition was by no means 

zealous in prosecuting witchcraft in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries. In Spain, too, the responsibility 

for trials lay with the local authorities acting under 

pressure from the public. We are forced to conclude 

that, even though the papal Inquisition started the 

whole affair, by the end of the sixteenth century it was 

secular justice that played the leading role in all the 

countries involved. 

As Hansen noted, Protestantism did not bring about 

any revolutionary reversal in the prosecution of 

witches, which continued steadily in Protestant coun- 

tries. Both in France and in England, however, Calvin- 

ism helped promote the skepticism concerning the ex- 

istence of witchcraft that was later to prevail. It was the 

unique achievement of one of the greatest of Renais- 

sance scholars, D. P. Walker, to have shown the extent 

to which liberal English Protestantism contributed to 

changing the ancient beliefs in demons. 
The social project of the church. Paradoxically, it was 

a serious reading of one of the most terrible documents 

ever written, the Malleus maleficarum (The Hammer of 

Witches) by Institoris and Sprenger, that gave Amand 

Danet the opportunity to analyze the unconscious bases 

of the social project of the church at the end of the fif- 

teenth century. In this document, published in 1486, the 

church is represented as operating in a disorderly envi- 

ronment (une conjoncture de désordre). Disorder is at- 

tributed to several external and internal factors: the 

disturbing presence of unbelievers on the borders of 

Christendom; adverse climatic factors; terrible mala- 
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dies; and, most of all, the vices produced in men and 

especially, in women by the violation of religious pre- 

scriptions. All these troubles are in turn laid at the door 

of the sacrilegious practices of the sect of the witches. 

Furthermore, the Malleus adds dramatically, if the 

world is wretched, its end must be near. The church 

must employ all means to ensure that men have a ma- 

ternal, protective place of refuge. But this space must 

be purified of disorderly elements, and purification is 

accomplished through fire: the fire of the stakes upon 

which the sinful witches, as representatives of Satan, 

are to be burned alive. 

The Malleus was the basic text of the inquisitors dur- 

ing the witch craze. Interestingly enough for the posi- 

tion of the Inquisition in the countries where inquisito- 

rial procedures continued into the eighteenth century, 

the Malleus defines witchcraft as a delictum mixtum, a 

“mixed offense,” 

ecclesiastical.’’ Responsibilities for penalty and torture 

belonged to secular justice. As we shall see, in the sev- 

enteenth century the Inquisition was to try in vain to 

restrain the process that it had set in motion so success- 

fully at the end of the fifteenth century. 

The end of prosecution. Why did the prosecution of 

witches come to an end? Mainly it was due to a change 

in mentality, but this change itself had multiple causes 

and took various forms in the main territories involved. 

France deserves special attention, not because the 

witch craze was stopped there earlier than in other 

countries, but because it was the territory studied by 

Robert Mandrou in his great work, Magistrats et sorciers 

en France au dix-huitiéme siécle (1968). Mandrou was 

the first to undertake a thorough study of the causes of 

the change in mentality that took place in France in the 

course of the eighteenth century. The end point of this 

process of change was marked by the famous ordon- 

nance royale issued by Louis XIV in 1682, which simply 

bracketed witchcraft as irrelevant to justice itself, stat- 

ing that cases of “alleged magic”’ (prétendue magie) were 

to be prosecuted only insofar as they involved criminal 

prosecution for such things as murder by poisoning. 

Mandrou discovered that, by the middle of the sev- 

enteenth century, there were two main groups that were 

loath to recognize the reality of witchcraft: the judges 

of the Paris parliament, and the physicians who at- 

tended local authorities during the great witchcraft 

trials and possession cases. As for the parliaments of the 

great cities, some would automatically align themselves 

with the skeptical position of the Paris parliament (e.g., 

the parliament of Burgundy, at Dijon), while others re- 

mained more traditional in attitude (e.g., the parlia- 

ment of Normandy at Rouen, or that of Provence at 

not mere ecclesiasticum, ‘‘exclusively 
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Aix). The most zealous prosecutors of witches were the 

representatives of local justice, whose capital sentences 

were systematically, though not universally, commuted 

by the Paris parliament upon appeal, at least if local 

justice complied with the requirements of witchcraft 

trials, which automatically involved appeal. Abuses of 
power by lower judges were frequent. After 1670, the 

minister Colbert began conscientiously to punish such 

abuses, and this undoubtedly restrained the enthusiasm 

of the lower judges considerably. 

Mandrou left aside the important issue of the French 

cases of diabolic possession in the eighteenth century, 

an issue later taken up by Walker (1980). From his anal- 

ysis of several cases of possession in France and Eng- 

land, Walker came to the conclusion that the situation 

in the two countries was completely different. In 

France, exorcism was practiced by the Roman Catholic 

church in order to show the effective results of transub- 

stantiation and the miraculous power of the Host upon 

demons. In all the French cases considered by Walker 

(Laon, 1566; Soissons, 1582; Marthe Brossier, 1599), the 

unclean spirits recognized the magic power of the Host. 

The fact that such a demonstration was performed at 

all suggests the presence of a group that challenged the 

doctrine of transubstantiation. And indeed such a group 

existed: the sacramentarian Protestants, represented by 

the Calvinist Huguenots, regarded the Catholic Mass as 

an idolatrous magical ceremony. The above-mentioned 

cases of possession occurred in France before the Edict 

of Nantes, in force from 1598 to 1685, and were thus 

meant to demonstrate, by public exorcism, the superi- 

ority of the Catholics over the Calvinists. During the pe- 

riod when Huguenots were free to practice, the royal 

authorities would prevent such forms of demonstrative 

exorcism from being performed. By 1685, when perse- 

cution of Huguenots revived, possession was out of fash- 

ion in France. Indeed, since possession implied posses- 

sion by demons, it was automatically ranged among 

cases of witchcraft. After the ordonnance of 1682, witch- 

craft was no more punishable as such, and thus posses- 
sion became less of an issue. 

In comparison with the rest of Europe, England is a 

special case. According to the Witchcraft Act of 1563, 

the conjuring of spirits was punishable by death upon 

first offense, while witchcraft not involving murder was 

only lightly punished (one year’s imprisonment and the 
pillory). This made the practice of exorcism dangerous 
for the exorcists themselves, who risked being put to 
death as conjurers. However, some exorcisms were per- 
formed in secret by Roman Catholics and, without ex- 

cessive secrecy, by the puritan John Darrel, who tried 

to drive spirits away by the force of prayer. This led to 

a very interesting controversy between Darrel and the 

Anglican authorities. The Anglicans maintained that the 

exorcists and Darrel were trying to perform miracles, 

and miracles, though still possible in the apostolic age, 

were considered to have been ever since impossible. The 

doctrine of the cessation of miracles in the postapostolic 

age, held firmly by the Anglicans (and also cautiously 

put forward by Calvin), was certainly not favorable for 

either witch-hunting or conjuring spirits. 

Spain, like Italy, was a territory of the Inquisition. 

Analyzing an action against witchcraft that took place 
in the district of Logrofio (diocese of Pamplona), be- 

tween 1609 and 1614, and which involved no fewer than 

1,802 convicts, Baroja (1970) came to a spectacular con- 

clusion. Among the authorities involved, there were two 

distinct groups: those who believed in witchcraft, and 

those who were quite skeptical about it. The first group 

consisted of the local inquisitors, the local secular au- 

thorities, the local clerics, and the inhabitants of a re- 

gion, who threatened to take justice into their own 

hands. Skepticism, on the other hand, which eventually 

prevailed over the impassioned opinions of the prose- 

cutors, was shown by the commissioner of the Inquisi- 

tion (in this case, the unusually skeptical Don Alonso de 

Salazar y Frias), the council of the Inquisition, the great 

inquisitor himself, representatives of the Jesuits, the lo- 

cal bishops, and the royal justice. Since the actual pro- 

ceedings were not made public, later generations con- 

tinued to believe that it was always the Inquisition that 

sent witches to the stake, whereas in reality, the skep- 

ticism of the Spanish Inquisition in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries stood in opposition to the local 

authorities and the local inhabitants. From the ques- 

tionnaires concerning witches sent to the inquisitor, one 

could even reach the conclusion that the prevailing hy- 

pothesis of the council was quite modern: witches, it 

was suggested, extracted drugs from plants and acted 

while intoxicated, and thus were mentally incapaci- 
tated. 

In Italy, with the exception of the northern regions 

influenced by France, the prosecution of witches was 

comparatively mild. If in France royal justice put an 

end to the witch craze, if in England the doctrine of the 

cessation of miracles clearly inhibited the expansion of 

witch trials, if in Spain the skepticism of the Inquisition 

itself prevailed over the belief of the masses, then in It- 

aly witchcraft was primarily a problem of doctrine, and 

it was through a bizarre development of doctrine that, 

by the end of the seventeenth century, some consequen- 

tial changes had been introduced into the concept of 
sacrilege. 

In broad outline, the then current doctrine of demon- 

ology was as follows: all demons, including the incubus 
and the succubus, were diabolic beings. Trade with de- 



mons was sacrilegious insofar as it involved the archen- 
emy of religion and mankind, the Devil. Under these 
circumstances, the learned Franciscan Lodovico Maria 

Sinistrari (1622-1701), Consultor of the Supreme Tri- 

bunal of the Most Holy Inquisition in Rome, wrote a 

treatise on demons that, though unpublished until 1875, 
reflects an important change in the doctrine held by the 

church. Sinistrari did not deny that most demons were 

satanic creatures. But at least the incubus and the suc- 

cubus, he argued, do not mean any harm against reli- 

gion, and thus commerce with them is only a carnal sin; 

it is not sacrilegious. The incubus and the succubus are 

not interested in religious matters; they belong to a sub- 

tle folk of rational creatures that may take human form 

and are tremendously lustful. Their approaching men 

and women is not a sacrilege, it is only a sin contra cas- 

titatem, against chastity. 

Sinistrari was well aware of the explosive conse- 

quences of this position; that is why he proceeded very 

cautiously in presenting the matter, taking care not to 

contradict the greatest authorities on the subject. How- 

ever, according to his doctrine, an important part of hu- 

man imagination, namely the erotic imagination, was 

rescued from the vengeful arm of religion. 

By the end of the seventeenth century, for several rea- 

sons and in various ways, the ancient belief concerning 

sacrilege had collapsed. This gave way to a world in 

which there was less and less room for any supernatural 

intervention. The world, to use Max Weber’s famous 

term, has ever since been ‘‘dis-enchanted”’ (entzaubert). 

[See also Blasphemy.] 
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IOAN PETRU CULIANU 

SADDUCEES. The Sadducees (Heb., Tseduqim) were 

proponents of one of the three schools of thought of Ju- 

daism that flourished in Palestine from the time of the 

Hasmonean Revolt until after the destruction of the 
Temple in Jerusalem in 70 ce. According to Jose- 

phus Flavius Vewish Antiquities 13.297), the Sadducees 

taught that only those laws written in the Pentateuch 

were to be regarded as binding, while those laws that 

had not been written down were not to be observed. 

This principled commitment to the written law brought 

the Sadducees into violent conflict with the Pharisees, 

who taught that God had given both the written and 

oral law. 

The Sadducees also came into conflict with the Phar- 

isees over the issues of the role of fate in human affairs, 

and the immortality of the soul and the resurrection of 

the body. The Sadducees, in opposition to the Pharisees, 

‘do away with Fate, holding that there is no such thing 

and that human actions are not achieved with her de- 

cree, but that all things lie within our own power, so 

that we ourselves are responsible for our well-being, 

while we suffer misfortune through our own thought- 

lessness”’ (ibid., 13.173). So, too, the Sadducees rejected 

the Pharisaic belief in the immortality of the soul and 

the resurrection of the body and held to the literal 

promises in the Pentateuch that all rewards and punish- 

ments would be meted out by God in this world (cf. Jo- 

sephus, Jewish War 2.162-165, Antiquities 18.12-17, Mk. 

12:18-25, Mt. 22:23-33, Lk. 20:27-40, Acts 23:6—-10). 

Although the Sadducees were persistent in their 

teachings until the destruction of the Temple in 70 cg, 

their following was said to be limited to a small minor- 

ity of people drawn almost exclusively from the aristo- 

cratic priestly families of a bygone era when the Aa- 

ronic system was in full flower and as yet uncontested 

by the Pharisees. 

Josephus first mentions the Sadducees obliquely: he 
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says that they were well established in the time of Jon- 

athan the Hasmonean. We may therefore surmise that 

the Sadducees emerged, along with the other groups, 

sometime during the Hasmonean Revolt (166-142 BcE) 

and that they came to be called Sadducees (Tseduqim) 

because they claimed that only a direct descendant of 

Zadok (Heb., Tsadogq) the high priest in Solomon’s Tem- 

ple, could serve as high priest. This claim was voiced in 

opposition to the establishment of a Hasmonean line of 

high priests, which the Sadducees claimed to be in vio- 

lation of the high priestly succession from Aaron to 

Eleazar to Phinehas and their direct descendants as ex- 

plicitly set forth in the written law. By this opposition 

the Sadducees differentiated themselves from the Phar- 

isees, who recognized the legitimacy of the Hasmonean 

high priestly line on the basis of the oral law. Indeed, it 

is possible that it was this opposition that impelled the 

supporters of the Zadokite line to denounce the teachers 

of the twofold law as “‘separatists,’’ or ‘heretics’ (Heb., 

perushim; Gr., pharisaioi; Eng., Pharisees). 

As opponents of the early Hasmoneans, the Sadducees 

had influence with neither the masses of the people nor 

the first Hasmonean high priests, Jonathan and Simon 

(142-134 sce). During the high priesthood of John Hyr- 

canus (134-104 BcE), however, they struck a deal 

whereby they were willing to recognize John as high 

priest if he, in turn, would abrogate the oral law of the 

Pharisees and reinstate the exclusive authority of the 

written law. This modus vivendi, however, was bitterly 

resisted by the masses, who rose up in violent revolt 

against John’s son, Alexander Yannai (103-76 BcE). So 

fierce was the opposition that when Alexander died, his 

widow, Salome Alexandra (76-67 BCE.), on ascending 

the throne restored the Pharisees to power and reinsti- 

tuted the oral law (Antiquities 13.405-417). 

It is likely that the Sadducees, faced with the reality 

of their relative impotence, made peace with the situa- 

tion and the Pharisees. For their part, the Sadducees 

agreed to carry out their priestly duties in the Temple 

in accordance with the prescriptions of the Pharisees, 

while the Pharisees agreed to allow the Sadducees to 

serve as priests in the Temple (cf. Antiquities 18.12—17). 

Henceforth, differences between the Sadducees and the 

Pharisees were limited to verbal clashes and spirited 

debate (Yad. 4.6, 4.8, 7). 

Although during the period of the procurators several 

Sadducees were appointed high priest (one of whom 

was Caiaphas, who is said to have judged Jesus, in An- 

tiquities 18.35), their power was political and not reli- 

gious in nature, since all public worship was in accor- 

dance with the unwritten laws of the Pharisees 

(Antiquities 18.12—17). 

With the destruction of the Temple in 70 cg, the Sad- 

duccees no longer had any institutional raison détre, 

and they gradually faded out of existence. 
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ELLIs RIVKIN 

SA‘DI (an 597?-690/1200?-1291 cE), pen name of Aba 
‘Abd Allah Musharrif (al-Din) ibn Muslih al-Din Sa‘di-yi 

Shirazi, Islamic Persian belletrist, panegyrist, and pop- 

ularizer of mystically colored poetry. His exact name 

(other than the universally used nom de plume) and his 

precise birth and death dates have been much disputed, 

and he has often been credited with longevity of well 

over a century. He was born and died in the south Ira- 

nian capital of Shiraz, but allegedly spent some half of 

his life elsewhere, partly perhaps to escape the Mongol 

invasions and the constant petty warfare within Iran it- 

self. His wanderings fall into three categories: study, 

most importantly at Baghdad; pilgrimages to the holy 

cities of Islam (Mecca and Medina); and general drift- 

ing, as he claims, all over the Islamic world and be- 

yond. 

At one point, so he relates, he was a prisoner of war 

of the Crusaders and was set to hard labor until ran- 

somed into an unfortunate marriage. Some time around 

the second and major Mongol invasion of the Middle 

East in the late 1250s, he seems finally to have retired. 

to his native city—Shiraz was somewhat off the beaten 

track for the Mongols, as it proved—and established 

himself as a man of letters and a sort of court-holding 

sage. The detailed facts of Sa‘di’s life are almost as 

much disputed as his full name and dates, for most of 

the information derives from, or depends heavily on, his 

own avowedly “poeticized” writings. However, along 

with his acknowledged stature as a writer, certain fea- 

tures of his career are hardly open to doubt: his hard- 

won erudition, his urbane and even cynical world ex- 



perience, and his familiarity with all aspects of the der- 
vish way of life, both practical and theoretical. 

Sa‘di’s writings, most of which are poetry, fall into 
various categories and are often published in one large 
volume as Kulliyat (Collected Works). Once again, there 
is much controversy as to the period of his life to which 
some items belong, but the two longest and most sig- 
nificant can be fairly specifically dated. These are the 
Bustan (Herb Garden), completed at some time in late 
autumn of 1257, and the Gulistan (Rose Garden), 
published in the spring of 1258. In the few months be- 

tween these two dates there occurred one of the most 

traumatic events, at least from the psychoreligious 
point of view, in the history of Islamic society: the sack- 

ing of the capital city of Baghdad and the extinction of 

the venerable Abbasid caliphate. Yet if the onrushing 
storm is nowhere presaged in the former work, its after- 

math—at only some eight hundred kilometers’ dis- 

tance—is equally passed over in silence in the latter. 

There could be several plausible reasons to account for 

this idyllic detachment on the part of one of Iran’s great 

commentators on life: one is that (other arguments not- 

withstanding) Sa‘di might have been a Shi‘i, and no 

sorrier than Nasir al-Din Tiasi to see the symbol of per- 

ceived Sunni usurpation so drastically defaced. Cer- 

tainly, despite one or two brief and formal elegies else- 

where on the passing of the old order, he would soon 

come to offer panegyrics to the new rulers. 

The Bastdn is a work of some 4,100 lengthy couplets, 

divided into ten unequal sections, the rich content of 

which is only approximately indicated by such general 

titles as “On Humility,” “On Contentment,” and so 

forth. Though clearly grounded in a rather humane, 

mystically tinged Islamic, and even pre-Islamic, tradi- 

tion, it is ethical, moralistic, and edifying rather than 

religious in any strict sense. An element of entertain- 

ment, rarely missing from such works in Persian at any 

time, is provided by frequent variation of matter, style, 

and pace, and by the inclusion of some 160 illustrative 

stories (some quite short and not designated as such). 

At the same time, the poem is not merely exhortatory, 

but reflective and in places almost ecstatic. Yet if it 

achieves a beneficial moral effect, it does so primarily 

through its incomparable style and narrative power: at 

virtually all points throughout its lengthy sweep, it is 

fluent, elegant, graphic, colorful, witty, paradoxical, 

and above all epigrammatic. 

The Gulistan, Sa‘di would have us believe, is a hasty 

compound of material left over from the Bustan. Super- 

ficially, it is certainly quite similar in subject matter, 

but it is much more obviously a work of art and light 

entertainment. Arranged in eight main sections, again 

of considerable vagueness as to central theme, it is pri- 
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marily a collection of stories, told in exemplary (often 

rhyming) Persian prose with verse embellishments in 

both Persian and Arabic. The general tone is much less 

lofty than that of the Bastan; indeed, it is frequently 

quite worldly, even cynical and flippant. Despite this, it 

has always been the more popular of the two in both 

East and West, though manuscripts and editions of both 

have been reproduced beyond counting, so quintessen- 

tially Persian are they held to be. 

Apart from a few prose essays, the rest of Sa‘di’s writ- 

ings consists largely of monorhyming poems of two 

kinds: the long gasidah (some forty double lines or 

more) and the shorter, more lyrical ghazal (of a dozen 

double lines or so). These poems are usually classified 

in various arbitrary ways having little or nothing to do 

with their essential character. Quite a few are circum- 

stantial and panegyric, and some (not included in most 

editions) are downright obscene. Excepting a few in Ar- 

abic, nearly all of them are in Sa‘di’s native Persian, 

and the great majority anticipate Hafiz (d. 1389?) in 

ambiguously using the language of earthly love for 

mystical statement or vice versa. Sa‘di was a complex 

character, clearly vain of his own literary skill and dis- 

ingenuous about his loyalties, and his allegedly reli- 

gious utterances, however sublime, can rarely be taken 

at simple face value. Indeed, he often warns his readers 

against taking any of his words too literally. His su- 

preme achievement was to speak with the voice of his 

age and his culture, and his writings are religious only 

in the sense that the age was (and the culture still is) 

deeply permeated by the matter of religion. 
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SAGAS. From the late twelfth century onward, nearly 
two hundred years after the introduction of Christian- 

ity, an extensive saga literature was produced in Ice- 

land. The Icelandic sagas are prose works in narrative 

form, including novels and tales, biographies of famous 

mei, and accounts of events in Iceland. From a literary 

point of view, the most important group is that of the 

Family Sagas, dealing with people and events in the 

early period of the settlement of Iceland (late ninth and 

tenth centuries). These are partly based on oral tradi- 

tion, but events and legends are interpreted by their au- 

thors, as in a historical novel. They vary greatly in 

length and quality, and the finest of them are recog- 

nized as literary masterpieces, the most outstanding of 

which is the Brennu-Njdlssaga (Saga of Burnt Niall). A 

second group is the Sagas of the Bishops, lives of the 

early bishops of Iceland, which were among the earliest 

sagas to be written. A third is the Sagas of the Kings, 

accounts of the lives of the rulers of Norway from leg- 

endary times, of which the best known is the collection 

making up the Heimskringla of Snorri Sturluson. A 

fourth is a small group of contemporary sagas under the 

title Sturlungasaga, partly written by Snorri’s nephew 

Sturla Thordarson, and telling of events in which he 

played a part. Finally there are the Sagas of Old Times, 

sometimes known as “‘Lying Sagas,’ which make no 

pretense of accurate recording of the past. These are 

tales of fantastic adventures, the exploits of kings and 

heroes in the legendary past, battles with monsters and 

supernatural beings, and experiences of travelers in 

strange lands north or east of Scandinavia. 

After Christianity was accepted in 1000 cE, records 

began to be kept in writing, and before long, written 

literature was produced, first in Latin and then in Ice- 

landic. Schools were set up to teach the new learning, 

and Icelanders went abroad to study, bringing new lit- 

erary influences to Iceland when they returned. Already 

possessed of a rich oral literature—for storytelling had 

flourished there from the time of settlement—the Ice- 

landic people took great pride in preserving their family 

traditions. Under the influence of new ideas, they com- 

posed written sagas in their own language, some as a 

record of history, some as serious literary works based 

on traditions of the past, others primarily for entertain- 

ment. But viewed through the eyes of Christian writers, 

the picture of the religious past may be based on vague 

memories and popular tradition, deliberate antiquarian 

reconstruction, or the writer’s own suppositions as to 

what the old religion was like, based on the Hebrew 

scriptures or Vergil. The sagas express little direct hos- 

tility to the worship of the traditional gods, except pos- 

sibly in the sagas of early Christian kings or those de- 

scribing the conversion. On the other hand, religion 

tends to remain in the background in these works, since 

the main interest lies in struggles for power, family re- 

lationships, the rise of outstanding men, and tragic 

deaths as the result of feuds or local conflicts. 

The sagas thus form a complex body of material. 

They do not offer an eyewitness view of pagan Iceland, 

although the narrative art of the saga writers is such 

that they may sometimes give that impression. They 

contain some material, however, of considerable inter- 

est to the historian of religion. The Eyrbyggjasaga (Saga 

of the Eyre Dwellers), for instance, chronicles the ar- 

rival from Norway of Thorolf, a devoted worshiper of 

the god Pérr (Thor) who came to settle in western Ice- 

land. He is shown choosing his land at the prompting of 

the god, setting up pillars brought from Porr’s shrine in 

Norway, marking out his land with fire, and building a 

new temple near his home. Although the elaborate de- 

scription of this temple and its resemblance to a Chris- 

tian church may be misleading, the association of Pérr 

with the land, with the choice of a sacred field for the 

Law Assembly and the taking of oaths on a sacred ring, 

is on the whole convincing. Moreover, Thorolf took as a 

holy place a little rocky hill known as Helgafell, an out- 

standing landmark visible from many miles away, 

shaped like a large burial mound. We are told of a belief 

that men of Thorolf’s family entered the hill after death 

and that sounds of feasting could be heard there. This 

is in keeping with what is known of the Germanic cult 

of the ancestors, linked with the great burial mounds of 

Scandinavia, and it seems to be based on local tradi- 

tions independent of literary influences. Similarly, in 

the Viga-Glumssaga the hero’s family are worshipers of 

the god Freyr, the chief of Vanir deities of fertility, and 

are responsible for a holy field that is renowned for its 

crops. In time of trouble, the young hero deserts Freyr’s 

cult for that of the warrior god Odinn (Odin), bringing 

down Freyr’s wrath upon himself when he slays a man 

in the sacred field. Such glimpses of the place of reli- 

gion in men’s lives, the close relationship between the 

gods and the land, and their association with law offer 

a valuable addition to the literary presentation of the 
gods in the Eddas. 

The sagas tell of the swearing of oaths of vengeance, 

of sacrificial feasts, divination practices, and the favor 

of the landvettir (“land spirits’) toward certain men, 
bringing luck in farming and fishing. They present Pérr 
as a protector against storms and bad weather at sea 

and as the god who supports order in the community; 

Freyr appears as the bringer of good harvests, and 

Odinn is the god who causes strife among men but who 

also endows poets and orators with power over words. 

They emphasize the importance of the “luck” of a king 
or a family, which may be handed on from one man to 
another, and which is sometimes personified as a fe- 
male guardian spirit. They include tales of shape chang- 



ing, where men take on animal form in dreams or in the 
excitement of battle. [See Shape Shifting.] Such infor- 
mation is scattered through the sagas and must always 
be treated with caution. For instance, the arresting ac- 
count in the Hrafnkelssaga of a sacred horse shared by 
the hero with the god Freyr, on which he swore that no 

man should ride on pain of death, is now generally rec- 

ognized to be a late and fictitious. presentation of 

heathen beliefs and practices unlikely to have been part 

of the early tradition in Iceland. 
Apart from the sagas that are recognized as impres- 

sive creative works of literature, there are fragments or 

badly preserved sagas telling of religious practices. 

Some appear in the Landnémaboék (Book of the Land- 

Takings), a composite account of the settling of Iceland. 

The earliest surviving version of this was written in the 

late thirteenth century, and some of its tales come from 

oral sagas or from lost written ones. The sagas as a 

whole contain much folklore, stories of the return of the 

dead and of witchcraft in particular, which may repre- 

sent beliefs and popular tales at the time when they 

were written. Much folklore is also associated with the 

sagas of the early Christian kings of Norway, Olaf I 

Tryggvason and Olaf II Haraldsson, who are repre- 

sented as outdoing heathen wizards with their Christian 

magic. More interesting for our knowledge of the Ger- 

manic gods is the legendary history of the early kings 

in the Ynglingasaga. Here the Swedish royal family is 

presented as the descendants of Freyr and as worshipers 

of Odinn. Some of the myths included are not found 

elsewhere, like that of the war between the Asir and the 

Vanir, the two groups of gods. 

The sagas and stories produced primarily for enter- 

tainment, like those added to the later Sagas of the 

Kings, form a body of work of mixed quality. There are 

many lively, humorous tales, some mocking heathen 

practice, particularly of the Swedes, who kept up the 

worship of the old gods longer than Norwegians and 

Danes. There is, for instance, a tale of a young Norwe- 

gian who joined the priestess of Freyr in her journey 

around the farms to bring men good seasons, and who 

impersonated Freyr with outstanding success. This may 

have been suggested by foreign tales of the impersona- 

tion of the gods of the ancient world, but the comedy 

depends on the fact that such practices were thought to 

take place as part of the Vanic cult, and evidence out- 

side the sagas confirms this. 

Some of the Sagas of Old Times include stories about 

the gods. In the Gautrekssaga we have the tale of 

Starkadr the Old, a famous warrior renowned for his 

courage and ruthlessness as a follower of Odinn. His 

mother dedicated him to the god before birth in return 

for help in a brewing contest, and when he grew to 

manhood, Odinn compelled him to commit unforgiv- 
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able treachery and bring about the sacrificial death of 

the king he served, causing him to be hanged and 

stabbed in accordance with the rites of the Germanic 

Wodan. The tale of Sarkadr went back to earlier times 

in the North; the tale of another popular hero, Sigurd 

the Volsung—in particular his dragon slaying and 

tragic death—seems to go back to the tenth century, 

when it was depicted on memorial stones in Scandina- 

via and northern England. On the other hand, the story 

of Sigurd’s father, Sigmund, another follower of 

Odinn, who received his famous sword from the god, 

may go back to early Germanic heroic tradition. Other 

heroes of the past, such as Ragnar Lodbrok, said to have 

been put to death in a snake pit, and the Danish king 

Hrdlfr Kraki, who fell with his warriors in a blazing 

hall in Sweden, seem to have been heroic figures of the 

Viking age. Such heroic legends may be distinguished 

from comic tales that mock the gods, like the Sorla Pattr 

(Tale of Sorli), in which Odinn employs Loki to steal 

Freyja’s necklace so that he can compel her to do what 

he wants. Even this, however, is linked with an earlier 

heroic tradition, that of the quarrel of Hedin and Hogni 

and their everlasting battle in the otherworld. 

Thus the sagas are a rich mine of traditions about 

northern and Germanic heroes, tales of Odinn’s famous 

warriors, information concerning religious practices, 

folklore, and later material introduced from foreign 

sources to make a good story. Evidence about early Ger- 

manic religion is consequently difficult to extract and 

varies greatly in value. 

Because Iceland was a new colony, established on a 

virtually empty island in the late ninth century, the 

saga writers were cut off from their homeland and the 

religious traditions linked with holy places and burial 

grounds there. They had no established priesthood to 

keep up the old traditions, and the godar, who orga- 

nized the religious feasts, were men of power and au- 

thority in the various districts rather than religious 

leaders. On the other hand, we can see in the sagas the 

attempts made by the early settlers to fill the gap, es- 

tablishing new places of sanctity, particularly the im- 

pressive sacred site at Thingvellir where the general as- 

sembly (Ping) met once a year. They made offerings to 

the spirits of the new land, who may be seen as the 

equivalents of the mythic Vanir. Many Icelanders 

claimed descent from royal families in Norway and 

Denmark and set out to record early traditions from 

these countries. In the twelfth century there was a re- 

vival of interest in the heroic past with its tales of gods 

and heroes. Traces of this can be seen in the sagas, and 

the new outburst of creative activity inspired by inter- 

est in the past may deceive us into thinking that we are 

dealing with firsthand sources when they are nothing of 

the kind. It is precisely because of the richness and art- 
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istry of the sagas that they must be viewed with caution 

as reliable sources for early religion in the North. 
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Hitpa R. ELLis DAVIDSON 

SAHAK PARTHEV, chief bishop of Armenia from 

circa 387 to 439. Sahak, son of Nersés the Great, is sur- 

named Parthev, or Part’ew (‘‘the Parthian’’), because of 

his descent from Gregory the Illuminator and the Ar- 

meno-Parthian Arsacid dynasty. There is very little in- 

formation about his early years and the first two dec- 

ades of his pontificate. The fifth-century Armenian 

historians Koriwn and Lazar of P’arpi speak for the 

most part about his role in the cultural movement at 
the time of the invention of the Armenian alphabet in 

AD 404. Sahak, who presided over the Persian sector of 

Armenia, patronized the educational, missionary, reli- 

gious, and literary activities of Mesrop Mashtots‘, the 

inventor of the Armenian alphabet. Sahak was instru- 

mental in the spread of literacy in the royal central 

provinces of Armenia; he personally revised the Arme- 

nian version of the scriptures on the basis of the Septu- 

agint and translated several works of the Fathers from 

Greek, a language in which he was proficient. 

In 420 Sahak went to the Persian court in Ctesiphon 

(near present-day Baghdad), where he intervened on be- 

half of the Persian Christians who were being perse- 

cuted. In 428, when the Sasanids put an end to the Ar- 

sacid dynasty of Armenia, Sahak was removed from 

office, since he was of Arsacid lineage. He was replaced 

by southern and Syriac bishops, but evidently contin- 

ued to exercise authority in spiritual matters. 

Sahak is well known for his correspondence with Pa- 

triarch Proclus of Constantinople (434-446) and Bishop 

Acacius of Melitene concerning the “heretical’’ teach- 

ings of Theodore of Mopsuestia. Contact with these 

bishops led Sahak to banish Theodore’s works from Ar- 

menia. A part of Sahak’s letter to Proclus was officially 

read during one of the sessions of the Second Council of 

Constantinople in 553. 

In the mid-430s, while Sahak was still alive, the can- 

ons of the councils of Nicaea and Ephesus were brought 

to Armenia and translated into Armenian, probably by 

Sahak himself. There are also canons attributed to Sa- 

hak that are probably not authentic that are from a 

later period predating the eighth century. 

Koriwn states that Sahak translated and adapted the 

Greek liturgical texts for practical use. The exact nature 

of his influence on the present-day liturgical books has 

still not been carefully studied. There are also hymns 

ascribed to him that bear the stylistic marks of later 

centuries. The earliest translations of the Fathers, how- 

ever, were made under his supervision, according to the 

trustworthy testimony of Koriwn. 

Sahak died on 7 September 439, and was buried in 

Ashtishat. Soon thereafter a martyrium was built over 

his grave, and he was venerated as a saint. In his youth 

he had married and fathered a daughter, who became 

the mother of Vardan Mamikonian, the commander-in- 

chief of the Armenian army. Sahak was the last of the 

bishops of Armenia who were of the lineage of Gregory 

the Illuminator. He is greatly venerated by the Arme- 

nians as a saint and honored, with Mesrop Mashtots‘, as 

the cofounder of the Armenian literary tradition. 
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SAICHO (767-822), also known by his posthumous ti- 

tle Dengy6 Daishi; founder of Japanese Tendai, a sect 

derived from the teachings and practices of the Chinese 
T‘ien-t‘ai school. 

Life. Saicho was born into a family of devout Bud- 

dhists. At the age of twelve he went to study at the pro- 

vincial temple in Omi. There he studied under Gyohyo 

(722-797), a disciple of Tao-hsiian (702-760), the 

Chinese monk who had brought Northern School Ch‘an, 

Kegon (Chin., Hua-yen) teachings, and the Fan wang 

precepts to Japan in 736. Saichd’s studies of meditation 

and Kegon “‘one-vehicle” (Skt., ekaydna; Jpn., ichij6) 

doctrines during this period influenced his lifelong doc- 

trinal predilections. Shortly after he was ordained in 

785, he decided to climb Mount Hiei. He remained there 

for approximately a decade to meditate and study. Dur- 

ing his retreat, Saicho read about Chinese T‘ien-t‘ai 

meditation practice in Kegon texts and managed to ob- 

tain several T‘ien-t‘ai texts that had been brought to 

Japan by Chien-chen (Ganjin, 688—763) in 754 but had 

subsequently been ignored by Japanese monks. 

The capital of Japan was moved from Nara to Na- 

gaoka in 784, and then to Kyoto in 795. Mount Hiei was 

located to the northeast of Kyoto, a direction consid- 

ered dangerous by geomancers, but Saich6’s presence 

on the mountain protected the new capital and brought 

him to the attention of the court. In addition, the court 

was interested in reforming Buddhism by patronizing 

serious monks without political aspirations and by sup- 

porting those teachings that would bridge the tradi- 

tional rivalry between the Hoss6 (Yogacara) and Sanron 

(Madhyamika) schools. Soon various court nobles, es- 

pecially those of the Wake clan, began to show an inter- 

“est in Saichd. With court support, Saichd traveled to 

China in 804 to obtain T‘ien-t‘ai texts and to study with 

Chinese teachers. During his eight months there, he re- 

ceived initiations into a variety of Buddhist traditions, 

including the T‘ien-t‘ai school, Ox-head Ch‘an, the Fan 

wang precepts (a set of fifty-eight Mahayana disciplin- 

ary rules), and Esoteric Buddhism. 

Upon his return to Japan in 805, Saicho discovered 

that his brief studies of Esoteric Buddhism attracted 

more attention than his mastery of Tendai teachings. 

Saich6’s major patron, Emperor Kammu (r. 781-806), 

was ill, and Saichd used Esoteric rituals in an attempt 

to restore Kammu’s health. Shortly before Kammu died 

the court awarded Saich6 two yearly ordinands, one in 

Tendai and one in Esoteric Buddhism. This event 

marked the formal establishment of the Tendai school. 

Saich6 spent the next few years studying Esoteric 

Buddhism, but his efforts were overshadowed by the re- 

turn of Kukai (774-835) from China in 806. Kukai’s 

knowledge of Esoteric Buddhist practice and doctrine 

was clearly superior to that of Saiché. Although Saicho 
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and some of his disciples went to study with Kukai and 

borrowed Esoteric texts from him, by 816 irreconcilable 

differences on doctrinal issues, a dispute over the loan 

of certain Esoteric texts, and the defection of Taihan 

(778-858?), one of Saich6d’s most able disciples, ended 

Saicho’s hopes of mastering Esoteric Buddhism. 

During the years that Saicho studied Esoteric Bud- 

dhism, more than half of the Tendai yearly ordinands 

left Mount Hiei. Many of them defected to the Hoss6 

school; others departed in order to study Esoteric Bud- 

dhism with Kukai or to support their ailing mothers. It 

became clear that if Tendai were to survive, Saichd 

would have to retain many more of his students on 

Mount Hiei. During the last five or six years of his life, 

Saicho strove to secure the place of Tendai within Jap- 

anese Buddhism, and in the process composed almost 

all of his major works. 

Saich0d’s activities during this period can be divided 

into two categories. First, he defended Tendai doctrines 

and meditation practices against attacks by the Hosso 

monk Tokuitsu (d. 841?). Saich6 argued that everyone 

could attain Buddhahood and that many could do so in 

their present lifetime through Tendai and Esoteric prac- 

tices. He firmly rejected the Hosso argument that the 

attainment of Buddhahood required aeons of practice 

and that some people would never be able to attain it. 

Second, Saich6 proposed major reforms in the Tendai 

educational system, in monastic discipline, and in the 

ordination system. Saiché suggested that Tendai monks 

be ordained on Mount Hiei, where they would be re- 

quired to remain for the next twelve years without ven- 

turing outside the monastery’s boundaries. Ordinations 

were to be supervised by lay administrators (zoku betto) 

who also held important positions at court. 

In addition, Saiché criticized the Ssu fen li (Dharma- 

guptaka Vinaya) precepts, which traditionally had been 

conferred at ordination in China and Japan. He argued 

that the Ssu fen li were Hinayanist rules that would 

cause the recipient to retrogress, not progress, in his re- 

ligious practice. The Ssu fen li precepts were to be re- 

placed with the Fan wang precepts, a set of Mahayana 

precepts traditionally used in East Asia to inculcate Ma- 

hayana attitudes in monks, nuns, and lay believers, but 

not to ordain laypeople as monks or nuns. The adoption 

of the Fan wang precepts was intended to strengthen 

monastic discipline on Mount Hiei by providing the 

monks with a more relevant guide to conduct than the 

Ssu fen lii precepts. After the yearly ordinands had com- 

pleted their twelve years on Mount Hiei, many of them 

were to receive official appointments as administrators 

of monastic affairs in the provinces. During their terms, 

they were to devote much of their time to projects that 

would benefit the populace. Saichd expected these ac- 

tivities to contribute to the spread of Tendai influence. 
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Saich6d’s proposals were vehemently opposed by the 
Hoss6 and other Nara schools because their approval 

would have entailed implicit recognition of Saichd’s 

criticisms of Hossé doctrine and practice. In addition, 

the proposals would have removed Tendai monks from 

the supervision of the Office of Monastic Affairs (S6g6). 

The court, not wishing to become involved in disputes 

between schools, hesitated to act on Saichd’s proposals. 

As a result, Saichd died without seeing his reforms ap- 

proved; however, one week after Saichd’s death the 

court approved the proposals as a posthumous tribute. 

Thought. Most of Saichd’s works were polemical and 

designed either to prove that Tendai doctrine and prac- 

tice were superior to that of any of the other schools of 

Japanese Buddhism or to argue that the Tendai school 

should be free of any supervision by other schools. In 

his defense of Tendai interests, Saichd discussed a num- 

ber of issues that played important roles in later Japa- 

nese religious history. | 

Saiché had an acute sense of the flow of Buddhist his- 

tory. The teachings of the Lotus Sutra, the text that con- 

tained the Buddha’s ultimate teaching according to the 

‘Tendai school, had been composed in India and then 

transmitted to China. Japan, Saicho believed, would/be 

the next’site for the rise of the “‘one-vehicle” teachings 

propagated by Tendai. Saich6 was conversant with /the- 

ories on the decline of Buddhism and believed that he 
was living at the end of the Period of Counterfeit 

Dharma (zdmatsu), described as an era in which /many 

monks would be corrupt and covetous. I 

Although Saich6é believed major changes were needed 

in Japanese Buddhism, he did not use theories on the 

decline of Buddhism to justify doctrinal innovations, as 

did some of the founders of the Kamakura schools. 

Rather, Saich6 argued that because Buddhism in the 

capital had declined, monks should retreat to the moun- 
tains to practice assiduously. [See also Mapp6.] 

Many of Saichd’s doctrinal innovations were based on 
his belief that the religious aptitude of the Japanese 

people as a whole had matured to the point where they 

no longer needed any form of Buddhism other than the 

“perfect teachings’’ (engy6) of the Tendai school. Earlier 

Buddhist thinkers had also been interested in the man- 

ner in which the religious faculties of people matured, 

but had usually discussed the process in terms of \indi- 

viduals rather than whole peoples. 

Religious training for people with “perfect faculties” 

(enki, i.e., those whose religious faculties respond to the 

“perfect teachings’) was based on the threefold study 
(sangaku) of morality, meditation, and doctrine. Saichd 

believed that T‘ien-t'ai teachings on meditation and 

doctrine were adequate, although they could be supple- 
mented by Esoteric Buddhism. However, he was dissat- 

isfied with the traditional T‘ien-t‘ai position on moral- 

ity, which maintained that a monk could follow the Ssu 
fen lui precepts with a Mahayana mind. Saicho argued 

that adherence to the Ssu fen li would cause a monk to 

retrogress toward Hinayana goals. Tendai practices 

could be realized only by using the Mahayana Fan wang 

precepts for ordinations and monastic discipline. 

Chinese T‘ien-t‘ai had been a syncretistic tradition, 

particularly at the T‘ien-t‘ai Yt-ch‘tian monastery. 
Chinese monks had been interested in Ch‘an and Eso- 

teric Buddhism as well as in the Ssu fen lui and Fan 

wang precepts. Saicho inherited this tradition, but de- 

veloped certain aspects of it in innovative ways. For ex- 

ample, Saiché considered Esoteric Buddhism to be es- 

sentially the same as Tendai (enmitsu itchi) and thus 

awarded Esoteric Buddhism a more central place in the 

Tendai tradition than it had been given by most Chinese 

monks. Like Kakai, Saicho emphasized the importance 

of striving for enlightenment as an immediate goal to 

be attained in this existence (sokushin j6butsu). Tendai 

and Esoteric practices, he felt, provided a direct path 

(jikidd) to enlightenment, whereas the teachings of the 

Nara schools required aeons to bring the practitioner to 

enlightenment. 

The Chinese T‘ien-t‘ai systems for classifying teach- 

ings (kydhan) developed by Chih-i (538-597) had been 

designed to demonstrate how the “perfect teachings” of 

the Lotus Sutra revealed the ultimate meaning of all 

other Buddhist traditions and could be used to unify 

and interpret various Buddhist doctrines. Later, as the 

competition between T‘ien-t‘ai and other schools inten- 

sified, T‘ien-t'ai scholars such as Chan-jan (711-782) de- 

veloped classification systems that demonstrated the 

complete superiority of the Lotus Sutra over other 

teachings. Saichd’s rejection of Hoss6 doctrine and the 

Ssu fen li precepts was based on the later T‘ien-t‘ai clas- 

sification systems. Saicho also developed his own sys- 

tems, which emphasized the importance of relying on 

the Buddha’s words from such texts as the Lotus Sutra, 

rather than on the commentaries (Sastras) used by the 

Hoss6 and Sanron schools. In addition, he stressed the 

importance of matching teachings to the faculties of the 

religious practitioner so that enlightenment could be 
rapidly attained. 

[See also Tendaisht; Shingonsht; and the biographies 
of Chih-i and Kukai.] 
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